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No. of t\C'\..

ApPROPRIATION ACT: Applying a sum out of the Consolidated Revenue to the service of the
year ending on the thirtieth day of June, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five, and
to appropriate the supplies granted in this session of Parliam~nt
AUDIT ACT: Relating to payment of the public moneys ..
AUSTRALIAN WINE LICENCE (BAILLIESTON) ACT: Providing for the renewal of a certain Australian wine licence in pursuance of a certificate granted by the licensing court for the
Jicensing district of Waranga
CATTLE COMPENSATION ACT: Providing compensation for the owners of certain cattle and for
other purposes
CATTLE COMPENSA'rION ACT (No.2) : Amending section 6 of the Oattle Oompensation Act 1924..
CmLDREN'S MAINTE~ANCE ACT: Amending the Ohildren's Maintenance Act 1919
CHILDREN'S WELFAHE ACT: Relating to the Department heretofore known as the Department
for Neglected Children
CLUB HO'l'EL, HOPETOUN, LICENCE ACT: Providing for the renewal of a certain victualler's
licence in pursuance of a. certificate granted by the licensing court for the licensing district
of Swan Hill
CONSOLIDATED P"F.nmUE ACT (Np. 1): Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
One million three hundred and seventy-five thousand two hundred and forty-seven pounds
to the serviee of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thousand
nine hundred and twenty-five
CqNSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.2): Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
One million two hundred and seventy-five thousand and fifty-one pounds to the service
of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thomand nine hundred
and twenty-five ..
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.3) : Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
Five hundred and eighty-two thousand two hundred and sixty pounds to the service of the'
year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-three and One thousand nine hundred and
twenty-four
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.4): Applying out ot the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
One million two hundred and sixty-four thousand two hundred and forty-three pounds
for the service of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thousand
nine hundred and twenty-five
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.5): Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of One
million three hundred and ninety-five thousand four hundred and forty-eight pounds to the
service of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thousand nine
hundred and twenty-five..
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.6): Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
One million two hundred and seventy-four thousand two hundred and eleven pounds to the
service of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thousand nine
hundred and twent.y-five "
OONSOLIDATED REVENUE ACT (No.7) : Applying out of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
One million three hundred and seventy-six thousand five hundred and thirteen pounds to the
service of the year One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four and One thousand nine
hundred and twenty-five ..
'COUN'l'RY ROAnS LOAN ApPLICATION ACT: Sanctioning the issue and application of certain sums
:>f money available under Loan Acts for the construction of main roads and developmental
roads under the Country Roads Acts
DISCHARGED SOLDIERS SETTLEMENT ACT: Authorizing the raising of additional moneys for the
purposes of the Discharged Soldiers Settlement Acts ..
DRIED FRUITS ACT: Relating to dried fruits and dried fruits packing sheds and for other purposes
ELECTRICITY SUPPLY LOAN ApPLICATION ACT: Sanctioning the issue and application of certain
sums of money available under Loan Acts for works and undertakings of the State Electricity Commission of Victoria
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ACTS OF PARLIAMENT PASSED IN SESSION

1924-cont'inued.
No. of Act.

FOOTSCRAY LAND ACT: Providing for the closing of portions of certain streets in the city of
Footscray and for the reservation from sale of the said portions as a site for educational
purposes
GEELONG WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE (BORROWING POWERS) ACT: Increasing the borrowing
powers of the Geelong 'Waterworks and Sewerage rrrust
HIGRW AYS AND VEHICI.ES ACT: Making further provision with respect to highways and country
roads, motor cars and traction engines, and the registration of vehicles and for other purposes
INCOME TAX ACT (No.2) : Declari~g the rates of income tax for the year ending on the thirtieth
day of June, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five, and to amend and continue the
Income Tax Acts

3385
3372
3379

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT SOCIETIES ACT: Relating to industrial and provident societies .,

3390
3362

JEPARIT LAND ACT: Providing for the revocation of the permanent reservation of certain land
in the township and parish of Jeparit and for the issue of a Crown grant in respect thereof
to the trustees of the Jeparit Agricultural and Pastoral Society

3353

LAND TAX ACT: Declaring the rate of land tax for the year ending the thirty-first day of
December, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five, and to amend the Land Tax Acts ..

3383

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT (No.4) : Amen-ding the provisions of the Local Goyernment Acts relating
to By-laws for or with respect to Residential Areas and the erection and Construction of
buildings

3388

LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MELBOURNE AND GEELONG) ACT: Extending and applying to the City of
Melbourne and the City of Geelong certain provisions of the Local Government Act 1915 with
regaFd to streets and roads

3347

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS ACT: Amending the Melbourne and lVIetropolitan
Tramways Acts ..

3367

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN TRAMWAYS (INSCRIBED STOCK) ACT: Relating to Melbourne
,
and metropolitan tramways inscribed stock and for other 'pnrposes

3352

MELBOURNE ELECTRIC SUPPLY COMPANY ACT: Relating to undertakings of the Melbourne
Electric Supply Company Limited and for other purposes

3377

MILDURA ELECTRICITY LOAN ACT: Increasing the borrowing powers of the council of the town
of Mildura for the purposes of works and undertakings for the supply of electricity
MILK SUPPLY ACT: Amending the Mille Supply Act ]922

3382
3359

MOTOR OMNIBUS ACT: Making further provision with respect to motor omnibuses and for other
. purposes
MUNICIPAL ENDOWMENT ACT: Relating to municipal endowment ..

3378
3369

NORTH CARLTON LANDS ACT: Revoking the temporary reservation of certa,in lands situate at
North Carlton for public educational purposes, to close a certain right-of-way and portion of
cert~in streets, and to provide for the grant to the Commonwealth of Australia, for defence
purposes of certain lands in pursuance of an arrangement with the Commonwealth for the
exchange of certain lands, to amend the North Carlton Land8 Act 1920, and for other purposes

3358

RAILWAY LOAN ApPI,ICATION ACT: Sanctioning the issue and application of cert ain sums of
money available under Loan Acts for railways and for other purposes. .
..
..
REAL PROPERTY (ACCESS OF AIR) ACT: Relating to the acquisition of rights of access of air
RIC.HMOND LAND ACT: Making further provision as to certain lands vested in the mayor,
councillors, and citizens of the City of Richmond pursuant to grants from the Crown and to
repeal the Richmond Land Act 1912 and for other purposes
..
..
..
..
STATE SAVINGS BANK ACT: Amending the State Savings Bank Acts

3368
3360
3354
3348

STATE SAVINGS BANK (INSURANCE) ACT: Amending section 19 of the H01L8'ing and Reclamation
Act 1920 alld section 20 of the State Saving8 Bank Act 1920 (No.2)
..
..
. . 3384
SURPLUS REVENUE ACT: Relating to the surplus revenue of the financial year ended on the
thirtieth day 6f June. One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four ..
..
. . 3371
VICTORIAN GOVERNMENT LOAN ACT: Authorizing the raising of money for country roads and for
irrigation works and water supply and for the purposes of works and undertakings of the
State Electricity Commission of Victoria
3345
VICTORIAN LOAN (PUBLIC WORKS) ACT: Authorizing the raising of money for public works and
other purposes and to sanct,ion the issue and application of such money
..
.. 3373
VI<JTORIAN LOAN (STATE FORESTS) ACT: Authorizing the raising of money for State forests and to
sanction the issue and applicu,tion of such money

3386
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No. of Act.

VICTORIAN WHEATGROWERS CORPORATION LIMITED (GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE) ACT: Enabling
the Treasurer of Victoria to arrange for the repayment of certain moneys advanced by banks
to the Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited in connexion with the marketing of
the wheat harvest of the season 1924-1925 and for other purposes
3363
WATER SUPPLY LOANS ApPLICATION ACT: Sanctioning the issue and application of certain sums
of monay available under Loan Acts for irrigation works, water suppl~r works, drainage and
flood protection works in country districts, and for worhs under the River Murray Waters
Acts and for other purposes
3364
WIRE NETTING ACT: Amending the law relating to the supplying of wire netting and to amend
section 20 of the Fences Act 1915 ..
3375
YARRAM YARRAM MECHANICs} INSTITUTE ACT: Relating to the Yarram Yarram Mechanics'
Institute and Free Library
3355

~i6t
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Abbott, R. H. S.
Angliss., W. C.
AUitin, A. A.
Ba.th, E. G.
Beckett, W. J.
Beggs, Theodore
Bell, Alexander
Brawn, F. W.
Chandler, A. E.
Clarke, F. G.
Clarke, W. L. R.
Cohen, H. I., K.O....
Crockett, W. P.
Davis, G. M.
Disney, J. H.
Edgal', W. H.
Goudie, G. J....
lIarrii, Dr. J. R.
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Northern.
Southern.
South-Wes.tern.
Nelson.
Melbourne Nor~h.
Nelson.
Wellington.
Wellington.
South-Eastern.
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Southern.
Mell>ourne.
North·Western.
Gippsland.
Melbourne West.
East Yarra.
N orth~W est':lrn.
North.Eastern.
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NAME.
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Jones, J. P ....
Keck, Herbert
Kiernan, E. L.
...
McGregor, Martin
...
MeN amara, D. L.
...
Merritt, J. K.
...
Payne, T. H.
'"
Richardson, H. F ....
Robinson,
Sir Arthur,
C.M.G.
SaItau, Marcus
Smith, H. H.
Sternberg, Joseph
...
Tyner, WilHam
...
White, E. J.
...
Williams, Robert
...
Zwart A. M.
. ..

Melbourne East .
Bendigo.
Melbourne North
Gippsland.
Melbourne ]i~ast .
East Yarra .
MelbOlU'lle South.
~outh- Western.
Melbuurne South.
Western.
Melbourne.
Bendigo.
South-El\stern.
Westflr.n.
Melbourne 'Velilt.
North-Eastel'u.

PRESIDENT: 'l'HE HON. FRANK CLA:RKE, vice SIR, WALTER 1\:[ANII!'OLP, resigned.
CHAIRHAN OF COHUIT'rEES: THE BON.
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H. EDGAR.

LEGISLATlVE
NAME.

DISTRICT.

Allan, John
.. , Rodney.
... Borung.
Allison, Da.vid
Angus, Henry
... Gunbower.
Argyle, Dr. Stanley ... Toorak.
Bailey, H. S.
... Port Fairy.
Ba.ird, Ma.jor Matthew Ballarat West.
Barnes, Samuel
'" Walhalla.
Beardmore, Henry ... Benambra.
Billson, A. A.
... Ovens.
... Fitzroy.
Billson, J. W.
Bond, E. E.
... Glenelg.
Bourchier,
Colonel Goulburn Valley.
M. W. J., C.M G.,
:0..8.0, V.D.
Bowsel', John
... Wangaratta.
Brownbill, William ... Geelong.
Cain, John ...
... Jika Jika.
Carlisle, J. J ....
. .. Ben aU a..
Clough, L. J.
... Bendigo East.
Cook, A. E.
'" Bendigo West.
Cotter~·E. J.
.., Richmond.
Deany, J. D.
... Warrnamboo1.
Downwa.rd, Alfred ... Morninllton.
Dunstan, A. A.
... Eaglehawk.
Eggleston, F. W.
... St. Kilda.
Everard, W. H.
... Evelyn.
Farthing, A. A.
. .. East Melbourne.
Frost, George
... Maryborough.
Gordon, John
... Wamnga.
Greenw9orl, E. W. . .. Boroondt~ra.
Groves, Frank
... Dan~en()ng.
Rayes, Thos.
... Melbomne.
Hjorth, R. T.
. .. Bulla.
Hogan, }J. J.
... 'Varrenheip.
SPEAKER:

ASSEMBLY.
NAME.

DJ8'fRiCT•

Hughes, Arthur, M.C. Grenville.
Jackson, A. R.
... Prahran.
JeweU,J.R.
... Brunswick.
Keane, Frank
'" Essendon.
Lawson, H. S. W . ... Castlemaine and Maldon
Lemmon, John
... Williamstown.
Lind; ·A. E.
'" Gippsland East.
McAdam, W. J.
. .. Ballarat East.
Mackrell, E. J.
... Upper Goulburn .
McDonald, James ... Daylesford.
McDonald, James ... Polwarth.
McLachlan, J. W. '" Gippsland North.
McPherson, W. M . ... Hawthorn.
Morley, Edward
... Barwon.
Murphy, J. L.
'" Port Melbourne.
Old, F. E.
.. , Swan Hill.
Oman, D. S.
... Hampden.
Peacock, Sir A. J. '" Allandale.
Pennington, J. W. '" Kara Kara.
l'ollard, R. T.
... Dalhousie.
Prendergast, G. M . .... North Melbourne.
Slater, William
... Dundas.
Snowball, O. R.
'" Brighton.
Solly, R. H.
. .. Carlton.
. .. Stawell and Ararat.
'foutcher, R. F.
Tunnecliffe, Thomas ... Collingwood.
WaBace, A. K.
. .. Albert Park.
Walter, A. L. N. . .. Gippsland West.
.,. :Flemingtoll.
VVarde, E. C.
Weaver, 1. ,J.
... Korong.
Webber, G. C.
West, Walter
Wettenhall, M. E.

... Abbotsford.
... Gippsland South.
... Lowan.

THE RON. JOH~ BOWSER.

CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEEi: THB HON.

A. A.

BILLSON.

Hi" Excellency Colonel '.rhe Right Honorable GBORGE EDW ARD J ORN MOWBRAY, EARL
STRADBROKE, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.V.O., C.B.E., Aide.de.Camp to His Majesty the King.

Gtbt
His Excellency Sir
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Iituttnant-~obttnor.

'VIJ~LIAl\1 HIT~T~

IRVINE, K.C.M.G., Chief Justice of Victoria.

(From 8th July, 1924.)
Pt-wn1er,· TreMure~.', and. 'MinisLer of La.bour

A~tol'lley·General and

{

Solicitor·General

{

Chief Secretary and \<1 inilo1ter of Public Health
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President of the Board of Land and Works, Com- 'I
missioner of GrOWD Lands and ~urvey, ~Iinister I
.
of Immi Ttttion, awl Minister in Chargetof the {
Wheat Scheme
...
...
Minister of ):lail.,,'u..ys. and 1\. Vice·President of the l
BOar.d of Lfl.lldRnd Works...
...
Commisl;ioner of Public Works.' Minister of Mines, I
a,~d a Vice· Presioellt. of the Bmbrd of Land and
'" orks .. ,
...
...
...
. ••
Minister of Agriculture. Minister of 'Water Supply, }
'and a Vice· President of the Board of Land and
\-"orks...
...
...
...
. ..
~'linistel' of Public Instruction, Minister of Forests,
amI I.t Viee· President of tbe Board of Lancl and
\\Torks...
...
...
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.~.
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"0

ICC. M.G... M.L.A...
ARQ'Hua.
RoJU:Ni.OiN,
K.G..M.G"., .M.L.C. ,
STANLEY
SE:iMOUR
AloGYLE,
M.R.C.S., M.L.A.
Su~·.

DAVID SWAN OMAN, M.L.A.

...

r

FRJ.;J).'lCl'tIIQl WILLIJ.M EGc.r..IIlSMN,
M.L.A.

i

JhJNRY ISAAC
M.L.O.

I

f

Ministe"s witllUllt Portfolio

THEl. Ho~. SIRALEXA.N.DJll&J.u.tES ..P.Ill4QOOK.

r

l

COHEN,

K.C.,

.JOIIN GOIWON, M.L.A.
RICHARD 1!'RIWERICK TOUTCHER
M.L.A.
FREDKIUCK WJJ~IAM BRAWN,
M.L.C.
MARTIN MCGREGOR, M.L.C.
FRANK GKOVES, M.L.A.
HENRY BEARDMORE. M.L.A.

(From 18th .hlly, 1924.)
.. { THE RON. GBORGE MICHAEL PRENDERGAST,
M.L.A.
Chief Secretary
THOMAS TUNNEOLIFFE, M.L.A.
Minister of Public Instruction and Minister of Labour
JOHN LEMMON, M.L.A.
Minister of Agriculture, Minister of Railways, and a)
EDMOND JOHN HOGAN, M.L.A.
Vice·President of the Board. of Land and Works j
President of the Board of Land and Works, com.}.
missioner of Crown Lands and Survey, and Minister
HENRY STEPHEN BAILEY, M.L.A.
of Water Supply
..
..
..
..
Attorney·General and Solicitor· General
WILLIAM SLATER, M.L.A.
Commissioner of Public Works, Minister of PUbliC}
Health, Minister in Charge of Immigration, and
JOHN PEROY JONES, M.L.C.
a Vice·President of the Board of Land and Works
Minister of Mines, Minister of Forests, and a Vice- \
DANIEL LAURENOE MoNAMARA,
President of the Board of Land and Works
.. I
M.L.C.
WILLIAM
JAMES
BEOKETT,
M.L.C.
JAMES HERBERT DISNEY, M.L.C.
Ministers without Portfolio
JOHN CAIN, M.L.A.
GORDON
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WEBBER,
M.L.A.
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..
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M.L.C.
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PAltLIAl\;l.EN 'l'Alt Y DEilA1'.ES.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, July 8, 1924.'

OPENING OF P ARLIAl\iENT BY
COMiMISSION.
The Twenty-eighth Victorian Parlia-

illent was opened this day by Commission.
The Commissioner appointed by His Ex:cellency the Governor for the purpose
was His Honour lYIr . Justice lYIann.
At 11.5 a.m. the CLERK read the
following:
PROCLAMATION

bel'S of the' Legislative Council and the
Members of the Legislative Assembly are
hereby required to gIve their attendance
at the said time and place accordingly.
Given under my hand and the seal of
the State of Victnria aforesaid, at Melbourne, this 1st day of July, in the year
of our Lord One thousand nine hundred
and twenty-four, and in the fifteenth
year of the reign of His M'ajesty King
George V.
" STRADBROKE.
(' :By His Excellency'S Command,
"A. J. PEACOCK.
CI GOD SAVE THE KING !"
The COMMISSIONER immediately after-

By His Excellency Colonel the Right Hon-. wards entered the chanlbel' and directed

orable George Edward John Mowbray, Earl of Stradbroke, Knight
Commander of the Most Distinguished
Order of Saint Michael and Saint
George, Companion of the Most
Honorable Order of the Bath, Commander of the Royal Victorian
Order, Commander nf the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire,
Aide-de-Camp to His l\1:ajesty the
King; Governor of the State of Victoria and its Dependencies i:r:: the
Commonwealth of Australia., &c.,
&0., &c.
"I, the Governor of the State of Victoria., in the Commonwealth of Australia, .
do by this my Proclamation, fix Tuesday,
the eighth day of July, 1924, as the time
for the commencement and holding of 'the
next session of the Parliament of Victoria, for the despatch of business, at the
bour of Eleven o'clock in the forenoon, in
the State Parliament Houses, situate in
the Carltnn Gardens, in the City of M'elbourne: And the Honorable the' Mem-

rl1

that the attendance of the members of
the Legislative Assembly should be requested.
The members of the Assembly having
appeared at the bar,
Mr. JUSTICE MANN· said-Honorable gentlemen of the Legislative Council,
and gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly, His Excellency the Governo,r, not
thinking fit to be present in person, has
been pleased to cause Letters Patent to
issue unde·r the seal of the State, constituting me his Commissioner to do in his
name all that is necessary to be performed
in this Parliament. This will more fully
appear from the Letter!:> Patent, which
will nnw be read by the Clerk.
The Letters Patent authorizing the
Commissioner to open Parliament were
read by the Clerk.
Mr. JUSTICE MANN-Honorable
members of the Legislative Council and
gentlemen of i,he Legislative Assembly,
I have it in command from His
Excellency to let you know that later

2
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this day His Exce,llency will declare to.
you, in person, in this place, the cause G,f
his calling this Parliament together.
Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly,
as it is necessary be,fore. you proceed to
the despatch of business that a Speaker
of the Legislative Assembly be chosen,
His Excellency requests that you, in your
chamber, will proceed to the choice of a
proper person as Speaker.
The members of the Legislative Assembly retired from the chamber and the
Cammissioner withdrew.
The PUESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Clarke) taok the chair, and read the
prayer.
At 11.15 a.m. the Hause adjourned
until 2.30 p.m.
STATE OPENING OF PARLIAM.ENT.
The PRESIDENT again took the chair at
2.30 p.m.
Thel Usher announced the appraach of
His Excellency the Governor, and immediately afterwards His Excellency entered
the chamber, attended by his -suite.
The members of the Legislative Assembly having been summaned,
His Excellency addressed the follawing speech to. both Hauses af Parliament:-

of Parliament.

result of that electian has been cleared up~
it is nat cansidered necessary to. place. it
before you in any further detail.
I now leave you to your deHberations,
in the earnest hape that, with the blessing
of the Almighty, yaur wark may result in
the advancement of the welfare af all
classes af the cammunity.
Co.pies of the speech were handed by
the Gavernar's Private Secretary to. the
President and the Speaker.
His Excetllency and shite withdrew, and
the members of the Legislative Assembly
also. le.ft the chamber.
The sitting was suspended until 4.48
p.m., when the PRESIDENT again took the
chair.
REAL PROPERTY (ACCESS OF
.
AIR) . BILL.

Sir A.RTHUR ROBINSON (A.ttorney-General).-In order to preserve the
privileges af this Hause, I mave far leave
to' introduce a Bill relating tOI the Acquisition of Rights of Access af Air.
The motion was a~reed to..
The Bill was braught in, and read a
first time.

VACANCY IN TIlE SENATE.

MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLESir ARTHUR ROBINSON (Attorney. :MEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
General)
prese.nted a message from the
.MR. SPEAKER AND GEN'l'LEMEN OF THE
Gavernor, tra,nsmitting a copy of t.he
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
following despa.tch:I have taken the earliest opportunity,
Melbourne, 30th June, 1924.
aftelr the recent genera.! election, of ca.ll:My Lonl.-Pursuuut to the prov~sions -of secing you tagether far the despatch of tion 21 of the Commonwealth of Australia
Constitution Act, I have tllehonour to inform
public business.
. Your Excellency that a vacancy has happened
MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE in the representation of rt:he State of Victoria
in the Senate, through the death of Senator
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
Stephen Barker, which occurred on the 21st
The Supplementary Estimates o·f Ex- June, U124.
I have the honour to be,
penditure for the year 1923-1924, and a
My Lord,
measure to make preliminary provisian for
Your Excellency's obedient servant,
the services of thet current financial year,
(Signed)
'rHOS. GlVENS,
President of the Senate.
will be laid before yau in due course,.
MR. PRESIDENT AND HONORABLE GENTLE- His Excellency the Right Hon. The Earl of
Stradbroke, K.C.M.G., C.B., C.V.O., C.B.E.,
MEN OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL:
Governor of the State 01 Victoria, Melbourne .
.MR. SPEAKER AND GENTLEMEN OF THE
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON (AttarLEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY:
ney-General).-I maveA full progra.mme of legislatian and
That this message be tak:en into considerapolicy was placed before the electors by tion on Tuesday next.
my Advisers at the general election, but I ma,y inform hOlllOrrable me,inbers that
until the camplex pasition cre'ated by the a joint sitting of the two Houses will

Oka'irman of

[8

JULY,

1924.]

Committees.

3

my appreciation of the kindly way in
which they treated me during my previous term. I also wish to acknowledge
the assistance I re·eei ved from the
officers of the House in carryillg O.l.lt the
duties
of the position. I am looking forl~L]~OTIONS Al~D
ward to the present session being on the
QUALIFI01~TIONS COMMITTEE.
same lines as the last, and hope that legisThe PRESrTIENT laid 011 the table lation to the advantage of all concerned
his warrant appoiuting the HOlls. R. H. will be passed.
S. Abbott, II. 1. Coben, W. H. Edgar,
The Roo. R. VVILLIAMS.-You axe
Dr. J. R. Harris, E. L. Kiernan, T. H. very optimistic.
Payne, and H. F. Richardson as the ComThe Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I feel that
mittee of Elections and Qualifications.
an added responsibility will be cast on
this House, and that as a result of the
SIR WALTEH. :MANIFOLD.
complex position referred to in the Governor's
Speech, we may have to take a
RETENTION OF TITLE OF "HONORABLE."
little part in bringing about an order of
The PRESIDENT announced that he things that will enable the business of
had received a communication from the the country to be carried on. In acceptSecretary to the .Premier, stating that a ing the unanimous vote of honorable
despatch had been received from the membe.rs, I hope tha.t I shall prove
Oolonial Office, intimating that His worthy of the cOinfidence they ha,ve shown
Majesty the King had been pleased to in me, and that I shall be able to carry out
appro·ve o·f the retention of the title of the duties of Chairman of Committees
" Honorable" by Sir Walter :Manifold, impartially and on lines that will be to
who had served continuously as a mem- the credit Q.f the House. I thank honorber of the Legislative Council of Victoria able members again, and I dOl anticipate
for a period of mor'.:) than ten years.
tha,t we shall have a very fruitful and
profitable session.
CHAIH}L~K OF aO)fMITTEES.
RA.ILWAYS STANDING
Sir ARTHUH HOBINSON (AttorCOMMITTEE.
ney-General) .-By leave, I movcSir
ARTHUR
ROBINSON (Attor'l'hl1t the Honorable William Haslam Edgar
ney-General) .-By l-eave, I move he C hairmrui of Committees of the Council.

be necessary, and will be held in due
course. Ample notice will be given to
them o·f that sitting.
The motion was agreed to.

That the following members of the House be
It needs very fe\y words on my part to appointed
members of the Parlia.:mentuy
commend this motion to honorable mem- Standing Committee on Railways, namely:bers. Mr. Edgar has been acting as The Honorables Alexander Bell and Horace
Chairman of Committees for some time Francis Richardson.
past, and he has shown a dev:otion to As honorable m13mbers know, Mr. Bell
duty and a knowledge of the Standing and Mr. Richardson served on the ComOrders which bave wou him the appro- mittee before and did excellent work. In
bation and support of the House. We them the Legislative Council will conare fortunate in having a gentleman so tinue to have as its representatives two
competent for the position, and I feel gentlemen with sound business experience
sure that honorable members will" be only and wide k);lowledge.
too glad to re-elect him.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.~In
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I secooding the motion, I can only say that
second the motion. I feel sure, from the I feel that the House is again selecting .as
experience we have had of Mr. Edgar as its representatives on the Rllilways
Chairman of Commitees, that honorable Standing Committee two gentlemen who
members cannot do better than re-elect are in every way worthy of its confidenoe.
him to that position.
lam confident that they will continue
The motion was agreed to.
their good work dUl'ing the comingsesThe llon. W. H. EDGAR.-I desire to sion, because the construction of railways
express my indebtedness to honorable is all imp or t.ant factor in the good
members for .again electing me to the governnlent of the Staie.
position of Chairman of Committees, and
The motion was .agreed to.
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The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.Allow me, Mr .. President, to thank honorable members for this renewal of confidence. In the future, as I have done in
the past, I shall endeavour to worthily
represent the Legislative Council on this
important Committee.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I also desire to
thank honorable members for the honour
they have again conferred on me, and
it will be my endeavour to merit the confidence that they have shown in me.

GOVERNOR'S SPEEOH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY ~
The PRESIDENT.-I have to report
that
His Excellency the Governor
attended. the House this day, and was
pleased to make a speech of which, for
greater accuracy, I have obtained a copy.
I think I may regard it as the desire
of honorable members that the speech
should be taken as read.
The Hon. E. G. BATH.-I moveThat a committee be appointed to prepare
an address to His Excellency the Governor
in reply to His Excellency's opening speech,
such committee to consist of the Hons.
E. G. Bath', M. Saltau, A. A. Austin, W. L.
R. Clarke, J. H. Disney, !J:. H. Smith, and
A. M. Zwar.

The motion was agreed to.
The Committee retired, and on their
return brought up the following Addressin-Reply:MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We, the Legislative Council of Victoria, in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our
loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign, and
to thank Your Excellency for the gracious
speech which you have been pleased to address
to Parliament.

The Hon. E. G. BATH.-I moveThat the Address-in-Reply be adopted.

Owing to the complex situation that has
arisen, I thin kit \~ould be quite out of
place for me to attempt to make a long
speech now. There is one matter to
which I would very briefly refer. I
noticed from the speeches made during
the recen t election by the leaders of the
different parties that they seemed to be
almost unanimous on the roads question
-that is the question of main roads and
developmental roads. They appeared to
be of opinion that a Roads Bill should
. be introduced at the earliest possible opportunity. 'The trouble is, politically

Address-in-Reply.

speaking, that at present we do not know
whether we are on a main road or a developmental road. Members will have to
wait with patience the unfolding of
events. I have nothing more to say.
The Hon. Y. S.ALTAU.-Mr. President, the address, the adoption of which
I now have the honour to second, certainly
is in its essence the "soul of brevity,"
and I mjght go farther, and say that
it speaks volumes for the harmonious relations existing between all political parties.
It certainly contains no surprising announcements. If I were to allow my
imagination to run riot for a few minutes,
1 suppose I could suggest many points
affecting the interests of the State and
embodied in the policy speech of the Premier at Creswick to which one would
have {expected to find some reference.
These ~'3ubjects would include, not. only
the development of railways and roads,
which was briefly touched upon by my
colleague, :Mr. Bath, but also afforestation, health matters, decentralization in
relation to the outer ports and Warrnambool in particular, and possibly also the
Bill, which was the subject of so much
discussion recently, for the redistribution
of seats.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-That is a·
painful topic now.
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-Possibly it is
to some honorable members. Then there
is the Gas Bill, which is of such vast importance to Melbourne and the suburbs.
There is a great field for discussion on
any or all of these subjects, and, if circumstances were different, I clare say it
would be quite an easy matter to find
something .to say on each or all of them.
I have very definite views in regard to
developmental railways and roads. At
times we hear a tremendous lot about decentralization. In the past, the prevailing idea in regard to that subject was
that what was required was something
in the nature of a reduction of freights
and fares. I have always held that decentralization involves a much wider field
of legislation than that of freights and
fares. The subject is so big in its range
that it presents itself to me as being very
much like the spokes of a wheel. A wheel
has many spokes, and they all turn in
the same way. I would summal'lze by
saying that decentralization should bring
to the people of the country more and
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more of the modern conveniences of life, The greater the production, the more
such as electrIc light and sewerage.· By freight there is to carry, and this brings
the way, we have a Sewerage Act on the me naturally to the subject of immigrastatute-book, but as a means of encourage- tion. Here, probably, I may strike some
ment to the country districts it does not diversit.v uf"'lews, but I think I am quite
go nearly far enough. It gives the muni- safe in saying that the great need for
cipalities certain powers in regard to the the whole of Australia to-day is a wellconstitution of boards and the adoption of balanced system of immigration. Wa
sewerage schemes. In the neighbouring must have more people of thc right typ 13
State of New South Wales much greater to develop this vast continent of ours, and
encouragement is given in this respect to Victoria in particular. While Victoria
the country municipalities than is offered is, on the whole, wonderfully well deto them in this State. In New South veloped, there is still room for the settleWales, something like one in every sixteen mont of more people on our land. I have
towns is either sewered or ab0ut to be had' the pleasure, like other honorable
sewered, whereafi in Victoria the number members ·of the House, of travelling
is about one in 43. Any country town through some of our newel' districts .
in New South Wales desiring to be round about Mildura and Ouyen. The
sewered submits a request to the Sewer- developmental work that has heen done
age Board. That board seuds down au there, particularly by the last Govern.
d
ment, is beyond all praise. I have noexpert, who makes a trIal survey an an
estimate of the cost. These are su·bmitteu thing but good to say of the various I.Jawto the municipality concerned, which· 'son Gove~nments, and I think the country
has every reason to be proud of the work
then has the right to say whether it will that they have taken in hand, and, in the
go on with the scheme or not. The great main, of the way in which it has been
factor always is, of course, the cost. If carried out. Usually there is some slackthe municipality decides that it will not ness associated with the carryi.ng out of
proce~d with the scheme, it is not asked government work, but in regard to at
to pay the cost of the trial survey. That least Ol1e spending dopartment-the
is· simply held as a debit against the Water Supply Department-the work
municipality until such time as the that has been accomplished is admirable,
scheme is proceeded with. That system and, in my opinion, beyond all criticism.
offers infinitely more encouragement to It is just a question, however, whether
the municipalities than the system that is in some directions this work of developadopted in Victoria, and the proof of ment has not been a little bit too rapid,
that lies in the number of towns that 01', in other words, whether we have not
have already adopted sewerage schemes got somewhat ahead of our population.
in New South Wales. If a municipality The tremendous increase in the amounts
in New South Wales decides to proceed that have had to be borl'owed for this
with the scheme submitted to it, the work has created a liability that has to
Sewerage Board 'takes it in hand, com- be borne by an almost stationary populapletes it, and hands it over, on a 30 or tion. We have to endeavour to find a
32 years' repayment basis, to the muni- remedy. We must, from now onwards,
cipality. In regard to railways, I think study the matter in its practical aspects,
honorable members will all admit that and learn to put first things first. The
Victoria is the possessor of a wonderful schemes of development that are in the
network of lines. I am one of those who air will involve the expenditure of mall~'
dn not belittle the management of our more millions, and they will have to be
Railway Department. I believe that to- \Tery carefully handled .. We shall have
day the railways are well and efficiently to see that there is some prospect
run, and that we have gentlemen control- that a return will be obtained on our outling them who are very keen about their lay. I do not like to conclude my rejob, and certainly keen to see that the marks without making a passing referState gets a return for the vast sum of ence to the Yallourn scheme. I notice
money that it has invested in the building that my friend, the Attorney-General,
and maintenance of our railway system. takes great. credit for the passing of the
The great difficulty they have to conten., necessary legislation to bring the Elecwith is the sparseness of our population. tricity Commission into being, and for
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the carrying out of that great undertaking. I think that he is justly entitled
to a great deal of credit. The undertaking is evidently going to. be a very important factor in the development of industrial Victoria, but it is not going to be
a decentralizing factor to the extent that
Dome people seem to anticipate. The
probability is that Yallourn will eventually become one of the biggest centralizlug influences we have ever had to face
in Victoria. If power were the only
factor in determining where industries
should be located, then I venture to predict that, as a result of the establishment
of (he Yallourn works, there would not
. eventually be a single factory outside the
city area. I think, however, that it will
have virtues that will, in some degree, outweigh its defects. Its chief defect to my
mind lies in the fact that a sum of from
£3 000 OOD to £4000 OOD was allocated by
, . '
"
If'
Parhament to produce a supp y 0 pow~r.
The supply of powe~ has not been Increased, but I am glve!l. to understand
now that the total cost wIll probably be
£8,000,000.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-Warrnambool will have a share of that.
The Hon. M. SAJ..ITAU.-And a costly
share.
The Hon. H. F. RIClf.A.RDsoN.-They
asked for it.
·U·
SALTAU -S
f.
H
J.V.1..
••
orne 0 us
. Theon.
dl~, and some of us dId not. ~ome 6~
mIles from Warrnambool there IS a prlvate . concern that can supply power at,
lid. a unit. Eventu3:11y I believe that
the Yallourn 'Yorks wIll be.a wonderful
success; but, In the meantime, we are
not to get cheap power. It may be efficient power, but the users will have to
pay for the extra capital cost.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Wil1 Yallourn ever pay interest on the capital
cost ~
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Never.
. .
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-If It IS to do
that, there must be a very considerable
increase in the use of electricity for developmental purposes.. I have detained
honorable members qUIte long enou~h.
There are several other matters on whmh
I might speak, and that might be of interest to me, but would not, I am afraid,
be of interest to the House at the present
time.

A.dd1·ess-in-Reply.

The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.~What does
my honorable friend think of the proposed Spencer-street bridge?
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-I think that
it is necessary. I sh0'uld like f0'r one
moment to touch upon the "complex"
situation that is referred to in His Excellency's Spell3ch. I am not quite sure·
why that comple.x situation should have
arisen. Of course, there, has just been a
general election, the result of which was
not very satisfactory in some respects.
The· Hon. 'V. J. BECKETT.-Not very
satisfactory to one section, you mean.
The HOll. M. SALTA U .-1 should just
like to say that, sO' far, I am prO'foundly
disappointed at the governmental business
machine. I thought that when I came up
to this House I should see in operation
directing the vast issues that concern this
State something in the. nature of big b~si
ness. J thou~~t that It would be pOSSIble
to get a deCISIve yea or nay; but, alas,
need I say any more? There is a. British
saying that the horur usually finds the
man. Surely in Victoria to-day the hour
is ripe for a body of men with vision
enough and big enough in every respect to
take charge of the affairs of the State, and
run them, not with self-interest, but for
the good of the community. I thank honorable members for the patient hearing
they have given me., I know that they
are ~ot prepared to listen to long spe;eches
to-mght, and I trust that I have not trespassed unduly.
The Hon. H. F. R1CHARDSON.-I
dOl not know whether honQirable members
wish to discuss the Governor's Speech or
not. In the speech itself there is very
little for them to discuss. We are practically only asked to agree to a Supply
Bill, and nQi doubt honorable members will
have no objection to doing so. I should
like to refer briefly to the remarks of the
mover and the seconder of the Address-inReply. I trust that, in spite of the complicated state Qif affairs in anQither place,
W?thshlall . hI at,~e altlhopp;ortunity of f~eaht·nhg
WI
egIs' 'a lOll
at IS necessary or
e
advancement of the State. Both the mover
and the seconder of the motion referred
to the main roads question' and to my
mind, a solutioh of that pr~blerr: should
nut be delayed any longer. It is a, matter
of very deep regret that what has occurred
in another place should involve delay in
the passing ·of legislation dealing with
that most important subject. Se'veral
Governments have attempted to deal with
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the main roads question, but they have
not had an opportunity of doing ,so. I
trust that before the session ends we shall
havE:} an opportunity of dealing with it.
There is other very important legislatioll
that the electors are asking f01', and it
is a matter of very deep regret indeed
that such legislation cannot be dealt
with.
I hope that within a very
short period we shall have stable
government, and 'a Ministry consisting of
men who will put public interest
befolre personal interest.
\Ve do not
want ,simply to have sections represented
in a Government, but we want a Go,vernmellt that will be prepared to deal with
matters for the benefit of the whole of the
people and the whole of the State. That
is what I am looking for. There is just
one o,ther matter to which I wish to refer.
Under. a' regulation of the Health Commission that was p:'esented to the House
this afternoon provision is made in regard
to patent medicines. I was asked to move
in connexion with that matter, but I have
been assured by one member of the
Health Commission that the regula.tton
will be allowed to remain in abeyance for
six months, and that in the nieantime the
Commission will reconsider the matter. If
the regulation is enforced it will be most
unjust to the manufacturers of patent
medicines, which are of great importance,
especially to country residents. I hope
the Health Commission will deal with the
matter in a reasonable and just manner.
If it does not, I shall bring the question
before the House, so that honorable members will have an opportunity of dealing
with it in the interests of their constituents.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I listened
with considerable interest to' the remarks
of l\1r. Saltau.
Though we have
assembled this after.noon principally for
the purpose of passing a Supply Bill in
order that the public servants may be
paid, it .would not be out of place for one
to. refer to. several questions that should
be dealt with as speedily as possible. One
is the main roads question, to' which reference has been made by previous speakers.
As one of the representatives of Bendigo,
I may say that the Government made an
offer of some £50,000 to. develop the roads
between Melbourne, Bendigo, and other
centres. We must be thankful to the Minister of Public Works fo:r that offer. He
made it on certain conditions, and those
conditions are not altoge,ther as satisfac-
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tory as we should like. The GOlvernment
should speedily take into consideration the
,question of main ro'a.ds, and lay down a
pohcy dealing with them as a whole, instead of dealing w.ith districts or sections.
On more than one occasion this House has
discussed the desirability of doing away
with Tait cars on country lines. Not very
long ago a mO'tion for the adjournment of
the House that was ,submitted in connexion with the question would have been
carried if it had had two more supporters.
The matter is one that should be dealt
with speedily. lVIr. Miscamble, the Rail·ways Oommissioner who is leaving Victoria, is a very excellent officer. He has
done his duty fearlessly and impartially
during the timer he has been a Commissioner, and I would urge the Government,
should they remain in power, to endeavour
to retain his services, because he has given
entire satisfa.ction. He is a thoroughly
. good and satisfactory CO'lumissioner, and
an officer whom we shall have great difficulty in replacing.
On the motion of the Hon. R. H. S.
ABBOTT, th-e' debate was adjourned until
Tuesday, July 15.
OONSOLIDATED REVENUE BIIJL
(No.1) ..
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON (AttorneyGeneral), was read a first time.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON (Attorney-General).-I moveThat this Bill be now :read a second time.

We are asking that Supply be granted
for the month of July. As honorable
members are aware, the payments to
public servants are now made fortnightly.
The first payment for the
financial year will be due on Friday
next.
To enable this payment to be
made, it is essential to have the Supply
Bill now introduced, passed to-night.
The Bill has to be assented to
by His Excellency the Governor; then
a
warrant
has
to
be
prepared
in the Treasury for submission to
the Auditor-General before any payment
can be made. Some of the departmental
advances are required on Thursday, so
that the salaries of the police and public
servants employed in country districts
~an be paid on the que date.
The first
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Supply has always to provide sufficient
to carry railway and other departmental
advances; consequently the amount of
the first Supply Bill is always more than
the relative proportion of the expenditure for which Supply is taken. I mention these facts so that there may be no
conf!.!sion in the minds of lwnorable
members regarding the Supply now asked
for. The figures are based on tho expenditure for 1923-24, and exceed onetwelfth of that amount by approximately £98,000.
I will indicate the
principal votes for which Supply is in
excess of the monthly proportion. First,
there is the item, "Education-endowments and grants, £19,000." Technical
school grants account for this increasl'l.
As they are paid quarterly in advance,
provision must be made in (T uly for the
payments due for the. quarter ending the
The next item
30th September next.
under this heading is "Health-infectious diseases, £6,000." The quarterly
instalments for the Infectious Diseases
Hospita:L and tho Heatherton Sanatorium
are payable in advance. Then we have
the item "Railways-working expenses,
£66,000." This is owing to the fact that
the annual advances are charged this
month. The expenditure against the vote
for July last year amounted to £775,000,
and it is estimated that the amount now
asked for-£800,000-will not be more
than sufficient to meet requirements for
the corresponding month of this year.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clause l-(Issue and application of
£1,375,247) .
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.--vcry
briefly I propose to refer to the item
"Treasurer's Advance."
Some explanation is due from the 1'.finisuv as tl) how
that advance has been expen~led. I find
that on the 7th March of this year, all.
advance was made to the Melbourne
Electric Supply Oompany of £100,000.
It will be borne in mind by honorable
members that just about that time the
Oountry Roads Board's op'erations were
stayed. Operations on the roads were
completely suspended owing to the lack
of funds just at the time when winter
was coming on. Yet we find that at
t.hat time the Government advanced

Bill (N u. 1).

£100,~00, apparently, to a private corporatlOll. We have a vivid recollection
of a transaction similar to this made two
or thr.ee years ago whereby the Government advanced to a private jam factory
a considerable sum of public money.
Eventually they had to take the produce of that factory, the old stock,
which proved to be almost unsaleable,
and this country lost a considerable sum
of money. VI e there had a case where
t.he Government was bolstering up a
private firm out of, possibly, the Trca··
surer's Ad vance.
The Hon. H. K~cK.-What jam factory do you refer to?
The Ron. W. J. BEOKETT.--I referred to the, Cockatoo Jam Company.
I propose to reserve my further comments on this matter until a sub~equent
occasion. This is the time, however, to
call attention to it, and at a later stage
we may put our views on the subject
morc forcibly before the House.
The Ron. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
hope no attempt will be made to rush
the Bill th.rough.
It is usual to allow
honorable ill.embers to discuss items
seriatim.
The OHAIRMAN.-Honorable members can discuss allY item on clause 1,
which is now before the Oommittee.
The Hon. W. J. BEOKETT.-Will
the few remarks that I have made stir
the Minister of Public Works, who is at
prese1nt in charge of .the Bill, into activity?
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN (Minister
of Public Works).-I have made a note
of the honorable member's remarks.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Does the
Minister plead ignorance of the transaetion to which I referred?
.
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN.-No.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Then jt is
the duty of the :Minister to refer to the
matter now. We have a responsibility
to perform before we pass any sums of
money, and the Government should explain their action in the matter to which
I have referred. It was in order to obtain such an explanation that I spoke.
The ROIl. H. 1. COHEN.-I did not
understand that Mr. Beckett desired an
explanation at once. The matter is one
that affects another department than
mIne.
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The lIon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Will there
be a further opportunity of discussing
the item~
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Yes, an
opportunity will be afforded later.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-\Vith
regard to the item "Observatorysalaries
and
ordinary
expenditure:
£374." I cannot help thinking that our
observatory is neglected. In AmerIca
and other countries, pains are taken to
supply valuable meteorological information to country residents. In Victoria
we have almost wholly disregarded this
important aspect of an observatory's usefulness. I hope that the Government
will, in the future, see that more attentiOll is givell to the dissemination of
weather and seasonal reports. Such reports are of great value to agriculturists.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-A notice of
motion ha·s been given in regard to a Bill
that "will deal with that matter.
The lIon. W. L. H. CLAHKE.-I am
pleased to hear that. The man on the
land needs the help that weather and
seasonal reports that could be supplied
from the observatory would give him.
This is in no sense a party question. The
benefit to crops and pasture's would be
considerable if such reports as I have in
mind were disseminated.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (Minister
of Public Works).-I would remind Mr.
Clarke that that is a Federal m-atter.
As far as our own observatory is concerned, however, an attempt will be made
to get a larger grant next year.
The HOll. W. L. R. OLAHKE.-I now
wish to ref er to the item "Neglected
Children, &c. - salaries and ordinary
expenditure-£26,929." The policy of
the Government with regard to the treatment of our neglected children ought to
be indicated. Efforts have been made recently to put the treatment of these
children on a higher plane. It is possible to deal with such children in a more
scientific way than is done at present.
Honorable members will have noticed
from time to time the views of authorities
on this subject as set out in the daily press
and in other ways. We are gradually
being educated to the view tp.at our neglected children shou1d be dealt with on
more scientific lines than· those "now
in vogue. It would be a benefit to the
whole community if that ~oulcl h(' done.
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l\i(oreover, it ,vould be in accordance with
the humane spirit of the age.
The
whole world to-day recognizes the beneficial effects that accrue when such a subject is approached in a scientific spirit.
All the money required for the scientific
trea tment of our neglected children will,
I hope, be voted by Parliament in the
future.
The HOll. H. H. tL ABBOTT.-In
connexion with the vote for the police,
it is with great regret that I have to
draw attention to the state of thing.s prevailing in this City of Melbourne. The
Oommissioner of Police appears to have
made the annOUnCemel1t that ordinary
citize"ns cannot go to their homes from
the centre of the city without carrying
arms, such us a .loaded stick or a revolver.
We were under the impression that if the
present Government did q.nythillg that
really entitled it 'to commendation, it
was in connexion with the re-cstablishment and re-arrangement of our Policp
Force on an effective and satisfactory
basis. Judging by the violent assaults,
robberies under arms, and attacks by footpads on peaceable ciJ;izens in what are supposed to be respectable residential areas
of the metropolis, it does not appear that.
the efficiency of the Police Force is what.
we might expect. I do not know whether
the Minister of Public Works is aware
of the statement of the Attorney-General
that the difficulty of passing legislation
dealing with crime is due to the fact
that the criminal class, the crooks, were
using influences that affected even a certain party in this Parliament of ourEl.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-It was a
direct insult to say such a thing.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
sorry that the Attorney-General is not
here to give some explanation of what
appears to me to be an absolutely libellous
statement on a section of members of this
Parliament. If there is any ground at
all for such a statement by a gentlemau
holding so high an office as the AttorneyGeneral, it certainly reflects more than
anything I can say upon the administ.ration of the Government, and its ability
to pass legislation for the control of such
classes in the community, and he should
prove, if it is possible, their connexion
with any party Or pal'tif's rf'pre8ented
in this Parliament. Then~ are HOt merely
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isolated cases,
but
a good many
There may be within t.he
cases.
knowledge of members repl'eSellting the
North-Western Province a case that happened in Mildura, in which a police constable and a returned soldier were concerned, but that will probably be ventilated in the courts, and I do not wish
to refer to it now except to say that these
matters simply show that the control and
administration of the police are not anything like what we would expect from a
Government that claims to be a Government practically of all the talents.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN (Minister of
Public Works).-With regard to the
first part of Mr. Abbott's stateInent, I
may say that notice has been given
by Mr. Kiernan of a specinc question,
and to that a reply will be made
in due course, no doubt on the next day
of meeting. With reference to the second
part of Mr. Abbott's remarks, I have had
no opportunity of ascertaining from the
Attorney-General whether he did make
the statement in question. It is only
fair that the Attorney-General should
have an opportunity of giving a denial
if he did not make the statement, or, if
he did make it, of offering such justification as he thinks there is for it. I do
not think it is fair for me to be called
upon to answer that part of Mr. Abbott's
remarks.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-In
connexion with the vote for the AttorneyGeneral's Department, I would remind
honorable members that it covers the
Titles Office.
On several occasions I
have drawn attention to the delays and
disabilities experienced by people having
business at that office, and the AttorneyGeneral has spoken at some length explaining the steps that he intended to' take
and was tiling to obviate them. At the
present ~ime it takes six or eight weeks
to register an ordinary mortgage or lease.
It seems preposterous that so simple a
matter should be delayed in that way,
either by the a-ccumulation of business, or
by any departmental red tape, or by ineptitude operating to such an extent
against the public interest.· lam sorry
that the Attorney-General is not present.
Of course we are aware that he proposes
to disconnect himself from the department, but it appears to me, that :instead
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of resigning his office and retiring with
all honours and flags flying, he will go
down covered with smoke that may not
be at all a satisfactory remembrance,
either for him or this Parliament in connexian with the way in which he has
(··arried out his duties.
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN (Minister of
Public Works).-I would rather Mr.
ltbbott had made such remarks wh€n the
Attorney-General was present, because his
own spirit of fair p~a.y would suggest
that a man should not be traduced in his
absence. I agree with Mr. Abbott that
there have been undoubted delays in the
Titles Office, but it may be that the
Attorney-General is not to blame. I
may inform the honorable member, however, that the Estimates being prepared
for my department contain a sum of
money for additions to the Titles Office.
I hope that those additions will be rapidly
made, because they will serve to a large
p~~ent to relieve the congestion there.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Early last
session we passed a measure dealing with
metropolitan streams and drainage, and
I .should like to know whether anything
has been done in connexion with it.
N ea.rly all the municipalities in my electorate are ·affected. With almost every
shower of rain there are floods, yet nothing is being done to prevent them, and
the municipalities concerned consider
that their hands are tied.. The Government stated that t,hey would vest
the powers conferred by the act in the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works. As far as we know, the board
has done nothing, and I have been asked
to inquire whether there is any hope of
Oertainly every
relief in the matter.
time there is heavy rain, or a southwesterly gale when the tide is coming in,
people are flooded out of their homes, and
if something is not done by the board the
people will have to< take action on their
own acc'Ount.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (Minister of
Public Works) .-Although I am not
aware of anything officially, I did see by
the newspapers dm'ing the last couple of
days, that two important officers had been
appointed to carry out the work contemplated under the 1\i[etropolitan Drainage
and Rivers Act. It is hoped that now
that the staff has been got together the
Act will be. given effect to.
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The Ron. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-In
connexion with the vote for the Railway
Department, I wish to again draw attention to what is a burning question
throughout the whole of the country districts, and that is the continued use of
Tait cars on country lines.
The Hon. II. I. OOHEN.-Burning?
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.Freezing. Last night I came from Gee,
long, and nearly all the carriages on the
train were those wretched Tait cars.
Wherever I go in the country districts
complaints are being made. In spite of
all that has be,en said in Parliament and
by the users of the raihyays in the country, the commissioners continue to employ those cars on country lines.
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-They are
getting more into the suburban services
now.
The Ron. R. F. RIORARDSON.-As
long as they do that we shall not object,
but country people strongly protest
against huving to travel in Tait curs. It
is a cruel thing that the people, in spite
of the increased fares they are called
upon to pay, have to use cars that are not
to be compared with the corridor carriages
formerly employed in the country. The
Tait cars are dangerous to the health of
the community, and, especially during
such cold weather as we haye had recently,
it is a cruel und heartless thing for the
Railways Oommissioners to continue their
use in the country. During the recent
election nearly every candidate was asked
if he Wfl.S prepared to take action to prevent the use of Tait cars on country lines,
and I appeal to the Go.ve,rnment to see
that the opinions of the representatives
of the people are studied in conne-xion
with the matter.
The Ron. W. TYNER.-It is a matter
for sincere regret that we are losing our
third Railways Commissioner, Mr. Miscamble.
The· transport section of the
work of the department-I particularly
refer to the transport of goods-has been
brought to a high state of efficiency, and a
great deal of the credit for that is due to
our third Railways Commissioner. When
J\1r. Miscamble's resignation was contemplated I do not know wheth€r the Government took any action in the matter.
Perhaps they could not do so without
some. amendment. of the· a.ct. It wil1 be
a great loss to be deprived of the services
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of a man of the type of Mr. :Miscamble.
When we relJ.lt3mber how successfully he
managed the transport of the great wheat
traffic two or three years ago, we cannot
but feel how regrettable from our point of
view his departure from this State will
be. Mr. Sternberg referred to the matter
earlier in the evening. If it is not too
late, I hope that the G.overnment, even
now, will take some action with a view
of retaining the services of :Thfr. :Th1iscamble, so that he may continue the good
work that he has been doing in the
transport section of the Victorian railways. I am sure tha.t I am voicing the
sentimeuts of, not only the commercial
section of the community but the primary
producers, in emphasizing the loss that
Victoria will sustain by the resignation
of the third Railways Commissioner.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-One
is tempted sometimes to think th'at the
railway management is in a state of chaos.
Parliament clearly intimates tOo the Railways Commissioners that the position in
respect to the running of Tait cars on·
long-distance journeys is becoming worse
and WOTse. The Railways Commissioners,
in order that there may be some excuse
for continuing the use of these cars, put
doors on them, and these doors, if they
happen to fly Oopen, ha.ve a tendency to do
serious harm. It will be within the recollection of honorable membe'rs that two
children, whilst travelling on the Geelong
train, lost their lives through putting their
heads out of a window. If Tait cars are
dangerous, why sh<mld noli tho matter be
properly looked into (?
People are continually complaining of th0 use of Tait
cars on lOJ1g-distan~e journeys. lVlembers
o.f this House discuss the matter.
We
tender oertain advice, but no notice is
taken by the Railways Commissioners.
Weare told that they will look into the
matter. If they do look into the matter,
it is only under conditions that are absurd. I suggest that we should carry a
motion asking the Commissioners to appear at the bar of the House to explain
their attitude. It is a very serious matter. They are ignoring Parliament, and
they have no right to ignore Parliament..
Tait cars are, attached to the Bendigo
express. It is cold, wintry we,ather, and
as a result of the continued use Oof these
cars many passengers become sick, and
have to seek ll1e.di~al advice. Surely something should be dOlle to meet the wishes
of the travelling public..
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The Hon. A. BELL.-Could not the Government do it ~
The. Han.
.J. STERNBERG.-Of
course .they could if they chose. I feel
su.re that I should have honorable members with me if I moved a motion urging
thai; something should be. done, and done
promptly, to protect the health of the
travelling publIc.

Bill (No.2).

The bill was reported without amendment, an'd the report was adopted.
On the motion of' the Hon. H. 1.
COHEN (Minister of Public Works), the

bill was read a third time.
The, House adjourned at 6.40 p.m. until
'fuesday, July 15.

The Hon. A. BELL.-I agree with lVIr.
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Sternberg that something will have to be
done. A few months ago the AttorneyTuesday, J'ltZy 8, 1924.
GenNal gave a promise that the Government would look into the matter. But the
evil complained o.f has not been removed.
It is the quintessence of cruelty to COllOPENING OF PARLIAMENT BY
tinue the use of Tait cars on long-distanc~
COMMISSION.
jourlll~ys.
Fancy using Tait cars in the
Proceedings
commenced .at 11 a.m. by
mnte·r months ou the Ballarat line, when
the
Olerk
reading
His Excellency the Gofrequently there is 2 inches of snow on
vernor's Proclamation convoking Parliathe ground!
ment.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN (Minister of
The Usher of the Legislative Council
Public ·Works).-I congratulate Mr. appeared at the bar and intimated that
Richardson, Mr. Sternberg, all(: .Mr. Bell the Commissioner appointed by the Gover. upon the persistency with which they have nor to open Parliament (His Honour l\1r.
brought forward this question. It reminds Justice lWann) requested the attendance
me of the persistencv with which Mr. of members of the Legislative Assembly
Disney brings forward the question of the in the chamber of the Legislative COouncil
Spenc~r-street bridge.
I have been led to hear the Commission read.
to understand that the Railways CommisHonorable members, ·accompanied by
sioners are gradually dealing with this the chief officers of the House, proceeded
question. You cannot take up a magic at once to the chamber of the Legislative
wand, and wave it, and thereby consIgn Council.
all Tait cars to oblivion. To do away with
On the return of members to the chamthe cars entirely and at Qnce would in- ber of the Legislative Assembly, tl1e Comvolve great expense to the state. But I missioner was introduced and took his
believe that the problem is being gradually seat.
solved. If it will satisfy honorable members~ I am prepared to undertake to bring
SvVEARING OF ])!I:E1VIBERS.
the matter before the Cabinet at the first
Tho Oommission (dated July 7, 1924),
opportunity. Mr. Tyner referred to the
question of an attempt to retain the ser- appointing Mr. Justice Mann to adminisvices of Mr. M:iscamule. Of course, Mr. t.er the oath of allegiance to mem bers of
Miscamhle is the master of his own future. the Legislative Assembly, was read by
.[ understand that he has already entered the Olerk .
The CLERK announced that he had reinto an agreement with the Tasmanian
Government. It 'would not be right to ceived 65 writs, issued by His Excellency
get him to make an attempt to break his the GovernOor, for the election of members
contract with that Government) however to serve in the Legislative Assembly for
valuable an officer he may be to this state. the several electoral districts of the state,
At any rate, if it were possible to have. with the names of the members elected
done anything in that direction the oppor- duly endorsed thereon.
t.unity has passed. It is now too· late to
The members present were sworn' In
do anything. I endorse what Mr. Tyner as follow:~fembcr.
has said with regard to the great loss that
District.
the State is sustaining through thaL Abbotsford
G. C. Webber.
officer going elsewhe,re. At the same time. Albert Park
A. K. Wallace.
r congratulate Tasmania on securing a Allandale
Sir Alex Peacock.
n~ry valuable officer.
Ballarat East
W. J. McAdam.

Swear'ing of
Distriot.

Ballarat West
Barwon
Benalla
Benambra
Bendigo East
Bendigo \Vest
Boroondara
Borung
Brighton
Brunswick
Bulla
Carlton
Castlemaine
and
Maldon
Collingwood
Dalhousie
Dandenong
Daylesford
Dunda,s
Eaglehawk
.,.
East l\felbourne ...
Essendon
;Evelyn ...
Fitzroy
Flemington
Geelong
Gippsland East .. .
Gippsland North .. .
Gippaland South .. .
Gi ppsland V\T est .. .
Glenelg
.,.
Goulburn Valley ...
Grenville
Gunbower
Hampton
Jika Jika
Korollg
Lowan ..
lVlaryborough
Melbourne
Mornington
North Melbourne
Ovens ...
Polwarth
Port Fairy
Port Melbourne ...
Prahran
Hichmond
Rodney
St. Kilda
Stawell and Ararat
Swan Hill
Toorak
Upper Goulburn ...
Wangaratta
Waranga.
Warrenheip
V\T arrnam bool
\V illiamstown
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Mrmber.

Matthew Baird.
Edward lVlorley.
J. J. Carlisle.
Henry Beardmore.
L. J. Clough.
A. E. Coole
E. W. Greenwood.
David Allison.
O. R. Snowball.
J. R. Jewell.
R. T Hjorth.
R. H. Solly.
H. S. W. Lawson.
['b.omas Tunnecliffe,
R. T. Pollard.
Frank Groves.
James M:cDon aId
William Slater.
lAo A. Dunstan.
A. A. Farthing.
Prank Keane.
\V. H. Everard.
J. "V. Billson.
E. C. Warde.
William Brownbil1.
A. E. Lind.
J. VV McLachlan.
\Tv. "\Vest.
A. L. N. Walter
"V. E. Thomas.
1\1. "\V. J. Bourchier.
Arthur Hughes.
Henry Angus.
D. S. Oman.
John Cain
1. J. Weaver.
M. E. Wettenhall.
G. C. Frost.
'I'hos. Hayes.
Alfred Downwal'd,
G. 1\1. Prendergast.
A. A. Billson,
James :McDonald.
H. S. Bailey.
J. L.M:urphy.
A. R. Jackson.
E. J. Cotter.
.J ohn Allan.
:F'. "\V. Eggleston.
R. F. Toutcher.
F. E. Old.
S. S. Argyle.
E. J. lVIackrel1.
J aIm Bowser.
John Gordon.
E. J. Hogan.
J. D. Deany.
John LemnlOn.
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On the' completion of the ceremony of
swe,aring in members the Commissioner
retired.
ELECTION OF SPEAKER.
The CLERK said: The time has now
arrived for honorable members to choose
their Speaker.
Mr. ALLAN.-I move-That the Honorable John Bowser do take
the chair of this House as Speaker.

NI:r. DOWNWARD.-I beg to second
the motion.
l\'Ir. BOWSER.-Conscious of the
honour propoRed to be conferred upon me,
I submit myself to the will of the House.
As there was no other nomination, Mr.
Bowser was conducted to the chair by
his proposer and seconder.
The SPEAKER.-I thank honc'rable
membe·rs for the very great honour that
has been conferred upon mE::. I will, so
far .as it is within my power, discharge the
dutIes of this high office with impartiality.
I cannot hope to achieve the distinction
in respect of wisdom and of judgment
that marked the career of my learned predecessor, but I trust that, with the confidence and the help of honorable melllbe.rs generally, I shall bel able to preside
over the deliberations of the House with
~s I have said, impartiality and also with
Judgment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-I desire, on behaH of honorable
members on this (thel 1\1inisterial) side (,·f
the Honse, to tender our hearty COl1aratulations to you, sir, on the great h~nour
confe~red upon you this morning by the
unalllmous vote of your fellow mc-mbers.
You are one of the oldest members of the
House, and you are he.Jd in high estl~t'm by
all sections of it. It must be a cause of
great satisfaction, as I am sure it is, t.o Vall
and ~our const.ituents. to know that your
selech0n on thIS occaSIOn was unanimous.
You, sir, presided over the House for a
short period in the late Parliament, and
I think I may say that all those who have
been associated with you have the utmost
confidence that in the discharge of the important duties attaching to the, high office
o~ Speaker you will be jmpartial, and wi1l
gIve complete satisfaction, sO' far a,s that
may be possible, to honorable mrmbers
generally. I am sure that you can rely
o,n the willing co-operation and support. of
honorable members. Howpver much we
may differ, we always recognize that it is

Election of
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our duty to obey the decisions 0.£ whoever
occupies the position of Speaker. I trust,
sir, that you may have a long and pleasant
experience in the position in which you
have been placed.

Speaker.

the I{ouse 30 years ago, and we have a
good knowledge and e·xperience of each
other. I 'am satisfied that you will perform the duties that will now devolve upon
you with 'credit, not only to the House,
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Will you allow but also to yourself. Your impartiality
me, sir, to. congratulate you on ha,ving and good judgment will, I am sure, enable
again attained to the position of Speaker. you to give satisfa.ction to both sides or
We have had no. occasion to regret our the House and to all parties.
The SPEAKER.-I thank the Leader
choice of you, and I am glad that now
you have had on your e,lection the unani- of the House and other honorable memmous support of the House. I have every bell'S for their very kind expressions of
confidence that you will discharge your confidence, and I hope that that conduties with impartiality. We cannot hope fidence will be sustained in the discharge
to be entirely in acco'rd with .everything of the high duties I am called upon to
that may be done froru the; Chair in the perform.
hurry of debate, but we belie·ve that you
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Prewill .be fair, and, as I have said, impartial. We will do our best to see that mier).-I have to inform the House that
your position is not made more difficult His Excellency the Governor will receive
the Speaker in the Library at 15 minutes
than is unavoidable in any set of cirpast 2 o'clock.
I hope that as many
cumstance's that tnay arise.
honDrable members as possible will ac1\h. ALLAN.-I congratulate you, SIr, company Mr. Spe,aker when he presents
on the high and honorable position to himself to the representative Df His
which you have again been elected by the Majesty the King.
House, and on this occasion by a unaniThe SPEAKER left the chair, and remous vote. Personally, I, and I think I sumed it at 2.3'0 ·p.m.
may say honorable members also, have implicit confidence that you will discharge / PRESENTAT'ION OF THE SPEAKER
your duties with impartiality and good
judgment whatever difficulties may arise,
TO THE GOVERNOR.
as they must at times, during the progress
The SPEAKER.-I ha.ve to report to
of debate. You are an old member of this the House that this da,y, aocompanied by
Ho.use, and that you have the regard and several hOillOTable members, I presented
esteem of your constituents is proved by myself to His Excellency the Gove['no[' in
the fact that you have :been repeatedly re- the Library of Sta,te Parliament House
elected by them. At the election .that has as the choice Q1f this Assembly, and that
just terminated you werel'etuI'ned unop- His Excellency was pleased to address me
posed, and in this way the people .amongst in the following terms:whom you have so long resided have shown
in the plainest possibleJ manner that you MR. SPEAKER,retain the confidence the,y have always
I have much pleasure in congratulating yo.u
hitherto reposed in you. I am sure, sir, upon your election for the second time to the
office of Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.
that by your -conduct in the chair you will I feel confident that you will continue to·
maintain the high traditions of your office fulfil the duties of that high and important
and of this House, and that vou will in office in a wortIly and dignified manner.
that way follow in the, footsteps of the late
Sir John Macke,y, who presided over this
STATE OPENING OF PARLIAMENT.
Chamber with grace and dignity. I hope,
The Usher of the Legislative Council
sir, that your career in the position of
Speaker will be a long and honorable one, brought 8., message from His Excellencv
and that at its dose the House will have the Governo~, requesting the attendance
the same high opinion of you a.s it had of of hOlllo['able members in the chamber of
your -distinguished predeoe'ssor, Sir John the Legislative Council.
M,ackey.
The members present, headed bV the
Speaker,
proceeded to
the, Council
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I feel deeply
gratified, sir, at your election by the chamber.
Business was suspended until 4.35 p.m.,
unanimous vote of the Honse to the high
office of Speaker. Y.ou and I came into when the Speaker again took the chair.
l
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ESTIMATES.
Sir
ALEX1:\NDEH
PE1~COCK
. (Premier) presented a message· fro.m
His Excellency the Governor, transmItting an Estimate of Expenditure for the
month of July, 1924, and recommending
an appropriation from the Consolidated
Revenue accordingly.

1924.]

Leave of Absence.
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('nee ",,'ould have been made to me, as

I~eader of the Opposition, before definite

steps were taken to appoint the committee.
TEMPORAHY C1!l\'IHMEN OF
OOMMITTEES.

The SPEAKER laid on the table his
warrant appointing :Messrs. Cotter,
SUPPIJEMENTARY· ESTIMATES.
Downward, :Everard, Farthing, Greenwood, Slater, and Solly to act as TemSir
..l\LEXANDER
PE.A.COCK porary Chairmen of Committees.
(Premier) presented a message from
His ExC'ellency the Governor, transmitting Supplementm'y Estimatea of E),.-pcll- ST..lTE SCHOOL TEAOHERS' SICK
LEAVE.
diture for the year 1923-24, and recommending an appropriation from the Con1lr. TOUTCHEH (Minister of Public
solidated Renmue accordillgly.
Instruction), in compliance with an
V.AQ..1NUY IN THE SENATE.

Order of the House (dated May 15,
1924), presented a return showing the
names of (a) junior teachers and (b)
rlassified teachers, male and female respectively, who had to take sick leave
during 1923 in excess of the two days
per month provided for in the regulations, and the inspectorial districts of
sur.h teachers.

The SPEAKEH.-I hnve received a
message from His Excellency the Governor, transmitting a copy of a despatch
received from the President of the Senate, reporting a vacancy that has happened in the representation of Victoria
in the Senate.
The message ",vas o;rdered to lie on the
LEA VE OF ABSENCE.
table, and to be taken into consideration
on Tuesday, 15th July.
Sir A]~EXANDER PEACOCK (PreSir ALEXANDER PE.ACOCK (Pre- mier) .-By lea,ve, I desire to: move a
mier).-I should like to announce that, motion t.hat will, I think, commend itself
followillg the precedent established on a to honorable members generally. It is as
previous occasion, about twenty years follows : ago, when a vacancy occurred in the SenThat leave' of absence for the session be
ate, honorable members will ·be duly noti- granted to the Hon. Samuel Barnes, the
fied that steps will be taken to fill the member for Walhalla; the Hon. Sir William
:.uurray McPherson, the mcmucr for Hawt1lOrn;
vacancy at a meeting of both Houses of and
the Hon. John Warburton Pennington, the
this Parliament. That meeting will be member for Kara Kara.
held next Tuesday, and I hope honorable' These honorable members have been remembers will make a note of the day, f\l' turned, hu1" they a,Te ·at. present a,bsent
that they will ~e in attendance.
from the State.
I have been requested
to submit this motion in order to meet
ELECTIONS AND
possible contingencies, and I willingly do
QUALIFIC~I\TIONS COMMITTEE.
so.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I beg to
The SPEAKER laid on the 1;.;'1ble his secQIlld
the motion.
.
warrant appointing Messrs. Allan, Angus,
The motion was agreed to.
McDonald
(Polwarth),
Prendergast,
Snowball, Solly, and Warde as the OomLOCAIJ GOVERNl\1:ENT
mittee of Elections and QualificationlS.
(MELBOURNE
AND GEELONG)
Mr. PRENDERG~ST.-While I do
BILL.
not want to interfere, 1\1:1'. Speaker, 'with
your prerogative in appointing this comSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premittee, I thought that we 'would have mier).-It is usual, before the Addressbeen consulted before anything was dOllC. in-Reply is mOlved in aJI Assemblies
I was under the impression that refc1'- under the Urowll, fo,r the Government to-
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, Address-in-Reply.

intervene in order to protect the privileges 00£ the House by introducing what
is called a Privilege Bill. In accordance
with tha,t practice, I now mOlVe for leave
to introduce a bill to extend and apply
to the City of Me»)Qurne and the City of
Geelong certain provisions olf the Local
Government Act 1915 with rega.rd to
streets and roads.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was introduced and rea.d a first time.

carry Qiut your very important duties,
'Ve hOlpe aho tha,t you will have a very
pleasant time, On that subject I have
my doubts.
I think our pro.ceedings are
going to be breezy; but, au the other
hand, we will en.deavour to make them
as pleasant as we cau fo.r you. It has
often been saj d tha,t history repea,ts itself,
It is repea,ting itself to-day.
Just eight
yeaJ.'s ago on 5th J·uly, 1916, ~hen I was
returned toO the House a.iter defeating
three most fQirmidable opponents, I had
the honour and pleasure of mOlVing the
COMMITTEES OF SUPPLY AND
Address-in-Reply.
To-{}ay, Qin the 8th
vVAYS AND lVIEANS.
July, 1924, ha,ving been returned after
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Pre- defeating two other formidable oppomier) moved the fO'llolWing motions, nents and coming out o.f the great
whieh were agreed to:struggle with au absolute majQirity, it
That the Standing Orders be suspended, so agaJ.n be,comes my duty to. move the
as to allow the Committees of Supply and adoption of the Address-in-Reply. Many
Ways and Means to be appointed forthwith.
That this House will this day resolve itself things have happened during those eight
into a Committee to consider of the Supply to years. We have had no fewer than five
be granted to His Majesty.
elections.
I have had the pleasure, 1
That this House will this day resolve itself may say the honorur, o·f contesting those
into a Committee to consider of the Ways and
Means for raismg the Supply to be granted to five elections.
His Majesty.

GOVEH,NOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-H,EPLY.
The SPEAKER.-I ha.ve to report
that members O'f this House this day
. attended the Legjsla.tive Council chamber,
when His Excellency the Govern a'r was
pleased to' make, at speech to' bo.th H~use~
of Parliament, of which, for greater
accurac~, I ha,ve obtained a copy.
As
the Speech wa.s printed, and copies are
in the hands of hono.rable members, it
will not he necessary for me to read it..
Mr. DEANY.-I beg to morveThat the following Address-in-Reply to the
Speech of His. Excellency the Governor to
both Houses of Parliament be agreed to by
this House:MA Y IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

We, the Legislatiye Assembly of Victoria in
Parliament assembled, beg to express our
loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign, and
to thank Your Excellency for the gracious
Speech that you have been pleased to address
to Parlianlent.
.

May I be permitted toO preface my brief
remarks, they are going to' be very brief
indeed, by taking this opportunity of
offering YOlU, l\1r. Speaker, my hearty
congra,tula,tions Qtn your re-election to the
high and honOifahle positiolll of Speaker.
I am sure I am voicing the opinion of
each and every membe'r of this House
when I sa.y we hope you will live lorng to

An HONoRAnLE MEMBER.-How many
Governments have there been in that
time~

Mr. DEANY.-I was going to add
tha,t a. great mauy Go'Vernments ha,ve
occupied the Tr€lasury bench during
that period o.f eight years.
His Exoellency the GovernQif has been gracious
enough to make a speech here to-day. I
think honorable m8mbers will all agtee
that it has left very little fo,r us to speak
upon. I wish to ask, Wha,t is the next
step; what is going to happen ~ Even
my baby boy, writing to' me yesterday,
asks the question, "Do you know what
sort 0'£ a l\finistry will next be in
power ~" That is at question I cannOit
answer. The House will have tOi answer
it, not olllly fOir my bOoY, but for the
electors of VictOil-ia, and I have nO' doubt
they will dOl SOl in the proper way. Wha.t
I wish to say is thiS!:, that no, ollle party
has received a manda,te from the country, and honora,ble membe,rs will agree
with me, therefore, that nOi provision has
yet been made to carry on the government of the country in confOirmity with
the Constitution.
Outside assooiations
all resort tQi whatt they call parliamentary
prOicedure, 3;lld in this case we atre going
to a.dopt parliamentary procedure and to
fOillow the great principle of majo.rity
rule. We have 37 good a.nd true Liberals
on this side of the: House, and for my
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friends opposite, who corme into the
House with 28 members, to suggest tha,t
, they should be given the right of forming
a Government is to set aside altogether
the principle they so strongly advocate of
one vote one value.
Mr. BAILEY.-Tha.t is what O'lle of the
newspapers says.
Give us something
originaJ.
Mr. DEANY.-It is original; if the
newspapers adopt my views, I cannot
help it. I wish ~o be fair to honorable
members OIf the Labour party. We have
al'ways got on well together. I am not
oue of those who say tha,t it would be a
terrific calamity to aUow the, Labour
party to occupy :Ministerial office, but I
do say that it will be bet,ter for the
interests of this State of Victa.ria to retain a Liberal Government on the Treasury bench.
Mr. CLOUGH.-That cannot be done.
DEANY.-The electors ha.ve
Mr.
given their verdict. 'Ve have 37 good
men and true sitting on this side of the
House. Like other hO'llorable members,
we may have our petty quarrels, but
when it comes to a maHer of the interest
of the State, then we close our ranks,
which we are going to do on this occasion,
placing State before party.
That, I
think, will be found to be the attitude of
honorable members 011 this side of the
House.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-YOU are not
sincere. Sit down.
Mr. DEANY.-I know my friends
opposite a,re anxious. They want me to
sit down SOl tha,t they may get over here
quiokly, but they must ha,ve patience.
Mr. THoMAs.-We shall gelt over there
in time.
'
Mr. DEANY.-If that is the wish of
the electors of the State, we have nothing
to grieve over at all. We wish to bow to
the decision given by the electors.
Mr. MURPHY.-You are trying to
make a good case, and you have a bad
job.
Mr. DEANY.-It is not a bad job.
In His Excellency's Speech there is the
following passage:The Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for the year 1923-1924, and a measure to
make preliminary provision for the services of
the current financial year. will be laid before
you in due course. .

Mr. JAcKsoN.-That is the whole of
t.he Government's policy. .

[2]
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Mr. DEANY.-Although he is a new
member, the honorable member will have
to support that or hold up all the services
of the State.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-He is a
new member, but he is not very retiring.
Mr. llAILEy.-He is just about as good
as the Government-they are not retiring.
Mr. DEANY.-I am afraid we are not
going to get through much business in
the interests of the State if honorable
members are going to carryon in the
way they are doing to-day.
It is also
stated in the Governor's Speech thatA full programme of legislation and policy
was placed before the electors by my advisers
at the general election, but until the complex
position created by the result of that election
has been cleared up, it is not considered necessary to pla.ec it before you in any further detail.

:lYIr. J'ACKSON.-YOU said your party
was solid.
DEANY. - Nothing
sweeps
Mr.
cleaner than a new broom. The honor·
able member for Prahran is so bubbling
over with enthusiasm in his anxiety to
serve his electors that he cannot restrain
himself. I do not know that I can agree
with His Excellency in saying that tho
position is complex. To my mind it is
quite cleaT-as clear as daylight.
The
members of the Opposition wish to ob.
scure the position and make it foggy, in
keeping with the weather, but it is quite
clear. As I have said, the electors have
not given a mandate to the Oppositionnot yet. What they will do in the future
rem.ains to be seen. In view of the fact
that the Opposition members advocate
and uphold the great principle of one
vote one value and majority rule, how
can they object to 37 members taking
charge of the affairs of this State 1
Mr. JACKSON.-How many of them
have you got ~
The SPEAKER.-Honorable members
are not showing their usual consideration
at the opening of the session to an honorable member who, for this session at
any rate, is making his maiden speech.
They are not doing themselves. justice.
Mr. DEANY.-The greatest compliment that I could have paid to me is
to bring forth an uproar from Opposition
members. It shows that I am striking
home at every blow. In conclusion, I
wish to say that the people of the State
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ha ve returned this Hause to carryon the
affairs of the State, and we must place
the interests of party behind the interests
of the State. The honorable member for
Eaglehawk has said that he will not be
classed as a Nationalist. I did not refer
to Nationalists at all, but to good
Liberals. If he is not a good Liberal, he
should not be on this (the l{inisterial)
side of the Houee.
Mr. DuNSTAN.-You won as a
Nationalist.
Mr. DE1~NY.~I won as a Liberal. I
am still a Liberal, and the great Liberal
cause is still going to rule in this State.
. 1\1:1'. McDONALD (Polwa'dh). - I
have the honour to second the motion so
ably and briefly moved by the honorable
member for Warrnambool. I trust that
I shall not say anything to antago.nize
honorable members on the other (the
Opposition) side 01 the Honse. I know
that some of them, having been there
only a brief time, do not know
the proper way in which to conform
to the rules of the Houltie, but I trust
tha t they will not make it ne0essary for YOUr Mr. Speaker, to initiate
. them into its ways. Most of the inter-'jections so far have come from new
members, and
I
think t-he~ may
well. be
for~iven
on
account of
their
:inexpenelloe~,
but
I
would
remind them that they are not electioneering now. This is not an eloonioneering stunt, and we do desire to krcp
up the dignity of the chamber. The
speech of His Excellency is, .I think,
3bout the shortest speech that has been
delive:red by a Governor at an opening
of Parliament, and there is nothing in it
that I can find to refer to. It places the
mover and seconder of the motion for the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply in a very
awkward position, but- still the occasion is
n. formal one. On a previous occasion when
I had the privilege of moving the Addressin-Heply I stated that I considered it
altogether an unnecessary procedure, because the debate only gave honorable members an opportunity of expressing themselves in a way in which they could express t-hemselves am any grievance day.
LT sually a great deal of time-sometimes as long as three weeks-is taken
UP by the Address-in-Reply debate.
I
think we all recognize that there are
some very important measures to> be
dealt with by this Parliament, and what

we want to do is to get to business
straight away.
'The only measure referr'ed to in His Excellency's Speech is
a Supply Bill, and I have no doubt
that honorable members are anxious to
have that Bill brought down, so that the
Government will be in a position to' pay
the public servants when their salaries
become due. It would not be becoming o·n
my part to take up much time" nor do
I intend to' do so, but there are several
matters to which I wish to refer. First
of all, I should like to congratulate the
Government on the appointmeE.t of an
Appeal Board to deal with the grievances
of soldier settlers. That board consists
of two gentlemen o.r very bigh character.
One is the nominee 01 the Returned
Sa.il~rrs' a.nd Soldiers' League, and the
other a gentleman who occupied Bl very
high position in this State-a man of very
high credentials, who has shown that he
possesses a great deal of business. capacity.
The soldiers had a real grievance, because, although they had the right to appeal, there was no board to which they
could appeal. They could appeal only
to the Minister or the Director. We
know that there. have been a great many
genuine grievances that could not be redressed for want of a. board. Therefore,
I wish to congratulate the Government
on the appointment- of the board, and I
expect very good things from it. One of
the grievances o-f the men is that their
holdings are too emaIl, and many of them
complain that they have nGt living areas.
Although the Appeal Board has the :right
to re,commend that increased areas mmy be
granted, very often there· is not available
in the vicinity land that the soldier
settlers can work in well with their own
holdings. On some of the estates there
[\.l'e vacant blocks at the present time,
and I would suggest to the Government
and the Closer Settlement Board that,
where there is- a vacant block, instead of
its being. re-allotted, it should be made
available to increase the holdings of
settlers, who have not already living areas.
I know of some cases in my own eleeto,rate where there are abandoned blocks,
and they may, perhaps, bo allotted to mon
who have no landy but bef01'e that is done
I think all the settlers who have not living areas should be given an opportunity
of getting a portion of the vacant blocks.
In my opinion, there will be more contentment amongst the soldier settlers on
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account of the appointment of . the
Appeal Board, which win have the TIght
to Bay what would be a fair amount for
them to pay in three years, and what is
a living area. The board can recommend
an increase from £2,500 worth of land
up to £3,000 worth. Had the ~oldiers ,in
the first instance got what ParlIament Intended them to get-land to the value of
£2500-there would not have been the
outcry from them that they have not living areas.
Mr. SOLLY.-In your own district, the
Government put soldiers on land where
they had no possible ~hance of getting
their produce to the raIlways.
]'vIr. MoDONALD (Polwarth).-I am
very prpud to say that the soldier settlers
in my district are doing well. The GoldieI'
settlers in the Dreeite district will com·
pare very well with any soldier settlers,
both in regard to their payments to the
State and what they are doing for themWhen the honorable member
selves.
visited that district as a member of the
Railways Standing Committee, he did not
hear many complaints to the effect that
the soldier settlers were not able to make
good.
Mr. SOLLY. - There were hundreds of
complaints against the Government.

Mr.

MoDONALD

(Polwarth). -

I

think I ought to be in a position to
know, because I am in touch with the
soldier settlers every day. I bring their
requests down to the board. I have mentioned one estate only-the Dreeite Estate
-and I say that it would compare very
favorably with any other estate. I compliment the Government on their action
in trying to' make the position very much
bettel' for the returned roen. As I have
said, I helieve that the appointment of the
Appeal Board will bring about a feeling
of satisfaction and contentment.
I am
afraid, however, that the work will be too
ll1uch for one board tOI deal with it expeditiously. If the GO\i'ernment find that
there is tno much work for one board to
do, they should appoint another, so that
the cases may be heard speedily.
One
of the, grievances of the, returned men has
been that thEY have been kept waiting for
months after they have made complaints
to the board before they have obtained
That has been due' to the
satisfaction.
congested state of busin€>ss~ and I think
that caU!le of trouble is passing away.
When there was a schem.e of such lI1ag-
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nitude as settling 10,000 soldiers on the
land in such a short time, the staff was
not sufficient to cope with the work, but
I am hopeful now that the staff will be
able to catch up with the work, and that
the appointment of the Appeal Board will
bring about contentment. There IS one
other matter I wish to mention which
was brought under my notice during the
election campaign. I refer to the unsatisfactory working of the Electoral Act
in the country districts. The last election prior to that just held was a Federal
election.
Now we have the Federal roll
for both Federal and State ellections.. At
the Federal e1lection, an elector could
vote in any portion of the electorate for
which he was enrolled. Many of the
electors voted at certain polling booths at
the Federal election, but at the State
election when they went to the same
polling booths they were denied the right
to vote, as they were not enrolled in those
subdivisions. In some cases the proper
polling booth was 9 or 10 miles away, and
they were una. ble to get there.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That was done deliberately by your Government, and you'
supported it.
Mr. MoDONALD (Polwarth).-The
honorable member did not attempt to have
an amendment made. I think the time
has arrived when electors should have the
same privilege at ·State elections as they
have at Federal electiQllls--the tight to
vote in any part of their electorate.
Mr. CLOUGH.-What is the good of talking like that when you voted the other
w~,

.

1\1'1'. lVlcDONALD (Polwarth).-I hoPe

honorable members will not interrupt me.
I always listen attentively when another
member is speaking. The Chief Secre,tary
will, I hope, make a note of my remarks
with a view to bringing forward an amenq.ing bill t.o enable voters to vote in any
polling booth. There is another question
that I desire briefly to touch upon. The
condition of our roads is engaging a good
deal of attention at the present time.
Every municipality in the State is up
against it in regard to the roads. It is
thE'J intention, I understand) of the Go·
Yermllent to bring in a hill to deal with
the main arterial roads.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Which Qo·
'Vernment ~
1fr. McDONALD (Polwarth).-l d{)
not know what Government will be in
office. The political tangle has not yet
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been unravelled. But however the GOIVeI'nment may be constituted, it will be necessary

to

relieve

the

municipalities

of

a good deal of the burden now placed

upon

them

as

the

result

of

the

heavy motor traffic, which is increasing daily on the roads.
I am pleased
that the Federal Government is voting
£500,000 to the various states on condition t,hat they contribute on a £1 for £1
basis .. Unfortunately, last year some of
the states werel not able to claim their
portion. Victoria did take up its quota,
and I hope that it will do so again. There
is not much in the Governor's Speech that
I can talk upon. It is a model of brevity.
I will, therefore, conclude my ·remarks by
rei terating the hope expressed by His
Excellency, that" our work may result in
the advancement of the welfare of all
classes of the community."
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned. .

The motion for. the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate wa·s
a.djourned until the following da.y.
ACTING CHAIRMAN OF
COMMITTEES.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-I moveThat Mr. Solly act as Chairman of Com·
mittees for this day.
.

The mO·tiOll was agreed to.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House resolved itself intO' Committee of Supply.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-I movel-- .
That a sum not exceeding £1,375,247 be
granted to His Majesty 011 account for or towards defraying the following services for the
year 1924-25 :-Legislative C<;>uncil-salaries
and ordmary expenditure, £114; Legislative
Assembly-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£983; Parliamentary Standing Committeesalaries and ordinary expenditure, £84; reo
freshment rooms-salaries and ordinary ex·
penditure, £369; engineers-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £55; the library-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £51; the library,
State Parliament House-salaries and ordinary
oxpenditure, £195; Victorian Parliamentary
Debates-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£415; Chief Secretary's Office-salaries and
ordinary expenditure', £1,655; Chief Secretary's.
Office-pensions, &c., £10,100; Board for the
Protection of the Ahori;:dnes-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £500; explosives-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £605; State Acciden.t
Insurance Office-sa,laries and ordinary cxpendi-
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ture, £233; li'isheries and Game-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £734; Government Shorthand Writer-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £115; the Governor's Office-ordinary expenditure, £38; Herbarium-salaries and ordi.
nary expenditure, £79; Inebriates Institutionsalaries and ordinary expenditure, £329;
Marine Board-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £75; Observatory-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £374; Premier's Office-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £286; Agent·General-staff and office, £824; Audit Office-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,136; Government Statist-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,116; Hospitals for the Insane-salaries
and ordinary expenditure,· £33,000; Neglected
Children, &c.-salaries and ordinary expendi.
ture, £26,929; Penal and Gaols-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £7,500; Police-salarie~
and ordinary expenditure, £48,837; Public
Library, &e.--salaries and ordinary expenditure, £3,885; Public Service Commissionersalaries and ordinary expenditure, £275; Department of Labour-salaries and
orcUnary expenditure, £2,094; Education-salaries,
£128,900;
Education-ordinary expenditure,
£14,500; Education-pensions, &c., £21; Education-works and buildings, £1,500; Education-endowments and grants, £29,000; Attor.
ney-General-salaries, £9,693; Attorney.Gene.
ral-ordinary expenditure, £3,508; SolicitorGeneral-salaries, £5,601; Solicitor-Generalordinary expenditure, £2,394; Treasury-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £4,750; Trea·
sury-transport, &c., £500; Treasury-unforeseen expenditure, £500; Treasury-allowances
to Railway Department, £9,000; Treasurycharitable grant, &c., £14,500; Treasury-pen.
sions, &c., £18; Treasury-exceptional expendi.
ture, £3,350; Taxation Office-administration--salaries, £272; Taxation Office-income taxsalaries and ordinary expenditure, £8,664;
Taxation Office-land tax-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £3,041; Taxation Officedeath duties-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £243; Curator-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £531; Government Printer-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £10,100; Governmnt Printer-exceptional expenditure, £208;
Government Printer-advertising, £249; Survey, &c., Crown Lands-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £11,438; Public Parks, &c.-sala.ries and ordinary expendiure, £68; Botanic,
&c., Gardens-salaries and ordinary expendi.
ture, £1,096; Extirpation of Rabbits, &c.salaries and ordinary expenditure, £6,780 ;
Works and Building,s, £150; Crown IJands-exceptjonal expenditure,
£250; Immigration
Bureau, £1,462; Public W orks-·salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £5,400; Ports and Har·
bours-'salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£2,644 ; Ports and Ha.rbours-works, &c.,
£3,4] 0; Public Works-works and buildings,
£24,000; Public Works-roads, works, and
bridges, £700; Public Works-endowments and
grants, municipalities, &c., £600; Public
Works-exceptional expenditure, £300; Mines
-salaries and ordina.ry expenditure, £2,040;
Mines-furtherance of mining industry, £1,600;
Mines-exceptional expenditure. £40; State
Forests-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£7,446; State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-salaries, &c., £18,083; Agriculture,
administrative-salaries and ordinary expendi.
ture, £1.144; Agriculture-salaries and ordi~
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nary expenditure, £18,529; Agriculture-salaries and Oldinary expellditu~'e, £2,210; ~tock
and Dairy-salarIes and ordlllary expendIture,
£4,400; Export Develorment-sa~aries and
ordinary expendit';lre, £4,~45; ~ubhc Healthsalaries and ordmary expendIture, £14,248;
Railways-working expenses, &c., £~OO,OOO;
Railways-pensions, &c., £1,378; RallwaysRailway Construction Branch, £964; State
Coal Mine-working expenses, £44,594. TotOol,
£1,375,247.

'Ve are asking that Supply be iranted
for the month of July.
As honorable members are aware, the payments
to public servants are nOw made fortnightly.
The first payment for the
financial year will be made on Friday
next. To enable this payment to be made
it is essential to have the Supply Bill
passed to-night. The Bill has to be
dealt with in another place, and, after
the passing of it, it has to be assented
to' by His Excellency. the Governor.
Then 'a warrant has to be prepared in the Treasury for submission
to the Auditor-General before any payment can be made. Some of the departmental advances are required on
Thursday so that the ,salaries of the
police litnd public servants employed ill
country districts can be paid on the due
date. The first Supply has always to
provide sufficient to carry railway and
other departmental advances, consequently the amount of the first Supply
Bill is always more than the relative
proportion of the expenditure for which
Supply is taken. I mention these facts
so that there may be no confusion in the
minds of honorable members regarding
the Supply now asked for. The figures
are based on the expenditure for 1923-24,
and exceed one-twelfth of that amount
by approximately £98,000. I will indicate the principal votes for which Supply is in excess of the monthly proportion. First, thero is the item, "Education-endowments and grants, £19,000."
Technical school grants account for this
increase. As they are paid quarterly
in advance, provision must be made in
July for the payments due for the quarter ending 30th September next. The
next item under this heading is "Health
-infectious diseases, £6,000."
The
quarterly instalments for the Infectious
Diseases Hospital and the Heatherton
Sanatorium are payable in advance.
Then we have the item cc Railwaysworking expenses, £66,000."
This is
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owing to the fact that the annual advances are charged this month. The expenditure against the vote for July. la~t
year amounted to £775,000, and It IS
estimated that the amount now asked £01:
~.£800,000-will not be more than sufficient to meet requirements for the COl'responding month of this year. Hono~
able members will notice that there IS
no provision for what has been from time
immemorial the Treasurer's Advance. It
will be recollected that the Public
Accounts Committee recommended that
this item be kept separate.
~1r. PRENDERGAST.-The presellt
propo:::ition is one we can all agree to.
It is necessary to get a Supply Bill to
anothel' place to-night. We do not want
anything to happen that would interfere with the fortnightly payments to
be made to the public services on Friday
next. I should like the Premier to give
me an assurance that another place will
not rise to-night before we have passed
tbe Supply Bill. There arc many items
upon which I should like to speak, but I
propose to forgo m.y right to do so, so
as not to interfere with the chances of
t.he Bill getting toO another place with
the utmost possible speed.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I desire to direct the attention of the Treasurer
to the extraordinary procedure by which
payments arc 11m\' made to the public
service fortnightly instead of bi-monthly
as in the past. The point I am callil1g
attention to is that the calculation of
payments is made upon the basis of 365i
days a year. Of course, ,ve know that
a leap year occurs every foul' years. But
why should our public o'fficials be put to
the trouble' of making such an abstruse
calculation? The idea of working out
payments to decinial figures is absurd.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I quite agree with
you.' I have protested against it.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-There are 26 fortnights in a year of 52
weeks, and com.monsense wonld dictate
that that should be the basiA upon which
payments are made.
Mr. EG(nEsToN.-That is not au exact
basis.
Mr. _A.• 1.\. BILLSON (Ovens).---The
honora.ble gentleman may say so until he is
black in the face if he chooses, but I say
t.hat such a basis is sufficiently exact. If
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a man ~s .in r.e·ceiplt of £500 a year, and i;m;g the timb.er on the mountain .slopes.
that .aIDOUJID.t ci:s dJiv.icl.ed .b;)' 2,6, he kll(i)WBWe hardly rea1ize yet the importance of
.exact~:r what he is going to .r.eceU.ve each forestry to Vic.toria., in .fact" to Australia.
fortnigJmt. But that is noit jthe case ll@W. Austrailia ilis not ·a .hea,vily w<ilo<;led COUllThere are ~schoo:l ;teachers wh(j) .are re- tTY. Oomparecl. with the Uniied States
ceiring, .approxiIlillately, .£2 a y,ea(f les8 or America, it has a very smaH prothan :they ought ,to :get as a result of the !p.0J.,tion ·.of Wi@Od, .anG!. 'ye.t its area is a
e:xtranTdina:ry method of ,caiLculail:.iG>1l !tha·t .little larger. The fertiility of the soil
has heen :adopted. I supp0se nhey will in Victoria depends upon the preservaget w.hat is ·due to them .in ,cLue 'O~lilrse, tion ·of OUlI' [or.ests. Lt took :centuries to
but :in ,the mea111t.llrn:e a .g.o(j)ddeal ,of. cr.eate the forests, audeiv:eJ;ything was
tll.01llJble is neeessitated tla.at icould h.av.e pre.pared in the meantime £01' the susbeen avoided. I ihope that the Tr.easu:r.er tenance of man .as far as the fertility
will take this matter iiJ1,t.o .his €arnest of tne soil was concerned. N ow we are
consideration.
.gradually destroying those areas through
Sir A.LEXANDER PEACOCK.-Do you the lack of the money that should have
think I shall be .there long enough to been provide,d by Parliament or ra,ther by
do it ~
.
'Governments 'fOll" the preservation and exMr. A. A. BILLSON (Dvens.)-It is tension of those areas. In the mountains
pretty difficult .to say, but if the honor- where the reserves are, .I should like to
able .g.entleman is 'not in office, there will see the Ministry make pr0visign for cotbe some other Treasurer, and I hope that t3rges or homes for the foresters, such as
the matter will be looked into. What they have in otherCli>11ntries. In that.
we want in connexion with our laws is way those mountain reserves would' be
simplicity and plainness.
carefully safeguarded, and in course of
MI'.
PRENDERGAST. _ I
have time the country would receive the full
already protested in the direction indi- benefit of that close supervision which
cated by the honorable member for is necessary in connexion with our timber
Ovens. There should 'he sufficieNt in- resources.
Erosion is a. verry common
telligence in the Treasury t0' enable a thing In cornnexion with many of
t t
b
'd
our rivers.
There is in my own
hI'
pu IC s~rv~ " 0' . e pal
a, year's district a river tha,t one of the residents
salary WIthIn the year.
Calculations
oan easily be made, but 'the 'Trea- of the town in which I live formerly
-BUTY officials persist in going into ·decijumped over, but to-day it would take a
D1.B.ls. If there are odd penceovel' they boy two Or three efforts to get a stone
c.alll be pa.id at the oend 'or{ the year.
I a,Cl'ClSS.
I'll my 0'pinion, the erosion has
saw the Under-Treasurer 'and others been caused ~y :the removal of the timber
abornt the ma,tter, and they were fir.0m mOlUntain r.anges.
The effect of
very courteous, hut I ·did lIlot get that hM been evideooed in other counthe asauranee that I wasnted-that pay~ tries. In Framcce, :asa result of 1,000,000
ments would be ma,cleto, the public ser- .am'e5.of £'orest on the mountain r.anges
V~1.ntB wln.en they are due t'O them.
hav.illg been destroyed, 8,000,000 acres in
Mr. lY.LcL.A:ORLAN..- I wish. to .ask the 1'(])1W..er land ultimately became 'a desert.
the Premier whether it iB his ,intention to
Mr. CLOUGH.-I rise tQ a point of
set aside £l,ODO,ooO in the interests of 01'<lltel·. B@ I understand that the honorfOl'estry~
I understand 80ll(: .sUlch pro- .able member for Gippsland North is
posal was made in the policy speech that "stone-walling" these Estimates for the
the honorable gentleman delivered at purpose0£ pllev;entilllg the paMic. 8erCreswick Forestry is a very important vants.of the state being paid this week?
The ACTING CHAIH-MAN (:Mr.
subj-ect, and I shoul.d like to see a commission appointed to inquire into the SOLLY) .•-The hon())lI'.ahie member for
cause of erosion in various l'iVerB of the Gippsland Nortih is quite in order in disstate. It is generally thought that the cllI.ssing the ql\Jl.estion I(D[ f0restry..
erosion, which in some portions of GippsMr. I"fcLACHLAN. .- I am ulJ.'ging the
land North is very pronounced, has been GOV€Tif:J.ment to do two things. One uf
caused by ,stock depasturing in the 't.hem is to aPPl()int .a :RI0yal -Commission
vicinity of the rivers. In my opiniun to inquire into tihe ·-causes of erosion in
it will probably be found {)n inquiry that Victoria-a voery important matter-that erosion has been caused by disturb- 'and the other is to take steps to provide
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homes for the foresters employed by the
state;
As honOlrabIe members know, a
very small amount of money has been
allotted by Governments for the p-reservation and the development of our forests.
The fault lies not so much with Parliament as with Ministers-. With a view of
increasing the interest in this all-impo~
tant subject-in my opinion it is- next im
importance' to educa.tion-I endeavoured
to take it to the highest educatrional esiab...
lishrnent that we have . in the landthe University-but was unsuccessful in
my eHorts .in this House. Howeyer, I
was pointing. out that in other cOlUltries,
through man's interference with forests
in mountain ranges, immense areas have
been rendered ullfertile in the vaneys below. The same thing' will probabl:y occur
in Victoria unless ,"ye are prepared to
spend more ronney in this direction. The
fertility ot our soils is due to our forests.
Our forests are the mother of our water
supply, and on water supply our agriculture· depends, and agriculture is life·.
Unless we are prepal'ed to conserve what
nature has put there for the sustenance
.()£man-and that can only be done by
the expenditure of money and a foresn'Y
juterest-then Victoria will lTltimately
suffer. In comparison with the United
States of America, 'which is a smaller
country than Australia, we have a very
sm:ull wooded area.
Tha t makes it aU
the more necBssary to exerc:Ese greater
care in cOllnexion with what we have. In
ancient times the nations along the Mediterranean had fertile soils.
They had
immense forests, and they had large· populations. However, those people continued
to make onslaughts on their forests, and
to' exploit them, in face of the wisdom
of some of their chief mell, with the result that when the forests were cut Ol'l!t
these countries were unable to sustain
life. What has happened in other cO'untries should at least warn us to see that
it does not happen in Australia. There
is a prospect of Australia drying up unless this Parliament-and Parliament is
all powerful-takes a greater interest in
forestry. I know that Parliaments, or
rather Ministel's, have never taken any
particular interest in it. Oertainly we
have done a little in Victoria in C011nexion with plantations and nu:r:series,
hut we have not done what is the chief
thing, and that is' to look after the growth
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of the young forests. That is where the
expendi ture of the money is needed, and
that is the directio.n. in which we want
the Minister of the day to see that provision is made by Parliament. I am not
anxious to prol(}ng the diseussion on the
question, but I am anxious to take every
opportunity that 1 get to· push. it. Last
week we had oUJ! schools throughout Victoria celebrating Arbor Day. The object
of Arbor Day, I take it, is not only to
plant trees for shelter and shade, but to
sc impress the minds of the young that
when they reach manhood and womanhood they ,vill do something that we
have not done in the past. As far as the
State is concerned, it is a permanent
institution, and the State should be the
guardian of the future.
Too much
money cannot be spent in foe' direction
I have indicated. With regard to the
education system, it is :l regrettable
fact, but it is true, that we are losing at
ahont the rate of twenty junior teachers a
month. That is a matter for the consideration of tills House.
Either the
mover or the. s(tlconder of the motion for
the adoption of the Address-in-Reply said
th3:t there were severa1 important questions that the House: should take into
t';()nsiderution, and education is one of
them, as is the> question of forests.
At allYJil:ate, I hope that the lfinister for
F@rests, whether in this 011' any succeeding ministry, ,viII see- that foresters are
'provided with homes lin the forests, in
the same way as is done in other countries.
Steps, as I say, should also be
taken to 3:ppoint a commission to inquire
into the causes of the erosion of our
l·ivors,. because it is only in that ,,;ray that
"'e shull get information on this particu'lar question,. and perhaps create la
forestry conscience.
The motion was agreed to'.
The resolution was reported to the
IIouse. and adopted.

vVAYS Al"Vr.> MEANS.
The House resolved itself into Oommittee of Ways and Means.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK (Premier).-I moveThat towards making good the Suprly
granted to His Majesty for the servlP,e of the
year HI24-5, the snm of £1,375.247 be granted
out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to.
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CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.1).
The resolution passed in Committee of
Ways and :Means was adopted.
Authority was given to Sir Alexander
Peacock and Mr. Eggleston to introduce
11 Bill to carry out the resolution.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Treasurer) brought up a Bill "to apply out
of the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
£1,375,247 for the service of the year
1924-1925" and moved that it be read a.
first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
"was read a first time and passed through
its remaining stages.
SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES.
The House went into Committee of
Supp1y for the consideration of the Supplementary Estimates of Expenditure for
the year 1923-24.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier) .-1 moveThat a. sum not exceeding £582,260 be
granted to· His Majesty on account for or
towfI.rds defraying certain services for the year
1923-24.

What we did just now was to pass Supply for the first month of the new financial year. I am now seeking authority
for the payment of money for the year
tha t closed on the 30th June last. The
Supplementary Estimates have to receive the authority of both Houses of
Parliament early in the new year in order·
to cl?se up the accounts for the year just
termmated.
.
Mr. TUNNECLIli'FE.-This money has
all been spent.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Yes. It is urgently necessary to pass this
vote, because the Treasury officials advise me that there has been a heavy demand during the year just closed for
money from tho Treasurer's Advance.
As honorable members are aware, a certain amount of money is made available
to the Treasurer to meet items of expenditure that cannot be foreseen.
In
some cases the need for udditional expenditure in certain directions arises
after the Estimates for the year have been
prepared.
Money is taken from the
Treasurer's Advance to meet these unforeseen liabilities. The expenditure of the
money has always to be approved by Parliament, and it is that approval I am
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now seeking. The bill that will be introduced ~hortly will give the necessary
authority to recoup the Treasurer's Advance the amounts that have been paid
from it. I will call attention to some of
the items with regard to which there has
been a tc.tally unforeseen demand. For
instance, an advance of £100,000 has been
made to the Melbourne Electric Supply
Companr. This matter will come up for
consideration later. The unforeseen expenditure arising out of the police strike
amounts to £102,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-Was ltha't amount ~x
pended in addition to the ordinary vote?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.-Yes.
The police strike cost this country
£102,OqO in excess of the ordinary expenditure. Then a sum of £66,000 was necessary to meet bonuses and increases in the
Public Service in addition to the £12,000
provided on the Estimates last year. It
was deemed necessary to undertake a
vigorous destruction of rabbits and noxious weeds, and that involved an outlay of
£25,000. For the construction of roads
and the excavation of tanks in the MaHee
a sum of £32,000 was required. There is
loan authority for this sum, but it was
though.t desirable, if at all possible, to
charge it to Revenue. It was also necessary to appropriate £11,000 on wheat
silos, and £12,948 for advances for cemeteries, in connexion with old charges to
the Treasurer's Advance. This makes a
total of £349,000, leaving only £151,000
available for various purposes. Honorable members will see that it is necessary,
as early as possible, to pass these Supplementary Estimates to enable the
necessary adjustments to be made. Certain works that are costing mo're than
the amount provided should proceed
without interruption, but I have already
had to state, in some cases, that the Treasurer's Advance will not be available for
these purposes until the Supplementary
Estimates have been passed. It will be
difficult to meet demands on the part of
contractors who are carrying out certain
works unless these Estimates are passed
without delay. No particular principle
is involved in regard to the bulk of these
items, and all of the works for which
additional payments are necessary have
been under the notice of this House at
different times. I should like also to
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refer to the general financial operations
of the State for the year just closed.
Honorable members will understand that,
at this date, it is too early to' make an
accurate statement of the results of the
year as accounts for the year enling 30th
J nne last can be charged up to t~e end of
this month, and even after that many adjusting entries will have to be made. In
bringing down the Budget on ~ the 9~h
October last year the then Treasurer, Su'
vVilliam McPherson, estimated that the
general revenue-apart from railways
and the State coal mine-would be
£9,813,000,
and
the
expenditurf.>
£9,763,000, leaving a surplus of £50,000.
It was also estimated that the railway revenue would be £11,851,000, and the expenditure £11,839,000, leaving a surplus
of £12,000. The revenue from the Stat?
Coal Mine was estimated at £583,000) and
the expenditure at £535,000, the surplus
being thus £48,000. It must be remembered that whatever surplus there is from
the operations of thc coal min.e ~as to be
appropriated to the depreCIatIOn and
sinking funds of the mine. The estimated
revenue from all sources was £22,247,000,
and the estimated expenditure £22,185,000,
the estimated surplus being £62,9°0. The
figures now available, however, show the
general revenue to be £10,060,000, and
the expenditure £9,875,000, thus increasing the surplus from £50,000 to £185,000.
The railway revenue is 1l0W anticipated
to be £12,025,000, and. the expenditure
£12 000,000, increasing the surplus from
the' railways from £12,000 to £25,000.
Tho revenue from the State Coal Mine
will be about £523,000, and the expenditure £514,000, leaving llJ 8Ul'plusi of
£19,000.
The total revenue from all
sources is now estimated at £22,618,000,
and the expenditure at £22,408,000. On
these figures the surplus has been increased from £62,000 to £210,000. I have
not been Treasurer long enough to claim
any credit for this very satisfactory result. I do not know how much longer I
am going to be Treasurer, but it is onl.Y
right that I should take advantage of tIns
opportunity to indicate to the House, and
to the public generally, that this substantial surplus is due primarily to Sir
William McPherson, who, as Treasurer,
prepared the Budget and the estimates of
expenditure.
[3]
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Mr. MU]{]>H)~.-He starved the charities
of Victoria.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.Nothing of the sort. Members of the
Opposition always say that. I used to
say that when I wa.s in Opposition.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-In view of the
figures you have just quoted, what about
the position of the hospitals?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.We will deal with that matter at another
time. Honorable members know that the
estimates of expendi ture submi tted by
the Treasuror in his Budget speech were
fully debated and approved of. The
satisfactory position we are in is due to
the efforts of Sir William McPherson,
who devoted a lot of time and hard work
to the discharge of his duties as Treasurer. He was followed as Treasurer by
Mr. Lawson, and these two gentlemen
are primarily respon~ible for the
satisfactory position of our accounts.
do
not
wish
to
take
any
I
credit to which I am not entitled.
As I have told honorable members, the
increase in the general revenue is
£247,000, and in railway revenue
£174,000. The cOla} mine is short of the
estimate by £49,000, making the net increas~ in revenue £372,000.
Our t.otal
receipts now' run to £22,500,000, and
whon honorable members consider the
fact that tbe T~'easurer and his officers,
in framing their Estimates, have too go
carefully' through all the details that are
submitted to them, I think they will
agree tha.,t the rosul t shown is very sa,tisfactory. In accordance with an act
passed last. session, the Tailway surplus
will be a.ppropriated to the Railways
Sinking Fund. The total amount of
Supplementary Estimates that I am
now submittillg--=-£582,260-is made up
of general account, £430,298, and railways, £159,162. In going through the
Estimates, if any point is not quite clea.r
to honorahle members I shall, if advised
of the fa.ct, be pleased to furnish them
with any information tha,t is in my
power.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I dOl not
know why the Supplementary Estimates
have been brought up at this stago.
They introduce contentious matter, and
we dOl not desire to ha.ve to discuss them
while certain O'ther important questions
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are cOlD.front,ing us a.nd de'ma.nding our
immediate consideration.
The Premier
will understand to what I am referring.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I would
therefore suggest that the furtner consideration of the Supplementary Estimates be postponed for a week. We have
dealt with the Supply Bill a,nd we a,re
a,waiting its return frorm another place.
There are important questions of policy
to! be consi.dered an d no one can tell a,t
present what, will happen.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK (Premier).-The request by the honorable
member is a fair' one. The Treasury
is anxious, however, to get these Sl1.P~
plementary Estim.ates passed at theearliest possible moment in order that
it may close up accoUlwts £01' the finane-ial
year, and also to meet the demands on the
Trea.surer's Advance: which has run veory
short.
There j s now only ahorut £30,000
of what I ma.y oaJl "till money" out of
which acoounts c'an be paid.
However,
as I have said, the request made by tho
Leader of the Opposition is a fair one,
and I would suggest that you, ~£r. Chairman, should now leave the chair.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN left the' chair
at 6.15 p.m., and resumed it at 7.40 p.m.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEAOOOK
(Premier).-When we adjourned fo,r
dinner we were discussing the Supplementary Estimates, and the Leader of
the OppositioiJil. made a request that we
should report progress r as honorable members wanted to have a look at the various
items in the schedule submitted to them.
I consented to the reporting of progress
until we knew whether' the Consolidated
Revenue Bill, which we sent. to another
place earlier in the sitting, had been
passed. I have been informed that it
has been agreed to, and I propose, presently to move that progress be again
Before' doing so,. however, I
reported.
want to make one explanation with regard to the coot of the police strike. I
mentioned that the additional amount involved was £102,000. I want to make
an explanation with regard to that sum,
and to clear away a ,misapprehension
for which I am no doubt responsible.
While the unforeseen expenditure caused
by the police strike did amount to
£102,000, there will be a saving of £40,000
,on the total amount provided for the
Police Department for the year ending
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30th June last, so that the cost of the
Police- Department for the finaneial year
will be the amount on the Estimates plus
£62,000. 'l'hat is the difference between
the saving of £40,000 on the amount
voted and the actual expenditure caused
by the strike.
As I have indicated, the
police strike did cost £1 2"O;() 0.
Mr. B.AJ:LEY.-AJJ.d you aIe minus effi-

°
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Sir l~XANDER PEAOOOK.-I
will not debate that matter now.
I
wanted to intimate to honorable members
that there was a saving of £40,000, on the
ordinary police vote for the year.,
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What was the cost
of the material that disappeared ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-I
am Premier and Treasure!L' of this state,
and have a lot ,of things to attend to.
It is abso11ltely impoB6ible for me to supply details of that sort. I should not be
expected to do so. The Chief Secretary
will, no doubt, be able to supply the
details the honorable member desires.
Progress was :reported ..
ADJOURNMENT.
THE POLI'fICAL, SITUATION-THE CRIME
WAVE':. PRESS INTERVIE,W WITH THE
A 'FTORNEY-GENERAL.
Sjr ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).:--I moveThrut the Honse at it'S rising UJdjourn until
Tuesday next at 4 p.m.

The House has met to-day in exceptional circumstances, as is evidenced by
the G(}vernor's speech, to. which attention
has been drawn by the honorable members
who moved: and seconded the motion
for the adoptio~l of the Address-inReply, and also by the interjections
of honorable members. We have passed
a Supply Bill to, enable the public
creditors to be paid for the month
of July, and the Supplementary Estimates have been introduced so that members may see the financial position of this
State for the year just closed. There
seemed to be no disposition on the part
of honorable members to continue the
debate on the motion for the adoption
of the Address-in-Reply, and the debate
bas been adjourned until next Tuesday.
In His Excellency's Speech it is said
thatA full programme of legislation and policy
was placed before the electors by my advisers
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at the O'eneral election; but until the complex
positio: created by the result of that el~ction
lias lJeen cleared up, it has not been consIdered
necessRl'Y to place it before you in any further
detail.

Mr. WARDE.-YOU were' put up Pat's
Creek.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.:Who is making this speech ~ Are we to
have a solo and a chorus ~ Since the
election I have had a lot of advice given
to me in the press, by different sections
of the House, and privately and publicly
The complexity of
from all directions.
the situation is well before us. I want
to be perfectly frank with the House and
the country, and I desire to state that
despite what my friends opposite may
claim, the result of the elections does not
bhow that the policy of members sitting
on the Ministerial side of the IIouse was
rejected by the electors.
An HONQ,RABLE MEl\fBER.-That is too
thin.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU have. a :fine
sense of humour.
Sir' ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-One
of the redeeming features of my characte~'
is that I never go about with my heart
on my sleeve.
:1\11'. BROWN:BILL.-N or with your tail
down.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.That is 60. I merely wish to say that
honorable membel's' have tendered me
quite a lot ·of advice and I propose tv
give full consideration to it. The House
has transacted all the business that is
ready for submission to it. I am willing
to continue to receive advice, and to turn
over in my mind how best to bring about
a successful issue.
Mr. BAILEY. -. Talk about brazen
effrontery!
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-I
think I have fairly stated the position.
I can quite understand the eager anxiety
of honorable members opposite to escape
from the cold shades of Opposition.
They are looking fOTward to the time when
they will occupy positions on the- Treasury
benl:h, but I have a. duty to perfoTm ..
IV1 r. 1\[ PRPHY .-To hang on to office,.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Tha.t
is ~mworthy of the honm'able member.
Mr. MlJRPHY.-You should not be
there.
l\fr. WEBBER.-Do you claim that your
pa:rty gained a victory at t·he election?
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-!
claim that the policy forr which our paxty
s1ands was not rejected by the eleotors,
but that is a, matter with which we can
dea.1 next Tuesda,y.
Mr. BRO"\'NBILL.-Loork a.t the corne.r
bt:ll.::!hes.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Honorable membelis O'll this sider of the House
C1,:re opposed tOi the policy olf the part,y to
\<7hie11 the hon(i)~able' member whor interjects belongs.
There are three, honorable
members, who were returned in their abSO'llce, and they are on their way back as
If we
fast as stea,mers can bring them.
could have had them here by areoplanes
we might have done so.
, Mr. :HOGAN.-What about the :five
Liberal members who refused tOo give you
their support ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
may Iea,ve you tOI your orwn job.
You
tried to run some oi our members out of
our party and you failed.
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-I llloveThat the words " rruesday next" be oluitted
with a view of inserting in place thereof the
word "to-morrow.'~

1 do nOit want tor-night to' enter UpO'll a
discThSsion of the policy of the Goveinment, because they have no policy except·
on one point. All that I desire to do now
is to call attention to the verdict of the
country as indic'ated by the result Oof the
poll.
The honorable member ca,n cast
up the figures which I intend tOi quote
foil' himself.
As the, result of the elections of the 15th November, 1917, the
Nationalists obtained 41 seats, including
two Independents, Labour 19 seats, and
the Farmers Union 5 seats. A.t the elections of 21st October, 1920, the N ationalists obtained 31 seats, including two Independents, Labour 21 seats, and the
Farmers Union 13 seats. .At this election, the Nationalists lost ten members,
including three Ministers.
Honorable
members will notice the cray:fish
progress backwards of the Nationalist
party.
At the elections 0'£ 30th August,
1921, the Na,tiornalists, obtained 32 sea,ts
including one Independent, Labour 21
seats, 'and the Farmers Union 12 seats.
The state of the House on 2nd June was
Nationalist 30 seats, including one Independent, Labour 22 seats, and Farmers
Union 13 seats.
During the currenoy
orf the Pa.rliament the Government lost
two, seats, ,one to the Lab'our party and
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Dr. ARGYLE.-That is not true.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is true, and
it is useless fol' the honorable member now
that during the pe,riod to which I ha.ve re- to' deny it. Peter denied his Lord and
ferred, the alteration in the state of the cock crew. The honorable member
pa,rties in the HO'use has. been very would nQW deny his politic'al saviour-his
material. In the HQuse as nQW CQnsti- maker. He would have put the LawsQn
tuted Labour, which befQre had 22 seats, Ministry Qut, but he afterwards became
has 28, the Oonservative-Nationalists now a member of it. He objected to' the comnumber 18, the Oountry .party 13; there posite Ministry and referred to it as a
are five Liberals and Qne Independent. " mQngrel" Ministry, but nQW he is preThe Government did their best tOI defeat pared to jQin in any coalitiQn. I have
the five members Qf the Liberal party, but here a dQcument in which the facts to'
they have come back in spite of them. which I have referred are set out.
They have lost the support of these memOn the 30th August, 1923, the Farmers
bers, and what can be said Qf their posi- Union, with the exception of Mr. Lind and
tion to-day ~ Did not Q1ne of them lea,ve Nationalists consi sting of Messrs. Deany,
his own cO'nstituency to vote at East Mel- Everard, Greenwood, Ryan, Snowba,lI, Eggles·
bourne fDr a man he had endea,voured to' ton, Farthing, and Dr. Argyle,' voted in favour
of adjourning the House, apparently to defeat
throw out Df Parliament, and in that way the Government, but using as a. pretext the
practically retunl tQl the. practice ()if 9uestion of voting only one month's Supply
plural vDting?
To sum up the positioo lllstead of two months' a.s demanded by the
Apparently out of. resentment
there were 24 N a,ticmalists in the House Ministry.
eight of its own supporters for daring
before the elecrt,iQlns, now there, are 18; u,ga.inst
to vote against it, the Government applied for
there were 22 Labour members, now there ~he adjournment and tendered its resignation,
are 28; there are 6 unattached members, Xnd then, the honorable member· along
and t.here a,ra 13 members of the Country with other members of the N a,tionalist
party, the former number.
"That fur- party came into power with the Farmers'
ther cQlmment is needed?
The country party and referred aft.erwards to' the comhas delivered a, decisive verdict, but be- bina,tiDn as "mOingrel."
fore they went to' the coruntry the GDDr. ARGYLE.-It is not true.
vernnient were defeated utterly by, I
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - It is true.
think, 21 VQtes to 36. They were defeated also-they were degraded-in twO' The honora,bIe member knows that his
other divisiQns, one the election Qf the pa,rty threw the members of the CQuntry
Spe'ake,r, and the othe,r the election of pa,rty out of the Ministry without conmembers OIf the, Ra,ilways Statnding Com- sulting them in any way, and one member
mittee.
They went to' the country boast- of the N atio:nalist party in another place
fully, but they came back a defeated said that if he was asked to shake hands
party.
They ma,y call it a victOlry, but. with some of these gentlemen he would
I ask
with another· such victO'ry they will be- want soap and water and a wash.
come the smallest party in the House., I the House to sa,y tha,t this Government,
ask what right or claim have the N atiQn- which was so badly defe~ted at the elecalist party to control the government Qf tion, is nQt in a position to' preside over
the country? They have the same right the destinies Qf the country, and at least
as anybody else if they can cQmply with to leave the matter in the hands of
certain conditiQns under the OonstitutiQn. the ~Dvernor in order that he' may
They had the: support of the Farmers take steps to ascertain what party in
party, but the members Qf that party who the House has a right to be entrusted
were admit.t.ed toO the Ministry were rut.h- with the responsibility of office and pOlwer.
lessly thrown out, and it was said that Feeling that, and feeling that the GQnever again wDuld they attempt to' carry vernment have nO' right to tho Treasury
Qn the government of the cQuntry. in bench, I have moved an amendment
associatiQn with a compQsite party. The fQr the House to' meet tQ-morrQw' instead
Ohief Secretary (Dr. Argyle) is one of of adjourning until Tuesday next.. Other
the members of the party QPposite whO' Qpportunities will present themselves for
tried to defeat the ·honQrable member for dealing with other phases, but just nQW I
Castlemaine" Mr. Lawson, when he was merely wish to emphasize that the GQvernment nro unfit to rule, because they
in Qffice in 1923.
the other to the Farmers

Union, the

latte~' ha,ving been won from thel Labour
party by only a few votes. It will be seen
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have been degraded both in Parliament Wave: Sir .Arthur Robinson Hits Out."
and the country. They have no right to It reads, in partcarryon the government of the State.
I have no hesitation in saying that the
reason why the Government has had so much
Mr. SOLLY.-I second the amend- difficulty ill securing amendments of the acts
dealing with crime is that there is a direct
ment.
line from the "crook," through the ponyThe House divided on the question that racing world, and on to certain members of
the words proposed to be omitted stand the Labour party.
This was the denouncement made by Sir
part of the motion.
Arthur Hobinson, the Attorney-General, when
Ayes
No~

l\Iajority agaiust
amendment

33
26

discussing to-day the urgent need for greater
[Jowers for the police to counteract the present
dangerous s~tuation, caused by the menace of
armed meIl holding up and robbing the public
in suuurban streets.

7

I understand that Sir .t\..rthur Robinson's

the

AYES.
~Ir.

!'.Ir. }Illckrell
., nlcDonald

Allan
" Allison
" Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
:VIr. Beardmore
" A. A. Billson
Colonel Bourehier
)lr. Carlisle
" Deany
., Downward
., Dunstan
'., Eggleston
" Everard
" Farthing
" Gordon
.. Lawson
Lind

.

(POlWQ1'tlz)

).[cLachlan
., ::\forley
" Old
,. Omnn
Sir Alexander Peacock
~rr. f-;nowhall
" Toutcher
Wa1ter
" \Yenvcr
" 'Vest
" Wettenhal1.
Tellc1 ..'] :
~Ir.

"

Greenwood
Groves.

NOES.

),1 r. Bai lev
,. Brownbill
" Cain
" Clough
,. Cook
" Cotter
" Frost
" Hayes
" Hjorth
" . Hogan
JaGkson
" Jewell
Keane
" McAdam

~Ir.1\1cDonald

.

I

"

(J)a.ylesford)

~rurphy

Pollard
Prendergast
Slater
" Solly
" Thomas
" Tunuecliffe
" Wallace
Warde.
Tel/ern :
:\ir. L;mmon
" "'~bber.
"

"

I

attention was speedjJy drawn to that report, and he sought to amend it by saying
that the words he actually used were;
"From the crook to the pOllY race-course
and on to certain wire-pullers in touch
This is in
with the Labour party."
keeping with other courageous acts of
that gentleman.
So far as I am concerned-and I feel that I am speaking
for my colleagues on this side of the
House-no time will be lost in giving the
lie direct to the Attorney-General.
No
more dastardly statement has been made
by a man occupying high office in this
state than the statement attributed to the
Attorney-General. Further, the AttorneyGeneral, in amplifying that statement,
misstated tho true position of affairs.
"Is that a statement intended for publication ~~' Sir Arthur was asked.
"I adhere to my assertion," he replied.
The necessity for a large Police Force was
not emphasized by Sir Arthur.
He declared
that the imperrutive need was an amendment
of the ineffective legislation under section 69
of the Police Offences Act, which caused great
hindrance to the police prosecuting certain
persons.
This deals with those consorting
with reputed thieves or persons who have no
visible means of support. They can be deemed
to be idle and disorderly persons and liable
to twelve months' imprisonment.

The motion was agreed to.
He goes on to make a further statement
But' here are reSi~ ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Pre- that is not relevant.
marks to which I take strong exception.
mier).-I move-He saidThat the House db now adjourn.

Such powers would, however, not be tolerated

Mr. SLATER.-In to-night's Herald here. There was opposition in Parliatnent in
there is a striking report of an interview 1921 even to the SUbstitution of the word
" found" instea.d uf "loitering" or "frequent.
with the Attorney-General (Sir Arthur ing" under clause 11, dealing with those perRobinson). The report, which is a most sons who appea,r apparently from nowheft)
extraordinary one, as I shall show the whenever crowds congregrute.
House, has emanated from a man who has What was the actual position when the
seen fit to resign the portfolio of law. amending bills to th~ Police Offences Act
The article is headed: "Cause of Crime and the Cdmes Act were before another
r4]
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place?
In 1921 Sir Arthur Robinson,
who wat! Attorney-General in the Government of the day, sought to amend the
Crimes Act.
The Legislative Council

agreed to the proposed amendment, and
there the matter rested.
The bill never
came before this House, so that honorable members had no opportunity of dealing with it.
The Attorney-General also
brought down a bill to amend the Police
Offences Act. He claims that under the
provisions of that Bill it would have been
possible to prevent the unfortunate oituation that he states has arisen to-day. By
implication, he says that the Labour
party blocked that Bill. vVhat are the
facts?
The opposition to the amendment of the Police Offences Act proposed
by Sir Arthur Robinson came from his
own side. It came from a man who is
now a Minister of the Crown.
Mr. WEBBER.-SO he must be a
"crook," according to Sir Arthur Robinson.
Mr.
SLATER.-The
debates
in
another place on that Bill make very interesting reading.
The measure was
most severely· attacked by the IIonorable
H. 1. Cohen. He ~bjected to a widening
of the powers under the bill proposed to
be conferred by the substitution of the
word "found" for the word "frequenting." Sir Arthur Robinson, in the most
. unfair statement that coula possibly be
made, attempts to implicate the Labour
party. The implication is that the bill
would have been passed but fO'r Labour
opposition. He and his associates in the
political life' of this country are afraid
of the accession to power of the Labour
party. He knows that the Labour party
will sweep the Nationalist party out of
existence at the next election, and he is
therefore seeking to ally this party with
the criminal clement in the community.
A mOl'~ dastardly statement has. never
been made by a Minister of the Crown.
My statement that the opposition to the
Police Offences Bill came' from the
Attorney-General's own side of the House
can be verified· by H ansa-rd.
It was in
consequence of the vigorous criticism by
Mr. Cohen that the Police Offences Bill
never got beyond the Legislative Council.
Mr. Cohen, speaking on that bill, saidI now come to clause 11. I think that the
substitution of the word " found" for the word
" loitering" or "frequenting" is carrying the
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matter too far altogether.
Every honorable
member of this House is anxious that criminals
shall be brought to justice. At the same time
we must recollect that it is a maxim of British
law that every man is assumed ,to be innocent
until he is found guilty.

Largely as a result of Mr. Cohen's
vigorous criticism, another place refused
to pass the legislation that the AttorneyGeneral then desired. The AttorneyGeneral, knowing well that that was
the actual condition of affairs, is
suggesting through the Herald that
the amending Police Offences and
Crimes Bills failed to pass because
of the opposition of Labour members to those measures. It is a deliberate
misstatement of fact, and the Labour
party should lose no time in hurling the
lie directly back in the teeth of the
honorable gentleman.
I have often
wished that Sir Arthur Robinson were a
member of this House.
He has a seat
in another place, where he is to a considerable extent immune from the criticism that would certainly be meted out
to him if he had a seat on the front
Treasury bench in this House.
I am
sure that there are Ministerial members
who would resent such unfair and unscrupulous statements as fully as they are
resented by the Labour party.
I take
this opportunity, on behalf of the Labour
party, of repudiating the suggestion
thrown out in the H e-rald by the Attorney-General that the Labour party has
allied itself with " crooks" and criminal
elements, and that becauseo£ that alliance
certain Bills failed to get on to the
statute-book.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK
(Premier).-I have had a busy and
a worrying day, as honorable members
can quite understand, and I have not
read the report of the statement attributed .to my colleague. I admit that my
attentIOn was called to the report, and I
told my colleague that I was much surprised at the statement· attributed to him:
He said it was not a correct report. I
want to say that I fully, freely, and
absolutely disassociate myseH from any
statement of the kind contained in the
Ii erald report.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 8.20 p.m.
until Tuesday, July 15.
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T'uesday, July 15, 1924.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.48 p.m., and
read the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILL REPORTED.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1).
J\lIINISTERIAL CHANGES.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-I beg to announc& that, since
the House last met, Sir Arthur Robinson
has resigned his positions as' AttorneyGeneral and Solicitor-General in the
Government. The resignation has been
acce.pt-ed, and I have been honoured by
having been appointed to thesel two offices.
For the present I will also act as Minister
of Public Works and :Minister of :Mines.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Do yO'll
draw both salaries ~
The HOll. H. I. COHEN.-Much was
recently said by honorable members with
regard to the &ervices of Sir Arthur
Robinson to this House and tOI the
country, and it is unnecessary for me to
recapitulate the opin~ons expressed on the
last day of the sitting last year, beyond
intjmating that I endorse every remark
then made. Speaking for myself, I may
say that, as the t,nofficial Leader of this
House, I was technically in opposition to
him, and I found him a generous opponent. Since serving under him as a
Minister I hav€; found him a loyal and
splendid leader.
I am sure that this
House owes a debt of gratitude to Sir
Arthur Robinson for his many services
to it.
.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.I heart.ily congratulate Mr. Cohen on his
elevation to the position he now holds.
'Ve must all recognize that he is a man
of great ab~lity. His rise in this House
has been somewhat exceptional, but I
suppose that that is owing to the ability
he has shown since he first entered this
ehamher as a member. I feel sure that
he will discharge the duties of the positions he now occupies satisfactorily.
Whether his term of office will be 101lP'
or short is in the lap of the gods. It i~
a. matter of some doubt whethe,r there
will not be some change before very long.
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I take it, ho,wever, that the ability Ml·.
Cohen has shown since he has been a
member of this House will make it most
likely that he will be a Minister in any
new government that may be formed.
Every member of this House recognizes
that l\1r. Cohen and Sir Arthur Robinson have been able, leaders in this House.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-l should
also like to' join in the congratulationl:l
which are being extended to Mr. Cohen.
Speaking in round terms, we may say
that Sir Arthur Robinson filled the
position of Leader of this House and
Attorney-General for six years, which
is an indication that it is probable that,
lVIr. Co~en may also hold it for six years.
The Hon. R. H.' S. ABBoTT.-Perhaps.
The lIon. J. P JONES-Did the
honorable member say "perhaps" ~ Do
not throw cold water on such a suggestion.
We used to have an AttorneyGeneral about whom the query was often
put--" Why is the Attorney-General like
necessity ~" I do not think we will ever
be able to put that query with regard
to the. present Attorney-GeneraL flonm'able membe,fS know the answer.
I
think we may all heartily congratulate
Mr. Cohen upon having reached what I
regard as the blue ribbon of Ministerial
positions in this State, outside, of course
of the Premiership. So far as I a~
concerned, I will always give l\![r. Cohen
a Jair go. I think he knows that. 'Ve
wIll dea.l with. ~i.s Bills from a public
stand-pomt, CrItICIze them and do our
best to improve them, if' possible. HQ
knows that we will always treat him
fair~y, and I am su!e that we shall always
. rE;celve the same faIr treatment from him.
Of course, I cannot wish him a too-long
term of office. That would sound too
much like hypocrisy.
The Hon. J. K. l\![ERRITT.-YoU do
not believe in the six-year period ~
The Ron. J. P. JONES.-I do not.
~e might have changes more frequently
WIth . a~vantage.
NE:.,vertheless, within
the lImIts of party politics, I can say
from the bottom of my heart that I wish
l\:Ir. Coh-en every success in his new offices.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (AttornevGenera.l).-I should like to ackno.wledge
the kindly remarks that have fallen
from the lips of the unofficial Leader and
Mr. J·ones.
I feel sure, from the
mutually good relations that have
always existed between me and the other
members of this House during the whole
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time I have been in Parliament, that I
will have the fair run that 1\1r . Jones
has referred to'. Mr. Richardson has
said that the future is in the lap of the
gods. The gods he refers to' are apparently the members of another pIa,ce.
\Vhatever the future may be, I can say,
speaking for myself, that I am "a man
of cheerful yesterdays and confident tomorrows."
The PRESIDENT.-I should like to
join with hono.rable members in expressing my deep appreciation of the great
services that Sir Arthur Robinson has
nmucl'cd, llOt only to this I-louse, but
to tho State. Like other honorable members, I have high hopes that in l\h.
Cohcn we shall ha,~e a worthy successor
to' Sir Arthur Robinson. I would not
have spoken except fo1' a remark that
1\11'. Cohen madE-I, possibly without COllRidering the full effect of his words. 110
alluded to' the time when he was the
mlOfficial I..IC'atlel' of this House, uml
said that he was then "technically in
oppositiO'n to the Govunment." I do n)t
want to debate the question whether the
unO'fficial Leader is technically in opposition to' the Go.vernment or not.
It
would be out of order to' do so. I merely
want to say that I do· not desire' it to be
recorded in II an,sm'd as the unchallenged
opinion of hono·ra,bie members that the
unofficial Leader of this House is technically in opposition to the Government.
Of course, we cannot. haVE; the views of
other honorable members on the subject.
at this stage, and I merely want to
record my opinion that it is not nece~sary
for the unofficial Leader to be in opposition to the Govell'nment.
PROTECTION AGAINST ARMED
ROBBERS.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN asked the
A ttonley -General-If his attention has been called to a paragraph in the Herald of the 15th June, in
\vhich the Chief Commissioner of Police is said
to .bave advised people who must necessarily be
out alone at night to carry a good loaded stick,
if not a revolver; if so, does the Government
approve of this advice?

The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-The answer isThe Chief Commissioner of
the paragraph appearing in
not correctly report what
Nicholson reports that he
person out at night should

Police states that
the Herald does
was sa.id.
Mr.
was asked if a
carry a revolver.

Armed Robbers.

He answered that where a' man was carrying
a large sum of money he would be justified in

arming himself, provided he had complied with
the requirements of the Firearms Act.
lie
was then asked by the reporter, ""Vhat about
cnrrying a good stout stick?" and replied that
it was a u~eful thing to have.

TRAMWAY TRAFFIC.
EFFECT OF MOTOR-BUS COMPETITION.

The Hon. E. L. KIEHN AN asked the
Minister of Public Works-(a) '''hat i:> the estimated. loss of passengl'l"
traffic and revenue on the Bourke-street-Clifton
Hill tr~mway line due to motor-bus opposition?
(b) Docs the Tramway Board propose to
]'<l<;tcn the electrifil:ation of this line '{

The 1-1011. II. 1. COHEN (Minister of
Public \Vorks).-The. answers are~
(a) The estimateLl loss ):e1' week ill passen-

and revenue on the Bourke-street-Clifton
Ifill caule tramwa.ys, flue ·to motor-bus competition, is as follows :-Passcngers, 3G,OOO;
rcn~l1Uc. £285.
(u) The cOl1\'ersion of all the cable tramwa rs to electric tl'aetion will be hastened as
raj;iclly as the Board's finances permit. The
('()l1vers ion of the Bourke-street-Clifton Hill
cable tramway is, however, less pressing than
the conversion of some other routes, such !"IS
FI(,l1lington-road, St. Ki!da-road, Esplanade,
Bl'igllton-l'oad, ancI Wcllington-strl'et, 'Villdsof,
l11I(1
lTlust, therefore, Le postponed until the
conversion of the routes mentioned is well
advanced.
g('l'Sl

REP A IR OF HA vVTHORN -BRIDGE.
The Hon. J. K. MERRll'T.--I should
like to ask a question without notice,
and, if possible, get an answer to-:day.
I should like to know if the Minister of
Public 'Vorks, in view of the serious
condition of the Hawthorn-bridge, wiJl
state when the Gove·rnment proposes to
take immediate steps towards making
arran.O'ements with the interested municipalitito to remedy the present unsatIsfactory state of that structure'.
The Han. H. 1. COHEN (Minister of
PubHc Works).-This matter was -referred to by Mr. Merritt a few weeks
ago, and 1 then indicated that the
Government were hopeful of being able
to introduce, at an early stage, a. Bill
handing over the control of bridges to
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
cf Works.
I· then indica.ted that I
thought it would be wasteful eocpenditurc
if anything like a large sum O'f money
were spent in tinkering with the hridge.
I part.icularly foreshado,w-ed the introduction of a Bill, and the measure will
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be introduced' as early as possible,
and I trust the result will be as satisfactory a·s it has been in the c/::!-s.e. of . t~e
Church-street-bridge. The mUlllclpal1bes
concerned would, I think, be better pleased
w'ith the construction of the bridge under
the autho,rity to be constituted by the
Bill we propose to introduce, because the
cost would then fall much less heavily
upon theIll than it would if it were carried out under present conditions, and
had to be bonlC by the joint municipalities. For tha,t reason I hope that those
who are urging on the matter will possess
their souls in patience a little while
louger-The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-If something i~ not done, the bridge may fall ill
shortly.
The Hon. H. 1. OOITKN.-Even if
a new bridge be constructed, it 'will mean
that considerable inconvenience will have
to. be suffered by the public for some
time.
I hope that the pclitical atmosphere will soon clear, and if this Government remains in po,T,Ter it will proceed.
with the Bill on the lines indicated in its
policy sp2cch. But, ,vhateover Goyernment is in power, I trust that t~le' principle of the Bill therein foreshadowed will
be carried out.
SESSION AL ARRANG El\lENTS.
DAYS A~D HOURS OF 1\IEETING-ORDEH.
OF BUSINESS.
The HOll. H. I. OOHEN (AttorneyGcnel'al).-Sir Arthur Robinson is unable
to be here to-day, alId, in his absence, I
beg to move the following motion, of
which he has giVen notice:That TUl~sday, \Vednesday, and Thursday in
p:teh wepk be the days on which the Council
shall meet for the dispatch of business during
thl' Pl'CS(,llt session, and that half-past four
o'clock ur the hour of meeting on each day; that
011 Tuesday and Thursday in each week the
tram;uctioll' of Government um~iness shall tak(!
precedence of all othet business; and that on
\Vl'dnesuay in each week private memllerd'
lHlsine~s shall take precedence of Government
husiness; aBd that no fresh lmsil)ess be taken
ufter the hour of elcyen o'clock.

The lIon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-In
the inlerests of the country members, 1
would suggest that the hour of meeting
on Thursday should be 11 o'clock a.ll1.
instead of 4.30 p.m., as proposed in the
motion submitted.
It would then be
poosible fo.r th€.J business of the HQouse to'
be comple,ted in time to ena.ble honQorable
mem~)ers to catch their trains, and tOo
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return to their homes on the Thursday
evening instead of ha,ving to remain in
Melbourn0 until the following day, 0-1', in
some cases, being prevented from getting
home at all during that week.
The
matter is one which rests with the House,
and .may be dealt with by the' House III
whatever way it pleases. It concerns the
House rather than the Government, and
we need not be troubled by any consideration for this or any oth€.Jr Go,vernment that may be formed in the near or
the distant future
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.This matter was discussed at the close of
tho last session o.f Parliament, and the
Government then made an effort too meet
the vi(l'ws of honorable members by [Igrecing to make the hour of m3eting on \Ved-'
nesdays and Thursdays 4 o'clock p m.
I would suggest that theyshoulcl make
that alteration on this occasion.
It
would be' a 8111a11 concession to grant to
hOllOorable members, and it might be of
some cOllvenience. to' thom.
I quite
l'enlizc tlu:t :Mil1istC'l's have business to
uttend to, and that it would not alway!:!
be possible for them to be in attendance
ill the IIousc at so early an hour fiS 11
o'clock a.m. As honor~ble members arc·
aware, another place meets at 11 o·'cloek
all Thursdays, and the- matter of whether
we also should meet at that hour is, Qof
course, open tOo consideil.'ation. I would
not ask that the change should be made
a t oncE'" but I would suggest that we
should observe the arrangement that was
agreed to, at the end of last session, and
meet on Wednesdays and Thursdays at
4 o'clock p.m. instead of 4.30, which
means a quarter to 5, as formerly.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-It is usual to start the session
with a motion of this kind. and if it is
ngreecl to it will, of course, not be like the
laws of the 1\fedes and Persians. Later
on, discussion may arise as to the hours
at which the House shall meet, and we
can then determine the matte'r fOol' ourselves, having regard to the business to
be transacted. I would suggest that we
should proceed as usual by agreeing to
this mo·tion. If it be in my po,wer, I
shall do anything that may be shown to
be possible and reasonable to meet the
convenience of honorable members, and,
if Mr. Abbott will refra.in from pressing
his amendment now, he may rest assured
that the suggestion he has made will be
considered later.
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
should have liked to have heard
an expression of opinion from some of
the country men' bers of the House whO'
have, like myself, long distances tOo travel.
If the House, in its wisdom, chooses nOow
to pass the motion that has been submitted, we must just do as we have dona
in the past-suffer.
The motion was agreed to'.

Revision Committee.

GOVERNOR'S SPEECH.
ADDRESS-IN-REPLY DEBATE.

The debate (adjourned from Tuesday;,
July 8) on the motion of the Hon. E.
G. Bath for the adoption of an Addressin-Reply to the Governor's Speech was
resumed.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
motion affords a very valuable opportunity for discussing a great many matAPPOINTMENT OF STANDING
ters that mayor may not be of importCOMMITTEES.
ance, and that can possibly be brought
On the motion of the Hon. H. I. under the notice of the Government of
COHEN (Attorney-General), the Stand- the day very effectively. Oertain imporing Oommittees for the session were con- tant negotiations have been going on for
some time, and they will probably be constituted as follow:STANDING ORDERS ;COMMITTEE.-The summated to-morrow. They may make
Honorables the President., F. W. Brawn, a difference in the personnel of the GoH. 1. Cohen~ W. H. Edgar, J. P. Jones, vernment, and, at any rate, as a result
J. l~' l\{erritt, T. H. Payne, Sir A. of them we shall have some knowledgo
Roolllson, J. Sternberg; and E. J. White. that theTe will be a, Ministry with secuHOUSE COMMITTEE (JOINT).-Thc Hon- rity of tenure, and that will give us an
orables W. Angliss, A. Bell, A. E. advantage in addressing ourselves to
Chandler, Dr. J. R. Harris, and D. I ... some of the important questions that need
to be discussed. As I feel sure that the
l\1cN amara.
House
does not desire altogether to lose
LIBRARY COMMI'l'TEE (JOINT). - The
Honorables thel President, A. A. Austin, the opportunity of discussing a good
W. J. Beckett, T. Beggs, and W. L. R. many matters, I should like, with the permission of the Attorney-General, to move
Clarke.
that the debate be adjourned until this
PRINTING COMMITTEE.-The Honorables
day
week or this day fortnight.
the President., R. H. S. AbboU, E. G.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Make it
Bath, J. H. Disney, H. Keck, E. L.
Kiernan, M. McGregor, H. H. Smith, the next day of meeting.
W. Tyner, and R. Williams.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN (to Mr.
Abbott).-Will it require a fortnight to
effect a change in the Government?
STATUTE LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
The Han. H. 1. COHEN (Attorney- not in the secrets of the present Ministry, and, therefore" I cannot say how
General) .-1 beg to move-10I?-g
it is going to take them to do anyThat in compliance with the recommendation of the Joint Select Committee 011 the thmg; but I am sure honorable members
C01).solidation of the Laws, adopted by this will agree with me that we 'should not
House on the 22l1d June, 1915. a Committee be lose an opportunity of debating the
appointed. consisting of six members, to motion in an effective way. Any speeches
join with a Committee of the LeO'islative
~-\.Rselllbly to deal with anomalies in °the law that were Ipade to-day might, perhaps,
We know
and make recommendations as to statutory not improve the situation.
amendments, such Committee to consist of the that, on some occasions, while speech is
Honorables H. 1. COh811, W. P. Crockett, 'W. Rilv8rn, silence is g,olden. and I think that
H. Edgar. J. P. J0nes, H. F. Richardson, and
Sir A. Robinson, with power to send for that is the case at present. I movepersons, papers, and records; five to be the
quorum.
'

The motion was agreed to, and a
was o'rdered to be sent to the
Legislative Assembly, acquainting them
with the resolution.
mes~:;age

That the debate be adjourned until the next
day of meeting.

The Hon. H. 1. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-Members of the Government
offer no objection to the course suggested
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by Mr. Abbott being taken, provided it
meets with the approval of the House.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
VACANCY IN THE SENATE.
The Order of the Day for the consideration of the message from His Excellency the Governor relating to the filling of the vacancy in the Senate was
read.
The lIon. II. 1. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-As honorable members are
aware, the message from His Excellency the Governor has relation to the
filling of a vacancy in the Senate, which
has been caused by the unfortunate death
of Senator Barker. It is quite proper
that the earliest _ possible opportunity
should be taken by the Victorian Houses
of Parliament to fill that vacancy, so that
in
the States'
House this State
should be fully represented.
Consequently it is proposed that, come what
may, this business should be gone on
wi th on Tuesday next. The hour will
probably be 5 o'clock, and the place of
meeting has not yet been determined. In
other cases-there have been eleven case:;
in which similar vacancies in the Senate
have beel! filled-it has been usual to
hold such meetings in the Legislative
Council chamber of the State in question,
nnder the presidency of the President of
the Legislative Council. There is, however, a precedent for a departure from
tha t practice in that, on one occasion,
or possibly on two occasions, such a joint
meeting was held in the Legislative Assembly chamber of the State in question,
again, however, under the presidency of
the President of the Legislative Council.
It is believed that this chamber is not
sufficiently large to accommodate 99
members, and it is hoped and anticipated
that there will be a full muster of honorable members of both Houses when the
joint mee6ng is held. Consequently, it
is necessary for us to find some other
room in this building. I should like to
get an expression of opinion from the
members of this House as to whether
there could be any possible objection to
our sitting in the Legislative Assembly
chamber. Personally, I know of none,
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and I do not believe any honorable member will make any objection whatever,
but there has been a whisper of opposition from members of the Legislative
A.ssembly, and I should like to get an expression of opinion from honorable members now present, so that my hands may
ho 8 t.rcllgthelled in any representation I
may make to the other members of the
Cabinet as to the proper place in which
the joint meeting should be held. I
move, formallyThat the consideration of the Order of tba
Day be postponed until Tuesday next.

Then, when honorable members know
precisely the time when, and the place
where, the joint meeting -is to be held, a
motion will be submitted that the joint
meeting be held forthwith at that place.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
can see no objection whatever to the joint
meeting taking place in the Legislative
Assembly chamber. Of course, it would
be out of question for it to take place
here. There is not room in this chamber
for 99 members, and it would not be
fair to expect them to sit crowded together for, perhaps, a couple of hours.
1 suppose there will be an exhaustive
ballot, as there are several candidates for
the vacant position. I can see no reason
why the members of another place should
have any objection to the joint meeting
taking place in their chamber. I do not
think we shall contaminate the Legislative Assembly hall hy sitting on the seats
there, and I am sure we have always been
on the very best of terms with the members of a,nother place. Seeing that there
is not sufficient room in this chamber, I
think it is quite proper that the meeting
should take place in the Legislative
Assembly chamber.
The Hon. E. L. KrnRNAN.-Don't you
think the democratic atmosphere there
would be too much for us ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.No. I think we can get over that. I
feel sure that the Attorney-General will
be expressing the feelings of honorable
members in saying that they will have
no objection whatever to meeting in the
Legislative Assembly chamber.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I think it
is important that the Attorney":General
slrould indicate to the House what system
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of voting is to be adopted. I do not
think it matters a jot whether we take a
vote in this chamber, in the other cham·
bel', or i:a the library, but I think honorable members should fully understand
the system of voting that is to be adopted.
If the Cabinet has arrived at any de-.
cision on the subject the Attorney-General
might convey it to honorable members.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Ministers
have only arrived at one decision-to. stop
where they ar~.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-May I point out that the procedure to be followed will be in the hands
of the joint sitting itself. The Premier
will, of course, as has heon done in the
past, make certain recommendations. I
do not know that it would be propel' for
me, at this stage, to anticipate what is
likely 1.0 be done. If it be proper, ancl
Mr. Eclgar will address himself to any
particular subject-matter, I can tell him
what it is in the mind of the Premier to
submit to the joint sitting. But the proMdure will be entirely in the hanos of the
joint sitting, and it can adopt whatever
procedure it likes. It may be that what
Mr. Edgar has in mind is the question
of how the balloting is to be conducted. If
I may su fal' anticipate, I lllay say that
I understand that the Premier will suggest the same procedure as that followed
on the last occasion.
The PRESIDENT.-I do not think
the honorable gentlemt;.n is' in order in
debating the motion in such detai1.

the Senate.

The HOll. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I was
sorry, Mr. President, that you seemed to
think it necessary to curtail the remarks
of the Attorney-General, because some of
us who have nev&, seen a joint sitting
of the two Houses to nIl a Senate
vacancy are naturally interested as to
the system likely to be adopted. With
your permission, I should like to ask the
Attorney-General if any member of the
Legislative Oouncil, as well as any member of the Legislative Assembly, is competent to nominate any. person for the
position, or whether the nominations
have to come either from the Government, from the recognized parties in Parliament, or from the Leaders of those
parties.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN (AttorneyGeneral).-I will ask the Premier if hb
will, at the earliest possible moment, determine the rules of procedure that he
proposes should govern the meeting, and
have them distributed amongst honorable members at the earliest possiblo
opportunitjT. I will suggest that - to the
Premier so that honorable members may
have an opportunity, before the joint
meeting is actually held, of considering
the pr?cedure that it is proposed should
be adopted.
I think that will meet the
convenience of all honorable members.
The PRESIDENT.-I would point out
to honorable members that the whole of
the previous procedure and the whole
of the previous rules can be found in
II ansa1'd if they wish to look them up.

The lIon. J. P. JONES:-I should
like to say, in reply to the AttorneyGeneral's latter remarks, that it is not
f or the Premier to determine the procedure. It will be for the joint sitting to
determine the procedure.
The Hon. H. r: COHEN.-I thought I
made tha t clear. Wha t the Premier will
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-On the do is to submit a motion as to the prolast occasion, when there was a joint sit- cedure.
ting of the two Houses, it was held in
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-YOU will let
the Queen's Hall, in the Parliament House us know what procedure is to be adopted 1
in Spring-street. That hall is not now
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-I shall enavailable to us, but I think the Attorney- deavour to have a copy of the motion flent
General's suggestion that the joint meet- to honorable members.
ing should take place in the Legislative
The motion was agreed to .
.Assembly chamber affords a very easy
solution of the question. Where we meet
The IIouse adjourned at 5.30 p.m.
will not materially affect the issue.
until Tuesday, July 22.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I did not
intend to debate it, but I thought Mr.
Edgar was seeking information, and I
was endeavouring to give it to him. I
shall refrain from discussing the matter
any further. Mr. Edgar will see the
difficulty I am in.
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LEGISLA.TIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, J'illy 15, 1924.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.38 p.m.
l

DEATH OF lVIR. TH01\IAS, :M.L.A.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-Since we met her':} a, week ago

deatll, with trag!c suddenness, has claimed
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with sincerity, I say to the House,
Let
us caU a truce tOo battle, and hush strif~
and quarrels Oover thE:1 grave 0.£ our friend
for this day, at all events. n The dread
summons he received soo suddenly has
brought home to us that, plan as we
may, we are not the arbiters o,f our own
destinies.
There is a Mightier Hand.
'Vith all reverence, I say:I(

LDrd God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget. lest we forget.

I moveThat this House expresses its ~incel'c sorrow
at the death of William Edward Thomas.
Esquire, and desires to place on record itf~
appre:!iation of the courtesy, kindliness, and
fair·mindedness
which
characterized
him
throughout his honorable and upright car-eer a~
a citizen of Victoria and member for Glenelg
in the LegislatiYe Assembly.

one of our number, the honorable membtr
for Glenelg, lVlr. W. E. Thomas. Fresh
from a fairly-won triumph, and looking
bright and healthy, only this day week
he occupied in the Opposition corner
a place that is now vacant. During his
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-In seconding
parliamentary career of three years and
nine months he went through three cam- the motion, I wish to express the very
paigns, and was returned to' this House great regret and the great sensei of loss
three times. Into that brief period be I feel at the death of Mr. Thomas. Only
crowded more e~perience of the hustings last week he was a comrade of ours, and
than some of us have done in a decade. almost the last words he spoke in this
There have been in this Chamber mcn building were in a remark he passed to
He saidwho have been here longEr than 1\11'. me in OUP, of the passage.:;.
Thomas, but who failed to' get the per- ""Vhat have you tOo do to get home?
sonal grip of us that he did.
His You put on your coat and hat, take a.
personality, his earnestness, and his good- short tram ride, and you are home. I
fellowship made us speak of him as .a, have to travel for twelve hours to get to
mate or a comrade and made, us mean It my house. I get home only once a fortwhen we said it.' I think I interpret night, but I would like to go home every
correctly the feelings of the House when week. I feel the strain of the journey
I say we deeply deploTe his death.
I very much." If for the sons of men there
a reiWard
trust that God will comfort his sa,rrowing is an after-existence. and
widow and family.
SOIDe of us af(~ commensurate with the work they
acquainted with :Mrs. Thomas, and kno"v have done 111 this world, the late
what a fine woman she is.
"Ve know honorable member has entered into
what a splendidly happy couple she and his reward, :lucl holds front rank amongst
her husband were.
Having travelled those who have tried to do their work
"Thilst striving strongly for the
with 1\ir. Thomas in his electorate for here.
some days on two occasions when I was opinions he came into the House tOo reMinister of Public Instruction, I know present, he was t:nwilling to wound any
he was an aife:etionate husband ana political opponent. We have lost a strong
father to whom, when off duty, home was champion in the Heuse. At his funeral
a magnet. I knOow also that he had tho on Sunday, it \vas with some satisfaction
goodwill and personal esteem of thou- that I saw an attendance of people numsands of peOople in his district.
It is DO bering three or four times the popUlation
disparagement of the pOolitical principles of the district. Men came from all parts
of honorable members opposite fOor me to to pay a. tribute to thE: late honorable
say that Mr. Thomas polled hundreds of member. At one time he was a miner,
votes from people who differed from him and afterwards, by hard work, qualifip.d
politically, but whQi vOoted for him because as an engineer, and set up in business in
they regarded him as a fair-minded mall his own district. He worked hard all
who was anxious to serve his country tho time, and quite recently was faced
and would give them a: straight deaL with tribulation owing tQi the death of
Some of us have differences-strong his son. I feel that there is 110 tribute
dijferences--{)'ll pOolitical matters, but, too great that wei could pay to his
l

l
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memory.
To his widow and family I bel', but I particularly regret a death so
tender my sympathy.
No matter how soon after an election. The results of the
strongly he may have felt on the subject recent polling certainly show that Mr.
under discussion in the House, :Mr. Thomas had won the confidence of a
Thomas wa3 always ready to sacrifice any great many more electors than voted for
temporary advantage he might have him when he was first returned, and I
gained for the purpose of helping some one have no doubt he gained the additional
else. The teachings of his youth were ap- votes as a result of his high princi pIes
parent in his speeches, for he frequently and his good work for his constituency.
made usc .of biblical quotations, and I deeply deplore his death, and I wish
whenever he spoke I am satisfied that to convey to his widow and relatives the
he was attentively listened to by mem- sincere regret of all the members of my
bers on all sides of the House. There was party.
110 more sincere man here, and no one
Mr. BAILEY.-As a colleague of Mr.
commended himself more to his fellow Thomas on this side of the House, and
members. Although we may hold strong the representative of a constituency adeontentious principles, 'and have great joining Glenelg, which he represented, I
fights on many questions, there is no wish to add a few words to emphasize
doubt that when an opponent is our deep regret at his death. I knew
serious, and believes in the opinions lIr. Thomas for a great many years prior
he expresses, he 'wins our regard, to his entering this House, and I was one
irrespective of how much we may differ of those who rendered him a little assistfrom him on questions of policy. I agree
ance in the election a t which he was first
with the Premier, that no matter how
strongly 1\1'r. Thomas might have fought returned to this Chamber, as well as durfor his principles, he commanded the re- ing the recent campaign. From the time
spect of even those poEtically opposed to he was first elected for Glenelg he enhim, whilst members generally knew that deared himself to almost the whole of his
when they took his hand they were taking constituents, no matter what their polithe hand of an honest man. To alter but tical opinions were. Everybody realizes
one word in the opening lines of Robert that Mr. Thomas had strong conscienLouis Stevenson's Ode to his wife I would tious principles. But he was a man in
every way, and I join with previous
say of 1\11'. Thomasspeakers
in expressing my sincere regret
Steel true and blade straight,
at his death, which is a great loss, not
The Great Artificer
Made our mate.
only to his constituency, but to this
:Mr. ALLAN.-I desire to express my House, and to the State. I also offer
own personal regret at the death of Mr. my condolence to the widow and family
Thomas, and also the unanimous regret in their bereavement.
·Mr. BROWNBILL.-I entered this
of the members of the Country party. We
may not have seen eye to eye on political House on the same day as Mr. Thomas.
questions, but there was one thing which so I should like to say a word or two of
stood out above everything else-he was condolence and regret in connexion with
honest and true in his opinions. That, his sad death. I had not known him
I feel, is the greatest thing that we can previously, but ever since we came to this
have in this House, the knowledge that Ohamber we were fast friends. For three
when a man speaks, he is speaking his years and nine months we sat side by
mind. lfr. Thomas was not a man who side, and we learned to respect each other.
looked for position. He did not desire any- Oonsequently, when I saw in the papers
thing except to carry out the high prin- the announcement of his death, I can asciples which seemed to be the governing sure you, Mr. Speaker, that I felt it
factor in his whole life. Our action in very much indeed. When Parliament
adjourning the House to-day as a mark was opened last Tuesday he and I talked
of respect to his memory will, I feel, about the results of the elections, and the
convey to the widow and relatives the political prospects, and it never crossed
great appreciation and high esteem in my mind .that I should hear of his sudwhich he was held in this House. I den death so soon after we parted. I
ilaturally regret the death of any mem- regret deeply that he has passed away,
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because, by'his death, I have lost a very
dear personal friend,
Mr. SLATER.-Might I be permitted
to add my tribute of respect to the
memory of Mr. Thomas. He ,vas a dear
friend' of mine, and I knew him more
intimately, perhaps, than any other mem, bel' of the House did. I had an opportuni ty of seeing many phases of his life
which others did not have. Mr. Thomas
was born in Portland some 55 years ago,
and one incident struck me very forcibly
a couple of years ago when we were present at the "Back to Portland" cele"
br;ltion.
Among
other
interesting
documents my dear old friend had
found
the
original
electoral
roll
of the place, and it contained the
name 0.£ his father, who was one of
the first voters. I well remem bel' how
proudly Mr. Thomas pointed out the
place his father had taken among the
pioneers of that carly settlement, and
ho'\v eagerly he sho'wed the list to those
of us who were with him on that occasion. In that incident I saw in some
measure the great love which Mr. Thomas
had for his OWll people. For his own
family, this love was indeed great, and
it permeated his whole home life. l~S
has been well said to-da.y, :Mr. Thomas
won the respect of all sections of the
community in his electorate. In a very
fine address deliveI:ed at the graveside
on Sunday last, the officiating clergyman said it was very easy for people to
serve the rich, but it was a far greater
and nobler service for a man to serve the
poor and humble. He pointed out that
the desire to serve the poor was one of
the striking traits in the character of my
dear old comrade. lvlr. Thomas was a
man who had faced most of the adversities which men have to face in life. He
took his part in various phases of the indust~'ial ~ife of the commu,nity. He was
a mmer 111 Western l~ustralia and also at
Broken Hill, and then he came back to
that particular portion of Victoria which
was home to 'him, and out in the
wilderness
of
the
forest
country
at Heywood he carved out a home
for himself, and acted the part of
pioneer, as his father had done
before him. All that has been said today was fully earned by my dear old
friend. Might I just refer to another
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phase of his character. When a debat'\3
was proceeding some three years ago on
a no-confidence motion, he paid a generous compliment to the Governmellt for
"hat they had done for Portland. In
reply to an interjection by the honorable
member for Polwarth, Mr. M.cDonald
Mr. Thomas said'
,1

r~marked

at the outset of my speech that

I deSIre to play the game and speak the truth

with regard to this or any other Government.
Since I have been a member of this House
the Goyernment lIas given me a fair run at
Portland. Whether that statement offends or
pleases anyone I do not care. I am merely
~tating the fact.

That is typical of the great and generous
heart of the man.
I think his
family life was one of the most
beautiful that I . have been privileO'ed
to
b
cee. I c~nnot Just express the feelings
that arc In me, but I can look back on
many happy occasions on which I was
pri vileged to be a guest at his home and
to seC', not merely a simulation of affection, but the real affection that he had
for his family. In addition he had a
genuine affection for the people whom he
so well served. I feel that he endeared
,himself to a very wide circle, and that
lll. the hearts. of those people his memory
WIll be enshrmed for all time.
lIr. TOUTCHER (!1:inister of Public
Jn~tl'u~tion).-I
desire to join in
thIS tnbute of sorrow for the decease of
our late respected member, Mr. Thomas,
and also in the sympathy which has been
expressed with the widow and relatives
on acc.ount of their very great loss. I
r~member that lvIr. Thomas, 'with his
wIfe, attended the "Back to Stawell"
celebration. He then claimed that at one
stage of his life, which he described as
the most important, he had taken the
prettiest and best girl away from Stawell.
I am sure that a wide circle of friends
in Sta'well lament the untimely death of
so well respected and much esteemed a
man, I have just learned that Portlan'd
""vas the birthplace of Mr. Thomas, and
that being so, I am certain that his heart
strings were entwined around and about
the place .. ~r. Thomas did not represent the dlstrict for a very 10nO' period
but it was sufficiently long to,enable mem~
bers to know him well and to respect and
love him, and I feel sure that Portland
feels his death in a degree second only to
that of his very dear wife and family·.
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Mr. COTTER.-:...I wish to add a few
words to those of the Premier, the Leader

anything that was calculated to relieve
or remedy an injustice. I am sure the

~f

heart of the whole House gnes out to. Mrs.
Thomas and her family in their great

the Opposition, and the other speakers.

Long before Mr. Thomas came into this
chamber I knew him. :M:any years ago
I met him when he came from Broken
Hill, just before he went out to establish a
home in the forest, as the honorable member for Dundas has pointed out. After
he entered P arliamen t I was very closely .
associated with him. He v;ras a man who
did llOt occupy the time of the House
with trivialities, but if he had something
to say he said it, so that whenever he did
get on his feet he had the attention of
niinisters as well as members generally.
Taken right through, his life \va~ an OP€Il
book. \Vhat appealed to me most was not
altogether his eloquence, but his earnest11OSS.
However allxious he might be to
express his opinions he was always willing to do what was considered best in the
]11ter(,8ts of Parliament Oi' his party. As
one ,.... ho has recently had a bereavement,
I feel that the opinions expressed in this
House about our departed comrade will
he a. little balm to tho grief of the widow.
No matter what may be said to the contrary, our feelings of friendship for one
another tend to rub off the' rough corners
and sooth the sorrow on such occasions,
and the widow can rest assured that in
her bereavement Parliament mourns with
her.
The SPEAKER.-1Ir. Thomas was
not only one of the most respectp.d and
honoured mE:.mbers of this House, but he
was a man of faith. As ~M:atthew .A.rnold
has said, he believed that in this
worlel "There IS an enduring power,
Hot
ourselves,
which
makes
for
righteousness."
In
that
faith
he
worked, and "vo work.
V{hat impressed mE:.! very much in him was that
he had also a, personal code of conduct·
and of honour. He was one of. the most
orderly members of the House, and when
he rose to speak, as has already been said,
he was one of the members most carefully
listened to by other members of the
House. He had a codel of conduct that
he would ra,ther die than break--a very
fine thing in our lives. I had the privilege of sitting with Mr. Thomas on one
of our bo·ards, and· I found in him a
warm and tender feeling for all forms I) f
human suffering and for all victims of
i.njustice. Wei always had his support in

bereavement.
I ask honorable members to stand while I read and put the
motion.
The motion was unanimously agreed to,
honorable members standing in their
places.
ADJOURNMENT.
Bir ALEXANDER PEACOOK (1)remier).--I ll10ve~rhnt the HOlise, at its rising, adjourn until
half . past. 3 o'clock to-morrow.

The motion was agreed to.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-I move-That, as a further mark of respect to th~
lllCmory of the late William Edward Thomas,
t he House do now adjourn.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.4 p.m. until
4 p.m. t}1e folbwing day.

LEGISLA'l'IVE .A.SSE11Bl.Y.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.5 p.m.
STATUTE LAvV HEVISION
COMMITTEE.
A ll1essflge was received from the LegisJative Council intimating that they had
appointed a committee of six members to
join with a committee of the Leg'slaLive A.ssembly to deal with anomalies in
the law, and make recommendations as
lo statutory amendments.

ASSENT TO BILL HEPORTED.
COllsolidated Hevenue Bill (No.1).
BENDIGO

R~tiILWl:\.Y

WORKSHOPS.

Snop.
}vII'. OLOUGH asked the :Minister of
Hailways:MOULDING

What decision has been arrived at in con ..
nexion with the proposal to remove the
moulding shop from" the Bendigo Railway
\1/orkshops?

lJlental H osp'itals.
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:Mr. EGGLESTON (Minister of Railways).-The answer to the honorable
member's question is-

or

A note of the deputation
22nd April was
sent to the Comruh:sioners on my return from
Bendigo, with a request tllut they should give
me their views on the information given by
the speakers of tIle drputation. A reply was
rel:ci\'cd commenting on the information on
the 25th June, which rcached me after the
e!edions. Since that time, owing to the disturbed condition of affairs, I have been unaule to carefully consider the matter, and up
to the present no decision has been arri\'ed at.

MENTAL HOSPITALS.
Ax Emrrr-HorR DAY.
Mr. OAIN asked the Ohief SecretaryWhen docs the Government intend to give
eih'et to the eight-I lOur day for employees of
nwntal hospitals, a~ pl'omi:5ed reccutly in the
Premier's policy speedl at Creswick?

Dr . ARGYLE· (Ohief S(l~retury) . The llllswer isThe nece::;sary authority for the appointnH'l1t of the additional staff required to pro"ide for a forty-eight hours' working week for
the nursillg staff of mental hospitals has been
gi\l·ll. Difficulty is being experienced in obtaining a mificient number of applicants for
female nurse!'), as well as providing accommoda.tion for them. As scon as the necessarv
male stafl' is appoiuted their hours of dut~
will he reduced as promised, and the reduction
of the female nurses' hours will be carried
out as far as possible, and extenllccl as opportunity permits.

SORRENTO FORESHORE.
JETTY SITE.

:\1r. PRENDERGAST asked the Minister of Lands1. Is it a fact that Mr. A. H. McKean has
been granted a jetty site on the Sorrento foreshore over the heads of the co~mittee of manageme1lt.
2. If not, lIas Mr. McKean applied to the
Department of Lands and Surveyor the honora.ble the Commissioner of Public Works for
"acme. and with what result?
:3. If granted, by whom was it grnnted, and
under what representations and conditions
was slH:h grant made?
4. Did Mr. McKean arrange with the present Commissloner of Public Works and the
Engineer for Ports and Harbors to visit
Sorrento amI inspect a site for him?
.j. Was the committee of management advi8ed of the proposed visits; if not, why?

M~r. OMA.N (Minister of Lands).The answers to the honorable member's
questions are as follow:1. Xo. Application declined.
2.. Mr. M~Kean, at a later date, applied on
behalf of Illmsclf and others to the Commis-
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sioner of Public Works. So far the request
has not been granted.
3. See Kos. 1 and 2.
4. It is understood that lVIr. McKean, on
behalf of himself and others, requested the
Commissioner of Public Works to visit and
inspect the desired site.
5. The Public Works Department, on 1st
instant, infol'meu the secretary, committee
of management, of intended visit of inspection 1'e crosion, and the proposed jetty.

l\lINES DEPARTMENT.
);[.!:'IERS' PHTHISIS-ABANDONED

SHAFTS.

:1\11'. COOK 'asked the Honorary Minister (~ir. BE..iRDII10RE) for the :Minister
of :Uincs1. \Vhat provision, if any, has been made by
tl:e Department for the financial assistance of
miners sull'cring from minerR' phthisis?
2. If hc will inform the House how man v
people are upon this lii::lt, and the amount paid
:: way ea(;h week to such people?

Mr. BEARDJ\10RE (Honorary }Iinistel') .-The answers are as follow:1. An allowance is made by the honorable
the 'Ireasurer to miners sufl'erinO' from miners'
phthisis. The allowance paid t~ each sufferer
is £3 pel' quarter, with an additional 5s. pCI'
'luarter fer ('ach child liHuer the UO'C of fourte'en years. This grant was made/::> to cnable
the recipient to purchase special medicines or
food, and i:, only supplemental to the invaliu
or old-age pcnsion, or aSRie:;tance granted by
mining or other associations.
2. The nnmber at present in receipt of the
allol',unce is 475. The payments are made
quarterly in advance, and the approximate
expenditure is £1,500 per quarter.

. Mr. COOK asked the Honorary MinIster (Mr. BEARDl\WRE) for the 1,Enister
of Mines.1. What provisio~l has been made by the
Mmes Department m referenel;l to maintaining
abandoned shafts in a fair condition of
safety?
2. In view of the fact that l~ases havQ been
iBsued by the Mines Department since 28th
January, I!) Hi, in which conditions are inserted providjng a deposit sufficient to make
sccure the shafts on lease area in the event of
the lessee failing to do so durin'" the cUlTency
ot the lease, will he inform th~ House what
action has been taken in connexion with any
of the· abandoned shafts upon these leases?
3. \Vhat sum has been made available or
will shortly be made available for the purpose
of Recllring safety of these abandoned shdts?

111'. BEARDl\1:0RE (Honorary Minister).-The answers are1. None as to abandoned shafts generally.
2. In all leases issued by the Mines Department since- 28th January, 1916, the following
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conditions have been inserted in respect of
Crown lands:"Lessee will before commencing to sink
any shaft on 'the land demised, or to usc
any sha.ft already sunk thereon, deposit
with the Secretary for :Mines such sum
as the Minister of Mines may fix by way
of 'guarantee that before any such shaft is
abandoned, it will be securely covered to
tIle satisfa.ction of the Chief Mining Inspector."
"Lessee will securely cover as aforesaid
any such shaft before abandoning the same,
and if the lessee shall fail so to do the
Minister may cause such covering to be
done, and the cost thereof shall be paid
out of the sum to be deposited as aforesaid."
,
In every instance where deposits have been
lodged, Department has satisfied itself on a
lease title being determined, that any shaft
sunk or used by lessee has been ~ecurely
covered. In respect of a few of these leases,
Department has had to engage someone to
cover a shaft used or sunk, paying for H out
of the lessee's guarantee deposit.
3. No sum has yet been made available. An
amount of £500 has been placed on this year's
Estimates to meet the expense of covering
those abandoned shafts which are regarded as
dangerous to the pUblic.

GOVERNOR'S SPEEOH.
ADDRESS- IN-REPLY.
TVant of Confidence jU otion.

The debate (adjourned from Tuesday,
July 8) on Mr. Deany's motion for the
adoption of an Address-in-Reply to the
Governor's Speech was resumed.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I beg to
moveThat all the words after the word "Sovereign" be omitted, with a view of inserting in
place thereof the following words:-" We
desire to inform Your Excellency that upon its
general policy the Government has lost the
confidence of the eJectors and of the House."

I do not desire to say any more than a
few words in connexion with this motion.
I have only to repeat what I said when I
addressed the House before. The Government went to the electors, and the
electors have spoken.
No Government
that is in a minority should be allowed
to remain on the Treasury bench after
the electors ha yc gi ven it their dismissal.
In connexion with a pr.evious
motion, I quot.ed figures and showed the
position in which the Government stand.
I do not dcsire to do anything further
now than to submit thc motion, and to
say that in doing so we arc, in my
opinion, only carrying out the will of the
people as expressed at the general election.

Address-in-Reply.

Mr. LEMMON.-I second the amendme,nt. I unde,rstand tha,t it is the· request
of the Gove'rnmen t tha.t there should be
no flowers.
Mr. ALLAN.-I do not de,sire to make
more, than a few remarks, but I will say
tha.t when the, House met on Tuesday
last week, the spectacle was unique so
far as my experience of Parliament goes.
The Government had been defeated at
the elections, and ye,t the,y continued to
hold on to the Treasury bench.
l\1r. TouTcHER.-And you supported
them in tha,t.
1\1r. ALLAN.-Ye-8, and I may say
that I have given the Government very
generous support for six years.
. 1\11'. TouTcHER.-I don't know about
your generosity.
:Mr. ALLAN.-I do not de·sirf'! to have
a wordy conflict with the honorable ge,ntleman. That is not in the picture to-day,
because the country has elected this Parliament, and practically says to it, "Get
on with your work." Consequently it is
not a,dvisable, tha,t we should discuss the
amendment at length. I feel that the
Government, when they saw the sta,tei of
the, House on Tuesday last week, must
have known that they could not carry
on. I felt that a Government that had
lost six. seats at the elections-seven, including Gippsland West-and five of
whose supporters ha,d moved, into this
corner, could not possibly carryon. So
far a.s the amendment of the Leader of
the, Opposition is concerned, I think I
have, made my position abundantly clear
in this House during the, last six years.
My party has repeatedly saved the Government, because it did not consider that
the IJabour party's policy met with the
approval of the people. I do not want to
say anything against that policy to-day
-it is not opportune, to do so-but I
mere1ly want to make it quite clear that
while I am go'ing to support the amend·ment I do so purely because the Gove,rnment has lost the confidence of the
country, and not because, I agreel with
the policy of the Opposition. Tha t is
quite plain.
Mr. 'CoTTER.-In other wCifds, you
don't kno,w where, you are.
Mr. ALLAN.-I know whe,re I am.
Mr. WARDE.-Is this a new patent
squeeze,r you ha.ve, got on the marke,t ~
Mr. ALLAN.-I shall state what I
consider was thel right course for the Government tOI adopt when the num-
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bel'S went up after the elections, and they
found that the N a.tionalists had been de,feated at the polls.
The constitutional
course was for them to resign. Had they
resigned I have, no doubt that it would
have been possible with the numbers on
this (the Ministerial) side of the House
to form a government representative of
all sections on this side,. The, Premier
will possibly state that the membe,rs of
the, Country pa.rty were asking for too
much. All tha,t we were asking for was
that we should ha,ve four 1\1inisters in
this House. Numerically we are absolute,ly entitled to three. Consequently we
were not asking for much more than we
were absolutely entitled to.
Mr. CAIN.-Were you asking, or were
the executive down the stree,t asking ~
Mr. ALLAN.-We consulted our executive only as to whether we' should go
into a, composite Government. We, have
no need to consult them on any other
matter pertaining to this House. \Ve are
to-day the freest party in this Assembly,
inasmuch as we do not have, pre-se,lection
of candidates. As many candidates from
our party as like can stand at an election.
We want the, result of ele<etions to show
the fe.eling of the people" and therefore
we say that as many candidates as care to
come' forward should have, the right to
do so. Whoever secures the majority of
votes will, of course" win. I do not want
to say anything further with regard to
the Nationalists, except that the figures
for exports and imports, according to the
pre,ss, show a debit balance against Australia of about £17,000,000. In other
words, production is stagnant in Victoria
and Australia at the present time. It is
not advancing, and there must be~ some
reason for that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Beca,use you ha,ve a composite Government.
l\1r. ALLAN.-The reason is that the
Nationalists have, not deiivered the goods.
I am rather surprised at the interjection
of thel Chief Se,cretary, but I suppose it
is in keeping with the speech he delivered
in the city during the ele,ctions. I do
not desire to say anything furthe,r, exce.pt
that my party and I are going to support
the, amendment. Seedng tliat the numbers are up, it seems to me, tOo be, a, waste
of time to utte,r words to-day. My advice
is, Ct Get the amendment over as quickly
as possible" and clear the way for some, one
to carryon the government of Victoria."
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-In a few words I
desire to indicate, tha.t it is the intention
of the four Liberals associated with me
in this House to support the amendment.
In view of the use, o.f ce.rta.in words in
the amendment referring to policy, I
should like' to. say that our intention to
support the amendment is due to the fact.
tha.t we fee,l it our duty at the first
possible mome,nt to. give, expression in this
House, to the will of the, people as declared
at the general election, and there can
be nO' doubt as to wha,t the mandate of
the· people, wa·s. A goo.d deal has been
said about the absence of any defimte
manda,te to any party represented in this
House. Certainly there has not been a
mandate given to any pa.rticula,r party,
but the, de·cision of the, people, so far as
it is possible, tOo interpret it in words,
was to send the five Liberal members
who, are associated and the members of
the Country party back to this House
with their numbers intact. Their attitude throughout has been approved
of by the country.
The Nationalist
party
has
come
back
discredited
at the hands of the electors, and
ha,g lost a large, number of seats. It is
our duty, and I hope we will do it without any bitterness, to give expression to
the desire of the people. I do not blame
t~e Government for not resigning immedla,tely. It was necessary-we all admitted it-that Supply should be granted,
The speech that His Excellency the Governor was good enough to deliver indicated to the House. the feeling of the Gove.rnmeut with regard to the expressed
'\'1'111 of tho people at the general election.
The. Government said, "We do not submit any po.licy for the future. Somethi~g has occurred at the general election
whICh calls for consideration on the part
of the: Government and the House."
1\1r. BATLEy.-They will sit there until
they a.re. sera ped off.'
1\11'. SNOvVBALL.-I do not blame
the Government for not resigning immediately. The business of the country
had to be dOlle, and Supply had to b'c
granted. I did think that after Supply
had been granted the Government would
re·alize the position and adopt the course
lha.~ some say they should ha,ve adopted
earher. I c,annot agree with that· but
without feeling, without passion,' and
~ithout any bitterness, surely we can, as
IS our bounden duty, give expression to
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the will O'f the people as declared a,t the
general election with regard to ,,,ho
should carryon the administration of
th<t affairs of this State during the

remainder of this Parliament. I hope
honorable members will- realize that
our masters are the electors.
The
House has been returned constituted
- as it is, and I feel very strongly indeed
tha.t the mandate of the people as expressed at the ballot-box is tha,t the
Liberals of this State shall take up and
carryon the administrative and legislative work for the remainder O'f the Parliament. I intend to vote for the amend-

ment-dissociating myself from any condemnation of the Go'vernment's general

poliey-for the purpose of giving cxpresRion to' the will of the people.
I
ea,rnestly hope that the Government will
realize the position, and that those responsible fool' the future, on 1000king

round, will see 'where the majority in this
House stands, and act accordingly by en-

trusting the management of affairs in the
future to thO'se who are entitled to
expect it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK (Premier).-T desire to reply to the sta.tements that have been made by the party
leaders who havo spoken. It· is impossible fe,r the Leader of the Country party
and the leader of
the unatta,ched
Libera,Is to· dissociate themselves from the
terms of the amendment. I do not know
whether they were consulted by the honorable member £0'1' North Melbourne,
who, in his undoubted right as Leader

. of His Majesty's Opposition, bas tendered a want-of-confideuce amendment.
The terms 0.£ the amendment are. clear,
definite, and distinct. They areWe desire to inform Your Excellency that
upon its general policy the Government has
lost th~ confidence of the electors and of the
HOUl;;e.

However much they ma,y try to' dissociate themselves from it, tha.t amendment commits those honorable members
w'hG vote for it to the a.fIirmation that
the' poHcy the Government put befoTe the
country at the, recent general election,
particular.ly in regard to the redistribution of seats question, is condemned by
them, and they are linking themselves up
with the proposals of the Opposition, or,
at the least, deselting the principles for
which some of them voted. I am glad
that we have at last come to deal with
this matter on the 'floor of the House.

Add'ress-in-Reply.

I a.m sorry the Leader of the Country
party has taken the view that it Was t4e
duty o,f the Government to resign a.!? ~oon
as the electiofls had terminated and certain of its supporters had been defeated.
Not oue of the members of the Ministry
lost his sea,t, but several Government
supporters lost their seats, in some cases
by small margins, and in certain districts
where the votes had been 0'11 the balance
for very many years. It was not a
matter of a, great reversal of voting, wi th
many votes going away from the Government party.
Mr. HOGAN.-"\Vhat about Esscndcn
and Prahran ~
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.Those seats had been held by Labour
before_ They have oscillated, and may
oscillate again.
1\11'. BAILEY.-"\¥hat about Dalhousie 7
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
houorable member for Dalhousie had a
good win, but it was a tight go. I am
glad we, aTe dealing with the situation
now on ,the fio'or of the House.
The
Leader of the Country party said tha.t it
was my duty, after the verdict of the
ele.ctors, to' resign with my collea.gues.
\Vlth that I totally disagree.
This is
t he place where Governments a,re made
and unma,de.
Mr. WARDE.-No.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-:-Yes.
Mr. WARDE.-That IS only public
show.
Sir
ALEXANDER ·PEACOCK.\Vben the elections were over, if I had
dOTI0 what the Leader of the Country
party sa,id I should have dO'nc--tendered
the, resignation of the Government-it is
undoubted that I would have had to
advise tha,t the Leader of the Opposition
be sent for. When a no-confidence m()otio'll
was submitted before the elections, I ,toJd
the House that, as Leader of the party on
this (the Ministerial) side of the I{Q1;lSJe,
I was going to do all in my power, co:q;stitutional.ly, to prevent my friends of the
Opposition securing the Treasury bench.
I was perfectly frank about it, and I was
su·pport.ed on that occasion by all members on this side of the House. After"yards we went to the country in circumstances which are familiar to everybody helre. As the result of the election
the Government lost certain seats, but I
unhesitatingly repeat what I said last
Tuesday night when debating the motion
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for the adjournment of the House, tha.t
nl) mandate has been given fO'r the incorporation of the policy of the LabQiur
party in the statute-book of the State.
The Labour party may have won seats,
but its policy has not been affirmed by
a majority 0.£ the electors.
A careful
analysis of the voting will show that.
There may be differences of Qipinion on
this side of the House as to who should
carrY·Qin the affairs of the cQiuntry, and
as tQi how matters sltould be adjusted; but.
let us analyze the results at the elections,
and see what was the position of the
Nationalists, or as I prefer to' call themand ha.ve alwa.ys caned them-the
Liberals-1Ir. FRosT.-Then you are not a
Nationalist no·w ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
have always been a Liberal. The latest
figures for the various parties show that,
inCluding the unoppo·sed seats, the numbers of electors represented were:Nationalists
195,000
Independents .. '
5,000
Unattached Liberals
42,000
Country party
54,000
La bour party
200 ;000
J.'here was thus a· total 0.£ 296,000 votes
against the policy of the Labour party.
It is true that the Labour party' have
won some seats.
Mr. Cr.ouGH.-There must have been
an awful vote cast against your Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do
not deny that the Labour party have improved their positiQin, but I do say that
their policy has nQit been affirmed by a
majority of the voters of this State. The
('flect of the carrying of the amendment
submitted by the Leader of the OppQ§itim} \vould he to place the Labour party
in po·wer. If it is carried, the J~eader of
the Opposition will become by a vote of
this House the Leader of 'the party controlling the affairs and destinies· of this
country. There may be subsequent events,
but they are entirely in the lap of the
gods. In the .circm;nstances I took up the
position that t}ie Government· should meet
the House. ''Some people h·ave· said that
my colleagues und I·, win .have. to be
spraped off th~. 'I.'reashry bench;·
.!·.~~..qO~b:I;TqH:~So'jyOu ~in ~niv~ to' be ..
'Sir ALEXANDER ·PEACOCK.~It IS
not true. 'i' ~Th.is is t,he ;':consHtutionaJ:, way
t5J':"";.'~':

I
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of dealing with a Government after an
election. It has been followed on. many
o;ccasions, and there is no necessity to discuss precedents.
Mr. SLA~L'ER.-It was done in England,
toOl.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes,
at the lust election. The Baldwin Government appealed· tQi th.e country, and
after the election met the HQuse of Oommens, which decided that it should be removed from office, and this House will
d(>cicle the same thing this evening with
regard to our Government.
Mr. DowNwARD.-In 1917 or 1918 you
did not meet the House.
Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.-I
did not: and I have regretted only once
-and that has been ever since-that I
did nQt meet the House properly, and did
not then follow the constitutional course.
Tha.t caused a' good deal of the trQiuble
that subsequently arose in the division of
parties. On the present occasion I was
determined that I would not repeat that
error. I have served the country for 35
years, and the charge which has been
made, that I would have to be "scraped"
Qff the Treasury bench, is o·ffensive to me.
The answer to that. charge is to be found
in my conduct after the election.
My
friends opposite kno·w that whenever I
have discussed these matters in public, I
have never spoken Qiffensively in regard to
any individual member; in fact, some of
my best personal friends are on the Opposition side o.f the' House. I have never
taken up any ether attitude when dealing
with public questions. I 'do say that
it. is grossly unfair to charge my colleagues
<l.ud myself with wanting to hold on to
office, when honorable members know, and
th€' newspapers know, that my actions
since the results of the elections were
made known have been in an entirely opposite direction. As I have sa.id, I felt
that the majority of the electors had not
a pproved of t.he po.licy of the Labour
party-~ do not. say that offensively-and
with the full concurrence of my colleagues
who imposed no conditions on me, I put
myself in. ccitrumunica.tion with the. Leader
of the Oountry. party, a·ud purely in the
interests of stable gO'vernment, .opened
negotiations. with him. in ·order. to' see
whether it ·W;3.S· no·t. possible tQi' bring about
a.' state of ~f'fa~ts' by W1}ich; a, l\1ini'str\"
?ould be''Ioritied on 'this s{de'of the HouS~.
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nOi ma.tt,'er what diffe'rences t.here may have
boon.
vVithorut my cOIlleagues knOlwing
anything OIf the details, I had conversations with the Leader of the Country
party (Mr. Allan), and the honorable
member for Mornington (Mr. Downward).
That does nOit show any desire on the part
OIf my cOIlleagues and myself to' take up
the attitude suggested. Wha.t I did was
done fairly and squarely. I put up
certain prOlpositiOlns to those hOlnorable
members. Interviews took place respecting which info·rmation has been given to
the public. Our conversatiOlns were perfectly frank. However, the proposals
t.hat I put forward did not meet with the
approval of my friends of the Country
party.
Mr. CAIN .-Did YOlU meet the Farmers
Union executive ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No,
I did nOlt, and I think it is a mistake in
the interests of any party, whether on the
honorable member's side of the House or
on this, for it to have to consult an outside body.
Mr. EVERARD.-What abOlut the council
of the National Federation 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That
council has no power of veto at all.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Can YOlU say that
the National Federation did not interfere 7
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
National FederatiOln has no mOire contrOlI
over me than over the Le·ader OIf the Opposition, and honorable members know it.
With some othe,r hOinorable members I
fought tha.t principle twenty years ago.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The council of the
National Federation gave expression to
your will with regard to the five Liberals.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
• cannot control men who are citizens of
this State, and who may want to take certain actiOln; but the cOluncil of the N ational Federation has no control over this
Government, and never had. Now, I
should like to read a letter that I sent to
the honorable member for Rodney. It is
as follows:-
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myself and the Honorable Mr. Frank Groves,
representing the Nationalist ,party, with reference ;to the formation of a composite Ministry.
Our propositioll was as follows:A Ministry composed of six Nationalists
(being three salaried Ministers and one Honorary Minister in the Legislative Assembly, and
Olle salaried Minister and one Honorary Minister in the Legislative Council), and six
Farmers Union members (being three salaried
Ministers and one Honorary Minister in the
Legislative Assembly, and one salaried Minister and one Honorary Minister in the Legislative Council), under the Premiership of B
Nationalist.
.
Your counter proposition was as follows:A Ministry similarly constituted under the
Premiership of a Farmers Union member.
Your proposition has been considered by my
Cabinet and the members of my party, and
their decision is that there lCanbe no departure
from my original proposition, and, unless this
is acceptable to your party, no good purpose
would be served by any further negotiations
between us, and r propose to meet the House
in due course.
r 'Would be glad, however, to discuss with
you the bringing forward and the expedition of
any legislation which may be of common
interest to both parties.
I have the honour to be,
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) A. J. PEACOCK.

In view of the fact that the policies of the
respective parties on this side of the House.
are so similar, I felt all alOing that that
was the proper course fOlr me to take, and
I regret that my views did not meet with
the approval of the COIuntry party. I
quote that letter as evidence of the desire
on the part of the Government to bring
about an arrangement by which the views
held in common by hOonorable members on
this side of the House could be put in
sOome cOoncrete form in orde,r to give effect
to the will of the majOlrity of the electors.
Mr. BAILEy.-Tbe desire of a drowning
man to float.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
the honOlrable member likes to be insulting-Mr. BAILEy.-Well, you grasped at
straws.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That
was not the object, and I think my word
will be taken as soon as the honorable
In view of my long. public
member's.
10th July, 1924.
service, I think it is only due to myself
1'0 the Honorable John Allan, M.L.A., leader to review some other matters. It is well
of the Farmers Union party.
known that owing to Mr .. Lawson's retireDear Mr. Allan.
ment, on account of ill-health, I was
I desire to place on record the course of the unanimously' elected leader of the party.
negotiations which have taken place between
yourself and the Honorable Mr. Downward, I frankly did my best to induce Mr. Lawrepre~nting the Farmers Union party, and
son to continue as Premier' if' it ·wer~
at all possible. That was the' attitude
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ffir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.~1
I adopted at the meeting of the party.
When, however, the condition of his have never deserted my political prinhealth was revealed to us, and we saw the ciples. If that Bill had been carried we
report of his medical adviser, we had to would have had a better representation
refrain. Then I was pressed by certain of the people than we have at the presentmembers of my party to undertake the re- time. It was a Bill that should have
sponsibility of leadership.
They urged received the serious consideration of the
me to do so against my desire, because I House, and should ha.ve at. least passed
was happy and contented in charge of the its second r6lading, so that its general
two departments over which I preside.d. principles could have been debated. Some
Particularly in the Labour Department of us are charged with being OonservaThe answer to tha.t is that mv
and the Education Department, I think, I tives.
have done some gOOid work in the interests friends, led by 1\1r. Snowball, claim t~
of. the State, and I was anxious to remain be the only pur61 merino Liberals. But
at the head of them. However, members I would say that my own record, and the
of the party pleaded with me, and offered record o,f those who· ha.ve been associated
me every inducement to un.dertake the re- with me in Governments for a very
sponsibility of leadership, and I con- lengthy period, will show that some of lis
sented. I have here a document that -Erven at times when members of the
was presented me on the 1st ~1:ay last- Opposition were not as strong, numerically
speakmg, as they are nQlw-stood up fOor
!lot so very long ago. It is as follows :--.
adv.anced liberal principles.
It cannOot,
The Honorable the Premier.
be denied tha.t we stood and voted fo·r
Dear Sir Alexander,
principles to' enable certain legisla.tion to
At a meeting of the Liberal party (both be plac6d upon the statute-book which
wings) held at the State House on Wednesday,
23rd April, the following resolution was carried has been of great benefit to the class of
the people that members of the Opposiunanimously:" That it be recorded with appreciation tion primarily represent.
that both wings of the party, country and
Mr. WARDE.-J udas kissed Christ.
metropolitan, are now amalgamated, and
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - 1
be regarded in future as the only Liberal
cannot catch what the honor.able membe·r
or National party."
This information, togcther with Mr. Angus, said.
I was requested to convey to you.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Oh, never
Yours sincerely,
mind 1
1.5.24.
A. A. FARTHING.
Mr. \VARDE.-It does not justify you
I can quite understand membe·rs of a in going o·ver, bag and baggage, to your
party, particularly members of our party, enemy with that Redistribution of Fleats
who have some freedom, taking up the Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.position that they cannot go entirely with
a Government, but I cannot understand There is no doubt that that Bill caused
them asking a man to accept the full re- a great deal of trouble, but the trouble
sponsibility of leadership, and then at a will be greater when members whOo voted
critical period placing him in a difficulty against it, a,nd have brought about the
present sta.te of affairs, realize what has
as the head of that party. That is not
been the effect of their action. That Bill
what I am accustomed to, and in that re- would certainly have secured better reprc.spect I do claim that I have not had a full sentation of country in~rests th.a.n we
and complete square political deal. I am have at the present time, and that Bill,
not grorwling, but I think the treatment or one something like it, will ha.ve to bl'
of me has been hardly fair in circum- placed upon the statute-book if we are
stances wen known to honorable members, going to secure anything like fair repreespecially in our party room.
senta.tion. Now, coming more particularly
Mr. OLOUGH.-\Vhen they did that they tOo the result of the motion now be forB
thought they would be in the Ministry.
the House, when it is carried it will, to
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I some extent, give a blank cheque tOo the
would not say that.
La,bour party, and what will be th~
Mr. \VARDE.-In any case you dropped political outlook of the future will rest
your Liberal bundle and took on the upon those whO' vote for the amendment,.
Redistribution of Seats Bill, a Tory So far as I and those associated with me
are concerned, we are quite prepared
measure.
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to have this m.atter dealt with Q1n the
floor Q1f the House. I ha,ve nothing to
apO'logize fO'r, either to' this House or \'0'
my constituents O'r to' the cQountry, with
regard to the action I have taken with
}'espect to the position of the Government.
I have stated the position frankly, and I
have PO'inted out tha,t a majority o.f members sitting on the Ministerial side of the
HQluse ha,s been returned tOi carry out a
policy which is common to' all the parties
into which we on the Ministerial side of
the House ,are divided. I still claim that
there has not been a majority Q1f votes in
favour 0.£ the policy put fQorw!"rd by the
Labour party. It is unfortunate that
there are threo members whO' belQong to
the Minist,eria.l party whOi are now at the
Q1ther end of thel world, and will not be
able to record their votes in the way
their constituents desire them to do. I
have to thank honora,ble members who
'have addressed the Ohair for the friendly
tone in which they spoke. That is the
way in which debates should be carried
on.
I have no objection tOI what has
been said in criticism 0'£ the Government,
but I say ,again that I entire!ly diffel"
frQom the conclusion they ha,ve arrived at
in regard to the vQoting at the last
election.
Mr. ANGUS.-It wa,s not my intention to say anything in this deb a,te , but
the Premier has l1efe,rred tOi a lettBr
that was presented to him by myself, as
chairnlan of the united Liberal party. I
want to make it clear to' this House that
we will not depa,rt from any undertaking
that we entered into as disclosed by that
letter. We undertook t()l follo'w him and
to keep our platform pledges. A little
over four years ago, when Mr. La,wson
w,as at the head ()If the Government, woo
went befortl our constituents pledged to
;), reduction of members from 65 to 60.
After tha,t election Sir Alexander Peacock
and myself were invited to jQlin the
Government. "In less than ten months
we were again before OUl" constituents,
and. we reaffirmed that pledge for the.
reduction Q1f members.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-On a ra,tio of 100 til)
60 as well.
l\1r. ANGUS.-During 1922 Sir Aleccander Pcaoock was a memher of th(~
council of the N a.tiona! Federation. His
name is on the front page, and on page
8, clause 11, hQlno,rable members will find
tha,t the platform of the National
.Federation includes the proposal to reduce
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the number Q1f members by one-third. I
stand for honesty in politics, as in other
things, and I refused to\ break a pledg~
tha.t I had made Qon the pla,tform when
addressing my constituents.
I stand
to:-day in the same! position as I have
stood in all along, and, if the Premier
had nO't pra.ctically a,ccused us of going
back on our promises of SUppOTt, I would
not ha,ve risen to speak. I tell the :I;>remier straight out that the breach of faith
is on the pa,rt of the Ministry, and while
I do not hold with putting the Labour
pa,rty in power-they know that-I stand
fo'r Liberal principles in this House.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-YOU were prepared
to join the Ministry.
.
-Mr. ANGUS.-It was a stipula.tion by
the Premier to t,he Farmers Union that,
not one member of the I... iberal pa.rty
should be included in the l\linistry.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-That is not
true, and the fact that I took you into
the Government on a pre,vious occaSIOn
makes tha,t statement ra,ther unfair.
Mr. ANGUS.-Had it not been for the
action o,f the Gove,rnment in regard to the
scheme for the redistribution 9f seats, its
members would still. be controlling the
destinies of this State, and no election
would have taken place. I felt it my
duty, in justification of myself and those
associated with me, too tell the House the
truth.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-We are faced
with the extrao,rdinary spectacle of 33
members sitting on the Ministerial side of
the House being unable to find some
method of coming together to form a
Ministry which would carry out a policy
common to all of them. It is another
illustration of the well-known saying that
a house divided against itself cannot
stand.
I deeply regret that this state
of affairs has come about .. I have done
all in my power-and I suppose other
honorable members can say the sameto' find some means of placating those
mem bers ,sitting on the Ministerial side erf
the House.
The sooner we, take steps to
end the present position of affairs the
better. However, I rose for another purpose.
There a,re several matters to
which I desire to direct the attention of
Parliament, and I prepared my statement for a .speec1:~ on the motion for the
adoption of the Address-in-Reply, or fer
the first opportunity that prooented itself.
Before the House was dissolved
members' on many occasions brought
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beforq it the serious disclosures made by
our population statistics, and I want
again to refer to them briefly.
During the last twelve months the population
of this State increased by 35,000 persons.
The population of the metropolitan area
in the same period increased by 36,000.
The bigger towns, such as Bendigo, Ballarat, and Geelong, have slight increases
abo-ve the natural increase.
The figures
for the whole of the State and the metropolitan area indicate clearly that 1,000
people have abandoned primary production and have gone tOo reside in the big
centres Oof population. The area under
wheat has deCl'eased in twelve months
by 239,000 acres.
As practical men, we
naturally thOought .that this decrease III
the area under cultivation of wheat was
due to the high price of wool, and that
people were going out of grain productIOn
for the growing of sheep. Naturally, we
would look to the stock returns to see if
that was the case, but I was mOore than
astonished when I found that the figures
shOowed a decrease in sheep and cattle.
The figures show that horses decreased by
8,800 head, dairy cattle by 56,000 head,
and Oother ca,ttle by 137,000, showing a
total decrease Oof 194,000 head.' Pigs decreased by 35,000, while the decrease in
the number of sheep in this State amounts
to 705,000. It must be remembered that
this is a St1ate matter, and· is far more
important to us than the imports and
exports of the COommonwealth,
These
figures reveal that in almost every department of primary production people are
leaving the country for the city, in spite
of the best effOorts we have put forward
and the enormous expenditure that has
been going on.
During the last three Ct!'
foul' years we have spent £23,000,000 on
soldier and other land
settlement,
and yet primary production in all departments has decreased. These facts require
the se,rious consideratiOon of every persOon
who has the welfare of this State at heart,
and it will be necessary for some Government-no matter what one is in powerto find out the reason fOol' this state of
affairs, and take steps to bring about an
imprOovement.
We naturally expect that
the Department of Agriculture should be
able to supply us with information in this
regard.
That department, through its
inspectOors and Oother officers, ought to be
able to give us some information about
this all-round deci'ease in agricultural
pursuits .aml in the strength of OllI' herds.
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I consider that the Department of
Agriculture is as irr!porta~t as the
Treasury Department, as it is charged
with the control of primary industries, and everybody admits that ,ve
have .to depend upon them for OUi'
success as a
Statc.
I
have
no
hesitation in asserting that over a long
period Oof years the Department of
Agriculture has not received the consideration that its importance demands.
To find that dC13artmcnt olle has to
wend his way along corridors, half filled
with filing-cabinets and cu.pboarcls, into
the back r.ooms of the building, and 011
arrival there he sees officers working
under conditions which arc, or were dul'ing the time when I acted as J\1inister, intolerable. I endeavoured to get some relief for these men, and I believe that, to
some extent, my efforts were effective;
but it is not relief that they require.
The whole department demands revision.
It may not be generally known that this
department is entrusted with the administration of no fewer than 22 Acts of Parliament, ten of which have reference to
live stock. I desire to take the live stock
division of agriculture as offering an example of the neglect from which this department has suffered. In 1903, that is
twenty years ago, there were eighteen livestock inspectors in the State. That was
the number of officers that it was assumed
was then required to properly supervise
stock diseases and other matters of vital
concern to the live stock industry.
As
officer after officer died, or left the department, the vacancies were not filled, and
to-day there are only eleven live-stock inspectors to carry out the duties that, in
1903, were performed by eighteen.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Why did
you not appoint more inspectors when
you were Minister?
1\fr. WETTENHALL.-I had Intended doing so when my term of offiee
ended.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-How did your term
of office end?
. Mr. WETTENHALL.-That is a matter of history. The conditions to which
I have referred explain one of the reasons
why we cannot get a direct or satisfactory answer from the department as to
why there has been such a marked decrCHE:e in the live stock of this State. T11e
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department has not the officers required
to fully investigate such matters, and is
not, therefore, in a position to give an
inquirer any adequ~te information. In
1916, the Ohief Inspector of Stock retired. He was receiving a salary of, I
think, £450 a year. As this was war
time, and the greatest economy had to be
practised, the question was asked whether
the chief veterinary officer of the depart- J
mel1t could carry out his duties.
He
agreed to do 'so, and to take on the extra
work and responsibility in consideration
of a fair and reasonable increase in his
salary. lIe has done the work ever since
then with the greatest credit to himself
and
the Department, but not till
cjghteen months had elapsed was
any increased 'salary forthcoming and
paid.
He was paid the
paltry
additional sum of £50· a year when
he should have got at least an additional
£200 a year. I am not speaking on this
as a personal matter affecting the chief
veterinary officer; I am simply endea\'ouring to show that the department has
been neglected. In regard to the chief
veterinary officer, I may point out that,
when there was an outbreak of rinderpest
in Western Australia, and the question
arose as to who should be asked to deal
with it, Australia was searched for a
satisfactory man, and to the honour and
credit of this State, Mr. Robertson was
selected. And yet it was to this man that
t.he paltry additional payment of £50 for
the £200 worth of extra work that was entrusted to him, and that he willingly
undertook, was withheld. It is in consequence of the same penny wise and pound
foolish policy that we have now lost the
services of Dr. Richardson. The salaries
paid to these highly qualified men have
been too low, and we find that such officers
are continually leaving the State, for other
and more profitable, avenues of employment.
This does not apply to the
higher officers only.
Some of the
young .officers, when they get to
know their jobs and become valuable to the department, are found out
by business people, and in consequence
of the low sa.laries they are, being paid
are easily induced to accept other. p'ositions. I say empha,tically tha,t thIS IS a
condition of affairs that is operating injuriously to the interests of' the State,
Mr. Wettenhall.
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and to the primary industries particularly.
VVhile it is not the< sale factor it is an
important one in regaId to the deere,ase
in our live stock and in the acreage under
grain and othe,r produce. We ha,ve a
Stock Diseases Act, but the staff that is
available is so inadequate that it is practically unable to carry out the work of
inspection in the live-stock market, where
disease might be detected and checked.
We have a Brands Act which was passed
nearly two years ago, but which has not
been put into operation for want of funds.
These a,rel matters that are vital to the
live,-stock industry of the State, and they
should be dealt with at the earliest possible moment. I come' no'w to thel agricultural division, through which valuable
rese'a,rch work has been carried out at
Werribee, Rutherglen, Dookie, and Longerenong. Here again the department is
hampered by the lack of sufficient
funds. I had placed in my hands recently a pamphlet that was issued by the
Cbamber of Agriculture, outlining the
enormous advantages accruing from the,
top-dressing of pastures, and pointing out
that by this means there, might be an
increasel in the carrying capacity of the
land of from 83 per cent. to 100 pe'r cent.,
whilst ait the same time, (aome' of the
diseases from which cattle suffer,
such as cripples, might be prevented.
The Department Oof Agriculture has had
this information in its possession for
years, but has been unable to make use
of it. It would be worth millions of
pounds to this State if the practice of
top-dressing pastures were introduced and
became gene'ral in practice. I say again
that in regard to all these mat.ters the
Departmen t of Agriculture is being
starved. It is no wOonder that men like
Dr. Richardson feel aggrieved when the
very valuable information they collect
as the result of the work they do is
left hidden away in pigeon-holes, it may
be for years, and I think I am justified
in saying of him that he is one of the
most highly qualified men in his line i?Australia, if not in the Southern HemIsphere. Now, in regaT~ to. agr~cultu.ral
education, what, I ask, IS VIctona domg
as compared with New South Wales. By
land grants and endowments we prOovide
fOol' our agricultural colleges approximately £10,000 a year, and there is cont.ributed from revenue £3,000 a yea,I'.
The balance of the money expended is
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obtained from the sale of produce grown
on the farms. Victoria's co·ntribution to
agricultural education is, therefore, practically £13,000 a year, whereas New
South 'Vales spends in the same direction
no less a sum than £187,000 a year.
Take, for instance, the WQ<l'k of top dressing and other agricultural experiments
that have been carried out. Victoria has'
in the whoJe ()if the State only 33 experimental plots outside of the agricultural
oolleges. New South Wales has no fewer
than 257 e.xperimental stations that are
carried on under the supervision of the
Department of Agriculture, and it cannot
be said, with a comparison like that confronting us, that our position is a satisfactO'rj one. If the value of these experimental or demonstration plots were
fully, realized and every possible use made
of them, they would certainly be a very
important factor in improving our stock
and our grain production. The point is
one tha,t I would emphasize, because
what is the value o,f the research work
that we undertake if we cannot bring
the results of it prominently under the
notice of the people whom it most concerns, and in this way give it practical
application 1 The experimental 0'1' demonstration plots a,re the most effective
means of educating our people on certain
subjects. One cannot believe all that he
hears, but he can generally believe a
great deal that he sees. The demonstrations of expe·rt farming at Longerenong
have had a stimula.ting e,ffect on grain
production in the Wimmera District..
They set up a standard to which the
fa.rmers endeavour to attain, and in thIS
way a healthy spirit of rivalry has been
created. The a,verage production of the
district has in consequence been enormously increased. Wherever there is a
demonstration plo,t the beneficial results
of it are almost immediatelly seen in the
surrounding districts, and, instead of
ha,ving in Victoria only 33 demornstratiQon
plots, we should have at least 330. There
is another Ina tter to which I desire to
oall attention. I refer to the fruit ~n
dustry, and to the provision made for the
inspection of exports and impo'rts. The
whole of the work in connexion with the
export and import of fruits, grain, and
ot,her produce is left in the hands of the
Department of Agriculture, and the provision that is made for it is utterly inadequate. The matter is an urgent one,
and' whatever government is in power
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should give it its immediate attent.ion.
FOol' example, a few months age there was
a danger that the disease known as cO'rky
scab would be introduced into the State.
There are a thousand and one diseases
that might find their way heTe in the
absence of prope,r inspectiQon at our ports.
That is really ooUr first line of defence
against the entrance of new diseases, and
I say that, 'having' regard to the difficulties under which our inspectors aTe COoffipeUed to work, the wonder is not that we
have gO't certain diseases here, but that
we have not hundreds of other diseases.
Adequate provision fO'r fumigation is ef
vital importance, but he:re also the,re has
been neglect. Speaking generally, I say
that our Department Qof Agriculture
has been starved.
The amount we
provide en, our Estimates fOIl' it is'
about £234,000, whereas New SQouth
Wales, which is not nearly so far
advanced in agriculture, spends' £567,000.
That is more than double the amQount this
State spends, and that is not to our credit.
I do not. make any apolegy whatever for
bringing this matter under the notice ef
the Heuse at this stage. While it is quite
true that enough time has been wasted,
and that the country does want to see
some woork done, I say tha,t whoever
comes into authority can do nothing
b.etter than revise thoroughly the positIon of the Department of Agriculture
and put it in a sO'under and more satis~
factory state frQom top to bottom.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I do not intend
tOo speak very long Qon this issue, but the
pQosition is that we are about to vote on a
want of confidence amendment without,
perhaps, calculating the oOonsequences or
seeing the direction in which we are drift.ing. The onus i's on the whole of this Parliament to carry out the business of the
country, and the position, so far as I can
see it, is that the HoDuse will not be able
to function and dO' that work as matters
are now tending. A want of cQonfidence
amendment has been submitted by the
Labour Opposition, containing the statement that the poli,cy oDf the Government
has not been supported by the people of
this State. The Leader of the Farmers
Union party and the speaker for the
Liberal section have· made it quite clear
that they are nQot supporting the want of
oOonfidence amendment from the pQoint Qof
view ef a quarrel with the 'Government.
poli~ at all, but simply frOom the point
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of view that the people have directed that the Ministerial side of the House have
the Ministry should not ooutinue in office. been placing their particular views before
They have made it very clear, further, the people of this State, and paying more
that they would not support a Labour attention to one another than they have
Government were a Labour Government been paying to the Labour Opposition,
formed. The position, therefore, is that which differs SOl fundamentally from them
should the Labour party be placed upon in policy. The attention of the public
the ,Millist<:rinl b(,llehes, there will be 37 ,has been riveted upon the attack by one
lllembers sitting in opposition 'and 27 on party on the Ministerial side against anthe Government side of the House. It is other party on the Ministerial side, 'Und
quite evident, therefore, that by that road that has contributed, more than anything
you can get no stable government in Vic- else, to the success of the Labour Opposiloria, :mu if a Labour Government does tion. If you analyse the figures showing
obme about the business of the country the votes cast at the general election you
will not be gone on with.
find that Labour has made but very little
Mr. SLATER.-It has not been gone on progress.
with with your people over there.
Mr. SLATER.-'Don't be a joke.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I am quite willMr. GREENWOOD. -'1 simply say
'ing to admit that frankly. It has alr,eady that an ana.lysis of the figures makes it
been stated, and with perfect clearness, quite evident that there has not been a
that the people of this Etate, by a stDong swing to Labour.
At all events,
majority, have asked for a' government to there is no question that the Labour prohe formed from this (the' Ministerial) side gramme has not been endorsed by the
of the House, and the onus of carrying people of this State.
out that mandate, which is the only clear
Mr. BRowNBILT,.-Have you a majority
manda.te that has come frdm the people, on your side of the House ~
rests upon the members on this side of
Mr. GREENWOOD. - There are 37
the House.
As far as I am personally members sitting on the Ministerial side of
concerned, I am not interested particularly in ho·w that Government is going to the House and 27 on the Opposition side.
Mr. WEBBER.-Are the 37 all Governbe formed. The numbers are up quite
ment supporters ~
definitely, and we know ~hat there has to
Mr. GREENWOOD.-As far as I am
be a change. I emphaslze that the only
clear mandate from the people of this personall y concerned, I hope they all will
be Government supporters.
State is that there should be a governMr. HOGAN.-The amendment is going
ment fonned from this side of the House.
to
test that.
I think that we ought to be more generMr. GREENWOOD.-N 0, the amendous in our criticisms, and that applies
particularly to honorable members sitting ment is not going to test that. Let us for
on the J.\finisterial henches and in the a moment review the work that has been
done by past Go.vernments., I cannot fo.r
'Ministerial corner. W 8 have heard tothe life of me understand how honorable
night speeches that have been critical of members in the Ministerial corner can
the Government, and the reply of the Go- criticize Governments' for what has been
vernment, 'which was somew~atcritical of done in the past, for, after all, it
certain things that have been clone by amounts to criticizing the ,Governments
the other t,;vo partie, on the :Millisteritl.l they have SuppoTted. They are cl'lticizing
side of the Hou~el.' While. it is the ~asiest not only Liberal Governments, but also
thing possible to' point out a lot O'f things composite Governments that have been in
that have 'been left undone, and a lot of office. ,It seems t,o, me that they ha~e atthings that might have. been' done,. a£~er tacked the position from a wrong point of
all, the fair thing to do is to. recognlze view. The 'Leader of the Country part] .
what has been done.
for instance,spoke 9£ the tr:i9,e balance,
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-What should and stated .t~'at 'the, pre:sent conge.stion ?f
have been do.ne,.
money in London was'ca';lsed 'by the' fac~,
'Mr. 'GREENWOOD: ~It :i5 ',ati e:asy that Victoria, was not'produ~ing.'.: As..' a
thing to 't~lk: ahdtit what should haveb~en matter 'Of fact, ,if mop.ey'· is ~()ng€lstmg 111
d c>ue,' an'd' quite. a,s' ~as~ '\t~ ~ 'forge.t 'what' London, as' it i~,- it' ifbecullse 'w:e hav~ b~e~,
has"bee'u:: done:' -,;The' :varitms: sections on producing and 'exporting' mote 'than 'we
o"
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have been buying abroad. The position
is quite the reverse of what the honorable
member states.
Mr. ALLAN. - You are on the wrong
tack.
~Ir. GllEEN\VOOD.-The posItIOn is
that thero is a congestion of our money
in London, because we have sent more
goods to London than we have taken
from there.
lvIr. ALLA~.-That is private money.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-It is not private money. In reviewing the work that
has been done by past Liberal Governments, I would point out that the whole
face of Victoria has been changed in
recent years.
Take irrigation. Quite a
big proportion of Victoria has a Btock
and domestic supply of water.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-One-third of the
State.
1.'Ir. GREENWOOD. - There are
1,500,000 acres under irrigation, and
some 10,000 miles of irrigation channels.
In recent years £5,500,000 has been spent
by the Country Roads Board, and on the
settlement of lanel some £30,000,000 has
been spent.
Mr. HOGAN.-And there are fewer
people on the land than there were in
1911, while there ie a smaller acreage.
under cultivation.
The SPEAKER.-I would ask 'honorable members to allow the honorable member for Boroondara to continue without
interruption.
}Ir. GREENWOOD.-A.s I have just·
said, £30,000,000 has been spent on land
settlement, and by the Act making provision for border railways, a new province-tho 'southern part of New South
Walos-has been added to this State.
From a developmental point of view, that
will probably give greater results than
any qther measure ever pasaed by a Victorian Parliament.
It is quite an easy
thing to see all the works that have been
done by governments in the past, if you
care to look for them.
I may mention
the electrification of the metropolitan
railways, and the development of the
).fol'w~ll and Yallourn electricity scheme.
There is no 'doubt that 'a great record
has been put up by governments formed
from pal,tieR on' this (th~ l\fi:ni~steri:a l) "
Rid(l of the House. We go to thccoUJitry,
and try to hit one:nloth<?l' and· gl\T€"one.'
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another pill-pricks, and forget that ·the
maj-ority of the people of this State desire
to see a sound government formed from
this side of the House, and progressive
legislation put through.
I say quite
definitely that if a Labour Government
comes about, we shall have no stable
government. Unless there is a government
from this side of the House we cannot
get stable government, and unless this
House is going to function we have no
right to stay here. VIe ought to go back
to the people who sent us here and say,
"\V"e arc not able to carry out the responsibilities we have to face."
Mr. BRowNBILL.-The seven metropolitan Liberals, of whom you were one,
voted against the Lawson Government.
lfr. ·GREENWOOD.-:-I do not know
who is delivering this speech.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-We are helping.
Mr GREENWOOD.-I do not know
if what the honorable member is saying
is intelligible to himself or to the HOUBe.
The Premier appeared to feel that an
attack had. been made upon him more- or
less personally , particularly in reference
to the Government not resigning before.
I wish to say that the. honorable gentleman has a record of work in this House
that I think is realized and respected by
every honorable member. Tha.t kind of
thing coming into the debate is not going
to help us to get into that re1lationship
that will enable us to function and do
our work.
l\1r. PRENDERGAST.-You are one, of the
Government supporters who tried to put
them out the, othe.r day.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I was not one
of the Government supporters who tried
to put them out.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Y ou voted with the
seven metropolitan Libe,rals.
l\1r. GREENWOOD.-The Government
has not put up a record of which it has
to be ashamed. As far as the question
of the, Government r~igning is concerned,
not only was it a, matter of their facing
the House, but also a matter of ge.t.ting
Supply so that the public servants should
receive their salaries, and so that other
essential payments should be made. The
Government had, to meet the' IIouse.
There' is. no quest.ion about that. They
knew'qUIt.e well 'after the a,ttitude taken
up " before :'the electors by the various
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parties that the position ~hich is de·veloping now would necessarily have, to corne,.
Thel pre?ent Government, after all, fac~d
the position of bringing down a Redlstribution of Seats Bill, and while I did
not agree with that measure, and the,re
was disagreement all around the House
with certain of its provisions, you cannot tell me that thel Premier, with all
his political e,xperiencel, did not know that
by bringing forward the Bill he was
courting almost certain dismissal from the
Treasury bench. We cannot help re1cognizing that he faced a responsibility that
the State expected him to face.
Mr. BAILEY.-He, would like' to turn
back the universe a few weeks and withdraw the Bill.
The SPEAKER.-I have repeatedly
had to call for order during the, afternoon. There, is some reason certainly in
provocative speeches for inte,rruption, but
honorable members know that all interruptions are disorderly, and this House
has the reputation of being an orderly
House,.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I wish to set the
position out clearly. There are obligations to be. faced by this Parliament that
are possibly as big as any Pa,rliament has
had to face, for many years. 'Ve' have
obligations with respect to finapce that
have come as a na,tural consequence, of the
very rapid developmental work that has
taken place in various paTts of the Stat.e.
We have a difficult financial market to
move in, and the obligation is upon this
House to. see that· the money spent brings
back such a return that it will not be
increased taxanecessary
to have
tion nor to place financial burdens
upon ~he people.
This is an issue
that 16 as important to the Opposition as to any other party in the
House. It is perhaps more' important to
the Opposition, but it is vital to e,ve,ry
party. Our debt, which was something
like £71,000,000 in 1917, will be close on
double that amount when we have covered
the commitments for the obligations
we have undertaken. The interest bill of
this State ha~; risen from something like
£2,900,000 to a sum approaching
£8,000,000. It is just to the extent that
we fail to function as a Parliament and
o-et a return for tha.t money that the
people will ha.ve to' can-yon their backs
increased burdens. Among other things,
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our immigration policy must be fL. :alized,
and there also faces us the great issue of
making more effective settlement on the
land. The large expenditure of money
tha.t has taken place in that direction has
been one o,f the causes of bringing into
Melbourne and other city areas an increased population.
At the outset, the
effect of the outlay of £10,000,000 of
borro,wed morney is to bring a,bout congestion. All these problems we ought to' face
at the present time. At no time would
a mistake by this Parliament or the want
of a definite lead by a. fixed Government
bring about. a mo're disastrous state of
affairs in this State. Therefore, I appeal
to members to recognize the good record
that the Government has put up, and
realize their responsibility to the people r
to the House, and to Victoria.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I intend to vote
with the Government .. In my opinion the
Government should at least get an o'pportunity of carrying out its policy, but that
opportunity will· be denied it if this
amendment is carried. Really, this Government is part of the previous Government that did an immensity of good for
this Sta.te. I do no,t wish to dwell upon
what it did in the direction of developing
Gippsland, but no Government had
ever done as much as the previous
Government did. I am not unmindful of
that: and beling regardless altogether of
partIes, I feel that I should be somewhat
ungrateful if on an occasion of this kind,
I turned my vote against the Government.
In the main, Gippsland o·wes its present
developmental position to the efforts, if
n.ot of this Government, of some of its
members who were members of the .previous Government. If for nothing else, I
would support the present Government,.
because of its prnposal in connexion with
forestry.
The Government proposes to
spend something like £1,000,000 in that
direction. That is the most statesmanlike
stro,ke that has been made or intended to
be made in the history of this State.
Next to education, if there is any subject
of g'l'eflt moment to this State, it is certainly forestry, which means the preservation of the fertility of the soil of Victorino
I admit that Parliament as a whole has
not realized its importance in that direction. I also admit that MiniRters who·
occupied the Treasury bench for many
y"ears have not reco~nized it. The result of'
llf".,glect is that we :find erosion going on in·
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practically every river in this State.
In the north there are the Wimmera, the Avoca, the Loddon, the
Campaspe, the Goulburn, the Ovens,
the Kiewa, and the 1vIitta Mitta. All
those rivers are subject to erosion. That
erosion has been going on through the
removal of timber from our highlands.
In the south there are the Tambo, the
Nicolson, the Mitchell, the Avon, the
Thomson, the Latrobe, and the Macalistel', and all the small streams from the
Strezlecki and Bass ranges in Southern
Gippsland suffering similarly.
Some
time ago the Forests Oommission made a
recommendation in connexion with the
flume reservoir, and that has never been
carried out by the Government. In its
t.hird annual report the Commission
point outThe Federal, together with the State Governments of New South Wales and Victoria,
l~ave embarked on the construction of a very
large reservoir known as the Hume basin, a
short distance below the confluence of the
:\1itta Mitta with the River Murray.
Apart from the scattered timber reserves in
this district, the bulk of the hill and mountain ranges, forming the sources of the streamB
which will supply this reservoir, namely, the
Indi and Mitta Mitta, with their numerous
tributaries, are still unreserved and unprotected from alienation or gradual destruction
by fire_
Not only have these water-sheds high commercial value, owing to the fine belts of hard
wood, with which they are clothed, but their
immediate protection is essential to the maintenance of stream flow.
We trust that the Government will support
llS in the endeavour to permanently reserve,
for climatic purposes, as well as timber supply,
all high watershed lands a1Iectillg the str'eam
flow of this region, and therefore the safety
of this great reservoir.
Widespread erosion from the valleys of tl:.e
streams above silts up this basin, designed in
future years to carry a large population along
the }.1urray.

Now the Government propose to spend'
£1,000,000 in the direction of forestry,
a.nd in my opinion they should get an
opportunity of giving effect to that
proposal. Having regard to the importance of the question, what difference does
it make to the community what Government. is in power, as lorng as that Government carries out measures t.hat will
make fOor the welfare o,f this country ~
The exp3nditure of money in connexion
with forestry is most necessary at the
present time, and a measure for that
pH rpose is Oone which shoruld get. the sup-
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pOort of every country member in thisl
House. It has been the expe,rience q,f,
ancie;nt countries which failed to look!'
after their forests that the rivers dried
up and the soil became unfertile.
We
have tha,t set out in history. Wha,t has
happened in those countries is just as
likely to happen in Australia. In comparison with the United States of
America, Australia has a small area, as
far as timber is concerned. The honorable member for Lowan referred to the
Department of Agriculture having been
starved. If there is any body that has
been starved in this State, it is that dealing with forestry.
lVir. EVERARD_-And who sta,rved it 1
Mr. McLACflLAN.-The Government,
and, partly, Parlia,ment.
However, I
am not unmindful of what the Government has done in other directions.
The
Government is not perfect, but I hope
that succeeding Governments will do as
much for the country as the present Government, which is really pa,rt of the
previous Government, has done. I am
sa,tisfied, a,s a country member, and I can
see no reason for displacing the present
Governm~nt.
'\Vhat the object of members ou the Ootherside of the House may
be, I cannot tell, but I know my own
intentions with regard to _governments
in the future, 'Vhenever anything is
brought forward that in my opinion is in
the interests of this State it shall get
my support, no ma,tter where it comes
from. That is my attitude. I was gratified when I discovered tha,t the present
Premier proposed to spend such a large
amount Oof money on t.he an-important
question of forestry.
The,re is evidence
in many localities in this State that the
lanel is drying up through the diversion of
rivers, and that the soil is being carried
off the mountain slopes in consequence of
those slopes having been made bare of
their timber. Everywhere in the State we
have local evidence of that, so surely the
matter is serious enough to induce the
Government to take steps to at least try
to prevent it.
::VIr. EVERARD.-It is too late now.,
l\11'. l\{cLACHLAN .-It IS ].lot t.oo
late.
It may be tolo late as far as
the present Government is concerned,
but its successors may take the matter
in haml.
Many of these mountain
slopes, where our rivers take their rise,
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have been exploited; the trees have disa-ppeared and the soil has been
laid bare so that the water, which
used' to gently trickle down the
mountain side now rushes down irr
torrents, making the rivers run swiftly,
causing erosion, carrying acres a~~ acres
of. soil into the ocean, and deposltmg an
immense amount. of debris on low-lying
land.
That is the beginning of the drying up of this country, and it should be
stopped immediately. When this was in
progress in ancient countries the ablest
men then Iiving warned the people of the
danger.
Aristotle, in his National
Economy, dre,w attention to! the close relationship between agriculture and forests,
and warned the people of the effect whIch
tht)' c'l1rtting away of the forest would
·have.
Plato deplored deforestation, and
CicerOl, in 'one of his orations, cOIIldemned
tlbe men destroying forests as enemies of
his country.
Right through history
these, a.nd other men, pointed out the
dang8lrto a country through negiect to
caiI."efully pr.eserve and develOip its timber
resources, thus maintaining a uniform
flow in the rivers, and at the same time
retainin.g the fertility of the soo.1.
In
aame parts of Gippsland there is a :~en
clancy fGr the flats to dry up, and, in my
~inion) the reason is the removal·of timbel' from the ridges overlooking those flats.
The tilnbel' has been r81TIovec1, and when
that t..lkns place there! is nothing to hold
water nor t.o feC'd thr spring's creatert
in thf' mountain sidr bv the density of the
timber. In all the I:ivers I ha~!e mentioned. there is much erosi011, and,
that i" the beginning of trouble in this
State. J f for no other reason, I would
support a government that was willing
to spend £1,000,000 in connexioll with so
important a subject. I wish to say, in
conclusion, that I regret very much that
a valued member of this House has been
removed by death since we met last' week.
I rofer to Mr. Thomas, the late honorable
member for Glenelg. He was a man of
kindly disposition, and strong humanitarian instincts.
He could not do an
unworthy deed, nor did he ever seek to
elevate his own character by drawing
attention to the shortcomings of his fellow
mono Mr. Thomas "ms a man of "an
humble and a contrite heart." . He was
con.Heious of the sacrifice men have to
rrl[l]<J~ fur their country, and I believe

he honestly made that sacrifice in the interests of the district he represented. In
his private life he was highly esteemed,
and as a public man he has been taken
away when his mental powers were at
their strongest. I wish to express my
deep regret at his passing away, and my
sympathy with his wife and family in
their sad bereavement.
The House divided on the question that
the words proposed to be omitted stand
part of the Address-in-Reply.
Ayes
Noes

16
43

:Majority for the amendment

27

AYES.

Dr. Arbryle
Major Baird
Mr. Beardmore
" Deany
" Eggleston
" Gordon
" Lawson
" ::\IcDonald

Mr. McL"lchlan
" Morley

,. Oman

Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. 'l'outcher
" IWest.
Tellers:
lVIr. Greenwood
(Pol/earth)i
" Groves.
~OES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
" Angus
" Bailey
" A. A. Billson
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Brownbill
" Cain
Carlisle
Clough
" Cook
" Cotter
" Downward
" Dunstan
" Everard
" Farthing

Frost

" Hayes
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson
" Jewell

lVIr. Keane
Lind
" Mackrell
" McAdam
" McDonald

"

( Daylcs!o1'd)

Murphy
I " Old
Pollard
I "
Prendergast
Slater
" Snowball
" Sollv
" Tunnecliffc
" Wallace
" Walter
" Warde
" Weaver
" Wettenhall.

"

Tellers:
l\'[r. Lemmon
" 'Vebber.

The amendment was agreed to.
The motion for the adoption of the
Address-in-Reply, as amended, was
agreed to; and it was ordered that the
Address be presented to His Excellency
the Governor by the Speaker and mem-'
bel'S of the House.
The House adjourned at 5~59 p.m.
until Tuesday, July 22.
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LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, July 22, 1924.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. FRANK
OLARKE) took the chair at 5.53 p.m., and
read the prayer.
NEW :MINISTRY.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-As honorable mem~ers
will have learnt from other sources, Slnce
we last met, the Administration led ~y
Sir Alexander Peacock tendered thell'
resignation to His Excellency t~e. GoHis Excellency commissIOned
vernor.
Mr. Prendergast to form a Government,
and Mr. Prendergast has done that work.
The result is that the following Ministers
have been selected, and have received the
approval of His Excellency the Governor:The Hon. George Michael Prendergast,
1LL.A., Premier and Treasurer.
The Hon. Thomas Tunnecliffe, M.L.A.,
Chief Secretary.
The Hon. John Lemmon, M.L.A.,
Minister of Public Instruction and :M:inistel' of Labour.
The Hon. Edmond John Hogan,
M.L.A., Minister of .A. griculture, Minister of Railways] and a Vice-President of
the Board of Land and Works.
The Ron. IIenry, Stephen Bailey,
M.L.A., President .of the Board of Land
and Works, Oommissioner of Crown
Lands and Survey, and Minister of
Water Supply.
The Hon. William Slater, M.L.A., Attorney-General and Solicitor-General.
The Hon. John Percy Jones, M.L.C.,
Commissioner of Public Works, l\1inister of Public Hea.Ith, Minister in
Oharge of Immigration, and a Vice-President of the B.oard of Land and Works.
The Hon. Daniel Laurence McNamara,
M.L.C., Minister of Mines, Minister of
Forests, and a Vice-President of the
Board Q1f Land and Works.
The Hon. William J ames Beckett,
:hLL.C.; the Hon. James Herbert Disney,
M.L.C.; the Hon. John Cain, M.L.A.;
and the Hon. Gordon Oharles Webber,
M.L.A., Ministers without portfolio.
[7]
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.I desire to take this .opportunity to congratulate Mr. Jones and his colleagues
on their elevation to office. Mr. Jones
knows that I am not on the same side of
politics as he is, but I think it only right
to say that in my private capacity as a
mem bel' of the House I shall endeavour
on all oecasions to give the new Government a "fair go." I cannot help saying,
Mr. President, that there is a very strong
feeling in the State that the time has a,rrived when we should have a Government
in power prepared to deal with several
of the most important questions that are
exercising the minds of the electors.
I dQl hQlpe that the GQlvernment will de·al
with the all-impo'rtant roads question. I
feel that this question has been dangled
before the people of this State until they
are sick of it.
We want a gQlvernment
that will be prepared to handle tha.t
questiQln, which is soo mixed up with the
. advancement .of the people.
There are
other questiQlns that require tQl be dealt
with, such as the apprenticeship questiQln
and the factories questiou.
They should
have been dealt with yea.rs agQl, but-I
do not want tQl say anything offensivethrough so many members angling for
Ministerial positions, Governments that
have been in pOlwer have nQlt had an
oppodunity of dealing- with those questions.
I hQlpe honQlrable membe1rs will
be prepared to give the prelsent GQlvernment a faIr chance of dealing with such
queetions,.
This is a non-paTty House,
'and we are here tQl de:al with legisla.ti011
that CQlmes before us in the interests of
all the people, and nOlt of oue sectiQln.
If the preseut Gorvernment doels nQlt deal,
011' attempt tQl deal with ce,rtain questions.
in the way very often suggested from
Labour pla.tform~a way Minit'lte'rs, in
their own minds, know it is impossible
to adopt-I believe it. will have a fair
chance of putting impQlrtant legislatiQln
Q1n the sta,tute-book.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-As the late
Leader of the Governn~ent in this House._
may I be permitted to add my meed olf
congratula,tion to that which has been
offered the present occupants of the Ministerial bench in' this Chamber ~
Apart
frQlmt any other considera,tion I think
that they have earned the right to fair
play from us, because they have always
extended fair play to whQleve,r has ooccupied the bench they are now Q1ccupying.
There is one matter that occurs to me
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as rather peculiar--I do not want
to strike a harsh note-and it is
that in the order of precedence of
Ministers that the ~nister of Public Works read out those Ministers
who come from this House should have
been placed last. I do not know whether
tha,t is intentional or a,ccidental, but I
do think I am justified in saying that on
the score O'f a,bility, a,t any rate, the
:hiinisters whO' have been chosen from this
Housel-the Minister of .Public Works
and the Minister of IVlines--compare
more than fa,vorably with O'ther members
of the Ministry.
I should be very IO'ath
to' think that there had boon an intentional slight on this House.
However,
that is a, matter fo:r the l\1:inis,ters from
this House, to determine.
I should have
thought that even though members of
the Labour pa,rty ma.y not agree that this
HQluse is ne,eessary, they would agree
that, as long as it is in existence, it
should be given that position in orde'r of
precedence tOi which it is el11titled :by'
tradition and practice.
Howeve'r that
has nothing to do with the present' occupants of the l\:finisterial bench in this
Chamber. I am quite sa,tisfied that they,
whatever their individual views may be
will always uphOild the dignity of thi~
House. I congratulate them most heartily
on their accession to office. This is scart'ely the time to indulge in controversial
matter, but Mr. Richardson has suggested
that the time is now ripe for the introduction of several Bills, including measures
dealing with main roads and apprenticeship. I think it is a duty lowe to the
late Government to point out that that
was part of their programme, and it is a
duty lowe to myself as the late Minister
of Public Works, to stress the fact that
~n th~t ~apacity I did my full share
] n brlllglllg forward the question of
nationalization of. main roads as part of
the Government programme. If we had
been permitted to continue in office there
js not the slightest doubt that this House
wou~d hav:e had an early opportunity of
dealIng WIth that' matter as also I believe, with the apprenticeship q~estion.
However, if satisfactory.measures dealing
with those questions are brought forward
by the present Government they can .be
sure they will have my personal support,
and I am sure the support of a large number of honorable members. I personally
c()D.gratulate J\1iniste'l"s Q1n their accoosiOon
Hon. H. I. Cohen.
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to office', and I am satisfied tha,t as Ion ~
as they are enabled to retain· their positions they will do full justice to them.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I should
like; to offe,r my congratula.tions to the
n~ Ministers.
They are, occu pying
very responsible pOositions.
We .in this
HOouse, of course, have to look upon them
as the representatives of the King, carrying 0111 thel business Oof the cOountry. I am
particularly interested in the advent to
office of Mr. JOInes, because he has taken
a very keen interest ,at all times in the
health Oof the community.
We hear a
great deal about rOoads, bridges, land,
and a number Oof Oother matters, but very
little interest is taken in the subject that
should be the most live of ·all-the health
of the cO'mmunity. We are confronted
to-day with certain evils which, unless
t.~ey a~e firmly and earnestly dealt with,
~Ill bnng about a. very serious depreciatIOn in the he,alth of our peoplel.
I am
glad. to kn?w ~hat Mr. Jones has already
Qutlllled hIS VIews on the impOortant question of health, a.nd I hope that the new
Government will, at alf events, supply
mOoney that has been denied by previous
Governments for the carrying out of an
effective health pOolicy.
The: Hon. ~. L. KIERNAN.-Are you
refernng to hquo'r pro'paganda on railway bridges 1
The Hon. Vl. H. EDGAR.-It would .
be a good thing if those advertisements
were removed, and it would also be a
good thing for thel community if liquor
were abolished altOogether.
I hope the
Labour party will bring that about.
I
I think w~ may regard the Leader Oof the
House as being very much on the lines
of Mr. Ramsay MacDonald. I think Mr.
Jones is a man who can be trusted, and
I feel sure that his presence in Oabinet
will have a very marked and elevating influence.. If other l\1:inisters a,re inclined
. to' carry out some of the SOocialistic ideas
which a number of us do not agree with,
I am sure that the advice and the soundness of opinion of the Leader of this
House will have a very good effect.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-He is a
confirmed socialist.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I suppose
we' are all socialists on certain lines, but
I dOl not think the Ministerial representatives in this House will depa,rt from. the
old lines, 001' will propose any legisla,tion
which would be harmful to the State.
Of course, if they do so, I dOl not think
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they will ha,ve much hope of getting it
thr ooUgh this House.
I trust that the
Minister of Public 'V arks will pa,y considerable attention to the bridge III which
Mr. Merritt and I are interested, and
that before long that menace to public
safety and convenience will be attended to. We know that that bridge
and other bridges require immediate attention. We can be quite sure, now that
Mr. Disney is in t.he Ministry, that the
Spencer-street bridge will be built without delay. That will be .one of the public
works that will be put in hand almost immediately.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-He will
liO't have time to deal with that.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR.-I think
there will be ample time to deal with
that matter.
The' money, I understand,
can be found.
I am quite sure that any
legislation the Government propose that
is in the interests of the State, and for
the betterment o,f the whole of the
people, will receive from this House thp.
same consideration as similar legislation, introduced by previous Govern-·
ments, has received.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
should just like to offer my personal congratulations to the members of the
Labour party whO' are shouldering " the
white man's burden," and taking office
in the troubled state of political parties.
I am. pleased that the popular House has
given logical effect to the verdict of the
people at the general election, and in
congratulating membe,rs of the Labour
party on their accession to their proper
positions after that appeal to the peolpIe,
I wish to say that I think we shall find
tha.t that party will be absolutely fearless
in the legislation that it will brino- forward. That legislation, I hope, will be
in the best interests of the people, and
particularly of the primary producers of
this State.
When the Labour members
were sitting on the back bench, although
there was a wide difference betwe,en
many Otf their political views and mine,
I always felt that the:re was a ve,ry considerable bond of sympathy between individual members of the Labour party and
myself in regard to many things that
interested me in connexion with public
matters that weTe brought forward and
dealt with in this House. When I see
~he members of the Labour party sitting
In front of me, I am surprised and
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delighted to find what a fine set ()if men
they are.
\Vhen they were sitting behInd me I was not able t·o view them
with such advantage as I can at tho
present time.
I am inclined to feel that
they are going. to receive very good support in this House.
When we find
gentlemen like 1\11'. Austin and 1\11'. Merritt sitting on the front Ministerial bench
and supporting them, it seems that if tL.0
m,illenium has not come it is rapidly
approaching.
JVIinisters CaJl certainly
rely on the assistance o,f those gentlemen
when a difficult position is reached, and
votes are wanted. I offer the new Ministers my heartiest congratulations, and
can assure them, on behalf of the party
I represent, tha,t any measures they may
introduce will receive full and ample consideration.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public vVorks).-lVlay I, by leave, express my very sincere thanks to the
unofficial Lea.der, 1\1r. CO'h en , Mr. Edgar
and Mr. Abbott, fo'r the ve.ry kind rema.rks they have ma,de about the new
Government.
It was exceedingly nice
olf them to make such kind remarks, and
they are very encouraging to us. I think
the speeches that have been delivered
shOfWa very excellent spirit, and, if I
may say so, a sport,ing spirit. They are
indica.tions that t.his I-Iouse is, at any
rate, prepared to give the Gorvernment a
chance iiO show what it can, dOl, and, after
all, that is all the Government asks.
I am not gO'ing tal make anything in the
nature of a. policy speech-that must be
left try the Premier-but I can say that :t
will be the Government's sOole desire to
administer the affairs of the State in the·
interests of the State a.nd the whole of
the people.
Honorable members know
my views from speeches that I have made
in this Rouse from time to time.
It will be our earnest desire to help on,
as far as within us lies, the progress of
this State.
Of course, it is not in our
power to command success, but at any
rate we shall endeay,our to deserve it. If
hard work and a. determination to do our
best will mean the success of the Government, then I feel that success will be ours.
From my observation of the Cabinet up
till now, I can cay that Ministers generally have shown an express determination to work hard and find out everything
respecting their responsibili ties and
duties.
Alt.hough I have n.ot been a
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.member of a Government before, ex·cept for a few days on one occasion, I
have been on a number of organizations
and responsible committeees in this State
for many years, and I have never seen a
body of men who have gathe,red around
a table with as great a determination for
hard work as the newly appointed Ministers have shown.
From their very
soui they desire to do the right thini
in the jobs they have undertaken.
I
say that without any boasting.
In my
own mind I am satisfied that if the people and the Parliament will give these
men a chance, the State will not regret
it. Of course, we have to recognize that
party politics playa great part in these
matters, and we realize the position we
are in as far as numbers are concerned,
but it is our earnest wish to do the right
thing, and I trust that we shall succeed.
FIREBREAKS IN FORESTS.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG asked the
Minister of Public W orkb(a) What is the total length in miles of
the fire-breaks in the Bendigo district?
(b) Is it a fact that the width of the firebreaks does not exceed 16 feet; if so, will
the Government take steps to have proper
protection made in order to prevent a recurrence of the great loss sustained by bush fires
Ias,t summer, when about 10,000 aicres of
grass were destroyed, also buildings and large
stacks of firewood 'in the Ravenswood State
forest?
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer is(a) Forty-eight miles.
(b) The fire-breaks in the forest reserves
are maintained in the summer season for a
width of not less than 24 feet. In no case
during the years 1920 to 1924 inclusive has a
fire spread from the forest reserves, the acreag~ of forest burnt over during such period
bemg ;1920-21-30 acre~.
1921-22-No fires.
1922-23-144 acres
1923-24-148 acres_
As regards Ravenswood Reserve, no stacks
of firewood were del:ltroyed therein by fire
last summer, and not more than 35 acres of
this forest were burnt over, the fire being
quickly checked by the staff shortly after ,it
entered from adjoining private property.
The Commission's plans for the protection
of the Bendigo Reserves are laid down each
year after carefully considering the possible
requirements of the approaching season, and
have proved adequate.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-That answer
being so unsatisfactory, I give the Government notice that I intend to take
further action in the matter.

Motor Tra.ific.

:MOTOR TRAFFIC .
The Hon. J. STERNBERG asked the
Minister of Public W orksIf the Government, in consequence of the
many motor accidents, will take the necessary
steps to compel municipal councils and other
public bodies to pass by-laws on similar lines
to the Sydney tramway by-laws which prohibit motors being driven past stationary
trams whilst passengers are alighting?
The Hon.
P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer isIn the opinion of the departmental traffic
experts, the provisions of Regulation 3 (b) of
the regulations made under the Motor Car
Act are sufficient for the purpose in question.
This regulation provides"The driver of any motor car, other
than a motor car belonging to the Metro.
politan Fire Brigades Board which is
proceeding to a fire call, overtaking any
such tram car which is about to stop or
is stationary for the purpose of allowing
passengers to alight or for any other
reason shall reduce the rate of motion
of the motor to a speed so slow that he
may be in a position to stop the car immediately in case of sudden danger, and
shall not increase such speed until he has
passed a reasonable distance beyoJ1.d such
tram car."
It is very doubtful whether any by-law passed
by a municipality to deal with this matter
could be legally enforced.

t.

VACANCY.IN THE SENATE.
The message fr.om His Excellency the
Governor transmitting a copy of a despatch from the President of the Senate
notifying that a vacancy had happened
.in the representation of the State of Victoria in the Senate through the death of
Senator Stephen Barker was taken into
consideration.
The Hon. J. P,. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this House meet the Legislative
Assembly for the purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a person to hold the
place in the Senate rendered vacant by the
death of Senator Stephen Barker.
The motion was agreed to.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat a message be sent to the Legislative
Assembly acquainting them with the foregoing resolution and requesting them to name
the place and -the time of such meeting.
I t is desired that the meeting Ishall take .
place in thel Legisla.tive Assembly Cham.
ber, that being the most suitable place for
size and general comfort. That is the
object of submitting the motion in this
form.
The motion was agreed to.
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A message was received from the
Legislative Assembly intimating that
they had agreed to meet the Council
for the purpose, and naming the
Legislative ltssembly Ohamber' as· the
place, and this day at 8 o'clock in the
evening as the time of meeting.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public W.orks).-The Government desire
to pass to-night a Bill providing Supply
for August, and I believe that they are
now engaged upon the .measure in another place. When the Bill reaches here
I should like this House to deal with it
without delay. The object of asking for
Supply for August is to give the Government a few weeks in order that Ministers
may become acquainted with the requirements of their departments and may
formulate a policy which will be presented to Parliament in due course. Honorable members will agree that that is
only a reaso.nable request, because it would
be quite impossible for Ministers to become possessed of the necessary knowledge for the formulation of the Government policy without such an adjournment.
Pending the receipt of the Supply Bill, I
suggest that the President should leave
the chair,' and that the House should reassemble when the bells ring. Of course,
I am keeping. in mind the fact that we
have still to receive a message from the
Legislative Assembly relating to the election of a new senator to-night. I do not
want to inconvenience honorable members
by asking them .to meet again to-morrow.
I do not suppose that they wish to attend
here if such business as we have to perform can be dealt with to-day. At all
times it will be my desire to meet the
wishes, comfort, and convenience of honOI'able members, particularly those representing country districts with great
distances to travel, for they have to make
considerable sacrifices in order t.o attend
the meetings of the Rouse.
The sitting was suspended from 5.30
p.m. until 6.15 p.m.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No .. 2).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the mo,tion of
the Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works), was read a first time.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move.~That

the Bill be now read a second time.

The measure provides .for the ordinary
expenditure for the month of August.
I am advised that the. present Supply
that has been granted by Parliament will
expire at the end of July. It is noceStSary
to prorvide further Supply so that the
ordinary services of the State may be
carried on during the pending adjournment of Parliament for a few weeks. The
Bill does not make provision for any new
items of expenditure. The estimated requirements for the month are based upon
the actual expenditure last year, and they
exceed one-twelfth of last year's expenditure by approximately £20,000. So far
as I am able to give information respecting the various items in the list circulated ,amongst honorable members, I
shall be very glad to do so in committee.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not think there can be any objection
to the Bill bein~ taken into Committee.
It is usual for honorable members to
discuss any items they wish to! refer to
there. It would be a most extraordinary
thing for us to refuse to grant Supply.
As the Minister in charge of the Bill has
stated, the measure does not make provision for any exceptional item.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clause l-(Issue and application of
£1,275,051).
The Hon. H. H. Sl\1ITH.-I should
like to draw attention to the competition
that is at present taking place between
the trams and the motor buses.
This
matter has been before us for a long time.
We have a Labour Government in power
now, and several of its Ministers have, for
SQime considerable time past, been speaking
about the competitiOon between the trams
and the buses.
We know that the
buses are taking a great deal of revenue
away frOom the trams. I do not want to
deprive the buses of the right of compet'
ing with the trams, but I consider that
the matter js one that requires the attention 0'£ this House and the Ministry. As
we know, the buses are making use Qif the
public roads, but are paying very little
in taxation. In connexion with the tramways and the railways, which belong to
the people, very heavy taxation has had
to be paid from time to time. The ratepayers and the electors of Victoria have
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ha.d to pay for the cost of constructing
the railways and the tramways. Honorable members have received a circular
letter frorm. Mr. Cameron, the chairman of
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, and in it there are one or
two items to which I shall refer. In the
first place, the tramways have to pay to
the Consolidated Revenue £93,000 a year.
In addition, municipaJ rates on tramway
tracks amount to £13,500 a year. The
cost of street lighting i~ set down at
£9,000 a. year. The cost of road maintenance, if no tramways existed, is set
down at £26,500, and the interest and
sinking fund on the extra, cost of construction of roads, if no tramways existed,
is set down at £lQO,OOO. Mr. Oameron
points out that the payments by
the Board are equivalent to Olver
£7 per passenger sea,t per annum,
while the various licence fees paid
by the larger motor buses amount to only
£10 per annum, or an average of less
than. 7s. per seat per annum.
If the
buses are to be permitted to '!ompete
with the trams, they must be compelled
to pay just taxation. That is a view that
I would commend to the attention of the
Ministry. I trust that they will give the
matter their earnest consideration. The
previous Ministry had a Bill prepared to
deal with the matter t but it was not able
to bring it befo·re the House"
I trust
that the Ministry will bring in a Bill to
provide that the competitiou between the
buses and the trams shall be on a fair
basis.
There are three courses that J
would suggest in order to bring about fair
competition. One is that tbe buses should
have to pay a certain amount of taxation
-perhaps a certain amount per passenger
-to pay for the roads that they cut up.
The second suggestion is that the speed of
the buses should be limited to 15 miles
per hour. In other cities their speed is
limited. We know that there was a bus
accident only the ot.her day, and, in my
opinion, a. speed of 15 miles an hour
is ample for heavy vehicles carrying big
loads through the streets of the city. .If
there were a speed limit of 15 miles
per hour, the buses would not cut up the
roads so much, and the vibration would
not be so great. The third suggestion is
that the number 0·£ passengers that a bus
may carry should be limited." That, I
suppose, is more a municipal matter than
a. Government matter.
Bu~es that are
licensed to carry 42 passengers carry
l

Hon. H. H. Smith.
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passengers far in excess of that number.
You see people hanging on like flies to
the buses as they pass along the roads.
If a bus is licensed. to carry 42 passengers
I dOl not see why it should be permitted
to carry 56 or 60 passengers. That is not
safe, and, from a health point of view, it
is not right that the people should be
crowded together in the buses. I thought
it my duty, as a. member for the ~![el
bourne Province, to bring this subject.
under the notice of honorable members.
It is one that has given the M:elbourne
City Council and the various suburban
municipalities considerable trouble. The
problem is a big one. I know that Mr.
Jones, who is now Ministe,r of Public
Works and 1'Iinister 0'£ Public Health,
has
gi ven
the
ma.tter
a
great
deal
of
attention,
and
I
trust
that he will see that justice is done
tQi the Melbourne and :MetrQlPolitan
Tramways Board. If .buses are faster
than the trams and people want to tra.vel
in them, I would not stop them compet-·
ing with the trams, but I think they
should pay a just amount of taxation.
They are, not dOling that at the present
time.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-The
subject referred to by MI·. Smith is of
vi~al importance, and is one that I
think we can profitably discuss. We cannot, of ~ourse, expect from the Minister
of Public Works at the present time a.
statement of his views, but we are pleased
to think that he is conve'rsant with the
various forms orf traction that a.re used in.
different cities throughout the world.
The questiou is whether or no,t we are
to have good roads, and the opinion of
t.he community is· that we should hav&
good roads both throughout the country
and the towns.
To supply good roads
seems to be the· most .sensible thing to do.
I understand that Mr. Cameron was sent
abroad to obtain information on this subject, and that he has come back and
reported against having good roads. He
seems to think that the right idea is to
have roads as bad as possible.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Hc has furnished no report yet.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-He
ga ve a report to the pre-ss, and I think
it was very unfair· indeed. It showed
tha.t he was not conversant with the position. He reported that, throughout the
world, trams run through the centres ·of
the big cities. Nothing would induce the
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citizens to have trams running through
the centres of London, Paris, and other
big cities I am conversant with. In a
few years' time nothing, I think, will
induce the people of l\1!elbourne to have
electric trams running down the centres
of the roads. I think it is time that that
was recognized, and the Government
should dOl something to see_that modern·
cDnditiDns are complied with. 'rhe trams
and the mDtor buses should be regulate<:l
in the most modern business-like way.
At the present time theTe is no proper
regulation.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
wish to refer to a matter tha.t very directly
interests the whole of the country districts. During the last twelve months.!
through difficulty in raising loan moneys,
the Government was prevented frOom
carrying out a number of works that the
Country Roads Board had promised in
variOous districts. Those works were held
up, causing seriOous inconvenience and
loss tOo a large number Oof municipalities.
If they had been carried o'Ut~ a good
many roads would not have got into
the deplorable state they are in at the
present time. It is a, matter of sa.tisfa,ction that the Minister Oof Public Works
is a member of this Horuse, and tOI-night
I appeal tOi him to see that the Country
Roads BOoard is immediately provided
with funds so that the works promised
throughout the length and breadth Df
the State may be proceeded with. I do
not k now th a, t th e roa dS h ave ever b €len
in a worse state than they are in at the
present time. 'Ve have to recognize the
difficulties in which the Country ROIa,ds
Board and the municipalities are, placed
owing to the immense amount of motor
traffic. That traffio has coone to stay.
It cannot be driven away, and we have to
make the roads. That, however. is a
matter of impossibility as far as the
municipalities are concerned unless they
are given assistance by Parliament.·
Owing to the shortage of funds, works
which were prorrnised were withdra,wll,
and I ask the Minister t.o see that the
Country Roads Board is immediately
provided with t.he money neC'Elssary to
enable the municipalit.ies to get on with
those WO~kS1. A good deal of the maintenaJ1ce meta.! should be put on the
roods at this time of the year. If that
is not dOlle in 'the winter months the
metal does nOit bind properly. There are
a large number of men out of employ-
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me.nt simply beoause works in country
districts, which were agreed to by the
Country Roads Board, have been withheld:
The Hon. J. K. l\f.ERRITT.-In mv
opinion, the new l\'iinister of P'ublio
\Vorks knows as much as any of us on
the question of roads. But there is Dne
important point I wish to emphasize,
and that is that when roads have
been constructed they should be taken
care of.
At great expense a splendid road was made right down the J\'iornington peninsula. Only tha,t portion
.which has been properly looked after is
still in order. If the municipalities, or
whatever bodies are entrusted with the
dut.y, do not maintain the roads themselves, the Gorvernment should see tha.t
the work is done and cha,rged to! those
responsible.
In order to preserve. the
foundatiOons of a road a proper protecting skin should be put on.
However,
Mr. Jones has a thorough knowledge of
the who,le matter, and I merely wish to
remind him of the importance of se.eing
that roa.ds are properly maintained ol11oe
they are made.
The Hon. W. i. R. CLARKE.-In
my opinion, t.he roads OIf Victoria were
never in a worse state than they were in at
the end of the war. During the, last five
years, however, a tremendous amount of
mOl11ey has been spent on roads" and any
one who tra,vels over them realizes, what
an enormous improvement has· been
effe.cted.
The Hon. J. P ..JONES (~1inister of
.Public
Worrks).-l thank honorable
members for the observations they have
made during the course of the discussio'll. I have listened to them attentively, but I can promise that I shall
also carefully read the report of theIr rema,rks. In the, meantime·, I can assure
the Committee that there is no warmer
advocate of good roads than myself. I
realize their' great IjmpOirtta~n:cle, a.nd I
am giving attention to the question now.
I am also devoting attention tOi the pmnt
raised by Mr. Smith in rega,rd to the
t.ramways. I intend to give earnest oonsideration to that ma,t·ter, and the best
tha,t loan dOl will be done. Of course,
we shall report our policy to the House
later on, but in the me,antime I can assure, honorable members tha,t our desire
is for aotion and pot words.
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The Hon. J. ST'ERNBERG.-In connexion with the vote fO'r the Mines Department, I wish to say a word or two
on the question of abandorued mi'ning
shafts. As faT as we knQlw, the late. GO'vernment have taken no action for the
purpose of having those shafts covered.
While it is a, matter which largely affects
Bendigo, I would point out tha.t there
are mining fields all over the State. No
prOlvisiorn ha,ving been made in the interests of safety fo.r the covering of
abandolled shafts, I hope that the lVliuister will make a, note of the matter,
and tha,t, as a result, prompt a.c:tion will
be taken to. protect the public. On
mOire than one o.ccasion I have drawn attention to' the necessity for covering
abandoned shaHs, and I trust that
something will be done in tha,t direction
at once.
The clause was a.greed to, as was
clause 2.
The Bill "\-vas reported, \vithout amendment, and the repcrt was a.dopted.
On the motion of the Hon. .T. P.
JONES (Minister of Puhlic \Vorks),
the Bill was read a third time.
CONSOLIDAT'ED REVENUE BILL
(No.3).
This Bill was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Hon. J. P. J 0 NE S (Minister of
Public \Vorks), was read a, first time'.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Wo.rks).-By leave, I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure embodies the Supplementary Estimates, copies of which, nO'
doubt, honorable members have in their
hands. The money has been spent by the
Treasury, but the expenditure must have
the ilnp1"imatur of Parliament. As far as
I am able, with the information handed
to me by the Treasury officials, I shall be
prepared to answer in Committee inquiries
dealing with the matters on the list in my
possession.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
think we can dOo nothing but commit the
Bill without delay. The present Government have had nothing to' dO' with the
expenditure of this money.
The motion was agreed tOo.
The Bill was read a second time, and
::ommitted.
Clause l-(Issue and application of
£582,260).
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The Hon. R. HI. S. ABBOTT.-I
should like to know from the Leader of
the House if he can give any information
as to the preliminary announcement of
au allocation from the Treasurer's Advance-I mean the sum of £100,000
advanced to the Melbourne Electric
Supply Company, pending legislative
sanction. This is a matter of very great
inte,rest in counexion with electric supply, and I should like to' have some
information concerning it.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public vVorks).-I am anxious tOo give the
committee all the informatiOon in my
PO'ssession, and I shall there,fore read the
following statement handed to me by the
Treasury officials:One of the principal duties devolving upon
the Commission by reason of parliamentary
instructions contained in the Electricity Commissioners Act 1918 was the unification and
,co-ordination of all electrical undertakings
within the State.
Under this heading, the
chief problem to be immediately dealt with
was the situation arising out of the expiry of
the franchises of the Melbourne Electric
Supply Company Limited at the end of 1925.
This problem has, during the past three years,
occupied the very serious attention of the
Commission, and, as the result of discussions
with the company, final proposals were submitted to the Government in October last year for
a short extension of the company's franchise,
subject to certain conditions, including a basis
of u1t.imate purchase. So that, on its being
taken over eventually, the company would not
be in the position of having to hand over
long-dated securities bearing a high rate of
interest, it was arranged that the Government
should make an advance of £150,000 at 7 per
cent. per annum, to enable the company to
make necessary extensions, &c. It was then
hoped that the agreement between the Commission and the company would be submitted
to Parliament at the autumn session. This,
however, was not practicable, and it was
found necessary to ask the company to reduce
the advance by £50,000, which was done. The
proposals for the extension of the company's
franchise were approved by the Government,
and published in outline on the 1st February
this year. Since that date a formal agreement
has been drawn up and executed by the
responsible Minister. and a Bill has been
drafted for the ratification of the agreement.
The present Government has not yet had an
opportunity of discussing the Bill.
The position, however, is that, unless Parliament
ratifies the agreement, it will have no effect.

The position, as I understand it, is that
it will be a question for the present Government whe,ther they can approve of
the prOoposal in this respect of the last
GO'vernment.
If this Government find
that they are in agreement with their
predecessors, the matter must then be
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submitted to Parliament. If an agreement is nQot arrived at between the present Government and their predecessors,
the sum of £100,000 referred to may be
called up from the company, after, I
presume, reasonable.notice.
The HQon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
should like again to refer to the inordinate delays occurring in the registratiQon
of titles, mortgages, leases, and other
important documents at the Titles Office.
I shall be pleased if the Leader of the
House will bring the matter under the
nQotice of the Attorney-General, who may
be able to find some method of securing
expedition and of dealing with the
trouble that has prevailed fQor some years
past. One would think it was a matter
that could be e,a,sily rectified.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public 'Vorks).-I promise the honOirable
member that I will draw the attentiQon of
the Attorney-General tD the question.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-During the
very shQrt time that I occupied the position of Attorney-General I had a return
presented to me showing a marked improvement in the time taken in de~l~ng
with titles and other matters pertammg
to the Lands Department.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBDTT.-It takes
six weeks to register a mortgage.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Not now.
The Hon. R. Fr. S. ABBOTT.-1
understand that, in the re-arrangement of
offices, the contrDI of the Electricity Commission, with the enQrmous expenditure
gQing on at Yallourn and the present
labour difficulties there, will come under
the purview of the Minister of Public
Works.
The subject of the Electricity
CommissiQn has been discussed a good
deal in this Rouse, and questiolns have
been asked that the previous GDvernment
did not deem it advisable to reply to. It
is becoming patent to! the metropolitan
people, and even to the people in the
country, that money is being spent at
Yallourn on which nD interest can possibly be earned. I hQpe that the new
Minister will have a searching inquiry
made into the position, and, if it is necessary, bring to a full stOlP the extravagant
expenditure going on there.
The Han. J. K. MERRITT .-1 want
tD call attention tOo a matter in cDnnexion
with the Hospital fQr the Insane at Kew.
During the last three or four years a
number of old and very valuable trees in
the hospital grounds have b~en cut down.
No doubt it was desirable to cut some OIf
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them down.
We hope at some future
time to get this area enlarged by including other asylum reserves and Studley
Park, and thus to have one grand
national park.
In the meantime, it
would be a great pity to allow these trees
to be cut down, for they are beautiful
trees.
I hope the 1\1.'inister will give
attention to the matter, and see if it is
not possible to have these tree,s preserved,
both for their beauty and utility, in connexion with a national park.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Ministe·r of
Public Works).-Mr. Merritt has, in connexion with the item referring to the
electric light at the Kew Asylum, brQought
up the matter of the destruction of trees.
I recollect that I drew tlie attention of
the late Government to tne tremendous
cost of the lighting of the Kew Asylum.
I think it was oosting about £3,000 per
annum, while it did not cost as much to
light the whole of the city of Richmond.
Apparently, as the result of my remarks,
they have taken SQme action in the
matter. Sir William :lVIcPherson was
greatly surprised when he read my statement, and promised to look into the
matter at Dnce, in Drder to prevent waste.
r have also noticed what 1\11'. Merritt
mentiDned about the trees. I observed,.
with sorrow, that ,some fine trees have
been cut down. I will draw the attentiDn
of the Chief Secretary to the matter at
once.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I should
like to know whether the Minister of
Public Works has any infQrmation as to
whether the Railway Department intends
to take over the bookstalls. I understDod
that the matter was under the consideration of the department.
The Hon. J. P. -TONES (l\1:inister of
Public Works~.-I have nD info['mation
to enable me tD reply to my honorable
friend, but I will make a note of his
inquiry.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
would like the Leader of the House to
draw the attention of the Railways Oommissioners, or the officer who is responsible, to the numerous complaints made
with reference to the refreshment services at some of the railway stations,
and particularly at Kyneton. Since the
Government took over tho ~atering at
this station the a tten tion recei ved by
travellers has been very inferior to what
it used to be. The attendants, when the
train arrives at the station, approach
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the business of serving the public in
such a leisurely way that, with only a
ten-minutes' stop, it is very difficult to be
supplied.
This applies also to the dining
room, whe,re it should be possible to pro'vide good serrvice as well as good meals.
I have not heard any complaint as to
the quality of the food, but the trouble is
that the service is' inadequate, or, at any
rate, is not sufficient to cop~ with the
demand of travellers. It is useless to
l'3upply a good dinner if it cannot be snpplied in the time allowed.
I t has become very ,unpleasant on this line, and
regular travellers complain that it is
3Jlmost impossible to get anything at the
Kyneton Refreshment Rooms. For two
or three years alterations and remodelling have been going on, and a pretty
large sum of money has been spent at
Kynflton. Something like £20,000 is involved in these alterations, and I do not
know whether the job will be finished
during the tenure of the present Government. . It may be accomplished during
their time if they have a year or two of
office. It is very unfortunate that since
the Comnnissioners took over the catering the ~ttendants should have gone in
for" the government stroke," which makes
the service almost useless.
The young
lady attendants look very nice behind
the counters., They do not attend to
the wants of the old men, but what they
do for the young men is another matter.
The service is getting worse and worse,
a.nd it is high time that this matter :received attention.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I shall see that the
remarks of Mr. Kiernan and :Mr.
Abbott, as reported in ·Hansard, are
sent to the Railways Commissioners. I
will ask them for replies, which will be
sent to those honorable members.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Sum available for the purposes voted by the Legislative Assembly).
The Ron. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
trust it will not be taken as a matter
of course that 'in the future we are
going to allow a Bill of this nature to be
rushed throrugh as '0'11 this occasion.
There are many ite11{s of Supply that I
have ,no doubt honorable members would
like to refer to. Of course, we recognize
that the present Government have had
nothing to do with this expenditure. I

Bill (No.3).

rose luerely to express the hope ,that
such Bills will not be allowed to go
through in future without full consideration.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I have great sympathy
with the remarks made by Mr. Richardson. vVith the present Government it is
a case of Hobson's choice. I used to take
the same objection myself, but all this
money has been spent, and we have to
pass it so that the Treasury officials may
be able to close their books.
The clause was agreeed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works), the
Bill was read a third· time.
VICT"bRIAN GOVERNMENT
LOAN BILL.
This Bil~ was received from the Legislative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the Han. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works), was read a first time.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I moveThat the Bill be printed, and the second
reading made an Or'der of the Day for later
this day.

The motion was agreed to.
VAOANCY IN THE SENATE.
The PRESIDENT.-The time has
now come when it is necessary for us to
fulfil our appointment with the members
of another place in the Legislative Assembly Chamber for the purpose of
sitting and voting together to choose
a person to hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the death of Senator
Stephen Barker. It is our duty now to
proceed to the Assembly chamber. I
wish to remind honorable members that
when the joint sitt'ing is over the bells
will be immediately rung, and we shall
re-assemble in this House to dispose of
whatever business the Government has to
put before us. It will also be necessary
to pass the usual motion for the adjourn'ment of the House.
At 8.10 p.m. the President left the
chair, and the House proceeded to the
chamber of the Legislative Assembly.
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The PRESIDENT resumed the chair at
10.55 p.m.
The PRESIDENT.-I have to report
that the House met the Assembly this
da.y in the Assembly Chamber for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to
choose a person to hold the place in the
Senate rendered vacant by the death of
Senator Stephen Barker, and that Joseph
Francis Hannan, Esq., was duly chosen
to fill the vacant place.
VICTORIAN GOVERN1IENT
LOAN BILL.
The Ron. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

..

As a matter of urgency, I am introducing a Bill to authorize the raising in London of an amount of £4,500,000 for the
purposes of country roads, the electricity
scheme, and water supply. This does not
necessarily imply that any London loan
will be for this sum or for the amounts
set down in this Bill for the various purposes. It is necessary, however, to have
nvailable authority in case of a favorable
opportunity for loan fl.otation. The existing authority fOT the electricity scheme is
practically exhausted. Hitherto, money
for roads has been found solely from local
fiotatjons. In view, however, of the d,ifficulty of raising :money (locally at a
reasonable rate of interest, it is advisable
to ask for authority to secure money for
roads from London. I am advised by the
Treasury that fhe passing of this Bill i~
an urgent matter.
I understand that
similar advice was tendered to the late
Government, and it' was pressed to bring
in a London loan bill. Owing, however,
to its precarious situation, the Government did not feel justified in introducing
the measure. It must be borne in mind
that the fact of having authority to raise
money does not give the Government the
power to spend, as authority for expenditure is governed by the Loan Application Acts. It should also be noted that
it has been the practice to have borrowing
authority both in London and in Melbourne, because it is sometimes preferable to borrow locally and sometimes
overseas. We have to be guided by circumstances. There is nothing contentious
in this Bill, and I would ask the House
to pass it speedily.
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
trust honorable members will agree to the
passing of this Bill. We are all agreed,
at any rate with regard to the first item in
the schedule, which is the provision of
£1,500,000 for the construction of main
roads and developmental roads. I do not
think that a single one of us fails to recognize the great importance of our roads
policy. It is an utter impossibility at the
present time to borrow money at anything like a reasonable l'ate of interest.
The Melbourne and }\ietropolitan Board
of Works fl.oated a loan at 6-} per cent.
It was expected that the whole of the
loan w()uld be taken up in one afternoon,
but, as a matter of fact, it was not taken
up for several days. Honorable members
who represent the arid districts of the
State mu.st reoognize the wonderful benefits accruing from our irrigation policy.
There should, therefore, be no difference·
of opinion as to the desirability of giving
approval to the second item in the
schedule, by which provision is made for
£1,500,000 for irrigation works and water
supply in country districts. There may
be some little difference of opinion with
regard to the third item in the schedul~,
the provision of £1,500,000 for works and
undertakings ., of the State Electricity
Commission. However, we have to recognize that a large portion of this amount
has already been agreed to by Parliament.
We are now only giving the Government
an opportunity of l'a:iJsing money on the
London market as a favorable opportunitv arises. We have the' assurance of
the Leader of the House that the present
Government recognizes the importance of
proceeding with this 'legislation, and we
know that the previous' Government had
intended to bring in a similar Bill. The
works are of such importance ,that ,J
should not like the Legislative Council
to be regarded as a blocking-stone. Tomorrow I shall sit with municipal representatives on the Municipal Association,
and I should not like it to be said that the
Legislative Council ,had placed an obstacle in the way' of legislation for works
that the municipalities are anxious to see
carried out.
The lIon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
Bill has come very unexpectedly befor.e
the House, and at such a late hour that
I do not propose to say all that I should
like to say ou the matter. It a.ppeal's .as
if the Government were getting inside the
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agreement arrived at with the Federal
Treasurer. It will be recollected .that the
Federal Treasurer was to borrow
£20,000,000, and the States were to· obtain what money they wanted out of that
amount. N ow, according to the statement made bv the Minister of Public
Work'S, the Victorian Go.vernment are
going to rush on to the London market
for a loan of £4,500,000. No statement
hM been made as to how the agreement
with the Federal Treasurer will be
affected by this policy. I do not think
we should rush legislation of this kind.
Personally, I should prefer the debate to
be adjourned until the next sitting day.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-That will
not be for five weeks.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-It
would make very little difference if the
debate were adjourned for five weeks. If
. the money is raised in London, it will be
~mpossible to get it out here without payIng the 3 per cent. that other people have
to pay. It is' quite unessential that the
Bill should be rUBhed through to-night.
If the second reading is agreed to, I shall
(lertainly suggest that close scrutiny be
given to the amount of £1,500,000 allocated for the Yallourn venture. This is
going to add further to what has been
the most awful financial fiasco Victoria
has ever embarked upon. I should like
the. Mi~is~er. to state whether the present
pohcy IS In accordance with the arrangement made with the Federal Treasurer.
. The Ho~. D. L. MeNAMARA (MinIster of Mmes and Forests).-This Bill
is in thorough accordance with the arrangement that was made with the Federal Government some few weeks ago.
I
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Cla,use 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2For the purposes mentioned in the schedule
to this Act the Governor in Council may
from time to time raise by way of loan by
the creation and issue of Victorian Government consolidated inscribed stock under the
authority of the Victorian Government Con·
solidated Inscribed Stock Act 1898 an amount
not exceeding four million five hundred thousand pounds sterling in the whole.

The Hon. R. H. S.
move--

ABBOTT.-I

That it be a suggestion to the Legislative
Assembly to make the following amendment:Omit £4,500,000 and insert £8,000,000.
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The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-With reg.ard
t.o the £1,500,000 for electricity works
and undertakings, I should like to know
the expenditure to which we are cOommitted by Acts of Parliament, and how
much of the money is to be spent in the
future.
Th.e Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister Oof
~ubhc Works).-Already there are in exIstence Acts empowering the expenditure
of a certain sum, although I do nOot know
whether it covers the whole amount set
down. here. At any rate, where the expendIture has not already legislative approval it will be necessary to consult Parliament again before more money is
spent... I am advised that the existing
authOrIty for the electricity scheme is
practically eochausted. I should like to
point out to Mr. Abbott that the House
w.ould be stultifying itself by agreeing t.o
hIS s~ggested amendment, and refusing to
prOVIde furt.her money in connexion with
the works and undertakings of the State
Electricity Commission. Undoubtedly if
n:ore money is required for the completIQn . of the commission's unde,rtakings,
~arhament :"ould eithe,r have to provide
It or practICally scrap work on which
millicns have already been spent.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Nb,t necessarily. We want to call a halt and
have all investigation.
'
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I see'. Well,
I hope tha,t the Committee will not acoopt
Mr. Abbott's suggested amendment. This
Bill is regarded as extremely urgent, in
or~er that the State may economically
raIse the money which· P a,rli ament, has
already indicated that it requires by virtue Qf various loan Acts.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS-YOU want
extra money.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Extra money
cannot be spent until Parliament has
been consulted. Therefore Parliament will
~ave an opportunity of determining the
Issue la,ter on. The Treasury desires this
authority, so that the most economical opportullUlty that presents itself for raising
the money may be seized. ·There is
already power to raise the money in Melbourne, and power is desired to floa,t a
loan in London if the market is mOore
favora:ble there tha,~ here.
The Hon ..G. ~. GOUDIE.-In regard
to the flotatlO'n m London, I should like
to know whe,ther the Gove:rnment prQpose to have the sovereigns shipped out
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or whether the money will be used' there
either for the purpose of buying material
in England OIr as a set-off against some
other indebtedness.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I am advised by the
Treasury officials that the object o.f raising this mOiney in London would be to
pay what is due there
In regard tOi the
electricity works and undertakings there is
already authorit.y to spend the money,
and it is a question of raising it in the
most suitable market.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-If we
pass this Bill, will it be necessary to raise
the whole amount straight a.way, or may
it be obtained a little a.t a time ~ 'Ve
know that there is great tension in the
money market at present, and I quite
agree that we should be in a position
to seize the most favorable opportunity
of raising what we require. All over the
wOIrld the mOoney market is terribly tight,
and such high ra.tes Oof interest are asked
tha,t it would be injudicious to go on the
market and borrow the whole of this
£4,500,000 under present conditiOins. I
suppose it will not. be imperat.ive for the
Go'Vernment toO borrow the total amount,
but that they will be in a positiOlll to borrow anything up to it.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-That is so.
The Hon. W. L. R. OLARKE.-I
take it that no one will imagine for a
nlOment that this money will be borrowed
until .it is required.
Honorable members well know the necessity for taking
steps to improve the roads throughout
the State, and also 'to add to our irrigation works. When we are receiving the
full benefit of the supply of electriGity
from Yallourn it will be found to be one
of the greatest assets Victoria has ever
had. I hope the fruits of that scheme
will be gathered in very soon.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-This is a matter with regard to which we should
The London market
hasten slowly.
should nOit be apprOiached for £4,500,000
in the i:mm:ediate future.
I am lOiath
to say anything that would prevent money from
being obtained
for road making and other necessary developmental work.
At the same
timb, it is apparent that the borrowing
of money ,abroad is intensifying the
financial strain, means the payment of a
high rate of interest and increasing the
exchange difficulty.
It has been sta.ted
l•
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that t.his mOiney is required In London.
If that is SOl, how is it going
to be of any advantage for the purpose of
road making in Victoria? I can quite
realize that in a new country like Victoria we must borrow money for developmental purposes, but only when suitable
opportunity offers. One 0.£ the items in
the schedule provides for the expenditure
of £1,500,000 fOil' irriga.tion wOTks and
water supply in the country districts.
..:~n immense amount has already been
spent in that direction, and before we
incur any further expenditure 011
new
wOIrks
we
ought
to
look
ahead and see wha,t benefits are
going to accrue to those settled' on
the land at the present time and thoso
Many of
who will take up land later.
the settlers on irrigation blocks are now
in a bad way, and I believe a number of
them . are leaving their holdings in
various portions of the State. This is
largely due to the fact that they are unable to find markets abroad, or even at
home, for their produce. One has only
to look at the dried fruit industry to
see how serious is the position. Memhers of the Oountry party are more familiar 'with that subject than I am, and
. they could tell the House a good deal
about the difficulty of the settlers in the
There are
disposing of their produce.
large quantities of dried fruits for
whieh no market is available, and the
Government ought to consider the position very carefully before spending any
further money ill this direction.
It
ought to consider first the getting of
markets, both at home and abroad. There
is no doubt the marketing question will
have to be grappled with in the near
future. During the last eleven months
the imports into Australia exceeded
the exports by £17,000,000.. That has
had a tremendous effect in tightening up
the money market.
Those who are engaged in. commercial pursuits in this
State know how tight the money market
is.
I realize the difficult position
the Government is in, because members
of both Houses are continually pressing
Ministers to spend money in their
constit,uencies.
It is done ,at the 1'e·
quest of our c<?n~tituents, who are continually asking for developmental works.
I can quite understand how difficult it is
for the Government to stand up against
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these request~, but they must do so. I do
not intend to take up the time of the
liouse any further than to say that I hope
the Government will not rush on to the
London mark-et to horro'w the who1e of
this money.
It will be quite sufficient,
to secure the money as it is required.
I take it that it will be two or three ye'ars
before all of it can be expended, and the
Government ought to be content to· borrow the money in instalments.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
should like to reply to what has been
said.
It appears from the statement
of the Minister that the Bill is a miSl'epre~entation on the face of it. It is supposed to provide money for particular
works, but the Minister has told us that
it js required to meet obligations in London. We 'can have no obligations in
IJoudon in connexion with the development of our roads, nor in regard to our
irrigation and water supply. It is quite
possible that there may be obligations
with regard to the operations of the Electricity Oommission. The :Minister has
told us that the Government has power·
to borrow certain sums of money in Australia, and this Bill is to give it power to
borrow money in London.
It will be
n€'Cessary at some time fOor this HOfUse,'
more than any other place, to put in
a peg as to operations of this sort, because
we are pledging the land and the assets
uf this country.
We represent the
people, who, lllOTe tha.n anybody else, will
ha,ve to shOoulder the burden of the interest
and the repayment Oof this money. Mr.
Tyner has expressed the opinion that it
will become more and more manifest that
many of our schemes are of such magnificent proportions that they are absolutely beyon9. us.
}.fr. Tyner has referred to the fruit industry. If currants
:md raisins cannot be sold, how is it
})()ssible for the growers to pay £3 an acre
for water? There is no doubt that if we
continue borrowing in this way a £'uallcial crisis will be brought about that win
l)lace us in a position very detrimental
to our progress and prosperity.
The
Oommittee will be wise to reduce the
amount to £3,000,000.
It will show at
:my rate, that we have some regard for
the position, and are endeavouring to
~x.!rcjse some discrimination in connexion
with giving unlimited powers to the Go\-ernment to borrow money.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I hope that Mr. Abbott
will withdraw his motion, because it really
would have no effect. I am sorry that
I am not better acquainted with the actual
position of affairs, but honorable members must understand that this Bill wa~
only mentioned to the Government this
aft~rnoon. It is a Bill that in the ordlnary way would have been brought forward by the previ,ous Government, and
when it was pre~ented to us the Premier
submitted it to Sir Alexander Peacock,
who would know all about the position
and the requirements.
Sir' lilexander
Peacock, apparently, was quite satisfied
\-vith it, because another place passed the
measure without any objection whatever.
So far as the Electricity Oommission
matter is concerned, the Government have
power, which has been granted by Parliament, to borrow in Melbourne the money
required, but the Treasury o·fficials feel
that it is most likely-in fact, that it is
an absolute certainty-that that money
can be borrowed to-day very much more
cheaply in London. There is an interest
bill of £3,000,000 to be paid in London,
and it is only common sense for us to pass
this measure, which is asked for by the
Treasury officials who are charged with
the care of the finances of the State. If
they do not. get pow~r to borrow the
money in I,ondon they will have to borrow it in Melbourne at probably a very
much greater cost.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-The schedule
to the Bill does not .sny that the money is
for the purpose of paying interest in Lond.on.
1'he Hon. J. P. JONES.-I am advised
that the interest bill that has to be met in
London is £3,000,000, and I presume that
the bulk of the money when it is borrowed
will be utilized to pay that interest bill.
Of course, the whole amount would not be
borrowed at once. The Treasury. usually
has power to borrow in I.Jondon, but its
power to do so is now nearly exhausted,
and it is very essential that it should be
rel~ewed.
I understand that the power
~rill be exhausted in three weeks' time,
and the officials, in order that th€y may
kf'ep the finances straight, and do what is
best in the interests of the State, have
asked that the measure be treated 'as a
matter of urgency.
They can borrow
money in London more 'Cheaply tha.n they
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can in Melbourne. As a business man, it
presents itself to me as a right and proper
thing to pass the Bill. If there were not
already power to borrow the Electricity
Commission money it would be quite another matter. 'lhe House, then, might
with reason hold the Bill up, and, as Mr.
Abbott has suggested, have an examination into the electricity scheme, and possibly stop the whole of the work.
,(
think, however, that that would not comThe Elecmend itself to the House.
tricity Commission have been carrying
out the work, and, after all the money
that has been spent on it, it would be a
very stupid thing on our part to say
that it must be stopped, and to scrap the
whole business and lose the millions we
have expended.
In view of my statement, I ask Mr. Abbott to withdraw his
moti.on. It would get us nowhere. The
Treasury officials would simply go on the
Melbourne market and borrow money
at a much greater cost than they could
obtain it at in London.
The motion was negatived, and the
clause was agreed to, as was clause 3.
The schedule.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-I
should like to say that I do not think any
money has ever been· spent in Victoria
with more advantage than that which
has been spent on irrigation and water
supply. Irrigation is the crying need of
this country, and I should .like to point
out to the Minister that the success of the
whole of our irrigation schemes now de
pends on the Hume reservoir. At present
I understand that every drop of water
that is available is being used.
If a
drought time were to come, the settlers
would not have water for irrigation, and
there would be tremendous hardships
right through the Murra1Y dietricts. The
Hume reservoir is the key of the whole
position, and it has been held up for
ten years. In 1914, when its construction
was authorized, the Government experts
nnticipated that it would be finished in
four years. It has cost enormously more
than was estimated, and, in passing, I
may say that it seems to me a foolish
policy to put forward estimates of works
which do not come within coo-ee of
the ultimate cost. Although the Hume
reservoir has been authoriZJed fOil' ten
years, a decision has not yet been arrived
at as to how wide the foundations shall
4
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be, yet this is probably t'he most important
irrigation work ill Australia. I horpe the
Minister will use his infl.uence to have
that question settled. If it is not Victoria that is holding back the work, but
New S.outh Wales that is doing her best
to delay the building of the foundations,
I trust that our Government will use its
utmost influence with the New South
Wales Government to have a decision come
to, so that the work may be proceeded
with at once, in order that the greatest
irrigation scheme in Australia may be carried out.
The lIon. H. KECK.-Each session "\,. e
pass huge sums of money for irrigation
work. I have championed the cause of
irrigation for many years, and I still believe in it. The Hume reservoir is going
to be the source of supply for all our irrigation schemes, and I quite understand
that it is necessary that money should be
voted by Parliament to carryon that
great work. There are other irrigation
works that we have been asking for recently, and I should like the Minister to
inform the House whether any money is
being provided for the proposed storage
and irrigation works, called the Eppalock scheme,
on the Campaspe
River.
If these works wel'e COllstructed they would command some of the
finest land we have in the State of Victoria. The men who are on the land know
its quality, and I say unhesitatingly on
their behalf and my own, that it is admirably suited for irrigation. If that
strip of ,country were brought .under irrigation for lucerne growing-I would 110t
say for raisin growing, because it is in
a bad way-it would respond bountifully,
as it would respond to anything. I trust
that a sum of money will be placed on
the Estimates for the carrying out of
these works.
The Hon. i'1.. E. CHA.NDLER.-Thore
is sert down m the schedule to
this Bill
a
eUlU
of
£1,500,000
for the Country Roads Board for
the purposes of main roads and developmental roads. The Country Roads
Board has expended some millions sterling in Victoria, and hundreds of thousands of pounds of that money has been
a bsolutely going to waste, simply because
the municipalities have not had the
wherewithal to maintain the roads. The
position has become so serious that the
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municipalities do not know where to turn
to get the funds necessary to carry out the
'Work that is urgently required.· There
are many municipalities within 60 miles
of Melbourne that cannot maintain their
roads, and ,they have asked the Government from time to time to supply them
with the necessary money. The position
ig so desperate that municipalities are
clubbing together and trying to bring
pressure to b~ar on their members cf
Parliament to get the matter brought
under the notice of the Government. I
trust that the present Government will,
as soon as may be possible, bring in a
Bill to remedy this state of affairs.
The
municipalities cannot carryon this work,
and we are losing money. The Country
Roads Board has spent millions sterling,
and it is a sorry sight to go over some
of the roads and see the way in which t.he
municipalities are maintaining them. We
r.annot blame the municipalities, because
these roads were not made for the tremendously heavy traffic they have now to
earry.
I hope the Minister of Public
vVorks will give this matter his serious
eonsidera tion.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amend'ment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hoo. J. P.
•TONES (Minister of Public VVorks) the
J ~ill was read a third time.
lillJOURN:NIENT.
The lIon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I beg to moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, the 26th August.
.

As I have already stated, another place
lIas adjourned until that date, and if we
lIIet earlier there would, of course, be no
business for the House to do.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHliRDSON.-I
would like to know from the Minister of
I)ublic Works what business this House
is likely to have to do on the 26th August.
Is there any reason why country members
should be called to Melbourne to attend
on that date when they might find that
there wag no business awaiting them ~ I
would suggest that we should not meet
until the following week.
The Ho~l. J. P. JONES (J\tfinister of
Publi·c Works).-I think it would be advisable to adopt the suggestion made by
Mr. Richardson, and to make the date of

Adjournment.

meeting the 2nd of September. By leave,
I will amend my motion accordingly. I
am very anxious to convenience honorable
members, and I think the alteration I am
making will suit all practical purposes.
The motion, by leave, was amended
accordingly, and agreed to.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat the House do now adjourn.

In doing so, I desire to express my very
deep sense of gratitude for the great kindness the House has extended to me on this
occasion. I have had, as honorable members are aware, to take matters in hand
with which I was not au fait, and I have
had to be guided by the Treasury officials.
I assure honorable members that it will
be my earnest desire to meet the convenience of the House in every way and
to do the best I can in the discharge of
t.he responsible duties devolving upon me.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.39 p.m.,
until Tuesday, 2nd September.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, July 22, 192;" .

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.36 p.m.
PRESENTATION OF ADDRESS IN
REPLY.
The SPEAKER.-As directed by this
honorable House I waited on His Excellency the Governor on Thursday last.,
and presented to him the, Address of the
Legislative Assembly, agreed to on the
previous day, in reply to His Excellency's Speec~ at the opening of Parliament. His Excellency was pleased to
make t.he following reply:Mr. Speaker and Gentlemen of the Legislative Assembly.
In the name and on behalf of His Majesty
the King I thank you for your expressions of
loyalty to our Most Gracious Sovereign, contained in the Address you have just presented to me.
You acquaint me in your Address that upon
their general policy my late advisers have lost
the confidence of the electors and of the
House, and I have the honour to inform you

. New Ministry.
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that, they having resigned their offices, I have
taken steps which will, I trust, bring the
Executive Government into harmony with the
opinion of the Legislative Assembly.
STRADBROKE,
(Signed)
Governor of Victoria.
Melbourne, 17th July, 1924.
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ESTIMATES.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) presented a message from His Excellency the
Governor, t.ransmitting an estimate of
expenditure fDr the mOonth of August,
and recommending an apprQipriation from
the consolidated reven.ue accordingly.

NE"\V lVIINISTRY.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In
consequence of events that occurred in
this House a shOort time ago, His Excellency the GOovernor entrusted me with a
cOommission to fOorm a Ministry, and the
portfoliDs have been allotted as fDllow:The HOon. George Michael Prendergast,
M.L.A., Premier and Treasurer.
The HOon. Thomas Tunnecliffe, M.L.A.,
Chief Secretary.
The HOon. John Lemmon, M.L.A.,
Minister of Public Instruction and Minister Qif La bour .
The HOon. Edmond J Oohn Hoga.n ,
1\1.L.A., Minister Df Agriculture, Minister of Railways, and a Vice-President of
the Board of Land and Works.
The Hon. Henry Ste'phen Bailey,
M.L.A., President· of the Board of Land
and Vv Oorks, Commissioner of Crown
Lands and Survey, and 1\1inister Df
Water Supply.
The HQin. William Slat,er, M.L.A., Attorney-General and SDlicitor-General.
The HQin. John Percy Jones, M.L.C.,
CommissiDner Qif Public Works, Minister
of Public Health, Minister in Charge of
Immigration, and a Vice-President of the
Board of Land and Works.
The Hon. Daniel Laurence McNamara,
M.L.C., Minist.er Oof Mines, Minister of
FOorests, and a Vice-President Oof the
"BOoa,rd of Land and W Oorks.
The HOon. William James Beckett"
lI.L.C.; the Hon. James Herbert Disney,
M.L.C.; the Hon. John Cain, J\LL.A.;
and the HQin. GOordon Charles \Vebbe'r,
M.L.A., :Ministers without port.folio.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Nine Ministers represent.ing city constituencies, and three
representing country constituencies!
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Well, I hope
that the Ministry will meet with the approval of hOono,ra.ble members Dn the
Opposition side Df the HQiuse, and I sincerely hope that it will mee,t with the
approval of the country.
T

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
The SPEAKER.-I have to announce
t.hat I have this day received froom
Messrs. Prendergast and Wa,rde their
resignations as members of the Committee
of ElectiOons and Qualifications.
ACTING CHAIRMAN OF
COMMIT'TEES.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
move-That the honorable member for Carlton,
Mr. Solly, act as Chairman of Committees for
this day.

The mQition was agreed to.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
The House resolved itself into Committee of Supply.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
moveThat a sum not exceeding £1,275,051 be
granted to His Majesty on account for or towards defraying the following services for the
year 1924-25 :-Legislative Council---1salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £88; Legislative
Assembly-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£981; Parliamentary Standing iCommitteesalaries and ordinary expenditure, £83; refreshment rooms-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £369; engineers-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £40; the Library-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £52;. the Library,
State Parliament House-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £194; Victorian Parliamentary Debates--.salaries and ordinary expenditure, £415; Chief Secretary's Office-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £1,220; Chief Secretary's Office,-pensions, &c., £8,000; Board
for the Protection of the Abor,igines-1Salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £500; explosivessalaries and ordinary expenditure, £535; State
Accident Insurance Office-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £233; Fisheries and Gamesalaries and ordinary expenditure, £484; Government Shorthand Writer-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £115; the Governor's
Office-ordinary expenditure, £39; Herbarium
-salaried and ordinary expenditure, £88;
Inebriates Instituti:on-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £329; lI'Larine Board-1Salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £117; Observatory-
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salaries and ordinary expenditure, £374; Premier's Office-.salaries and ordinary expendJiture, £296; Agent·Genera1-staff and office,
£824; Audit Office-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £1,876;
Government Statistsalaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,116;
Hospitals for the Insane-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £33,000; Neglected Ohildren,
&c.-salaries
and
ordinary
expenditure,
£26,840; Penal and Gaols-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £7,500; Police-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £48,000; Public Ubrary,
&c.-salaries and ordinary expen<1iture, £2,885;
Public Service Commissioner-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £398; Department of
Labour-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£2,088; Education-salaries,. £128,900; Education-orcLinary expenditure, £14,500; Education-pensions, &c., £21; Education-Works
and Buildings, £1,000; Education-endowments
and grants, £50; Attorney-General-salaries,
£9,701; Attorney-General-ordinary expenditure,
£2,708;
Solicitor-General - salaries,
£5.601; Solicitor-General~rdinar'y expenditure, £1,800; Treasury-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £4,750; Treasury-transport, &c.,
£542; Treasury-unforeseen expenditure, £500;
Treasury-payments t'O Railway Department,
£600;
Treasury-charitable
grant,
&c.,
£11,000; Treasury--pensions, &c., £20; Treasury-exceptional· expenditure, £3,000; Taxation
Office-administration-salaries, £271 ;
Taxation Office-income tax-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £8,665; Taxation Office
-land tax-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£3,041 Taxation Office--dea.th duties-salaries
and 'Ordinary" expc'llditu\re, £243; ·Curatorsalarioo and ordinary expenditure, £522; GoVernment Printer-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £10,098; Government Printer-exceptional expenditure, £208;
Government
Printer-advertising, £249; Survey, &c., Crown
Lands-salaries and' ordinary expenditure,
£2,906; Public Parks, &c.-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £71; Botanic, &c., Gardenssalaries and 'Ordinary expenditure, £1,173;
Extirpation of Rabbits, &c.-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £7,187; Works and Buildings, £230; Crown Lands-exceptional expenditure, £300; Immigration Bureau, £1,511; Public Works-,salaries 'and ordinary expenditure,
:£5,200; Ports and Har,bors-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,644; Ports and Har.borsworks, &c., £9,000; Ports and Harbors-exceptional expenditure, £500; Public W or ksworks and buildings, £30,000; Public Worksroads, works, and bridges, £700; Public 'Works
-endowments and grants, municipalities &c.,
£2,400; Public Works-exceptional expenditure,
£2,200; Mines--salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,020; Mines-furtherance of mining
industry, £1,620; Mines-exceptional expenditure, £60; State Foresi:e-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £9,415; State Rivers and
Wiater Supply Commissi'On-salaries, &c.,
£18,083; Agriculture-administrative-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £1,116; Agriculture
-salaries and 'Ordinary expenditure, £13,477;
Horticulture-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,208; Stock and Dairy-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £4,389; Expor.t DevelopMr. Prendergast!.
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ment - :salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£5,245; 'Public Health-salaries and ordinary
expendi ture, .£5',974; Public Health-miscellaneous, £417; Railways-wo.rking expenses,
&·c., £750,000; Railways, pensions, &c.: £1,377;
Hailways-Railway Construction Branch, £964;
State Coal Mine-working expenses, £44,595.

The period for which Supply has already
been granted will expire at the end of
this month, and we are now asking .the
House to grant Supply to the end of
August. There are no new items of expenditure included in the amount I am
now asking for.
The amount is based
upon the actual expendj ture of last year,
and exceeds one-twelfth of the total expenditure for the last financial year by
approximately only £20,000. We have
be·en in the habit of following, fO'r very
many years, the course I ha.ve now taken,
and I have no hesitation in asking the
House to grant this Supply to-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Mr.
Chairman-Mr. 'CAIN.-Th.e new Leade'r of the
Opposition.
Sir A.LEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes.
The new Leader of the Opposition.
:Mr. EVERARD.-Self-appointecl.
Sir ALEXANDER PE.A.COCK.-N 0thing of the kind. I do not want to be
drawn into any controversy at this stage.
The Leader of the Government has made
an announcement on behalf of himself
and his colleagues regarding the appointment· of the new Ministry. I have to
announce that I have 'been appointed the
Leader of the Opposition, constituted by
the members of the retiring Government
and the immediate supporters of that Government. IWe have followed the practice that has been adO'pted O'n very many
occasions, not only in this Parliament,
but in other houses of legislature in different parts of His Majesty's dominions.
That is my reply to the honorable member
for Evelyn. The Premier has asked for
Supply for a month. A combination of
circumstances, over which I had no control whatever, has apparently made it
necessary for him to do so. I may say
that although the Premier and myself
differ politically, we have no differences
personally, and I hope that the cordial
relations that hitherto e·xisted between
us, sitting on opposite sides of the House,
will be continued now that .this change
has taken place. I shall be glad if the
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Premier will gi ve the House some information as to what is going to happen
after we grant the month's Supply, which
.should be conceded in the circumstances.
It is the usual practice for a new Government to obtain Supply in this way to enable it to formulate its policy. The Premier, however, has not indicated to the
House when he proposes to ask the House
to adjourn to. We know from statements
ill the press that the Government prol)Qses to ask for a month's adjournment,
and I think that when we have transacted
certain business which must come before
us to-day, he should tell us for how long
he proposes to ask the House to adj ourn.
The House is certainly entitled to that
information, and it has been the invariable
practice to give it. Then we ought to
have from the Premier an outline of the
business he proposes to submit for our
(\onsideration.
The House is certainly
(1ntitled, before granting Supply, to a definite statement as to some items of policy
the new Government proposes to endeavour to give effect to.
1\1:r. HUGHEs.-"Te win look into t.hat
matter.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
hope the Leader of the GOlvernment will
recognize that I am treat.ing him fairly.
He needs no assurances from me that he
will recei ve courtesy at all times, and
'SQIIlle hard knocks, as well, as occasion
We have a duty tOI perform
requires.
to the State, representing as we dO'
entire'ly different views f~om those
shared by members now sitting on
the 1\1inisterial side of the House.
The Leader of the Government will
recognize that members sitting on
this (the Opposition) sidel of the House
are prepared to grant a reasonable adjournment.
I understand that in the
course of a few moments we shall ha,ve to
meet to deal with the message from the
Governor concerning the appointment of
a member of the Senat" to fill the vacancy
caused by the lamented death of ~enator
Barker. I suggest, if the Premier is not
prepared at this stage to make an announcement on the two matters I have
referred to, that we should naw adjourn
fO'r the meeting that has been convened by
circular for 5 o'clock.
After we have
transacted that business the PremieT
. might then be in a position to give the
information I desire. I think I have the
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right to ask him. to make a statement on
the lines I have indicat,ed, as a ma.tter of
courtesy to the House.
~Ir. PRE~DERGAST (Premier).-I
should like to point out to the honorable member that, in view of the hasty
quittance from the 1\1:inisterial side of the
House of those who formerly occupied the
benches there, a number af uncampleted
items of business have to be dealt with.
The new Government has not had an opportunity of considering wha.t it should
do with them.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-You explained your
policy to the electors. Why not to this
I

House~

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The hona'rable member need not wo,rry about that at
present. He cannot expect a policy speech
at this stage of the proceedings. We pi'Opose to develop our policy, if members
will give us a reasonable opportunity of
considering it, and that is the course that
is usually taken when there is a change
of Government,.
There are some items
in our policy tha,t do no,t require very
much further consideration, but in regard to others, it is desirable that we
should be given an Oppoi'tunity to see how
details are to be carried out.
lir. OLD.-Will you give us a bit more
about your policy than was in the GoverM
nor's Speech ~
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-We propose
to add a bie.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Are you go'ing to do
what you promised the electors you
would ~
1Ir. PRENDERGAST.-We will give
the House our policy speech after we have
had an opportunity o.f formulating it,.
}\IIr. EGGLESTON.-You fonnulated your
po,licy to the electors, and we now want
you to carry it out.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We propose
to carry out our policy. The honorable
member may depend upon that. \Ve propose to ask for an adjournment for five
weeks, which I think is reasonable-.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Is that all ~
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-The adjournment asked fo,r by t.he last Government
was for two months.
1\1r. EGGLESToN.-For eight days.
1\1:r.
PRENDERGAST.-For
eight
days after an adjournment 0.£ six months,
and after an election, toOl.
But I am
sure the honora.ble membe'r do'es not want
to consider the questio-n of an election
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visited the Sale, Seaspray, and TraralgO'll districts, and relceived deputations from a number of persons in those
localities who have. been agit,at.ing fOor
railway construction, particularly from
Sale to' Seaspray, to help the returned
soldie-rs settled in the lOocality, and who
cannot succeed unless they are given railway communication. That Ministe·r has
been ejected from Dffice, and we have no
idea what report he intended to present
regarding the matte·rs which came under
his nOitice. I should like the ne·w Minister of Railways to visit the district, and
hea,r what is to be said by those int.erested
in these matters, so that we could get a
report from him at an early date. What
is de'sired is that the proposed line should
be referred to' the Railways Standing
Committee for report..
The other matter to which I desire to draw attentiOon
is the proposal of the previous Government to spend £1,000,000 on forests. I
may say at this stage tha,t I have received
a letter from the Sale Borough CDuncil,
dra,wing attention to the serious condition
of that portion of Flooding Creek, on the
Mr. :McLACHLAN.-I do not propose west bank of the Sale canal basin, in conto object to the adjournment of the House sequence of erosion. This is regarded as
for four or five weeks, but there are one an important matter by the borough
or two matters that I want to hring council, which is asking the Government,
under the notice of the GOovernment fOor to take action, or make a grant of £500
their conside,ratiOon in the interval. The to the council, in order that steps may
Minist€r of Agriculture is probably aware be taken to repair the damage and prethat the previous GOovernment intended to vent further erosion.
Last week I respend a c('lllsiderable sum Oof money in re- ferred to the fact that erosiOon was takmodeUing the Maffra Bee,t Sugar Fac- ing place in a number Oof rivers on bOlth
tory.
That is an important matter, ex- sides of the Dividing Range..
This
ercising great influence in the develop- erosion has been going on for many
ment of the district. Considerable delay years, and no Government has ever
has taken place in carrying out the neces- made any attempt to stOoP it. In 1901 a
sary alterations. At the present time the Commission was appointed by the GoDirector of Agriculture, Dr. Cameron, is vernment of Victoria, and it made t.he
on his way to America to interview the following statement:expert who came here from that country
We feel assured that any intelligent obto report upon that factOory, and to sug- server who has seen the wanton destruction
gest the ma.chinery that is necessary to of useful timber throughout the country, the
stripping and denuding of watersheds, the
enlarge the operations carried on there. erosion
of hill slopes and the banks of streams,
The non-arrival of the machinery has will say that this must come tv an end if the
caused some delay.
I should like the climatic disasters which have followed like
Ministe'r Oof Agriculture, during the inter- conditions in other countries are to be preval that will follow the adjournment of vented from occurring here.
the House to-day, to' visit Maffra., and Very little has been done since 1901. In
meet the people of that district as well 1923 the present Forests Commission
as the manager of that factOory.
If he presented a report to Parliam,ent in
defers his visit until after Parliament re- which they stated, 'inter aliatThe widespread damage done by fires in the
assembles the factory will have ceased
mountain ranges must affect the local climate
operations. . I also want to refer and
stream flow, as it destroys the peat surto one or two railway questions. face and spongy cover; the result of decay
A
previous Minister of
Railways of vegetable matter over long periods of time.
now.
The . Leader of the Opposition
knows very well that he is imposing a
difficult task on the Govenlment in asking for an outline of our policy at the present juncture, in view of the fact that we
have not had time to consider the immediate pressing necessities of the State.
He seems to be unduly solicitous just now
about the welfare olf the country.
The
honorable member knows that in existing circumstances there is very little
time for administration, and, in addition
to spending time Oon administration, we
must have a reasonable opportunity fOor
fOormulating the POolicy to be submitted to
the House. I am nOot asking fQir clemency,
but merely for consideration for the development of our policy.
Although the
present Minist€rial party has not a majQirity in this House, only a small addition is required to give it that majority,
and I claim considera,tion from members O'f the OppositiQin, so that we may
develo,p our policy and place before the
country and this House what we propose
to do.
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The next stage already seen in. many pla.ces
will be serious landslips and eroslOn. of watersheds the silting up of lagoons, flver-pools,
dams' and reservoirs; and the occurrence of
more' frequent and sudden floods owing to the
absence of soil cover.

There is no subject of mOire imvortance
to the State that the preservation and
development of our fores~s. Our natural resources are-our soil, for our food
products; our climate, which is a
good one; and our water supply.
We cannot consider these matters
and exclude considera.tion of our forests.
But in the past we have not pr~tected
our mountain timbers and stopes In the
way we should ha Vet done. Fran~e has
had to spend millions of money III t~e
attempt tOI repair the damage done· III
her mountainous areas through the
neglect of her fore~t~. . 'Ve. ha,ve not
.reached as bad a positlon III thls country,
but the Government will find it a fairly
expensive matter tOI repair the damage
that has already been done. I want the
Government to request thel Forests Commission to furnish a report on the erosion
of the rivers in Victoria, and to suggest a
remedy. It would, of course, be very
impo-rtant that the probable cost of
remedying the damage should be state.d.
I am quite. certain that if the C'omrrussion do present such a repo'rt both Parliament and the public will be astounded.
The ma,tte'r is one of urgency. The
present Government will probably find
that the amolllnt of money that has been
set aside for the preserva,tion and development of our forest~ is altogether ~n
adequate.
The expenence of oountl'les
that have neglected their forests is that
they have lost population. When the
forests have gone, the people have gone.
The forests on our Dividing Range are
our na,tural sa.fegua.rds. They are he~p
ful in furnishing us with a regular
supply of water, and in stopping
floods.
It is essential that they
should be looked after. If the hills
are denuded of trees, when the rain
comes it cannot be absorbed. As honora,ble members a,re aware, the foliage
soaks up a. portion of the water as it
falls.
T.he spongy soil absorbs' a great
quantity, and the balance flows gently
down the mountain side to our rivers,
thus preserving to them an even flow.
If the forests are removed the rain simply
rushes in a torrent down the mountain
side. Floods and the erosion of our rivers
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a.:re the na,tural result. Weo have, never,
during my membership oof this House at
any rate, given serioills consideration t~
the damage t.ha.t ~s going on from. week
to week in this State by erosion. We cannot lay too great emphasis upon the fact
that Victoria's future depends largely
upon a st-rong forestry control. I do not
propose to discuss the matter at further
length tol-day. I shad bring this question up from time to time. I ask the
GOfVem.ment to give a little consideration
to the three matters I have mentioned.
I want them to arrange for a, visit to be
paid too 1\1affra, by the Minister of Agriculture; I want the Minister of Railways
to interview those soldier settlers at Seaspray who are asking for railway communication; and I want the Government
to obtain from the Forests Commission a
report on the erosion Of the rivers of the
State. In that report the Forests Commission should suggest a remedy and the prohable cOlSt of it.
I repeat that when
that report is presented too Pa,rliament
honorable members will be astounded at
the enormous amOUll t of damagel that
has; been doone. However, it is noot too
late to repair the evil, and if the, GOIvelrnment dOl nothing mOire than ensure
that proper atten(ion is given in the
future to our forests, they will justify
themselves.
1\11'. MACKRELL.-A certain amount
Q1f money was made availablel last session
for the Country Roads Board. That money
has not been forthcoming. If the Country
Roads Board received the amount, they
would have something like £700,000 extra
to spend this year. That means that
we are behind in our road works to the
tune of £700,000. In view, however, OIf
the legisla,tiOlll we have passed and of the
federal grant, we should be spending
£1,233,000 annually, a,part from the
£700,000. If the whole amount were
spent this year, the expenditure would be
some,thing like £2,000,000 OIn our main
and de,velotpmental roads. Of oourse, if
t,he Country Roa.ds Boa,rd were tOi attempt tol spend such an amount they
coruld not get contractOlrs for the WOIl'k.
If they did, there would be no competition, and the shire councils would probahly ha,ve tOl pay 10 pe'r oent. more for
the work than they would do in ordinary ciroumstances. I admit there were
reasons why the money was not made
available last year to the Country
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Roads: BO'ard.
The Federal Treasurer
had to' gOI on thel market in oonnexion
with the Gratuity Bonds.
But there
should be no excuse for further dela,y. I
hope the Government" will take thIS
matter in hand and seel that this sta,rved
depail'tmellt--the Country Roads Board
which is one of the most· valuable depart~
ments we have in the State-is adequately
supplied with funds. I know contractors
throughout the co,untry whO' are waiting
for contracts to' be let.
The Country
Roads Board have ear-marked scores .of
contraCits that they wish tOI let, but 110
money is foi·thcoming. I hope thel Government wiil t.ake this maHer into C011sideratIOn at onoo, and at least make
somel momey a,vanable. I now wish to
refer to the" Credit :Follcier hranch of the
State Savings Bank. I am satisfied that
the cOlmmissioners of the bank a.re not
gjving the people on the lan"d a square
.deal.
The man on the land receives
proportiona,tely to peOople in ther citv £1
as against £7.
In other words, £7 is
a,]]otted for shops and houses, as against
£1 fOor land purposes. One of my neighl)Qul's applied to the State Savings Bank
for assist.a,nce. His propert,y carries a
sheep to the acre, will grow oats and
other cerea,ls" and there is a housel upon
it. The land was valued bv the Sta,ter
Savings Bank. When application was
made to the State Savings Bank for a
Joan the man was informed that they
could lend him nothing on the property.
We do not want more than our "whack"
but we do certainly want. that. It is n~t
fair tOI loan £7 in respect of shops and
houses to' only £1 on land. I hO'08 tha!t
the Government will endeavour to ensure
that the orperations of the bank shaJl be
made morer e,lastio, sal that money may
be IE-TIt tOi deserving people on the la,nct.
If our financial institutiollls are go,ing to
make money mme ea.sily a,vaila,ble to ci.ty
people than to, country people, it will add
to the drift tOi ther cities;. I hope tha,t
the GOIvernment will see what can be
done to g8t a fair share of momey for
pco'ple am the" land.
Mr. LAvVSON.-The Premier has
asked for five weeks' supply. Of course,
t he King's Go,vernment h;:ts to be carried
.on, and I understand there is nothing
unusual in the Supply tha,t is asked for.
It is the ordina,ry expenditure contemplated fOir the period of the yea;r. There
is one little exception which the Premier
r
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explained. There is nothing, therefore"
for the ROlUse tOI do but to vote that
Supply. It then becomes a question of
the adjournment.. The Premier. asked
for a fiver weeks' adjournment. That is
A
reasonable, in thel circumstances.
new Government should be given an
opp::Jrtunity to consider the administra,tive pToblems with whioh they are faced.
The lVIinisters cannot make themselves
acquainted with the, work of their deparb?ents right. a,way. They ought to
be gIven time fOor Cabinelt cons,ideration,
and for individua.l c1ehr jllg into the work
olf the, departments. It seems only fair
and reasona,ble that the Gorvernment
should be given the opportunity they ask.
But I think the Pre,inier should ber prepared to give the House, certain assurances. As honorable, members a.re aware,
great power is vested in a, Gorvernment
Administ,rator.
The Ministrv could dd
a great de'aJ aldmjnistl'a,tively without
consulting the Housel at adl. What thev
did would then be done without the
House having had an opportunity of expressing an opinion otherwise than by
subsequently ejecting the Government for
doing an administrative act of which a
majority of members disa,ppl'oved.
The ACTING CHAIRl\1AN
(Mr.
SOLLy).-I would direct the a,ttent.ion of
the honmra,ble: member tal the question before the Chair, which is tha.t Supply be
granted. 'Ve a.rer not. now de,a.lillg with
ther matter of the adjournment.
1\11'. LAvVSON.-With aU respect, I
submit that the questiom of the a,diournment is wrapped up! with that of Supply. The Premier was asked what adjournment he would ask for, arnd he said
"five weeks." lIe gave his reasons for
that. It seems to me to be entirely relevant to: ther question of Supp]y, because
we grant Supply om cedain definite assura nees: from the Premier or from a
representative of the Mjnistry. Now the
Premier has said tha,t he; wants five
weeks. . He cannot do anything in the
walY of legislation until thel Government
hav:e ha,~ a~ oppmrttmity OIf pr,eparing
theIr legIslatIve proposa,ls and submitting
them in due form to the, ROluse.
That
is pe.rfectly fair and reasona,ble. But I
am po,inting out that oerta,in thine-s can
be dome' administratively. By e-iving
Supply tOI the' GOrVernmJerllt the House
for the timer heing surrenders its control
of the members who 'o,ooupy the front
bench. It would bet reasooable for the
r
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Premier to sa,y that he would give the
HOouse an Oopportunity Oof considering
certain matters befOore he attempts a.dministratively to, give effect to them.
For instance,
the Premier stated,
during the election campaign, that
if
returned
to
power
with
a
full maudate....-that would imply a
majOority-he would relinstate, all the
former members of the Police Force who
desired reinsta,tement. ,Vhen he is asked
wha,t he is going to' dO! in tha.t ma,tter,
he says, "I have referred the Question
to my distinguished colleague, the Chief
Secretary."
IVIr. CAIN.-It is in goo~ hands.
Mr. LA,\VSON .-Na' one has ever
doubted that. I observe tha,t the Chief
Secretary, when asked what he was going
to dOo, replied, "We a,re going to! c:onsuIt the CrOown. la,w autholl'ities. We a.re
seeking aid vice. "
That is a perfectly
relasonable attitude fOT the Government
to assume.
The honorable gentleman
going to
ask
the
AttorneyGeneral to advise the Government in
regard to the matter.
The Premier
knows perfectly wen that this was
a subject of considerable controversy and
there are still certain dennite principles
held 'by honorable members on the Minislierial side; and on this side. aJso, in
regard to' it.
It seems to me that when
a Government that has not the support
of the majority of honO'rable members
asks t.he House for its indulgence, asks it
to exercise a spirit of consideration and
fair play in order that it may have time
to \deViellop its polilcy 'and prepare its
measures, it should undertake in return
that, in regard to certain matters which
are definitely controversial, and in reference to which it may not have a majority,
no irrevocable step will be taken until
Parliament ha·s had. an. opportunity of
expressing its mind.
The Premier has
already given indications of his policy.
I have read each night in the press
announcements as to what he proposes to
do.
This. is perfectly legitimate propaganda, and I take nO' e,xception at all to
the course the Premier has outlined. I
d() think, however, that the request I
have made is fair and reasonable, and I
appeal not only to the Premier, but alsO'
to the other members of the ]..finistry.
They should give us an assurance that they
will not· undertake administrative acts of
the kind to which ~ have referred during
IS
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the proposed int&regnum.
Therema,y
be acts that could be effectuated without legisla,tlve action.
The ·Prermie·r
could, for instance, take steps to' reinstat,e
ex-me1nbers of the police force durinp' the
period for which he has asked th.at the
House should adjourn, and I repeat that
I do not think I am making an unreasonable request.
We are prepared to gIv~
the Premier fair play, and we should be
met in the same spirit.
I trust that the
hono·rable gentleman will not withhold
from the House the assurance that I
seek.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-This
is the fil'3t opportunity I have had of
re'ferring to a matter which is of considerable interest. not only to the constituency I represent, but to the people
of the State generally.
I obtained conf
firmation yesterday 0 a report that the
late GQlVernment had entered into an
a.rrangement with tht:ll Railways Commis~
sioners for the latter to take over the
management of the Government Chal€lt
at Mount Buffalo.
I was never more
astounded in my life than I was when
I heard that that proposition had been
made, had been agreed tOo, and practi~
cally finalized.
I desire to' ask the Premier if he will be kind enOough to stay
his hand in cO'nnexion with this proposed
change, and give the Hause an oppor·
tunity of discussing the wisdOlID. and expediency of it.
There are very strong
reasons why the, Railways Commissio,ners
should nOot be entrusted with this responsibility.
I have yet tOo lea,rn why the
Railways Commissioners should be singled
out to manage coal mines on the one
hand and Government chalets on the
other.
We have a Mines Department,
and the coal mines were only handed
over to the Railways Commissioners because Mr. Tait was then the Chief Commissioner. A clause was inserted in a Bill
by the Legislative Council, and that clause
authorized the change.
Such a thing
would not, in Oordinary circumstances,
have been tolerated by the Legislative
Assembly, but there was no fight in the
. HO'use a,t that time, and the amendment
in the Bill was allowed to go by default.
The .management of the Go,vernment
Chalet at Mount Buffalo, which is visited
by' large numbers of peo'ple, requires
special skill and special qualifications.
The Chalet has been put up as the result
Oof about fifteen years of. effort, and
Mount BuffalOo has become a popular
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centre fo.r tourist traffic.
Under the
present management, the Chalet has
gained a very high re'putation far and
wide, and I know that the present lessee
has spent large sums of money out of
her own pocket in her efforts to 1llake the'
place additionally attractive to visitors.
I do say that the change proposed, looked
at fro.m any stand-PO'int,. is not likely to
conduce to. the maintenance O'f the hiO'h
standard that has been reached in the
management of the Chalet, and the probability is that if effect is given to it the
Chalet will eventually faU into the same
condition as the Chalet a,t Mount Kosciusko, which, owing to bad management,
is overrun by rats and mice. As I have
said, I heard of this proposal only yesterday, and it certainly does appeal tQi me
to be remarkable that such acts of administration should be carried out without the public having been informed
of them.
It appears to me that
what
the
honorable member
for
Castlemaine has said is true, and
that certain things may be done during
an interregnum, such \ as that which the
Government is now a8king for, without
the HOWle having an QiPportunitv of expressing its viClWs.
In regard to the
Chalet at Mount Buffalo, this is the first
opportunity I ha,ve had of entering a.
protest on behalf Qif my constituency, and
of the public.
The public at large are:
interested in this ques·tion, and I and my
constituency have a vital interest in it.
The cO'nstruction of the road to Mount
BuffalO' and the Chalet arose out of a
motion I submitted in the House, and
that was carried unanimously. It was
tha,t reso,lution which led to the expenditure of money by the Govelrnment in
opening up Mount Buffalo as a tQiurist
resQirt, and I do not want to see anything dO!l.le that will be detrimental to
The Minister of
this splendid place.
Public W ork.g said to me, in his own
room, that he had travelled all Olver the
world, and that he had not seen a beauty
spot that he regarded as superior to
Moimt Buffalo.
I am sure that he sympathizes with me in the views I have
exprelssed, and I hope that the Premier
will give the matter his serious consideratiQin and see that nO'thing further is done
until we have had an opPo.rtunity o.f considering the question in all its aspects.
Mr. WETTENHALI.J.-I desire to
bring under the notice of the Ministry a
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question of railway administration. Some
years
ago,
polit.ical
control
was
separated from railway management.
That, at the time, was apparently a very
great improvement, as previously the
exercise of political influence had been
very persistent and detrimental to the
Service.
N ow the matter has been
carried so far that Parliament practically has no control whatever over the
railway system. I want to call the attention of the Minister of Railways to a
practice that has grown up in connexion
with the ordering of trucks. I cannot do
better than give the case as submitted to
me by one of my constituents. He writes
as follows:A few weeks ago 1 had occasion to order a
truck (10 ton capacity) of timber from the
Forrest Railway Station. On receipt of the
timber I now find I am asked to present the
Railways Commissioners with a bonus of
nearly 50 per cent. of the freight charge, because, as they state, they did not have a 10ton truck available. My consignment was computed as 10 tons 4 cwt. 3 qrs., and the freight
rate at 18s. 2d. per ton. as can be found from
waybill No. 1 from Forrest to Vectis, on 5th
. July, 1924, but owing to a 15-ton truck being
placed for loading, freight is charged as
14 tons 10 cwt., which means nearly 50 per
cent. increase. If this !happened in any other
career of any ·one charging accordingly for anything supplied or done, he would lay himself
open to a cha,rge of taking money under false
pretences. ;Yet, because a Government Department sees fit to do anything of the kind, the
public have only to grin and bear it, and pay.

This is the position that railway llsers are
finding themselves placed in. They have
made complaints, and have failed to obtain redress. When I received the letter
from which I have been quoting, I made
inquiries among my conf1'eres as to
whether any of them had received similar
complaints, and I found that the thing
is quite common; in fact, it is so common that I hardly thought it worth while
to take it along to the Railways Commissioners. The matter is, however, of im'portance, and I trust that it will receive
the prompt and serious attention of the
present Minister of Railways. Here is a
man who asked for a 10-ton truck. Becausel thetrel was no· lO-ton truck available,
or it was not convenient for the Department to supply one, a 15-ton truck was
sent down, and he was charged with the
difference.
My correspondent further
statesI do not anticipate you will ibe able to obtain
any relief, .but, as this is a typical case of
what is happening every day in the week, you
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have a perfect right to ventilate it in whatever way you deem advisahle. No doubt, all
lO-ton trucks are available for the public of
Melbourne and centralization, while we poor
unfortunates in the country simply have to
submit to blackmail.

I do not think that statement is correct.
Hoping you will get an opportunity to ask
the CommIssioners how much surplus revenue
is extracted from country users of the service.

I have had many of these complaints, and
the indicatiollil are that the same kind of
thing is occurring every day. If it is
the practice, it should be absolutely
stopped. If from any fault on the part
of the Railway Dcpartment a 10-ton
truck is not available when it is asked
for, and a larger truck is used to carry
a 10-ton load, the railway user should
be charged only on the basis of 10 tons.
There is another matter to which I desire to can attention, and that I regard
as important. The Government are asking for an adjournment of five weeks,
and we are, therefor~, justified in bringing questions of the kind under their
notice. I refer particularly to the competition of motor transport with our railways and our tramvvays. In the country,
our roads are being broken up by heavy
motor lorries, the owners of which pay
an infinitesimal share of the cost of
maintenance. Nowell-wisher of the country desires to deprive it of the advantages of the traffic by motor lorries, but
it is only fair that the owners of these
vehicles should contribute towards the
maintenance of the roads they use In
some adequate manner. We expect our
railways service to pay, not only the cost
of maintenance, but also interest on the
cost of construction, and to keep all the
tracks in good order. :Motor lorries use
the country roads, enter into competition
with the railway service, and pa,y practically nothing towards the cost of maintenance or interest. It is urgent that
something should be done to remedy this
state of affairs. We should do as is done
in other countries-make the owners of
the motor lorries and the motor services
generally pay an adequate sum towards
the cost of maintenance and the interest
on the cost of construction of the tracks
they use. Thel competition of the, motor
buses with the tramways in the cities is
also becoming a very serious matter, flnd
should be dealt with from the same point
of view.
The public generally are
patroni7.1ng the buses because of the more
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rapid means of transit they offer from
one spot to another, but they are altogether disregarding the damage which is
being done by this form of traffic to the
ci ty streets and roads. Motor servjces
really require special roads, and the system we are at present adopting in allowing unregulated motor services to be
carried on is wasteful and uneconomical.
Ra-ads that are built. for light traffic
should carry light traffic only, and it is
utterly wrong that e~traordinarily heavy
vehicles should be built and be allowed
to use and smash up our roa,ds.
Vve have also to remember that the tramways are loaded no,t only with the cost 0'£
maintenance and interest on the cost of
construction, but with many othe,r
charges. For instance, they pay £9,000
per annum towards street lighting in the
suburbs.
They also pay £93,000 per
annum to the Consolidated Revenue
towards the fire brigade ·service, hospitals,
and other matters, and £13,500 a year in
rates, while they have to maintain their
own tracks. I submit that, both in the
city and the country, it is high time that
the services that use the ra-ads were regulated. The loading should be regulated
on a basis that the roads can carry, and
the services should be limited to the roads
made for them.
l\fr. ANGUS.-I do not wish to take
up much time, as I know the Government desire to adjourn early, but I want
to bring before the Committee a matter
of urgent public importance. I refer to
the Rume reservoir.
An important
conference is to take place, and I
desire to take this opportunity o·f urging on the Minister of Water Supply the
importance of giving serious consideration
to the expenditure of the additional
money that will be necessary to strengthen
the foundations of that reservoir. It is
only at this time that. the, matter can
be dealt with effectively. If the works
in course of progress are extended very
much further, it will be impossible to
alter or strengthen the foundations to
enable additional storage to take place,
and it is my belief that, at this juncture,
the most economical way of providing storage on the l\1urray would be to undertake
the expenditure necessary to make the
foundations of the Rume reservoir strong
enough to enable another 1,000,000 acre
feet of water to be stored. We are at
present going through a period when
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there IS a shQlrtage in the rainfall, and
that only emphasizes the necessity of
making due provision for the future.
With an adequa,te water supply we would
be able tOo combat any drought in
the future, and I would urge tha,t the:
foundations
of
the
reservoir
be
strengthened to enable the additional
storage to be provided.
That would
involve the raising Q1f the bank by about
15 feet in order to give an additiOonal
1,000,000 acre feet of storage. That would
be the cheapest method of dealing with
storage on the Murray, and would make a
large complete storage basin that would
meet the needs of the State for some
generations tOI come. It is well, when we
are laying the fQlundation of any great
storage work, to make it strong enough
and large enOlugh so that in the future
additiQlns may be made that will enable
storage to be provided sufficient to meet
the requirements that are, bOlund to be
felt in the dry years.
In the future,
it may be necessary, in the Hume reservoir, to ho,ld over to the second year
a sufficient amount of water to give an
assured supply for irrigation purposes.
As I have often stated in this House,
irrigatiQln is an insurance against the
disastrous effects of drought, and, in the
interests of the present generation aJld
the generations to come, we should nOlt
neglect to make the necessary provision.
I feel sure that the Minister of Water
Supply is interested in this matter, and
that he will give it his earnest consideration. I would urge upon him not to be
satisfied with giving my proposal a casual
view, but to investigate it close,ly, so that
he may appreciate the great advantage
that will accrue to the State if extensive
works are carried out. At the same time,
I would urge upon him the necessity of
extending our irrigatiQln wOTks at a
quicker rate than has been adQlpted
during. the last twelve months.
It is
necessary to extend the channels, and to'
develop our storages. If we have, this
year, a shortage in the rainfall, it will
only go to show how urgent the need was
for extending the channels furthe'r west
into the drier portions Q1f the State. I
believe it is only by the extension of the
channels and pushing forward with our
storages that we are going to combat the.
droughts of the future, and it would be
well now to get our wo["k,s in order. I do
not want to prophesy that' we are going
to have droughts, but, if a drought does
Mr. Angus.
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come, we do not want to be in the same
position as we were in in 1902 or even
in 1914. I will admit t,hatthere ha.ve been
great additions to the storages during the
last few years, but we want to push forward and continuously build up our storages to enable us t,9 meet the needs of the
future.
Mr. WEST.-I desire to bring under
the notice of the Go,vernment the question of the promised assistance to herdtesting associations, as the ma,tter is of
very great importance to a number of my
constituents. As a result of representations tha t I made to the previous
Minister of Agriculture, the late Government prQlmised to place a sum of £5,000
on the Estimates for the purpose of assisting these associations, and to make that
money available during the forthcoming
spring. On the strength of that promise,
a number of herd-testing assQlciations
have recently been formed in my constItuency, and they will be very much
disappointed if the money is not now
made available.
It was proposed that
one-half the cost of carrying on the associations should be paid out of the grant,
and, as the matter is of great importance
to the dairying industry and the dairymen, I hope the Minister of Agriculture
will see that the money is .made
available. With. rega,rd to railway extensions, I am pleased to support what
was said by the honQlrable member for
Gippsland North.
There are several
localities in Gippsland where railway exThey
tensions are urgently necessary.
were brought be,fore the previous Minister
of Railways, and I hope to bring them
befQlre the present Minister of Railways
by deputation at a very early date.
Mr. OLD.-There is a matter to which
I wish to direct the attention of the
Minister of Agriculture.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Do you refer to Tait
cars on country lines ~
Mr. OLD.-N 0, it is a matter of far
greater moment. I refer to the position
of our soldier settlers.
I represent
practically one-fourth of the soldier
settlers in this State, and I am sorry to
say that owing to circumstances over
which they hav.e no control, a great number of them are right up against it. I
know-at least I think I do, and I sincerely hope it will be so-that this Government will" prove very sympathetic indeed to these men in this period of financial distress. Recently, I introduced a
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deputation that waited upon the authorities administering the Discharged
Soldiers Settlement .A. cts. The soldier
settlers asked for additional accommodation in order to enable them to carryon.
They assured me, and I know from my
own knowledge of their position, that unless something was done and done very
quickly indeed, about 33 per cent. of them
would be forced off their holdings. The
State has an enormous sum of money invested on these particular soldier settlers.
The men have done their part, but owing
to the collapse of ~he market overseas, it
is absolutely impossible for them to carry
on. I would direct the Premier's attention to the great question of Imperial
preference.
There is not the slightest
doubt that representations made by him
in his official capacity to his colleagues
who hold the reins of Government at the
seat of Empire., on behalf of our soldier
settlers, asking that Imperial preference
be granted, would receive very favorable
consideration. The overseas market has
collapsed, and the case of these men is
very urgent indeed.
I know the view
:Ministers took when they were in Opposition, and I know them to be sincere.
I trust that they will throw their whole
energy into the question of providing a
remedy. The remedy is, of course, the
immediate provision of additional accommodation to enable these men to carry
on. That must be provided. Whether it
i8 provided 'by a system of bounties, 'by
increased advances on the improvements,
or what not, does not 'matter. The point
is that something must be done, and done
immediately in order to enable these
men to carry on.
I would earnestly
press their case with all the strength that
is in me upon the a tten tion of the Governmen t, and I trust that they will take
step8 as urgently as possible to see that
no man who is a genuine trier is forced
off his holding.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.Surely the head of the Government is
going to· make a reply to ,some of the
statements that have been made, and particularly to the statement made by the
honorable member for Castlemaine.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I will make a re. ply.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-In reply to the honorable member for Gippsland North, I may say that
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Dr. Oameron has left Victoria on a visit.
to America to finalize matters in C011nexion with the supply of machinery for.
the }Iaffra beet-sugar factory. I have
had the matter brought under my noticeby the officers of my department, and j t
is my intention to pay a vjsit to the factory in the near future. Wben there, I
will take advantage of the opportunity of
beil1g in the district to look into the railway question to which the honorable member has referred. The question of the
erosion of streams will be referred to the
Minister of Public Works, who will go
into the subject with the Forests Commission.
With regard tOI the matt.er
raised by the honorable member for
Ovens in connexion with the Chale,t at
Mount Buffalo, I may say that his statement was the first I had heard about it.
Of course, the action he has referred to
was taken by the Railways Commissioners and the previous Government. I
will look into the matter and see what
the position is. I know nothing about it
.other than what I have heard to-day_
The honorable member for Lowan referred to the position of people who order
small trucks from the Railway Department, receive much larger trucks than
they have ordered, and are compelled to
pay for the larger trucks which they do
not require.
That matter has been
brought up in the House on several occasions. I have brought it under the notice
of the Hailway Department myself, and
the honorable member fOl" Grenvlille, I
I will
know, has brought it forward.
have a talk with the Railways Oommissioners about it at the very earliest opPOl'tUnity.
ll.n HONORABLE ~IEMBER.-You will
look into the matter?
:.M:r. HOGAN.-I will go into it. It is
an unfair thing for a man who has only
6, 8, or 10 tons of produce, and who orders
a 10-ton truck, to be supplied not with his
requirement, but with a much larger
truck, and compelled to pay for the latter. I do not think that is a fair thing
at all. The honorable member for Lowan.
referred to the competition of motor
lorries on country roads with the railways. I have already investigated that
matter to some extent. I went into it
this morning with the Railways Commissioners. They are giving it very serious
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consideration, and so am 1. No doubt
the previous Government were giving it
(Jureful consideration, too. It is a very
acute question indeed, and I quite agree
with the comments made by the honorahle member for Lowan. It is undesirable
to have heavy goods traffic which should
be conveyed over the steel rails conveyed
over the macadamized roads in heavy
motor lorries at too great a pace for the
roads to stand. 'The result is that the
l'oads are destroyed, and traffic is lost to
the railways. Two publicly-owned institutions-the roads and the railways-are
being damaged.
We shall finalize our
consideration Oof that matter as early as
possible, and advise the Howe of our
decision.
The Minister O'f Public W O'rks
is dealing with the question of the CO'llpetition of motor buses in the city with
the tramways and the railways.
That
question, too, will receive at the earliest
opportunity the most effedive consideration of the Gove,rnment, and we, hope to
be able to prO'videa remedy.. Already
we have had the' advantage of the advice
of the ex-Minister of Public Works who
~as quite an enthusiast on the que~tiou.
He has conveyed to us the results of his
investigation and the conclusions that
he arrived at, and with those conclwions
we have a. large measure of sympathy.
As early as practicable, we shall finalize
our considerat.ion, and inform Parliament Oof our intentions.
Mr. WEsT.-Wha,t about the herdtesting associations ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
for Gippsland South can quite understand that we have nOit been able to deal
with that matter yet, and I must conte?t myself by saying that I shaH give
his statement c:olllsidell'a,tion.
As true
honorable, member for Swan Hill knO'ws
the acute position of the soldie~'
settlers at Red Cliffs and the surrounding districts has been placed
before us.
We quite realize the
gravity of the position, and the matter
will ,?e. considereq by the Premier,
the l\lImster of Lands, and myself. Thel
honQlrable member for Swan Hill can rest
assured that we, like himself, are desirous
of seeing that none of the settlelr8 in that
district is compelled to' leave his land
because of being reduced tOo a state of
bankruptcy.
That would be a ba,d
thing, not only for the settlers, but for
the State. As far as the Government can
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do anything to prevent it, and ensure
that no man is fO'rced to leave his orchard
001' his holding, it will be done.
We promise the hOonorable member that we shall
do all in our power to help those settlers
in the unfortunate position in which they
are placed.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).I think tha,t the only matter that concerns my depa,rtment is that raised by
the hO'nO'rable member for Gunbower,
who referred. to the prO'Posed conference
in regard to the Hume relServO'ir.
As a
matter of fact, our predecessO'rs discussed
the matte'r, and it was intended to arrange a conference between the Commonwealth and the various States interested,
but, OWillg to the political uncertainty, the
matter was deferred. I can now definitely
tell the House that the Government have
agreed to a conference being held on
the 29th of this month.
The present
proposed capacity of the Hume reservO'ir is 1,100,000 acre feet, but the suggestion is that pro'vision should be made
to' put in foundations sufficient to give,
if required, a, capacity of 2,000,000 acre
feet.
If the reservoir is restricted to the
smaner capacity now, it would be almost
impossible to make any extensions later
on; but if provision is made fO'r wider
foundations, the capacity could be increased to the extent mentioned when
required.
Reference was alsOi made by
' the honorable member for Gunbower to
the, proposed extension of. the wate~
channels.
The honorable member will
a.dmit tha,t this Government has nO't been
in occupation of the Treasury bench sufficiently long to' go into the many questions connected with the Wa,ter Supply
Department.
If the Government is
allowed to remain in office a re'asonable
periOod, no time will be wasted by me in
making myself conversant with the wet
areas, and at the earlie,st opportunity
those matters will be looked into, so that
when the Premier places his policy before
Pa,rliament I hOope that the honorable
member will nQlt find that any of the
questiOons to which he referred have been
overlO'oked.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).With regard to expenditure by the Country Roads Board, which was referred to
by the honorable member for Upper Goulburn, I may say that we have not had
time to look into that matter yet, but
we propose to make available as much
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money as possible in order to carry out
the construction of main roads and de·
velopmental roads. That policy will be
carried out with all speed. Ministers, as
is well known, have only just got on to the
Treasury bench, and we do not know
whether there is any money available. We
have not seen any of it anyway.
At all events, it is a policy that
we are bound to provide for at the
earliest possible moment, and there
will be no delay. With regard to the
method of using the money in the State
Savings Bank we have had no time to consider the question <;>f the amount used for
land, and that used for other ,purposes,
but I have asked for a statement for the
purpose of enabling me to look into the
possibility of an alteration, and the effect
any alteration might have. Before we
could interfere materially with the policy
of the State Savings Bank careful consideration would have to be given by
the Government, as well as by this House.
The honorable member himself must realize that it is a question that must be
carefully approached. N ow a word about
the position of the settlers referred to by
the honorable member for Swan Hill.
Some time ago a deputation from those
settlers waited on ane in my room, and
there is no doubt that the position in
which the men are placed just now is
alarming-no other word fits the case.
They are on the verge of ruin, and are
hardly able to remain on the land. It
will take a large sum of money to get
them out of their difficulties, and the
essential point of finding markets for their
produce cannot, and will not, be lost sight
of. In connexion with the question of
I mperial preference we can make representations to the Federal Government,
but we shall do the best we can on our
own account to find markets for our own
goods.
Mr. OLD.-YOU will make representations ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am glad to
hear that tribute to the strength of the
Labour party.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Why did not the
m.embers of the Federal Labour party
make representations to their comrades in
England who turned it down ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is not
quite accurate.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-It is true.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Thc point is
that our policy is to promote, as far as we
can, the sale of our own produce. We
shall do that wherever we can, and there
has been no attempt to prevent it by
any part of the Labour party in the
Federal Parliament.
:.Mr. EGGT,}}sToN.-The British I../abour
party turned it down.
l1r. PRENDERGAST.-With regard
to the question of the police, raised by the
honorable member for Oastlemaine, I
would point out that on a material quest.ion of policy it is useless for us to attempt to carry out something that honorable members now on the Opposit.ion side
of the Honse may reverse as soon as they
('an get back here. The policy that we
shall formulate in connexion with the
police we will bring before the House.
Sir ,ALExANmm PEACOCK,-Before the
I-Iouse ~
Mr. PHENDERGAST.-Yes. It is a
matter of policy. It is no use trying to
cru'l'Y out a policy unless we can get a
majority to support it. We are not going
to run the risk of putting into operation
to-day a minority policy that m.ay be reyorsed in five weeks' time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-In other
words you will come to Parliament In
eonnexion with any change of policy ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
Mr. DUNsTAN.-What are the chances
for a compulsory wheat pooH

Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Oan you
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The chances
make representations to His Majesty's for a compulsory wheat pool can be
Opposition in the Federal Parliament ~ gauged from the fact that it is in our
That would be more effective than mak- platform, and we are honorable men. In
connexion with questions of agriculture
i ng them to Mr. Bruce.
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the only thing I can say is that it will be to resume the consideration of work which
found that the new Minister is a most in- is waiting for it.
defatigable worker. He will be found in
Sir ALEXANDER' PEACOCK.-I
his department first thing in the mornsecond
the motion.
ing, and, if I am not mistaken, he will
be there late at night.
The motion was agreed to.
l£r. LEl\f~fON.-That applies to all your
SUPPLE~IENTARY ESTIMATES.
Ministers.
The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the
House and adopted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The House resolved itself into Commi ttee of Ways and Means.

The House went into Committee of
Supply for the fm'ther consideration of
the Supplementary Estimates of ExpenditUl'e for the year 1923-24.
Discussion was resumed on the motion
of Sir Alexander Peacock, for the granting of a sum not exceeding £582,260 for
the service of the year 1923-24.

Mr. PEENDERGA.ST (Premier).-I
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).move-. Honorable members will recollect that
That towards' making good the Supply these Supplementary Estimates were ingranted to His Majesty for the service of the troduced on July 8th, by the then Preyear Hl24-5, the sum of £1,275,051 be granted nuel', and the matter was adjourned.
out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.
It is necessary to pass these SuppleThe motiO'n was agreed to', and the re- mentary Estimates to recoup the Treasurer's Advance, and also to' votel money,
solution was reported to the House.
the bulk of which has been paid. Sir
Alexander Peacock explained the position,
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
and the new Government is now honor(No.2).
ing, in the main, the work of its predeIt is not necessary that I
The resolution passed in Committee of cessors.
should go over any of the details of the
Ways and Means was adopted.
expenditure, although there are some
Authority was given to Mr. Prenderwith which I am not in agreement. The
gast and Mr. Slater to introduce a Bill
money, however, has been spent, and the
to carry out the resolution.
Treasurer's Advance must be recouped to
Mr. PRENDERGAST
(Pl'emier) enable other work to be carried on. The
brought up a Bill" to apply out of the passage of this Bill is necessary to meet
Consolidated Revenue the sum of obligations incurred towards the latter
£1,275,051 for the service of the year end of June, which must be finally dealt
1924-25 ",' and moved that it be read a with before the end' of this month.
first time.
The motion wa,s agreed to'.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
The resO'lution was re'ported t.o' the
wa,g read a fi rst timel, and passed through
House-, and adopted.
its remaining stages.
RAILWAYS STANDING
COMMITTEE.

WAYS AND MEANS.

Mr. PRENDE:gGAST (Premier).By leave, I move--

The House resohred itself into Committee of Ways and Means.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
move--

That the following members be appointed
members of the R.allways Standing Committee-Mr. J. W. Billson (Fitzroy), Mr. Deany,
Mr. Lind, and Mr. Solly.

That towards making good the Supply
granted to His Majesty for the service of the
year 1923-24, the sum of £582,260 be granted
out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The appointment of these members will
allow the Railways Standing Committee

The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was reported to the House.

, Victorian Government
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A resolution in accordance with the recommendation was passed in Committee
and adopted by the House.

The resolution arrived at in Committee
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERof Ways and Means was adopted.
G
Lt.l.S
T (Premier) , the Bill was in troAuthority was given to Mr. Prendergast and Mr. Slater to introduce a Bill to duced, alld read a first time.
carry out the resolution.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premiel').I
movcMr. PRENDERGAST
(Premier)
brought up a, Bill "tOo apply Oout of the
That this Bill be now read a second time.
Consolidated Revenue a sum of £582,260
for the service of the year 1923-24," and As a matter of urgency, I am introducing
the Bill to authorize the raising in London
moved that it be read a first time.
of an amount of £4,500,000 foOl' the purThel motion was agreed to, and the Bill poses of country roads, the electricity
was read a, first time., and passed through scheme, and water supply. This does not
its remaining stages.
necessarily imply that any London loan
will be for this sum, 01' for the amounts set
down in this Bill for the various purposes.
VACANCY IN THE SENATE.
It is necessary, however, to have availThe SPE.AKER.-I have received the able authority in case of a favorable opfollowing messa,ge from t.he Legislative portunity for . loan flotation. The existCouncil:ing authority for the electricity scheme i8
The Legislative Council begs to acquaint practically exhaused.
Hitherto money
the Legislativ,e Assemblr that it has agreed for roads has been found solely from local
to the followmg resolutlOn:. flotations. In view, however, of the diffi.That this House meet the Legis~a~ive As-. cultyof raising money locally at a reasonse~bly. for the purpose of Slttlllg and' b
f·.··
d' bl
k
votmg together to choose a person to a l,e rate o. mteI est, It IS a vIsa e to as
hold the place in the Senate 1'en- for authorIty to secure money for roads
dered vacant by the death of Senator from London. I am advised by the
Stephen Barker, and requestinO' the
h
h
.
f h' B'll'
Assembly to na.me the place anl' time Treasury t at t e passmg 0 t IS 1 IS
of such meeting.
an urgent matter. I understand that
FRANK CLARKE,
similar advice was tendered to the late
Government, and it was pressed to bring
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).- in a London Loan Bill. Owing, howBy leave, I moveever, to its precarious situation, the GoThat this House meet the Legislative Coun- vernment did not feel justified in introcil in the Legislative Assembly Chamber at ducing the measure. It must be borne in
S o'clock this day for the purpose of sitting
and voting together to -choose a person to hold mind that the fact of having authority to
the place in the Senate rendered vacant by the raise money does not give the Government
death of Senator Stephen Barker.
the power to spend, as authority for expenditure is governed by the Loan AppliThe motion was agreed to.
catioOn Acts. It should also be noted that
it has been the practice to have borrowVICTORIAl\f GOVERNMENT LO.t.l.N ing authority both in London and in MelBILL.
bourne, because it is sometimes preferable
to borrow locally, and sometimes overseas.
lIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) W'e have to be guided by circumstances.
presented a message from the Governor re- There is nothing contentious in this Bill,
commending that an appropriation be and I would ask the !Io:use to pass it
made from the Consolidated Revenue for speedily.
It is ~dv.isable to have the
the purposes of a Bill to authorize the power proposed in the measure because
raising: of money for country roads and for of the appreciating rate of interest. We
irrigation works and water supply, and for ha,ve to get our money ao.cording as
the purposes of works and undertakings of favorable conditions present themselves,
the State Electricity Commission of Vip-- either in.the London or the local market.
toria.
I submit the measure to the House with
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the hope that I shall be supported by the
Opposition as well as by the Ministerial
party. It is really one of the Opposi.
tion's measures.
The Government are
taking it up because we are desirous that
we shall not go short of money for works
already authorized.

Loan Bill.

There is a difficulty in regard toO the raising of the money required for roads, and
for the first t.ime we are proposing to go
to London to borrow money there fOil' that
purpose. Previously we went to London
to borrOtw only fo·r electricity works, water
supply, and railways. Weare now adding roads, because of t.he tightness OIf the
money market here, and the difficulty of
obtaining the funds we require. I know
that honOorable members all rOound were
somewhat disa,ppointed because works had
to be curtailed by the Country Roads
Board on account of the shOort.age of
money. Weare now adding to the power
Parliament previously granted in regard
to the raising of money in Londorn by
including roads amongst. the purposes for
which it may be e,xpended. ThIS is a
prDper powe-r to give to the GOovernment.
Our financial advisors in London are the
best the State has had fOor many years,
and we are acting now not only on theiladvice, but also Oill the advice of the
Treasury officials, and of our retiring
Agent-General; alsO', I may say, of our
new Agent-General. I dOl not think there
is any other point Dn which I need touch.
I am glad to be able to assist the Treasurer. This is an authority that should
be granted, but I hope that the Premier
and his cOolleagues will not go throughorut
the length and breadth of the State and
say, " Look at what we did as soon as we
came into powe,r; we gOot the necessary
money for rO'ads when Peacock and his
crO'wd failed to do SOl."
1\1:1'. HOGAN.-We are doing it as
quickly as we can, anyway.

Sir ALEXANDEH PEACOCK.-The
head of the Government mentioned this
matter to me, and as we are having an ad·
journment for five weeks, it is essential
that the Bill should be put through tonight, so that the Government may take
advantage of the opportunity, should it
present itself, of raising money in London.
The 13ill was prepared some little time
ago, and but for the unfortunate political
disturbance that arose would probably
have been introduced last week. It was
already on the stocks. The present Treasurer has been looking into the matter,
and was advised by the Treasury official'!.
He is now asking for parliamentary authority foOl' the power proposed to be given by
tl~e. Bill.
This is only an enabling Bill,
gIvmg the Go'venlment the neoessary power
to borrow money, particularly in London,
should a favorable opportunity present
itself. And as we are closing the door of
Parliament for five weeks it is necessary
that this provision should be made. Then
again, although this Bill gives authority
to the Government to raise money, it
does not mean that the Government will
n.ectssarily spend the money. They will,
I presume, flO'at such an amount O'f the
IO'ans that have already been authorized
as the financial advise,rs say can be
secured on satisfaetm-y terms. If honorSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
able members will refer to the schedule to the GDvernment play the game on that
the Bill they will see that the words are point I will play it on the o,ther.
used "to be e,xpended in such manner
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The
a~ Parlia,ment may by any Act have
dIrected or direct."
This applies to main Le,ader of the Opposition referred to this
roads, irrigation works, and also the as an enabling Bill. I assume, therefore,
works and the undertakings of the State that it will enable me tD ask a question.
I paTticula,rly desire to know from the
Electricity Commission.
Premier when we are go,ing to have the
Mr. WARDE.-The money will be spent} briquettes, which a.re to give the publio
on works tha,t have already been approved a cheap fuel, placed on the mar ket in
by Parliament.
Melbourne.
I have read a good deal
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes; about these briquettes. An office'r was
and a statement has been prepared show- sent to Germany to learn how to set. up
ing the expenditure that Parliament has and work the machinery, but the latest
authO'rized. The great necessity for the report that has reached me is that it will
Bill is tha,t whjch has been presented by be a long time before the briquettes will
the hO'norable member for Upper Goul- be placed on the market. I do not think
burn, and by ather honorable membe,rs. that the House or the country should be
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deceiv,ed.
We should 'know as ea.rly as It was eventually agreed that the ml111~
possible when the people of Melbourne mum amount that wOluld ha.ve to be raised
and of the Sta,t.e generally are going to to meet the requirements of the various
have the opportunity of purchasing bri- Governments was £35,000,000. I speak
quet,te.'3, which, we are told, will be sold subject to correction as to figures:
at suoh low rates tha.t the poor will be The. question then arose Oof the apenabled tv have decent fires in their hOlmes portIOnment of the amount to the variduring the cold months of winter. I ous States and the proportion to
trust that the Premie,r will look into the be raised on the local market and
matter, and give the House the fullest abroad. It was agreed, on the advice
information regarding it a,t the first bankers and others, including the presiopportuni ty.
dent 00£ the CommOinwealth Bank, that
the
total amount that could be raised in
Mr. EGGLESTON .-This is a Bill
that may' be said to only transfer the Australia during the financial year waS
bo'rrowing power, so that the money that abOlut £10,000,000. The reason of that
may be raised in London may be used for is that in the year 1925 the Federal Goroad purposes. The Bill is, of course, vernment will have to convert loans
The to the amount of about £70,000,000. It
confined to the State of Victoria.
present lo'an authority will not add was felt that a la,rge proportion of the
to the amount of money to be raised for amount Inight not be taken up by present
roads, but it will enable the money to be holders, and that a certain sum would
obtained whenever a favOirable oppOlr- have to be raised in the form of new cash.
tunity presents itse.lf. The Bill has been The Federal GOovernment desires to have
rendered necessary by a decision OIf the the year 1925, Oor the earlier portion of
it, free to enable them to conduct theilLoa~ Council, and I think it advisable,
as I attended the Loan Council, to draw conversion nego,tiations to advantage and
attention to what was done by it" so that it ,is obviGUS that if, when they are' COiIltheir decisions may be considered by the verting, we were also trying to raise
Government when they are dealing with lllOoney, difficulties would be created, and
It was
the question of the loan policy OIf the the rate of interest would rise.
State. When I speak of the Loan Council therefore agreed t,hat the total amount
arriving at a decision I do not suggest to be raised in Australia should be
that it ha,d authority to give any binding - £10,000,000. That would be appoTtioned
decision. The Council had two. meetings. amongst the various Sta~es, and Victoria's
The first was attended by Sir Alexander share wvuld be £2,600,000. Victoria's
Peacock
I then to'ok up, the running portion Qof the whole amount was
and, as he. could not go to SydneY', I repre- ~et down. at £6,400,000. The £2,600,000
sented the State at the conference that IS a httle. mOore than the proporthe
was held there. The decisions of the Coun- tion we raIsed locaHy during
last
SIX
months,
but
in
the
precil the delegates had to submit to theii·,
respective Go,vernments, not as binding vious six months we raised a much
On behalf
decisions, but as recommendations. The larger sum in proportion.
question of raising money is a difficult ,of VictQll'ia, I said that I could not reoomone, because of the immense requirements mend to my Government the proposal
I met the Oa binet, and it' was
of the States and the Commonwealth. made.
The effort of thel CQouncil was to. arrive at agreed that we shoruld ask fOor at least
It. was suggested-I sugthel minimum amount that e,a,ch State £7,000,000.
could spend during the next financial gested-t.hat owmg toO the very skilful
year, and when the various requirements handling of the finances by the Governwere totalled up I think the aggregate ments of Victoria her position was much
amount that was held to be necessary' to better than that of the other States and
meet, the demands of the va.rious States that we were entitled ]1Q.W toO the ~redit
and of the Federal Government was about of the good work that had been done.
£48,000,000.
It was agreed that it The result was tha.t it was agreed tha,t
would bel impossible, to raisel that we should be ano,wed to raise £7 000 000
amount within the financial year. The which was £600,000 more than' th~
I am conFederal Treasurer asked that it should be amount allotted to: us.
reduced by 33 per cent., and it was ac- vinced fro:t!! my small acquaintance,
cordingly brought down to £32,000,000. with the Treasury that if ,\ve tried
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to raise more than tha.t amount we would
not get much more work done, we would
be placing a straili Oli the mone,y market
and on the labour market, prices
would be raised, and no real advantage would be gained.
The members of the conference were most 8'ager
to rest.rain the spending of money. The
Labour Treasure,rs, with their e1xperience
of financial orgies, were satisfied that such
proceedings did not suit the Labour
policy. The Labour Treasurers of the
other States appeared to be coming round
to the true Liberal view Qif financial and
loan policy, and if Qiur friends who now
occupy the Treasury bench in this P,v,rliament remain for any leugth of time where
they are, I trust that they also will be
converted toO Liberalism so far as finance
is concerned. I have explained the position of the Loan Council. The matter
was referred back to our Cabine,t, and it
has now to be dealt with by the present
Cabinet. Of the amount to be allQicated
to Victoria, about £4,600,000 will have
to be borrowed au the Loudou market.
1'he question has been raised as to whether
we should borrow at all Qin '~he London
market owing to the difficulties of exThat trouble is, however, obchange.
viated considerably by the fact that a
great ma.ny Qif the States ra,ve large payments to make in Great Britain, and they
can borrow to that extent with advantage. 'the amount we have agreed to borrow
'in London is not very much beyond the
'amount that js required to pay interest.
Some States have much larger amounts to
pay in interest than others.
New South
Wales has to pay over £6,000,000, and
Victoria only about £2,500,000. We are
deputing to the Federal Government the
duty of raising our loan requirements, and
it may be suggested that we are putting
into the hands of the Federal Government
a power that may be used to our disadvantage. That is not SOl, because the
Federal G()IVernment will be acting as
'agents for the States for only the one
year, when the arrangement will be terminated. The alternative is a seramble
fQir money and the raising of interest.
If this proposal feU through we might
have to borrow, as SQime Qif the State- Governments ha,ve already prQiPosed, at 6 i
per cent.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In
regard to briquett~, we wilf"se~ what ~an
be done , but if we succeed
III placlllg
~
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them on the market I am afraid that the
Oppo.~ition will take the credit.
The explanation tendered by the honmable
member for St. Kilda as to the prQiceedings of the loan conference in Sydney will
receive our consideration.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
PREPARATION OF MINISTERIAL
POLICY.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-By
lea,ve, I moveThat the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday, August 26.

I understand that there is no opposition
to this motion, but I shall be glad to have
the acquiescence of the Leader of the
Opposition in it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
agree to the motion, in accordance with
the promise made earlier in the day.
The motion was agreed to.
At 8.10 p.m. the Speaker left the chair,
and resumed it at 10.55 p.m.
SENATE ELEOTION.
The SPEAKERr-<I l~ave to report
tha.t the House has this day met the
Legislative Council in this Ohamber for
the purpose of sitting and voting together
to choose a person to hold the place in the
Senate rendered vacant by the death of
Sena.tor Stephen Barker, and that Joseph
Francis Hannan, Esquire, has been
chosen to fill the vacant place.
PUBLIC AOCOUNTS COMMITTEE.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
beg to moveThat the following members form the Committee of Public Accounts during the present session :-Colonel Bourcbier, Mr. Brownbill, Mr. Clough, Mr. Greenwood, Mr.
}\'lcDonald (Polwarth), and Mr. Murphy; and
that the Committee have leave to sit on days
on which the House does not meet, three to
be the quorum.

i.'he motion was agreed to.
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Mr. HOGAN (Minister for Railways).'
-By leave, I move-That the following questions be referred to

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways). the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways for inquiry and report:-By leave, I beg to moveTlult the following questions ue referred to
.the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Railways for consideration and report:(1) The construction of a 5-ft. 3-in.
gauge railway from JUllg to \Vallup,
and
(2) The construction of 'U 5-ft. 3-in. gauge
railway from Port Fairy to Macarthur.

This is the usual formal motion at the
commencement of each new session, referring to the Railways Standing Committee the

railway proposals that were

before it when Parliament dissolved, and
01L which the Oommittee had not furnished reports to this House. Where the
Committee received evidence on. any of
these proposals prior to the dissolution of
Parliament there will be no need for the
Oommittee to again talw evidence. Oopies
of that evidence will be furnished to the
member~ of the new Oommittee, but,
bof orc coming to a decision, the new
members of the Oommittee will probably
want to inspect the district proposed to be
served by this new line. Tha~ is .a matter, however, for their deter~ll1atlOn. In
addition to these proposals, the new
Oommittee will have before it, in accordance with the terms of the Border
Railways Agreement 1922, the p~'op~sed
border railway to Oaklands, RIverma.
All the evidence regarding that railway
has been received by the Committee, including the question of railway C011nexion between Wahgunyah and O~rowa.
The Oommittee has also under conSIderation in accordance with the terms of the
Railway Loan Applic~tion Act 1923, the
question of the electrifica tion of the Fern
Tree Gully and Lilydale line, so that
there is no occasion to include those proposals in the motion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEA.COCK.-·
These railways have been investigated by
the Railways Standing Oommittee. They
have can-ied their inquiries up to a certain stage, and it is to enable them to
continue their work that this motion is
submitted.
The motion was agreed to.

1. The question of connecting the districts
lying between the Ouyen to MHdura railway
and the South Australian border with the
existing railway system by means of a 5-H.
3-in. gauge l"ailway.
2. The question of connecting ,the brown coal
workings at Yallourll with the existing railway
system at a ,point\vest of the Haunted Hills
by means of a direct 5-,ft. 3-in. gauge railway
with easy gradients; or by means of a diversion
of the existing railway between Moe and Morwell, llnd the working of traffic over the present railway route, or any new route by steam
or electric traction.
3. The question of connecting the districts of
Corack, Granite Flat, and '\Vooroonook with
the existing railway system by means of a.
railway or tramway.
. .
4. The question of connecting the distrIcts
around Anderson's Inlet and the Lower Tarwin Valley with the existing railway system by
means of a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway. .
5. The question of connecting the districts
of 'Corryong, 'l'owong, Tintaldra, and \Valwa
with the existing raih~ay system by means of
a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge rallway.
6. The question of connecting the districts
lying west and south of Red Hill with the
existing railway system by means of a 5-ft.
a-in. gauge railway.
7. '1'he question of connecting the distri::t
lying between Kulwin and the River Murray
with the existing railway system by means of
a 5-ft. 3-in. gauge railway.
S. The question of connecting the district
lying between the Melbourne to Yarra Glen
l'ailway and the l\lelbourne to Hurstoridge rail\Yay with the existing railway system by means
of a railway or tramway.

These matters have all been before the
Railways Standing Oommittee, und are
being referred to them again, so that
they can complete their work.
The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNlI1:ENT.
111:1'. PRENDERGAST (.Premier) .-1
beg to moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Sir A.LEXANDER PEACOOK.-I
and other honorable members will be prepared and willing and anxious to meet
honorahle members on the other (the
:Ministerial) side down at Glenelg.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.58 p.m.
until Tuesday, August 26.
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.. JOINT SITTING OF THE
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL
AND THE

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday} July 22, 1924.
ELEOTION OF A SENATOR.
In accordance with the provisions of
section 15 of the Oommonwealth of Australia Oonstitution Act, a joint sitting of
the Legislative Oouncil and the Legislative Assembly of Victoria was held this
day in the Legislative Assembly Chamber
to "choose a person to hold the place"
in tho Senate of the Oommonwealth of
Australia rendered vacant by the ~eath
of Senator Stephen Barker.
Honorable members of both Houses
assembled at 8.10 p.m.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. John
Bowser).-I moveThat the Hon. Francis Grenville Clarke, President of the Legislative Council, be appointed
President of this jo~nt sitting.

The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I second
the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
The Ron. FRANK CLARKE took the chair.
The PRESIDENT. - Mr. Speaker,
Mr. Sternberg, and honorable members, I
have to thank you for the very grea~
honour you have done me in appointing
me President of this joint sitting. I am
quite confident that, with the assistance
of honorable members of both Houses, we
shall reach a reasonably speedy termination to the very important work we have
in hand.
HULES OF PROCEDURE.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-l
desire to submit the following· rules of
procedure :1. On any debate arising the same shall be
conducted according to parliamentary usage.
2. A l\{ember, addressing him~self to the
President, shall propose a person to hold the
place in the Senate rendered vacant by the
death of Senator Stephen Barker, and such
proposition shall be duly seconded. When any
person is so proposed, his proposer shall state
to the Members present that such person is
willing' to hold the vacant place if chosell.
3. If onlv one person be proposed and
seconded, the President shall declare :-" That
has been chosen
to hold the place in the Senate rendered vacant
'by the death of Senato.r Stephen Barker."

a Senator.

4. If more than one person be proposed and
. seconded, the person to hold the vacant place
shall, subject to the following rules, be. ch08en
by ballot.
5. Before giving directions to proeeecl with
the ballot, the President shall ask if any Member -desires to propose any other person to
hold the vacant place, and, no other person
being proposed, the ballot shall be proceeded
with, after wh:ch no person shaH be proposed.
6. Each Member present shall be pr'ovided
with a ballot-paper certified by the Clerks of
the two Houses, and shall write thereon the
name of one of the persons duly proposed, and
shall pla.ce his ballot-paper in the ba.llot-box.
7. If two or more persons be proposed and
seconded, the proposer of each of tiuch persons
shall name some Member present. to be a
scrutineer.
The scrutineers, with the Clerks
of the two Houses, shall retire and ascertain
the number of votes for each person; and the
scrut:neers shall make a, written report of the
result· to the President.
S. No informal vote shall be taken into
account.
9. If on the firlst ballot no person shall have
received an absolute ma,jority of the votes
polled, a second ballot shall be taken, and the
name of the person who shall have received the
fewest votes at the first ba.llot shall be exeluded; but if at the first ballot the names
of only two persons be submitted and the
number of voto<s for ~uch persons be equal, the
scrutineers shall by drawing lots determine
which of such persons shall be chosen to hold
the vacant pla,ce, and the person whose name
shall be first drawn shall be deemed to have
been duly chosen.
10. Until one of the per.sons proposed obtains
an absolute majority of the yotes polled, or
(as the case may be) is chosen by lot to hold
the vacant 'place, successive ballots shall be
taken, and at each such ballot the name of the
person who shall have the fewest· votes at the
preceding ballot, shall Ibe excluded.
ll. If on any ballot it Ishall be necessary to
decide between two or more persons as to
which one is to be excluded from a subsequent
ba,llot through the number of votes for such
persons being equal, a special ballot shall be
taken at which the names of only those persons
shall be submitted, and the name of the person
having the fewest votes at such special ballot
shall be excluded; but if on any special ballot
it shall be necessary to ,decide between two
or more persons as to which one is to be excluded from a subsequent ballot, through the
number of votes lor Isuch persons being equal,
the scrutineers by drawing lots shaH determine
which one of such persons shall be excluded,
aond the name of the person last drawn shall
be excluded.
12. If at any ballot, other than the first
ballot or a specia,l ballot hereinbefore provided
for, the names of only two persons be submitted and the number of votes for snch persons be equal, the scrutineers shall, by drawing
lots, determine which of those persons shall
be chosen to hold the vacant place, and the
person whose name shaH be first drawn shall
be deemed to have been duly chosen.
13. As soon as any person obtains an absolute majority of the votes polled, or (as the
case may be) is chosen by lot to hold the
0
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yacant place, the President shall declare:•. That
has been
dlOsen to hold the place in the Senate rendered
YCtcunt by the death of Senator Stephen
lhrker."
.
14. The President shall in all cases be entitled to a vote.
Hi. The records of the proceedings and the
ballot-papers shall be retained by the Clerk of
the Parliaments of the State of Victoria, who
shall be the custodian thereof, and shall keep
the batlot-papers safely for one year and thereafter destroy them.

I may say that the proposed rules are
similar to those that were employed' on
the occasion of the last joint sitting of
the two Houses to elect a senator in 1903.
The rules provide for the election by the
nse of the exhaustive ballot.
The rules of procedure proposed by
)11'. Slater were adopted.
Mr. HUGHES.-I understand that no
provision is made in the rules for postal
voting, and that Sir Arthur Robinson has
applied for a postal vote.
The PHESIDENT.-The rules having been adopted, I am now prepared to
rC'ceive nominations to fill the vacancy.
I would remind honorable members that
('ach motion must be seconded, and that
proposers must state that the person
Hominated is willing to act.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premie!r).1 - beg to. propose Joseph Francis
Hannan
as
th€lpe1rson
to hold
the placel III the Sena.te rende,red
vacant by the, death of Sena,tor
Stephen Barker. 1\11'. Hannan's address
is 407 Coventry-street, South 1\{elbourne.
He was a member of the House of Representatives for four and a half years.
He has also been a member of this
Assembly. I would point out that Mr.
I-iannan is a representative of the party
to which the late Senator Barker belonged. The Labour party consider, in
view of the circumstances, that they
have a reasonable olaim upon the position. It seems only fair that we should
elect to fill the vacancy a member of the
party which re,turned the late se.nator
to the Senatu. Mr. Barker topped the
poll at thel Senate, election with 238,686
votes. Mr. Barnes was second with 238,558
votes, and then came Mr. Findley
with 236,521 votes.' Mr. Swinburne,
who rece[ved thel highest number
of votes of any Nationalist candidate,
polled 215,820. Mr. Andrew, Country
Liberal, polled 74:,566, and Mr .• Bolton
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43,757.
Mr. Merrett polled 22,620,
Mr. White 14,158, and Mr. Plain 10,437
yotes. The figures for the successful
senators do not, of course, represent all
the yotes recorded for them, because the
ballot-papers were not exhausted when
these gentlemen received a majority. I
would point out that Mr. I-Iannan's qualifications are undoubted. I would also
point out that the Labour party are in a
minority in the Senate. Prior to the
last election, Labour was represented by
one senator. The number was increased
by eleven. As I have said, it is a reasonable proposition that we should appoint a Labour nominee to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of a Labour senator.
It is a remarkable coincidence, and one
deserving of more than passing recognition, that at the joint sitting of the Oouncil and t.he Assembly for t.he election of a
senato:t ()h 21St January, 1903, !1r.
Bromley, M.L.A., proposed that Mr.
Swphen Barker should fill the vacancy
in the Senate caused by the death of
Sena tor Sir Frederick Thomas Sargood,
K.O.1LG.
M'r. Bromley's motion was
seconded by me'.
The very next,
Jomt sitting. held in this State for
the election of a senator has been caused
by the vacancy in the Senate resulting
from the death of Mr. Stephen Barker.
I have known !1:r. I-Iannan for a number
of years, and can claim for him that he
possesses full qualifications for the position. He is a man whom the Labou.r
party are convinced would do them full
justice in connexion with their claims in .
the Senate. I appeal to honorable memb01'~ to do what I consider a simple act
of justice by endorsing my nomination.
The PRESIDENT.-Has Mr. Hannan signified his' willingness to be
nominated?
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; both by
word and letter. I may add that Mr.
Gordon Webber will be scrutineel' for the
candidate.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I have great pleasure
in seconding the nomination of MI'.
Joseph Francis Hannan for the position of senator. I have known Mr. Hannan for a great number of years. I believe him to be a very fine type of citizen. He has had a long and varied experience of parliamentary activities and
of proceduro, and inmy opinion he would
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be a most excellent senator.
There is
good reason for the view expressed by
the Premier that the Labour party have
a certain claim to the seat, inasmuch as
]\,IIr. Stephen Barker, standing in the
Labour interests, headed the poll at the
last Senate· election. It is only reasonable to ask, at any rate, until the
people have had an opportunity of again
expressing their wishes in regard to representation, that a vacancy caused by
the death of a J.Jabour senator should be
Mr. Hanfilled by a Labour nominee.
nan is a stltdious man, and I can say from
my OvYn personal knowledge that he takes
a deep ill te1'8st in public questions. He
is an economic thinker, and would make
an excellent senator.
Mr. A.LLA~~.-I beg to propose }.i(r.
William Henry White as the person to
hold the place in the Senate rendered
vacant by the death of Senator Stephen
Barker.
I do not know whether }'fl'.
White is known to all the members present, but certainly he is known to a large
number of them. He was a member of
this House for three years. As a matter
of fact, he represented the famous district of Rodney, whjch I have the honour
to represent at the present time. He was
un excellent representative.
In fact,
there are people wh.o say that he represented the seat better than I do.
1\£1'. BnowNBlLI.... -That is a pretty
good bouquet to throw.
Mr. ALLAN.-I thought some honorable member would say something like
that. At all events, it is 'clear that :M:r.
White was a very good representative.
After .faithfully representing the interests of Rodney in this House for three
years, Mr. White was beaten by a very
small majority. His record shows that
he would be a fit person to represent the
State in the Senate. He is a good business man. When I first knew him he
was manager of a bank in Echuca .. After
leaving the bank he joined t~e firm of
Shackell, White, and Company.
This
firm has been singularly successful in the
Goulbourn Valley.
In fact, right
through the northern districts, no firm
has a higher reputation. Since joining
that firm, Mr. White has been on the Torrumbarry estate, and is a fairly large
landholder in the northern districts. He
has been successful as a banker, as a

a Senator.

member of the firm of Shackell, White,
and Oompany, and as a landholder. If I
were asked whom I would support for the
position of senator, I should certainly say
that the first consideration' should be that
the person nominated is a successful man.
Seejng that Mr. vVhite has been successful in every undertaking upon which he
ha,S\ entered, he mus~ be quite capable of
ac:ting as a Rena,tor in the SC?na,te of the
Federal Parliament..
1\11'. CAIN .-Then you should be a, lot
more suc'c'essful than you a,re here.
:M1'. ALLAN.-The honorable member
is judging me by my success outside. It
takes a, man some time to establish his
position in Parliament. Mr. White has
consented to his nomination, and Colonel
Bourchier will act as scrutineer for him ..
1\11'. DOvVN'V ARD.-I beg to secQ,}ul
the nOlillination OIf lVir. vVhite. I have a
pleasant recOilleotion of Mr. White as,· a
member of this House.
He won the
confidence OIf his fellow-members, and we
felt then that he would be a, success in
any work he undertook, either in 0'1' out
of the HOIuse.
The high oprinio'll t,hat
we then formed of him has, I think.
been fully justified. Mr. White, did nOit
stay in politics very long, but he has
been a sUCICess as a, business man up in
the nort.h.
11ajor BAIHD.-I have much plea. sure in nominating ex-Senator Lieut.COIIOInel William Kinsey Bolton a.s the
person tOi ho-ld the place in thel Senate
rendered vacant by the death of Senator
Stephen Barker. Previous toO the outbreak of the war Mr. Bolton was a public
servant, and he served the Sta,te faithfully and well. When war was declared
he was one OIf the first to vo,lunteer, and
he led one of the four battalions tha,t
left Vietmia, with the first contingent..
He took thalt battalion tal Egypt and
trained it there, and all who, know the
worrk that, these four battalions did will
admit that his was OIne, of the, boot in
the whole brigade, and it was a verv
good brigade.
He led the battalion at
the landing of Gallipoli, and he led the
brigade in a very difficult atta,ok at Cape
Helles, on the 8th 1\1ay, 1915. This
l'ihows that the malTI has a gOlod de·al in
him. AnYOIne who could take 1,000 soldiers and train them tOi the degree of
efficiency which was attained by these
~attalions
must ha,ve had excellent
qualiti~~.
Lieut.-Colonel Bolton always
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extended the utmost kindness and con- t·he death Q1f SenatOor Stephen Barker.
to his
sideration to the men who served 1\1r. ·Plain has cousen ted
under hIm, and that stands in his nomination.
He arrived in Victoria a
fa,vOlur when Sial .muoh is hea,rd about very young ma,n, and 'made his way tOo
offioers that did not C'are a, twopenny the positiOon he, lWW holds by dint Q1f
For many
piece for anyone but themselves. Lieut.- energy and perseverance.
Colonel BOilton had the interest o,f every years he, was a member of the Legisla,tive
Assembly of ViC'toria., representing the
individual in his command at hea.rt.
1\11'. HUGHEs.-Are yO'll putting up a dist.rict in which he resided. How well
he filled the positiorn we all know. Mr.
stunt fOir the returned sOoldier nOow ~
Plain
afterwards became a senator,
1\1ajolI' BAIRD.-Yes, and I say that
Lieut.-COIlonel BOolt.on is a, t.ype of man and for six years held the posiwhose olaim we should consider in con- tion with, I think, satisfaction to the
llexion with the appointment that has people of the State. He has also filled
now to be made. As a Parliament, we the office of President of the N ainsist on preference being given to re- tional Federation since its inception in
Viotoria. 1\1:1'. Plain is well known a.ll
turned sOildiers.
Mr. POLLARD.-Yes, but how often over the State. His personal worth) his
is p"eference, to returned soldiers Te- experience, his ability, :;md his public
work well qualify him tor fill the nosifused?
tiou that is now vacant in the Senate
1\iajor BAIRD.-I dOl nOot know why
of the Federal Parliament. I name Mr.
I should he, interrupted. I am speak- Chandler, 1\f.L.C., a,s scrutineer for 1\11'.
ing on behalf of a worthy gentleman, and Plain.
I have ample justification for everything
The Hon. 1\1:. 1\1cGREGOR.-I ha,ve
I ha,ve' said in his fa.vOour. Lieut.much
plea,sure in seconding the nominaColo,nel BoltOon is a returned soldier.
This .Parliament insists O'n preference be- tion of Mr. Plain. All tha,t I desire tOo
ing given to returned soldiers, and I say is that I endorse thel rema.rks that
ask that this joint sitting of the Parlia" havel been made by Mr. Gordon. I have
ment, in coming tOo a decision in regard known 1\11'. Plain as a straight and honera,ble man fOir ma.ny years, and ,I have
to' t.he filling 01 1.he vacancy in the Senate, will practice what it preaches. every confidence, ha.ving regard tOi the
Lieut. -Co.lonel Bolton was a. member of services he rendered in this Rouse. and
the Senate· fOol' six years, and he then also in the Senat·e, that he is canablel of
demonstra,ted his ability to. carry out representing the peoplel Oof this State in a
efficiently the duties of senator.
I have manner t.hat will give satisfa,Ction to the
everj confidence in submitting his name people genera.lly.
1\1:1'. OYI:AN.-I desire to nomina,te
to hClnora,bIe members, and I nominate
1\ir. Hugh McKenzie as the person to
l'L·. SnOowball as his scrutineer.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I have much hold the place in the Sena,te rendered
pleasure in se.conding the nomination Oof vacant by the death of Senator Stephen
1\1r. Bolton. TIle nomination reminds Ba,rker. Mr. McKenziel was a respeded
me of my recent election at Brighton. I member of this House for many yelars,
never saw ~oQi much feeling displayed as and he was alsOi a Minister of the Crown
has been exhibited in oonnexiOin with for!" a lengthy periOod. He is well known
this nomination.
However, I need in the ROidnery <iistri~t, and he is held in
I
not say more than has already. been' highe3teem throughQlut the, State,.
said about ex-SenatOir Bolton.
He canno't say a,nythjng further to comserved in the Senate faithfully and well; mend him to! hOinorahle members. behe also served the country at the FrOont, cause he is well and favorably known to
and his eha,ra.eter is sufficiently known to " mOist of them. I name Dr. Argyle as his
ensure the fulle~st ·consideratiOin of' his sorutineer.
nomination tv this impo'rt:mt and hon,
lVIr. BEARD1\10RE.-I beg to' second
o~ra,bJe position. Tha.t is an tha,t he dethe nomination of 1\1r. Hugh :McKenzie.
SIres.
His proposer has referred tOo the fact that
l\ir. GORDON.~I rise to p,ropose ex- 1\1r. "1\1:cKenzie was formerly a member of
Senator
William
Plain,
of
Lara" the Legisla.tive Assembly, and filled many
as the person to hOold the place high positions in this Chamber.
For
in the Senate rendered vacant by years he held Cabinet rank, and he is a.
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man very highly e:~teemed and well and
favorably known.
Gentlemen gathered
here to-night know Mr. McKenzie as well
as I do, and I do not think it is necessary
to say any more regarding him. I strongly
commend him as' a man very capable of
filling the posi tiO'n Qf senator.
The PRESIDENT .-1 have received
five propO'sals, and, if no member wishes
to propose any other person, we can proceed with the ballots.
The Hon. R. WILLIAMS.-Would I
be in order, Mr. President, in supporting
a candida.te ~ I take it that the proceedings shO'uld be conducted according
to parliamentary usage, and nO'w that the
nominations have closed I should certainly
ljke to' say a few words aborut certain
nominatiO'ns, that is if I am in order.
The PRESIDENT.-The honorable
member is in order.
Mr. OLD.-Shall we :111 have a go ~
The Ron. R. WILLIAMS.-Personally
I have no O'bjectiO'n to. any O'ther member
having a go.. Well, in suppO'rting the
remarks of the Premier cO'ncerning the
candidate of the Labour party, Mr.
Hannan, I shO'uld like to emphasize the
fact that he is of the same line of political thought as the late Senator Stephen
Barker:. TO' me it seems inexplicable that
certain nO'minations should have been
made; There is ex-Senator Plain for instance. The people themselves spoke in
a very ce,rtain and decided manner at the
last election when the late Senato[' Barker
polled 238,000 votes and ex-Senator
Plain 10,000.
Ex-Senator Bolton is
practically in the same boat. He received a little over 43,000 votes. It does
not matter to me whether a man is a
returned soldier or not. Above all, we
as Democrats respect. the opinions of the
people as exprelssed at the poUs. I say
it would be absolutely audacious and a
burglary to " pinch" the seat held by a
Labom·ite, and hand ·it to a political
opponent despite the expressed will of the
people. I cannot imagine any honorable
member saying that is just or fair. I
do not suppose any rema.rks of mine will
influence one vote.
An HONORABLE lVIEMBER.-Then why
make them ~
The Hon. R. WILLIAMS.-Because I
hope that if the other ·side, understa.nd
what we think O'f them it may do them
good in the future if not to-night. All
I wonld say in conclusion is that surely
it is only fair that the e,xpression of the

will of the people at the last Federal
election, when the number of Labour senatOTS was iner·eased from one
to twe,lve,
should be respected by the people's representatives in this 'chamber to-night.
Mr. LAWSON.-In reply to Mr. Williams, I wish ,to say one or two things.
Firstly we are charged under the constitution. with the responsibility of elecing a senator. W.e are not mere recording .. agents.
-yv e have not merely to
regIster a vote III favour of the next candidate on the poll, nO'r anything of that
kind. Weare supposed to exercise our
discretion in the interests of the country
iIi. order to elect tv th~ Senate the best
man whose services are available. l\1r.
Williams says it is burglary and audacious fOor us tOo nominate to that position
the representative of any other party thau
the party that held the seat now vacant. I
presume that we are asked tOo disregard
the example that the members Oof the
honorable member's party themse,lves set
when the previous vacancy occurred.
Sena tor Sir Frederick Thomas Sal'good
represented a particular party, and this
evening the present Premier informed
the HOouse that on that O'ccasion a member of the Labour party nominated the
late l\11'. Stephen Barker, and that l\1r.
Prendergast himself seconded the nomina,tiO'n. Therefore the charge of .burglary and audacity can be thrown back
in the teeth of the gentleman who made
it.
The PRESIDENT.-If there are 110
mOore proposals Oof gentlemen to fill the
vacancy in the Senate, I will, according
to the rules, declare the period for making proposals closed, and ask the clerks
to' forthwith issue the ballot pape.rs. When
the ballot-papers have been collected, the
following scrutineers will accompany the
clerks-Mr. Webber, Colonel Bourchier,
Mr. SnOowb all , Mr. Chandler, and Dr.
Argyle. It is hardly necessa.ry to' men. tion to honQrable members that the
method of voting is to write the name of
one canclitate upon the voting sheet.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-YolT
said, Mr. President, that we must write
·down the name of the candidate we wish
to vote for.
Will the surname be sufficient, or must we write the full mime?
The PRESIDENT.-The surname will
be sufficient.
I have been reminded of
one other possibie source of error.
It'
will not be necessary for members to provide their own cards and pencils. Oards,
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signed by the clerks will be handed to will keep the result to himself, simply
each member.
It will facilitate the telling us the name of the candidat.e dropwork of the clerks if members will retain ping out on each occasion.
their present pla.ces.
Mr. LEMMON (Minister of Public InThe Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I struction).-:-I desire to support the·
should like to know if the number of point taken by Mr. Slater and sup-votes obtained by each candidate will be ported by Sir Alexander Peacock.
We
announced when the scrutineers return want to get as near to the secrecy of the·
ballot as we possibly can. . I should like
to the chamber.
The PRESIDENT.-That will be as to intimate that in the election of thethe joint meeting wishes. There is no present Ministers the exhaustive ballot
was adopted, and we did not make known
rule to that effect.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-It the result of the voting.. It seemed to
would be infonnation to honorable mem- work out very well.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOoK.-For those
bers, who would like to know who is at
the top or at the bottom of the poll. What who got in.
objection can there be to members at this
The PRESIDENT.-It is not for me
meeting knowing how the voting has gone to decide whether such a procedure as Mr.
on each of the ballots? I moveRichardson wants is desirable or not. The
That the scrutineers inform honorable mem- only point I have to decide is whether it
bers at the conclusion of each ballot of the is competent for a motion to be made pronumber of votes cast for each candidate.
posing what is virtually an addition to
The rules having been carThe Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I second thp. the rules.
ried without amendment, it is undoubtmotion.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-I think that edly too late-following the usage of
is really provided for by the last part of the Houses of this Parliament-to submit
rule 7, which says, "The scrutineers shall an amendment providing for an addition
make a written report of the result to the to any of them.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.President."
The PRESIDENT.--But it does not Mr. Cohen stated that my proposal is
say that the President shall announce the already covered by the rules.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-SO it isresult.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I covered up.
Ballot-papers were supplied to honorobject to this proposal.
The rules
governing the procedure have already able members, by whom they were filled
been adopted, and I take it that members up and deposited in the ballot-box.
of this meeting would be out of order
The PRESIDENT left the chair at 9.10
in bringing forward any .n~w rule p.m., and the scrutineers also retired for
at this stage.
No prOVISIOn has the purpose of counting the votes.
been made for doing what M~. RichardThe PRESIDENT resumed the chair at
son desires, and it would be dangerous to 9.30 p.m.
make a fresh rule now.
The PRESIDENT.-I have received
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I the following report from the scrutisupport the contention of Mr. Slater. The neers :report of the scrutineers will be handed
to the President, who will announce at Mr. President,
IWp' have the honour to report that, at the
each stage the name of the candidate at first
ballot, 89 votes were recorded by the
the bottom of the list.
That candidate honorable members present, and we find. after
Why should we want to a scrutiny, that the' result of the ballot is as
will drop out.
know the number of votes that any cau- follows:No person obtained an absolute majority
didate receives?
of the votes polled.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-To show
Mr. Bolton obtamed the fewest number
us how to vote afterwards.
of votes.
STANLEY ARGYLE.
Sir .ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
M. W. J. BOURCIIIER.
have already adopted the rules governing
f:.ORDON WEBBER.
our procedure, and the point raised by.
O. R. SNOWBALL.
Mr. Slater is a good one. The President
A. E. CHANDLER.
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Mr. Bolton's name will, therefore, be excluded; and we will nOlW take a second

Ballot-papers were again supplied to
honorable member!::!, by whom they were
ballot upon the four nominees rem.ain- filled up and deposited in the banot-box.
ing.
The PRESIDENT left the chair a.t 10.28
Further ballot-papers were supplied to p.m. ,and 'the scrutineers alsOi retired Jor
honorable members, by whom they were the purpose of counting the votes.
filled up and deposited in the hallot-box.
T1he PRESIDENT resumed the chair at
Thel PRESIDENT left the chair at 9.40 10.40 p.m.
p.m. and t.he scrutinel€ll's also retired for
The PRESIDENT .-1 nave received
the purpose of counting the votes.
the following official report from the
The PRESIDENT l'esumed the chair at scrutineers : Mr. President,
9.59 p.m.
We have the honour to report that, at .the
The PRESIDENT.-I have l'eceived
ballot, 89 votes were recorded by the
the following official report from the fourth
honorable members present, and we find, after
sCl'utineers :a. :scrntiny, that the result of the ballot is Q13
Mr. President,
We have the honour to report that, at the
Recond ballot, 89 votes were recorded by the
honorable members present, and we find, after
a scrutiny, that the result .of the ballot is as
follows:1\0 person ,obtained an absolute majority
of the votes polled.
:\11'. McKenzie obtained the fewest number
of votes.
STANLEY ARGYLE.
"ROUROHIER.
GORD.ON WEBBER.
O. R. SNOWBALL.
A. E. CHANDLER.

M. W. J.

follows : Mr. Joseph Francis Hannan obtained an
absolute majority of the votes polled.
STANLEY ARGYLE.

M. W. J. BOUCHIER.
GORDON WEBBER.
O. R. SNOWBALL.
A.E. CHANDLER.

In accordance with the scrutiny returned
I now declare that J oeeph Francis Hannan, Esq., ha.ving obtained an absolute
majority of the yates polled, has been
chosen to hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the death of Senator
Stephen Barker.
M:r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
move-- .

l\h. M'cKe.nzie's name will, therefore, be
exclud.ed, and we will now proceed to the
third ballot.
Ballot-papers 'were again supplied to
That the President be requested to inform
honorable members, hy whom they were His Excellency the Governor that Joseph
filled up and deposited in the ballot-box. Francis Hannan, Esq., has been chosen to
Thel PRESIDENT left the chair at 10.3 hold the place in the Senate rendered vacant
by the death of Senator Stephen Barker.
p.m., and the scrutineers also retired for
We
on this (the Ministerial) side of tho
the purposel 0If counting the votes.
HGuse ·are very grateful for the vote ,that
The PRESIDENT resumed the chair at
has been recorded in favour of lVlr. Han10.20 p.m.
nan. It is a recognition of his right to
The PRESIDENT;-I have to an- fill the seat which, as I said in a speech
nounce that the scrutineers have officially I made. previously, was previously filled
reported to me:by a member of our party.
.
Mr. Pres~dent,
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
We have the honour to report that, at the second the motion.
third ballot, 89 votes were recorded by the
The motion was agreed to.
honorable members present, and we find, after
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
a scrutiny, that the result of the ballot is as
desire to ask honorable members to pass a.
follows:N'o person obtained an absolute majority vote of thanks to you, Mr. President, for
so ably filling the chair to-night. This i~
of the votes 'polled.
~lr. White obtained the fewest number of
nothing more than a recognition on the
votes.
part of the Houses of your having fulfilled
STANLEY ARGYLE.
your duty successfully and with t'he least
M. W. .J. BOURCIIIEB ..
possible friction.
·GORDON WEBBER.
O. R. SNOWBALL.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
A. E. CHANDLER.
have pleasure in seconding the vote ·of
Mr. White's name will, therefore, be ex- thanks which has been proposed by the
cluded, and we will now proceed to the Premier.
fourth ballot.
, The motion was carried.
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The PRESIDENT.-Mr. Premier, Mr. Legislative Assembly for the electoral
Richardson, and gentlemen: I have to district of Glene,lg, in place of Mr, W. E;
thank you very much for your kindly- Thomas, de,ceased, and that he had reexpressed opinion that I have filled the ceived a return to' the writ, by which it
chair with satisfaction, but, after all, appeared that Mr. Ernest Edward Bond
you yourselves have made my position a had been duly elected.
very easy one from first to last, and, j f
Mr. Bond was introduced and sworn
. 1 may venture so to say, have conducted
the proceedings in a wa,y that reflects the
dignity of the, Victorian Houses of Par:..
ELECTIONS AND
liament. \Vhen next there is a contest
QUALIFICATIONS COMMITTEE.
of this kind I believe ,that the rules
adopted to-day will be regarded as a
The SPEAKER laid on the table his
reasonable p{'ecedent" and it is possible warrant appointing Mr. Clough and :Mr.
that then we shan not. have tOo occupy the ~{urphy to be membel~s of the Committee
very great amount 0.£ time we have of Elections and Qualifications in place
taken tOo-day. Our time, hOowever, has of Mr. Prendergast and Mr. Warde, renot been wasted. It has been well oc- signed.
cupied, and I think honorable members
generally may congratulate themselves on
the spirit in which this important duty
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
has been performed.
I have fOormally
Consolidated Revenue Bill ( No.2).
to declare the joint sitting closed, and as
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3).
I understand both Houses have further
Victorian Government Loan Bill.
work to do tOo-night, it will probably be
best fOor us to meet straightway in our
respective Chambers.
THE GOVERN~IENT'S POLIOY.
The proceedings terminated. at 10.48
ST ATEMENT BY TIlE PREMIER.
p.m.
~{r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).It is my intention as briefly us possible
to outline the policy of the Government.
The Government came into 'office on the
19th July. An adjournment wa_s granted
LEGI~LATIVE ASSEMBLY.
for five weeks to enable us to formulate n
policy, and this policy we now present to
Tuesday, A'ugust 26, 192.4.
the House.
ROAD POLICY.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
t.ook the chair at 4.39 p.m.
COM~fISSION

TO SWEAR
MEMBERS.

The SPEAKER informed the House
that he had received from His Excellency
the Governor a Oommission authorizing
him to administer the oath of allegiance
to such members as had not already taken
and subscribed the same in the present
Parliament.
NEW l\1:EMBER.
The SPEAKER announced that on
25th July la.st he issued a. writ for the
election of a member to serve in the

We have- proceeded with commitments amounting to, roughly, £500,000,
in connexiOon with developmental and
main roads, and are going much
further, and will expend £1,000,000
additional, chiefly on roads of a developmental nature, from 'centres of production to railway stations, so that our road
policy ,will harmonize with our railwr..y
transport system.
TRANSPORTATION.
Bills will be introduced to deal with the
prOoblem of 'bus and tram transportation,
and also to 'deal with the cQIIIlpetition of
motor lorries with the railways.
REDUCTION OF FREIGHTS.
An immediate reduction of freights to
the extent 0.£ 10 per cent. on agricultural
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is being effected, such products

~being-

'Vheat, flour, bran, sharps, pollard.
Hay, straw, chaff.
Other agricultural produce, including onions and potatoes.
Butter.
Cream.
Dairy produce.
~Milk products.
Fruit, fresh and dried.
Vegetables, green.
Wine.
Poultry.
Pigs.
MARKETS.

TO' prQovide fOol' the Qorganized ma,rketing of primary prQoducts, the Government, in view Qof the urgency of the
matter, has approved of adequate accommodation being provided at Spencerstreet by the erection of sheds for the
reception and marketing of chaff, hay,
potatoes, onions, &c., and to give effect to
the immediate carrying out of this work
has authorized £25,000 being paid from
the Treasurer's advance.
POLICE.

It is proposed tha,t a Royal CommissiQon
consisting of Sir J Qohn MQonash as chairman, Mr. C.' S. l\icPherson, and Superintendent Martin be appQointed to' inquire
into>(a) the police trouble; and
(b) the present standard of efficiency of the Force, and the
best method of restoring such
efficiency if found to be impaired.
SOLDIER

SETTLEMENT.

Policy.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-At present;
but we may arrive at a decision on the
matter, which is more than the Coalition
Ministry were able to do.
COMPULSORY WHEAT POOL.

A scheme for a compulsQory Wheat PO'O']
will be introduced, and necessary legislatiO'n brought fO'rward to give effect to it
without delay.
WIRE NETTING.

A Bill will be introduced for the purpose of liberalizing t~he terms under which
wire netting may be supplied to' municipal councils and land-owners,
Mr. LIND.-It is important that wire
netting should be supplied direct to landowners instead of simply through the
councils, as some councils will not take
responsibility.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.f-Supply will
be made through the ,councils, and direct
to land-owners.
It will be dOone bOoth
ways.
Mr. LIND.-I am glad to hear that.
PUBLIC SERVICE.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A Public Service Bill providing for a tribunal to
determine the wages and cQonditions of
various branches of the Public Service
will be intrQoduced.
A superannuation
scheme fOor public servants is being formulated.
ELECTORAL BILL.

An amending Electoral Bill will be
intrO'duced prQoviding fQor compulsOory vO'ting, an~, in general, fO'r securing uniformity with the Federal law.
CRIME AND POLICE OFFENCES
LEGISLATION.

As a result of weaknesses in the Crimes
and Police Offences Acts disclosed by
various decisions of the Oourts, Bills will
be introduced
providing
for
the
strengthening of the law in regard to
offences under both of these Acts.

It is prQoposed that a Royal CQommission
be
appointed
to'
inquire
into the €ntire question of soldier
settlement.,
The Government prQoposes
in cases Qof hardship to put in operaJUSTICES ACT.
tion a scheme of suspension of arrears on
An amendment Qof the Justices Act will
land due by soldier settlers, and an ex- be intrOoduced to prQovide for the removal
tension of the period for payment.
. of sex disability from appointment to the
Commission of the Peace.
AGRICULTURAL BANK.
CHILDREN'S WELFARE.
TOo assist rural develQopm€,ut and pro~duction the Government is cQonsidering
A measure will be introduced to give
t.he introduction of a Bill authorizing the effect to a change of the name of the
.establishment, of an Agricultural Bank.
. Department from " Neglected Children "
Mr. OLD.-The Government are only tOo that of " Children's Welfare Department II.
wnsidering that.
M,'. Prendergast.
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GAS LEGISLATION.

l\[AFFRA SUGAR BEET FACTORY.

It is intended to at once introduce
legislation dealing with the ma.tters affecting the l\1etropolitan Gas Company.

The Government has decided to remodel and enlaJ'ge the Maffra Sugar Beet
Fa.ctory to increase the capacity to 600
tons a day, thus enabling a further area
of 3,000 a,cres of beet tOo be cultivated.

FORESTS.

The Government intend to introduce
legislation to bring about a policy
t.hat will make our forests self-sustaining, in addition to nroviding for
future de1velopment. A Bill is to be introduced to provide for a loan of £500,000
spread over a period of five years.
ApPRENTI CESHIP.

A Bill ermbod,ying the recommendations
of the Conference of 1922 on Apprenticeship is being prepared, and will be introduced.

CONCESSIONS TO DRIED-FRUIT GROWERS,

Very material concessions haNe been
made to the soldier settlers on the driedfruits irrigation areas, whereby the Government has agreed to suspend the payments o,f water rates and charges.
lVJEDICAL AND DENTAL INSPECTION OF
SCHOOL CHILDREN.

It is ;ntended to extend the system of

medical and dental inspection of school
children.

FAIR RENTS BILL.

MINERS' PHTHISIS.

It IS the intention of the Government to support a measure entitled
"A Bill for the Establishment o,f
Courts' for the Purpose of Fixing Fair
Rents for Dwelling Houses," of which
notice has been given by Mr. Murphy.

Increases in payments for miners'
phthisis cases were made by the Government, such increases being from £3 per
quarter to £6' per quarter, and from5s.
to lOs. per quarter. for each ohild.

OTHER BILLS.

The Government proposes tOi establish
a colony at Janefield where juvenile
mental defectives may be segregated and
trained.
.

:MENTAL DEFECTIVES.

Bills will be introduced dealing with
the following subjects:Milk Supply.
Horse Breeding.
TUBERCULOSIS.
Cattle Compensation.
To more e,ffectively cope with the subExtension of the Functiolli3 of the ject of tuberculosis, the Government proState Insurance Office.
poses erecting a sanato'rium.
Closer Settlement.
Public Health.
HOSPITALS.
Workers' Compensation.
Ev81I'y endeavour has been made to proIndustrial and Provident Societies, . vide adequate hospital accommodation to
and
meet the needs of the sick poor in VicWeights and Measures.
toria, and no necessary expenditure has
been spared to effect this purpose.
FINANCE.

The Government has agreed with
the other States and the Commonwealth to allow the latter body to assume
the entire authority for the raising of
loans during the current financial year ..

That, Sir, is a statement of the policy
of the Government.
The Leader of the
Opposition has intimated to me his desire
to discuss the statement, and in order that
he may have an opportunity of doing so,
I beg to move-

FLOUR AND BREAD PRICES.

That the Premier's statement of policy
of the Government be printed and circulated
amongst honorable members of this House.

The Government, in view of the sharp
rises in the prices of flour and bread, appointed Mr. J. T. Sutcliffe a Commissioner to inquire into and report thereon.
The Government will, if necessary, introduce legisla,tion to meet the Commissioner's recommendation.

That will enable the Leader of the Opposition to discuss the exceedingly simple
and, I think, clear proposals that the
Government are submitting to the House.
We submit them without any trimming
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at all, and the House will have 11(} difficulty in understanding what the policy
of· the Government is.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-I
desire to offer a few remarks at this stage.
The Premier claims that his statement
IS a very clear and succinct one.
1:
intend to quote a speech that was made
by the honorable gentleman on an oceasion that, although not exactly similar
to the present, has points of resemblance
to it.
The Government over which I
presided appealed to the country, and as
a result of subsequent happenings retligned, when this Government came into
power.
The Government was granted a
mouth's supply, and an adjournment of
the House for five weeks, the' object being
to enable it to' prepare its policy.
In accordance with tho arrangements
made, the Premier has now intimated
what the policy of the Government is to
be. When last year the former Premier,
Mr . Lawson, (:~nnounced the reconstruction of his Govehlment, he made a speech
in the House as to wha.t the policy of his
new Governmen t would be.
The Leader
of the Opposition (the present Premier)
then made a statement, which is recorded
in IIansa1'd on the 19th September, 1923,
in which he called attention to the fact
that a new policy was being formulated,
and that honorable members would be
precluded from discussing it owing to the
forms of the House.
He explained that
under the forms of the House only one
honorable member, the Leader of the
Opposition, would be allowed to discuss
the statement that had been made.
The
position is the same to-day, although the
circumstances are considerably different.·
This new policy has never been placed
bef?re the country.
I do not take any
notIce of statements that are put forward
in the press by members of the Oabinet,
who are merely kite-flying.
I propose
only to deal with what has now been
submitted to us in the statement made by
the Premier, and in doing so I shall be
following precedetllts. I remember that
in 1902 the then Treasurer, ~fr. Shiels, ou
behalf of the Premier, Mr. Irvine,
announced the policy of the Government,
and his statement had reference particularly to nnance. ' It is rather strange
that in the statement of policy that we
have heard for the nrst time this afternoon, several suggested amendments of
the law are indicated, and a number of

Policy.

concessions promised, whilst not a word
is said as to how the money required is
to be found. By what means does the
Government propose to provide for the
increased expenditure that will be rendered necessary by the proposals contained in his statement of policy ? We
are not told. That appears to me, at nrst
blush, to be a serious omission, but, of
conrse, it is a matter that will remain
open for discussion. The Premier, in discussing the situation in September of last
year, pointed out that honorable members
generally had been given no opportunity
of considering the new policy that was
·then proposed.
The policy that has now
been su bmi tted to us is also, in a sense~
absolutely new; I say, in a sense, because
much of it haB been stolen by the Government from the programme of its predecessors. I see some "old friends" in it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU could not be
wrong in .every thing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-N o.
When Parliament meets at the beginning
of an ordinary session, the Government
sets out in the Go;vernor's Speech. the
programme of legislation that is to be·
submitted during the sesBion. The object
of that procedure is to enable the proposals thus submitted to be debated by
honorable members, who then have an
opportunity of stating not only their o\vn
views, but also any views that may have
been expressed by their constituents. The
policy of the Government may then be
challenged.
I approached the Premier
to-day, and pointed out to him that
aspect. So that the House and the country might clearly understand the position,. .
I suggested that the course adopted in
1902 should be followed.
As I have
already intimated, when Mr. Shiels had
made his statement it was pointed out by
the then Opposition, of which I was
Leader, that the House would be precluded from debating the matte,r, because
it had been brought forward in Oommittee of Supply, and that any debate
at' that time would necessarily delay the
grant of Supply.
The request was made·
that another opportunity should he
afforded to honorable members to dis('usd
t.he statement of policy, and the then
Premier-, ];11'. Irvine, recognized the justice of the claim.
The result waSthat arrangements were made for the
debate on the new programme to be
taken on the following Tuesday, on a
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nnance Bill, which would enable the
policy to be fully discussed.
Either
that ceurse 0.1' the one the Premier has
a.dopted to-day of meving that the do.cu-.
ment be printed, was open for adeptio.n.
It is .only fair to heno.rable membe-rs generally, no matter what views they may
hold, that the cle!bat·e should be adjourned.
I ask the Premier to. censent to that
course, and, if he agrees, every other hon.
.orable member will have an equal right
with the Leader ef the Oppositien of jeining in the discussion. We can have a de·
bate in the! .same way as en the mo.tien
for the adOoption ef the Address-in-Reply.
It will be epen to us to point. out .omissions in the Government's proposals, to
criticize them, 0.1' to. suggest improvements.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-The last GoveTnOl"S
Speech was pretty short, wasn't it ~
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It
was very short. The circumstances were
unusual. I ask the Premier to agree to
the adjeurnment of the debate for a week.
I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
hope the Leader of the OppesitioiJl will he
prepared to go on with the debate. He
suggested to me that if I were, simply to
read the Government's policy to the
House the members of his party would not
have an o.pportunity of debating it.
Therefo.re, I moved that the paper I had
read be printed with the object o.f allowing the whole of the Government's proposals to be discussed by the Heuse. The
proposition the! Leader ef the Oppesition
now makes is entirely different from that
which he suggested to me. Iacknowledge
that the Government's policy has been
anneunced to-day for .the first time. The
Leader of the Opposition has remarked
that ·some of our proposals formed portion of his policy. \Vill he help the House
to pass those, prepesals ~ He and his party
have had them before them for the last
22 years, and I suggest to the honorable
membe.r that he. must be fully acquainted
with them by thjs time. vVe do not want
to. stifle discussion. I have· always appealed for hOonorable members to have full
opportunities for discussing proposals that
have been breught forward in the House,
but the· Le·ader ef the Opposition knew~l
that some o.f the, proposals in the Government's policy are of vital importance, and
we want to deal with them at once. Are
the members '0f the Farmers' Union party
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prepared to. adjeurn the debate· for a. fortnight or three weeks, and to wait that
time for their wheat marketing Bill ~
What do they think of that ~
1\I1r. BEARDMORE.-You are holding out
a bunch ef carrots.
Mr. PRENDERGAST'.-The Leader
of the Opposition knows that wei have had
only five we,eks in which tOo formulate eur
policy, and he knows what that means.
There has been a "never-ceasing grind
at work from the first thing in the moo-ning till the last thing at night. It means
neglecting some ef the things yeu ought
to do, and doing a lot of things you have
to do. I do not want any unnecessary
adjournment. This is nnt the commencement of a session, but a resumptien after
an interlude.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Worse luck!
lV.[r. PRENDERGAST.-If the honerable membe-r leoks at the, numbe-rs on this
(t?e Ministerial) side of tlIe Hoase, he
WIll see the luck his party had at the last
election. There might be a lot mere ef
that kind of luck fOor the honorable member's party at the nex.t election. I appeal
to the Leader of the Oppositien to allew
some of the! measures that I mentioned in
my pelicy speech to be! placed 0.'11 the
notice-paper. .1 am not. going' to oppo'Se
the adjournment ef the debate, but I ask
henerable members to recOollect that we
have already had a discussion on the
Address-in-Reply, and we do not want an
interminable discussion on the present
motion.
Honorable members in the
Opposition corner know that the wheat
pool" Bill will have to be dealt with at
once if it is to be passed in time fer the
llext harvest.
Mr . ALLAN.-We do net know what
that Bill contains.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member ought to know enough abeut it
by this tims. He has had a look at every
side of the subject, and, in fact, has been
on every .side ef it. vVe want to bring
some of our me,asures before the House.
If honorable members destroy our opportunity of bringing forward our proposals,
it means destroying a portion' of what
we are offering them, for instance in connexion with the reductio'll ef freights on
agricultural produce. We effer as an instalment something that they never had
befere., and that they did not even get
ne-ar previously. We give, them that as a
first instalment.
1\1r. MORLEy.-v'V'hat Bill will you
bring in first ~ .
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Mr. PRENDERGAST. - We shall
please ourselves about that. We dOo not
want to stifle debate at all, but a re,asonable adjournment might be asked fornot a lengthy one.
I a,cknowledge that.,
because I frequently appealed for adjournments myself in certain circumstances.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Your speech
in September, 1923~ is absolutely unanswerable.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The honorable
member did not say that at the proper
time. I dOo not oppose an adjournment,
but I ask the Le,ader Oof the Opposition tOo
be cOontent with an adjOournment for a
reasonable time.
The motiOon for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed tOo, and, the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, Septembet' 2.
Leave was given to Sir Alexander ;Peaeock to continue his speech on the resumption of the d~bate.

WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) presented a message from His Ex,cellency the Administrator of the Government recommending that an appropriation
be made from the Oonsolidated Revenue
for the purposes of a Bill to confer certain
powers on the Government of Victoria in
regard to the marketing of the wheat
harvest of the season 1924-5, and for other
purposes.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in Oommittee, and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) the Bill was introduced and read a first time.

OHAIRMAN OF OOMMITTEES.

That Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
in each week during the present session be
the days on which this House shall meet for
the dispatch of business, and that 4 o'clock
be the hour of meeting on Tuesday, 3.30
on Wednesday, and 10.30 on Thursday; and
that no fresh business, except the postponement of business on the notice-paper, be called
on after 10 o'clock.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-I
moveThat the member for Ovens, the Hon.
Alfred Arthur Billson, be appointed Chairman
of Committees of this Hquse.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-T
second the motion.'
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) •....:....1
appreciate very highly the honour
the House has conferred on me. I am
fully sensible of the importance of the
position, and I shall endeavour to con. duct myself in a proper and dignified
manner, impartially discharging my
duties to members on All sides of the
House.
STATE SAVINGS BANK BILI.J.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST (Premier)
presented a message from His Excellency
the Administrator of the Government recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Oonsolidated Revenue for
the purposes of a Bill to amend the State
Savings Bank Acts.
A resolution in accordance with the l'ecommendation was passed in Oommittee,
and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), the Bill was introduced and re~d a first time.

SESSIONAL· ARRANGEMENTS.
'DAYS AND HOURS OoF MEETING-ORDER OoF
BUSINESS.
:M:r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).By leave, I move-

The motion' was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).By leave, I moveThat on 'fuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday
in each week, except on the Thursdays set
apart for private Bill business and general
business, during the present session Government business shall take precedence of all
other business .

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).By leave, I moveThat on Thursday, 28th August, and on
every third Thursday thereafter during the
present session business shall be called on in
the following order, viz.:On one third ThursdayPrivate Bill business:
1. Notices of motion.
2. Orders of the day.
General business:
1. Notices of motion.
2. Orders of the day.
On the alternate third ThursdayGeneral business:
1. Orders of the dav.
2. Notices of motion.
Private Bill business:
1. Orders of the day.
2. Notices of motion.

The motion was agreed to.

Adjournment.
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BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, introduced by
private members, were read a first time:Riot Damages Bill (Mr. Farthing).
Local Government Bill (No.1) (Mr.
Pollard).
Fruit Packing Sheds Registration Bill
(Mr. Old).
Parliamentary Elections (Railway Employees and Public Servants) Bill (M.t'.
Brownbill) .
Fair Rents Bill (Mr. Murphy).
Medical (Dentists) Bill (Mr. Snow. ball).
.Local Government Bill (No.2) (Mr.
Everard).
Orchards Registration Bill (Mr. Wettenhall).
Local Government Bill eN o. 3) (Mr.
Murphy).
ADJOURNMENT.
THE PREMIER'S POLICY SPEECH.

:Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).--I
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. LAWSON.-The Premier made a
multum in parvo statement this afternoon and I think we may agree that he
has dressed the Government shop window
very well. But there are one or two matters in the statement upon which I desire
a little further information, not necessarily now. One promise made is that
freights on certain agricultural products,
chiefly, according to my recollection, on
chaff, onions, and potatoes, are to be reduced 10 per cent.
Mr. HOGAN.-On all agricultural products.
Mr. LAWSON.-Onions and potatoes
were emphasized.
Will the Premier
favour the House with information as to
the financial incidence of that reduction ~
What do the railway authorities estimate
the loss of revenue occasioned by the reduction will be ~ I have no doubt that
the honorable gentleman can obtain the
information from the Oommissioners, or
from the accountant of the Railway Department, and I should be glad if he
would do so, and would make the information available to honorable members.
Then, as the debate has been adjourned
in order that there may be a full discus-
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sion in the light of critical examination
of the statement made by the Premier, I
would suggest to the honorable gentleman
that it would be in keeping with the
spiri t of a promise he made to this House
when we adjourned previously, that, in
regard to the suggested appointment of a
Royal Commission to investigate certain
matters regarding the Police Force, the
Premier should undertake to make available to the House the proposed scope of
the commission.
The question I hav~
asked is one that the honorable gentleman
put to me on many occasions when I was
in the position he now occupies, and I
always endeavoured to supply the information sought in order that the House might
have an opportunity of discussing it.
There are three ske,leton headings, and
the Premier will re,alize that it is not easy
for any honorable member, however
closely he may follow it, to pick out at
once all the points of a written state·
ment. A written statement may be good
for the purposes of exactitude, and it is
resorted to from time to time, but it does
not convey what it is intended to convey
so clearly as the spoken word. I think it
only reasoonable to suggest that wheu the
Attorney-General prepares the commission to which I have referred, the scope
of it ·should be intimated too honorable
members.
It' would be in keeping
with the spirit of the promise the Premier made if this Royal Oommission
were not appointed until the House
had had an opportunity of discussing the
whole situation. The purpose of the suggestion I ofie'red to the Premier five
weeks ago was that no action should be
taken by the Government until the House
had had an opportunity of considering
what was proposed. The adjournment of
the debate on the Premier's statement for
a week, an adjournment with which I
agreed, prevents the House from discussing the matter now, and I ask the Premier to comply with my re-asonable request, that no appointments be made
until the House has seen the proposed
commission, and has had an opportunity
of discussing it in connexion with the
policy statement on Tuesday next.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premie,r).-I
may point out that in coune·xion with
commissions appointed by the honorable
member for Oastlemaine when he was PremieJ:, no proposals were submitted to the
House, and no information as to the
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scope of the inquiries proposed was furnished lJ.ntil aHe·r the, appointments were
made.
M'r. LAWSoN,-There are instances on
re·cord, and the Premier should remember
them, in which I announced the intention
of the cQmmissiQns tOo be, appointed. On
certain occasions the honorable member,
as Leade,r of the Opposition, has a,sked
me tOo state the scope of a commission, and
I have read the commission too the House.
r can recall a violent attack that was
made upon m~ by the present Minister for
'Agriculture on one occasion when I did
so.
Mr. HOGAN.-That was afte,r the appointment had been made.
M~.
PRENDERGAST.~The honorable member for Castlemaine will recollect
that in counexion with the Outer Ports
and the Warrnambool Ha,rbour commissions the appointments were made, and
the powers of the, commissions formulated, without the House having been
given an oppo.rtunity of knowing anything
as to the, nature, of the proposed inquiries.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Supposing that were so,
I assume that the honOorable member objects tOo such a course of procedure.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is no use
assuming anything of the kind. The honorable member always found me to be a
mOost reasonable Leader of the Opposition
-the most reasonablet he e-veT had, because I was there so long. Objection may
be taken tOo the commission we propose to
appOlint after the, appointments have been
made.
It will be within thel power of
hOtlruQrable'members to' object, and they
can take serious action if they so choose.
We intend to appoint the Commission,
·and to go on with the inquiry.
In
regard to the' other matte:r referre·d tOo by
the' honora.ble membe,r, that is, freights
on faJ;]1l produ.ce, a. re,turn will be prepared, and will be' made a,vailable to.
honora.ble membea:s.
Mr. ALLAN .....:Do you intend to appoint
this Oommission before the House has
had an opportunity of discussing the
matter ~
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We intend to
appoint the Commission and to proceed
with the inquiry at once, and we are prepared to stand by w hat w~ dO'.
Mr. ALLAN.-Very well, we know what
you are going to do now.
The motiQu was agreed to.
The HQuse .adjourned at 5.45. p .. m ...

Price oj Bread Commission.

LEt:;ISLATIVE ASSEl\11lL Y·Wednesilay~

August 27,. 192J,..

The: SPEAKER (the Hon. John BowBer p
took the chair at 4.8 p.m.

PRICES OF BREAD,. WHEAT AND
FLOUR COMMISSION ..
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) presented- the first whea.t and flour report of
the Royal Commission appointed to in- '
quire into the prices Oof bread.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
rrioveThwt pages 16 and. 17 of the report, COlltain.ing a summary of the findings and recommendations of the Commission, be read.
The motion was agreed to.
The Olerk read the summary of finding::; and recommendations, which was as
follows:1. Seventy-seven witnesses from the wheaL
marketing, flour milling, and baking industries
have been examined at Melbourne, Geelong.
Ballarat, and Bendigo.
2. Ovei" 200 sets of forms have been sent out.
to millef!S. and bakers.
3. The voluntary Whea,t Pool, known as the
Wheat Growers' Corporation Limited, has
proved of service to the whea:t·growers and to
i}le millers.
4. At present it is handling about 60 per
C6I1t. of the wheat grown, and is controlled
entirely by its members, who are wheatgrowers.
5. Competition of: wheat-growers outside th.c
('orpora,tion is at present strong enouo-h to
('11sure that the corporation will not e~ploit
tllC consumer in Australia.
6. Nevertheless, the price of wheat shipped
has been consistently lower than the price ef
wheat gristed for local consumption.
7. If all wheat grown was marketed by the
corporation, the wheat-growers would be able
to exploit tb~ local consumer if so desired.
8. Therefore, in the interests of local conobumers, there should be a compulsory Wheat
Pool on which the Government, as guardians
of the interests of the local consumers, should
luwe representation.
9. 'fhe price of wheat for local consumption
should b_e based on cost of production, rather
than, as at present, on oversea,s parity, which
is often fixed as a result of " corners in wheat"
an~ other lUlsatisfactory methocls of pril!efiXlllg'.

10. The Victorian Mill-owners' Association is
a strolig orgMlization, which exists prima.rilV

for the purpose of fixing the pr1ce of flour
for local consumption, and the control which
the association exercises over its members is
Buch that the prices Rl'e in general strictly
Hcl1lered to.
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11. The price is fixed at the discretion of
the a~sociatiolJ, not on tbe price which the
ruill·owners ha,ve paid for wheat, but upon the
-overseas parity price of whe~t.
12. It is shown in the table on page 9 that
the average price of flour for export is considerably lower thau that for local consumption.
Whether the difference is due to extrat
('ost of delivering and financing the flour for
local consumption will be considered in the next
leport.
13. 'Where price-fixing is in force to the
extent shown by this association. there are
grave possibilities that the interests of tl~e
local consumer may be ignored. Therefore, III
this case also there is urgent need for a
lJroper price-fixing authority on which t1~e
consumers' interests can be conserved.
TillS
-can only 'be effected by a properly constituted
price-fixing authority.
14. The price of bread varies in different
towns in proportion to the strength of the
Master Bakers' Association.
Hi. The aver'age price of the 4-1b. loaf delivered varies from 9.87d. in Balla.rat to
1 U.f7d. in Geelong, and was IO.34d. in tr..e
metropolitan district of Melbourne.
10. This variation is conclusive evidence of
the necessity of some Government control over
the manner in which prices of bread are fixed.
17. Under the present method of price-fixing
in each of the cases referred to, the pricefixing is done entirely by the seller without
any reference to the buyer. This necessarily
means that it is principally the interests of
the seller which are considered, and that the
interests of the buyer may be entirely overlooked.
18. The average price of flour for local conRumption, based upon the pTice of wheat fixed
by the Wheat-Growers Corporation Limited,
is under £12 per ton, and this ,is for flour supplies which should last well ,into October.
19. rrhere appears no reason, ther'efore, why
the price of bread should be higher now than
it was at the beginning of the year, when the
price of flour was £11 58. per tOll.
In' my next report, 'which I expect to complete in a;bout a week, I shall report upon
('osts and profits in the flour milling and baking industries. I shall also make compal"iMns
as to the cost of bread in the various states
of the Commonwealth and in the United Kingdom.
. (Signed)
JAS. T. SUTCLIFFE,
Commissioner.
(Signed)
'V. E. EMBURY,
Secretary.
25th August, 1924.

Mr. PRENDERGAST
moveTha t the report be printed.

(Premier).-I
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be made from the Consolidated Revenue
fOol' the purposes .of a Bill tOt amend the
Constitution Act Amendment ActlS.
A reaolution in accordanoo with the
recommeuda,tioD was passed in Committee,
and adopted by the Houset.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Sooretary).-I movel-That the Bill be now read a first time.

Sjr ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
would like the. Premier to state to' the
House what the purpose of the. Bill is.
I presume it has referencel tOo e,lectoral
matters.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-The
main .object of the Bill is to bring our
electoral la,ws into uniformity with the
Fed-eral electOoral laws so far as electi.ons
are' concerned.
The motion was agree,d to, and the Bill
was read a first timet.
ESTIMATES.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) pre·
sented a message. from His ExceHency the
Administrator of the Government transmitting an estimate- of expenditure for
the month of Septemhe,r, 1924, and' recommending an appropriation of the Consolida,ted Revenue accordingly.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills introduced by Ministers were read a first time:Club Hotel, Hopetoun, Licence Bill
(lfr. Tunnecliffe).
Jeparit Land Bill (Mr. Bailey).
Game Bill (Mr. Tunnecliffe).
Children's W dfare Bill (l\1:r. Tunnecliffe) .
Gas Regulation Bill (Mr. Tunnecliff-e) .
Austra.lian Wille Li,cence (Bailieston)
Bill ( Mr. Tunnecliffe) .
l\Elk Supply Bill (Mr. IIqran).
STATE SAVINGS

BANT~

Mr. PRENDERGAST

BILL.

(Pretnie:r).-~

mOoveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short measure of a non-conThel motion was agree.d to.
tentious character, which is really a machinery Bill.
The Savings Bank is apELECTORAL BILL.
proaching the end of its autho'rity fol"'
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secre- making Credit Foncier advances, and
tary) pr-esented a message from His Ex- the opportunity is being takell to include
cellency the Administra.to'r .of the Govern- in a Bill for the extension of that
ment rec,om~ending that an appropriat.ion authority certain minor matters of a
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machinery nature.
~ith reference to
clause 2, I may explaI~ ~hart for somel
. years past friendly SOCIetIes have ~ee.n
authorized to draw by cheque, and It IS
proposed to extend the privile~e t.o o!her
societies, associations, and lllstltutlO~S
that may be approved by the o.o~mIs
sioners. This will be much appr.ecIB;ted
by charitable societies and by. lllstltutions and associations for varIOUS objects'.
The Commission€lrs desire to
extend the use.ful s€lrvicet render€d
by thel bank as far as it can
be done a.t a reasonable cost.
The
authority to' draw by cheque without
producing the passbook cannot be extended very widely without a cO'nsiderable
increase in the numb€rr of the staff and
the banking-room accommodation; a:nd
therefore, it is desired that the extenswn
be kept within the limit suggested, and
that new accounts under this rule be subject to' the apprO'val Df the ~omI?issioners.
,,"'ith regard to clause 3, whIch gIves powerr
to' receive debentur€s for saJe custody, I
am informed that the state deposit department is extensively used by deposItors. There are nea,rly 7,000 parC€ls and
boxes lodged for safe custody, for which
a small charge, from 5s. yearly is made.
During the wa,r the bank agreed to' acoept
custody of Commonwealth bonds, and to
collect the interest for depositors, no charge
having been made. The bank now holds
over £5,000,000 of such bonds. The Act
provides only fO'r custody of sealed parcels and locked boxes, and it is nO'w proposed to extend this authotrity to pelrmit
the Commissioners to take custody of debentures issued by or' guarante€d by the
GO'vernments of the Commonw€alth and
State, and to make a charge for doing 030.
The charge ~ontemplated is Is. a yetar for
each £100 bond. The investment of
small sums in Government IO'ans has been
made popular by the provision of this
safe custody departm€nt, and it is right
that State derbentures be placed on the
same footing as those of the Commonwealth.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is that an annual or a
single charge 7
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is a single
charge. But we can ,de'al with that point
afterwards.
Clause 4 increases the
amount of debentures that .may be issued
under the present law from £15,000,000
to £25,000,000. The Credit Foncier d€partment is lending money tOr farmers and
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tG thosb in need of dwelling houses, and
is also building dweUings under the Housing and Recl~atien Act. T.he total
ameunt of current advances IS abeut
£14,000,000; and it is €rxpected to reach
a total of £15,000,000 in December. Th~
money for these advances is raised by the
issue of Government guarant€ed deb en·
tures and the Act of 1922 provides that
thb t~tal amount o{ such issued outstanding and unredeemed a,t any time shall not
exceed £15,000,000.
It is proposed. to'
extend this limit to £25,000,000, whIch
will provide fOT new advances ?ver a
pe'riod of about four years.
WIth regard to clause 5, the Act a~ ~resent ,PrO'vides that when the ComllllssIOners Issue
a Cred-it Foncier debenture loan, the debentures must be in sums of nOit l€ss than
£100. It is proposed to reduce the minimum amount of a debenture to' £10 80'
that persons of small means may hB:ve
the opportunity of investing and obt,aming the rate of inte:est !111ow€d on such
issues. The money IS raIsed for the purpose of making advances on farms and
dweUings, and it is desirable tha.t as the
advances are widely distributed ov€'r the
State, the sale of the debentures shoruld
also be made popular. The amendments
embodied in this measure have been
fo,rmulated and sent to us by the State
Savings Bank Commissioners themselves,.
and they are on the lines of ~egislation. in
the past. There is no materIal alteratIOn
in the method of dealing with the accounts, and, therefore, I expect that the
Leader 0.£ the Opposition will agree w~th
me that this is a Bill that it is desIr-·
able that all parties should support.
Mr. ,\VETTENHALL.-Can you say what
aTe the arrears, if any, in connexion with
those advances 1
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No, but I can
O'btain the figures.
If the honorable
m€mber asks for the information in connexion with the Budget I shall be able
to supply it then.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
support the second reading of the Bill.
As the Premier has explained, representations were made by the State Savings Bank Commissioners with regard to'
the amendments contained in the measure.
The CO'mmissioners approached
Mr. Lawson when he was Premier, a,nd
also myself, and negotiations took place
between the Commission€,rs and the Treasury. The Bill is approved by all parties
concerned, and it will, I think, facilitate
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the operatiens of the CO'mmissioners. As
the Premier has st~.ted its primary object is to increase the ameunt that the
Cemmissioners can raise by de,bentures.
I am sure that it will provtJ of great advantage.
I remember the agitation to
enable friendly societies to ope'rate on
the,ir accounts.
Clause 2 will give the
Commissioners power to extend that privilege to other apprO'ved sO'cieties and associations.
Dr. ARGYLE.-In asking the Pre·
mier a question just nO'w, 1 did not wish
to embarrass him in any wa,y, and I am
sure that t'he hO'norable gentleman did
not mean to' mislead me nO'r the, HO'use.
On 100'king up sectiO'n 44 of the princjpal
Act, however, I find that it is an annual
and net a, single charge that the, Commissioners make fer keeping parcels or
beoces in safe custedy.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
shall have inquiries instituted.
It is
stated in the informa,tion supplied to' me
that during the war the bank agreed
to' accept custody of Commonwealth bonds,
and to, coUect the interest fO'r depositors,
no charge having been made. N ow they
propose to make a charge of ls. for each
£100 bond, and to extend the authority to
permit the Cemmissioners to' tlke custody
of varieus debentures. I may be able to
give information on the point on the
third reading.
The motion. was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 and. 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3In section forty-four of the principal Act(a) after the word "depositors" there
shall be inserted the words " debentures issued or guaranteed by the
Government of the Commonwealth
or the Government of Victoria,
and " ; and
"
(b) after the words" the safe custody of
there shall be inserted the words
"such debentures and of".

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).When the information arrives respecting
the point raised by the honorable member for Toorak, I will give it to him.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Section 44 of the principal Act seems to be clear.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The original
condition seems to have been that no
charge should be made.
Mr. ANGUS.-I should like to ask
the Premier if it is the policy of the
Government and of the State Savings
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Bank Commissioners to advance money
mO're freely to farmers. In the past the
greater portion of the loans has been
for the erection of dwellings in the city.
In the interests of the farming community, however, it is imperative that
money borrowed by the Commissioners
!;hould be distributed more liberally in
loans to the farmers than has been the
case in the past. In connexion with the
provision that enables the Commissioners
to lend up to a certain amount on the
land~ care should be taken that the valuations are in keeping with land values at
the time, and that the margin should not
be increased by valuing the properties at
a low rate.
These matters require investigation.
Mr. WARDE.-How would it do to take
their own municipal rating?
. Mr. ANGUS.-I am not advocating
any such method. I should have liked
more time to discuss this particular
aspect of the question, but I do not wish
to delay the measure. I recognize the
difficulty in which the Government are
placed. They must proceed with some
Bills ,to keep the House gOoing, so I will
not ask that the consideration Oof this measure should be adjourned fOor the purpose
of more fully debating this _phase of t~e
bank's ope1rations, I do aSk the PremIer
tOo see, however, tha,t in future a greater
proportion of the loans is made on farms.
It is only when such a Bill as this is before the House that we have the opportunity of expressing our views on matters
of this sort, and I thought it was my duty
to call the attention of the Premier and
the other Ministers to this particulaJ
aspect of the question.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-While endorsing the remarks that ha,ve just been made
by the hone,rable member for Gunbower,
I should like to' draw attention to the
acute shortage of residences in many of
the prOovincial towns in this State, particularly in regard to the class for which
the State Savings Bank is making advances in the metropolis. I feel sure that
if the provisions for obtaining advances
to e,rect residences that are available for
people in the metropolis were more widely
known in the country, they would be
more largely availed of than they are at
the present time. If these provisions
could be extended to residents in large
provincial towns in the country in the
same way as they are to people residing

uo
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in the met.ropolis, it would be a step in
the right direction.
~Il·. WEST.-This clause amends section 44 of the principal Act, which empowers the Commissioners to receive for
safe custody on behalf of depositors
sealed packets and locked boxes that may
contain deDds and o·ther documents. The
Commissioners are alBo empowered to
make such .charges fo'r this service as th~y
think fit. I am advised that the conditions . unde·r which they r.eceive. sealed
parce'J.g and locked boxes are so restricted
that frieudly societies cannot take advantage of this particular provision. Acces~
to the boxes is rendered so difficult that
friendly societies do not care to make
USt' of the State Savings Bank in tbi~
direction. The arrang.ements with the
associated banks are much more convenient, and so friendly societies keep
their accounts with those banks for the
express purpose of having a safe place in
which to deposit sealed parcels and boxes.
:\lr. WEAVER.-In the administration of the principal Act the, State Savings Bank Commissioners have been in the
past undoubtedly lenient towards the
erection of buildings in the metropolitan
area. I know of hundreds of applications
that have been made by residents in the
country for advances from this bank, but
the business that resulted is not what It
should have been. I t would be very
much better for the' Commissioners to
lend money to country residents than to
make advances, up to as high as 80 per
cent. and even more, to residents in the
metropolitan area. We know that so far
as the erection of buildings for returned
soldiers is cQ(Jlcerned, the bank is guaranteed by the Commonwealth Government,
and, speaking generally, the bank is
guarante,ed by the State Government.
In the elvent of loss in connexion with
this undertaking all will be involved together. By refusing loans to cQlUntry residents, the bank is retarding the development of the country. In its operations as
at present conducted it is rea.lly putting
the cart before the horse, and I trust that
when the bank has been given authoritv
to extend its borrowing powers froTI':t
.£15,000,000 to £25,000,000, more notice
will be taken of applications from the
country than has been the case bitherto.
While I admit that there is a necessity to
develop the metropolitan area, it is not
so great as tha.t fo·r developing t.he
country.

Bank Bill.

Mr. PRENDERGAST .(Premier) ...:.-I
should like to point out. to the honorable
member who referred to land values th.a.t
there is a great deal of difficulty in giving directions to the Commissioners because of any inflation that may .take
place. We must be particularly careful
how we· interrfere with the operations of
this bank. It must be recollected that
the money belongs to thousands of people
in this community. The Commissioners
carryon their operations under the
authority of an Act of Parliametlt, ·and
we cannot control them except by passiJ1g
further laws. That, I think, is a very
wise prOVISIon. The greatest care has to'
be taken in dealing with land values, and
it must be admitted that if land increases
in value it is only re'asonable that the
Commissioners should increase the amount
of loans they grant. They have acted on
that principle in the past.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Not altogether in
a fair proportion.
.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-The Commissioners have, to be very careful because land values may suddenly fall, and
the securities be very greatly depreciated.
Mr. WEAvER.-There is far greater risk
of that in regard to city properties than
in regard to thooe in the country.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is no
doubt the Commissioners lend a reasonable amount on the value of 'land.
Mr. LIND.---:-Don't you think a certain
proportion of the, monery available ~hould
be set asid·e for the country ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-As I have
said, we have to be careful how we deal
with the people's money. It is our bank,
and we have to see that its security is preserved. It ought to be sufficient for honorable' members to have mentioned these
matters in the House. In accordance
with the usual practice, the references
of members to the operations of this bank
will be sent to the Commissioners, and I
have no doubt I shall be supplied with a
reply. With regard to. the deposit of
boxes, I think the boxes belong to the
individuals and that they ought to have
reasonable access to them. I will call
the attention of the Commissioners to
the sta.tement made by the honorable
member and aRk if more reasonable access can be provided than is given at the
present time.
The clause was agre,ed to.
Clause 4-(Limit of amount of debentures under No. 2729, Part III.)
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MY" ALLAN.-While I do not object block Gf land, and cha.rge not.hing for the
t-o the increase in the amount of deben- valua.tion. When the budget sta,tement·
tures from £15,000,.000 to- £25,000,000, comes along, we shall see how the' money
I must say I am not in accord with the has been spen~, and wei may be better
manner in which loans on land are made satisfied than \\'e ha,ve been in past years.
by the Commissioners. If a. residEill.t in
l\1r. MACKRELL.-I can. substantiate
the country wants tOo borrow money it the rema.rks made by the hono,rable memis necessary tOo SetIld tOo Melbourne to get ber fGr Rodney. I have had a· great
a valuer to estimat~ the value of the many complaints of late with regard to
property. It is possible, that when the loans from the Savings Bank. vVhen this
land owner is acquainted with the valua- bank was established some 30 years ago,
tion and finds that he can get an advance one of its primary purposes was the loanof only 50 per cent., the money is no ing of money tOo farmers. It did a large
USe to him; still, he has to pay the
amount of good in that. direction. Tht>
valuer's fee. If he goes to, an ordinary opE.Tations o.f the bank were extended to
trading bank the. manager will tell him take in IO'ans fo·r the erection o.f houses in
almost immediately what is his valua- the cities and elsewhere. 1 do not comtion of the block and there will be no plain Oof that.
But I do think' the
fee to pay. Bankers in country districts Commissioners are toO' conservative alto,ought to know the value of land -so as gether in regard to their valuations. It
to be· able to give details without having is the small man who needs the assistance
to send to Melbourne for a valuer. The that the Credit Foncier can give. lVIoney
Credit Foncier system has not been so is borro.wed from the Savings Bank, and,
greatly used in the country districts as after a period of three years, the repayit might have· been. It may have been ments commence.
After 31 years the
of great advantage for the· building of liability is wiped t)ut ~lltomatically by the
houses in the city, and most of the ex- yearly payments. The trouble is that the
pendi ture under this system has been in Commissioners are to.o conservative in
the metropolis. I am rather pleased to their valuatio.ns. I have a letter in my
be able to say that since we drew atten- pocket showing that a, man asked fo.r a
tion to this matter some time age more lo.an and was turned down.
houses have been built in the country
l\1r. WARDE.-Are the Savings Bank
than was the case in the twelve mou.ths
preceding the direction o~ attention ~o Commissioners. more conservative in their
the difficulty country resIdents experI- valuations than the municipal councils?
lVIr. MACKRELL.-The valuations
enced. Then the Sfate Savings Bank
does not offer advantages ove·r the ordinary are pret1iy high in some shires.
l\ir. WARDE. - I undertake to Sa)7 that
trading bank to any great extent. It
charges the same rate of interest, and I the Commissioners' valuations bear favOThave not gOone to the State Savings Bank able comparison with municipal valuafor the simple reason that I can do just tions, anyhow.
1\1r. lVIAC~RELL.-Well, something
as well with an ordInary trading bank.
I agree with the Premier that the State should be done to liberalize the 'Credit
Savings Bank has to be careful, because Yoncier system in so. far as it. applies to
it is dealing with the people's money, lo.ans tOo farmers. and especially to the
but I think it runs more risk in its opera- small fa.rmer. If the valuations were
tions in the city than in the country. made less conservative it.. wOould be of
But they lend only about 50 per great advantage to the people. I hope
cent. Oon the value of land to-day, something will be done. Of course, the'
and surely there is nOo risk in that, Sa,vings Bank is a public institution, and
that public mOoney shall be
They rna.y lend more on house property. we, do not
Yet if I were asked which was the better squandered. We must recollect, however.
sf.curity, house property or land, I .would that it is just as 9a.fe to loan money 0011
say land.
Houses soon detenora,te. land as to loan money on houses; ill fact.
Those that are buiH of wood frequently I think, safer.
Mr. l\iORLEY.-I wish
get away ,t
are burnt. The value of the land fluctuates a. little. If one takes a period of bit. from the tra.ck fOollowed by prevjon~
1\1y complaint. is that thl'
ten years, it is a.lways ~ safe ~hing to say, speakeTs.
in .a. Y()ll1ng country 11 ke thiS t tha~. the Sta.t-e Savings Bank will nOot gra.nt loaufland will increase in value. The ordmary in respect of industries within the metro..
It is obvious that t.h~
bank will lE:lD.d 60 or 70 per cent. on a politan area.

ask
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country and the city must go ahead together.
Only a, few weeks ago I had
.occasion to apprO'ach the Sa,vings Bank
t:CommissiO'ne'rs with a view to obtaining
:their- assistance for an industry that
\would, in my opiniO'n, prO've one of the
-best industries in the State. The size of
·-the industry can be gathered from the
'fact tha,t the product is so gre,atly, in
demand that £3,000,000 wO'rth of this
product is imported intO' the country frO'm
America eve'ry year. I found that thtl
Sa,vings Bank Commissioners have nO'
po,we,r to grant a lean to' any industry
within the me,trO'politan area,. Though I
am a country repre~enta,tive, I say that
that prjnciple should not O'btain. If an
industry can be sta,rted satisfactorily in
any district" the State Sa,vings Bank
should be a,ble to advance money to' it.
It seems absurd that the Savings Bank
should refuse to lend anything to an industry established to supply produce of
which £3,000,000 worth is imported from
.'\merica every year. Surely we want to
build up industries for the supply of our
own req uiremen ts.
~Ir.
McLACHLAN.-Promoters of
some of our secondary industries are far
from satisfied with the assistance they
can get from the State Savings Bank.
This is a matter that the Government
should take into their earnest consideration. Only to-day a deputation waited
on the Treasurer with respect to a loan.
He said he had no power' to grant such
loan. I asked him if he would be prepared to bring in a Bill to satisfy the
,,'ants of the people in the country, and
he said he would not be so prepared. I
shO'uld like the operations O'f the Savings
Bank to be liberalized in such a way that
the peDple in the country could obtain
greater advantage. I quite admit that
care must be exe'rcised with the people's
mOoney, but I am satisfied that much of
·the money could be put to. better use if
the Go.vernment gave their assistance.
Something should be donel in that dire:cLiDn.
Mr. WEST.-I rise to support previous speakers in their advocacy of the
liberalization of the operations of. the
Savings Bank Commissio.ners. Wei know
that the bank must be conducted on business principles, but, in regard to advances
r.m land and industry, the Commissioners
are rather apt to err on the side of
caution. I should like more generous as-
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sistance to be given to o.ur secondary industries than is given at present. As
the hO'norable member for Gippsland
North remarked, a deputa,tion waited on
the Treasurer this mDrning and made out
a. strong case fDr assistance to a certain
industry.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-What industry is
that?
Mr. WEST.-I refer to the Gippsland
Woollen :Mills. It was pointed out that
the directors had already obtained an ad"Vance from thE:1 Savings Bank. The advance was limited to one-third of the
value of the assets, and the valuation was
rather a low one.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-They grant more on
some portions of the assets.
Mr. WEST.-We were advised this
morning that the Savings Bank could advance up to a limit of one-third of the
assets, embracing land, buildings, and
machinery: We know how vital secondary industries are to production. The
company in question was formed for the
purpose of utilizing our own local products. It employs labour, and is generally of great benefit to' the State. Such
all industry should be given the most
generous assistance possible consistent
with the maintenance of business princjples. The present limit is too small.
Mr.
EGGLESTON.-In co.nllexion
with this discussiO'n, there are O'ne or two
points that ought to be borne in mind.
It is suggested that the advances made
by the Savings Bank Commissioners
should be as liberal as possible consistent
with business principles.
It is argued
that because the trading banks advance
mOore than the Savings Bank the latte,r
is unnecessarily cautious_ I would ask
honorable members to recollect that the
Savings Bank is the custodian of the savings Oof the pDorer clas~ of the community.
.It has an immense amO'unt of money at
its disposal, and the business principle
that should apply to it is the trustee
principle.
In other wDrds the Savmgs
Bank shDuld nOot advance mDre than a
trustee would advance on the same type
of security, and that is why the 50 per
cent. margin has been fixed in so many
cases _ The Savings Bank can go up to
two-thirds Oof the value Oof any security,
but in consequence Oof the inflation that
has been taking pla.ce, the CO'mmissiDners
will not now advance mOore than the 50
per cent., and I think tha,t it a wise rule.
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We cannot interfere with the discretion 80 per cent. or more was advanced by
of the Savings Bank Commissioners. If the GOovernment on trading enterprises in
we do that we shall introduce the pOoli- the country. If the Marybol'ough cOontical element into Savings Bank opera- cern is looked into it will be found that
tiOons, and that wOould be an e.xce,edingly only from £1,000 to £2,000 was subdangerous thing tOo do. Several of the scribed by the residents of the district,
activities that are undertaken by the whereas the GOovernment advanced frOom
These enterprises
Sa vings Bank Commissioners are not £15,000 to £20,000.
being managed on what I may call sav- failed because the local residents did not
ings bank principles.
1\1oney is raised risk their own mOoney, and did not thereby special debenture,s for dealing with fore take sufficiemt interest in them to
country indust.ries and hOouse building, trouble about their success. In O'ne inand these debentures are guaranteed by ,stance that came under my .notice, the
'engineer in the freezing works had left.
the State.
1\1r. 'VARDE.-1\1ost of the mone,y comes There was nobOody in his place, and the
works had to be managed by the forefrom the Savings Bank CommissiOone,rs.
Mr.
EGGLEST'ON.-I understand man, wi t.h the assistance of a directOor,
that they subscribe the debentures, but who came along once or twice a week.
the payment of the debentures is guaran- The result was failure.' That sOort of
teed by the State. The Savings Bank is thing would not happen if the people O'f
not, therefore, risking the depositOors' the district in which any advance was
money on these debentures, and in most made had sufficient of their own money
cases cOonsiderably more than the trustee invested in the enterprise to make its sucmargin is lent. There is a certain amount cess a matter of impOortance to them.
of justification fOor criticism of a cOonserva- The Savings Bank rule is a just and busiThe CommissiO'ners will
tive kind in regard to the Savings Bank, ness-like one.
so far as Credit Foncier loans are not make advances fO'r the purposes of
conce,rned.
Where a person is under local industry unless the peo'ple O'f the
obligation to make immediate repayments district have themselves sufficient mooney
ihere is strong reason for asking that it at stake in it to make it worth their
should advanCE! mOore than the conven- while to do their best to supp0'rt it. The
tiona.! ratio. It is only in Credit Fancier 0'ther suggestion made in criticism of the
loans, in connexion with which there are Savings Bank applies not to' Savings Bank
immediate repayments, that the Commis- advances, but rather to agricultural
sioners should go beyond the 50 per cent., bank advances. The two things are
or the 66 per cent.: margin. I do not, entirely different.
however, think that we can interfere with
l\1r .. ALLAN.-They come under the
the Savings Bank Commissioners in the Credit F0'ncier branch.
exercise Oof their discretion, and we shOould
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes; but such
not ask them to deal with de'positors' cases should not be de,alt with by the
mOoney, except Oon trustee principles, as Savings Bl;I.nk, but by an agricultural
distinct from ordinary trading bank prin- bank, cOontrO'lled by experienced banke,rs,
ciples. In t.he latter case a greater riSK and not by commissioners whose main
is taken, and fOor that risk a cO'nsidera bly duty it is to conserve the money 0'f the
higher rate of interest is charged. 'Vith less wealthy sediO'n of the community.
regard to country enterprises, I would I am strongly in favour 0'f' the extension
ask the Treasurer, if he wishes to pursue of the agricultural bank principle.
I
the matter, to examine the recOords of the understand that there is a very promising
various advances ma,de by the Treasury rural bank about to be started. I hope
to country industries before this business that it will be supported, and will be
was transferred to the Savings Bank. He successful. One of the directors is Mr .
. will see from them the very bad results Schwieger, the secretary of the H oyal
that followed from the making of over· Agricultural Society, and the manager is
generous advances.
Mr. Clark.
The bank should be supMr. PRENDERGAST.-Weare aware of ported by those who are interested in
that.
primary industries, because it has been
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Many of these caned into e,xistence f0'r the express purenterprises have failed because the people pose of getting money for the farmers and
in the districts concerned would not sup- using it tOI assist primary industry and
Agriculport them. There are several cases Oon enterprises in cO'untry towns.
record in the Treasury which show that tural banking has been successful in many
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parts, of the world, and some.times it is
comducted on cOo-operati.ve principles. It
is a bra-nch of banking that should re-o

ceive the sympat.hetic c()lIlsideration of the'
House if any proposal in reference to it
is ma.de· by this GQlvernment, as it would
have· been made by the pre.vious Government in accordance with the announcement made in the policy speech.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In
reference to the deputation that waited
on me earlier in the day in conneXlOn
with the woollen venture in Gippsland,
I may say that I was not in a position
to promise any money at all without the
express authority of an Act Qif Parliamanto The authority that was given to
the Government was taken off the
statute-book some time ago, and was
transferred to the Savings Bank Commissioners. The venture on whose behalf 1
was approached has assets to the value
of a.bout £40,000, and' it has borrowed
abQiut £10,000 from the Savings Bank
Commissioners. They wanted to borrow
a further sum. They said that they could
not get it from the Sta,te Sa,vings Bank,
a.nd I said tha,t we could not give it to
them under any Act, beoause thel provision that formerly existed to enable,
such
ventures to
be
helped
by
the Government had been taken off
the statute-book some time previo'Usly,
and the power tor lend monelY to
them transferred tOI the State- Savings
Bank. I thorroughly agree with that.
Ministers have given notice of their intention to introduce a Bill to establish an
agricultural bank, which will take up
this cla.ss o.f security and deal wi~h it in
a more satisfactory manner than the
State Savings Bank can to-da;y.
As a
maHer 0.£ faot it is not desirable that
the State Savi~gs Bank should ha.ve the
pOlWer to make advances in these' cases
under the conditions tha.t at present
exist. The Lea,der of the Country party
has refe.rred to the advances made in
connexion with agriculturaJ. lands.
The
Commissioners can lend more than the
hOf.D.orable member says they can lend.
In sect,io'll 93 of the principal Act, it is
provided thatThe amount of the advance which may be so
made on any such land shall not exceed in the
case of land held in fee-simple or under lease
as Moresaid two-thirds of the actual value of
lmch land a..t t.he time of the advance.

lYtr. ALLAN.-It all
va.l u.at ion.

de'pends
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Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 am quite
prepa,red to, admit that, but what does
the honorable member suggest ~ Does he
say tha.t we should ~ake, a valuer's stateme,nt of the value' o,f land, and arbitra,rily
increase his valuation fQlr the purpose of
increasing the amount tha,t may be lent ~
The honorrable member says that the
valuers do not put a. sufficiently high
valua,tion on land. I doubt that. In a
number of instances varuers have- put up
their valuations in consequence of the
, gene,ra,l rise in values. The trend of our
closer se·ttlement legislation has been to
increase the amount that can be lent in
orrder to finance the erection of hQiuses,
and forr purpose.:; of that kind. I admit
that the honorable member was not
speaking about the· ere'C'tion of houses.
When the Bill providing fOlr the establishment o.f an agricultural bank comes
up, an opportunity will be afforrded of
dealing with th'e whQile, question in a way
in which it oannot be dealt with on a
measure to amend the State Savings
Bank Act_ Under the clause nQiW before
the Committee., the amount of debentures that ma.y bt. issued is to he increased from £15,000,000 to, £25,000,OO(?
in fQiur years. That will mean that in
the next fQiur years the State Savings
Bank will lend a, considerably greater
amount than it has lent in the previous.
four years, if the Commissioners carry
out wha.t they propo.se to dQi. We must
first Qif an have regaJ.'d to the absolute
security of everything we do, and hO'norable members Call1Qit expect fr()i])) us any
pro'lUis? that we sh~ll be prepared. t'o
authonze the .1endmg of mone~m a
grea.ter proporrbon. to the value Qif pro'pertles than obtams at present.
We
must be prepared to take the advice of
the Commissioners and the~ va:lue~R.
If we want to' make any alteratIOn, It WIll
have to be done after a discussion in the
~ouse on a Bill for the purpo~e, and not
SImply when we a,re dealIng wIth'a clause
of this kind in Committee. As .1 ~ave .informed hono'I'able members, a BIll IS bemg
prepared ~o provide for the establishment
of an agricultural bank.
The clause was agreed to,. as was clause
5.
The Bin was reported to the. House
without a.mendment, and the report wag
ado1pted.
On the mction of :Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) the Bill was read a third
time.
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ELECTORAL BILL.
1\lr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief
tary) .-1 move--

AUGUST,

Secre-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is for the purpose of
bringing the electoral la,w of this State
mere into conformity and ha.:rmony with
the electoral law as it obtains at present
in connexion with the Cemmon.wea.Ith.
IIonorable members will be aware that
quite recently, under the previous Administration, there was brought about an
amalgamatiooll of the Commonwealth and
Statl:' electoral dep,artments, the object
being, of course, not. only to bring- a,bout
financial economy, but also g-reater harmony in the operation of the respective
electoral Jaws. The State Government
at tha,t time probably did not see its way
clear to bring about that complete harmony that is necessary if we axe to get
the maximum of benefit from the amalgamation, and this melasure h~s ~een devised for the purpose of brmgmg the
electeral law of the Commonwealth and
the electoral law of the State more into
harmony with each other than they are
at present.
Our object is to make
the ~tate electoral la,w and the Commonwealth electoral la,w as nearly as nossible
similar in all their aspects.
In order to
attain that object, we have tOo bring about
several very radical amendments in connexion with the State electoral la,w. but
Rlthough they aTe ra,dical in character
they do not seriously affect the interests of
honmable members as a whole, and will,
we think, re-act bene'ficially on the electors themselves.
To deal with the ma,in
provisions of .the Bill, I may explain that
the measure provides, first of all, for the
abolition of the prO'perty Qua.lifica.tion fnr
electors ef the House. This is an anachronism that exists only in the State of
Victoria.
l\Ir. WEAVER.-It is the most prosperous
State, though.
Mr T'UNNECLTFFE.-I do' not see
what' prosperity has to do, with the existence o,f a property qualification.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Good g-overnment has
sOlme,thing to dO' wit.h prosperity.
lVIr. T'UNNECLIFFE.-As I have
said, the property qualification for electors
of the Assem blv is an anachronism
peculiar to' VictoTia, alone.
It daes not
exist. in any O'the'f State, and it does not
flxiflt in oonnexion with the Commonwealth Parliament. There have been re-
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peated a.ttempts to modify it from its
original form, and it has been modifie,d
from time to· time, but even as it stands
to-day it is contrary to the democratic instincts of the community, and is not
a,va.iled of to' any la,rge 8Jxtent bv any
section of the people. I have some :figures
dealing with the extent to which it has
been ope,rated in the past, and I shall
cOlver the ground in connexion with them
fi little later.
We propose to abolish
the property qualification for Legislative Assembly enrolment.
As it.
stands now, the law provides for enrOllment Qf a person in respect of his residence and also in respect of pro~)erty,
whether freehold or leasehold.
To claim
enrolment in respect of propertv the elector must: be enrolled in' resnect of residence for some district, and' be enrolled
on the municipal roll in resnect of such
property.
He may vote onlv oncel in
respect Qif elections held on the same da,v,
but in the r:ase of by-elections he preserves
the right to vote nn two, three, or more
occasiona, a.ccording to' the number 'of byelections which may be held, and the
number of property qualifications he possesses.
lVII'. ,VEAVER.-That affects the- State
to a very small extent.

Mr. TUNNEOLIF:E'E.-It does not
affect the State as a whole to any great
extent, and that is why we think it
should be removed in order to bring our
law into harmony with that of the Oommonwealth.
As a matter of fact, the
harmonizing of the Victorian law wirb.
the Federal law was the avowed object
of the previous Government, which was
generously and vigorously supported by
the honorable member who has just interjected.
Under our present law the
elector is given the option of voting for
either of the districts for which he is
enrolled, and he is entitled to vote at an5T
intervening by-elections for either district, ,whereas an elector enrolled for a
district merely in respect of residence
may vote at by-elections lor that district
only.
The property quali:ficatioll mu~t
consist of real estate.
A person may
possess other forms of property, but he
is not entitled to a vote in. respect of
them.
If, however, a person has retil
estate in two or more electorates he can
register for two or more electorates.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-Not two or more; only
two. He can register for residence in
one district and for property in another.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-If that is so
it is still more desirable that the property
qualification should be removed, because
no special public purpose is served by retaining such a privilege for a special
class.
Mr. ALLAN.-YOU lay it down that an
elector must vote where he lives.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Yes, and that
is the Fede·ral law. As I have indicated, the object of this legislation is to
bring about harmony between the State
and the Oommonwealth in regard to elections; so as to facilitate the preparation
of the rolls, and eliminate all those provisions that are cumbrous in their
operation.
Mr. MAcKRELL.-You do away with
the property qualification?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.- Yes.
TnB
right to vote will be by virtue of manhood or womanhood. Victoria is the
only Stnte that has a property qualification. I am anxious to make honorable
members familiar with certain facts in regard to the manner in which the law operates to-day. The point is that the public
generally do not avail themselves of the
facilities afforded for this form of plurr.l
enrolment.
Therefore, no claim can be
set up on the ground of public necessity.
Mr. WEAvER.-Oh yes, people do avail
themselves of the property qualification.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE. - Well, here
are the exact figures. At the last general
election only 2,292 electors were enrolled
in respect of this qllaliJ~cation. Of these
2,169 were confined to four districtsEast Melbourne, 1,461; Melbourne, 361;
Geelong, 197; Prahran, 150. Leaving out
those four electorates, there were not 200
recorded in other portions of the State,.
As a general principle the property qualification does not serve any public convenience and is of no special advantage
to the electors as a whole. It is mainly
availed of in two or three congested
metropolitan districts, and was primarily
used in connexion with one of those districts only. Therefore, we see no valid
reason why the principle should remain
incorporated in our law, particularly
when it is in conflict with the existing
Oommonwealth law and with the whole
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of the electoral laws throughout the other
States. We desire, to embody in our law
the principle of adult suffrage, eliminating altogether the property qualification.
In clause 4 we propose a variation in the
times between the dates of a dissolution,
the issue of the writ, nomination day,
and polling day.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens). - What
purpose will be served by that?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - In a later
provision we introduce a proposal for the
holding of elections on Saturdays. That.
is also with the object of bringing the
State law into conformity with the Commonwealth law.
Mr. ALLAN.-Is that provision in this
Bill ~
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Yes, the principle of elections on Saturdays is embodied in the measure. As a result of
providing for Saturday elections, it becomes necessary to extend the number of
days between the issue of the writ and
nomination day and b~tween nomination.
day and polling day. To work in Saturday for polling day a longer period will
be required. In this Bill we also provide
for the enrolment of electors up to the
date of the issue of the writ. Hitherto,
electors have been enrolled in Victoria.
only up to .30' days of the issue of the writ.
On more than one occasion that. has been
condemned in this House.
Mr. WALLACE. - The ex-Ohief Secretary will support you ther~.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-I have great
confidence in the political acumen of the
honorable member for Toorak, and I have
also great confidence in his spirit of fair
play. I am certain that we shall get a
reasonable run for the measure on this
occasion.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Do I understand that
you propose to remove that 30 days altogether?
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Yes, to bring
our law into line with the federal law.
Mr. ALLAN.-How can there be time
to make up the rolls?
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE. - Well, the
principle operates under the federal law,
and there is no difficulty in operating it.
In the Commonwealtli, with a much wider
area and a much larger number of electors to enroll, the provision has worked
satisfactorily.
We know that during
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the period following on an .ele~tion
there is a considerale amount of IndIfference amongst the electors in regard to enrolment and that continues until another
election' appears on the horizo~.
Then,
in anticipation of a break-up In the p~r
liamentary arena, and just befor~ a dIssolution the electors become actlve and
want t~ be enrolled. That is the time
when the largest number of electors ap~ly
for enrolment and when the most actlve
interest is taken in political affairs.
e
want to avail ourselves of the Increased activity amongst the electors,
to secure the maximum enrolment
so that the parliaments of the. ~uture
will be a truer reflex of the OpInIOn of
the people than they are to-day.
Mr. ALLAN. - What is the length of
time hetwe,en the issue of the writ and
nomination day ~
Mr. TUNNECL1FFE.-The present
inte,rval is from five to nine da,ys, and we
propose- tOo e,xtend it from ten to four.teen
days.
Mr. ANGus.-Would nOot tha,t make it
easy for a number of people, to visit a particular district ~
Mr. TUNNECL1FFE.-The,re is no
suggestion that that is dOo~e in conn~ioll
with CommOonwealth electIOns.
Mr. ANGus.-The Commonwe,alth electoral system is nOot perfect, but I notice
that you ha,ve made repeated references
to it as if it were.
Mr. TUNNECL1FFE.-We, are not
assuming that the COommonwealth. sys~m
is perfect, nor tha,t any human legIsla,tlOn
can ever bel pedect, but we do say tha,t
the Commonwe,alth has devoted more attention to electoral'laws than any State in
Australia has. Honorable members will
recollect tha,t the previOous 'Govelfnment intrOoduced legisla,tion that brought the, V.ictorian law into line in many respects WIth
that which pre1vails in the Commonwe1a.Ith,
and that is a, tribute to the efficiency of
Commonwe'a.Ith legislation.
Dr. ARGYLE. - We introduced only
what we approved Oof, and we let alOone
wha,t we did not agree with.
Mr. TUNNECL1FFE.-There may be
some,thing in the honorable member's contention, but the fact that he did approve
of some of the Commonwe,alth legisla,tion
is an indication to my mind that that
legislation was much better than that
which we had in this State.
We think
that the COommonwealth legislation has
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been so well considelfed, and is so mucn
superiOor to ours, that we' desire to bring
the State laws more: into harmony with it
than they are now . We propose, also to
introduce the, principlel of holding the el~c
tions on a Sa.turday. We, do tha,t WIth
the object of giving the widest possible
oppOortunity to the electors in this State
tOo record their votes. The fact is that
in Victoria we get a lowe·r perce,ntage of
electo'rs recording their votes than in any
other State in the Commonwealth, and it
is to remedy this negled that we, propose
to allow the, e,lectOors no excuse for not recording their votes. We also want to extend the opportunities fOor exercising the
franchise, because we propose, ina subsequent clause, tOo prOovidGI for compulsory
voting.
If we have compulsory vOoting
e,very possible facility must be given to
the electors tOo record their votes, so that
we shall not have an unnecessary number
of prosecutions a.fterr an e,lection has take'D
place,.
1\1r. ALLAN.-We ha.ve exte,nded the
closing hour to 8 p.m.
Mr, TUNNECL1FFE.--Yesj we ha,ve
dOone that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Do, you say" we, " 7
Mr. TUNNECL1FFE. - I did say
" we." I did not say, "1." My natural
modesty compels me tOo give cre,dit to the
late Government for the few idelas they
had. The time was extended by our predecessors, and the extension was in the
right directiOon.
Mr. ALLAN.-Surely there, is enough
time to vote. in view of the fact that the
closing hOour is now 8 p.m. ~
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-It must not be
forgotten .that sOome people have to work
afte,r 8 o'clock. However, we are introducing the principle of compulsory voting.
and to make it possible for €,very citizen
tOo record his Oor her vote on polling day
we propose to have the elections on a
S~.turday. We think that this provision
wIll ha.ve the effect of securing a greater
percentage; Oof votes than is the case at the
present time·. I might remark here that
I notice that honorable members opposite
have already developed the bad habit of
interjecting. It seems to be something
peculiar to their location.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-And we
notice how members sitting on your side
of the House are restraining themselves.
Mr. TUNNEC'L1FFE.-1 want to
point Oout in support
Saturday voting
that practically e,very political party represented in this House has a.t one time or

of
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another endorsed that princi plel. The,
National Fe,deration in July, 1922, had a
.deputa.tion to the Chie,f Secreta.ry urging
the selection of Saturday as polling day.
I am quite sure that when members of
that federation urgel that Sa,turday should
be the polling da,y the,re can bel very little
<lpposition from members sitting opposite
to me. Private members' bills have at
different times been introduced with va,rying measures of succe8S. The latest, which
was introduced by Mr. Brownbill and the
late Mr. Thomas, was defeated on the
second reading by one, votel. It is felt
that as provision is being made to compe,l
.electors to' record their votes all obstacled
should bel removed and the facilities for
voting increased.
An ele,ction in the
middle of the working we,ek may cause,
loss of wages and time to those persons
who a,re compeJled to vote, by an Act of
Parliament. We aIso propose to ma,ke
a.lte1rations in regard t.o the, postal vote.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Are you not going to
say anything about clause 5 ?
Mr.
TUNNECLIFFE. - Strangely
.enough my advisor has left out all
reference, in the! notes to that particula.r
dause, and I wouid have passed it by had
not my attention been drawn to it. In
view of thel fact that we propose, to extend
the .period betwe€u the dissolution and
polling day, which is rendered necessary
from the fact that we provide, for the enrolment of e,lect.ors up to the, issue of the,
writ, and also provide for polling day on
a Saturday, it is thought' desirable that
members who are re-eJected should rece,ive
t.he usual rate of payment during the, dissolution. Membe-rs have to carryon their
ordiila:t:y work as representatives of the,
people in the inte,rval betwe,en' the,· dissolution and polling day, and should bel paid
for their services.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If a member has a. walkover he is paid now.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE .-N 0; hel is not.
The honorable member having belen a
Ministelr, and' drawn his l\,finisterial
salary in the interval, evidently thitiks
that other membe,rs are in the' same position as himseH.
Dr. ARGYLE.-He is paid from the
moment he' is declared "elected.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I had a wa.lkove,r on the last occasion, and honorable
mem bers will biow from sad exp.erience
tha.t when a dissolution take~ place their
salary ceases. On tbe last occasion I
think the majority of honorable members
lost about £40 e'a.ch as the result of the
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dissolution. Under the proposed ame,ndmeni of the, law the payment .of thel sala,ry
will continue.
Mr. LIND.-They have to do work for
the electors during the period of the dissolution.
lVIr. HUGHEs.-There will be no objection to this clau sel,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-As we propose
to elXtend thel period in the direction I
have indica,ted, We think it only reasonable that the remunell"ation of a member
should continue until he is finally defeated.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I think that clause will
go through.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - I am very
hope,ful about it. A Minister of the
Crown receives his salary continuously,
and hel is in a much more favoured position in this respect than &1 private member. .. I also understand that the salaries
of the Speaker and the Chairman of Committees continue in the ordina,ry way
and it is only right that priva,te
members should not be under any disability in this respect betwoon the
date of dissolution and polling day.
1 should also have mentioned that thfl
Leader of the Opposition draws the
amount that is paid to him in respect
that office as apart from his position as
a private member.
Ordinary private
members are not paid their salaries.
If
the payments suggested were made, the
total amount involved would be somewhat
under £3,000.
We do not think there is
likely to be any serious opposition to this
clause provided the general principles
of the Bill are accepted.
N ow I come
to the proposed amendment of the law in
respect to postal voting.
It has been
brought under. our notice from time tOo
time that a number of the sick and infirm
voters who obtain postal ballot-papers are
not familiar with the names of the candidates. There are also, of course, illiterate
voters. We . aTe proposing that postal
ballot-papers shall not be issued until the
date of nomination, and that the namE'''
of the candidates shall be inserted on the
postal ballot-papers just as they appear
on the ordinary ballot-papers. The names
may be printed in or may be typewritten
in.
The whole point is that the person
voting shall not be handicapped by ignoran~e of the names of the candidates.
Sometimes there are half a dozen candicbtes, and it is a serious task to impose
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{)n old, infirm, and sick people -to fill up
a postal ballot-paper with all the names
as. they wish to vote. I have dealt with
the ma~ princip~e~ of the Bill-compulsor;}' . votm~, abohtlon of property quali~catlOns, Saturday voting, and alteratIons of the dates of enrolment.
The
Government submit the Bill in the hope
that the Ho~se wi!l give it a speedy passage.. It WIll brmg about greater uniformlty between the existing law and the
Oommonwealth law.
It will facilitate
the ,compilation of rolls, and will provide
the widest facilities to electors to record
their votes. In the main the Bill will
I think, commend itself 'to honorabl~
tnembers.
'
Dr. ARGYLE. - The Bill is one of
gre~t ~oment as it affects our very importall); electoral system.
Under the circumstances, I feel justified in asking that
the debate be adjourned until this day
fortnight.
,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Make it this day
week.
Dr.· AHGYLE.-I cannot agree to that.
.References are made in the Bill to a num.b~r of previous Acts, and the Bill itself
wIll hav? to be very carefully scrutinized.
After all, honorable members want to be
in the po:sition ~o cast an intelligent vote
on the BIll, w~Ich contains quite a number of contentlous clauses and is full of
technicalities. I move- '
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MILK SUPPLY BILL.
~fr. HOGAN (Minister fDr Agriculture) I move-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

I desire to point out to' honO'rable mem-

bers that when we· passed the Milk Supply
Act, No. 3226 of 1922, pro.vision was
:uade for the. metropolitan municipalities,
If they so deSIred, to assist in the distribution and sale of milk. They were allowed
to establish depOts~ but thev could onlv
sell the milk who-lesale o'r retail in tlL~·
depots. They were given no right to'distribute the milk. Section f) of the Act
provides that. The c.oUl~cil of any municipality to the muniCipal dlstnct of which, or anv part thereof
tlus Part applies, or any nllIDber of such
councils acting together by agreement, may(a) establish milk depots whether within
or without the municipal district or
any such municipality;
(b) treat Bulk at any such depot;
(c) buy mil1{ for treatment at any such
depOt;
(d) manufacl;ure ice at any such depot;
(e) sell (whether by wholesale or retail) at.
such deplot or sell by wholesale and
deliver to dairies or factories licensed
u~der the Dairy Supervision Acts,
mIlk bought by any such council and
treated at any such depot or ice
manufactured at any such depot.

H.e'pr~sen~ations have been made by the
d.MrYlllg Interest an?- also oy municipalitIes, as to the neceSSIty for an amendment
That the debate be now adjourned.
of the Act, and particularly of paragr~ph (e) o~ ~ecti?n 5, which would per. wh. TuNNEoLIFF'E.-I think au adJournment for seven days would be per- illlt any mUUlClpahty, not only to sell milk
at a depot, but also to distribute it. There
fcct~y reasonable and meet requirements.
SIr ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why, a.,re metropolitan municipalities that dewe.. ha.ve only just seen the Bill. I must SIre to establish depots, but have not yet
aSK the GO'vernment to show the Opposi- done so, because of the limitation to
tion some consideration. A Bill that was which I have referred. It is futile to
brought down to alter the electoral law expect muncipalities to establish milk
last session did nO't get thrDugh without depots and to make arrangements to pura great deal of discussion. Honorable chase milk for sale if they are not to be
members are entitled to know 'what 'is in allowed to distribute it in the ordinary
way. Peop~e will not go to a depot to
1~le Bill, and the public outside are enpurchase mIlk; they expect to have it
tI tIed to know just w ha t the effect of the
brought to their doors. I have here a
provisions will be.
s~atemen.t that gives some fur'ther parMr. TUNNECLIFPE.-I still think a week tlCulars m reference to the, matterwould be sufficient.

Sir .ALEXIANDER PEACOCK.-I do>
deput
up WIth this kllld of thing I may have to.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to', and the debate was
adjourned until \Vedllesday,. September 10.
~ot wlsh to accuse the' Government of
liber~te h~mb~, bu~ if we have to

Following. upon representations made by a
large deputation of dairymen at Maffra and,
by one. of the metropolitan municipalitie~ that
the .MIlk Supply Act should be amended to'
p~'ov~de .fol' bett~r facilities fol' the sale and
d.Istrlh~tlOn of 1lll1k, the Government gave COllsIderatIOn ~o the matter, and decided to bring
forward tIllS measure to amend tb~ ~ilk Supply Aet <;,f. 19~2 to- the extent of gIVing power
to a lllulllClpahty to retail and distribute mille
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Paragraph (e) of section 5 of the principal
Act limits the power of the municipality, 150
far as retail sale is concerned, to sale from a
municipal depot only. It does not permit the
municipality to distribute milk.
It is proposed that in lieu of that paragraph there shall
be substituted the following one:(e) sell (whether by wholesale or retail)
milk bought by any such council and
treated at any such depot or ice
manufactured at any such depot and
deliver such milk or ice.

renders as the dairyman gets for the service he renders.
Anybody who understands the enDrmous amount of labour
involved, and the enormous amQlunt of
capital required in connexion with the
prDduction of milk, will relalize that as
there are far more labour and capital
invDlved in connexiDn with its production than in connexion with its distribution, it is entirely wrDng that the distributor should get twice as much as the
prDducer.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Did the Commission o.n
the high cost of living state how much
of the price received by the distributor
was profit 1
Mr. HOGAN.-Wha,t. they say is this--

M'r. MAcKRELL.-Are YDU in a position to. give us the name Df the municipality to. which you have referred.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was the municipality
of RichmDnd. I was asked to. receive l:L
deputatiDn, and I did SQ. I told the
Maffra Co-operative Milk Company that
The Commission has' no hesitation in stating
it was the intentiDn of the GQvernment.
to. pro.pose this amendment of the exist- that the margin mentioned-that is, between
lOd. to the producer and 28d. or 30d. from the
ing Act. The effect Df the intrDductiDn consumer-is
much too great.
of a mode'rn and efficient system Df disMr. FARTHING.-Supposing you give
tributiDn will, I think, be to. enable the
prDducers to. get higher returns and the the municipalities this power, to. what
consumers to. obtain milk at reduced extent will they take a~vantage of it ~
Mr. I-IOGAN.-We have received reprices.
As an illustration of the great
margin Df' difference in the price re- quests frDm one municipa.Iity-the Richmond municipality-that the Act should
ceived by the producer and that paid by be amended in this way so. that they may
the consumer, I quote the following ex- establish depots. We have also. re'ceived
tract from the report of the RDyal Oom- re'quests from co-operative milk CDmmission of May, 1924, on the High Oost panies that the law should be amended
of Living:~ in the way we propose.
The ruling price to producers after payment
Dr. ARGYLE.-From any milk comof freight is lOd. per gallon, while the con- panies besides that at l\faffra ¥
sumer pays 7d .. or 7-!d. per quart, equal to
Mr. I-IOGAN.-No.
28. 4d. to 2s. 6d. per gallon. From the evil\1r. EGGLESToN.·-I-Iave YDU any det,ails
dence given and from inquiries made, it is quite
evident that the price paid to producers does as to how the difference between the 10d.
not afford a reasonable remuneration.
In ,and the 30d. is made up 1
many cases, even with the help of his wife
Mr. HOG AN .-1 was not desirDus cf
and family, the dairy farmer makes conSiderably less than ordinary wages.
It is introducing into. the debate Dn this Bill
a regrettable feature of the business that a discussiDn upDn profiteering. What we
child labour is still eunployed to a consider- want to do. is to pro.vide that a metroable extent.
.
poHtan municipal council that desires to.
The Commission has no hesitation in stating help the people in its municipality
that the margin mentioned-that is, between
lOd. to the producer and 28d. or 30d. from the shQluld be given the power to do. so, particularly when there are dairymen deconsumer-is much too great.
If there
Dr. ARGYLE.-Where is the child sirous of selling milk to it.
are a number of dairymen who say, "It
labour being em.ployed-in the distribu- is not fair that we should have to. sell
tiDn or Dn the farm 1
our milk for 10d. a gallon, and that the
Mr. HOGAN.-On the farm. The point people in Melbourne should have to. pay
I particularly stress is that the Royal 30d. a gallon," and they make ar:rangcCommissio.n Dn the High Cost Df Living ments with a municipality whereby they
state that the milk distributors pay to. can obtain a better price, while the milk
the dairymen IOd. pe:r gallDn, while the can be supnlied at a lowe'r price to the
CDnsume'rs purchasing that milk in Mel- consumer, i.t is the duty Df the Governbourne have to pay 30d. a gallDn. The ment to help to bring that about.
Mr. EGGLESTDN.-The validity of that
dairyman gets IOd. a gallDn for ·producing the milk, and the distributDr 20d. a argument depends on whether any of the
gallon fQr distributing it.
The latter margin you have mentioned can be disg·ets twice as much fQlr· the service he pensed with. .
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Mr. HOGAN.-I am pre'pared to go
into that subject exhaustively if the honorable member likes.
Mr. LIND.-The responsibility of taking the scheme on o.r doing o,therwise
will be the- ratepayers.
Mr. HOGAN.-The henorable member
for St. Rilda has asked what the distributors do for the 20d. per gallon. All
I know they do is to purchase a number
of horses and carts, or motor vans, pay
wages to the men who drive them, and
do a little bookkeeping.
So far as I
can see. that is all the service they render.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am afraid you have
a lot to learn about the milk business.
Mr. EGGLES'l'ON (to ~11'. Hogan).-The
validity o,f your argument de'pends on
the value that is attached to each of the
services rende'red.
Mr. HOGAN.-In my opinion, the
capital and the work the dairyman has
to put into it are far greater than the
capital and the work the distributo~ has
to put into it.
Mr. EGGLES'l'oN.-That statement is obviously useless when you have no.t inquired into the figures~
Mr. HOGAN.-But we have jnquired
into the figures.
. Mr. MURPHY.-It is important that
there should be a p~l'e milk supply.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is very important, but there are other things of importance, and one is to e,nsure that the
enormous difference between what the
producer gets and what the co.nsumer
pays shall be reduced as far as Parliament can reduce it.
Mr. LIND.-And it is important to
endeavour to make the life of a dairyman worth while.
:Mr. HOGAN.-The following is an
extract from a letter that I received a
couple of days ago from a dairyman at
Irrewarra, in the Polwarth electorateAt present producers here receive Is. ld. per
gallon, but have to pay freight, which is
slightly more than 2d. per gallon, so that their
net return is lId. The retail price of milk is
8d. per quart, or 2s. 8d. per gallol'\t One of
the retailers supplied has a business of 300 gallons dltily. He buys this quantity for £16 5s.
and sells it for £40, obtaining a gross profit of
£23 15s. daily, or £166 weekly. Out of this
huge profit of £166 he pays eight men's wages
Bnd feeds eight horses, but there is no reason
whatever for charging 8d. per quart.
Milk
could be sold for 6d. per quart if the middlemen were eliminated and for 5d. if the block
system of distribution were enforced.

The lvIaffra Co-operative Milk Company
stated that it was willing to give a
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guarantee to supply milk all the year
round to one of the municipal depots at
1s. 4d. per gallon. The company stated
r11n t the councils were willing to purchase
milk from it at that price, undertake distribution, and establish depots.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Do I understand that the
company was to get Is. 4d. a gallon all
the year round?
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, and it was going
to do considerable vi 0rk. It was going to
do all the chilling.
An HONORABLE }[EMBER.-You quoted
10d. a gallon as the price received by the
dairymen.
Mr. HOGAN.-I mentioned 10d. and
lid.
lVIr.
EGGLEsToN.-The Maffra Cooperative Milk Company wanted Is. 4d.
a gallon ~
Mr. HOGAN.-They stated that, under
the system for which the Bill provides,
the dairyman could get more than he is
now getting, while the consumer would
pay less.
~{r. EGGLESTON.-Why does not the
company carry that out?
Mr. HOGAN.-The Maffra Co-operative Milk Company has not sufficient
capital to do that. It has sufficient capital
to establish a factory at Maffra, to treat
the milk there, and to send it to Melbourne, hut it has not sufficient capital
to establish depots in Melbourne. However, the municipalities of Melbourne
have the capital to establish the depots,
nnd are willing to do that, but the law
will not permit it. ThIS is what the company states could be done.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Why does not the
company do it?
l\ir. HOGAN.-Tbe company has not
the capital.
Mr. EGGLESToN.---It could raise the
capital.
lvir. HOGAN.-It could not. It cannot raise' all the capital it requires for
its 0wn work at lvIaffra. The Maffra
Co-operative Milk Company', Ufl I have
said, offered to supply milk all the year
ronnd at Is. 4d. per gallon to metropoJitan councils. The company stated
that the councils were willing to nndertnke distribution of the milk, and could
distribute it fo~' 8d. per gallon, supplyij"lg people with milk at 6d. per quart
l-'ll~tead of at 8d. per quart, as at preElent.
Tha,t is the statement-that if this change
7
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nlan not selling to lVlelbom:ne and separatjng his milk 0([1 his Dwn farm and
sending the. mea,m awa,y to be manufactured intD butter or cheese was in a, much
wors.e position,. He was gettil1g this year
o~d. per gallon.
Altogether, the dairyman has J.wt been getting a fair prioe for
his milk during the past seaSOll, notwithstanding the fact tha,t the peOp] Pi purchasing it in :Melhourne hav6 been paying an
atro'cious price.
In my O'pinion, 30d. 3,
galIen fe·r milk is an entirely unreasonable price.
know that the people who
were charging 30d. a gallon for' milk were
4d.
purchasing it fo'I' IOd. a gaJlon. I ha,v6
Mr. HOGAN.-Getting it, where ~
nO' hesitation· in saying that that is nOlt a
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-In l\ielbourne.
fair thing. Considering the relative ser·
IVIr. nOGAN.-Not at all.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The're mav be one or vice rendered by the dairyman and the
distributor, and the amount of capital and
two; isO'la,ted cases where tha,t is not so.
l\1r. HOGAN.-lIerel is a, statement labour that each has to put into his wOlrk,
t.hat I have received from a. dairyman T. say that IOd. a ga.llon for the dairyman
this week.
He writes from the district and 30d. fQiT the distributor is nO't a fair
represented by the honorable member for adjustmelllt Qf reward.
111'. LU:D.- There is nothing suggesti va
11 O'lwarth :-.
At present protlucPl"S here receiYe Is. Id. of compulsion in this Bill.
1\1T. HOGAN.-No.
The Bill only
pe.r gallon, but have to pay freight, which is
~lightly more than 2d. per gallon, so that their
says that wbel'ea group of farmers 'or a
JH~t return is lId.
co-opera,ti ve company desires to seU milk
lVir. BEARDMoRE.-T'ha,t is because it lOi a metropolitan municipality which is
eomes a l()lllg disti\llCe, and the QuaE ty is willing to purchase and 'distribute it to
not in the milk.
1hr. ra,tepayers, there sha11 be powe'l' tD
Mr. HOGAN.-Thequality is in t.he dOl so.
Dr. ARGYLE.-What about thOise rate.milk.
lV[r. l\[cDoNALD.-What the hono;rable pa.yers whO' have to be milk distributors ~
:Mr. HOGAN.-I suppose that they will
member for Benambra. ma:v mean is t,hat
bell able to look after tJ~eir business. I COIlit deteriorates on the journey.
Mr. HOGAN.-Polwarth is not verv sider I have sufficiently explained the orofa.r away from Melbourne. I think th~ posal, and, in all good faith I oommend
honorable member fDr Benambra was a the Bill to the House. . I exn8ct honO'rmember of the Government when the able membelrs will realize that it is a step
High Cost of Living Commission was in the, right directiolll, assistinp' the promaking its inquiries recently. On 8th ducers on the Olllb hand and the conJuly of this yea,'r that Commission re- sumers O'n the. other hand, and providing
the ma,chinery for thel mO're effective disported : The ruling price for producers after payment tribution I}f milk, which is onl'!· of the
1)( freight is lOd. per gallon.
vital necessities of the people.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I know that some of
1\J1' ·FROS'I~.-It will not be confined to
my friends 'who are dairymen are getting the metropO'lita,n area ~
Is. 4d. a, gallon, and I thought that was
Mr. nOGAN.-Nol.
It will a,pply to
general.
councils .,that cornel under section 5 of the
Mr. HOGAN.-Not at all. The people principal Act" which provides that the
whO' send their milk to :Melbourlle are get- oouncIl of any municipality O>r any number
ting a, beHer price than those whO' are of suoh councils acting together bv agreeusing their milk in any other way. Dur- ment may establish depots.
At 1)resent
ing last se'aso'n, when dairymen were sell- if councils esta,blish such depots they can
ing their milk to lVIelbourne distributors only sell milk in the depots.
This Bill
for IOd. a
gallon, and the people will enable them to distribu.te it to' the
()f the metropolis were paiymg 300.., ratepa,yers, if they desire to do so.
I
the return for distributio~ was twice as hope the Bill will receive the favorahle
much as that for production. The dairY'. eonsiderationof tho House.
were made and the nrgallization were periected, it would be possible: for dairymen
;LeI receive a better price than they are, obta.ining at the, present time, and for the
consumers to pUl'cha.se their milk a.t a
lower rate than they pay now.
.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-1''here are few dairymen in the State who are not, getting Is.
Jd. a, gallon.
1Mr. IIOGAN.-The honorable member
is quite wrong.
Mr. BEARD~\foRE,-I have friends wha
are dairymen, and they are getting Is.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-The discussion that for persons, papers, and records, and to sit on
on which the House does not meet; five
has taken place as the result of lnterjec. days
to be the quorum.
tions while the l\1:inister was making his
The motion was agreed to', and a messecond-reading speech, shows that there is
more in this small measure than meets the sage was o'rdereld to be sent to the Legiseye, and I ask that reasonable, time sholuld 1ative Council acquainting them with
the resolution.
be allorwed to go. into it.
Mr. lVluRPHY.-Reasonable time to COD.VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
sider a. little thing like this'~
Dr. ARGYLE.-It relates to one of the
The House resolved itself into Combiggest things with which we ha,ve to deal mittee of Supply.
-the food supply of the people. I mo'VeMr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-I
moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
That a sum not exceeding £1,264,243 be
granted to His Majesty on account for or towa.rds defraying the following services for the-'
year 1924-5 :-Legislative Council-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £114; Legislative Assembly-salaries and ordinary expenditure,.
£982; Parliamentary Standing COlllmitteest:lJaries and ordinary expenditure, £84; Refreshment Rooms-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £369; Engineers-salaries and ol'dina,ry
APPOINTM~NT OF STANDING
e)"'''Penditure, £43; The Library-salaries and
COMlV1ITTEES.
ordinary expenditure, £52; The Library.. StateParliament House-salaries and ordinary expen..
On motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST diture, £194; Victorian Parliament.ary Debates,
(Premie,r) the following Standing Com- -salaries and ordinary expenditure, £470;,
mittees for the session were constituted:- Chief Secretary's Oflice-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £1,220; Chief Secretary's OfficeLIBRARY COMMITTEE (JOINT). -1\11'. Pensions, &c., £8,100; Board for the. ProtecSpeaker, Dr. Argyle, Mr. Eggleston, 1\h. tion of the Aborigines-sall,ries and ordinary
expenditure, £230; Explosives-salaries and
Slater, and Mr. "Valla,ce.
ordinary expenditure, £525; State Accident In·
STANDING 'ORDERS COMMITTEE.-lVlr. surance Office--salarie::. and ()rdinary expendiSpeaker, Mr. Allan, Mr. A. A. Billson, ture,' £234; Fisheries and Game-salaries and
expenditure, £430; Government Short1\1r. J. "V. Billson, Mr. Cain, 1\1:r. Far- ordinary
hand 'Writer-salaries and ordinary expendithing, Mr. Hogan, Mr. Lawson, Sir Alex- ture, £1.15; The Governor's Oflic8-ordina.ry ex·
ander Peacock, M:r. Prendergast, IV1r. pencliture, £38; Herbarium-salaries and ordinary expenditme, £81; Inebriates InstitutionSnowball, and Mr. Tunnediffe.
salaries and ordinary expenditure, £329'; l\1arinePRINTING COMMITTEE.-1\[r. Speaker, Board-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £96;
Mr. Beardmore, Colonel Bourchier, lV1r. Observatory-salaries and ordi.nary expenditure,.
Brownbill, :Mr. Deany, Mr. Dunstan, Mr. £240; Premier's Office-salaries and ordinary
expenditure £296; Agent-Genel'al-staff and
Frost, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Jackson, Mr. office, £1,364; Audit Office-salaries and ordin~
Murphy, lVIr. Oman, and Mr. West.
al'y expenditure, £1,706; Government Statist-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £1,806; HosHOUSE COMMITTEE (JOINT). - Mr. pitals
for the Insane-salaries and ordinary exClough, Mr. Dunstan, Mr. Everard, Mr. penditure, £32,000; Neglected Children, &c.-J ewell, an~ Mr. Mocley.
salaries and ordinary expenditure, £26,948;
Penal and Gaols-salaries and ordinary expen·
diture, £6,400; Police-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £48,000; Public Library, &c.STATUTE LAW REVISION
~alaries
and ordinary expenditure, £2,885;:
COMMITTEE.
Public Service Commissioner-salaries llnd ordinary expenditure, £298; Department of
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1 Labour-sala,ries
and ordinary expenditure,
Ulove£2,329; Education-salaries, £128,900; EducaThat, in compliance with the recommenda- tion-ordinary expenditure, £14,500; Education
tion of the .T oint Select Committee on the Con- -pensions, &c., £21; Education-works and
solidation of the Laws adopted by this House buildings, £5,500; Education-endowments and
£1>0;
Attorney-General ~ salaries,.
on. the 16th. ~une, 19~5, a committee be ap- grants,
pomted conslstmg of SIX members, to join with £10,075; Attorney-General-ordinary expendi.
a committee of the Legislative Council. to deal ture, £2,708; Solicitor-General-salaries, £5,634;
with anomalies in the law and make recom- Solicitor-General-ordinary expenditure, £1,800;.
Treasury-s~tlaries and ordinary expenditure,
mend~tions as to. statutory amendments, such
commIttee to consIst of Mr. Bailey, Mr. Eggles- £4,758; Treasury-transport, &c., £500; Treaton, Mr. Lawson, Mr. Prendergast, Mr. Snow- smy-unforeseen expenditure, £500; Treasury
ball, and Mr. Wettenhall, with po'Yer to send -payments to Railway Department, £600.;

I ask the 1\'1inister to agree to the adjournment of the debate for a week.
The motion for the adjournment of the
deba,te was agreed to, an'd the debate was
adjourned until 'Vednesda,y, September 0.
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Treasury-charitable grant, &c., £'11,870; Treasury-pensions, &c., £,20; Treasury-excep·
tional expenditure, £3,350; Taxation Office-ad·
ministration, salaries, £272; Taxation Officeincome tax, salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£8,664; Taxation Office-land tax, salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £.3,041; Taxation Office
-death duties, salaries and ordinary expenditure, £243; Curator-salaries and ordinary expenditur~, £522; Gov~rnment Printer-salaries
and ordmary expendIture, £10,099; Govern-"
ment Printer-exceptional expenditure, £1,408;
Government Printer-advertising, £249; Sur·
vey, &c., Crown Lands-salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £9,241; Public Parks, &c.-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £60; Botanic, &c.,
Gardens-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£1,318; Extirpation of Rabbits, &c.-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £7,406; works and
buildings, £181; Immigration Bureau, £1,028;
Public Works-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £5,600; Ports and Harbor8-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £2,544; Ports and Harbors-works, &c., £3,000; Public Worksworks and buildings, £5,000; Public Worksroads, works, and bridges, £280; Public Works
-endowments and grants, municipalities, &c.,
£2,000; Public Works-exceptional expenditure,
£500; Mines-salaries and ordinary expendi.
ture, £2,000; Mines-furtherance of mining industry, £1,620; Mines-exceptional expenditure,
£200; State Forests-salaries and ordinary ex·
penditure, £9,615; State Rivers and Water Sup·
ply Commission-salaries, &c., £18,083; Agriculture~administrative, salaries and ordinary
expenditure, £1,038; Agriculture-salaries and
ordinary expenditure, £7,776; Horticulturesalaries and ordinary expenditure, £2,388;
S~ock and Dairy-salaries and ordinary expen·
diture, £4,437; Export Development-salaries
and ordinary expenditure, £2,903; Public
Health-salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£3,559; Public Health-miscellaneous, £738;
Railways-working expenses, &c., £771,251;
Railways-pensions, &c., £888; Railways-Rail.
way Construction Branch, £1,024; State Coal
Mine-working expenses, £45,303.
'rotal,
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introduced. They are being deferred because of the adjournment until Tuesday
next of the debate on the statement I
made in reference to the Government
'Policy.
All contentious matters are
being left over until then, when they can
be dealt with by honorable members.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
. 'th th
k th t h
qUI t e concur WI
e remar s
a
ave
been made by the Premier, and' I accept
his assurance that there is nothing cont.entious in the Votes on Account, which
.
f
he has submit.t.ed to us. He is askmg or
Supply for another month, and he has informed us that he expects to be able to
introduce the Budget before the expira-·
tion of that period. The request the
honorable gentleman has made is a reasonable one in the circumstances, and. we
:fI
b"
do not. propose to 0 er any 0 JectIon to
this further grant of Supply.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I desire to draw
aUention to a subJ'ect, to which I made
reference the Q1ther day, in connexion
with the proposals of the Government
concerning our forests. During the last
h
d' d I fbI"
h
mont or two a goo
ea 0 pu lCIty as
been given to the question, and, no doubt,
that has had its in:fl.uence on the Government. I do not know what the intention of the Government is· in regard to
the extra amount of money to be devoted
to the protection and development of our
forests.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Premier made an announcement on the subject last night.
£1,264,243.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Tha,t is SOl; but
The period for which Supply has been there is another aspect of the forest quesobtained will expire at the end of this tion I want the GQlvernment to lOOik
month. I am now submitting for the into apa,rt altogetheT from that of comapproval of this House a Supply Bill nwrce, although the latter is, I admit,
for another month. Before the expira- important.
I have been trying for
tion of this period the Government hopes several months to get the Forests Comto be in a position to introduce the Budget mission to plant soft woods in portions
and the Estimates of Revenue and Ex- of Gippsland that are unfit fQir agriculpenditure forr the current financial year. ture.
Now, that is a wnrk that should
The amount, £1,264,243, included in the have been gone on with many years ago.
Supply Bill, covers the requirements fOir It will be 30, 40, or 50 years be,fore the
the payment only of salaries and work- trees are mat.ured.
It is not fOol' the
ing expenses of the va,rious departments. purpose of discussing that aspect Oof the
No provision is made for any new or COll- subj'ect, hQlwever, that I have risen to'tentious items of expenditure. The esti- night, but fnr the purpose of urging the
mated requirement for the month is Gnvernment to take into cOonsidera,tion an
ba,sed upon the a,ctual .expenditure of aspect that has been lost sight of hitherlast year, and is actually less than one- to-the intimate relationship between the
twelfth of last year's expenditure by, ap- soil and the fOorest co:v€rs.
It is quite
proximately, £13,000. As I have said, no apparent to those whO' have given some
new nor contentious questions ,are being consideration to this question, that the
Mr. Prendergast.
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erosion that is ta.king place, and has taken
place in all our rivers on each side
of the Divide, is the result of the removal of . the forest covers from the
mountains. The removal of the forest
cove'rs creates in our waterways an extraordinaJ'Y rush of water which washes
away the banks of the rivers, and the denudation also affects the soil of the lower
country.
This damage has been going
on for years in the rivers running froom
each side of the Divide, and it is a remarkable thing that, though erosion has
been visible for a long time in some of
the ri vers in the Ovens district, in all
the impoorta~t rivers on the other side,
and in all the important rivers in Gippsland, no steps have be·en taken by Governments in the past to prevent the'
washing a way of the best of our soil.
The expenditure that the present Government intends to make on forestry is, in
my opinion, a wise expenditure.
It is
not as large as the amount its predecessor intended to set aside for that particular purpose, but I would urge that
in the spending of the mOoney, regard
should be had to the fact that what is
more important to the State at the present time than making a profit out of
the existing timbers, is the preservation
of the forests in our mountainous country. because the future welfare of this
country depends absolutely upon the preservation of that mountain cover. If we
take the history of other countries, we find
that the intimate relationship between
the forests and the water supply wa&
disrega.rded by the people who, lived ~n
them, with the result that after complete denudation had taken place the
rivers were, so to speak, drowned,
the soils dried up, and the people unable
to live. The director of forestry of the
Cornell University saysThe extensive t1nd absolute destruction of
forest cover in WelStern Asia and portions of
Eastern and Southern Europe has desolated
vast regions and transformed them into lifeless deserts. Such rapine has sterilized beyond
recovery the once highly-productive regions of
Sicily and Algeria. In America, in Wisconsin,
4,000,000 acres have been turned into deserts.
Erosion has carried fertile soil into rivers, occa.sioning, in addition to its loss, disturbance
of favorable water stages and expenditure in
river and harbour bills. Even climatic conditions can be changed by mismanagement beyond recovery, as exemplified by the experience
of France, where it is asserted the cultivation
of the olive has become impossible in the northern areas owing to removal of forest cover,
which furnishes protection against northern
winds. Mesopotamia, once praised as the paradise of fertility, where, according, to Hero-
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dotus, the culture of the grape could not succeed on account of its moisture, has become a.
sand waste, in which the Euphrates, once an
ample source of water supply, is drowned.

'Vhat has happened in the countries referred to 'is likely to happen here in Australia, and while we may be paying particular a.ttention at the present time to
our timber resources, and endeavouring
to get the Commission to' make a profit
out of them, we may be neglecting, as
the people in those countries did, the
most important matter of all, and that
is, the preservation of our mountain
covers.
It is the natural resources of
the country consisting of its wa.ter, its
climate, and its soil, from which we get
our food products, that we should eudeavour to guard for future generations.
The ordinary individual has little or !LO
regard for the future, and he exploits
the very best places in the State for his
It is the .duty of
own particular ends.
the State to prevent him, as far as possible, from doing that, and to protect
that which will enable this country iR
the future to exist and make headway.
From time immemorial the dangers of
total denudation of the forests h?ve ~en
pointed out. They we.re referred to by
Greek and Roman writers as well as by
philosophers, yet little or no attention
was paid to their warnings.
The very
fact that our rivers at the present time
are in such a condition through neglect
of our forest covering should eertal.nly lead the present Gove,rnmeut
in its efforts to improve
forestry
conditions, pa.rticularly in the direction I have indicated.
During the
period 'of the Fr·ench Revolution the
French people, ill their greed, entered
the mountainGus portions of the country
and destroyed the timber to the extent
of 1,000,000 acres, with the result that
they made unfertile something like
8,000,000 acres of formerly tillable
land.
We do not know how much
damage is being done to the soils
of this State through neglect. on our
part in this particular direction.
Our
forests, of course, are damaged by fires
that frequently occur.
All countries
have been subject to the same thing.
The State control of forestry is of
comparatiyely . recent origin, though
some
countries,
such
as
Germany
and Japan, made very early efforts
towards
the
protection
.of
t.heir
forests. There is no question, although
it is of such gre·at importance, that
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has been sO> much neglected by Parliament as the preservation of our mountain
covers.
The l'emoval 0.£ the mountain
covers allows the rain, when it falls in
torrent.s, as has been the case in the past
day or twc." to rush down t.he mountain
sides, with the result that it s\yells the
rivers almost at once, and causes floods,
disaster, and damage to our. soils.
That is an aspect of forestry that up to
thEI present has not received from Governments or from the commission the consideration to which it is entitled. Although some criticism has been ievelled
at the commission by the press, the fault
does not rest with the commission, but
rather with those who have occupied the
position of Minister of Forests' in Governments of the past. With the amount
of money which they have at their disposal the commission cannot do the work
which such an important question as this
imposes on them. In connexion with the
allotment of this extra money, ,,,hich I
[1m quite sure every student of forestry
will appreciate, I hope that the Government will ask the commission to give
special attention to the protection of our
forest cover along the Dividing Range.
That is, in my opinion, of more importance than the commercial side of the
question of forestry. In saying that, 1
am simply repeating what has been the
history of countries that neglected in the
past to give attention to this side of the
forestry question. Australia has a comparatively limited area of forest, and we
cannot afford to destroy what is really the
safeguard of the natural resources of
this State.
Our productive welfa-re' is
wrapped up in the Dividing Range, and
';I,~e should fully protect it. 1 hope that
thel Government will not only encourage
the planting of softwoods in districts
that are unfit for agriculture, but will
give serious and clOSt attention in the
direction that I have indicated, requesting the commission to protect the forest
('over in our mountain ranges v.:th a view
of securing permanently the fertility of
our soil and a regular water flow, and also
safeguarding the climate that is affected.
hy the removal of our belts of timber.
Mr. COTTER.-There a.re a couple of
matters arising out of the vote for the
police on which I should like some information from the Ohief Secretary. I
have seen in the newspapers that the hOll.-
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orable gentleman has been receiving certain deputations and making certain replies in regard to the appointment of
women police.
N ow, I do not wish toconfuse them with thE.1 ' I spook" women
police who have been recently employed to
the degradation of this State. I read re··
cently of two " spook" women police who
w.ere engaged by the department and taken
to a. fashionable house in a fashionable
suburb that they left "gloriously
drunk. " Afterwards they were taken
to
Albert
Park,
or some other
place, in order to try to so ber them,
and when residents complained of the
noise that was going on and obtained
the services of a uniformed policeman the
explanation obtained was, " Oh, it
is quite all right; they are women
police." The statement that was published is, I believe, positively true. Later,.
I remember reading that when the case
came on these two women "spooks"
admitted tha,t they had had as much'
drink as they could COnsumE), and
that they were glo,riously tight when
I want to
they left the house.
enter my p ro·t est against anything
of this kind.
HithedO' the department has been able to' do' all that was rt'quired to catch illicit traders with decorum and decency. I think, however, it
is degrading to the department and degrading to' the State, to employ women who
get "gloriously drunk" in such a way.
Tfit is in the power of the Ohief Secretary to stop it, I hope he will do so at
once. If it is contended that it is the
only way of catching sly grog sellers in
fashionable houses I would ask how these
things were managed during the regime
of other Chief Secretaries. I do not know
how far the honorable gentleman went
when he received the deputation regarding the appointment of more Womf!llr
police, but I understand that a request
was made that they should have the right
to parade the streets and make arrests. I
know what happened when the war was
on, and I am not disposed to give thent
those powers. If male police in uniform
cannot carry out such duties, there must
be I I something rotten in the st.a le
of Denmark."
TO' employ women
police tOI pa,rade our streets with,
authority to
arrest
.and bail uppeople would be, in my opinion, a
backward step. I should like some assurance that that will not be done. If they
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want more women police of the Madge tion will be dealt with definitely when
Connor type, that is a different matter. we are determining upon a policy in reWhat I do object to most, however, is the gard to the creatiOon nf a fnrce of policeemployment of "spook" womEIll police who women, some of whom will wear a un iwere called upon to give evidence about fo,rm. This matter has not yet been fully
something they were too intoxicated to considered, and I have not yet made up
remember. A new f€ature has crept into my mind .what proposals I will submit
Honorable members may,
the police methods of late.
I refer to to Cabi.net.
the way in which accused persons and however, rest assured that the whole quesothers are photographed when attending tion will have adequate consideratio·n bean inquest at the morgue or being fOTe any definite step is decided upon.
-escorted to a court.
It is a matter I am Oobtaining re·poTts from New South
in which the Chief Secl'etary should Wales and South Australia, where police• take a hand.
Undeserved notoriety wormen are regularly employed, and I
understand the Force operates to the
may
be given to a man who j~ satisfaction of the public as a whole.
afterwards liberated by a jury of \Vhen the reports come to hand I will
his own country-men.
The detectiv(ls give them full consideration, and deterhave a battery of photographers on the mine what I shall do.
scene, and .pictures ure secured, princiMr. COTTER.-What about photographs
pally for the evening papers. I do not in newspa pen ~
think the morning press has degenerated
l\1:r. TUNNECLIFFE.-That matter
in that way. A man who is escorted to has not been previously brought under my
the morgue or into court may afterwards notice, but I will have an inquiry made
be acquitted, and he should not be exposed and see what -can be done.
to that sort of thing. I remember when
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-The
the present Premier was Chief Secretary honorable member for Gippsland North
for a little while some' years ago he referred to the administration of the
stopped, as far as he was able, what WaS Forestry Department.. I may tell him
known as the c·c third degree." This seelliS that our project, which will develop
to me to be a parallel case, and it requires shortly, contemplates the spending of
ihe attention of the Chief Secretary. I £100,000 a year by the Forestry Depart.strenuously object to men and women, nlent for five years. This matter has alsometimes going to the morgue in con- ready been mentioned in the Hnuse, and
nexion with the death of their own rela- the honorable member may have the optives, having to face a battery of photo- portunity of alluding toO it again next
graphers with a view to the publication of week. The l\1inister of F0>rests occupies
their pictures. I hope the Chief Secre- a seat in another place, and cannot, of
tary will take action in regard to both course, reply tOo what. is said here. It
dnes not seem to me that anybody in par()f the matters I have mentioned.
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secre- ticular can be blamed fnr the neglect
tary)..-In reply to the honnrable member that has been shown to our forests, but
for Richmnnd, I may say that the two there is no doubt, ther-e has been neglect.
women concerned in the trouble at Albert Inst€ad of steps being taken to maintain
Park, which was r€.ported in the press, the growth nf nur timber in different, parts
were not pohcewomen in the ordinary 0'£ the State, areas are being simply desense. I hail an interview with Mr. nuded, and in some instances certaiu
Nicholson, the Commissioner of Police, kinds of trees haye wholly disappeared.
immediately after the incident. was re- The hono,rabl e member referred to blackported, and he pointed out that women butt and mountain ash, which grow only
were employed as special pOllice agents in good soil. In some pa,rts ·of this State
by the licensing police to detect sly grog- where they used to grow freely they ha,ve
selling. I made it quite clear that it was t.ntirely disappeared from the forest.
lVlr. LIND.- You must not lose sight of
undesirable that women should be employed in that particular way, and ex- the fact that in many parts of the State
pressed the hOope that nothing of the sort trees have becomeo,ver-ma tured , because
WOould be allowed tn Ooocur again.
I do there are no ~acilities for cutting them
not think it is desirable that women down and bringing the timber to market.
lVir. ~RENDERGAST.-That difficulty
should be brought into the op€rations of
the licensing police. However, this ques- will be obviated by the scheme the
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Minister of Forests intends to submit to
Parliament. From the figures he has submitted to me, I can see the possibility of
making great profit out of our fOorests,
and the State will be handsomely recouped for any expenditure it may bE:< put
to, if our timber resources are prOoperly
cOonserved.
I hOope before very many
weeks have passed the Minister's scheme
will be submitted to honorable members.
Mr. HUG.HES.-I should like to endorse the remarks of the honorable member for Richmond in regard to the action
of the police in employing women to detect cases of sly grog-selling; but I rose,
more particularly, to call attention to one
Qlf two other matters.
Recently two
po.Jicemeln have been paying particular attention to a certain hotel in the city with
the object of catching the licensee trading
after hours.
Every week fOor the last
two months these two policemen ha,ve been
visiting this hotel, thel licensee of which is
a widow. One evening they. went into
the hotel and stayed there for nearly an
hour. They thought to catch men on
the premise,s, but as a matter of fact no
men were there. They were told that
there were no strangers in the house, and
though one of the constables left, the
othe,r remained behind for some t.ime.
The man who left returned with two other
constables in uniform, and the four of
them paraded up and down the staircase, and entered rooms to see if any
offence against the licensing laws was being committed. They could not find anything against the licensee. The next day
the son of this widow died, and that was
clear proof that heir statement. that no
trading was going on was genuine. It is
obvious that on that occasion this woman
had something else to think a,bout than
trading. Since then the police have been
continually visiting this hote,l, but bave
not found any re,ason toO make any complaint about the manner in which it is
being conducted. This hotel is conducted
on prope,r lines, and it is time the Chief
Secretary took action to prevent the
licensing police conducting their ope,ra,tions in the way the,y have been in regard to this particular hotel. Reference
was recently made to the fact that recfuits
were being enrolled in the Police Force.
I believe that the son of a licensing inspector in the city of Melbourne was admitted toO the force in lVlay last. I do
not know for what purpose he was admitted, but he is now a cle-rk in the
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licensing inspector's office.
There are
men who ha,ve been in the force for a
long time, and should have been given an
opportunity to fill this position in preference to a recruit,.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That was before
my time.
Mr. HUGHES.-I am drawing the
Chief Secretary's attention to it no,w, and
if some one has done wrong he can cOirrect
it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.. - Tha,t's
right, beat YOlur own Joss!
Mr. TUNNEC~IFFE.-What I object to·
is to be called a " Joss."
Mr. HUGHES.-This young mau, instead of being made a. clerk in an office,
ought to ha.ve done a pe,riod of duty in
the streelts, and another man, whv may
not be perhaps quite so capable of doing
street duty, given this clerical posit.ion.
With regard to our forests, I was pleased
to hear the statement of the Premie,r that
£100,000 a year is t.o be made available
over a period- of five years for conserving
our timber resOlurces. Something ebe is
necessary, howeve,r, in connexion with the
administration OIf the Forests Department.
The members of the Forests Commission
do not seem to rea.lize what work has to
be dOine. I have brought under their
notice several matters without getting any
satisfaction. The e,x-Premier knows of
one matter that I brought under the
notice of the chairman, but without any
resuIt-. During 1921 a great fire swept
through the forest in my electorate, and
one settler in the centre of the forest,
who had taken years to clear about 20
acres, lost everything he had.
He has
left that particular area, and is living on
au allotment clOise by. He has recently
ereeted a wire netting fence to keep rabbits from ge,tting on toO this allotment
from Crown lands adjoining. He applied
toO the Forests Commission for permission
to clear a strip of half a chain outside
his fence, which is overlapped by huge
fOirest trees.
Outside the plantatiOins
unde'f the control of the FOirests Department there are clearances of from 1 to 3
chains in width, and inside the fences a
clearance of half a chain. This man
asked for the right to clear a strip of
half a chain, and the Forests Department
in its wisdom gave him the right to clear
a strip 6 fee,t wide. I think that if I
were to die to-morrow, more than 6 fee,t
would be required for my burial. The
concession to this man of a grant of

and GeLlung) Bill.
6 feet is an impoosible one. If a fire
goes through the fo.rest again he will
probably 10Sti the whole of his fence and
stock. I ask the Premier to lo.o.k into.
this matter with a view to acceding to the
man's request. It will be an encouragement to other settlers in fQrest areas.
The motio.n was agreed to.
The resolution was repo.rted to. the
House and ado.pted.
WAYS AND MEANS.
The Ho.use resolved itself into. Committee of Ways and Me,ans.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
moveThat towards making good the supply granted
to His Majesty for the service of the year
1924-25, the sum of £1,264,243 be granted out
.of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The, motion was agreed to and the resolutiQn· was repQrted to. the House.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.4).
The resolution pa,ssed in Committee
of Ways and Means was adQpted.
Authority was given to Mr. PRENI>ER·
GAST and l\1:r. TUNNECLIFFE to introduce
a Bill to. carry out the resolutio.n.
lVl'r.
PRENDERGAST
(Premier)
bro.ught up a Bill " to supply o.ut of the
Cons01idated Revenue the sum
o.f
£1,264,243 for the service of the year
1924-25," and moved that it be read a
first time. He said-In reply to. the honorable member for Grenville, who brought
up the questio.n of a firebreak or clearing whe,re a, reduction has been made
from half a chain to 6 feet, I
wish to state t.hat I will get into
touch with the lVlinister of Fmests.
In pursuance of an old practice in the
House, all matters brought up by hono.rable members will be taken o.ut Qf
1I ansrtl'd and submitted to the responsible
d.epartments. Replies from the departments will be sent to the members who
brought up the matters.
The motiQn was agreed to and the Bill
was read a first time and passed through
its remaining stages.
LOOAL GOVEB.NMENT
(MELBOURNE AND GEELONG)
BILL.
Mr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).
- I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a perfectly innocent little measure.
It was originally introduced by the late
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Government, and it was then termed a
privilege Bill. I think it might be properly designated a legacy bIll, because
we have received it as a legacy from the
late GoYernment, and we are endeavouring to have it placed on the statute-book.
It is a ineasure to which I think both
sides of the House will readily agree.
The purpose of it is to amend the Local
Government Act iu order to make certain sections of that Act which now apply
to all the municipalities, with the exception of :Melboul'ne and Geelong, apply
also to Melbourlle and Geelong. Section
476 of the Local Government Act gives
power to the whole of the municipalities,
. excepting :Melbollrne and Geelong, to acquire land compulsorily for the purpose
of widening streets, subject, of course,
to the payment of compensation to landowners and to certalll other limitations.
11:elbourne and Geelong are under an entirely different Act, and the object of
this Bill is to extend the provisions of section 476 to them. It is the City of
:Melbourne which is primarily interested
in this Bill at the present time. The
city corporation des5re to widen a street
in Flemington known as Barwise-street.
It is a narrow street, but it carries an
immellse traffic, particularly during Oup
week, to the Flemington Race-course.
Honorabl~, members may not all be
familiar \vith the district, but they can
visualize the position. There is a narrow street ·which widens out as it gets
towards the railway line that carries the
traffic to Flemington and ABcot Vale.
The present width of Barwise-street at
the narrow end is 66 feet, and at the other
end, where it jojns on tOo FlemingtQonroad, 99 feet. The desire of the Oity
Oouncil is to acquire sufficient land, approximately 33 feet, to make Barwisestreet the same
width
throughout.
The
Melbourne
and
l\1:etropolitan
Tramways Bo.ard are also interested
in the matter.
They intend to
construct a tramway line which will
run through Barwise-street.
That
street, at pret:3ent, is too narrow for th('
purpose. There is a tramway runningalong Racecourse-road, and when it gets
to thi8 bottle-neck it traverses another
road that is just as nar~ow as Barwise-street, from which it turns into
:Mount Alexander-road, where it connects
with the eable tram at Flemington-hl'idge.
This is a very roundabout route. <If
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Barwise-street were widened, the route
would be shortened. The tram line would
leave Flemington-road at the corner of
Barwise-stret1t and run down to Racecourse-road, and take a straight line instead of following the present roundabout course. I do not think there can
he any objection to the Bill. It has beo11
asked for by both Melbourne and Geelong. It received the approval of the
late Government, and we have felt it to
be our duty to proceed with it as early as
1l ol-18ible.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You give
us an assurance that there is nothing in
this Bill in reference to the abolition
of aldermen, for which the Labour party
have Leen asking?
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes, I can give that
assurance. There is a good deal of vacant
land in Barwilse-street, and there are certain buildings that will probably be interfered with to a certain extent. They
are mostly tanneries. A portion of the
land they occupy could be cut off, and
compensa.tion would be paid in the mauner provided for under the Local Government Act.
Mr. MACKRELL.-YOU say that all the
municipalitieb, with the exception of Melbourne and Geelong, have this power?
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes. Melbourne and
Geelong are under an entirely different
Act.
Sir J:-~LEXANDEI~ PEAcocK.-An Act that
was passed before there was a State of
Victoria.
lvIr. WEBBEH.-Yes. It is an old
New South Wales Act, which was passed
at the time when Victoria ,vas known as
the Port Phillip District.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-In almost every
session of Parliament 'small Bills ar'~
brought forward dealing with the two
municipalities of Melbourne and Geelong,
the object being to make some part of
the Local Government Act applicable to
them. It is about time that the whole
of Victoria, from the Murray right down
to the sea, "was brought under the one Act.
The Local Government Act has been
hrought, as far as possible, right up to
date, and we in Geelong have been agitating £01' some time to be placed under it.
A big neputlltion from Geelong waited
on the late Mr. John Murray when he
was Premier, and asked that Geelong

and Getlong) Bill.

should be brought under the Local Government Act. He requested us to take
a poll of the ratepayero. We did so, and
there was a majority of 700 .in favour
of the change proposed. Nothing, howIwer was done. There are many anomalies
in the Act that applies to the municipality of Geelong, and it is time that the
Parliament seriously considered the question of whether it would not be better
to have all the municipalities of Victoria
brOu~ht unaer the .Local Government Act.
As the Lead.er of the Up posItion pointed
out, lVlelboUl'ue and Geelong are under a
special Act which was passed before
"Victoria was proclaimed a separate State.
I am strongly of the opinion, and I believe I am backed up, not only by the ratepayers of the City of Geelong, but by
the ratepayers of Melbourne, that the
whole of the State of Victoria should
come under one Local Government Act
instead of two portions of the State being
under a different Act from the" rest of the
State. One result of such a change, as
the Leader of the Opposition has said,
would be to do away with aldermen, and
I am an alderman myself.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
MUNICIPAL ELECTIONS-RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT: REDUCTION OF FREIGHTS.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Several honorable members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House, and a
few honorable members on the other side
of the House, have spoken to me about
to-morrow being municipal election day,
and it is their desire that the Premier
should, if he can see his way clear to do
so, move that the House at itR rising
a.djourn until Tuesday next. We have
passed Supply, and whatever non-contentious Bills were ready from the Government Printing OffiC8. I prefer the
request that the House should rise until
'ruesday on behalf of other honorable
members. In several of the municipalities in my constituency there are no contests, but in districts represented by other
honorable members there are conte~tg, and
they are inter6sted in them. The Premier
has done very well this week.
He has
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launched his policy, has secured a month's mation would be supplied to him.
I
Supply, and has some Bills ready for the now desire to place it before the House.
LegIslative Council when it meets on I may explain that the words "agricul~
Tuesday next.
We will not be open to tura.! produce,11 as used in the Railway
the charge of not sending up the Supply Department, do not cover all agriculBill to another place in ample time to tural produce. They do not cover milk
enable members of that House to con- and milk products, and various other
sider it. We are to debate the Premier's things that are agricultural products, but
policy speech next week, and the honor- the reduction of 10 per cent. will apply
able gentleman has stated that he antici- to all agricultural products, and the
pates' that the Budget will be delivered actual articles affected arc set out in the
before the Supply granted to-day is statement I am about to read.
Mr. CARLlsLE.-Are .cattle and sheep
exhausted. In the circumstances, I
think he might see his way clear to move agricultural products?
Mr. HOGAN. - We do not regard
that the House adjourn until Tuesday
them as agricultural products. They are
next.
JYIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In more pastoral products, and are not inthe past it was. the custom to adjourn cluded in the list. The following figures
over municipal election day.
I agree show the estimated amount invO'lved by a
that there would be a very thin House r6duction o,f 10 per cent. in the freight
to-morrow if we were to meet. At the charges on the classes of traffic specified
beginning of a session there is a difficutly below-on the basis of the volume of
in proceeding with business owing to the traffic for the financial year 1923-24:fact that Bills cannot be advanced more Agl'icultU1'al P·roduce. Amount involved by 10
per cent. reduction.
than a stage 0'1' two at a time.
£
Mr. ~{oRLEY.-Will you make up for
57,977
Wheat ...
the adjournment to-morrow by sitting on
16,755
Flour, bran, sharps, and pollard ...
14,820
Hay, straw, chaff
Cup Day?
Other agricultural produce and
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I do not
"S.A.P.", including potatoes
mind having a holiday on Cup Day.
28663
and onions
5,312
Butt.er ...
Mr. MORLEY.-You objecteu to it 'last
2.733
Cream ...
time.
2,115
Dairy produce, n.o.s.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No; I did
2800
Milk products
13,741
Fruit, fresh
not. I went to the Cup. I. am agreeable
5,622
Fruit, dried
to the adjournment over to-morrow, be500
Vegetables, green
cause a number of our members are busily
759
Wine, colonial
engaged in fighting municipal elections.
500
Poultry
2,100
Pigs
We hope to give the party of which th~
Leader of the Opposition is a member
154,397
something to go on with. I will agree to
the adjournment over to-morrow so that Those are the whole of the items to which
we may meet honorable members opposite the reduction of 10 per cent. will apply.
on the field of battle. I moveThey cover what are described as agriculThat the House at its rising adjourn until tural products, and the reduction is to
Tuesday next.
apply all round.
Mr. OLD.-Do doradillos in truckThe motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERG~ST (Premier) .-1 loads come under the reduction?
moveMr. HOGAN.-Doradillos will come
under the description of fresh fruit, and
That the House do now adjourn.
the reduction of 10 per cent. in respect
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways). of fresh fruit will amount to £13,741.
-Yesterday the honorable member for As far as dried fruit and doradill0s are
Castlemaine asked for information as ta concerned, I may say that that matter has
what would be the effect on the railwa) not been finally settled. As the honorable
revenue of the re(luction of freights on member knows, special representations
agricultural produee by 10 per cent., and have been made regarding the freight on
the Premier undertook that the infor- doradillo grapes, and also on dried fruit,
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be'cause of the, bad condition of the in- back. Instead o.f what the GO'vernment
dustry. It is a question tha,t we are going propose, 1 would like t.o see the present
into separate,ly and specially, and this is l'~tes charged within a radius of 50 miles,
not, the final word as far as doradillos WIth a reduction of 2~ per cent. for every
and dried fruit are concerned. We, realize 50 miles beyond tha.t. A tapering rate of
that the position of the growers 'o,f dora- that sort would Co.st the State no more
dillo6 is very hard. As announced by ~ud i~ would afford relief to people in th~
the Premier yesterday, the GO'vern'men t tar dIstant parts O'f the State. By the
a.re taking O'ther steps to assist those adO'ption of such a PQilicy, settlers who
grO'wers, because their po'sition is ve,ry are enduring the hardships o.f pioneering
bad, and they will have to be helped or would be placed on a better fO'oting compared with those in mo.re favoured dis·
there will be considerable loss.
tricts.
Mr. ANGUS.-As far as the proposiMr. BROWNBILL.-How much would
tiO'n of the GOVe"n1ment go'es, it jnus.t
that cost ~
necessarily meet with the approval O'f
l\1r. ANGUS.-Less than the Governcountry representatives; but we fail to
ment are proposing now to give to the
see why there should be differentia·,
producer, and it would be more effective.
tion in the treatment of pnma,rv prO'- 1 believe that an all-round reduction of
ducers, and why the GO've,rnment should freights sheuld take place', but the areatest·
omit· to give relief to men engaged in relief should be given to the people wa.ygrazing and trucking cattle. The price back, who have the heaviest hardsnips
of stock is very low, particularly of cattle. and trials to put up with. Although I
Mr. PRENDERGAs'l'.-This is a matter commend the Government for what lhey
we shall be discussing next week.
are proposing ill the way O'f relief to' the
lVIr. ANGUS.-I am raising it at the producer, I should like them to take a
present time' to bring it under the notice bro.ader view, and adopt a more scientific
of the l\1inist.er. The position O'f the methO'd of dealing with the matter. If
grazier should be taken into' considera- they have a 10 per cent. reduction, let
tion as well as that O'f the a,gricul- them apply it all rO'und, and not discrimturist. Men engaged in raising cattle- inate between one section of the producers
I emphasize "cattle," be,c'ause sheep are and another.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Would yO'u support the
a, much better proposition just now-require relief. As a matter of fact, freights Government if they did that ~
Mr. ANGUS.-I would supPo.rt them
and fa,res were raised at a, time when
prices of all produce had reached the in that measure.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The whole thing
highest standard known in this State fO'r
many years. It ha,d never att.ained the can be discussed next week.
Mr. ANGUS.-This seeiIllS to me an'
same level before. At the present time,
hmvever, the cattle-men are in a deplor- opportune moment. I do nO't want to
able position, and I urge the Ministry to detain the House, but I do think that
give them some measure of relief. I do more careful consideration should be given
not. see why the reduct.ion should nO't to the whole subject, and that a more
apply to all st O'ck , sheep included, be- scientific method should be adopted.
caUFle even sheep cannot \Jontinue as at . 1\ir. HOGAN.-'Ve are co.nsidering the
present. It is no't possible to legislate, positiO\l.l in regard to s\leep and cattle.
hO'we,ve,r, fO'r O'ne class 0'£ stock to-day and What I have announced is a step in the
for another to-morrow. As a result of right direction 1 but it is no.t the last word
as far as I am concerned.
~ad seasons and low values the position
Mr. ANGUS.-When dealing with a.
in regard toO cattle is ve,ry bad. Therefore, I would ask the lVliniste,r whather thing o.f this kind it is well to take the
he is prepared to. a,pply to stock, cattle at right step and make a thorough job of
an events, what has been applied to' agri- it. It is useless to deal with the matcultural products ~ What he has outlined ter piecemeal. Therefore, I suggest that
is certainly a measure o.f relief, although soone measure of relief should be given
I do not think it is the best that could to the grazier, and that the Government
be adopted. In my opinion a tapering should take into consideration the prinrate would be preferable. The men \\ ith· ciple of a tapering rate.
The motion was agreed toO.
in 50 miles of Me,lbourne are wd1 served.
The House adjourned &t 8.59 F.rn.,
Owing to the natural conditions they are
in a better position than the men out- until Tuesday, September 2.
l
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The PRESIDENT (the Ron. Frank
Clarke) took the, chair at 5.51 p.m., and
read the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILLS RE"PORTED.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2).
COinsolidated Revenue Bill (NO'. 3).
Victorian Government Loan Bill.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIl\1:E.
The following Bills, received from the
Legislative Assembly, were read a first
time on the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works) : Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4).
Local Government (Melbourne and
Geelong) Bill.
State Savings Bank Bill.
The following Bill was, by leave, introduced by the Hon. J. P. Jones
(Minister of Public Works) and read a.
first time:Justices of the Peace Bill.
ELECTRICITY CHARGES.
The Hon. J. K. MERRIT'T asked the
Minister Oof Public WOorks(a) What price does the Melbourne City
Council pay the State Electricity Commission
for current?
(b) Does the Government consider that the
Btd. a unit charged by the Melbourne City
Council for heating radiators a fair and real!Ionable charge?

The Hou. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Publio vVQlrks).-T'he answers are-(a) £7 per kilow(ttt of maximum demand
pGr annum, and O.09d. per kilowatt hour, subject to variations in cost of coal and moisture
content.
(b) The State Electricity Commission of Victoria does not possess sufficient data relative
to the a.reas concerned which would enable
it to state whether the charge of 3!d. per unit
for heating radiators is justified.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE
(No.4).

BILL

The Hon J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This measure is for the purpose of providing Supply for the mouth of Septem[11]
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bEr, and there is nOithing in it that is
foreign to the provisions O'f prevIous
measures of this character. The Supply
already granted has expired, and it will
be necessa.ry to pass the Bin to-night ill
order that the public servants may bc
paid their salaries tQl-mOorrow and on the
following days. I am informed that no
provision is made fOor any new or contentious items Q1f expenditure, ,and that, as a
mattelr O'f fact, t.he amount asked for is
£13,000 less than one twelfth of the
amount voted fOir the last financial year.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not think honorable members wish
to discuss the Bill at this stage, bu t
I understand that several of them
intend, when the Bill is in Oommittee, to discuss some of the actions
of
the
Governmen t
in
connexion
with the administration of the departments. I give the LE,ader of the
House fair nOotice that there will be some
plain speaking in reference to those
actiO'ns. I refer particularly to' the apPQlintment of a Royal Commission to inquire into the POilice mutiny, the re-a.ppointmenti of Mr. D. G. Ca,rter as a, justice of the pe'ace, a.nd the instructiolllG of
the Minister of Public Instruction that
all reference to war and to' our h€.ll'oes,
who have made the Empire, should be excluded from the School Paller. I simply
mention these as some of the sUbjE;lcts
that will be dealt with by hOlJ1orable members when the Bill is in committee. I
wish to say at this juncture tha,t I was
one of the members who were anxious to
give the Government a fair run. I regret,
however, that things have happened since
Parliament adjourned a few WE;i8ks ago
that ha.ve caused a considerable alteration
in the o'pinions of a 'large section of the
public and a large section of the honorable members of thE;1 House who were prepared to give a fair go to the Government. There was a very strong feeling
throughout the country that the time was
ripe to. give thel Labour party a, fail'
chance to' shOow what it could do. There
is no getting away from the fact that ,n
good many peQople considered that too
much time was being taken up by members of Parliament trying to put out 01le.'
Government after 'another, because they
were not 1Iinisters, and the feeling was
that the time Wla,g ripe for the Sta'te to
have a Government that would be prepared to act and carry necessary
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legislation.
A good deal of sym··
pathy of the public and of members of
Parliam.ent is taken away from a Government tha,t acts in the way the present
Government has done, particularly in
connexion with the three matters to which
I have referred.
The motion was agreed to'.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause l-(Issue and application of

£1,264,243) .
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
wish to' dra,w attention to the harm that
is being dO'ne by the films that are being
shown in a, good many picture theatres
throughout the Sta,te. We are well aware
that the~e is .a, great deal O'f crime at the
present time. I have seen a, goO'd many
of the pictures that have been exhibited,
because I have made it my business to
do SOo. I comsider it the duty O'f a member of Parliament, when he deals with a
question af this kind, to' see things for
himself, and nat to depend O'n secondhand infa'rmatiam. When I have the time,
I frequently gO' to' picture theatres to' see
what is tOi be seen there" and, in my
opinian, there is a goO'd deal shO'wn in
them that is lawering to' the cammunity,
and daing an immense amOount O'f harm to'
the rising generation. To my mind, a good
deal of the trauble that we have nO'w is
caused by the pictures that are shO'wn to
the rising generatian. There are pictures
shO'wn that deal with the picking of pockets, burglary, and subjects O'f that kind,
and I am surEJ they are ha,rmful to the
young peaple whO' see them. At the present time, the moral tame of the cammunity is low, and I do not think it was
ever lower. You have only to' rE.,ad what
happened in Sydney at the artist,s' ball
to realize the comditian of affairs. Things
of tha,t sort are occurring not only in
Sydney, but in l\1elbourne. It is disgraceful tha,t that shQluld bel the case, and, in
my opiniOon, it is largely caused by the
objectionable picture films that are nOl\v
llxhibited. Nat anly the picture films, but
the pictures sha.wn a.utside the picture
t,hE.:atres should be, censOired.
I ask tht:
Leader Qof the Hause whether the GO'vernment are prepared tOi take any actia.n to
bring abaut .a, stranger censarship af the
picture films that C.ame into this £ta.te,
particularly fram America. It is a standing disgrace to' the Americans to' allOow
man y of these pictures to cQome here. They
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give a very had impressiQon of what the
American peaple are. The pictures should
be censQored, and objectionable pictures
should not be allowed to' be exhibited,
pa.rticularly where yaung peaple can see
them.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister uf
Public Works).-I do not .suppose the
unO'fficial Leader and myself will agree
with respect to' every subject upon which
he addresses t.he CommIt.tee, but my O'wn
persanal view is in agreement with his in
reference to' the lllatters he has mentiO'ned.
I cannat speak on behalf of thel Govern.ment an the questiO'n, because it has not
yet considered it, but I will draw the
attentiQon of the Cabinet to the paint that
has been raised. My own view is that
maving pictures might be used to' very
much better .advantage than is the case
to-day in the development of the mental
sidel of humanity. I am strongly of the
opinian that very many of the mQoving
pictures that are shQown are certainly nat
suitable mental faad far aur children.
The Hon. H. KECK.-N or for adults.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-PrO'ba,bly
nat. HQowever, .adults ha,ve the deve1Qopment of their years, and can probably
withstand the inducement to amusement.
They can stay away if t.hey wish. I CEJrtainly think there is ra.9ID fO'r very great
improvement. I will bring the ma.tter
Mr. Richa,rdsan has mentioned under the
natice Qof th61 Cabinet.
The HO'n. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I wish
to refer to the item" Explasives-salarie8
and ardinary expenditure-£525."
I
should like the Minister of Mines to ha.ve
an inquiry made a.s to the qua.Iity and the
pa'wer O'f the explosives that are being
supplied fO'r mining purpO'ses a,t the prt'sent time. ,During the whOile a.f the war
periad a Sauth African explQosives campany, called the Cape Company, was supplying, in this State, t'xplosives af very
gaad quality and at very law rates. The
mining industry was wonderfully well
catered for. Quite recently a merger has
taken place in South Africa, which has
t:liminated the Cape Company and remaved its explosives fram the markets of
Australia,. Very saon after the war nearly
all the dynamite campanies an the oth0r
side af the wate~ were amalgamated into
ane campany called ExplO'sives Ltd., with
a capital of'samething like £25,000,000.
This campany, up to last June, was subject to. the competitian of the South
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African company. South Africa is, I
suppose, a larger consumer of explosives
than any other country in the world, and
there al;e some tremendous companies there
manufacturing explosives. Since last June
thtl only explosives available for use in
mines in this country have been supplied
by Explosives Ltd., which ha,s practically
eliminated the South African explosives
from the Australian market. There has
been considerabltl complaint from mining
people that the explosives now supplied
will not do the work they ought tOo do,
or that the explo.sIves formerly supplied
used to do. I should like the Ministtlr of
J\1ines to inquire into. the matter,
and find out what has occurred.
I believe that Explosives Limited are·
manufacturing explosives in Australia,
and also importing them from Glasgow or
other places in Great Britain. It would
be as well to· have inquiries and investigations made to discover whether the
locally-manufactured or the imported
nrticle is at fault.

other honorable member wishes to speak,
I should like the Minister to give tho
House some idea of the reasons for the
appointment of the Commission and of
the Government's intentions.

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.~I
undemtand that the Government have
appointed a Royal Commission 0'
inquire· intOo the mutiny of ex-constables of police.
The Committee
is entitled tOo some information on
this matter.
The question was dealt
with during the last session of Parliament, and it appears to me that the Commission has been appointed practically to
sit in judgment on the action of this
House and of another place. So far as I
('an see, a gross error is being made in
appointing this Commission. I cannot
for one instant think that any Government or any sensible body of men would
l'ver suggest that those men who mutinied
and went out could possibly be taken
back into t.he service'. We should have
trouble immediately. There are in that
service men who have come in since those
men went out, and have taken their
places.
There are also in the service
other men who were loyal to the Government, to Parliament, and to the people,
and we should have trouble immediately
jf any attempt were made to bring the
men who mutinied back intol the
service. I should like to know from the
lIinister whllit the Government ifntend
to do in this matter, and what their reasons are for appointing a Commission to
inquire into a question which Parliament
practicnl1y dealt with and settled. If no

The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I have not
got it with me.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-It appeared
in the press within the last few days.
Cannot the Minister send ~or it ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Yes, I can
send for it. What I have read indicates
the programme of the Government on the
question. I cannot anticipate what reeommendations the Commission will
make, hut I can say that personally I
would have full confidence in the men
who have been appointed as men of very
high standing in this community, and
men who are capable of dealing with such
a question. The report will be presented
to the Government, and I presume that it
will be for Parliament to say whether it
will accept or reject that report. That
is the position, and there is no further information that I can give. The position
with regard to the Police Force is very
well known to honorable members, and I
urn not going to . prejudice the matter by
discussing it in any way.

The Hon: J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I can only repeat what
appears in the Government's programme,
which was published in Hansa1·d. The
paragraph in that programme relating to
tha.t matter is as follows:It is ,proposed that a Hoyal Commission,
consisting of Sir ~rohn Monash, as chairman,
':\Ir. C, S. l\1icPherson, and Superintendent
Martin, be appointed to inquire into( a) the police trouble; anel
( b) the present standard of efficiency of
the Force and the best method of re·
storing such efficiency, if found to be
impaired.
.

I think that paragraph explains all t.hat
I can possibly explain about the matter.
lIS

Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-Will you give
the wording of the Royal Commission?

Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I think
my honorable friend, with his usual skill,
is evading the issue. The statement as
to the terms of this Commission, which
was issued oy hiB Government to the
press, shows a very different state of
things. It shows that action has been
taken in a manner calculated to destroy
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whatever efficiency the Police. Force has, business :find their energies being fritfind to destroy that efficiency at a time tered away on pettifogging business. I
when crime is more rampant than. hope the House will make an earnest and
it has been in any other part of emphatic protest against this proposal,
the history of Victoria for the becallile it is merely playing into the hands
This ,Commission of the criminal classes. It" is designed to
last 25 or 30 years.
is to be appointed to inquire int~ ~he weaken that military discipline which is
grievances of, those men who mutIllled. essential if the Police Force is to be of
last year.
Honorable members know any use to this community. We are told,
It means that the and honorable members will have seen by
what that means.
whole administrative staff of the Police the press, that the practices of t}1e bad old
Department will have its time occupied in days are going to be ignored, that
wading thr~ugh files becaus~ ?f. com- criminals are to be tabulated, and aggreplaints of grIevances made by mdlVIduals gated, and segregated, and aggravated,
and classee of individuals. It means that, . and all other kinds of "ateds." They are
instead of crime being detected and pre- all going to be put back and treated with
vented, the time and energy of the Force the most noble humanitarian sentiments.
will be taken up in answering a grievance- The tiger is to be handed a, ba,th bun,
mongering inquiry. Nothing more fatal the python is to be given a glass of milk,
to the discipline of the Force could have and crime is to vanish from our midst;
been promulgated than this Royal Com- but, unfortunately, while th~se statements
mission. Look at the situation to-da;r. are being made, the criminal i~ more rB;mThe Government actually place upon thIS pant than ever. The hold-up IS becommg
Oommission a police officer who. 'Y as a matter of daily occurrence, and the effiknown to be a candidate for the pOSItIon ciency of the administration and of the
of Chief Commissioner to sit in judgment officers of the Force generally is being imon the Ohief Commissioner's office, and peded. It is 'at this moment being imon the way in which the Ohief Commis- peded by this particular RoyaJ Oommissioner conducted his task. Is that the sion. This must be so, because men who
way to maintain the efficiency of a force ought to be devoting all their energies to
which is a semi-military force? Must the task of protecting society must, of
it not pl3;y in~o the hands of ev~ry crook necessity, be preparing fo~ a Commission
'fmd cl'lmmal In th.e plac~? It IS an, un- which will range the pohce world from
doubted fact that Slnce thls change of Go- , China to Peru and will throw the whole
vernment-whatever defects prev~ous Go- Department i~to a state of disorganizavernments may have had, t?-ey dId make tion. I feel sure that honorable members
some attempt to check crlme and deal realize that when the House discussed
with ?riminals-:-the und.erworld has this matter 'last year, it was practically
reared ltS head In an unmlstakable way unanimous and another place was pracmore than ever bef~re in my recolJection tic ally un;nimous also. A certain solid
of the history of thIS country. WIth the party had to vote in a certain way. They
tampering with the police, and wi~h. the voted as a party because to vote othertampering with the .Bench, the crImInal wise would have ;'endered any individual
classes ~mo,,: th.at th~Ir day has come, and suspect; but every section of both the
that V lCtorla IS gomg to be the happy other parties in another place and here
hunting ground of the crook: What pos- put up with enormous inconvenience and
sibility will there be ?f the hves an~ pro- great trouble to maintain the rights of
'perty. of citizens bemg defended If the society against the crirrii?al c~ass and the
energIes of the Force are to b~ devoted to mutineers. Now, by a, SIde wmd, the dethe investigation of alleged grlevances ex- liberate decision of both Houses is to be
tending over periods of years before last set aside.
I do hope that honorabl~
November? I-Ionorab~e , members know members will, by an emphatic protest,
what these ro'yal cOmml':S13I~US a,re. . They and, if necessary, by further action, ~o
know how every person WIt~ a grIevance what they can to bring before the publIc
insists upon airing the grIevance, how c-f this State the gravity of the action
the files of departments have to be ran- .that has been taken by the Government.
sacked for years past to check up the
. .
various statemellts ~ade, and how men
T~e Hon. J. P. JqNES (MImst~r of
'\vho ought to be" engaged upon serious PublIc Works).-If SIr Arthur Robmson
Sir A. rtll1lr J:()binlwft.
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will examine the position, apart altogether from his political hatred of the
party which is at present in power, 1
think he will find that there has been
actually less crime during the past month
in Victoria than there was in the month
preceding it. This is undoubtedly shown
by the facts. I ca~ quite understand my
honorable friend being anxious to put the
knife into the Government.
I do not
blame him for that, but, of course, those
who hear his words can weigh them with
whatever feelings they have, and with a
due knowledge of the motives that p,re
actuating him in digging into the Government on this matter. Prior to this Government taking office, the position i:u. regard to crime in the community was such
that this Government gave very long and
serious consideration to the question of
how they should undertake the task of
Bupp'ressing crime, and the figures will
show that during the last month the
amount of crime has been actually less.
This Government is absolutely determined to put down crime, and will use
the very strongest means that it has at
its command to do 60. An unfortunate
attempt has been made to make it appear
that the members of this Government are
in favour of crimes and criminals. That
is a dastardly libel. The idea of trying
to make out that the members of this Government are not responsible men in this
city, tha.t they dOl not love thelir homes and
families, that they dOl not want to see
every other family enjoying comfort and
protection in the ordinary pursuit of their
daily a,vocatiQlns, ~ud that they dOl nQlt desire tQl preserve life in the community,
is absolutely wrong and incorrect. My
own view is that party political questions
should not allow any man to take up that
view, nor to de'a.l with the question of
criminality from that stand-point. The
Government is very 'determined to do
everything that it possibly can to suppress
crime. I can assure the House that, 130
far as this Government is concerned, there
will be no laxity in "dealing with criminals.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I am
very p1eased to hear what the Minister
says. At the same time, my fears are
not all.ayed. \Vhat we have heard from
Sir Arthur Robinson was well justified.
Since this Government has been in power,
whatever the figures may show, the kind
of crime that is going on is such that we
have had nothing like it for many years.
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As Sir Arthur Robinson said, we hear
constantly of cases of people being stuck
up, and that has been going on during
the timeThe Hon. J. P. J ONEs.-Have not thoee
cases diminished considerably during the
last three weekl3?
The Hon. J. K. MERHITT.-I do not
know that they have. The present Government has been in power for about Bix
or seven weeks. During the time the
present Go,vernment has been in power
we have had a great increase in that
particular class Q1f crimE-I.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-Give instances.
The Hon. J. K. JVIERRITT.-They are
numerous enough. . Several cases, I
ohould say, have occurred every week
while this Government has been in
power.
I have not the figures in
front of me, but we knQlw that women
and men ha.ve been constantly stuck up
by individuals with revolvers, and that,
under fear of grievous bodily ha.rm, they
have been deprived of money a.nd valuables which they have been carrying.
Looking back at the history of the po,lice'
trouble, we cannot be surprised that this
state of affairs has existed. We know
that when the police mutinied they were
ta.ken into the fold Q1f the Trades Hall.
. During the time they were girding
at the Government, and demanding
reinstatement and the investigation of
their grievances and a.ll that sort of thing,
they were backed up by the Labour party.
So, when the Labour party get into
power, however much we may hQlpe that
they will carryon the government of the
country in a, reasonable manner, we cannot forget that they shielded these
men in their mutiny. Persons in the
habit of committjng the crimes from which
we an are liable to' suffer have naturally
thought, "If the Labour party shield
those who mutinied, after having taken
the oath to keep law a.nd ordelr, surely we
can carryon our crimes wit.hout very
much trouble," and that has been the.
case.
I would also remind honorable
members that one of the results of the
police mutiny and the Labour pa.rty backing up those who took part in it was t~at
members of unions refused to work WIth
ex-const.ables and others who had sought
to prQltect the community from crime.
We had a tramway strike lasting for
several weeks, through employees having
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refused to work on the trams with a.
man who wa3' being taught to drive,
si.mply because he was supposed too
be in some way connected with the special
cQnstabulary, or had wanted to get into
the Police Force and assist in preserving
la,w and order.
Those men, and
others similarly situated, were backed
up by the Labour' party; there is
nO' doubt about it.
We are cO'nstantly confronted with the fa,ct that the
party represented by the present Government has shielded the mutineers, and has
approved of the action of men striking
because they would not work with those
to whom I have referred. How can the
GO'vernment consistently say that they can
deal legitimately with such a thing as the
police strike was ~ 'At the present time,
various unions are being backed up in
the,ir hostile attitude to men who joined
the Force after the trouble, or who in Hny
way helped to maintain law and order,
the object being to prevent those who
acted as special constables and othElrs from
ea,rIling their daily bread. All that sort
o.f thing creates a very bad feeling of uurestiu the community. We do not know
where to look fo-r prottlctio'll. We dOl not
know what union is going to strike next,.
on the ground that som,e special CO'llstahle or someone who helped in preserviug law and order wishes too work in a
particular tra,dtl. It is a very great evil.
'Ve are all suffering fr<?m the results, and
it appears to me, and I think to' most
people in the cQmmunity, tha,t the move
which has been made by the present.
Government to have this inquiry into the
police mutiny, is another evidence that
they are supporting the men ,,,ho mutinied
in spite of their oath to keep law and
order, and that that very fact is encouraging the present wave of crime from which
we are suffering.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
not rising tOo support the Government part.i.cularly in their action, but I think it is
only a fair thing t.o voice the feeling olf
(.\, great many.members of this HOllse, as
well as O'f another place, t.hat the un fortunate police strike, or mutiny, as some
people call it, was very la,rgely brought
Ci.bout by the administration of th~ prE::vious Government, and the' conditions
under which me'mberl3 of the Force
had to work' even from the time
Sir
John
Gellibrand,
the
Ohief
Oommissioner, made his report to
the Ohief Secretary, as to the alter a-
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tions that were necessa,ry to bring about
a proper state of feeling in that Vf:xy imp·a.rtant body. It is pretty well understood that tha,t report was turned down
because it meant an increaSE; in 'expenditure. Possibly, it might have interfered
with the credit ha,}ance at the Treasury
tOi provide the sum necessary tOI redress
the grievances of a very admirable body
of men, fOir so they were regarded by all
classes of the community a.t that particuJar time.
I have listened to' the very
drastic statements made: by the ex-Attorney-Gene r i11 as to' the Government encouraging crime and making this State of
ours a paradIse for crO'oks, whO' are
being attracted from other States and
elsewhere. It seems to me a rather extraoTdinary thing tha,t the hono'rabl e member should talk in that strain, considering
that he was a man who, for some reaGan
that waG never properly explained,
liberated Stokes, one of the greatest.
criminals we have had here.
Surely,
there is a great deal of inconsi.stency be-'
tween the honorable member's speech today and his action when he was in a 1'esponsible position. I have not heard that
the present Government have liberated
any criminals since they have been i!l
office, and I sympa.t.hize with thfl. attempt
they are making to probe a matter that
should have been probed before. Unfor-.
tunately, most, or a great many, honorable membE.lrs a,t any rate, were faced at
the time with a situation in which we
had to keep our mouths shut. We could
not' voice o.ur feelings about the matter
,,,hen legislation had to be specially passed
to deal with a situation unparalleled in
the histo'fy of this State. Whether the
method which the present Government aTe
employing to deal with the mattH will
or will not have the result they desire or
t.hat the community desires, I certainly am
not going tOo accuse them, as is suggested,
of sacrificing the intE:lrests of law and
order and the lives and property of the
people of Victoria, by o,rdering an honest
inquiry into what bro,ught about an unparalleled instance of trouble with t.he
underwOorld in the City of lVlelbourne.
The Han. H. H. SMITH.-I ha,ve
heard the reply of. the :Minister of Public
Works to the remarks of Sir Arthur
Robinson, and also the statements made
by Mr. lferritt.
l~S
Sir ArthurRobinson has' pointed out,. the matteI'
of the police mutiny was dealt with
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by both Houses of Parliament. Therefore, I am surprised that the present
Government has brought the matter
up again and a,ppointed a Commission.
As we kno'w, that Commission is composed
of thr€;e servants of the Go·vernment, and
I do no·t think that is right. Apart from
that, I view with alarm proposals that
the Go,vernment a,re makiilg for the abolition of capital punishment and also in
regard to the" third degree."
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-That does. not
appear in the programme.
The Hon. H. H. S:MITH.:- Oh, yes,
there is a Bill to abolish capital punishment.
.
The HQin. J. P. JONES.-It is not in the
Government programme.
The Hon. H. H. SMIT'H.-I am glad
to hea.r that. I hope that the Government
will not bring in such a Bill. Certainly,
the statelnent that they intend tOi do gO
has received a good deal of publication.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-YOU must not
take notice of all you see published.
The Hon. H. H. SlVIIT'II.-The impression may have been caused by a private
member's Bill.
At any rate, I am glad
to have the lVIinister's assura·nce that it
is not part Qif the Government programme.
Certainly, in different papers it was -given
as part of the l\Iinisterial policy. Sir
Arthur Robinson and Mr. Merritt have
referred tOI the unfortuna,te state of
affairs that exists.
I am not altogether
blaming the present GQivernment. The
fact is, however, that men are going about
with revQilvers, terrifying women and
others. 'They meet people in the streets,
and threaten to shoot them on sight. That
sort of thing has been go,ing on far toOl
long.
Parliament must insist that no
persons shall carry firearms without special permission.
It should only be
allowed in con~exion with the shooting
of game 01' something of that sort. Any
persons carrying firearms without permission should be~The lIon. W. J. BECKETT.-Shot?
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-Pnrhaps
they should be.
The Hon. J. H. DrSNEY.-DOt you know
tha,t investigation shows thai there is no
truth in half the cases reported?
Th8 Hon. H. H. SMITH.-That may
or may nat be so, but I do know that in
ma,ny cases there is a trE!Jllelldous lot of
truth. We know tha,t some WQmen are
to'o terri~ed to walk through the. streets
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alone, and parents cannot allow their
children to go out.
Even men do not
know when they will be harassed. There
is no doubt that a state. of great lawlessness prevails at the present time.
Steps must be taken to prevent people
carrying firearms, and the punishment
fQr these offences, which are only too common, must be mOtre seve,re than it is at
the present time. I ho'pe t,hat no steps
will be taken to abQlish capital punishment, nor to interfere with what is called
the "third degree."
The abolition of
oapital punishment was mentioned in the
prQgramme of the Government.
It js
absolutely necessary that the efforts of the
detectives to she-et home offences should
be as unencumbered as possible. In the
present circumstances, many criminals
escape, and something more must be done
for the protection of the public.
I do
not blame the present Government altogether.
The crime wave has lasted far
too long.
But no matter who is in
power, efforts must be made to bring
criminals to justice. There is no doubt
that the polioe who mutinied were a capable body of men, but we must not tolerate peo'ple o-ccupying positions in the
Police Force, o,r in the military, being
assQciated with trade unionism in this
State.
People who are entrusted with
the live,S and t4·e pro-perty o-f our oitizens
must be pure and clean, and not hampered in any way by association with
trade unionists.
If law and o['der are
to be preserved we cannot allow members
of our Polioe Foroe to be allied with
trade unions.
If we dOl we, are going
I trust the Governto have tro-uble.
ment will not dOl anything so foOtlish as
to attempt to reinstate these men.
As
Mr. Richardson has said, the people in
this State al~e willing to give the Government a fair run so long as they do
. not do anything fQiolish.
The Ho-n. R. WILLIAMs.-They say
they are willing to give them a fair trial,
but the so-Olner sentence ia pronounced
the better they will be pleased.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-Those in
Parliament who are opposed to the
LabOtur party have nQt been able to oOlJIle
together again, and so long as they remain apart the Labour party will gove,rn
this State. It is idle to suggest that the
verdict Qf the electors was that the
Labour party should rule,. I have heard
many members of that party say they
would not care to be like Ramsay
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MacDonald, and be kicked about like
Unless ihey had a majority
a football.
they would not take offi0e, but as soon
as they had the opportunity to get on to
the Treasury bench they did not wait
to secure a majority.
1 say unhesitatingly that the verdict of the country
at the la·at election was not in favour
of the Labour party holding office, and
the soouer the anti-Labour members of
Parliament get together the better.
The Hon. H. KECK.-It has been
stated that the previous Government was
solely responsible for the poEce strike ..
Mr. Abbott pointed out that the recommendations of Sir John Gellibrand were
not accepted, and that that had something to do wit.h the trouble. That may
be the case, but I know that the previous
Government was making efforts to
bring
about an
equitable pen-sian
scheme for the Police Force.
I know
that Mr. Stott, of the firm of Stott and
Hoare, was commissioned to formulate
a penGions scheme, and that he had caTried out a part of that work.
I have
been told by a member of that Government that it was fully in.tended and desired to introduce such a scheme at the
earliest possible date,. It was my desire
that a suitable scheme should be intro'duced, and I used what efforts I could
to attain that end.
Any man of common sense will realize that if we are to
have an efficient and contented Police
Force, they must be well paid and treated
well.
The Han ..R. WILLIAMS.-Why did not
the Government you supported do that 'I
The Han. H. KECK.-The Gorvernment was making eve,ry effort to bring
about a contented Force.
It is well
known thai a number of the men were
led into taking direct action.
If the
Government attempts to re,instate all the
men who went on strike it will bring
about the gre!atest discontent that one can
imagine.
The men who remained loyal
are not going to be ousted, nor have men
who w·mt on strike put over them. There
is no doubt that an astonishing numbe,r
of assault cases and robberies are taking
place in Victoria at the present time.
One of the unfortunate aspects o.f this
mat.ter is that we have a number of r·eceivers who are worse than thf'l thieves,
and yet the police do not seem to be able
We hear of the arrest
to catch them.
of plE:-uty of offenders for thieving, but
we very se,ldom he,ar of the conviction of
any man for receiving.
The law in 1'e-
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gard to receivers should be much stricter
than it is at the present time..
As a.
flJatter of fact, we are t.oo lenient and
too patient with criminals. In to-day's
papers we are told o-f six robberies or
attempted robberies at Caulfield in ODe
night. All the ruffians engaged in those
robberies seem to have escaped arrest so
far.
I should certainly like to have got
hold of one of them. No matter what
party is in powe-r, it is absolutely necessary that the law should be tightened up
and the punishment be adequate to the
ofience.
Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Mr.
The
AbboU is perfectly at liherty to express
his own opinions.
I do not know any
power on earth that could stop him, but
when he purports to express the opinion
of a large number of members of this
House an.d of another plaoe, to the effect
that the discontent in the Police Force
and the mutiny were attributable to the
last Government, he has taken upon himself an onus he has no right to takf',
because the best test of the opinion of
the members of both Houses on this
question was in evidence when the Public
Safety Preservation Bill was under consideration last year.
It was perfectly
manifest that the whole of the membersoutside those of the Labour party who
voted as they did for purely party
reasons-were entirely behind the Government on that occasion.
If Mr.
Abbott was not behind the Government
at the time I refer to, it· is a pity
he did not have the courage of his
opinion, and express it in this House,
instead of remaining quiet, and allowing
everybody-particularly his constituents-to believe that he was behind the Government. I cannot help thinking that in
this matter the Labour party has made
a mistake in constituting this Commission, and I have come to that conclusioll
for several reasons. It seems to me to
be merely a political move.
It is not
actuated by the best interests of the
country. During the election campaign
the Labour party, through' its leader,
made a promise to reinstate members of
the Police Force who went on strike, not
knowing or not caring whether it was
in a positon to carry out that promise.
The party kriows well to-day what the
position is, because, having made iuquiries into the matter, they know they
are not able to carry out that promise.
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The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-The leader of
t.he party denies the statement.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-The members of the party allowed it to be recorded in the press as having emanated
from them. No denial, so far as I am
mvare, was ever made. I cannot recalJ
the exact words used by the Premier in
:lllnouncing the policy of the Labour
l)arty at the general elections, but if T
remember rightly, he used words that in
t he mind of any
reasonable man
announced the intention of the party, if
returned to power, to reinstate members
of the FOorce who had gone on strike.
The. position to-day is that the promise,
which a number of people were led to
believe had been made, cannot be fulfilled. The promise was undoubtedly a
sop to certain people who are now en ..
tirely disappointed, because it cannot be
It was made in order to
carried out.
placate them. The fact that the promise
cannot be carried ont is admitted by the
appointment of the Commission.
The
Government know perfectly well .that
nothing can be done without an amendment of the law, and in appointing this
Commission it is putting the cart befOore
the horse. It ought to ask Parliament
to amend the law before taking any other
step in this matter, even allowing, as a
. remote possibility, that this Commission
will report in favour of the reinstatement
of the police. As to the personnel of
the Commission, I only desire to say
this: It is a most unfortunate position
to give a superintendent of police the
responsibility of sitting in judgment on
n superior officer or on his colleagues in
the Force, or even of those colleagues
who mutinied and left the FOorce.
It is not a fair thing to ask him to do, in
"iew of the fact that he has yet to render
I can
service as an officer of the Force.
make no complaint, nor can anybody
else, as to the chairman of the Commission so far as his great ability and
fairmindedness are c~ncerned, but he has
nmple work to do in connexion with the
department over which he presides, as
the Minister of Public Works knows perfectly well, and as Mr. Abbott ah;o
knowl3. He will bring to' this Commis··
sion great force of charaeter and great
ability, but we all know that his work
as Chairman of the Electricity Com-
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mISSIOn is as much as anyone man can
attend to.
So far as Mr. McPherson,
the Public Service Commissioner, is concerned, no one for- personal reasons can
take exception to his appointment, but
he, too, has other duties to perform, and
he has been placed in an invidious position in being asked to take part in an
inquiry of this sort.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-He could
have declined.
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN.-That might
have pla.ced him in an even more invidious position than that he now occuIf a commission were tOo . be
pies.
appointed at all, the members should
have been drawn from the ranks of the
judiciary-whether police magistrates,
Oounty Oourt, or Supreme Court Judges,
or a combination of them.
The Ron. J. P. J ONES.-Y ou know that
Supreme Oourt Judges obje~t to being
asked to act as commissiOonelrs
The Ron. R. I. OOREN.-I know
that they are not keen on being members
of a commisBion, but in view of its
supreme importance, it is possible that
even a Supreme Oourt Judge migJ;tt have
felt inclined to take on the responsibility
of determining the rights and wrongs of
this matter, which is of great moment to
the whole community.
The Hon. J. P. J ONES.-YOU know tha.t
the objection of Sir William Irvine, the
Chief Justice, to Judges being asked to
accept wo,rk on a commission is on
record.
The Hon. R. I. OOHEN.-I know of
the objection, and I know there is a
great deal of force behind it, but there
are other judicial officers who are in the
habit of weighing eyidence, and are far
better equipped to sit on a commission
than those who have been selected to
make this inquiry.
The lIon. R. R. ~. ABBoTT.-Do you
object to Sir John ltfo:Rash ~
TheRon. H. I. CbHEN.-I do not
(Ill personal grounds.
As I have already
pointed out, and as the Government
knows perfectly well, even if the report
of this Oommission is favorable to the
mutineers, effect cannot be given to the
recommendation without the approval of
Parliament. The Act,' as it stands, does
not permit of any man above the age of
25 years being appointed to the Police
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Force, except in the case of returned
sO'ldiers, whO' may be appointed up to
the age of 30 years, and there are very
few among the men who mutinied who
would be eligible even if the Government
undertook, in the face of public opiniorn,
thel task of reinstating these men.
The Hon. J. H. DlsNEy.-Then why
worry about the Oommission?
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I do not
do so, except from the point of view that
the Commission would do no good, and
could only cause an immeIlBe amount of
barm; as has been pointed out by Sir
Arthur Robinson. I hope that, even at
this late stage, the Government will reconsider the position and ·withdraw the
Commisl3ion. "If they desire to deal with
the Police Force, they should consult
those persons who are eventually the
masters of the situation, namely, the two
branches of the Legislature. They should
not attempt by a side wind to do' what
they could not do in a direct fashion. As
I have already stated, no good purpose
('un possibly be served by the appointment
of this Commission, which will involve a
waste of time and public money. It will
only serve to revive what is, perhaps theworst chapter in the history of this country.
It is a great pity tha,t we cannot,
once and for all, anow thel "dead past to
bury its dead."
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I want
honorable members to understand what
the scope of the Police Commission
actually is. The Commission will inquire
into the state of the Police Force gencrally, and more especially into the following, among other matters:1. ( a) The general state of efficiency and
condition of the Force before Rovember, 1923.
(b) Whe·ther any, and what, grievances were
('omplained of by members of the Force before
Xovember, Hl23.
. (c) The cause and causes moving certain
persons, then members of the Force, to refuse
rluty in November, 1923. •.
Cd) "".rhe consequences ansmg' from such refusal of duty.

I ask honorahle members to pause,and
to form their conclusions as to the value
of this Oommissjon. on this one pointthat it is to be empowered to inquire into
grievap.ces complained of by members of
the Force before November, 1923. That
gives the Oommission power to inquire
into. any grievance that any individ-qal
constable may have entertained from the
da~e of his appointment up to November
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of last year. Every man who has not
been marked for promotion by the present Chief Commissioner has a right to
attack the Chief Commissioner before a
body that will contain a subordinate of
the Chief Commissioner. This is the way
in which discipline is to .be maintained
in the Force.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-,-They could go
back to the days of Chief Commissioner
Ohornley.
Sir AHTHUR HOBINSON.-It will
enable the constable with a grievance to
raise any objection whatsoever against his
colleagues, whether superiors or inferiors.
Nothing could be more fatal to the discipline of the Force. It may well be
that our friends think that a Oommission
is justifiable, and they might have asked
for a Commission of a restricted
character.
But they have deliberately
given the Oommission the fullest roving
power. Witnesses may bring forward all
kinds of grievances. We shall have the
Ohief Commissioner, who ought to be
directing the Force, on his trial. He
will be placed on his trial by every disgruntled individual in the Force.
Officers superior to Superintendent Martin
will be on their trial before Superintendent Martin.
Officers inferior to
Superintendent Martin will also be on
their trial before him. The. whole admintration of the Police Force will be disorganized by the inquiry.· If there is
a justifiable complaint of .inefficiency, the
inefficiency will be made more rampant
than ever. Did the Leader of the House
notice what transpired in a case recently,
where a criminal was convicted of housebreaking 'at Port Melbourne? In an ingenuous statement the accused told the
Judge and jury that he bore a good
character, that he was never in trouble
before. The Crown Prosecutor said, "Do
not go on in ~that strain. You will do
yourself no good." The Judge looked at
the man and said, " You had better keep
away from that." The accused was con-"
victed, and a series of previous convictions against him was read out. One of
the prior convictions was for the crime
of rape. The man had actually ·been sentenced to death for this crime in the
neighbouring State of New South Wales.
As honorable members are aware, the
death penalty is always commuted except
in cases of actual murder. The prisoner
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was asked whether he admitted the prior
convictions. He said, " I do admit them,
but, as far as the death sentence against
me was concerned, I should have got off
altogether if the Labour party had been
in power." That statemr:mt is indicati....-e
of the mentality of the man and of men
of similar mentality. It shows the way
their mind.s run. I tell the Government
that by the appointment of this roving
Oommission they are sapping the energy
of the Force and underp:tining its ability
to deal with crime. It must throw the
Police Force into a disorganized state,
and that can only be injurious to the welfare of eVeI;y private citizen. No one
denies that the Leader of the House is
actuat~d by motives that are as lofty as
those of anybody else inside or outside
of this HOUGe. But I do say that, if he
('Y('r has time to reflect now, he will realize that in assenting to this proposal he
is landing himself and others in a very
undesirable position.
The Ron. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
do not think we should pass away from
this item without making it clear that
among non-Ministerial members there is
practically a unanimous feeling in opposi tion to the Government proposal. The
nppointment of the Oommission is a great
reflection on the action of the previolls
Goyernment. No possible good can come
from it. It is simply storing up trouble.
There is no chance of a majority of members of P·arliament agreeing to the reinstatement of the police mutineers.
The Hon. J. P. JONES - Then why
worry?
The lIon. II. F. RIOHARDSON.Why revive the police trouble?
The
Minister, as a common-sense man, must
know that there is 110 possibility of the
reinstatement of the men who were dismissed. The ·whole Force would be
turned upside down if that were done.
The police trouble vvas not started by the
failure to give the men pensions.
The
real trouble was that certain officers
were appointed to supervise the work of
th<.> constables.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-That ,"vas
one of many grievances.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHA.RDSON.The men acknowledged that it was for
that reason they went on strike.
They
ohiected to the supervisors, whose duty it
was to see that the constables did their
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duty.
However, we have entered our
protest against the action of the Government in appointing a Oommission to
deal with .a question that is dead, or
ought to be.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-In view
of the stutements that have been made, it
s~ems surprising that the House should
llUve taken such a long time in discussing
this matter. It remindR me of a fairy
tale th~t impressed me when I was a
you ngster. I t is the tale of the chicken,
Chookie-Lookie, that happened to be passiug under a tree when a nut fell, and it
was bowled over.
Ohookie-Lookie ran
away, and told Henny-Penny that the
skies had fallen upon it. Renny-Penny
rushed away with the intelligence to
Goosie-Woosie, uutil the whole poultry
yard was in a turmoil, and all the
chickens and geese ran to the king to tell
him that the skies had fallen.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-How do you
a pply the story?
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Well, I
think the unofficial Leader would be
Sir Arthur Robinson
Chookie-Lookie.
would have this Houise believe that the
three gentlemen ·appoi·nted as .Oommissioners will not have discretion as to what
grievances shall be brought before them,
but that any and every paltry grievance,
such as failure to obtain promotion, will
be inquired into. If he were right, there
might be a waste of time. But I think
the House is sensible enough to realize
tha t Sir John Monash and his colleagues
will have discretionary powers.
They
will be able to decide as to the way in
which grievances shall be brought up.
The Ron. H. I. COHEN.-Th~y cannot
do that until they know what grievances
are being brought forward.
The Hon. E. L. KIERN1\'N.-It is
absurd to insinuate that every constable
who has not received promotion will be
entitled to ventilate his views. There is
a pretty general belief among the public
that the Police Force is not as efficient as
it ought to be, that it is not able to cope
with the crime that is now so rampant.
The Oommission can do no harm,. It
may do good. Any rep.orf that the Oommission may present will be of advantage
to Parliament and to the country, whether Parliament accepts the recommendaIt
tions of the Commission or not.
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seems unnecessary that there should be
turmoil because the question of the efficiency of the Police Force is to be inquired into.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.I 'wish to refer to the items under the
general heading of education. I want to
en tel' a strong protest on behalf of the
loyal section of the community against
the action of the Minister of Public Instruction il~ issuing instructions that all
references to war, and to the great warriors who made the Empire, shall be excluded from the School Paper.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Have you
a copy <;>f those instructions?
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-If
I am told that such instructions were not
given, I will say no more. I am now
going on what I have read in the public
press, and I shall be only" too pleased to
learn that the statements made are not
correct.
It is
alleged that the
Minister of Public Instruction has
given instructions
that
all
references to war,' to acts of heroism,
or to the great soldiers of the British
Empire, are to be excluded from the
School Paper.
If that is cOirrect, we
should, I think, enter a very .str.ong protest against anything of the kind being
done. We are proud of our Empire, and
we want our young. people to grow up
proud of it. It would be a most extraordinary action to take to order that such
references as I have mentioned should be
eliminated from our School Pape1·. It is
our practioe to hold a celebration of
Empire Day in connexion with our schools,
and the flag is then saluted. Are we to
be prohibited then, from saying anything· about the pioneers and soldiers wh.o
have done so much to build up the Empire? If the Minister does intend to exelude matter of this kind from the School
Paper, does he also propose to gi~e instructions for the discontinuance of the
Empire Day celebra,tion, and fOil' the
removal of the honour boa,rds ~
I am
proud of our School Paper. It is a most
creditable production, and on behalf of
the loyal section of the community I
enter my strong protest against the acti.on
which it is all~ged has been taken by the
Minister of Public Instruction.
The Hon. H. KECK.-I desire to support the remarks that have been made
by the unofficial Leader of the House in
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reference to the elimination from the
School Paper of any references to the
wars of the Empire and to the deeds of
her.oism of its great soldiers. I am proud
to be a member of the British stock, and I
am proud to be able to say that I have 27
grandchildren who attend our schools.
I am anxious that these children shall
know something about the Empire, and
the deeds of the men who have helped to
build it up, and I see no reason why that
should not be d.one t1;lrough the S choot
Paper. I read the School Paper every
week, and, in my opinion, it would make
good reading for' any man's home.
I
protest most emphatically against any
attempt being made to exclude the matter
to which I have referred from the School
Pape1'. By all means let us have such
information for the benefit of our children; I glory in it. Any man who has
27 grandchildren must desire as I do
that they should be given instruction a~
to the deeds that won the Empire and the
heroic persons by whom those d~eds were
performed.
The Han. .A. B~LL.-Last night
I attended a dmner glven by the Pre::;ident of the Ballarat Shire at Learmonth,
and I was called upon to respond to the
toast of Parliament. In doing so, I made
some reference to instructions which it
was said had been given by the Minister
of Public Instruction, and my remarks
elicit·ed dissent from at least one gentleman present-a. labour man. That did not
pr.ervent me, from. saying what was in my
mllld, and I de-sirel to. repe'at it now. It
would be a matte,r of very dee'p regret to
me were instructions given tha,t would lead
to the .elimination from the School Pape1'
of references to such great events in our
history as the Battle of Waterloo, the
Battle of Trafalgar, the Indian 1'.!iutiny,
or the Grea.t VV ar.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Let us have
all the blood and thunder we can.
The Hon. A. BELL.-If it had not
been for what the honorable member
calls, " blood and thunder" it is probable
that we would not have been in enjoyment
of the liberties of which we are so proud.
I am a Scotchman. Is it to be said that
the children .of Scotch parents are not to
be told anything about the achievements
of such national heroes as Robert Bruce
and William Wallace? Are they not to
be told anything about our Navy, and its
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many victories? VvT e all know that if it
had not been for the protection afforded
us by the British Navy we could not have
held this great continent .of .Australia.
None of us want war. 1 am as strong in
my advocacy of peace as any man could
be, but if we are to hold this country we
must be prepared to defend it. We must
not forget that round about us, in India,
Ohina, a11(l ~T [lpan, there are from
800,000,000 to 900,000,000 coloured
people.
The Hon. vV. J. 13j~CKETT.-There are
40,000,000 coloured people in J-ava.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I am aware of
that. To exclude from our School Paper_
all references to war and to the deeds of
heroism of our great soldiers would, ill
my opinion, be an unpardonable blunder.
The HOll. E. L. KIERNAN.-Hamsay
MacDonald has done more to· promote
peace that any other Prime l\{inister of
Great Britain.
The Hon. A. BELL. - Hamsay
MacDonald, like myself, is a Scotchman.
I have no doubt he is fond of the music
of the bagpipes, and I doubt very much
whether he would approve of the proposal
that we are told is now being made by
the Minister Df Publio InstructiDn.
It
was a great surprise to me to learn that
any instructiDns 0.£ the kind had been
issued.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-YOU do not
seriously believe that he issued such instructions, do you?
The Hon. A. BELL.-I asked whether
the statement that has been published was
correct, and no answer was forthcoming.
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-What difference would it have made if you had
been told that tho statement was incorrect?
The Hon. A. BELL.-I hopei the, Ministe·r will give me an aSSUraJ1Ce that that
statement is not correct. Apparently I am
to get nOi answer to my question, and I
can only repea,t that, in my opinion, the
prDposa.l of the Minister is altogethe,r out
of place in a country like this-a country
that boasts of its liberty and its freedom.
The l\1inister of Public Instruction does
not intend to allow any refereuce tD war
to appear in thel School Pa1per. There
can be only Dne result of such a determination, and that is to put up the back
of all right-thinking men who love their
country. It may be that this determina-
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tion will not bel carried out for very long.
I hope that will prove to be the case. If.
however, references to our war heroes are
to be kClpt out of our 8chool Pape-f, the
country will be roused from one end to
tho other. These stories make the blood
course through our veins, even when we
read them long after the events referred
to have taken place_ They are the prido
of the British race; and are the childrell
in our State schools to be debarred from
reading these stDrielS that make us love, the
country to. which we belong ~ Some members of thIS House will have read Dr.
Fitchett's Deeds that TVon the Em,pire.
If some have not, I would advise them to
get the book. I am satisfied tha.t they will
be thrilled by the deeds that are related
in it. Scotchmen who are thrilled by
the immortal deeds of Wallace and Bruce
are never going to submit to their heroism
being withheld from our school children.
Scotchmen have fought on many a field
of battle, and whenever there has been a
call to arms they have never failed to
respond. Every boy of SCDtch parentage
can give instances of herDism by Scottish
soldiers. A good many of them will tell
you the names of the regiments to which
they belonged, and where thel officers
came from. And are we, the descendant..
of those heroes, going to allow their names
to be tabooed so far as the School Pa1Je1'
is concerned 1 I claim the right tD disagrePi with the Government in regard to
some particular action without being
taken as condemning them all round l and
I will give them a, fair show, suppa.rting
measures, but not men. I have been
threatened many times in my lifel, but I
am always prepared tD stand up when T
am attacked, and this action of theMiniste·r is one of the things that go
against my grain.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-Knowing tht!
deep intelrest the l\1inister of Public
Instruction takes in educational matters,
it is difficult to speak as strongly as Ol1e
would otherwise do in regard to the
matter now under discussion. I take it
that the PQ'oposal is to eliminate ce,rtain
historical records from the School ]Jape1·.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-There is
nothing in the policy speech about that.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-There may
not be, but we know what ha-s been
announced in the press_
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The idea is
to put down glorification of war.
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The Hon. W. TYNER.-This community will not for one moment tolerate
the exclusion of the names of our war
lleroes from State School Papc'!'s or books.
Would anyone say that there should be
no reference to Trafalgar and Nelson,
'with hiB immemorial signal, "England
expects that eve,ry man this day will do
his duty "~ N ea,rly every school boy and
girl throughout the State can relate, something about that incident. I feel certain
that members of this House will not
tolerate the elimination of references to
rrrafalgar and Nelson from the State
School Pape?'. There arel many other
incidents with which we are familiar,
such as thf> Battle of Waterloo and the'
charge· of the Light Brigade. The British
Empirel has been built up hy sacrifice, and
we cannot alJow the names of those who
built it up to be, withdrawn from the
notice of our children. Britishers all the
world ove,r are proud of the, Cbarta, which
was given to their ancestors by King John,
and the, gre,at principle e,nunciated in it" To no one will we sell, to no one will we
refuse or delay, right ur justice."

Tha t ha,s been characte,ristic of the
British nation from generation to generation, and we will not allow principles like tha,t,. associated with Magna
Charta" to bel eliminated from the
School Pape'!'. Under the proposition that
is before us, the Minister of Public
Instruction, I presume, would refuse to
allow those ve,rses by tb-e late Corporal
Burns to be included in the School Paper.
They begin'fhe bugles of England were blowing o'er the

sea,

As they had called a thousand years, calling
now to me.

Those who have, visited Empire, day cele,.brations have fe,u proud at the singing of
those beautiful verses. They are an inspiration tOo the children who sing them,
as wen as to. the older people who listen.
Look for a moment at the wonderful work
t:llat Florence Nightingale did.
Who
would say that he,r name' should be kept
out of the School PalJer ~ I do not think
that any member of this House would
agree to anything of that sort.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN .-She tried
to save life.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-Then look at
our own heroes. Is it right that the story
of Gallipoli and the wonderful deeds of
those 400,000 men whO' crO'ssed 12,000
miles of the broad ocean for our freedom,
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and many of whom took pa.rt in that
memorable landing, should be k.ept. from
our children ~
Those men scaled almost
inaccessible cliffs, and made a name
for Australia that will never die. Then
take the, deeds in Palestine and ~""rance.
Who f0'r one moment would e,xclude those
glorious names associated with the late
war ~ There is no man in this chamber,
and nO' Britisher who has any desire for
war, but we' cannot allow ourselves to
fOorget thqse, glorious deeds that made
the
Empire
what
it
is
to-day.
As I understand the position, the
Minister of Public Instruction does
not go so far as to say that he
will eliminate, all these names, but
that he has put an embargo on the reference to some of them. I should like, to
have a statement from the Leader of this
House, that will show us exa.ctly how fa,r
the J¥Iiniste,r proposes to go in this matter.
I can assure him that, if it is intended by
this Government to exclude all these
names and incidents from the State
School Paper, the proposal will not be
tolerated fOor one moment by the pe0'ple of
this State.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Membe,rs of. the Committee have expressed
opinions in regard to a number of subjects, and I do not propose to' take up
very much time in saying that I entirely
support Mr. Tyne,r and other h0'norable
members in regard to the int,ention of the,
Minister of Public Instruction. I should
like to urge Thpon the GO'vernment that
what may be regarded as an attempt to
use the School Pape?' fO'r propaganda fO'r
the I .. abour party cannot commend itself
to anyone. Any interference with the
Education Act cannot be tolerated by
the Country party, member,s of which
are anxious to give support to the Labour
party at the present time. A good de,al
has be,en said about the histO'ry of the
Empire and the necessity of keeping alive
the memories of men who, more than anybody else, have, by their actions, helped
to build up this Empire of ours. It was
in the -time of Cromwell that we saw the
beginning of the sea power of the Empire,
and it was by the, actions of such men as
Blake, Dra,ke, Hawke, and othelr naval
heroes that our Empire was est.ablished,
and is now in the plenitude of its powe,r.
TO' say that thel rising gene,ration are, practically to be prevented from learning anything of the history of En~la,nd's greatr.1ess through thel medium of the School
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Paper is to say that the La,bour party are
laying themselves out to encourage the
production in Australia of a nambypamby people who will do no credit to
their cauntty and will be of no advantage
to the Empire.
The Hon. H. KEcK.~Hear, hear!
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT .-1 am
glad to hear Mr. Keck's "Hear, hear."
I congratulatet him on the sentiments that
he has given expression to. He insists,
very properly, upon the rising generation
being allowed the widest scope of learning.
Whether the Government are absolutely
commi tted to' the change proposed by the
Minister af Public Instruction has not
been made clear. It must be obvious to
them that the soldiers who fought at
Gallipoli, in Palestine, and in France will·
be opposed to any such changet. The
Country party will ce,rtainly bel opposed
to it. Our men unde,rwent great privations. I know one man who weighed 13
stone when he landed at Gallipoli. He,
was reduced to 8 stone by thet time he,
returned to this c~untry. Thel Laboul'
party are doing themselves less than
justice in this maUer. The object o·f the
establishment of the: School Paper was
to keep ,children up-to-date in the,ir knawledge of N atia'llaJ amld Empire affairs.
The School Pape1' has contained very
valuable information.
If the Labour
party eliminate aU the martial poetry and
prose from thel School Fape?', the,y will
eliminate the most inspiring wark tha.t
appean in tha.t organ for our children.
I sincerely hope that the matter will be
recansidered. How can those of us who
are endeavouring to support the Lab,Pur
Ministry continue our suppart in face of
such a policy 1 If helraic deeds wrought
by the Anzacs and othe'rs are never to
be mentioned in the Scl~ool Paper, that
may prove the stepping-stone to an attempt to pre,vent thel raising of our flag
and saIutes to the. flag in ·our school
grounds.
The Hon. H. KEcK.-They dare not,
do it.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
not surel what the Labour Gove!rnment
will da.re to do as long as they feel that
they have their supportetl's behind them.
It has to be, recollected tha,t the heat and
the burden of thel war weTe borne largely
by men of the working class. Thaset men
have, no objection to heroic deeds being
given proper prominence in the School
Paper.
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The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-'l'he Labour
party has, by administration, done three
acts since, it came intO' power. It has
taken away preference to soldien has
ehminated fram the school baoks
re-fell'ences to war, and has done Olle other
act af minor importance. But the.re 18\
one thing we can be quite sure about.
The Labour pa.rty cannot possibly eliminate from the hearts of the youths af this
cauntry the' love of caunt.ry:
The lIon. E. L. KIERNAN.-They do
not want to do tha.t.
The lIon. II. KECK.-But you are try~
ing to do it.
The' lIon. E. L. KIERNil.N.-Nothing of
the sart.
The, Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-If therel
~vere a.nother war as many people would
Jump mto the breach as on the last occasion.
Thel administrative act of the.
Ministe,r O'f Public Instruction will ·ha,ve
no effect. Australian parents wj]} con!:inn€' to te.ach their children the, love of
cO'untry and the necessity af being prepa~ed to defend their country. I am surpnsed, howeve[', that an arganizatian like
the Labour party should desire to take,
no part in the, grea,t work of de,fe,nding
t,he country. I am surprised that men of
a,bility, such as the membe·rs of the present Minist.ry, should engage in such a
petty propaganda,. Cetrtainly the Country
party does not stand for it. The Labour'
Ga,vernment ha~ ~n opportunity of doing
valuable work If It wIll set about it. in Rma,nly way. It might well hope to'· command suppo;rt, from thinking .people in
the commumty.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-l
shauld likei to know whether the. statement t.ha,t was ma,de in the- press is correct. I think the L8ader of the' House
should inform honorGl,ble members as t&
what has really been done in this matte,r.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The Government ha.w
donel nothing in the matter as far as T
know. I ha,vei listened to the discussion.
but I took it to be ve.ry na,tural that all
attack should be made, upo.n the Government undelr cover of some· statement that,
appeared in thel press. I do· not blame~
honorable me..mbe'l'S for attacking thet Gove.rnment. Thel Government is not t.he
~overnment th~y want and they are at
hbelrty to attacK it. Dr. Harris has told
us that the Labour pa,rty are eliminating
from the school boaks all references to
war. I know nothing about it. Su1'e,1y
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our COimmon sense should tell us that it. is
impossible to do anything O'f the kind, fOir
our history is one long story of war.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSoN.-Then what was
1he kite that was flown by your colleague,
-thel Minister of Public Instruction 1
The HOll. J. P. JONES.-Sir Arthur
Robinson has taken a keen interest in
the kites that ha,ve been flQlwn, and he
may know more about this particula,r
ki te, than I do.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.·-Your coHeague
stated at the' Trades Hall that a, prize
would be offereld for a, peace essay to be
published in the School Paper. At all
events that stat.ement appeared in the
press. Is it a fad 1
The' Hon. J. P. JONES.-I cannot. say
whether it is or not.. Thel Minister of
Public Instruction may not have been
correctl y reported. He' is in his place in
another House and, if attacked, can defend himself. Sir Arthur Robinson knows
prefectly well that, when a Minister of the
Crown, he frequently had to refeir to inconed reports in the preiss of statements
made by himself. I know of no attempt
on the, part of the, Government to e,liminate from thel school books all refelrenoos
to wa,r. Honorable members appear to be
endeavouring to build up a, psychology,
which will make the Labour party out. to
be a party of criminals-people who do
not want to re1cognizel heroism and an
t ha t sort of thing. I t is preposterous. It
seems hardly worth while to' take up t.he
time of the House replying to such statements. The Minist.er of Public Instruction will be held responsiblel to Parliament for anything that hel ma,y do. If
his adions do not meet. with the approval
of Parliament, Parliament will have its
remedy.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-Will there be
any interference with the Schooi Pa,per?
The HO'n. J. P. JONES.-1 can give
110 .undertaking a8 to' what the Minister
of Public Instruction will do. He con·
troIs his own department and he will be
relsponsible to Parliament. No doubt he
will ma,ke a statement himse,}f, and honorable membelrs will then get a, correct ideia
as to' what he does propose tOi do. SOl far
as the Government is concerned, I can say
honestly tha,t I know nothing of any intentions in regard to this matter. The
que8tion has not come before the Government.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-As the
1\1:inister has devoted most of his spee,ches
this evening to denials of statements that
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have, appeared in the press, will he obtain
from his c:olle,ague, the Minister of Public
Instruction, a sta.tement as to what
change, if any, he propose,s to ma.ke in
the School Paper, and will he be good
enQlugh to furnish that statement to
honorable membelrs 1
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-My colle,ague
may refuse to supply that information.
Hel is responsible for the conduct of his
own de'partment.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-It is
the practice of lUinisters in the House to
get information for and to furnish it to
honorable members.
The Hon. J. P. J oNEs.-N ot in regard
to questions like this.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON .-1 beg
your pardon, such information has been
furnished by Ministers time and again. l
ask the honorable member if he will ascertain from his oolleague what changes, if
any, he proposes to make in the contents of
the School Paper. I do not wish to embarrass the honora,ble member. He has
probably not read t4e newspapers, and
does not know what his colleague has done.
If the information for which we ask is
withheld, we shall have no other alternative than to move the adjournment of the
House.
.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
PubFc Works) .-1 cannot pledge my colleague to give to the House the information that is asked for. I say, with all due
deference to Sir Arthur Robinson, that
it never has been the custom in this
House to ask for information of such a
character. It has been customary to ask
for information on items in the Supply
Bill, but nO't in this way. It is my intEmtion to draw my honorable colleague's
attenti.on to this debate, and any comments he chooses to make upon it will· be
matter with which I can deal. I cannot
pledge myself to obtain any information
from him as to an act of administration.
He is responsible to another place.
Sir
ART'HUR
ROBINSON. - A
Minister
is
responsible
to
this
Hvuse also. This is now a. constit.utional
pOlint.
It is the duty of Ministers
in
this
House
to
shoulde,r
the
responsibility of Ministers in another
place, and that is not always a pleasant
posi tion to find oneself in. The House
will insist upon the information which
has been asked for being supplied. I do
not wish to labour the question. There
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is another point that I desire to raise,
and of which I have given notice. But
I repeat that the House will insist on
being furnished with this information,
and that it is entitled to it. If the honorable member is not prepared to give the
usual courteous promise tha t he will
ascertain what the facts are, we shall
have to take other steps, and he can gauge
frem the temper of the Committee that
there is no· difference of opinion on this
subject outside the members of his own
party.
The HOll. E. L. KIERN1\N.-I can
understand the Leader of the Government
not being prepared to give a pledge that he
will 0 btain informa,tion from an 0 th'er
Minister which that Minister might not be
4isp.osed to give.
But the honorable'
gen tleman might undertake to let the
House know at the earliest possible opportunit", what is the attitude of the Govm;nment on this question.
Sir ARTHUR RORINsoN.-That is all we
L

a~k.

The T1on. E. L. KIERNAN.-I am'
sa tisfie,d from the almost foolish sta tements as to what the Government might
do that it is necessary for th~ party
to enlighten the House on the question.
A rema.rkable amount of ignorance seems
to prevail as to what the proposals
of the Minister of Public Instruction
are. I ask the Leader of the House to
take the earliest opportunity of informing
honorabltl members as t.o what the intention of the Government is with regard to
this mattel'. If he does so, we shall be
savetl mu(~h foolish talk about such things
as th;3 work done by Florence Nightingale
be0g cut out of the School Paper. The
statements made by some hon.orable memhers lead one to believe that they do require a good deal of enlightenment on
this subject. The Leader of the Government might intima,te that he will do his
best to obtain the information sought
before the next meeting of the House.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-After
the expression of opinion that has fallen
from the last speaker, it would be well to
emphasize the fact that honorable members are now considering a Supply Bill.
,Yc are being asked to vote money for certRin purposes, amongst them being that of
education. We want to know in what
direction the money voted is to be spent
by the Education Department, and we are
ell titled to the information.
We learn
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from the press tha.t the Minister of Public
Instruction has issued ce,rtain instructions
as to what the children in the, State schools
shodd be taught. We are all interested
in our children, and we have a right to
say what they shall be and shall not be
taught. The instruction of the Minister
of Public Instruction to eliminate from the
School Paper all reference to those things
which we hold most dear is a departure
from previous practice that we are not
going to stand. If the Minister refuses to
give the information for which honorable.
members have asked, the Committee can
refuse to vote this money.
The HOll. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-Sir Arthur Robinson
requested me to follow the practice
o~f
the past in . regard to quesbons asked. on the Supply B~ll,
and to furmsh honorable members WIth
any information that may be sought.
Tha,t me'ans that every honorable member
who has spoken on this item would
require to' ha,ve a typewritten statement
sent, to him in reference to the intentiO'ns
of the lVIillister of Public Instruction.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-NO' the information could be supplied' in the
House.
The HDn. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-!f the
Minister of Public Works had to do what
he suggests, it would not be an awful
task.
The HOll. J. P. JONES.-That is so'
but ~t would not be in accordance with
the practice of the House. If the Minister
of Public Instruction has formulated a
policy in regard to the, School Paper and
to hIstory books I would have no objection wha,te,ve'r to make, a sta.tement to the
House on the subject, but toO ask the'
Minister to send an explana,tory statement,
to every honorable member who has
spoken would not be in accordance with
t.he practice hitherto observed.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN .-1 am loath
to speak on thi.g subject. I did not see
the t.ext of the remarks t.he Minister of
Public Instruction is alleged to have made.
I have seen discussions in t,he press, but I
h.ave not been able to ascertain preCIsely what rema,rks were attributed to
the honorable gentleman, or tD what extent he haa disclaimed responsibility for
them .. There is one thing, however, that
does dIsconcert me, and it is this: Members of the Government appear by their
interjections to suggest tha,t the remarks
referred to were not ma.de by Mr. LemmO'll, but I ha.ve not heard frorm anyone
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O'·f them any absolute disclaimer of those
remarks. It. would be an advantage to
the House to know whether or not the
members of the Labour party are in sympathy with the remarks attributed to Mr.
Lemmon. If they. do not believe that he
made the remarks, what. objection can
there be on their part to telling the Committele that they have no sympathy whatever with the suggestions said to have
emanated from the Minister of Public
Instruction, and that honQorable members
can rest assured that so far as Ministers
in this House are concerned, there is no
probability or possibility that such suggestions will be given effect to.
Sir AHTHUR ROBINSON.-On item
42, SolicitQor-General, I desire to' call attention to an administrative act ~y the
pre\3ent Government that I think is imperative, in the interests of the pro.per
conduct of justice, we should challenge
at the first opportunity. I gave the
Le-ader of the Go·vernment in this House
notice that I intended to dO' SOl, and
asked him to have the file Df papers sent
to. the Library so that I might refresh.
my mcm~ry in regard to. the 8Ubject.
I want to make as correct
and clear a statement as I can in connexio.n with the matter. I refer to' the
re-appointment by the' present SolicitorGeneral of a man named D. G. Carter, as
a justice 0.f the peace. Mr. Ca.t·ter was
appointed m Octo.ber, 1919, havmg been
strongly recommended by the member for
the district, the present Premier, Mr.
Prendergast. One: of the duties of a
justice of the peace 'is, in appropriate
cases, to take bail. The Crown Law Depa.rtment issues a. circular leHer to' e.very
justice upon be,iD:g sworn, co?taining i?structio.ns regardmg the takmg of ball,
and pointing out the perils to be avoided
by justices, the necessity for the greatest
care in taking bail, and the class of pe'rsons whose bail is never, in any circumstances, to be taken. These printed instructions welre sent to Mr. Carter on his
appointment in Octobe,r, 1919, but,
whethelr from design, or from some other
cause, it soO'n became recognized in certain
quarters that Mr. Carter was a justice of
the pea,ce who was likely to. accept insufficient or worthless bail. A review of some
of his earlier achievements in the bail line
will be of interest. On March, 1920, in
the cuse of a criminal named Long, Mr.
Garter accepted as suret,y,. on flimsy
evidence, the criminal's wife, who
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gave a false name and ::.tddress.
Mr.
Carter took nQo steps to ordelr an investigatiQon.
On statements made by this
woman, whO' posed as a reputable citizen,
the prisoner was admitted to bail and he
duly absconded, This bail was taken at
the lVlelbourne gaol. Mr. Carter was in
the habit of peregrinating from watchhouse to gaol, for the purpose of allowing
prisoners out on flimsy bail. In Dec'embel'~
1920, in the case' Qof a man named George
lVlcCarthy, Mr. Carte·r accepted as
sure.ty a person who gave a fictitious address. Thel prisoner absconded, and the
surety could not be fo.und. In this case
Mr. Carter weut to the Bourke-street
West watch-ho.use to accept the bail. III
December, 1920, in the case of a man
,named H €ury Morton, Mr. Carter again
accepted &oJ surety a person whO' gave a
false name and impersonated some one
else.
The prisoner absconded and the
surety was missing. In this case the bail
was accepted at thel City watch-house.
In January, 1921, Mr. Carter shifted to'
the Fitzroy watch-house-, and in the case
'of a prisO'ner named Alfred Lee, accepted
aG surety a woman of doubtful character
- I think I may say there was no doubt
at all about' her character-who gavel' a
false: name and address. This prisoner
also absconded.
In January, 1921, in.
the case of a man named Oakley, Mr.
Carter again accepted, on unsatisfactory evidence- and without making proper
inquiry,
the surety of a
person
named Tangey. This was at the Carlton
watch-house,.
In consequence Df these
cases the police reported the matter to
their superior officer, and in due course
the complaint of the Police Department
came under the: notice of the Crown Law
Department in a report pointing out
the impossibility of dealing with crime,
if incompetent magistrates were to be permitted to allow prisoners out without taking proper steps to see that adequate bail
and surety were, obtained. Mr. Carter
was lectured in regard to the first of thesf'7
cases, and on the 27th March, 1920, -he
wrote a long letter to the department, in
which he stated that he candidly admitted
his error in judgment, and that he had
determined t.hat the same thing should
not occur again. He addedI have resolved--

I want honorable members to' bear this
in mindthat in no case will I admit to bail any person outside my own district of North Mel-
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bourne, and then only in cases where the
parties and circumstances are known to myself.

He went Qon to say somewhat na.lvelyAfter consultation with my colleagues here,
who are more experienced than myself, I find
it is the practice of this class of persons
when in trouble to approach a newlyappointed magistrate, and play. upon his
sympathies.

The important part of that is, as honorable members will &ee, that after having
been brought to book for his action in
accepting this surety, Mr. Carter wrott:!
and admitted his errors, said that he had
been misled, that he had erred through
being misled, and that he would not ill
future admit to bail any person outside
l1is own district of North l1:elbourne, and
then only when' he knew the person and
the circumstances of the case. N otwithfltanding that, as honorable members are
aware from what I have already stated,
he subsequently admitted other persons
to bail in defiance of his own letter. For
example; he said he would not admit fr)
bail persons outside North Melbourne,
yet he admitted in December, 1920, one
person tq bail at Bourke-street 'watchhouse; in December, 1920, another person
to bail at. the City watch-house; in
'J anuary, 1921, another person to bail at
the Fitzro-y watch-house; and in January,
1921, another pe!l"son to. bail at the Carlton
wa.tch-house. He was called toO account
over 011e of these cases-the l1:cCarthy
case-and he saidr have been deceived in these cases. . . .
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given face to face, and man to mall. On
18th :May, 1921, Mr. Carter waited OIl
the Minister, and expressed regret at the
errors he had made.
He stated that he
would comply with absolute strictness
with the Department's instructions regardillg bail, and gave a personal assurance to the Minister that there would he
no cause for complaint regarding bail ill
The Minister at that timl3
the future.
gave Mr. Carter another copy of the
" instructions for bail," in case he should
have lost his previous copies, and this
letter, which has been issued several timE'S
Ly the Department, and contains the following paragraph:Your attention is invited to the regrettable
fact that extremely loose method,s have been
followed by a few magistrates in admitting
accused persons to bail, with the result that
in some cases the ends of justice have been
defeated by prisoners being enabled to escape,
and in others the State has been put to heavy
expense in bringing absconding offenders back.
'The Minister regrets to find that occurrences
of the kind have been sufficiently frequent to
justify him in asking magistrates generally
before accepting bail to take special care that
the statements made with regard to their
identity, occupations, and property by intending sureties, who are not personally known
to the bailing magistrate as reliable, are
properly verified.

The magistrate is referred to a list of
some classes whose sureties have been
taken, and is wa.rned agajnst taking
such sureties.
The list includes convicted thieves, prostitutes, companions of
criminals, and so on, and attention is
called
to a well-known legal work by Me.
I can see now that I erred in judgment (unintentionally), and in future I shall not accept C. M. Atkinson, who advises magistrates
a stranger as surety unless he or she is ap- as follows:proved by the police.

~t\.fter

this last effort, however, the l{i]1ister of the day, who was myself, instructed Mr. Carter that he must not take
bail in future, as it is quite evident that
he was either too soft-hearted or incapable of understanding the written and
printed instructions that had been supplied' him. Mr. Carter gave an assurance
on 11th April, 1921, that he would not
take bail in future.
Mr. Prendergast
('arne upon the scene again, and pleaded
that Mr. Carter was a most honorable
and upright citizen, who had made errors
of judgment, but that if the embargo wer0
·withdrawn, Mr. Carter would give his
mvn personal assurance to the Minister,
'alHl that the Minister might accept Mr.
Cart01"S assurance up to the hilt, when

In suspicious cases, the names of persons
tendered as. sureties may be required to be
furnished :in advance in order that the prosecutor or the police may make inquiry as to
their character or means. Twentv-four hours'
and even forty-eight hours' notice of bail is
frequently required.

At the interview in May, 1921, MI'.
Carter gave his most unequivocal personal
assurance that there would be no further
cause for complaint with regard to bail,
and that he would adhere to his written
statement with regard to restraining his
flctivities to North Melbourne, and to
accepting bail only in those cases in which
he knew the persons offering themselves
as sureties.
His protestations were so
persuasive and moving that the Ministot,
accepted his assurance, and removed the
('mbargo from him. Though on the bail
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question for some little time his 'conduct
was unexceptionable, in other respects,
to which I do not wish to refer,
his
conduct
left
a
good
deal
to bel desired. In June, 19~3, however,
in the case of a prisoner named Harris,
Mr. Carter .accepted as surety at the Melbourne gaol, in defiance of his own written
undertaking, the bond of a criminal named
Bradley. No inquiry was made· by Mr.
Carte,r as direlcted by the department, and
the whole of the circumstances relating
to the acceptance of this bail were, such
as to show that Mr. Carter acted in gross
de£ance, of the. duties of a, magistrate.
He might very truly have pleaded ignarance, in the first instance" but after thel
repeated lectures fram the Law De.partment and his attentian ha,ving bae.n repeatedly dra,wn to' what was necessary,
there can be no doubt that in the last
mentiOoned case af Bradley he delibe,rately
sinned against the. light. In view of this
case, and the pOolice reparts as to the impossibility of dealing with crimes when
magistrates of this type would let criminah
out so that they could abscond, the Minister notified Mr. Carter that he must send
in his resignatian as a, justice. The anlv
feeling I had at the time was that I had
been tao. leniernt in the matter, and sho.uld
have insisted an his resignation e,adier.
Mr. Carter came a,nd pleaded not to be
struck off the roll. He said he would
give any unde,rtaking and would not take
bail at all, but I told him the timel for
undertakings was past; he had given
undertakings and they ha,d aU been
broken, and I must insist on his resigna,tion. He then pleladed tha,t if I did this
he wauld bel publicly disgraced. He, asked
whe,ther I would not have same. sympathy
far an old man. What happened then
shows what may occur when one lets oneo's
sympa,thy get the beUer of one's judgment. Seeing that hel was an old man I
said, "Mr. Carter, I have no desire to
put the, boot into you in any way. You
are an old man.
If you give a written
,mdertaking that you will nat sit ,on the
bench nar act as a justice, I will nat put
you thraugh the, indignity Oof ha,ving your
nan;J.e struck off the. roll of justices." He
said, "You do nat ask me for a reply
at once," and I said, " I will give, you
a week to think it over." That offer of
mine to alleviate the blow to the gentleman was twisted in a most dishane3t and
dishonorable way at a, series of public
meetings into the statement that I had
l!Jir Art1L11r Robinson.
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asked him to resign, and that because I
had not succeeded in peTsuading him to
resign I had dete,rmined to remove, his
name from the roll. Honarable membe,rs
will see from the file that there is not the
slightest. suspicion of justification fOor the
dishonest twist that was put upan my
actian. The,re was nothing left to the
l\1inister but to have Mr. Carte,r's name
removed from the roll of justices, and
that. was done on a recommendation signed
by thp. AttOorney-General on the 7th
N ovemher last. N ow I come to one of
the, m03t e.xtraordinary circumstances in
connexion with Mr. Carter's case, which
makes it cIe,ar to any man with the capacity to add two and two together that
if any person in the community is unfit
to a,ct as a magistrate; tha,t person is
certainly Mr. Carter. While his resignation was being demanded and while. he
knew that the Law Department felt that
his canduct was sueh that his continuance
as a magistrate wa,s a, menace to the, community, and while he was under demand
for an eXylanation as to certain conduct,
hel neverthelless went down to the Melbournel gao.l and admitted a. prisoner to
bail in circumstances that, I
am
ha ppy to beHeve, were extraordinary and
unusual, and, I think, unprecedented. A
criminal had be,en sentenced on 2nd
November .to six months' gaol. He ga,ve
notice, of appeal against his sentence. On
5th N ovembe,r, when this prisonelr was
in the Melbournel gaol, Mr. Carter went
to the ga,ol with a man who gavel his name
as Harrison and who, in fact, was another convicted person who had served a
sentence, for crime. Mr. Carter said this
man had come, to bailout the, person who
had re,ceived the sentence of six months
and that he fixed the bail at £25. Th~
'criminal who was acting as surety produoed thel £25 out of his packe,t. The
gaol wa,rder who. had charge of the
prisaner talld Mr . Carter, "The man
offe,ring him3elf as surety is a convicted
person, and "you should not accept his
bond." l\1r. Carte'r's answer was,.~' Oh,
the man is putting up cash-tha,t is
enough far me." The gaol warde,r the,n
pointed out, "This may mean that a
prisoner is going to buy himse.lf out of
six months' sentence by the payment of
£25." But Mr. Ca,rter persisted in accepting thel bond, and the man wa,s re'leased.· That is bad enough, but the
more astonishing pa,rt is to co'me. Mr.
Carter took possession of the £25 temporarily.
He put thel money in his
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trouser pocket or his boot or somewhere
else.
VVhen the appeal came on, O'f
course the prisO'ner was non est. He had
vanished.
His bail was ordered to be
estreated, but on the 6th December,
according to 1\1r. Carter's own written
statement, the criminal surety called upon
him and said, " The appeal' has
been heard and has been dismissed.
The criminal is back in gaol.
Give me
back my £25." According 'to Mr. Carter
he produced the £25, and handed
it back, to the criminal surety.
.The
result of this beautiful transaction is
that a criminal has bought himself out of
gaol by the lodgment of £25 by his pal,
the pal ha3 got his £25, the criminal has
absconded and the surety has absconded.
That was donel while this man Ca.rter was
actually being called upon for his resignation on a much less se,rious matter. A
deputation, of course, waited upon me.
Honorable' members can guess in one who
comprised the. deputation. Of course, no
Attorney-General who had any regard for
the, oath of hi3 office· and the maintenance
of the integrity of the Bench, whethe,r the
honora,ry bench, the police magistrates',
thel County Court judges', or the Supreme
Oourt judges' bench, could possibly allow
a man who would do a thing like that to
remain in o-fficel. The case was immediately taken up by a certa,in section as
a party matter.
The Labo1.tr Call, on
22nd November, de,nounced the then' A ttorney-General, and said that Mr. Carter
was one of the most able, honorable, and
upright men that e,ver drew breath, and
RO on. I gather from the morning pape·rsI say that because an honor'a.ble member
has spent sO' much timel in denying everrything that has happened in the press-that.
a meeting was held in the, North Melhourne Town Hall on 10th January. It
was stated that the mee,ting was convened
by the North Me,lbourne branch of the
Labour party, and that Mr. J. Heffernan
presided.
The speakers included Mr.
Prenderga13t, M.L.A., Messrs. Disney, and
'Villiams, M.L.C's., Alderman Daveney,
and Councillof3 Collins and Hayes. They
passe,d a motion in favour of the whitewashing, and the immediate reinstatement
of Mr. Carter, who was held to be
a
magistra te of thel finest class.
I have no doubt he was-for a certain
class. Then-and this is also from the
press-the North Melbourne branch of
the Labour party passed a resolution demanding Mr. Carter's immediate rein-
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statement. Then a deputation came to the
},1:inister on the 3rd April.
It was introduced by Mr. Williams M.L.C., and
among the speakers were :Mr. Prendergast, lVLL.A., Mr. Disney, :M.L.O., Dr.
:Thifaloney, :ThLH.R., and half a dozen other
'well-known members of that particular
party. Of course, when the deputation
came none of these speakers was aware of
the case of larceny by trick, if I may so
term it, by which the criminal at the
Melbourne gaol purlO'ined his liberty by
trick, and they were all somewhat taken
aback when those facts were given. Honorable members will see that there was no
alternative and no option but to get rid
of that man as a justice of the peace.
I find that after I had been a.way for a
few days this man was re-appo'inted, and I
have looked at the :file to :find what justification there is in it for his re-appointment. There is a letter dated 22nd July
from State Parliament House, :Melbourne, as follows:The Solicitor-Gpneral.
Sir,
I have been asked by the North Melbourne
branch of the Australian Labollr party to
write and urge the re-appointment of Mr.
D. G. Carter as a justice of the peace at
North Melbourne.
Awaiting your early reply in the matter,
Yours fraternally"
T. HAYES.

Then there is a letter from Mr. Cartel',
dated 1st August, 1924, as follows:Dear Sir,
If convenient to you, I 'propose to call upon
you next Tuesday morning, the 5th inst., at
] 0 o'clock, for the purpose of arranging for
a short interview with the hOllorable the
Attorney-General, in order to place a few facts
before him 1'e mv removal from the Bench,
which in justice" to myself I think that he
should know.
Trusting that you will be able to arrange an
intervie\v for me.

Imagine the care taken in stage-managing this business! The next item on the
:file is the following minute by the
Minister : I approve the 3!pplication of Daniel Godfrey
Carter for re-appointment to the Commission
of the Peace. Advise Mr. T. Hayes, M.L.A.

That is the only justi:fication put forward
on that file, and, indeed, it is just as well
that nothing else was attempted, for the
re-appointment of this man. It is quite
clear from the facts I have put forward,
:firstly, that this man was unfit for the
position of a justice of the peace. It is
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equally clear that the previous Minister,
that is myself, was far too lenient in
<lealing with him, and far too softhearted.
It is well to make that confession now.
Ii is still more clear, when one reads the
speeches reported in the press-I have
always to put that in for the bene:fit of
~{r. Jones-that the Labour party regard the appointment of this man as
necessary for the benefit of that party,
that they believe that the appointments to
the Bench should be made on party lines,
and that a man who is a good voter or a
good organizer for the party should be
appointed a justice of the peace whether
lw has judicial quali:fications or not.
I
say that this House and this Parliament
will be bringing the Bench and the administration of justice under the heel of
Tammany if it permits this kind of
thillg to go through without the strongest
reprobation.
The HOll. E. L. KIERNAN.-The statemellt you made about the party is a most.
unfair one.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. - No
other inference can be drawn. Why else
did ~£r. Williams, M.L.O., Mr. Disney,
)1.1.0., :Mr. Prendergast, M.L.A., Councillor Hayes, now M.L.A., Councillor
Collins, and Alderman Deveney take the
}lCtioll they did?
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-To support
a mun who, they thought, was :fit for the
position.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-These
w('r(' party meetings, called by the party
and addressed by members of the party.
The letter on the file from :Mr. Hayes,
l\LL.A., communicates a request from
the North Melbourne branch of the party
to have Mr. Carter re-appointed.
All
these things show that it was a party
appointment-that the party want ·political partisans, men who do the heelingup at election times for their representatives in the Council and the Assembly appointed as justices of the perace.
It is a scandal and a disgrace, and no
greater blO'w has been struck at the
proper administratiO'n of justice than the
re-appointment of this man, who is absolutely unfit fO'r the position. Either her
is incurably incompetent or he is radi-cally dishonest.
I gave him the benefit
of incompetence too long, and I was softhearted too long; but that last event.,
when he goes down with a man. who is a
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criminal, and his attention is drawn to
the fact that the surety he proposes to
accept is a criminal, a.nd he still persists
in accepting that man as suret.y, shows
that he does not know what honesty
means, that he does not know· the requirements that hono-rable men should
follow, and t.hat t.he trust placed in him
by the Government in appointing him a
justice of the pea.ce was shamefully and
wilfully a.bused.
To r€-appoint such a
man is a public scandal.
It is worse
than a sca.ndaL It is one of the most
contemptible and dishono·rable things
done by any Minister.
I do not blame
this young Minist.er so much.
He is
young and inexperienced, but he has, unfo-rtunately, been a blind .tool in the
hands of more unscrupulous men.
The Ho'll. J. H. DIsNEY.-Wait until
you he,ar the other side of the question.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-If we
had a file like this for every justice of
the peace in the State, there would not
be sufficient accommodation in the publio
departments for the officers.
If any
person of legal training or ordinary business capacity, who was used to dealing
with business affairs, perused that file he
would be surprised, in the :first place, at
the lenieucy and kindness with which
this man "\-vas treated, and, secondly, he
would be surprised that anyone could
be found in the legal profession, or lny
other profession, who woul.d have the
hardihood to fe-appoint such a man to
the bench.
'The Hou. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
was very surprised to hear Mr. Disney interje,ct, "'Vait unt,il you hear the other
side of the question."
Can there be
another side to this question ~ Can there
be a reply to that file ~ The re-appoin.tment is a scandal, and Sir Arthur Robinson is to be cOll1plimeuted on bringing
the matterr before the House.
A good
many Governments would have gone out
of office on a transaction of tha.t kind.
It shows plainly that the present Government are not prepared to appoint men
to see t.hat iustice is done in t.his State.
It has lower;d the dignit.y of the justices
of the peace of Victoria. I cannot understand how any Government could have
re-appointed Mr. Carter in the face of
the statements made in that file. As Sir
Art.hur Robinson has said, it is bringing
the methods of Tammany Hall into the
State. This is an act by the Government
in the early stages of their existence. If
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similiar things are to be done by them,
then no decent man should hold an honorary justice-ship of the peace, and the
time will come when we shall have to
abohsh the honorary justices.
The Han. J. P. JONEs.-Hear, hear,
and the sooner you do it the better.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not say se, and I am surprised to hear
that sentiment from the Minister. We
have had, as honorary justices, splendid
men who have done good work, and I am
glad to know tha.t we have not had many
D. G. Carters acting as justices of the
peace.
There are men who have given
months and years of their lives to attending the police courts and dding valuable
work, and no matter what may be said
against the honorary justices, they 'have
filled their positions well, and honorably,
and faithfully.
This re-appointment is
one of the greatest scandals that ever
happened in this State. No man should
have been re-appointed by any Gov-ernment in face of what is shown on that
file. I feel deep regret that the Government should hav-e made these bungles in
one month of their existence in connexion
with the administration of the different
departments.
This is the first time in
the thirteen or fe-urteen years that I have
been in this House that we have had to
call on any Government to make explanations in the way that we have had to
dO' to-night. I hoped to see the present
GO'vernment have the opportunity of dealing with matte'rs for some time to come,
but if this is the way in which they are
going to act then the sooner they are out
the better.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY (Honorary Minister).-I was wondering if
anybody else was briefed to talk on
this case; if not, I propose to appear for the defendant.
I am sorry
that the Attorney-General is not a member o{ this House. My reason for taking
part in the discussion now is that Mr.
Carte·r lives in my constituency, and as
the ex-Attorney-General has Baid, I took
some little interest in the matter when he
threatened to remo·ve Mr. Carte,r from the
bench. It is regrettable that such trivial
matters as this should be brought before
the House. If I asked the attendants to
bring in all the pape:rs connected with this
matter that I have seen they would need
a horse and cart. I have not seen the
papers from which Sir Arthur Robinson
has quoted, but I refer to othe'r papers
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which I know are available. It is regrettable that highly-salaried men in the Attorney-General's Department should have
nothing else to do but to pile up the records of trivial matters of this kind.
It
seems to me that in this matter two men
havG disagreed.
The late AttorneyGeneral took up a certain attitude, and
thought it right to deprive :Mr. Cal'ter of
the position that he held.
The present
Attorney-General went int.o the maUer,
and thought it right to reinstate Mr.
Carter as a justice of the peaoe. I have
twelve pages 0.£ matter here, and there is .
more outside, but I do not want to' go
through the whole O'f it. I will quote
only this portion, in which the AttorneyGeneral saysFirst observation is that the entire responsibility for re-appointing D. G. Carter to the
commission of the peace is my own. It is unfajr to charge either the Premier, the Cabinet,
or the pal'ty. N one of these was consulted.
It was myself, and myself alone. who made the
decision.
I did not know D. G. Carter. until about
three or four weeks ago, nor had I any knowledge of the faGts. My decision to re-appoint
was arrived at after a consideration of the
facts disclosed by the file, together with a
statement in explanation given by D. G.
Cartel' himself on the occasion of my first and
only interview.
.

Then he gO'es on to' deal with the particular cases which Sir Arthur Robinson
has mentiO'ned. I understand that there
are about six cases, and most' of them
'were velOY frivolO'us, where he gave bail.
In reference to the caseO'f LO'ng, Mr.
Carter, in the course of an explanation,
said : \Vhen Yie entered the inner office the warder
in charge produced a police report, signed by
Detective N". Olholm, which stated that the
police had received information that Long intended to abscond, a.nd requesting the goal
authorities, in the event of an attempt being
made to bail Long, to ring up the Criminal
Investigation Branch; and if I remember
rightly, the report went on to state, "I advise
that the bail be accepted and the parties detained," or words to that effect. The warder
then left .the room, as I ISUppOSed, ·to ring up
the Police Department, and I fully expected
that an officer or officers would arrive to investigate the bona fides of the bail.

IVIr. Carter says he detained the bondsman fO'r fully half-an-hour-more than
sufficient time to enable the police to' interfere.
He then asked the officer in
charge if the police had any objection,
and the reply was, "N'ot sO' far as I know."
However, I do not want to go through
the whO'le of t,he repolrt, because I do not
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think the occasion warrants it. Here is
a memorandum of M. J. Bannon, Superintendent of PoliceThe police request was one of a confidential
nature to the Governor of the Melbourne Gaol,
and, strictly speaking, it is neither incumbent
on the part of the gaol authorities to communicate with the police, nor on the part of
the magistrate to consult the police.
The responsibility lies solely with the justice
of the peace accepting the bond, though' if
they did communicate with the police, the
police would make the necessary inquiries.
That shows that a justice has to act on
his own responsibility. In regard to taking measures of precaution, it is stated
in one of the cases that he went to the
watchhouse.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINsoN.-Which watchhouse ~
The Hon. J. H.
DISNEY.-At
Fitzroy.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-That was
after he had' promised in writing tha,t he
would not go outside N O'rth MelbO'urne.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-This is an
awful case. The woman was arrested for
the larceny O'f a 10s.-note.
Good
heavens! What bail would be wanted for
that? Mr. Carter stated.,-I went to the watchhouse, administered the
usual oath to the woman. She swore that her
name was Ivy Todd, her address 122 Bouveriestreet, Carlton, and that she was worth the
sum of £50 over and above her just and lawful
debts .. I then admitted Lee to bail to appear
at the next sittings of the court, at the same
time reading over to him the conditions under
which he was bailed.
In connexion with McCarthy's case,
Senior Constable Haigh remarkedIt appears to be a frequent occurrence for
justices of the peace to take the word of bondsmen at watchhouses, who are 'neither known to
them or to the police that are present at the
time; all the bondsmen need do is to ,pick a
name out from the directory which they can
refer to, and their word, without further inquiry, is apparently taken.
Tha,t is against my client, but if a man
goes to a court to accept bail, and he
asks all the necessary questions, what
more can he dO' ~ It should be mentioned
that a' justice of the peace holds an honorary position.
I venture to say that,
Mr. Carter did more work than all the
rest of the justices put together. He has
been accused for doing his duty. I regret
to say that lVlr. Carter is dangerously ill,
and is not expected to get out of his bed
again. If I had mentiO'ned that at the
outset there would ha,ve been no wO'rrying
about the matter. Mr. Carter is 70 years
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of age. He wO'rried because of what he
felt was the disgrace of being removed
from the commissiO'n of the peace. That
wO'rry will probably result in his ending
his da ys sooner than would otherwise
have been the case,. However, I do not
blame the e,x-AttO'rney-General for that.,
because he was dO'ing what he regarded
as his duty. Let me read another short
statement by Mr. CarterI am not conscious of having done any wrong.
I have not accepted any fee or reward, nor
even a tram fare; during the strike restrictions
I have on more than one occasion walked to
the city watchhouse and the Melbourne Gaol
to admit prisoners to bail who have not yet
been tried, and I have not sought any reward
for doing so.
You say that I do not appreciate "the responsibilities intrusted to me"; my reply is
that I do; and, without boasting, I assert that
no honorary magistrate has served the public
more faithfully .than I have done; during the
last twelve months my residence has simply been
turned into a public .office, to which all sorts
and conditions of people have come at all
hours of the day and night. not singly, or even
in pairs, but in battalions. During that time
I have dealt with somtl hundreds of claims by
returned soldiers and deceased soldiers' dependants re 'their war gratuity and pensions.
Scores of :shell-shocked and otherwise incapacitated men have come to me for advice.
Then there is a description of each case.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. - You say he
was just'unlucky with all these absconding sureties.
The Hon. H. J. DISNEY.-I say it is
a wonderful record-the amount of work
that the man put in. There is an explanation of each and every' case, and later
on there is the following statement by the
present Attorney-General, which may be
·oJ interest:Then on 12th October, 1923, the AttorneyGeneral by Jetter calls on Carter to resign his
commission of the peace,and making out a
series of charges ,against Carter', points out
that Carter had promised(a) That statements made by persons going bail would be verified by him.
(b) Only would admit to hail in North
Melbourne and where the parties
and the circumstances were well
known to him;
and urging that in all the six cases Garter
had broken his pr'omise.
It will be seen that this ils hardly borne out
by the facts.
The December cases (WooTeys) are explainable by the fact that he knew Jean Wooley
lived in 100 Bouverie-street, Carlton, 'and had
accepted her as a satisfactory bail on a previous occasion.
These cases were both in. Melbourne.
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In Todd's case he went to Fitzroy, but the
volice were satisfied with the surety and raised
no doubts.
In Tangey's ,case, at Carlton. It was a case
of acceptance on insufficient and unsatisfactory
evidence.
In Harris's case. He knew the surety, having seen him in charge of a stall at the Victoria market.
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There had been a letter from the City Council over the council's prosecutions, and further
than that, the Attorney-General admitted
( ill terview with Mr. Carter's sons), that those
!Same influences had called on the department
in regard to the question of costs awarded by
the North Melbourne court.

The statement of the present AttorneyGeneral continues-

La ter I will show that we belie,ve,
My reasons for reinstating are-there is something else underlying the
1. That five of the six bail oases were during
whole matter.
his first year of appointment.
Mr. Carter avers that he had an interview
with the Attorney-General on the 22nd October, 1923, and that the Attorney-General agreed
with him that if he would refrain from sitting
on the Bench, he (the Attorney-General) would
not remove him from the commission of the
peace.
Unfortunately no notes of this interview
are on the file, but there is support to this
contention in the interview which the Attorney-General had with Mr. Carter's sons on the
14th March, 1924, when the followng words
appear on the file:-"If you will give me an undertaking in
writing that you will not :sit on the
Bench I will not ask for your resignation."

2. Tha.t, in my opinion, reasonable care and
inquiry was taken in at least four of the six
cases.
3. That in the two cases where what might
be termed" errors of judgment" occurred such
errors of judgment were not serious enough to
warrant his removal from office.
4. 'l'hat unreasonable and insupportable
weight was had to Mr. Carter's attitude whilst
on the Bench.
5. That Mr. Carter's services to the community generally of North and West Melbourne,
llngrudgingly given, particularly to the poor
and needy, fit him, despite the bail cases
enumerated above, to serve as· a justice of the
peace.
6. 'l'hat no charge of WIlful or malicious conduct was preferred against Mr. Carter.
7. That his reinstatement was suported by a.
petition signed by at least eleven fellow-justices
of the pe~ce, and a very representative number
of prominent business people of North Melbourne, as well as a great number of the citizens of that suburb.
Might I say, finally, that to err is the most
human of our actions, and too often the intoleration displayed in great matters warps the
better feelings of both individuals and nations.
I hold no special brief for D. G. Carter, but
I am impressed by the explanations he has
made. I will not say that his actions are free
from criticism; some of his actions were
rightly the subject of inquiry; but when I feel,
as I strongly and sincerely do, that this man
acted bona fide, that his judgment was perhaps once or twice warped by the subtleties
and' the craftiness of human nature, and that
through it all there beat in his heart the
strong human pulsations that strike a broad
note for brotherhood and humanity, then I
say the punishment, grievous and humiliating
as it undoubtedly was, was not merited. I
have hoped to discuss this f!latter calmly and
dispassionately, explaining it in the simple
terms as I have seen it, and if a judgment
falls in regard to it let it fall alone on me,
and let it be said of me, as I have said it of
Carter, that I have acted only a,s I have seen
things, tolerantly and humanely.

Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I told you
that.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-If Sir
Arthur Robinson admits that, there, is no.
need for me to proceed further with the
We want it definitely adquotation.
mitted that as long as Carter did not sit
on the Bench he would not be removed.
Sir Arthur Robinson makes no complaint
about him taking ,bail while he was on
the Bench. He said that as long as Mr.
Carter did not sit on the Bench he could
take bail.
Sir ARTHLTR RORINSON.-A.s long as he
did not act as a justice in any way he
could keep the two letters J.P.
The Ron. J. H. DISNEY.-The honorable member says that as long as he
did not sit on the Bench he could act as
a justice of the peace.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I said that as
1011g as he did not act as a justice of the
peace he could keep the letters.
The lIon. J. H. DISNEY.-From the
file it appears that the honorable member That is as far as the Attorney-General
statcd(' goes. I did not want to go into this
" If you will give me an undertaking in writ- matter or to cause any ill feeling about
ing that you will not sit on the Bench I will it, but, brielfly stated, the facts are
not ask for your resignation."
these: I do not know if Sir Arthur
Robinson was aware of any of these
The Attorney-General goes on to say:charges against Mr. Carter before a cerColour is given to the suggestion that certain
incident occurred at the North Meltain influences were at ,work seeking to remove
bourne po.lice court. Honorable members
Mr. Carter.
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may know that. the l\felbourne City'
appointed
Brigadie,r-General
Council
Elliott as its prosecuting officer. I believe he was paid £900 a year.
Soon
after his appointment two meu were sent
round '~Test and North l\felbourne to! find
o'ut instances where house-owners did not
provide dust bins 0'1' had def~c1ive lids to them, together wIth
othet!' frivolous matters of tha,t sort.
Many cases were
found
of
defective, dust bins, and thet most l'ema,rkable thing about the whole matter was
that the poorer section of the community
was involved. Thirty cases were brought
before the court on one day. Mr. Carter
told the ofte'ndel's that they were guilty
of a breach of the Health Act., and im'posed a penalty of 2s. 6d. in each case.
Brigadier-General Elliott applied fo'!' lOs.
Gd. costs in each case. Mr. Carter was
indignant at such an application being
made, and so would any other man be.
l\{r. Carter asked if it were .not a fact
t.hat Brigadier-General Elliott ,vas retained by the City Council at a high fee,
and that in addition to that he wanted
to penalize poOtr' people to the extent of
lOs. 6d. The costs were refused, and the
matter was reported toO the Melbourne
City Council. Brigadier-General Elliott
coniplained about the smallness of the fine
and the refusal to allow costs.
I am
proud to say that when the ~atter Wl~R
discussed by the Melbourne Olty CounCIl
it was decided to relieve Brigadier-Genel'al Elliott of this work.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-YOU hav.:~
omitted something which you know happened, and I am rather surprised at the
omission.
The lion. J. H. DISNEY.-What is it
that I have omitted?
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-You knOlv
that the Oity Council communicated with
me in regard to the refusal to allow cost,s,
and I replied stating that I would not interfere with the discretion of the justices.
Therefore, all this story you are building
up about costs is fiction, and you know

it.

'

The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I ,vas just
coming to that point.
I am surprised
that a man like Brigadier-General Elliott
should appear in such frivolous actiol1'.l,
tlnd try to extort costs from poor people.
The Hon H. F. RICHARDSON.-What
has that to do with the matter?
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Tho Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-It has a
lot to do with it, as the honorable membel' will see if he waits till I finish. The
whole thing would never have happened
if it had not been for this matter of cost.s.
The Attorney-General would not have
bothered his head about such a matter, but
it was suggested that Oarter was not a fit
and proper person to sit on the beuch 1ecause he would not give costs.
knov
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-YOU
v
that is incorrect, and you ought to he
ashamed to make such a statement. You
always posed as being friendly to mt',
and that statement is incorrect.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-The honor able member omitted to read from the
file a most important part. Why did he
not read those parts in favour of Oartel'?
T

Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. - I have
fil just
checked your statement with the . e as
to what I said, and the minutes contradiet you completely.
The lIon. J. H.DISNEY. - I have
listened to the honorable mcmber atteJltively, aud I made a fe"" notes so that I.
might reply.
The honorable member
will recollect that he made a statement
that he would allow Cartel' to act as ,:.L
justice, of the peace.
That is on the file.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINsoN.-Yes; I have
it here.
It readsMr. Carter interviewed the Minister this
morning, and was informed that if he u1:1 der took not to sit on the bench or take ball he
would be allowed to retain his commission of
the peace. lVIr. Carter was given a week to
reply.
A.C.L.
22/10/23.

You take extracts from the file that are
obnoxious to you.
The Hon. J. H. plSNEY.-The
statement I read was prepared by the Attorney-General, and I have every 'confidence that Mr. Slater would not supply
me with any extracts that were not
accurate.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINsoN.-They are partially accurate, but do not give the whole
of the facts, and you haye been misled
·be caus8' you know' only a, portion of the
facts.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I do llot
want to make any misstatement. The onLy
point I want to make is this: Sir r~rth~ r
Robinson, whp.n Attorney-Gcneral, In hIS
wisdom, removed Oarter from thf: hellch,
r
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and I do 1I0t think he is much of a sport
to interfere 110v" because Mr. Slater has
I'e-instated him.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. -- [t is flOt a
question of being a sport, but of the administration of justice.
The H:on ..1. H. DISNEY. --- It ]s
merely a matter of a difference of opinion.
Sir Arthur Robinson looked through oue
pair of glasses and }Vh. Slat(;r tLrough
another.
It is a regl'ett91Je thing that
Mr. Cartel' was removed from the bench
because of S0111e tl'ivi21 rn)~L")llduct on his
part. I think that' he has, been badly
treated.
His OIl'] big f[llllt is that he is
too big-hearted.
He would go a mile
o"!lt of his way to obli~:(: a p'.'rHJl1, alld, in
his wisdom, he thought certain people
should be admitted to bail.' Reference
has been made to the fact of £25 havinO'
been offered in cash as bail, and that M;
Cartel' kept the money in his possession.
When I have been acting as a justice of
the peace I have on several occllsions been
offered bail in cash, and I have suggested
to the sergeant ill charge that it was the.
Lest security we could get.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-Is it 1
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY. -- Surely
cash is.
Sir .ARTHUR ROBINsoN.-Do you W[wt
a prisoner to be tried, or is he to pay
£10 or £25 and be let go?
The HOll.

J.

H. DISNEY.--As l

m~derstand .it, if t~n ~ccused person ap-

plIes for ball, the 'JustIce has to be satisfied that the person offering himself as a
bondsman is worth the surety that is demanded.
If a person steals some thin '7
worth lOs. and £25 cash is offered as bail
surely that is aU right.
I have refuse(i
to take cash, because I did not know what
I was going to do with it, and the S8l.'geant in charge has also refused. He said
he ,\v?uld be responsible for the money,
and. If he happened to lose it and the
accused person did not appear for trial, he
would have' to pay the amount of the bond.
T [1m sony that this matter has been dealt
with in this House.
I understood that
it was to be referred to in the Legislative
Assembly, but I had no idea that Sir
Arthur Robinson intended to deal with it
he1'(,.
It, is most remarkable that this
question and also the Minister's action in
regard to the 8('11001 l'(t]lf'r should be
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brought. up in the two Houses at the sa~e
time .. 'Ve are both doing the s~me work.
Sir A. RTHUR ROBINsoN.-Think of all
the things you brought up when I was
Leader of the ROll se.
'
The Ron. J. H. DISNEY.-We had :t
happy time then, hut now our hands are
tIed to a certain extent.
However, [
hope honorable members will accept the
explanation I have given.
As I have
said, :Mr. CaTt.er is an honorable mall,
and there is no mark against him in any
shape or form that I am aware of.
He
is a man with a family, and in the ordillary course of events he will not hayc
lUuch longer time to spend on this earth.
It would be something against his character that he had been removed from the
bench because the public would not kno'\v
[tll the facts, and we thought it only right
and pro'per to reinstate him. r quite agree
with what the Attorney-General has done.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-YOU would
lose your nomination if you did not agree.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-1t is
ridiculous of Sir Arthur Robinson to
make a statement like that. There is
not a freer political party in Victoria
than the :Labour party. Eacrl and every
one of us can voice his opinion. Our
hands are not tied in any way. 110wever, I have stated my case. We should
allow this old man, who is now in yery
poor health, to die in peace.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. - I regard this as so serious an interference
with the course of justice that I wish to
correct. two misstatements made by Mr.
Disney. 1\1:1'. Disney stated that when
}fr. Carter interviewed me on calling
npon him for his resignation, he was t.old
aU he had to do was not to sit on the
hench and that the implication Wf),S that
I would allow him to take bail. Herr is
the minute made by the secretary of the
department-~IIr. Carter interviewed the :Minister thh;
morning, and was info~''ffied that if he undertook not to sit on the bench or take bail.
he would he allowed to retain his commisl'ion
of the peace. :;\11'. Carter was given a week to
reply.

That js a complete answer to the statement made by Mr. Disney. All that can
be reasonably urged against me is that I
was too lenient. ltfr. Oarter's two sons
' came to see me in order to plead the case
of their father. I talked across the table
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to them as I would to any member here.
The conversation was jotted down by the
shorthand writer. As honorable members
know one is not so precise in conversation
as when taking part in a debate. I have
no doubt that in talking to these two
young men, I said, "I do not. want ~o
, put the boot' into y?ur father, l.f he wIll
O'ive me an undertaklllg not to SIt on the
bench." I said I would accept that,
meaning, of course, if he would g~ve .me
an undertaking not to act as a JustICe.
'l'ha t is the real undertaking I asked for
of Mr. Oarter. This interview with Mr.
Carter's sons took place months after the
removal of Mr. Oarter from the bench.
The file reveals wha t was unknown to me
at the time-that Mr. Oarter had at one
time been convicted and had served a sentence of three months' imprisonment. The
sons pointed out to me t.hat the d.isclosure of this fact was puttlllg them In an
embarrassing position. I said, " It is not
my fault that it has been disclosed. The
man you have to! blame is the Leader of
the Labour party in the Legislative
Assembly, as he insisted upon the papers
being made public." I sympathized with
those two young men. However, the facts
call like angels' trumpet tongues. In one
case, bail was taken from a man who was
a criminal, and actually under sentence of imprisonment.
Mr. Carter
had
been· warned
not
to
take
bail in that case,.
A man who
would act as he did is unfit to be trusted
with a milk round. The Labour party, in
speeches made at a meeting in North Melbourne, tried to make out that Mr. Carter
was removed from the bench because he
would not grant a wealthy cOI'porationthe Melbourne Oitv Oouncil-costs in certain prosecutions: It was a perfectly
childish statement to make.
On 3rd
August:, 1922, the city council wrote a
letter complaining that they did not get
costs in a case at North Melbourne. The
secretary of the Law Department thereupon ~rote this letter, which I drafted
myself:- .
12th August, 1922,
I am directed by the Minister to ack.nowledge the receipt of your letter of 3rd l?st.,
complaining on behalf of the Health C?mm]t~ee
of the City Council of the ma?ner III ~·hlCl~.
prosecutions, instituted by the C~ty CouncIl fO!
breaches of by-laws and regulatIons, are dealt
with at the North Melbourne Court. In. reply
Mr. Robinson desires me to say that, w~lle not
agreeing with the action of the magIstrates
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as regards the penal·ties imp'osed, it is necessary for him as la w officer of the C.town to
be most careful to refrain from anythlIlg tl.lat
may be construed as an interfere~l(!e w~th
magistrates in the discharge of the~r dutIes
when adjudicating on ·the bench. As the question of awarding costs is under the Justices
Act 1913, one solely within the discretion of
the beneh, the Minister is pr'ecluded from t~k
ing any action with respect to your com1?lal~t
in regard thereto. Any step taken by Illm. III
the direction iudicated by you would be 1m·
proper, and ,vould be rescnted as an attempt
to interfere with the independence of courts
of petty sessions.

I protected Mr. Cart.er's independence,
und the result of it all has been a campaign of attempted vilification. It has
been said that the re,al re'ason I dealt
with 1\1r. Carter is that he would not
gran t costs to a wealthy corpor.ation.
The implications are really so dIshonorable in regard to a man hol~ing a pu~
lic position as to make one sick of publIc
life altogether. A public man has sometimes to carry through an unpleasant
duty. He does his duty. Every honest
man must feel how unfair it is that he
should afterwards be subjected to dirty
vilifications and misrepresentations.
The Hon. H. F. R1CHARDSON.-Mr.
Disney expressed surprisel t,hat this matter should have, bee'll brought up in this
Housel. I am a·ware that one' plank in
the Labour party's platform is the abolition of the Legislative. Council. But I
frankly tell the Government that mattelrs
of importance like this onel will be broug~t
up in this House in the samel way as 111
another place,.
The Han. J. H. DIsNEY.-Then the
soone.r the Council is abolished the beUer.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.There is no getting away from the file.
It is no usel bringing up a. faked-up sta.tement.
The Hon. .r. H. DISNEY.-1 ask the
ho'llorable member to withdraw that expression.
The. Hon. II. F. RICHARDSON.The, ex-Attorney-General has alre~dy
proved that it was a faked-up statement.
The CHAIRMAN.-I ask thel unofficial
Lea,delr to withdraw the word
faked."
Mr. Disney said in his speech that it was
a brief prepared for him.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
withdraw the word "faked." However,
we cannot get away from the official file.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It is all a
matter of dates.
(C
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
am surprised that the Attorney-General
should try to- protect himself in any way.
A mistake has been made, and he ought
to acknowle,dge it. Mr. Carter is not the
first man who has been taken off the
bench. It would be intole,rable if, when
one Government had removed a man from
the bench, another Government were
allowed to put him back again purely fQor
political reasons. It would be good-bye· to'
all justice.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I am sorry
that the ex-Attorney-General referred to
the conviction against Mr. Carter.
He
might ha.ve, added that that conviction
wa,s re'corded in 1881, over 30 years ago,
and that it was nQot for any criminal
offence,.
Mr. Carter had offended a
, superior officer.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-Your own
I.e·ader is responsible for bringing the ma.tte: IU P,. and MyourC account of it is int~t
h
IlliS ea d mg. 1 r.
arter got tree
moOn s
for assault. The, record is contained in
the' filel.
The, Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I attended
a deiputation to Sir Arthur RQobinson at
his office.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I am sorry to
say you did. You talked for hours.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Perha.ps
we talked so long that Sir Arthur fQorgot.
the promise that he madel. Did he not
sav to the deputatiQon, tc If Mr. Ca.rter
will undertake not to sit on the bench I
will not remove him."
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON . -You are juggling wjth the facts, and you know it.
The HQln. J. H. DISNEY.-I am not
juggling.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON .-At that time
Mr. Carter was off the bench, so how
could I say anything of the' kind. You
are talking through your hat.
The, Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-The exAttorney-General was dea.ling with another interview than the one I had in
mind. It "is easy to confuse dates. However, it is not worth bothering about. I
see I am in a minority.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-YOU
had beUer let the matter drop, especially
if the, poor old chap is in as bad a sta.te
of health a,s you say he i~"
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-That. is
right.
The poor old fellow may have
gone by now, though I hope not. He
is one of the whitest men in Melbourne.
l
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-In
regard to the vQote fQor the Treasury Department, I may say that when the
Premier was at Bendigo recently,
he
was good enough to receive
a deputation from the Bendigo Art
Gallery, and to promise some further
financial assistance to the institution. I
have no doubt that the promise will be
honoured; but there is no official record
of it. I would, therefore, suggest through
the Leader of the Government in this
House that the ordinary cour~e should be
follo·wed, and the committee of the· Art
Gallery advised by letter of the undertaking given by the Premier.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 will draw the attention of the Premier to the remarks made
by the honorable member, and will ask
him to repeat in writing the statement
he made at Bendigo.
The Hon. R .. F. RICHARDSON.-I
desire to take the opportunity afforded by
the item now before the Committee to
compliment the Minister of Public Works
on the action he has taken in reference to
the question of our main roads. If this
Government remain in powe,r long
enough, I trust that they will introduce proposals that will have, the
effect of imposing adequate taxation
on motor vehicles, and especially motor
lorries and omnibuses.
The taxation
now levied is, 'in my opinion, far too light.
The light cars may be properly taxed, but
there are large numbers of heavier
vehicles, such as motor lorries, that
travel over hundreds of miles of
country roads m competition with
the railways,
and that
are not
contributing anything like the amount
they should pay. A considerable revenue
might be raised by reasonable taxation on
this form of traffic, and I trust that the
Goverment will, at an early date, introduce a Dill dealing with the question, and
also make some further provision for the
maintenance of .our main roads. There is
no getting away from the fact that jf
something is not done, hundreds of thouRands of pounds that have been expended
on road construction will be wasted. A
large sum of money is being provided by
Parli.ament for the purpose, but no systematic and eJIicient method .of dealin~
with the roads of the State is being carried out. It is utterly impossible for the
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municipalities, with their limited resources, to' keep the main roads in a proper state of repair. The motor traffic
ha/; eUlYl0 tu ~tay; it is going to increase,
and the roads were not constructed to
carry thu cla::ls .of vehicle that is now
being used. I commend the Minister for
the action he has already taken to pro··
vide more money for the maintenance of
the main roads and for developmental
roads, but he should go further and bring
in legislation that Y"ill deal adequately
and effectively with this important
question.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works) .-1 do not like to talk
about matters of which I have no knowledge, but this is a question with which
I am familiar. I regard it as O'f the
greatest importance, and I have given
considerable attention to it. It is very
regrettable that the question has been
neglected fO'r so long. As honorable members know, it. has been before the House
time after time, and honO'rable members
have expressed themselves as being
strongly in accord with the desire that
something furthe,r should be done in reference not only to' the main roads of the
State, but also developmental roads. The
result has been that the amount o.f taxation collected by the Department has had
to' be reviewed from time to time to' find
out where the leakages are. I desire t,o
say in regard to the use of steel tyres,
and the introduC'tion of motor omnibuses,
that the Parliamentary Draftsman has in
preparation a Bill. I had hoped that It
would have been possible to give notice in
anO'ther place this afternoon of the introduction of the measure, but I find on inquiries that the Draftsman is not ready.
As soon as possible notice of the intruduction of the Bill will be given, and I
trus,t that within a very short time this
HO'use will have an opportumty of COllsidermg the mttttel'. The destruction of
roads by heavy motor 10'rries is also a subject that must be dealt with, and I promise the House that as soon as practicable the necessary legiGlation will be
brought in. If I am not here to intro'
duos the Bill, I ho·pe that the Minister
who follows me. will take the matter up
and go right ahead with it, because., after
all. this is not a party question. It is a
question in which the whole country 15
interested.
The road traffic is now so
great, and the problem that it has created
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so serious, that it demands the attention
of every honorable member, and it cannOli
be solved. if we approach it from any
party porint of view. We must be prepar-ed to make' a united effort to deal with
the problem, and if we do that we shall
accomplish work that will materially help
an the progress of the country. When
the Bill to which I have referred is introduced, I shall e1xpect honorable memhers to give us the benefit of their
opinions upon it, and assist us. to place
it O'n the statute-book in the best possible
form. It is only by cQl-ordinated effort,
and by·the. combined wisdom of all parties,
t,hat we can satisfactorily solv(:) the pro'"
blem of road traffic, railway transportat,lon " and all the other questions incidental
t.hereto. I certainly will do my best to
deal with the matter in a way that wilJ
he acceptable, not only to Parliament, but
also to the community.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-There IS OiIlt1
point which I desire to call attentIOn to,
and it comes under the he.ading of tramways, item 71. In our School Paper some
time ago certain matter was published in
reference to the use and abuse of alcohol,
and it seems to me to be altogether wrong
in principle that our tramways should
issue to passengers, and it may be to school
chj Idren, ticke.ts on the back of which is
printed the vwrds " Carlton ale." WhillSt
the Education Department is making an
effort to instruct our school children as to
the dangers of t.he use of alcohol! another
Government department is issuing tickets
which contain an advertisement that must
have a tendency to .obliterate the efff'rt
of such teaching.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT:-That is
only on a par with the advertisements
that are permitted by the Railway Department.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-I hope that
the Minister of Public Inst.ruction will
look into this question. Surely many other
suitable advertisements a,re offering, and
it is not necessary to issue to school
children who are travelling on our tramways tickets with the words to which I
have referred printed on the ba.ck of the,m.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-We
have now reached the vote for the Mines
Department, and as we have the Minister
of Mines in this House, I desire to take
this opportunity of bringing under his
notice the positi,oTl of the gold-mining in~
dustry.
A deputation waited upon him
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the other day from the Chamber' of Mines
of Victoria, and he was reported to have
said that in the past the mining industry
had cost the Government immense sums
of money in the form of subsidies, th£::
expenditure of which had been of no real
advantage to the State, and that, personally, he would not be sorry if the mining
industry were removed altogether frOTh
the purview of the Government.
I ,yas
asked to point out to the :Minister that
the mining industry, in times past, had
proved to be the bulwark of the State in
mnny serious and d~fficult situations.
After the hursting of the boom in Melhourne, when so many men had risked
everything in land speculation, it was
practically the mining industry that came
to the rescu~.
So far as Victoria is
eoncel'ned, gold mining is really one of
our most valuable industries.
It assists
other industries by helping to regulate
the matter of exchange. We have heard
a great deal a'bout the difficulty of t.ransferring the money obtained by our export
t.rade from England to this country on
account of the exchange complications.
V C'l'y few persons seem to realize what it
has meant to this country" in times past
that it has been a great gold produeer.
As an instance of' what the Government
of the State of Victoria obtains from the
mining industry, I may c~te the case of
one mine.' During the past six months
that mine paid, on its operations, to the
State and Federal Governments the sum
of £5,000. ._ These operations were the
result of work during a period of prosperity, but the taxation had to be paid at
a time when the yields of gold had fallen
off, and the finances of the oompany were
on the wrong side of the ledger altogether.
The Mines Department should, I think,
join with the representatives of the mining industry; and such bodies as the
Chamber of Mines in bringing strongly
before the Federal Government the necessity of granting further assistance to an
industry that is not .only important in
itself, but is of great value to every other
industry in Australia. The Federal Government are subsidizing almost every
industry that is carried on on the surface,
but as far as the mining industry is con<!erlled they have ref.used to grant a bonus
<.In the production of gold, or to assist in
any way in the developmental work of
shaft sinking, driving, and other operations appertaining to the production of
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It has been stated by Mr. Baraggold.
wall:1th of the :Mines Department, that
ill reg'ard to gold the resources of
Victoria,
and particularly of
the
Bendigo district, a1'(-\ still Cl~.Ql'mOus.
I admit that the cosl of producIllg gold
has inereased very largely, and owing to
the GQlVernment fixatio'n of the price of
gold-I am not referring particularly to
the Austra,lian Government, but to the
British Government and the Governments
of other co un trie,s-the price, of the
product of the industry has not
been allowed to advance as the
prices of the products· of other industries have belen . allowed to advance to compensa,te for the extra cost involved. The Commonwealth Government
not only dOles not assist this indust.ry by
any bonus or ~ethod o! subsidy,. but .00n
almost everythmg used m COllneXlOll WIth
i~explosives, materials,. to·ols, and other
articles-levies heavy ta.xes at the present
time. That being ·the case, it seelllS to'
me tha.t if the Mines Depa,rtment were
properly seised of the situation, and wel~e'
properly careful 0:£ the interests of tillS
State and of a, large body of men whO'
are still getting a li~el~hood. by working
in connexion with mllllllg, It would e.ndeavour to use its influence with the Commonwealth Gorvernment to. have devised a
scheme to help the industry in sOI?e
feasible and practical way. That aS~ls
tance could be given either by the State
and the Commonwealth conjo~ntly, or. by
the Commonwealth alone. I WIsh partlCularly to, oppose t,he sta,tement that the
lVlinister was reported tOI have made to
the effect that the mining industry was
of no value or profit to the S~ate. . I
say empha,tically tha.t the .taxatIOn paId
by the industry is stIll a.n Important element in connexion with the revenue received by thel Gustoms Department of
the ComnlO'nwealth, and that when success attends mining operations, both State
and Commolllw~alth levy on the results
~thout any regard for the future of the
industry. We know very well tha,t sometimes years and years of work have had
to be undertaken before success has been
achieved in connexion with gold-mining.
One of our mining kings of Bendigo said
that when he died and had to render
an account to "St. Peter to show whether
he ought to be allowed to enter heaven
or not, he. would say to St. Peter,
" 'VeIl. I have paid calls III the
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Eureka mine in BE:ndigQi for 30 years, and
if that dOles nQit admit me to heaven., I do
not know what would." That is an example of the persistent energy that has
been put into the mining operations of
the Bendigo field, which ha,ve resulted in
the prOiduction of Olver £80,000,000
worth of gold during 50 or 60 years. Even
to-day the production of gold on the Bendigo field is of importance to VictQiria
and the CQimmonwealth.
I should like
tQi know whether the Minister of l\1:ines
was correctly reported. If incorrect reports of their remarks in the newspapers
are not contradicted by l\1:inisters, the result will be tQi create a false impression'
in the minds of 'people, with the result
that the GQivernment will nQit be given
that consideration and appreciation tha,t
otherwise they might receive. The goldmining industry is certainly worthy of
support, and I hope the :lVlinister will
make it his business to get into close to'Uch
with the Commonwealth Treasurer, to see
whether OIr not something of a substantia.!
nature cannot be provided to assist an industry that is of such great value to the
State,.
The Hon. H. KECK.-In suppOirting
the remarks of Mr. Abbott; I ma,y say
that right from my early days I have had
sOime cOinnexion with mining operations.
They have ne,ver been very profitable to me, but still I ha,ve done
my bit.
There are tons and tons
of gold in Bendigo, and we know
where it is. We know the spots and the
reefs, but on account of the gold being
so deep down the cost of obtaining it
would be tOlQi great. Some few years ago
a big man brought about a big scheme in
Bendigo. It was referred to as the Bendigo Amalgama.tion. Practically every
mine that was .' paying dividends, and
every mine that was in a good position
so far as machinery was concerned, was
bOlught Olver, OIr got over.
The Hon. A. BELL.-They were bought
over.
The Hon. H. KECK.-Then the shareholders were sold. It was the worst thing
that ever happened to Bendigo, because
just as soon as the price of old irOin went
up, down went the mines. The machinery
was pulled down and sold. We have in
Bendigo many miles of limestone reef, and
many miles of side-lines of reef, that have
not bee'll properly explolred or exploited.
The Minister is reported to have said
that the closing up of mines would be a
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gOlod thing for the health of the miners.
1, too, have a lot OIf consideration for the
miners, but I feel sure that in the shallow
workings of the side-lines of reef there is
still a. lot of gold to be discovered.
It
would be a, good thing if the lVlinister
could see his wa.y clear to recommend that
some tangible assistance be given, so that
prOlsp'ecting operations could be carried
out in order tOI providel for working in the
shallow levels.
That would not only
assist the mining industry,. but the iud ustries allied with mining.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I rise to SUppOTt
:Mr. Abbott's remarks. I know a good
ueal abOlut this subject. I am interested
in three mines in Bendigo; in two of
which the shareholders halVe to pa,y calls.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Doels one
pay dividends 1
The Hon. A. BELL.-It is some time
since it paid a dividend, but I hope that
it will· again do so. T'o a, la.rge extent we
have suffered as a result of small shafts
and obsolete machinery. If the Government would agree to spend £40,000 o·r
£50,000 to sink a sha.ft in Bendigo - The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-What about
Ballara.t 1
The Han. A. BELL.-Well, in Ballarat, too. What I got up principally to
say was that there are only a few mines
paying dividends, and if the Minister
could induce the Commonwealth Government to relieve taxation on dividends, it
would be a step in the right direction.
Not many men engaged in mining at the
present time are making much out of it.
and the money they receive in dividends
from one mine is put into other mines to
pay calls. Still, it means that money is
being circulated, and we want more in
eirculation than we have at the present
time. I know that the Minister is
generous hearted, and I can compliment
him 011 going out of his way to look into
a matter I brought before him.
If he
,,,"ould bring in a Bill to provide for the
expenditure of anything from £30,000 to
£50,000 in the sinking of shafts, and providing suitable machinery, it would be a
good thing for the country. He has competent officers who could advise him the
best way in which to spend the money.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of :Mines).-I have listened to the
representations made by M'r. Abbott,
Mr. Keck, and Mr. Bell, and I may
tell them of the statement I made
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to a deputation that waited upon me
on this particular subject. I did not ·suggest that I was anxious to see all mines
closed, but I said that I was not encouraged to spend money as the result of
mining operations in the past. The deputation pointed out to me what is -a wellknOW~l fact, that in this State over
£300,000,000 worth of gold has been produced up to the present time.
What,
however, is required is some indication of
the possibilities of the future. We cannot go entirely up0n what is past. The
companies that won all that gold are
now out of existence. I pointed out to
the deputation that, under the Mining
Development Act-apart from the general
expendi ture of the Department in the
way of boring for gold and various other
minerals-we have advanced during the
last twenty years £300,000 to various
companies and co-operative ventures.
Out of that sum .about £100,ODO has been
returned, a large portion of it in the way
of machinery, of which the value is
doubtful. Honorable membel's will see
that the amount actually returned in
cash was comparatively small. While I
told .the deputation that I did !lot regard
the £200,000 as a direct loss, it did indicate failure to a large extent. If there
had been a reasonable amount of sucees"S
the greater portion 'of the £300,000 would
have .been repaid to the Gmrernment. In
recent yeurs, one mine in G.affney's Creek
district has proved a success,but that is
the 'one bright exception. I told the
deputation that I would place their request before the Government.
The representatives of the Chamher of Mines
did not specify any pa1'ticular amount,
but I 'had read carefully through 'the
notes of the deputation to the Mini.3ter
of Mines tWOI years ago, when a more
definite scheme was outlined.
The Hon. A. BELL.-.A1l that money
was not lost; it was circulated in wages.
·The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA ...-But
unless we can see some defini te -result
from an expenditure of this sor,t, it is not
wise to undertrure it, because there are
other ,directiOOls-su.ch .as fro-esky, fur
instance-whei'e the
expenditure of
money will .show better T.8sults, .and
provide a healthier occupation for Dll.r
people. One or two honorable lJl'8mh&s,
QY jnterjection, 'have touched the kern.c.l
.of the whole .matter.. The produ.ction .of
[12]
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gold ~y present-d~y> means is not profitable Just now. It may be that in five or
ten yeaTS' time it will be profitable. Ten
or fifteen ye·ars ago gold was produced at
a ·cost much less in relation to its valu-e
t~an it can be to-day. I told the de(>utab?n that I .would keep a perfectly open
mInd o·~ thIS matter, and if they came
to me WIth a concrete proposition on this
~att~r, I would be prepared to go_into
It WIth them. The policy of previous
Governments has been to spend from
£4,000 to £6,000 a year, by way
of adyanc~ for mining development,
and I
WIn
continue that policy.
Recently I dealt with an application
for a small advance for a mine in
Eaglehawk, but what I understand is required now is a big splash in an attempt
to . revive mining.
When prospects are
bnghte,r than they are now, I will be
prepared to recommend the Government
to vote money for this purpose. I do no,t
believe in allowing members of deputations to be und,e,r the impression that I
am fav(}rable to their requests, and then
have tne whole matte'r turned dOlWn by
Cabinet.
I think it is possible to
be perfectly frank with a deputation
without disple'asing them, and without
sending them away with nice promises
that mean nOttbing.. As I have said, I
am keeping an open mind, and when the
proper time comes, I will be prepared to
recommend what should be done.
The Hon. R. H. S.. ABBOTT.-What
I want the Ministetr to do is to take -the
matter up with the Commonwealth G0vernment, ,and ask them to extend their
bounty system to mining in the same way
as they have to half-a-dozen other indug..
tries on the surface. It would be a good
thing, too, if the Commonwealth and the
Sta..te GOIVernments were to agree not to
levy any tax on dividends. I belie-ve the
Commonwealth Treasurer is going to do
something in the way of relieving taxati-en. At the present time, people engaged in mining are anowed to set off
calls against other sources of jncome, but
I want the State and the :E'ederal Go··
vernm'ents to cease to 1evy income tax on
the results of gold mining.
The Han. J. K. MERRITT.-I wish to
say a few words on the item, (( Railways.,
Working
Expenses.,
£771,251,"
the
largest item Oill the list. It is, I believe,
part of the Government'.s policy to reduce
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freights on country ,pi·oduce by 10 per bad state, and eventually we shall have to
cent. I should like to know how the Go- work back to the older and saner system.
vernment have arrived at the conclusion I hope that the Minister will see that
that they can afford to do that. A very business methods are aHo,wed to operate
considerable sum of }lllop.ey is involved . . in the Railway Department, and that no
We should not talk about our selling price encouragement is given to the Bolshevik
before we have ascertaind the cost j there- idea that men should not be rewarded for
fore I think it a matter for discussion honest effort. It is an iniquitous thing,
in this House as to whether we can lend a thing against human nature, that men
ourselves to this proposal.
We know should be urged to go slow.
that in Queensland, wliere a Labour GoThe HoJ].. H. KEOK.-I understand
vernment has been in power for some that the working of the railways has been
time, various things have been done, and taken out of the hands 'of Parliament and
as a result of political interference in rail- placed under the control of Commisway matters a loss of £1,500,000 has been sioners. The talk about a reduction of
incurred. We do not want that kind 'Of freights and fares makes me laugh
thing to happen here. Our railways have heartily. How is it to be done ~ Vve
been well managed. Vve have Commis- know that manure is taken from :Melsioners who have done good work, and we hourne to the country at 6s. per ton. The
have had the satisfaction of seeing a sur- trucks bring back the wheat of the farmer
plus every year. If we are going to have at lOs. a ton. There are various rates for
ct reduction 'of this kind. thrust upon the
graziers. The wonder to me is that some
Commissioners without reasonable cause men from the country are continually
we are going t.o land ourselves in disaster. finding fault with the freights and fares
I have noticed also that there has been a on the railways, when the railways are
girding against the Railways Oommis- carrying a great deal of their produce at
sioners for rewarding special efforts on a positive loss. The Railways Comthe part of the employees. The chairman missioners say that a truck does not ea,rn
of the Railways Commissioners i~l his its profit until it has run a hundred
wisdom allotted bonuses for good work. miles, and there,fore sho,rt journeys do
A' man who has influence with the em- not pay the Department. Still, the De,ployees has told them t.hat they are not partment has to compete against the
to accept these bonuses. Practically the motor traffic, which is assuming huge
men are told that if they do good work proportions. Someone said just now that
they are acting iniquitously. It is said, we had no road to Bendigo. There was
" In as much as the man working along- 8, good one fourteen years ago, but it has
side you is an indifferent worker, you will gone to pieces now on account of the
injure him if you speed up in any way." motor traffic. \Vhile motor transpo.rt is
"We shall make no progress as a com- allowed on the roads without let or
munity if we do not dOl the best we can. hindrance we shall never have good roads,
It has been indicated in the press that and will not be able to have goods or
an effort is to be made to induce the Com- passengers carried on the railways at the
missioners to make speeding up an offence. prices charged to-day. The people who
The men are to work as slowly as the run motor transport have very little
poorest worker am'oug them. The Labour stake in the country except their vehicles,
Government stand for Etate industries. and pay lit,tle or nothing in taxation, yet
If 8tlate industries are to be. conducted -in they pick out the very eyes of the railthis way we shall all be landed in disaster. way goods traffic. The whole matter reThose of us who carryon individual busi- quires serious conside,ration and wise
nesses know that we can achieve succes~ management before there is any talk
only by hard and steady work. I really a,bout reducing frelights and fares, esam alarmed at the situation that is being pecially the freights which come into
brought about.
The Railways Commis- competition with motor transport. Othersioners have very responsible duties to wise, the railways will have to raise all
perform. An enormous amount of capital their lowe,r freights and bring down their
is represented by our rai1ways~ If the higher freights to compete with the
work is reduced to the level of the slowest motors.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I have
workers "it will mean that we shall soon
have a heavy accumulated loss on our several times drawn attention to the diffirailways. The railways will get into a culty of. getting refreshments at the
Hon. J. IC Merritt.
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Kyueton l'~ilway station.
Travellers
still experIence this difficulty there,
although the Commissioners spent about
£20,000 on the station in the last two
years. The conditions there are st.ill as
unpleasant as they ever were, and have,
been made worse by a recent regulation
regarding the payment of a deposit of 9d.
before cups and saucers and plates can
be taken out of the refreshment. room
on to the train. Little restrictions Oof
this kind are a.nnoying and unnecessary.
The crockery could be collected at the
next station and returned. I am pleased
to hear that the Premier proposes to
.make it possible for people travelling on
non-stop trains to be served with light
refreshments at buffets on the trains. I
hope he will proceed on those lines. The
Government should also allow country
people to get re,turn tickets at their own
stations when they want to travel to
l\1elbourne. The people do not ask for
any reduction in the fares. They aJ.'e prepared' to pay the full amount of the two
journeys, but it is much more convenient
to be able to Oobtain the ticket fOor both
journeys at the country station, where
there is no crushing, and thus avolid the
trouble and delay of buying a ticket for
the return journey at Spencer-street. I
have seen queues there extending out to
the footpath. The country people do not
want a concession in fares, and I really
do not know whether there is any great
demand by the Country party for the
proposed concession in freights.
They
take a Jeasonable view of the position of
the Government in regard to the revenue
from the railways.
The clause was agreed to, as also was
clause 2.
The bill was reported without amendment, and the repolrt was adopted.
On the motion Oof the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of· Public Works) the
Bill was read a third time.
ORDER OF THE DAY DISCHARGED.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Ministelf of
Public Works).-I move-That Order of the Dav No. 1Address-in-Reply to· Speech of His Excellency the Governor-consideration of
report of Committee-resumption of debatebe read and discharged from the notice-paper.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.42 p.m.,
until Tuesday, September 9.

Day Discharged.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Tuesday, September 2, 1924.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.39 p.m ..
CASE OF MR. D. G. CARTER, J.P.
Mr. LAWSON asked the SolicitorGeneral-If he will cause to be laid on the table of
the Library the file relating to the appointment, suspension, and re-apI)ointment of Mr.
D. G. Carter, of North Melbourne, as a justice
of the peace?

Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General and
Solici tor-General) .-1 will cause the file
in question to be laid on the table of the
Library.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
LOCOllfOTIVES FOR OTHER STATES.

Mr. LAWSON asked the PremierIf he will cause to be laid on the table of
the Library a report of the Railways Commissioners presented to a former Premier on
the subject of departmental tendering for
locomotives required by other Governments?

Mr. PRENDERGAST
Yes.
BORDER

(Premier).-

RAILWAYS.

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).
- I moveThat there be laid before this House a
copy of the second progress Report of the
Railways Standing Committee on the proposed border railways to Oaklands, New
South Wales (Wahgunyah-Corowa, and Yarrawonga) extensions.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways)
laid on the table the Heport referred to
in the foregoing order.
TEMPORARY CHAIRMEN OF
COlvIMITTEES.
The SPEAKER announced th at he
had received the resignation of Mr.
Slater as one of the Temporary Chairmen of Committees, and laid on the table
his warrant appointing Mr. Brownbill as
a Temporary Chairman.
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BILLS READ A FIRST TIME..
The followin~ Bills, introduced by
Ministers, were read a first time:Police Offences Bill (Mr. Slater).
Apprenticeship Bill (Mr. Lemmon).
The following Bills, introduced by private members, }Vere read a first time::Medical (Dentists) Bill eN 0<. 2) (Mr.
Cotter).
Ballara,t Water Commissioners Bill
(Mr~ McAdam).
THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICY.
The debate (adjourned from Augu'St
26) on the motion of Mr. Prendergast
(Premier) for the printing and circulation of the statement of policy of the
Governm13nt, was nesumed.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Last
week, when the Premier· made his policy
speech, I suggested that the debate should
be adjourned, so that members would
have an opportunity of fonowing the
course that is taken on the motion for
the adoption of the· Address-in-Reply.
We would then be able to discuss the
proposals submitted: by the Government
and deal with matters, if there ha:ppen
to be any, that are not in the speech d'elivered by the Premier.
I do not propose, this afternoon, to refel! to the past,
beyond saying thwt a combination of circumstances, over w hieh I had no contro-l
at the time, put the present Government
in power.
It cannot be claimed by the
members o,f the G()lVernmentt that they
occupy their present position as the result of the election that took place some
wee,ks ago.
The voting on that occasion
is not reflected by the number of members sitting on the Government side of
the House.
Mr. MURPHY.-vVe did better than
you.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
a.m. glad to hea,r members on- the' Ministerial side of the House interjecting.
They have been almost dumb a.ince they
changed sides.
When they were sitting
in opposition they were- corntinua:lly making interjectiOOlB, and it was rather good
fQr us.
Mr. BROWNBILL.~YoU must not forget
that we won six extra seats.
~ Si1' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-And
some of them were mie-hty flukes'.
Mr. BAILEY.-I thought yem were not
going to refer to the past.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
was very nearly temp,ted to do so', but
I will refrain.
I proPOose nQ'W try dra.w
a.ttention to! the policy as amnounced by
the Premier. It is a; clever piece ()f
Wf)'rk.
He; has gone through the three
programmes that were submitted during
the- last election campaign, aJ!I.d he has
picked out fO'r consideratic>n by this' Parliament proposals to which members on
all sides· of the House are committed.
The speech is aG fine' a piece of political
windo'W-dressing. as I ha,ve seen for a long
t,ime. The subjeete' chosen for particular
reference were evidently selected in anticipation of political troubles amongst the
opponents O'f the present Go'vernment. In
the event o,f a change o.f Ministry taking
place the Governmen.t, nO'w led by the
honorable member fO'r North Melbourne,
would be able toO point to their propos-alsand say: tt Look at wha,t we propoaed to
place upon the stat,ute-book." The G(1)'vernment alsO' have the idea that political
complications might take place,. with. the
result that this Parliamemt might· not
last out its full term. SO' members or
the Ministry, with that assiduity ehar.a.~
teristic O'f many o·f them, went thrO'Ugh
the pJ.·ogrammes 0f their opp0nen.ts a:nd
picked out items that it. was believed
would receive g.eneral s-u1'l,pGld. This is
pa.rticularly appa,rent in view 01 the
attacks made up0n myself and my eolleagues on the grou-nd tha,i; the,re were
many members of my Go,!,ernment exercismg a dominating pawer because they
represented the great metropoHta.n area.
So. this Gorvernment fO'llowed the ex.ample
that it is said wa,s set in the Old Country in days lo-ng gone by, and stole the
c~othing of the Whig'S while th€'Y were
bathing.
I may point out thwt the GO'vernment,. as at presell.t constituted, eo'llsists of twelve members" nine of whom
represent the. metro'politan. area,. while
only three represen.t country diStricts.
So they sa,y: t'I Codlin is yaur friend, nO't
Short."
The Go'Vernment has provided
a progra.mme that has heen received' in
many quarters with some eniihusiasm ,
and as an indicatiOOll: of' what the Labour
~overnment is prepared to do. I presume that the- Premier win admit that
the policy he has outlined is one for three
years.
The Premier, however, has
omitted what 1 referred to la:st week
after he had deliv.ere.d his speech" that is,
all I:e,ference to the financial aspect of
the Government's- policy. The delivery
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of the speech was rather intere3ting. Foil'
the first time for a good many years the
honorable member for No'rth Melbourne,
who has for SOl long been Leader of the
Opposition, was "cabin'd, cribbed, confined."
We have been accustomed
for many years to hear him fulminating
at great length, and with great freedom,
{)on a variety of subjects, but when he
spoke last week he had to stick closely to
his t,ext.
If he had been a parsOOl, delivering a sermon, he could not have
stuck more closely to his text than he did
on that occasion.
Mr. BAILEY.-It was a good text.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That
is a point I am coming to. In oue way
it was a good text, but he left out the
most material point. He gave us a number o.f promises, but he never gave us
any indication how he was going to
get the money to fulfil them. The Government proposals have been broadcast
as the result of the sulendid publicity
campaign that has been indulged in by
Ministers. But, as I have pointed out,
the great weakness lies in the fact that
we have not yet been told how the GOIvernment is gOling to make the necessary
financial prorvision fo'r carrying out its
proposals.
Some writer has said-I forget who-that "Government is finance,
and finance is government." That is very
true. I shall be very glad if the Premier
will tell us how he proposes to carry OlUt
his promises with regard to the expenditure of loan money.
It will be recollected that a little time ago the Federal
Treasurer invited the Treasurers of the
different States to meet him, in confe'rence.
At that time I was the Treasurer
of this Sta,te, and I attended with the
Assistant Treasurer. The position of the
Commonwealth, as well as of the different
States, was put before the. conference;
and the State representatives were given
to understand that in view orf the financial position of the Commonwealth as well
as of the States, it was necessary to· limit
the amount of loan morney to- be Qobtained
duriIlg the next year Qor twO'. As the
result of the change of Government in
t,his Sta.te, the present Premier has attended meetings of that conference in
succession to myself, and he has announced in· this House that he has
a.pproved of its previous decisiQons. I may
point out that Victoria is in a sounder
financial position than any State· in Australia. Representatives of other States
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have admitted that theTe must be a curtailment <Yf the use of loan funds. 1
understand tha.t the Premier, on behalf
of VIctoria, has agreed tOi reduce its loan
expenditure owing to thel many commitments of both the Commonwealth and
the State, and particuJarlv owing tOo the
fact that next year the Commonwealth is
faced with a loan liability of £70,.000,000
falling due.
That is a big question that
locms largely in the minds Qof the Commonwealth authorities, whOi dE*!ire that,
the Staies shall restrict their expenditure, SQo fa,r as loan money is concerned,
in the immediate future.
The Premier
of this State has intimated that he wants
£7,OOO,ODO. NQlw let us look at what
are the prQoposals of the Go'vernment, so
far as lo'an expenditure is concerned.
In addition to' the sum of £500,000,
which the country is committed to for
expenditure Q1n roads, the Premier prQlposeS' to· pTovide a further sum o·f
£1,000,000. 'Ve know the commitments
Qof the Railway Department for new
woorks.
It win be bad business to stoop
spending money on railway works that
are in progress. It has always been admitted, from all sides· of the House, that
we cannot progress unless we spend
morney in constructing new railwa.y lines.
Then it is also admitted tha.t the money
that has been spent on water supply has
been one Q1f the best investme,nts thIS
State has ever made.
We ha,ve also
wisely spent large sums of money in promoting land settlement.
The Governmen t proposes too spend £500,000, spread
Qover a. number of years, ·on our forests.
Then we have still tOI spend a
lot .Oof money on
the
electrificacation
of
OIur
railways.
Nobody
knows better than I do what this grea;~
undertaking Q1f orurs ha.s meant in the
way of expenditure.
I was Treasurer
when the war brOoke out, and I know
what expense. this State was put to in
oonnexion with the e,lectrification of the
railways. We. had expended large sums
of mo~ey and were getting nO' return.
Mr. WARDE.-And there will be very
little return: from the electricity works
when they are completed, by the look of!
things.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
am very sorry to hear the honorable
member speak in that way. When the
works at Yapourn are completed it win
be found that nO' exnenditure by this
State has been justified moore· than that
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this effort to .make use of the wonderful resources there in the interests of the
people of this State. With the present
man in control, I am confident tha,t when
the wor~s a,re completed they will prove
one of the grandest assets Victoria has
eve'r had.
Mr. WARDE.-I hope you are right,
but time will telL
. Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
liad no idea that the honorable member
f9r Flemington could be tiD pessimistic.
He has always taken up the role of an
optimist.
I am satisfied that the expendi ture on this undertaking will be
even more justified than the expenditur~
on the electrification of the railways, and
our water supply.
Then we have had
the announcement--not officially as yet,
but through the medium of the press-that the Government proposes to step in
and to buy the Metropolitan Gas Company out.. That transaction will run to
the expenditure of a large sum of money.
And yet the IDan expenditure is going to
be £7,000,000.
This House and the
public are entitled to know hal\v the Treasurer and his colleagues intend to fit in
the expenditure in connexian with the
cammitments that have already taken
pla.ce with the laan expenditure by obli~
gation with the Gommonwea.lth, which is
now to act far and O'n behalf of the States
in respect af borrawing, and to keep
within the limits of the £7,000,000.
Mr. MORLEY.-I will, tell you haw they
can dc. it.
Sir ALEXANDER. PEA(;OCK.-I
should like the honorable member to' do
so.
Mr. MORLEy.-By taking off the bet-,
ting tax, and putting an thel " tote."
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then
the Premier has promised a 10 per cent.,
reduction of freights on agricultural products. In the policy speech that he gave
during the election campaign, when
Lea.der of the Opposition, and in speeches
made by him in different parts of the
State, he has stated that to help the agrioulturist and the people generally, who
have to" pay freights and fares, it is
necessa,ry to make a reduction; and he
pledged himself, as head of his party, to
utilize the income from the land tax in
reducing the railways interest account.
An examination of the r~;ilwa.y figures
shows that £2,900,000 has tQi be found
annually to pay the interest on the

amount that has been invested.
The
a.mount derived from the land tax-I
ha.ve
the
returns
here-would
be
£392,000. The tax is at the rate of 2d.
in the £1. How far would that go in
meeting interest that is
virtually
£3,000,000 ~ It would be a mere flea-bite.
In order that the return from the land
tax shauld meet the situa.tion, it would be
necessary to increase that tax six ar seven
times.
1\1r. LEMMoN.-Tha,t is not in our programme.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOGK.-It
was contained in the speech made by the
Leader of ~he Labaur party.
Mr. HOGAN.-NQi, it is what Mr.
Eggleston said.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAGOCK.-The
statement appeared in the press. 1 know
that it is annaying at times to refer to
wha,t has appeared in the press.
Both
the press and l!. ansard can be nuisances
occasionally. In answer to the hQina·rable
membelr for C'astlemaine, the Minister of
Agriculture furnished figures showing
that the estimated amaunt involved by a,
reduction of 10 per cent. in the freight
charges on certain classes of traffic was
£154,000.
The honorable member for
Gun bower urged that there shauld be a
reductian of freight charges in respect of
other classes of agricultural praduce. He
was particularly concerned with the p'osition of the graziers owing to the low price
of ca,ttle. The Minister of Agriculture"
replying to' the honorable member far
Gunbower, saidl

V,'e are considering the position in regard to
sheep and cattle. 'What I have announced is
a step in the right direction, but it is not
the last word as far as I am <!on<!erned.

Of conrs-e, the peaple in the country
would be gla,d af the concession, but how
is it to be done? During the recent election campaign, Labour members secured
a goad deal af kuda6, and possibly
obt;ained many votes; by making a comparison between the freights and fares
cha,rged in this State with those in operation in Queensland. Since then Mr.
Theodore has ret.urned fram abroad. Certain demands were made on behalf of sectional interests, which Mr. Theodore declined to grant.
Let us look at what
it would mean. vVe have had the GQIvernment reversing the action t)f preceding Governments. It has been announced
as an administrative act, that the Government is prepared to' join with same
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of the other Governments in providing
access to the Arbitration Court. of Australia to our railway servants. . I want
to know, and the public will want to
know, how the remissions on freights and
fares are to be carried out. It has taken
those in responsible positions of authority all that they could do to make: two
ends meet in the Railway Department.
For many yea,rs that department was a
drain on the ordina.ry expenditure of the:
Sta,te. During recent years, it has beeu.
able to pay its way. If freights and
fares are reduced-and I admit that we
should like to see them reduced as far as
poosible-and the door is left open for an
increase of railway expenditure, what position shall we be in ~ My friends opposite
will admit that they have by executive
act decided to join with other Governments jn opening the doors of the Arbitration Court to the railway employees.
Now it is the hope and anticipation of
those employees-I think it will be admitted that this is true of. the railway
unions-that the men will receive an increase of wages. They have drawn up a
.log. In that log a clai:r;n is made for an
increase of the basic wage from 13s. lId.
to 18s. 4d. per da.y. The present basio
wage was determined by the Classification
Board.
Mr. :McADAM.-But 18s. 4d. is not the
a,ward.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK·.-It is
the amount set down in the log.
Does
the honorable member imply that the
men are claiming mo're than they expect
to get 1 Does he sa,y tha,t the men are
humbugging the court by putting forwa,rd
a demand tha,t they know to be extra vagant~
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be brought to bear upon them from outside 1 If freights and fares are reduced
to the extent indicated by the Premie,r,
when he was Leader of the Opposition,
it would mean when all the commitments
and concessions were made that a sum of
£2,500,000 would be invo,lved.
Of
course, it is fair to assume that the full
amount of 4s. 5d.' per day asked for by
the men will not be granted. Supposing
Is. per day increase were granted, an
additional expenditure of £400,000 would
be involved. Is it likely that this Government would dare to oppose by its
representatives at
the
court
such
a small incrcl3.se as Is. per day ~
How can the Goveifllment make the
two things fit ~
For years it has been
understooa by all parties that the railways should pay t.heir way, that they
should not be a charge upon the ordinary
revenue of the Sta,te. I shall be able to
quote other figures to show that if they
are made a charge on the t)'rdi~ary revenue other services will have to suffer or
direct taxation must be largely increa~ed.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Is that the
reason yoo would not allow the public'
servants to go to the Court 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOC'K.-No.
My friend, the l\1inister of Railways,
made a statement at t.he, Trades Hall
bea.ring on this aspect of the matter. He
stated that th'e Government had already
removed t.he embargo t.hat had been put
on by previous Governments. Some 51
wages boards were, I think he said, i nvolved. It was felt by my Government,
and Governments preceding mine, that
the State of Victoria had provided by
statute bodies to fix rates of wages in
factoriEs and shops, and that the
men had a claim.
Thel State provided for railway men at the request of
the railway men, and as demanded by
the party opposite, which had pressed for
it continuously, a Reclassification Board.
The men were given representation upon
that Board. In view of the bodies created
by statute law, it was not considered right
that the men should ha.ve yet an.other
shot in the locker. All those who have
administered the L~bour Department in
t,he last few years have said, I I You can
ha.ve one or the other, but having se1ected
one, you should not havel the other."

Mr. HOGAN.-You know that they will
not get all that they are asking for.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
they get what they are asking fQlf, it ,viII
be an incre,ase of 4s. 5d. per day. If
4s. 5d. per day were granted to the
26,000 railway employees we should face
an increase in expenditure of over
£2,000,000.
Is it likely that freights
and fares could be reduced if such an
addition were made to the wages bill 1 Is
it the intention of the Ministerial party
to fight the men 1 Are they prepared to
say that the dem.and is excessive and
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YoU did not say
ought not to be granted 1 vVould they
be game to do anything of the kind in that to the Public Service,. You said
view of the political pressure t.hat. would they should have neither.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They
a,re dealt with unde,r the- Public Service
A~.

Mr. TuNNECLlFE'E.-It

.

do.es. no.t fix

wages.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
public servants have had a fair deal at
the hands of the governments that preceded the present Government,.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .--That accounts for
the satisfaction in the Service, I suppo.se ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-lt is
no good fO'r the Government to' throw birdlime in the eyes of the people. They cannot reduoe fre~ght.s and fares and at the
same time leave the door open to increased expenditure. The Railway Department is a big branch of the State
activities.
Mr. Theodore, who was
quoted so largely by La,bour candidates
duririg. the reoenteleotion, has realized
the difficulty. Before he had ,been back
long a meeting of his party was 'held, at
which the whole 'question was debated.
The're was a demand for a reducticm of
hours f:rom 48 to 44. A compromise was
arrived at. A lit.tle increase of pay-a
certain amo.unt, was taken off a few years
ago-was cO'nceded. A. co.ncession in regard to hours was promised for a
little later on.
But to meet the
position Mr. Theodore has had to'
increase freights in regall"d :to :general
traffic by 5 per cent.
That l1as
been done during the last ,3 or ~ weeks.
He has had to increase f:reig'hts :()!Il. wool
and sheep by 20 per cent., and h~. has
had t.o increase fa,res by 7! per cent.
Mr. W ALLACE.-But your Government
incrl>;asl'3d fredghts and fa-res so considerably that it is now time to pull the rates
down.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Does
t,he hono,rable memb"er forr Albert Park
suggest that the railway men's wages
should be reduoed 1
Mr. WALLACE.-I do no.t..
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then
how is the loss of revenue to :be made up'~
The 'honorable mambe,r se8ffisto expect
t.hat the peQlple or{ VictO'ria will 'give :the
Government a 'blank ·cheque.
Mr. WALLAGE.-It can he done by a
little ~better railwa,y management.
Sir ALEXANDE'R PEACOCK.-The
hon:orable member for Albert Park is the
last man in this Romse who should talk
a,.bout better management in view 'f)f what
he said :abO'ut the :police. The Railway
Department is well managed ir.om top
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to bo,ttoru. It is omr greatest asset, and
the people, generally, are satisfied with
the condition .of th~ ra.ilways.
1\11'. HUGHEs.--The Police Department
is no credit to your GovernmenT!.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
the proposed remissions are made there is
bound to' be a shortage in our revenue.

I ha,ve in my hand a statement that I
propose to read. We have in the Treasury one of the most valuable officers who
have served this State. Previously we had
a grea't officer in Mr. Minogue. To.-day
we have a ,great officer in Mr. Pitt.
The -statement to. which I refer was pre,pa~ed ,by Mr. Pitt. It is a valuable statemen't. I have no doubt the Treasurer
has seen it.. It was prepared by Mr. Pitt
off his own ba,t. I did not suggest it. I
claim no cl'edit for it. But it is a statement that shows the sources of revenue
for the financial year ended 30th June,
1923.
If I had remained in 'Office I
would have had tEe statement brought
,up to date for the last financial year. I
WaJ:1t to know how the pro;posals made by
the .Government are to he carried out,
and, tOo ascertain that, it ,becomes necessary to analyse and ·examine our sources
O'f :re¥ooue and expenditure. The Rail.
way Department have kept separateacCC:}Iunts.
The surpJua:es fo,r the last twOo
or three ye'ars have been comparatively
small, ·but the railways .have .paid their
,way with the present fares and freights.,
and thep'l'!esent charges fo.r interest on
cost and fOor -wages as 'set fo,rth by the
Reelassifica:tion HOIard.
This st:atement
was prepared by Mr. Pitt to show the
sources of revenU'e and expenditure f'Or
the year ending '30th J nne, 1923. I hope
that the Treasurer will, fo.r the benefi·t
o,f honorable memhers, get the statem-ent
bro.ug'ht up "to the end ,o·f the last fina-n·
cial year. The statement shows that, excluding .the railways, the tOotal revenue
'f'Or the financial year of 1922-23 was
£6.,184,369. This was made up of taxa-ti00l, £3,814,163, w.hich included land
tax, £392,594 j income tax, £1,514,256;
prob.ate duty, £697,4821; titles, RegistrarGeneral, stamps, &0., .£1,082,526; betting
tax, £184,654; '.and other .taxes, £5-6;674.
l'hat makes a total of ~£3, 928, 186, .from
which is deducted the cost of coHectiQlll,
£114,023. In addition. to the reduction
of freights which are prorposed, it is ·whispered that a cu.t .may ,be made into the
revenue of .'£184,,654 ·rooe.ived from ·the
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betting tax.
If it is not wiped out
altogether, as little birds say, it may
be very oonside'rably reduced.
Mr. WAUDE.-Your party has beeu giving promissory not,es all the time.
Sir
ALE;XANDER
PEACOCK.-What does the honorable member mean ~
Ml'. WARDE.--I mean that you have
proposed everything, not oonly in the
State, but in the Fede,ral Parliament.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.-I have enough sins of my own to answer
for without being called upon to answer
for the sins of the Federal Parliament.
Mr. MURPHY.-You have a heavy load
to carry.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.Yes, but I keep on smiling. The revenue
from other sources inol udes the foUowing :
Commonwealth Government (pel' capita),
£1,969,772; Lands Department (excess
over expenditure), £43,309; Ports and
Harbours, £77,893; interest on loans, &c.,
(exclusive of railways, water, country
roads, discharged sOlldiers, &c.), £178,358;
all other (inclusive of fines, re'payment
of other loans, &c.), £100,874. The total
from all sources of revenue was, as I
have staited, £6,184,369. It will be seen
that virtually £4,000,000 of the ordinary
revenue of the State comes from the
sources oof revenue which I have last
enumerated.
On the other side is the
expendit.urel fOil' developmental purposes
(excessive expenditure, including interests
oover reve.nue), whioh includes wat.er supply, c'ountry roads, Department of Agriculture, Fbrests Department;, Mines Department, Railways (allowance on account of non-paying lines), the total
under this heading being £751,540.
Then there are social services, including education, £1,964,911, the total
expenditure Ion which is £3,702,193.
In other words, all the revenue
that is obtained by direct t.axation
is spent, on the social services of the
State.
T'he point I wish to bring
hOl111e is this, that the House is entitled
to hear from the Government as to how
they intend to meet the loss incurred by
giving @offect to their proposals for the
reduction of freights and fares, and the
suggested abolition or partial abolition
of the betting tax.
As we are dealing
with a pQ!licy speech, that information
should be supplied as a matter of hir
play.
1\11'. BAILEY.-The betting tax is not
referred to in the policy speech.
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Sir
A.. LEXANDER
PEACOCK.\Vhat I am complaining 0;£ is just that
want (}if information.
The Government
are holding out all sorts of promises, but
they have not stated in what way the
money required to fulfil them is to be
obtained.
Mr. HUGHES.-You did not announce
your intention to impose the betting tax
in your policy speech to the electors of
Victoria.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
think the honorable member is right.
The war was ()1ll then, and the honorable
member was away from the State. We
had to raise additional mOIley to meet
t,he greater expenditure entailed by the
war, and we put on a mild betting t.ax,
Th~,t
which was afterwards increased.
~vas six years ago.
The Gove'rnment
have made a number of promises, 1mt
they have not indicated how the mone.y
required to give effect to them is to be
raised.
The people of this State do not
want the finances to get again into the
disordered condition in which they stood
many 'years ago! owing to cause,s that I
need not deal with now, nor would they
like to see our railways reduced to the
same position as those of Quee,nsland,
where
the
accumulated
deficit
is
£10,000.JDOO. Last year, in Queensland,
the
deficit on
the railways
was
£1,250,000. If we have a deficit in that
Department the amount will have to be
made. up froom some other source, or to
be funded and interest paid upon it.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.~That is what your
GO!Vernment did on several o'ccasiOons.
The SPEAKER.-Order. I ask hOllorable membe-rs to show respect to the
Leader of the Opposition in the making
of his speech, and to allow him to proceed without these continuous interruptions.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.The position must be faced by the House
and the country. If effect is to be given
to the proposals made by the Government,
it will mean eJther' an increase in the
income tax or the doubling of the land
tax, and how would either measure assist
those people who derive benefit from a
reduction in the railway freights ~ They
would ha,ve a counter-1;>ill presented tOo
them, and that would not please them
very much.
The Federal Government
have to some extent reduced the Federal
income tax. Does this Government propose to restore, through the medium of
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the State income tax, the amount the
:Federal Government propose to remit t
Can these things be done in the interests
of straightforward finance and of the
State generally ~
I think I have given
my honorable friends opposite something
If we have to face an into answer.
creased expenditure through the medium
of the Railway Department, and by
granting the Public Service the right of
access to the Arbitration Court, the
country will want to know how the gap
is to be made up, and we shall have to
t.ake the responsibility of whatever attitude we may assume in regard to these
ma.tt-efS. Thelre is another subject of an
entirely different character with which I
desire to deal.
When the Government
were granted Supply and an adjournment
for five weeks, the Premier was asked by
my colleague, the honorable member for
Castlemaine, on behalf of honorable
members on this side, whether the Government proposed to take any action in
reference to what was" known as the
police trouble. The Premier then made
the statement that it was not the intention of the Government to do anything
before the House had had an opportunity
of discussing the matter. I will not say
that what has been done is a breach of
faith. The Premier may possibly have
misapprehended the request that was
made by the honorable member for
Castlemaine, but in reality there has
been what I think I may calLa breach
of faith. By appointing a Royal Commission, the Government have proceeded
to deal with a vexed question, and to
deal with it in a way over which the
House has no control.
Mr. CLOUGH.-What are you afraid
oH
Sir. ALEX1\.NDER PEACOCK.I am not afraid.
Mr. C.UN.-YOU had your remedy last
Tuesday.
Sir ALEXANDER PE1\.COCK.The honorable member had better not
speak too soon. ,Vhen we separated after
the adjournment, I do not think anyone
of us anticipated that the Government
would take the step it has taken in
appointing the Royal Commission. By
doing so it is flouting the decision of the
Jast Parliament, which was endorsed by
the electors of the State.
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Mr. MURPHY.-How was it endorsed?
Was not the number of members representing the Labour party increased ~
Sir ALEXANDER PE.A. COCK.I repeat that it was endorsed by the
people of the State.
The terms of the
Royal Commission which has been issued
are an invitation to the Police FOlrce
generally to rake up all the faults of the
administration of the past. It is a roving
commission.
~Ir. WEBBER.-How was it that the
honorable member for Brighton, who was
in favour of the l'einstatement of some of
the "men who were dismissed, was returned by his constituents although he
was opposed by your party~"
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.There were probably many reasons why
the honorable membe,r, who has fine
pecr:-sonal qualities, was returned, and
all that he said was that some members
of the Police Force should be reinstated.
I am not aware that he ever agitated for a
roving commission to investigate all the
grievances of the Police Force.
Mr. OLOUGH.-Did you make this a big
.
question at Glenelg?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.'\Thenever the question was referred to I
was not afraid to tackle it. I said of the
police that they were not" sacked" by the
Govei'nment, but that they "sacked"
themselves.
Let us look now at the
terms of the Oommission.
The first is
that it is to inquire into "(a) The general
state of efficiency and condition of the
Force before November, 1923"; .(b) Whether any, and what grievances were complained of by members of the Force before November, 1923."
There are records that show that the. chief complaint was the, de,lay in dealing with the
pensions questioD..
Mr. OLOUGH.-I want to know what
you are afraid of in connexion with this
inquiry.
Sir ALEXANDER PE1\.OOOK.The- honorable member need nQt worry
about the matter.
Now, what are the
facts with rega,rd to the police grievances
in particular? Sir William McPherson .
as Treasurer of this State, delivered the
Budget on the 9~h October, 1923, and in
that Budget a definite promis3 was made
on behalf of the then Government for the
introduction of a Police Pensions Bill.
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misled. N ow the Government have appointed a Boyal Oommission, although'
there is a new Police Fo-rce, and the hope
is held out that if the Commission reports
in certain directions some of the ex-police
will be reinstated. What a Force you will
have in the future! You will have those
who remained loyally at their posts side
by side in the Fo.rce with some o.f those
who left their posts. The difficulties in
administration and the wrong that will
be done to the community as a whole will
be great.
The Government appoints a
Commission to go into the whole of this
matter-Mr. WALLACE. - Don't you trust that
Commission ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-"Will
the honorable member allow me to deal
The
with the matter in my own way?
Government and its supporters are evidently satisfied, without any Commission
at all, that something ought to be done.
Why do they not take the full responsibility? Why have they shelved the matter on to a Royal Commission that is to
make inquiries and go into the grievances
of the ex-police?
Mr. HUGHEs.-I believe you would like
these men to have been reinstated by the
that~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N 0, Government ISO as to get rid of the
difficulty.
not all of them.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--"'-:The
Mr. HUGHES.-YOU "sacked" some
honorable member's opinion does not
who did not leave their posts.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- count with us. This matter has now beThank goodness, there were many loyal come a big political question, because of
men who remained at their posts. It is the fact that the' men approached the
one of the most regrettable incidents in Trades Hall Council and put themselves
the history of Victoria that citizens, who under the wing of that body. They were
The
had taken on the obligations these men not an industrial organization.
had taken on, left their poets and laid this Trades Hall is an institution for which I
I have
city and this State open to the chance have the greatest admiration.
of riots and trouble. We know what worked with men connected with i t - SEVERAL MINISTERIAL MEIlfBERS.-Oh!
occurred.
..
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
Mr. CLOUGH. - You can blame your
did that before some of the honorable
press for that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--':"r members who interject ha,d the,ir political
The Trades Hall Council was
see the honorable member has changed birth.
his ground. He has shifted the blame off an organization for the benefit of the
Peacock and Lawson on to the press. The industrialists o£ this State, and it has
point is that these men failed in their done wonderfully good work, but it took
duty and in their obligations to the State. up the case of a section of our public
The Government of the day had to a'ct for servants-those who had been most
and on behalf of the people. There is no trusted-and the matter then became a
other instance I know of from my read- political issue. In the first place, I ask
ing of men in the Police Fo,rce having whether it is right that the Commission
:acted similarly to the way in which these should be appointed at all. In the second
men did. I believe many of them were place, I would point to the fact that the

Mr. JACKsoN.-Was that the first time
the promise was made ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. That was the first time a. de,finite
promise to that effect was made by
a Minister of the Crown in a
finance statement, and when the honorable member has been here long enough
he will know what that means. On· the
Thursday before Derby day, the first line
of the Budget was passed, which meant
that Parliament was committed to the
general policy of the Government as set
.forth in the Budget. It was a remarkable thing that on the night of t4e day
on which the Government and Parliament were committed to the introduction
of a police pensions scheme the trouble
arose.
r t became a'ccen tua ted the next
night, and on the Saturday riots occurred.
That is an answer to the 'statement that
the Lawson Government did not propose
to deal with the question of police penParliament was committed to
sions.
them, and it was unfortunate that the
men were misled and left their posts of
duty. The circumstances are familiar to
everyone of us.
lvIr. HUGHEs.-Did all of them do
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terms of the Commission ar.e extremely
wide and far-reaching, and that no one
can foretell what the consequences are
likely to be; and in the third place, I
would draw attention to the personnel of
the Oommission. One of the members is
the Public Service Commissioner of this
State. I have known him, I think, longer
than any other honorable member has.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Is he a fair and just
man?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Y~es,
he is a fair and just man.
Mr. JACKSON.- They are hard to get.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is
that the honorable membel"s verdict on
the people of Victoria----,,-that it is hard
to get fair and just men in this State?
Mr. McPherson is the Public Service
Commissioner. His office is 'a statutory
one, and he is not controll-cd by the Government of the day.
Mr. SLATER. - That is why we appointed him as a member of the Royal
Commission.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-He
has been appointed as a member of the
Royal Commission, and brought into a big
political controversy. I suppose it is because the Government anticipates that it
is going to ge,t its Bill through for the
creation of a Public Service Board and to
abolish his office. Anyhow, I say unhesitatingly that there are ollie·r gentlemen
who could bel secured without bringing the
Public Service Commissioner into the
arena on a cont.roversial matter such a,s
this. Members of the Government and
their supporters will regret the step that
has been taken to take him away from
duties that they have compiained have, in
some instances, been neglected in the
past.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Not by him.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
talking about the office.
Mr. WEBBER.-Don't blame McPherson
for Mo,rrison's faults.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Honorable members Qn the other (the Ministerial) side of the Housel have often
complained about the delay of the Public
Servic.e Commissioner in supplying reports
to' the Government of the day and the
House, but they are going to. take him
away frQom the duties he wa~ appointed
to carry out and bring' him into a poHtical
(:ontroversy. It is well known that one of
the othe,r members of the Royal Commis-
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-sioD., Superintendent Martin, was Qone of
the applicants fOT the position of Chief
Commissioner .of Police.
Mr. MURPHY.-Was there anything
wrong about that 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is it
right to appoint him to be a judge Dver
the man who was appointed Chief Commissioner Qof Police, and against whDm he
was a <:andidate ~ . Is it not weU known
that Superintendent Martin was one of
the board that dealt with the Qofficer who
was, I win not say the instigator, but Qone.
of the principals in the Qoriginal trouble 1
I refer to Mr. Brooks. Was not Superintendent Martin one of the Board of
Inqu.iry that. sat to deal with his case 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE,.-He is one of the
most trusted office["s in the Service'.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
have not the slightest doubt of that. I
know nothing at all about him, but I am
casking whetherr, from the point of view
of the, public good, it is right to appoint
either Df these two gent~emen.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Have you anything
to say about Sir J o,hn Monash?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--No,
becausel he is a soldier citizen who. is outHe has
side the Government Servicel.
served the State in many capacities, and
is not in th.e same position as either of· the
other two gentlemen, who are virtually
servants of the State.
Mr. WEBBER.-Is he not in the service
of the State~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-He
is Chairman of the Electricity Commission.
Mr. BAILEY.-As you are against the
Royal Commission, it does not matter
whom we appQoint.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
am against the appointment Qof the Royal
Commission for thel reasons I have indicat,ed to honorable members. I .say that
the Government have made a mistake,
and that, if they felt that there were
certain members Qof the Police Force who'
ought to' be reinstated, they should have
taken their political lives in their hands
and reinstated them, instead of relegating
the inquiry to. a Royal Commision.
I
now wish to make a reference to' a statement of the Minister of Public Instruction. I think we wer-e all surprised when
we read in the press a statement by the
honorable gentleman-Mr. HOGAN.-Y ou ar.e refening tOI his
peace gesture'
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-His
peace suggestion.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Did you want him to
advocate war ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No,
I did not.
Mr. CLOUGH.-You have done it a1J
your life, so you must have wanted him
to do it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Ev:idently tEe honorable member .knows more
about me than I know about myself.
When I read the statement of the Minister of Public Instruction in the, press, I
was surprised and disappointed. Rovvever, I undel'stand the Ministel' has retreated froTIl the position he took up, and
I shall be, v.e1ry glad if that is so.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why say that ·he
retrea,ted? Why not say that he made his
first observations quite clear.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
have the Minister's statement here, and [
may·say that it caused a shock' to the
public mind.
An offer to provide an
amount to lbe distributed in prizes to
pupils of State, schools for essay.s on international peace was made by the Trades
fran Council.
Mr. HUGHEs.-What paper was that
in?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
•·I1·flllS. It statedAt a meeting of the Trades Hall Council
recently, it was decided to offer the Education
Depa,rtment £21 to be distributed in prizes to
pupils of state schools for essays on international peace.
.
.
.
. Mr. Lemmon
said yesterday that he had decided to accept
the offer, sub teet to the settlement of details.
There was no section of ·the community better
fitted to Apread the gospel of peace t'han the
children.
Inconfor.mity with the Labour
party's platform. he intended to instruct
officers of the Educ.ation Department that no
articles rclating .to or extolling wars, battles, 01'
heroes of pa!:!t wars should be printed in the
8tate School Papers or books'; and that peace
and internationalism sh0uld :be inculcated in
the minds of all children attending state
schools.

Does the Minister of Public Instruction
say that all the records of our race, and
all the deeds that hav:e been performed,
are not to he taught to the children of
this generation?
Mr. HUGHE.8.-Some of them.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK. - I
can Ullderstand the honorable member
saying i' some of them."
!tIro HUGHEs.-You do not want some
of them to be publi~hed, do you?
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.Our Empire has been built up by the
heroism of men who are dead and gone.
They helped to make this Empire what
it is. We know the heroism displayed by
:our own Australian soldiers, whether in
South Africa, France, or Gallipoli. Are
their stories not to be told to the rising
generation?
Mr. LEMMoN.-There was no intention
to l'eflect on heroism at all.
Sil' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
am glad to hear it. I think the House
will want a definite statement from the
Minister as to his attitude. The honorable gentleman referred to inculcating
internationalism in the minds of the
children. Is he going to have some of
the stuff sent from Russia incorporated
in the School Paper. I am very proud
of those pape·rs. I remember when
they were started, and the adverse
cri ticism with which they were met.
Since then they have been copied by
other countries. I remember, also, the
adverse criticism that was uttered when
the late Sir Frederick Sargood initiated
the cadet system, and also the ,criticism
that was indulged in when we initiated
the system of ;having the boys and girls
attending the State, school to salute the
flag of their count:r:y every morning .
Ml'. ;OLouGH.-Does it do them any
good?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.Yes, it does. When the trouble carne
the 'boys and girls who had been trained
in that way for the previous 25 years, as
a result of the lessons they had learned,
were patriotic, and served their country
in its time of crisis. I know thatthe.re
are honorable members on the other
(the Ministerial) side of the House who
fought for their country.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Tell the House what
you did against one on this sidea.t the
last election-what some of the members
of your party did.
:Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.We are told that the sins of the fathers
are yisitedon the children even to the
third and fourth generation; but the
honorable member is visiting on IDe sins
of which I know nothing.
Mr. HUGHES.-YOU sent men down to
the Defence Department to go through his
records to see if you could :find out anything against him.
n
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-I
do no know what the honorable member
is talking about.
The people of this
country are determined that the records
of the race from which they sprung, and
the records of our own Australians, shall
be taught to the children, so that there
may be built up a spirit of patriotism in
this country.
I am glad to hear' the
Minister of Public Instruction say that
there has been some misapprehension. r
have no doubt he will make his position
clear.
Mr. LEMMoN.-Do you object to the
children being taught int~rnational goodwill ?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Oertainly not; but I do object to the
e1xclusion from the School Paper of anything with regard to the heroic deeds of
own race. Then there are those stories
that have been told to all of us, and that
we have read in o'ur history books in the
years gone by. If you go through the
records of the Education Department you
will :find that the men who have written
those thiugs are amoong the most talented
in the State Service. I trust tha,t there
will be no 'interference in that direction,
and we shall be glad to have from the
Minister of Public Instruction an a,3suranc.e that he will not act on the lines of
the statement that appea,red in the press
the other day.
It came as a shock
to all of. us, because just at that time
the Premie,r, in the exercise o,f his undoubted right as the Treasurer of the
State, tunled down a proposal with regard
to the projected war memorial. He .gave
several reasons, amongst them being the
stateme~t that. the money could be well
spent in other directions.
I never
thought that this country was so POOT
that it would not pay a tribute to the
men who went to the war and sacrificed
their lives in fighting for us.
Mr. KEANE.-YOU did not go to any
war, not even the Boer War.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No,
I did not.
Mr. CooK.-What about the sufferers
from miners' phthisiB ~
Sir AIJEXANDER PEACOCK.---:
Honorable members on the Government
side are waking up.
Mr. COOK.-It is time you WOlke up.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
have heen awake, and have done more
for t,hi~ c011Utry than the honorable member would do if he were here for 50 years.
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Mr. BA!LEY.-Have you dune more
than any of the soldiers did 'I
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-l
would not l3ay SQ. I was sorry that the
Premier did not announce t,hat, although
the Gove'rnment CQiuld not find money foor
that particular memorial or did not
agree with it in that particular form,
the Government were prepared to contribute towards some form of memorial.
I have a good deal of sentiment
in me, probably because I
have
shandy-gaff blood in my ve.ins, being half
Bnglish and half Irish, and I think there
IS a good deal of sentIment about the
people of this cQluntry. I feel sure that
t.hey will deeply regre,t it if the Go'Ve-rn.ment 'Of Victoria dOles not in some way
contribute to a national memo,rla!.
I
shall not indicate what fOTm the m;.lmOirlal
!:!hould take, but people all oove,r this Statt)
ill thejr little hamlets and district,." have
been erecting memorials to the boys who
went to the war, and it is sureJy fitting
that in the capital Q1f the State there
should. be some outward and visible sign
of what the people of Victooria feell towards those who sacriIiced so much, and
lost. so much ..
Mr. PRENDERGAST.--You know that the
propQi3a~ for that memorial hung fire, do
you not1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK,-I
quite recognize tha,t it hung fire, but that
is where the Governrllent could gIve a
lead. The Premier couid well have indicated what the Government were pre'pared
to do in that direction. I know the Premier very well, alld he is a big-hearted
man. We may differ on many questions,
but I do not think that he or his party
would say that we should have no tangible
recognition iIi the capital city of our State
of the saorifices made by those who went
to the war.
Mr. HUGIIE;::;.-You had six years to
think about. it,.
Mr. HOGAN.--A memorial hospital
would have the support of everybody, both
the Government and the people.
Mr. LEMMoN ,-This question was not
r;tised. It was the method oof commemorating it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
we are going to differ about methods,
nQthing will eVe'r be done. We, as a Parliament, will be failing in our duty un~
less we do something in this direction.
We shall be ignoring the feelings of the
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people who suffered so much, and of all
t,hose who are loyal to their country, unless we erect some form of memorial as a
recognition by the present gene'ration,
and as an example to future generations,
showing that we recognize O'ur resp'onsibilities. I was also much surprised when
I read the statement that the Premier
had annO'unced that there was to be no
preference to returned soldiers.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-He dId not. say
anything of the kind. It was in reference
to the Port 1\lelbourne job, and all I said
was that men would get employment a'll
that job according to their necessities.
Dr. ARGYLE.-But there would be no
preferencE'. Did you say that, or did you
• not 1
Mr.
PRENDERGAsT.-The honoral)le
m~ember did not take o·ff his coat. and
work. He never did, and he never will.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
hope then that the Premier intends to
'modify that statement, and to say that,
generally, so far as he and his Government
are concerned, there is to be a recognition
of preference to returned soldiers, and
that the statement he made previously
applied only to the particular local work
mentioned.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Whenever works of
necessity are undertaken the pO'licy is
that those in nece.ssitous circumstances are
to be relieved first. You can do VI ha t
you like about it.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The previous Government would not give: thel returned soldiers a vote faT the Upper
House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-What
is the use of a vote for the Upper HO'use
to men who want work ~ The general
principle laid down by this and all the
othelr State Pa.rliaments, and also by the
CODllllonwe·alth Parliament, is that preference shall be given to those, who risked
so much and suffered so much.
Mr. POLLARD.-Why did not your
party give soldier candida.tes preference
in the last election ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is
that the· wa.y the, Gove,rnnHmt side propose to obtain a majO'rity in the Hous€' 1
They have 28 members now, and they
wish to bel able to put up soldier candidates fO'r all our seats, elxpecting us to
retire. If so, they are, quite illogical.
Mr. COoK.-Somel of the soldiers are
suffering from phthisis, but you have not
done anything fO'r them.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes,
we did. We gave them an allowance in
a-ddition to their allowancel from thel CommOI).we.alth Government.
Mr. CooK.-Soldie·rs suffering frO'm
phthisis have not received anything from
the Commonwealth Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
know several cases in which they have.
Mr. CooK.-Under your Government
they were given 4s. 7d. a week in Victoria, and our Govelrnment is giving t.hem
lOs. a. week.
_
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Even
lOs. a week is not enough.
Another
item inserted in thel policy speech in order
to capture our friends, the farmelrs, nO't
only in the House but outside it, is the
Compulsory Wheat Pool. We know full
well that this has nO't boo,n in the realm
of practical pOilitics and will not
be unleGs the Commonwealth Government and Pa.rliament make, it Austra.lian in cha.racter.
Otherwise it is
bound to fail, and, according tOI the
latest advjces that I have. seen in the
prel3s, the Prime Ministe,r has refused to
establish a, compulsory pool fOir Australia.
Even if it could be. brought
about fO'r Victoria., how are the Government to assure the farmer O'f high prices
for his wheat, while at the' same time promising thel consume~s chelap bre,ad 1 I do
not know how the two things are to be
fitted in. According to a. statement made
by Mr. Holloway, the Secreta,ry of the
Trades Hall, one of the finest and most
estimable gentlemen in the community,
the wages of wO'rkers O'n farms are to be
regulated according to the prices received
for farm produqe, so that they may bel
able to. receive the same, or nea.rly the
same, remuneration as is commanded by
those who work in the industrial centres.
Then, in O'rder to prote·ct the consumer,
prO'vision would have to be made for relpresentation on thel pool, S0' that a certain
proportion of the Victorian whe:at· crop
should be set aside, and sold a,t a, lower
ra.te to enable the people to get cheap
bread. I am at q. 103s t.o knO'w how all
these things arel to fit in. When we 'examine these promises, we find that they
are, extremeJy difficult of performance,
and we, shall be ea.ger to helar frO'm the.
Government how they propose to carry
t.hem out.
I notice two significant
omissions from the policy speeoh which
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represents the' programme, of the, Government for the next three years. No, reference whatsoever is made to the development of education, although wei have seen
statements in the press as to what the
Minister of Publio Instruction and some
of his collea,gues propose doing. Nothing
has been disclosed to us on that subject in
the policy spe,ech, which the Premie,r delive,red last Tuesday.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Tha,t is only an instalment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Apparently all these things are, still to come'.
No reference is made to the, question of
the, redistribution of seats, which caused
all the trouble and bothe,r last session.
This spe'ech contains the Gove,rnment
policy for the life, of this Parliament.
Mr. HUGHEs.-We shaU ha,ve tQi delay
it as long als we can.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
know that,.
Mr. WARDE.-The Government will be
following in your footsteps if they do.
Sir ALEXANDER PE'ACOC"K.-I did
not shirk the question, did I?
Mr. WARDE.-YOU left it to the last
se,ssion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is
that wha,t the, Government are gQiing to
dOl 1 The spee'ch deHverd last Tuesday was
evidently ,edited and :re-edited. I can
imagine what happened in the caucus, and
how members said, " We must put something in for this section, and the, other
section, but we, must not touch the redistribution of seats."
Wha,t dO' the GO'vernmen t propose in that rega,rd?
The
debates tha,t take place in this Parliament
are intended to educa,te the people' outside. When honorable members opposite
. were on this side they t()ok. advantage of e,very opportunity to examine and
analyse our proposals, and we intend to
do the same in order to sho,w what som~
of their proposals will lead to.
This is
the policy speech for the life-time, of this
Government.
Mr. HOGAN.-Who tofd you that this
was the policy spe,ech for thre,e yea.rs?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
members of the Government are ducking
already.
Mr. HOGAN.-Wherei is your authority
fo~ sta,ting that this is the policy for
three yea,rs ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-B€,cause tha.t is the invariable practice,:
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Mr. HOGAN.-This is not the policy for
three yean.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Then
the Government do not intend to touch
the redistribution of sea,ts ~
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Did you ever see
a re,distribution of seats Bill introduced in
the first session of a Parliament ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No;
but a promise is made, and when a Government is formed it declaxes the policy
under wh:i:ch it asks for support €,ither in
the country or on the· floor of the House.
We deda,:red our policy, with the result
that the Government were defeated. No
decla,ra,tion has boon made by the, Premier
of the policy of the Gove,rnment regarding the redistribution of seats, and my •
duty as Leader of the Opposition is to
call thei attention of the public to the
progra,mme enuncia,ted by the' Government, and to show whe,re it leads and
wherein it i's defective.
It is also my
duty to point out the specio'lls promises'
which are made by the Government with
the object of strengtheuing their position,
particularly in the country districts, and
to show what the, result will he if they
secure support there. My experience in
the country districts was that, owing to
the fact that no full debate took place in
the House, on the Redistribution of Se·ats
Bill, when they found that the Labour
party would, if they came into power, wipe
out the ,single e,lectorates and me,rge them
into the present Federal electorates, the
e,lectors were astonished and disappointed.
The peop!e in the country districts ought
to he told that if this Government continue in porwer they will, according to
the statement made by the Premier when
he was' Leadelr of the Opposition, bring
forward a proposal to adopt the Fede~al
boundaries with three membelrs for each
electorate on the proportional basis, ma,king a House of 60 members, 30 for the
city and 30 for the count,ry.
The
people in the country districts generaly do. not know what the full
effect of that programme will be.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Did you tell them that
at Glenelg, too?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I

did.
Mr. HOGAN.-YOU misrepresented the
position at WarraguI.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.-No
doubt I have been guilty of an awful lot
of ~ins.
.
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Mr. HOGAN. - Well, you did not tell
them at Warragul what you are saying
now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.-I do
not remember it, but I am not usually
guilty of that sort of thing.
However,
if the present Government remain in
power there is this big broad issue that,
Hc.cording to the platform and pledges of
the Labour party, it will wipe out the
present State electorates and base representation in this Legislative Assembly on
Federal districts with a scheme to which
I am sure honorabl61 members on this (the
Opposition) side of the HOUBe will be
utterly opposed. I feel that, as Leader of
the Opposition, I am only discharging a
public duty in calling attention to· that.
Mr~ BAILEY. You explained that at
Glenelg.
Sir ALEXA.NDER PEAOOOK.-But
that was not the whole State.
N ow I
want to say a word or two with regard to
the Royal Oommission which the Government propose to appoint to inquire into
the entire question of soldier settlement.
Everyone in this I{ouse is sympathetic
with the soldiers, and this is not a party
question at all.
Mr. SLATER-Mr. Turnbull, the president of the Returned Soldiers' League,
seems to make it a party matter.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.-At
any rate, I have not done so, and we an
want to give the soldiers, particularly'
those on the land, a fair deal. There is
no d.oubt that, in certain instances, owing
to one cause or another, soldiers are experiencing difficulties.
N ow the present
Government propose a Royal Oommission
to investigate the position. The members
of the present Government when in opposition frequently criticized proposals to
appoint Royal Commissions on the ground
that they meant delay, and there was a
good deal of force in their complaint.
What is this Royal Commission on soldier
settlement te inquire into ~ Surely we are
entitled to be told what particular ph.ases
it is proposed to investigate.
On soldier settlement there has been an expenditure of £20,000,000, and some 10,000 returned men have been settled on the land.
If this Royal Oommission is to hold a
prolonged inquiry into the whole position,
what will happen to the settlers in the
meantime? My late colleague, the hon()rable member for Hampden, recom-
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mended the last Government to. appoint
a Board to which any soldier settler who
thought he had a complaint could appeal.
One .of the members of that Boa~d was
Mr. Baker, the officer who so successfully
managed ou·r Wheat Pool, that Victoria
was the only State in which assistance
had not to be provided from the national
exchequer.
Then, on the recommendation of the soldiel's themselves, Major
Hughes was appointed a m-ember of the
Board. Why could not that Board have
gone on with its work ~ Is the operati:m
of the Board to be suspended no'w ~ S'ome
soldiers-not many, I admit-approached
me about the matter, and they were perfectly satisfied with the establishment of
a Board, because it could deal effectively
with individual cases without roaming
over the whole field of soldier settlement.
i\ir. BAILEY.--On two occasions the soldiers a,t their a,nnuaJ co:nference passed a
rEsolution asking for a Royal CO'mmissiO'n ~
Sir ALEXANDER PE.AOOOK.Well, the soldier settlers waited on the
honorable member for Hampden when he
was Minister and preferred a request that
a Board on which they might be represented should be appointed. As I understand the position, a Royal Oommission
"viII mean delay.
In the interim numbers of the settlers will suffer. The Board
could deal with individual cases.
The
appointment
of
a
third
member
o·f
the
Board
was
contemplated.
That, hO'wever, is a matter of detail.
1\11'. Cattanach and Mr. McIver, representing the two depa;rtments affected,
would have been able to give effect
to' what was required in individual
cases.
It is wrO'ng to' assume that the
soldiers generally are not satisfied. The
great body of them are satisfied. This is a
matter with which the honorable member
for Hampden will probably deal at
greater length because he has been connected with the problem of soldier settlement all along. The great anxiety of the
present Government to help the soldiers
is welcomed by all of us.
The only
question is which is the most effective, the
most direct, and the most expeditious way.
Bearing in mind the soldier settlers in
districts such as that represented by the
honorable member for Swan Hill, I could
have wished that there had been a disposition on the part of both .the Federal Labour party and the Stat'e Laboul' party to
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give at a critical period a helping hand
to those engaged in growing fruit, more
especially along the banks of the Murray.
Do not let us forget that when Mr. Baldwin was Prime Minister of England he
ma4~ an al:rangement with the Prime
Minister of the Commonwealth for preferential treatment in regard to Australian dried fruits.
During ·the last general election in this State we heard a good
deal about a Labour Government being ill
power in Great Britain.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-And they are doing
well.
Sir AI.JEXANDER PEAOOOK.-Iu
some respects.
In other respects I am
sure the honorable member for Geelong
would not in his own electorate defend
what they have done. He would lose .his
seat if he did so.
That particularly applies to the Tariff question. As the honorable member knows, the members of the
Labour party in the Old Country are Free
Traders. vVhen Mr. Ramsay MacDonald
became Prime Minister there was a great;
debate in the House of Oommons on tho
question of preference to Australian dried
fruits and the honouring of the arrangement between 1\1r. Baldwin and lY11'.
Bruce.
That arrangement was' turned
down by only eight votes.
If that preference had been given it would have
done more good for soldier settlers here
than anything that could be done by the
State. "Vas a, word spoken by the Federal Labour party O'f by the State Labour
party to try to. influenec the decisio.n on
that occasion ~ N a.. They did not assist
in the slightest degree. That was a time
when they could have given very e,ffective
assistance to soldier settlers 'engaged in
the dried-fruit ar,eas of this State.
.
Mr. LEMMoN.-At a public meeting Mr.
Charlton declared that he was in favour
of it, but' owing to the way in which the
matter was presented in the Housel of Representatives he could not support it.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.There was nothing to prevent 'Mr. Charlton, on behalf of his pa,rty, sending a
message to the Prime Minister of England.
That would have been specially in the interests of our soldier settlers. No doubt
the discussion of the question of preference was mixed up in another place with
the proposal tOI coilstruct a naval basel at
Singapore.
If the Labour pa,rty had
done something to influence the position
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on that occasio.n, they would ha,ve been
doing something in conformity with the
views of the people of Australia, who are
anxious to give preference to the Old
Country and receive it in retl.lrn. N9w, I
think I have discussed the- different propositions of the Government. I ha,ve referred to some, of their acts of administration from which I dissent. In justice to
the country, as well as to this House,· I
wish to emphasize my opinion that Ministers should make known to the people of
Victoria how they intend to finance their
proposals. TOI promise expenditure without showing how the money is to be found
is not fair to the ta,xpayers whOom we
have the honour to represent. Some of
the proposals of the Go,ve,rnment meet
with the approval of members on this (the
Opposition) side of the Housel. There have
been omissions, however, and I can
understand
some
friends
in
the
metrolpo.litan area saying, " We have now
a Lahour Government in power, and there
are nine metropolitan members in it. Yet
all WP. have been definitely promised is
that t.he Government will support Mr.
Murphy's Fair Rents Bill. The Government will not even take it up themselves, but they promise to he,Ip Comrade Murphy in rega,rd to his measure."
A review of factories legislation may take
place, and I admit. that in certain
directions alteratio.ns may be due. I suppose that in explaining the position to
the industrialists of the metrOopoUs, Ministers put it to them in this way-" Lo<:>k
here, fellow comrades, we are he,re, In
office, but perhap~ it is only for a shoift
time, and it is necessary that we, should
make our footing good and our re-election
sure. Therefore, we' have to move warily,
and be careful whether we turn to the
right or tal the left. We will halve tOo get
the support of some people in the country
districts.
We must get them into the
bag before we can develop a.ll our schemes.
If we come out a.t this early stage of our
career and propose all the things that you
w'ant, it will only involve us in poEtica.l
trouble." Now, I think I have criticized
the proposals of the present Government
i,n a fair spirit, and I trust that we shaH
have from l\iinisters some explana,tion of
how they propose to carry out their
policy.
Mr. ALLAN .-N a,turally, the Leader
of the Opposition has touched on a good
many points arising out of the policy of
the present Ministry. To a few of those
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I shall refer, but I will endeavor to break
just a little new grorund, and later on I
want to say what Labour Governments
ha ve dooe in New South Wales and
Queensland SOl far as ta,xation is concerned. It is perfectly true tha,t the Government which canllot finance certainly
cannot legislate. Finance really is the
crux of government.
Before proceeding
further, I wa,nt to point out to the people
of Viotoria that a,ots of administraticn by
the present Ministry during the last few
weeks require a good deal of criticism.
The country dOles not quite realize that
the GOIvernment is all-powerful during revVhile we in this House have an
cess.
opportunity of defeating the Gove-rnment,
there are many acts of administration
which cannot be redressed even by doing
that. It may be asked how the Government go,t on to the Treasury bench.
I am not in .a position ~o say
that, but I dOl contend when 37 members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House have been elected by. the people,
as compa'red with only 28 "on the other
side, that it is a travesty on respOinsible
government that the present Ministry are
leading this House.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU do not blame us for
that.
Mr. ALLAN. - I do not know that I
blame you for it.
1\1r. WARDE.~It is not a ,greater travesty than you, with your p~rty of
thirteen (the devil's number), endeavouring to lea.d the House.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is nOlt the point
at all. The point is tha,t the Labour party
have no right tOi lead this House
unless they
ha.vE~
boon distinctly
told by the leader of some other
party that it will help them to carry on.
I know t.hat I did not say that. I expected the previous speaker to make an
announcement as to what he told the
present Premier regarding the assistance
. that would be given him to carryon the
Government. If no promise' of support.
were given to the Leader of the Labour
party by the Nationalists, then the Governor had nOi right to give him a, COillmissio:M. to carryon the Government of
this State, because he could not say that
be would have a majority in the House.
Mr. WARDE.-Rubbish!
Mr. AL.LAN.-I do not know whether
the Governor was advised in' that way or
not, but I. do know that he exceeded his
function in giving a commission to any
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person to form a Government when he
had not a majority behind him.
Mr. WARDE.-The Governor followed
the precedent set by the King when he
sent for Ramsay MacDonald.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have not reached
Englalld yet; but before I finish my
speech I may do so. In the meantime I
will say that the Labour Prime M:inistel'
is no,t doing some things very w6Jl, in my
opinion.
E'ir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I gave llO
advice to the Governor. I was not asked·
for any; and I could not tender it in the
circums tances.
Mr. ALLtAN.-I am glad to have thai.
intimation from Sir Alexander Peacock.
It. .follows that the whole responsibilit.y
rests 'upon the Governor OIf this State.
Mr. WARDE.-The responsibility rests
upon the electors who returned the
. Labour party as the largest. part.y in this
House. The Governor obeyed the vote of
the people.
.
Mr. ALLAN.-At ~ny rate the Labour
party is not the largest in this House.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.--YOU put it. to the
jump and see.
Mr. ALLAN .-The honorable gentleman does not know exactly wha~. will bE'>
done before it is all over. I do not say
that I am going to do anything. I am
going to look at the programme of the
Government, as outlined in the speech of
the Premier, because we ha,ve not.hing
else to go on with. We have been told
that it is only the programme for the sessi'O'll. I am inclined to say that it is a
programm,e comprising all the good things
in the policy speeches of t,he different
parties in Victoria at the last election.
What the Labour party may consider the
bad points have been left out, in the hope
that we will have to foHow them in some
of the good proposals. Apparently it is
hoped that one of the parties sitting 011
the Opposition side of the House will
support the Gover"nment in some things,
and the other will vote for it in regard to
other proposals, neither being able of
itself to remove the' Gove:rnment from
the Treasury bench.
I will now look
through the programme the Government
have announced to see whether it meets
with the approval of my party, as expressed at the election, and how far it is
a re,petition of the programme submitted
by previous Governments. I notioe that
first place is given to their road policy.
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They are going to proceed with commit- that the Treasurer said tha.t j f the money
ments amounting, roughly, to £500,000, was not forthcoming steps wo()uld be -taken
and are going to expend £1,000,000 in to -get it, and I pr-esume he meant Ly
addition on ro:ads. N ow that .is exactly means of :a forced loan. We have not had
the pohcy of tho pre,vious Gov'ernment.
any forced loans in Australia so far, and.
Mr. lVIuRPHY.-Which you neve'r at- I ho!pe it will neve,r be necessary to have
them.
The next thing to forced loami
tempted to give effect to'.
Mr. ALLAN.-.--....:That is not COTrect. is repudiation, which simply means that
The road policy of the present Govern- the people who find the mo~ey are not to·
ment is exactly the same as the one an- be repaid.
Honorable members on the
nounced more than a year ago, and I GO'vernment side have been interjecting 'a
shall explain why it was not carried out. gre·at deal during my remarks, and appaThis Government may not be able to rently they dO' not want to let us, who are
carry it o'ut as easily as they imagine. sitting in O:pposition, speak. They, howWhen the programme was announced by ever, when they were sitting in Opposithe previous Gov-ernment there was to be tion, expected' us on the Govelfnment side
a meeting {)f the Tl'8aSUrers of the Com- of the HD·use to listen to their criticism,
monwealth and the States because a re- and bitt.er criticism it. was. N ow when
patriation loan was about to be p,!a.t. o,n one gets up to criticire the Government
the market, and the Commonwealth Trea- it is strange that Government supPO'rters
surer said that it would be advisable for show a strong disinclination to listen. I
the State Treasurers to keep off the mar- have addressed publio meetings at which
ket to enable the repatriation loan to be the·re have been some La bourmembers in
floated at a reasona,ble rate. That was a the baok of the hall.
That is usually
perfect.ly fair request to make, and .the where they get, and they are always inState Treasurers all agreed to it. There- terjecting, and trymg to silence a speaker
fore, the pre1vious Gov'ernment promised to whom they are opposed. They are willthe Federal Treasure,r that they would ing to :Listen to arguments in favour .of
keep off the market until that loan was Labour, but the,y will not listen to the
fio'ated, and even then that loan wai not other side. N ow we are willing to listen
as successful as it was ,expected to be. to .the other side, and I hope the honorAfter that loan had been floated anyone able members who haVel been interjecting
might imagine that it would have so much will return the compliment. We
been
easy
to
get
money
at
6 are goring to give back to the Government
per
cent.,
but
thai
was
nOli 'a little of what they have been giving us
the casC'o I reme1mber that the' Trea- fOor years. The GOovernment have taken
s ur.er of the previous Go,vernment of thIS frOom our programme t,he questiO'n {),f the
State -said that he could not get sufficient reduction of railway. freights, but the
money to carry out the road po:licy ev,en Premier has not said how the Government
by paying 6 per cent. interest. I do not are going to find the IDOliey.
know whether a road policy, with money
An HONORABLE MEM:BER.-What about
at 6 pel' cent. or 6! per cent., is a parti- a reduetion of fares ¥
cularly economic affair . You cannot- get
Mr. ALLAN.-Isuppose that will
money on mortgage at present under 7 come later.
The GO'v-ernment cannot
per cent.
ignore the oity, seeing that nearly all the
Mr. M Un,PHY.-Did you oppose .that ~
memhers of the Ministry live in the city.
Mr. ALLAN.-I.t is not advisable to Thei'e are a good many bunches of carrots
rush in and spend money that you have in the programme. According to the reto pay int-ereston all the time. The debt ports in the press the Premie'r stated in
cannot be wiped out except by paying jt his electioneelfing speeches that he was
off. N{) doubt there is the indirect means going to reduce the railway freights, and
of .an increase in . production that pro'- intended toO meet the .deficiency by the
pably wa-uld fa-How the construction of imposition of a land tax.
good roads. Therefore, this Government
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--He did not say
in taking up the road policy have simply
anything
of the kind.
taken up the policy of the Goveru.ment
Mr. ALLAN.-Well, that .appeared in
that preceded them. They want to take
kudos for it when no kudos is due to the press.
them. They have not yet ~ot the money
Mr. PRENDERGA·S'l'.-That is notcorreet.
to carry out their road policy. I notice either.
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Mr. ALLAN.-It isabcmt time the most remarkable features of this ParliaPremier told the House how he is goring ment is the coming forward of young
to make up the deficiency that will be members in the interrnption of debate.
caused by a reduction o,f the railway They evidently are not aware of the
freights. He should tell the House what forms -of the House, nor of the reputahe is going to do in the ma~r. tion of the House for order. We desire
It must be terribly hard on ex-Opposltion that order shall be kept, and that honmembers to have to listen to criticism orable membe,rs shall tre,at speakers with
without being able to get up and speak, the courtesy which the House requires.
because they have "sto-ne-walled" Government measures so often and so long.
Mr. OLOUGH.-Keep the honorable
I wonder nofW they can remain ifl., the member for Rodney to the truth, and it
chamber without making speeches.
will be all right.
Mr. MlJRPHY.-Wecan remember how
Mr. ALLAN.-I was simply endeavquick you were to stand' up when you ouring to get home a few truths with
regard to the Oommonwealth Arbitrawere a )\/Iinister.
Mr. Pn:KrmERGAsT. - He was not tion Court. If a Judge is going to s~y
allowed to stand up.
to the State of Victoria, "I will :fix the
Mr. ALLAN.-I am not ,going to wages in your Railway Department, and
criticize our railway system further than ,the wages of your public servants, and
to say that this Government has said that will determine everything with regard t.o
it is going to allow the railway servants their employment," how is the State gori.ng
and the public :servants to go to the Oom- to carryon 1 -The Government will llot
monwealth Arbitration Oourt, and, in the know where it is. It has happened in
next breath, has said that it is going to the fl'uit indu:stry that the Arbitration
reduce freights.
Anyone knows that Oourt has fixed wages, and made its inthat is an impossibility.
Why do the creases retrospective. If it had the power
railway servants and the l)ublic servants to make its award restrospective with
want to go to the Commonwealth regard to the fruit industry, it would
Arbitration Court ~
We have given have power to make its award with rethl3 railway servants a Board of gard to the railway servants and the
their own, but they are not satis- public servants retrospective. The result
fled with the wages they are ge,tting might be to put another £500,{}00 on to
under that Board, nor are the public the expenditure of the people of Victoria.
servants satisfied with the wages they are' How is the Treasurer to know how to run
getting under their Board.
They want this State if he does not know what the
to go to the Arbitration Court in order cost of running it will he, because some
to ha,ve their wages increased.
one outsid.e can come in, and dictate the
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The public ser- whole of the conditions ~ Such a posi.
yants have not got a Board.
tion is absolutely impossible. If the railMr. ALLAN.-It is no use putting way servants want to go to the Arbitrapaint over it.
That is the object the tion Court, wei had better wipe out the
railway servants and the public servants Railways Classifica,tion Board.
I hope
have in going to the Arbitration Oourt. that before the debate en-ds the Premier
The Government are going to allow that, will give a clear indication, if he is going
and yet they say they are going to r€- -to cut down freights, where the money
duce freights. What is the use of their is to come from, and how the loss is going
No one wants cheap
saying they are going to anow the rail- to be made up.
way servants and the public servants to freights on the railways more than I do,
. go to the Arbitration Court" which may but I do not want £1 taken off my
perhaps, result in an addition of freight, and £2 put on my land tax. I
£1,000,000 a year to the State's expendi- notice that the Government have proture, and then saying they are going to mised _to provide for the organized
reduce freights!
marketing of primary products, and so'
The SPEAKER.-I have called hon- on, and it may interest honorable memorable members to order very often to- bers to learn what has been done with
night, and I regret to ha,ve to add to regard to the marketing of our dried
what I have already said, that one of the fruits and the preference that we had in
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England. I am going to read a few remarks made by the Federal Treasurer
with regard to the dried frui.t industry,
the preference that it was agreed to giv6
to it at a conference of the Prime Ministers of the Dominions, and that was
afttlrwards turned down. by a Labour Gavernment.
Mr. SLATER.-N 0; rejected by the
people, of England at an election.
Mr. ALLAN.-There are no two ways
- ttbout i1}---it was rejected by a Labour GoYernment, and yet Labour members here
'day they are going to help the producer
in the marketing of his products.
Not
-une Labour member in the Federal
House stood up to say one ward in favour
of preference for the fruit-O'rowers of
. Victoria. The following is th~ report of
a spe~ch delivered by the Federai Trea:mrer III the House of RepresentativesDr. Page said that he rearetted the failure
elf the Prime Minister (Mr.oBruce) and Senator Wilson to obtain a preference of £10 a
ton for dried fruits on the British market.
he Labour party, in deliberately withholding
Its ~upport, ]~ad betrayed the growers of AustralIa, and Its point of view stamped the
party as a purely metropolitan industrialist
party, careless of every other interest. The
pa:ty disclosed the arrant hypocrisy of its
.8hl'bboleth concerning the higher standard of
living when it refused to take advantaae of the
tlplenclid opportunity, and did not take action
to ensure that the white fruit-growers of Australi.a should have the preference over the
Medlt€rranean countries, which, as events
bave proved, could almost have been had for
the asking. When Mr. Bruce returned to Aust:alia the Labour party wasted hours in ParlIament discussing "piffling" matters
and
delayed the bu.si!less of the country fo; days
on the most trIflIng pretext. It did not say a .
word upon the vital. question of Imperial preference. The PremIer of Queensland (Mr.
Theodor~ ) was in England almost right up
to Y.le tIme C?f tke debate on preference in the
BrItish ParlIament, but he did not use his
jnfiuence at all. He said that Australia had
to be self-supporting, and: must not ask for
favours.
.

:r

That is a pretty strong· statement from
a Labour Premier.
No favours were being asked. Australia was
being" sold" ,by the Labour party which had
no claim to be called a national party.
Growers could rest assured that the Ministry
would do all it could to decide how the handicap pro;'i<led by the defeat of the preference
1)rOposals could be overcome. There were three
essentials to be considered. Charges must be
decreased between the grower and his ultimate
market.

The statement goes on to SMW how the
position migh~ be improved. That speech
.
was made by the Federal Treasurer.
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Mr. HUGHES.-It is not true.
:Mr. SLAT1!:R.-It is distinctly false.
Mr. ALLAN. - That is what the
Federal Treasurer said in the House .of
Represen ta ti ves.
Mr. SLATER.-He made that speech at
~fildura-y.ou are wrong again.
Mr. ALLAN.-I supP.ose if I took the
report out of the Federal Hansard my
statement must be pretty nearly correct.
I presume that the Government are going
to help the butter-producing industry.
There is a good deal of talk about stabilizing butter, and I am quite willing to admit the reason. There is a duty of 2d.
per lb. on butter coming into Australia,
and an import duty of, I think, 2s. per
cental on wheat. The producer is saying,
and rightly, too, "If you charge us 100
per cent. more for all the machinery and
articles that we require in pr.oducing our
commodity, we are going to have the
benefit of protection.'" Of course, stabilization means an increased price of butter for local consumption. How will that
suit the consumers of }\{elbourne, and the
big majority of honorable members un
the other (the MinistfJrial) side of the
House ? Just to show how unfair the
Labour party is with regard to butter
prices, I shall quote a few lines from a
speech delivered by Mr. Roland Green,
one of the New South Wales country
party members in the Federal House. I
would direct the attention of honorable
members to the following repul'tMr. Roland Green, of Richmond, in a recent
speech in the House of Representatiyes said
that when butter was worth 28. 3d. per lb. (in
1915, as a result of the severe drought), the
then Labour Ministry of New South Wales
fixed the home price at Is. 3d. a lb., thus robbing the dairy farmer of Is. per lb.

That was done by a Labour Government
in New South Wales. I presume our
Government is following in its footsteps.
Going one better than their c<?lleagues in
New South Wales, the Queensland Ministers
co~mandeered ,the State's entire output of huttel' at Is. 3d., or about 9d. a lb. less than the
price at that time ruling in Victoria.
The
Queensland Cabinet did not even give the consumers the benefit of the cheap butter it had
forcibly become possessed of at Is. 3d., but
sold it locally at Is. 9d., some in Victoria at
28. a lb., and sent some overseas, and kept the
whole of the pr'ofits for the Government. On
September 3, 1920, when the Imperial contract
was in force at 274s. a cwt., or 2s. 5id. a lb.,
the Queensland Ministry fixed the home price
at ?s. Hd. a lb., a difference of 4d. a lb. aga:inst
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the producer, with the result that in twelve
months the Queensland dairy farmers lost
£680,000.
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We know that plenty of grievances were
complained of, and that, perhaps, the
principal one was superannuation.
Mr. JACKSON .-Did nDt the GDvern.
lllent prOomise to remedy some of those
grievances ~
Mr. ALLAN .-800 they did remedy
them. The statement goes on-

Mr. MORLEY.-Yet they say
the
" co·ckies" are voting for the Labour
party. It is time they woke up.
}lr. ALLAN.-I do llot intend to speak
at length on the police mutiny. That subThe cause and causes moving certain persons,
ject was dealt with by the previous
members of the Force, to refuse duty in
speaker, but the position wants to be then
November, 1923.
rubbed in well, because the matter is .a
very serious one. First of all, we asked They refused duty because their agitators
our police to take an oath to be loyal told them to gOo on strike. There was not
doubt about that. Then it saysto the State of Victoria. They broke that any
The consequences arising from such refusal
oath and went on strike. It was particu- of duty.
larly fortunate that there was in office a Does anyone want to know that ~ They
Government strong enough to say to the got the sack, and they deserved it, and
men "If you go on strike, you will go out conse.quently no further inquiry is needed.
olf the Force," ~nd out olf the Force they Then it sayswent. I think it is safe to say that it was
The present standard of efficiency of the
a mighty good thing that at least 100 out Force, and the best method of obtaining
of the 600 got out\ of the Force. 'Ve have efficiency if it should be found to be impaired.
lYlr HUGHES.-YOU stand for m600 new men in the FOlrce to;-day who are
.
capable of filling the places of th.e men efficiency.
lVIr. ALLAN.-There are a good many
who struck, and we have a policy in the
Police Department that ought to be satis- interjections from the Government side
factory. The men went on strike in the regarding the police, and I should like tOo
face of a definite Government promise remind the interjectors that the police are
that superannuation would be granted to 'not affiliated with the Trades Hall. The
the police. It was granted, and if it statement says furthelrW:hether additional and better police proerred in any way, it erred on the side of
~ectIOn throughout the State, or any part of it,
liberality.
IS necess;1l'Y, and, if so, what would be the
Mr. CooK.-And the "rats" and l~lOSt
efficient means of ensuring such protec" scabs" got all the benefit of it.
tIOn.
.
1\1r. ALLAN .-As to the scope of the There have been a gDod many hold-ups
proposed Commission, the Premier, when in the city, and I am told on very good
he made a statement in the House, merely authority that many of them· are only
said that a Commission would be ap- put-up affairs. I know that one was tried
pointed to cOllsidelr, (a) the police trouble, . at Brighton, and found out to be a hoax.
and (b) the present standard of efficiency The men concerned were fined, and J
of the Force, and the best method of re- suppose they deserved tOo be. They had
stDring such efficiency, if found to' be im- dummy revolvers, and stuck up somebody
paired. Now let us examine .the· scope of on the street and took his money. I supthe Commission, according to the state- pose he had be·en .saying that nQo one
ment in the· press. I presume that this would be able to· stick him up, but when
is just what will be handed to the Com- it came to the point of even a dummy
mission. It saysrevolver he broke down. As to the proThe general state of efficiency and conditions posed. constitution of the CommiSSion, T
of the Fo~ce before November, 1923.
have nothing tOo say against l\1:r. Martin,
Is there anyone in the House that does who is to be a member. I do not suppose
not know the state of efficiency of the anyb~dy could object tOo Sir John Monash,
Force ~. Will not the records of the Police and ]f th~ Go;re.rnment had appointed
Department tell you all you want to kno·w three leadmg CI bzens after his sty Ie we
about the Police F'orce prior to 1923 ~ cou~d not have taken so much objection
There is not any doubt that that is the to It. I find that Mr. Martin was a
m€mber Oof the Boa.rd, with Mr. Cohen
case. It goes onand Mr. Gilder, which inquired into the
Whether any, and what grievances were com·
plained of by members of the Force. before licensing prose.cutions carried out under
1\lr. Brooks, and Mr. Brooks is the
November, 1923.
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saurce of the whale trouble, sO' far as the
police strike is concerned. BroQ:ks was
the agitatoT. Why should the Government
appoint to the Commission a prominent

member Qif the Parlice Force, who wanted
to be Chief Cammissianer, and entrust
him with the task of inquiring into the
wrongs done by the Police Force ~ Why,
it is not an inquiry at all. I do not want·
to say anything against Mr. McPherson.
He is a public servant., but a public servant h~s no right to inquire into. the conditions of another section of the public
service. Cansequently, I dOl not believe
that either of these is a suitable appointment. I know perfectly weH that this is
only a move to put back the police strikers
into the Police FaTce. The Premier stated
on the platform that he was going to put
them back, and now he does not know
how to shufHe out of it. Consequently,
he appoints a Royal Commission to
make
an
inquiry
in
the hape,
which may be a vain one, that they
may bring in· a report that is not
bvorable to putting the strikers back.
The point is that we ha,:e ta-day a gaad
Police Force, and it is well known that
if you put even a percentage of those
strikers back again, you put the Police
Force into two camps, and the result will
be chaos. I am told that more police
protection is wanted in the city to keep
dowp. crime. I· dare say that more light
is wanted in the suburbs of Melbourne,
but it is certain that we cannot have a
policeman standing at every carner of
the suburban streets when people are going home at night.
Oonsequently, the
robberies that have taken place are not
to the discredit of the police at all. It
is impossible for the police to prevent
them, because you could not appoint
enaugh police to guard every suburb proTo
perly and prevent every robbery.
put back those men will result in turning
a first-class Police Force into a chaotic
concern that will not protect the citizens
Ilearly so well as will be the case if the
Force is left as it is. Honorable members know perfectly well that it is a satisIf the Government
factory Force.
wanted to appoint a Oommission, why
did they not move in the House accordingly? The House has been sitting for
quite a long time since the police strike
took place, and the Government had the
opportunity of bringing the matter forward. As a matter of fact, it was brought
Mr. Allan.
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before the House by the then Opposition.
Why did they not move a motion of censure on the Government who were then
in power, and see where they would get
to ~
They did not move a motion of
censure, because they know that they had
no hope of carrying it.
Mr. BAILEY.-We moved a mation of
want of confidence in the Government,
and you supported it, and that is why we
are over here.
Mr. ALLAN.-I was wondering which
Government they moved a motion of want
of confidence in, because they moved
motions of that kind so often.
Mr. PRENDEnGAsT.-It· was the Government that you were thrown out of.
Mr. ALLAN.~The proposal for soldier settlement is taken out of our programme. The Government thought that
the Oountry party would have to support
that. I should like the Government to
get up a programme of their own, without
stealing so much from other parties. We
do not know anything about the proposed
;:tgricultural bank, because we have not
seen the measure,' and da nat know what
is in it. It is, therefore, of no use for
me to criticize it. The next item is the
compulsory Wheat Pool, which is also
taken from our programme. I do not object to a compulsory Wheat Pool under
certain conditions.
We know that the
Labour party want cheap bread.
How
are they to give the wheat-growel' a good
price for his wheat, and also to provide
cheap bread? They have not told us yet,
although an inquiry has just been held,
which, by the way, was quite a useless
inquiry. The main condition that thp
Oountry party laid down in regard to a
Wheat Pool was that it must be governed
solely by the wheat-growers themselves.
I have no doubt that that condition will
be included in the Government Bill, because, when speaking on the Wheat Bill
previously, the present Premier said that
he wanted a consumer on the Board, and
he wanted a price fixed so that Victoria
would not have to pay more than could be
got for the wheat by taking it to London.
He practically said to the growers of
wheat, "You must sell all the wheat that
is required for local consumption in Victoria at London parity, if not below.
You cannot go ahove it, at all events." I
state definitely here and now that unless
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the Board is a Board of the growers, untrammelled by Government interference
in any way, it will not be acceptable to
the Oountry party. That is quite definite. While On the question of wheat, I
might mention the Oommission appointed
recently to inquire into the price of
bread. It is only a little time since a
very good Board, representative of the
growers and of the housewives, with a
first-class ,chairman, took all the evidence
that was necessary so far as the price of
bread was concerned. They reported that
there was no profiteering on the part of
the bakers, and I have no hesitation in
saying that there is none.
Mr. BAILEY.-I have heard .you complaining about what the farmer .and the
bakel' and the miller get.
Mr. ALLAN.-I will come t@ that ina
moment. In my own ·district, :a'bout two
years ago, the people complained about
the price of bread, and started a co"!"perative concern in one of the local towns.
I did not see its balance--sheet, but I
know that that co-operative :bakery went
out of existence in about twelve menths'
time. If anyone thimks that there is
profiteering in bread, and that there is a
good ,price to 'be got, he can start baking
to-day. There is nothing to prevent him.
I have seen very few rich bakers.
I
will show from the report of the previous
inquiry what the .grower gets, what the
miller gets, and what the baker gets. It
states that with wheat.at 5s. 3d. 'per
'bushel the grower .gets 2.52d., the miller
1.06d., and the baker 6.42.<i, wi~h ·bread
at lld. for t4~ 4-1b. loaf. It is only
natUllal that the :baker would get abo.ut
'sixpence when he: has tQi pay £4, £5, ·or
£6 a. week for a man. to drive a cart
around the city. In addition to that.,
there is no zoning" and when two or three
bakers' carts· ha'Ve to go al'ong e'ach street,
how can cheap bread be expected 1 I
certainly do not know how the Government will be able to create a wheat pool
which is ,acceptable to the country people
and at the ·same time give the consumers
of the :city a .cheap loaf. With the wages
which are being paid to carters and
baker.s .at the present time a cheap loaf is
absolutely impossible. I no.tice .that .the
Government are going to tprovide'Supplies
of wir.e llettin,galmost fr.ee·, alt.hough at ·can
be .obtained .on v.ery liberal terms now.
T.hey ar.e trying to :give something that
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the Country party call1lot object t.o. No
doubt that is the object. If. however,
they were ill full power, and had a
majority in the House, I suppose they
would do S'omething to which we might.
object, without any effect. The Government
propose to' establish a tribunal to determine the wages and conditions of various
branches of the public service', and they
announce that a superannuati'on scheme is
being formulated. I wonder whether they
realize 1jhe position illto which the Public
Service has got during the last few years
as regards numbers and cost. I do not
object toa Public Service superannuation
scheme on a certain basis, perhaps, but
I do say that there are hundreds and
thousands of people outside the Public
Service who have just as much right to
such a scheme. I notice that public servants want to knock off work at 4 o'clock,
and according to one section of the press,
the Premier has declined to agree to that.
Now, I took 'the trouble to ascertain what
the Public Service superannuation scheme
i'3 costiIlg New Eouth Wales. According
to the Treasurer of that State it is costing approximately £2,000,000. At the
beginning of my speech I said that the
Premier 'ought to tell us how he is going
to find the money to enable him to reduce
railway freights and raise wages and increase the reimbursements of public servants. If he brings down a superannuation scheme like that in operation in New
South Wales it will cost a considerable
amount, although there may not be as
many public servants -here as there.
Mr. WARDE.-What did the Treasurer
of New South Wales mean when he said
that it cost £2,OOO_OOO'~
tvIr. AL,LAN.~That is over and above
what it cost before. Is the' honorable
member so dense that he could n&t see
that 1
Mr. WARDE.-Is that per week or per
month 001' per annum'~
Mr. ALLAN.-F.or twelve months, of
course.
Mr. WARDE.-Then why did you not
say so 1
Mr. ALLAN .-1 thought the honorable member would not lDesuch a blooming rool that he wolrld not ;know it. Now
let me give 'some fig·uresrelating to the
Public S'ervice in New South Wales, Victoria and Queensland. In New South
Wales there were ion 1900 30,830 employees,and the cost was .£3"995,000, and
in -1923 88,073 employees., the cost being
£21,500.".f)OG.
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The SPEAKER.-The honorable member's time, has eocpired.
On the Illotion of Mr. WEAVER, the
time allowed the honorable member under
the Standing Orders was €,xteuded by
half an hour.
Mr. ALLtAN.-In Victo.ria, in 1900,
these were 24,101 public servants, costing
£2,944,000; and in 1923, 42,839 public
servants, costing £9, 72~ ,000. In Queensland, in 1900, the,re, were 11,988 publie
servants, costing £1,643,000; and in 1923,
30,494 public servants, costing £6,743,000.
That is in Queensland, where the Labour·
Government has been in power so long.
I am told that about two-thirds of the
revenue of th,at State goes tOo the Public
Service. Then we are paying to the
civil servants in the COolllmonwea1th
£12,800,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-Give t.he rest of the
figures for the Commonwealth.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have given the expenditure for 1923. The Commonwealth
was not in existence in 1900. On the subject of the gas legislati'oll proposed by the
Government I would only remark t.hat
apparently they are going to buy the
whole concern-lock, stock, and barrel. I
do not know how many milli'on pounds
that would cost, nor do I know who will
pay the· interest. A little la,ter the,re is
mention 0.£ the Fair Rents Bill.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That is not a Government measure.
Mr. ALLAN.-It is a Bill that the
Government have taken up-a'Bill' for the
establishment of courts for the purpose of
fixing fair rents for dwelling houses. If
there is anyone here who does not k11'O"W
why rents are' high in the city of Melbourne to-day I can tell him. It is
because of the go-slo~ policy which has
been getting slower and slower, and
because the Labour party have always advocated taking the work that a slow workman ca.n do and pulling the other men
down to it. l\1y view of what should be
done is just the opposite. I want tOo take
the good wOorkman, and say to the
slow fellow that he, must shake, himself
up and attain the same level. \Vhen a
bricklayer 'gets 30s. a day. and, perhaps,
more thall that, for laying 400 or 50n
bricks, and a bricklayer ten years ago
used to lay 1,000 bricks daily, how can
cheap houses be expected ~ Do n'ct forget
that the price of the bricks is also affected
for the same reason.' Bricks are double
the price they were ten years ago. The
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Labour party, after putting up wages
and slowing down the workmen, then declare, " We are going to cut down rents."
]\iost of the housea about. the city are
owned by comparatively poor people.
They first of all buy their own houses
'out of their wages. If they are sa'ing,
they may in time get hold of another
house.
N ow the COost Oof building an
ordinary cottage in the city at the present
time is £800, and I am told by those
leitting hOouses t,ha,t a, reasonable rent is 10
per cent. Are the Government going to
come along and say to those who have
built houses, It We will only give you the
equivalent of 6 per cent. in rent~" If
they do that there will immediately be
a shortage of houses. People will not
build houses unless they can get in rent
the equivalent of what they could get for
their money if it were in a Commonwealth loan or on mortgage !Or in some
other way. If the Government say. to
owners, " We will not give you interest
on the money that you put into houses,"
then, of course, no one will build a house.
On the question of "Finance," there is
this declarationThe Government has agreed, with the other
Sta,tes and the Commonwealth, t.o allow the
latter body to assume the entire authority for
the raising of loans during the current financial
year.

I did see what the total amount was. I
am not quite sure, but speaking fronl
memory, I think that it was £12,500,000.
vVhen that sum is divided among all the
States of Australia the Government will
not get a great deal of loan money. At
all events, we spent considerably more, accOording to the Budget statement last year,
than the Government will be able to get
under that arrangement this year. I
notice that the Treasurer has been at
Bendigo, Ballarat and Geelong, and to
each one who comes along he is prepared
to grant £10,000 or £20,000, so I do not.
know how he is going to get along for
funds. I noticed that there were a good
many de'puta,tions during the recent adjournment. I am sorry tha,t I did not
happen to be on any of them, because I
did not see anything that was asked for
to which the Go,ve,rnmetllt did not say
I I yes."
I have, neve,r known a Government that said (( yes" to everyone who
came along that did not get into financial
difficulties, and it ma,y be tha,t the next
te'am that ge,ts on thel Treasury bench
will ha,ve to clean up. the resultant mess.
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Now I want to tell thel House a little about
what Labour has be·en doing elsewhere.
Let me read a letter from a country blacksmith in my electorate. I do not know
how many new labour boar<ls have been
craated in co-untry districts since the new
Minister came into oiffice, but I know
quite a number have been.
I want to
read this letter, which is signed by 1\11'.
W. G. Hart, of Roche·ste,rSir,
This is a copy of It letter sent to the Chief
Inspector of Factories.
Seeing the farriers
award now applies to the whole State. as we
are only shoeing at intervals during the day,
can we pay the men for the time they are
s}lOeing at the award rate; as if we had to pay
them the full rate for week we would have to
cease shoeing altogether. and, besides, how
could we get our clients to bring in their horses
at 6.30 a.m., and Saturday we could not do
any shoeing. We have already given two of
our- employees notice, and they have been in
our employ for a long time.
We would like you to look up the award,
and you, as a farmer, say how we can work
the hours in country.
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If this a.wa.rd is to prevail in the country
the first thing. tha t will be dOone will be
to put up the price of shoeling.
Mr. OLD.-Or sa.ck some of the men.
Mr. ALLAN.-It may be that many
people will not be able to get their horses
shod at all. The difficulty that I see in
applying wages boards to blacksmiths'
shops in the country applies also to country butter factories. The cre·am is usually
delivered at the factories in the evenings
during the hOot we,ather, and men employed at thel factories have to stop after
5 o'clock to put it through the' cool processes. They have to be paid time and a
half for aU the work done after 5 o'clock.
l\1anagers of country butter factories have
asked that. they should be allowed, afte.r
consultation with their own employees, to
fix the. hours of work, not more. thau eight
each day, so that the crela,m can be dealt
with after 5 o'clOock without the payment
of overtime, rates.
That request, however, has been refused, and the factories
havel to continue tOo pay time ang a· half
for all work done after 5 o'clock. I do
not know whether the Government proposes to fix the time when farmers shOould
get up in the morning and when they
should go to bed, but I am inclined to
think that that is coming. I have a number of matters to which I desire to refer,
but my time will permit me to deal with
ouly some of them . We were naturally
proud of the justices of the pea.ce we had
in Victoria., but I propose to read now
something about an appointment made by
the Attorney-General. It is very serious
for the "State, of Victoria, and if, after 1
have rea.d the statement, members of this
House do .not object to the restoring of a
certain man to the roll of justices of the
peace, then I do· not know where their
sense of justice comes in. What I am
going to relad is taken· from the, press,
and if the Attorne,y-General likes to reply
he can do so.
Mr. SLATER.-I will do that. Don't
you worry.
Mr. ALLAN.-The honorable geutleman will have plenty of opportunity.
This is what I propose to read-

This man has been a, blacksmith in Rochester far a good many years.
1\1r.
l\:fCl)ONALD
(Polwal'th).-They
start work at 6.30, and at 8 o'clock they
knock off fur breakfast.
Mr. ALLAN.-When breakfast time
comes they knock off for an hour, but if
they happen tOo bel shoeing a, 'horse just
before-6 0' clock and complete it, they have
to bel paid time and a half.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The men should
not be allowed to e,at.
~
Mr. ALLAN.-I am nOot troubling
.about how many \va.ges boards the Government chooses to cre'ate fOor city industries, but the position is entire,ly diffe·rent
when country industries a·re conceJ;ned.
Mr. LEMMON.-A few minute,s ago you
said you believed in wages boards.
Mr. ALLAN.-For about half the
time I have. 'been spe.aking the honOorable
member has not understood what I was
saying. He W3lS apparently thinking of
some!thing else. I want to ten him something with regard to the country blacksmith which is not understood.
I am
also going to refer. to country butter facAt a meeting of the State Executive Council
tories tOo show e·xactly what is the. posi- yesterday the name of Mr. D. G. Carter, of
tion.
Although Mr. Hart is a black- \Vest Melbourne, i'ovhich was remoycd from the
smith .primarily, he does aU kinds I)f roll of justice8 of the peace som~ time ago by
work, but the rate imposed by the Far- Sir Arthur Robinson, then Attorney·General,
was reinstated. Thc step taken by Sir Arthur
riers' Wage3 Board is the, highest fot the Robinson
was strongly resented at the time by
work he does. An employee may not shoe Mr. P,rendergast, then Leader of .the Opposimore. than haifa dozen horses in a day. tion.
l
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The reaSOon for Mr. Carter's dismi-ssal was
explained by Sir Arthur Robinson to a deputation which waited on him on April 3 tOo ask
for the reinstatement of Mr. Carter. The deputation con.sisted of Mr. Williams, M.L.C.,
Mr. Prendergast, Dl'. Maloney, M.H.,R., Mr.
Disney, M.L.C.,. and COUllcillor Hay, of niclimond.
In declining to· grant the deputation's request· Sir Arthtu· Robinson said that Iseveral
priso~ers to whom Mr: Carter had granted bail
had absconded. A letter had been sent to Mr.
.. Carter setting out the requirements of the
Crown Law Department with regar.d tOo the
granting of bail, and Mr. Carter, in a reply to
the secretary of the Department, had said that
he would see ,that· all future caees that were
brought before him were thoroughly investigated, and also that he would" not grant bail
before ascertaining that the circumstances were
satisfactory. That promise hadbeell brOoken,
but he (Sir Arthur Robinson) had told. Mr.
Carter that he WOould not have a formal embargo placed on his granting bail, but would
accept his word. When Mr. Carter broke· his
word he had told him that i.t WDuld be against
the interests of justice to allow him to continue
as a justice of the peace. Mr. Carter had then
pleaded by letter and personal interview that
he should not be removed from the :bench. Sir
Arthur Robinson had said that he would allow
him to continue as a justice of the peace on
the assurance that he would not sit on the
bench or grant bail. In spite of definite personal assurances, Mr. Carter had broken them
in a most flagrant way 'a ,few weeks afterwards.
He had accepted £25· to buy a prisoner of very
doubtful character out 0f imprisonment from
a bondsman who himself was a former prisoner.
When the· a.ppeal came on for hearinO' the
pri.soner had" bolted." Mr. Carter said that. he
had taken charge of the £25. The man had
gone to him and said that the conviction had
been quaished, and had asked for the' £25 back.
He (Sir Arthur Robinson) wassatig.fied that
~a;t £25 had been supplied by the prisoner
hImself. He would be unfit to hold his position for an honr if he condoned such ·conduct a~
that. Mr. Carter had exhibited a lack of
judicial care and had been responsible for a
number of criminals getting at large tOo be a
~enace to the community. In reply to' a questi-oR hy Mr. Prendergast 'asking if ther'e was
any.thing else know.n. against the eharac.ter. of
Mr. Carter, Sir Arthur Robinson said that in
1921 information was brought to the Department that Mr. CaTter had' been' convicted for
assault and sentenced to three mon.tlis~ 00pl'isonment. Had this neen. kn.own earlie:rr Mr.
Carter would not have..been appointed &. justice:
of the peace.

head of this House ? We cannot expect to
get justice if men are restored to the
bench in the way this man has been.
Mr. HA.ILEY.-Are you quoting from
thB official file?
MI". ALLAN.-The honorable gentleman will :find it official enough. I want
now to read what the Leader of the Oountry party of Queensland thinks of the
Labour party in that State. I naturally
take some notice of what the Leader of
the Oountry party in Queensland says.
~ Mr. PRENDERGA.sT.-Seven-eighths of
the farmers in Queensland voted Labom·.
Mr . .ALLAN.-Yes, but they say never
again.
This is a. report of wha,t Mr:
Moore, the Leader e-f th-e Country pa,rty
in Queensland, said-

The present Government says' that it
wants' law and order. So we all do; but
how can we. expect to get law and order
when a member of the justice. of the peace
is removed from the .roH becau-se he does
not know how to conduct himself, and the
Labour party restores his name over the

When the. present :Premier was going
about the State at the last election he saidthat they had a- model Government in
Queensland,. and if he were returned to
power he would follow. that Government.
I propuse now to read a private letter,
which was sent to, me by Mr. Moore, in

Mr. Allan.

In the Legislative Assembly, on the motion
that the House go into Committee of Supply, the Leader of the Opposition. (Ml'. Moore)·
stated that the taxable income of individuals
in 1915-16 was £12,272,576, as compared with
£10,905,944 last year. Taxation, however, had
increased :by £246,000 tOo £871,723. In the
case of companie8 the taxable income had increaeed from £4,674,500 to £6,057,795, and taxation from £2J.O,000 to £852,683. "When you get
an increase in taxation .and a diminution in
taxable income it shows that taxation has
become so heavy that development is arrested
to such an enent that, instead of prosperity,
retrogressieJl and stagnation has set in." Although the revenue last year exceeded that of
the previous year by £800,000, he a.dded,. the
Ministry hadcur.tailed advaneec:; to settler,s. As
it was now impossible for settlers to· go to
anybody athe-r than the Government tOo obtain
advances this would have ,a very disa.strous.
effect on the country. The extravagance and
malac1miniistration of Labour was responsible
for l'etrenchmentand reductions in ,salaries and
the repudiati011 of the pledges given to the
electors. In State enterprises alone £1,010;104
had been sunk up till J·une 30, 1924-, and the
losses were continuing year after year.
Figures relating to the huge losses sustained
by State enterprises in Queensland were quoted
in the J.JegisJative ASC3embly by Mr. Maxwell.
He stated that the total loss to June, 1923, was
£1,272,454. The Chillagoe mines lost £178,656'
State sta,tions, £572,808 ;' cannery, £53,964;
trawler, £48,560; coal-mines, £40,100; RoIllit
bore, £35,897; fish supply, £35,796'; and Irvinebank treatment works, £32,.665. The capital
tied up in State industries on June 30, 1923,
he said, amounted to £3,455,000.
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response to a request I made for certain
inf orma tionBrisbane,
19th August, 1924.

Deal' Sir,
.so far the Government has spent about
£65,000 in organizing the farmers. N ow the
l~vi.e's have commenced by which the farmers
will pay for it themselves.
There is
remarkably little result to show for it all, and
many farmers are utterly disgusted. Though
r,mpposed to Ibe non-political, the organizers
were carefully chosen, and it is undoubtedly
being used as a political organization (thinly
veiled) to help the Labour party. It was successful in killing the Queensland Farmers'
Union, un.cl \VC have nothing in its place.

'Vhen they started to organize the f arm-ers
in Queensland, agricultural councils were
formed'. It was said to· the farmers joining the agricultural councils, "We will
help you, but you have to get out of every
other organization." That was what Mr.
:,Moore was refelTing to. The object was
to kill the farmers organization. I am
going to read the platform from the last
conference, so that honorable members
will know where they are in regard to this
capita.! levy. As I am quoting from a
Labour party publication I suppose it is
all right.

1924.]
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wealth. The scheme makes an exemption of £5',.000.,. and then proceeds-

OIl

Fortune.
£5,000-£6,000
£6TOOO~£R,OOO

£8,000-£ 10,000
£10,000-£15,000
£15,000-£20,000
£20,.000-£.30,000
£30,000-£50,000
£50,000-£100,000
£100,000-£200,000
£200;000:....-£500,000
£500,000-£ 1,000,000Over £1,000,000

Per cent. levy.
5
10
15
20
25·
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

That is the levy proposed to be p.ut on
capital, and it has been adopted by the
Labou!' party here.
Mr. HOGAN'~-There are a lot of things
in your statement which. you do not ullderstand. Alternatively, they are nut b'ue.
Mr. ALLAN.-I have one more quotation showing what has: been done in
Queensland under a Labour Government.
Direct ta!ation in that State rose in six
years, under Labour, from £1 8s. 2d'. per
head to £4 18s. 6d., which is equivalent to
an increase of 118.68 per cent. Is that
what the people of Victoria want? If it
is I am a bad judge of their feelings. A
few minutes ago I referred to State enterprises. This is what the Treasurer of
New South Wales has to say on the subject-

THE VICTORIAN SCHEME.
The Victorian scheme ",vas adopted on 21,st
April, 1924, at the Easter Conference of the
Victorian branch of the Australian Labour
State enterprises had lost to Australia
party. Its author is Mr. M. B. Duffy, the pIe- £7,661,900, and the interest bill amounted to
sent president of the branch and the chairman . £457,000.
of a committee .appointed in 1923 to prepare
a scheme of motherhood -and child1:tood endow- I know that the present Government want
ments. The recoIDmendations of Mr. Duffy's to ru.n Victoria on the lines of State entercommittee were three, and all .th'l'ee !Were prise. I should like them to look at the
adopted by the Conference "as part of statement made by the Treasurer of New
Labour's platform."
South Wales. They will see that. private
(1) ,Ve endorse the principle of universal
enterprise
can do the work twenty times
motherhood and childhood endowbetter than it can be done through
ment.
( 2) That, as a .preliminary to the full Socialistic legislation.
maintenance of children by tl1e State,
Yr. SLAT.E.'R.-Then why did you not
the Labour Government, on attain- hand the· Morwell seheme over to'· private
ing office, shall pay from the Consolidated 'Revenue ·the Isum ·of 5s. per enterprise?
]tiro. ALLAN.-J! wish to say,. in conweek to each child from birth to
school leaving age, ·and the full main-. clusion, that if the Government imagine
tenance of ex-nuptial children and' that by the waving of a wand they can
children of widows and deserted
find the money to' carry out any enterwives.
(3) That Mr. Duffy'S scheme for the im- prise they may bring forward they. will
position of a levy on wealth (printed ':find, as the. Premier of Queensland has
below) be put forward as a sug- . found, that it is impracticable. Mr. Theogested means of raising the money
dore was asked to reduce the working
required.

I now wish to refer to the British Labour
party's scheme for making a capital levy

week to 4:4 hours. He said, "It cannot
be done-. " It will not be long before the
present Government find that they c.annot
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carry out the promises they have made.
They will :find that o'ther Governments
have carried out their promises to the best
of their ability and as far as ,State
:5nances will permit. They will :find that
soci'alism is the dream of the schemer and
the scheme of the dreamer.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The statement made
by the Premier in his policy address was
a very remarkable one in more senses than
one. It was remarkable for its omissions,
as well as for some of the extraordinary
proposals that were put in.
Mr. FROST.-YOU ·cannot expect everything at once.
Dr. ARGY~E.-~vidently not. I was
reminded of the work which many of us
have seen at public entertainments of the
black and white lightning artist who
ma,kes a. rapid ske,tch on a she,et
of white papell', and who,
when
half way through, turns to his audience and says, "What do you _hink this
is going to be?"
The audience exercise
their ingenuity as to what is in the artist's
mind.
Mr. CAIN.-We never had to do that
when you were on the Treasury' bench.
Dr. ARGYI..JE.-N 0, because I always
made myself clear. The Premier's speech
reminds me of the artist's sketch. We
get the outlin2' with a few curly lines
he,re and there, and then the Premier
leans back and says, " What .do you think
of my policy?" Anyone would say, "It
looks so.mething like an innocent little
woolly lamb." At a later stag'e the artist
takes a red crayon and dashes in a. little
red here and there, and, 10 and behold, the
innocent little lamb is a fierce Bengal
tige'r with whiskers, claws, and tail.
Mr. WEBBER.-That tale came out of
Noah's Ark.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The pohcy outlined is
little more than a series of headlines. It
is somewhat flattering to the late Liberal
Government, because it contains many of
the projects that were to. be carried out
by that Government had it remained in
o(ffice. Some of them have been included
without much detail. The dressing is to.
be supplied later. It is when the details
are filled in that we shall find the particular danger of the scheme. I have here
the final address issued by the Premier,
not to. the Ho.use, but to. the electors of
Victoria. It is headed, cc The Policy of
Labour in the State o.f Victoria, General

Policy.

Elections, Thursday, 26th June, 1924."
The last paragraph contains these wordsThe Nationalist Government are topping a
large number of faded and ancient proposals
with those of more attractive appearance,

which have many a time been displayed for the
same purpose.

And some o.f these very ancient proposals
that he refers to are included in the policy
-speech.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Some of them are
twenty years old. We have been in o.ffice
seven weeks.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have no. doubt that
if the Labour Government is given time
it will do plenty of things. Ta'king the
o.utline of policy as it stands, almost the,
first thing dealt with is land settlement.
In this spelech land settlement is made
quite a feature of. The Premier said
boldly that the Labour party would take
into full consideration the reports of the
valuers of land of the soldie'r settlers and
others, and accept full Ministerial responsibility in de,aliug with each and every
case.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-SO we will.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The, answer to the
"full responsibility" IS a
Royal
Commission.
He goes on then to
. country settlement and agricultural
development.
He
takes
the
late
Gove,rnment to. task for failure to
conceive and develop a country-life policy
wher,s by [eople would be encouraged to.
set,tIe and devellop the country.
Markets were to be provided. All sorts of
things were to be done. Ho.W far have
they g0t ~ 1~wenty-five tho.usand pounds'
worth of sheds to establish markets at
Spencer-street.
Mr. BAtLEy.-·Well, in seven weeks that
IS not bad.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is a very small instalment for the markets of Victoria.
1\11'. BAILEY.-The farmers got nothing
in twenty years from the Liberal Governments. They get this from the Labour
Governme,nt in se,ven weeks.
Dr. ARGYLE.-They hav'e g,ot nothing. It is only a promIse.
Mr. BAILEY.-It is more than that.
Dr. ARG YLE.-Then we come to the
interesting question of freights and fares,
which has been referred to. at length by
my leader. Freights and fares a.re to be
red uced.
The Premier .denied a few
minutes ago th_at he had ever stated that it
would be d01!,.e through the allocation of
the land tax fo.r the purpose.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No. It was said
that I intended to increase the land tax.
I re'plied that I never said anything of the
kind.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Did the Premier not
sa y that he would supply the money
needed from the land tax? This is the
statement referred to-This interest charge should not be all paid
by railway users. It should be allocated from
the State land tax, and the railway freights
reduced by the full amount of the land tax.

Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What is wrong
with that ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-The interest charges,
ae has heen pointed out, amount to
£3,000,000 per an:q.um.
The land
tax amounts to £392,000 per annum.
The Government, according to the
policy proposal, are not going to do'
wha t they said they were.
They
offered to reduce freights on certain
articles to the extent of £154,397.
Had they ca~ried out the clear statement
of what they were going to do, given by
the Premier in his pol~cy speech, they
would have had to reduce freights and
fares by £500,000 and more than doubled
the land tax or increased thel income, tax.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The honorable
member is building up something in his
own imagination.
Dr. ARGYLE.-In thi'3 conspiracy of
silence we cannot get an answer as to
where the money is to come from,
and the interjections are so numerous
and varied that it would be impossible to hear any answer were
it given.
'Vhere is the money to
come from?
The Leader of the Country
party asked that question, and we are stiiI
waiting for the answer.
I come now t.o
the subject of the redistribution of seats.
vVhen the Bill which was submitted by
the last Government was before the
~ouse, we also had a conspiracy of silence.
Honorable members opposite had not ..l
word to say. Why? Because the avowed
policy of the Labour party to-day is to
reduce the number of members of this
House from 65 to 60, to give three members to each Federal seat, and to have
30 metropolitan and 30 country members.
I hope the country members will take note
of tlie fact that that would mean the
disappearance of fourteen country seats.
Mr. B.AILEY.-YOU told them that nt
the elections.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-I did.
It would also
mean the creation of nine metropolitan
seats.
The reason why this Government has not included anything in its
policy speech about the r~distribution of
seats is simply that they are perfectly
satisfied with things as they are.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That is not true.
Dr ....~RGYLE. - Why are they satisfied?
Because they are in possession of
things to "\vhich they are not entitled. The
present ratio betwe,en town and country is
as 100 to 39. The average number Qof electors in city constituencies represented hy
Labour members is 18,906, and in city
constituencies held by Liberal members
The 18,906 electors exercise
31,542.
exactly the samoe political power as the
31,542 electors in the metropolitan area.
The average number of electors in country cQonstituencies held by Labour membeTS is 8,013, and in count.ry constituencies held by Liberal or Farmers Union
members 9,430.
Mr. WEBBER. - Are you basing your
state,ment on the figures available at tho
recent election?
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes ..
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The honora ble member for Abbotsford should make
a sp'eech instead of interjecting.
Dr. ARGYLE. - Honorable member..,
opposite are not allowed to make speeches,
but they are allowed to interject and
harass speakers on this side. The Premier made this statement, "N0 party
could possess true democratic instinct..s
unless prepared to extend to all sections
as much voting power as they would bo
inclined to. ask for themselves." Those are
the Premier's sentiments, but the honOl'able gentlem~n is quite prepared to bring
down a polley speech to-day that contains no reference whatever to any attempt to rectify the anomalies that exist.
Mr. BAILEy.-When you explained o Ill'
policy in reference to the election of three
members for each Federal seat, you did
not say that those members wo'uld be
elected on a proportional basis.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Does that make anv
difference?
"
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Do you know of
any instance in which an electo'ral Bill
has been introduced in the first session of
a Parliament ~
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I twas
stated that they had failed to prOTVide for
the educational needs of the peorple. The
policy speeoh contains not one single word
in referenoe to educa,tion, hut we have
had the famous, Of, if it had been correctly repoil'ted, the infamous speech, O'f
the present Minister O'f Public Instruction
with rega.rd to' the remorval from our
School Pape1' of all that has led to the
building up of the, traditions of the
British race,.
Mr. CAIN.-H·aven't you something to
sa,y a boiU t the Pig Ma.rket site 7
Dr. ARGYLE.-l will ha;ve something
to say a,bout it presently.
T'hecommunity .has been .absolutely shocked by
the intimation that all the great traditions tha.t have sprung from thE;! glorious
past of the Empire to which we be}ong
are to be removed from the School Paper.
Mr. SLATER.-That is not correct; what
has'hoon done bas reference only to the
exto1ling o,f war.
Dr. ARGYLE.-l should like to hear
a· speech from the Attorney-General, but
I cannOit get aillything but interjections.
When the war took pla,ce one 0'£ the
greatest events that happened in France
was the defence by the French soldiers
of the great fortress of Verdun. Thousands
of French sOildiers laid ·dOlwn their lives on
those bloody sl0'Pes to keep the Germans
out -o.f France. It wasno,t 'a question of
officers, but 'Of men. They said, and it
was repeated throughout the length and
breadth 'of France, (' 'The Germans shaH
not pass." And they did not pass, aJ~
though the way was piled ten deep with
the bodies of Frenchmen.
lam very
proud O'fthe history 'of my Ql\vn p'eople,
of the Australians in the war, bu:t i do
think tha,t the finest natiO'n-al mon.ument
France possesses to.:daiJ is rn the grarves 'of
the men who, perished at Verdun. We want
the idea of national sacrifice to :be perpetuated, and these meu built a monument to France which will Ii va for .e;vex in
the, lIDeIDOry .of the French people. Does
the Atta,rn.ey-G.en-eral mean to' tell me that
to. make referelWce ,to such ,e;vents in .the
Sch.ool Paper is ,to extol war.
In the
case of a'conques,t like the N apoleonio
wars, in which the French swept over
other countries, I should ,not bekeen.orn
having an:y instruction given in our School
Paper., but I am keen' oln having it inculcated in the minds Dfour young
children that the greatest thing a .man

Dr. ARGYLE.-N0, hut I know of :iu- rOlUudly abused' for their policy.
stances where in the first policy speech
to a Parliament the policy 'of the Government has been declared.
:r do not
expect the GOrVei'nm€nt to bring in a redistri'bu'tion 01 seats Bin tn-morrow. We
do not know what the Go:vernment intend
to do. I come now to another item, that
of Public Service ,Superannuation.
We

were informed by the Premier-at that
time he was the Leader of the Oppositiol1
-that " generally speaking " he approved
of superannuation.
What does he mean
by "generally speaking" ~
It is not
made clear to us by his ,policy speech.
All we know is that the Government are
giving consideration to a scheme, and that
they intend tor bring in a Bill.
The
honorable gentleman might tell me what
"generally <speaking" does mean.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Give us a little
time.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I want to know what
you are going to try to carry out.
Mr. P'RENDERGAsT.-Before we :try you
want to ·know.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK..- Weare
going to get a wine licences Bill put
through.
Dr. ARGYLE.-l saw that. I come
now to tbe question m nnance.
A great
deal of time was devoted to the a buS'e, o·f
the financial transactions of the Liberal
Gov:er.nment, but the subject was dismissed in the policy speechorf this
GO'v.ernment in
a
curt
st.atement
that all borrowing will in future
be arrang.ed through the CO'mmonwe8llth. No suggestion has. been made
as to how the necessary revenue
is tabe obtained to .finance various €Xtrav~gant ,proposals, or hO'w deficiencies in
revenue are to' be made up. And further,
there is no mentio'll ,of -increased taxation;
there is just silence! An that we are told
is that the ho['rowing will be arranged
through the Commonwealth, and" as has
been shown by other speakers, this -borrowing will be strictly limited 'to 'a few mi1lions .sterling . The milliolTIs must be
grea.t1y exceeded if the expeuditure foreshadowed is to take place, and no indicatiQlll has been given to ,us as tal where
the extra mone~ is to come fram. The
next ·subject with which I propose to deal
is .tha.t of education.
On -the hustings
great .attention was given .to ·education.al
matters, and the late Gove.r:nme:nt were
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can do is to give service to his country.
If that service ends with his dea,th, I respect and honour such a man all the more.
The proposal to remove that sort of teaching from our schoOil papers., the very suggestion of it, although I understand the
Minister has withdra,wn to a considerable
extent from the position that he first took
up, is open to theo most severe criticism.
1n the policy speech we are taken
to task for the creation of one
or two Royal CommissiOins.
I dOl not
believe that Royal Commissions, as a rule,
arc of very much value.
The two the
late Government appointed did nOit result
in much good, and were not worth the
money spent on them, although I do not
see how they could have been avoided.
But the party that criticizes another party
for ha,ving created Royal Commissions
now creates three tOi do wOlrk, some of
which should not be done.
Mr. TuNNECLIFFE.-That is putting up
a record.
Dr. ARGYLE,-It is.
The~e Royal
Commissions are to inquire into matters,
some of which have been investigated already, and some of which should not be
inquired into at all. I come now to the
question of the police. During the elections the Premier and some of his colleagues again and again annolUnced on the
public platform that the first step that
they wOluld take would be to reinstate all
the police mutineers. But tha~t is not in
this policy speech.
The Government, I
believe, \Mould have liked to have it
in, but they were persuaded to cut it'
out.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.----Is there no reference tOi the police in the policy speech ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-There IS no reference
to the promise that the first step of the
Government would be the reinsta,tement
of the police mutineers. The first thing
done was to consult the Crown Law
authorities, and the next was to appoint
a Royal Commission-a Roya,l Commission
that in its essence is an outrage.
That
is the only word I can apply to it. It is
practically a Royal Commission of civil
servants, to inquire into the administration of one of the greatest departments
by responsible Ministers, and a responsible Government.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-How many civil
servants are there on the Commission 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-Practically three.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That is not so.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-The honorable gentleman knows that he is quibbling. Oflicially
they are not civil servants.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Sir John Monash
is not a civil servant.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I class him as a civil
servant for this purpose. He is a servant
of the State.
Mr. WEBBER.-Will you tell me why
the Federal Government appointed Sir
John Monash, if he is a civil servant to
inquire into a political matter in 'the
Federal sphere 1
Mr. TOUTCHER.-He is not their servant.
~r. AR~YLE.-I am not going, at
thIS stage, mto the whole question of the
police dispute, and the various occurrences. I did not take part, through illhealth, in the actual occurrences that took
place at the beginning of the dispute. It
was only later I came on the scene and
I will leave my late leader, the hon~rable
member for Oastlemaine, to deal with
the earlier occurrences if he speaks.
I may say that a refusal of the
police to carry out their duty had
not occurred before in Victoria but it
ha,d occurred in England and Am~rica.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The circumstances
were entirely di.ff€lrerit in both those cases,
as Y0U know,
Dr. ARGYLE.-There may have been
differences of degree, but the men refused
duty, and the fact remains that the
Labour Prime Minister of Great Britain
definitely, plainly, and clearly declined.
to interfer,e and reinstate the men. Why
was that 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Because it would
have cost £20,000,000 tct do it.
Dr. AR.GYLE.-It was because he
knew, as the honorable member ought to
know,that the police-the civil arm of the
law-should not be the servants of any
political party. I do not say that each
man should not ha,ve his own poli ticsthat would mean depriving him of his
civil rights-but, as a bOody, the police
should recognize no party. They are the
servants of the people of Victoria, and
only the servants of the people of Victoria.
If the Government succeed in
their scheme, half of the Police Force
will be definitely pledged to one political
party.
1\1:r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Why 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-Because the,y have
been associated with the Trades Hall.
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.Mr. TUNNiEcLlFFE.-In what way doe;:,
tha.t pledge them to! any party 1;
Dr. AkGYLE.-It is: mbv.ious.
Mr. CAIN.-The sa.me state,0f afilairs
a pplies to eve,ry section 0'£ the Ptitblic Service. They are all split in two.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There· is. nE) section ot
the Public Service that holds. the same:
position towa,rds. the public of VictO'ria
as do. the police. The,y are the protectors of the honour of .women and children',
of the safety of men's and women's lives,
and of property.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Are they not associated
wi th the National Fede,ration 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-Certainly nOlt~ When
a police rec:rnit, during the time, I was in
office, was enlisted,. he was not asked .any
question as: to his. political views.
Mr. HUGREs.-They were not asked
any questioIDS at all.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Tbat is absolutely not
true. In. substance, and in fact, it is not
true. The greatest care was' taken in
connexion with those enlistments.
Mr. COTTER.-Some of them had pretty
bad criminal·reicords.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That statement IS
e,qually false. Thel!e was EJflle man who
was found, on invest:i!ga;tio.n, to ha.ve a
criminal record, and he was insta.ntly dismissed.
Mr. BAILEY.-If tne, Go.vernment would
not redress the grievances of the men,
what course co:uld the,y adopt 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-There was 110' question
of redressing grie,vance's a.t aU.
Mr. BAILEY.-Why be afraid of this
Commission of Inquiry ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Who said I was afraid
of it 7
Mr. BAILEy.-Why do· you object to it ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Because it is wrong ill
princi pIe. The, question of the pe'Jisonnel
of the Com.missiQon has been refe:rred to
already.
I would place my life a.nd
reputation in the' hands, of Sir John
l\Ionash without the slightest reservation,
but Sir John Monash is Qone' of three.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Do you redlect on
the honour of the Public Hervice Commissioner ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-I. am not re,:flecting on
the honour of any ()Jle. Without making
any imputation of dishonour or dishonesty, I may say that it would be possible fQor .a majority report tOo be presented,
overrulmg a more informed minority
report. A case ()If that kind has occurred.
:Mr. Brooks, who figured so prominently
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a.t. the time· when the. police strike. was a.t
its. height-he was. the principal negOotiator
with th€! then. P.remier-was b..ims.elf the
subject of a Bo.a.rd of Inquiry,. which COllsis.ted Cltf three people,. ~1r. P. Cohen,
Police Magistrate,. Mr. Gilder, and
S.up.erinteJ!Ji.den.t l\1.ar.tin,. who is no-w a
member or the Police Commission. The
only man. of those three' who. was capable
of. j.udgi1!llg the value of evidence did not
agree with the finding of the BQoard. The
Board's finding was a majo'rity finding,.
a..nd the repo'rt of the man who was mos~
competent to' judge went for 1l0ught.
The same thing ma.y happen in this case';.
though I do not say it will. The appointment of a, jUIDQr man to report on the
admini.stra ti6)tll el£ his senior €),tlicer is one
of the most amazing propositions I ha.ve
ever hea.rd.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You would have
a ppoin ted -thel senior o1fice:r 1·
Dr. ARGYLE ..- I would not. have appointed a Commission at all, but if I had
appointed a Commission 1 would have obtained men similar. to Si1' J onn MGl1a.sh
-me'll removed frOom any co·nne.xion with
POolitiC!3, OT the: Forrce.. I was asked, whether
I had anything tOo sa~ about hospitals.
I have. On many platforms the late PrerIDer and his colleagues were- abu.sed by
the- present Premier for their failure to'
pro,vide. more hoapi tal accommodation. Day
aftell' day thel present PJiemier: aecuaed us
of inhumanit:y and. ha.rd-heartedness beca.use· we.wd not there and then meet an
emergency position tha.t Ii.ald arisen with
regard to. the, Me,lboru:rne Hospital.
Mr. FRosT.-It had be'en accumulating
forr' years.:
Dr. ARGYLE.-PossiMy sO', bat the
Government was not to blame for. that.
The mason. for that was the: bltmder that
was. committed when the' old Melh<mrne
Hospiltal was: pulled down a,nd the IlIeW
one ereeted on its site without the ra.pid
growth otf this city having been takel'l
into- consideration.
Now, wha;t did we
do ~. I cam: only say that, I myaelif,. inside
O'f a week, found 40 heds to! rcIieve the
pressmre:. The present Gove-1rnment has
been at work for s1:xweeks. How many
bed~ have they pr~vided ~
1\111". PRENDERGAST .-1 ha,ve beds· for
everyone who wants them.
You had
1,500 people waiting at the gates of the
hospital.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I know an ahout tha.t
waiting list.
The present Government
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have not. yet done anything with the proposition that was put forward by the
Charitii..es Board, and a,cC'epted by our
Government that the Caulfield Hospital
should be equipped and made useful as
an emergency hospital.
:\1:r. PRENDERGAsT.-I have been trying
for six weeks to get a hand into it with
every officer in the Service ·who. has had
anything to' do with the matter, but we
have llot reached finality. We have, been
trying for six weeks, but for five years
your Government failed to do anything.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Fed.e.ra.l National
Gove.rnment apparently were to blame..
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not know who.
were to· blame, but, perhaps, the same
people hindered us as .are hindering the
prer3ent GO'vernment.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The newspapers
wer,€, at you day a.fter day. Y.ou at last
said you had bought the CaulfieldHospitaL vVhen we looked into the, matter we
found you had not bought it at .alL
Dr. ARGYLE.-What provision are
the GOtve,rnment making for the time when
the population of this city will have increased to 2,000, 000 ~
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The·re is ~o penon
in :I\1"elibourne sick to-da,y foil' whom I cannot get a bed. The,re were 1,500 waiting
under your a~inistration.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That, of oourse, is a
statement tha,t I cannot contradict.
An Ho.NORABLE MEMBER.-You should
not attempt to. deal with the subject, because, you kn'Ow nothing about it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I win show that I
know something about the matter.
The
question of the future of the MeJbourne
Hospital is fraught with the greate'st of
difficulties. Extension on the present site
is impossiblel •
You cannot build mo.re
there; and you cannot take ano.th.er
patient in. You cannQlt provide the necessary. mod-ern departments that are, wanted
for running the hospital. The Charities
Board, who have studied this question inside and out, made a reco.mmendation to
the' la,te Gove,rnme:nt., with which it was
dealing at the time when the crisis -occurred. The Government was considering
whether the pig market site should be
given to the Education Depa,rtment or
reserved for a new Melbo.urne Hospital.
Mr. LEMMo.N.-Your Government and
previo.us Lib-eral Governments-----. The SPEAKER.-Order!
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Dr . ARGYLE. - I do not think there
is any ma,tte'r tha,t is o.f more vital importance to the people o.f the metropolis,
and particularly to. the people of the
northern suburbs, than the provision of a
site' for a new hospital no.rth of the Y ana.
I am perfectly convinced that such a site
has to. be, fGund. Very few people realize
what are the necessities of that site. To
sta,rt with, theil'e are various suggestions
tha.t the l\ielbourne Hospital should be
taken out Brunswick or Coburg way. That
wo.uld no.t do a,t all.
.Mr. LEMMON.-You started that. You
canno.t -deny it.
The SPEAKER.-Order!
Mr. LEMMoN.-Hel is making statemp.nts
that are not correct.
The SPEAKER.-IfGnorable, members
are no.t doing justice, to the ex-Chief Secretary when he is explaining a, subject in
which he is peculiarly inte,rested, and 'On
which he should be well informed. They
can see a,t a glance that the'Y will not be
dOling him justice if they continue to interrupt as they have been doing tnro.ughout this evening.
Their con.<fuct is not
consistent with the -order which nas aJways
distinguished this House, and I appe.al
again to hGno.rable m-embers to pr.eserve
There 'are powe,rs put by the
orde,r.
House in the· hands of the Chair., and those
powers will be used, if necessary, but I
hesitate to use them, because I know that
honorable members ha,v.e sometimes to
listen to. pro.vocativ.e speeches.
Nr. WEBBER.-That is the whole
trouble.
. The SPEAKER.-It is lnkl,t ,hyany
means the whole trouble.
H:onorab!.
membe'fs na,ve more or less throughout
the whole evening been inte,rjecting when
they should not ha,ve d·o.ne so. It is not
creditable to. them, and I hope, they will
allow the honorable, member for Toorak
to continue his spooCh.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am convinced that
the weIf are of the metr.opoli tan area, particularly its northern parts, is wr.apped up
in this question. I admit their difficulty. I
had to grapple with it, and did no.t arrive
.at a co.nclusion, but I did try to reach ouo.
The riva.l claims of the Education Department and of the Melbourne Hospital
to this site h-ad to be considered, and they
were being considered at the time. The
Education Department has very stron~c
claims to. the site, but s.o has the Melbo.urne Hospital, because, and this is th..
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important point, this is the focal point of
the area that wants new hospital accommodation.

This

is

the

place

the

,sick people could get at best. The fol'lowing is a report from the Charities'
Board on this point prepared f.or me:Re proposed reservation of Parkville site for
..future use of the Melbourne Hospital.
It is highly desirable that the attitude and
',objects of the Charities Board should Ibe fully
Ret out, as froom the multitude of comments
the issue has become somewhat clouded.
Ea1'ly History.---'The Committee of the Mel·
bourne Hospital made application to the Board
for permission to launch a general appeal for'
£100,000 for erection of new buildings on the
p:'esent site. The Board founel on inquiry that
the net result of spending some £80,000 of this
would be an increase of only 60 beds. This
sum would be partly absorbed in providing consequent additional accommodation for the
extra nursing and domestic staff.
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posals will more easily rectify this now than
if any more time be allowed to elapse. It is
to ;be emphasized that this proposal is part of
a progressive policy of the Board. As an indication of the urgent need for some such policy,
,the follow'ing figures are unanswerable:(1) There 'are 1,800 cases on the waiting
lists of the metropolitan hospitals.
Inquiries go to show that a.fter deduotion of any cases which are duplicated, and of those which are less
urgent the number is about 1,500, a
most unsatisfactory and alarm~ng
position,
(2) The public hospital beds available per
1,000 of the population in Melbourne
is only 1.9, whilst other capital cities
show:Brisbane
4.0
Sydney
~.7
Perth
3.~
Adelaide
2.0

In other words, compared with other
CItIeS in the Commonwealth, we are
under-provided with hospital accommodation. I admit it, but the blunder was
committed when the hospital was built
on the present site. There wa.s no room
there forI expansion, and, therefore, provision must be made for the future. The
Metropolitan Board of Works is to-day
making provision for a water supply for
2,000,000 people. What are you going to
for hospital accommodation for
Such a proposal could not be sanctioned by do
the Board, who went further into the matter 2,000,000 pe.opIe, or even less than that
and found that conditions were such that, un- when they come?
We have not got
less some far-seeing action be at once taken, enough accommodation now, and we must
there would be chaos in the near future. It is
abundantly clear that the site of the Mel- ha,veo a general hospital for the nOTthern
bourne Hospital is now overcrowded, not only suburbs. The report goes on-

People forget that when a hospital is
built, every bed or series of beds requires
resident nurses and resident domestic
assistants, ,and these must, in most cases,
be housed in or about the building. It is,
therefore, of no use to build new wings
or new wards on to hospitals unless y.ou
also put up buildings in which the necessary staffs may be housed. The report
goes on0

for ward requirements, but for staff accommo(lation, permanent installation, and special
departments, and, further, it is most emphatically asserted by members of the medical staff
that the location is being rendered every day
more and more unsuitable owing to the noises
and dust incidental to the ever-increasing
street traffic.
The Charities Board, recognizing that it is their duty under the Act to
recommend what charitable relief is required
to meet the need of diseased persons in indigent circumstances, have made a general survey of the question, and strongly urge the
reservation of the 16 acres of land known as
the pig and cattle market sites for the following purposes:To immediatcly provide auxiliary units for
the use of certain types of cases at present
accommodated in the main wards, and thus
give prompt relief to present congestion. To
set about the preparation of a complete scheme
.of building and up-to-date hospital on the site,
so that in time the whole institution can be
transferred from its present position, if, and
when, deemed desir'able. In this regard a dis'passionate review of the action in rebuilding
of the hospital on its present site cannot but
\;e regarded as a m;stake, and the above proDr. Ar!J!Jle.

n should also be most emphatically pointed
out that the present scheme is being pressed on
account of the Melbourne Hospital only because the need there is urgent. If, or when,
any other hospital is in a similar predicament,
the Board will formulate some scheme of
assis,tance.
The Alfred Hospital does not require
m.ore land. It is built on only half its
land, and can more than double its present accommodati.on in the future, but
that is south of the Yarra. The report
continuesThe reason):' why the site referred to is
being sought are :-The area is appr'oximately
that specified for large general hospitals here
and abroad.

That is an area of 16 acres, and if it
were possible to take in that little bit of
Grattan-street at the end, it would make
20 acres. The report goes onIt is self-contained.
No private property
abuts on it. The position is high and on
roads sufficiently wide to prevent theatten-
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dant noises of traffic congestion. The location
is such that it is central to the largest centres
of the hospital population, including Carlton,
Collingwood, Fiizr'oy, Footscray, Northcote,
Prel:!ton,
Brunswick,
Coburg,
Flemington,
Essendon, and Port Melbourne, being in effect
the focal point of these districts. Future traffic
routes for the northern suburbs will be handy
to the site.

Anot.h<?r popular error is t.hat a general h03pita.l is a place where people
arc only put to bed, but for every patient
in bed there are six that come every day
to be treated in the out-patient department. These people are not sufficiently
in to be in bed, but have to travel backwards and f.orwards to the hospital. It is
therefore, essclltial that tho site chosen
should be one easily reached by tIle people
of all the suburbs to be served. It is of
110 use -to put the hospital out at Coburg
as I am alleged to have said that I intended to do, or at North :l\{oreland
OT places of th'at kind.
There is no other
plaoe anywhere in the city area sufficiently
central that can be obtained to-day. An
area of 16 to 20 acres of city land will
cost a great deal of money, especially if
existing buildings have to be demolished
to put a hospital there, but this Government has deliberately turned down this
recommendation of the Charities Board,
and has definitely allocated the site to the
Eduoation Delpartment.
So far it has
not indicated any other site on which it
will place the future Melbourne Hospital.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Charities Board
made representation to' the GQlvernment
of which you were a. membelr, and so' did
the ~lelbourne Hospital Committee.
What did your Government decide to do ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-We appointed a subcommittee of the Cabinet assisted by members olf the Ed ucation Department, and
other departments to deal with the rival
claims of the different .departments, but
it had not concluded its work when the
crisis Ooccurred.
Mr. WEBBER.-Then nothing was done.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I had a definite proposal, and I have one now. I bE;,}ieve
the matter can be dealt with. The Education Department wa.nts to put fOour or
five institutions on that site, and provide
a playground of 6 aCTes.
Those institutions could quite easily go on single
:sites, close to the University, if these
could be found. They need nOot necessarily be all on one site. I argued that
point out with Mr. Ta.te, and he a.dmitted
that, so long a.s they could be got near
the University, it was. not essential that.
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they should all be on one. site. It is
tJssentia.l that the hospital should have
an area of not less than sixteen acres.
Mr. MORLEy.-If reports are turned
down what is thel use of the Charities
Board ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Board was appointed by the HQluse to advise the
Government as to' the amount of money
that should be given tOi the various charitable institutjons throughout VjctQlri.a.
The report I have quoted is dated the
28th l\1arch, 1924. If there is one subject in which I have been interested during all my political life, it is that of
children's welfa.rel, and I looked fOorward
with some pleasure to see what this Government would do· in that regard. Their
policy regarding children's welfare, in
the speech put forward by thel Premier,
consists in changing the name from
Neglected Children's Depa.rtment to
Children's Welfare Department.
. Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Your Government.
did not e,ven do, that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-vVe did a great deal
mo-re. I visited that place on mOire than
one Q1ccasion, and authorized the spending of as large sums of money as I had
at. my disposal. I was handicapped by
the fact that I was administering somebody elsE;i's estimates. I had tOo wo-rk with
the money that was given to me, and 1
spent every penny I could get in relieving some of the anomalies that exist in
that insti tution. It is thE:nifore an idle
taunt tOo say that I did nothing.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The last Treasurer
in your Government saved £30,000 by
cutting Is. a week off ea.ch Oof the children.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Tha.t was not the proposal of the department in connexion with
Royal Park. I take no responsibility
fQlr what was done by past go,vernments:
It. was not done in any gOovernment of
which I was a member.
~1r. TUNNEcLIFFE.-That institution is
a disgra.ce tOo the previous GOovernments
for the last ten years. I am nOot blaming
you individually.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Thel institution offers
an oppoTtunity fOor a reformer to spread
himseH. He may do an immens·e amount
of good there. i have never visited that
pla.ce without cOiming a.way almost ill a.t
the condition of affairs that existed therE.
It is a Ba.d business, and it must be
tackled by somebody.
If the present
Minister tackles it I shall be very pleased
tol suppo·rt him.
The health policy, as
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laid down in this speech, is also like th(~
sketches I mentioned at the beginning of
my speech. It conveys no info~mation of
what is in the mind of the Government.
Al! that we hear' about health is a
reference to tuberculosis, and all that is
to be donel for that big subject is to build
one new sanatorium.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You must build.
them one at a time.
Dr. ARGYLE.-An organized scheme
and a well-thought-out policy are required.
We had decided to build a sanato,rium on
the same site. It cannot be. claimed that
the building of one sanatorium is a.
policy. Ev~m if the Government build
half a dozen sanatoriums, they will not
stop the ravages of tuberculosis, which is
killing far more people in Victoria than
is a:ny other disease.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member's time has expired.
On the motion of :Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), the 'time a.llorwed Dr.
Argyle under the Standing Orders was
extended by half au hour.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Nothing is said about
what is to be done for the derelict a,sylunl
now elxisting at Greenvale, although the
place is crying out for reform.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Scra,p it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Jf the Minister scraps
it he wiJI do well.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Have you seen the
rickety chairs and oue-legged beds ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have seen it all, and
know what. needs to be done, but the
Government will not do all that is wanted
to put it right by stating in their policy
speech that they intend too build one
sanatorium.
There are other diseases
besides tuberculosis. What are the Government going to do with regard to the
ravages of cancer, .and the subject of
syphilis 1 What also do the Government
prop{)se' to dOl about diphtheria ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-There is not· a case
of any kind of illness in the community
that we will not deal with immediately.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I would be pleased to
know how the 'GQlvernment propose to
deal with it. 1'.1y complaint is that they
have not told us.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We are doing
everything we Call.
We provide that
patients shall be treated by the District
Nursing Socie·ty in their own homes if
they cannot get into a hospital.
Dr. ARGYLE.-NO'w I come to the
road policy. The Government are going to
Bpend £500,000 on commitments already
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entered into, and another £1.000,000 if
they can get the money.
:l\1r. PRENDERGAsT.-'Ve have got the
money.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Government have·
authority to borrow it.
.1\1r. PRENDERGAST. - The Commonwealth is the authority.
There is no
doubt about getting it. . .
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Surely the' honorable member for Toorak would not stop
UI from getting it ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-No. I would be a.
very poor servant of the State if I
blocked anyone from getting money foorroads.
What I want to knQlw is the
Government's policy with regard to roads:
They say that they intend to build roa.ds
cost.ing an additional £1,000,000, but to
do that and then not maintain the roads.
or provide an.y financial scheme for their
maint.enance is a. weak policy indeed. And
on whom do they propose to throw the·
responsibility for paying the interest
charges on those roads ~ Do they. expect
the State to pay those charges, or do they
intend to call on the municipalities r
What I wish to know is how are those
interest charges to bedistribut.ed. Surely
we might have been given that much information in the Premier's policy speech.
1\-lr. PRENDERGAST.-You will get it.
Dr. ARGYLE.~Will the honora.bl~
gentleman speakw..night 1
l\iT. PRENDERGAST .-No,t to-nigh.t..
Dr. ARGYLE.-Be,fore I sit down I
want to take exception to thre'e things
the Government have done.
Mr. TUNNEcLIE.FE.-Only three 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-Throo additional. I
particular ly wish to refer to. the turning
down of prefel"enoo to re,turned soldiers.
To that I take strong exception.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You know very.
well that we have not turned it down.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Go·vernment have.
The Premier'r3 explanation when he interjected was not at all satisfactory.
Mr. PRENDERGAST' (Premier).Ma y I ex pI ain , l\:fr. Speaker.
It ha..c;
been repeatedly stated that the Governlllent have turned down the policy of
preference tOl601diers. I say that that is
not true. What I stated was that on
works for the relief of persOons out of
employment the men would be treated
according to their necessities. The married
men with children would come first. Is
it contended that' the soldiers should get
work before a married man who is starviu,!
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Dr. ARGYLE.-Th& curt refusal given
-to the representatives of the sQildiers was
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vernment..
They are going to do all
sorts of t.hings, but they -do not offer any
explanation of how they propose to do
them, 0'r how the m0'ney f0'r the purpose
is to be found.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I refrained
from rising as long as possible in the
hope that some member of the Government would get. up to answer the t,renchant questions submitted by members on
this (the Opposition) side of the House.
Seeing tha,t there is n0' answer forthcoming, and that we have ha.d such extensive arguments here, I move-

that they would not get preference in
the matter.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-1\1:r. Turnbull said that.
Mr. SLATER.-Mr. Turnbull is a
political tout.
Dr. ARGYLE.-He is the representative of the Returned Soldiers' League.
Mr. MORLEY.-What the AttorneyGeneral says is not true, and it is cruelty
to take up tha.t positiQin. It would not
.be said outside.
Mr. HUGHEs.-I would say it, and to
That the debate be now adjourned.
General Forsyth, too.
I think I may fairly ask for the a.djournMr. MORLEY.-A nice digger you are.
ment of the debate until to-morrow.
The SPEAKER. - ThroughQiut the
-The motion for the, adjournment of
~vening the honorable member for Grenville has been continually contravening the debate was agreed to, and the debate
the orde:rs from the Chair. He is one of was adjourned until next day.
the youngest members of the House. He
.should take example by his leader.
ADJOURNlVIENT.
1\!£r. HUGHEs.-I resent the interjecCOMPULSORY WHEAT POOL.
tion of the honorable member for Barwon.
The SPEAKER.-I shall have toO re1\1:r. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
sort to the powers veBted in the Chair if moyethe honorable member does not pay more
That the House do now adjou.rn.
attention to what- I say.
Mr. LAvVSON .-According t.o state~fr. HUGHEs.-I ask you to request
ments that have appeared in the press J
the hOllorable member for Barwon to with- it. appears that the Government have
draw his statement.
been negotiating with the Fede,ral GoDr. ARGYLE.-Nobody has referred vernment in regard t0' the matter of
to the policy of the Government with re-· finance for the compulsory wheat P0'ol.
gard to forests.
Thely propose an ex- I should like to ask the Premier whether
penditure of £500,000 spread over five he is prepared to make available, for the
years. I am pleased to see that they are information of honorable members, his
going that far. I would remind honor- . letter to the Federal authorities and the
.able membe,rs that the policy of the last reply he has received to it.
That is
Government was too spend double that Bum assuming, of course, that the statements
Oll this very important matter We will that have appeared in the press are
ha.ve an opportunity of ref~lTing to the correct. A compulsory wheat Pool is one
electoral proposals of the Government in of the matters mentioned in the policy
-connexion with the Bill which has been statement with which the Premier
already circulated.
Another proposal favoured the House last week, and I
that has been carefully taken from the think that honorable members are enpolicy of the last Government is that re- titled to the fullest information with relating to the establishment Qif an agri- gard to i.t.
I wish to know whether
cultural bank.
'Ole last Government negotiations have taken place, if so, t.he
have been described as ancient and nature of the negotiations and the stage
crusted and hoary, and it is very Batter- that has been reached; also whether the
ing that so many of their proposals should correspondence can be made available.
be considered of sufficient importance to
l\1r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-'\Ve
be taken o,ver by the present Ministry. will produce at the meeting of the House
In conclusion, I should like to say that to-morro\v the correspondence in conI consider that the policy statement read naxion with the negotiations that. have
by the Premier is a very remarkable taken place.
document. It is weak in the fact. that
The motion was agreed to.
it gives the House not the slightest notion
of what is really in the minds of the Go- .
The Ho·use adjourned 3t 9.55 p.m.
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The' SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.7 p.m.
PREFERENCE TO RETURNED
SOLDIERS.
Mr. DEANY asked the Pre~ie~If it. is the intention of the Government to

give preference to returned soldiers as regards
employment in all State works. as was the
practice of previous Governments of this State,
and which met with general approval?

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In reply to
the honorable, member for Wa,rrnambool,
I have to state, that the policy has not
been altered further than to declare that
in all works considered as relief works
married men shall receive consideration
according to their necessities. The question
concludes with the words "and which
met with general approval." It does not
se,em to' me, that words t.ha,t express approval or othe,rwise should be, allowed to
appe,ar in a, question of this kind. The
words I have quoted have no business to
be in the question.
C01\1PULSORY WHEAT POOL.
Mr. HOGAN (Miniswr of Agriculture).
-By ~eave, I desire to' supply the informatIOn t.he honorable member for
Castlemaine asked for last night with regard to thel correspondence, with the, Commonwe,a]th Gove,rnmeut in connexion with
a compulsory wheat Pool.
On 26th
August, 'the Premier sent thel following
letter to the Prime MinisterDear Sir,
I desire to inform VOll that it is the intention of thi:; Government to submit to Parliament proposa,ls for the est'! blishment of. a
compulsory wheat Pool to deal with the procluce of the coming harvest; and as in previous
years the Commonwealth has co-operated with
the States, I should bfl glad if you could see
your way to join this Government on this
occasion in giving a guarantee of 3s. Sd. per
bushel, of which Sd. would be for expenses
including mil freight.
'
, It would be further appreciated if the Commonwealth Government would use its influence
with the Commonwealth . Bank and the Associatt'u Banks to provide the necessary funds
to finance this scheme.

Wheat Pool.

Ort the 30th August the Prime Minister
sent the following reply to' the Premier: "THEAT GUARANTEE-SEASON

1924-25.

Dear Sir,The Commonwealth Government has received
inquiries-coupled, in some instances, with definite proposals-from the various wheat-producing States, with regard to the question of
financial assistf'.nce for the forthcoming season.
None of the proposals so far made, however, does more than suggest some temporary
relief for a period of twelve months, and the
Government, after mature consideration, has
felt obliged to reject them. You will remember
that when announcing the extent to which the
Commonwealth would assist the industry for
the 1923-24 season, I said;"A guarantee is being given this year
because the producer in the past has been
led to believe that the assistance which
had previously bep,n given to him would
be given to him in the future. Weare
warning the producers that we do not intend adopting that practice If we continue
in office. Weare giving them time and
opportunity to make their own arrangements, and we are convinced that we are
acting in the best interests of the man on
the land. He should take the necessary
steps to free himself from all government
control and interference. That view, I am
quite certain, the great bulk of the producers entirely endorse."
The clearly expressed object of the Government in gnnting such assistance was, therefore~
to enable the industry to be placed permanently
on a better footing. It must be assumed, however, from the proposals now made for the
forthcoming season, that the industry is practically where it was in 1923, and that to give.
the requested financin.l assistance for another
year will again be merely temporizing with a
very vital problem, and will not only fail to
effect some permanent benefit to the industry,
but might possibly (by creating the impression
that the governments can be regularly impOl·tuned as the seasons come round), actually no a great deal of harm ..
Apart from a natural deSIre to maintain
a consistent attitude on this question, the
Commonwealth Government feels that the interests of the country and of the growers
themselves demand that something more constructive should be done th an has been the
custom in the past and is proposed now.
Fully appreciating the present circumstances
of the industry, and its importance to Australia,
my Government is therefore prepared to cooperate with the States in the following proposals ; 1. Voluntary Pools to be constituted in
the four wheat-producing Sta,tes.
2. Such Pools to operate for a period
of three vears.3. One ·selling organization to be established for We disposal of wheat sold
overseas.
4. One chartering agency to be constituted, and all shipping and freight arrangements for wheat exported to be controlled
by such authority.

Compulsory Wheat Pool.
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5. A guarantee over the period of three
years to the Commonwealth Bank for all
wheat in such Pools up to 80 per cent. of
the export market price at the opening of
each season.
6. A levy to be made on each bushel
of wheat handled by the Pool on a sliding 'Scale, according to the price realized,
at a rate sufficient to build up a fund
over the three years' period to enable the
jndustry to finance its own operations
when the Government guarantee ceatles to
operatu.
7. Any grower desiring to put his wheat
into the Pool any year subsequent to the
first year shall pay a levy upon all wheat
previously sold by him outside the' Pool
at the same rate as wheat placed in the
Pool.
8. The State Government is to sharE:!
equally with the Comm'onwealth in the
guarantee.
9. A conference consisting of representatives of the four States and the Commonwealth to be immediately appointed for the
purpose of considering the above proposals and to determine the form of
agreement to be entered into between the
Governments concerned and the Pools"
and to consider the appointment of a central council to control the operation of
the agreement during the period of three
yeartl.
My Government believelS that if the above
proposals were adopted, it would be possible
for the industry in the period of three years
contemplated, to place its financel:l in a position where governmental assistance would be
rendered unnecessary. They will also ensure
the proper organization and control of the marketing of the export surplus during the period
mentioned, and result in the creation of a
permanent organization which, free of Go\'ernment control, could operate independently
for the benefit of the industry.
I should be glad to have ;vour reply as
early as possible.
'
Yours faithfully,
(Signed) S. M. BRUCE,
Prime Minister.

Mr. ALLAN.-Have, you replied to that.
letter 1
Mr. HOGAN.-Following an interview
which the Premie'r, the, Unde.r-Treasure,r,
and myself had with the, Prime Minister of
the Commonwealth, the Premier addressed
to Mr. Bruce the letter of t.he 26th
August that I have read, officially informing him that it was our intention to
establish a compulsory wheat Pool, and
asking him if the Commonwealth would
assist us in connexion with the guarantee
from th8 banks. The letter from the
Prime 'Minister, which I have just read,
is a reply to that of t.he Premier, and
he states that as far as our proposal is
concerned, his Government has felt
obliged to reject it.

O'utbreak of Fruit Fly.
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Mr. ALLAN.-You have not replied to
that final statement of the Prime Minister ~
l\1r. HOGAN.-No, we have not replied to it at aU. Our proposal was for
a compulsory wheat Pool.
Mr. GROVEs.-For Victoria only 1
Mr. HOGAN.-That is all we can do.
We would prefer, ho,wever, that the other
States should join in.
Mr. ALLAN.-I presume that you have
not inquired how you can finance a compulsory wheat PQlol7
Mr. HOGAN .-That was one part of
our inquiry from the Commonwealth Government. We are going to make additional inquirie,s.
ASSENT TO BILL REPORTED.
Consolidated Re,venue, Bill (No.4).
IMPORTED GOODS FOR STATE
DEP ARTMENTS.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), in
compliance with an order of the House
(dated October 17, 1905), presented a return with regard to machine:ry, goods,
and material manufaitured or produced
outside the Commonwealth and purchased
for the Public WOlrks Department during
the year 1923-24.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, introduced by
l\Jinisters, WE;'re read a first time:Yarram Yarram Mechanics' Institute
Bill (Mr. Bailey).
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill
(Mr. Slater).
Richmond Land Bill (Mr. Bailey).
Workers' Compensation Bill (l\lr.
TUllnecliffe) .
OUTBREAK OF FRUIT FLY
PAYMENT OF COMPENSATIOl'l.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE
tary) .-1 move-

(Chief

Secre,

That the sum of £150' be fixed as the
maximum expenditure of the Board appointed
for the purpose of considering and reporting
upon claims made by fruit-growers residing
within tlJe town and shire of Mildura for
payment of compensation for dftm.age susta~ned
by them in the carrying out of measures for
the combating of the outbreak of fruit fly in
those municipalities during the months of
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February and March, 1924, being an addition vernmelllt, I find it rathe~ ·difficult to dea.l
of One hundred pounds (£100) to the amount with the matter intelligently. I think w&
previously fixed by the OrdeY' ill Council of
the 10th June, 1924, as the maximum expendi- are' somewhat in ·theposition of a ma~
who is caned upon to decide upon theture.
. merits of a horsel tha.t is :R verit.a.ble skeleThe motion was agreed to.
ton. If wen fed it might pro;ve an excellent animal, but in its starved condition
BREAD, WHEAT, AND FLOUR
it would be· hard to say what are its possibilities.
The difficulty is int€\llsified by
COMMISSION.
the fact that no member of the GovernMAXIMUM EXPENDITURE.
ment has yet seen fit toO answer questions
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secre· tha,t have been put from the Opposition
side of the. House. I feel compelled to
tary).-I movertake- notice, therefore, of Ministerial utterThat the sum of' £400 be fixed as the ances that ha,ve been recorded. in the press
maximum expenditure of the Royal Commis- from time. to time as giving somel details:.
sion appointed to conduct an investigation into
of the policy put before us in such a brief
the prices of bre~~d, wheat, and fl-our.
form. It is truel that there wasextra,cted
The motion was agreed to.
from the Minister of Public Instruction
an intimation about which I previously
had grave doubts. It had been announced
POLICE COMMISSION.
in the press tha,t the Millisteir of Public
MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE.
Instruction had pra.ctically decided tOo
abolish from the School Paper all referSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
ence to the great historical events that
next motion 011 thel notice-paper is one
have occurre,d in the history of the Em·
by the Chie,f Secreltary, fixing £.100 as
pire,. The Ministelr, by way of interjecthe maximum 'expenditUl~e of the, Royal
tion, denied that t.hat was his intention,
Commission a''Ppointea to inquire into the
and that is the only .statement we hav6statel of the, Police, Force generally.
had from the Government rega.rding theseI h()pB the Chi~ Secrelta.ry will not
matters.
persist in su bmi ttLing t.his motion,
Mr. ALLAN.-The Ministe·r had to back
in view of the debate that is taking
place, on the policy of the, Govern- down. That is all.
ment. Wei ce,rtainly ought to wait until
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-H-e' did not ba.ck
that ·debate is finished before a motion of
down.
this kind is submitted to the House,. It
is quite unusua.I to have such a motion ,Mr. WETTENH.ALL.-I was very
brought forw.ard ill such circumstances. much surprised when I read the stateI win oppose its adoption at this time, ment; and, in view of my experience of
and I know that several .other honma-hle t.he lVIiniste,r, exteuding over a period. of
meanbers win support me. I 'Suggest that four years, I took the intimation with a
the motion be postponed unt.il ·after the grain of salt; and I want to have a full
conclusion of the deba.te that is now tak- e,xplanation from him as to' his real ining plaoe, more particularly in view of the tentions in the matte,r. I do not want
fa.ct tha.t no Ministe,r has yet replied to this statement to be by way of intelfjecthe statements from the Opposition side tion, but one t.hat will ful~y disclose what
of the House.
is in his mind . We also expect from the
Governm€lnt some indication as to what
The :motion was postponed.
a.re their financial . proposals.
Every
speaker from this (the Opposition) side of
THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICY.
the House has asked how the Gove·rnment
The debate (a,djourned from the pre- intends to' finance its schemes, but we. have
vious day) on the motion of Mr. Pren- had no reply so fa.r, .and wei are left to
dergast (Premier) for the printing and draw upon our -experience:s .of the past to
circulation of the statement of the policy give us some id-ea of what is going to'
ha.ppen. The w.hole position, however, is
of the' Government. was resumed.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-In view of the decidedly unsatisfactory. Apart from the
v€IrJ sca,nty statement submitted to us by intimation that the Minister Df Public
the Premier as to the pollcy of the 00- Instruction proposes to. deprive State
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school children of the opportunity Df l'eading about great historical events, we have
also had a suggestion from another membe.r of the Labour party conveyed by the
que,stion:
What is the good o.f saluting
thel Union Jack~" Thel saluting of the
£lag has become a pra,ctice in the State
schools, and I have no hesitation in sa,ying tha,t thel Union Jack is thel emblem of
the British Empire and is symbolical of
th61 highest and best characteristics of the;
British race. vVhen we salute the flag we
do honour to those men who have placed
the British Empirel on the pinnacle on
which it is to-day, sO' far as the, world's
stapdards are concerned. We could have
no. finer ceremony to' instil into the hearts
and minds of ehildren the respect and
ho.nour which are due to the Union Jack.
\Vhen wei IDok at the British flag we recall
he<roes and patriots like Drake, Frobisher,
Nelson, Wallington, and hundreds of
others,
Hea.ven save us from the
day when our children will be denied knQlW ledge of the stirring deeds
in which thE:se men took part and
which have brought the British Empire
to the: position it now occupies amongst
the nations of the world. The,re is no need
fo,r me to' mention the names of thoS€. who
have made themse.lves- famous in later
days, particularly during the great .war.
They a rei on e.verybodis lips,· and the
flag unde,r which those men fought stands
as the emblem of pa,triotism and heroism,
and if we, did not respect and honour it
the race' would be.comel de.cadent in a very
littlel time. Included in the policy of the
Government is a proposal to amend the
Police Offenc8<3 Act. I do not wish my
remarks on t.his subject to. be taken as in
any degree insinuating that Ministers
whose speeches have been reported in the
press as t.o the crime wa,ve, in this' community have any sympathy at all with
criminals. But certain statements which
ha vel appeared in the preas from timel to.
time, advocating the abolitio'Ii of capital
punishment, and making the lot. of persous who are expiating their cri.mes· as
comfortablel as possible, together with the
sympathy which has been expressed on
behalf of the police who failed in their
duty, tend to create in the, minds o,f ce.rtain persons the idea that -there is a, te,ndency to,wards undue leniency in dealing
with these unfortunate peoplet. ·No reason a,b Ie' human being can blame persons
who fall into criminal ways. Crime' is the
result of weakness of mind in some way
(I
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or othGr, and so far from fC.31ing ani
l'0Sentme.nt against those who o1Yelld
against the la,w, our feeling must be more
ia the "vay of pity.
At the same
time I fully recognize that wrong-doing
must be punished, and the punishme.n t
must fit the crime. If a trivia.l offence
haa been committ.ed, the punishment
should be, light, but where! there has been
a . serious breach of the law the punishlUent should be adequate to the nature of
the offence. I read recently in a neW8paper an article, on the abolition of capItal punishment, written by a barrister
ill this city. At onet time the writer
was opposed to capital punishment.
But he pointed out that we are all born
with certain tendencies to evil, and that
it is the fear of punishment that keeps
ns all right. It is only tho fear of 'what
will happen to honorable members that
C'lIables order to bo kept in this fIouse.
The fact that the law prescribes the ex·
tl'eme penalty for the taking of life deters a great many people from homicide.
They keep well off the grass. Looking
at lVIr. GaIter's actions in the most, charitable light, we have to admit that he committed two errors of judgment. He took
too lenient a view of the offences of men
who had gone wrong.
Mr. Carter regarded too lightly the way in which the
law should be operated, and he was therefore an unlit person to be on the Bench.
We l:tave read in the press of the sympattly extended by the GO'vernment to' the
mutinous police. We have read, also, of
the 'lttempts to be made to ameliorate the
lot of those in durance vile. In a general
way, I do not care to refer to press reports, but I have to do so in the absence
of a statement by a responsible Minister.
We have to consider th~ effect of these
press statements on the minds of tho.se
frail people whom only the fear of
punishment can keep to the right path.
These people f~el that they have at'
present a sympathetic Administration.
Should this impression go any deeper it
will have the effect of encouraging peo.ple
to break the law. It is. undoubtedly a
fact that, ,as Ruskin says, "A nation
which fails to honour the good and to
smite the bad, and smite it hard, is well
on the way to oblivion."
That is the
point.
We must have a Government
that will honour the, good and not }\~
afraid to smite what is evil.
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.Mr. BAILEy.-Such as the fruit fly.

s~a bles are not the result of any vindic-

lIfr. WETTENHALL. - The honorable n:embe~ for .Port Fairy has evidently
a frUlt fly m hIs head. We know that
there are people who are only restrained
from committing evil by the fear of consequences.
I am not harder than the
next man. ~ have my own weaknesses. I
quite recognize the importance of discipline and punishment where it is required.
People must be kept' to the
straight path. We cannot afford to allow
the impression to get abroad, among
people whose natures are naturally frail,
that they can break the law without fear
of punishment. I do not want to take up
too much time on the police question;
but I do say that when a man joins the
Police Force he signs a contract the
te~'ms of which he is perfectly fa~iliar
wIth. Under that contract which is a
clear and precise document, he undertakes to perform certain duties conscientiously. If 'he refuses duty at any
ti~e, or ~f he fails to report for duty
wIthout Just cause during a critical
period, he is automatically dismissed
frQtm the Fo,ree. From tha,t moment he
ceases to have any claim on the State as
a police officer. All the men who refused
duty during the police strike last year
automatically dismissed themselves. The
contention that the Government acted in
a spirit of revenge or spite is all nonThe men were
sense and moonshine.
clearly told what the result of their refusal to carry OIl their duties would be.
They acted in the full knowledge of consequences. The Government of the day
would have been absolutely false to its
trust had it taken up any other' position
than it did. The Police Force must be
reliable at all times; especially must it
be reliable during a crisis. The law must
be respected. The lives and property of
the people must not be jeopardized. If
the men, by taking ~irectaction, were
able to force conceSSlOns from the Government and could be assured of returning _to .their jobs, we sh?uld have many
such cnses. The Force, lllr3tead of being
an honour to the country, as it has been
in the past and is to-day, would become
a mockery and a sham.
I t could no
longer be relied upon. I maintain that
any hardships that ha\Te been entailed by
the dismissal of the mutinous COll-

tIveness ?n the part of the Government.
~he . pumshment meted out to them was
InevItable. The country could not afford
recurrences of mutiny in the Force. N 00body regretted the action that had to be
taken more than did the men who composed the Government of the day. The
Government understood the difficulties of
the situation. What was done was done
deterrninedly in the interests of the State.
Any attempt to weaken the effect of the
salutary punishment dealt out to the
mutinous constables would not be in the
interest of the community. I notice that
~he GQtvernme:r:t propo:se to bring in a Bill
In regard to Wll'e nettmg. The composite
Governlllen t, of which I was a member
stretched the possibilities of the situa~
tion, a.s we understood it to the limit.
IT nless it is the intention ~f the Government. to give the netting away, I am
s~eptlC!l1 as to how they can still further
lIberahze the conditions. Among other
:natters refe~red to in the policy speech
IS the extenslOn of the Maffra Beet Sugar
Factory. We have already extended this
concern to the limit of its capacity, as is
shown by the report of Mr. Graham, an
eX'pert who was brought from America.
the~e
is
thel
question
of
Theh
medical inspe~tion in State schools.
This undoubtedly is one of the greatest
benefits that could be extended to the children of the country and of the State generally.
If this Government ha.ve more
success than we had, and can do the thing
quic~er t.han we did, more power to thEml.
I thInk, however, they will find that they
cannot effect such reforms merely by a
wave .of the. hand, and by annonncing
them 111 a p.ohc! speech. They take time,
and the expel'lence of the Government
will, I think, be the same as our own. The
Premier has made a sum of £25,000 available for the purposes of the 8.pence1'street market.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is only to finish it.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Rather to begin it.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The £25,000
is to be taken out of the Treasurer's Advance. If I understand anything about
thel matter, it is not the intent.ion of Parliament that the Treasurer's Advance
should be d.ealt with in this way. If the
Treasurer IS to take £25,000 from this
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source for the purpose I have indicated,
we shall have to be more careful in the
future in dealing with our Estimates.
With regard to the proposed reduction of
railway freights, I believe that somo reduction would have a good effect in preventing the continual drift of people who
are engaged in primary production from
the countI;y into the urban and city areas.
Any concession grallted in this direction
witl be a practicable method of rendering
needed assistance to the people in the
country districts. The proposal made by
the Government will, however, involve the sacrifice of a large amount
of money, and we are entitled toO
know in what way the
Government propose to reimburse the Railway
Department. The Leader of the Opposition (Sir Alexander Peacock) pointed ouf:
that the total amount received from the
land tax in the year 1922-3 was £392,594.
That money has to be used for services
such as education and police, and if the
£154,000 that the proposed reduction .of
freights 'would involYe is taken from that
source of revenue to reimburse the Railway Department, in what way is that
loss to the general revenue to be made up ~
That information should have been given
to us, because it is a matter that will
largely influence the Housel in re'ga,rd to
any vote, it may give on the policy of the
Government as a, whole. Finance lies at
the very bedrock of government, and we
ha,ve not bee.n told where these large, sums
of mone1Y are to come from.
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going mueh further, and will expend £1,000,000
additional, chiefly on r'oads of a developmental
nature, from centres of production to railway
stations, so that our road poli~y will harlllon~ze
with our railway transport system.

How long do the Government propose to
take to spend this £1,500,000 of loan
money?
ill they spen d it wi thi n twelve
months, .or three years'~

,V

1£1'. ALLAN.--I should say five yeurs.
Mr. WETTENHltLL.-Most likely.
Here is the rub:
The newspapers
throughout the country are lauding this
Government to the skies because they are
proposing to do what all previous Governments said they would do, but did not do.
The Government have made the proposal,
and that is about as far as they will get,
because, like the rest of us, they will find
that the whole situation is governed by
finance.
I venture to say that the Government will not obtain the £1,500,000
for roads unless they curtail expenditure
on some other equally or more important
activities.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How do you make
that out, when the necessary provision
has been made in connexion with the raising of loan money, and you have agreed
to it?

Mr. vVETTENIIALL.-It IS well
kno'wn that provision has been made for
the borrowing of money for roads. It is
one thing for Parliament to give permission to borrow money, but it is another
Mr. Ar,LAN.-I suppose that the Go- thing, in these times, to get people to lend
vernment will put 50 per cent. on to the the money to you. The party opposite
land tax.
have that to, learn.
They are entering"
Mr. WETTENHALL.-If we are to upon their work with a clean sheet, and'
take notice of what is said by the they are announcing their intention to
newspapers, and what has been said in spend £1,500,000 on roads. I say that,
electioneering speeches, the whole of the they will not be able to do that, becausCf
revenue from the land tax will be devoted they cannot get the money. The Goverltto the reduction of the interest bill on the ment have already agreed to the policy
railways. If so, from what source does of the Loan Council, and the borrowing
the Government propose to obtain the in Victoria has been limite,d. A sum of
sum of money that will be lost to them in £2,325,000 is to be raised in Victoria, and
this way 1 I come now to the question of £6,775,000 overseas. With a limited borthe roads policy of the Government. That rowing power of that kim1, it is utterly
is one of the most live questions of to-day, ridiculous for the Government to say
and the Government have flown a pretty that they are going to increase the exbig kite in reference to it. In the policy penditure on these public works in the
speech it is statedmanner indicated. It is just as well that
the
public should know the facts of the
\V'e have proceeded with comm1tments
If we cannot obtain the informaamounting to, roughly, £500,000, in connexion case.
with developmental and main roads, and are tion from Ministers, we have to take the
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onus of finding out the, fads for ourselves.
So far as my electorate is concerned, the
railway stations at Horsham, Dimboola,
aud Murtoa' are utterly inadequate and

(.'ongested.

Expenditure has been autho-

rized for their improvement, but the Railways Commissi,oners, who desire to carry
out the work that is necessary, are hampered in their operations by the limitation of the amount of loan money that is
made available by the Treasurer. There
are immense water-works being constructed, notably the Hume Reservoir,
and all these are matters to which attention must be given. It is by proper adjustment and by uniform progression
over the lot, not by cutting out one and
going on with another, that the interests
of the State can best be conserved..
'Ve have a new Government and a new
party in power, and we give them credit'
for sincerity, but there are limits which
experience has disclosed, and which are
ill€x,orable.
The Government may say
that they will do this and that, but they
have to provide the money.
I venture
again to say that unless they curtail other
important activities they will not be able
to find the money. Loan mOlley to the
amount of £1,061,693 has been authorized
to be· borrowed for the purposes of main
roads, and £2,500,000 for developmental
roads, a total· of £3,561,693.
This
Government. are'
promising
to
do
morel
in
t.hat
matter
than
was
done by any previous Gove·rnment.
The provision is there certainly, but without curtailing some ot.her very impO'rtant
act,ivities mme than £1,000,000 cannot
be economically spent on .the road system
of this State, and that will be proved
before very long. I should just like to
point out one or two important faets. It
is one thing to build a good road, but
snother thing to keep it good. Here is
the very crux of a proper roads policy.
It was laid dOlwn by Sir William McPheorson in his last Budget that it is hardly
honest fOil' the St.ate to borrOlw money to
const.ruct roads, and not to provide for
adequate maintenance,. That that is a
fact a v€lry exhaustive, study of the
situat.ion prOlves beyond' doubt.
Five
years ago t.he Prince's Highway was a
beaut.iful track all the way to Warragu1.
It was a pleasure to drive on it. The
other day, by forcel of circumstances, I.
had to go Olver that road, and I could
not believ.e my eyes. I could not believe
Mr. Wettenhall.
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that such a fine track cOluld have deteriorated to' such an extent in the time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It was not
your eyes that suffe.red, but the other
parts of your body.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That road coot
£3,000 a mile to construct.. I n five years
money expen4ed at the rate of £3,000 a.
mile ha,s gone up in dust. At the rate
of £600 per mile per annum that road
has de-teriorated. What does the maintenance of a road mean in expenditure ~ I
ha,ve here t.hel Rfficial figures for the coat
of maintenance of main roads. The a.verage cost of maintaining a macadamized
road-an ordinary llltitalled rOlad-is £310
per mile per annum. That is made up
of £100 per mile for the actual wOlrk of
maintenance, and £210 per mile for in·
terest. The intel'est has to be included,
so that the average cost of maintaining
main roads is £310 pex mile per annum;
and when we make roads, if we are honest
with ourselves and the people who lend
us the money, we must see before us provision for £310 per annum fo·r every mile
of road we construct. In that connexiOln
lies the great weakness in our roads policy
to-day.
We are, going ahead with the
construction of roads without making proper provisiOln for their maintenance. The
Geelong road, which e.verybody knowsa tarred macadamized road-without interest, costs £275 per mile per annum
to keep in OIrder. It is one of the fe,w
roads that are kept right up to the proper
standard. "\Then we go airily along providing millions 0.£ money for the construction of roads, we must remember, as the
Leader o-f the Country party said yesterda y, . that those I'D-ads do not bring in
any direct revenue. The money for their
construction is borrowed, and the interest
has to be provided. We have to look to
a general imprOlvement in the condition
of the State for a relturn on the money
e1xpended. When YD-U talk of ro'ad constructio-n you have t.o visualize £3,000 per
mile for const.ruction and the continuous
and perpetual cost of £310 per mile per
annum for keeping the rOlads in good conditiOln. If you eliminate that £310 per
mile per annum you are not honest, and
have no right to spend loan money ()Ill
the work. I do not want to indulge in
destructive criticism altogether. I wish
to point out whither our policy in regard
to ro-ads and transport generally is leading us. Prior to 1851, Victoria was part
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of the Port Phillip district,. When Vietoria ,\-vas first constituted a State there
weTe no .such things as railways.
The
whole of the transpod was .ou the rOlads.
There was one Roads BGard to control the
whole of the r-oads of the State, which
was divided into districts. That was not
satisfactory ·owing to local coiIlditions, and
in 1854 t.he State was divided into municipalities.
Local government was then
instituted. To-day the State is divided
into 192 municip.alities, of which 25 rank
as cities, 2 as towns, 26 as boroughs, and
139 as shires. The system of the roads
being looked after by the municipalities
acted very wen, because, when the railways came into Q1peratiou-it was abO'ut
1855 when the first railways were constructed in this State-they t-ook all the
long-distance and the main heavy traffic.
TIley took all the long-distance traffic up
to {.l. few years agQl, and under t·hose conditions the municipalities were ab1e to
manage tne,ir own roads very well, and
did so. But the advent of mechanical~y
propelled rOiad vehicles-motor cars-very
'Soon brought about the position that the
shir-es had inflicted on them a tremendous
lot of traffic from which they got no
revenue, and Olver which they had no
cont,roL Automobile traffic has increased
until it is beyond the capacity of the
municipalities to provide fO'r the roads.
Back in 1913 t,he advent of the motor
car had made the position impossible for
many of the shires, and that brought
about the introduction of the Country
Roads Board to deal with the main roads.
It has dealt with them up to a point very
satisfactorily, but the motor traffic, which
started gently, is now a direct competitor
in many lines-both passenger and g~ods
-with our railway system.
We have
spen t £67,000,000 in providing rai lways.
A railway is only another kind of roada road fitted for a particular kind of
mechanical traction. Now the demand
is made that we sohall set up parallel and
in competition with our railroads roads
of another kind to enable another form
of mechanical traction to compete with
our railway system. I think I can prove
to anybody's satisfaction that that would
be a wrong thing. The railroads still provide the most economical method of
transPO'rting heavy goO'ds over long distances.
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Mr. ALLAN.-He was not left the-1'9
long enough.

:NIr. WETTENHALL.-We had not
time to do anything.
We had only
l'eached the stage that the present !finistry have arrived at to-day-that of
finding out things. They will find out a
lot mO'l'e befo:re they ha.v€! finished. Howover, I wish to emphasize the fact that
railways still provide the most economical method of shifting heavy goods over
long distances, and they will continue to
do so. At OlUr existing stage of development, and with our present population,
it is not possible to build ('on crete or any
other kind of roads that will stand the
motor traffic ll€C€SSary to 11l0V€ our wheat
harvest. Prod.uce of that description is
carried at a rea-sonable rate ·over our railwa,ys, simply because they carry oth€r
goods' which ean stand a higher freigllt.
If v{e allow motor traction to step in an(I
take the cream of the available freight,
ch:arging up to a few pence of our railway charges, then we are going to depr('eiate our own asset in the railways. Not
only are motor vehicles competing in th1s
way with our railways, but they arn
travelling over roads without any regard
for the capacity of those roads to carry
the loads. There is no regulation of the
loads that these' motor vehicles can carry,
nor the speed at which they travel. My
investigation has shown that the great
factor in breaking up a road is what ;:-:;
known as impact. That is the effect of a
vehicle on the road, and it is govern(l( 1
by two considerations-weight and speed.
In conllcxion ",jth horse-drawn traffic, we
have not to consider the speed, for that
was always limited to 3 or 4 miles an
hour. With motor transport som(~ load"
are carried at the rate of 20 miles an
hour. The effect on the roads is extraordinary, and it is that whieh i~ bringil1~
about their disintegration.
Tn thi~
matter we are not singular.. The salllP
thing has taken place and is taking pla('('
all over the world. However, I conte11<l
that we have been a little slow in wakil1g'
up to what our duty is ill the matter. T
have seen what has been done in England.
In 1919 au Act was passed there estahlishing a Ministry of Transport.
AlIHr. CAIN.-Can you prove to anybody's though that measure is not exactly what
sa.tisfaction why you did not remedy any- '\\~ want, the adaptation of the same printhing while you we,re in office 1
ciple to our conditions wonld relieve us
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of a great deal of trouble. We have 192
municipalities making regulations as to
roads and fixing the speed of motor cars,
and so on. That control is altogether too
widespread.
With motoT traffic passing
. from one shire to another there should be
one controlling authority. We shall have
to do what t.hey have done in England,
and establish a Ministry of Transport to
regulate all these things. The Transport
Act in the Old Country provided for the
transfer to the new Ministry of all powers
and duties of other Government Departments relating to railways, light railways, tramways, canals, water-ways, and
inland navigationl as well as roads,
bridges, ferries, and vehicles and traffic
thereon. That was considered necessary
because of the same influences' as are
affecting our roads to-day. Important
powers over existing and prospective road
. transport services are also vested in the
Ministry. For example, the Department
may r.equire through runnings on adjoining tramways belonging to different
owners, whether local authorities or not,
and in default of agreement between
these owners the Minister may settle the
terms "after hearing the owners" in
such manner as he. thinks fit.
Thel
Minister may establish, and either by
himself or through any other person work
new transport services by land or water
and acquire the necessary land by agreement or compulsorily. Before establishi ng new transport services the Minister
must afford existing enterprises an opportunity to undertake the work where it
appears to him such a course would properly be adopted.
In regard to road
administration, the Act introduced °a
llumber of important innovations. For
1he
purpose of gi ving ad vice and
assistance to the Minister and safeguarding any interests affected by
the exe,rcise of tlia powers and the
performance of his duties under the Act
a Roads Advisory Committee has been
appointed.
Locd" authorities are also
entitled to representation upon the Panel
Committee, whose members advise upon,
1'nter alia, new transport services. The
Act gives the Minister power to classify
roads and make advances by way of grant
or loan for construction, improvement., or
maintenance. The Roads Act 1920 which
was passed in Great Britain for the main
Mr. Wettenhall.
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purpose of providing machinery for the
collection and administration of the new
system of ~otor taxation amplified and
in some measure extended the powers of
the Ministry in matters relating to roads.
Section 7 provides that the Minister
may by order, on tIie application of any
County Councilor County Borough
Council after holding a publi~ inquiry,
prohibit or restrict the driving of
vehicles of any specified class on any
specified highway where vehicles of
that class cannot be used without endange'ring the safelty of the vehicles or
the persons therein, or of other traffic
using the highway, or declare that the
highway is unsuitable for use by vehicles
of that class.
Section 10 empowers
the Minister to suspend, modify, or
determine the payment of charges
levied for the use by vehicles of
roads.
To-day there are a number of
our roads which are not able to carry
this heavy traffic, and it is absolutely
suicidal to allow it to go on unrestricted,
for it simply means that one road after
another is breaking up. The sooner we
have power to limit heavy motor traffic
to those roads which have been constructed in such a way as to carry it the
better.
The SPEAKER. - The honor a ble
member's time has expired.
On the motion of Mr. A. A. BILLSON
( Ovens) the time allowed the honorable
member fOor Lowan under the Standing
Orders was extended by half an hour.
Mr. WETTENHALIJ.-In couclusion,
I wish to refer to the taxation of motor
cars. In Great Britain the rates of taxation were' fixed in the Act passed in 1920.
The licence fees on mechanically propelled
vehicles constitute the chief source of
revenue from which roads in Great.
Britain are maintained. They amount to
£13,000,000 per annum. I know that
there is a. definite move to oppose any
further taxation on motor vehicles; but
jf they are responsible for 90 per cent. of
the wear and tea,r of our roads, it is
obvious that the owners cannot expect
better roads without an increase in taxa,tion . Those who use motor cars com pa.re
the state of our roads with the state of
those in Great. Britain and in other countries, but they do not say anything about
the extraordina,ry difference in the licence
fe'es. The following details will give
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honorable members an idea of the rates
charged in Great Britain:Description 0/ l' ehicle.
1. Cycles ( including motor scooters
and cycles with an attachment for propelling the same by mechanical power)
not exceeding 8 cwt. in weight unladen:BicyclesNot exceeding 200 lb. in weight
unladen
..
Exceeding 200 lb. in weight, unladen
Bicycles, if used for drawing a
trailer or side-car', an additional
sum of £1.
Tricycles
2. Vehicles (including cycles with
an attachment for propelling the same
by mechanical power) not. exceeding 5
cwt. in weight unladen adapted and
used for invalids
3. Vehicles being hackney carriages
as defined in section 4 of the Customs
and Inland Revenue Act 1888:-

£

8.

o 15
Tramcars
Other vehicles:Seating
not
more
15 0
than six persons ..
Seating more than six
but not more than
30 0
fourteen persons ..
Seating
more
than
fourteen, but not
more than twenty
45 0
persons
Seating
more
than
twenty,
but
not
more than 26 per'sons
60 0
Seating
more than
26, but not more
than 32 per'sons
72 0
Seating
more
than
32 persons
84 0
(In this paragraph the
number of persons mentioned
does not include the driver
of the vehicle.)
4. Vehicles of the following descriptions used solelv in the course of trade,
or in agricultu;e (that is to say) : Locomotive
ploughing
engines,
ira~tors,
agricu ltural
tractors,
and other agricultural engines,
not being engines or' tractors used
for hauling on roads any objects
except thcir Own necessary gear,
threshing appliances, farming implements, or .supplies of fuel or
water required for the purposes
of the vehicle or for agricultm'al.
purposes
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Rate of Duty In
all other districts.

£
Description of Vehicle.
Road
locomotives
and
agriculDuty.
tural engines, other than
such engines in respect of
which a duty of 5s. is
chargea,ble, or which are
used for haulage solely in
connexion with agriculture : £ 8.
Not exceeding 8 tons in
25
weight unladen ..
..
10
Exceeding 8 tons but not exceeding 12 tons in weight
3
0
28
unladen
Exceeding 12 tons in weight
30
unladen ..
Tractors, agricultural tractors,
4
0
and agricultural engines,
other than such tractors or
engines in respect of wMch
a duty of 5s. is chargeable,
used for haulage solely in
0
5
COllnexion with
agriculture:N~t
exceeding 5 tons in
6
weight unladen ..
Exceeding 5 tons in weight
10
[n all
unladen
other
Tractoi~s
of
~~y
other
descripdis21
tion
trict8.
5. Vehiclcs (including tricycles
£ 8. weighing more than 8 cwt. unladen)
o 15 constructed or adapted for use and
used solely for the conveyance of
goods in the course of trade:Being vehicles which ar'e elec12 0
trically
'propelled
and
which do not exceed 25 cwt.
6
in weight unladen
24 0
Being vehicles other than such
electrically
propelled
vehicles as aforesaid:Not exceeding 12 cwt. in
36 0
10
weight unladen
Ex!!eeding 12 cwt. but not
exceeding 1 ton in weight
16
unladen
48 0
Exceeding 1 ton but not exceeding 2 tons in weight
21
unladen
60 0
Exceeding 2 tons Ibut not exceeding 3 tons in weight
70 0
25
unladen
Exceeding 3 tons but not exceeding 4 tons in weight
28
unladen
Exceeding 4 tOllS in we·;.ght
unladen
30
With an additional duty, in
any case if used for drawing a trailer, of ..
2
G. Any vehicles other than those
charged with duty under the foregoing provisions of this schedule:N'ot exceeding six horse-power'
or electrieally propelled ..
6
Exceeding six horse-power
£1 for each
unit or part
of a. unit
of
horseo 5
power.

Rate of

In the Metropolitan Pollee
Area and such
other districts
as the Minister of Traniport may tlx.
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We want more satisfactory control of
transpo.rtatiOon than we have nOow before
th{· present. difficulties can be remedi~~.
We have the .shires, boroughs, mUlllClpalities, the Country Roads .Board, the
State Rivecr.-s and Water Supply CommissiOon, and ~. number of other bodies
dabblinD' ~ith road construction. 'Vhat
We want is one central authority tha,t will
have entire control in this matter.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I desire to say a
few words on the policy speelch given to
the House by the Premi er . There are
several aspects of it tha,t are exceedingly
satisfactory. Onel of them is that, apparently, aU the industrialists in the
metropolit;an area and in large country
towns are perfectly happy and contented
with their lo.t. That must be so, because
the La,booUr Government, which is no'w in
office~ has nothing to offer them.
Apparently the working men in Victoria
have' no legitimate grieva.nces.
There
may be some cursing and growling
amongst individuals who never would be
satisfied with their lot, but they are only
red-raggers and Bolsheviks, whom a
respectable Labour pa,rty call
have
nothing to do with. In the first policy
speech ever put befoTe' the people of Victoria, by a Labour Government there is
practically nothing fOol' the working man.
A good deal is offered to farmers and
public serv~nts, and what I have pointed
out is a grelat tribute to the satisfactory
nature of the Liberal pa,rty in the past,
which held office fo,r sO' very lllany years
that, when it is displaced by a Labour
Government, no relief or concessions are
offered to the working classes.
Libera']
Governments have in the past" apparently, given thelllleverything they can
desire. It is only fa,rmers and public
servants who have legitimate grievances
and want assistance and protection. I
am ra,ther inclined to imagine that the
lVIinister of Agriculture and the Minister
of Lands ha,ve dominated the Cabinet in
the preparation of this policy speech. I
congratUlate the honorable members
for Warrenheip and Port Fairy ou
the proposals submitted by the Premier, but I am s0'rry for the poor
city memhe[fs, who have, to sit in
silence behind the Government.
They
must have fondly thought now was
the time for something to be done for
them. It is a strange spectacle in this
Hense to see so many mem be.rs of the
La bour part.y sitting in silence behind t.he
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Treasury
hench.
They
occassioDally
indulge, In .interjections, but..
.if the business of the session had been
'Conducted in the ordinary wa~, we would

by this time have been in the middle of
the debate on the Address-in-Reply.
. Mr. CAIN.-And you would be Gumb.
1\1r. EGGLESTON .-1 have never been
dumb in this House. We would have had
the honorable member for Albert Parl~
denouncing the capitalists and demanding the speedy end ,of the capitalistic
system. ,V:e would have had the honora.ble member for Port Me,lbourne cursing
the, landlords and the profiteers.
N ml
their occupation is go.ne. N0' more the
fervid: hectic speech and the loud denunciation. Certainly n0' suggestion has been
made in the speech 'far the abolition of
the capitalistic system, and almost
nothing is said ab0'ut the profiteer. Possibly the absence of any reference to the
pr0'fitecT is occasioned by the fear of alarm
amongst the farming communit.y.
It
must be painful to a good many members.
,sitting be,hind the Ministers just now to
remain silent. I sa,w Tom Walsh in the
precincts of the House the 0'ther da,y. I
cannDt imagine that he came here t0' congra,tulate the Premie,r on his revolutionary
propooals. I can only presume that he
came here to sympathize with the honorable member for Albert Park, the honora.ble member for Bendigo East., and others
on the sorry programme tha.t has been
put before us, and the frustration of
their hopes. I am perfectly cetftain the
House misses the speeches of the honorable member f0'r Flemington, who is now
All we ha,ve
like an extinct volcano.
from him are a few subterraneorus rumblings. At one, time he was most eloquent
in his denunciation of the evils of Liberal
governmen t.
I kn0'w a dope has been
administered to mem bers of the Labour
party. I do. not think so meanly of their
ill telligence as to think that they believe
that their proposals are tOi be taken on
their face value. The fact is tha,t the
Labour party has not yelt.a majority in the
House, .and the idea is SOl tol strengthen
its support from the electOirs 'that, on a
future occasion it will be returned with
a majority. It is hoped that, by bringing forwa.rd proposals that J~iberals and
tho farme,rs can support, to' get a, ma.jority
a t the next election.
Mr. WARDE.-Thl} Liberal party has
been so popular that it is getting beautifully less in numbers a.t every election.
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:\1r. EGGLESTON.-Public o~inion i~
strouglJ in favour of Liber~l polrcy, anu
will not stand Labour pohcy. At the
present time, to introdu~e. a· p:u:e1y
Labour policy would be polItIcal slUCIde.
Therefore the La,hour GOovernment say,
" \Ye m u~t. dissemble; we will give them
a. Liberal Oor a Farmers' Union policy.
By that means we will get a ma.jority,
and when we do that we will get our own
back."
Tha,t may be an ingenious
scheme but it is a. dangerous one, because
it is' abso,lutely unprincipled.
But'.
the
Labour
Government
goes
a
step further.
The party evidently put
this question to themselves: How can we
get a majority ~
\Ve have struck at
Kationalism in the past, and ha,ve gOot as
far as we are likely to. Now we m~lst
get the, farmer.
We must persuade hIm
that Codlin is his friend, not Sha.rt. So
they steal the farmer's clothes, a~d try
to persuade him tha.t they are gOlllg to
solve all his problems.
:Mr. HOGAN.-Did you read that in the
A 7u~tralasian last week ~
:Mr. EGGLESTON. - The Minister
seems to be a, student of Liberal pa.pers,
and I think he must have got his policy
from that source.
l\1r. HOGAN.-I recognize that.
Mlr. EGGLESTON.-I quite admit the
soundness of the policy of Liberal journals. I notice, too, that in England a
critic of the present Labour Government
there has said that it has done very well
up to now, but only because it has carried
out Liberal policy. I do not think the
Government will be able to deceive the
farmer.
\Vhen the Government is jn a
minority everything is fOor the farmer,
but when Labour has a majority it will
establish rural wages boards for rural
workers and price fixing in the interest.s
It reminds me of the
of the consumer,
piece of natural history that we were
taught at school. We read of the great
serpent, the anaconda" which co,vered its
victim with slobber before devouring it.
The Minister of Agriculture and the Minister of Lands have produced the slobber
But" of course, the serpent
all right.
had. first to catch and kill its victim.
i
do not think the Labour party has caught
the farmer. ,Judging from the speech of
the Leader of the Country party the' slob~
ber has had no effect, and I do not thinlt
it is going to have any. Now the purpose
I have alleged as underlying the Labour
policy at the present time may be thought
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to be far fetched. It certainly is exceedingly discreditable. It is, ,in my. opinion,
dishOonest to a, degre,e.
But It can. be
proved easily from docu~lents th.at eXIst.
At the last election certalll promIses were
made on the hustings by Labour candidates which public opinion has shown to
be decidedly unpopUlar: They :were' made
with the object of gettmg certalll votes at
a time when possibly the Labour men who
uttered them did not think they would
shOortly be in office, and therefore in a
position to. carry them out. From what
has happ2ned since, it seelllS to me ~hat
when the pre'sent Govenmlent carne, l?-to
office it set to work to get these promIses
recalled by the 1,J€,rsons to whom they were
made. Of course, with Labour organizations that is not a very difficult thing to
do, because the, Labour fo,roes are
. highly
.
organized, and the trades secreta.nes are 111
close touch with the parliamentary leaders
In ce'rt~in cases, at any
of the party.
rate, it was fo.und practically easy to get
the pa.rliamentary leaders absolved from
the performance of promises that are obvio.usly against the public inte'rest and not
in accordance with public opinion. I venture to. say that promises that cannot be
carried out by a mino.rity Labour Government would be carried out with interest
by a Labour Government with a majority.
The dope tha.t was used to catch votes can
be revived later,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You seem to have
an extensive, knowledge of dope.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not know
that I have. I have ne'ver practised dope
methods. But I can se,e through a bit of
wood as far as a blind horse.
Let us
take the question of tho reinstatement of
the po,lice. There we had the' absolute
promise that all the dismissed policemen
who. desired reinstatement would be reinstated.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Where was that
promise ma,de'
Mr. EGGLESTON. - It was made
among other places at Prahran.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-It was not made by
me.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-No, it was madf?'
by the Premie.r. And heTe let me remark
that I am very disappointed that we have
bad no maiden speeches in the House this
session, though we have six new members.
Not one of them has yet spoken. \Vhy ~
Presumably it is because' they could not be
trusted. They might accidentally let out
a few uncomfortable facts. I am sure that.
the honorable member for Prahran is so.
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bottled up with information that he would
give the whole show away straight.way.
That by the way. Not only was a promise
gi ven to reinstate those dismissed policemen who. desired reinstatement, but a.,
Labour candidate in H.awthorn was actually an ex-striker. He was supported on
the platform by the Labour leaders.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-And he shook up
your man.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If he did, and in
80 far as he did, it only sh<!ws that the
judgment of the Labour pa,rty in supporting the proposition to reinstate the
police was popular in ct:rtain constituencies. When Labour took office, the Government re,cognized that if they carried
out thel policy of the reinstatement of the
police directly, it would mean political
suicide. I venture to say, looking at the
document which I will read in a minute,
that it was arranged tha,t ce,rtain representations should bel made to. the party
by official le.aders outside to water down
.
tha,t promise.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-But first of all you
ha ve presumed the promise.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am not conceited, but when I find honorable! membelrs opposite biting at my spee.ches, I regard the omen as a good one,. Mr. Honoway, the secretary of the Trades Hall,
says, in a, statement published in the
Argus-by thel way, I do not think it a.ppelared in the Age-thatAny sudden change, or almost complete revolution in the personnel or method of administration, in connexion with any system
built upon a generation of almost continuous
organiza tion, persistent training, rigid but
diplomatic discipline, must lead to chaos,
disorganization, and inefficiency, unless you
have something equally efficient to put
in its place.
The recent police strike,
and its aftermath, has proved no exception to this general rule. For while just
one year ago the Victorian Police Force was
a living embodiment of intelligent force and
order-

I should like to have read to the House
at this juncture the comments made by
members of that party who now occupy
the Government benches, with respect to
the efficiency of the Police Force and its
methods. I am reminded of the oration
of the honorable member for Albert Park,
when he grossly insulted the Po.Jice
Force, that the secrE,tary of the Trades
Ha.ll now says is a living embodiment of
intelligent force and order.
Mr. TCNNBCLIFFE.-That Gtatement i'3 a
sort of classic, is it not ~
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes. I should not
be surprised to find that the honorable
gentleman had had a hand in its preparationit has now become, as the result of that
sudden, violent, and extremely impatient, vindictive, and, therefore, undiplomatic action on
the part of our erstwhile Ministers, a mere
shadow of its former power and influence in
cOlllmanding and enforcmg good order and lawabiding public conduct in our community.
The writer h as had more than a decade of
experience in officially assisting in the conduct
and ~ettlement of industrial disputes, some of
so far-reaching a character that they have
threatened the Ven' foundations of our industrial system.
..
After a very close examination and careful study of the minutes of the grievances and negotiations in connexion with
the former police,
prior to the strike
taking place, where those in authority, who
have had the fate of thousands of workmen, and the safety of liberty, life, and property of our people in their hands, they appeared to have acted in a short-sighted and
reckless manner.

After the, 'J;rades Hall had pronounced
its opinion in this OlympIan way, what
was the necessity of !!- Royal Commission 1
"Thy have a, Royal Commission when the
boss a.t the Trad€.s Hall has expressed
his opinion in this authoritative manner 1
The manifesto peters off in a disappointing way.
However, the fact is such that no more
burning question exists in the mind of 90
per cent. of the people than tbat of the absolute failure of the present Police Force to cope
with the evil-doers in our community, and
how to rectifv same.
Should Pa;liament urge the complete reinstatement of the former policemen, or should
the present FOJ'ce be immediately improved
numerically, and, what is more importantefficiently-by the reinstatement of a considerable number of the old Force? The men in the
street, in ever-increasing numbers, are asking
this question, and demanding some immediate
action. Simple justice clemands that something
be done, and one course open to finally get
an efficient and satisfied Police Force is the
appointment of a Royal Commission to inquire
into the whole ramifications of the Police Department.
To my knowledge, 95 per cent. of the
100,000 organized workers of this State, and
I believe the same percentage of other citizens,
ask for such an inquiry.
In common fairness to the dismissed men,
whom I think the great majority of our
people will now admit have been badly treated,
such an inquiry must be sooner or later held,
but, meanwhile, something mu~t be done, for
procrastination means a thieves' harvest.

Now what does this remarkable interest
in the abolition o,f crime mean 1 How
is it consistent with other items in the
Government policy? What about the re-
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instatement of Mr. Carter ~
What did
the Pohoa Force, either before or after
the strike, have to. say about the reinstatement of that gentleman ~
What
were their reports about him before he
left the bench ~ Did they think that his
conduct as a justice of the peace was
consistent with the declared .,policy of
the Government to cope with the present
crime wavel , seeing that he released
prisoners on straw bail ~
I may also
ask w h_ether there is any consistency between their alleged policy and their action
in a,ppointing a Royal Commission to
rake up all the past administration of
the Poiioa. Departrnent, thus setting one
sect,ion of the me.n against, another ~ In
my opinion, the constitution of such a
Commission is incOOlsistent with the suggestion contained in this circular, ~nd
shows it to be a specious and hypocritical
document, the only purpose of which was
to get t.he Labour party out of the m~ss
it found itself in. Why did Mr. Holloway ~ign the document ~
Why did not
one of the ex-strikers sign it ~
It was
said to be an official manifesto from the
Trades Hall.
Mr. B.HLEY.-And why should not the
secretary of the Trades Hall sign it 1
Mr. EGGLESTON .-Of course, he had
a right to sign it and relieve the Governmen t from the promise they had
madtl.
The positiOon is clea.r: if the
Labour party had a majority, the strikers
would be reinstated.
That is the policy
of the Government and the LabOour party,
and that is their conception of their responsi bili ty to maintain order and good
government. They a,re now proposing to
have an inquiry to consider the question
of all questions, of whether a man should
carry Oout his oath.
Is that consistent
with discipline and with the desire to
reduce the crime wave ~
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Is the honorable
member aware that, since the strike, in
25 cases the courts have accepted the
oaths of the men to whom he refers.
Mr. EGGLE'STON.-If a man breaks
one clath it does not necessarily follOow
that he will break anOother. We do not
know what weight the judge attached to
the evidence given by the men referr~d
to.
I now propose to discuss another
matter which more completely proves my
proposition than the one with which I
have just dealt.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It was a very weak
one.
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1\1r. EGGLESTON .-No, it was st.rong,
but this will he- strQlD:ge,r. I am referring
to the railway merit or bonus system.
I no sooner took office as Minister of
Railways than the union put the acid
on me. I received a deputation] and I
was very much interested in the argtlments that were put before me, with cqnsiderable skill.
I came to the conclusion
that they were fallacious, and I refused to
interfere with wha'h had been done by
the Railwavs Commissioners.
When the
present 1\linister came into office, I
thought that the acid test would be put
on him, and that he also would be waited
upon by a deputat.ion.
That did not
materialize, and I could not make out
v.:hy, until I saw a document which I
shall read.
I suggest that the unicru
were asked not to press their case; that
the plea was put to them that t!la Government were in a minority and could
not go against public opinion at prr.;sent;
but that when they got a, majority they
would be able to shOow their true colours.
" Let us pretend," it was probably said,
"that the LabOour gun is loade..d, and
when we get security of tenure we will
give yQlu what yOou ask."
Mr. BAILEY.-What the public wanL.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I will read (\
statement that was made at a mass me,eting held after an interview with t,h 3 Minister, by Mr. R. V. Keene, on the 131h
August, and which was reported in the
A rgu8 of the 14th August.
~Ir. Keene
saidMr. Clapp stated that the political representative of the peop18 had not expressed a
desire that the system should be changed.
There is a deliberate attempt on the part of
the chairman to compromise the Labour Ministry. But we will not be a party to it. We
will not make this a party issue, but will kill
the system on the job.
When we have a
majority Labour party in office, and not a
minority, we will get a little of our own back
in this Ministry. We want to give the La.bour
Ministry a fair and open go.
You can kill
the bonus system by turning it down on the
job.

This discloses a very sinister aspect of
the Labour policy. It is not the Labour
policy at all. ,It is not the policy of
the honolrable members fOir Albert Park,
Port Melbourne, or Bendigo.
TheY' are
kept down; ~hey are not allowed to, speak;
they must be good boys, lest thtl true
views of the Labour party should become
known to the people.
When the public
have beeu bamboozled into the idea that
butter will not melt in the Labour party's
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mouth, the party will come forwar:d with
a majority and do wha.t the union wants.
In the meantjme the net is not to be
spread; the poisoned wheat is no.t to be

put down forr the " cockies."
:Mr. TuNNECLIFFE.-I suppose you have
heard the quota,tio'll, "Forr in vain the
ll€lt is spread in the sight of any bird ';?
Mr. EGGLESTON. - I ha.ve,.
We
have seen thel cloven hoof in connexion with thel re,insta,telI11€,nt of Mr.
Carter as a. justice of thel peace,
the personnel of the Police Commission, and the proposed interference
with the School Paper.
I might sa,y
with regard to the latter subject, that 1
do not think that any facts should be
kept from the people.
I t would have
been mo're creditable to the Minister of
Publio Instruction if he had stuck to
what he had sajd rather than have withdrawn frOom it.
What he said was in
keeping wi th the true Labour policy.
What is happening to the Labour party
the world over at the present time?
In South Africa, the Labour party have
taken office in coalition with the disloyal
Dutch Secessionist party.
Mr. WALLAcE.-They are not disloyal
now.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-The Labour party
made them loyal.
:Mr. EGGLESTON. - The Labour
party asked them not to expreBS their true
yiews for three years, just as the leaders
of the Labour party in this House have
asked Labour members not tOo expre::;s
their true views for the present. III
England the Labour party are in office,
nnd since they have been there they have
turned down prder8ncc to Austl'al:an
lH'OOucts and the Singapore N a,'al Base.
Mr. SLATER.-YOU know very well that
that was the considered opinibn of the
electors of England, and you blame the
Labour party for it most untruly and unjustly.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not the
case.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why do nOot
:Ministers make speeches instead of interjecting?
The SPEAKER.-I am sorry t() have
to say that most Oof the interjections this
afternoon ha,ve come from the Treasury
bench, and most of them have bel8'n unprovoked. .
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not want to
provoke interjections fr?m Ministers.
What I do ,vant to do IS to provoke
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speeches from them, awl I hope I shall
be succesGful. The British Government is
r~spollsiLle for the .security of the EmpIre.. Weare dependent upon that
secUrity. We have indulged in a vVhite
1l.ustralia policy, and if the members of
the. L~bour . party are really pacific in
theIr Intentlons, hOoW do they intend to
protect that policy? What is there to
protec.t the White Australia policy but
t~e mIght. of the British Navy? I ~hOould
lIke to 'pOInt out that the decision arrived
at by: the British Ministry in this matter
was Influenced very much indeed by correspondence--I call it treacheroUB correspondence-received from members Oof the
AU$tralian Labour party.
:Mr. OAIN.-Have you any evidence of
that?
i\lr. EGGLESTON.-Yes. Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, in his speech in the
I{ouse of Oommons, said he had received
letters from the leaders of the Labour
p~rty in Australia stating that Australia
dId not want the Singapore Base, and did
not fear any enemy in the Pacific.
Mr. SLATER.-The next Federal elections will confirm that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Before the next
Federal elections we may have the enemy
upon us.
Mr. SLATER.-The naval authorities
are not agreed as to the Singapore Base.
Mr. EGGLESTON.---1That may be so;
but Mr. :McGrath has said that he. would
not spend a penny on a base in Australia.
I think that a base in New South Wales
or some other part of Australia would
be better than the Sing'apore Base.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You oppose the
Singapore Base?
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-That kind of
reply dO('(3 not deceive even the honorable
gentleman's own supporters. The Labour
Government in England propose to make
no expenditure in the Pacific to defend
British inte~'ests there, and I say that
unless that IS done the ,\Yhite Australia
policy is a mere sham.. If the Labour
leaders in ,.Liustralia were so intimate
'with British Labour leaders that they
could write to them and influence British
naval policy on a question of defence, why
did they not attempt to influence them
on the question of preference to Australian products?
Mr. W ARDE.-Was that not decided by
a free open vote in the House of OOI~
mOllS?
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1\11'. EGGLESTON.-It was; but the
British Labour party argued against prcf€r€nce, and led against it.
_
Mr. SLATER.-Sixty Labour m-embers
voted for it.
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-All this pacifist
policy is absolute lloosense if the members
of the Labour party make no -effort in the
campaign against war. That campaign
is one in which I have taken as much
part as any citizen in the community,
and when we started the League of
Nations Union in Australia" we sent to
every member of the Labour party and
asked would they join. III the majority
of cases -our missive was treated -with contempt, and members spoke io me ill a
contemptuous way of -our efforts to secure
peaee. The only member of the Labour
party who assisted us in that way, und
I acknowledge his assistance very gratefully indeed, was the Honorary Minister
(Mr. Webber).
The members of the
Labour party ,are doing nothing to
espouse the cause of peace, -and I veuturc
to say that the peace €ssay which secures
the prize giY€n by th€ Trades H-all will
b61 one that asserts tha.t war is the resuh
Qf -capitalistic effort and say_-s that war
cannot be done away with unlpss you do
away with 'Capitalism. .
:M:r. T-CNNECLIFFE.-¥OU are espousing
the cause of peace by -preaching war.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I haye never
preached war i1'l my life. I have said
that you cannot ha~e peace unless you
have disarmament by agreement. In the
~Vineteenth Cent·1.l1·Y, honorable members
may see an article of mine which says
that c1isarmament in the Pacific can be
obtain€d if all the nations agree. If they
do not agree, it i6 -absolute nonsense to
try it.
Mr. OAIN.-Y ou are associated with
t he wrong' pa1'ty to talk peace.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-1 am pointing
out that the statement of the ~1inistel'
of Public Instruetion as to the emasculation of the school books was absolutelv.
in line with the I~abour policy, and it is
nbsolntely hypocl'itiral of.- him to try and
draw back from it, or say he did not make
it. 18ha11 now proceed to examine one
or two planks of the- policy which has
hepn put before the House by the Premier,
to show how they support and emphasize
the view I have been putting to the House
that this is not the true Labour po1icy,
lInt. only a Syst(,111 of doles and bribes to
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particular interests, in order to secure the
majority which the party wishes to obtain.
Why does not the Labour party
get 11 majority by preaching its own
policy ~
MJ'. 'YALL..!.CE.-You did not get olle
hy preaching yours.
:NIl'. EGGLESTON.-That is exactly
what the Labour party are doing-creatillg' the feeling that we are not carrying
out O~l' own policy, but that they can
earry It out better than we can. Let Ud
take two items in the poliqy s-peech thfr
Pr-emier Jelivered to the Ruuse to show
that the views I have been putting are
e?rrect. The policy is a policy of {~to
lum that hath shall be given "-to him
that hath votes. The beneficial proposalH
of the polic.y are not for those who need
protection most, but for those who have
the biggest infl.uence; and I think thesnpren:- e example of the truth of my statp!I.lent IS that there ·is no financial proyiSlon m~de at a.ll for the carrying out of
tho polley. It iB a supreme example of
('omplete irresponsibility.
Let us take
one question that has vexed this House
for a considerable time-the Wheat Pool
question. I have always opposed State
marketing, and I have been against the
principle of compulsion; but, 001 the other
hand, I huye advocated organized marketj])g on 11 yoluntary basis, and I have
[II-ways been willing tba t legislative asslrltanc(' should be given, so as to facilitatethe dctnils of voluntary organization in a
(,01lstructiy(' way. Quite 'apart from wbat
Mr. Bruce has said in the letter ihat has
been {lisclosed to-night, that is the sort
of a8sistance I should be wining to give to
organized marketing. We can give assistance by legislation to co-operati ,ye
('ompanies and organizations.
Mr. Tf'"NNEcLIFFE.-There are a lot of
f>xamples -of -them in the records of the
department, and most of them have been
failures.
:\[1'.
EGGLESTON.-The honorable
gentleman is talking about a different
thing altogether. In cases where a section of the 'primary producers have been
fared with crises o-wing to the fluctuation
of economic conditions-1\11'. OArR.-They are aski~g for compulsion all round.
They want compulsory registration.
Mr. EGGLERTON.-Registration is
the kind of thing I would give, but I <10
not. brlipv(' in the Goyernment handling
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the produce from the time it leaves the circumstances. The reason why other infarm until it reaches the consumer. That dustries are not to be assisted in regard
is
that' they
have
is fundamentally wrong. If a section of to. marketing
the primary producing industry has fallen not as many votes as the wheat
on bad times, and if the State has com· industry, which is a hightly ormitted itself by settling people on the ganized industry, and has more political
land, and they have fallen on bad times, punch. There is one thing a.bout which
the
Liberal
policy
has
been
to I think there will be an irreconcilable difgive assistance to those in need. fere·nce be,tween the farmers party and
Many examples can be given of assistance the Labour pa,rty, and tha,t is that. the
by the Liberal party to that type of only value, O'f pools tOo the farmer is that
case. A certain amount of our unpopu- they enable the price tOo be held up
larity was due to our refusal of assistance ag-ainst the local consumer. I do not
to those well able to afford the tempo- object to an organization formed on a
rary fluctuations with which they were voluntary basis seUing its goods as it like.s,
but I say that there is one thing that
afflicted.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Such an example the State cannot in any way countenance,
as yQlur assistance to the Cockatoo Com- and that is discrimination be,tween one
section of the community and another.
pany~
lVlr. EGGLESTON.-I was never conMr. CAIN.-They won't get that assistcerned in any assistance to that company. ance.
I do not know anything about it. Ther~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am very glad
are many primary industries in this State,
and it is a remarkable thing that the' to hear it. I fee,l that it would be ve,ry
only one assisted under this policy spee,ch wrong and quite, inconsiste,nt with the
in the way of marketing is the strongest princi pIes of the Ministerial party to gi va
that. If that is so. it is good-bye to any
of the lot-the wheat industry.
support fO'r the compulsory whea.t Pool
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I never from the other party. The other matte·r
knew Ministers to " yap" and interject so which is obviously intended to catch votes
much and yet re·frain from spe.aking.
is the concession to the Civil Service. I
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am feeHng suppose
the Civil Service has the
rathe,r proud of myself. Yesterday we biggest organized vote in the comcould only draw members sitting on the. munity.
That does not mean that
back ministerial benches. N ow the oc- public servants should not get justice.
cupants of the. Treasury bench itself are, I believe that they should get justice.
being drawn. I venture to say that there Our Ministry was prepared to give
is no problem in connelxion with the mar- them a supe·rannuation sqheme and make
keting of wheat. There is a big demand other concessions-all, I belie.ve, that,
for wheat, and I suppose you could sell the State could afford. What I wish to
the whole, Victorian crop in advance at comment on is the extraordinary luxury
the present time. The, cr~ation of a. com- of concession grant€d' to the Civil Service
pulsory wheat Pool would. not assist the at this particular time.. The, Government
whelat-growers to .the extent of a penny. have by administrative act cpened the
All it may do may be to postpone the door of the Federal Arbitration Court to
sales, and .wei may lose the pink of the Civil Service,. That I believe, is a
the marke,t. The problem of markets for fatal and unconstitutional step, because it
the wheat industry is practically non- places State finance, out.side Treasury conexistent. Yet it is the only industry as- trol. The Treasure·r cannot ·budget for
sisted in that way. The dried fruit in- the finance,s of the State when an outside
dustry, the meat industry, and the, butter tribunal which is not responsible to the
industry are: not included in that. We State in 'any way at all controls the, ex-.
do not know how long this policy is for, penditure of from one-third to one-half
whether it is for a month or a year or of the. State re,venue. When the railway
servants asked for a tribunal to fix the,ir
for three years.
Mr. WALLACE.-A great deal depends wa~es that was given to them. Not only
did they get the, tribunal, but they had
on circumstances.
representation
on it.
~1:r. EGGLESTON.-That applies to
the whole of it. The present is a. circumMr. CAIN.-And the public servants
stantial Ministry.
It all depends 011 asked for the same.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-We would not
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Tlle question of
the e,xtension of that concession to the have had so much to say about the apPublic Service is one for great considera- pointme.nt of a tribunal to deal with the
tion. lV1y own opinion is that the, Public Public Service, geneorally, but the GovernService Commissioner ~as put there and ment have given them both, and I Bay
removed from political control in orde,r that the duplication is irresponsible and
to do that particular work which was wrong. The Governme,nt should have gone
certainly a reason why in another se,rvice to the Federal Arbitration Court and said
where there is no one in a corresponding that the Sta,te was willing in conne,xion
position there should be a tribunal. Such with the Public Service to do what
a, tribunal has been given to thel railway is necessary to cOonstitute a tribunal.
servants, and it has been sitting for a We do not want duplication. Most of the
conside,rable, time producing reports which evils of the, a,rbitration system, which, on
I venture to say ha,ve been satisfactory. the whole is, I believe, a good system,
What is the reason for this unwarranted have axisen through the duplication of
duplication of tribunals for fixing wages tribunals. The Government axe deliberin the Public Service 1 As far as the ate,ly cre,ating confusion and chaos in the
railwa,ys are concerned there is a classi- fixation of wages paid by the, State,
fication board in that service, and the GoMr. PRENDERGAsT.-That does not
vernment have: opened the way to the apply outside the railway service.
Federal Arbitration Court. They have
Mr. EGGLESTON.-As a matte,r of
also opened the way to the Federal Arbi- fact there is nOo plaint belfore the Federal
tration Court to the general public ser- Arbitra,tion Court in conneocion with the
vants, and they have also promised them general Public Serrvice, but only in cona tribunaL What is the re,ason I ask nexion with the railway scrrvice.
The
again for that duplication 1 Is there any Governmen t could ha,ve said to the Court,
sense in it ~
Is it constitutional ~ Is it " In the railway service we ha,ve establegi tim ate 1
lished a, tribuna'l which if; working satisMr. MURPHY.-Is it unconstitutiona11 factorily," and the Court could have
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is within the agreed to that argument. In regard to
Federal law, I admit, but it is not con- the general Public Service the Governstitutional, and it is irresponsible for the ment could have said, "It is our policy
Treasurer of the State to voluntarily to establish a tribunal."
create a condition in which a large proMr. PB.ENDERGAST.-It was' ne,ver your
portion of the rE.lVenUeS of the State will policy. You denied it to the GOovernm~nt
be entirely outside his control.
Printing Office, and the rest of thel SerVIce.
Mr. SLATER.-You have sheltered be11r. EGGLESTON.-This .policy of the
hind that immunity doctrine too long.
Government towards the Public Setvice
Mr. EGGLESTON.-We ha,ve not throws a, strong light on other promi3es
sheltered behind it. It seems to. me that. made by the party.
the Gove,rnment were bound in loyalty to
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-TeU me how the
the State and a sense Oof financial respon- Commonwe,alth is hurt by tne fact that all
sibility to continue the argument before the postal employees have the Federal
the Fede,ral Arbitration Court and say, Arbitration Court tOo go tOo.
I I We have got a tribunal fOor the railways
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not know,
and it is working satisfactorily, It has
produ.ced a wage with which thel men axe but it may be so. The Commonwealth
content. We do not want anOother tri- Arbitration Court is responsible to Combunal." And the Federal Arbitration monwe·alth legislation, but the GovernCourt could have said, "That is quite ment of this State is asking the Commontrue." Why should the,re' be this com- wealth Court to deal with our finances.
lIr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU would- grant
peti tion between jurisdictions 1
neither.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-,Vhere does that
Mr. EGGLESTON.-We granted one
apply outside the railway servants ~
Mr. EGGLESTON ,-I am talking to the railway servants.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU gave only
about the railway servants.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are not under . partial power to the Railways Classificaconsideration now.
tion Bo&rd.
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Mr. EGGLESTON~-The: l>asic wage
. a.sked for in the railway men's log is

Sir ALEXAl\'UER PEACOCK (to M1'.
Hogan).-Do you say that the State Call·

18s. 4d. a day.
The Railways Olassification Board has :fixed it at 13's. 11d.

not properly constitute a Court?
Do
you repudiate the Railways Classification

The men, I understand, were satisfied.

Board?
Mr. HOGAN.-We· are not going to interfere with the fixing of wages.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Does that mean
that the Government is not going to be
represented before the Court?
Mr. I-IoGAN.-I am not saying that.
We will leave the matter to the Court.
1fr. EGGLESTON.-Is the Government not going to call evidence?
Mr. HOGAN.-If claims come before the
Arbitration Court, they will be dealt
with in exactly the. same way as those
that come before the. Railways Classification Board.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-I see-two
shots in the locker.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Is the Government going to scrap the Railways Classification Board?
Mr. LEM1\foN.-Railway men are' not
employees of the Government, but (j)f the

"Yhen they came before me they made
HO

complaint about wages, and the secre-

tary of the union ~poke in a complimen-

tary way about the Commissioners, who,
Of
he said, gave them a fair deal.
eourse, if men can get mOTe, they will
try to do so, and nobody will blame them.
I should like to' know if the Minister
is going to be aa complacent regardillg
the control of State rights by the Oommonwealth Arbitration Oourt as he is
with regard to this demand for additional
wages? The Railways Union is a very
strong body, with about 20,000 members,
including several members of Parliament.
Is the Government going to have a representative appear before the Arbitration Court, and produce evidence against
the granting of this extra rate?
Is it
intended to oppose the demand for the
reduction of hours from 48 to 44? Is
the Government aware to what extent Railways Commissioners.
nnance is involved in these concessions?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-They are emMr. PRENDERGAsT.-Did they know it ployees of the Government, because the
ill the other States?
Government provides the money for their
I wages.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-They did.
1'ead in one of the Queensland newspapers
The SPEAKER.:-This seems t.o be a.
that the concession of 5s. and the reduc- dehate carried au by interjection.
I
tion of hours to 44 involved an increased must ask honorable members to allow
€xpenditure of £500,000. It would mean the honorable· member for St. Kilda to
very much more in Victoria.
continue his speech without interruption.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-B'ut it was nut
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member was
granted in Queensland.
asking questions.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-When I was in
The SPEAKERL-If the honorable
Queensland a meeting of railway servants member asks questions he will get
was held, and they asked to. be saved from answers.
the Commonwealth Arbit1ration Court.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should like the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-And the Govern- answers to be. given in an orderly
ment went on the even course of its way. manner, and not by way of interjection.
It. has worke.d satisfactorily in New South
I should like to be told if the GovernWales.
ment is going to· op,pose the demands of
Mr'. EGGLESTON.-It has worked the railway men?
unsatisfactorily in Queensland, which has
Mr. IIoGAN.-That is a matter for the
t.he highest rate of taxation of an, State
in Australia.
If the Gove.rnmellt :i.s. Railways Commissioners to deal with, and
going to grant these concessions, what js I presume they will discharge their duty
to become of the promise of a reduction properly.
Mr. E'GGLESTON.-I have never
in freights and fares?
1fr. HOGAN.-We believe in the settle- been able to, understand how the_ Labour
ment of industrial wages by a properly party has succeeded in subordinating the
constituted CourL It is not the function interests of the working man in Victoria
of the Government to fix wages and' to those of the public servants. SOD;W
day the working man will wake up and
conditions.
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find that his life, his risk of unemployment, and wage reduction have been intensified in every way by the Labour
policy with regard to the public servant.
The working man has nothing in the
La bour policy; the public servant has
everything.
In my opinion the consent
of the Government to the Commonwealth
Arbitration Court hearing the railway
men's claim is treacherous to the interests
of the State. It is not so much that we
should have obj·ected to the jurisdiction of
the Court, as tha1' we :should have said
that we had a Classification Bo'ard in
exist.ence that was functioning satisfactorily to all, and that it was advisable
that a matter affecting the finances of the
State should be left to a State tribunal.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-VVe heard this
argwnent when you opposed
wages
boards.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the honorable
gen tleman searches the records he will
find that I have not oppostd wages boards.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The party to which
you belong .did it all the time.
Mr. EGGLESTON.--Sir
Alexander
Peacock. for instance.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We have had to
drag him lately.
Sir A.LEXANDER PEACOCK (to Mr. Preudergast).-Why, you were not here when
I introduced them.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member's time has expired.
On the motio'll of l\1r. l\1:0RLEY, the
time allowed the honorable member under
the Standing Orders was extended bv half
an hour.
.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think I have
shown how insinoere, scrappy, and irresponsible the policy of the Government is.
There is a.n entire absence of any conception as to the nooessity of formulating
a financial policy in connexion with proposals of t.his kind. Mr. Theodore, the
Premier. of Queensland, has suggested that
finance IS the test of policy, and that test
the Labour party in this -State refuses to
apply, because it would reveal the fact
that promises that look well on th€ surface
are entirely il1usory. How are these propo~als of the Government to be financed,
a.nd from whom is the mOoney to be drawn ¥
I do not suggest that taxation is to remain on the present level for ever, but
the great test for thel carrying out of proposals of tbis sort is the disclosure of the
means by whIch the money is to be raised.
J
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No effort has been made in that dir'ection
in this spoocp..
Mr. l!'ROST.-YOU are too impatient.
l\l'r. EGGLESTON.-That interjection
shows what a ·small conception the honorable ~lember has of the necessity for fo1'mulatmg a financial policy. The wbo-Ie
statement should havel been shot through
and through with financial propositions.
l\fx. BROWNBILL.-All that could not
have been put in a policy speech.
l\1r. EGGLESTON.-Why noU
I
should like to draw a.ttention to the direction in which financial responsibility is
being incun"ed at the present moment.
One is the policy of making grants for
'hospitals without any conception- of the
total requirements of the Stat-e. This is
a inatter that affects me to a certain exteu t. 'Vhen I wa~ Assistant Treasurer
M'r. Lawson referred to me the .secretarY
of the Ballarat Hospital committee, who
submitted an application for a gra.nt to
that institution.
A deputation waited
upon me, and we 'discussed the matter;
but the -secretary told me that the ~om
mittee had not yet fonnulated the scheme
for which they required money, and did
not know how much they wanted. I told
them that immediately they formulated a
scheme I would refer it to the Treasurer
for favorable consideration. Immediately
the present Government gets into power
it grants the Ballarat Hoopital £3,000,
which was more, than was contemplated
when I was consulted. The Government
has also granted £8,000 to the Geelong
Hospital, and grants have been promised
to other institutions. .The Treasurer has
not given careful consideration to the
number of claims that are likely to be
made upon him by other institutions. HI:}
has not determin~ what amount is to be- '
granted ror chaTitable purposes. In these
circumstances how does the Government
know tha.t the first request- is better' than
the second one will be, or than anyone
of the othe·rs likely to be made, ~
The
scheme adopted by the last Government is
the proper way -of dealing with a -charitable grant.. We set up a body thoroughly
representa.tIve of hosp~tal management.
They were to advise the Government as
to what was the proper sum to be expended. The board was carefully elaborating plans for making the State grant
go further and further, for securing- efficiency in certain hospitals, for. distribut.ing eases among hosp~tals some of
whIch were not full, and in providing
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that grants should be made in proportion
to the efficiency of various hospitals.
These things were being elaborated and
prepared for the Government of the day.
All that organization has been thrown to
the
winds.
Is
that
going
to
Increase
the
amount
of
money
charity ~
It
will
available
for
waste it and diminish it. When you get
money han~ed out in this way, here and
there without any system or scheme" the
springs of charity will dry up.
Then
there is the question of education. It is
a remarkable fact that many promises
have been made in respect of education
since the liinistry have been in office,none of' which appeared in the policy
speech. I was at a deputation before the
Minister of Public Instruction this morning, and he made certain promises, most
of which I admit were entirely justified,
but would involve, if carried out, an expenditure of several hundreds of thousands of pounds each year.
Mr. GORDoN.-What were they?
Mr. EGGLESTON. - Free school
books, medical and den tal inspection of
school children, and the raising of the
school age.
Mr. JACKSON. - You said you would
not oppose the expenditure.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I know.
Mr. JACKSON.-Do not back down.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-My point is that
the Government cannot meet the expenditure that would be involved. The promise was a bluff. The Government do
not propose to carry it out. They cannot do it, because they are propooing to spend the money in other
directions.
Now, take the question
of the reduction of freights and fares.
There is no suggestion whatever as to
how that is to be provided for. The question is how the Railway Departme;:nt
is going to balance its accounts. If a reduction is made in some item it can be
made up in others without affecting the
balance. It might be done by reducing
the inward freights and putting up the
outward freights. It could be done that
way. But what would be the benefit to
the people? I can understand a revision
of the schedule of railway rates. That is
one thing that I asked the Oommissioners
to go into. It may be that by reducing
rate,s you can encourage one form of
iraffic while increased rates will not re-
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duce other traffic. The scheme proposed
by the Government is not a railway expert's scheme at all. There is no scientific
construction behind their proposal. It is
simply a crude, straight cut. It is absolute nonsense to say that the proposal
has been carefully considered. It is not
the advice of the Railways Commissioners. The Railways Oommissioners
say that freights have not risen in the
proportion that the cost of living has
risen or the railwaymen's wages, or even
the price of farm products, and ·a reduction of freights and fares would mean
the starvation of many of the activities
of the railways. Already sufficient depreciation is not being charged. In time
it will have to be put on in large slabs.
The rail~ay user will then be in a much
worse position. I feel that in this, matter the railways are 'being made the eat's.
paw of political intrigue. It is simply
a vote-catching device. N ow, take the
question of the roads. I do not know
whether the road policy, involving an expenditure of £1,500,000, was designed to
catch votes at Glenelg. It was certainly
useful there. This is a most extraordinary
paragraph. The late Government had loan
authority fOir country roads Oof £4,000,000,
£2,000,000 of which was for developmental roads. The,y were spending at the
rate 0.£ £1,000,000 a year. The proposal
to spend £1,500,000 is meaningless,
therefore, unless it is toO .be within one
year. That is no,t stated in words, but
the inference is left to be made, and it
was made during the Glenelg election.
N ow this is impossible, because, in the
first place, the money cannot be bOirrowed
unless railway and other essential works
are to suffer; and in the second place,
there is nOit the labour and plant available to do the amount of work. You
would spend £1,500,000, but if you attempted to do so you would merely put
up prices and no mOTe work would be
done. Contractors would get mOore profits
and wages would go up, but you would
not get more wQlrk done. One million
pounds a year is about the limit t.hat can
be satisfactorily expended on the roads.
When I was Minister of Wate'r Supply,
I found that the supply of timber for
culverts was months in arrears. To
boost up this loan expenditure and call
for tenders when there is not the amount
of labour and plant available is simply to
put up prices and to get no more work
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done. The principle of natiO'nalizing the
main rO'ads and Q1f providing for their
maintenance by taxation, if we could not
get the grant frDm the Federal Government, is the tru(} POilicy. I endorse the
statement made by the honorable member for Lowan that t.his principle Df using
loan money fo'r roads without provision
being made fOir a sinking fund is suicidal.
The natiOinal roads POilicy that was formulated is t.he cOlfrect one. It will provide
1,600 miles Df road, which will be maintained by the State. The shire councils
will be relieved. There is one point:. about
the Government's policy that I should like
to comment Dn seriQlusly. I refer to the
lack of any pDlicy of metropolitan development., We have shadowy claims as
to' taxation of vehicles and t.raffic cDntrol.
I suggest that the extension Q1f the functions of the Melbourne and l\1etropolitan
Board Q1f Works, giving them met,rQlPolitan main roads and bridges, and possibly
making t.hem a. traffic authO'rit.y, is
possibly the cO'rrect POilicy. When the
previQus GQvernment were in Qffice and
they apPQinted a Select CQ~mittee Qn
electricity supply, they were criticised as
devQlving their resPQnsibility Qn Qthers.
\Vhen they a.ppoint.ed a, Select Committee
tOo deal with the exceedingly technical subject Qf gas supply they were similarly
criticized. This GQvernment have been
i 11 Qffice f Qr Qnly seven weeks, and they
have already apPQinted three RQyal CQmmissions, one to do the work of a
CQmmissiQn which sat three mQnths befQre, and gave a verdict they did nQt like.
I dQ nQt knQw ,vhether they are any
better pleased with the repQrt presented
by the OQmmissiQn which they apPQinted.
I have nQ desire tOo further detain the
House. I believe that the people of VictQria WQuld have a higher respect for the
1JabQur party, and that the party WQuld
have a better chance Qf prQving its wQrth
and the value Qf its prQpaganda, if it
Rtuck tOo its PQlicy and did nQt attempt
tOo masquerade in clQthes stQlen frQm
other peQple.
Mr. HUGHES.-I wish to' make a persDnal explanation in connexion with a,
paragraph that appears in the Sun this
eV€IIling. It is as follows:~Ir. Hnghes has taken a decidedly mean advantage of a parliamentary privilege to attack
B man he has never met.
The reference to me
as a "political tout" come9 with exceedingly
bad grace from Mr. Hughes, whose political
depravity has reached such a stage that he
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can sit quietly by in support of a party which
has announced that it will not support the
policy of preference to returned soldIers.

1\'lr. CLoUGH.~There are a IOit of lies
in that.
Mr. HUGHES.-The paragra,ph cQlntinuesThis statement was made to-day by the
President of the Victorian Branch of the
R.S.L. (Mr. Turnbull), in reply to the statement made in the State House last night by
Mr. Hughes, l\LL ..A.

Last night during the debate on the
policy spe1ech O'f the Premier there were
many interjections, and certain of them
were with Il'eferenc:e to' Mr. Turlnbull.
The Argus and the Age this mOirning,
strange to' say, attributed one of those interjelCtions to' me.
I did not make it.
Mr. Turnbull has made an ,attack upon
me in connexion with tha,t statemeut.
It is bad enough to be blamed for what
yO'u do say, but it is a jolly sight wDrse
to be blamed fO'r what yO'll dOl not say.
The statement Mr. Turnbull has made
in reference to the ·L.abour party's attitude in cO'nnexion with preference to' r(;lturned soldiers, is not true. I thrQow that
statement back in his face. The Labour
party did not announce that it did not
support preference tOI returned soldiers.
Mr. SLATER.-As a matter of fact, the
LabQour party has more returned soldiers
- " dinkum" soldiers-in it than any
Qother party in the HQluse.
Mr. HUGHES.-The very fact tha,t 1
am O'n the committee Q1f the returned soldiers' league at Ballarat speaks fOir itself, and ought to' be a sufficient answer
for Mr. Turnbull Q1r anybody else. I am
surprised at his saying that my depra,vity
had reached such a stage that I could sit
idly by. I relmember that O'nly recently
~fr. Turnbull, whO', as president of the
branch of the Returned Soldiers' League
in Melbourne, had always strongly obJected to' the filling of positions in. public
departments and elseiWhere unless they
were previously advertised, accepted a
temporary position "under the lap," sO'
far as his comrades were concerned, in
the Immigration Bureau. He ought to'
be the lai:lt man in the WOof ld to. speak
a.bout depravity, when he accepted a, position "under thel lap," so far ,as his comrades, of whom he is president, were CDllcerned. The fact that various branches
of the Returned Soldiers' League throughout Victoria raistd very stO'ng Qobjections
at their meetings to Mr. Turnbull having
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accepted, on the quiet, this position that
had no,t been advertised, and the fact
that the branch of the returned soldi8Ts'
league in Melbourne alsQi raised a very
strong objection to' his having accepted
that position, speak for themselvet).
There is no neeessity for me to answer the
statem.ent at any grea,t length. I only wish
to say tha,t Mr. Turnbull should make
. sure who is responsible for a statement
before he makes an attack on any of his
comrades. I accept his statement that I
ha V61 never met him, aud if this is the
at.titude which he takes up as president of
t he Returned Soldiers' League of Melhourne, then I n6Ver want to' meet him.
.Mr. OMAN.-To-night we have before
us an outline -of the Government policy.
Right in the fOTefront of that policy is the
proposal relating tic roads. As a member
of the last Government I know -that authori~ation was given by it for all the
money to be devoted to road construction.
The party in powe,r to-day :obtained an
adjournment fOT four or five weeks in
whieh to draft their policy. I am not objecting to that, but if honorable membeTS
turn up the speech delivered by Sir. Ale~ander
Peacock at the gener.:a.i
'elect.ion
they
will
find
that
mOl'>e
than
thre€:I-'fourths
of
the pDlicy
of the' present Government is embodied in the pl'{)gr.amme which was ellUll:
cia.ted then. The announcement is m.ade
by the present Government that· a bold
policy of road construction is t-o be pursued. At the general e1ection I pointed
out to the e1ectors in my constituency
that during the past eight years the
Liberal administrations in power during
that period had spent £800,000 per
annum for road construction and maintenance. Soon a.Iter I took a seat in this
House the municipal subsidy had dwindled
to about £45,000 a year, and we realized
that, with the incre,asing settlement of the
lands of the State, it was impossible for
the municipalities to make and maintain
the roads required. From the point of
view of the State it does not matter who
does this work so long as it is done,. It
is a good thing fQir the State to find tha.t
the whole Parliament is united in a determination to'. assist the municipalities in
making roads and providing facilities for
the people who have been settled on the
la.nd. During the past six years the Government of which I was a membe·r placed
on thet land of this Sta,te 16,000 settlers.
That is :one-fifth of the total number o,f
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men on the land in Victoria. It is q nite
truti tha:t a grea.t deal of road construction
is required to serve those people. During
the past eight years it is marvellous what
progress has
taken
place in
the
making of roads in Gippsland, and in the
northern province you can travel for miles
and miles and find that the, same develoil.ment inconne~ion with roads has
occurred.
During' the time I occupied
the position of Minister of Lands I was
able to see a policy adopted by which the
very day the land was av.ailable for settlement a railway had been run right into
the heart of the district. I am referring
to the Millewa country. That is a big
departure from the old policy of making
l.and availablet and providing water, railway, and road facilities 25 years later.
In regard to transportation there is no
one who knows better than I do that
motor vehicles are responsible for the destruction of some,
the best roads in the
State.
As chairman of directDrs of a
dairy f.actory a proposition was put up
to me to convey by motm' tranS}'ort
freight from that iactory at slightly less
than what the railways charged. It was
pointed (Jut that if we adopted such a
poiicy we would assist in destroying the
roads, and thus increase the burden on
the taxpaye:r.s generally as well as that on
the ratepayers of our own :shire. Another
proposal in the, Government policy is for
a reduction of railway freights on agricultural produoe.
In May, 1920, the
Government of the day was under the
obligation t{) increase railway fre'ights and
fares. That had been done in Queensl<'1.l1d and other States. The proposition
was IDut up that that 15 per cent. increase
in freights and fares should not apply
to agricultural produce in Victoria. Now
tha,t was a big ~oncession to the, primary
producers.
I have no doubt that the
action taken thE.ll shQwed the present
M'inistry that it could adopt some such
procedure and have for it the support of
some of the men sitting on this (the Opposition) side of the House·. As a matter of
fact we know that the Leader of the Govell'nment declared tliat he' was in fa.vour
Qif the application of the land tax f.or
the purpose of reducing freights and
fares. Wet know, however, that the railway employees are going toO the Federal
Arbitra,tion Court in the hope that they
will get increased remuneration. It is
absolutely certain that you cannot reduce
charges and increaset wages. If freights
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are reduced it must of necessity re-act on
the railway employees, and lead to a re·duction in their wages.-that is, if the
ledger is tOo be balanced. I fail to seehow the Government can expect to- pass a
IJl'oposal through this House that will be
responsible fOol' a large acculllulation of
railway de.:ficita against the taxpayers Df
t he state. Soldier settlement is a question with which_ I came into very close
touch during my administra.tion. The Govocnment intend to grant a request tha.t
was put up to me for a Royal Commission: I have- travelled through almost
every pa.rt of Victoria, and I admit quite
freely that- thel returned soldiers are dDing
great wDrk Dn the land. The great bulk
of them are endeavouring honestly to
stand by the contract which they made
with the Governmeut. Again and again
they have assured me that they have
110 desire to evade their responsibilties.
They want a reasonable opportunity to
lllake gOOld, and they also want favorable
consideration where there is a reasonable
daim for adjustment. I gave a good
deal of consideration to that aspect of
thi.s matter when I was Minist:er of Lands,
and I made certain recommendations- to
the Cabinet which were accepted.
I
proposed that an A ppea} Board s110U ld
be set up to deal with any cases oJ
hardship, and determine what was a fair
ca.pital value af any black on an appeal
by the holder.
The Board was also todetermine- whether the area held by any
settler provided a reasonable living area.
IIi necessitous CCIOOS it wag to- fix theamount which any settler' might be required to- pay during the next three
years. I have been fairly regular in my
attendance at this Hause, but ,fJ-very
wbek-end I have to· spend at least one
day-very often a Sunday-making personal visits to settlers' holdings in my
district.
1 ha.ve tried, as far as I have
he-en a.ble. to meet every genuine case.
The Hoard was to cousist of two persons.
One of them was a gentleman who
llLanaged the \Vheat Pao,l during the
brue 1 was head of the Department COIll11'olling it. The other was a gentleman
a pproved by the Returned Soldiers' and
Sailors' Imperial l,eaguEl ot Australia.
lIe was a man with a sound knowledge d
lcmd values III this State.
Their duty
was to hear appeals, and if any holder
sustained his appeal, then they were to
appoint valuers to assess Lhe value of the
holding.
One of the first' requests made
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tCJ me by this Board was that I should
empo'Wer them to appoint their o,wn
valuers. I granted that request, because
1 saw at a. glance that if 1 hesitated to
do so it might be said that -we wanted
to' pick th2 vaIuators: and control t.he
valuations. There was no such intentlQn
in the mind of the Government of the
day. ",\\7'e provided that where the capital value was fixed by the' ...l\.ppeal Board
it shoold be- accepted by, the settler, no
matter whether the re-appraisement meant
an increase or a decrease in the origi nal
v-aluation. That was practically one of
the recommendations of thb- Royal Commlssion of which I was a member. Tha.t
Commission spent two years and eight
months in making its inquiries thrDughout the State, and did not cover m(Jlftj
than one.third of the settlers we have tod~y_

Thir. B.ULEY.-That was before soldier
settlement.
Mr. OMAN.--Yel:l.
If it took two
years and eight months to cover the
ground which the Royal Commission did,
it would take aooiut five years to cover the
State to-day.
ThCbtt would have meant
ver.y considerable delay, and that was the
determining fact-o·r which oompelled me tli)
submit the proposals, I did to may co,lleagues.
'Va authorized the Board to- commence work, so- far as they could, and
we were to introduce: legislation in regard
to mat.ters requiring statutory authority.
l\fy. BAILEY.-Did not that. commission
reflect on the- purchase of some estate r.
Mr. Ol\iAN.--There was sO:IIlething 0'£
that sort in reg,ard to the Kenilworth and Moora.lla esta,tes. Those estates
brought about £3 an acre" and the holdings werel written down by lOs. an acre. 'Vithin the past six months I have seen
sales of holdIngs on those estates at well
over 100 per cent. more than the,y were
valued at. That is to say, that land which
cost less lhan £3 an acre was sold for
£6" £6 lOs., and -£7 an acre.
Mr. BAILEY.--Did not t.he Commission
report that some of the est.at.es were unsuitab.l0 for so-ldier settlement 1
Mr. 01\lAN_-Yes; and the Government of which I was a member has been
dealing with cases where- unsuitability
was se-t up_ "Vhen we were satisfied that
there was reasonable ground for COInplaint~ the matter was adjusted.
It was,
of course, a business proposjtion, but we
had to face readjustment where necessary.-
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Tha Bo'alu we appointed dealt with matters of that sort. The present Minister
of Lands knows very well that before I
retired from office rdief was being extended to settlers, and adjustments were
being made. The appointment of a Royal
CommiSSIOn may have the effect' of depreCIating the value of property.
T'he
present lVlinister of Lands has added a
third member to that Board. I do not
mind that at all so long as the additional
member is an independent man who will
bel a,ble to give an unbiased opinion.
I
do not want to see a packed tribunal, but
I do want to se,e justice done to the
soldiers.
Mr. BAILEY.-Who do you suggest is
likely to do the packing 1
Mr. OMAN.-I did not say that the
Board would be packed. The Minister
who has just interjected has a number of
s{!ttlers in his own district, and I have
never known him on any occasion to make
representations to, me that. were not
Bound.
Mr. MURPHY.-Wha,t had you at the
back of your mind when you said you
did not want a packed tribunal'
Mr. OMAN.-Before I SIt down I shall
read some statements to the House which
will make hono'rable me,mbe,rs come to the
conclusion that people should be s,ure of
their fa.cts before making statements.
There is no doubt that many of the loan
payments are overdue, and r recommended that they should be held in abeyance if the inte'r~t we,re met.
Mr. WARDE.-We have always land payments overdue.
Mr. 01\1AN.-I can instance to the
honorable membe,r one case where great
,benefits resulted through not insisting on
the payment of arrears. We provided, in
regard to advance's for stock and implements, that, if thel security was intact or
sufficient, the Board might grant a further
three years in equal instalments for repayment from 1st July 1924. I should
like to ask the Minister wherH, in view
of t.he limitatioD.. of borrowing, he is going
to find money to purchase land for civilians and for the adjustment that will require to be made in connexion with
soldiers' holdings.
-Mr. BAILEY.-How did you propose to
£nd the mone,y 1 You appointed the
Appeal Board.
Mr. 01\IAN.-We were finding it and
po!:!sibly the honorable gentleman will get
it in the same way. I realize that ther~
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will be some difficulty in getting the necessary mOoney to purchase land for ci villano
settlement. About £3,000,000 is overdue
to-day. Practically half of that amount
is owing on advances that were made. and
were not paid within the three-year
period.
Mr. WARDE.-Do you mean to say that
that money is owing on advances 7
"1\11'. OMAN.-About half of that would
be owing on advances, and we proposed
to give the settler three years in which
to repay the mOoney owing.
But we
had that limitation provision whereby, if
necessity demanded it, the Bill could fix
what was a reasonable payment for the
man to meet.
Then the value of the
houses, fencing, and water supply had to
be capitalized. We knOow that if we buy
a farm with improvements upon i~and
most of the land-owners do buy farms
with the improvements on-it is part of
the capital value of the farm. The Government proposed· to introduce legislation to capitalize the value of the improvements, and to give the soldier settler an
opportunity to provide a payment of
about 6 per cent. instead of 81, as at present. There would be 36! years wherein
to buy the permanent improvements inste,ad of 20 years. I have ~lways said
that when a man is an honest trier, he
should be given a reasonable opportunity
to make good. Where a man is not making good use of his land, we ought to consider the matter. Then I promised that
I would introduce legislation that would
permit the increase of an agricultural
holding from 2,500 acres to 3;000 acres,
and that the improvements should be in
addition to that amount. In connexion
with grazing areas, 3,500 acres can be
held. Beyond ca.pitalizing the improvements, we do not intend to extend the area
above that amount. One man made £8;')3
last year out of wool. Another man not
far from me, not fully stocked, made
practically £600, and yet within 2 miles
of that property there are holdings of
equal value where the holders have not
made enough to pay their shire rates, and
they have surrendered their blocks.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-Is it the fault of
the settlers ~
Mr. OMAN.-To this extent, that they
had not enough initiative to get credit
from'the auctioneer. To meet such cases,
I suggest that the Government should
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make advances so that a man can stock
his holding. It is 110 use giving a settler
a block of land unless it can be stocked
so as to return a profit.
1\1:1'. BAILEY.-I got a return from the
shires the other day showing that £40,000
was owing.
1\1:1'. OMAN. - The municipalities
should have seen that their rates were
collected. It is a mistake to ttllow rates
to accumulate. 1'l. man whv cannot pay
the r.a,te when it becomes due can hardly
pay accumulated rates of four years.
The municipalities should have exercised
more judgment and caution.
Much of
the amount overdue will be met. The
settlers are trying to meet their payments, and the shires are acting quite
fairly toward new settlers who request
reasonable time in which to make their
payments. I know of no shire which is
not prepared to give reasonable time.
We cannot expect the shire councils to
meet demands for certain roads to be
made., fl nd properties to be purchased
where not a sixpence of rent is paid. I
wish to quote from the Herald of 23rd
July. The Minister of Lands attended a
conference of State soldier settlers. The
following paragraph appeared under the
sub-headingSOLDIERS VICTIMIZED.
Some people made money out of the soldier
when he was at the front, and now they are
doing it 'when :he is on the land," said Mr.
Wiltshire (Murrayville). "It is no use the
Government selling up soldiers to recover their
investment. I do not want to go off my block
lVith £100 over my liabilities. I want to stay
and work it, and leave it eventually to my
kiddies,"
I(

That was the policy pursued during the
whole period of my administration of the
Act. Mr. Wiltshire in 1910 took up a
block of mallee land. He paid one instalment in 1910 of 3id. per acre. He was
nine years in arrears with his rent in 1919.
lIe had been to the war, and he was
eligible to come under the soldier settlement scheme. He put up a suggestion
to my predecessor that the land shotuld
be bought and brought under the conditions of soldier settlement.
Although
that land had been improved, only 3!d.
per acre had been paid in ten years. The
Board purchased the block for £2,300. It
discharged the amount of the balance
owing to the Crown-£603, assurance
[14]
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£1 lOs., and advances under section 101
of the l~ct, £646 ls. 3d.; a total deduction
of £1,250 lIs. 3d. 1\fr. Wiltshire received
a balance of £1,049 8s. 9d. to keep him
on his block. When he makes a statement that \ve are out to put a man off his
block if we can get £100 more than the
block is worth, it is an unwarranted reflection on the Board and the Government, seeing that we gave him £1,049
8s. 9d. to keep him and his family on his
block. The Board included a reserve of
131 acres at 18s. an acre in the new conditional purchase lease. This, together
with 2! per cent. loading brought the
capital value of his present holding to
;~2,472. I mention that only to show that
our policy has not been one of pressure,
with the object of pushing men off the
land without consideration. Right on the
eye 0.£ the election a settler in my district.
rushed into print, and stated that the
1\1:inister had not respected his promise.
Mr. McIver replied to him.
Speaking
from memory, something like £853 was
in this case due to the Closer Settlemen t
Board, and not a threepenny bit of it
had been repaid by the settler. He complained that he could not sell.
He got
permission to sell, and although some of
that £853 represented money that waH
spent on fodder and seed in a previolis
year, the incoming. settler paid for the
land something like £200 over and above
the £853. Does t.hat prOove that we have
'bought land too dearly?
It proves, I
think, that there is a margin in fav01l1'
Oof the settler. I could give a quotation
from some paper~ I have here whicb
show that the settlers estimated that the
ultimate increase in the value of their
land would be £20,000,000. I am not pre,pared to make such a rash assertion', but
I am prepa,red to say that the increase
in value will be over £2,000,000.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Did Yo'U not purcb3Jse
an estate, cut it up into lJlocks, and o:'Je1'
the, blocks for sale withou'j getting a silJgle
application for them?
Mr. OMAN.-We had some blocks Bur··
rendered on Mount Bute. If blocks We1'C
surrendered to-day they would not be 011
the market for long.
There is not a
vacant block Oon the estate, on which there
[Ire 122 settlers.
This land was pur-~based at £5 lOs. an acre, and to-day it
is worth nearly £8 an acre.
Take the
case of Trawalla.
Ninety-three settlers
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were put on that estate-.,
During the'
election ,one of the settlers approached.. me
and asked me if I thought he should sen.
}'or a l'<r'ason I am not. prepared to: dis:elose, I said, "No, 'it "Will be safer for
you to hold the block."
H,e has,. h.owever, sold the blo.ck, and he has made a,
substantial pront of abaut ~ an acr~.
There is another case in which a, man
wld a block and made £1,.50(}.. He'sold
far' the purpose of purchasing all extended
area outside the TrawaHa. Estate. SeveTal
sales h:tve taken place, ~nd there has been
an increase in value, of £2: an acre over
and above improvemenlls.
I am net
complaining about" the appointment of a
Royal CQlmmissi~m.
There is a leen
d,emand fm- land, and there has bOO'Il'
no fall in la.nd values un~ess it is' in the
rich areas ill Gipps]and and the Western
Distriet. In regard to the wool proposition, the market is Boruring; and there is.
not. much tQl fear there.
As to revaluation, the trouble is that the area of
inquil'y does not cover tile whole of the
lands we oought, but onFy tne culled block.
I .do. not care whO' subdivid'es; there will De,
mistakes..
I have a retter in my pocket
fl'om a local man written within the last
few months, who ur~d that- t:he blocks
should not he increased, but. who within
the last few mornths has expressed thfl
contrary opiuion. I have· letters which I
could put in which show that the mnni(1ipaIities and the 10cal people have in almost aU .c~S?s been responsible parties ill
the 5ub(11:~vIsHm of these estates. In this
l!ouse we have made: land settlement praet_wally a, board question.
ffonorable
membe<Ys haTe n?t pressed :for the pm('h:ase of estates for closer settlement and
political influence nas not entered' into
the guestion.. I can say that" and it is III
credItable thIng to-be able to say of honOI'able members after having adminis ..
tered the department foy upwards of
three years.
I feel that it is. our duty
to give our soldier settlers a reasonable
(' hance, hut we do not require a Royal
rommission to' euahle us' to do that. Whe-l1
1lIe executiTe body :a.fcep,ted the. princ~ple'
of the Appeal Board it was hardly busi:11ess fo}' it tf} co-me along and support a
l'eq.'uest fvr a Royal Commission. We are
in this position to-day: 'thETe is a pFOl~d Royal Oommission, we have an Ap-peal Board with several hundreds of cases
Mr. Oman.
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listed, and we have a Closer Settlement
Board.
Mr. HAILEY. - , The soldier settlers
claimed the right to have an Appeal
Board.
Mr. OMAN.-'.rhe answer t(} tha.t is
that the principle Qlf an ,appeal OOal"d was
ac~epted by the executive bady.
Mr. BiILEY.-The soldier settIers coulfl
not get a Roya! Oommissien from you.
Mr. 01YIAN. -- A Royal Oammissian
cauno1i deal with individual cases. and
afford relief t@ settlers where there is.
gralilld for c.omplaint.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Did they ask you fa:,
a Royal Commllision?

Mr. OMAN.-Yes.
Mr. BR:OWNBIL.L.-And you would not.
grant it.
Mr. OMAN. - No.
There was. a
Royal Com.mission,. and it made. certain
suggestions., It said that no. land should
be s.ettled unless; the settler could put up
1(} per cent. of the purchase money. When
we were. discussing the. question of loans
toO land-owners. being granted by the Sa:vIDgs Bank up to three.-:fifths. of the. value
of the land I heard the. Minister, of Lands
interject, "You could no,t make sucha.dvances; it is the people's mOoney."
:Mr. HOGAN.-It is the" people?a savings.
:Mr. O:MAN.-Thel'e is a considerable
amount of the people"s savings- invested in
our lands, Iihlld we have- ad.vanced 100 per
cent. to' the soldier settlers of the State,
not 6O' per cent., and have not asked fm"
any repayment until after two years. It
may be interesting to honoralJle memberg
to' know that the value af the concessrons
granted to soldier settlers and the Co.st of
administration up to 1930 will amount to
£5,180,006', and thiS' represents', when
divided between the 10 :52'5 soldier settlers,
an average smn of £492'. 1.hat is a. big
~onces1Si{m,

Gtndl IS' practicall'y' eqt1~ to
about one-fifth of the value of the l'and
and the- advaflces to the- settlers. Surely
that shows a disposition on the part of
the Tl'1r eVr(f;us Government to' be genera·us.
)Ir. B.hrLEY.-The honoralJle member is.
assnming' that we are making a pre.sent ().f
th;~ maney to- t'fle SOldier se'Ulers., They
will, hmvcver, have to- rep2lY it.
Mr. 01\fAN.-The £4!)2 of which
I speak :may be regarded as an a"hsolute
gift.
lth. BAFLEY.-Are you referring to- the

froo period?
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Mr. OMAN.-N 0, I am referring to
money adva.nced at 3-2 per cent. that cost
us 6 per cent.
Mr. BAILEy.-That was a reward to the
soldiers for the great service they rendered to the Empire.
~fr. OM:.A.N.-I am not complaining.
There were other concessions, and one Df
them was very substantial, and, in my
()piniolll, very pr-oper. The money that
was obtained from the; Commonwealth
cost the States just £6 13s. 10d. per
£100, although we in Victoria paid
only £6 per £100. We made that money
available to the soldier settlers at 5 per
cent., and the present Government pr-opose to make it available to them for five
years at 3 per cent.
If you build lip
against the value of your holding the
whole amount that you will have paid
during the next fourteen or fourteen and
a half years you will double the liability
of every settl& in the State, This very
proposal would, in practical effect, wipe
out more than one-half of the total liahili ty
of
the
settlers
and
give
them
the
whole
period
0'£
the
lease in which to pay the balance.
The Minister said,
We will make
this money availabl€1 at 3 per cent.
in the early years.'" The Government of
which I was a member made 'Some of the
money available for nothing.
Mr. BAILEY.-We do not mean that we
will make it available for ·3 per cent.
What we say is that we wi1l defer -the
balance and spread it over the rest of the
lease.
Mr. OMAN.-I have pointed ~)Ut that
jf the policy 'of no-payment is maintained, in fourteen and a half years the
amount owing by the soldiers win be
double what it is to-day. I am not complaining, because I recognize that we
have put 1,148 men-the figure is slightly
higher to-day-off the lands of this
State. These Wel'e men who held letters
rertifying that they were ~ompetent.
Those letters stated that they had had
land experience and were capable of
working farms prolitably. If the men
who gave the letters .had been under an
obligation to pay the full liability, hundreds of the letters would not have been
given, .and an unjustice to the settlers
would have been aVQided. At least half
of the mell who went off as failures were
men who should never have been -on the
C(
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land. I do not want to deal with personal
cases, nor do I wish to reflect on any returnoo soldier, but I say that a man who
is incapable of working a hlock of landwho has neither the experience nor the
judgment-is better o-ff the land and in
the labour market, where he will get a
regular wage. Probably one-tenth of the
settlers have fully paid up their accounts,
and probably at least half of the settlers
are solvent. Probably a fourth have some
difficulty. The men who have left the
land will be replaced by men who have
money and experience. I want to dispel
the view that we are out to refuse a reasona ble opportunity to the soldier .settler
to make good if he is a trier. We have
stood solidly for giving the men a.n opportunity, and 'we have not spared cash
in doing so. I hope that that policy will
be J>nt·gued. I do not want the man who
. is a trier to be asked to pay more than
he can pay, and it is not the poliey of the
men with whom I was assoeiated to crush
-returned soldiers and -drive them off their
holdings. I remember only a. few years
.ago a. civilian with a family came to me
.find said, "I have fallen on evil days."
He was experienced, and the Board
stretched the law and put him on a block.
I recently saw the block, and although I
had despaired of his succeSfl 'R y-ear ·ago I
am giad to say that I have now no doubt
of his ultimate success. It was a pleasure tu watch him at work, and to see his
property. At Shepparton I have seen
artisans with n~ previous experience who
have made good. It would not be true if
I were to say that every man who has
made good has had pl'eViOllS experience.
:Many men, by sheer grit and determination, ha.ve won through, and there is a
good opportunity for the solc1.i.er settlers.
The land was bought during a 'period of
great stress, but members were not pressing for purchases in their districts. They
were leaving it to the Boa.rd, .and in the
chairman of the Board., Mr.· Melver, I
think we have one of the finest officers in
the State. I would sooner trust him in
eonnexion with land settlement than any
other man I know. He holds the confidence ,and respect of the men on the land,
and that is a big factor. He has 13. tough
proposition in handling one-fifth of the
land-owners of the S'ta.te, and it is not by
calling him before a Royal Commission
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and investigating every move that good
results will be achieved. It is 110 use tak.ing the statements that have appeared in
. the Ii erald as go.spel truth, and asking
1\'1r. Mcl ver to deal with those cases. He
. could tell the Minister that when men
have spoken we have looked up their re.cords, and they have asked that we should
. not disclose those records at the conference. When I am attacked, ·as I have
been attacked, I think I am entitled to
defend the Department of which I was
jn charge for such a long period.
Mr. OLOuGH.-What about attacking
the press?
Mr. OIVIAN.-I am not concerned vvith
t he press. All I have said to the press is
that I should like it, when it is dealillg
with a complaint,. to be sure of the facts
before it takes up a case. I think that
any action the Board has taken, and any
action it proposes to take, will, on investigation, be found to be wise and in
the interests both of the settlers ,and of
the State. I do not want to weary honorable members, but I teel that, having
represented the Lands Department for so
many years, I ought· to let the House
know exactly what the position is with
regard to soldier settlement.
Out of
.£5,181,000 we shall get from the Commonwealth only £2,400,000-The SPEAKER.-The time allowed
the honorable member has expired.
. On the motion of Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK, the time allowed the honorable member for Hampden under the
St,anding Orders was extended by.half-anhour.
:Mr. OMAN.-The State of Victoria
has provided £2,700,000 odd out of the
£5,181,000, and the Oommonwealth will,
if it does what it undertook to do, find
£2,400,000. It has been said that we refused to take dear money from the Oom·monwealth. That is true in part, but I
know that we had to ask land-owners to
take debentures, and they did .so to a
considerable extent. The question of a
rebate is in doubt, because the Oommonwealth did not make the direct advance.
The Oommonwealth was not in ·a position to find the money, and Senator Mil~en said, "If you can finance the undertaking we will grant you 2i per cent."
He, of course, is d.ead, but M'r. A. S.
Rodgers is able to speak, and if he chooses
he can contradict my statement. In his
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Minister's room he pleaded with me to
get the land-owners to take State securities, and those State securities were taken,
yet the 2~ per cent. is not being paid on
the securities. If it is not paid it will
put another £900,000 on the shoulders of
the State, and out of the amount of
£5,181,QOO th~ State will have to provide
£3,600,000. There is a limit to the capacity of the State. That is why I stood for
sound finance, and I stand for the policy
that every man who can pay should pay.
There is also· a statement in the Government policy with regard to flour and
bread prices. People generally have' been
told that bread is tOI be made cheap, and
members sitting in the Opposition corner
have been to,ld that whelat is to be sold
at a high price. 'VeIl, the two will not
go together, in any case. For a, good
many years I had something tOI dOl with
the, handling O'f wheat. I knO'w that when
I was administering the wheat Poo,l and
the ma,rket went up there was an agitation from members now sitting on the
Ministerial side olf the House for a reduction in price. Reference is alsQi made in
the Premier's statement tQi concessions to
dried fruit,-growers. What is the position
in regard to' the dried fruit industry ~
By a united. aot members on the Ministerial side of the House could have turned
two votes in the. House. of Commons in
favQlur of preference.
Mr. WARDE.-Nonsense!
1\1r. OMAN.-Did the members of the
Labour party send a cable urging that
soldier settlers in the northern p.arts of
Victo~ia should get the benefit of that
concession ~
~ :Mr. WARDE;·-vVhy did you not send
a. cable to Lloyd George ~ It was your
grea,t Liberal party tha.t blew it out.
Mr. OMAN.-The fact remains that
nO' mOIVe was mad.€' by the Labour party,
and that £10 per ton was lost tOI those
settlers.
Mr. BAILEY.-Why did you not send a
cable to Lloyd George, as the honorable
member for Flemington has suggested ~
:Mr. Ol\1,AN.-T'he Liberal party was
represented by one O'f the most able men
in the Commonwealth, and he did good
wo~k.
He- was not, however, backed up
by the me'll who were so deeply involved.
Forty or 50 per cent. O'f the men on theland are Labour supporters.
Hewever,
we do nOit ask a, man whether he is a
supporter of the Labour party O'r not.
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]\IIr. WARDE.-More Liberals
than
Labour men vo'ted against preference in
the House of Commolls.
Mr. Ol\1AN .-1 know that the po.Jicy
()If the Government is quite di.fferent from
what was enunciated on the Dlatform at
the recent elections. If the Labour party
had turned two votes in favour of preference they would have rendered a great
service to the men engaged in the dried
fruit industry.
In connexion with the
Maffra Sugar Be€t Factory, Dr. Cameron
was sent to America to' finalize and fix
up the whQlle matter of tenders and coutracts.
We were afraid that if we
handled the matter ~.3re without ha.ving
a representative on the spot we might
incur expense which could otherwise have
been avoided. I urged that the capacity
of the lVlaffra, fac1O'ry sho.uld be brought
up to date.
I alsO' urged an extension
of the reserv0'ir t0' serve those l\1affra
lands.
Mr. SOLLY.-You had an expert here
from America f0'urteen years ago.
Mr. OMAN.-'Ve had an expert from
America. within the last twelve months.
Mr. SOLLY.-I am referring t0' the first
one.
Mr. OMAN.-The part of the Government programme in regard to the Maffra.
Sugar Beet Factory was decided on by
1he G0'vernment 0'f which I was a member.
1\1r. MURPHY.-vVhy did you import
machinery from other countries?
Mr. OMAN.-A liberal concession has
been gran ted in regard to' local ma,chinery.
A preference was allowed weH o.ver the
advantage given by the ta,riff.
The
h0'norable member for Carlt0'n knO'ws that
the present Minister of Lands strongly
urged the building of a sugar factory at
Po.rt Fajry 0'1' vVarrnambool.
When I
was Minister 0'f Agriculture I said that
J did not think that the lands of that
di~trict wO'uld be utilized for the purpo3e.
I re-commended to Cabinet that the whole.
of the sugar beet grown in any pa,rt of the
State should b6 cc,nveyed to the factory
at practically 2s. 6d. per ton. That
silenced the agitation for a sugar beet factory at Port Fairy O'r Warrnambool.
Mr. BAILEY.-The thing was too absurd.
Fa.ncy carting beet from Port
Fairy to Ma,ffra, a distance of over 300
miles.
Mr. OMAN .-If it had bee'll proved
that the people would grow beet in the
Port Fairy district the Go,vernment could
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have been compelled in a nwnth to make
the
neces::<ary
provision
there.
I
said
that
I
did
not
think
it
would he grown, and that until it was
it would be unwise to make provision for
treating it, thus involving the State in
great expense. At 0'ne time ill Victoria
there was a mad craze for silos. I strongly
opposed the construction 0'£ silos. I said
in this HQluse that I took the whole responsibility of doing so, because I thought
it was not in the best interests of the primary producers of the State. Even if the
New South Wales system were cut down
by half it ~would take it all its time to
pay. Then there is the question of the
wheat Pool. The Government said, " We
canno,t go wrong on a compulsory wheat
Pool."
N ow, I happened to be sent to
represent the Victorian Government at a
conference with Labour Premiers of other
States, and we put up recommendations
in favour of a vo.luntarv Pool. In any
case, that is a matte,r which is quite definitely settled to-day. The funds to
finance a, Poo,l must be gua,ranteed by the
Commonwealth before the C0'mmonwealth
Bank W0'uld find the money.
I do not
think the Government will find the necessary cash available to finance a, compulsory wheat Pool. In such a matter the
growers should be the best judges. They
are prepa.red to accept a, voluntary Pool.
They can put their wheat int0' a Pool and
sell it in a co-operative way.
I said in
1921 that I was in favour of that.
Mr. HOGAN.-What right have you for
saying that the growers are in favour of
a volunta,ry PO'ol ~
l\1r. OMAN.-I happen to know that
is so from the people' representing the
growers
However, I do not blame the
present l\1inister of Agriculture for what
he has proposed. In fact, I have every
respect for him for boldly submitting his
proposition in cold blood.
I hope I am
spo'rt enough, and I hope that all members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House are sports enough t0' support any
party with the numbers, and to do, what
is fair and square to' all the interests concerned.
lVIr. BAILEY.-What do yo.u mean by
the numbers?
Mr. Ol\1AN.-For 24 years I happen
to have had the numbers in my 0'wn constituency, and I ha,ve had pretty ·generous
support from a good many Labour men.
That in itself proves that I ho.l(l the confidence o,f those men for honesty of purpose.
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Mr. BAILEY.-You must have had some
funny opponents.
Mr. O.M.A~.--As a matter of fact,
they very often consider '(he position from
different points of vie'N. I have heard at
my own council table a member of the
Ilabour party say that h6 had no desire
to make poEtical capital out of the
matter under consideration. He said that
I was hontstly standing for the view I
held.) and he respected me for it. There
are a number of members of the Labour
party who are prepared to respect honora.ble men and give them an occasional
vote.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. -They
swapped
numbers in Glenelg.
Mr. OMAN.-I visited Glenelg during
the e,lection campaign, and I happened
to be at Murray Bridge when a paper
was received intimating that the Labour
party had retained the seat..
Mr. HOGAN.-What is your authority
for saying wheat-growers do not want a
compulsory POiol ~
:Mr. Ol\1AN.-I know that wheatgrowers in this St.ate, through their,
representqtives in, the Commonwealth
Parliament, 'have been at work, and have
submitted a proposition undex which
they expect, in about. three years, to have
built up such a reserve fund that they
will be ab1e to prorvide the' necessary
means to carryon a' voluntary co-ope,rative Pool.
Mr. HOGAN .-Those are the manipulators in the Federal Parliament, not the
wheat-growers.
Mr. OMAN.-They are, wlleat-growers.
Even the chairman OIf the board controlling the PO'oJ is a wheat.-grower.
Mr. HOGAN.-He is in favour of a
compulsory Po'ot
Mr. ?l\lAN .-Asa matter of fact,
other Views have been accepted, and I
am in a p()$ition to say that the compulsory Pool is dead.
l\1r. HOGAN.-And you did all you
could to kill it.
Mr. Ol\1AN .-1 did not.
Mr. MURPHY.-The 1921 election was
fought upon a compulsory Pool, and you
lost yO'ur position.
Mr. OMAN.--I did not. If we want
to market our commodities, the people
owning them must do so in the, most
prontable way. If the State -can render
assistance, it, is desirable that it should
do so. Steps in this dir~tion are being
taken in regard toO the dairying industry,
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and I ha.ve done something to' render
assistance.
The present Minister of
Lands, when sitting in OppositiOon,
attacked me on the ground that certain
cool stnrage at the Victoria Dock had
ne,ver been used.
The fact, however,
was that the whole of the cool storage
was used, and it is available to-day for
the storage of butter in the flush seasO'n
to hold it against, the, market. If we
can devise a method o.f finance so that
butter can be sto,red for a: longer period
than seems at, present to be possible, we
will be doing a good thing.
lVlr. BAILEY.-The're were refrigerating
engines in the stores that had. never
been used.
lVIr. Ol\iAN .-1 will do the honO'rable
gentleman the justice to say tha.t I am
ce'rtain he spOoke under a misapprehension. He did not deliberately misrepresent the position.
He thought that
beea use there were no engines in one part
of the storage space we had not used
it..
The fa-ct was that we used that
spa~e with the
assistance of reserve
engllle PO'wer in the old works. I have
gonel through those, stores and seen even
the passages blocked with carcasses of
mutton.
Mr. BAILBY.-What was thel idea of
installing new engines ~
Mr. 01YIAN.-We put them for re,serve power. We could nof afford to run
the risk of having a, great loss of produce through the failur€, of ~ngine power.
No man i'8 mOire interested in this subject
that Dr. Cameron, the Director of Agri-culture, and he is 'Very sound on it.
There is another question in which I am
personally 'intet"eSted, and that is in regard to the application for additional
la.nd by the Royal Yacht Club of St.
Kilda. I gave this matter my close personal investigation. The request was fof.'"
a small area which did not clos€! up the
fOTesho:re, because there is a 20-ft. road
between the foreshore and the boundary of
the area tha.t the Royal Yacht Club
want~d.
I called into conference not
only the committee controlling the fm-e'Shore, but the St. Kilda Council and the
committee ,of the Royal Yacht Club. The
'case fo.r the club was very strongly and
very fairly put before me.
Mr. WARDE.-Like the North Melbourne cricket ground, you had the
matter readied up befnre you went there.
Mr. OlVIAN,-1 will do the honorable
member the justice to say'- that he was
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one of those who opposed the curtailment
<}·f the public area outside the Exhibition
Building. The o,nly other opponent was
the honorable member for Jika Jika.
'The present 1\1inister of Lands voted for
the e1xcision of the proposed area.
Mr. WARDE.-I know that. He was
.always tinkering and inte,rfering.
1\1r. OMAl.~.-I think he has been
t.inkering in this case. I have no hesitation in saying that the ground, as. it is
utilised to-day, is not serving a greater
public purposel than it would have served
under the proposal we submitted.
Mr. BAlLEY.-If all my decisio!ls are
.as sound as this one about the ground at
:St. Kilda, I sha.ll be sa,tisfied.
~1:r. Ol\IAN.-There is another area
:at St.. Kilda that is· taken from the
public, and that is the ground held by
the Pierrots:. Why should it be excluded
f rom the fores!lOre 1
l\lr. BAILEY.-"\Vould ynu apply that
eontention to the yacht cIub"s present
<lFe8 ~

Mr. OMAN.-No, because the yacht
('lub's present are,a is not in dispute.
l\1r. BAILEY.~'The ground held by the
1>ie'ITots is not. in dispute.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, it is. In any easel
the. 1\finistet has set up a precedent. He
was willing to surrender an area of t.he
ground surrounding the Exhibition
Building.
l\fr. BAILEY.-We did not take a vote
en that ques.tioo.·
l\Ir. OMAN.-Yes we did, and only
tw'o- voted against it.
Mr. ROGAN .-And you y.rere not one of
them.
.l\'Ir. BAILEY.-The two easel! are not
analogous. The only people who would
ha.ve- had access to this additional area
would be the few members of the yacht
dub.

Mr. OMAN .-The purposes for which
th& land is required should be considered,
and eve,ry case should be dealt with on
its merits.
The point I want to emphasu& is that when I was Minister of
Lauds I came to a certain decision with
regard to this land at St. Kilda; then
a. new Minist.er comes along and he revokes the decision of t.he previous
Cabinet. There will be ample opportunity for the men associated with me
10 revoke some of the decisions the
present Government, have arrived at. We
"have the right to exped that the administration o,f t.his. country will be
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guided by the laws of justice.. It is only
in that way that we can feel secure.
Mr. WARDE.-You ought to be the
last man to talk about justice after what
you did at North 1\1elbourne.
Mr. OlVIAN .-All I did in regard to
North Melbourne was toO compel Essendon
people to play at Essendon. I think I
was right, and I am very glad of the
decision I arrived at. Mr. Peverill is
one of the. mOElt honest men in the
department.
He was very strongly In
favour of granting that area to the yacht
club.
Mr. BAILEY.-I exercised my. own judgment.
Mr. OMAN.-And it will bel quite
competent for members sitting on this
side of the House to exercise their judgment later on.
r think I have covered
sufficient ground, and I am glad that
honorable members have given me such
un uninterrupted run in order that I
might put my views on the land settlement question before them.
Mr. GREENWOOD.--When a debate
was taking place· prior to the present
Government assuming office, I took up the
Rttitude that the decision of the country
at the r,~cent elections was certainly that
Labour should not rule. I am not
attempting to put the responsibility for
theill. presence on the Government benches
The responsion to. the Labonr party.
bility for that rests on this side of the
IIo,use.
For \ whatever may be done by
the, p.resent. Labour Government against
the expressed opinion of the State at the
l'€C'ent electio.n1 the Oppositio.n must take
the responsibility_ I am not much concerned with the various Pl'oposals that
have. been placed by the Premier before
this H()use as the Government's policy
fo}' this session, but I am considerably
concerned with the ultimate result of
Labour's po-licy being put into effect in
this State. I felt, in common with other
electol'ls, that the Labour party, when
fighting the election, had succeeded in
creating an impression that where Labour
had ruled, as, for instance, in Queensland, a worker's paradise had been established.
Labour candidates endeavourecl
to create the impression that the lot of
the worker had been considerably improved, and that administration by the
Labour party would bring to the workers
of this State the. advantages /:laid to have
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been brought about to industrialists elsewhere.
On investigadon of the position
in Queensland, I was rather surprised
to find that quite the opposite view call
be proved from official figures. ' There
are two things. First of all, there is this
question of the ultimate result of the
Labour party's policy, and there is the
present administration.
Let us analyze
the position as closely as possible. Now,
on the question of the ultimate result of
the Labour party's policy, it is impoTtant
to compare Queensland with Victoria.
TO' begin with, we know that the, annual
interest paid per head by the citizens of
Victoria amounts to £2 17s. 8d., and in
Queensland to £4 5s. 4d., a difference· of
50 per cent. in favour, of Victoria. We
know that in Queensland, which haG only
half the population of Victoria, there is
an indebtedness of £90,000,000, as against
£118,000,000 in Victoria.
On a· pe1'
capita basis, this amouuts iu Victoria to
£74 per head, and in Queensland to £111,
a difference of something like 56 per
cent. So much for the general financial
posi.tion as disclosed by the public debt
and the interest.
With that at the back
of our minds, let us further examine the
position and seel how the worke,r benefits.
To begin with, we find that in 1918 the
average male worker in Victoria received
a wage of 65s. 6d., and in Queensland of
69s. 6d., an advantage of 6 per cmit. to
the Queensland worker. But in 1922 the
Victorian wage was 91s. 4d., and the
Queensland wage 93s. 10d., a difference
of only 21 per cent. We see there the
steady progress of Victoria, the gradual
overtaking of the sudden move that took
place in Queensland when the Labour
policy brought in special treatment for industrialists in that State. I will not compare the position of the female workers.
The average female wO'rker in Victoria
received in 1918 31s. 3d. per week, and
in Queensland 32's. 10d., a difference of
5 per cent. In 1922 the average. female
worker in Victoria received 48s., and in
Queem;lnncl only 48s. 2d., a difference of
f: per cen t. There was a difference in
the hours of labour of one-half hour per
week per worker in favour of Queensland.
Now, as to the cost of living. I will take
foorl and groceries.
In the first quarter
of lD23 the cost in Victoria, accorrling to
the official Year-Boo7e, was 32s. 9d., and
in Queensland 32s. 4d., a clifferRllce of
only 5d. House rents averaged in lVfel·
Mr. Greenwood.
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bourne 32s. 9d., and in Brisbane 24s. lId.
That at once makes the difference in
favour of the Queensland worker. House.
rents are affected by the size of cities and
the, land value consequeut upon the, size.
Lf we compare Brisbane 'wit4 Ballarat.
we find that whereas house rents in Bris
bane averaged 24s. lld., in Ballarat tht"
a verage was only 20s. 4d.
Brisbane and
Ballarat are nearer in size than Brisbane
,and Melbourne.
Now we come to a
significant positioll.
One ,would suppose, where Labour was out to create an
industrialists' paradise, that there would
at least be a cessation of industrial
appeals.
One would assume a better
understanding among industrialists, a
larger
amount
of
work
and
a
greater output. 'The ind~strial disputes in VictO'ria during
1918-2~
amounted to 197, and in Queensland during the same period to 279.
There were therefore 40 per cent. more
industrial disputes in Queensland than in
Victoria.
But it might be supposed y
where the Labour party held power, that
the duration of the industrial disputes
would certainly be considerably less.' Bl.\t
what do we find? In Queensland durin~
1921 the disputes were 6 percent. longe~
in duration than in Victoria, and in 1922
they were 20 per cent. longer ill durati(Jll.
Now let us see what the position is in
respect of product,ioll, both rural and in
factories, because, after all, this is the
only basis on which you can secure future
high wages and prosperit.Y for the worker.
N ow, in Victoria we find, from 1918-22,
that we have imported £22,000,000 worth
more, of goods than we have exported,
whilst in Queensland they exported in
the same period £32,000,000 more than
they imported. At first ~lance it mi~ht,
h~ argued that if Queensland can export
£32.000,000 more than they import, and
Victoria imports £22,000,000 more than
it exports, this
furnishes
definite
proof in favour of the prosperity of
Queensland. I then dropped down to an investigat.ion of tbe meaning of the figures,
and I thought that if there was anything
in the argument it would be demonstrated
that the production of Queensland was
considerably more per head than that of
Victoria. The export trade of Victoria
per head averages £106, and that of
Queensland £93, or 12 per cent. less.
There must be some other explanation or
the figures. ,The significant fact is this:
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that in spite of the Labour party being
ill power in, Que-ensland t.hey have nul
succeeded in creating that development in
manufactures that would ensure prosperity to the: industrialists.
In Victoria,
with steady development and bett.er control, the worker has had more regular
work, and there ha.s been a larger
iucrease
ill
the:
output
of
the,
factories. Tn this and every other way
the advantage, so far as solidity is C011cerned, is with Victoria,. This is shown
when we turn to the number of faCtO'ries.
In Victoria in 1918 the['e were 5,627 factories, and in 1922, 6,753 factO'ries, or an
lncrease of 20 per cent. In Queensland
:in 1918 the number of factorries was
1,778, a,nd in 1922, 1,810, or an
:increase of only 1.78 per cent. There,
again, we see clearly and dennitelly that
1 he policy of the Labour Government in
Queensland has nnt resulted in the establishment O'f any worker's paradise, O'r such
a development of the factories as one
might ha,ve been led to expect. That is
the explanation of the impods of Victoria being so different from those of
Queensland, and so much in excess of our
exports. In spite of the fact that we are
p~oducing more per head than Queensland, we are practically doing mme manufacturing for the people of Queensland
than they are dOling for themselves. I
come now to the question of the number
of persons emplo~ed.
In Victoria in
1918 there were employed in our factories
118,214 workers, and in 1922, 144,876
worke,rs, or an increase of 22~ per cent.
In Queensland in 1918 there were employed in the factories 40,900 workers,
and in 19~2, 42,248, air an increase of
only 5~ per c·ent.
lVIr. HOGAN .-Have you the figures in
regard to the number of rural producers
in each State 1
lVIr. GREENWOOD.-I will give
the figures presently. The point is this:
The Labour pa.rty are out to promo,te the
int.e-rests of the industrialists, and if they
fail with the industrialists it- is a safe
argument t.o use tha.t they are incapable
of looking after the interests O'f any other
section of the community.
1\1r. HOGAN.-You might have given
the figures relating to the factO'ries of
Que.ensland before the advent of the
Labour Government.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I might have
done all sorts of things. In regard to
the wages of the employe,es in the two
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States the figures are again most significant. In VIctoria in 1918 t.he amount
paid in wages was £12,502,000, and in
1922, £23,846,000, or an incre,asel of 95
per cent.
In Que!ensland in 1918 thel
amount paid in wages was £5,121,000, and
in 1922 £7,217,000, or an incre'ase of 42
per cent. There is the,re an actual difference in favour of Victoria O'f mo,re than
two to one. I now propose to make a still
. close,r comparison, and to· shnw the difference in the wages paid per worker in
t.he two States. In Victoria in 1918 the
amount paid was £110.
Mr. \VAHDE.-vVas that in the factories
only 1
Mx. GREENWOOD.-No.
In 1922
the amount paid was £172, O'r an increase
of 56 per cent. In Queensland, in 1918,
the ~ages paid to the worker were £129,
and III 1922, £177, nr an increase of 22
per cenli. That is for' all worke~s.
In
1918 Queensland had an advantage over
VictO'ria in this respect nf £19, which ~n
1922 was reduced to £5. The position of
Queensland has been brought about
largely by the incre·ases in the wages paid
to the rural workers. I will state nOow
what the actual position is in regard to
the factory wO'rker. In Victoria, in 1918
thel average wage paid to the male fa.ctOory
worker was £141 per year, and in Queensland, £146. In 1922 the wages paid to
the male factOory wOorker in Victoria was
£213, and in Queensland, £196.
To
complete the comparison I will now take
the case of the female wOorkers in factories. In Victoria thel a.veragel wa,ge paid
in 1918 was £57, and in Queensfand l£55.
In. Victoria, in 1922, thel avelrage wage
paId was £93, and in Queensland £87.
!tight ~hrough we find th~t the advantage,
IS turmng more and more In favour of Victnria. In 1918 a male worker in Victoria
was paid £5 less than the male worker
in Queensland, and in 1922, £17 more..
In VictOoria, in 1918, the female wOorker
was paid £2 mo're in VictOoria than in
Queensland, and in 1922, £6 mOore.
The debate was temporarily a,djourned.
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
move, by lea velThat a chair be provided on the floor of the
House for the Honorable J ames Hickey,
M.L.C., Honorary Minister, of 'Vestern Australia.

Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.-I
have much pleasure in secOonding the
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motion, and I am glad that this courtesy
is being' extended to avisiti!lg }\{inister
from another State. Mr. Hlcke~ was a
na.tiv-e, and fo'I' many years a resident of

my

electQifah~.
He was a personal friend
of mine, and I 'Can Tem~mber him well in
the' .days when I first stood for election to

Pariiament.

The motion was agr-eed to, and 1\1:1'.
Hickey was a.ccommodated with a seaton
the fluor of the House.
THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICY.
The debate was resumed.

Mr. HOGAN.-Is the honorable member
in & position t·o supply the figures in rega.rd to arrivals and departures for
Victoria. and Queensland ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-No.
Mr. H'OGAN.-Tney are very interesting.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The figures I
have already given clearly show that the
workers of Victoria are not going to
Queensland to obtain work in the factories
there.
Mr. H'OGAN.-Statistics disclose that
many of our workers are going to Queensland.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-They are not
going there to enter the factories.
TOo
con tinue the remarks I was making I propose now to deal with the value added in
the process of manufacture in Victoria
and Queensiand. In Victoria in 1921-2
the value added was .£45,890,000, and jn
Queensland
the
value added
was
£15,525,{100.
Since
1'918
the
increa,se
in
the
value
added
to
raw' material in Victoria has been 84
per cent. and in Queensland only 50 per
cent. It will be seen at .once that the
explanation is clearly as I have statedthat the excess of imports over exports
in Victoria is benefiting the factories of
Victoria, and creating an industrial paradise in Victoria, from which ,State
manufactures are sent tOI Queensland.
For every £100
value pro.duced in Queenslan.d, £17.S9 goes to
the worker, while in Vict-oria ~f every
£100 produced £22.45 goes to the worker.
In other words, for every £100 of output that comes from a factory in Yietoria. the worker as his share gets onethird more than does the worker in
Queensland out of the output of a
Queensland factory. It does not seem
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as if it is going to help the industrialists
of this State if the Lab-our pal'ty aregoiug to carry out 'R similar policy t~
that which has been carried out by the'
Labour Government of Queensland. In
Victoria., in 1915 4 the private wea.l~h of
Elvery adult was, ou the average, £31S~
In 19'21, it had increased to £408, or an
increase of 28 per cent. In Queensla.nd,.
the figures in 1915 were £315, and in 1~21
£356.
The increase in private wealth.
pelr citizen in Victoria was 28 per cent.,.
while the increase in private wealth pel"'
citjzen in Queensland was only 16 per cent.
In Queensland, they have doub1e the
taxation that we have in Victoria, and a
ycry slight advantage indeed so far as:
the average worker is con~ned. They
have a definitel disadvantage so far as theaverage factory worker is concerned, and
eOllsiderably less money to pay taxes and
to employ by way of re·serve. ThereaTe"
some significant figures that I should like
to impress upon t~e members of the
Farmers Union party. The Liberal Government of Victoria, in 1922, ,advanced
tOt settlers £6,034,DOO. The Queensland
La..bour (k)vernment .advanced £4'62,-000'
in the same year. Taking the total ,advances to settlers, in Victol'ia they have
been helped to the extent of £34,877,OOO~
while in Queensland. tbey have been
helped to the extent of £4,122,000. It
is yery difficult to get the figures to enable one to make a .comparison of the
rural production of the two States yeRl~
by year. With the tremendous area of
Queensland-a :State maI!y times larger
than Victoria-and with its tremendous
cattle production, one would imagine that
the value of its rural produ.cts would be
considerably more than Victoria's. But~
as; a matter of fact, the figures for the
only year for which I could get a comparison were for Victoria £57,557,000, and
Queensland £36,800,000. The area under
crop in Victoria pel' 100,000 of populatjon was 2,9DO acres in 1918. This had
increased to 2,921 acres in 1922.
In
Queensland the :figures were 1,05'9 acreS'
ill 1918, and 1.;045 'acres in 1922, a
decrease .of 14 acres. It is v~ry -evident
that there has been an utter failure to
help the workers of Qu'eellsland, to stop
industrial disputes, to bring unity to the
community, and to increase productioll~
either within the factories o'r in the
primary industries.
It is no wonder
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that they have had to fall back on loan
money. Our debt, with a populatioll
of
1,500,000
people,
is,
roughly,
£118,000,000, while the debt of Queensland, with its much smaller population,
is £90,000,000. The Queensland Govel'nmellt has had to borrow in order to keep
going, and it has so borrowed that it har!
shaken the credit of the State. It has
been difficult for it to get loan'money at
all, and it has had to pay exorbitant
rates. Unless our friends on the other
(the l\1inisterial) side of the House get
a grip of the financial position, and
understand where they are going, and
what interference with the natural chanllelS of trade will mean, there is no doubt
that, finally, the workers of this State,
like the workers of Queensland, will have
to carry the major part of the burdell.
.l have selected Queensland for compari~Oll, because it is the State that was held
1.q) by the Labour party at the recent
clflctions as a wonderful example of what
thf) administration of that party ('ould
:-lC'hieve. All over the State, Queensland
was talked about until the workers of
Victoria were deluded into the belief that
a Labour Administration would mean a
paradise for them.
}fr. FnosT.-The Queensland people
are uot dissatisfied with the Labour
party. It obtained an increased majority
at the last election.
}Ir. GREENWOOD.-All I have to
Ray is that the Labour voters of Queensland were' as blind as thei La.bour vote,l'S
of Victoria.
lVIr. MORLEY.-How many more thousand names did they have on the State
1'011 ill Queensland than on the Federal
roll? I believe there were 60,000 more.
~fr. GREENWOODr-There was a
Redish:ibution of Seats Bill in Queensland that happened to suit one party particularly well.
Mr. SLATER.-It was introduced hy
}tIl'.
Denham, the Leader of the
Nationalist party.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If we look into
l'ecen't history, and observe the methods
which have helped industrialists most in
this State by attacking sweating and un;.
fair working conditions, it has to. be ad.·
mitted that those methods were adopted
by the Liberal party, and that they have
done more for the workers of Victoria

19~4.1
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than the Labour Admiuistl'a tion of
Queensland has done for 'he workers of
that State'. Let me no.w come to the
financial side of the matter) fo.r I do, not
wish to traverse all the various proposals
in the policy statement. It is generally
recognized that the·re has been some
window-dressing by the present Go,vernment, but this is not the only Government that has done that. As far as their
general 'policy has been laid down, I
think that our friends on the IVIinisterial
side of the House know that they cannot
put it through. That is the reason why
they ha.ve so nicely displayed it in the
windQiw. They realize the financial po~i
tion of Victo.ria, and they know e·xactly
where they are as far as raising money
is concerned. They have, put up a. proposal for spending £1,500,000 on roads.
They know that the expenditure has
already been authorized by the House if
the money can be borrowed; SOl they put
in their window, "£1,500,000 for
country roads."
Ho,wever, they kno·w
that they cannot get it. There are other
proposals of a simila.r nature.
Mr. HOGAN.-The money for the roads
will be there, and it. will be spent this
year.
The Liberal Gove,rnment suapended the, making of these roads since
last February.
lVlr. GREENWOOD.-No, doubt the
position is that the, Government will taktl
money from one pocket and put it in
another. It will spend its funds on those
things which will best. serve to advertise
it.
It is imperative that the people
should recognize, that it will certainly not
be in the interests of any section of the
communit.y if money is spent carelesslyregardless of cost and of what the return
will be. In that respect Queenslaud compares mo'st unfavorably with Victoria.
Take the net revenue received in 1922-23
from works constructed Qiut of State loans
in Victoria, and you will find that it
reaches £4,496,000. In Queensland the
total is £1,205,000.
Proportiona.tel to
the public debt, instead of being
£1,205,000 in Queensland, it should be
£3',300,000. The result of that careles!
loan expenditure, irrespective of what the
return is, has been to place a burden on
the people of Queensland in taxation. The
difference in the ea,rning power of the
money spent and what it cost must
necessarily bel mader up by ta.xation.
Mr. WARDE.-You have been supporting a. Government that has been doing
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th a.t sort of thing ever since you have
been here.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-WeU, I am not
going to support another Government
which proposes to' dO' more in that
direction.
1\1r. W ARDE.-Once on the road' to
uncle..--and you can never keep your
watch in your pocket.
1\1'r. GREENWOOD.-If all this gas
could come out of honorable members on
the Ministerial si!de, lof tne House by
way of speech, inste,ad of in inte,rjections,
tihere would he more ;interest in this
debate. By keeping silence they are endeavouring to kill the debate. They have
an idea that if they are silent all the
facts that could be brought out will not
be brO'ught Qut, and they do not want to'
defend their own policy.
An HO'NO'RABLE 1\1EMBER.-We are following in your footsteps.
l\1r. GREENWOOD. - I remember
when honorable members now sitting on
the Ministerial side of the House took up
48 hours, with a view of saving the bookmakers a few " bob," but when it comes
to' . discussing the policy of the'ir own Government in the, interests of the State:,
they are absolutely silent except by way
of interjection.
]\IIr. HOGAN.-We are trying to' place
on t.he statute,-baok the laws which we
want to' pass.
1\ir.
GREENWOOD. - Honorable
members on the Ministerial side of the
l-Iouse do not think that those laws will
get on the statute-book. However, I am
not worrying about what the policy of
the Government may be. . We kn!)w thn t
the moment they cross the bounds (,f
sanity their proposals will be rejected and
the measures embodying them will not he
placed on the statute-book. We know
that they do not expect to get through the
proposals which they have advocated. I
am .!lat worrying, as I say, about the policy
w]uch the Government put up, but I am
praying to heaven that the people of this
State will not be deluded, because they do
not understand the position.
What I
am worrying about is administration. As
far as administration is concerned, the
position is that the present Government
can do infinitely more damage to the
people of the State.
There are certain
proposals which we know that the Labour
party stand by. To-day we have a more
contented Public Service in Victoria than
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that in Queensland. We have infinitely
less industrial' disputes.
We want to'
know when the present Government will
apply to the Public Service the principle
O'f preference to' unionists, which st.ands in
their platform.
Members of the party
represented on this (the Opposition) side
of the House do not ask a man what his
political creed or religion is when it comes
to a job. It is a matter of standing on
merit every time.
If preference to
unionists is introduced in the Public Service of this State, and it can be done hy
administration, where will we get in comparisan with Queensland ~ Then, hy administration the Government are going to
throw open the Newport workshops alld
enter into commercial competition wi~h
the outside world. In Quee,nsland, State
enterprises have failed to have the effect
anticipated.
Although the nationalization of industry is a plank in their programme, members of the Labour Goverument do not talk about it, but they are not
honest enough to wipe it out of their
policy. By tinkering with it in this direction and that they will do untold damage.
Mr. HO'GAN.-Is that why the Sauth
Australian Government and the Western
Aust.ralian Gove,rnmeut, have to get lacQmotives this year from America and Eng..,
land 1
Mr. GREENWOOD.-That is not tJH~
explanation. Then we have to get down
to the spirit of the Labour party when jt
comes to judging various important issues.
I do not want to over-estimate what thi~
may mean. We have had an illustration
as far as returned soldiers are concerned.
'The Labour party, who are pledged to the
principle of preference to unionists, orc
not prep:ucd to do anything in the way
of prefCrt~i. 'e to the soldiers.
Mr. PLE:-l'DERGAsT.-All the, gaod soldiers are unianists. Forty thousand went
away fram one union in Australia.
:1fr. GREENWOOD.-Then give them
preference as soldiers and not as unionists. TherE;! is alsO' tlie pO'sitIon taken up
by the Minister of Public Instruction recently in regard to references to war in
the instruction of State school children.
I understand that the honorable gentleman has 'explained his attitude as far r..s
the Education Department is concerned.
'Ve
have
been
told
that
the
idea of the Minister o,f Public
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Instruction is not to glorify war.
At first his proposal was to cut out
all reference to the history o,f the Empire,
but now he has narrowed the matter down
and he is going to take steps to prevent
the glorificatio.n of war. Who. wants to'
glorify war ~
It is abso.lutely necessa.ry
in any community that patrio.tism must
be bo·rn in the children, and unless we
get patriotism we' are not going to have
a people who will hold this country. If
there is any country that needs patriotism
it is Australia, with its small population
and wide area. Then, in regard to the
determination of thel Government not to
contribute to the war memorial, I know
that there is a, certain amount of reason
in this refusal, so far as the proposal itself
is concerned, but I know of no' suggestion
having been made by the Government for
a memorial in some other way which would
receive its support.
We have in these
ma,tters an illustration of the spirit of the
Labour party regarding various issues.
Then, referring once more to the Police
Force, the appointment of a Royal
Commission may be right or wrong, but
it is a curious step to take at the present
time.
Wei are now passIng through a
crime wave in Victoria., and although we
have been told by a. member of another
place th~t some 0'£ the reports rela,ting
to attacks on individuals were' ma.de, up,
1he fact remains that therel is more crime
to-day in this State than there has been
for many ye'ars. Right at the. time when
the crime wave is a.t its height, and we
want a. thoroughly equipped Police Force,
the Labour Government, because of outside influences, stops recruiting.
That
mayor may not be due to the idea that
the police who mutinied are to be reinstated, but that is not the question. The
fact tha,t the Labour party has deliberately stopped recruiting in the present state, of affairs 10rces the conclusion
that it is most dangerous to' leave it in
control of the Government of this country. Then their proposal of fQtl'ced borrowing is a most startling one. At a
time when money is not available to develop many of the schemes which citizens
of this Statel a,re desirous of starting a
proposal fOT forced borrowing will prove
a, shock to the finanoial stability of this
State,. If anything, it will fO'rce money
out of this Sta,te.
The Labour party
should not lose sight of the fact that in
its insane desire to hit the capitalist it
is doing something which injures the
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worker much more than it does the person aimed at.
Mr. RUGH];S.-You say you are not
In favour of forced loans, but you were
in favour of forcing men to go to the
war.
1\11'. GREENWOOD.-The issues are
very wide apart.
I was in favour of
conscription.
Mr. ,HUGHES.-You would conscript
human life, but not property.
1\11'. GREEN\VOOD.-I am not in
favour o.f conscripting an industrialist to
put him into a job, and that is what
nationalization of production, distribution, and exchange, acco-rding to the
Labour party's programme, means.
Mr. WEBBER.-vVhy did you not COl1scri pt yo urself ~
1\1r. GREENvVOOD.-I did all that I
could to go to the front, but, unlike some
others, I did not advertise the fact. Now,
I come to the right of the public servants to appeal to the, Arbitration Court.
By the action of the Government in withdr.awing from the proceedings to settle
the legal issue, we have practically given
np control of our public servants. Tl~erc
is no question that at the present tIme
we are threatened with uniiication.
Speeches have been made by members of
the Labour party in favour of unification,
and if there is one thing more than
another which would bril1g that about, it
is the placing of the State serva,nts unde,[1. Federal Court, and taking them out of
the hands of the State Treasurer. N othing worse could happen Australia than
for it to be governed by one adminiGtration.
The position would soon becomp·
intolerable. Speaking from a rough calculation, the granting of the demands of'
the public servants would add £2,500,000
to the wages bill of this State. Of course,.
if that extra sum should be paid to the'
public servants, then it ought to bf".,
Every member of the Opposition side of
the House stands for paying the public
1:Jcrvants· what they are entitled to receive
in return for the work they do.
~Ir. WARDE.-They have never had an
opportunity of getting a fair decision.
You named the rate of wages anLl asked
them to work for it.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The railwav
employees have the Classification Boarel.
Many years ago I said that I stood f01'
courts being constituted to deal with t11 iR
particular matter, and I stand for that
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to-day.
I have alwaYI3 said that if we
compel the private employer to abide by
deciJ3iollS of courts that we set up to fix
the salaries and conditions of work, then
we should alsO' put the Goventment, as
an employer, in the same position. We
have heard a good deal from members
sitting on the 11inisterial side of the
IIouse about the high cost of living, but
there is no definite proposal, except in
regard to the constitution of a Fair Rents
Court, and one or two small matters, to
bl'ing about any reduction in the cost of
liying.
We are not going to have a
solution of thilS qnestion if we do not
l'ccognize that all the measures which so
far have been taken to improve the lot
of the worker have failed,. because any
rise in wages has been followed by an
increased cost of living. If we are going
to obtain any real benefit in the way
of a reduction in the cost of living, we
mnst increase the purchasing power of
the sovereign. I do not see anything in
the speech of the Premier which suggests
how that is going to be brought about.
Everyone with the lea/5t knowledge of
crollomics knows that if we are going to'
j n crease the purchasing power of the
f;overeign we must have an increase in
production.
We must also see that if
a man is not doing a fair day's work, he
should be compelled to do so.
All the
members of the community must work
together, for there is ,no other way
of increasing the purchasing power of
the sovereign.
lvfr. HOGAN.-There is one other way.
The profiteers should cease to profiteer. '
1\fr. GREENWOOD.-----We know all
.about that. It would not affect the earning power of the sovereign to any appreciable extent. When you find production
going continuo~lsly down it must find its
rpfiection in the high cost of living. I
say, quite definitely, that while I am
antagonistic to any demand upon the
worker in excess of a fair day's work, yet
it is according to the way that a man
works that he is entitled to be paid. It
is right and proper that there should be a
fair da,y's work in return for a fair da.y's
pay. This is at the root of the question
of the high cost of living. The Government may scr'ape it over with their Fair
Rents Court, but while houses are costing
what they do rents must go up. Until the
prices of timber, bricks, and everything
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IElquired fOT t.he building of homes
come down there can be no reduction of rents. The Government are
making no attempt to get to the foundation of the high cost of living. They have
done nothing of benefit to the worker.
,Vhat benefits the workers have received
have come from the Liberal party. It is
by working together in the common illterest, giving the best of ourselves in the
interests of the State, that we can best
face the fut111'e. Indeed, that is the only
way in which we can face the future with
any hope of success.
Mr. L.l~ \VSON.-As the hour is somewhat late, I would suggoot that t;he debate
be now adjoUl'ned.
Mr. PRE:NDERGAST.-What would the
honorable member say to me if he were
a t the table and I were asking for the
adjournment?
Mr. LAWSON.-If I were Premier,
and the honorable member for North
:Melbourne were Leader of the Opposition, and he asked for the debate to be
adjourned, I should comply with his request, and I have no doubt that the "Premier will meet me in the same spirit.
Mr. SOLLY.-Why, you kept the House
here all night repeatedly.
Mr. LAWSON.-It is quite' possible
that the present Premier will have to resort to the same device. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

I would suggest that as to-morrow i&
Grievance Day, and therefore a broken
day, the debate should be adjourned until
Tuesday.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In
justice
to
the
country,
and
in
view of the pressure of business, I
cannot agree to the adjournment of the
debate beyond to-morrow. It may be that
grievances will take up the whole of the
day, but they may not. If they do not I
want to be prepared to get on with the
business. The session is well advanced,
and there is a great amount of business to
be got through. There are a number of
Bills that I ,am anxious to proceed with.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the following da.y. I.J€Jave
was given to Mr. La.wson to continue his
speech on the resumption of the debate.
The House adjourned at 9.45 p.m.
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inquiries as it thmks !fit, .and to Teport to :the
Minster as to(a) what charitable relief is required to
meet the needs of the diseased, jnfiTm, in-curable, poor, or destitute
perS(]lllS resident in Victoria (including children and 'Convalescent
p.atients) ;
(b) what institutions or benevolent societies should, in t11e opinion of the
Board, be subsidized;
(c) what sum of money should, in the
,opinion .of the Board, be paid from
the fund, and for what purposes to
each subsidized institution or benevolent society in 'ttny financial year.

The members of the Elections and
Qualifications CommitteeJ Mr. SnoiW ball,
Mr. Clough, Mr. Allan) Mr. McDonald, This indicates tha:t definite responsibility
Mr. Angus, Mr. Solly, and Mr. l\1urphy, was p1aced upon the Charities Board and
t.hat action was taken for certain specific
were sworn.
The SPEAKER announced that he had reasons well known 'to exist prior to, and
appointed Thursday, 4th September, at at .the passing of the Bill. This decision
1.45 p.m., as the time, .and Committee was come tOo after years of agitation.
R.oom, No.1, as the place of the first Honorable members will recollect that
there w.as a general agreement amongst
meeting ,of the CommittetJ.
Mr_ PRENDERGAST (Premier)-By a~l1 partIes. as to the necessity for legislatIOn of thIS nature. It was highly desirleave, I moveThat the COUlmittee of Elections and Quali- a~le that yve should create an authority
fications has leave to sit during the sittings WIth d~fi:n~te statutory powers with the
of the Honse, anrl on any day on which the responsIbIlity of recommendation· and in
Honse itself does not meet.
this way assist the Minister in' the adI may point out that under the Standing ministration of the law. The contention
Orders, the Committ-ee can sit only on was that the Treasurer, with the multidays when the House is meeting, unless farious duties with which he is encompassed, ~as not time to properly consider
othe'rwise authorized.
the claIms of .the different instituThe mO'tion w.as agreed to.
tions for charitable grants.
Instead
of
having
the
difficult
and
invidjou~
GRIEVANCES.
task of determining thel amount to
On the order of the day for the House be granted annually to each instjto resolve itself intO' Committee of Supply, tution, the responsibility was plaoell
I do
Mr . LAWSON said-Therel are one or in the hands of this BO'ard.
twO' matters I desire to' bring under the not know if there has been any departure
notice O'f the Premier, and to seek some in- from the spirit and wording of the Act
formation frem him with regard to them. since the advent of the present Treasurer.
In the first place I want to raise a ques- and I want to ge·t from bim if I ca.n, a.
tion in regard to tbe administration of the sta.tement as to his views regarding thf-\
grant to charities. I do not know exactly relative responsibility of the Board and
what is happening, and I want to be in- the Treasurer. When I was administerformed of the facts. In 1922 Parliament, ing the Treasury for a sbort time, I had
passed the Hospitals and Charities Act, applications from charitable insbtutions
and tbe whole spirit and intention of that for assistance, and I invariably said that·
legislation was that there should be sub- the making of such grants was not tb c
stituted for the discretionary pQlWer in the duty or the privilege of the Treasurer,
matter of grants by the Treasurer rt.l- It was a matter which must be dealt with
commendatiO'ns a,s to the allocation 0'£ primarily by the Charities Board, and it
money from the ·Hospitals and Charities was for that authority to make recomBoard. Certain specific duties and powers mendations.
Excepting in regard tf)
were put in the hands of that Board . promises which had been made before the
Section 24 of thE.1 Act -specifies the general . Charities Board was created, I ve'ry
duties and powers of the Board, and it zealously refused to take part in th"C'
is provided thatinitial ·stages of dealing. with sucb appliSubject to this Act it shall be the duty of cations, preferring to wait for a. recomthe Board from time to time to make such mendation from the Board. I took that
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,course because I thQlught it was the
,spirit and intent of the Act, as well as
the letter of the law. From statements
which have appe,ared in the press, I
notice that the Treasurer himself has, in
certain cases, intima,ted that he would
give £2,000, £3,000, and even £10,000
to some institutions. It seems to me that
t.his js an abrogation of the spirit of the
Act. It is taking political power to make,
grants which ought to be given only after
the fullest consideration, impartial investigatiQon, and scrutiny of all the needs
and claims by the Charities Boa,rd itself.
If that course is tOi be follQlwed, it will
lift the ma,king of these grants ,away from
the sphere of poEtical patronage, or anything of that kind. I do not think we
ought tOi allQlw that element to get into
the administration Q1f the grants to charities. \Ve should not penuit grants to be
made under the pressure of deputations,
or political influence or suggestions frQom
snpporters. They should be made accQlrding to thel definit~ needs of the institutions, such needs being reported upon after
full examination by the Charities BOoa,rd,
which is responsible for the recommendations it ma,kes to the Treasure,r. I hope
t.he principle Q1f interference by the Treasnrer in ma,tters O'f this sO'rt will not be
allowed to get intOi the administration of
the law, and that the Board will be given
a reasonable opPOIrtunity to' discharge its
responsibilities without let Q1r hindrance,
and without the pQossibility of being overridden by the Minister of the, day. 'Ve
will not get from the Board the best wQork
if this interference is allO'wed to' take
pla,r-e. The full duty and the responsibility of the wQlrk are theirs, and shQould
not be ta,ken hO'lus bo,lus out O'f their
hands. It shOould nQot be possible for the
Treasurer, fQor the time being, to. say to
any institution tha,t he will give them so
much by way OIf grant. Parliament ought
i 0' be jealous tOi see' that the principles
which it has laid dOlwn in legislation are
affirmed in a,dministration, and I ,ask the
Premier if his view Qof the, pQosition is
as I ha,ve endeavO'ured to present it to
him j whether my interpretatiOin of the
law and the ,spirit Qof our legislation is
cQorrect, and whether there; has been, on
his part, any departure from the principles which were embodied in this legislation so long discussed by Parliament.
As I said, Qor. at:tempted to say earlier,
there has neve,r been in this HQouse any
serious dispute as to the necessity fOir
Mt". Lawson.
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this legislation for endowing some' suitable authority with the powers and responsibilities that are invested in t.he
Hospitals and Charities Board under the
Act.
But there were for years considerable contention and strife betweeu different sections, nOll-pa.rty, because there was a division of opinion 011
both sides of the, H'Gnse as to the manner
in which the Board should be constituted,
and t,hat was the reason why the' charities
legisla,tion was held up. It was Q1nly by
,a happy combination of representatives
of all parties, who considered the matter
in a friendly spirit, that we were able to
arrive at the present so,lution of an admittedly difficult and vexed prOiblem.
Now we want to give this legislation. a
fair chance,. Vve want the Board to have
a fair rUll. And I can conceive of no
methOid by which its work will be
hampered, its influence impaired, and
its efficiency diminished mOore than by interference by the political head of the
department..
Therefore, I bring this
matter under notice. I do nQot do so in
a spirit of contention or fault-finding,
but because I think the principles Q1f the
administration are vital to the efficient.
distributiQon of cha.ritabl81 relief in the
community. I submit it for the consideration of the House, and I dOl most
earnestly urge the Premier not to
allQlw insidiously, or directly or indirectly, any infringement of the spirit
and the principle Q1f this legislation. So
much for the administra,tion Q1f the
Charities Act and the work of the
Charities BOoard.
There is orne other
matter regarding which I seek information. The l\1inisters who .can give the
information-the Chief Secretary and
the l\!.[inister of Public Instruction-are,
not at present in the Chamber. I dOl
not wish them to be disturbed.
The
Premier will probably make a Ilote of
my remarks, and late,r I shall doubtle~s
get a reply.
I do nOit bring up thIS
matter in any spirit of complaint O'r
querulousness. But honOirable members
will recollect that a former Treasurer Q1f
the Stat~ made a munificent gift to the
people of VictOiria in the shape, of £25,OqO
for the erectiOin Q1f a COillege of DomestIc
Economy. Sir William l\1cPherson had
p~sonally visited the institution in Lonsdale-street, ne,ar the Titles Office.
He
was impressed with the work that was
being carried ou there. He realized the
grea,t Qopportunities for useful service to
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the community that were offered by such
an instituticn.
It had been decided
many years ago., I think at a time when
I was Minister of Public Instruction,
tha.t the present CoHegel O'f Domestic
Economy was insufficient in regard to
accommodation, equipment" and general
layout. There, were negotiations that have
taken many ye'ars to complete, involving
delay for which no particular G0'vernment
or department is responsible. It was inherent in the situation itself that, difficulties would be met with. There was
the rem0'val of the M'elbourne Goal. Portions of the site were to. be made available for educational 0'1' other purposes.
But at last we have arrived at an agreement.
The 1\1elb0'urne Goal is closed,
and pOortio.u o.f the site was to be made
available for the College of Domestic
Economy.
There has been delay, or
apparent delay, in the progress of that
work. We are all a.nxio.us to have the
work pushed on. No. dOou bt the Chief
Secretary, who is now in the Cham bel',
will find that there are difficulties in the
way.
There are Oobstacles to be overcome; delay is inevitable.
I am not
blaming anyone for the delay. But I
want to knOow just what the present position is. I desire to urge·, consistently with
efficiency and the pr0'per execution of
the plans, the utmost expedition in the
carrying out of this venture. Sir William
l\IcPhe,rson wro.te me a letter in which
he enclosed £25,000 wOorth o.f Commonwealth War Bonds, and he asked that
tEe college should be erected. As I have
said, he visited the old c0'llege in Lonsdale-streiet and was impressed with the
usefulness of the work carried 011 there.
The £25,000 was a gift from Lady
1\IcPherson and himself, and the former
Government decided, afte,r considering
claims in respect of various sites and
after examining the proposal fOol' the
erectiOon of a college, that, notwithstanding certain objectio.ns which were urged
• by the Police Department to the taking of
part of the site 0'f the 0'ld gaol, thel
claims of this College of Domestic
Economy were paramount, and that the
co.llege. should be erected on a pod,ion of
that site. That decision was practically
arrived at before I retired from office,
though the official decision and registratiOon of the dete·rmillation were not made
until after my resignation of the Premiership. H0'wever, that is immaterial. The
point is that a definite delCisio.n was
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reached that the co.llege should be built
as ~arly as pra,cticable, and that it should
be built upon a portion 0'f the Melbourne
Gaol site. It was furthelr decided that
the college should be kn0'wn as the Emily
McPherson College 0'f Domestic Economy.
The intention 0'f the donor was that the
c0'llege should be erected o.n a site convenient to. all parts of the metropolitan
area. There was when the new GovernmE.:nt carne into. o.ffice some spe,culatiOin
and argument as to whether the decision
of the former Government would be
h0'nO!l'ed.
I understood that the Chief
Secretary, in whose department the administration 0'f the gaol is, and who, I
suppose, wOluld have the primary say as
to whether the land was to be made
available for educational purposes, wo.uld
investigate the positi0'n and ascertain
whether the Government were c0'mmitted
by the decisiOon of the previous Government. Now I want to know from the
Premier or the Chief Secretary whether
that decision is being honored.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Absolutely, as far
as I know.
Of course, the Working
Men's College Council will take Olver part
~Jlf the site.
The Emily MoPhersOin
College will occupy another portion, and
a port.ion is re'served for law purposes.
1\11'. LAWSON.-I am Bxceedingly
pleased to he,ar that statement.
1\1y
principal object in referring to the
matter was tOi ascert.ain the position in
tregard t.o the erection of the Emily
McPherson College 0'f Domestic Economy
on that site. I felt that there was
placed on me the personal obligation of
seeing tha.t the intention OIf the donor
is given effect to. vVe accepted the gift
on certain conditions.
1\11'. TUNNECLIFFE.-I may add for the
honorable member's inf0'rmatiOin that we
do not think that the best site was selected by the previous Government.
Mr. LA WSON.-That may be, but
my Government came to the conclusion,
which was endorsed by the college
authorities, that this was the best and
most central site. I know that certain
objections can be raised. We considered
them and we came deliberately to the
conclusion that notwithstanding certain
disadvantages this was on the whole the
best sit.e.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-It has been taken,
anyway. But why charge us with delay
in this ma tt.er ~
Mr. LAWSON.-I did not do so.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I understood that
you charged us with delay in your opening remarks.

Mr4 LAWSON.-No. The honorable
gentleman must have. misunde,rstood me.
The bonds from Sir 1Villiam ![cPherson
were received before he went. to' England,
and I had cherished the fond hope that it
might be possible to have everything
rea.dy for the laying of the foundation
stone of the Emily 1\IcPherson College olf
Domestic Economy whelJ. Lady McPherson
retu:rned. I had hoped that we might
ha ve got further on witb the project.
I pointed out that certain matters inherent in the position had contributed to
the d ell ay . . The Gove,rnment certainly
ha ve not had time to build a college. I
am attributing no blame to Ministers.
I ask the Premier not to misunderstand
me. The fact that the Working Men's
Oollege is to get -a portion Df the site, and
the Co11ege of Domestic Economy get
another portion, is in acoordance with the
original policy and intention of the Education Department. When I was Minister we hoped to move steadily to the accomplishment of that pI'oject, but we met
with difficulties. You, Mr. Speaker, encountered similar difficulties, when you
were Chie[ Secretary, in regard to the
closing of the Melbourne Gaol.
There
were certain staff problems, and although
you were keen to close the gaol, you
found you had to wait for certain things
to happen in the fullness of time4 It has
only now become possible to make that
site available. I know the enthusiasm O'f
the Minister of Public Instruction, first,
in regard to the Working M:en's CO'llege,
in connexion with which he has rendered
verry goad service, and, second, in the
cause of education. I congratulate him
on the opportunity he now has of having
this land made available, and of initiating this project by the extension of the
W·orking Men's College and the erection
of the nf>W C01lege of DomestiC! Economy.
I have dwelt at some length on this subject, because of the special circumstances
in whieh the magnificent gift was m·ade by
Sir William McPherson. It was made
to me ·as Premier. and, of course, there
'vere certai.n conditions attached. I know
that hp. had a predilection in favour .of
that site, and that it has also been always
advocated by Dr. Osborne, the president
O'f the Council of the College of Domestic
Economy. If that can be done, the wO'rk
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'Of the demolition of the gaol pushed on
with ra,pidly, and plans got rea:dy, I hope
'the

Ministe~

will -see that the plans are

made arti-stic 'and worthy, 'So that we may
bave there a fitting monument to tbe'munificen'Ce -of the former Treasurer. I
think that is due to' him for having made·
sueh 'a great gift. We, want to make the
College -of Domestic Economy efficient and
serviceable. There is a great opportunity
{-or community service in this particular
w{)l'k,and I am sure the Minister of
Public Instruction will put his hand toit with -di1igence, and push it forward
with 'all possible speed. If he does so, he
will find that no difficulty or obstacle win
be raised on this (the Opposition) side
of the Honse to the fulfilment of that
objective. I have mentioned this matter to-day to assure myself that the spirit.
of the gift is be,ing recognized, apprecia~ed, and h~n.oured, and, if pDssible, to
gIve the proJect a further move forward,.
so that when Sir Wi1liam McPherson returns shortly from his trip to England, he
will see some definite and concrete results
of the splendid gift he has made to the
people of the State. I do not want to trespass unduly on the time ,of honorable members, because I re,alize that there win be
other opportunities of speaking in regard
to different matters of administration.
There is one other subj:ect, in reference to
which I :desil'e to make ,a few general observatiDns. That is in ref.erence to the
Railways Department's tendering for outside locomotive contracts.
I have not
had any opportunity -of .examining the
le~al position, and it would be a proper
thmg for the Premier and the Minister
of Railways to advise the House in regard
to the matter after it has been investigated by the Attorney-General. It may
be that there is no legal impediment to
the Railways Commissi.oners, under Government authority, doing anY:Ghing of
this nature. On the IOther hand, it may
be that the powers of the Railways Commissioners are prescribed and limited by
the Railways Act. I do not know~ I
have not had the opportunity ()f examining the legal position, but the matter is
one in l'.egard to which the House is entit1ed to information fr.om the Minister.
I would respectfully suggest to the Premier that he might get tne AttorneyGeneral to furnish to the House a state-·
ment from the Crown Law authorities as
to the legal power and authority of the
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Railways Conunissioners. It seems to me
that the vowers of the Railways CommissiQners aro limited by legislatiQn, and are
~tatutQry; it may oe that in other ways
the Government has authority, and, at
this t:lLage, I am merely seeking fOol' light
ana infQrmatiQn, which the OrQwn Law
officers could give. to the House. I should
be pleased if the Premier WQuld cause the
information to be furnished to the H.ouse.
lVIr. HUGHEs.-The chairman of the
Railways OommissiQners takes the view
that he has the power of tendering.
Mr. LAWSON .-Then it is a question of princi pIe and policy, and of
whether, assuming that there is no
legal obstacle and impediment, it is
advisable, from a national point of view,
for the Newport workshops to tender
for contracts of this kind.
I know
that the Premier has been Tery keen on
When I was Premier he
this matter.
wrote me several letters, and we had many
intelrviews. He suggested th~t the Newport workshops should tender for South
Australian locomQtives and that the
Harbour Trust should tender for certain
dredges, and SQ .on. I understand that
the IrOon Trades COouncil had at that time
been moving in the matter, and the Premier took an interest in the subject. It
was claimed that if N eWPOort got outside
work there would be full employment all
the year l' Ooun d, and iron artisans of the
metropolitan area would be cQnsiderably
advantaged by the increased .output.
~ir. HOGAN.-I dOo nQt think that
Thompson and OQmpany submitted a
tender for the South Australian COon tract.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No, and it was lost
tOo Australia.
Mr. HOGAN.-The same thing Qccurred
in Western Australia, which had tOo go
outside to obtain lQcomotives.
Mr. LAWSON. - What we are
anxious tOo do is tOo make Australia a se1£contained country. Engineering in particul~r is ~ vi~al and essential industry,
especIally In hme of wa,r or in case of
attack, when there· is a period of crisis.
We have then to depend to a very large
extent Oon the engineering industry, and
it means very much to this country. I
do not think that any honorable member
would contend that the needs of the COountry could be entirely met by the Government unless there was an immediate advent of the nationalization of .all the in-
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dustries of the State. That is not within
the r3phere O'f practical pO'litics at present,
whatever the future may hold, and we
have to cndcavour, under the existing system, to give such enCQuragement to-.local
manufacturers as will enable them tOo provide for our wants and requirements,
affQrd re~lllullerative employment, and
generally make for the develQpment and
prosperity Qf Jhe State.
In regard tOo
S.outh Australia, the position CQuld not
have been met, quite apart from the policy
of the matter, by our railway authQrities
tender'ing for locomotives.
",Vhen the
present Premier, as Leader of the 0pPQsition, sent a letter to me expressing his
views and urging that certain tenders
should be submitted by the Railway Department for the South Australian lOoCOomQtives, I asked the then Minister of
Railways to obtain a repQrt frQm the
Railways OOommissioners in regard tOo the
ma tter.
By courtesy of the Premier
there has been made available tOo me a
copy of the report that was sent to the
then Minis~er on the 30thJanuary of
this year. It is as fOllOoWS~Adverting to the ·attached letter addressed to
the Hon. the Premier by the Hon. G. ~L
Prendergast, M.L.A., urging that this department should tender for the construction of
locomotives required by other States, the Commh:sioners have the honour to report that the
circumstances surrounding the recent .invitation of tenders for locomotives of three different types by South Australia .were such as to
preclude allY possibility of the work being
undertaken by this department, bearing in
mind that the time of delivery was an iUlportant factor. The specifications only covered
essential features, auch as types of engine,
tractive power, axle loads, wheel base, coal
and water capacity of tender, clearance gauge,
and particulars of tracks on which the engines
were to run, all design being left to the
tenderers.
This would have involved the department, if
successful, in the preparation of new designs
from beginning to end, as well as detailed
drawings in respect of each of the three types
of engine, and as three would require to be
undertaken simultaneously, it would represent
a colossal task for any locomotive engineering
staff in Australia.
The departmental staff competent to undertake the work of engine design are already
fully occupied in ·attending- to the. requirements of this State, and owing to the limited
llUmher of men available in the Commonwealth
to engage in work of this description, at least
twelve months would elapse before the desiO'ns
and drawings could Ibe completed and the
neC!essary material obtained to enable a. start
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to ,be made with the work, while delivery of
the locomotives could not, of course, be commenced until some months later.

The report shows conclusively that even
if the Government had said to the Railways Oommissioners, "You must tender
for the work in South Australia," they
b,8.d not the necessary equipment. They
were not ready and had not the organizatlcn to deal with the matter, and it was
practically impossible for them to tender
for the work. The report continuesThe Commissioners accorcUngly COIl sider that
the circumstances were such as to prevent the
department from submitting any tender; but
as a matter of fact, the question was not considered, because it is the policy of the Commissioners not to enter into competition with
private firms by tendering for contracts for
outside ,work and such a course. would not be
considered u~less the department were specially invited so to do.

Oi course, I do not want to involve the
Commissioners in any political 'con troversy. That would be a very improper
thing for me to do. They are bound to
serve with fidelity every Minister and
every Government, irnlspective of the
political principles that animate that
:Minister or Government, and I am certain that all branches of the Railway
Service and the Public Service will recoguize that principle and respond accordingly.
Therefore, although the report of the Commissioners contains the
words "it is the policy," I must no~
be understood as endeavouring t~ involve
them in a question of politics or political
principle. However, from the point of
view of the welfare of the people and the
development of industries, I think it
would be a vel~y serious mistake for the
Hailway Department to enter into comIJetition with outside engineering firms in
the construction of locomotives for other
States.
Mr. HOGAN. - So far as we can see,
there would have been .no competition involved if our Railway Department had
put in a tender for South Australian or
Western 'Australian work. We would not
have been competing with Australian
firms at all, but with foreign firms.
Mr. LAWSON. - Competition may
come in'.
Mr. HOGAN.-How can that be, when
the private firms in Australia did not put
in a tender for the two jobs that went
overseas?
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Mr. LAWSON.-If it was competent
for the Railway Department to put in
tenders in this particular case, then, it is
competent for it to tender for work which
is ordinarily undertaken by Australian
enginee['ing firms of standing and repute.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But the Railway
Department is apparently the only Australian institution that can tender, with
any prospect of success, in competition
wi th overseas firms.
The Castlemaine
foundry cannot do it, nor can Walker's>
in Queensland.
1vlr. LAvVSON.-Let these statements
come out if that is the position. But,
quite npart from that, on the question of
a government enterprise of this kind
entering into competition-Mr. HOGAN. - The word "competition" is misapplied. The other people
did not tender at all for the two jobs.
Mr. LAWSON.-Th8 expenditure on
the Newport workshops was authorized
by Parliament for the very definite and
distinct purpose of enabling railway work
to be done for the Victorian Railway Department. That was th~ idea in creating
the workshops, and that was the intention
of Parliament when it voted the money.
It seems to me that if we are going to
turn the Newport workshops into a State
enterprise that is going to do genera]
engineering work, or tender for outside
work, there ought to be some definite
authority from Parliament, and Parliament shoul~l have its opportunity, by the
introduction of a Bill, to debate and discuss the matter from everY'point of view.
}'fr. TUNNEcuFFE. - That is exactly
the same kind of criticism that was urged
when we undertook the manufacture of
'
our o\ovn engines at Newport.
,Mr. LAWSON.-'V ell, we have moved
from that position.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE. - You are far too
young a man to stop ~oving yet.
}'£r. LAWSON. - There need be no
fear on that score. I supp-ose the minds
of all of us will be subj ect to certain
changes as the years pass. The railway
system is properly owned by the State,
and it is rjght that the Railway Department should have the power to make its
own engines. I am not objecting to that.
But if a State undertakilig of this kind.
with immunity from taxation, with all
the privileges and advantages which it en-
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joys, and without the necessity of making very enterprising firm of engineers, and
its operations a commercial success in the that firm has not hesitated to tender in
wayan outside competitor has' to do, is Australia for all sorts of new work. }"'rom
allowed to tender for outside work, it time to time, it has undertaken locomotive
will do a great deal to hinder the develop- construction.
ment of industrial enterprise.
If you·
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Y 011 will remempermit that you will not only interfere ber that' once, when we gave them an ex-'
with existing engineering establishments, tensive order for locomotives, they started
but people who might otherwise invest on the job and then turned it over to the
jn similar enterprises and provide for the Newport workshops.
vital needs of the community, will be
Mr. LAWSON.-As a matter of faet,
frightened from putting their capital into they did have a contract with the Railway
them. You will hinder and retard de- Department, but at the time there were
velopment, and, in that way, hamper the. difficulties occasioned by war conditions,
prosperity of the State.
The Railway and a certain amount of work had to be
Department has not the necessary equip- done for the Commonwe,alth Government"
ment and organization t.t) tender for out- the reRult being that they were unable to
side work. That is not the design and continue the contract; and the Railway
lay-out, 0.£ the department, nor within Department being very happy to give a
the scope of its administrative work.
release, a release was given. Recently,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There is no reason at enormous expense, they have prepared
whv it should not be.
the necessary equipment for undertaking
:Mr. T.JAWSON.-Of course, it can be locomotive construction, and they have a
done, but there is a very vital difference contract for supplying locomotives for the
between my honorable friend and honor- Railway Department of the Oommonable mein bel's on this (the 'Opposi tion) wealth.
side of the House. He stands definitely
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-When they' tenfor th~ nationalization of industry. The dered previously, their engines cost £1,000
effect of that would be, of course, to crush apiece more than it would have cost to
out private enterprise. It could not stand build them at Newport. Their price was
up against the competition of the State, £5,000 a locomotive, They abandoned
with the Consclidated Revenue and the the contract.
credit of the State behiwl it, and without
Mr. LAWSON.-That is OTIC of the
the llecessity of making its undertaking things that I have never been able to unan absolutely economic and commercial derstand-the antagonism and the opposition that have always been sho'wn by the
en terurise.
Mr~ HOGAN .-Dc you object to our present Premier and some' of his colleagues
Rail-way Department competing' with to that particular firm and its enterprivate companies overseas in the supply prises.
Mr.JPRENDERGAsT.-Do not mvke it a
of railway requirements?
That is too
}Vir. I.JAWSON.-I want to see as much personal matter like that.
work done in Australia as can be effi- small. Make it a matter of the difference
ciently and wisely accomplished. We have bet~veen £4,000 at Newport and £5,000 at
to consider the circumstances of every Castlemaine.
The SPEAKER.-I have allowed the
particular case.
honorable
member for Oastlemaine to exMr. HOGAN.-Do you want to gi,re private enterprise overseas immunity from ~eed his time slightly. To:he in order,
a motion would be necessary to enable him
competition from the State workshops?
to continue his remarks.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am not so much ~on
On the motion Q1f Dr. ARGYLE, the
eerned with overseas. The Minister of time allowed the honorable member fOir
Railways knows what I am concerned Castlemaine under the Standing Orders
with primarily. Firstly, I am ccncerned was extended by half-an-hour.
with the principle that the State Rhould
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
not do these things; and secondly, I am do not think it is altogether .. a fair thillg
concerned about accentuating a policy to suspend the Standing Orde'rs for such
nf centralization. In the district that I a purpose on grievance day. Such e~
have the honour to represent, we have a tensions wculd reduce the time available
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to othe'r members for the ventilation of
grievances.
Mr. LAWSON.-I thank honorable
members for their indulgence and patience. I did not realize that I had been
speaking at such great length, and I
'apologize. I shall take a further opportunity of referring to the. matter. I w.as
dealing with the local aspect, and I WIll
conclude by sa,ying that there seems
to me to be, on different occasionG,
.a strong antagonism to t?e englneering works at Castlemame, and
attacks have been made on them from
time to time. If the Government are
going to pe'rmit competiyon from t~e
Newport workshops with that e~glneerinO' establishment at Castlemame,
then b they are going to deal a
d.eathblow
at the welfare· of thE'
principal town in the electorate that I
represent, and do irreparable injury to
the works, which are its chief ornament
and pride.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I should like to take
this opportunity of bringing under the
notice of the Government and the House
a matter that is causing a great deal o.f
anxiety in well-informed circles, not only
ill the State of Victoria, but throughout
Australia and I may add, in other
countries' of th~ world. One aspect of it
is that the number of mothers who lose
their lives in child-birth has not diminished to any considerable extent dul'ing the past 20 or 30 years: . I do ~l~t
bring this forward. in a spInt of cntIcisl11 of any particular Government,
(lithe,r present or past, but I do,
say that it is a Il1:atter. that de:serves the serious conslderatIOn of all
those people responsible in any way. f?r
the public health-Parliament, the ]\1jmstry, and the medical and n~ll'sing profession. The whole commumty should be.
made aware of what the exact position HI.
My object ill bringing the matter forwa!d
to-day is that the Governm~nt. may take
it into consideration and aSSIst III the task
of arousing the ,Public conscience with r~gard to a questIOn ~hat is serious indeed
from the point uf vlew. of the welf~re of
the whole nation. It .IS not my ,},lsh to
overwhelm or tire honorable members
with st~tlstics; but I should like to fursl
h
t
nish just a few :fi~ures. to lOW t e exten
to whioh the eVIl eXlsts.
In 1916 for
10 ,000 children born a.livel 31.97 mothers
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died; in 1917 40.56, in 1918 33.86, ill
1919 42.38, in 1920 53.57, and in 1921
45.80. That is to say, in the St.ate. <;>f
Vwtoria as in ·other parts of AustralIa
aud of the world, the death rate while not
increasing to a, very large. e,xtellt has never-theler3s been getting higher in spite of
modern methods and model·n knowledge,
and it' is far too high for the welfare
of the State,. In the Commonwealth in
192U, the only yea,r for which I c.an g~,t
complete figures, 683 mothers dIed III
child-birth. Presumably those 683 women
were in the fl.orwer of their lives, and they
died in the eocercise of a, natural and
normal function, which in ordinary circumstances should not result in any de,aths
a.t all. Now it is veify difficult to ascertain the cause of this mortality, and the
inability of those responsible, to control
the death rate'. Lord Lister, the father
of modern surge'ry, pointed out to the
entire world that the high mortality
in surgical operations was duel. to
the introduction of diseased orgamsms
into the bodies of thepaHents from vaT~ous
causes during the process of operatIOn.
As~, consequence of his teaching, surgery
has advanced by leaps. and. bounds t.o
such an extent that it IS qUIte an ordInary matter fo'r peoI;>le to underg? very
serious operations WIthout the shghtest
risk to life.
I can remember when I
was a young student qualifying for. my
profession, that in this City of Melbourne it was not possible to perform
certain abdominal operations without the
death of the persons concerned. In the
Melbourne Hospital, every operation of
a ce.rtain character was followed inevitably by death, even when the patient
was in charge of the best surgeons of
the day.
That was in the early days of
Listerism.
The same ope,ration is performed almost daily at the present time,
and. the mortality is extraordinarily low.
It can hardly be said to take place at
all, e~cept in circumstances easily exp,lainable.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Have you statistics
of the numbe-r of de,aths in hospitals during child-birth.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have not compJete
Gtatist.ics, sO' far as child-birth is concerned.
Mr. Pu.ENDERGAsT.-The great fault
about our statistics generally, is that they
are nOtt up to date, and when available
a,re not of much use.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-I looked through
the Yea'l'-b'Oolc of both the Commonwealth
and the State before preparing my notes

for this speech.
I had not much time,
but I was unabl13 to£.nd any infDrmation in regard to those details. It may
be that tille staItisticia.ns can supply them,
but th.-ey are llDt available.
Mr. TU,~\"·NECLIFFE.-In England, I understand the mortality is .02 per 10,000.
Dr. ARGYLE.-ls that in the private
homes or institutions 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That is' the mortality in institutions and various homes
which take in .cases of ·this sort, and whel'e
doctors visit.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I wa.s coming to the
point suggested by the Minister's question, and altbough I cannot supply
figures, I thinK I will be able to show
later what I 'am a.ttempting to do in making this 'Speech.
As I have said, the'
whole world has been s·tru'Ck with this
particular 'Phase in the progress of modern
medical seien~e. I have already pointed
to the prDg:ress which has been made in
Rurgery, hut the progress which has been
Iuade in regal'd tv the treatment of childbi.rth is not to .be compared with the
su~gical branch 0f medical scienee. In
other words, ·the pr-ogress which has been
made in the treatment -of what is a perfootly natural pr.ocess has -been practically
nil. ThBr.e is sL"hmoething obviously wrong.
I have a .c0Vy .of .a letter that was published recently ill the M -edicnl J DltTnal of
A. 'ltstralia from a Melbourne practi noner
of .great standing, in which he reviews thB
whole question and suggests a remedy. I
should like to quote a few of his words.
He says:A very powerful wave of unrest among the
teaehers in obstetrics was observable because,
if Rny reliance can be placed on statistics. it
appe&l'ed that the mortality ancl morbidity in
that br.n.nch apparently had not benefited bv
the principles of Listerism to the same exten"t
as had surgery.
Gynfficology owes much to
~iRterisru ,and as.epsis, but the mortality durIllg the puerperIUm had been very slightly,
if at all. diminished during the last decade.

In a leading article the journal calls
attention to the same thing, and also
PQints out that it is the duty of the State
to get to work in the endeavour to deal
with the situation. It saidThis matter is at least recognized as one of
tbe most urgent problems with which those responsible for the welfare of the Australian
community are faced.
The leaders of the
medical profession have for many years indicated the seriousness of the situation and,
even if the general development of what is
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:termed preventive medicine has rendered tbis.
matter easier of attack during recent times,
we mu.st realize that it is an old problem
that should have been -solved years ·ago.

The question one· naturally asks js
-what is the -cause of this trouble 1
If
we
Ciln :find
the
cause
the
;r-em-edy must be obvious. Apparently
the -causes, as is the ·case in regard
to many other matt€rs, are multiplex. One -o·f the in:£1.uences is the waut
of suffici€nt impo·rtance being placed by
those responsible for the -education of thepr.actitioner, both in regard to nurses and
doctors, on the establishment of propel~
schools of instruction.
The:re is also thsabsence of prope,r pro'Vision being madefor the esta.blishment of institutions,.
where, under proper condit.ions of cleanliness and normal surroundings, this per·
fectly natural process can take place with
safety. . I had occasion a few weeks ago,
to visit a country hospital at Renmark,.
in South Australia, and I was ex-ceedingly
lmp.ressed with orne feature of that hospital. Country members might wen t.ake
a note Q.f what I am going to say. There
is a community hospital in Renmark,
which, speaking frommem-ory, has a
pofFulatiou of about 4,500.
The institution is up to date, and is of moder.atesi"ze. lt has a maternity wingatta.ched.,.
and the doctors, who live in that t-own,
told me that all the confinements in Renmark took place in that wing.
Th&
patients were of .all classea, no matter\V hether poer or rich.
l\ir. TUNNECLIFFE.--Do you mean to,
say that all child~birth rases are treated
at the hospital ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes. Those who can
afford to pay the fun feelS for medical
attention and maintenance do so, other~
pay according to their means.
Mr. TU~NECLIFFE.-It seems like a.
good example of a State institution.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is not maintained
by the State, but I believe it receives
a grant just as our hospitals dO'. The
town itself is r€sponsible for the carrying-on of the hospital. It is morB in
accordance with the Mayo
clinics
which are carried on in American
towns. The statistics regarding the
births a,t the Renmark Hospital are
SO limitE'd
as not to be of much
value.
We
want
to
deal
with
many tho-usands of cases bef{)Te we can
arrive at any percentage worth listening
to.
The average number of births in
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that town is about 100 a year, and as there
are no deaths I cannot work on these
returns.

The question arises-what is

to be done.
The first and most important steip is to arouse the public mind
and get a healt.hy conscience amongst all
classes O'f the community, in order that
we may rea.ljze that this is a problem
to be grappled with.
rrhere should be
no politics in a mattelr of this sort.
We must educate the public on the question of the foundation of maternity hos·
pitals in crowded centres. I have been
a general practitioner in my tim.e, though
I have not done much of that work in
late years, and I have recollections of the
difficulties of handling cases in some of
the homes the doctor is called into. It
is very important that there should be
some authority to give the best teaching,
and I maintain that the present system
under which our students and n11rses are
trained is not adequate.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-We are fairly up to
date at the Geelong Hospital.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I believe so.
I
understand that the Alfred Hospital,
of the staff of which I have the
honour of being a member, is contemplating a maternity wing. But provision
of this kind in the hospitals. is not
enough. I ·want to get down to the educaThat
tion of the people concerned.
brings us to the University.
There
should be a training school for the
medical profession in each State. What
I advocate is the foundation at the
University of Melbourne of a Ohair of
Ob>stetrics, obstetrics being the technical
term for this particular branch of medical science. It has been sugge~ted by a
member of my profession that it might
perhaps be in the interests of .A.ustraliathere are big difficulties in the way-if
we had in the capital cities the concentrated energy of the entire Oommonwealth for that particular purpose as a
teaching school. It is an ideal suggestion,
but' the practical difficulties in the way
are too great.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-I do not wish to
discount your reasoning; but this fact
seems to impress itself on my mind:
where there is present skilled medical
attention and nursing by trained nurses,
case3 of death in child-birth are rare.
The deaths occur in the main where there
is a lack of skilled attention.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-The experience of the
profession has been that it is not right
to assume that the mortality results from
a want of attention.
Mr. 'l'uNNECLIFFE. - I said" skilled
attention."
Dr. ARGYLE.-Of course, the mOl·
tality results mostly from the lack of
skilled attention. My point is that the
present teaching in obstetrics of men
entering the medical profession in inade·
qua teo I am going further than the
Minister.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-But is it not a fact
that. in thel maternity institutions, whe·re
skilled attention is available, the death
rate is comparatively small?
Dr. ARGYLE. ~ That argument is
quite correct. That is one reason why I
urge the establishment of maternity
'wings to hospitals, and also maternity
hospitals. But I want to go further. I
want those persons who will have to deal
with this subject to be properly trained.
To ensure that there should be established in the University of Melbourne, in
addition to the present chairs in the
medical curriculum, a Ohair of Obstetrics.
The teacher should be as skilled a man
as is available. If necessary, the salary
attached to the position should be sufficiently high to attract the best men of the
In the past it has been assumed
day.
that the kno:wledge can be acquired very
easily. The feeling is growing in medical circles that that is a wrong attitude
to take up. The question is one of great
importance.
In this one branch of
medicine there has been no progress for
many years. I want to stress that point.
I have advocated this reform on many
platforms for many years. I did so before
I came into Parliament. I have always
been an opponent of the Oommonwealth
baby bonus. I know that my friends .opposite will not agree with me in this matter. But I am convinced that the mOoney is
. not being spent to the best advantage by
the Commonwealth. The amount involved is close upon £1,000,000 a year.
The doles are distributed to many people
who do not require the money. I know
that it is difficult to differentiate between
the recipients of the bonus: to say to
one, " You shall have it," and to another, "You shall not have it."
:Mr. BROWNBILL.-It is a godsend to
many people.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-That godsend would be
twice as important if the same amount of
money were expended in ensuring proper
treatment t0' the mothers in a suitable
institution. I am not' asking that the
Commonwealth shall not spend the
amount of money it is now spending. I
would not diminish the amount by a
sixpence. What I contend for is that
the method of its application should be
altered.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Our only reason
for advocating the continuance of the
baby-bonus system as at present constituted is that no more efficient method has
as yet been formulated.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The proper way to
spend the £700,000 or £800,000 a year
available under that system is to establish maternity hospitals and maternity
wings to hospitals throughout the length
and breadth of the Commonwealth. That
is what I would do with the money now
distributed in baby bonuses if I had a
chance of dealing with it. It is difficult
to arouse public opinion in this matte'r.
My distinguished colleague and late chief,
Sir Neville Howse, has on the floor of
the Federal Parliament been talking on
similar lines in the endeavour to arouse
the public conscience in the matter of
public health. But he seems to be up
against a stone wall-to be talking to
deaf ears. It is difficult, indeed, to
arouse the mind of the ordinary member
of Parliament and the ordinary citizen to
the value of money spent in this direction. I have here a document that does
not refer to this particular subject, but is
germane to it.
If honorable members
will give their attention I think I shall
be able to convey to them some idea of
what sickness means to the community
from an economic point of view. I wish
to show what a tremendous loss to a
State it is when active members of the
community are incapacitated by illness
and unable to carryon their daily
work; quite apart from the case
of the most important member of
the community -- the m.other - when
she has to lay up.
The statement
I have in my hand refers to the economic
It is
loss through sickness generally.
taken from the report of the Oommission
on National Vitality that was appointed
by President Roosevelt in the United
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3tates of America in 1909.
The Commission in their report estimated that
there were about '3,000,000 persons
seriously ill at any given time. That is
to say, on any day of any year the number of sick persons would reach that
total.
America had a population at that
time of slightly over 100,000,000. The
sick would, therefore, represent, roughly,
3
per
cent.
of
the population.
Now it was estimated that 42 per
cent.. of this illness was preventable,
and that such prevention would extend the average life by over fifteen
years. The remaining 58 per cent. was
unavoidahle, stressing the fact that we
are clay, and have to decay and die in the
ordinary course of events. The 42 per
cent. of sickness could be prevented.
The average annual loss of time through
illness is estimated to be from eight to
nine days. If the economic value to industry of the average life is assessed at £1,000
and the cost of medical attention, nursillg,
diet, &c., a,t 15s. per diem, then the
economic loss from preventable disease in
the United States of America amounts to
n0' less than £450,000,000.
Mr. PUENDERGAsT.-Can the honorable
member help us with concrete advice in
l'egard to the matter ~
If he can, we
\ViII adopt his advice.
Dr.
ARGYIJE. - Irrespective . of
politics, any little knowledge I possess I
am prepared to place at the service of
any Government that may be in power.
It has ·been estimated that the loss in the
Unj ted States of America could be reduced and leave an economic balauce
above the cost of prevention of at. least
£200,000,000.
Applying these :figure3
llrO rata to the population, the economic
saving to Australia would be several
millions sterling.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-You should see
that these facts are placed before the
people of the country.
Dr. A.RGYLE.-That is what I am
aiming at.
I can throw out the torch,
and somebody else may carry it on.
Applying the figures to tuberculosis; we
find that in. the United States of America
1,250,000 wage-earners are affected, and
the economic loss from this ,uuse cl.'Ylong
the 'working populatioI). is £125,000,000.
In Victoria we have 1,200 deaths
nm1 11ally from this disease, ani!, rough1y,
6,000 people are affected. The economic
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loss is, therefore, so great as to warrant
expenditure to, reduce it.
O"W'" present expenditure of £20,000 getg.
us :m.owhere.
}fIr. MURPHY.-What is the- 'economic
loss. to Victoria ~
Dr. ARG YLE.- The economic loss to
Aus.traIia is several millions, sterling, but
I have. not had tie figures worked out for
Victoria. I maintain that our expenditure is not adequate, that we are simply
pTaying with the situation, and . \th~t
something. further will have to be done.
Part of tne business of preventive medicLne is to arrange for knowledge in th~
(lil'ection of research, and it is highly
llccessary that money should be devoted
to the development of research schools,
Hot only in the country, but also in some
of the larger centres in the country.
TIlere is another disease,. the ravages
which I should like paFticularly to bring,
under the notice o£ the Hous.e.
Most
people a're pretty familiar, from what
they have read in the press,. with the
ravages of consumption and cancer-, but
few know that the deaths that. are occurring from tuberculosis,. at any rate, are
diminishing s.teadily aver the ;years. We
know that cancer is. taking toll of the
older section of the people, but it is not
generally kno.wn that one disease which
has not been checked at: all. but is: increasing very rapidly,. is diphtheria, that
dangerous: disease w hieh a.f!e-cts Ial;1st
the young people· of the. community.
The death rate from diphtheria has
<liminished, but the incidence of the
disease has increased.
I will explain
why. About 25. yeaxs. ago the introduction of the diphtheria anti-toxin helped
to. deal with the incidence of that disease,.
and to prevent a grea.t many deaths.
fram it.
It has become quite commonplace now~
The. State provides means
of diagnosis through ·the various labol'a.·
tories. The diagnosis being accurate, the
application of this anti-toxin saves life,
but it has been found .that it lets loose.
on the community a larger' number of
people who are: half eured-they are not
sick, but they are carriers, of thel disease
-and who spread it amongst their
fellows.
The Health Commission has
dealt with the ques.tion, and has made
certain recommendations in their annual
report. From figures appearing in the
ro]lhSIi.d~"8b}e
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Victorian Yea'"..Book) it appears that in
the State. of Victoria in 1900 there were
1,.6.8:0 cases of diphtheria reported, with
1519 deaths. In .IQ2:1 there were ~,4:58
cases of diphtheria; reported, with 275
de ruth s..
Thus in 1.900 the percentage
of dea.ths to the cases reported was 9.5
w.hile; in 1!t21 it was reduced to 2.. 9:
For Greater Melbourne there were in
1900, 686 c'ases. reported, and 58 deaths,
the percentage being 8.5. In 1921,. 3,.72·1
cases were reported. and there were 104
deaths, the percentage being 2.8..
The .
best. way ().£ dealing with this situation
is rust to establish more accurate
methods of diagnosis; particularly in the
country hospitals.
They should have
laboratories for the diagnosis of disea3e
without being compelled to send 'swabs to
the C'i ty of Melbourne. The time lost
in bringing them to the city is S1:l'fficien t
to render the swabs nseless' for examination purposes, and the diagnosis is not
obtained.
It is obvions, therefore" that,
something must oe done in the country
to enable- this' long j01:lrne~ to be
avoided.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I understand that
B'endigo. has been cleaned up. so far as
diphtheria is concerned.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes. A speeiaI effort
was ma.cle in Bendigo,. and the disease
was pr8Jctically wiped out.
What has
been dQll.e there can be. done in other
centres of the State~ There are. many
other questions relating. to preventive
medicine that it would be intereating to
discuss,. but I desire only to say, in conclusion, that: although. this State and
the othe.r s,tat,es are spending large sums
of money to establish hospitals to deal
with the. sick poor of the community,
and private peo-ple are contributing many
thousands. of pounds per annum with the
object of combating disease, we are all
trying to lock the stable door after the
horse has gone. The money of the State
should be spent in endeavouring to prevent the incidence of disease and the grea t
economic loss which disease entails. If
we did that we should not have so many
sick people to look after, or so many
hospitals to maintainMr. PRENDERGAST' (Premier ).In reference to the statements made by
the hono:rab-Ie member- fo1" Oastlemaine,
Mr. Laws.on, I may point out that .in
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connexion with the voting of money to'
the Charities Board, ,ve have followed
the practice adopted in the departrnent to an extent. We have found that
the amount of money provided for
charities has been considerably under the
amount required, and we have been trying
an the time to meet the necessities of the
populatioll by providing for sick people
under circumstances in which they h~:we
not been provided for before. The position was that we had to expend money
inunedjately in order to obtain the results
desired.
"Ve have promised to make
contributions in connexion with certain
grants. When I was' in Geelong I promised £8,DOO te· the hospital, payable in
February next, because that im;titution
has up to the present time expended
£78,400 without getting one penny in the
way of Government subsidy. Its p09ition is quite different from that of any
otller hospital in the State. Mr. Love and
Mr. Knight, ()if the Charities Board,
came to me, .and asked if I proposed to
take the money out of their allowance.
I recognized that the allowance might not
be sufficient to enable them to carryon,
and I said that when the accounts came
to be considered, if there were any 13urplus, this grant could be, taken from it,
but if there was no surplus I would find
the money in some other way. In connexion with the Ballarat }fospital, £3,000.
was promised, and in that instance I
have simply honoured the promise that
was made by the previous Treasurer outside the -charities vote.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do' not know anything
about the case of Ballarat. VVhat I said
was, that the principle on which I
operated was, excepting in regard t.o
payments made before the Oharities
Boara. was brought into being, to refer
all these applications to the Oharities
Board.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We intend to
adhere to the. commitments that have been
made, and no doubt we shall have to
undertake furthe.r e~penditure.
Mr. EGGLESTOl'l' .-In reference to BallaJ.'at there was not an unconditional commitment. It was specified that plans and
particulars shoul.c1. bel produced.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Ballarat
people carried out that portion of the
requir€ment, and appealed to us.
We
said-" We' will give' you the £3,000."
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1.\lr. EGGLESTON .-1 should like to' see
.the particulars.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-The honorahle
member will ha,vel no trouble in getting
tho particulars. He can get them either
from me or from Ballarat. The. late Government also committed us to expenditure in cO'llnexion with the Caulfie,ld Hospital. That was outside the charities vote.
They did that after the establishment of
the. Charities Board.
1\11'. EGGLESTON .-It was done on the
recommendation of the, Board.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-'Ve' are, carrying out that recommendation. "Ve found
it essential to undertake expenditure for
the purpo3e of getting immediate attention paid to matters that were hlmg up
and did not seem likely to be finalized for
some time.. Wf!) undertoo·k that expenditurel so that the sick poor might be trela-ted.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am not objecting to
thel action of the Government in conne,xion
with the Caulfield Hospital or anything
else, as long as it ha,s been taken in consultation and co-ope·ration with the Charit.ies Board. I do n'ot know whether that
has been the case 'Or not. My statement
was more in thel nature of a query than
an affirmation.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-When we took
office wei found that there was a. great
deal of congestion in the hospitals. There
were at least 1,500 people waiting to be
admitted, and there was no room foc them.
We deteiI'lnjn€o that as soon as ever we
possibly could we would providel for those
people almost at any cost, still, howev~,
protecting the, public purse. We asked
for the· assistance of the Charities Board,
and I called l\r£r. Lovel lnto cOllsult.ati'On.
I pointed 'Out to him thel number 'Of ca.nce,r
cases that could not bel admitted to any
hospital. The're! were 50 or 60 of them.
They could not get into the Austin HOBpital, which was the 0'nly liospital in the
State' that would takel in such .cases. He
set to work and communicated with the
BaHarat Hospital, the Bendigo Hospital,
and other hospitals. We! have. been able
tOo place those 50 or 60 p.eople in hospitals.,
though previously they- could n'Ot gelt a.ttennon. I said tbat if sucb people could
not bel tl'eated immediately in the hospitals
the district nurses would bel asked to
give their co-operation so that the suff~re~s might be teate.d in th€'ir homes until
we could get hospitals to t.ake them. I
acknowle.dge that unde[" the Act, the
Cha,rities Board is given certain powers
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with respect to furnishing reports, but not want you to take the credit because
whether it reports or not, I am not de-- the,y came, to you. They were not ready
ban-ed from giving immediate assistance to apply to' the pre,vious Government.
to cases tha t arise.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am only sayMr. MORLEy.-Are' you going to make ing that they we,llt to other Governments
the hospitals to which you have given with requests for assistance, and that those
grants take in cancer case·s ~
Governmeuta would not grant their reMr. PRENDERGAST.-No, I am not. quests. They would not acce'pt the plans.
Ge'rtain hospitals have, a.gre'ed to' do so.
IVIr. BROWNBILL.-The, othe,r GovernThe Ballarat Hospital and the Bendigo ments would not allow us to start the
Hospit.al have each agreed to take 25 work.
patients, and the Kyneton Hospital has
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Ge,e,long
agreed to exch~pge cases wit.h the: MelHospital
authol"ities went on building on
bourne, Hospital. Patients who simply
require nursing or hygienic treatment will those plans, and they asked fQr a grant
be sent to' the Kyne,ton Hospital, whilel sO' that the building might be made
the Melbournel Hospital will take danger- habitable and used by the sick poor. I
ous oases from it: I aske,d the GeelQng do not think any hono,rable, member will
Hospital authorities if they could take object to money being found for thel purin patients from the me,tropolis, and I pose of ena,bling such buildings to be used
must say tha.t the peoplelo of Geelong for the purpoaes for which they were
showed It velry fine spirit. They came' to designed. I would dire,ct the, attention of
mel and said, (( We are only asking for honorable membe,rs too the, following lette,r
assist,ance' in order to make the hospital showing the amounts voted by the Vichabitable, at once. We want to' provide torian Government an,d by the GovernaccommQdation for nurses." I cannot ments of other States for hospitalsgrant all the' reque,sts that have beeu made'.
The Charities Board of Victoria,
I visited the Alfred Hospital the, other
440 Little Collins-street, Melb.,
2nd September, 1924.
day and was informed that at least
£100,000 is required there to make, pro- The Honorable the Treasurer of Victoria,
vision for maternity cases, and in other Dear Sir, Melbourne.
directions. It is obvious that that amount
In compliance with your request I forward
ca.nno·t be granted. But we must find a herewith figures showing amounts of Governway by which e,very person who requires me~t subsidies paid to hospitals in the several
attention in a, hospital cim receive it at States. It is to be noted that the figures are
latest available, and (other than Victoria)
the time it is required. Wei have, given the
are not up to date.
only £3,000 to' the, Ballarat Hospital,
I have as far as possible included only those
which amount was promised by the late institutions which, in other States, are doing
Gove,rnment, and £8,000 to' thel Geelong similar work to the Victorian Hospitals.
~ ew South \" ales
... £245.671
Hospital to make. it habitable. I agreed
1\ew Zealand
206;216
to make thel latte,r grant afte,r hearing very
Queensland
178,156
fully the views of a, deputation from the
South Australia
68,944
Gee,long district. I was much struck by
\-Vestern Aust.ralia
39,000
Victoria
..
80,810
the kindly way in whch they introduced
Tasmania (no fi:wres available).
the matter to' my notice, and they showed
I have the honor to be, Sir,
that their concern for the sick poor was
Yours faithfully,
paramount. They stated that the previous
(Signed)
J. LOVE,
Treasurer had declined to agree to' the.
Inspector of Charities.
plans the,y submitted, but that they had
gone on building on those· plans, and that The New South Wales Government spends
afte,rwards he agreed to' tnem. As soon three times as much on hospitals as the
as they showe,d me that they had spent Victorian Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Those are
on buildings, &c., £78,400 without getting
one peuny of a Governme,nt grant, I said the grants from the TreaBury.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-In the letter
to' myself, (( These people have a claim on
mel, and I am going to make the hospital like is compared with like.
habitablel at once. I am not going to
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No.
In
have any de,lay."
some of those States the 'Governments run
Mr. MORLEY.-They did not ask the, the hospitals entirely and there, a.re no
previous Government for anything. I do contributions from the public.
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:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It will be
110ticed that he says, " I have, as far as
possible,. included Oonly those instituti?ns
which in the Oother States are domg
similar work to the Victorian hospitals."
The amOount of the Government subsidy
fo1' hospitals in this State is £80,000, as
compared with £245,000 in New South
\Vales.
The honorable member for
BorOoondara, who was ta.lking about
Queensland last night, might take notice
of the fact that £178,000 is devoted t,o
the hospitals in that State. In Queenslaud, with Oonly half the populatiOon, the
State spends twice as much as is the case
ill Victoria.
Mr. \YETTENHALL.-Queensland will
lose population if it carries on in the way
it. is doing.
•
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - I do nOot
think the hOonorable member is much of a
prophet. . Business men and those who,
lmderstand la,nd settlement are of the
opiniQon that Queensland will gOI ahead
mOore rapidly than any Oother State in the
CommOonwe,alth; in fact, it must.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Vlith its natural resonrces it ought to.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-That shows
how little importance can be a,ttached to
the word of the hono'rable member fOor
Lowan. I have no complaint tOo make
about the, wOlrk which is being dOone by
the Charities Board. That Board, hQowever, is circumscribed and restricted in
its opera,tion. There is so' much money
allowed for expenditure on the charities
of the State.
It seems tOo be not half
ellOugh. When that mOoney is spent, the
obligations Oof the BOoard cease.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The obligatiOon is cast on the Boa.rd to repOort
regarding further expenditure.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-vVell, in my
posi tion as T're'asurer, I' do not in tend tOo
b€! governed by any board. I am superior
to the Charities Board if they come to me
for money. In counexiQon with the administratiOon Qof the charities vote, the
publio interest must be kept all the time
in view. Frequently we have to give
less money for the purpose Oof carrying
out reforms than we should have to do.
'Yith regard to cases which are brought
under my notice, I say that pro'vision
should be made fOor the trea.tment of every
sick, peirson who is entitled to go to a
hOospital.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Surely you
arc not claiming that you are going to
run all the charities in the State.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST. - When the
honoTable, membe~ for Allandale was
Treasurer h~ granted certain sums of
money while the Cha.rities ~o'ard was in
process Oof formation. He paId Oover surns
tOo various hoopitals, including those at
~Ta.rrnambool and Kyneton.
He could
ha,ve' left that ove,r for the Charities
Boa,rd, but he did not dO' so.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Parliament
created the Charities Board for the
purpose Qof making an allocatiQon of the
vote, because the, Treasurer of the day
could not be pe.rsonally acquainted with
all the different hospitals and charitable
inst.itutions in the St.ate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - They put
down the amount which they could distribute a.t £135,000, and the'y we're le.ft
with the possibility of having only £80,000
for the hospitals.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Well, it was
the duty of the Booard too report tOo Parliament if that was not sufficient.
I\1:r. PRENDERGAST.-And in the
meantime one's attention is called tOo the
fact that there a.re certain cases requiring
treatment. Is the Treasurer gooing toOl wait
un til the Bo'ard deals with them ~
Mr. MORLEY.-Why did you not give
the money to the' Chaities BQoard 7
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the matter
had been referred to the Charities Board,
Ge,elong would have got nothing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why say
tha.t ~ The Cha,rities Board was created
to advise the Government of the day and
Parliament. Tha.t Board would have
gone into the ma.tter and made a recommendation.
l\:Ir. PRENDERGAST.-The previous
Treasure.r, the honora hIe mem ber for
Hawthorn, said tha.t hospitals, in such
circumstances, would not ge·t anything
unless they submitted plans.
J\ir. EGGLES'l'ON .-How dOl you know
that the Geelong Hospita.l is the most
deserving case?
1\1:1'. PRENDERGAST.-There was an
official deputa,tion on the matter, and
what was said then, backed up by my
own personal knowledge, convinced, me.
Mr. LAWSON. - Your colleague has
agreed that, if it were left to the Charities
Board" Geelong would not have got the
mone~.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Probably not,
because the "Plans were nQot submitted.
All I wished to say was that there was a
number of people" who could not secure
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admission into hospitals, and I had to
finalize the matter and provide accommoda. tiOll fO'r them. When I t.ook charge
the Caulfie,ld hospit.al was supposed to'
belong to. the St.ate, but I found that no
purchase had taken place, and tha.t there
were a lot of things tOI settle which had
not been thought of.
AU the public
knew of the matter was tha,t an announcement had been made that the Ca ulfi.eld
Hospital had been purchased to relieve
the pressure on other hospitals.
It is
now within a few weeks of coming into
our possession. Nothing had previously
Ever
been done to secure possession.
since I have been' pushing the matter,
and asking fO'r reports daily as to the
position.
In the meantimel, I had
t.o
provide
a.ccQmmodation,
and
I
did it de1ibera,tely, and I will dO' it
again, in order to relieve the sick
poor and give them proper attell hon.
Mr. LEMMON (Minister of Public
Instruction}.-The honorable member
for CasHemaine made €lome reference
to' wha.t i'S being donel in Tegard to the
building O'f the new College OIf Domestic
Eoolliomy. He seemed to have in his
mind some doubt a.bout tbe .expedition
with which the Gorv.eTnment is proc.eeding with that work. I want to .assure
him that if h.e had lrnown wha,t has been
drnne since th~ present Government took
office, he wO'Uld n'elVer ha.ve dreamt of
suggesting that there was any delay in
prosecuting that work. At the :first
Cabinet meeting we held .it was my privilege to take this parti~ular question to it
and secure -a portion of the gaol site f.or
the erection of the College of Domesti.c
Economy. The Cabinet immediately approved -of the whole of the gaol site being
transferred to my d<epartment foc educational purposes, and the. portion required
for th.e College of Domestic Economy being set apart for -that purpose, so tha,t we
might go 0'11 with the work without delay.
Sir

ALEXA.J.~DER

PEACOCK.-You

ap-

proved of what your' predecessor had
agreed to'.
'
Mr. LEMl\iON .-1 believe my predecessor made thai Buggestion, but I
know th.at for the past 25 .years there
has been talk about -dealing with the gaol
siteJ but pf'a.ctically nothing had been
done.
Sir ALEXANDER. PEACOCK.-I dQI not
think ycm are playing the game.
::Mr. LAWSoN.-Tbere was a definite
decision in the Cabinet records that a
PQrtion of the gaol site 'was to be made
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a vailahh.l fOT this school, and the Chief
Secretary gave instructions for the, transfer od: pTisoners to Pent-ridge.

Mr. LEl\1MON .-An I know is that
when I became l\!linister the position regarding the transfetr wa,s the sa.me as it
had been for years previously.
It was
left for the Governm'(:mt of which I a,m a
membe'r tOt determine tha,t the site should
be transfe'rred to the Education Department.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--That had
a1ready been determined.
Mr. LEl\1:MON.-T'hat. might have
'been the case, but no steps had beeu
taken to direct the Lands Depa,rtment
to transfer the land to the' EducatiO'n Depa.rtment.
Sir ALEX;\NDER PEACOCK.-You ask
yOiUI officers a,bout that.
'{ p,resided over
a conference which dea,l t with the whole
matter. Yoru 'an:' not p1a,ying the game.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Afte'r the change of
fk>vernrnent, the Chiei Secretary said
tha,t he was investigating 'the matter to
see ii he weTe bound by the .deeision of
his predecessor.
Mr.
LEMMON.-I .have
alrea.dy
,pointed out that one olf the £.rst decisions
.{)f the Cabinet wa.s tol approve ofilia
transfer of this land i.{)r educatio'llaJ. purposes, and instructions wer.e given to
have the land ~ansferred.
l\{r. LAwsoN.-AU the ,spade work was
done by the previous Go:vel"nment, and
the honora.ble gentleman has nolW the
credit-1 am not 'Objecting to that--of
putting the finishing touch€S to what we
did.
Mr. GArN.-What a,bout the 'Pig
market ~ite ~
lVIr. LAw'S'oN.-I -conducted negotiations with regard to the pig market gite,
and also with regaJ.'d to the 01d cemetery.
Mr. LEMMON.-Ilowever, the transfer of the gaol site has been effected.
Now, with regard to the, appointment 9{
th~ superintendent of the College of
Domest.ic Economy, the previous Government appointed an expert committee to
consider various. applications,aud it recommended that two' persons should be
sent abroad for the purpose of getting
higher education. \Ve decided tha,t only
Q1ne should be sent away fOlr instru~tion,
and we appO'inted Miss Chisholm, as we
considered her qualifications were better
than those of the other la.dy who was,
mentioned.
We propose to send her
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abroad so. that she may be well equipped
to' take up the position of superin.tenden.t
of this college, and we hope that she- will
be back here when the college iSi opened.
Mr. LA.wsoN.-What is your estimate
.of the time of her return?
]}1r. LEMMON.-She ma.y be away
t-'ighteen months. The school may be rea.dy
before then,. and if the eollege is completed before Miss Chisholm returns.,
there will be no delay in opening it.. It
is desirable that MisS! Chisholm should
ha.ve continental experience before taki ng over the charge of the sc:hool.
Mr. LAwsoN.-In that I agree w.ith
you.
--.\l.Ir. LEMYON.-Thanks, Vffi!y much.
llr. LAWSON. - . Do you think it win
take eighteen months to build the sehool ~
~1r. LEMMON.-PlaM have. been pre])ared~ a.nd the Treas.uer has made a.
special g1!ant t()l. facilitate' the progFess of
,\·ork on -the ga&l site ..
Mr. LAWSONr-But you ha.ve £25,000
already available..
Mr. LEMMON.-At least al'lOother
'£12,000 wilt 00 required to equip the institution as it should be·. My predecessoT
proposed to pull down what is known as
the gaol chapel, but we have decided not
to . d~ that. W ~ aI'e going to have· the
hmldmg remodelled tQl- accommodate the
art section of the COollege 0'£ Domestic
Ecq-nomy, and. we win aoo aCCOlllll1oda.te
one of' the officers or my department,
who now occupies ~ dila,pida.ted building
in vVest Melbourne. We will also have
there a.n art mttseum for the benefit of
the Working Men's Oollege and' the ~rt
'Students of the College of Domestic
Economy.
.
Mr. SOLLY.-What aborut. the- Gordon
BOoys' Schoo11
Mr .. L8Ml\tl0N.-I am not sure if we
will be able to &rrange for those boys to
make use of this. building, but it is a
matter- which will be looked into, as my
predec~sor used to, say. We: are hopeful
that this school will prove a worthv in~titutio:n. . I shfDuld like to expresS my
appreCIatIOn 001 the remarks of the honOor-'
able member for CaGtlemaine regarding
the int.erest I have taken in technicaI educatiOon.
The honorable member need not fear that there will
be any delay in the erection of this
school.
Plans are in the hands of the
college authorities for consideration and
suggestions" and the Chief Secretary has
given instructions for the removal of the
walls.
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Mr. L.&wsoN.-There is already a hol&
in one of them.
Mr. LEM110N.-I can assure. the honorable. member that the watchwOO'd of
the Govern:ment, "Expedition with efficiency, ,., will be a p'plied to this- matter.
Thel debate was temjlQfa.rily adjourne-d.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS·.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I move'-Tl'J.·at chairs' be placed on the ftoor of the
Hause fol" the HonOoJ!alll(t Frank D. Chaffey ~
M.L.A., Minister of Agxiculture of Ne~ South
Wales, and the Honorabfe William Neal Gil·
lies, M.L.A., Minister- of Agriculture of
Queenslan.d_

Dr. AHGYLE.-I second tbe motion.
The motion was a.grood to, a.nd. Mr.
Cha.fiey and Mr. Gillies were: accommodated with. sea.ts on the floor vf the Howe.
GRIEV ANCES.
The, deha:te was relsumed_
Mr. A~ A~ J3.ILLSON (l!;)".,ens) .. - I do
not charge t.he. Gove.rnment with any responsibility in ccmnexiQ.n with the :first
matier to whicl1 ] :i.n.te:nd to a.ilude, but
I am very arurio.u8 to know. who is responsible.
I will ask ihe Government (i\)
consider v--ery gerio:usly a s-uggestio.n I sha.ll
make. to them before: I sit oown. I refer
to a. pl'op6!al tc tranSifer the management
of the BuffalO' Chalet tv the· Railwa.ys
Commissioners. I know tha.t the Premie-r
is a. man who is" fond of art, and I am
-<quite: sa.tisned that he- is a lover 0& the
beauties and the grattdieur of nature. I
do not question for It moment that he will
fully a:ppreciate: the groo.t va1tl~ of the
:fine asset we ha.ve in Victoria. in ow:
mountaiu, vaUe,y, lake, and coastal s.cene:ry.
I have no doubt that, recognizing the
va.1ue and importance of tha.t scenery, he
win give attention to. the few wc.rds. I
ha.ve to say this afternoon. It is an
essential feature that ma.kes for s.uccess
in canneo:rion with tourist F~orts in all
parts o-f the- world, that proper pro.vision
should be made. for tourists when they
get there.
We know that all countries
in aU parts· of the world possessed of any
features in the sha,pe of scenic attractions
spend money very freely indeed for the
purpose of constructing roads, and generally in de,vetloping thet tourist traffic. We
were: told quite recently by 1\ir. Hughes,
who haS' come back from America, that
about 5,000,000 tourists a year travel
through America.. N e,w Zealand receives
a bout. 50,000 tourists from overseas every
year.
The New Zealand Gove·rnment
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realizes t.he valuel of the tourist traffic,
and spends mone~ ve,ry fre,ely in catering
fool' i t. We, ha ve, in Victoria, and more'
particularly in the alpine, portions of this

State,' an asset of very great value,. Your
constituency, Mr. Speaker, runs right up
to the foot of Mount Buffalo, which is the
show mountain of this Statel, and re·ally
the focus of the wholel of our tourist
traffic. Ever since the construction of the
road to the top of the mount I ha,ve
wa,tched with a, great deal of interest and
anxiety thel derveJopment of the tourist
traffic to that resort.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It is beltter than the
Blue Mountains, is it not ~
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-[t
is infinitely better than the Blue
Mountains, if I may say so in the
presence of Qne Qf Qur distinguished
visitQrs.
The CQnstructiQn Qf the rQad
to' the tQP Qf MQunt BuffalO' fQllQwed
a mQtiQn which I submitted to' the
House in July, 1905. Tna,t motion was
carried unanimously, and ga,ve a lead to
the Government then in powe,r to spend
money freely in constructing roads to and
opening up tourist resorts genelfally. As
the resort is in my constituency and as I
took that action in the House, my abiding
in terest in cQnnexiQn with the matter
can bf.) 'readily understQQd.
I have
wa,tched the delvelopment tha,t has taken
place', Mr. Spea.ker, e,ver since the turning of the first sod of the road by your
predecessor, the late Sir John Mackey.
who was then Minister of Lands. I found
him to be a most enthusiastic worker, and
a belielver in the great value, of our tourist
reso'rts. As Ministelr of Lands he had
cha,rgel of the tourist branch, and I can
well remember urging him to give considell'ation to the question of constructing
a road up Mount Buffalo. Hel sa.id he
would first ha,ve to see what was there
beforel he would commit himself to the
project, and, as a resu1t of a visit he
paid there in May, 1906, accompanied by
the then Insoector-Gelne,ral of Public
Works, Mr. D~vidson, Mr. Catani, and
other gentlemen, hel was fully impressed
with the fact tha,t the road should
be ma,de, and he . made recommenda,tions to' that, effect to the then
TrealSurer, Sir' Thomas Bent, who immediately provided the money.
The
work was ca.rried out in a most expeditious
fashion, and from that time, down to the
present moment the ] esort has been a
tremendous success. I wish t.o say that
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thell'e, is no justification whatever fQr the
proposed changel in the management of
the. chalet, and I predict that the change
will result in failure'. I ha,ve endeavoured
to ascertain the reasons for it, but I have
be.en una,hIe to' find any reaSQn, e'xc~lpt one,
tha twas stated by thel officials to the
Public Works Department, and appeared.
, in the press, name,ly, that the, change waa
to be made upon the re,commendation, in
the first place, of thel Tourist Committee,
which was appointed afte,r the provision
about two years ago o.f £50,000 for tourist
resorts. It was said tha,t in consequencP)
of the change the Railways Commissione.rs
would be better able to regulate, the
tourist traffic. That statement is the most
ridiculous I ha,ve heard. Whern I stated
in the public pre,ss that the relcommendation for the change had emanated from
the Tourist Committee', Mr. Re,id, the
chairman of the committeel, aske.d me to'
meet him. I did SO', and he repudiated
the statement. He denied that hel had
made, the recommendaHon at all, but he'
said, "'Ve are, suppoTting it." Where, the
recommendation came' from I am unable,
to find, nor am I able to find who countena.nced it. The arra,ngement was made
before the, present Government, came into
power, and the-reforel I am ma.king no
cha,rge against them.
Mr. HQGAN.-It had been completed.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-In a
few wQrds in the HQuse I said that I
hQped the GQvernment WQuld hQld its
hand.
I gO' further tQ-day, and ask that
the arrangement be cancelled.
Mr. HOGAN.-I looked into the, matter,
and found that it had been finalized.
Mr. FRQST.-.We, cannot repudiate what
a previous Government has done.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
dO' nQt knQw SO' much abQut that.
The
chalet at MQunt BuffalO', established
fifteen years agO', was first Qf all
managed by Mr. and Mrs. NewtQn,
and latterly has been managed by
Miss Samsing.
Any change that takes
place' frQm the class Qf management
the,re has been will be a re,trogradel step.
I shQuld like to' hear frQm SQme bQdy SQme
Sl \lmd reasons for the chp.nge, such as
that the chalet has been inefficient Iv
mana.ged, that the,re has been a want
a,ttention to visitors, that t.here has been
a, disrega,rd of their comfort, that there
has beern neglect of the, buildings or appointments. or that the meals ha.ve been
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bad. N one of the.se charge:3 has been
levied. On the contrary, unstinted praise
has been given to· the management of the
chalet by the thousands of visitors who
have been to Mount Buffalo. The chalet
is carried on almost on the same line,s as
Menzies Hotel or the Oriental Hotel, and
visitors get from Miss Samsing tha.t pe·rsO'naI touch which is essential to success.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The whole of' the
catering in connexion with the railways
is under the cont.ro.l O'f the Railway Depa,rtment.
Mr. A. A.' BILLSON (Ovens).-The
catering in the chalet has not been under
their supervision.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Tha,t is why the
chalet has been brought under the control 0'f the departme1nt.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Miss
Samsing and the previous lessee had to
purchase the provisions themselves and
make their own arrangements.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The object of the
change is to ha,ve the, catering all under
one head.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I want
to know why. The chalet does not
belong to the Railway Department,
and never did. If there were any
real reason-and up to the present
I
have
failed
to
find
one-for
any change from the present system 0'f
management, it should nO't be placed in
the hands Qif the Railways CommissiDne:N3,
who have, no. mDre tD do with the matter
t.han the man in the moon. I can uncterstand it being transferred to' Gome such
to'urist department as they have in New
Zealand. What qualificatiDns have our
Railway Department to manage the
chalet at Mount Buffalo ~
1\1:r. BR0'WNBILL.-They will dO' it well.
1Ur. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens). - It
might appear well to the ho.nQirable member, but it would not appear well to me. I
want to see the high standard of excellence
that has existed up to the nresent maintained.
On eleven different occasionl3 I
have been at the chalet, and I have met
ladies and gentlemen from all parts of
the world who have expressed the highest
admiration o~ the place. Their praise has
been almost fulsome. It has given me great
satisfaction t0' hear what they have said.
Considering the disabilities under which
the lessees have laboured in e-etting goode
up Mount· Buffalo, thev have perf0'rmed
wonders.
On some occasions it is diffi[15]
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cult to get IDeal supplies and they have
tD send to Melbourne.
As the comfort
and convenience O'f virJitors have been so
well catered fO'r, why make, this change 1
I have been told by Mr. Reid that the
Railways Commissioners have been after
the place fDr two yea,rs.
For what ~
For profit.
They cannot make the railways· pay.
They have to levy on the
Treasury fQir £110,000, fQir nDn-paying
lines, a thing which was no,t done pre~
viousl y .
N Qitwi thstan ding all tha t sort
of thing they want t0' ma.ke a levy on the
takings at the Mount Buffalo Chalet. I
am satisfied, and I venture_ t0' say that
I am supported by thousands of visitors,
that it would be a ret.rograde step, and
that it would fail, just as was the case at
Mount Kosciuskol and at the Mount Cook
Hermitage in New Zea.land. After losing
£6,000 on the :M:ount Oook Hermitage,
the Government of the DDminion had to
lease it tOI a motor transport company at'
£200 a year.
That is a pret.ty reflection
O'll government management.
I do not
say tha,t government management is a
bad thing in all
cases. In this
case, it is a question of the management of, perhaps, 150 ladies and
ge.~tlemen, with their own little idiosyncrasies and desires. In the past they have
been catered for by the lessees, who have
been able to give a, personal touch to' the
management. There would not be the
same Bort of management if the change
were made and visitoTs were told: "There
it is. If you do not like it, clear out.')
After years of skilful management, a.nd
the investment o.f large· sums of money·
in providing for winter sPQirts and in
other directions, Miss Samsing, the
lessee, received the following peremptory
notice : Public Works Department;
Melbourne, 7th July, 1924.
Madam,
I have to inform you that your tenancy of
the "Chalet," Mount Buffalo, will terminate
on the 30th September next, in accordance
with the terms of the lease.
The Government
have decided that the Railway Department
shall take over the "Chalet" as from the 1st
October next, and the settlement in respect to
stock and plant, as outlined in clause 29 of the
lease, will be made with a representative of
the Railway Department.
Yours obediently,
A. H. MERRIN, Secretarv.

That was done with0'ut any consult.a.tiol1
with .Miss Samsing. The letter was the
first official intimation that she received.
She ha;d heard rumours and reporte that
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she was to be replaced, and that the Railways Commissioners had been angling for
the chalet for two years. I pooh-poohed
the idea when I was there last Easter,
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been on the part of Miss Samsing, nor the
previous lessees J but on the, part of
the Public Works Department. A sum
of £2,000 was placed on the Estimates

but subsequent events proved that to instal electric light. It was realized
those rumours were quite correct. Miss that. with the .present lighting t3ystem
Sa.msing received this peremptory notice there was :a likelihood of fire, resulting in
and was told to get about her business. 10lSS of life. For several years the Trea·
That is a very wrongful action, and the surer put his pen.cil through that vote.
only term which I can use to describe the As one conversant with th~ condition of
treatment meted out tOi her is '" absolutely thJ.ngs at the chalet, and the nature of
disgraceful."
It will be to the, discredit the ma.nageznent which we have had there
of those who originated the cha.nge, and for the last, sixteen yea.rs, I believe firmly
I denounce it here as being utterly un- 'that the -change will not be for good, sO'
called for. As I said before, it will re- I Ba~ again that the Go,vernmen t would
sult in failure. Even at this late hour I dOl well to' give re-consideration to the
hope that the Minister of Railways, who matte'f, .and not perpet.rate what I assert
has his heart in the management of the will be a. disgrace.
service, will cancel the proposal.
Surely
Mr. ALLAN.-Who asked for the
he will agree with me that the Com- change ~
missioners are appointed as experts to run
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (OtJen8).~I do
the railways. They ar~ in charge of the not know.
.
.
biggest institution which we have in the
1\1r. BRowNBILL.-The previolls GoState.
Let them then run the railwaYM, vernment.
and not take over bun-shops, and tartMr. ALLAN.-Oh, no!
shops, and board~g-hQluses.
1\1:1'. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Well
Mr. HOGAN.-The,y have an expert the Railways Commissioners could not
running the refreshment rooms.
walk in and simply say, a We will take
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-The this chalet." They h.ave no claim at all
honorable gentleman can ·call him an .ex- upon it.
I want to know who gave the
pert if he likes, but he is not expert authority, but I have not been able to'
enough to make me approve of the pro- find out.
The
posed change at Mount. Buffa.lo:
M'r. PRENDERGAST.-It was the previous
Minister will be consult-mg the Intel'eBts Government all right.
of this State, and will save the chalet
Mr. A.. A.. BILLSON (Ovens).-That
from the degradation of declining frOom is sO'. The Railways Commissioners have
the standard 0'£ excellence which has been no power to take orver a thing like that.
estllblished, if he put.s his blue pencil
Mr. McDONALD (Polwarth). - How
through the proposal.
Of course, MiS3 did they take over the bookstalls at the
Samsing is not getting the chalet for railway stations1
nothing. She is paying £1,300 a ye'ar for
Mr. A.. A.. BILLSON (Ovens).-But
the lease, and for every . little a.ddition the Mount Buffalo Chalet does not
to the place, such as electric .Ii~ht, she belong to the Railway Department.
has to pay more.
Therefore, It 1~ not a The remarkahle thing about the, deve,loplosing game ae faT as the Sta~e IS con- ment of Mount Buffalo .is that the park
cerned, and it is an excellent thmg' to get lands and ro·ads are unde·r t.he, control
a lessee Oof that kind. Any neglect h~s of the Lands Department and the building
been on the part of past Go~e:rnments m is under the control o·f the 'Public Works
not spending the money reqUlslte to keep DepartmElIlt.
There is no contro,l by
the place in proper order. Wh~u I took thel Railways Commissioners at all.
Sir William McPherson ther-e m ~1arch We have alsO' a Tourists" Committee,
last year, and he saw th~ ~halet. for the
first time, he expressed hIS astonIshment. which was appointed two years ago,
He said he was unaware that there was' and was given £50,000 to spend ou
I believe
!!uch an institution in the State. The tourists' road6 and reso'r-ts.
building, he said, should be p~inted. I . that the control of all these thingJ3
t-old him that I had been makmg repre- should be.in .the hands of the .Governsentations to that effect fora long time. ment, and not in ,those ·of .any ,outUntil then not an ounce of paint had side ,conutl.i t.tee. If tihe presestLt Minister .)<f
been used 'there. The neglect had nOlt Railways is indi~posed to reeonsid.er the
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'ra.ll'Sfer, I will endeavour, at some stage
in this session, to get a vote of the House
on the question and see whCither it is to
be carried out.
Mr. MORLEy.-Tha.t is their polieynationaliza,tiou.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens)A-I do
not kno·w tha,t it is in a, matter of this
sort. Apart altogether from the question of transferring the managemEnt of
the chalet to the Railways Commissioners,
I want to impress upon the Premier my
opinion that tourist ma,nagement in this
State is more or less farcical.
I have
been interested in this question for 20
ye,a.rs, ,and I urged the late Sir Thomas
Bent to establish' a, Tourist Burea,u somE-)what Oon the same lines .as the
one in Chalice' House, Sydney.
He
wa,s the first
t-o,
take steps
to
secure accommodation in the building at the corner of Conins· and
Sw.anston streets. The sum of £650 had
to be paid annually by way of rent.
I
wa.nted to see this office run not only for
the sale Oof tickets for use au the rail"vays, but tOo assist in land settlem(7.([lt.
The Lands Department in this State and.
the RailWays Department paid the £650
jointly.
When Mr. McKenzie became
Minister 0'£ Lands in the G()vernment 01£
which I was also a member, he failed to
see that the Lands Department derived
allY benefit whatever from this OffiCE', and
be deelined to pa.y m_ore than £50 a year
towaTd!S the rent. It then became a branch
of the Railway Department, and it has
been so considered ever since. Mr. Boyce,
who is in c~arge, is an admirable officer,
and we aU know the interest he takes in
tourist matters.' He has done a great
deal in develOoping tourist traffic. He is
of the opinion that this bureau should
have been kept apart from the Railway
Department, as it is in New South Wales,
and whatever money is required for it
should be provided by the Treasurer. On
one of my visits to' Sydney, one of my
first inquiries was as to who controlled
the bureau there, .and I was told that it
was a department of the Treasury, beca.n98 it was from there the money was
obtained to run it. Tha,t should be the
case here. There is a. complete lack of
interest by the Railways. Commissioners
in what we call our tourist traffic.
In
New Zealand they cater for this particular
kind of traffic, and maJrespecial provision so that tourists can mak~ use of all
'the railways in the Dominion for one
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fixed charge. At one time, for a payment of £8, a ticket could be obtained,
entitling the ho,lder to travel on a.ll the
lines in New Zealand during a period of
six weeks. Of course, we know that' aU
charges have increased considerably, and
the amount had to be raised, but at t,he
prooent time, a first-class ticket, available over aU lines in both islands, and
also on steamers on Lake Wakatipu, as
wen as some launches, can be bought for
.£16 5s. It is available for a period of
seven weeks from the date of issue.
I
asked our Railways Commissioners what
they w01.1ld cha,rge for a similar ticket in
Victoria, .and they said they wcmld want
£21 4s. 6d., availa.ble for a period of six
weeks, but there would be no steamE.lrs,
and no launches. Just tl?-e dry oJd railway lines to tra,vel on. That shows the
interest the Railwayg Commissioners in
Victoria take in eatell'ing for tourists.
Mr. WARDE.-What is the difference ill
the mileage ~
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-I do
not know.
.

Mr. WARDE.-Tha.t has a lot, to do with
the value of the ticket.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).However, I take what I have said to be
au indica,tioD of the lack of interest jJ1
catering 101 tourists in VictOoria, compa.red
,,--ith what is. done in New ZeaJand. I
have taken the earliest opportunity I had
of voicing my objection to the transfer of
the control of the Ohalet, which is proposed to' btl made on the 1st Octoher. I
feel tha,t it is no,t going to be in the in. terests of the State, .and will be prejudicial to the maintenance of that high
standard of excellEnce which has characterized this place for a. long while.
I
now wish to' refer to the administration
of the Vermin a,nd Noxious Weeds Act.
It is very widely stated that the Act .is
being harshly administered. It was stated
in this House, in my hearing, by a. previous ]\Iinister of Agriculture, that gene~
rous treatment would be given to peop1e
living on small blocks which are badly infested with blackberries and other nonous weeds, parlicula,rlv people living in
mountainous areas.
Like many other
mining districts that have declined, there
are a Dumbe'r of holdings in the electorate I rep reGent, which were practically
abandoned, and there has boon considerable growth of these no,xious weeds. Those
who .a,re now in charge of these <blocks
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are being greatly harassed as the result
of the way in which the Act is being administered. They have been summO'ned
and fined heavily for alleged neglect
in eradicating weeds and destroying rab.hits. People of the class who are in pos-session of these blocks should receive
:special consideration. Special attention has
been drawn to this matter in a newspaper
:a,rticle, under the headings of " The man
'On the land," and "His works and needs."
I dOl not w.ant to weary the House by
reading e,xtracts from the a.rticle, but I
merely want to point out that the writer
ht.,a,rtily condemns the way these people
are being dealt with, and claims that they
are deserving of more generous treatment
a,t the hands of the GOiVernmea:lt than they
are receiving. I hO'pe that the Minister
of Lands will see if some relief cannot be
given to melIl whol are in the difficult
position I have indicated. There is just
one other matter to which I desire to refer. In the Valley of the Ovens and
King rivers we have a number O'f tobacco
and hOop grOlWers, who use a la,rge quantity of timber, which is Q1f the poorest
class. It has no cQlmmelfcial value for
any other purpose than that to' which they
put it, yet they are being charged high
royalties fQlr all that they use. In this
way one O'f O'ur depa,rtments is handicapping and harassing those who are engaged
in the cultiva,tion of these pa,rticular
plants. Th~ matter was brought under
my nO'tice during the! election campaign,
,and I hope the Minister concerned will
see if something can be done to permit of
the sale of this timbea.- at a much 100wer
price than is being charged at the pre,-,
sent time. It is mostly used as poles
upon which to carry wires fo'r the drying
of the crops, and those. engaged in this
cultivation are under considerable disability in ha,ving to pay such high rates fO'r
the timber they use. Returned soldiers
and other mem of small means find it almost impossible to keep going with this
handic~p which is imposed upon them. I
hope steps will be taken to see if the
Forests Department cannQlt be content
with a much lower rate of ro'yalty than
is at present being charged fO'r the timber these men use.
Mr. MURPHY.-I have listened with
a grea,t deal Q1f attention to the speech
delivered by Dr. Argyle, in which he emphasized the economic value of health and
life to the qommunity. As I listened to
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him I could not help thinking how much
better it wO'uld have been if he, when 11
member of the previous Government, had
put into O'pell'ation some of those
methods for improving the health
of
the
community
to which
he
a.ttaches
so
much
importance.
The hO'nO'rable membe,r fO'r 'roorak has'
submitted statistics which make it clear,
to my mind, that millions of pounds have
been lost to the Commonwealth through
the prevailing conditions under which the
health of the peO'ple is looked after. When
I listened to the statistics I wondered
whether the treratment by former Governments of the orphanages of this country
had ever occupied his mind. I think it
could be sho,wn that t,here lias been a.
serious economic loss as a result of the
indifference of the State to those institutions. We are all aware that in O'rde,r
to produce R! healthy, vigorous manhood
and womanhood, we must begin by ensuring the proper care of infants.
It
is essential that our people in their
tende,r ~ears shall be adequately fed,
clQlthed, and housed. Ha,ve previous Governments recognized their responsibility
towards the ohildren who are housed in
orphanages ~ We have institutions of 'this
kind that were established and are conducted by religious bodies.
The Salvation Army, the Church of England, and
the Roman CathO'lio Church, to mention
religiO'us denominations in the fO'refront
of this work, have shO'wn that they are
actuated by the spirit O'f humanity. They
have acted splendidly towards the fatherless and motherless children who have
come under their care.
The hO'norable
membe,r fOor ToOtr'8k has shown us that a
healthy human being is worth £1,000 as
a national asset.
The GO'vernment that
provides 1s. 3d., 18. 4d. or 18. 6d. per
we'ek to each child in an orphanage is
not acting in a manner cO'nducive to the
building up O'f vigO'rous manhood and
womanhood. I have drawn the attention
of pre,viQlus Governments to this matter.
Time after time I have voiced my O'pinion
that these institutiOons have been badly
treated.
What I am concerned with js
the splendid work carried on by the
directors of these orphanages.
Little
children who .have never known the protecting hand of fathe,r and mother have
been well and wisely looked after. But
how have previotUs GO'vernments recognized the work that has been done? We
find that they have given on an average
£4 a year toward the upkeep of the
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orphan child. In other words, their contribution has been about Is. 6d. a week.
What a cQtntributiC!n towards the feeding,
clQtthing, and housing o;f these children in
times like the present!
Even from a
selfish point of view it would be better
to shO'w greater generosity.
After all,
the children are of economic value to the
State.
That has been made clear by
the honolrable member for Toorak, who is
a medical man. It hardly appears to me
as if the honorable member for To o'rak ,
knQtwing so much of the 'subject, did his
duty as member of a previous Government when he accepted the economic position obtaining.
In cQtnnexion with the
Salvation Army, the Church of England,
and the Roman Catholic orphanage institut.ions, theTe are reformatory adjuncts.
Take the institution knolwn as St. Augustine's, at Geelong. The children in one
part of that institution receive assistance
from the State at the rate of Is. 6d. per
week per child. In another part Qtf the
institution, managed by the same peo1ple,
are children on whose behalf the State
pays a subsidy of lOs. per week per child.
What is the re-ason fool' the difference ~
T'he child O'n whose behalf lOs. a week
is paid has broken the law.
For the
little law-breaker, the State allowance is
lOs. a· week. For the normal orphan child
of good manners, the contribution is Is.
6d. per week. I do not know whether the
present Government has given conside,ration as yet to this matter.
But I do
know that it stands fQtr humanitarianism,
and it canno't allow the position to remain as at pres·ent.
The GOlveTnment
must ,do for the ohildren as much as O'ther
Labour Gove,rnments have doone. There
are honO'rable members of this House who
are never tired of referring to what they
call the "maladministration by the
La bour Governmen t in Queensland. "
They neve,r by any ohance re,fer to the
splendid work done on humanitarian lines
by that GO'vernment.
They ne,ve,r tell
the House that in Queensland the State
contributes £15 12s. per child per year
to institutiQtns of the kind I have been
referring to, as against the State subsidy
Qtf '£4 per child in Victoria. When we
take into consideration the fact that thousands Qtf orphan ohildren have to be taken
care of, we begin to realize the meaning
of these figures. It is our duty too ensure
that the st.andard of health among these
children is not lo!wer in Viet-aria than in
Queensland. The honO'rable member for
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TOQtrak may again be a member of a Government.
I trust that if, and when
he finds himseU in that position he will
put into practice the principles that he
enunciated this mOorning.
There is another matter affecting the Neglected
Children's Department that I desire to
draw the a,ttention o,f the GOlvernment to.
I wish tOo refe·r more particularly to the
case cf a widow, three cof whose children
were bOoarded out to her. She received
through the Department 24s. a week fOor
the maintenance of thel children.
Of
course, she fQtund it impossible to keep the
children in decenoy on that amount.
Rent alone absorbed a very great portion
O'f j t.
Being a good mOother, who was
anxiOous to do aU that she possibly could
for her children, she obtained wOork in a
factQtry. She earned £2 a week.
She
arranged with an old-age pensioner to
mind her children for her while she was
away at work. What did our paternal
Government do in that case ~ I dO' no.t
refer to the· present Government. I hope
that it will never lay itself open to a
similar charge.
The Government to
whioh I do refer took away from this
wo.man 8s. a week. I knOow this of my
own knowledge, because I visited the. department several t.imes in connexion with
the oase. Had this woman been careless
and slatternly, had she been indifferent to
the welfare o,f her children, had she been
content to live with her family in squalor
and want, she would still have received
the pa~ment of 24s. a, week. Because she
was a decent body desirous of feeding and
clothing her children adequately, she· was
deprived of the 8s. a week paid in respect
o~f one of the children.
I ask the present
Treasurer to devote a little attentio.n to! this
case. I ho.pe he will take steps to ensure
that the resPOonsible department exercises
a little mOTe humanity in these matters.
I know that the condition of things to.
which I have referred is not in keeping
with the principles held by the Premier,
and I hope that he will give attention to
the matter. There is one other small
question which I desire to bring under
notice, and it has reference to the refreshment rooms at Spencer-streelt railwa~
sta,tiOon.
I know of no. place where
a, man can get a better dinner,
beltter served, for Is. 3d. than there,
but I know of no place of the kind
tha t is so congested. I go to those refreshment rooms for my lunch very often.
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It is absolutely impossible at times to
find accommodation. One may have to
stand and ,vait until others leave. The
accommodation should be doubled, and I
suggest to the Minister of Railways that
he should deal with the matter in a manner that will be satisfactory to the users
of the refreshment rooms. In conclusion,
I again express the hope that the Premier will give his earnest consideration to
Dr.
the question of the orphanages.
Argyle has shown to the House the
economic loss that is suffered by the State
owing to the neglect of such matters, and
I expect to receive a sympathetic answer
from the Premier when I ask him to see
that a generouB and adequate provision
is made for the orphanages.
Mr. PRENDERG.A~T.-That is one reason
why the charities vote win have to be
largely increased.
Mr. EVERARD.-I desire to call
attention to one or two matters that are
of serious importance, to my own district
in particular. I am pleased that the
Ohief Secretary is giving attention to the
question of the treatment of mental defectives. There is undoubtedly a class of
people in our community who are mentally defective, but not whoUy insane, and
who would be amenable to treatment. I
want to euter an emphatic protest against
the proposal of the ,Chief Secretary to
place a home for mental defectives at
J ane£eld.
There is a little settlement
not far from J ane£eld.
It is wrongly
named the Thomastown settlement; it
should be liamed the Bundoora settlement. It is in my district. The settlement was proclaimed by the' late Sir
Thomas Bent.
The intention was that
the workers in the city should be given
blocks of land at Bundoora on which
they could erect homes and spend their
leisure time in healthy surroundings,
going to their work in the morning and
returning in the evening. These people
have been' labourjng under the disadvantage of bad roa.ds ever since they
went there. The roads are in such a state
that they are a disgrare, not only to the
settlement, but to the community. These
people have been promised better roads
by various Governments, and I am hoping
that the Minister of Public Works will
very shortly find time to receive a deputation on the subject. I know that the honor-
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a"b.le gentleman has been kept very busy,
and that there are at least three deputations waiting to be received by him. We
are waiting for an answer to a request
that was made a month ago, and I think
that the Minister should see that a little
assistance is given to the Public Works
Department, so that it may get on with
the' work that it has to do. One of the
deputations to which I have referred will
be fl'om the Thomastown settlement, and
will deal with this question of roads. I am
not going to say anything further about
roads this afternoon.
That is a longstanding grievance, and the people are
perhaps getting lliled to it and to conditions which are not too good for them:
In regard to the proposal to erect a
mental defectives home at J anefield, the
residents in the country from Preston to
Whittlesea are up in arms against the
selection of that site. There is already
a hosp-ital for soldiers at Mont Park, and
if a home for mental defectives is to be
provided at J anefield, the result will be
to stop all settlement in that northern
area. Already people are in terror of
their lives. Patients from Mont Park
wander daily and hourly along these
roads, and a case that has come under. my
notice will serve to illustrate the state
of feeling that exists. Some friendly
callers p'resented themselves at the home
of one of my co:ru!tituents. They knocked
at the door, but the wife was too
frightened to answer. She thought that
the caller was probably one of the
lunatics from Mont Park. After a while
she asked, "Who is there~" and when she
heard the familiar voice of a neighbour,
it was, of course, all right. The people
on the Bundoora settlement very strongly
object to the proposal to place a home
for mental defectives at J anefield. They
say they will then be between the hammer
and the anvil-between the settlement at
Mont Park and the J aneneld settlement
-and that their wives will be in still
gi'eater terror ~ This will affect, not only
Bundoora and J anefield, but also such
places as Greensborough, South Morang,
and Tanck's Corner, which are in the
vicinity. We give the Chief Secretary
credit for his desire to improve the condition of the mental defectives, but we
disagree with him in regard to the selection of a site for the home. He says that
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there should be no objection, pl'ovided the
patients are kept under proper s~per
vision and control. We find that patIents
from }Iont Park are allowed to roam
about in the district, and that they are
not under proper supervision and con1\. good many of them are not
trol.
simply mentally defective, but are
lunatics, and it stands
to reason
that if the
suggestion
that
has
been made by the Chief .Secretary
is carried out, the state of terror that
at present exists will be intensified.
Not only do WCI take exception to the
remark of thcl Chief SecIc,tary, but we say
that this pla.ce would be altog~,ther. unsuitable for a home for mental defectIves.
Although it is within a few miles of t~e
city, thel Red Cross farm at J anc,field IS
surrounded by some very rough country,
and if the mcnta'! defectives wanted to get
away there would be plenty of hiding
places for them in ,the immcdiate vicinity
of the home. We contend that there are
many worn-out mining towns in the North
that would be eminently suit.able for
homes such as this.
Mr. CLouGH.-They would bel able tOo
hidel down the shafts.
Mr. EVERARD.-It will be all right
so long as the,y do· not hidel at J anelfield,
which is so close to the city.
Mr. POLLARD.-Whe,re :would you put
them 1
Mr. EVERARD.-I shall e,xplain later
on.
Mr. POLLARD.-You are like the honorable member for East Melbournel, whol
wanted the unemployed anywhere but ill.
his own eledoratel.
Mr. EVERARD.-I am sure no one
has more sympathy for the unemployed
than the honorable member for East Melbourne.
He has just as much sympathy for them as those who are
trying to traduce him behind his back.
I maintain that it is a, wrong policy to
take the mental defectives to an inhabi ted district like J an efield . Let them
be taken to a part of the State that is
Hot so much inhabited, nor likely to be.
There is a place called Amherst in the
~laryborough electorate, that now consists
of nothing more tha:n a, hospital. All the
inhabitanU! have gone from the locality.
I maintain that there are plenty of places
throughout Victoria like Amhclrst, which
would be' eminently suitable for the esta,b-
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lishm.c,nt Oof a. home for these unfortuna~
poople. I hav~ nothing wh~,telvcrr to say
against the polIcy Oof the Oh1C £ Secretary,
but I do. hope that he will see the wisdom
of establishing thel homci further afie.Jd
than J anedield. There would be opportunities for the boys and the girls to stray
a.way from the home and to get into the
city.
If they did so it might be. very
difficult to locate them. The, re~31doo~
are not too· well satisfied with what is
going on. there now, and thelY are not prepa,red tOo acquiesce in t.he establishment
there o.f a homel for mental defectives. I
know tha.t the Chie,f Secretary has acted
on ther advice Oof many good men under
him, and that advice may be all right
so far as he is concerned, but it does not
moot with the approval Oof the people a.t
J anefield, who already labour under the
. disabilities I have mentioned. I may state
that there is 00 be a monster gathe,ring
in the district to enter an emphatic protest against the establishment of a mental
home there. The rcsidents take the stand
that not only is a mental home in their
midst undesirable, but tha.t the place is
unsuitable for mental defectives. There
is a matter I wish 00· mention with re'gard
to the Minister O'f Public Works. The
present Minister has done and is doing
some very good work. I do not think
t.here is a more earnest workel' in the
Cabinet tha..n he, but surely "We must
recognize that he has too much to .do.
There. are too many rAmifications in ~on
nexion with the Public Works Department, and t.hey are ever increasing. The
Minister has had the tral'l1way problem
thrust upon him, and has pe'rhaps to
attend to other ma.tters tha,t previous
Ministers were not trOoubled with. The
result is tha,t it is now a difficult thing
to get Mr. Jones to receive a de,pnta,tion.
I ha.ve waited wooks for him to' receive
twt) deputa,tiolls from my district.
Mr. EG(1LES'foN.'"-Per'hllp~ he think!
the Ministry is goil1g bttt of offioe.
Mr. EVERARD.-i hope that if it
does another decent Ministry will take its
place.
Mr. BROWNB1LL.-One, diffetellt from
that which Wei ha;ve had.
Mr. :mVERARD.-=:I ,viII not ~ay anything at all about that.
The Public
Wotks Derpattme l1t is O'iie of the m~t
important delpa~tm:@ts.
I know the
Minister has not had time, to receive the
de'fmtaltiofi8 I ha.ve tefer'Fed to, beca~ he
has told mel so, and he is truthful. g.
I
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is a busy man. Surely the Government
could give him one of the honora.ry Ministe,rs to assist him in his arduous duties.
One of the proposed deputations is from
the Eltha,m shire in regard to' flood damages that occurred some months ago. The
delputation was put back by the former
Gove'rnment, because Ministe,rs felt a bit
rocky. They said, "Things do not look
toO' promising, so we will put the deputation back."
The deputation from the
Eltham shire' is still waiting to meet the
Minister of Public Works. Then the,re, is
to, be another deputation from the soldier
settle,rs at Warrandyte'. The, settlers have
Theey a·fe
been thecr.-e for some' ye,ars.
established all right, but they have no
roads to enable them to get out from
their holdings. They are cooped up. r
have brought the matte,r unde'f the' notice
of various Gove,rnments, but they seem to
think that nothing can be done. Now
that the present Go.ve'rnment have money
to burn-they speak of spending large:
amounts on roads-I hopei this little settlement will not be forgotten. If the
Minister of Public Works continues to
find that he has not time to receive a de-.
putation, I trust the Premier will convey
to him the necessity of providing these
settlers with roads in order that they may
get their produce to market.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You are refe'rring
to Bundoora ~
Mr. EVERARD.-No, that is a long ..
standing ma,tter, and the Premie,r can put
that down as well, but I was referring to
the, soldier se,ttlement at Warrandyte. In
order to' show that the Minister of Public
Works is overwO'rked, I ma,y state that
some four or five weeks ago a deputation
from Ringwood and ~ilydal€l waited upon
him with a request that Ringwood should
be proclaimed a borough, but has not yei.
received a reply. I think this was the
third deputatjon that had been held in
rega.rd to the' matte,r.· All the figures
we,rel supplied to· the, Ministe,r, and I am
sure tha.t he is sympathetic, but he is
vecr.-y thorough, and wants to look at the
crossing of e,very "t" and the, dotting
of every "i" to see that everything is
in order. He wants to be, sure that the
figures are absolutely correct. He must
add up the pence,; shillings and pounds in
order to' see< that thel total given is correct.
Mr. BROWNRILL.-Is he so exacting as
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1\'lr. EVERARD.-Yes. He has had
the, matter before him for over a. month.
It is not tha.t he does not want to go
into it, because he has told me himself,
times out of number, that he is anxious
to do so. I ha,vel said to him, "I am
sure that if you were to put aside an
hour you could go into the, ma,tter carefully and come to a conclusion." The
district is going ahe,adby le'a ps and
bounds, and the' residents are' asking for
the privilege of governing themse,lves in
their own way. The summer is coming
on, and they are anxious to make drains
and roads throughout their very fine
suburb, becausel now it is really a suburb
of Me,lbourne. The· honorahlel member for
Allandale has been there, and he knows
that the growth of the district has been
enormous. It has gone ahea.d by leaps
and bounds.
Thell'e was only one
school thell'e five, ye,ars ago,
but
there
are
now
three
schools.
Those schools are already overcrowded.
Tha t shows tha t the district is going
ahead. I am sorry that the Minister of
Public Works is not in this House; but
I do trust that the Premier, in his wisdom
-and he has a great deal of wisdom-will
see that one of the best men in his team
is not overworked, and that if necessary
he should be given assistance. A.lthough
the Government is largely composed of
city representatives, I can see by the policy
statement that its sympathies are with the
country; but what is the good of its
sympa.thies being with the CO'untry if it
does not do something substantial for the
people living there? Settlers in country
districts are asking for bread, and they
do not want a stone. If the Minister of
Public Works has not time to receive deputations, and is not able to fulfil all the
obligations thrust upon him, in spite of
the fact that he has a great heart and is a
6ger for work, he should be given some
help. I,ook at the fine speech which the
honorable member for Port :.M:elbourne
made just now.. What a good Minister
that honorable member would make!
Why should he not be appointed an Assistant Minister to help Mr. Jones in his
work, so that the wants of the unfortunate
people to whom I am referring could be
attended to. They can produce from the
land, but they have not the roads to enable them to bring their produce to market. By an act of God, their roads have·
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been damaged and their bridges have been
swept out of existence. Deputations wish
to wait on the Minister of Public Works,
but he has not time to receive them. If
the honorable member for Port Melbourne
is not appointed an Assistant Minister, no
doubt the newly elected honorable member
for ~ssendon would make a fine Minister,
and he might be given an opportunity of
doing something and winning his spurs.
Although he represents a metropolitan
district, he would probably take as much
interest in the country and the producer~
as the Premier himself does. I am sure
the Government are willing to spend millions of pounds on roads. Therefore, I
hope that they will go to the assistance of
the settlers to whom I have referred.
Most of them are· really workers
from the town.
Some of them
would probably not support me at
an election, but as long as I am here to
represent the district, I am going to tell
the
Ministry what is
happening.
I hope the Premier will urge the
Chief Secretary to see that mental
derelicts
are
not sent
to J anefield.
Why not select some worn-out
mining town with a good climate and land
suitable for fruit-growing, where they
could be segregated and kept under observation ~ I may say that the area spoken
of at J anefield is not suitable for fruitgrowing. I also hope that the Premier
will ask the Minister of Public Works to
allow Ringwood to be proclaimed a
borough in the immediate future, because
the people there are looking forward to
the improvement of their roads and the
drainage of the town as early as possible;
and those things can only be attended to
effectively if the residents are allowed to
govern themselves in the way they desire.
:Mr. KEANE.-It was not my intention to m.ake my maiden speech in this
:S;:ouse for some time, but after the kindly
remarks of my friend, the honorable member for Evelyn, I feel that I
cannot possibly shirk the position any
longer.
There is a matter to which I
wish to dra"w attention in connexion with
the administration at Pentridge. There
is an objectionable practice of discharging
short-sentence prisoners in our midst. I
myself live at Coburg, and I can say that
because of that practice residents are
agitating for the removal of the gaol.
-rI6'.I
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That, however, cannot be accomplished
for some years. In the VICInIty of the
Pentridge Gaol are several schools, and
the children attending them frequently
come into contact with discharged
prispners. We do not desire that to continue. I do not blame the present Government, because the practice is a legacy
from past Administrations. I am hopeful that the Chief Secretary will take
steps to do away with the practice.
Another more serious matter is the transfer of prisoners from Pentridge to Geelong
by rail. This is an exceedingly objectionable practice, and should not be
continued. Miany of the prisoners are
suffering from diseases-in certain cases,
venereal disease of an advanced stage.
Those prisoners come into contact, m.ore
or less, with people on the train. Now,
medical science has established the fact
that those diseases are communicable in
many ways, and that if persons suffering
from them use the conveniences on trains,
it is absolutely dangerous to .other passengers who are liable to contract the diseases
in some form or other. The complaint is
also made that many of the prisoners are
in a verminous conditions. Others are
suffering from tuberculosis. Certainly it
is not a desirable state of affairs, and
should not be allo,vec1 to continue. Having drawn the attention of the Government to these facts, I hope that, at the
earliest possible moment, they will remedy
such a state of things. Another matter
to which I wish to dru"i\" the attention of
the Minister of Raihvays is the congestion
of passenger traffic on the lines to
northern suburbs.· There is a regulation,
I believe, that only U certain number of
cattle and sheep should be put on railway
trucks; but there is no regulation to prevent the overcrowding of passenger trains.
1 was a member of a deputation from
Coburg which waited on the Chairman of
Railways Commissioners, and asked him
to provide more trains. Mr. Clapp said
at the earliest possible moment he
would endeavour to meet our wishes.
In fact; he said that as soon as traffic
warranted it he would run trains just
whenever they were ready, without any
particular time-table, just as the trams
are run on some lines. That promise has
n.ot yet been given effect to, nor has the
complaint been remedied in any other
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way. I should like the Government to
pay attention to the matters to which I
have referred, particularly in regard to
the transfer from Pentridge to' Geelong
of men who are suffering from venereal or
other diseases, or who are in a verm.iI:tous
condition.
Mr. BAILEY.-Why do they all go to
Geelong?
Mr. KEA.NE.-They do not all go
I know how the evil affects
there.
Ooburg, and I do not want Geelong to be
put in the same position. I do not see
why prisoners cannot be transferred from
one place to another by motor cars. Fine
cars are available, and I am not able to
understand why they are not used. At a
later date I may have something to say
about other matters in which I am deeply
interested, and possibly be able to speak
at greater length than I can d.o now.
:M:r. MoDONALD (Polwarth).-I
want to draw attention to the unsatisfactory -condition of land settlemen t in the
Otway and Bf,ech Flo-rests. Honorable
members will recollect that, a few years
ago, settlers in those forests were practically ruined by disastrous bush fires. Subsequently a certain amount of assistance
was given to them, and many .of them retained their holdings. Others found they
\:ould not carryon, and abandoned their
land.
For some time past committees
have been appointed at intervals to report
upon the suitability of the land in those
districts for closer settlement. The reports ~o far have heen treated confidentially, and people interested in those
districts have had no opportunity of
knowing what the recouimenclations wel'e.
Various Ministers have inspected the
land. :hfr. Oman went through the
eountry, and ISO did :Mr. Allan,
when t hey held the office of Minister of Lands.
Inspection has also
been made by representatives of the
Forests Department, the Country Roads
Board, and other Departments interested,
to ascertain -the suitability of the land for
settlement.
The Country Roads Board
seemed to be assured that it would be
good for settlement, because it expended
thousands of pounds in making roads,.
What the people complain about is that,
although 80 much money has been expended to enable people to get their
produce to market.......it should haTe
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been expended many years previouslJ
-no steps have yet been taken t&
make the country available for settleThere is a fine tract of country
ment.
between Apollo Bay and Rawdon Vale.
When Mr. Allan was Minister of
Lands he, inspected this area, on which
there is a fair amount of timber. Then
seems to he some friction between the
Forests and the Lands Departments in
regard to the control of this land, an,d,
unfortunately, this difficulty is retarding,
the progress of the district.
The
Forests Department is not willing to part
with any of the land. On the other hand,
the Lands Department says it has areaa
suitable for rea:fforestation but not suitable for settlement, and is quite willing
to make an exchange. No doubt photographs would show trees of considerable
height and girth, and which seem an
right, but men wh() were willing to
spend large sums of money in the erection of saw-mills have sent experts to
assess the value of the timber, and they
have declared that a considerable portion of it is over-matured and eaten with
white ants. A short time ago an inspcction was made by the Director of Land
Settlement, accompanied by a representative of the Country Roads Board and the
Minister of Lands. The Forests Department was invited to send a representative,
but failed to do so, though I believe that
since then an inspection was made on its
behalf.
I do not know how long this
friction has existed between the two De·
partments, but I think it has extended
over a considerable period, and it is time
that something was done to make the p.osition more satisfactory than it is at the
present time. There is another stretch of
country along the Wye River, near tho
coast.
The Oountry Roads Board earmarked £10,000 from the Federal grant
for the construction of a roOad in that
locality. There are some settlers thel'e,
but not very many, although it is eminently suitable for settlement.
As th~
land could not be made available for
settlement, because of objection by the
Forests Department, the grant lapsed. To
illustrate the value of land at Apollo Bay,
I may point out that figures supplied by
the butter factory indicate that, although
the value is less than a third of that in
other parts of the district, the yield is
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equal to that being derived from land advised as to whether they will get the
which will realize anything from £30 to la.nd or not.
£40 an acre. I would be the last man to
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Since it was at
advocate the elimination of one acre of least eighteen months ago, the present
ground that is suitable for timber- of Minist,ry cannot be said to be blamecommercial value.
I am only too well worthy in th~ matter.
aware of the fact that many valuable
:WIr. lVlcDOJ\!ALD.-I ask the present
timbers have been destroyed because of Ministry to take steps in the matter now.
the want of proper attention.
But as I The reason for the dela.y is the frict.ion
have already intimated, the timbers in the between the two Departments of Forests
It is a. most unfortunate
locality I have referred to are of little and Lauds.
commercial value. In view of these facts, thing that the heads of Departments
and seeing that the progress of this dis- should be allowed tOI reta,rd the progress
trict is being retarded, the o~ly reason- of a. whole dist.rict. Surely there should
able thing to be done is for the Minister h3 some way of coming to an agreement.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I thought
()f Forests and the Minister of Lands to
get together and make a suitable arrange- the matter was finalized.
ment.
There are thousands and thouMr. McDONALD.-Unfortunately, it
sands of "acres of land in this State not is not., If nothing is done, money that
suitable for settlement, but which would has been spent by the Oo,untry Roads
be suitable for re-afforestation. The Lands Board on roads will be practically wasted.
Department is quite prepared to hanJ. The settlement is already dwindling.
over such areas to the Forests Depart- There is land at. Beech Forest tha.t is
ment in exchange for smaller areas suit- eminently suited for root crops. There
abte for land settlement.
The po~ition is other laud that I ha.ve mentioned just
Splendid
in Beech Forest is somewhat different as well suited for dairying.
potatoes
are
grown
at
Beech
Forest,
but,
from that of other localities, because the
whole of the timber has been destroyed. lUlfortunate·ly, there aTe nOi proper
I do not think a live tree of any commer- facilitiee for marketing the produce.
Tha.t difficulty is being overcome by the
cial value could be found there now. The
Country Roads Board, as roods are being
fires which passed tnrol"lgh it cleared the rna.de. It is a. heavy tax on a few settlers
country so 'Well that it has neVer started to kee'p up the roads. The municipal rate
to re-afforest itself.
The land is now is 3s. in the £1.
I doubt if another
practically cleared, but as the early settlers shire in the Sta,te is rated SOl high. This
who were rnined by :fires time after time maLter will, 1 t.rust, receive attention.
abandoned their blocks, many of them are It should be easy to arrive at some
now in the hands of the mortgagees. arrangement. whereby lands could be exThese people would be quite willing to changed.
There are lands under t.he
~ell that, land at a, very low rate.
Some Lands Departmen~~ that are not suitable
time' ago a promise 'was made that. a fot' settlement-I should pity thel settlers
cE:rtain portion o,f the land would be who took up holdings the,re-but a,re
purchased as an expe'riment. The area eminently suited for reafio,restation purill question was 2,000 acres, and the idea po~es. There should be an understa.nding
was to settle t.wenty fa,rmers.
It was between the Forests Department and
made a condition t.hat the people should Lands Department in matters of this
ensure a sufficiency of a.pplicants. The kind. The·re is one other matter that I
Soldiel's' Leaguel at Beech Forest went to wish to: refer to'. W'e aU know tha,t the
a good deal of t.rouble in getting offers :Minister of Railwa.ys sympathizes with
made and submitted to the Lands De. . dairying folk, and I am pleased to. see
partment", and also, in having t.he land him at the table. I ha;ve received a comvalued. A number of young men, who plaint from soldier settlel's of Irrewarra.
would rather settle in their own districts Thev ha,ve a contract. to deliver milk at
where they are familiar with the· condi- Asc~t Vale at a more payable price than
tions required for success, eocpressed a. they can get by sending the milk to
willingness to take up holdings, and their butter factories. But thel Railway Deapplicat.io'Rs werel forwarded to the La.nds partment ha,ve a. new regulation under
Department. That was eighteen months whi(>h thf'Y will not Rccept delivery of
or two years ago. They have not been milk at .Ascot Vale, which was pl;eviously
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tecognized as a receiving station.
It
means that the contract that theic
people have must cease.
The -Railways
Commissioners have been liberal in
their interpretation of the regulation,
inasmuch as it was to come into force
on the 1st August. As the contract time
for the delivery of the milk did not expire
on that date, the Commissioners gave an
extension of time till the end of August.
This shows that they are sympathetic.
But the fact remains that delivery of milk
will not be taken at Ascot Vale station
any longer.
There are other stations
One reason
affected by the regulation.
for the change made by the Railway Department is that the milk had to be conveyed over the ramp from one platform
to another.
Of course, this result.ed in
discomfort to passengers and the employees who handled the _milk.
However, I am told that it would be a simple
matter to erect a sling for the handling
of the milk.
I trust that a scheme will
be devised whereby these people will be
,'uabled to carry out their contract.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAeoeK.-I -think you
111'e on a good wicket. You might Lask
the Minister of Railways to confer on the
subject with the Minister of Agriculture.
Mr. HOGAN.-That conference has
11 lready been held.
111'. MeDONALD.-I am convinced
that the Minister of Railways would get
along very well with the Minister of Agriculture.
The honorable mem bel' f 01'
Evelyn referred to the Minister of Public
Works as a busy man. He is an extremely
busy man, but he is also a ve,ry courteous
man.
Ris treatment of me has been
all I could desire. About a fortnight ago
an attempt was made by certain people
to slight me.
The Minister of. Public
Works, like the courteous gentleman he
is, refused to receive a deputation from
people who wanted to go over my head
and to secure his ear.
Mr. Jones told
me that he would not be a party to anything of that kind.
I give him every
credit for the consideration he showed,
and I .de~ire in this way to express my
appreCIatIOn of his courtesy toward a
member of this House. Owing to th~
pressure of business in his Department,
the Minister is unable to receive deputa
tions at the present time. I wanted to arrange a deputation from the Otway Couneil. Three important bridges have been
4
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swept away by recent floods, and assistance is desired in order that they may be
The councillors have put their
rebuilt.
case in a letter which lam forwarding
on to the Minister of Public v\Torks. It
will save his time and theirs.
In fact,
I think that much could be done by correspondence that is at present done by
deputation.
:Mr. PRENDERGAS'i'.-As long as the
letters do not run to more than twenty
pages it is all right.
Mr. MeDONALD.-In this case the
letter is not a lengthy one.
I have already explained that the shire is rated
In view of the fact that
very highly.
the loss of the bridges was an act of
God, the Minister will, I think, -recognize
the justice of the request made by the
council.
I am convinced that he will
be sympathetic.
I trust that something .""..
will be done to bring the Forests Department and the Lands Department together,
in order that a scheme for the interchange of lands may be formulated.
There are lands not suitable for timber,
but suitable for settlement, that might
well be exchanged for lands that are not
suitable for settlement but are suitable
for timber.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).By leave, I desire to say a few words in
reply to the various statements that have
been made. We propose to continue the
practice of bringing under the notice of
the Departments c(;mcerned all the questions that are asked and the representations that are made by honorable members. Their statements will be cut out
of Hansard, and each honorable member
concerned will receive a written reply.
My honorable colleague, the Minister
10lf Railways, will have something to say
to the House in regard to certain of -the
questiolllS that have been rilised.
The
matter of the control of the chalet at
}.{ount Buffalo, and the questton submitted with regard to the tobaccogrowers, will receive attention.
Mr.
:Murphy asked for an increase in the allowance made
to the orphanages,
and that is a matter with which
this Government have every sympathy.
We think that the conditions appertaining to the children in the orphanages should be improved, and we are looking into the matter with a view to making
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a recommendation to the House. The
honorable member for Port Melbourne
brought under notice the inadequacy of
the accommodation provided in the reI
freshment-rooms at Spencer-street.
am of opinion that increased accommodation is badly n~eded there, and I will call
the attention of the Minister of Hailways
to the honorable member's remarks. The
honorable member for Evelyn objects to
the selection of J"aneneld as a site for a
home for mental defectives, and he says
that the people of the district are up in
arms against it. This matter has received Cabinet consideration, but we will
look into it again. No matter where this
institution is placed, there will be objections from somebody. A home should be
provided for mental defectives, and the
principle by which we shall be governed
will be that of the least possible inconvenience and the greatest possible good.
The matter of the roads in the Bundoora
settlement and at Warrandyte I will
bring under the notice of the Minister of
Public Works. With regard to making
Ringwood a borough, I regret that that
matter has been overlooked, but attention
will be ,given to it. The honorable member for Essendon made some remarks in
reference to short-sentence prisoners at
Pentridge, and that matte!: also will receive attention, together with the question of the transfer of prisoners to Geclong by road. The present practice of
conveying such prisoners by rail is objectionable, and may be a source of danger
to the community. With reference to
the remarks of the honorable member
for Polwarth as to the Otway and Beech
Forest lands it is the intention of
the ::Millister" of Lands and the :Minister
of Forests to visit the districts referred
to, and the honorable member will be invited to join them, with the object of
seeing if some settlement cannot be arrived at in regard to the exchange of land.
I was sorry to hear that the big timber
in those forests is being destroyed, and I
hope that the Minister of Forests will be
able to" give the honorable member for
Polwarth assurances that will be satisfactory to him. The Minister of Lands
will also, I hope, be able to make arrangements to open up some of the lands th[tt
are now closed. I thank the honorable
member for Evelyn for the kindly remarks he made in reference to the Min[17J
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ister of Public Works. My colleague certainly has been kept pretty busy. Owing
to the happenings ill Parliament of the
last few m-onths, work has been accumulating in the Departments. We hope that
when we get into our stride we will, with
the assistance of the L~adel' of the Opposition, who apparently proposes to remain
where he is for some considerable time, be
able to reduce the demands that are now
made upon us. An immense number -of
new roads have been promised, and those
that have been mentioned this afternoon
by the honorable member for Evelyn will
be brought under notice.
Mr. EVERARD.-Will you appoint an
assistant Minister of Public Works ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is a
matter of policy. We hope that we will
sh01.·tly be able to clean up a lot of the
jobs that have been left over for us, and
that the pressure upon us will then be
materially lessened.
Mr. ROGAN.-The person who says that
we are not doing anything is a long way
f rom the truth.
:Mr. PRENDERG.A:ST.-It seems to
me that there is more work in connexion
with the Public ,Departments than seven
Ministers can accomplish. I am of
opinion that the portfolios might be better
distributed and the number of Honorary
:Ministers reduced.
}fr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).
-In regard to the matter raised
by the honorable member for Polwarth,
it is not the first time that I have heard
about it: I have received quite a number
of complaints from the farmers in the
district, and I have done all that I could
to improve things. The trouble in regard
to the contract entered into with the
soldier settlers a,t Irrewarr,a for the
delivery of milk at Ascot Vale is that
the milk has to be carried across the rail'way line or else taken over the ramp, and
I cannot acquiesce in any change that
will involve the curtailment of the market
facilities afforded to 'producers.
It is
a railway difficulty affecting the traffic,
but we will endeavour to find a way of
overcoming it.
The honorable member
for Oastlemaine referred at some length to
the question of the R.ailway Department
tendering for the supply of locomotives
to the Queensland Government. I desire
to reply to his statements, but I am not
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prepared at present to' deal with the
matter in its constitutional aspect. The
hQnQrable member Qbjects to' the Railway
Department entering intO' cQmpetitiQn
with private enterprise.
As far as I
:know, the firm of Thompson and Com,pany, Qf Castlemaine, did nQt tender fQr
.the SQuth Australian 0'1' Western Australian engines, and these contracts went
overseas.
How, therefore, can the submission Qf a tender for the supply Qf
10cQmQtives to' the Queensland GQvern-
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Limited, O'f England, at a prIce of
£17,560.
Mr. SQLLY.-Was that £17,560 fQr ea.ch
lQcQmQtive 1
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes. They reoeived nO'
Aust.ralian tender at all.
Mr. SQLLY.-What would bel the cost
of constructiQn at Newport?

Mr. HOGAN.--Thei " MQuntain " type
of engine is a bigger engine than any we
have yet made! a.t Ne,wpo'rt, but the point
is that there was nO' Australian tender
wt:~ ~~;~uJ:alia~sG~v::m~~mle:i;~ submitted at all. In additiQn
ten engines
Qf the " Pacific" typel were required by
to obtain 10comotives1 the Australian firms the South Australian Gove,rnment. The
should help, and prevent such work from engines were, e.ach to weigh 116 tons, and
going Qverseas.
The trouble is that the each tendea- 81 tons. The accepted t.ender,
work which would have been provided had that 0.£ Armstrong, Whitworth and
the South Australian contract been let Company Lilllited was for £14,630, into an Australian firm has been lQst to' eluding £2,880 duty.
The Qnly Austrathis country.
South Australia wanted lian tender the South Australian Govern30 engines, and Western Australia te~ ment received for those e:iIgines was that
engines, but none of the Australian of Perry's, a Soutli Australian firm, and
manufacturers tendered at what were
considered to' be reasQnable prices. the' price was £25,200.
The -tender of
The Castlemaine firm did not submit a the SQuth Aust:ralian firm was £11,000
price at all, and the wQrk was lost to higher than the tender that was accepted.
Australia, with thel result that a grelat
Mr. WARDE.-And there would have
number of the artisans in this State are beeln no duty to be paid by the South
idle. The statement O'f thel Engineers' Australian finn. It soundsvelry like robSociety. is, that at NewPQrt a. few months bery, doesn't it ~
ago 70 or 80 turners, fitters, and boilerMr. HOGAN.-The SQuth Australian
makers we,re dispensed with, because of Government also wanted ten eugines of
the lack of wQrk. They say that there what is known as the " Mikado" type.
a·re nine machines at Newport idle, and The weight of e,a.ch engine was to be
that the rest of the pla.~t is nQt wodring . 931 tons, and tha.t Qf the, tendeT 68!
to its full capacity. Tliey further state tons. The tender price of ArmstrO'ng,
t~at f~Qm 300 to 350 artisans in the en- WhitwQrth and CO'mpany Limited was
gmeenng trade are out. O'f work in Mel- £13,460, including duty amounting to'
?ourne. ~he positiO'~ is that pri~atel firms £2,660, and the' only tender from an
In AustralIa have faIled to submIt. tenders Australian. firm was. that o.f P.e.rry's for
to' twO' Sta,te GQvernments-South Aus- £20,250.
The Westelrn Australian GO'-'
tralia and Western Australia..-that re- vernment lelt its contra.ct quite recently.
ceutly required locomO'tives. We have the I understand that the'rCl were no Austramachinery at NelWport, BendigO', and Bal- lian tenders, and that the contract
larat North fQr the construotion Qf 10CQ- went to' Armstrong, Whitworth and
motives, and we have, the artisans to' con- CQmpany Limited. Thel South Austrastruct them. ThCl plant is idle and the lian Government wanted 30 engines this
artisans are idle, and I am quitCisatisfied year. They we,re unable to Qbtain anythat any reasQnable man will sa.y it is a thing like· satisfactory qUQtatiQns frO'm an
great pity to' have that sta,tei Qf affairs, Australian firm, and thei· CQntract went
and to allow contrads to go Qverselas, as ove·rseas. So as to' prevent the. contract
occurred in the case of the 'VerStern Aus- for thCl Queensland engines going to an
tralian and South Australian contracts. Qverseas firm, and the work being lost to
The South Australian Gove,rnment re:- Australia, wei think it much bettelr from
quired ten engine~ Qf tlie "Mountain" every point of view that the' Victorian
type, and they received no Australian Railwa;ys Department should do the work
tender at all. The contract was let to' if it is able to do it. We submit that it
ArmstrQng, WhitwQrtli and Company would not be competing with Australian
Mr. Hogan.
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finrs at all. It would be compe,ting with
private enterprise overse,as, it is true" but
everyone, I think, will admit that it is
far beUer that this work should be done
in Australia than that it should be lost
to our people, which would mean that
the industries of our country would suffer,
and our workmen remain idle.
I ha,ve
some, particulars as to' the prices that have
been paid for locomotives by other States
during the last few yea.rs. In 1920, Tasmania wanted ten engines, and a,ccepted
a tender of Mr. Teesdale Smith at
£12,000 pell' engine.
They we're light
engines. The weight of e,ach engine was
61 tons, and the tender price warked Oout
at £196 14s. pelr ton. In 1919 30 A2
@Illgines, each welighing 841 tons, were comple,ted at N eWp'art Workshops and othe,r
railway workshops in Victoria. They cost
£5,498 e,a.ch.. The TasI?anian Government had to pay £12,000 each far ten
engines weiighing 61 to'ns each.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I remember
the honorable membe,r citing that case
when he was an this (the, Oppasitian) side
of the House.
Mr. HOGAN.-The cost of construction
at NewpOort up to 1919 was £G5 ,per tan,
and when the' Tasmanian Government
accepted Mr. Teasdale Smith's tender in
1920 it had to pay £196 14s. a ton. lVIr.
Teesdale Smith did not manufacturel the
locomotives, but abtained them fram
Perry's. Althaugh his tender was for
.£12,000 per engine he paid PeTrY's only
£9,800 per engine.
South Australia
t his year obtained 30 engines from
Armstrong, Whitworth, and Company
Limited.
The prices were, as I have
stated, £17,560 far e,ach of 10 engines,
£14,600 for e,ach of another 10 engines,
and £13,460 for each of an ather 10 engines.
Again, this year, the Commonwealth Government wanted fourteen locomotives, weighing 57 tons each. The contract was secu~ed by Thompson's of CastIemaine, at £9,742 per engine, or £170 18s.
pelr ton. At present we are making at,
N ewpart Workshops the " C' class locomot.ive, which is the largest enginel being
manufactured in Australia.
It weighs
92 tons, and its cost is £11,000, ar £119
lIs per ton. There has been some .press
criticism regarding the action of the Government in sanctioning the submission of
a tender by the Victorian Railway Department for the construction of engines
far another St.ate. It has been said that
we are compe1ting with private enterprise,
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and that that is not a fair thing to
do. Some of the criticism was leveUed
at us by a director of ThompsOon's,
of Castlemaine, and appea,red in the
Ii erald newspaper.
I desire to submit an interesting little piece of
info-rmation in answer to that.
It
is in connexiOon with the inquiry that
took place in Tasmania. That inquiry was
made by a Royal COommission, consisting
of the Chief Justice. Some 00£ the elVidence submitted was by Mr. Thompson
himself. Here is part of his evidenceIf it came out that Tasmania was patying
£13,500 for engines, and that his price was
£10,650, it would look peculiar, and enemies
would say that he was getting a share of the
plunder.

Here is that gelll.tleman himself recOognizing that the difference between what the
manufaictu;reirs were obtainjng and the
tender submitted was plunder. It was in
connexion with the second tender submitted to the T,asmania\ll. Government.
The! tender they accepted wa.s that of
Teasdale Smith. There was another tender
of £13,500 by Mr. Jones, managing
director
of
GibsOon,
Battle
and
Company.
Mr. Thompson had undertaken to make those engines for
£10,650, and Gibson, Battle and Co. submitted ,a tender for £13,500 for them.
Mr. Thompson said if that came out
his enemies wOould say tha,t he was getting a share 0.£ the plunder. Here is another piece of evidence which was given
by 1\1r. Teesdale SmithThe SOLICIToR-GENERAL.-The difference between Thompson's quotation and that put forward by Gibson, Battle and Co. to the
Commissioner for Railways on the ten locomo'
·tives comes to £28,500?
Mr. TEESDALE S:M:ITH.-Yes.
Mr. Jones wa.s
to get 9 per. cent., or about £12,000, and J
. was to get 12 per cent., or £16,000. I never
work on any contract that I tender for unless
I put on 25 per cent. I generally get 10 per
cent. supervision and 15 per cent. profit. I
never make a contract without getting tt total
of one-fifth.

On the lowest tender submitted to the Tasmanian Gove-rnment, l\fr. Teesdale Smith
stood to make a profit 0'£ £22,000 without
doing anything a,t all.
If the highest
tender had been accepted, Teesdale Smith
would have made £16,000, and Mr.
J ones, the managing-director of Gibson,
Battle and COo., would have made the
balance. On one tender the broker stood
to make £22,000, andOon the other tender
the two brok€lrs stood tOo make £28,000.
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It is not reasonable for these private engineering establishments to' say tha~ a
State institution should not tender agaJ.nst
them. 'Vhen, as the result of the excessive

prices created by these firms, and the exorbitant profits they obtain, work is sent
overseas, it is a regrettable thing. The
ac.cepted tendelr for the Ta·smanian locolo.
motives worked out at £196 148. a ton.
We were making them at N e·wport for
£65 a ton. In addition to that, the Tasmanian engines turned out to be very
bad. Hell'e is an extra,ct from the Age
newspaper of 7th January last-

Mount Buffalo Ohalet.

than favourably, and they can be made
as cheaply as in any other country. As
the main purpose of this procedure to submit a te:ndelr is to ensure tha.t the work

should be done in Australia, I submit that
the matter is entirely above criticism and
should be approved by everybody.
The motion for the House to go into
Commit.tee of Supply was negatived.
The House adjourned at 4.19 p.m.
until Tuesday, September 9.

TASMANIAN RAILWAYS.

T1'ouble with Engines.
Roba,rt.--Nery grave reports are in circulation regar,ding ,the "Q" engines obtained from
South Australia by the State Government a
few years ago. It is ,stated that four of them
are constantly in the workshops, aJJ.d that the
repairs are costing the State in the vicinity
of £70 a month. This is regarded as unsatisfactory, seeing ·the engines are new.
The
trouble is mainly in the tubes.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Increased Cost of Engines.
Robart.-As the result of an elastic agreement made by the Lee Government with Perry
Brothers of South Australia, for the construction of engines, the price to be regulated according to fluctuations in the eost of materials and
labour, the Government has had to pay near.ty
£118,000 extra on the locomotive contract. '

Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4y.

Tuesdroy, September 9, 1921;.

The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.48 p.m., and
There also appea.red in the Age on ·the read the prayer.
27th April last the following telegram : ASSENT TO BILL REPORTED.
TASMANIAN RAILWAYS.

Apparently, in addition to the contract
price of £12,000 per engine, there was
some a,rrangement about a. sliding scale,
and they ha.d to pa,y nearly £118,000
extra,. On the top of that, the engines
have been proved inefficient and ar~ very
often in the workshops undergoing repairs.
Now, the locomotives manufactured at our
Newpoort wocr:kshops a.re very satisfactory,
and we are happy indeed in the fact that
we have been saved from the troubles of
Tasmania, South Australia, and Western
Australia, in securing engines for our
railways. We a,re able to get them from
our own workshops at prices which are
very favourable compared with the experience of the other States. Further, our
engines do their work very well. They
give every satisfaction, and every member
of this Parliament, and every citizen of
Victoria should be proud of them. At
Newport Wet are making locomotives which
a,ra as good, if not better, than those
made. anywhere else in the world. As far
as quality is .concerned, they compare more
Mr. Hogan.

MT. BUFFALO CHALET.
FIRST AID OUTFITS.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG asked the
Minister of Public W orksIf, in consequence of the number of people
who visit the Buffalo mountains and the number of accidents liable to occur there, the Government will see that a supply of medical
necessaries, including chloroform and ether, is
kept at the chalet, in order that proper treatment may be given in cases of accident.

The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I have really two
answers to this question, and I hope they
will satisfy the honora.ble member. One
answer came forward last week, and is
as follows:The lessee of the chalet, Mount Buffalo,
keeps a supply of medic~l necessaries (including chloroform and ether) for the convenience
of her visitors, and the resident Crown Lands
bailiff has also been furnished with a medicine
chest for use in the case of minor accidents.

The second 'answer is signed by Mr.
Clapp, Chairman of the Railways Commissioners, and rElads:Arrangements will be made for "first aid"
outfits, including chlorofol'm and ether, to be
available at the Government Chalet after it
has been taken aver by this Department.

~ocal
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MUNICIPAL RATING.
The HOon. H. F. RICHARDSON
asked the Minister {)f Public W orks-What are the names of the municipalities
that are rated under one shilling and sixpence
in the £1, and the dates On which these municipalities last had the properties in their respective municipalities valued.

The H<Ju. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).~I do. not knQow that
the information I can give to' the honorable member just now is all that he requires, but I have instructed thel Qofficers
of my department to complete the inf.O'rmation with as little dela.y as possible.
The details I have are as follo.w: '--

Municipality.

Shire.
Araplles ..
Creswiek

..

Korang

Numurkah ..

Rosedale

..

Talbot
Tungamah ..
Wimmera ..

Rate.

Two ridings, Is. 3d. j one
tiding, 18. 6ll.
Is. 4d. throughout the
shiro
Two ridings, 11'1. 3d. ; two
ridings, Is. 6d. ; with an
extra raM of 6<1. in the
township of Kerang
Three ridings, Is.; one
tiding, Is. 3d.; township of Numurkah, Is.
6d. ; township
of
Nathalia, 1£. 3rt.
Unimproved rate, 1d. in
£1 throughout the shire,
equivalent to rate of
tOld. on annual value
Three ridings, Is. 4d'-j one
riding, Is. Sd.
Is. throughout the shire ..
Three ridings, Is. j ono
riding, Is. 6d.

Dato last
Valuation
made.

1921
1924
1920

1922

Adopted uniILpro ved values
obtaiued from
I,:md
Tax
Department
four1~~3rs ago
1921
1023

SNAGGING OF THE RIVER
YARRA.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT asked
the 1\1inistf.T O'f Public Works-

1924.)
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
(l\lELBOURNE AND GEELONG)
BILL.
The Hon. J. P" JONES (Minister of
Public WO!l'ks).~I move-That this Bill be now ·read a second time.

This is ashcTt measure, but one that is
urgently needed: It i~ designed t()l extend certain provisiO'ns O'f the Local Go'verllment Act to! the cities O'f Melbourne
and Gtlelong.The Melbourne City
Council desires to widen BarwisE;l-street
between Rankin's-road and Flemington
Bridge. The present width of a portiO'n
of that thOlroughfa,re is 66 feet, and it is
desired to. make it 99 feet all thrO'ugh.
The city council wants to acquire sufI:icient la.nd, approximately 33 feet, to
make Harwise-street the same width
throughout.
This is an important
thoroughfare, le~ding to the Flemington
Race-course and the ROlyal Agricultural
SOiciety's sho,w-grounds.
Owing to the
narrowl1~SS of the portion of the rO'ad
proposed to be widened traffic becO'mes
congested, and it is particu~arly necessary
that the thorQoughfare should be widened,
in view of the fact tha,t the Tramways
Board intends to extend the elect.ric tramway a.long the, section of the ro'adway In
question, a:nd is only a,waiting the widening of the road belfo·re connnencing operations. Clause 2 gives the council the
power of Q-pening, diverting, and widening streets Qncl roads, and sub-clause (2)
says that-For the purposes of carrying into effect the
said provisions as so extended and applied the
provisions or divisions one to three of Part
·XVII. and the provisions of Part XXXVII. of
the Principa.l Act shali also So far as ap1;llicable and with such alterations rnodificMlOns
and substitutions as are necessary extend and
apply to 'the city of l\ielbourne abd the city
of Geelong.

This is not a. contrO'versial matter, and
the Melbourne City oojUn c:i.l has been
If he will call upon the Melbourne and pressing the Depa,rtment of Publio WQorks
Metropolitan Board of Works to take steps to have it passed into law.
to clear the River Yarra of obstructions, so
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-that damage arising from floods may be re- There is hOi objectiQon whatever tOI thi~
duced as fa!' os possible.
13ill receiving t.hel approval of this !touse.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of I sholUld only like to say that it appears
to me tha,t both the Melho~rne Oity
Public Works).-The answer is:Council and the Geelong Council should
The Melbourne and' lVIetr~politan Board of be brought under the pro.visions o.f the
Wol'lrs states th at it does not possess the Local Government Act. Time after time
necessary boats and pla-nt for snagging operatiohs, but they are under order. It is the we are asked to alter the provisions of
intention of the Board to make an early in- that Act, aJ1d in tha,t way it is brought
spection of the river to ascertain requirements. up to date. It wQould only be in keeping
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with the times if these two bodies were
brought, under that law, instead o,f operating under a measure passed many yea.rs
ago. The Geelong. City Council has not
as-ked me to support this Bill, but I take
it that there can be no reason why we'
should object to th!3 powers nolW sought·
by the Melbourne City Coruncil being ex-'
tended to Geelong.
The Ron. H. H. SMITH.-This Bill is
very necessary. It is simply to secure the
widening Qof a tho.rorughfare that f.lverybody who has travelled along it knows
ca.rries an immense amount of traffic.
Accidents are continuaily happening
owing to' the congestio.n Q1f the traffic,
and at busy times it is necessary, in the
present circumst,ances, tOI ha,ve a number of constables and inspectors to regulate the movements of vehicles. ~~he city
council has been asking for ten or twelve
years for this power, and now tha,t sa,tisfactory arrangements for the acquisition
of the necessary land have been made it is
desirable that the Bill shoruld be passed.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-This Bill
is the counterpart of one which, at my
own suggestion, the Minister of Public
Works in a prevIous Government introduced some time ago. It is necessary
that it should be passed, because of some
doubt as to the porwersof the city
1
'
h
counCI' to
acq~.llre land. I un esitatingly
support the BIll.
The motion wa,s agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time .and
passed t.hrough its remaining stages.
STATE SAVINGS BANK BILL.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Ministe'r of
Public Works).-I mov€lThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Savings Bank is approa,ching the end
of its authority for making Credit. Fonci€lr advances.
For sQome years past
friendly societie,s ha,ve beeu authorized to
draw by cheque, and it is proposed to
extend the privilege to other socie,ties,
associations, and institutions tha,t may be
approved by the CQommissioners. This will
bel much apprecia,ted by charitable societies
and by institutions and associations for
va,rious objects. The Commissionelrs desire to extend the useful service rendered
by the bank as far as it can be done a,t a
reasonable cost. The authority to draw
by chequel without producing the passbOQok cannot bel extended .very widely
without a considelrabJ.e increase in the
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number of the, st.aff and the banking-room
accommodation; and, therefore, it is de-sired t.hat the e<xtension be, kept wi thin
the limit suggested, and. that new accounts
und,er this rule be subjed:; to the approval
of the Commissioners.
With regard to
Clause 3, which gives powe,r to. rece,ive,
de,bentures fQor saJe custody', I am in:'
formed that the Statel deposit .depa,rtment
is extensive,ly used by depositQors. There.
a,re nearly 7,000 pa,rcels and boxes lodged
for safel custody, for which a, small
charge', from 5s. yearly, is made. During thel war the bank ,agreed to accept
custody of Commonwe,alth bonds, and to
co.llect the interest fQor depositors, no
charge ha.ving been made. The bank now
holds over £5,000,000 of such bonds. Thel
Act provides only for custody of sealed
parcells and locked boxes, and it is now
proposed to extend this authority to permit the Commissioners to take custody
of debentures issued by or guaranteled by
lhel Governments of the Commonwealth
and State, and to make, a charge for
doing so. The' charge contempla,ted is Is.
a ye,ar fQlr each £100 bond. The inve,stment Q1f small sums in Government loans
has been made pQopular by the, provision
of this safe custody depa.rtment, and it
is' right that State debentures be placed
on the same footing as those of the CommonwelaHh. Clause 4 incre'ases the, amount
of debentures that may be issued under
the present law from £15,000,000 to
.£25,000,000.
The, Credit Foncier department is lending money to farmers and
to. those in need Q1f dwelling houses, and
is also building dwellings under thel Housing and Reclamation Act.
The total
amount of current advances is about
£14,000,000; and it is expected to reach
a total Q1f £15,000,000 in De'cember. The
money for thelse advances is raised by the
issue of Government guaranteed debentures, and the Act 'of 1922 provides that
the tQltal amount of such issued outstanding and unredeemed a,t any time' shall not
exce'ed £15,000,000. It is proposed to
e,xtend this limit to £25,000,000, which
will provide for new advances over a
With reperiod of about four ye'a,rs.
ga,rd to clause 5, t.he, Act at present provides that when the Commissioners issuel
a Credit Foncier debenture, loan,· the' debentures must be in sums of not less than
£100. It is proposed to reduce the minimum amount Qof a debenture to £10 so
that persons of small means ma,y hav€l
the, opportunity of investing and obtaining the' ratel of interest allowed on such
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issues. The money is raised for the purpose of making advances on farms and
dwe'llings, and it is desirable t.hat as the
.advances are widely distributed over the
State!, the sale of the, debenturea should
also be made popular. The amendments
embodied in· this measure, have been
formulated and sent to us by t·he State
Savings Bank Commissioners themse,lves,
and the'y are on the lines of legis1a,tion in
the past. The Bill ia largely of a. ma.chine:ry chaJ:a.cter. There may be one or
two principles involved that honorable
members would like to discuss.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.I do not think the Bill should go through
without some little discussion. The increase in the . borrowing powers from
£15,000,000 to £25,000,000 is a big jump.
I quite realize that the Savings Bank
Oommissioners have dealt with the bus i11ess that has been entrusted. to them
satisfactorily. But I would like the
Minister in charge of the Bill to supply
me with a little information. It is patent
to honorable members that the Oommissioners have been spending very large
sums of money in the metropolitan area.
They are erecting a building on a valuable site at the corner of Oollins-street
and Spencer-street, and they have now
purchased a very valuable property at the
corner of Swanston-street .and Flinderslane. I should like to know whether the
money so expended is borrowed money. I
admit that the Spencer-street site is a
splendid one for a bank. It will meet the
eyes of country people as soon as they
leave their trains. The property in
Swanston-street seems to me hardly a
suitable one for a bank to purchase. It
cost, no doubt, an enormOU8 sum of
money. Of course, the Oominissioners
may say that the property will return
good interest. What I want to know is:
W~ll the Oom~ssioners spend money
raIs~d by loa~s I~ the purch~se of prope~tI~s of thIS .kllld?
Sav~ngs B.ank
bUIldlllgs are belllg erected In varIous.
parts of the Stat~. They are, o~ cou~se,
necessary.. But If lo~m money IS belllg
spent on CIty propertles such as the one
in Swanston-street, I think it unfair to
the Credit Foncier system. .We want the
m?n~y that we are empovverlllg the CommlSSIOners to borrow to be expended for
t~e ~enefit of people living in country
dIstrICts.
We want those people to be
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enabled to purchase properties for themselves. Moreover, it is highly important
that the housing problem should be
seriously tackled. I was a member of the
Housing Commission that was appointed
by Parliament some years ago. We took
voluminous evidence, and we went to a
great deal of trouble in drawing up a report. Practically nothing has come out
of it.. T.b.e suggestions and reconunenelations made by the Oommission have not
been given effect to by any Government.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-The Savings
Bank Oommissioners are building thousands of houses.
The Hon. H. F. RIOI-IARDSON.I admit that. But what I cannot understand is, that whilst it was possible in prewar days to build a four-roomed workingman's dwelling at a cost of about £200,
such a building cannot now be put up for
less than £600; in fact, I think the cost is
generally higher than that. It .cannot
be said that we are dealing with the housing qu~stion satisfactorily. The Savings
Bank Oommissioners are not tackling the
question in the way I should like them to
tackle it. In my opinion, hundreds of
acres on the outskirts of the metropolitan
area should be purchased for building
purposes. These building sites should
either be on a tram route o,r near a
railway station. An earnest effort should
be made to bring down the cost of buildings as nearly-as possible to the pre-war
rate.
The PRESIDENT.-I think the honorable member is straying rather far from
this Bill.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.Under the Bill the Oommissioners are
empowered to advance money for the
erection. of buildings. We are extending
their borrowing power from £15,000,000
to £25,000,000, that is to say, by
£10,000,000. If we grant them this power
we ought to know how they will spend the
money. We want to be satisfied that it
will be spent profitably. This brings in
the question of the housing of the people.
I do not think that this matter is being
properly handled. We hear a good deal
about the shortage of labour. The cost of
building materials is, of course, higher
than it was in pre-war days, but not as
much higher, in my opinion, as the cost
of labour.
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The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-Land has
doubled and in some cases trebled in
value.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The main reason why the Savings Bank
Oommissioners cannot erect houses
cheaply is that labour is dear. Labour is
.not doing its duty. I want to say to the
Labour party, to the present Gove1.:'nment,
and to the Trades Hall, that an oppor·
tunity must be afforded for the erection
of houses at a l'easonable cost.
The HOll. E. L. KlERNAN.-The Savings
Bank Oommissioners are building houses
much' more efficiently than the Oommonwealth authorities did.
The Hon.· H. F. RICHARDSON.The President would very propedy pull
me up if I attempted to show what the
Commollwealth authorities have done. I
am referring to the work performed by the
State Savings Bank COI)1missioners.
I
speak, not only for the metropolitan area,
where thel'e is a very considerable shortage
of houses, but also for the count~'y dis·
tricts. Houses are required in practically
all our ceutres of popul~tio~ . We want
the mouey that is advanced to the fa.rmers
to be pr()perly distributed over the State.
That is why I am anxious to know
whether the money they al,'e borrowing
will be expended in purchasing or in
erecting e~pensive buildings.
Money
that should go into the country districts
is not finding its way the~'e.
So far as
housing is concerned, I believe that if
the se,rvices used by the Savings
Bank Co;mm.issioners were standardized, and houses welre to be erected
on land some distance outside the
metropolitan area, the work could
be done' at something a pprOlXimating
the pre-war cost.
I do not think the
matter is being properly handled by the
Savings Bank Oommissioners. They are
putting up houses for clerks, but these
houses are so expensive that the pur.
chasers cannot afford to pay the rent and
the instalments of purchase-money as they
fall due. The cost of construction should
be reduced.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Tell us how
that can be done.
The Ron. II. F. RIOHARDSON.Plenty of land can be .bought in districts
just outside of Melbourne for £1 a foot.
Houses could be erected on those lands,
which are convenient to railway sta,tions,
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at a much reduced cost, and each occupier
. eould be given a frontage of about 60
feet. To secure any satisfactory result,
the houses should be standardized and
built by the hundred. I shall be pleased
to support the Government in any decent
housing scheme t.hat they may introduce, because I recognize that this· is one
of the most important questions with
which we can deal. If the Trades Hall,
the Government, and the Labour party
will only see that the men employed do
decenjiwork fO'r the wages they are paid, as
they did ten or fifteen years ago, houses
can be erected for those who want themJ.
at, I think, a much more reasonable cost
than is at present being incurred.
The
question must be tackled, and if the Savings Bank is to get this extra £10,000,000,
I hope that they, and the Government
also, will look into the matter, and see
that some~hing better is done than has
so far been accomplished in the past. I
have dealt with what I think is the
principal question arising in conne.xion
with the Bill, that is, the increase in the
borrowing powers of the Savings Bank
Oommissioners, and, subject to the
criticism which I have offered, it is my
intention to support it.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-I hope
the Minister of Public Works will not
think that I am usurping his functions if
I attempt to relieve the difficulty that
Mr. Richardson seems to have encountered in conne.xion with the Bill.
It is
clear to me that the money raised under
the Bill can be used only for the specific
purposes set out in the Savings Bank Act.
They reolate to advances in regard to
Part I. of the Housing and Reclamation
Act 1920, and Part IV. of the Savings
Bank Act 1915. Adverting very shortly
to these, they have relation to the Oredit
Foncier system and advances by the Savings Bank Oommissioners for agricultural,
viticultural, horticultural, and pastoral
purposes, and also residential and shopping
properties.
I am quite sure that the
Oommissioners will not use this money
for the purpose of buying properties, be·
cause they have no power to do so. The
honorable member ought to know oy this
time that banking is a lucrative business,
even when it is carried on by the State.
There is not the slightest doubt in my
mind that the proper-t.ies that have· been
referred to are be'ing bought by the Commissioners out of profits made from year
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to year.
There is no other source out
of which they could buy them, and they
could not use this money for that pur·
pose.
When they ask for an additional
£10,000,000, We may be quite sure that
they want it.
If the honorable lnember
desires the housing and l'eclamation
scheme to be extended, and that the
Commissioners should be in a position to
purchase land and erect houses, he should
give them the facilities to do so by increasing their borrowing powers for such
purposes, as is proposed in this Bill.
The I-IoH. J. STERNBERG.-Having
been a mom bel' of the I-Iousil1g Commission, I am in a position to corroborate
the statements made. by Mr. Richardson.
I also desire to sny that, in my opinion,
the SR\Tings Bank Oommissioners are the
proper people to deal with this impol'tant
question, and I do not think we should
rais(3 any objection to the proposed extension of theil' borrowing powers for the
Purl)ose of enabling them to secure sl.litable land to erect houses. The Bill may
reqtlil'C fiome slight amendment in Oommittee, but I soe no reason why we should
oppose it.
The Savings Bank Oommissioners aro proposing to allow various
deposit.o'rs to open accO'unts. That is all
right, but I do not see why they should
charge 58. per annum.
Their principal
customers are people of small means, and
when they put money into the Savings
Bank they should be given facilities for
drawing it out. I do not like this proposal for fl fee of 58., but I shall support
the Bill.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-T'he
power to be granted to the Savings
Bank Co.mmissio.ners £01' the borrQlwing 0.0£ an additional
£10,000,000
raises a yery vital point.
The question
is, to what extent they are lending money
upon inflated values.
Those who are in
t.he real property business know that in
many districts land has gone up in value
by from 200 per cent. to 400 per cent.
Both in country and suburban lands there
has been a considerable advance, and the
same thing is still going on.
It has
been brought ,abo.ut by a very pernicious
boom that eXists in l'egard to suburban
lands.
People can bny land without a
deposit, and on the payment of so. much
per month.
Such sales are advertised
every week, and the result is that, within
a radius of 15 miles from MeJbout'ile
there has been a very considerable rise
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in the value of la.nd. It is on these enhanced values that the Savings Bank
Commissioners are making advances.
I
know instances in which they are lending
money on flimsy, jerry-built houses.
The Hon. H. I. COIIEN.-They are
very conserva.tiv-e.
The Han. W. H. EDGAR.-The
dange,r exists. Hlouses are being run up
in the suburban area which are flimsy
and jerry-built, and the whole question
of t.he advances made on such property
should be: carefully looked into. The SaVings Bank Commissioners arel dealing
with millions sterling, and there are
avenues open to them that might lead
them into weakness.
It is important
that. the Commissioners sho.uld keep their
fingers on every security that is offered.
The question has to be considered as to
what extent land values may gO' back, not
only in the suburban areas, but throughout the length and breadth M the conntry. It is necessary that thel Commissioners should exercise the greatest care,
owing to this tremendous expansion in
real property values.
'Vith the machinery at t.heir disposal they may unconsciously be led to make advances on in. Bated values.
The Hon. A. BEr.L.~Do they not obt.ain reports from qualified valuers 1
The HOin. W. H. EDGAR.~Yes, but I
know cases of land that is selling at £4 a
foot which is 200 per cent.. in e,xcess of its
true value.
Those who are connected
with banks and other lending institutions
recognize the difficulty they are up
against. The question is: Are the present values likely to continue, or are they
going to slip back 1 If they do slip back,
is any of the people's money that the
Savings Bapk Commissioners hold in
trust, going to be lost ~ It is well sometimes to review the position, and to inquire how far it is safe tOI lend money
on inflated values.
The question is one
that affects not only the banks, but alsQl
private lenders.
The H·on. R. R. S. ABBOTT.-I
would point out tOI the House that in
multiplying these instruments of credit.
on the guarantee of the State through
the Commissioners of the Savings Bank,
or in any direct way, we are certainly
nQt assisting to' bring back the condition
of s.olidarity that existed here when we
had a gold currency. By giving the Savings Bank COlnmissioners power to issue
debentures fot· an additional '£10,000,000
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we are multiplying credit, and by doing
so helping to maintain high prices,
and to prevent us frOllll returning tOo

normal conditions. I have the last report
of the State Savings Bank Oommissioners
here, but it is difficult without some further explanation to understand exactly
the position in regard to advances. It
is stated that the deposits amount to
£50,000,000, and that the amount of loans
under the Credit Foncier department is
£9,822,000.
It would appear from the
Bill that the'"Commissioners have already
had permission to raise £15,000,000 by
bonds for Credit Foncier purposes, but
according to their last report, less than
£10,000,000 had been used for those
purposes.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-You must
remember the Housing and Reclamation
Act.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Mr.
Edgar certainly knows what he is talking
about when he speaks of the inflation of
land values in and around Melbourne. It
was 'generally understood that the privileges that were given to the State Savings
Bank Oommissioners in regard to raising
money for Credit Foncier loans were'
given in o.rde-r to. help in the open-'
ing up of areas of land and the
increase o.f production, and for the
assistance generally of the farming
community. We find from the report of the Commissioners that though
presumably they have raised £15,000,000
for Credit Foncier purposes, only
£2,500,000 has been lent in the country.
The whole of the rest of the money must
have been lent in and around the city of
Melbourne, and the very fact of such immense amounts of money being available
in the metropolitan area must assist the
booming of land values. In the country
there are very considerable complaints as
to the impossibility of getting any attention from the Savings Bank Commissioners either in connexion with-loans, or
in any other way. Under the Housing
and Reclamation Act something like
£830,000 had been lent in the country as
against £6,000,000 in the city. The unofficial Leader has referred to an advance
that has been made in the policy of the
Commissioners by their erecting in the
centre of Melbourne a very large building. Unless that is being done absolutely
as a speculation for profit it does not seem
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to me that there is any necessity for the
Commissioners to put up enormously
valuable buildings in order to impress the
people of this State with the solidity of
the institution. and the safeness of placing their money with it.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-What about
the Commonwealth Savings Bank?
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Thc
Commonwealth Savings Bank has no premises anywhere in Melbourne except at
the post offices. However, that does not
affect my argument that there is no necessity for very extensive buildings to be
erected by the State Savings Bank Commissioners in order to induce the people
of the State to deposit their money in the
State Savings Bank. The fact that that
bank has £50,000,000 of the savings of'
the people, and that that money is safely
invested, speaks for itself. Under the
Housing and Reclamation Act ,the Commissioners advance money 0!Il. a 10 per
cent. margin to peQlple in the city who require houses. From what Mr. Edgar has
said as to the inflatiQln of land values, it is
apparent that a 10 per cent. margin is
absolutely insufficient fQlr safety. In the
country it is necessary for a borrower to
put down a deposit to the extent of 40 per
cent., and that naturally precludes the
offering of business to the Savings Bank
to the extent that would otherwise be the
case. Some of t]H~. lal'gt'r cities and towns
feel that they are at a great disadvantage
under the present system.
The branch
of the State Savings Bank at Ballarat
has deposits amounting to £1,500,000 belonging' to the people of Ballarat, and
practically to the city of Ballarat. In
Bondigo the deposits amount to over
£1,000,000 sterling, belonging to the
people of Bendigo, and practically to the
city of Bendigo. So far as the Credit Foncier &ystem is concerned, only £7,000 has
been advanced in Ballarat, and not one
penny has been advanced in Bendigo.
The HOll. H. I .. COHEN.-Evti.denltly
the. people there do not want to borrow
money.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-]t is
quite evident that they do not get it.,
although they may need it. These cities
are carrying out great sewerage works,
and the works at Ballarat were absolutely
stopped because the authorities could not
get money from anywhere: The Bendigo
sewerage authority has practically come
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to the limit of the loans it hadarranged,
and unless the Oommonwealth Bank will
come to its assistance the work there will
be at a stand-still. It seems tome only a
fair thing that the money that is a'ctually
put into the Sta:te Savings Bank by the
people in the country should be made
available in connexion with the big operations that are necessary in various portions of the country for the prosperity
and welfare of the localities concerned.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-The Oommissioners could lend the money more safely
on broad acres.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I have
told the I-Iouse that the Oommissioners
have lent only £2,500,000 on broad acres
in the whole of the State.
The Hon. G. M. DAVls.-What have
they done with the millions they have
raised in Ballara:t and Bendigo?
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
money raised in Bendigo and Ballarat is
all lent in Melbourne in connexion with
building operations down here. I want
to point out the very serious position the
Savings Bank Oommissioners are approaching owing to the increasing value
of money. Up to 1929 they have
£961,000 worth of Oredit Foncier bonds
issued at 3! p8r cent. falling due. During
the last few weeks they have been endeavouring to get the holders of those
3-! per cent. bonds to exchange them for
bonds carrying 6 per cent. interest. In
1924 they have £230,000 worth of Oredit
Foncier bonds bearing 4 per cent. interest
falling due. They have also £6,500,000
worth of 51 per cent. bonds falling due
this year. These, we know, will all have
to be replaced with money costing from
6 per cent. to practically 6! per cent. The
Commonwealth has found it necessary to
issue its last loan on a basis that means
the payment of 6± per cent.
In connexion with operations under the Housing
and Reclamation Act the Oommissioners
have entered into dennite contracts at
definite prices, and if their money is going
to cost them 6 per cent., it will be imp08sible for them to balance their accounts
without loss.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-They will not
get money at 6 per cent.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
putting things on the best possible footing.
We are giving the Oommissioners power
practically to pledge the credit of the
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whole of the peo,pIe of this State-not
only of the people of Melbourne where
the money is being spent, but of the
people in the country as' well. Weare
giving them power to pledge the whole of
. the far~ing lands, the pastoral lands, and
everything else to maintain the stability
of this institution. Of course, if the Government say it is absolutely necessary
that this Bill shall be passed, I presume
we shall pass it, but if instead of giving
the Oommissioners power at this particular stage to contract another £10,000,000
of debt, honorable members were to agree
to cut down their additional borrowing
power to £5,000,000, I think they would
be doing a very safe thing.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-Mr. Edgar
has sounded a note of warning in connexion with the advances that are being
made under present-day conditions. Land
is at a very high price, and building is
carried out in a very costly way.
The
position that exists is not the fault of the
Savings Bank Oommissioners. They have
instructions from Parliament that if any
one who wishes to have a house built is
prepared to put up a certain margin they
shall advance the rest of the money required. It is very easy for property to
decrease in value, and a very considerable
risk is being run in connexion with a lot
of buildings tha t have been erected in recent years. As a result of subdivisions
and a number of people traversing the
country selling allotments, there is an inflation in land values in the metropolitan
area. An agent came to my office and
said, "Oould you let one of, your men
come out with me this afternoon? I have
a beautiful property that I want to submit ,to a lot of people in the country." I
said, "I would not let anyone belonging
to my firm go with you at all. As a ma tter of fact, I think legislation should
be brought in to prevent agents travelling
all over the country selling suburban
allotments. It means inflating values and
landing people with allotments of land
that are going to cost them a lot of money.
You are going to land them with rates
and taxes for a considerable time. Thousands of allotments have been sold in the
metropolitan area in the last couple of
years." The agent said, "Yes, millions
have been sold." I said, "Seeing that
there are only 800,000 people in Melbourne, how long will it be before those
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allotments are built 0(1) ~" I think legislation should be brought in to prevent
agents selling allotments, exce~t by auction, outside a radius 0'£ 2.0 miles frorm. the

property 'concerned.
PUJ.'chasers often
find themselves with blocks of land that
axe an incubus.
The PRESIDENT. - The honorable
member is getting very far from the Bill.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-I am merely
indicating one of the causes of the in..
flated values of land in the metropolitan
area. If allotments were bought only by
people who want to build, the price. of
land would not be nearly as h1gh
as it is at the present time. New
houses are being rml up in the cheapest
possible fashion, with nothing. like the stability of the old buildings.
This is a
matter on which ].!{ly. Edgar has spoken
with sound knowledge, and I feel that
the COlumissione,l's should be very careful
indeed.
In vie,w of the pre,sent cost of
building, a 10 per cent. deposit on houses
is not sufficient. As Mr. Richardson has
pointed out, four or five roomed houses
for working men could be erected before
the war at from £200 to £250. T'o-day it
costs from £600 to £800 to do thel same
work. Therefore, it is a terrible risk for
a lending institution to have, to accept
a deposit of 10· per cent.,. and in this
particular· case it is the people~s earnings
that are at stake.
We have nad. reverses in Victoria in the past, and we
shall seel them again, as. surely as we are
here.
I have the. utmost confidence in
the Oommissioners, but I ,,,ould prefer a
go-slQIW policy i;n regard to buildings
under the. Credit Fancier, or the provisions of the housing aud reclamation
law. The powe'rs in that direction should
be very care,fully used indeed. In view
of the dearth of houses in the metropolis
it has been urged that people should be
assisted in securing hou~e' accommodation and bett-er habitations. However,
in the circumstances, I consider that it
would be well to halve the amount which,
the Commissioners. are to be OOlpow,er,ed
. to raise by debentures.
If. the. amount
were reduced from £10',000,000. to
£5,000,000, it would:, I tliil).k., he, in the
intelrests of all conceFIled. \Vith regalld
to the cha..rg91 0.£ ls. pe'!: £100 fQlr keeping
Commonwealth bonds., 1. 'Would. PQlint Q'U.t
that that WQuld run. into a G'Onsidera.ble
sum. I think iliq t the Minister of· Public Works said tha,t tbe State Savings,
Bank. holds a,t pre&ent some £..5:,OQO,000·
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worth. of tho~e bonds. A. cha;rge of Is.
pelr £100 on that. amount would. 'run into
£2,500 fQlr keeping the bonds in safe
custody.
The' mo.tion wa,s agreed to.
The Bill was read a sec.ond time, and
committed.
Ciauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4In sub-section (2) of section eighty-two of
the Principal Act as amended by section five
of the State Savin.gs Bank. Act i920 and sec·
tion four of the State. Savings Ba..u.k Act 1922
for the words "Fifteen million pounds" there
shall be substituted the words "Twenty-five
million pounds."

The' Ho'll. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-There
has been a pretty amljle discussion of
the proposal embodied in this clause, and
I do not know tha;t we would be malnng
any serious mistake if we adopted a suggestien to the' Legislative Assembly to
substitute £.20.,000,000 for £25,000,000.
That would· mean that the additional
amount of debentu.res which the Commissioners would be· empowered to borrow
would
be
£5,000,000
in.stead
of
£10,000.,000.
The HOll .. H. F. RICHARDSON.~In
view o·f the information that Mr.
Abbott gave us with regard to the loans
falling due this year and nex.t yelar,
the proposal me.,ciI,e in this clause- is
of very serious moment.
What Mr.
E.dgar pointed out is p,erfectly correct,
as every business mall} knows. Land has
been sold a.t exorbitant prices.
Speculators. h.ave· gone. miles out of the city
and boome:d the pric.e of land th.ere. But
a m.o~e serious matter is th.e increased cost
of building.
I do not understand why
the cost of building should be anything
like as much as it is.
Ten ye'ars ago
ce:rnent sheets were not used in house
construction, and three-ply linings were
only employed to a small extent. Yet at
Geelong· I had a four-roomed house" with
verandahs a,t the back ,and the front built
for £175.
That· was before the' war.
Why should the cost of building haNe increased SOl much ~ The price of ma,te.rial
has not gone· up to that extent. Therefore
~he Con:missioners, have to. he very careful
l~ lendlllgmoney on houses in existing
CIrcumstances. We know very well that
when the land boom' burst property came
down in value nearly 100: per cent.
P'eQple were· thrown, out of! employment
and could nOtt pay their instalments, and
numbenl of. building societies went ,., up a;
tree." It is no·w proposed that the State
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Savings Bank Oommissioners should have
another £10,000,000 to spend in advances, in spite of the fact that the cost
of building is so high.
As far as the
country is concerned, we know that the
Government have gone all over the State
buying up properties for closer se,ttlement purposes. In large numbers of cases
the value of those and adjoining properties has been greatly enhanced in consequence. I look forward to a, ~ot of cou~
try lands coming down cOllSJ.derably In
value in the near future.
Therefore,
great ca,re must be exercised, no matter
how well the Commissioners may have
managed in the past.
I do not say
one word against the Commissioners. As
a matter of fact I do not think we could
have had a much better set of men. That
applies to the officers as well as the o.0mmissioners.
However, they are gUIded
to a large extent by outside values. ""VheiTI
property is increasing in value., it is not
an ea~y thing to rea4ze when boom
prices are reached. It is ceirtainly a big
jump from £15)000,000 to £25,000,000,
and if the suggested amendment which
Mr. Abbott has outlined is agreed to,
the Commissioners could ask for power
to raise' another £5,000,000 when that
becomes necessary.
The lIon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
moyeThat "£25,000,000" be struck out,
" £20,000,000" inserted in lieu thereof.

and

The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I approve of the proposal made by Mr.
Abbott. In my opinion it is a very wise
one, for there is a great deal in what
has bee'll said about the excessive price
o.f. building at the present time.
Of
course, we are becoming used to paying a gre,at deal more fo'r things
than they are wo,rth, and we are
getting into the habit of thinking
that the present state of a,ffairs is
always going to remain. At the present
time it is' wise for us to look forward a
bit and realize that present values cannot
be maintained. My atteution was drawn
the othe'r day to a pretty la:rge undertaking in Melbcmrne.
It was expected
to cost £300,000. The building is being
constructed by day labour, and I am told
that the cost to:-day is £450~000.
To: a
great extent that is (}wing, so' my informant sa.ys, to· the amount. of loafing
on the job t·hat goes on. I do not say
that, but he· told me it was the cause.
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The Hon. W. J. BECKETT.-If you are
not sure, why repeat the statement ~
The Han. J. K. l\1ERRITT.-From
my ·own observation I know tha,t a great
many men are not giving a fair amount
of work for the money they are, paid.
Reference has been made to the cost of
building before thel war. I give place to
no man in my admiration fox the Australian workman. In fact, I belie,ve he
is the best workman in the world. Still,
before the war £100 a room was a.bout
the averagtl cost olf building a ho'use.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-£50 a
room for a wooden building.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Yes, and
£100 for a brick building. That was about
the average. We do not get an'ything like
the same amount of work out of tradesmen as we did formerly, although they
are paid practically double fne rate of
In my own experience, we do
wages.
not get more than half the work that
tradesmen used to give us.
It does not
matter whether the work is done by a
bricklayer, a plasterer, or a carpenter,
the result is not nearly so satisfactory as
it used ·to be.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Perhaps the
quality is better.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I am
not saying anything with regard to the
quality of the work.
The Australian
workman is the best tradesman in the
world, if he would only work honestly and
do a fair thing.
Unfortunately, he is
coerced by other men in the movement,
and is not allOtWed to' dOl a fair day's
work.
We have heard of instances of
the secretary, or the organizer, of a union
telling men that they are doing too much.
At the last meeting of this House reference was made to the fact that an
organizer of the railway workers found
fault with the Commissioners for giving
men who were doing honest work a bonus.
These men were showing that they were
anxious to do their best, and so the Railways Commissioners gave them a bonus.
It should not be necessary to do so, but
unfortunately that is the position. Tp.ese
organizers say that it is iniquitous fOF
men to work at the rate of speed that
they were wi1ling to.
It is what they
call U speeding-up," and apparently it is
looked upon as' a crime for a man to do
his best.
That is tlie whole source of
the trouble.
This State has been in an
exceedingly prosperous condition for som.e
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years, and men have been getting a great
deal more in wages than they used to,
but they are not giving a fair return.
We must remember that this prosperous
state of affairs is not always going to
exist, and we shall ha,ve bad times. When
they do come, wages will be reduced, and
we shall find working men will combine
together and be quite willing to put up a
house for £600, which is now costing the
State Savings Bank Commissioners £800.
The Hon. VV. J. BEcKETT.-The contractor takes the difference now.
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ing to be taken over by the lender ot
money, who will be saddled with high
cost of construction and the high rate of
interest.
I shall support the suggested
amendment.

The Hon. FRA.NK CLARKE.-I
sympathize with the object that 1\Ir.
Abbott and Mr. Merritt have in viewthe checking of extravagance-but I am
not at all sure that the reducing of this
amount from £25,000,000 to £20,000,000
will attain the object they desire. I have
not had time to look at the principal
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-It is Act, and I speak subject to correction,
possible that the work will be done for but I think I am right in saying that
£500. When that time comes, those who the Credit Foncier system in Victoria
are now being called upon to pay £800 was inaugurated about twenty years ago.
und £900 for houses may be induced to The system had been very successful in
abandon their liability, because they will other countries, and the State Savings
say they can get a house for £500 or Bank Commissioners were empowered to
£550. They will tell the Commissioners invest £2,000,000 under that system. At
to go hang.
We have to realize that the end of a period of five years the
we are living in a fool's paradise. The Commissioners were able to report that
suggested amendment is a wise one to the Credit Foncier system was unmake.
I think the increase in the bor- doubtedlya success, that the money which
rowing powers of the bank should be was advanced was well secured, and that
restricted to £5,000,000 instead of it would be well to increase the borrowing
An Act was passed, extending
£10,000,000. If honorable members look powers.
at section 84 of the principal Act, which the powers to £5,000,000, and later, in
. was consolidated in 1915, they will find the same way, it was fixed at £15,000,000 .
that at that time the Commissioners could The Commissioners are now asking for
Why
give only 4 per cent. interest. It was speci- authority to borrow £25,000,000.
fically laid down in the Act that it should I think the suggested amendment would
not be more than· 4 per cent. Subse- not secure what is desired is due to the
quently the law was amended, and the fact· that the Commissioners cannot
rate of interest was left to the discretion borrow one penny of the extra money
of the Minister of the day and the Com- without first of all obtaining the consent
In these circummissioners. I would not like to say that of the Government.
we were lax in making that amendment, stances, it really rests with the Governbut we were a little on the generous side. ment to check the State Savings Bank
It gives the Commissioners a great deal Oommissioners from undue extravagance.
more liberty than they had before.
In I am inclined to think that the State
these extravagant times men are inclined Savings Bank Commissioners suggest~d
to spend money lavishly and to lend £26,000,000 because they did not want to
money lavishly.
It is true that we be coming to Parliament every three or
cannot borrow money on properties from four years to get a further extension.
the banks at the present time unless there The 'State Savings Bank Commissioners
is an ample margin of security. We want are trying to anticipate the requirements
the State Savings Bank Commissioners of the future, and, as I have pointed out,
to be very careful as to what they do, they will not be able to borrow any addinot only in regard to the high cost of tional money without the consent of the
building, but in relation to the high cost Government.
of money. They cannot issue debentures
The Hon, E. L. KIERNAN;-I hope
at the present time at less than 6 or 6! the Committee will not accept the amendper cent., and we can look forward to ment suggested by Mr. Abbott. We can
the time when the rate will be 5 per cent., safely say that the State Savings Bank
and perhaps even less than that.
So Commissioners, by the work they have
tha t we are in danger of properties hav- done in the past, have shown at least the
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same amount of common sense ~nd business acumen as could be shown by memI do not thin.k it
bers of this House.
could be said that the Commissioners
have, by any action in the past, adversely
affected the credit of this State. We have
only to compare the work t.hat has
been done by the State Savings
Bank Commissioners in their housing
scheme with the· bungling that has
taken place in connexlon with similar work by the Commonwealth to
see how e~ciently t.hey have done their
·work.
There has not been the slightest
complaint in regard to the quality of the
buildings that ha,ve been put up by the
banle The only complaint that I have
heard is that contractors working under
the State Savings Bank Commissioners
are not able to make more than wages
in the contracts they enter into.
The
fact remains that the houses put up by the
State Savings Bank Commissioners compare more than favorably with any other
houses being erected by private people.
It is well known that in the advances
made under the Credit Foncier system the
valuations in the main are very conservative.
It is hard for any man to get a
valuation of more than 60 or 66 per cent.
of the total value of his property. There
is a danger that if we impose any undue
restrictions upon the amount the Commissioners can borrow, the e,fforts of
the Commissioners in solving the housing
problem will be advers~ly affected.
It
would be dangerous for this House to do
anything that would interfere with the
Commissioners in trying to cope with the
shortage of houses which exists in Victoria at the present time. ,I am satisfied
that the Commissioners are dealing more
efficiently with this question than anyWe must also
body else in Victoria.
recollect that by making advances both to
country people and city people under the
Credit Foncier system th~ State Savings
Bank Commissioners are keeping down
the rate of interest. If it were not for
their activities much higher rates of interest would have to be paid to outside
bodies.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-YOU do
not suppose that the Savings Bank Commissioners will be able to borrO'W at as
advantageous a rate of interest as they
have done in the past.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That is
not my point.
Unquestionably it is a
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tremendous advantage that our people
can go to the State Savings Bank. That
bank has to compete with the Commonwealth Savings Bank.
I do nOot think
such competition desirable.
In my
opinion one bOody should manage the two
concerns. It would be much more economical if that were done.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-Which
body should run the business-the State
or the Commonwealth 1
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I am
not particular as to that. A t a~y rate
the State Savings Bank is the repository
of the money Oof the smaller people of
Victoria, and it would be a mistake to
hamstring that bank by competition with
the Commonwealth Savings Bank.
The Hon. G. 1\1. DAVIs.-They have
only to ask for a further £5,000,000 when
it becomes necessary to do so.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It
might appear to some honorable members
that they are handicapping the State Savings Bank Commissioners as regards competition with private banks if they limit
their borrowing powers. I hope that tha.t
aspect of affairs will not influence many
honorable members, but that they will
gi ve the Commissioners, whose administration in the past has been admirable,
the credit of being fa.r-seeing business
men and men of common sense, who will
not ask for a greater IOoan than they re,quire. I trust we shall give them credit
fO'r being far-sighted enough to do nOlthing
tha.t would lead to the inflation of the
finances of the State.
I t would be
a
mistake
to
restrict
the
w0'rk
of the Savings Bank Commissioners
under
the
Credit Foncier system
in any way. If as a result of action by
this House the Savings Bank had to refuse advances to farmers 0'r to citizens of
the metrOopolis, it would be reprehensible.
The Han. W. C. ANGLISS.-I was
not present when the discussion started,
but I understand that the State Savings
Bank Commissioners seek authority to'
borrow up to a further £10,000,000 for
the purpose 0'£ building houses for the
people.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-And also of
financing fa,rmers.
The Hon. W. C. ANGLISS.-I have
had a great deal to do with building, and
I have kept in close touch with the work
I
of tho Savings Dank CommissionerR.
am satisfied that they get g00'd value for
the money they spend. Many contractor~
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ha.ve hardly go,t wages out of them. It
all goes to show that they get their wo,rk
done on very reasonable terms. We all
know that rents have gone up very considerably, and tha,t private pe,rso'lls ar~
not ,erecting houses to let. Taxation is
severe, and the landlord cannot get a de.
cent return for the money he spends in
putt~ng up hQluses. Yet houses must be
built. If private people will no·t do it,
then it is up to the Government to take
the matter in hand. I should like to see
every married man the owner of his own
dwelling hQluse,. It is no good putting off
the evil day. Weare all expecting a
slump in the cost of living, but it does
nOit eventuate. Prices are still climbing
higher and higher.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.--There must
come a.n end to it.
The Hon. W. C. ANGLISS.-Some
day. In the meantime the pe,ople must
he housed. We have confidence in our
Savings Bank Commissioners. We know
how well they have managed in the past.
They have managed the housing business
far better than the Commonwealth authorities did. If I we,re asked to vot,e
£1,000,000 to the Commonwealth autho'rities
for
this
purpose
I
would
re~u~,e..
But I
have
the highest
opI.mon of the State Savings Bank
Commissione,rs and of the Credit Foncier
system. To be consistent I must support
the Bill. I regard it as badly needed.
If the Commissioners were asking for a
further £10,000,000 I would vote for it.
The Han. J. P. JONES (l\1:inister of
Publio Works).-I should like to point
out jn re'ply to one or two questions that
have ?e~n rais~d, that ~he Savings Bank
CommlSSlOne!S l~ requestIng parliamentary
assent to thIS Bill state that the e~ting
law provides for advances
up
to
£15,000,000. They anticipate that by
December of this ye,ar that amount will
be rea~hed. They also say that if their
borrQlwmg
power
is
increased
to
£25,000,000 it will permit them to exLend their operations over a period of four
years. At the end of four years they
will have advanced up to that amount.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-Why
cannot they come to Parliament in a
couple 0.£ years' time ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-There may
be somethjng in that argument. But a.s
the President h38 mentioned, although
the poweT to ad.vance up to £25 000·000
may be in the Bill, they cannot 'adv~noo
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up to t,ha,t amount with~ut consulting the
Government.
The Han. H. 1. COHEN .-Debentures
have to be count,ersigned by the Treasurer.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The 8avings
Commissioners enjoy a fine reputatIon. They are kno,wn to be exoellent
bus~ness managers.
They perfurm their
dutIe~ in a m?st businesslike way.
Mr.
Anghss has gIven them a testimonial,
and when he does that it is worth having.
~ank

The Hon. R. H. e,. ABBOTT.-I
understand that it is necessary that the
amendment. we desire DO submit should
take the form of a suggestion to another
place. I therefore beg to move-That it be a suggestion to the Legislative
Assembly that m clause 4 the words " twentyfive" be deleted with a view oi substituting
" twenty."

this suggestio'n, the HOWle win
sounding a note of warmng
WIth reference to the oQntinu.ed ~reati0ilili
of new borro~i~ powers, and the Savings
Bank . COmmIS~l!Oners will not be in any
way l1~convelllenced by the reduction.
Accordmg to the statement of the Minister of Public Works, they now have funds
enough to enable them to carryon un til
the end of the year, and an extra
£5,.000,000 will prObably be sufficient f'or
theIr purposes for the next three or four
years. .Between. now and then questions
may anse affectmg t.he rate of interest
and it will not be difficult for the Com~
miss~oners to come to parliament again t'O
obtam further borrowing powers should
that ~e necessary. In the past the Credit
Foncier loans have been floated in different
ways. When the public did not subscribe
to the 4 rer. cent. or 4! per cent. lloans,
the CqrrurrnsslOners, with their own funds
subscribed the bonds, and, although they
may have £6;000,000 to pay during the
current year, It may be that they will only
ha,:"e to make a book entry of the transactIOn.
,They are trying now to raise
£l,OOO,OOQ at 6 per cent. and t·his loan
is being raised free of Et~te income tax.
It is therefore, in a sense an interference
with the revenue of th~ State but it
places the Savings Bank Corumis~ioners in
a very favorable position in their efforts
to carryon a very excellent and desirable
Wlo,r.k. The att.itu~e we are taking up in
a~klllg that cautlOn be exercised is, I
think, a very wise one.
~n making
sl~ply be
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The Hon. H. H. 8MITH.-I have Daceyville, in Sydney. The land cost the
listened with considel'able interest to the Government nothing, but, even so, they
discussion that has taken place on this got a very poor return foil' the
question, and I have come to the concl~ money they expended. We have a right
sion that there is a go'od deal to be saId to be informed how the money the Comfor the allljendment. We have had land missioners propose to raise is, to be spent.
booms in Melbourne from time to time. We have good workmen in this State, but
Those of us who remember the great land if we want to get the best returns we must
boom and the freedom with which money pay them by results. If they were paid
was blorrowed and spent, know only too by results they would make far mOi'e
well the dire consequences that followed. money and do far more work.
I am not suggesting that anything of the
The Hon. W. J. BECKETT. - What
same kind is likely tOI take place at the
about
the members of this House?
present time. I do not wish to raise a
note of alarm but it is true, as has been
The lIon. H. H. SMITH. - All the
pointed out by Mr. Edgar, tha~ there ~s work they have done this year has been
now a land boom which is affectIng partI- to pass Supply Eills.
They themselves
cularly the outer su.burbs. Right out to said they should have salaries, not the
Ringwood, Oroydon, F'erntree Gully, and public.
Have better results been obother places, there is a good deal of sub- tained from this House since its member9
division going 'On. Money has been bor- . have been in receipt of small salaries than
rowed at high. rates of interest.
Loans was the case before ~
which were raised at 3 per cent. are fallThe Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-Speak for
ing due, and for their redempt,ioI~ proyourself
so far as the results are conbably 6! per cent. will have to be p~Id. It,
has been poiJJted out by ]\1r. DaVIS that cerned.
The lIon. H. H. SMITH.-So far as
the cost. of erecting houses has very lll~ch
increased. I like tOI see good wages paId, the results are concerned I prefel' to let
but we are not now getting value for the my electors speak.
Certain honorable
money that is expended.
The cost of members, like Mr. Abbott, are acting os
building must come down, and the interest watch dogs guarding the public purse.
rate on money must also come down. I We are keeping the strings well tied, and
think I am right in saying that loans to we want to see that the money is not
the amount 'Of about £80,000,000 will wasted. We do not want to have houses
have to be renewed by the Commonwealth erected at a cost of £600 each if later on
and the Sta,tes next year.
they will be worth only £400 each.
The Hon. 'V. J. BECKETT.-vVhat is
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-You take
the price of bricks now ~
up that attitude even if we have to stop
The Hon. H. H. S.MITH.-I am not a the building of homes for workers?
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-We do not
hrick-maker. I can say this, that whereas
twelve m,onths ago we could not get want to stop work at all.
The Minister
bricks, any quantiHy of them can be ob- of Public Works has said that the expentained now. The population of Melbourne diture of the £10,000,000 that the
is increasing by leaps and bounds. Bill gi ves the Commissioners power
r quite admit that citizens should be en- to raise should be extended over
cOUl'aged to have their own houses, but, at four years.
Why should not the
the same time, it seems to me that we Committee reduce the amount to
ought to keep some control over the bor- £5,000,000 so that the matter could come
J'owing powers, not only of the Savings up again for consideration in two years'
Bank Commissioners, but of other public time?
I noticed last year that on one
hodies. In two years' time we should be occasion the Labour party said they would
able to see what the position is. We are vote for only one month's Supply, and
told that certain reclamation schemes are not for two months' Supply. Why should
to be carried out and that money is to be We not now say that instead of giving the
spent on small community settlements a.t Commissioners power to borrow and spend
Fishermen's Bend and elsewhere.
We £10,000,000 in four years we will give
want some tangible scheme to be brought them power to borrow and spend
before us.
I have seen the houses that £5,000,000 in two years ? We have t@
were built at the Government suburb f)f strike a note of warning now. There has
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been too much 'vaste of' money' in AUd- and we also wish to, conserve, as far as
tralia, and the people will have to pay for possible, the commercial interests of the
it.
Will posterity be able to pay if the State. If a man has to pay 7 per cent.,
present rate of borrowing is continued? 8 per cent., or 9 per cent. for money in
If the rate of interest were to come dow.l1 order to keep his commercial concern
we could go on borrowing again.
But going-the rate of interest is going up
we do not want to borrow too much every 'day--it will make a considerable
For difference so far as the commercial prosmoney at a high rate of interest.
Mer-,
the reasons I have given I support the perity of the State is concerned.
amendment.
chauts win naturally be induced to r8The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I have lis- strict their activities to some extent. They
tened very carefully to the arguments put will not extend their operations as they
forward by Mr. Abbott and other otherwise would, and that will result in
You have
speakers.
One of the most disquieting considerable unemployment.
features in regard to the extensive bor- to take all these things into consideratio:l
rowing powers proposed to be conferred on when viewing the state of the money mm'the Savings Bank Commissioners to my ket at the present time. I am going to
mind is that they would go on to an al- support the amendment for the simple
ready depleted money market for large reason that I do not think it wise that we
sums of mopey, with the result that in-. should extend the borrowing powers of
terest rates would be forced up until per- any public body too far at the present
haps they would have to pay 7 per cent. time, but should keep them as far as POdor 8 per' cent.
We all know that the sible within reasonable bounds.
Commonwealth and the States have t:)
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-I recogredeem very large loans, and that the nize the good work that the Savings Bank
Commonwealth Government have had to Commissioners have done.
They al'e
offer 6! per cent. in order to make a loan business men, and I should not like in
attractive. Every million of money that any way to retard their operations, but I
is asked for in the local market will tend feel that the arguments put forward in
to increase the stringency of the position. support of Mr. Abbott's amendment are
I think it would be 11 wise thing to go such that I must support it. The carryslowly in regard to public borrowing. ing of the amendment will not in any way
Probably a lot of the money the Com- he detrimental to the operations of the
missioners will borrow will be spent nfl Commissioners.
the erection of homes, and advanced on
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN. - It will
mortgages on suburban properties, which drive country farmers away from the
are at present at a very high valuation. Credit Foncier branch.
Whilst I do not approve of a policy I)f
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-The instagnation, I certainly think, in view of terjector-in-chief ought to ask permission
the present rate of interest, that it be- to be allowed to speak again.
hoves Parliamen t to be very careful as to
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I can speak
what it does in regard to extensive b01'- again without asking permission.
rowing.
We know that we have conThe Hon. M. McGREGOR.-These insidera~le commitments in regard
~0
various Government activities, and we terjections are a bit disconcerting, but i..1
know also that the difficulty of financing view of the source from which they come
is at present very great. As I have said, I ought not to take any notice of them.
every million of money that is asked for I was about to pay a compliment to the
in the local market is going to make the Commissioners in regard to the assistposition very much more difficult.
To ance they give to farmers who are in need
my mind, if we were to grant the Commis- of it. I was at their office the other day
sioners power to borrow £5,000,0000, we with a returned soldier, who has applied
should be going to the extreme limit to for a Credit Foncier advance, and I have
which we should go. I think the Minis- no doubt that he will get the accommodater might take notice of the opinions that tion he needs, irrespective of whether the
have been expressed, because honorable amount asked for in this Bill is reduced or
members are undoubtedly ~erious in th-i.s not.. All that is suggested is that we
matter.
We wish to see safe financing, should give the Commissioners power to
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borrow £5,000,000 for a start. They can
easily come along later on and get further
borrowing authority if it is warranted.
Remarks have been made in regard to extensive housing operations.
I ta~e it
that the Ministry will come along wIth n
properly set out scheme, a~d I have .]10
doubt that the money requll'ed for ~h!.!t
scheme will not be taken from the Savlllgs
Bank, but will be provided by . the Gt)vernment in another way.
I Intend t.o
support 'the amendment.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
support the amendment, principally because I think Parliament should have some
control over the borrowing powers of the
Commissioners. The Minister of Public
Works evidently thought that Parlia;nent
would have some control over them, but
it has been plainly pointed out that the
conly control would be that of the Government. I am not going to say that we
object to the present Governme~t more
than any other Government havlllg that
control . but I do say that Parliament
should' have some control.
We might
hesitate if we were asked to decline to
give the Commissioners an~ inc;ea~ed b?rrowing powers, but I thmk It IS qUIte
right that we sho~11d li~it their borrowing powers to then requnements for the
next two years. That, I think, is as far
as we should go at a time like this.
I
have already expressed myself in connexion with the housing requirements of
the State, especially so far as the metro:
politan area and other large centres 01
population are concerned. We have not
in force in order to provide the necessary
accomm~dation, particularly for the working class and middle class people, the system that I should like to see. Surely the
Government if it remains in power, will
recognize that it can introduce no legislation of more importance than that
which will lay down a proper system of
providi.ng accommodation for the workino- class.
It has been stated that the
L~bour party intends to bring in a l?i~l
ilealing with rents.
I do not thlllk
that the m'atter can be satisfactorily
settled by legislation to establish a,
Court to· fix ·rente.
To a large extent, rents are dependent on ~he cost
o.f building, and of the repaus that
have to be effected. It is not only the
original cost of a hOouse which has
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risen above all reason, but when repairs
are neceooary, they have to be carried
out at an excessive figure. If you want
any plumbing or carpentering done, you
will find the cost is 100 per cent. more
than it was ten years ago. Therefore,
rents have to be kept up, or the landlord
will not receive anything like a reasonable return for his outlay.
As far as
cottage properties are concerned, I do not
think that there is any great return for
the landlord. In addition to the increased cost of repairs, taxation-whether
municipal, State, or Federal-is higher. It
all has to come out of the pockets of the
landlord, and there is no. great return
to the man who has gone In for cottage
prOoperties. I hOope that the day is nOot far
distant when every man will have an ?pportunity of getting a hO'11se.
l\1y feehng
is strongly in the direction of believing
that a small house, say, of three rooms,
should be built for every newly married
cOouple. Such a building could be added to
as Ooccasion required. It is better that a
young married couple should be l.iv.ing ~n
a three-roomed cottage than resIdlllg In
a de-licensed hOltel, OIl' some Oother plac€.',
such as members of the Housing Commist3ion saw when making their investigations.
Both Mr. Sternberg and myself were members of that body. What
we saw was staggering to me. People
of the better class do not know the conditions that exist. Personally, I did not
realize what the slum life in the metropolitan area was. I have never regretted
the fact that I was a member of that
CommiSGion. Ever since then, I have
realized that it is important that we
should have a proper Bill dealing wi~h
housing. Provision should be made In
a reasonable way for the accommoda·
tion of the poorer and middle class
people of this State. I hope that we shall
have a measure properly dealing w~th
the problem. When it comes along, no
doubt provision will have to be made
for borrowing money for the erectio~ ot
buildings. The fact haa been emphaSIzed
that buildings are now being erected at
an excessive price.
A member of the
Labour party in this House privately
and personally expressed to me the
opinion that the cost of erecting and repairing houses is excessive. To a man
who owns property, or who has anything
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to do with the collection of rents, that
is a w.ell-known fact. I do not care whether it is in the. metropolitan area, ()r
anywhe1re else in the State.,. at the present time the cost of: building is excessive; and it is principally due to the fact
that the workmen ax.e not doing. their
duty..
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.,-Not on
your life.
The HOll. H. F. HIOHARDSON.-A
bricklayer used to lay 800 bricks. Today he lays 4.00, and. he is told that
if he lays more he· win. lose his job.
A paperhang.er puts up half the number of rolls he used to, and he
is not allowed t.o hang. any more.
That comes through a member. of the
Labour party-I will not. mention his
name. That sort of thing is- going on all
over the State,. and it is- the reason why
the cost of building is so ex~essive. I
say to the Labour party that if they wiBh.
to do jUtStice. to people: who want reasonable homes, they must get tradesmen. to
do thei}! honest. duty, and then buildings
will be erected for hali what they cost
at the present time.. I believe that th.ere
is an opportunity for the present Government. to deal with; the housing question.
We are not assisting in that direction by
passing a lar.ge Bum of money,. and making the Oommissioner.s the only authority
to deal with the pr.oblem. If they are
given this large sum for advances, they
will not come to Parliament for four
years. The result will be that Parliament will lose all control over the Oommissioners in connexion with the problem
f~r at least that period~ It is the duty of
Parlianlent to i3ee that we have some control over th.e, Oommissioners in the
matter.
The JiIon. W. J. BEOKETT (Honorary Minister).-All.I desire to say is
that, as a 1:epresentative of the people,
I thinK it only fair that any member of
Parliament or public man who libels his
fellow Australia'ns should be pr,epa,red
with statistics in black and white in
order to prove his assertions.
The Oommittee divided on the motion.
Ayes
11
Noes
12·
Majority ag.ai:n.st the, suggested amendment
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AYES.

Mr .
"
"
"

.Abbott
Crockett
Davis
Goudie

" Harris
"

McGregor

Mr. Ang.liss
" Beckett
Bell

Mr. Merritt
" Richardson
" Sternberg.
Telle'rs ..

Mr.. Smith
NOES:
Mr. Jones

JY[cNamara
" Williams.

"

" Brawn
"
"
"

Frank Clarke
Cohen
Disney

.

, " Tyner..

'l'ellers:
Mr. W. L. R. Clarke

I

" Kiernan.

The clause was· agreed to', aB was
clause 5.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the. report- was adopted.
On the motiO'n of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works) the
Bill was read a, third time.
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE, BILL.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of lVlines).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.
This slllall measure proposes to make
women eligible to become. justices of the
peace. There is sOime little doubt now
as to whether the la,w permits women to
be appointed justices of the pe1a,ce, and
this Bill is introduced to clear away that
doubt,. It is in much the same position
as the Bill dealt with last session, which
made it possible for W{)lll:Len to contest
seat.s for the Legislative Oouncil and the
Legislative Assembly. There was some
doubt whether ~ under the Constitution
Act, women were eligible. That Bill was
passed to place it beyond any doubt.
This Bill ~me1l18 to· meet with the favour
of val'ious parties- outside Parliament.
Legislat.ion has- been in force for some
time in New South Wa,les and South
Australia, enabling women to become
justices of the peace, and I see no
objectioll to conferring that privilege
on the womenfolk of OUI? State when
llecessary.
The argument that women
should be permitted to stand for Pa.:rliament. because of their citizenship applies
also> in.. this case, and, I feel satisfied that
wi th the judicious seledio'll Q1f women f.or
Lhese JDosi tions we shall ha.ve many better
and more :n::taturecl. ,clecisioms in many
cases. A few yea,rs agO', when a. Su.pply
Bill was befO're Parliament, I strongly
urged Sir Arthur Robinson, the then
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Attorney-General, to see if it were uot
possible to makel some appointment of
women, . particularly tOt the children's
courts. He promised to give the ma,tter
favorable consideration, but nothing
has since been done. I know that there
were some requests from our side for the
appointment of women to the Bench, but,
there was a doubt whether the law permitted it. The intention of the Bill is
to' make the la,w on tha,t PQlint quite·
cle,ar.
The Hon. R. F. RICHARDSON.-I
ask that the debate on this Bill be adjourned. It has only just been distributed, and it is only fair that we should
ha,ve an opportunity tOI see hQlw far it
goes in connexion with the work of' the
police courts. Theoce is a good deaJ of
difference between women entering Parliament or municipal councils and women
sitting on the Bench.
The Hon. D. 1. McNAMARA.-I have no
objection.
The. Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
move.---
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ADJOURNMENT.
Thtl Hon. J. P .. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I hoped that the Government would have some business for
the House tOI deal with by next Tuesday,
but that does not seem possible now, in
view of the prolongation of thtJ debate
ill another place.
I do not want to
bring honorable members to the HOoUse if
there is nOI business to do, and I feel that
I shall be cQlnsul ting their wishes by
mo'vingThat the House, a.t its rising, adjourn until
this da.y fortnight.

The motion was agreed to'.
The House adjourned at 8.45 p.m.
until Tuesday, September 23.

LEGISLAT:EVE ASSEMB-LY.
Tuesday, September 9, 19,1e4.

That the debate be no.w adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment Q1f the
debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the next da,y of
meeting.
REVISION OF STANDING ORDERS.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public 'Vorks).-By I ela·ve , I moveThai; the Standing OrdBrs he referred to
the Standing Orders Committee to consider
and report as to the advisability of any altera.tions or additions.

The reason for this' m,otion is that the
sto'ck of copies of the· Standing Orde1ir3 has,
become exhausted. I doubt whether all
honora,ble members have copies of the
Standing Orders tOo-day. . The Government Printer, befoctJ setting up the type,
has inquired whether any alter.ations are
required. There are a number of mino,r
alterations which would ma.ke the meaning plaint([', and there are twO' Oor three
alterations of importance. This is a suitable time to- gOo over the Standing' Orders
to correct any errors that have developed,
and make any amendments that have becomt: necess-ary since: th~ Stam.ding Orders
were printed'. It has- been' the custom. in
the past in a case of this sOort· fOor a motion
to' be moved, by the le.ader of the House.
The motiQlll was agreed to'.

The SPEAKER (thel Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair a,t 4.37 p.m.
FERNTREE GULLY AND
LILYDALE. RAILWAYS.
Mr. HOGAN (J\finister of Railways).
-By leave, I moveThat there be laid before this House a copy
of the r'eport of the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Railways on the pruposed expe.ndituJ'e under Railways Loan Application
Act No. 3299; electrin:cation of the Ferntree
Gully al1d Lilydale railways, together with
minutes of evidence.
M~ ..

BAILEY.r-I second the motion.
The motion was ag.reed to, and thet re.port was laid on the table and ordered to
bel printed.
PRICES OF WHEAT, BREAD, AND
FLOUR OOMMISSION.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
beg to present the second report of the
Royal Oommission appointed to inquire
into the prices of wheat, bread, and flour.
I ;uove·That the summary ,of findings and recommendations be read by the Clerk.
Th~ motion was agreed to.
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and FloU'i' OommissiO'Jt.

The Clerk read the summary of find- suburban area is less than id. per 4-1h. loaf.
the extra charge being made is Id.
ings and recommtlllda.tions as follow!:- At14.present
The extra cost of manufacturing and

1. The price of flour is fixed by the Victorian Mill-owners' Association upon a basis
determined in 1920.

2. The returns show that the basis was not
determined upon any adequate investigation,
but by adopting a formula based upon the
price of wheat in that year, and the proclaimed
price of flour.
~1. Practically the same Imargin has been
allowed sin~e that time, though wages and
other costs have increased.
4. It is possible to arrive at but one conclusion, namely, that the basis was, at the
time, too high.
5. At the present time the basis is probably
more than sufficient for the large and more
efficient mills, but not too high for the smaller
and less efficient mills.
n. The practice of the Victorian Mill-ownel"s'
Association in varying the price of flour
according to increases in overseas parity
occurring during a month does not appear to
be warranted, when· it is remember'ed that the
millers are supplied with the whole of their
requirements for that month at a fixed price.
7. Comparisons have been made as to the
selling costs of 'bread arrived at by prev10us
investigations.
.
S. The returns received in this inquiry show
that bakers were working up to the end of
June with flour at about £11 per ton, and that
the average selling price of bread, after making
allowance for all manufacturing costs, management and interest on capital at 12t per cent.,
was as ,follows:Melbourne, inner suburban, 9.1Sd. per
4-lb. loaf.
Melbourne, outer suburban, 9.49d. per 4-lb.
loaf.
Ge~long, 9.Sld. per 4-lb loaf.
Ballarat, 10.23d. per 4-lb. loaf.
Other country centres (excluding Bendigo),
10.S7d. per' 4-lb. loaf.
9. Further investigations are being made in
Bendigo, as the returns received are not satisfactory.
10. A, truble is given on page 13, showing
the margins allowed to cover all charges and
costs, including interest, management, and
deliverv. This table discloses a remarkable
agreement between the conclusions of differ'ent
investigations.
11. Bakers have still substantial stocks of
flour at under £13 per ton. Even if they had
bought each month at Association prices, the
avera~e price to the end of this month would
only M £12 7s. 6d., and the selling price of
the 4-lb. loaf on this basis would be under 10d.
per 4-lh. loaf for the inner suhurbanarea.
12. 'Even if, for the next thr'ee motnths,
bakers have to purchase flour at the present
price of £1415,s., the average price for the
year would still be under £13 per ton, and
the average selling price for the year of the
4-lb. loaf under IOd.
13. The investigation shows that, on the
average, the extra cost of delivery in the outer
Mr. Prenderga!t.

delivering above the cost in the inner suburban
area is inGeelong, .63d.
Bal1ar'at, 1.10d.
Otller country centres, 1.69d.
15. The average cost of delivering bread
varies from 1.87d. in the inner suburban area
of Melbourne, to 2.25d. in the outer suburban
area, and to 2.52d. in the scattered country
centres.
16. It would be possible to reduce the cost
of delivery if the bakers could agree to some
co-operative system of block delivery.
17. On page 17, ,comparisons are given of
flour anq bread prices, and of wages rates in
the cflpitaI cities of the Commonwealth.
IS. The price of the 4-1b. loaf in EnO'land,
as quoted in the Ministry of Lab01tr a:lzette, '
Was, up to latest advices received (June, 1924),
S~d. This is apparently the price over the
count~r, and when the difference in milling
practices, the lower wages, and the absence of
,delivery costs are taken into account, the price
compared favorably, from the Victorian consumers' point of view, with that being charged
in Victoria.
The conclusions contained in this, and my
first report, 1 have the honour to submit for
Your Excellency's consideration.
(Signed)
JAS. J. SUTCLIFFE,
Commissioner.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).--I
moveThat the report be printed.

The motion was agreed to.
POLICE COMMISSION.

M.AXIl\fUM

EXPENDITURE,

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).The first notice of motion on the noticepaper has reference to the maximum expenditure of the Royal Commission with
respect to the police.
There was an
agreement with the Leader of the Opposition l'ast week that the motion would not
be dealt with until after the debate on the
Government's policy had been concluded.
I ask, therefore, that the motion be postponed unt.il later this day.
'
The motion was postponed.
THE GOVERNMENT'S POLICY.
The debate (adjourned from September 4) on the motion of Mr. Prendergast
(Premier) for the printing and the circulation of the statement of policy of the
Government, was resumed.
Mr. LAWSON.-Since the Premier
made his policy speech in the House a
grea t deal has been said that renders it
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unnecessary for me to attempt a general
review of his statement. I am not to-day
so very much concerned with the legislative proposals that have been indicated
by the Premier as with certain administrative acts that have been committed by
the Government during its occupancy of
the Treasury bench. I would just point
out in passing that in his very excellent
speech the Leader of the Opposi tion
alluded to the weaknesses of the Premier's
statement, and showed quite clearly that
while it was very promising, and was calculated to arouse, all manne,r of expectations, the means for giving effect to the
various promises and propositions were
not indicated, and no hint was given tq
the House as to how it is proposed to
finance them. That seems to me to be an
inherent weakness in the statement the
Premier delivered. Not only is it devoid
of information in regard to matters of
detail, but lacking in any indication as
to the way in which it is possible to give
effect to the various proposals.
All of
that is significant by its absence.
The
Premier has given a skeleton-a number
of head lines-and in the most concise
and precise manner possible has said,
" We have done so and so. We will do so
and so." As I have said, the Leader of the
Opposition pointed out that the fulfilment of all the promises of the Goveirnmeillt would cost money, and the
Premier has not been good enough
to indicate to the House how he
proposes to finance the propositions.
Such a statement is required, especially
in view of the appointment of the Federal
Loan Oouncil and the agreement the honorable gentleman has entered into with the
Federal authorities and his fellow
Premiers. He has not told us where he is
going to raise the loan money required,
but we shall have an opportunity when
the Budget Speech is delivered of seeing
what this bill of fare is going to cost the
. country, and we must get then some indication of the way in which the money
is to be raised. I am not unmindful. of
the fact that wherever the Labour party
has had an opportunity of ruling in any
of the States it has left behind it a legacy
of very heavy taxation and immensely
increased loan indebtedness, and an interest load that has be,en burdensome, to
the taxpayers.
That is unquestionably
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the history of Labour rule. In the good
old days the Labour party used to say,
" We will not borrow. There should 1>e
no borrowing except for reproductive
works." That was their programme in the
early days, and many people had a kind
of sneaking regard for the financial policy
of the party. The Labour party then
took the view that we should pay our way,
and not mortgage the future to too 'great
an extent, but in practice that theory has
been departed from absolutely. We have
the experience of the other States to guide
us, and, in my judgment, the people of
this State ought to take warning that if
they allow the Labour party to have control of our finances they will find when
its term of office has expired a burden of
debt that it will be most difficult for the
community to carry without hindrance to
the progress and development of the
country. I have made these remarks in
a general way. I am not concerned at this
stage with the Jegislative proposals of the
Government. I observe that the Premier
put in a little bit to catch one section and
a little bit to catch another section. lIe
has been very clever in the way he h:.1s·
done it, and, of course, we do not grudge
him praise for t-4e skill he has shown in
that respect. It is said, "In vain the
net is spread in the sight of any bird";
and I do not think, whe'n the net is so
palpably spread, and we are all looking
at and seeing what is being done, that the
birds are likely to be caught in the net.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-There is such a thing
as bird-lime.
Mr. LAWSON.-It will be for the
House, when the proposals of the Government are submitted to it in the form of
Bills, 'to deal with them on their merits,
and to give to them that fair consideration that is expected from the representatives of the people. With that I shall
leave for the present these questions of
legislation with which we shall have subsequent opportunities of dealing, and shall
confine my attention to one or two administrative acts, to which I wish to refer
at some length. I may say, first of all,
that I was one of those who were very
tolerant of the advent 'Of the official
La bour party to the Treasury bench.
They came there by virtue of a commission which was entrusted to the Premier
by the Governor of the State. It seemed
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to me that they were entitled to fair consideration, and to an opportunity to prepare a programme and present it to honorable members. I was one of those members who suggested that the Premier's
request for a five-weeks' adjournment to
enable him to prepare his policy and
present a statement to the House was not
unreasonable. I supported him in that
respect. I felt that the Premier, having
obtained his commission, was entitled to
an opportunity to show what he cO"Q.ld
do by administration that was better than
what had begn done by those who had
held office previously. I was prepared to
judge him by his works, and to give my
decision unfettered.
But now when
I look at certain things that have
been done, and when I consider certain
tendencies, I rather lose the tolerant feeling I at first had, and I come
deliberately to the view that probably
my confidence was misplaced, and that
if we are: going to allow honora.ble members who now occupy the Treasury bench
lio continue in chargel of t.hel a.fIa.irs of this
State, we shall find to our gre'at regret
very soon that gre,a.t injury has booifi dOifie,
and that the'y have accomplished, or
sought to accomplish, things unprece·
deifited in its administration, and most
dangerous to thel welfa,r:e of the State. I
do not know wha,t the attitude of the
Minister of Public Instruction is in re,gard to thel teaching of the history of our
racel in thel schools through thel agency 0'£
the Education Department., Wei have
been unablel to ascertain from him what
he has actually ordelred, or whether he has
given any Oordelrs or not.
It has been
stated that he proposed certain things,
and that subsequently he departed from
tha,t position-that he ba,cked down from
the position. he Ooriginally tooK up. Then
we are told tha,t there was no backing
down, beca.user he really had not. taken up
any position a,t all. We have as Minister
of Public Instruction a man whO' ha,s he,ld
the honored position of President of the
Australian Natives' Association in this
Sta,te. The principle of that association
is patriotism and love of country, and it
has done, much to instil lOove of their country in the minds 'and the helarts ,of our
peoplel--that patriotic feleling that is tho
verry lif.e blood of a community, tha.t realizes its traditions, and endeavours to exhort us to be true to, those traditions, and
to build up a strong and virile national
l

lrfr. Lawson.
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spirit.
But when I see the Minister of
Public Instruction creating a kin~ of suspicious atmosphere, so that we on this
(the Opposition) side of the Housel a,ra
sOomewhat perturbed. as to what is going
to happen in regard to t~e teaching .of
history, and what is really being done
through the agency of thel school books l
I begin to get nervous in regard to the
position.
:Ml'. TUNNEcLIFFE.-What about t'eaching the. children Green's History of the
English People ~
Mr. LA,\VSON .-I am not, objecting to
the teaching of British history, nor to
all the facts ,of British history being give,n.
I object to the mutilation of our history.
Mr. CL·OUGH.~We did not get anything else wheln wei went to school.
Mr. HUCHES (to Mr. Lawson).-Yoll
weirel not game to, put in the school books
thel mistakes tha,t were made on Gallipoli
a,nd at Fleurbaix.
Mr. LAWSON.-It is because: of the
unfortunQ,te a.tmosphe:re the Minister of
Public Instruction finds himse.1f in, which
seems tOo be quite alien to him, that one
becomes neil'VOUS in regard to this matter.
I beHeve that any attempt tOo mutilate, our
histOory-any attempt to cut out of our
scho.ol books references to deeds of he~oism
and self-sacrifice that have illumined the
pages of out" na.tion' s history-will be an
insult and an affront to the public se,ntiment of this Co,mmonwealth.
Wer have
to set Our fa,eelS very re30lute,ly against
that, and to speak in nO uncertain way as
to' whelrer we sta,nd, a..nd what this country
will have in regard to questions of this
kind.
Mr. RUG11Es.-Perha.pB if you had seen
a bit of the wa.r you would ha,ve altered
your opinion.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am no,t talking
abOout war.
I ha,ve, herel thel Victorian
State La,bour pla.tform that was adopted
at the annual conferell1cer in Easter, 1924.
Under thel heading cc Educational," the
following planks arel includeq :---"
J. ThUit no article relating to or extolling·
war, battles, or heroes of past warS be printed
in the State school papers or books.
. K. That peace and int~rnatjona1isJfi be inculcated in the minds of all children attending
State schools.

Tha,t is the policy of my friends opposit,e.
It is the platform on which the~ ha,ve
been elected, and thel policy the Minister
would endeavour to enforce in its entirety
through t,he agelncy of the, EduCtt,tion Department if hel da.red to do it.. Now, I
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came on to the Treasury bench in New

South Waloo, the Premier said to' theJ
Labour voters, "You must be tolerant and
patient. We have only got half a mandate,. " I do not know wha,t our Premier would say. He has not a majority
in this House, and he might say, "We
have ,only a, little, bit oJ a mandat.e." H'e
ma,y say he has not got a full mandate,
but if the Labour paTty were to get a full
manda,te' they would have to ca,rry out
the planks that appe'a,l' in the LabO'ur
platform unclei' the heading "Educational."
We also see daugerous symptoms in othe-r States.
Honorable, members axe awaxe that in Queensland ce,rtain
action has been taken in regard to' the observa.ncel of Empire Da,y, the teaching O'f
loyalty in the schools, and so on. One
houorable membe-r on thel other (the
Mini~terial) side of the Hause asked quite
recently 'whut was the use of the childl'en
saluting the flag. That is symptomatic
of the atmosphere in which Ministerial
membel's have, been brought up politicaUy,
and I think it is daugerous to the wellbeing of the State.
Now, what happend in SO'uth Australia,. I would direct
the attention of honorable members to the
following: The South Australian Trades and Labour
Council, in taking advantage of the presence
of a Labour Government to secure an alteration to the curriculum of State schools with
regard to the teaching of patriotic history and
observance of loyalty, is following the inglorious lead of Labour in Queensland.
At a meeting of the council last month, Mr.
McDonald (a delegate representing· the Federated Ironworkers' Association), moved the
following resolution;.
" That this council views with suspicion the
way the Government is allowing .the schools
to be used for anti-working class propaganda
on Empire Day for the following reasons;(1) 'rhat the Empire is built on the exploitation of the working class. (2) That as there
are two opposing classes within the Empire
there can be no such thing as unity between
the opposing forces as long as one class live
by heredity right or by the exploitation of
labour. (3) That we are opposed to all forms
of snobbery and class rule. (4) That so long
as empires remain the ruling class, each and
all of them, divide the working class on questions that are not to their interest. (5) We
must point out that whatever freedom we
possess was never given voluntarily by the rulers
of the Empire, but wrung from them through
our united efforts. (6) That all the history of
the Empire ~s one of brute force by the powers
,that be. (7) That the rulers are compelled to
drop their brutal methods, and resort to
meaner ones by deluding the minds of the
children on ~uch days as this, by asking them
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to respect the laws that have been framed by
the rulinO' class in their interest."
Mr. lVIcl>onald followed up his amazing rea·
sons. for opposing the ordinary. observance of
EmpIre. Day by stating, inter alia, that "the
prosperIty of the British Empire was built
upon the sweat and blood of little children."
The motion was seconded by Mr. M. L. Collaton. Only one member of the council-Mr. A.
Arnold--expl'essed opposition to Mr.
A.
McDonald's sentiments.
He said, "Surely
they should feel proud of the Empire.
Was
there not merit in what was called the aristo·
~racy?
That class produced some great men,
mcludmg the Earl of Shaftsbury.
He had
had long experience of work in factories, but
had never experienced the conditions referred
to by Mr. McDonald."

That resolution was presented to the Minister of Public Instruction,. whOt made a
very guarded reply. He administered a
mild rebuke in regard to' the resolutiOon
which undoubtedly was ve'ry embarrassing:
A lot is said about peace and interna,tionalism r Now we all stand for peace, and
we all have an a.bhorrence o·f war. Those
members of this House who had the
honour of taking part in the recent great
conflict have come back with their minds
full of the dreadful a trociti'es of war. No
one wants to see war in a cOountry, and
the general desire is that the League of
N atiOons may become a strong instrumentality for peace, and that the world should
live ill amity and concord.
Mr. CAIN.-You waited for a Labour
Prime Minister in Great Britain to get it
started.
Mr. LAWSON.-We applaud and support thel efforts of the Labour Prime Minister in Great Britain to secure peace on a
prope,r basis by mela-ns of disarmament.
The,re is a healthy and a sane desire fOor
peace that everybody should promulgate,
but there is an a.memic pacifism which
is a menace to aur weH-being and our
liberty.
Mr. CAIN. - Ramsay MacDonald
preached that all through the war-the
greatest man in the world.
Mr. LA WSON.-It is all very well for
honorable members to talk like that, but if
Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's attitude in the
war had been generally adopted, I should
like to know what would have been the
position of civiliza,tion, and where would
have been O'ur boasted liberty.
The
British Empire stood between the world
and brute force and materialism.
It
stood for all those principles and ideals
that are dear to us. It is by fighting rOor
Oour liberty that we can prese!rve it. What
does internationalism mean? Honorable
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members remember the· wen-known lines matter of personal feeling.
Weare all
beginning, "Breathes there the man with anxious to render such servlCe as we are
soul so dead," and I ask them if it best fit,ted for in this community, and I
if; not our fitst duty to teach our people give honorable members O'n the Minis10lve of our country, and with that the terial side Q!f the House credit for honest
brOiader brotherhood of mankind. That intentiQ!ns, but I say that they dOl cheaply
is the true principle. If a man has no sneer at. people fo'r what they describe as
love for his own country, and will not fight "so much flag flapping" and contend
for its libe'rty, then I say that. he is an that there is nQ! real sentiment behind it.
amemic individual, and I have little· or
Mr. HUGHEs.-And you sneer at the
no respect for him. If the desire is to service we rendered also.
substitute for 10Y'alty to one's country this
Mr. LAWSON.-I do nO' such thing.
internationalism, under which people That is absolutely unt·rue. However, I do
would owe loyalty to some international not want to be drawn off the track. In
soviet council, then I say it will be a sorry some respects Australia is akm to the
day when that is done. If that is what great United States of America. In the
honorable membe,rs on the Ministerial side first place the United States of America
of the House stand fQlr, why do they' not started as a British. colony. Then there
ten us; why do they not Let the com~u was a war, and a republic was set up.
nity know where they are ~ I say it is NQ!w, the republic a.f the United States
trifling with the national aspirations, and o~ America is still la.n!ely Anglo-Saxon
every patriotic impulse of the people, and in its thought and in ita sentiment. . The
it is full Q1f t·he greatest menaoo.
predominant force is AngIQ!-Saxon, and
lVlr. CAIN.-That SOTt of talk was good there they have to face the problem O'f
during the war, but it is tOiO late for it building up a na,tional sentiment.
Do
now.
not think for one moment that you can
:Mr. LAWSON.-I have mentioned this lea.ve sentiment out of account either in
matter because t.here is that tendency} an army Q!r in a nation.
Sentiment is a
alt,hough, as far as I can see, there has vital. thing in a nation's development, and
not been much done up to the present. in that unity which binds it together in
I n my judgment the MiniBter has tre;ated times Q!f crisis-that common fe0ling of
the House with d~scourtesy.
When a la.ve of country.
In America they spare
matte,r such as this was brought up no pains to inculcate a strQ!ng national
by honorable members I think the least feeling. Though I have been at many Emthel Minister should ha,ve done' was to take pire' Da,y celebra.tions, and many other festhe House fully into his confidence, and tive a.nd patriotic gatherings in Australia.,
explain what he had done, and what he I have never seen anything- in the way Q!f
proposed to do.
Instead of that, we flag waving here to compare with what I
are left ve,ry largely in the dark. I am witnessed in New York 011 Decla,ration
happy to say that, as far as I can ob- Day. That is a gre,at national day: The
serve, no great actual ha,rm has yet. been American people spare nu pams and
done, but if we dO' not arrest this ten- effort.s to crea,te tha.t nat.ional feeling, and
dency there is a danger that great injury to bind together, by the strongest possible
will result.
I know it is fashionable fOT love of their country, the citizens of that.
honorable members, now on the Min1su gre,a,t republic. They are wise in their day
terial aide of the House, tQl say: (( We and generation. If we dO' anything that is
don't want flag waving," and tQl make ga.ing to. weaken that tie, if we are going
cheap sneensat peQlple for their patriotic to cut out from our school history" The
fervour.
Charge of the Light Brigade," and ref~r
Mr. SLATER.-There are seven ex- ences to men who have been heroic in
soldiers Q1n this side of the House.
fight.ing for liberty and right, and if the
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I lost a boy. Did things that have inspired us-not with the
the honorable member fQlr Castlemaine ~
desire to fight, nor a love fa.r war, but
Mr. LAWSON.-Unfortunately, I had with the nobler sentiments of service and
no boy old enough to go.
sacrifice-are to be expunged from our
Mr. HUGHEs.-Then why didn't, you go school records, t.hen I Gay that the danger
yourself ~
to the national life and the character
Mr. LAWSON.-There is no need fO'f and well-being of our peonle in years to
this debate to descend to the level of come will be incalculable. We cannot, I
-pe'rsonalities, nor for us to make this a say, tole,rate such interference in any way
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That
what.ever. Akin to the attitude indicated active interest there should be.
by those resQolutiQlns, with which I do not may be due to the fact tha.t we ha,ve not
think the ~1:inister of Public Instruction done a sufficient amOount Qof prOopaganda
However, the Premier said he
personally agrees, 'is the reply by the work.
Premier to a deputatiQon which waited Qon would dO' nothmg to glorify war, and that
him in regard to' a national memorjal in he was not prepared to recommend his
Melbourne. In my judgment there Qought Cabine,t to givel anything.
As for the
to be a shrine in each capital city to the prolillise that I had made, that I would
memory of the 60,000 Australians who give Parliament an oppo['tunity of saya.re lying to-day on various fields of battle. ing whether it .Was prepared to spend
This country shQluld dO' some,thing of a £50,000 in five or ten annual instalments
non-utilitarian character, as an expression -well, the Premier would not give this
of its gratitude, respect, and admiration House an opportunity of .approving of
fQor the men who. gave all, even life itself, that.
in order that" we may enjoy the liberty
lVIr. PRENDERGAsT.-We could not get
tha,t is ours.
It is all very well for sufficient money to· build hospitals tor the
people to say tha,t the money could be sick poor. You left them bare.
given to the poor, and that we cQluld build
Mr. LAWSON. - Money must be
this hospital, or that hospital, with it. found fo[' public ut.ilities.
Years ago it was said, when the great
~1r. PRENDERGAsT.-1"hat's jingoism.
Master of mankind was annointed from
Mr. LAWSON.-It is not jingoism.
an alabaster box of precious oint- In this case it is a case of national tradiment, that it could have been sold and t.io1ll.
'\Vha,t happened in' the United
the proceeds given to the poor. No, there States of America ~ Fifty-seven years
is something in service, and in sacrifice, elapsed before a complete
national
which you cannot measure' by any mate- memorial to Abraham Lincoln was
rial gauge. N ow what have they done in erected. In vVashington there is a wonWashington with regard to Abraham derful memorial to George' Washington.
Lincoln?
1Ir. HUGHEs.-The man who never
Mr. HUGHEs.-What have you done, told a, lie.
yorurself, the last six years 1
Mr. LAvVSON.-There is an obvious
Mr. LAWSON.-I will tell the honQlr- retoift to that interjection, but I will not·
Before the memorial to
able member what I have done. First Q1f make it..
all, there- was a resolution that a memo'- Abraham Lincoln was erected, a commisrial should be erected. Then the members sion was appointed, and the services of
of t.he City Council came to me and said the best artists and architects were
that they were prepared to give £30,000, obtained for this padicular work. The
Bpread over a period of five years, for chairman of the commission. was the Chief
the purpose of erecting, in Melbourne, a Justice of the Unit.ed States, Mr.
na,tiQonal memQlrial for the State of Vic- Willia.m H. Ta.ft. At the unveiling of
toria.
I said that I was prepared, sub- the memorial this is what he saidject. tQl the approval of Parliament and
Here is a shrine at which all can worship;
certain conditions that I indicated, to here an altar upon which the sacrifice was
recommend the Government to give made in the cause of liberty; here a sacred
refuge in wlnch those who love
£50,000 if the Melbourne City Council religious
country and love God can find inspiration and
would give the same sum. Later on there repose.
was an examinatiOon of competitive designs.
That took a long time.
After- The American people said that if t.hey
wards, there was a lot of criticism in wanted to be considered a virile na,tion,
regard to the. selected deaign.
That 1S they wbuld have, to prese1rve, its traditions,
inevitable, because architects. like musi- and here is a man whose name comes
cians, will disagree.
The late Govern- down in history: as one who stood for
ment having approved of a, design, the liberty; a, man of high-minded character.
memorial committee went to the presen t The monument to Abraham Lincoln is
Premier, and asked: "What are you pre- non-ut,ilita;rian in character. So far as
pared to do 1"
The honorable· gentle- material benefit to the people is conman said he found very little enthusiasm cerned, it is worth nothing, but there it
for a national memorial.
If there is no .stands as au enduring honour and an
enthusi8J3m, mOore shame to the people. inspiration for all the people of the
It. may be that there was not quite the United States. In a youn.g country like
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Australia,. we want to follow the example
that other countries ha.veselt, and preserve our tradit.ions in such 8. way tha,t
they ca.n be an Inspiration tOt the people.
When it was .proposed to spe,nd £60,000
in memory of th{)se whol had laid dewn
their lives in the caUse of the Empire, the
idea was to recognize :sacrifiee; tOi put
up a ~hrine that might ·no,t be of any
material benefit to us, but something that
would represent the seul and the spirit.
of the people. It was to be a tribute of
honour. I do not like the attitude of the
Premier in regard tOI this particular
matter. I a.m not just 'nO'w discussing
the- design or t,he form that thel memorial
should take.
lVIr. 'il.'UNNECLIFFE.-Y o·U never did like
the Premier at any time.
Mr. LA\VSON.-I 'always -aelied .reas~nably to~ards him, but I hea,rtily
dlsagree With the Premier in this
particular matter.
I find a strange
resemblan<:e between. those resolutions
cutting outpa,triotism and st.anding for
internationalism a.nd the sneering 'at the
pra~~ice . of saluting the flag, and the
deCISIOn III regn.rd 'to this memorial: The
Gov€,rnment say they dOl llot want to do
an~~hing to. perpetuate the wa..l" spirit.
ThI~ memorIal was tOI !recognize the
sacnfioe ~.lld the gir'e'a t service~ onr men
rendered at the wa.r in. the cause of
liberty.
Mr. WEBB:mR.~DQI you remember the
plebiscite taken by the Ii e1'ald~which is
your orgal1~in which. it was proved that
90 pel' c~nt.of the readel's of that paper
we,re agamst th~s memorial being erected ~
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Against the deslgn.
lVlr. WEBBER.-No; against a memorial
of that particular kind.
lVIr. LAWSON.~In answer to the
Honorar,Y Minister who interjected, I
m.ay pomt ~ut that I was nOit dealing
WIth the deSIgn, only with the statement
of the Premier that he was not going tOt
find money for a memorial. There is
o~e othe'r 'ma:tter that. has e,xercised my
!lund most gl'l8iVously, In. regard to which
I feel that I cannot speak temperately,
and yet I ca'lmot speak too strongly. I
refer to the action of the Government
~n ap!?ointing a commission of inquiry to
lllvestIga,t€l the la,te police mutiny.
Mr. WEBBER.-It. may bring out some
startling evidence.
Mr. LA WSON.~I atn not personally
concerned, nor am I concerhed on behalf
of the Government tha.t dealt with this
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matter, as to anything that may be
brought out in the inquiry. I am not in
the least afraid of the fullest light of day
being thrown upon all my negotiations
and everything that I said ot did in the
interests of public safety and for the preservationof la.w and order, which is tthe
basis of society.
This is absolutely a
political action. The inveshgation which
is now in progress involves, in the first
place, the judgment o,f tha.t Commission .
on the actions of a Minister. I claim the
right to bettied by my peers, and only
by my peers. I say that th~ appointment
of this Commission is an outragel on the
parliamentary institution; it is an abrogation of responsible government; it is evil
in its :conception, and mischievous in its
design.
If the fifilt section. o;f this
inquiry is persi~ted in, it will do
untold injury to the pllblicof Vicno·ria. It i.s going to w.eaken its 'sense 'of
safety .and security, and it is a most
iniquitous thing. N'Ow just let Us look at
the position.
The Go:vetnm~nt is ·asking three public Sei'va:nts to sit in
judgment upon Ministers Q1f the Crown.
Honorable members may think that this
does not matter, but I have heard the
present Premier speak of the traditions
of Parliament, and the right of Parliamoot to. d.eal with its own actions in a
constitutiona.l way. Where.a wrong has
been done in a matter of this so.rt, the
Parliament is the most e.fiective tribunal
to deal with it.
Mr. HOGAN.--,-,-Similat commissions have
been appointed before.
Take the Marconi inquiry into. the 'conduct of a Cabinet Minister o·f the Imperi.al Pa.rliament.
Mr. :LAWSON.-That is an entirely
different matter. In the case the honorable gentleman refers te a definite. charge
was made against a Mlnister of maladministration, and in cases of that sO,'rt the
Minister very frequently Co.utts the fullest
investigation, and asks for inquiry, SOl
that the facts may be elicited. That is
a very different thing from an attack in
this way by one Govetfimei1t on the
actions o.f a p·revieus A.d:tninistrat~ml.
That is what is involveCl il1 this inquiry.
The only people who should be _ in. a
position to· deal with members. of Parliament in political matt~rs ate the electors,
and theli' representatIves, whe express
their views. It is foot these. representatives
in this high court of. Pa~liament to determine what .should be do.ne. I should
like to know the mind of the Attorney-
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General, who understands constitutional
law and the position of Parliameilt in a
matter of this sort. What does he think
of appointing an outside body, which includes men who have held subordinate
positions to the lVIinister, to sit in judgment up0>n the actions of that. l\finistel"~
That is an outrage, and it is a thing that
tiliis House, if it has any spirit at all,
will not tolerate for ODe moment.
If
we are going to allow this political iuquiry into the actions of a l\1inister of
LheCrown by members of t.he public service, no matter how high-placed they
are, we shall be doing irreparable jlljury
to this Parliament, and creating an justrument that may operate, like a boomerang, and hit hardest those who are respcmsible for it.
Mr. FROST.-Yon will be pleased then.
l\1r. LAWSON.-No, I am more concerned with proper parliamentary conduct and the maintaining of Parliament
in its rightful place, as a great representative institution, than with any particular injury to my political opponents. The
political actions of a Minister should not
be subjected to the scrutiny and examination of an outside body unless there is a
charge of personal corruption, or some-.
tping. of that kind, which creates an
atmosphere that requires to be cleared,
and the Minister illvites an inquiry.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The air wants
clearing very badly.
Mr. LAWSON.-There is no charge
of personal misconduct, and the act of
the Government is entirely political. I
think it is most. imprope.r for the Government to have asked these men to accept
the duties they are now discharging.
I
do not blame them for accepting the
task.
M'r. FROST .-DOI you impugn their impartiality 1
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is not the question.
lVIr . LAWSON .-Inherently the whole
thing is wrong-outrageously wrong. It
is an affront to· Parliament.
I do not
want to make any personal reflections on
the membe,rs 0.£ the Commission. Sir
John Monash is a man who has deservedly
won the respect and confidence of every
section of this community. He may be
trusted to do the right thing.
Mr.
McPherson is now the Public Service
Commissioner, but during a portion of
the time that will come up for considera,tion by this Commission he was
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under-secretary in the Chie;f Secretary's Department, and advised his
.Ministerial head. Is it fair to hihl, is it
a proper thing, that he. should be pI aced
in such an odious position that he will
be called upon to pass judgment., whether
favorable or otherwise, upon his former
political head, or upon the Goverllment
that he has served as a departmental
head ~ I say that it is absolutely unfair
to him to ask him to undertake 'such an
odious task.
Mr. l\1~tin is the third
member of the COl11mission. He wa.s a
disappointed applicant for the position of
Chief Commissioner, and it is well known
that he is not too friendly disposed to
that officer.
1\11'. HUGHES.-Would you like Chief
Commissioner NichOlson' to be on the
CommiMion 1
Mr. LAWSON.-I would n{):t. One
member of the Com'mission is knownllot
to be well sud friendly disp~ed toward
the present Chief Commi~sioner.
His
appointment is a gra,ve impropriety. I
challenge the Government on that, and
direct thE.l a.ttention of honorable members to what has been done in that way.
Mr. FROST.-I think the three of them
should be hanged after hearing you.
Mr. LAWSON.-Well, I do not,but
I think the Government ,sho.uld be
hanged.
Mr. HOGAN.-You dou't mclan t.hat at
all.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable members time has expired.
On the motion of Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK the time allowed the honorable member for Castlemaine, under the
Standing' Orders, was extended by half an
hour.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do no.t want to get
into the very bad ha.bit of making long
speeches, and o.f ha.ving to ask for an
eA4:ension of time.
However, I thank
honorable members for their indulgence
and courtesy. I do no,t think I should
bE.l justified in t,aking advantage. of it to.
any great extent. The point I wish to
stress is that if the Government are going
to put a subOirdinate officer of the Police
Department in the position of a judgl3
of his superior officers, then it. is gOOld-bye
to. order, gOiod-bye to discipline, gOiod-bye
to efficiency. If the Premier had said .•
"We think, in viE.iw 00£ the crime wave
that is sweeping o,ver the metropolitan
area and of the unsatisfactory detection
of crime that some investigation shoold
be made into the question of thE;! efficiency
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of the Force with a view, if needed, to
reorganization," no hO'nO'rable member
would object. I urge nOithing ag,ainst
that asptlct of the matter, nOir are former
·Ministers afraid of anything tha.t may
transpire in the course, O'f the inquiry.
But the Premier must know that he is
affOording an Q1pportunity for certain
people tOi throw mud at superiOir officers
and at forme,r Ministers, and that that
is bffing done under the protectiO'n of
Wha:·t pr:Q1visiO'n has the
privilege.
Premier made to' prO'tect the public and
to ensure that the inquiry shall not be
of .a partial nature, an inquiry held for
party pooli tical purposes ~ We know, of
course, the genesis of the· Commission.
During the election campaign the Premier
said, at PrahraIf, "Our first act, if we
get power, will be tOi reinstate the dismissed police. H
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I did not say that.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable gentleman stated that all the constables who
wanted to go back would go back.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I did nO't say
that.. Have another guess.
1\1r. LAWSON .-Then pe'rhaps the
Premier will tell me what he did say.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I said that no
party could cOime into PO'wer and not consider the question of reinstating some
O'f the police. Why did you not ge.t up
your case proper1y 1
Mr. LAWSON.-It is good enough.
There is nO' inaccuracy. It is clear that
by implication, if not hy direct statement, the then Leader Q1f th6\ OppositiO'n
succeeded in conveying the impressiOon,
'( Get LabO'ur into power and the PO'lice
will be reinstated." I do nOot think th61re
is any doubt whatever-wha.tever the
Premier said-tha,t that was the impression in the minds of the people. The
matter was m6ntioned in my own electorate by the Labour candidate.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It was as carefully
circulated as you circulated news to the
press during the strike.
Mr. LAWSON.-That is an unfair
sta,tement.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is true, and is
proved by the files.
ThfJ SPEAKER.-Order! NO' matter
hO'w Ministers may feel themselves proThey
voked they must not interrupt.
know better than do younger members
of this House that interruptions of all
kinds are disolrdtlriy. I must say that
this afte.rnoon our House has beha~ed in
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a. decorous way, but there have been in·
terruptions, and all int-erruptions are disorderly. 1 ask honorrable members to
rE.lcoUect that.
Mr. LAWSON.-I s.aid tha,t the
Premier had succeeded in conveying the
impressiOin that the advent of LabOour t.o
power would mean the reinstatement of
the police. When the Chief Secretary
was questioned in regard to' tha:t ma,tter,
he said, "Weare cOonsulting the Crown
Law authO'rities." I dOo not knOow what
the Atto.rney-Gener,al told the Chie,f Secretary, but. I can make a very ,shre,wd
guess,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You dOl not object
to us do~ng that, dO' you ~
Mr. LAWSON.-Not at all. I think
it a wise step. But before the Labour
party conveyed the impression that hey
presto the dismissed po'lice would be
reinstated,
they
might
have
cQlnsidered sOome Oof the obstacles in the
way.
The appointment of the Police
Commission is dOone for .political purposes. It is nOot dOone in the interests o,f
the efficiency of the Foorce, nor in ord,ell"
that crime may be detected and criminals
brought to' justice. It is done foor a party
POilitical purpose and to cover up the
promise, implifJd Oor direct, that was made
by the Premier during the election compaign. He could not dOl what he sought
to dOl and he therefore said, "We will
have this investigation." All kinds 0.£
grievances will be raked up.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You know that
the Force ha:s been sO' efficient that your
Government created a special secret. body
of police this year and armed and
equipped them.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am nOlt ma.king any
admissiOons.
Mr. WEBBER.-It will .all be proved in
due course.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Cannot the honorable membe,r see that by the methood
he is adopting now he is reflecting on the
members of the Commission, men whom
he previously stated were of high
character~

Mr. LAWSON.-I am not doing tha,t.
But beoause the Government have appo~nted this Commission, and because the
CommissiOin is prooo'eding with its investigatiorns, I am not going to' shirk my
dut.y in standing up fOT the constitutional
privileges and rights of this Parliament
and of its members, and I am not going
to close my mouth and refuse to give
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utterance to the views I hold on this
ma,tter. I say the COrITunission is a, political instrument used by honorable members opposite tOI disoredit, if possible,
forme'r Ministers, and I say that this is a
reprehensible and a, dangerous thing to
do.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The evidence must.
be there if that is the case. The evidence
will not be doctored.
Mr. LAWSON.-WhQ has been ap'
PQlinted to assist the Colll1l11.ission in the
public interests ~ The Attorney-General
chided me, when I was Premier anq
Attorney-General, with not giving a sufficient number of briefs tOi returned soldier
ba,rristers. That sta,tement was made by
the Atto;rney-General in this House. He
knows perfectly well that at the La,w Department there is a panel of returned
so.ldier bamste,rs who are to be given
Crown briefi.
Mr.
SLATER.-Your Q1wn AttorneyGeneral said tha,t in special circumstances
he did lwt give the work to men who
weTe returned soldiers.
This was when
public policy was concerned.
Mr. LA WSON.-In special circumstances the principle eQuId be departed
from.
Those special circumstanoes are
that the person selected to do' the job is
a party political supporter Q1f the Ministry which desires to get an adverse
judgment against the Chief Commissioner
a.nd against the late Government.
Mr. SLATER.-It was after Mr. Cussen
had returned the brief.
Mr. LAWSON.-As far as I can see,
no barrister has been appointed tOi represent the Chief Commissioner of Police,
who is evidently on his trial. There is
no barrister to watch the. interests of
fOTmer Ministers who are having mud
slung at them.
Mr. HUGHEs.-The Chief Commissioner
OIf PoHce ought to be capable of defending himself.
Mr. LAWSON.-The vital thing is
that someone should be present at the inquiry a,t the particular time when the
evidence is being given, who could cr088examine. A story. may be true so far as
it gQles, but when you o.nly tell haH the
story an absOilutely wrong impression is
conveyed. I do not want to discuss the
merits Q1f the dispute.
1\11'. PRENDERGAsT.-Did we send anybody to the inquiry t.o represent anybody ~ Has there been a, request for such
representation as the honorable member
suggests, and declined 1
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Mr. LAWSON.-I sa~ that, apart from
these matte'rs of detail, which are important and must be given due consideration, the gre-a,t thing is the travesty Q1f the
Parliamenta,ry institution. The a,ctiQn of
the Gorvernment, in my judgment, is
mischievous. It is calculated to' do, untold harm, and, in my judgment., this
House should not tolerate it fo'r one moment.
.
Mr. DEANY.--I wish to deal with the
policy of the Government as briefly as
It is quite refreshing to find
possible.
that the silence Qn the Ministerial benches
has a,t last been broken. I dO' not intend
to concentrate on any pa,rticula,r item in
this wonderful sta,tement of policy, but
ra,ther to deal with it in a genera!" way.
I will campa.re it to the advent of a great
annual fair. "Star Bargains for AllGeo'rge Prendergast Pty. Ltd-We are
throwing out bargains for the country
dweller, for the wheat-grower, fOT the primary producer, for the city worker and
for the middleman." The· first "Star
Ba,rgain" is concerned with roads. Under.
the heading " Road Policy" the Government sayWe have proceeded with commitments
amounting to, roughly, £500,000, in connexion
with developmental and main roads, and are
going much
further, and
will
expend
£1,000,000 additional, chiefly on roads of a
developmental nature, from centres of prod~c
tion to railway stations, so that our road pollcy
will harmonize with our railway transport
system.

That is simply a CQlpy olf the previous
Government's policy. The difference is
tha,t this is an ambiguous statement,
whereas the previous Government's policy
was a definite Q1ne. The amount of loan
money a,uthorized for expenditure by the
Country Roads Board on main and developmental roads is £9,000,000. Of this
amount the sum Q1f £5,174,000 was expended by the Board up to 31st Ma,roo
last, in addition to which there was revenue expenditure on maintenance works
amounting to £1,814,000, making a totaJ
expenditure on road works o:f £6,988,000,
leaving lo!an authority to. the extent
o.f
£3,826,000
still
available.
SO. there is northing new in the
ro'ad policy of the present Go,ve'rnment.
I mention that because we take it as a
compliment, a part olf our Libe,ral policy
having been adopted by the present Government. The present, Go.vernme.nt a.re
not, however, so definite in their enunciation of it.
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Mr. HOGAN.-The difference is that
you did nothing.
Mr. DEANY.-I admit that there was
a hold-up in consequence of the financial
position.
I am surprised that the present Government have not taken this
opportunity of bringing into force
one of the planks in their platform upon which they prided themselves most, -the nationalization ef
the main arterial reads.
There is no
mention of that subject in the Policy
Had the Government brought
Speech.
forward a proposal of the kind, foHowing
up the policy that was adopted by the
previous Government, they could have expected solid support from this side of the
House.
I hope t~at they will take into
consideration the advisability of pushing
on with the nationalization of our main
roads.
I come now to' the next star
bargain-the reduction of freights.
On
this subject they say in the Policy
SpeechREDUCTION OF FREIGHTIi.

An immediate reduction of freights to the
extent of 10 per cent. on agricultural products
is being effected, such products beingWheat, flour, bran, sharps, pollard.
Hay, Istraw, chaff.
Other agricultural produce, including
onions and potatoes.
Butter.
Cream.
Dairy produce.
~filk products.
Fruit, fresh and dried.
Vegetables, green.
Wine.
Poultry.
Pigs.
I

There is no doubt that that proposal has
been put into the Policy Speech for the
purpose of roping in our country friends.
The proposed reduction of freights would
mean a loss to the revenue of about
£160,000.
Mr. HO'GAN.-It would mean the carrying out olf the policy we announced to the
electors.
Mr. DEANY.-I have no hesitation in
saying that the Government have very
successfully gulled the electors, and that
they are seeking to gull honorable members on this side of the House. The reduction of freights on the articles mentioned in the paragraph I have quoted
would not assist the primary producers
at alL Such a reduction would be in the
interest only of the middlemen and the
consumers in the city.

Policy.

Mr. WEBBER.-:-I hope that what you
say is true.
Mr. DE.ANY.-It is probably intended
for that purpose, although it is put in
such a way as to be really an attempt to
rope in the dwellers in the country.
Mr. HOG.A.N.-I should like you to give
proof of what you say.
.
Mr. DEANY.-Wheat and the other
products mentioned are forwarded to Melbourne, which is the best local market of
the producers. The producers would not
recei vo any benefit from the reduction of
10 per cent. in the railway freights, because. they do not pay freights.
The honorMr. HOGAN.-They do.
able member knows nothing about the
subject.
Mr. DEANY.-I understand the subject very well, and I say that, speaking
generally, the benefit of this reduction
will go to the people of the metropolitan
area.
Mr. HOGAN.-Freights are deducted
from the farmers' accounts..
Mr. DEANY.-If the Government
make a 10 per cent. reduction all
reund in freights and fares, they will
lose in revenue £1,100,000 per annum,
and if they make a 10 per cent. reduction
in freights al-one they will lose £500,000.
That is, no doubt, a very fine bait to
throw out to the people, but we want to
know how the deficiency is to be made
up. Is it to be made up by giving the
railway employees access to the Federal
Arbitration Court, and perhaps adding
another million sterling on to the expenditure of the Railway Department ~
The
Government have not told us in what way
they intend to make up the loss of reliy point is that the benefit of
venue.
the reduction in freights will go to the
city dwellers, and not to the primary producers of the State.
Mr. I-IoGAN.-That is an erroneous
statement. The farmers pa,y the freights.
Mr. DEANY.-I will pass now to the
burning question of the police.
The
honorable member fO'r Castlemaine stole
most of my thunder, but I have something to say.
The constitution of the
Hoyal Commission is, in my opinion,
a hsolutely wrong in principle, and in
making that statement I am supported
by the view taken by the Premier as to
the appointment of the Royal Commission
to. deal with the question of the Warl'-
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llambool breakwater.
The Premier is
taking up the very attitude that he condemned the Lawson Government for taking up on that occasion. Here we have
a Royal Commission composed of three
public servants, and we can deal with it
irrespective of the question of whether
they are competent or not. Sir John
}'10nash manages one of our great State
undertakings at a salary of about £3,000
a ye.ar, and yet we have a Labour Government appointing tha.t gentleman chairman of this Royal Commission.
Then
we have Superintendent Martin, who is to
sit in judgment on a supe,rior officer, and
also on ex-Ministers of the Crown. The
other gentleman is Mr. McPherson, the
Public Service Commissioner. It is not
fair to these gentlemen that they should
be asked to undertake such a duty, and
I say that their appointment is wrong
in principle. I say furthe'r that it is a
breach of faith. Before the House adjourned for five weeks, the Premier, in
reply to Mr. Lawson, made the following
statementMr. PRENDERGAST.-With regard to the
question of the -police, raised by the honorable
member for Castlemaine, I would point out
that on a material question of policy it is useless for us to attempt to carry out something
that honorable members now on the Opposition side of the House may reverse as soon as
they can get back here. The policy that we
shall formulate in connexion with the police
Wb will bring before the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK, - Before the
House?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, It is a matter
of policy. It is no use trying to carry out
a p.olicy unless we can get a majority to support it. Weare not going to run the risk -of
putting into operation to-day a minority policy
that may be reversed in five weeks' time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-In other words
you will come to Parliament in connexion with
any change of policy?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes.

Mr. WEBBER.-SO he did.
}'1r. DEANY.-The first thing the Go-

yernment did was to appoint the Royal
Commission. It was after that they came
to the House and told us what had been
done.
The Honorary Minister (Mr.
Webber) knows the House was not consulted as to the constitution of the Royal
Commission.
}'1r. WEBBER.-On the day on which
the statement was made the names of the
gentlemen to be appointed were published.
[18]
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:Mr. DEANY. - The House was not
consul ted and the promise given by the
Premier was not observed. I now come
to star bargain No.4-Soldier Set.tlement.
Another Royal Commission is to be a ppointed, and I should say that this is
meant simply as an anresthetic to quieten
the soldiers.
Mr. BAILEY.-There are two or three
estates, the purchase of which I should
like to inquire into.
Mr. DEANY.-If the Commission is
appointed it will be from three to five
years before its report will be received.
l\fuch better work could be done by carrying on with the Appeal Board, but I suppose that we must expect royal commissions from this Government. I now come
to a double star bargain No.5-that of
the compulsory wheat Pool. This is birdlime of Al quality.
A scheme for a compulsory wheat Pool will
be introduced and necessary legislation brought
forward to give effect to it without delay.

N ow, we know that that is put in purposely to rope in the members of the
Farmers Union party.
Mr. WEBBER. - We are only carrying
out the people's will.
1\Ir. DEANY.-Tlie farmers do not
want the wheat Pool that you propose to
give th,em. I desire to warn the country
and honorable members of what this proThe Premier, in his
posal does mean.
policy speech, saidThe Government, in view of the sharp rises
in the prices of flour and bread, appointed Mr.
J". T. Sutcliffe a Commissioner to inquire into
and report thereon. The Government will, if
necessary, introduce legislation to meet the
Commissioner's recommendation.

N ow let us see what the recommendations

made by the Commissioner in his first
report are6. Nevertheless, the price of wheat shipped
has been consistently lower than the price of
wheat gristed for local consumption,
7. If all wheat grown was marketed by the
corporation, the wheat-growers would be able
to exploit t.he local consumer if so desired.
8. Therefore, in the interests of local consumers, there should be a compulsory wheat
Pool on which the Government, as guardians
of the interests of the local consumers, ghould
have representation.

l\ir, B.ULEY.-What

that?

is wrong al\~ut
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Mr. DE.AEY~'-There Is. llothing wrong
with .it from the honorable gentleman's
1,oiut of view ..
~b. UAIT.EY.-It shows tha.t we are not
(ffi~-sid eeL

Yr.

DEAl~Y.-It

shows that the Go-

~~n"1l!ment

are not out to: assist the! primary prOoduce,rs nOor the wheat-growers..

The statement is too thin,. and it will not
be accepted by this. Rouse.. It is- mere

Policy.

Mr. DE·ANY.-That does not effect
the position. T.he House has heard.quite
sufficient to ena.ble it to know what to
expect. if it provides for a. compulsory
wheat Pool. It is impossible to' have a
eompuls<:)l'Y wheat Pool unless the whole
(1£ the· States. je:>in in it.
The' GOovernment km}w that1 so. it is. no ill!e their
going in for hUl:nhug in tha.t respect. Star
bargain. No. 6. is "Wire netting.'" The
following is an e1xtract from t.he Premier's
policy speech:-

bird-lime.
Mr . WEBBER. - DQo you eatl ~arrying
A Bill will be intl'odlilced for the purpose of
oU.t t.he people's will bird-lime ~
liberalizing the terms lmder which wire netThe SPEAKER.-Ordel!!
These in- ting may be supplied to municipal councils
terjections must ceas:e. I reaDy do not and' 1arrd-owllers.
know how honOliahIe memoe:rs can, in
Mr. LIND-.-It rs important that wire netting
circumstances, con.tinu~ speaking. I kno.w . silLould be supplied direct to land:...owners intha.t I will. nOot continue to- endure such stea.d of simJ!1y through. the c.Quncil.s-, as: some
eouncils will not take res-ponsibility.
a cOllBtant br~ach of the Standing Orders
Mr. PRENDERGRST.-Supply wiH be· made
of the House. I ask honorable members, through iihe' C'0tlBeils, Rl'ld direct t& laadtherefore, to pay a little r.espect to th~ li)'\I\f!1ErrS". It will 1)e dOIl!e" oo:tilJ wruys.
Mr. L.LND.-I arm gJad to hear that.
desire of the Chair, which is to preserve
Th.e
:P:rem~er's, sta.tem.ent. was v.ery aDlLhiguorder in the.. Reuse.
Mr. DE.ANY _-In the repoct from nus. T.here was nothing definite a.bou.t it.
which I was quoting, it is further etated 1 shahl m.ow quote the poliey of the pre.vious Govelrnment. with respect. to wire
tha;t-. netting. It was as follows:-

the

12. It is shown in tIre ta.ble' OIl page 9 tliat
the' average price of fi'Ol:lr for ex:poTil is considerabfy lower than that for local consumption. W;hether the difference- j~ due; to extra
oost oJ delivering and financrng the. flow- for
focal consumption wiII ue considered in. the

next

repor1l~

13. vVhe-re price-fixing' ig in farce to' the' extentr Blwwn bIy- thfs' association, them src gra..ve.
It'Glssib.i:lities· that- the interests of the locat cont;Ulller may be ignored. Therefore, in ihis ease
~lso there is urgent need for a propel' price1bdng authority on which the C'llllhumers'
interests can be conserved:. This~ t>3.1l only be
effected iby a lPrep~J!ly constituted: price-fi..xing
nnthor rty.
14. The: price of bread varies in different
towns in proportion to the strength of the'
}{aster Bakers' Association.
1-5. The average price of the 4-},0. loaf de~iverecl varies from !t.87d·. in Ball'arat to' lr.97d.
in Geelong, and was 10.34d. in the metropolitan district of )Ielbourne.
16. This variation is conclusive evidence of
the necessity of some G'overnment con.trol over
thremfrnner'in which prices of bread are fixed.

'thel whole tendency; of this proposal fo.r a
compulsory wheat Pool is in th.e interests
oi the consumers in this grea,t metropolitan area. So far a,s any b.enefit to wheatgrOowers in t.his Sta.te is oonoerned, they
ca.n pass it out.
Mr. POLLARD.-Did not Mr. Sutcliffe
say something a.bout fixing the cost of
whea,t upon the cost of production ~

Legislation wiLT be introduced prQvicTing for
suspensions af payments. in respect of wire
netting advances for a. period of three years,
the· interest to be added' to the principal,. Rnd
repayments, then spread over ten yelt1"8. POweT
will also be given to make- in: proper- Cl1.1:leS' an
anow-ance of 50 per- cent. in respect (If approved netting erected on boundal'y fenees aidjoining Crown lands-.

Iii tha.t the,re was s~mething. definite, hut
the LabOour Gove,rnment's policy in respect
t!o wire nettling IS very indefinite. Star
ba.rga.in N()1~ 7' is 'v Finance."
We; are
toId tha.t "nnance is governm-eut and
gov;ernment is finance." We heraa' quite·
a lOot about finan.!ce:, but the pal'agraph
headed "Finance"' is' the shortest in the
whole of the Premier's, policy speedl, and,.
as a, matter of fact,. it .does TInt deal with
finance at aU, but simply says:The Government has agreed with the other
S1la.iles and tlhe Gommonwe1tlth to al'lo.w the
httel" bQdy to assume the entire authority.
for the rftising. of loans during the current
fi'nancia1 year

Tha.t is all the Government has to say
about. finance. Th.erefore I can only
assume that this. star bargain is sold Qut,
and that the next lOit o.f it we shall have
will he " when our ship comes in;"t as we
1'1ise@ to be t01d when we were· yorumg .. Why
did the Plmmier S'a.:r :nothing about 8:. redistrihution of seats" bill?
That. was· the
question upon which we went to· the
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'Country, .and it wa·s the 'question that
'breught about the uOownfall-of the pr.e;vious
Q.(!)vernment. The:re is :lJ!ot one, wocd :as to
the G01V6nlment's 'policy with respect to .a
redistribution .of seats. I simply wish to
remind .thel .country and honorable members generally that if the Labour party's
policy is carried out by the Government
there will be 30 members representing the
metropolitan area, and 30 members representing the balance of Victoria..
Mr. HUGHEs.-And you will lose the
nmnber .of 'yDur mess.
:Mr~ DEANY.-WatrrnamboOoI is .-sucili.
an important centre that it wm. not he cut
out, but I have fears for .my honorable,
friend. He nearly iost the llumber of his
mess at the last electiOons.
Mr. HUGHES.-I .am' game to 'Oppose
you.

Mr. DEANY.-1 a.mafraid the honorahle member would not have the honour
of be.ing a member of this House if he 'were
to dQ so. If ever t.hel time' arrives when 30
members represent the country districts
and 30 members repre5e!nt the metropolitMl area it 'will be a. case of God help
the Stat.e Oof Victoria. Wei 'Shall knGW
what to· expect in the way of justioe in
respect to decentralization, 'COuntry developm-ent, and ~verything else. One other
ma,tter I wish to refer to is the announcement of thel Ministe,r Oof Public Instruetion
as tOo the removal from the School Paper of
certain matters connected with history.
Mr. WEBBER.-He did not inake that
annOouncement.
Mr. DEANY.-The Minister has denied the statement a.ttributed tOi him, and
I am not very much concerned as to
whether he made it or nQlt, but if he did
not make it he shOould have done so, be. cause that is what the Labour party
preached during the last election campaign.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Are you sure it is not a.
concoction of your own side?
Mr. DEANY.-What I am about to
read is from the Labour party's own platform-

ii) That no articles relating to or extolling

war~

battles, or heroes of past wars be printed
in the State school papers or books.

If the Minister has nOot taken that stand

he is not true to his Labour principles.
Further, I noticed in to-night's Sun t}lat
Mr. McGrath, l\LH.R., at a public
function at creswick, supported the Minister of Public Instruction in his attitude.
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Sir ALEX'ANDER PEAoocK.-That is so.
I wa-s there, and I heard him.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE ,(to lVIr. Deany).-U
. the lVIinister has ·done it he is wrong, and
if he has not dOone it he 'is wr(l}lng.
Mr. DEANY.-I 'would ·expect the
Minister to make 's'o/me -stat-ement such as
was attributed to him, whether he believed :i:n it <>r not, in order to carry 'Out
the LabollT 'partY's platfurm.
That p1atform also oontains another plank which,
in my opinion, 15 just as bad. !tis 8S
f<>UGWS : (l') 'That no 'C'ontrihutri-ons of any kind or
·di.escriptiol'l be ·exacted from the children attending State schools by their tea.chers for aqy
objeat ox purpose.

I .think that is a di&graceful thing",.and
an insult to our State sohoOtl childr.en, in
view ·of what they did during the Great
War. Theirs was a marvellous and an
astounding fea~.
We know the little
mites practised self -.denial in the way o·f
doing without com f,o,rts , sweets, and so
forth, and put the pennies .and threepenny bits they thus sa.ved into .8, fund
which eventually reached the huge
amount of £438,000.
Mr. HU-GHES.-It was a shame to allow
the clllldr,en to be :.Beeoed..
Mr. DEANY.-If that is the honorable member's idea of patriotism I am
ve'ry sorry indeed for him.
Mr. POLLARD.-T'he soldiers did not
want children to suffer f.or their benefit.
Mr. MORLEY (to Mr. P.oUard).-Y-ou
had some Q1f the .comforts.
The SPEAKER.-H.onorahle members
must have .observed the hesitation with
which I have approached the elxercise of
the pOowers of the Chair.
Sir ALE~NDER PEACOCK.-Hear, hear!
The behaviour of honorable members :s
Jwt fair to YOoU, sir .
The SPEAKER.-I think it is not.
Of course, in a debate or this kind we
must expect some heat to be generated,
and I have noticed that speakers hav6
sometimes asked for interjections. Now,
I ask speakeTs. to avoid, if they possibly
can, incentives to interjection. Honorable
members must remember that it is· no.t
consistent with the decorum of this
House, Dor with any dignity the
Chair has, that the Speaker should be
compelled constantly to call honorable
members to order, and in an unavailing way.
I ask honorable members
therefore to allow the honorable member
for Warrnambool to continue his speech
in peace ..
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Mr. POLLARD.-I rise to a point of'
'Order.. The honorable member for Warrnambool questioned my patriotism because
I said something with which he disagreed.
I give place to no honorable member
in regard to patrintism.
The SPEAKER.-There is no point
of order.
Mr.
DEANY.-The
question
of
patriotism was not nn the boards at all.
I was giving hard facts. If my friends
disagree with them I cannot help it. I
am sorry fnr them, that is all. I repeat
that t.he State soho'Ol children raised the
magnificient sum of £438,000 for patrintic
purposes, and in addition sent away
400,000 articles of comfort to the A.I.F.
My friends npposit,e who have inte'rject.ed
received thnse cnmfnrts at the Front and
I hope that they appreciated them:
Mr. HUGHEs.-I give that an emphatic
denial.
Mr. DEANY.-The hnnnrable member
did not receive any nf them ~
Mr. HUGHEs.-You do not knnw if we
did r6ceive them.
~r. MORLEY.-The soldiers generally
receIved the'll.
Mr. DEANY.-I (1m not surprised ;;.t
the honorable member for Grenville not
havil~g received them, because evidently
he dId not deserve them. In additi0'n,
the State schoolchildren collected tons
of fruit, vegetables, &c. But that is n0't
the point. What was of benefit was the
fine t.eaching the children received and
I was delighted and proud to kno~ that
my children, instead of running to picture
shOlws. and buying sweets e'very week,
practIsed self-denial and put in their
threepenny bits in o,rder to! build
up a fine fund such as that to which
I have referred. If we are gning to prevent that kind of thing, the sOioner we
put up the shutters the beUer. Let us
cut ourselves right off from the MoOther
Country, and be quite open about it, inst.ead of attempting to do it in an induect way. The plank I have quoted
~rom ~,he platform of the Lab0'ur party
IS an msuIt to the State school children
after the magnificient work they did. I
am not goill'g to say anything mOore. I
am sorry I have caused some interjecti0'ns,
but I have simply given the facts. I
hope honc'rable members will get together
and do their duty. They were sent int-o
Parliament to rule in this State and n0t
to alLow a iuillority in this Hous~e to rule.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Your party ruled long
enough.
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Mr. DEANY.-Yes, and we will rule
again very shortly. I say without any
hesitation, and not in a pe,rsonal manner
at all, that the sooner the Lib~·ral party
is on the other (the Ministerial) side of
the House the better it will be f0'r the
St.ate of Victoria.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I wish to say a
few words befnre the close of this important debate that the House was compelled to face, and asked the opportunity
of fa.cing. I should not like a continua- .
tion of the spirit of bitterne,ss that seems
to prevail between the respective parties
in a,pproaching the duty which they ha,ve
been sent here by the people to perform.
It is no use chiding t.he G0'vernment with
being on the Treasury bench without any
rights. The position that exists is the
natural result of the actions of this House,
and of the people during the recent
general election. I do not blame His
Excellency the Governor for t·he a.ction
he too·k. No good purpcse is likely to
be served by doing so. He had a difficult duty tq perfonn, and I think he
did what was natural under the circulllstanoes. A good deal has been said with
regard to the Premier's policy speech.
The Government have been chided with
window dressing and stealing Q1ther men'&
clOithes. Well, that kind of thing is not
unknown in connexion with policy
spe,eches. We have probably taught our
friends on the other (the Ministerial) side
hOlw to do it well, and probably they are
trying to emulate the traditions of the
past.
I dOl not find any fault with that
at all, but certain main questions
ha ve been raised tha t
are of
a
ve,ry serious nature indeed, and call
fnr patience and careful
consideration.
.I
feel
that
the
Government is entitled to a good deal 0.£ commendation fnr the humanitarian spirit
and the earnestness and zeal with which
it has thrown itself into the duties and
responsibilities of gQlvernment, and that
it has justified many of our hQlpes and
expectatiOins with regard to the new era
that we anticipated it would usher in.
We canno,t close our eyes to the fact that
for the last two or three ye'ars there has
been a great deal of. inaction, hesitation,
and delay in carrying out necessary reforms, and that that has been caused by
the cOindi tion of the parties in the House.
The party spirit has been so bitter and
intense that the business of the country
has been de1ayed. I was prepared to
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give the Government a fair run in connexion with carrying oout the duty that
has come t.o them. I wished them weH,
and I cDmmend the. Premier for the
spirit he showed in reference to the allowances too sufferers frDm miners' phthisis.
I think the whole coommunity commended
his action in that respect. I think, tooD,
that everyboody hailed with pleasure and
satisfa.ction
the
attitude
he
took
up in regard to the Neglected Children's Department.
He said "I am
going to alter the whoole system,
and we will regard those children as
under our tender care. They are under
the control of the State for their welfare,
and in the ordinary sense they are not
neglected. It is a reflection to call them
neglected, and we are' going to introduce
a new spirit." I think that the country
is prepared for that.
In that matt.er
the' Government need not fear that any
party spirit Oof bitterness will be shown.
The Government has also been strongly
condemned and denounced in regard to
its action in cDnnexion with the po.Jice
trouble.
I am sorry tOo say that I cannot agree with all that has been said on
this side Qof the House Qon that subject.
The Government was faced with a very
difficult problem.
The Labour party
had always adopted a strong attitude
with regard to the police trouble. When
they went too the country they were
fiercely attacked for that attitude. They
came back to the Hoouse with six addit.iQonal seats. I cannot but feel that thev
would naturally regard that as an indicition on the part of the electors that they
did not me'rit condemnation in conneXlOn with that unfortunate incident.
I am speaking from
their
point of view.
Naturally, they felt
that they had pledged themselves tOo
a certain policy.
They consulted the
Crown Solicitor as tOo whe,ther they could
carry out their pDlicy of reinstatementa policy with which I did noot agree. I
was not in favour of the reinstatement
of those men, and I think- I made that
perfectly clear. I have emphasized that,
but my position was wickedly misrepresented in my own electorate. It was deliberately misrepresented bv those who
knew how false the allegation was. Howeyer, the Government found-I presume
on legal advice-that it was impossible to
take the action to which they had pledged
themselves.
I cannot conceive of any
other course for the Government to take
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than to appoint an outside Commission.
Nothing could have been more farcical
than to have looked to this House for a
Commission too sit and deal with the question, because there was not an honorable
membe:r here who had not made himself
a strong party man in connexiDn with the
prQoblem.
The hDnorable member for
Castlemaine stated that it was a gross
impropriety to challenge the political
actions of a Government before, any tribunal other than oue selected by the
House. I cannot conceive hooW a tribunal
selected frQom this House could have been
expected too deal with the matter. The
Hoouse had decided its attitude before the
elections, and the Government could' not
expect any impartial decisiDn frDm it on
the matte'r. Further, it would have been
putting honorable members in a very
difficult and impossible· pOlSition to ask
them to sit on such a Commission. 1
myself cannot blame the Government for
not dealing with this problem in some
other way.
It might occur tOo some
that they should have got a Supreme
Court Judge, or some one else, too preside
over the tribunal. I cannot think of any
citizen of Victoria whOo would be more
trusted by the community generally to' sit
as chairman of tha,'b Commission, and
practically be a deciding factor, than Sir
Joh~ M'onash. He is a disciplinarian. A
soldIer expects the most docile obedience
from those who serve in the pu blic cause.
His leaning would be against those' men
who refused duty. He was also in this
position: that when the members of the
Force failed to take up their duty, he
was the first of our citizens WhD came
forward and said, "I will organize rAil"
provide for the protectioon of life and property in this city." He' took an active
interest in organizing the forces which
dealt with the ·situation. Many might
say that he would be disq ualified by
reason of that fact frOom presiding over a
Commission, and that he would be, prejudiced against the men who struck. No
doubt he was asked whether he was propared to undertake this difficult task. I,
for 001180, have unbounded confidence in hi"
impartiality. If he has a leaninO' any
way, it would be against the me~ who
struck. On such a tribunal the Police
Departmenb has tOo be represented by
some one familiar with the whoole machine-its intricacies, peculia.rities, responsibilities) and duties. It. would have
been impossible to ask the Chief Commissioner tOo sit on the tribunal. and an
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ordinary rank-and-file -constable wo.uld
no,t be suitahle. The Oofficer :next in rank
to the Commisioner was ev~dentl'Y ask-ell
whether be was pl'epared tOo sit .()Ill ·the
COl]l1miseion, and he is there 11epresentting
the Department. The public and 'the
late GOovernment are w-eH 'represen:ted,
1 should think, by the, Public Service
·Commissioner. HOOlOorahle members 'lTIa),
have the,ir own views -a-bout the constitution of the Oommission,hut I think it
should be regarded -as an hon'est attempt
to deal with'a verry dl:ffi:cu~t problem
indeed.
Mr. "TuNNEGLIF.FE.. -The, Public Serviae
Commissioner .occupies £he position oj ,a
Supreme Court J ndge,.
}\[r. BNOWBALL.-He is in an in.d.ependent positioiJ.il. I th..il'lk that the -Government has been fortunate in the me]}
whom it ha.s _se1eded. I my.self would
h~ve dealt with this polioe ipiroblem ina
dilfferent way. CCYJDplaintsare coming
from ev:e,ry par,t of till'S State, p~dicularly
the metxopoli tan area, that therr-e is a -de:ficioo.cy in cmr Police Fo.rce. Ther.e u's not
a centre in my tCon-stiitu.ency that. ha-s not
been repeatedly appeaJ.ilIlg tOo the Go:v..ernmoot an<!l the Chielf Commissioner for
.ad~i~ional p()l~oe protection.
In my
-opInIon, .the hme has :come tOo increase
the num'beT of ·our P0lice Force. If I ha-a
been in the position of the Chief Secretary, I would have ·said, "The 'Government ar-e going to inc:rease the Force by
froon 100. to 150 mell, a.nd ex-police constables WIll be aH0Wed to' apply on tn-eir
merits." . ~hart, w{)u1d ba~e been a perfocily legthmateancl 'conSIstent 'attitU'd'e
for them to take np. It has :been camplained that the scope of the Oommission
is too wide. Surely we have nothing to
fear from an investigation b'y such 'R tri.bUllal as has been constituted. I do llO·t
think that any ha. rm is likely to come to
OUT po.lio~' ad~l1illist~~ation tb.roug-h a fun
an.d falr Inqmry. The fear that -seems to
take possession of some must be due to
their idea that certain results will come
from the investigation. I have 1-10 such
fear or fee,ling. I sympathize with the
position with which the Government weTe
faced. This -was ma~e, a leaciin,g question
at the general electwn, and it was demanded that the fate ,O'f candidate,s should
be -decided by their attitude on the polioe
trouble.. That was an unfortuna;te thing.
I had hoped that the inciclent might have
been allowed to clie, but it was not. In
-every iss-ue of the A r[J'lI~ the police trouble
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was dragged 'up, and the FBOple' were
;ask:ed ·to be guicl.ed in Vheir votes by the
,a.ttr.tucle Q)f-candidates Io-n that unf.ort"ll::n-alte matt~.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-H "was IDel1tiuned at
.Brightcm, too.
~Ir.
SNOWBALL.. -S.onlewhat.
At
:the last .elecfion it was .made almost a test
,question. The Labour paTty had taken
a :cer.tain· ,a..tkituile', and I do not know
.that the electors -did not justify to a certain extent their view. The Government
afterwards ,said, "'Ve will appoint an
indepen.dent tribunal, .and we must be
careful in the selectiD-ll of our men." In
.m'y opinion., they nave done the best
tning they could wifh regard tOo tha t
trOoublesome matte'r. 1 am not .going to
wade' through tb'e various items in the
policy spe.ech, hut I wis-h tOo refer to two
or tnree matters in the way of administration that occurred during the interval
of adjournment. I regre,t that they hav-e
given me the greatest 'possible, trouble and
.perturbation. In tbe 'first place, I 'hope
that the Government will see that some explanation is given 'b.y ,the, Solicitor~
General with regard .to. Mr. 'Carter~s reappointment to 'the magistraqy. We kno:\,v
how .sacredly we have, re:garded the
.powers of the Solicitor-General in connexion with an appointment to' tue bench.
We know with what ca,re his responsibility
has been safeguarded. He has no right
to be influenced by poJifical 'considerations. He bas 'no right to commllDlcate
with. 'Ca'binet m' anybody else. He ha-s
no TIght to carry nut a PQ;licy -in making
an appointment. I feel that the dignity
ana honcrur Of the Solicitor-General'-s
position in dealing with this impolJ.<tant
-duty. are involved. His action may be
'e,xplained away, but I expect to hear
from the nonorab1e gentleman what led
him to come to the ccmclusion that he
arrived at, and how be cam-e to re-appuint
a man who, as far as the evidence dis-closes, was no't fit to continue oil
the, bench. I have tbe grea:test respect
and regard 'for the Attorney-General, and
I sho,uld like to help him in every possibl~
way, but honorable members are placed
in difficu1t positions at 'times, and I ho:p~
that nothing will be permitted by t·ne
House' to detract from the honofllr and
dignity -of our judiciary 'and the
e:x:ercise of the powers -and dutri.·e5
that are
possessed
by magistrates.
-There is another matter to' which I de"Sire
to refer, and that is the ;annOUU1cament
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ma..oe' by the Minister of Public Instructioo as to the policy of the Government in
reg.ard to the teaching of history in
ollr schools.
I ha.ve the most prolQ.und Fespect for the honorable gentle..
man, and,. therefore, I was shocked and
ap.palled when I was given to understand
that he is prepared to carry out what had
been declared to be the policy of the
party with regard to the Empire~ I say,.
delibe,rately,. that no party, that no
m--ember of any party i&. fit to be trusted
with th~ responsibility of government if
he is not prepared to do. his utmost to
preserve the iThtegr~tjl' o.f the British
Empire. Any policy that will detract
from that ideal is repulsive to me, and I
want the honoFable. gentleman to' disowll
on the' flooc of this House any intention
tOI intel'feFe with that ideal.
It is due to
the HQuse and himself that he should do
that. In older t(} uphold the traditions: of
our Empi1!e we must teach our children
to revere British history, and to look with
awe and wo.nder to the great Empire that
5tands te,.day as p.ractically the only safeguard of human liberty and of the preserAny
vation &f the peace of the world.
8lttempt to mutilate our history or to hide
from our children the story of the growth
of the· Empire, and the individual sacrifices' that have been made in the great
struggle for liberty by members of our
l~ace, must be. condemned. The knowledge
of the great e.pisodes of the Empire sho.uld
nQt be withh'eld from the ehildl'en" and no·
party, Laboux 0]' Liberal, should. attempt
to· Use the schools for p--ropag-anda purP08es. The hOn&1m hIe ge-ntlemrul said, by
interjection, that. his, intention had been
misunderstood, but so far as the public
know, there was a clear anll:ounc~ment by
him. that he intended to withd:raw from
the School Paper7' and the histoTY taught
in the schoO'ls,. any l'eference to the wars
or the· heroes of the Empire. When the
Director of E.du~ation was interviewed on
the subject, he said that grea.t expense
would be involved,. for it would mean cutting out about three parts of the history.
The Minister said that it was intended to
remove such matter {rom the School Paper
only, and that is :a: clear statement about
which there can be no doubt in the publie mind,. so far as the intention of the
Government is concerned.
N ~thing is.
sa.id irE. the policy speech on this matter,
but we a:re entitled to draw certain in:fer-
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ences from the dleC'llllratioD:g of l1upousibleMinisters. I shall. feel a difficultly TI» deciding how to vote o]!}, the' question of the'
Govel'llment. polic-y until I am clea:r as to
where we are in regar& to what I rega:rd
a!:f :liundam'ental. It is- said that government· i& finance and finance is governm-ent,
but I oontend that there are greatel" thingg
in national Fife than finanee-. The future
of this land lies in the' eharaeter, the in,dividuality,. and' the· moral tone- of tIle
pe'O'ple' who maike np the- nation. We must
be- very careful that nothing is done- to interfere with the continuation of. our great
Empire. I do not speak in the interest
of Jingoism, for I ha:te war and bloodshed
as much as any member of this House
does. Every fibre of the glorious Union
Jack" speaks of the history of our great
past, and to say that the children are not
to be tmlght to s.tand in awe and reverence
ai our great Empire, which is the envy of
the worfd because of the heroism that has
made it what it is, is beyond my undel'standing. I ask the nonorable gent1eman
to make quite clear where the Government
stand in connexion with this great question. I want thb Government to have a
fair chance of making good. I have admired .the Minister of' Railways for theway he has done things that are essential
for our development. He made arrangements to complete the primary produce
sheds at Spencer-street, a work that had
been stopped [OJ.' want of money. I am
glad to say that he pushed all difficulties
asid~.
Our future depends on the increase of OU}' pri.mary produee and the
prov:i.sion of markets for that pFoduce. We
Rliall never be able to get weople to settle
on the far-distallt lands unless we provide
markets for their produce. We know the
heart-breaking and difficult task that
many of these people have had in the farback country. We can picture their eonThe only hope for decendition.
tralization lieS! in the, provlslon of
better markets for Our- primary produce.
I commend the Minister of Railways for
saying,. "I am going to secure freight
fo'r stuff tOI other States, and have sheds
built to enable the primary producer to
dispose' readIly and profitably of his
goods in the city." These are things in
oonnexion with which we are not withholding a due meed of praise, and w6
want to encourage that, but, at the same
time, dOl not let those other vital thingli
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in connexion with our national life' be
endangered and tampe1red with by mista.kes such as, a,pparently, are about to
be a,ttempted. The State of Victoria. will
not tolerate a policy of tha,t kind, nor
are interjections going to remove or allay
our fears in connexion with these matters .•
The :Boor of this House is the place to
make c1ea,r the position of t.he Government on those quest,ions. I wish to deal
shortly with the wheat Pool, but not so
far as the Government's policy is concerned, because tha.t is now a thing of
the past.
The compulsory wheat Pool
that has been adopted will be a great
thing for the outer ports problems with
which we are dealing. I see no hope for
Pt)rtland, for instance, unless some system
in connexion with the compulsory pooling
of our wheat is continued, at any rate, for
a little time longer. Generally speaking,
I do not believe in compulsory pools, and
I do look for an early realization of the
voluntary pooling system amongst the
wheat-growers. I rejoiced to see what
the Federal Government were going to
do in connexion with that problem, because I can see in it hope for our outer
ports. There is no other means by which
we can develop those ports and help to
bring about decentralization, for '\vhieh
we are so anxious. The only way we can
do it is to control trade, and particularly
the export trade, at any rate, for two 01'
thre~ ~'ears to come.
If we can only get
'CondItIOns broken out of the rut in which
they are at present so firmly fixed, by
means of the influences that a wheat Pool
could exercise, in declaring that a certain
quantity of our produce shall go from
this, .that? ~nd the other port, and by
handlmg It m bulk, our Portland friends
will have great reason to hope-Mr. EGGLESTON.-Who is going to pay
the expense of that?
l\i(r. -8NOWBALL.-There is no expense involved, because it has been demonstrated that a saving of expense was
achieved by sending through Portland
certail1 cargoes of wheat for overseas.
The Rtate has already gone to cOl1siderab10 expense by railway construction-Mr WARDE.-That is not what th('
Minister of Lands said.
l\ifr.· ~NOWBALL.-These facts have
been uroved beyond question.
Mr. Enrn,ESTON.-lf there is no expense
in it it ~"111 go there naturally.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-No. When trade
gets into habits it will continue in those
directions, even though a saving of expense might be effected by a change. It
has be,en pro-ved to be so. Millers and
wheat expo,rters ha,ve told the Royal Commission 'which is dealing with this matter
that a saving could be effected by shipping a certain portion of our wheat overseas from Portland or other outer ports
There need, therefore, be no fear that·
anybody will be put to ext.ra. expense. It
is the producer who would get the benefit
of that saving in freight.
l\ir. WARDE.-Why do they not ship it
from there if it would pay them to do
so?
.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Because of the
established conditions and usages of thOde
who handle the wheat.
The private
buyers have their centres in Melbourne,
and send their wheat down to Geelong
and Melbourne, because it is the old practice.
Mr. W ARDE.-Only for one reason. :Mr.
Darling, on oath, said that it paid them
to do it.
l\!£r. SNOWBALL.-That is not the
l'eason. We had evidence on oath that
j 1, was not so. . We were told that a
fuving could be effected, and savings have
bi'l~n effected in other States by diverting
o,'crseas freight to outer ports.
:Mr. W ARDE.-Mr. Darling's evidence
was entirely different. He s8{id ',they
could do it cheaper, but it did not alway:r
pay them. He said that it paid them
better to do it in the way which suitett
tLe11' business, and, of course, you know
he iF; in business for love, and not for
profit.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-At any rate, I do.
\vant' to let the Government feel that it
is not their general policy altogether that
is being condemned, but, so far as I am
concerned, I look upon t.he great and
vital matters to which I have referred as
heing very important indeed, and such
as to influence me in my judgment in connexion with matters which other members
may think of greater importance.
1
would ask the Government not to allo'w
t~is debate to close until the Attorney·
General eases our minds by stating his
jnstification for doing what he did with
regard to the Oarter appointment.
I
know that the honorable gentleman has
said that he can explain that all away,
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but interjections do not help us. I have
mentioned, at least, two matters which
seem to me to call for some statement
from the hitherto silent Governmellt
benches.
:Mr. LEMlfION (Minister of Public
[nstruction).-I desire in the first place
to express my a pprecia tion of the very
fair-minded statement of the honorable
member for Brighton in connexion with
the policy that the GOlvernment have
1aid before the House, and also of
his very kindly references to myself.
:My humble efforts to. promote peace
and goodwill, generally' speaking I
consider have been misrepresented, no't
delibe'ra.tely, but at the same time misrepresented. I never dreamed that my
position in the Australian Natives Association or my love for this native land
Qf mine would· be brought into this debate, or the question raised whether the
Empire was in any way going to be
affected by the action that I took. The
genesis of the criticism on the action that
I took recently was undoubtedly the fact
that I received a oommunication from the
T'ra·des Hall which I chose to accept.
}\iay I ask in the wO'l'ds of Scripture,
"Can any good thing come out Qof
Nazareth? " This communication was addressed to me as the Minister of Public
Instruction, llnd was llS follows:At the last meeting of the executive committee of the above council, it was decided to
offer to your department the sum of £21 to be
flwarded in prizes, say, of £10 lOs. first, £5 5s.
Recond, £3 3s. third, and £2 2s. fourth to the
children of all Victorian primary schools for
the best eesays on International Peace. The
competition to be known as the Trades Hall
Council Peace Prize for Primary School Children. I would suggest that Armistice Day
would be an appropriate time to present the
prizes. The officers of the Trades Hall Council, in conjunction with representatives of the
J.:ducation Department to be the judges. We
would also suggest that the essays ,be about
1,500 wordls. The object aimed at that the
essays to be the fostering of a desire amongst
the children to extend the hand of brotherhood and sisterhood to the children of all
countries without any regard whatever to creed,
colour, or nationality, to love peace and hate
war, and the understanding that we are all
.members of one great world-wide', human
f;t.mily. Trusting your Department will acrept this offer and other bodiee may follow
this lead.
I am,
On behalf of the above council,
E. J. HOnOWAY,
(Sgd.)
Secretary.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-Nobody objects to
any o.f those sentiments, nO'r to the source
from which they come.
l1:r. LEMMON.-I am glad to say that
that such communication has already
borne fruit. I have received from the
Women's International League for Peace
and Freedom a letter in which they congratulate me on the attitude I have
·adopted to discourage militaristic teaching to children in the State schools, and
intimate that the League, like the Trades
Hall Oouncil, intended offering pri~es for
peace essays, but instead were establishing
an International Peace Scholarship.
They sayThe children in the State schools will "l'ite
an essay on some simple subject such as " Why
nations should live at peace with one another,"
and the writers of the best essays will go up
for an examination, set by the Department,
the winner receiving an International Peace
Scholarship thl'ee years at a High or Technical school, or School of Domestic Arts, whichever he or she may choose.

This letter is signed by M. L. Drummond,
honorary secretary.
I accepted those
two oifers, and I then. sent to the director
the following memorandum:With reference to the offer of the Trades
Hall Council to provide a sum of £21 for the
purpose of an essay competition amongst children attending primary schools, on the subject of International Peace, I desire that,
prior to the competition appropriate articles
may be published in the School Paper. It is
the desire that the children may have an
opportunity of obtaining material from which
they may select ideas and thoughts that may
be incorporated in their essays. The articles
should seek to lead the minds of the children
from ideas which may foster the war spirit
and glorification of battles of conquest. They
should inculcate high ideals of international
peace and good will, and the brotherhood of
man. Appropriate instances in the history of
men and women of different nations where
great sacrifices have been made for the sake
of others should be related, and prominence
should be given to the efforts made in the
past by great men to bring about a cessation
of war amongst the nations.

That is dated 1st September, 1924. When
I received those offers I made a statement
to the press, and indicated that the offel'
of the Trades Hall Oouncil was consistent
with the world-wide Labour peace mov~
ment, and furthermore that it was in ha!'mony with the resolutions of the Labonr
Oonference, and that the intention and
purpose of the resolutions of the Labom'
Oonference undoubtedly were that in the
future issues of the School Paper or books
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nothing ex!tolling war,g ,should be printed, tempting t:QIutilize the sc.b;aol papers or
but l'ather that peace and :internationai hooks for the pn-rpose of prop.aga1~
.
fraternalism should be inculcated in the OU1' own party pDlitical ideas.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The School P'fJt}Je'l"
minds of the children in the scbools-in .a word, as the Age newspaper put it, has never been used for glorifying w.a.r.
Mr. LEMMON.-I want to say this.
that peace should be -a national idea, and
that it should 'be fostel'€d and en- I appreciate the School Paper as .a. valu.cow'aged so far as the children of th-e able literary work and of gn,lat interest
to the children of the State. At. ,too
State were coneel·ned.
:Mr. SNQWBALL.-Did not the honorable same time we realize ,the fact, and are
gentleman also say that no references proud of it, that the present Prime Minis.
were to be made in the future to wars or t.f.[, of Great Britain has been a man of
peace all his life, and to-day he is hailed
ba.ttles~
8verywhere f()ll' the magnificient work he
Mr. LEMMON.-No, I did not say is doi:p.g. ~e is probably one 0'£ the
that. I gave the press the resolutions, greatest statesID6U1 of the world to· day .
and intimated that it was my desire that
Mr. TOU'TCHER.-After Great "Britain
the .officers of the Educ.ation Department had completed such a glorious war he has
@hould observe the ideal that was set out the benefit of t.he peace t.hat pTev-cli~s
in those resolutions. That is the natlOtlHi to-day.
ideal of peace which I desire, upon ap- . Mr,. LEMMON.-It is quite true that
propriate occasions, to be inculcated in the the School Paper has had excellent articles
minds of the children of the State. That upOon peace. Rere is one, from whiclD. [
was my purpose. The honora-ble member want to ma.ke it. qnotaticm. It is OOllwas reported as having said that. I tained i:n' a School PapfYl' issued wh-en
was going to destToy the records of brav.e my predecess.or was in (}:fficeLong ago, lllell thought an Empire must· bt'
deeds. That was no,t my intention, nor
will it ever be my intention to destroy founded on brute force, and th.at the .chief
dates iu history were the dates of battieR.
the records of brave deeds. Heroism and. But 'We are beginning to think diffenmtly 1\()W.
self-sacrifice for ;the good of others axe, Weare seeking to
Moye upward, working out the beast.,
in my judgment, the noblest attributes of
let the ape and tiger die.
human nature, and the most precious pos- We And
see that the world is one; that the best
At interests of one nation are the :best interej;t~
session of the people of the State.
the same time, we are determined, and of all; that it is our ideal of life that ma.ke~
a people one; tlJat our battle is not against
the objBctive of that resolution is, that .each
other, but against the barbarism, igJ!lorthe heroi5ID of the soldier shall not be .anee, and folly that enslaves lUlaJl; and :that
our
best
weapons are science, educatio.n,and
tUled for the purpose of inculcating
hat,red for other people, nor in any way goodwill-weapons which all nations must
henceforth forge and :wield,
for the 'glorification of war. That was
the idea und the spirit behind t.hose r0- I am particularly proud of the "first issue
solution,s. When honorable friends talk .of the School Paper during my brjef
a"bout internationalism, let me tell thillJl career as Minister of Public Instruction
that the objective of the resolution in How long I am going to remain is a matter for the gods, probably assisted by
connexion with internationalism was for
some one outsid-e this Chamber. to decide.
the purpose .of encouraging international
In the issue fOor August there
an article
brotherhood or fraternalisID throughout dealing with the arts oJ peace,' and we
the nations of the world. I have also have illustrations of things made in Ausbeen charged with attempting to use the tralia and men engaged in the makin u
school children and the school papers of certain a,rticles. It alsO' speaks 0'£ th~
and books for party purposes. It is true national services of the industrial army ,
that the Labour party is a peace party. and it .concludes with that immortal poem
We ar.e not ashamed of it. The Laham' by Ro,bert Burns, the last verse of which,
movement throughout the world isa M honorable members know, concludes
peace movement.
wi t,h the linesMr. SNOWBALTJ.-That is not peculiar
That man to man the warIel o'er,
Shall brothers be for a' that,
to your party.
Mr. LEMMON.-It is not, and that is
Mr. SNOwBALL.-That has bEen thE)
why I say that in doing anything of thiB spirit of the School Paper for years, ann
nature we could not be branded as at- you are going to alter it.
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Mr. LEMMON.-I desiTe that that telligenCB, if you do net wish Emope to fall
into madness and barbarism. Peopfe wilT say
spirit shall be maintaimrd and that article~ to
you: "To what purpose so mu'Ch exertion'?'
simila.r to the Olne I have quoted from
s.b.a.llb.e published from time to time,
inculca,ting the; principles of peace.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK-In the statement in. the press it was said that. you
were going tOl a bOllish reference to our
heroes.
Mr. LEMMON.-I have intimated the
instructions that I gave.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The first
sta,t6'ment w,as that you intended tQi delete aU reference to heroes in the school
books a,lLd pa,per~. Do you say that is
not CQirrect ~
1\1r. LEMMON.-There is to· be no
deletion of references to herO'ism 'where
they are' fO'r the purpose O'f extoUing heroism fOlr itself. SQi long as: I have any
power heroism win not be put forward
for' the purpose of sowing seeds of hatred
of other people' or for the promotion· 6f
war. I will d·QI my best to stop that.
Sir' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.~Has that
ever been done 1
Mr. LEMMON.-l shQiuld like tQi point.
out that heroism is nQit limited to the
battleMlld. We have instances of heroism
when miners a.re prepa.red to enter a mine,
in the face of' certain death,. to rescue a
comrade, when sailors are prtpared to
lea.ve their ships: to re~ue persons whol
have fallell overboard. \Ve have instances
of heroism when. our women go into th(l
back-blocks for the purpose of extending
our settlements and bringing forth children for the ma.intenance of our ideals.
Anyolle who rUllS the risk of sacrificing
life in perfJrming a brave duty is, ill my
judgmellt, a hero; worthy of bClng honorret, just as much as those who ]1un gI'cat
risks Oll the battlefield.
Sir A r:.EXANDER PEACocK.-Hear, hear!
Mr. LEMlVlON.-I want to ma.ke a.
quotation from a report for two reasons:
First because of its impQirtance, and
sE::lCondly, because of the fame of the
speaker. I refer to AnatQile France, who
is admitted to be the greatest living
French author, a man who is honored by
Fra,nce for the work he has done. What
I am about to ~ead is part of. an address
delivered by him to a congress of
teachersIn the social and' moral disorder created' bv
the war and perpetuated. by the peace which
has f.ollowed. it, you hav.e everything. to do,
everything to rebuild. Have courage. Be of
good cheer.
It is for yon to create a- new
humanity, it is for you to awake a· ne,v in-

Man does not change.'" So? He has' changed
since the age of the cave-dweller, now for the
worse, now for the better. He changes with
environment, and it is ed'ucation which transforms him, even more perharps' than air !lrnd
food. Certainly the education which has rendered possible, which has favoured (being
pl'acticaJly uniform among the peoples whom
we caB civili7.e€l) the frightful catastrophe
uuder which we are now bu.cied, should not be
allowed to endure for a moment. Above all,.
it is necessary to banish from the schoolseverything which makes chilclren love war and
its crimes. The teacher must malte the child
love peace and its· \Yo.rks,;. he' must teach him
to detest Wllr;. he will banish from education
all that excites hate for the stranger, even
hatred of the enemy of yesterday; not that it
is necessary to be indulge'1lt to crime and to
absoh'e aJi. the. guilty" but because a people.
whatever it may be, at whatever li.our, is eomposed of more victims thrun criminals, because
the punishment of the guilty should not be
visited upon the innocent generations, and· because, finally, all peoples have much to pal'don
one another.
My fdenels, make hatred hated·!" It is the
most !1I3Cessary and simplEl part of' yOUl:' task.
The state to which a de'Vastating' wa.r h&s reduced France and tne whole world imposes
upon you· duties extremel): complex. an'd consequently extremely difficult to fulfi1. Pardon
me for returning to this; it is the. great point
upon which eversthing depends. It is for you,
without hope of aid and. support, or even of
consent, to ch~nge primary education from the
ground' up;. in order to make workers. 'there
is place to-clay in' ottl' so~iety bnly for workers;
Lhe rest will lje swept awtty. in the storm. Make
intelligent worlters, instruoted· in the arts they
practice, knowing What they owe ,to the
national and the human community.
13m'll all the books ,"hich teach hatred. Exalb
work and' love.
Let us develop reasdnable
men, capable of trampling underfoot. the va,in
splendor of barbaric glories, and of resisting
the sanguinary ambi~ions of nationalisms aI1d
imperialisl1ls which have crushed their fttthers.
No more industrial l'iv:1iries, no' 1l10r~ Wars;
work and peace! Whether we wish it or no,
tlte hour has come when we must be citizens
of the worIer or see all civilization perish.
M. France concluded with a passionate
np.peal for the sowing in young minds of ideas
from which would spring the peace of the
world and the union of the pcoples:

lVIr. lVI0RLEy.·-Did· you read, th~ cablegrams' that came from Japa.n last week 1
\Vhy don't you quote them 1
Mr. LEMMON.~Vvhat would have
been said· olf me if I had issued 8J dire{!tion simila.r to that contained in the
speech I have just read ~ Yet the report
I have quoted appea.red in the Education
Gazette and Teachers~ Aid, issued by the
ex-1Hinist~r of Public Instruction. to in~
spire all'tl aid' the State- schoOl}, teachers of
Victoria in. giving instruction to children
along those lines.
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Sir ALEXANDER' PEACOCK.-All I want gard the duty of the Opposition, as COllto know is whether you are going to stituted hy OlUr pa.rliamentary system, to
continue along those lines which have watch. carefully a:ll measures t.hat are inbeen so successfully carried out for years. troduced by the Government; to analyze
them, to' prevent, as far as possible, unI want a definite au sw e-r .
Mr. LEMMON.-I am goring to ell- wise, unjust, and unnecessa,ry restraint
courage the principles of pea.ce wherever bejng placed upon the freedom of the
I can, and tha·t was one of the reasons people,; to prevent, as far as 'possible,
that caused me to' accept the Trades indulgence in rash expenditure. Generally
Hall proposition, which I intend tOi carry speaking, its duty is that set up by the
out. I am pleased to be able to say tha.t great apostle of liberty, John Stuart
I stand by that position, and I am satis- Millfied that the Government stands by it,
The propel' office of a representative astoOl. We must endea,vour, llot Q1nly so sembly is to watch and control the Goverllfa.r as the State is concerned. but in the ment; to throw the light of publicity on its
interests of Australia and' the world acts; to compel a full exposition and justification of all of them which anyone considers
generally, to inculoate prinoiples of peace questionable;
to censure them if found conand bring about effective machinery 80 demnable.
that war shall be no more am.on~st the
peoples of the world.
That is the duty devolving upon an
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) .-Mem- Opposition. It should not obstruct busibers are no doubt pleased that we have ness merely for the purpose of stopping
heard from one of the Ministers. The legislation; but it should, by criticism,
l\linister of Public Instruction has given help the Government in making measures
a satisfactory reply to the criticism that that may be imperfect as nearly perfect
was levelled against him in regard to cer. as possible, 1::10' that the State may derive
tain delet,ions from the School Paper. As the best benefit from our legisla,tion. If
far as I am able to judge, I ga,ther tha,t an Opposition is imbued with ideals of
no material alterations have been made that kind, it will not only be fulfilling its
in the issue of the School Pal1Jer , and from purpose, but it will help to prevent Ullthat point of view it must be gratifying: sound legislation. It is desirable that we
to aU of us. I desire to make a fe'w ob- should be made acqua.inted with the pro··
visions of measures proposed by the' Goservations, in a general way, upon the
'iernment before we pronounce e,ither for
programme laid before us. I am not COll- or againdt them. There are two Bills upon
eerned a~ to the origin 0'£ the proposals the notice-paper, but we are denied critiincluded in the Government programme. cism of them because of that fact.
It has been alleged that they are I refer to' the Electoral Bill and to the
stolen propedy from this or t.hat party, Milk Bill. Having seen the Electoral Bill
but that does not concern me.
The
question is whether the proposals a,re good, I am now in a position to state that I am
whethe-r they a.re- desirable and necessary utterly opposed to many of the provision~
in the interests of this State, and it is contained in it. I am opposed to' comfrom this point of view tha,t I am going pulsory voting.
to consider them. The Government is to
1\1r. HOGAN.-Compulsory voting is a
be commended for affording me-mbers an . splendid thing.
opportunity of giving expression to their
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It is
opinion upon the proposals embodied ill in utter conflict with the great principles
the programme. But at this stage it is I ha,ve followed all my political life. It
impossible for me to declare whether I is in conflict with the fundamental prinapprolve or disapprove, of a, great majolfity ciples of liberalism, liberty, and freedom.
of the proposed measures. Viewed gener- It is in conflict with the very principles Lf
any, the programme, is an attractive one. the Labour party as I shall show when
The a.ttitude of the OppositiOlI.l,. as I I come to discuss the Bill in extenso. I
understand it, is to indulge in reasonable am also opposed to the compulsory wheat
criticism, and show where measures are Pool. Now, with regard to finance and·
ba,d, either for the State or for the wel- taxa,tion, it is obvious tha.t to, ca.rry out
fare of the people,. I do not subscrihe to the programme the Premier has laid
t.he view that it is the duty of the Opposi- before the House, large expenditure both
t,io'll simply to oppose.
It has a much of revenue moneys and o,f loan moneys
hjgher purpose to serve than that. I re- will be involved. Consequently the whole
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question o,f taxation will be opened up.
This question transcends all others in its
far-reaching effects upO'n the people. It
touches the interests of every class in the
community and aftects to' a very large
extent the, welfa,re and progress O'f the
State. I shall be critical of all the financial propO'sals that the Government bring
forward, in the same way as I was critical
when I sat on the Ministerial side of the
House. On many occasions I had to' criticize the GOov6lTnment that I was sitting
behind, particularly in respect of their
bOorro,wing propensities. I am glad that
a restriction has already been placed upon
the borrowing powers of the GOovernment,
When we come to analyze the financial
position during the five years preceding
the advent of this Go,vernment, we filld
t.hat thQlUgh Sir William McPherson, the
most cautious and far-seeing Treasurer we
have ever had, was in office, no less than
£50,000,000 was borrOowed. This was
borrowing at the rate of £10,000,000 a
year. Nothing can convince me that it
was wise to indulge in boom borrowing to
that extent. I shall watch with care and
cautio'll the financial proposals of the Government, and they can expect me
to criticize them very acutely from ever'}
stand-point. We know that the, mOore we
expend borroiWed money the mOore we
stimulane the spirit of expenditure, a
spirit already too manifest in this State.
Mr. WARDE.-A lot o,f the bO'rrowed
money does not earn interest. The position has been going from ha,d to' worse,
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Last
year there. was a shorta.ge of money earned
to pay the interest bill o,f £885,000. The
Auditor-General said it was impossible to
trace some other ,amount in connexion
with sOoldier settlement, but the tOotal
shOortage would not be far shOort of
£1,000,000. When Mr. Watt was Tre'asurer in 1911, sufficient was ea,rned to
pay the interest and to leave a· credit balance of some thOousands Oof pounds. By
1923 we had gone back to the extent of
£1,000,000. Thtll'e is a danger in this
impulsive ove'r-indulgence in borrowing. In the. early years of my political
life, speaking Oon finance, I took the opportunity of qUQting from Oone of Mr.
Gladstone's speeches. The quotation was
highly a.ppreciated at the time. In view
of the spirit of expenditure manifested
throughout the State to-day, the time is
opportune to. again make use of the quotation. Mr. Gladstone was referring to the
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I mean that, together with the called-for UlI·
creased expenditure, ,there grows up what may
Le termed a spirit of expenditure, a desire, a
tendency in the country which steadily and
indirectly, perhaps, but really affects the spirit
of the people, the spirit of ParI iament, the
spirit of public depart1l1ent", and perhaps the
spirit of those whose duty it is to submit the
Estimates to Parliamellt, and who are most
specially and directly re::iponi:iilJle for the dis·
IJUrsement of it.
When the Rpirit of expenditure is lin aotion we must expect to 1incl a
relaxation of the principle:; of prudence, that
rule for thrift, which directs and requires that
whatever service is to be performed for the
public should be executed ill the mo:;t efficient
manner, bilt likewise at the lo\\·cst p03si ble cos,l.

Those are, weighty words, worthy of consideration by the GO'vernment and by
honorablel members Oof this House generally. I hope they -will be paid some reo
spect to' when we are considering the great
question Oof finance. Turning now to the
appointment of commissions and committees, I will makel a passing referenee
to the Police Commission. I know that,
speaking ~eneraUy, when the Premier was
Leader of the Opposition he was alw,ays
very ready to denounce the appointment
of royal commissions and select committees. He felt, tha.t there was too. much
transference of obligations which should
devolve upon GOovernments. When addressing my electors at the last election
I madfl particula,r reference to. the tendency that has grown up in late years
Qof transferring tbeflt' ohliga.tions.
1
pointed out that this was one Oof th<:'
causes Qof the weakness of Parliament.
Those of us who havel given any attention to' the conditions that prevail in
America have noticed the disastrous effect.
it has had upon parliamentary life there.
In fact, the stage has been reached where
the very existence of Parliaments in many
of the States is mena,ced. As many as
from 150 to 200 committees a,re optll'ating.
They are doing the work that Parliame11t
i3 supposed to dOo. In this House we have
63 persons representative of different
shades of politi(3al thought. We are supposed to' do. the business o'-f Pa,rliament..
But we have fQormed a habit of transfer·
ring- tOo committees and commissions the
work that should devo,lve upon us. The
GQovernment has appQointed a CommissiQn
to' inquire into the very serious pQolic.
trouble. The sCOope of the inquiry is very
wide and referenc€l has been made to th'l
composition of the Commission. I recog·
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that the questions to) be- cml::-sidered are of great caniplexity in
l·Ollsequ.ence of the lapse of time since
the police, strike and the appointment
of some hundreds af new constables.
'.L'here have also" of CD-urse, be.en pramations in the Force. Cansidera,tions of a
gra,ve nature are involved. I dQo not
wish at this stage tOo comment. upon the
persanne,l of the Cammissian, but I wauld
certainly have, preferred to see it of another character. I shQould ha,ve preferred
one ar more members af the, Supreme
Court bench.
Mr. WARDE.-The Judges went an
strike. They taak direct a.ction.
:\1:r. A. A. BILLSON' (Ovens).-They
l~lay be said to' have done· so on one wca·sum.
1\11'. HOGAN.-The· position is thi's: A.
p.revious Government received a memorandum from the Chief Justice, informing them that Judges would not be available far ~ayal Cammissians·.
lVIr.

A.

A.

BILLS-ON

(Ovens).-I

Policy.

me:m.L I know n.e.w who· did authDrize·
this change of management. . When in
Oppositicxn, as, 1 stated i'U the e3>1i lie-1' par:t
of l~ Jrel1larka,. mem.oors of the Go;vernment. were very loud: in. the-ilT antagonism
to the appointment DE cDmmissions. and
committee.s.. The papers- reveal that the
proposed C'hange: was ma;de! an. the recommendation af th-e To,uris,t COommittee, and
here is lie No. 1 which was: told me by
the· chairman 'Of that Committe.e. He deliberate,ly tQold. me that the· Cammittee did
nat rec6JD1mend this change. I have seen
t.he papers, and I say that, it did. It ia
remarkable that people placed in POSItions O'f this kind sllo.ulddeliberately tell
a barefaced lie. \Vhen I simply repe·ated
the statement· that an offi-eial of the:
Public Works Depa.:rtme-nt sa.id eama from
. the T0iu.ris-t CGll1mittee, the chairman denied it to my face. I then found the·
matte'r was considereq. by the late Government, and that it was finalized on the
3rd July, wh~n that Gov.ernment was
pra.ctically in a moribund conditiO'n. I
say it was positively indecent O'n the, part
od: the Government to do such a thing.
Moreov'er" I draw pointed attentiQon to
these facts, and I think: it is a matter
that will comman.d th.e sympathy of the
House genera.lly.. The whole thing :il'om
beginning to' end was surrounded by a
secrecy discreditable to an cO'ncerned in
it.. As membe·r fOol' the district-the persOon mostly concerned'-I might have, had
it intimated to me,. and,. thrO'ugh me', to
the peOople in. the Bright district,
t.hat it was praposed tOo make this
change.
I might have been afforded
an
opportunity
of
showing
:why
the change should not take place,.
But the thing was surrDunded by secrecy
and carried Dn in. the dark. That fact
aTDne suggests that sDmething wrDng. was
being. dDne.. The Oommittee, in my.
apiniDn, exceeded its· pDwer·.
UnfDrtunately,. I ,vaB ill muing the sessiDu when
the £50>,000 was allacated far' the- making
of roa:.ds and: the development of tourist
traffic.
The CDmmittee was Dnly appoiNted to allocate tnat £5D;OOO, and' not
to take-power and authority away frDm
the Government; yet they assume the
right to make thes.e recommendatiDns_ The
Government weakly accepted them, and
fulalized the scheme before Parliament
had an Dpportunity of cansidering it.

understand that, nQo matte'r what the repart of the Cammi~slon may be', the final
'vo-rd win rest with Padiamellt. The report of the CQmmissioll will have to be
presented to this Hous.e. Until Parlialllent sees the report we shQould have a
pledge from the GQovernment that no further action will be taken. When the report comes up, honO'rable members will,
nO' daubt, l'lave the caurage, of their
opinians, and deaJ with the recommendations as they find them. With regard to
the appointment of committees, the point
I wish to make' is that they are sometimes
dallg.eorous. I want to. refer again to the
questiQon of the change of management in
connexion with Mbunt Buffalo.. Thanks
to the courtesy of the Minister of Railways, I have obtained infarmatian which
I did not possess last Thursdiay, and I
desire tOI place this infQormatian in the
possessIon of the Rause. I have had an:
appOortunity of seeing some papers on the
file, and of Flaving' an interview with Miss
Samsing; the' present lessee Qof ~he chalet
I am simply astl1lUn.aed at the revelatipns
disclosed by the· papers, more particularly
a8 I am tne' representative Oof the district in
which Mount Buffalo is situated". I claim
to believe that- the l'Vliniste'l'" o~ Railways
and membeTS of the Government generaUy
stand against injustices:. I am canvinced"
that they stand for fair dealing, and I
Mr. HRo-\YNBILL.-'Fl1ey erid not cDnsult
really expect them tor disconntenance acts
that were authorized by t.he late Govern- the member for the district.
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Mr. it. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-They
might at least bave told the member. for
tho ·district.
How did tIre CommIttee
allocate the £50)000 ~ I venture to say
that they did so by a system of bribery.
I use the term" bribery" in this sense:
The Government)·as far as I am able to
learn, never told the Oommi ttee to go out
and say to a municipality, "If you will
givtl us £500 for this road we will give
y~u £1,000;" but that is what they did.
The Oommittee had no right to .do that.
If the magnificent asset we have in the
Stll,te is worth developing it should he developed by the G.overnmen.t, and the Goyernment should have told the Committea
that it was doing wrong. I repeat that
they had no right to go to it municipality
and say, "If you will give us so much
money, we will give you so much money
to construct a road." The construction
of roads and the opening up of the ground
is not undertaken for .the benefit 0,f the
people of Stawell and Ararat, but
of tbe whoJe of the people.. It is
fo,r the benefit of the State, and
the State 'Ought to dOl the wo;rk.
The Committee said to the people of
Stawell and Ararat" "Give us £5,000
and. we will give you £15,000."
The
whole principle is wrong. It is possible
that there may be roads in some parts of
the State which the Government would
llotbe warranted in constructing if they
did not get 11 grant from the municipality.
The Oommittee had not a proper conception of the policy to be pursued in the
development of this great asset when they
proceeded on such lines. If the asset is
wol'th developing, if it is deemed desiruble that a road should be made somewh€re-whether it is to cost £10,000,
£20;000', or even £50;OOO-the Committee
should, after due examination, say, "Yes,
do it;" but it should not be dooe on the
lines I have indicated. For the purpose
of emphasizing my opposition to the
transfer of the chalet at MOount Buffalo
to the control of the Railway Depal'tment "[ desire t:o quote to the House a
state::nent that was made by Miss Samsing, the lessee, to the Melbourne
HeraZdW'hen she took possession of the cl1a'let in
1919, she sltid, its condition WIt"S one 'of .deplorable .dilapidation.
The ;resort 'V8lS not weH

kncwn to the 'Public, while the equipment was
50 per cent. below that necessary for efficient

operation.
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Though the c011tract provided that the Publio
IWorks Department must instaU furnishings
equalling those of a first class hotel, Miss Sam<sing said the authorities had failed to honour
Lheir part of the bargain. "I h1td to buy ont
of my own pocket bed linen costing, roughly.,
a.bout £2,000," she added.
Extensive publicity popularizing the l."esort
was a1so necessary, and the advertising had
been carried into South Australia, West Australia, a.nd New South
ales. The a.nnual .ex.penditure in this dir.ection bad averaged £500.
The importation from Norway of winter spor,ts
material, which had placed Buffalo in a better
position than Mt. Kosciusko, had meant an
annll..'tl expenditure of £.300, while the staff of
the sports depot at the chalet had trebled ill
four years.
'10 additioo, an exper,tstafi had heen trained.
and elaboTate fClumlati'ons laid for Stl bstantra.l
future business.
The enterprise now llleant
£10,000 annual~y to the R!ti1way Depa"rtment in
fares and freights, while £4,000 was spent ill
the district .upon provisions.

,,7

I have visited ~IOUllt Buffalo on muuy
occasions, and I can .confirm much of
what lvliss Bamsing has said. The wholf>
of the £4,000 referred to in the concludi11g paragraph is going to be lost to the
people of the district, because the Railwnys Oommissioners will take all the pro~Tision6 they require from their own store.s,
carry them over the railways, and lWt
debit themselves with one penny of
freight. Their staff will also be taken to
and firo, and the, Department will not b(,
debited with their far€s_ . All thesead'e
charges which Miss Samsing had to pay,
and the transfer to the Railway Depart~
lUent ,,,ill be a poor thing if they canno.t
show a. pr.ofit ·ou the .chalet. Finally, let
me point -out-:and this ie the most serioui;
point I want to make-that ltEss Samsing
wasellcourag.ed to expC11d that money, he]'
own capital, on equipment, advertising,
and general furnishing on the assurance of
two responsible -officers of very high rcputeand great ability-two officers who
·commanded the respect of -every honorable
member of the House and every memb~1'
of th~ eommunity-that she would get .n.
r~n.ewalof the lease. It was impossible
to emhody that undertaking in the leasE',
but ~1:iss Samsing had that assurance.
Unfortunat.ely, both of these gent,lemen
have gone to their long home. I rd-eT
to l\Ir. G. CloiWser, Secretary of the P.u blio W mks Department, and l\lr. Minogue,
U nder-Treasurer, whose name is revered
by all -of us. I know how enthusiasti~
those gentlemen were in regard to, the
development of OUT tourists' resorts, and
they would have expected any assurance
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they gave to be honoured. They are dead
and gone, and Miss Samsing has to suffer.
Frem that point .of view alone the Go-..
vernment should be prepared to take the
lnatte.r up. Miss Samsing does not get
the use of the chale,t for nothing; she
pays £1,300 a year f0'r the le:ase of it.
I feel st.rongly that a wrong has been
done to her, and I say to a Government
that stands up to remedy injustice, " Let
not this injustice be committed." 1 do
not think I need dwell at further length
on this matter. In the hands of lVIiss
Samsing, or some o,ther equally qualified
person, things would continue to go on
satisfactorily at the Mount Buffalo Chalet;
but the proposed system 0'f management
by the Railway Department will be inimical to the State. I c0'mmend these
views to the lVIinister Qof Railways, and
hope that he will give attention to them.
I have no mOore to say at this stagel. We
shall have further opPQortunities when the
Government bring down their Bills to
express QUI' views upon them. The Government, are entitled to an opportunity
to submit their Bills t0' us. The Premier
wa~ entrnsted by the GQove,rnQor with a
commissien tOo ferm a G0'vernment, and
they should have an Qopportunity of presenting their Bills to us for cQonsideration,
Until we ~e,e them I cannot, and no one
else can, 5a y whether those: Bills are
likely to be satisfactQory to us. If they
are not satisfactory to me, I tell the GQovernment quite unreservedly that I shall
oppose them. While I do not knQow the
contents of the Bills, I have not forgotten
that when I was before the electors I expressed very definite opinions on va,rious
matters, and the Government cannot expect me to depart from pledges I made'
Qon the platfo,rm. I adhere firmly to those
pledges, and I shall endeavour to prove
that I am worthy Qof the confidence of
the people who sent me here.
I have
always felt a very de,ep interest in the
question of finance, to which reference has
been made by several speake,rs.
Mr.
Andrew Fishe,r, when Prime l\1inister
and Treasurer in the Commonwealth
Parliament, said that government was
finance and finance was g0'vernment.
That stat,ement embodies a good deal Qof
comnlOU sense, and a principle to which
we must give a.ttention. The strength
and stability of the na.tion depend on a
sound system 0'f finance and taxatiQon. I
rio not want to see a continuati0'n of the
.boom policy of borrowing of the last five
Mr. A . .4.• Billson.

years. Up to the present time Victoria
has been the lightest taxed State in the
Commonwealth. I want to i:lee that position maintained. I recognize the obligation devolving en the OpP0'sition of
carefully analyzing any measures that are
brought forward by the Government; not
opposing them because t.hey are in opposition, but by reasonable criticism, helping the Government to amend them, if
amendment is necessary. Where the proposals submitted are sound and consistent
with my declared opinions before the
elect0'rs, I shall regard it as my duty toassist, and nQot to harass, the Gove,rnment.
\Vhere the proposals are in conflict with
the principles I hold and the views I expressed, o,r if I find that the Government
are ignoring the growth of a spirit 0'f
extravagance in expenditure which is
likely to lead to a relaxation o-f that prudence which is so necessary and desirable,
1 shall oppose t.hem.
Mr. HOGAN (l\1:inister of Railways).
-Quite a number of honorable members
on the opposite side have spoken in this
de ba te. I am thankful I ha ve not to
answer for any serious sins. I desire to
refelr only to a few criticisms that have
been offered in reference to the Departments over which I preside. I wo-uld first
call attention to the difficulty which members of the Opposition find in speaking
with one v0'ice. I have noticed that very
Qoften there have been two discordant
voices, and sometimes honOifable membe.rs
Qon the other side have contradicted themselves.
Mr. ,WETTENHALL.-If you had allowed
your support.ers to speak, we also might
have heard two voices.
Mr. HOGAN.-We have not prevented
t,hem from speaking. Mr. Eggleston, the
hono'rable member for St. Kilda, will
remember that when t,he personnel of the
Ministry was annQounced, he interjected
that there were nine Ministers re'presenting city c0'nstituencies, and thre,e representing country constituencies. \Vhen Sir
Alexander Peacock was speaking on 2nd
S~ptember, he repeated that ,statement,
and- so far those two honorable members
were in harmony. But before Mr. Eggleston had proceeded to any great length
in his speech last week he presented the
other side 0.£ the story; the other voice
found utterance. He said that in the
first policy speech e,ver put before the
people of Victoria by a Labour Government there was practically n0't.hing for
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the working man, but that a gO'od deal
was offered to the farmers and the Public
Service. The reason he made the previO'll.s statement that the GOIvernment cOlmprised nine lVlinisters representing ~ity
constituencies
and three representmg
cOluntry cO'nstituencies was that the GOIvernment were, in his opinion, hostile
to the people in the country districts.
The following is his statement:It is only farmers a.nd public servants who
have legitimate grievances and want assistance
and protection.
I am rather inclined to
imngine that the Minister of Agric~llture and
the Minister of Lands have dOllunated the
Cabinet in the preparation of this policy
speech. I congratulate both lVIr. Hogan and
lVIr. Bailey on the proposals submitted by ~he
Premier, but I am sorry for the poor CIty
members, who have to sit in silence behind the
Government.

Those two voices do not harmonize. The
first comment I desire to' make is that the
(WQl statements are discQlrdant.
~Ir. HUGHEs.-Like a violin and a
jew's harp.
.
lVIr. HOGAN.-I now come to another
discord. In fact it is wOlrse than a discQlrd. It. is an hallucination. The honQlrable member for Allandale, and the
hono-rable member fOil' Toorak said
that our policy statement, which the
Premier presented, was for three ye,ars.
'\Vhat justification had they fO'r arriving at that conclusion ~ It was an
hallucination or a delusion that overwhelmed them in some moment of
mental aberration. The Premier's statement gave our programme fO'r "this session
-not for the three yea,rs of this Parliament.
nh. EGGLESTON.-This will be the last
se,ssio'll of this Parliament, probably.
lVIr. HOGAN.-If it is, it will be so
much the worse fOil' the honorable member
and his friends, but, ordina.rily speaking,
a Parliament lasts fOil' three years. However, the statement was that the programme was the programme for three
years, nOlt the, programme for this Parliament, so the excuse that Parliament may
end this year does no.t apply. It is not
true that this is Q1ur policy for three years.
It is our programme for this session, and
we hope to place the whole O'f it Dn the
statute-book this session. ,\Vhen we meet
again next session, there will be a further
instalment of legisla,tive proposals that
will be for the good o,f the pe'O'P,le Q1f this
State, and when that sessiDn is over, abd
another begins, further beneficial pro-
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posals will be su bmi tted for the consideration o.f Parliament. The fQlllowing is an
extract from the speech of the Leader Q1f
the Opposition:~
This is a policy speech for the lifetime of
this Government.
Mr. HOGAN.~Who told you that this was
the policy speech for three years?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The members of the Government are ducking already.
Mr. HOGAN.-Where is your authority for
stating that this is the policy for three years?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Hecause
that is the invariable practice.

His only justification fOil' assuming that
this was our policy fOol' three years was
that he adopted thel very unwise attitude
Q1f measuring our corn by his bushel. We
propose to adQlpt a, different method o.f
measurement altogether. He also saidA proposal to increase the land tax six or
seven times was contained in the speech made
by the Leader of the Labour party.

This is another hallucination.. The only
statement I know o.f to' the effect that {t
was the pOllicy of the Labour party to inorease the land tax six 0'1' seven times wa,s
made by the present Leader of the Opposition, when Premier, in a speech at Kilmore during the election campaign. It was
repeated in N atiQlnalist literature issued
during the campaign, and was used, particularly in the Dundas electorate, against
the present Attorney-General. The statement was also published in the Argus. A
little bird tQlld me that a good deal of the
literature that was used in the campaign
against the present Attorney-General was
prepared by a member of the late GO'vernment, whOl is at present sitting on the
front Opposition bench.
Mr. HUGHEs.-He is not the man who
had a look at the military records, is he?
M,r. HOGAN.-I do not know anything abo.ut that, but I dOl know that it
was not the present Premie'r WhD stated
that it was the policy of the Labour party
to increase the land tax six or seven
times. That was stated only by the present Leader of the' Opposition, when Premier, and in t.he Nationalist literature
that was issued during the election campaign. Our policy was published in black
and white, and it was available tOi everybody. I have here a copy of the policy
" submitted by the Hon. G. M. Prendergast at North l\1elbourne, 2nd June,
1924," and in it there is a statement of
the Labour party's pO'licy with regard tD
the reductio.n of railway freights. The
Leader of the Country party complains
that the reductiDn Of freights has been
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stolen by us from their platform. That the Leader orf the Oppositi(m is that
is inconect. It is in our own platform. Judge Winnelre's award was unjust, and
Not only is it in onr policy, as stated to thai another Judge would increase it by
the House by the Premier, and not only 4s. 5d. per day. In addition to that, Sir
are we giving effect to, it, but. it was in Alexander Peacock asked, ," Is it the inthe policy the Labour pa'rty .submitted tention of the Ministerial par~y to fight
for the consideration and the appraval Df the men?"
The ,honorable member for
the electors. Further than that, it has St. Kilda also .asked that question in the
been in the p.}atfolID and the oonstitucourse of his speech, ana the answer to it
Han (II the Labour party for many yeaTs.
is this: It is hot the intention of this GoThe following is the statement by the
presen t Premier ;that the hO!11ora ble vernment to fix w3;ges or working condiWe intend to .allow the Wages
member fOT Allandale misquo.ted~ and tions.
that was also misquoted in Nationalist Boards 01' Courts to decide those questions.
The Commissioners' representaliterature : tive will appear 'at the Court and present
Labour will Teduee freights 'for the purpose
the case for the Commissioners. That is
of assisting agriculture and industry.
Hitherto r.ailway ,users paid botill wor1rin.g all that need be said about that particular
expenses and interest charges on the railwa'ys. matter. I should now like to say .a few
The constl"lction of Tailways at a cost of
£67,00",000 inereased the v·alne. of the land, and words in rep~y to the statements of honorland which is n@t cultivft.ted is paying less tba.R able members regardin.g the appointment
its fair share .of the ,ammal in't.rerest .an that of the Po1ice Oommission. -Sir Alexander
exp.enditW'e.
'l'h'is interest charge should not be all paid Peacock said that Sir J oh11 Monash was a
by railw.ay UBeTS. It -shou1d be allocated from soldier citizen outsiae the Government
the StLte lAnd ta"X~ .and ,the ya.i:llW;ay freights .service. Dr. Argyle -said, "I class him
reduced by tJhe fuilalnOt1llt of the land ta:K.
as .a civil serv.ant for this purpose. He
That was the policy of the Labour party, is a servant of tbe State." Here we have
and that was the only ref-e're1l:ce made by two members ·0'£ the last Govel'nment exthe pTesent Premi:er t-o t11-e matter. The pressing different opinions on this .point.
hOlnorable member for Allandale can The honorable memb& for St .. Kilda alBo
mak-e whatevM statement he ,chooses, referred to this lpatter, and statements
but he ha,s no business wba.tev-er to alter' by leading members of the OppositiOOl are
our statements, either in a Bphit Qf hal- like those that have been made regarding ..
lucination or delusion..
the reduction of freights. They are e11Ml'. EGGLEs'rON.-He said that that tirely without a;u.·thO'rity.
The honorable
was the effect of the present Premi~I"s llliilllber f.alr St. Kiida, referring to tht-'
statement.
.
reinstatement of ex-policemen, saidMr. HOGAN.-Not at all. I now
Let llS take ihe question of the reinstatewish to deal with another matter th~ ment of the police. There we had the absolute
Leader -of the Opposition all<1 the honor- pl:omise that all dismissed policemen who deaM-e member for St. Kild-a '\,,:e1'e somewhat sired reinstatement wou1cl be reinstated.
coneern:ed about. They stated tha.t the The hon-oTable member for T-oorak made
Australian. Railways Unic}R were submit- a similar .statement as follows;ting a claim to the F-ed'8lr al ArbitraDuring the eleeiion campaign the Premier
tiO!1l Court for an increase of 48.
some of his colleagues again and again
5d. per day, and that, if granted, and
announced on the :public platform that the
it would' increase the e,xpenditure by first step that they would take wou]d be to
£2,000,000. If that claim is sub- l'einstate all polirc mutineers.
mitted to the Federal Arbitration Court, I should like to ask those honor.able memit will be decided on swo,rn evibers what authoTity they had for 'those
dence,and the decision will be given by
a Judge. I assume that that ,Judge will statements.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Press report'S of speeches
give a just decision. The present rate of
138. lld. a day was based on evidence, Df members of your p.arty.
Mr. HOG.d..N.--Where? When? I inand the award was given by the
Classification BOlard with Judge Win- vite the honorable member to produce
nake as chairman. I assume he gave them nnd to read them to the Honse. The
a just decisi()lIl 011 the evid-ence sub- policy speech of the then Leader of the
mitted. The only inference that can Oppositi{)n is clear, and it is unnecessary
be drawn from this statement of for me to read, the ref.erence in it to the
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police question. The honorable member
for Toorak knows that no such statement
is in it.
Dl\ . A.ROYLE.- Reference was carefully
omitted, a·nd T said su.
:Mr. IIOGAN.-Neither the honorable
member for Toorak nor the honorable
member for St .. Kilda has produced any
authority to substantiate his statements
that the Labour party's policy is to reinstate the men without any inquiry and
without any delay.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - Was that statement
ever denied?
Mr. HOGAN.-It has been denied in
this House.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Was it denied dl1.ring the
election campaign?
.Mr. HOGAN.-It was never made.
lIajor BAffi-n. - Did not the Premier
make' the statement at Prahran't
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
h9S had a shat, but has missed the mark.
lip-re is what the present Premier said at
Prahran, when supporting. Mr. Jackson"scandidatlu·b. I am reading from. the Age.
report-Commenting on the poliee strike, he said
the equit&ble side of that case demanded that
the men who took part in that strike should
h&ve consideration for their period of SemCl:.
No La.bour Government could afford to take. the
reins of power without seeing that justice was
done to thA men who had taken. part in the
police strike.

lfr.
thing.

DEANY. -

That means the same

~lr.· HOGAN. - The honorable member has extraordinary views of justice.
:NIl'. D:rMNY. - The Premier admitted
this afternoon that some of the men would
be reinstated.
Mr. HOGAN.-The hooorable member
for Warrnambool is suffell'ing from hallucination. I ask the honorable member
for St. Kilda and the hono,rable member
for Toorak to do one of two things-either
to' substantiate the statement that the
expressed policy of the GO'vernment was
to' reinsta.te the men, or else to withdraw
the erroneo'Us statement.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I will not withdraw wha.t
was published in the papers ,and never
contradicted.
•
Mr. HOGAN.-Produce the papers.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I haven't them with me.
r dO' not carry a file of papers a,bout. :!" f
I recollect aright, the honorable member
for Geelong alsO' mentioned- it. Pe.rha-ps
he will contradict the statement.

1924.]

1b. HOGltN.-The only l-eference to
this mntte!" was that contained ill th.e
policy speech of the party and in the :€portJ
of the- Premier's speech at the meetmg at
Prahran. I want now to refer to U' statement made by Mr·. Allan, the Leader of
tho Farmers Union in this House. Ii"<I
was very bitter in Flis speech the O~he-l
night, and his bitterness was' .an agamst
the Government and the LabCJlllT' pa,l'ty.
There are one: O'r two things· to· which- I
desire to direct a,tt.ention. He said, "It
is primarily true that a, Gove!nme~~
which cannot finance cannot legIslate.
Sir Arthur Robinson, who was AttorneyGeneral in the last Ministry, speaking at Drouin on the occasion of
a by-election on 22nd :May, was reported in the daily press O'n 23td May,
to have said, " There was not one man in
the Country party who had' the· capacity
to' handle financial problems." SO' apparently we are not going to' get any
great financial genilli3 from that p3lrty,
and if the ability to finance is absolutely essential we cannot, according to Sir
Arthur Robinson, find it in the honorable
member fo-r Rodney. I should' say that a
Government which cannot keep its. word
canno-t legislate.
We all remember
what too-k pla,ce In cO'llnexion with
the formation of a wheat Pool in
1921. Notwithstanding that the platfo'rm
Df the Farmers Union included a; pro"
vision for a compulsory wheat Pool, and
notwithstanding· the fact ·that a poll was
taken of the wheat-growers of Victoria
and resulted almost unanimously in favour
of such a Pool, when a vote was taken
upon it in this House, the honorable member fo,r Rodney, who was 6lected by the
wheat-growers to mpport a compulsory
Poo,l, voted against it.
I should Gay
that it is essential that any party
tha t aspires to carryon the gove-rnmeut
of
the
country should
keep
its
word
with
regard
to
thing'3 that are on its platform.
Regarding roads, the honorable member
fOir Rodney said, "I do not know whether
a roads policy, with money at 6 or 6! per
cent., is a particularly economic affair."
He supports the making of country roads
with a condition.
That condition is
that the money must not cost 6 or
6~ per cent. We cannot help what it
will cost. Apparently he is prepared to
accept the construction of developmental
roads in country districts to convey the
farmers' produce to the railway station,
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but with a condition tha.t the money
must not cost 6 or 6~ per cent.
He
also put up a conditio~ about the wheat
Pool.
He is in favour of a compulsory
Pool, but with the condition that the
Board must consist entirely of wheatgrowers' representatives. In his opinion
there should be no representative of
the Government on the Board which
should constitute and govern the Pool.
Simila.rly, with regard to the reduction of railway freights he said he
could not oppose a' reduction, because it
was in his platform, but he said he was
not prepared to approve of a proposal
which meant that his freight wOould be
reduced by £1 and his land tax increased
by £2 .
His land tax will not be
increased by £2 in orde,r fo effect a reduction in his frelight of £1. There are
three impOortant things-the making o,f
roads, a compulsory wheat Pool, and the
reductiOin 0.£ railway freights-all of which
he will support with conditions. It reminds me Q1f another incident, when a man
agreed toO something with a condition. I
will ten honOorable memben the story.
A young man was courting, and he went
to the lady's father to get his consent to
the engagement. Next day a friend said,
"Well, John, how did you get on ~ "
And the reply was that the father had
agreed to the engagement, but with a condition. On being asked what the condition was, the young man replied that the
father had said, " I will se,e you in hell
first. "
Similar! y, the coun try roads
p<?,licy, the reductiom of railway freights,
and a compulsory wheat Pool are agreed
to by the honorable member faT Rodney,
but with cOonditions. The honorable member for St. Kilda also embarked upOon a
discourse regarding the roads policy of the
Go,veTnment. The honOirable member for
Lowan did likewise. This is what the
honorable member fOir St. Kilda had to
say: "The late Government was spending at the rate of £1,000,000 a yelar for
rOoads. The proposal to spend £1,500,000
is meaningless, therefore, unless it is to
be within one year." The honorable member for St. Kilda is apparent.ly under the
same hallucinatiOon as the Leader of the
Opposition, that this policy statement Oof
o·urs js fOor three years.
Mr. SOLLY.-Who said thad
lVIr. HOGAN.-No Q1ne said it. This
proposal is for one year . We intend to
spend this amount in one year, and not
in three years. In addition to' that, I
want to shOow the honorable member for
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St. Kilda what his Government did spend
last year, and what we will spend this
year. He will then see that instead of
0U1' proposal being identical with that of
the Ministry to which he belonged, IlS he
endeavoured to show, there will be a. great
deal of difference. The first, difference is
t,hat the previous Government stopped
road-making last February. The present
Government st,arted rOiad-making as so.on
as we gOit into imwer. I heard the honQlrable member for vVarrnambool speaking
about the matter to-night, and I think
the honorable member for LOowan made
Rome statement concerning it.
l\1r.
\VETTENHALL. - Don't
think.
l\1ake sure!
Mr. HOGAN.-I have madel sure. I
nOot only heard the honorable member for
Lowan, but I read his speech.
What
provision did the last Government make
for road construction ~ There was a promise to provide for it, but tha.t promise
was not redeemed. When we got into O'ffice
we found that there were commitments
fDr making rOoads to the value Q1f £600,000
for this year, and that the last Gov~rn
ment had made nO' arrangement. for the
money fOor the purpose, and the Country
Roads Bo'ard was idle.
Mr. EGGLEsTo.N.-Nothing of the kind.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was doing nothing.
Every contract that was not commenced
priOor to' February had been held up.
Mr. EGGLESTDN.-They we,re given
special permission to' gO' on.
Mr. HOGAN.-They were given special
orders to' stop.
Mr. EGGLE.sToN.-Nothing of the kind.
Mr. HOGAN.-FurthermOore, the Railways Commissioners were o.rdered last
February to stop the constructiOon of the
goods sheds at COowper-street in connexioll
wit.h the Spencer-street yards. Those goods
sheds for the sale of potatDes, chaff, and
onions had been commenced, but the
Commissioners were ordered to stop the
work, and did so. The position was the
same as with the COountry RO'ads Board.
That Board had to send orders to every
shire throughout Victoria to stop letting
contracts. Shire councils had to' obey that
order.
The honorable member fOol' St.
Kilda is contending that they were not
stopped at an, and the honOorable member for Lowan sa ys they were stopped
beca use o.f financial pressure.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-1 said they were
held up.
Mr. HOGAN .-1 see.
There is the
trouble about. the two voices which I re-
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ferred to earlier in my speech. Let me new works, on main roads, and developgive the act.ual position as to the money mental roads, including £100,000 specially
spent last year by the previous Go,vern- provided. In addition, £545,000 will be
ment under all heads on roads and the spent by the Country Roads Board this
amount that will be spent during the next veal' on maintenance. The total amount
twelve months by the present Govern- which will be spent during this financial
ment. I ha.ve here a statement by the year on roads is, therefore, as follows:Country Roads Board. It shows that the In addition to the liabilities of £6'00,000
expenditure fQor the financial year 1923-24 eontracted for, we have made available
consisted Qof £202,545 on main roads- for new works the sum of £900,000, and
permanent wO'rks-and £467,"328 on de- £545,000 will be made available for
velopmE.ut roads, Qir a total of £669,873. maintenance by the Country Roads
vVhen the honorable member for St. Board, made up from fines, unused road
Kilda said that the previous Government ra.tes, shire repayments, motor fees, and
was spending at the rate of £1,000,000 a vote of £50,000, Qor a tQital of
per annum on roads, that did not apply £2,045,000. The actual expendit.ure last
to the constructiQon of developmental and year under all heads for main roads, demain roa.ds. The only way in which the velopmental rQiads, and maintena.nce was
expenditure can be broug!:t up to £1,013,133.
£1,000,000 is to add the outlay on the'
Mr. E,GGLESToN.-What are you going
maintenance Qof main roads by the Counto cut out '1
try Roads Board, the money for which
Mr. HOGAN.-We are not going to
came from the various sources from which
cut out the making of developmental
they draw their o·rdinary revenue.
On
main roads maintenance the Country roads, which are essential to enable the
Roads Board spent £34.3,260, which they primary products of this country to be
conveyed from the farms to the railway
themselves collected from fines, unused
stations.
They were cut out by the preroad rents, shire repayments, motQir fees,
vious Government. Developmental roads
and a vote of £50,000 on the Estimates.
The expenditure last year by the previous that had been approved of by t.he
Government upon main roads and de- Country Roads Board two or three years
velopmental roads was £669,873, and ago, and that should have been made last
the amount spent by the Country Roads summer, were cut out by the previoul:l
Hoard on maintenance was ,£343,260. Government, and $0 were not made, with
This is what we propose to do during this the result that people had to struggle
through mud and mire during this winyear--ter,
whereas, if those rQoads had been
. Mr, WETTENHALL.-Propose!
Mr. HOGAN.-We are doing it, and made, they would have had decent roads
notices have been sent to every shire to travel over. The previous Government.
council throughout Victoria by the cut that out, and we are putting it back,
Country Roads Board, on the instruction . and we are goin g to keep it there.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-You misunderstood
of the Government, to proceed with this
work.
'Ve
have
made
available my interjection.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
£1,500,000.
asked me what we were going to cut out,
Mr. MORLEY.-We got that for you.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is not so. 'Ve and I said we were not going to cut out
the expenditure of money on developare borrowing it.
1\'b:. MORLEY. -- 'Ve put the Bill mental roads. Although the honorable
member said that there were only three
through.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honora,ble member country representatives and nilie city
is wrong. We put it through. We have representatives in this Government, we
provided f'Of main and developmental are all satisfied that the best thing that
roads the sum of £1,500,000 for expen- can be done for VictQiria is to make roads
diture during the twelve mont.hs from to enable the producers to cart their prothe 1st July, 1924. Of this sum £600,000 duce from their farms to' the railway
is to meet liabilities on commitments statiO'ns.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-T'ell us how you are
previously authorized.
These are the
commitments of the previouG Government, gO'ing to meet the expenditure.
but no provision had been made by the
Mr. HOGAN.-The honQirable member
Treasury to meet them. This leaves a is like the honorable member for Rodney.
balance of £900,000 for expenditure on Those two are apparently prepared to
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Buppo,rt tho. making of roads on conditions. We. do not att.ach any conditions.
We believe in.. making the roads that. ame:
necessary for the people,. and that should.

have been made long ago. We intend to
go on and make those: roads. We: arer
satisfied' tha.t every. on~ in: Victoria want&them made, and that their construc.tiran
i'S the best tking that can: be done for
the Slta;te.
Mr. BEA!!?DMORK.-Row 3ire you going
to gat the :m:oney-by taxation ~
Mr. HOGAN.-I have a;lrea.dy told
the honorable member that there: a.re loan
funds availatble· so fax as the roa'ds are·
concerned.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-We know how; much
the loan funds amQunt to.
lVir. HOGAN.-So do we. From the
amoun t that has been raised we have
allotted £1,500,000 for the ma.killg o·f
main and developmental roads, and the
Country Roads Board will raise a.nother
£545',000· from their ordinary revenue.
That makes the- £2,045,000, of which I
spoke.
Mr. TouTcH·ER.-That is an eighteen
111 on ths' policy ~
.
J\1r. HOGAN.-No,; it is a. twelve
months' policy. Jif the honorable member for Benas-m bra had been listening tQ!
my sta:tement he would not have needed
to ask me where· the money was to G'om.e-
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l!h. EGGLESToN.-What I S':1y is that
som'e' other department will ha.ve: to be·
cat down.
Mr. MORLEY.-How will you pro:vide
for the upkeep of these road~?
.1fr. HOGAN. - If the honorable
member knew' the policy of' the developmental roads he wouId nat require to ask
that question. The policy announced by.
the Premier is that about nine-tenths of
this money is to be. spent on developmental
road·s, and the maintenance of devefopmental roads is to be ca.rried out by the
shire councils. The shim COUJlcils have
also to pay a. certain prop.ortion. of the
interest on the capital put into the developmental roads.
lvlr. MORLEy.-What are you going to
dQ with shires that are alrea.d y " broke " ~
Mr .. HOGAN.-We will mend them.
We did not break them, but we will do
om; best to repair the damage. As regards the 8pence:r:.:..street goods sheds, the
honorable member for Toorak,- referring
to' the statement of policy by the Premier,
sa:id-

~larkets were to be provided. All sorts of
things were to be done. How far have they
got?- Twenty-five· thousand: poun.a.s' WQl-th
of shed.,s. to establish markets at Spencerstreet.
Mr. B'AILEY.-vVell, in seven"· wet;ks that is
not bad.
Dr .. ARGYLE.-It 'is a very small instalment
from:.
for the- markets of Victoria.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-You will have to'
Mr. BAILEY.-The farmers got nothing in'
. twenty years from the Liberal Government$:
find the interest on the money.
Mr. HOGAN .-1 suppose we shal1. They got this from the Labour Government in
weeks.
\Ve shall certainly endeavoltr to d0 so, seven
Dr. ARGYLE.-They luwe got llothing. It
and we hope we shall succeed.
is only a promise.

}\ir. EGGl1ESTON.. - You have limited
your loan expenditure to- £7, 000',000 ~
Mr. fl0GAN.-That was done by the
Loan Council, on which we were represeuted. "Ve have given this matter long
and careful consideration, and have
decided to allot that amount for the loan
funds for the making of main and developmental roads.
We consider that
that is the most important work requiring to be done, and we are staking our
existence upon it. If the honorable'member says that the making of those roads
is not necessary or important~ and that
the vote should be cut out, he is at liberty
to say so.
:Mr. EGGLESToN..- I do not say so.
l.!r. lIOOAN.-Then the honora-ble
mom bel' should not attach any condition
to his support of the policy of malting
those roads.

The honorable member fo1' Lowan also
directed his· attention to this matter. 'rhis
is· what he saidThe Premier has made a sum of £25,000
available for the purposes of the Spencer-street
market.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is only to finish it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Rather to begin it.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The £25,000 is to be
taken out of th~ Treasurer's Advance. If I
understand anything about the-matte.i, it is not
the intention of Parliament that the Treasurer's Advance should be dealt with in this
way. If the Treasurer is to take £25,000 from
this source for the purpose I ha.ve indicated, we
sh3:11 have to be more careful in the future in
dealing with our Estimates.

That looks as if there is a condition attached to the erection of ma;rkets, just as
there was a condition attached to the
establishment of the wheat Pool, the reduction of freights, and- the making of
roads.
The honorable member for
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Toorak said the farmers had got nothing,
and that the Spencer-street sheds were
only a promise. The construction of
those sheds at Spencer-stl'eet, to provide
a market for the sale of chaff, potatoes,
and onions, was authorized 'by this Parliament eighteen months ago, after having been recommended by the Railways
Standing Commi.ttee. The work was an
immediate necessity, and the resolution
of Parliament should ,have been made
immediately efiective.
Delay has ,occurred. WO'rk w.as commenced, but in
February of tbis year th.at work was
stopped by the previous Government.
It WaB the same as with the ,making of deve10pmental roads.
That
was stopped :by the previ{9IUs Gov-ernment.
I made inquiries a. few weekf3
ago as to the position in connexion
with the oonstruction of the sh-eds at
Spencel'-street yar.<i~ and was informed·
that the w(3~k has been discontinued
since February.
,I expressed the wish
of the Government that the' work
-should 'be re-commenced.
I pointed
'Out that we were urgen.tly anxious
that l)l'OVlSl'On sh'Ou1d be made for
mar1reting facilities for the disposal
'Of agricu1tul'at products, and that the
Speneer-stooet r.ailway terminus was the
most suitabl'El piaee for the purpose. To
expedite the wurk the Treasurer made
available £25,000 from the' Tl'easurer'13
advance'. This enabled the work to be
started, and the sheds are now in course
of caustruction. In due .ccmrse a ra.ilw.ay
loan applicatian Bill will be pi'esented
to Parliament, in which provision will be
made for the money to cover tne construction of the sheds, 'and the £'25,000
will th-en be returned to the Treasury.
The aJ'llcyunt from the Treasurer's Advanee was .only tempora,ry to enable
the work to be started.
In the
absence .of it, it would hav~ been
necessa.ry tQ await the passing of the Railway Loan' Application Bill. This would
have involved a delay of two or three
mont,hs. Then as regards tbe roads, we
wanted the wo>rk on them to be taken
up stra.ightw:ay.
We took steps tOo ~n
sure that I'oa.d works and the works .on the
market sheds ,should be gone .on with at
once. This has been done. We are satisfied that the action taken by the Government was wise and in the best interests
of the community.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-YoU could not have
done it three months ago, because the
money was not th~ available.
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Mr. HOGAN .-1 have pointed .out
that the work.s were stopped in February
last.
Mr. MORLEY . -The Federal Governmellt gave the money.
Mr. HOGAN.-No.
The honorable
mem,her r,o'!' Barwon is guessing, and
guessing wrong. W'e did not get the
fl1),oney from the Federa.l Government at
all. Th.e money was .advanced by the
Treasu.rer out Q·f the Treasurer's Advance.
r will -conclude with the retocenee made
to the ,Government hy the honorable
lu.ember for Lowan. He saidThe newspapers throughout the' country are
lauding thi13 Government to -the 13kies because
they are proposing to do what previous Governmenta said ,they would do, but did, not do.
That is exactly the position. Not 'Only
are we proposing to' do what the previous
Governments said t.hey W'Ould do but did
not do, but we are doing many thing:5
which the previous Government said
they w.ou1d. not do.
In addition,
we .are doing the things tbat we ourselves
said we wouid do, and we are satisfied
.that these things are in the best interest'S
of all the people of Victoria, and will
receive pub1ica.pproval. There is one
other little p0int. that I qesire to refer
to'. The honorable member for Boroondara ,submitted statistics comparing
Qu:eensland with Victoria .in .respect of a
number of things_ H£ mnitted" howeve,T,
some very important statistics. He saj.d
nothIDg about the :statistics as to arrivals
here from Qlleens1an.d and departures
from Victoria to that State. I will quote
figures .shuwing ar:r'ivals and depa.rtur~s
for the last tJiree years.
They are as
follow: VI<ITDRIA.

Arrivals from Qucel1sland fOl' twelve
months ended March, 1922 ...
Departures t.o Queensland for twelve
months ended March. 1922

.2,528

Excess of departures over arrival13

1330

Arrivals from Queensland for twelve
months ended March, 1923 ...
Departures to Queensla.nd for twelve
months ended March, 1'923 .. '
Arrivals from Queensland for twelve
months ended March, 1924 ...
Departures to Queensland for twelve
months ended lVla.rcb, 1924 ...
Total arrivals from Queensland fOT
a'bove three years ....
Total departures to Queensland for
aoov.e three -years ...

Excess of departure13 over arriva.ls
for tbree years

3~358

3.~26

3,367

3,793
4,072
9,747
19,797
],050
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Mr. BEARDMoRE.-My own boys went to
Queensla.nd.
They can get freeholds
there for a song.
Mr. nOGAN.-The honorable member
for Bellambra says" that his sons left
this State, which he cla.ims possesses a
better Government than that. of Queensland.
Mr. BEARDl\IORE.-They were able to
buy 5,000 acres of land for £500.
Mr. HOG AN .-The statistica I ha ve
presented require some explanation. The
honorable' member for Benambra is making a, noise abQlut it, but he fails to ex··
plain why, if the Go'vernment of this
coruntry is so superior to that of Queensland, there' is such an excess of departures
from this State to Queensland. Vve are
fOirced to the conclusion tha,t the most
import.ant set of statistics of all reveals
the fact that Queensland is the more successfully governed State, that it offers
greater inducements to yOlung men than
the State of Victoria. I regret it. I am
a citizen of Victoria, and should prefer
my own State to be the more successfully
managed. It is clear that Queensland,
so far from beling the awful pla.ce described by the honorable member for
Boroondara, must be a very attractive
place indeed.
Major HAIRD.-The motion gives us
an opportunity of discussing a number of
matters. I listened to the Minister of
Railways with deep inte'rest. Although he
improved as he went along, I thought he
might have opened better than he did
when referring to a number of little
points raised during the discussion. Anybody who knows the L.eader of the Opposition would say that he has essentially
a sound mind. Assuredly he is not given
to hallucinations, though the Minister
a,ccused him of that.' He has enjoyed a
very long experience of Parliamentary
life, and there is no member of this House
who has sounder views or a saner outlook.
The point was made that one member of
the Opposition had referred to Sir John
Monash as a public servant, whilst another member of the Opposition had refert'ed to him as not being a public sere
vant..
1fr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-There is a little
contradiction between the two sta,tements.
Sir John Monash either is or is not a
public servant.
Ma'jorr BAIRD.-Sir John Monash i~
in a position where it is easy for such
confusion to arise. Strictlv speaking, a
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man is only a public servant when he
comes under the Public Se,rvice Act.
Officers of the Electricity Commission, the
Sta.te Rivers and 'Vater Supply Commission, and the Oountry Roads Board are
not, strictly"speaking, public servants, as
they are not unde'r the Public Service
Act.
Mr.
T'ouTcHER.-Who pays their
salaries? The State; therefore they arc
public servants.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The State pays tlui
salary of the honOirable member for
Balla,rat West, and he is a public servant..
1\1ajor BAI~D.~I am a public representative, not a public servant.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU get a reimbursement of your expenses and the other
man gets a salary-a nice distinction.
Major BAIRD.-Yes, I only get are··
imbursement of expenses. I do think
that the Minister of Railways might have
found better examples of the two voices
to which he has referred if he had desired
to make of that a point in his speech.
But he failed altogether. We have not
been long in Opposition, and' probably
we have not been welded yet into as compact a body as were honorable members
opposite when they were on this side of
the House. But we are not doing too
badly. 'Vith regard to the policy which" .
has been. submitted .to !he country by
the Pre~Ier, and whIch IS the -subject of
the .motIOn. we are now discussing, I
admIt that It has the appearance of beino.
a country policy. Whether we are t~
attribute it to the three Ministers who
represent country constituencies or to the
twelve Ministers who represent both city
and country constituencies does not
matter to me. It is obviously meant to
I do not know
be a country policy.
whethe,r it is a good or a bad policy
from a country point of view, but there
is much in it that appeals to me as a
country representative. It seems stranO'e
that in a policy formulated by a Gover~
ment in which there are nine Ministers
representing city constituencies there
should be only one thing for Melbourne.
We can understand that when the Government submitted their policy, as they had
to do, to the Caucus .for approval, it got
a pretty warm receptIOn, and the Government were told that they ought to put
something in it that would, in a measure
satisfy city constituencies and city mem:
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bel's.' Perhaps it -was for this reason
that they tacked on the Fair Rents Bill.
Mr. BAILEy.-Is that the ghost that is
going to frighten you off, their policy?
Major BAIRD. - No, that would
lleither attract nor repel me. It may be
H country policy, but it is, in my opinion,
a vote-catching poli'cy, and nothing more
lIor less. The Government take the easy
things that will attract votes, and leave
out whatever will, in their opinon, have
the opposite effect.
:Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What will attract
yotes is what the public want.
Major BA.IRD.-You cannot do what
the public want unless you also do something the public do not want. The first
proposal in that policy that is going to'
prove to be a pretty bad "dud" is that
for a compulsory wheat Pool. I am
aaainst a compulsory wheat Pool, but I
sbould have no objection to a voluntary
vI,-heat Pool.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you expect us
to withdraw that Bill at once?
:Major Bl\.:tRD.-I do not expect yOl}
to do anything that will be in the iuterest of the country. I do not believe
in compulsion, SOl far as a wheat Pool is
concerned. The Federal Government have
. ,submitted a very sound policy on the
subject.
Mr. WARDE.-Is not that a votecatching proposition.
:Major HAIRD.-Parts of it might
catch votes, but other parts of it would
not. I think it is a statesmanlike proposal. I do not know whether it was
Dr. Page, or one of the Nationalist members of the Government, whO' drew it up.
but whoever was responsible for it
deserves a great deal of credit. It embodies a constructive policy, and it would
have the effect eventually of putting the
marketing of wheat on' a very sound basis.
In my opinion, it would be impossible to
get a compulsory wheat Pool for the
whole of Australia. One or other of the
States would back out, and we would not
then get the full benefit of it. On the
policy formulated by the Federal Government, however, I think that we cOl!,ld
bring all the States into line, and hy
building up a reserve the Pool wQluld
eventually be able to control its own
affairs lvithout assistance from any Government. The proposal is a sound one~
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and the Government would be wise to
adopt it.
I do not think it would be
possible this year to bring a compulsory
Pool into· operation.
I dO' not kno'w
whether the Government could induce the
banks to give them the necessary guarantee, and the result would be that they
would probably only waste time, and lose
the opportunity of getting a voluntary
Pool established on a basis which would
be very helpful to the wheat-growers.
I am with the Government in their desire
to find markets, and to assist our proThat
ducers to market their produce.
is one of the most important problem's we
have to solve.
It is useless for us to
produce unless we can market what ,ve
produce on satisfactory terms and conditions, and I repeat that this problem
is one of the greatest that we, as a Parl:iament, have to face. The Government
have tackled the dried fruit question in
a way which does not meet with my
, approval. They are proposing to' remIt
the water rates. It is useless to attempt
to assist the big areas that are producing
dried fruit in that way if it is impoGsible
to market the fruit and obtain profitable
prices for it.
It would be better to
spend money in finding markets.
Mr. SLATER.-The soldier settlers have
been asking for this for y'ears, and past
Governments have neglected the matter.
Major BAIRD.-It is not the right
way in which to tackle the question. The
main thing is to find markets for the
fruit.
Mr. BAILEY.-Weare not remitting the
rates; we are simply deferring the payment of them.
Major BAIRD.-That will not be of
very much benefit to the poor fruit-grower.
I thought that the announcement the
Government made was that the ,vater
rates would be remitted.
Mr. BAILEy.-N0, the payment of them
is to be suspended for a time.
'.
Major BAIRD.-I feel that the ma~n
thing is to find a market for the frUIt,
and money will have to be spent to do
that.
}'fr. SLATER.-We are all in agreement
in that regard. Too much time has been
spent in bringing things to a head.
Major BAIRD.-I think the best way
to help the growers is by spending mOl1ey
jn order to find markets for the dried
fruits.
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:Mr. SLATER.-Would you favour a compulsnry PO()} Fm' dried fJ:uits ~
Major B'AIHD.-No, I would not.
NIl'. SLATER.-How would you: control

thO' gl'owel'g outside tIre org.anization~
thos'e who' take' advantage of tIre: high local
]H'iees' and do' not export?

Major BA.IItD~- I feel sure that. the
matter. CQuld be dealt, with. through the('o-opel'ative compal1ies without compul::;ian.. Th~ conditions could be made. so
Httractive as' to bring all the gl'owers into
t.he co-operative compauy.
Mr. '.rUNNECLIFFE.-They have mopped
np [t lot of money in trying to. do that.
Major J~ArRD.-I do. not think seriouS'
.... fforts have been made to solve the
problem. The position could be handled
hy the co-operative companies.
Mr. BROWNB1.f..L.-Did not yO.tH' Govel'nment attempt to solve this question?
Major BAIRD'.-Nat the driltd frt1.i~s,
questIon, beeause it is 01l1y lately that It
hrus become awier At one time there was,
a. great problem wi1:h respect to: fruits for
eaonning.
N ow the gRowers 01 thoS'e
fruits seem to be getting on at better :liooting. It is the tW'I! of nhe gJrowters: of dried
fruits :now,. and. theiJr IP~oblerns are just
arising. They wi~l have' to be solved.
With reg81rd to the' proposal of the Government to' reduce' freights on agricultural p.roduce by 1Q per (.-ent., I may say
tha:t I do llot think ,v.e should gruuge the'
farmer any reduction that it is possiblt'·
1iO g~ve him.
If the GOV'el:nmeEt. can give
him a reduction in the freights. on hi.s.
produce without taking a little bit more
from him in S.Ollll~ othev way, I shaH be
satisfied, but it they are gQing. Uo. reduce
his freights. and m.ake up the' losg by taki,ng the money, from. him in some other
way, it will not be. of any advantage to
the farmer ~ If. he has' produce to crurry
to market and the:re. lSI 3! market for it."
he Gan pay for the service the Railway
Departmellt renders him;. but if, on account of the reduction in freights, the
Government are going to tax his land,
whether he produces or not, he may
find himGelf subjected to' a grea,ter
onrden, than he would be subjected to if
he had to pay the full amount for the
earrying of his produce to market ..
Mr. BAlt..EY.-There is n'O mention Q·f
that in our policy.

1.I:ajor BAIRD.-If the Government.
can reduce freigh.ts, and without :futding
additional money pay working expenses
and interest-Mr. BAILEY.-Would you vote for us
then'~

Major BAIRD.-W Qiuld the honorable
gentleman vote foil' me~.
Mr.. PRENDERGAS'l".-I would not,
because y0Ul' outlook is so narnow.
1vfaj'or- BAIRD.---'It wiU be- a sad day
for me when I vote for' the honoral,le
gentleman with the- mst plrudr of his
platform tied on tel h.irm.
Mr. PR~NDERGAS't".-What is; the first
phmk of our platform?
Maj.or BAIRD.-We know it o:i .by
flea.rt backwards. The greatest cOIDplarnt.
I have to make with I!egard to the rednc~
tion of freights is that the Government
propose' to. give the farmer every.thing,
but to the poor otd manufactur-er In the
country, who has been putting meu out. of
work eVe1'Y d'ay, they propose to grve
nothing .. It is he to whom they should
give cousideration before anyone el'se.
An over t.he country there' are' factorie~
running half time or' short han:ded'. lt~n
are being put off every day.
Mr. BAII.EY.-The Minister of Rail'ways tola you that our proposal was on.Iy
h first instalment.
Major BAIRD.-You. cannot be tinker'
iug with freights continually: That. is
bad! policy. When you deal WIth a thIn~
you want to deal with rtproperly, and then
reave it aloTIe for a long time. Surely it
is not gomg' to be tlie, POl1CY
the G0vern men t to upset the financial arrangements" of the Railway Departmen.t eyery
twelve mo-nths-r
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU say that if'it would
be difficult to finance a 10· per cent. rcnltMiicrn. it wonld "Be' easy to nnance' a 2()
],:,--e'f- eer;t. redaction.
1\111;1"01' B=!lIRD.--I dO" not say that. 1
say tha:t when the· Government are de-ali?g
with reduetions they sho'llId deal WIth
them as' a whore, and fi:nish with the
fnatte:r; rather than upset the basis ef the'
£11Hllces 0f [( big' department like tihe
Rp'Hwl:lY Department every year, or at·
~l((\rt j:D,texvaIs. It is: bad pol.ic:v to snv
tha,t there will be a, red.uction 'of a halt thiS'
veur ltn:d of anCJther half next year'. I
l~~.>T Htll(.· Mi<ni'sters would not adopt ~('h
a l!1Q]ic:y..
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Mr. BAILEY.-We do. nDt intend to deal Df damage to. the roads in u shorJt
time. While a pDli~y of spending mDney
adopt that policy.
MaioI' BAIHD.-I .do feel that the Go- is desirable, -there is sDmething even mGre
;f::rllllient ha:ve Dmitted to. deal with a v.ery neoessary than that. It:is useless to. build
impDl'~:ll1t secti'Dn that should have been rDads unless 'we RIle going to. maintain
:11.'u1t wi.th 'when .this ·question was uud.er them in prDper -order, and until we 'have
cDnsideratioll. The people conducting in- a prDper pDlicy Df maintenance we cannot
jllstries in tIle big inland centres have a say we have sDlveel this ·difficult prDblem.
sel".n.o1L3 C~I use of 'complaint' against the' The maintenance prDblem is even mDre
.}ovenlll'l!.'ut iil that l·CSpc.et. lkno.w how difficult than that Df building. Until tbe
hard it is for a co.untry 'industry to fight lfinister has given us a prDper po1iey fDr
.ag;ail1.f!>'i; the big iucillBtries in MelbDurne. the maintenance of rDads this prD'blem
The lat tel' have everythillg in theil' win 11Dt be sDlved.
favonr, and it is only by' keeping
Mr. WARDE.-YDu must admit that yDlt
the freights which inland manufacturers were a lDng time trying to. sD1ve i.t. You
ha-ve to pay .at the lowest pDssible point
had one prDposal YDU were no.t game to
that they c.Rn carry Dll at all. It must
be r.emembered that -when the Lawson submit.
MajDr BAIRD.-A number Df pro-Government
increased
freights
the
increases -did Jlot apply toagl'icul- .pDsals have .be.en :cDnsidered, :and it is
twral l)1loc1uets, nO'r 1:0. raw materials £01' difficult to. decilile what is the prDper
country f.ac.Dm·jes.. I am sDrry that the methDd o.f de.aling with the maintenance
GQVerllllient .have no.t reduc.ed the freights Df a .road.
that have to. be paid by country manuMT. WAltDE.-It 1S a simple pr.o.PDSiiactureI'£l, because that might have helped tiDn.
Certain peDple who. want gDGd
the factDries in .my Dwn electDrate .and rDads want to make somebody -eh1e pay fOol'
other inlm1d centres which ha-ve big them.
manufacturing industries.. Many counl\:1ajDr Bl\.IRD.-PrDpDsals have been
try towns are becDming b~g manufactur- made fDr a whe6J tax, and for 'an addiing centTes. In Ballarat alDne there are tiolTaI land tax. It is difficult to -,say
about 4DO factDries, and prD:bably Ben- which is t'hB bette!', but I am inclined
dig.o has cas lJlIany. In the Ballarat iac- to -favour ·a. l&nd tax.
t(l)!ries, I 'think, there 'are about :5,0(')0
employees. So I say these big industries
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-That is an interestwould have been assisted, and a number ing expressiDn of opiniDn.
o.f wDrkmen wDuld prDbably have been
MajDl' BAIRD.-It may nDt be ,a
kept emplDyed by a pDlicy that _wo.uld . popular opiniGn, but my personal v.iews
have given them SDme slight relief. Al- w-ould lead me to. adDpt a land tax as the
thDugh it is gODd pDlitical capital' fDT pl~oper methDd of fin.ding mDlley to. mainme that the LabDur party has nDt dDne t.ain our ,roads Dnoe they are built.
Mr. BRG~BILL.-Do YDU think w.e
this, ~et .1 feel-that I cDul~ hDld ~y seat
even If It had dDne the rIght thmg. IshDuld nDt build -roads until we have
l'eg~.. et that the! did nDt take the right sDlved the maintenance problem ~
aet~ol1, becaus.e It WD~lld .have been a great
:MajDr BAIRD.-We shDuld have a
aSSIstance to. mdustrIes 111 my electDTate.
building and a maintenance poTicy workMr. BROWNBILL.-Have they asked for ingat the same time.
reductiDn in freights?
1\11'. WARDE.-Roads t.hat cost thOllMajDr BAIHD.~They are always ask- sa~ds Df pDunds a~'e nDt heing marning for, or always wanting, 'a reduction at tamed by the c0unClls.
any rate. N ow I shall refer to the roads
MajDr BAIRD.-And if we spent
pDlicy, of. w'hich the Minister Df Agricul- anDther £1,5:00,000 in making more roads,
ture has Just spoken at SDme length. We we wDuld still have a greater maintencannDt spend tDD much on our rDads, but ance prDblem to. 'SDlve unless we first -of
we must remember that roads need to. be all had a policy for maintaining th:e
very much better cDnstructed nDwadays r.oa,ds. It is not so. 'very many y.ears since
thal1 they used to. be, because Df the swiftly we cDnstituted .the Country Roads BDard.
moving and heavy traffic they have to. It is being ,cDpied. in ;Dther States, hut
carry. This kind of traffic dDes a .great naturally sufficient time has }lot yelt
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elapsed to perfect legislation in a matter
of this sort. It will not be perfected
until we have a proper policy for main-

taining the roads as well as for building
them. This Government has not carried
us any distance in solving this great
problem.
:Nlr. BROWNBILL.-It has been in office
only five or six weeks, and you were there
six or seven years.
Major BAIRD.-But members of the
Government, when in Opposition, have
been talking abO'ut things fo.r twenty
years, and it is natural to· expect they
would have some idE-as to' put into a
concrete form. So far as a roads policy
is concerned, they have shown us little or
nothing to help the solution of this important problem.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU have a neck to
criticize a Government which has been in
office for only about eight weeks.
Major BAIRD.-That is all I have to
say about the Government's policy. I
want to say a few words with regard to
acts of administration.
Mr. FRosT.-More repetition.
Major BAIRD.-A good tale can be
told twice.
Mr. FRosT.-It is a bit monotonous.
Major BAIRD.-There are two administrative acts which I disagree with.
One is the determination of the Premier
wi th regard to the war memorial, and the
other with regard to preference to
soldiers. There is no doubt we should
have a war memorial in this State. The
great sacrifices that were made during
the war should be recognized. The last
great war was different from any other
war we have had. It was a people's war,
and in that way was· distinguished from
those wars that have been carried on by
some particular class.
Mr. BAI.LEY.-There were plenty of
people almost dying because they could
not get accommodation in hospitals. Why
not make' provision for them 1
Major BAIRD.-It was not merely
the sacrifices of the soldiers that won
this war. Of course the soldiers played
a very important part in winning it, but
many things had to be done by other
people to secure the end we desired. Practically everyone-even the cold-footer
who stayed at home, sheltering himself
behind a wO'man or somebody else-had t.o
contribute his little bit towards winning
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this war. The late Sir Denison Miller,
on one occasion, said it was wonderful
what the Australian people did in
financing their share of the war.
In his opinion, it was astonishing how
Austra.: a found th8 1und:; to keep her
t.rocps in the field, and they were some of
the best equipped troop:; there.
It j::;
no usc E-Hyirig that the money r.ame from
Flinders-lane and from the wealthy class.
\Ve kno,,, that was not so. There is no
l;'lindcJ's-lane in Ballarat, and there are
no very rich men there, yet Ballarat pro'. ided t \'-'0 01' three times over the quota
fixed uJ the Oommonwealth Government.
It was certainly wonderful where the
money came from. It was only beeause
the )Joor people made sacrifices and subs(~rihed their money to the Commonwealth
in those days. Whenever appeals were
made th(~ people responded splendidly.
They are some- of the sacrifices, apart
from those which the soldiers made, that
helped 1.0 win the war. It was wonderful
wh·at the women did. They not only
nllowed their boys to go to the Front, but
they worked their fingers off in ministe,ring to the comfort of .all those serving
abroad. They made sacrifices to' keep
their sons in gO'od fighting heart. All
thO'se are sacrifices that WEI want to see
hO'noured, and that the State should take
some part in honouring. The State would
simply be honouring itself in honouring
the men and women who. made sacrifices
during the war.
Mr. B.uLEy.-That is all right, but we
say that the sick poor should be providecl
for ·first.
1'.1ajor BAIHD.-I would be with the
GOT"ernment in providing for the sick
poor. I am asking now that the great
sacrifices to which I have referred-sacrifices unequalled in the history of the
world-should be recognized.
Mr. BRowNBILT~.-Each city in the
State has its own soldiers' memorial.
lfaj or BAIRD .-Mel bourn e should
t.flV8 the biggest of all, for it is the centre
[t'·ld heart of Victoria. I feel that the
Premier has failed, and badly failed, in
not showing that he appreciates the sacrifices made, not merely by the soldier.:,
but by practically every citizen throughOi.~. the length and breadth of the State.
Mr. :FROST.-Why did not the people
put up the money 1
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:Major Bl\'IRD.-There is no doubt
about it, thE.1 people would ha,ve put up
their money when the time came, but by
refusing to give this grant the Government have thrown cold water on the whole
thing. I feel that the Premier did not do
himself justice. I do not believe that is
his true sentiment at all.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU think that a monument is of more urgency than a hospital.
Major BAIRD.-I think that the Pre'mier made a serious mistake in not giving
this grant. For myself, I would like to
see a memorial non-utilitarian in
character. Probably there is a difference
of opinion in that regard. My idea is
that there should be a memorial of such
a nature that there could be no doubt in
anyone's mind what it was for. If a
hospital were erected as a memorial, there
might be serious doubt.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I must say that
something artistic in the shape of a monument in Melbourne is wanted. There is
not one yet.
Major BAIRD.-I am not an artist,
and I do not know whether the successful
design for the memorial was good or not,
but, as I have said, I would prefer a nonutilitarian monument which would perpetuute for all time the wonderful things
done during the great war, not only by
the soldiers themselves, but by the whole
of the people in this community. The
other matter on which I differ from the
Premier is that relating to preference to
soldiers. I understand that the papers
have probably misled us with regard to
what the Premier intended to say in that
respect. I feel that preference to soldiers
should be established, and maintained for,
at least, a generation. Men were away at
the war for four or five years, and when
they returned it was difficult for them to
compete with those who had remained at
home qualifying themselves for different
positions.
Therefore, p'rtfer~_nge to'
soldiers was a sound policy, and it is still
so, because, owing to their long absence,
the men got out of touch with,the working
and industrial community.
Mr. BAILEY.~Did you not hear the
Premier's explanation?
Major BAIRD.-Yes. He said that,
with regard to relief work, the soldiers
are not to get preference.
}[r. CAIN.-He said that men with
families and big responsibilities would
get work before single men.
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Major BAIRD.-Take the case of a
soldier with a family and a non-soldier
with a family, both equally in want. Who
will get the preference?
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We will give them
both work. We are not going to allow
people to starve.
Major BAIRD.-Supposing it comes
to the last position that is available ~
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-That last position
will not occur with this Government.
Major BAIRD.-It is bound to occur.
If the Premier will answer satisfactorily
that question, I will say that his position
is sounder than I thought it was.
}rfr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU fetch along
two such cases and we will tell you what.
we will do. I will be bound to say, judging from the let(ters We have received, that the majority of soldiers ~-ll'e
with us.
Major BAIRD.~What will the Premier do ill the case of a rivilian and a
soldier equally circumstanced ~ The question is whether, with two men equal in
lleed and in circumstances, one being a
soldier and the other a civilian, he will
give preference to the soldiE.,r.
Mr~ PRENDERGAsT.-I have told you
that I will give it to both people according to their needs. I suppose you would
give it to the soldier, and let the other
man starve.
Major Bl\'IRD.-I would give it to
them both, if possible, but I would give
the soldier preference. That is where the
Premier and I differ.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-If preference for
soldiers applies to work, why does it not.
llpply to business? Should not a business
man be asked to give preference to returned soldiers?
Major BAIRD.-If I can deal with a
returned soldier I will do so, and personally I will give a soldier preference
in busiuess. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was adjourned until the following day.
Leave was given to the honorable member for Ballarat West to continue his
speEJch on the resumption of the debate.
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..P1i)licy..

ADJ-OITRNM:ENT~

to elicii the !ants and .cross-examine on

POLICE COM.l\ITSSION.

behalf ,gf the Depa::l'.tment, :which is
vi r,tu ally on its trial, because the last

M1. PHENDERG.AST (Pl'eJ.luer).-I
moveThat th€ House do now adj ourn.

Sir ALEXA:NDER PEAOOCK.. '-During his speech, the honorable member
for
Castiem'a.m>8 Tef-err.ecl
to,
the
appointment ·of
the Polioo (j(}ll'l·m;issi.on as :bci:1!l:g virtaa1ly .an attack
upon the -G.ov:ernment ov.er which we
presided, and in pa.rticular an attack on
the Police Department and its .administration. He .said that if the whole nf
the facts weTe to be got at it would he
lIecessary to employ counseL Win t1le
Pll'emier give sympathetic consideration
to the nonornb!Le member':s -suggestion ;:that
the P,,1ice D.ep.arlmentshould be repre~ented -by coonseH
I -understood th'lt
t1;re P'remrer interjec.ted, 'when the honorable member for Castlemaine ·w.as
speaking, -tha.t no application had been
.made .to him fOJ' the ,employment of
I. inf.er from that that the
counsel.
Premier viewed the :suggestioll £aV:0rably,
,an-d that if a request were made -it W0ul{1
be granted.
Mr. SOliLY.-If you hav;e -c~Hnsel thel~e,
they win string it out for twelve months.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.COllnsel are -employed on the other side.
MT. T-uNN1llCLIFFE.-Oounsel was appointed -to assist the Commission.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.\Vhen the appointment of the Royal
Commision lto deal 'With the vV.arr-nambool
breakwater came before the fI-ouse the
present head of the Gov.ernment ·called
.attention to the fact that the particular
counsel employed would not .be able to
get all the facts.
Mr. 'TuNNECLIFF.E. - In that ca.se
definite charges 'were made; no charges
are made in this case.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-I
r:m plltting a reasonable Tequest to the
Premier.
I t is clear tha t tbe 'Ohief
Oommissioner of P 01ice is' virtually on
his trial, and it is not fair that he should
not be a ble to ha ve the assistance of
counsel. Sllre1y the Government wan t
the Commission t'O 'Obtain the fullest information. I do not press the Premlar
for a Teply now., but I am sure my suggestion wjll ·commend itself to the House
generally. Some ;one :should be present

it'8m .in the Oommissien.is ,to inquille
'wheth€:r the Police Department ·does not
T-equire l'eor-ganization. When the .Premier makes his reply we shall be able t'O
see what further action it is necessaTY ·t'O
talre.
.Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premim').-N,o counsel have been provided in c'Onnexion with this inquiry except the
counsel to a,sslst the Commission. Appliea tion ha.s been made from one party,
and we have n'Ot considered it :favorab~y,
but llO lOther app1ication has been made
to us. If they request the assistance of
.counsel we will .consider the request on
.its merits, but I do not say that we will
consider it favorably.. The parties 011
whose behalf ,the llonorable member has
spoken to-nigh t have not -asked .f O.r
representatien 'bycounsel, and therefore
it could not have been considea.·-ed or
granted.
The moticm was agreed to.
The H'Ouse a4j.oui'ned at 10.24 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE A:SSEMBLY.
TV-euncsda.y, Septernb'C1' 1-0, 1924-.

The SPEAXER (the H'OTI.. J-ohnBowser)
took. die -cbair -at 4.19 p.~.
ELECTIONS AND QUAL[FICATIONlS
COJ.\[MITTEE.
The SPEAKER.-I ha,ve receivE-d tbe
foJio'Wing letter:StateP.a,rlialllent House,
l\Ielhourne, roth September, 1924.
Dearr :M:r. Speaker,
III l1e~lth prevents me from acting as a
member of the Committee of Eledtions and
Qualifications, and ,theref{}re I herewith resign
as a melllber of that Conunittee.
Yours faithfully,
(Signed)
J. L. MURPHY.

I now lay 001 the table my warr.ant 'for
!the appointment of Mr. A;r'thur Knight
Wailace as a member of the Elections and
Qualifications Cammittee.
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SOLDIER SETTLEMENT.
CASE OF

Mr.

JOHN lVlcDoNALD.

Mr, GROVES asked the' Minister of
LandsIf he will la~ on. the table of the Library
the papers in connexion with the application of 1\:1r. John McDonald fot" a soldier
~ettlement farm allotment a1\ l?akenham?

an

Mr. BAILEY (Minister ot Lands).'lfhe pape1's refened to ha.ve been laid
on the Lihrary table.

THE GOVERNI\1EN'.F'S· POLICY ..
The delDate (adjo.urned from the pre.vious da.y) on the motion. of Ml·. Pren.derga,st (Premier) for the printing aJJ.d
the circulation of the statement of policy
ot the Government wa.s J;esumed_
lVla.jo:r BAIRD.-Wben the deba.t~ was
adjoU}::ned last night I was about to
say. a word or two- with regal'd to the
appointment of the Royal Commission
wit.h respect to the police.
I am80mewhat in a qua.ndary as. to. what the Ministry are seeking hy tll-e appointment o-f
the (Commission.
Fro~, reading
the
Commission's. scope of inqUirl'Y o-ne w01:l1d
think that they were seeking thel efficieufi:y of th~ Force. The scope of inquiry, as. given in the Arg'lIS" is- as, fol·
Imvs:l:. (a) The general state· of efficiency Gnd
C0Bdition of the Foree be£orfr No'Vembe:r, 1923.
(.0) Whether any, a.nd what" grievances
were complained of by members. of the Force
frefol"e November, 1923.
(c) The cause and e£mses mo:ving c~l'tain
,frrsons, then members' of the- F01!ce~ to refuse
duty in N o!Vember,. 1923.
(<I) The consequences arising from such refusal of duty.
2. The pl'esent si1andr.rd oiT eflichmey of the
l!'orce, and tbe best mtlthod of ohtaining cl'ficiency if it should be found to be impaired.
3'. Whether additional and better police protection throughout the State. or- any part of
it, is necessary, and' if so what would be' the
most efficient mea.ns of ensuring such p1!otee~
thm.

It will be seen that the Commission is
directed to inquire. in the first pJace as
to whether members of the Police Force
had any grievances before N ovembeT,
1923.
I think everybody knows: that
they did have, grievances.
As. a ma.tter
of fact,. I havel never yet met a policeman
w,ho did: not haVe> a grievance.
ColQlllel BOUR.CHIER.-lt is. a. healthy
sign. Even the diggeil1! had grievances.
lVlajor. BAIRD .-It is· a. healthy sign.
I remem bel' a policeman once telling me
that. he had eleven children, and tha.t
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he was sony that there would not be
any mo:re.
Tha.t was his. principal
grieva.nce.
I think you will find grIevances, amongst any fOJ;ce of the, size of
our Police Force.
The're is 1:10 need
to appoint. a Roy.al Commission to inquire
whethel' the peJice h.a.d grievances o·r not.
From- two of. the :pa1iagl'aphs, I have read
it would 8eem t.hat, the: Go-vernment a.re
seeking to- obtain efIicimucy in the Force.
I have a gyeat. regard fOF the Victorian
Police FOiI.'CE,,.. and wh.en I w~' Chief Swretary." 1 felt tha.t. it wa:s an effieient
For.ce'. Even the :pi!e!lellt Chief SeCl'etary
has said since h& ha'Si been in office: that
it wafS a.n effieisent Focce.
Mr..
1iuNNlECLajlil.-P:riflr
to. the
trOillhle ..
Maj.m BAIRD.-The· honora.lilrl.eo gentleman did mot say it pr:iI~ to: the: troi1!lrble.
The followmg appeared ill: the A'rgwJ on
the 18th August:-In MS office: M.r. Tnnnucliff.e ha& s-e:vruml
graphs and other' d0eum.ents relating to the
prevalence of crime~ These show tha,t there
has been a considerable diminution of adult
el'ime since' 192(}~ bli! thQt the aIDolint o£ crime
detectedt has been great~.
'Ji'hrs last-me1luOJil.ed fa.ct, Mr. Tunn~ctiJie. thiuks, pro.'oIes
that the police have been particularly active
during r.ecent years.

:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.. -That was from
1920 OIl. There are 110 fig;ures f.or 1924
available );et.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcaCK.-YOU. can bet
your bottom dolla.I; the Chief Secretary
will "duck out."
Major BAIRD.-I understand tha.t the
figures for this. year are even better than
those for pre:viou5 yearS:..
Mr., TUNNEC1.IFFE.-'¥he very best
month in the reco:rds Q£ the, Departmel!lt
is Augus.t of. this year.
OUI; party was
then in power.
Major BAIRD.-I wanted the Minister t(} say that to.-day he. ha.<; an efficient
Police For~e,. and h.e has practicall)t said
it. Is it efficiency tha.t.. the Government
wants ~ They. ha.ve got it.
Y o.u camlOt
have :t perfect.. Force. I suppose there. ~ill
be weaknesses in the Force even when
the present Chief Secretary has finished
with it.
I feel tha.t the Ro.yal Commig..
siOOl is going to dOi a great deal i-o break
up thel.efficiency of the Force, wh.i.ci:t, to
a great extent, depends on the detectives
and the plain-clothes men.
They remained loyal through everything.
No.t
one of them left his post.
To a. great
e-xtent the efficiency at the Fo.T'C'e in handling big crimes depends- on the detectives
and the plain-clothe.s men.
As I na:.v.e
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said, they remained loyal, and while they
remain loyal t.he efficiency of the Force
will be maintained. Who knows whether
the Force is efficient or not ~ It is not
the Minister who can tell that. He has
to attend to a t.housand other things in
his week's work. The' only men who can
speak with authority on the subject are
the Chief Commissioner of Police and
t.he head of the detective branch.
They
are
the
two
me'll
who
know
whether the Force is efficient or not.
It is they who are testing .it by reports.
Every minute of the day they are in
touch with it. Did the request for aRoyal Commission come from them ~
I
understand that they did not ask for
the Commission. Yet they are the only
ones capable of judging whether the Force
is efficient Or not. It was the Ministry
who said that the Commission had to
be appointed, and they know about as
much concerning the .efficiency of the
Force as any other set of members taken
at random in this House.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-No one is more in
touch with public opinion than the Min.
ister at the head of the Police Department.
Major BAIRD.-Do you say that you
know more about the efficiency of the
Force than those I have mentioned.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I do not say anything of the kind.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member for Ballarat "Test really finished his
speech last night.
If he is to continue
his remarks now a motion for the extension of his time will be necessary.
Mr. MURLEY.-I should like to move
that the time allowed the honorable
member under the Standing Orders
be extended by half an hour.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
have no desire to in any way burke the
honorable member for Ballarat West, but
I think that members generally should
endeavour to confine themselves to the
time allotted.
Ministers who have
spoken during the deba,te did not ask
for an extension.
I do not mind the·
honorable member being allowed to continue his speech, but I think that an extension of ten minutes should be
sufficient.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Last night
you virtually asked him to move the adjournment of the' debate.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I did, but 1
did not suggest an extension of his time.
As a matter of fact.1 did nO't know how
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long he had tOo go. I repeat I have 110
desire to burke the honorable member,
but I would remind the House that tne
business of the country must. be carried
out.
MajoT BAIRD.-Well, I dO' not wish
to be under any obligation to the Premier, so I will reserve the rest of my
remarks for another occasion.
l\1r. McLACHLAN.-It is not my
wish to delay the business of this House,
but I want to say a word or two with
regard to the programme of the Government and some of the questions associated with it.
My vote did not help
to place the present Government in
power, and I may as well say at the
outset that my vote is not goin a to be
given to displace the Gbvernment at the
present time,.
If Ministe,rs carry out
the Plt"ogramme which they have, submitted to this House, or a portion of it
at least, then, in my opinion, the COU11try will not in any way suffer.
The
pr.eceding "GoV1ernment had very little
opportunity of carrying out the country's
work, and believing that every Ministry
should be given a chance of doing so, [
voted for it.
Arrayed against it were
three parties who in combination overwhelmed it, thus making way for the Go.
vernment which is in office at the present time. During the last two or three
years I have wondered on several occasiO'ns, in view of the repeated attacks
made on Governments, whet.her some
other system cannot be substituted for
the present party system.
Parliament
is a huge business conceTn, and it is supposed to be carried out in a business-like
From time to time, however, we
way.
have in this House what is termed a
CrISIS.
On such occasiO'ns men outside
who are not familiar with party warfare, turn aside from the,ir business and
wonder what is going to happen to' the
country. Speculation then becomes rife
as to who will be the man sent for to
carry Qin the affairs of the State.
'Ve
know that during that period the fires
of party warfare are fanned into a flame
by the newspapers. The debate gbes on,
and the fire goes ·out, sometimes suddenly,
sometimes slowly, but in most cases it
evidently had Tittle more to feed on
than paper.
Well, I cannot see that
there is any necessity to give to' one section in this House the powe,r to control
the busine,ss of t.he country.
Parliament is supposed to stand fO'r the whole
l
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people. If that be so, why should any
particular section have a monopoly of
government, and why should any particular section have the right to say how
that money that has to be earned from
the industry of the whole people, should
be disposed of 1
That is the position.
The number of parties in this House u.
increasing.
Before the recent turn of
even ts there were four distinct parties in
this House. Three out of the four were
fighting for supremacy. I am nO't blaming the parties.
It is clea.r that each
party believed that it could successfully
carry out the business of the country.
No doubt there is a fascination about the
party system, and it is quite natural for
parties to try to' achieve power. I have
no O'bjection to' that.
All the same I
do not think that the party system is the
best system for carrying on the business
of the country, in these days, at all
events. Probably in the world's history
the're was a time when parties were
needed to' guide the people.
The party
found its first representation in the
tribal period.
It came down to us
through the centuries and it was pronounced during the time of the Whigs
and Tories. Then we had twO' distinct
forces trying to govern the country. At
that period not 40 per cent. of the peoplo
had political power, and not 40 per cent.
of the people were able to' read and
write. Since then educa.tion has spread
Dver the whole land, and political power
has been extended to' everybody.
We
have numerous organizations and societies fDr promoting the wen being of the
State. We alsO' have a mUltiplicity 01
newspape,rs. To-day) we are in the position of carrying O'n the government of
the country through a Ministry which
should represent the whole people.
We are in a position intellectually
and politically that we were never in
before, and I have felt that some substitute should be found for the present
party system.
A substitute could be
found in the electoral system which
should take the fDrmatiO'n of a government
entirely out of the hands of Parliament
-that I believe to' be the best systemor in the elective system, which, in my
opinion, would be superior to' the
present system.
I
dO' not care
much which is substituted, but, personally, I prefer the electoral system.
But we continue this system.
In
every walk of life there has been prO'[19]
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gress, except III this one direction.
When we consider the poverty, the sick~less, and the unemployment that we have
in all civilized countries, it seems a
tragedy that millions of pounds should he
spent in carrying on party warfare.
There is no doubt that millions of pounds
are spent by organizations in that way,
and the time has come for some reform
in that direction. However, I do not
want to prolong my remarks on
tha~ pa,rticular subject.
I want tu
make some commeillts concerning' one
or two other matters. First of all, with
regard to the school-books. I am quite
satisfied, from my knowledge of the Minister of Public Instruction, that he would
not take anything from thetSe books that
is likely to interfere with the moral or
mental advancement of the people. The
Minister of Public Instruction was not
born in affluence, nor brought up in the
lap of luxury j he had not a considerable sum of money placed at his disposal
so that he could get a good education.
Like the honorable member for Bourke
in the House of Representatives, whom I
know very well, he .has had to fight his
way in obtaining the education that he
has. He succeeded in becoming a representative of the people, and he has filled
that position for years with credit that
we all admire. I am satisfied, from the
circumstances surrounding, his early life
and his behaviour as a representative of
the people, that he would not interfere in
any .way with the system, or with the
lessons that the educational authorit.ies
think should be imparted to the <;Jhildren
'of this country. I am satisfied, too, that
he would not continue to be a member of
the present Government if that Government took up an attitude opposed to that
which Australia, as a whole, has adopted,
and a declaration in favour of which has
been approved in parliamentary and
municipal institutions.
I refer to the
question of preference to soldiers. After
a.ll, that is not much of a concession to
these men, when we consider the sacrifices
they made for this country. I am not
going to dwell on the war, or any of its
many aspects. We know that these men
made sacrifices for the good of the country, and. when they returned, most municipal councils carried a motion declaring
that, as far as employment was concerned.
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soldiers should get preference. I stro~gly
believe in preference t? returned soldIe;'s,
I am prepared to admIt that the Premler
has expressed the opinion that these men
should get employment; but we cannot
shut our eyes to the fact that there has
been a definite determination on the part
of the Australian people that soldiers
should get preference in public empl<>yment. Now I want to say a word or two
wi th regard to the proposal of the Government to provide for compulsory voting .. I cannot view that with favour. It
took a long time to get one man Qne vote,
and a still longer time to secure adult
franchise. I do not think anyone can
contend that those who agitated for these
advances had in their minds the idea that
when these votes were obtained, people
should be compelled to exercise them.
There are reputable citizens in this community who refuse to record their votes,
and when asked why, they &y that the
g'overnment of the country has been taken
out of their hands, and is now under the
direction of organizationB. Are we going
to bring these reputable men and women,
who decline to vote, to the' courts of the
land, and class them" by inference, as un~
worthy citizens ~ I do not think that is
a progressive step, and I will vote against
any proposal of that nature. The previous Government intimated that it had
determined to appropriate £1,,000,000 for
the purpose of· preserving and developing
our forests. That Gov~nt had not
the opportunity of carrying its polic'y
into effect. The present Government is
not unmindful of the pressure that has
r·eoontly been brought to bear in this
directiol1J., and it has been taking unusually active steps for the development
of our forests, It intends to place· a sum
• of mon.ey at the disposal of the Commissioners, and it is hoped that a 'Considerable change fot" the bett& in forestry will
shoi'tly he .apparent. A little while ae--o
the Chairman Oof the F·OTests Commission
inspected a fail' portion of .the wood-lands
ill my -district. He said there were cerr-tain
localiti613 admirably adapted for the
growth of softwoods. This is .something
th.at should have been undertaken many
years ago, because it will not be long before we shall be unable to 'Obtain soft
\\".(wds from the countries exporting them.
He ;told me that it was a matter of money,
.and he did not know if the necessary
M1',
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funds would be available. N ow, if there
is one enterprise for which the S~te
should p.rovide money, it i~ inco:llne~wn
with our timber industry. Our agnculture de-pends entirely upon the maintena.nce of our f.orests, particularly in ID.o'Ulltainous country, The forests are the protective cover~ and they are the souroe of
our water supply.
It is thrOo1l;gh them
that springs a.re maintained. They ean
only be mad,e permanent throug? 13'rese!'vatiOon of t.his fo['est {}()V.el', which enabIes water, when it falls 0'n the ,sOoft pad
of earth to' sink into the &ponge underneath and. find its way into the tree roots
and ~pring8~ If that timber is cut or
destroyed through negleet, as it has b~en
in uther countries, it will mean that, IDstead .of having a ;regular water supply
in our riv-ers, wesh.all have Hoods and
debris carried from the bins to th~ lower
levels, and the ground rendered unfert:ile.
What has happened in -other <countnes 1
Ancient civilization-s, as I said before, lost
their position through failing to give due
attention to the advice that was tendered
to them by· thoughtful men, ~nd havi.ng
destroyed their forests, they In turn destroyed their rivers .. Having. destr?yed
their rivers they rume'~ theu'. agnculture and there was no tIllable land left
for the peopl~ It is more important at
the prasent time to preserve the forests
on oux mountain slopes tlutn it jg to plant
,soft woods. Of course, it is important to
plant soft woods, and it should have been
done many years ago. The -other, how€ver is the more important mati-er of the
two.' W c€ h·ave rn»t given this question
anything like .serious .attention. We·a:e
told by scientists that whil~ Allstraha
may have a fairly larg.e q~antlty o~ wo~
land'S, there is a shodage In the Victunan
fo,rest area'S Oof nearly 2,000,000 acres,
That is a point that this Gov,ernment
will., I hope, press hom:e, and endeavour
to make provision for through the ag~}lcy
of the For-ests Commission, I am SUTe
that the people of this. country are prepared tOo give the Gove~ll.~ellt. ever?
Oopportunity to expand actlvltiBS ill thIS
direction. If they take .advantage of
the opportunity. that presents, itself, and
do nothing ·else dUl'lng th.eH ~erm of
office, they wiil ha;ve done somethIng that
no previOous Government has done to
contribute to the permanent welfare of
the State. It is the duty of the Governm.ent at all times to look after the natural
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resources of the country. Those. natural
resources belong to the people of the
future as well as to the people of our own
tim£1
The Government shauld be the
guardians of the people who will follow
us no less than of the people of this
generation.
They should not allow
private indivi0.ua1s to destroy the forests
that should be held in trust for those who
will come after us. But everywhere our
mountain ar€as have been interfered with.
Erosion i& taking place in all our rivers
running from the Dividing Range. There
are those running towards the l\l'urray,
and others on this side of the Divide.
The Gippsland rivers have suffered
badly.
Mr. Jones, the Forest Cmll.
missioner, was astounded a little while
ago when he sa w the con.di tion of the
Avon River, :near Stratford. :Mr. Jones
is a most capable officer.
If the Government pro-vide sufficient money for
the Forests Oommission, Mr. Jones will,
I am sure, fully justify himself in the
high office that he now holds. I do not
want at this stage to prolong the debate.
r am just as an.'{ious as the Government
to get on wi tIt the business. There are
two or three questions I should have liked
to touch upon. There is one aspect of the
police inquiry that I hope will be inquired
into. I want to know why it was that
so many men who we"re disinclined at the
outset to join the strike, nevertheless left
their employment. Did they do so in
consequence of tJlreats? Were they misled or were they coerced 1 I think the
House should get the fullest information
on that point. The policeman is only
human. He may be strong physically,
but he is subject to human frailties as we
all are. We do know that many very
fine men who were associated with the
Force joined the strikers. We ou"ght to
know under what circumstances those men
went out of the Force. I hope that a
most scar-ching examination will be made
by the Police Commission in tha t
direction.
The motion was agreed to.
POLICE COMMISSION.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary) .-1 moveThat the SUIll of One hundred pounds (£100)
he fixed as the maximum expenditure of the"
Royal Commission appointed to inquire into
the state of the Police Force generally.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-As
Leader of the Opposition, I oppose this
motion. I am surprised, in view of the
criticism of the Oommission by a number
of members, that no member of the Government has ventured to. make a reply.
The debate has virtually spread over a
week, and statements have been made that
should be replied to by the- Chief Secretary, and by the Attornely-General.
Mr. SOLLY.-Do- you not think it would
be indecent for any Minister o.r member
elither, for the matter of that, to make a
speech in regard to the Police Oommission at a time when the Commission is
" sitting?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK. :Members of the Opposition feel that a
mistake has been made by the Government in appointing the Oommission. The
constitution and terms of the Oommission
have been criticized, and certain points
have been brought under the notice of
Ministel:s to which we have had no reply.
The Chief Secretary has just formally
moved the motion that is before the Ohair.
Mr. SOI,LY.-The Oommission is' sitting
as a court, and we ought not to interfere
with it in any way.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-The
honorable member for Oarlton seems to
have found his tongue all of a sudden.
H:c has been sitt.ing quiet for a long
time.
Mr. SOLLY.-I am going to make a.
hell of a. noise now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Last night I put a proposition before the
Government. Any fair-minded man will
realize that witnesses who appear before
the Commission should give their evidence in circumstances which would
permit of cross-examination. This should
be done with a view to getting all the
facts. made known both to the Commission and to the public.
"
Mr. 'TUNNECLIFFE.-N 0 request was
made.
Sir AJ..IEXANDER PEAOOOK.When I, with my long experience us the
leader of the party, preferred a request,
and when the honorable member for Castlemaine, who for so many years filled the
position of Premier of the State, preferred a similar request at an earlier
stage, surely the matter should have received prompt attention. The honorable
.mem her for Castlemaine has virtually
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:had certain charges made against him.
I make that statement in view of what
:has appeared in the press. Surely I
say again, .a request preferred on the floor
of the House, by responsible members of
Parliament, occupying official positions,
ought to receive sympathetic consideralion at the hands of the Government.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The Government
have promised, through the Premier, to
give the matter consideration.
Sir ALEXANDER P.EACOCK.Yes, but the Commission has been sitting
for two days, and certain evidence has
been tendered. There is nobody there on
behalf of ,the Police Department; nor of
ex-Ministers, and the point made, by the
honorable member for Castlemaine has
not been answered by any member of the
Government.
Mr. WEBBER.-You, as Premier, refused to give me legal assistance in connexon with the Infectious Diseases Hospital inquiry. I had to pay my own
cxpe~ses.

Sir .ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
cannot recall the case. This is DOW a
political question.
1\I1r. TUNNECLIFFE. - Y cu are making
it a political question.
Sir ALEXANDER P:EACOCK.-I
have been looking up some of the speeches
made by honorable members on the
Ministerial side on the public platform,
ns to the reinstatement of the police who
\yere dismissed.
Mr. TUNNEGLIFFE.-My reas.on for
not answering the speeches that have been
made, is that I did not think it advisable
to rake up matters when the Commission
was sitting, and the matter was practically s1tb j'll,dice. If I were to throw the
whole of the data in my possession on the
table of the House there would be something like an uproar.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
are not afraid of anything.
Let the
whole .of the papers be put on the table.
I am surprised that the Chief Secretary
should make a suggestion that there is
something that. he could disclose that
would be discreditable to hon()ll'able members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House.
1fr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-I did not say it
would be discreditable. You are putting
words into my m.outh.
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Sir ALEXANDER' PEACOCK.~
You said there would be an uproar. What
do you mean!
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I mean that if the
main facts of the case were disclosed
there would be an uproar.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is
not that a reason why counsel should be
appointed' to assist in ascertaining the
facts ~
,
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Who has objecte.d ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.The Premier said that the matter would
be considered. I would like some member of the Government to make a statement to the House in regard to the Commission. No inf ormatiOll' has been given
to us as to the reasons for the appointment of the Commission, except the bare
announcement in the policy speech of
the Premier, and we have not yet had
any answer to the criticisms that have
been advanced by honorable members on
this side. The Commission has been appointed, and honorable members are now
being asked to vote on the question of
whether they will provide the necessary
funds to enable it to carryon. So far
as I, and other honorable members on this
side are concerned, though, of course,
every honorable member will vote on this
motion as he pleases, I must say we are
opposed to the Commission. We object.
to its terms and to its constit.ution. We
say that if the Commission i8 to proceed
with this inquiry, in the inteff~sts of the
Chief Commissioner of the Police Department, and virtually of Parliament,
counsel should be provided. As Leader
of the Opposition, I ask for a definite
statement now. I do not want to go to
the Chief Commissioner of PolJce and
say to him that the Premier lla.R intimated that if a request is made for counsel, he will consider it.. That is nut my
job. But it is my job to prefer the request, and I repeat that we should ha\'~
a definite statement from the Premier
before this motion is allowed to pass.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).In connexion with this question of the
pOllice, there is a contentious point dividing the two parties in the House. This
party went to the country and came back
with an increased number of members.
We determined then, that instead of coming forward ancLf.orcing our views on the
House, we would submit the question to
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the consideration of a Commission of
unprejudiced men, who would report to
Parliament.
Mr. LAwsoN.-What are the honorable
gentleman's views ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What right
have you to ask me that question ~ I
have not yet .ascertained what are your
views.
Mr. LAWSoN.-The question is what
are your views in regard to the reinstatement of the police 7
Mr. PR~NDERGAST.-We have determined to obtain a report on the subject of the police trouble from unprejudiced people. If the report is against
us we may be placed in an' awkward position. You want to have all the cards
up your sleeve.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Nothing of
the kind.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You want to
bring about such a condition of things,
that the case for the police will not be
dealt with except from the police point
of view. We are determined to get at
the facts of the case, so that the contending parties will not be in a position to
come here and make statements that
cannot be substantiated. It is for that
reason that we are having this indepenAre honorable members
dent inquiry.
opposite afraid that the inquiry will
elicit evidence that will be against the
position that they take up ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Y ou are
bringing out one side only.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You regard
the matter from one point of view; we
look at it from another point of view.
We are entrusting the conduct of this
inquiry to three men in whom we believe
the country has confidence. We do not
ask for a report that shall be favorable
to our side. We ask for the facts, flO
that they may be placed before Parliament, and the whole position then considered. On the report which the .Commission will suhmit, Parliament will 1:e
free to take whatever action it thinks
proper. What is the objection to the·
course we are following ~ Is there any
()ther course that would be fairer ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-What have
you to say ill regard to my request?
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 said last
night that if any request were made it
would receive consideration. Up to the

o
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present time no definite request has Leen
made.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-I make the
request now, on the floor of the House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Let a definite request be made on behalf of the
people who want counsel for their defence. I may tell the honorable member that the police made a request to us
that we should pay for counsel for them,
and we declilled to accede tu it.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.-Which
police?
Mr. PRENDERGAST.- The dismissed police. If the honorable member
thinks that we adopted the correct attitude in that case, ~t would perhaps be
better for him not to submit the other
request. We should all be prepared to
give to others the consideration that we
expect for ourselves, and we dOo not claim
what is being a.sked in this case for
ourselv€s.
There
,are
sOome
very
strong opinions on the police question on
our side, and there are some very strong
opinions rega.rding it on the Opposition
side. We put arbitrators in between us
to decide SOo that the House may have
the facts.
Mr. SOLLY.-I wish to withdraw an
expression I used by way of interjection
a little while ago. I realize' that it was
unparliamentary.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Premier has
stated that his party holds strong views
on this question from a political standpOoint.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I did not say the
party, but SOome 0'£ the party.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Well, scme of the
honorable gentleman's party-the majority of them.
Mr. COTTER.-He said your party had
strong views, tOoOo.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am going tOo give
my views, if I ha.ve an opportunity of
doing so.
l\-Ir. COTTER.-I do not know whether
they will be strong or not..
Dr. ARGYLE.-They will be as strong
as I can make them. The question of
the police mutiny and its after-effect.s
should not be a political question at all.
It, should have nOo political aspect. The
police should belong tOo no political party.
The men whose cause the Ministry are
definitely espousing-I say this deliberately-have associated themselves with
one political party, and we take exception to that.
<>
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Mr. COTTER.~ YOIU drove tht)m ill
there.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I dOl not care what
drove them in there. I am sta.ting a
fa.ct-that the,se men are now meilUbers
of the political party to which Ministers
belong.
Mr. JEWELL.~For how ma·ny years
were they associated with your pa,rty ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-They were never
associated with my party at any time.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-1 venture to, say
the,re are nOit 5 per cent. o,f these men
officially associated with our party. Your
statement is not true,
Dr. ARGYLE. ~ My statement. is
absQlute!ly true, All their negO!tiations
wexe conducted from the Tra.des Hall l
and all their correspo,udence came from
the Trades Hall.
Mr. TUNNECL[FF:ij:,~That has nothing
to do, with it.
Dr. ARGYLE.~Am I to understand
that Ministers dissoeiate themselves- from
th~ Trades Hall ~
The genera.} public
finds it difficu.lt to differentiate be.tween
the political Lab(}ul' party a;od the Trades
H~l. We take E)xeeptioD toO the appoint ..
ment 0;£ the Roya.l Commissiolll as an a.bstJ...
lute· derogation of pa.rliamentary privilege.
The adminis;tra,tiO;!l of a public depart.
ment on which th~ safety and the w.elfare
o·f the wholle of the public depend has
been p-laeed in the hands of a Royal
Commission conslsti1'lg of servants olf the
State. All of those men are, as citizens,
estimable gentlemen.
I h&ve no p.er..
sonal ex;ceptio'U to take to' anyone of
them, and fQlV soone ()If them I have the
highest este.em p.ersonally.
But I do
say' th.::ft, thE! appointment 0.£ the Com ..
mission at all is an insult to. this Par..
liament. The GoV'ernme,nt to which I had
t he honour to. belong was responsible' to.
Val.'liament and to the electors of the
State fox its adminLstl'atioll1 of the Polioe
Department. We are now being subjected
to e r pa,r.'te statements, and to the creation of a po,litical atmosphere day by day,
with no counsel to watch the interests of
the Government that was responsible ferr
the administl!'a,t.ion of thEI D€partment.
ML SLATER.-T'hat is not ac;curate.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Go!v€lrnment, that
was respon~ible has nOI cQounaeJ to repr.e:sent it.
Mr. S.LATER.-That is not accurate-,
CQu.ns.el ha.s been reta.in~' to. ~sist the
Commission.
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Dr. ARGYLE.~Who is he ~ A gentle ..
man with the same political views as the
Ministry hold, and who has been a. can...
dida.te for a sea,t in this HOlll3e.

Mr. Pn,ENDERGAST.~If I wanted a
good dOlctor, I would not ask you your
political views.
Dr. ARGYLE .-1 do not think the
Premier should bring any persolllaJitil~3
intO' the matter .a,t all. The appointment
of a Rotya.l Commis.sion. to' ,revi6lw the
administrative acts of a. piUlt Go'vernment is unheard o,f in the history 0f
Parliament. When we come to the de ..
tails we find 'the G:o've~rnIOentt's acJtio-n
still more. obnoxious toa1l s€:Inse of
BrItish justice or fair play.
Mr. "IUNNECLIFFE.-1t is not unheard
of by any means in the history even of
Victo,ria.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is unhea.rd of in
similar circumstal1.ces. I know the Go ..
verrnnent will refer t·o cases in which
definite charges have been made against
Ministers, in which cases it has· been
thought fit, in the- interests of j.ustice' and
probity, to appoint royal commissions.
I know the cases. iu which that has
occurred, and: I know tha,t Ministers, hatve
appeared as witness.es,
.
:l\1r. TUNNECLIFEE; .......-And you lmo,w
tha.t public se:fva.nts were< members: of
the commissions and tried Ministe~s.
Dr. ARG:~LE.-Quite 00, hut in this,
case the circumstances are quit,e di.tferent.
There has bee.n. no charge ma.de in this
House agains,t :i;lny-body. The Commis·
sion is directed to' Inquire aJ;; tQ1. (a) ThB general st.ate of efficiency and
condition of such Force prior to November"
1923,

That practically me.a.ns an inquiry into
admiuis.tra.tiou Qfa department by
a poUticaJ: party to which Ministers do
IHJ.t belong.
The abject of the Govern ..
metllt is to ma.ke as much political capital
and create as much polit'ical atmosphere
nut of the thing as, they possibly can.
The Commission is next directed to inqmre-

th~:

(b) 'Whether any, a,nd wbat, grievances w~l"a
complained of by members of such Force prIor
to the month of November, 1923.

That relates to all the grievances 0.£ the
Force. The Forrce! did have grievances,
some of which I espoused before I was
a. l\1illiste-p, and even before I was a mem ...
ber of Pa.rliament.
Some of tho.se
grievances: were genuine- and :required
Iedressing,.
Whel1 1: gQ:t into. power 1.
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proceeded to .endeavou.r· to r.edress them.
1 would say that to direct. the Commission
to make a. fishing inquiry into all thatha15 occurred during the last 20 or 30
years is an OIut,rage. It is asking fot'
all kinds of things to be brought up.
All acts of past Go,vernments are to be
considered, and the whole political stream
is to be stirred up, and mud raised in
all directions, until it will be almost impoosible to see through the scour that
.will be created. The next subject for
inquiry is(c) The ,cause or cal'lses moving certain per~ons then memb.ers of the FOl'ce to refuse duty
'Or strike in the month of November. 1923.

That is the principal raison d' etre of this
(;ommission, and it is the fulfilment of
the definite sta.tements that were made,
or the feeling that was created, during
the elections. I have not had time yet,
to get the complete file, but I shall take
the first opportunity of answering a, question that was put tOi me last night by
the Minister of Agriculture 'as to what
statements were made by members of th~
Labour party ou this subject during the
election campaign, .and when they were
made.
Ho,wever, the impression was
created-I met it on platform after platform from eX-pDlicemen-:-that if Labour
got into pow.er the strikers would be rflinstate~ . Ministers are gooing too say that
they did not say that. I will leave, that
subject for t.he present until I ha.ve bell,
book, and candle by me.
Mr. SQLLY.-YOoU want sOome light--there is no doubt about that.
.
Dr. ARGYLE.-W e dO' wa.nt some
light. We want full illumination, and
not partial illumination with careful
shading so that no light will fall in a
-certain cOorner of the roem. The ne~t
question the OommissiO'n is directed to'
inquire in to is-
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see that this arm "C,f the law shall be as
efficient as it is possible for Pariiament
too make it. I always endea,voured during my': term of office to' bring that about.
I considered that it was necessary to. arm
the Police FO'rce with thel latest scientific
weapoo.s in O'rae:r 'that it might fight
organized. and scientific crime. I proposed tOo dOo everything possible in that
direction, and if the Government proposes tOi do that I take no e1xceptiOin to
its proposal. Neither do I take any exception tOo its appointment OIf a. Royal
CommissiOon to endeavour to .arrive at
tha,t end, a.lth·ough I think it is the
Government's business to' deal with tbe
matt6!r itself, and that a Royal COlllmission is not required. The next question regarding which the Commission is
directed to' inquire is-3. Whether further .and bettel' police protection throughout the State or in any part
thereof is necessary, and, if so, what would be
the most effective means of ensuring such protection.

Any remarks I have made with rega.rd
to pa~agraph 2 pretty well apply to
paragraph 3. Honorable members on aU
si-desof the HO'use must surely believe
that it is their duty as members of Parliament to endeavQur to' protect the
people in every way that lies within their
power. During my rem.arks in the course
of the debate on the policy o'{ the Government, I indica:ted tha.t I took exception to' the constitutiou of the Commi-ssion. I moot distinctly take Wtcep.
tion to it again, and I intend to elaborate
my reasons. AU the' members of the Commission are employees of the State. Not
one of them is a Judge 0'1" a high judicial
officer.
Mr. HOGAN.-When the honora:ble 'IDem..
beT for Castlemaine was Premie,r hel :read
a memorandum from the Chief Justice, Sir
(cl) The consequenees arising from such reWilliam Irvine" stating tha,t there was an
.
fusal or strike.
objectio·n to Judges acling on thesel ComThat is practically the corollary to' para- missions.
graph (c). The terms of the Commission
Dr. ARGYLE.-I take exception to the
continuepe.rsonnel of the Commission in that those
2. The present standard of efficiency of the appointed are servants of the State, and
Foree, and the best method of obtaining effi- should not be placed in suoh a position
ciency if it sho.u!d be f.ound to be impaired.
to l')olyE' a political question. If it were
To -that ground O'f inquiry I take a question of thel disbonora.blel conduct 0.£
no particular ex.ce-ption.
I believe any individual 001' individuals, or want of
,eYE'rythi'l.1g shO'uld be done by any GO'- probity in administration or anythin~ of
vernment, whether constituted of hono-r- tha,t sort, it would be an entirely dilfelrent
:ab1e members now sitting on this (thti matter. In this case, it i13 a 'matter of
Opposition) side -of the House or honor- politi~a1opinion between the tWQ sides of
able members OIn the Ministerial side, to' t'h.-e House, and the Miui~terial side 1$
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anxious to throw as much. political mud
at it caD at this side" and cre,ate an atmosphe,re, which will damage, not personally,
but politically, those honorable members
sitting here.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Up to the present
your side has done all the mud throwing.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Up to the present the
honorable gentleman has not taken part
in the debate. I hope that he is proud of
that. Perhaps he will do so later.
1\1r. TUNNEcLIFEE.-At least we have
thrown no mud.
Dr.· ARGYLE.-Have 1 ~ That is not
a habit- of mine, although I defend myself
when I am a.ttacke,d. Reve,rting tOo the
question of the personnel of the Royal
Commission, I would remind the House
that the third member, Superintendent
Martin, is a particularly unsuitable persOon to sit on such a body.
Mr. SLATER.-We will begin to think
he is a.fter this debate.
Dr. ARGYLE.-You will, I hope,. Thel
honorable member for Castlemaine has
pointed out that Superintendent Ma.rtin
was a candidate for the positIon of Chief
Oommissioner, and was beaten in the
con1:e8t for that position by the present
administrator of the Department., Mr.
NichOolson.
Mr. COTTER.-Superintendent Martin
.was not the only other candidate.
Dr. ARGYLE.-No; but he was the
closest rival to Mr. Nicholson. Howe,ve,r,
it would not matte,r if the,re we·re, half-adozen othe,r candidates.
Superintendent
Martin was cetrtainly a, candidate, and he
had reason to believe that he would ge,t
the office.
However, he did not get it,
and the very fact that he is now tOo sit in
judgment on the' administration of the
man who was appointed is a departure
from the, ordinary principles of .decency
and decorum.
It see,ms to me that. W('o
cannot stress that pOoint too much. Whatever the decision of the qommission may
be, the fact that that man is on it is an
objection to it. The,re is another reason
why I consider Superintendent Martin
particularly unsuited to be a member of
the' Commission. Superintendent Martin
sat on a Board which inquired into the
conduct of Oonsta ble Brooks, who was
cha,rg€'d with a refusal to go to Geelong,
or a re,fusal of duty there.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-"Vhat was the, date~
Dr. ARGYLE.-It was somewhere
about the, middle, of last. yea,r. I think
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the actual date was towards the end of
May.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It was not during
the trouble-that is all I want to clear
up.
. Dr. ARGYLE.-No; it was six months
before.
The cha,rge against Constabl()
Brooks, who rightly or wrongly, was C011sidere,d one of the ringleaders in the
mutiny, was that he had re,fused a definite order of his superioT officelr. The
Board of Inquiry consisted of Mr. Cohen,
P.M., Superintendent Martin, and Mr.
Gilder, the Ohief Electoral Officer. By a
majority decision the Board decided that
Constable Brooks was justified in refusing
to carry out the order of his superior
officer.
Mr. COTTER.-Who appointed that
Board ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-The G·overnment of
the day I presume. I was not a Minister
then.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Such Boards are appointed pursuant to the, police regulations.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-Martin did his
duty, and the honorable, member forToorak is condemning him.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am condemning him
because he is now sitting in trial of his
superior officer, whose decision he disagreed with, and he is sitting in trial or
men who refused duty, and he has already
given a decision with regard to a man who
I:efused duty. Let me relaa now a quotation from the Argus of 29th May, 1923.
It is as follows:The acquittal of Constable Brooks on the
charge of insubordination is the sequel to a
series of incidents that had brought a section
of the Police Force under public notice. The
outstanding fact is that a superior officer
ordered a constable to undertake a certain
duty, and he refused to obey because the Chief
Commissioner had stated in a memorandum
that he had "out-lived his usefulness" as a
licensing officer. This plea was swept aside
by Mr. Cohen, P.M., who is a judicial officer~
but it was accepted by the other two members of the Board.
The question resolves itself into weight of judgment. Though tltere
were two members who held views opposed to
that of Mr. Cohen, it is difficult to give their
finding the same value as that of an experienced police magistrate. The best use that:
can be made of the caSe will be to see that a
repetition can never again occur. The public
interest demands that the police shall obey.
orders. If the case heard yesterda~ be taken
as justification for their refusing to do so on
similar occasiops, the consequences may be very
grave.
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It did occur again, and the consequences
were very grave, and the principal actor
in that tragedy was Constable Brooks,
while the man who acquitted him is now
sitting in judgmeut on the Chief Commissioner of Police who dealt with both
re,fusa.ls of duty.
Mr. TouTcHER.-And he is sitting in
judgment on ex-Ministers of the Crown.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes.
. J\1r. COTTER.-Your imagination does
"
.
you credit.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There IS no Imagmation in what I have told the House. Those
are the facts.
There are many reasons
why a dismissed constable should not be
restored to the Force. The·re are many
reasons, quite apart from politics, .that
should have no influence whatever In a
matter of this sort.
Mr. SLATER.-Only two men were dismissed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am aware that there
The rest
were two definite dismissals.
were discharges. I should like to point
()ut that it is the right of every constable,
under the Act to give three months'
notice of intention to resign from the
Force, and he can give that notice if he
is dissatisfied with the conditions under
which he works. At that time, if a man
did resign, he made no sacrifice in :egard
to pension.
He had re!llly nothm~. to
lose and if the Force was In the condItIOn
that some have been trying to make outthat it was very unsettled, bristling with
grievances, and 'reeking with discontentit was up to everyone of the 600 men
The men
to send in their resignations.
who were entited to a pension, and tho
men in the Force to-day who have been
given pensions, might have something to
lose on resigning from the Force, but the
men to whom I have referred could have
got out of the Force without any trouble,
if it were as badly administered as they
say.
All sorts of reasons were brought
So far as 49
forward for the strike.
of the men were concerned, the only
grievance ,put forward as an excuse for
insubordination was the objection to the
employment of certain supervisors whom
they described as "spooks."
I should
like to say, in regard to the late Premier-.Mr. LAwsoN.-Don't call me "late,"
because I am still alive.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Judging by the
stirring speech that the honorable mem-
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ber made yesterday, he is very much alive.
It has be~n said that the mutineers were
prepared to go on duty and stop the riots
that were taking place. I want to point
out that that undertaking was made conditionally-the supervisors, who were the
cause of the trouble, were to be withdrawn.
!1r. OOTTER.-I was at the meeting of
the police constables, and you were not.
I do not think that is a fair statement.
Dr. AHGYLE.-That statement was
not made to a meeting, but it was made
to the Government.
1!r. COTTER.-That is not true.
Mr. BAILEY. - The Royal Commission
will settle that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is, if it gets a
chance to get at the facts.
Mr. PnENDERGAST.-You don't attribute dishonesty to the Commissioners, do
you~

Dr. ARG YLE.-I take great exception
to the appointment of this Oommission
for the reasons I have given.
The statement that I, as the Chief Secretary at
the time, and other members of the Government, have anything to hide, is absolutely false, and I ask the Chief Secretary
to place the file connected' with the police
dispute on the table of the Library.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-The file is in the
hands of the Commission.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Then why threaten us
that they are going to bring out all sorts
of things ~
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I have not made
any threats.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The members of the
Ministry of that time are quite prepared
to have everything that is on record
placed on the table of the Library. What
the honorable gentleman skilfully suggested was that the Government of the
day had somet.hing f·o hide,.
Mr. TUNNECI.IFFE.-I never suggested
that that Gove·rnment had anything to
hide.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Then why the remarkable st.atement the honorable gentle. man made ~ He said that the publication of the facts would cause an
uproar.
I do not know what the
uproar would be about. The fact remains that no counsel has been appointed to bring out the whole truth.
Half-truths are being told from day to
day, but no counsel is there to bring out
all the facts. No counsel has been briefed
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that by cross-examination of these

witnesses, who al·e telling half-truths,. the
full truth can be disclosed.
The matter

is being conducted in such a way as to
hring about an atmosphere hostile to the
Ministry of the day and in favour Qf the
present GQvernm.ent.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YQU are casting a
reflection upon the Commission now.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am not. How can
the Commission be said to be briefed fQr
the· ex-Ministers in the present circumstances?
Mr. TUNNECUFFE.-Nobody has been
brjefed :for any side.
Dr. ARGYLE.-We are going to. have
an inquiry, with no. Qne tOt. watch the
interests of the people attacked.
Mr. BRQWNBILL.-The chairman wDl
look nfter that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The honorable memLeI' might just as well say that if no
counsel were appointed at all, the Oommissioners \vould make ,all the inquiries
needed.
Counsel should be appointed to
see 'that the \vhole truth is brought out.
Under the: terms'of their oath, witnesses
tlre required to' tell the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, but
hoW' many persons win speak the truth
if they al'~ left to their own devices, with
ito j one to· cross-examine them on their
statements?
Honorable members are
assltlning, that the members of the Comnirssiol1: know, all the ·facts.
The Commission will decide this matter only· on
the ~vidence ..placed before it, and if ·all
the facts' a 1'e not disclosed, the most honest
c6mmissiotI '. in the w<:!rld m~ght easily
bring ill' an'ottnreliable altd untrue report.
1£1'. TUNNECLIFFE.-The whole of the
evidence .is in the file kept by you.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The whole of the evidence is not on that file.
Mr. TUNNEcr_IFFE.-Then the file was
not properly kept.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The file was properly
kept. If the honorable gentleman's view
a bout the file is correct, why call evidence
at all ? We have had witnesses making'
ex parte statements, and up to the present
there is no Qne to cross-examine them.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YOU are in the
same position as the police who are being
considered.
Dr. ARGYLE.-In other words, dismissed servants of the State are allowerl
counsel to' protect their interests, and ex-
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Ministers of the Government of the dav
have nobody to. watch their interests.
hIr. TUNNECUFFE.-That is not true.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is troe. I repeat
U

that the counsel the Government ha~
appointed to represent the public does not
represent the political viewS' of the Opposition side of the House, and we will not
accept him as onr representative.
Mr. BIWWNBILL.-Politics should not
be concerned in this matter at all.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Politics are in this
matter right up to the top.
lb-. BROWNBILL.-YOU are bringing
them in.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Nothing of the sort.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.--Yon are trying t()
drag them in, anyhow.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Does the honorabl~
gentleman deny to responsible Ministers
the right to have all the evidence brought
forward?
Mr. TUNNECLIJrFE.-We deny you nothing.
"
Dr. ARGYLE.-We have asked for
counsel, and I put a request forward now.
not a demand, but in the interests of fairness, honesty, and decency, that counsel
should be employed by the Government to
watch the interests of the Police Department.
"
Mr. COTTER.-I do not think you have
any decency when you make statements
to which we have no chance of replying.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Does the honorable
member say that he had no chance of replying ~ He had the same chance as I
had, and could speak on any platform
he liked. What a childish complaint that
is.
Mr. COTTER.-You did not make the
statement where we could reply to it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I made the statement
on a public platform. There are plenty
of statements made in this IIouse by hon(,rable members that would not be 'made
I)utside, and the honorable member fot"
n.ichmond knows it. If honorable memhers want to be fair, they can criticize
their political opponents outside, and to
come here and say that there is no oppOJ·tunit:v to reply is childish. What sor,t
of a politician is the honorable member
tn 'be whining in that way~
Mr. COTTER.-I have never whined.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The 'honorable member is ,whining now. However, I do not
wish to take up the time of the House
nny longer.
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hear!

Dr. ARGYLE.-I can quite understand that Ministerialists have heard
€lIough ou this subject. I will simply
finish by snying that this Oommission is
wrong iIi princi pIe, the personnel is
W1'OJ1g, anrl the political aspect is wrong.
A blO\v bas been struck at responsible
goVel'!lInent in thi:i State from whi~h it
~Nin never ]'ecover.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Before the honorable member sits down I should like to
ask him this question: Does he knOow that
the secretary of the Commission was engaged deliberately to bring forward evidence from all sid€s, and too place it
before the Commission ~ The lawyer only
handles that evidence.
.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General),-I
feel that the arguments adduced by the
Opposition in regard to', first, the propriety of appointing this Commission,
and, secondly, the personnel of the Commission, are not supportable when the
whole o't the tacts are reviewed. I do not
accept the position that was submitted
by the honorable member for Castlemaine
last night when he suggested that this
. Commission was merely a means of attacking t.he Administration of which he
w.as the leader during the unfo'l'tunate episode of the police strike last year.
If
the terms Oof the re.ference are examined
fairly, and not from a political standpoint, as has unfortunately been the case
during the recent debate, it will be seen
that the Commission is directed in the
first place tOo give its a,ttention to the
conditio1l of affairs in the Force prior to
~3rd November.
Surely nobody can ob.i ect to that.
:Mr. EGGLESToN.-How is that relevant
to the present policy'
lVI~. SLATER .-It is very relevant as
showlllg what led up to the episode of
the police strike. Following closely upon
that is the question of the standard of
efficiency in the Force at the present time.
There is a close co·relation between these
broad aspects to which the Commission is
directed to pay attention, I feel that the
argument that the honorable member for
Castlemaine addressed to the House last
w,eek, that, an attack was being made upon
hIm and hIS Gove,rnment, is not supported
at all. The suggestion .that this is a
political inquiry also goes by the board.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Had th'e matter not
b.een brought up at the last general elechO.n, would the Go,vernment hav'e appomted the Commission V
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Mr. SLATER.---I am not going to
that question at the present stage.
There are other aspects of the matter I
desire to refer to'.
1\101'e particularly 1
wish to deal with the suggestions thrown
out. during the debate, and made by a
sectIOn of the press, that we have tried to
surround this Commission with elements
that ,give it a political complexion, and
are hkely to cGlour the recommendations
that the Commission will e,ventually submit to Parliament., There is nothing to
give those innuendoes any credence whatever. Some of my friends oPPOosite, and
a section o,f the press, have de,emed it
prudent to attack the appointment of
1\1:1'. H. W. Foster, who has been briefed
as counsel, no,t to represent this side of
the House. lVIr. Foster holds strong poEtical convictions, As a result or that he
has suffered as a member of the bar. IV!r.
Foster has never yet received a Crown
brief, because he has espoused .Il: particular brand of politics.
lfr. EGGLEsToN.-A.nd this is to correct
the injustice 1
:Mr. SLATER.-N othing of the kind.
After all, the ambit of the Commission
is not determined by the Go,vernment.
Honorable members opposite know much
better than I that one of the first duties
of the Commission is to, meet to' fix the
scope and framework of that Commission
to' determine what facts shall be COll~
sidered, and the manner in which thooe
facts shall be brought befo,re them.
l\fr, LAwsoN.-The Commission's illquiry is governed by the terms of the
reference, and fo'r that reference the Government is responsible .
Mr. SLATER.~I understand that the
Commission has met in conference. I do
no,t speak officially.
I met Sir John
l\1:onash for the first time at a Cabinet
meeting on Thursday last. I no not kno'w
the o,ther members of the Commission at
all. I have not discussed the matter with
Sir John IVlonash, nor with counse,l nor
with anybody else.
But it has 'come
under' my notice unofficially that the
members of the Commission have met in
conference, and ha,ve determined the
ambit of the,ir deliberations.
Mr. LA wsoN.--Governed by the t.erms
-o,f reference of the Commission.
Mr. SLATER.-Undoubtedly. During the debate it has been suggested that
the terms of the Commission have been
,drawn too widely. I agree that the terms
of the' Commission are wide~, pu.t cl!spute
alll:lWEI'
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that they are too wide. We have complained, and I feel with justification, on
previous occasions that the terms of referenc€J to Commissions have been too narrow.
Commissions in the past ha ve expressed
the opinion that it was regrettable that
they could not hear certain lines of evidence, inasmuch as if they did they would
go beyond the scope of reference.
I
thought as a result of the conference that
the ambit of the Commission would be
determined, and the lines upon which evidence was to be called would be decided
upon.
No direction has gone from 'the
Crown Law Department or the Government in regard to this matter. Complaint
has been made about the briefing of Mr.
Foster. My friend, the honorable member for Castlemaine, commented upon
Mr. Foster's appointment. He referred
to the complaint that I made last year of
the failure of the Government to brief
returned soldier barristers. But perhaps
he did not know of a certain memorandum
that the then Attorney-General addressed
to me on the matter. Sir Arthur Robinson, the then Attorney-General, went to a
lot of pains to show how liberal his administration was in the consideration of
the claims' of returned soldiers at the bar
for Crown
briefs.
I
admit
the
liberality so far as General Sessions
appeals and General Sessions work generally aTe concerned.
I admit that they
had a good share of that wcrk.
But
when it came to important civil actions
and briefs of a highly lucra,tive character, they did not receive the same consideration. I will read in part Sir Arthur
Rooinson's memorandum in regard to the
matter.
After quoting certain figures,
he refers to the numbe,r of briefs in criminal cases handed to returned soldier barristers. He then says:It must be admi~ted, however, that there
have been cases where the public interest has
not been adequately served by adherence to
this policy. .
On the civil side briefs are and have been
distributed to returned soldiers, unless the interests of the State have demanded more experienced counsel. Valour in the field of war
does not necessari~y .connote kn~wledge, for
example,. of the prmClples of eqmty, or wide
constItutIOnal knowledge, or ability to meet in
argument experienced and capable counsel. ..
The Attorney-General does not think that
the receipt of Crown briefs should be considered a matter of right, that is, that the Government has no option but to equally distribute briefs amongst returned soldIers. Were
that impression to get abroad the services of
the State might be seriously affected. Those
soldier barristers who display the most zeal
Mr. Slater.
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and ability naturally" expect, and, in fact, receive more opportunities than those considered
to be less industrIOuS or capable.

Mr. L.AWSoN.-Does the honorable
gentleman agree with that memorandum 1
Is he impressed by it. ~
Mr. SLATER.-What I wish to show
is that the brief was offered in the first
place to l\1r. Leo Cussen. I do not know
what the political views of that gentleman
are. But I do know that he is a particularly brilliant member of the bar. His
high attainments warranted the briefing
of him. Instructions were given to the
Crown Solicitor to brief :Mr. Cussen. In
fact, the brief was handed to him. He
returned it. Then, after conference with
Mr. Menzies, the assistant Crown Solicitor,., I determined to brief lVlr. Foster. I
accept full responsibility for so acting. I
am not ashamed of briefing l\fr. }"'oster.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-For what
reason did Mr. Cussen re,turn the brief ~
l\1r. SLATER.-I was loath to give
the reason.
But as I am asked to do
so, I will give it.
The brief was returned because I did not think it fair .
to pay the amount tha.t was marked Oll!
it.
That was the only reason.
l\1r. TOUTCHER.-Are you sweaters 1
Mr. SLATER.-No, Mr. Cuss en is ft
very big man, and he marked his bri~f
high.
I do not blame him for that, because this Commission would have taken
up the whole of his time.
Major BAIRD. - You thought the inquiry was not worth the price ~
Mr. SLATER.-N0, that was not our
view at all.
.
Mr. LAWSON.-Do you suggest that
there are no returned soldiers at the Balwho would have been capable of dealing
wi th this rna tter ~
Mr. SLATER.-I was anxious to obtain some figures as to the briefs that
have been given to returned soldiers in
civil matters.
There were such cases in
which, as th€J honorable member for Castlemaine knows, returned men were not
briefed.
I take the full responsibility
for Mr. Foster's appointment.
Mr.
Foster's character and standing at the
Bar are as high as those of any other man
there, and I am confident that he will not
import into his work his political views
or feelings as is suggested in one of the
morning papers, which in connexion with
every action this party takes sees only
the police strike. It made a splenetic
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attack on me because I recommended the
Governor to exercise his prerogative of
mercy in the case of an unfo~tunate person. This paper, the Argus, saw in what.
I did nothing but a reflection of the police
strike.
I t disregarded en tirely the
human feelings that the case evoked and
the human consideration that it merited.
I think I am appealing to a wider
audience than that which even the Arg7.£8
addresses when it sees in the consideration and discussion of such matters merely
their political aspects.
That has bee~l
its attitude throughout, and it has been
trying to import into the discussion ot
this question only its political aspects. I
would like to know what it is that honorable members opposite are afraid of in
regard to the Commission. They have
•no objection to the appointment of Sir
John Monash, but attacks have been made
on Superintendent Martin and Mr.
McPherson.
I think that the choice
of the mem bers of the Commission has been a wise one and in
the intertsts of the Sta.te. It is true
that to some extent these men are employees of the State, but they are men
who in their various spheres of public
life have been tried and trusted. Honorable members· opposite are merely endeavouring to show in the words of the last
speaker that, because Superintendent
Martin took part in the proceedings of a
Board that dealt with the case of Brooks,
he was bound to look at this matter in a
way that would be hostile to the late Government. The attack on the personnel
of the Commiss~on is_ the weakest part of
the case that honorable members opposite have sought to make out. If we had
appointed as members of the Commis§ion
representatives of the industrial move·
ment, or representatives of the dismissed
members of the Police Force, I could
understand honorable members opposite
But we have appointed
making a fuss.
men of open mind, who are fully qualified, are quite prepared to conduct the
inquiry in the terms of the reference,
and to give consideration to the whole of
the evidence submitted, much of which is
contained in the files of the Police Department.
Surely we may expect from
such a body an unprejudiced report on a
matter that affects the interests of the
whole of the people of the State. If honorable members opposite feel that they
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have nothing to be afraid of in regard to
their administration as it affected the
Police Force before November, 1923, why
should they so vigorously oppose th is
motion?
I will only say, in conclusion,
that the charge that we have endeavoured
to give to the Commission a political significance or to get from it a report based
on political considerations is so easy of refutation that it hardly calls for examination.
1\1r. LA"\VSON .-Last night "I gave
expression to the views I hold in
regard to· the Police Commission,
and the Attorney-General has endeavoured to answer one or two of the
points I made.
I am not at all impressed with any of the statements of the
A ttorney-General. He has not attempted
in any degree whatever to deal with the
essential "and vital objection I took to the
appointment of the Commission. I say
that the scope of the Commission as set
out in the Order in Council does invol vc
political considerations.
In the strict
letter of the Commission, in its sections
and sub-sections, it does provide for tho
ascertainment of the facts and for a report ill regard to those facts, but it is impossible to separate the question of facts
This was
from political considerations.
made a political issue in the course of the
recent general election. It was made the
subject of party political debate in thi!3
House, and the ascertainment of the facts
can serve no useful purpose in this community. In my opinion the Commissio'l
was appointed with an ulterior object-to
give effect to a promise expressed or into.
plied.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Does a knowledgeof the truth serve no useful purpose?
Mr. LAWSON. - The Government
created in the minds of the dismissed
police an expectation of reinstatement.
but they found themselves up against legal
obstacles and difficulties.
Mr. TUNNEcuFFE.-Technically, there
are no legal obstacles.
Mr. LAWSON.-There could be no reinstatement without an amendment of the
law, and so the honorable gentleman aIlr}
his colleaguE'S are anxious to create the
impression that there has been some impropriety on the part of ex-Ministers or
of responsible officials, and that after all
the men who deserted the post of duty in
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November last were not gailty of 'such
serious wrong-doing as has been supposed.
Mr. J.ACKsoN.-We said that from thti
beginning.
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes, and now you are
u ttempting to support that political
opinion by having a fishing investigation.
This involves a political consideration.
It involves the consideration by the Oommission of the political acts of former
:Ministers of the Orown.
I take tha.t
view and stress it most strongly.
.I
stand for the rights of Parliament as all
institution, .and I stand for the rights,
th~ liberties, and the p1'ivileges of honorable members.
These rights, liberties,
and privileges are in your custody, Mr.
Speaker; they hav~ come to Parliam~llt
nnd to honorable members not Jor their
own glorificati<>n and advantage, but in
erder that without fear, without any sense
of possible injury, they may pm-foTID
their imp<>rtant duties.
l\Ir. IIUGHEs.-Did you -ever use the
1I third degr.ee " in this House 1
1\1r. LAWSON.-Never, aJ;ld I do not
seel the relevancy .of that interjection.
However, I was saying that certain
privileges and immunities are given to
this House.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Any one would
think tha.t the Government were on trial
for an offence.
Mr. LA'VSON.-The Government are
not on trial at all.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The ex-Government.
l\ir. LA-WSON.-It is not so. I could
understand the position if honorable
members opposite would make definite
charges of maladministration or corruption-something that could, in accordance
wit.h pa.rliamentary praatice and tradition, be made the subject. of judicia.l
investigation or inquiry in otl'der that
the facts might be determined, and the
honour of a Minister who had been
charged clea.red.
That.' is quite a
different matter. In the present case the
Government a,re asking that a. Commission sha.ll deal with ce-rtain fa.cts, the
separation of whien from -political con~iderations is absolutely impossible, and I
say that that is an abrogation of the immunities :md the privileges that are given
to honorable members of this House in
the public interests, and in order that they
may fearlessly discharge their duties.
That is the first essential thing that I
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point out, .and there has been no attempt
by any honorable melnber on the Ministerial side of the House, and certainly no
attempt by the Attorney-General in the
speech he made a few moments ago, ta
deal with that aspect of the matter.
Mr. SLATER.-! say you have no constitutional authority to support that view.
Mr. LA\VSON.-It is all very well for
the honol'able gentleman t-Dsay that, but
he can point to no precedent in the history
of this Parliament to support the appoint.
ment of a Royal Oommission to deal with
such matters as are referred to in clause
1, paragraph (a) of the Oommission. He
can nnd no parliamentary authority or
precedent for an appointment of this
kind. It is on that ground that I
take my first objection to the appointment of this Commission.
Some
honorable members have thrown outa kind of insinuation tha.t we nave
something to hide.
They have suggested that we are afraid of something coming to light that would show
that we had acted unworthily-that we
had betrayed our trust, or that we had
been guilty of some wro.n.g-doing. Those
suggestions are unworthy of this House,
and unworthy of any honorable members
who have made them.
Vile who were
:Ministers do uot fear the fullest light of
day being shed on every aspect of the
police mutiny so far as we were associated
with it, directly 01' indirectly. So far as
the conversations or negotiations that
tooK place 'are concerned, there should be
on the file verbatim reports of all that
took place at the interviews that I had
with ex-Constable Brooks and others. I
presume that they will be made available
if this Oommission of inquiry proceeds.
I say it is quite unworthy of honorab1e
members by innuendo to throw out
.a kind of suggestion that it i9
because we fear publicity in regard
to ·aU tha t has taken place that
we oppose the appointment of the Oommission. There is not a scintilla of truth
in an accusation of that kind, but there
is our vital objection to the infraction
of the cardinal principle of parliamentary
privilege and immunity. I could under-·
stand honorable members opposite-I
could forgive them, to some extent, or I
would not blame them so much-if they
hadappoillted a Commission constituted
differently from the present Oommission.
I rilake no personal charge against any
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member of that Commission. Sir John
Monash has built a reputation for himself
and no Olle would challenge-Mr. HUGHEs.-Could you make a
c.:harge if you wanted to make one ~
Mr. LAWSON.-Hold your tongue or
talk seuse.
Even by making certain
people members of Parliament you cannot make them gentlemen.
Mr. HUGHEs.-I am just as much a
gentleman as you are.
Mr. LAWSON.-Let the community
judge that.
Mr. HUGHEs.-They judged at the last
election, aljd you got beaten.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not want to be
troubled with mosquitoes.
Mr. HUGHEs.-I do not want to be
troubied with blowflies.
}\fr. LAWSON.-I want to proceed
on the even tenor of my way without impertinent interjectiolls. Noone
would object to the constitution of the
Commission so far as the fairmindedness
and the ability of its members are concerned. That is not the point. I hold
that it would be absolutely unfair to
ask the permanent head of a Department
over which I had ,presided, assuming I
had been a Minister and had left that
Department, to sit in judgment on matters
affecting my administration of the Department. That is what th-e Government
are doing in regard to the Public Service
Commissioner.
He was the permanent
head of the Department that controlled
the Police Department. He was the ad,Iiser of the Minister, and subsequently
was appointed to the position of Public
Service Oommissioner. It is, of COUl'se,
foolish to compare the status of the Public Service Commissioner 'with that of a
Supreme Oourt Judge, who has a life
tenure of office.
}Ir. TUNNECLIF:FE.-You know that
Supreme Oourt Judges object to being
&ppointed as Royal Commissioners.
Mr. LAWSON.-Quite rightly, too.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is -not true to
say that a Supreme Court !udge. has a
life tenure of office.
He IS subJect to
removal by Parliament, in exactly the
same way as the Public Service Commission~r, who can only be removed by a resolution of both Houses.
Mr. LA"\VSON.-The Public Service
CODllnjssioner is appointed under the Act
for a definite term. There is a very vital
distinction between the tenure of a
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Supreme Oourt Judge and that of the
Public Service Commissiu~ler, and the
Ohief Secretary ought to know it.
Mr. W ARDE.-Do I uuderstaud you to
suggest that seven years' hence, when the
Public Service Commissiouer's term of
office ends, this Government will still be
in powey, with the I'ight to re-appoint
him?
:Mr. LAWSON.-I was not suggesting
that.
I was suggesting that what the
Government have done is not fair to· the
ex-1\1inister whose political conduct may
be called into question. It is not fair to
the Public Service Commissioner to pnt
him in a, position where he will be asked
to investiga.te facts, and give O'piniomf in
rega.rd to facts which ma,y involve the
considerat.iO'n of political matters. That
is the objection Supreme COUy;t judges
urged to their appointment to COllUTIissions of this kind.
It had been the
practice to' appoint Supreme Court Judges
to investigate charges made against
Minist.ers in this House.
The Chief
Justice made a protest to the Governmen t
of the daY'. He said, "These matters
involve po>liticaI considerations, and it is
not fair to the members of the Supreme
Court Bench to ask them to undertalm
work of that character. Their work involves the inteTpretation of the law, and
is of a, judicial nature. You never know
when there ma.y be. a conflict between
-the Judicia.ry ,and Parliament if you ask
the Supreme Court BEa::J.<,:h to undertake
this pa,rticular work. "
Vo,re supported
t.he Supreme Court. Judges in that respect.
Supposing it is determined to proceedwith the CO'mmission, I can understand
that it might be difficult to get the right
cl:;l.Ss of men to act, but surely it cannot
be said that in this communitv onlv
public servants are capable of determin'ing a ma.tter such as: this, and that it
would be impossible to get. from outside
three impartial judges who have not been
associated with the Administration, who
are not under the direction of present
Ministers,. and who ha.ve not been under
the direction of former Minist.ers, nor
associated with them in Ministerial work.
Tn my judgment,. these objections are
fatal to the cons:titution o,f the Commi~
sion as it stands. It is not fair to tho6e
men, and, as I have saiu, it is not fair to
ex-:Ministers. Further, a man one day is
giving his directions tOt the permanent
head of a Depa,rtmel1t~ a,nd next week he
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finds the permanent head of tha.t Department set up as a judge to try him in regard tOl certain po>litical matte,rs. Apart
from that, what good purpose does the
Government think can be served by the
prosecution of this inquiry as to matters
tha,t took place last N orvember ~ I could
understand it. if the Premier said, "I
am no't satisfied that the Police Force is
as efficient as it should be, and I want
expert advice as to what steps should
be taken to make it the efficient instrument that we desire it to be."
That seems to have been included as
camouflage to hide the real purpose ~f
the Commission which is to make thIS
political inquiry.
Presumably the Government are determined that they are
going on with this investiga,tion.
If
they persevere" I want t.0' say that, in l~y
judgment, cO'unsel should be made avaIlable fO'r'the Chief Commissioner of Police
and those whose administration has been
attacked. I now formally put that request to the Premier. I do not know
Mr. Foster, and I have, no feelings
against him. This matter cannot, however, escape ha,ving a political complexion. Mr. Foster has a very definite
political complexi~. We. suspect the l?urpose and the mO'tIve behmd the appomtment O'f the Commission.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YOU a,re obsessed
by what Carlyle' called "preternatural
suspicion.' ,
Mr. LAWSON.-There is the question
O'f unconscious bias, and we dOl not feel
satisfied with the man who has been appointed. I make no personal reflectif)n
on him.
Mr. JACKSON.-You say he was appolinted on a,ccount of his political views 1
l\1:r. LAvVSON.-Althoug-h a man appointed to such a position may be, the
most fair-minded man in the world, yet
if he holds political views and there is
ground fOor a possible suspicion Oof unconscious bias
, the peOople affected . are"
~ntitled to say~ " We will not have hIm.
I take the strongest possible objection to
the appointment of the Commission, and
I intend to oppose the motion. Further.
I dOl mOost e'arnestly suggest that counsel
should be appointed to! represent the
Chief Commissioner, and the Police Department and to be at the service of any
others ~ho may be pa,rticularlv inf"erested.
:Mr. SLATER.-Whom would you get to
instruct him ~ 111J1e CrOlWn Law Department'l
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Mr. LAWSON.-Yes.
Mr. SLATER.-The Grown Solicitor is
already instructing Mr. Foster.
"Mr. LA WSON.-On p'revious oooasions, where there have been" divergent
interests, the Government has paid all
the expenses as in connexion with the
Warrna.mbool inquiry. There is no difficulty in doing what I suggest. It is a
matter which is not beyond the wit and
wisdom of the Attorney-General to deal
with, and I most earnestlv urlle that it
should be done. If t.he full facts are to
b~ presented, it is absolutely necessary
that there should be a searching crossexamination by counsel specially briefed
for that purpose and advised as to the
facts by the other side.
lVIr. EGGLESTON .-There are several
phases Olf this question that I should like
tOl speak about. First of all, there is the
employment of counsel on behalf of
parties who, I venture to say, no one in
the community beEeves are properly
represented. That is nDt intended as a
reflection on Mr. Footer, a man for whom
I have a good deal of respect, and a man
for whom I have pe'rsona,l friendship,.
Mr. SLATER.-Don't you think he has
any ability?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think he has a
cQlllsiderable amount Df ahility. The Attorney-General refe'~red to one ma,t~er in
connexion with this. The House wlll remember that he brought up the question
of injustice tD returned soldiers in not
being given a fair proportion of briefs.
The honorable gentleman read the answer
of the ex-Attorney-General that men with
special qualificatiQllls should be given
briefs.
Mr. SLATER.-I followed that excellent
precedent.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.~You think 1\1r.
Foster has special qualifications"~
Mr. SLATER .....:...I do.
1\1r EGGLEST'ON.-A1thou~h he cannOlt ~ommand a fee as hie-h as" Mr.
Cussen ~ Are those special qualifications
his political views?
Mr. SLATER.-You admitted a moment
ago that Mr. Foster had the requisite
ability.
Mr. E.GGLESTON.-I did not say
that.
I believe he has the reqlfisite
ability, but the qu"estiou is whether he is
properly supplied with information,
whether the parties instructine- him know
sufficient about the casei, whether there is
liaison between those instructing him and
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the people who reaUy know something
about the case.
Has any means been
adopted by this GQlvernment to bring Mr.
Fosterr and Mr. Menzies into touch with
those who can bring evidence from the
other side 1 This is a matter that
will seriously weaken the effect of any
decision that the Commission can make.
I feel certain that the public are sa,tisfied that nOi proper attempt is being made
to bring aU the evidence before the Commission. It is not a question of a man
having the ability tOi improvise. He may
have plenty of ability, but the Question is
whether he is supplied with information
from those who really know the facts 1
Are the witnesses in touch with him ~ Is
he in cOinference with those on this side 1
Is he in conference with the Chief Commissioner 1
Mr. SLATER. -You know as well as I
do that tha,t is a matter for the Commission itself.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is not a
matter for the Commission itself.
As ,a matter of fact, the Attorney-General said' that the CommissiOin
had to decide the ambit of its inquiry.
In some cases where a Select Committee
appointed by this HQluse had no one
specially qualified in knowledge of the
witnesses, as in t.he case of the gas inquiry-I am not reflecting on the- secretary, who was an able officer-the Chairman had the responsibility of bringing
evidence forward. In this case that responsibility has been taken frO'm the
Chairman and very properly put in the
hands of a,n officer of the Crown Law Department, and the Commission 'will have
, practically no aut;llQtrity and nO' means of
deciding whether person& who are not
called should be called to give evidence.
Mr. SLATER.-T'he hono,rable member
is just assuming that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is what will
happen with the organization that has
been adopted in connexion with this Commission. The neled of counsel in this case
is tWQlfold. There should be counsel t(\
repre,sent ex-Ministers whose conduct has
been attalcked-evidence is already being
given, and the a,ttack is being developed
-and another to represent a Dublic servant whose, responsibility fO'r the work O'f
this Depa,rtment is paramount-the
Chief Commissioner of POilice. It may
be said, though unfairly, that ex-Ministers might pay for their own counsel
themselves, but it cannot be said that the
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head of a public department, who is carrying on his work to the best .of his ability,
should not have counsel at the public expense to represent him when his conduct
is being attacked. To adopt any other
view would be absolute nonsense. That
officer has not yet been found guilty, and
no definite charge has been made against
him, but a fishing inquiry is being conducted involving the administration of
his department, and that officer has not
the opportunity of bringing his case
before the Commission. It is not, only
his case, but the case of the department
and the men under him. What opportunity have the present members of the
Police Force to bring their case before
the Commission 1
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Will not the Commis~
sion bring out the facts they wand
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Commission
is not at all likely to do so with the organization it has.
It is the secretary
who will get the witnesses, and he is not
definitely in touch with some people who
are directly concerned with the result of
this inquiry. When the Commission was
appointed to inquire into the construction
of the Warrnambool breakwater, requests
similar to those we are now making were
put forward by the then Leader of t.he
Opposition and other members of his
party. I remember the honorable member
for Warrenheip was very eloquent on the
subject.
Their requests were complied
with, and what was asked to be done then
is what we are asking the present Government to do now. Why should not the
same procedure be adopted l;lOW as was
taken then? It is a good precedent.
Mr. BAILEy.-At the inquiry you refer
to, the only persons represented by counsel were those immediately concerned.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
member for Warrnambool was represented by counsel.
Mr. BAILEY.-Are you asking for counsel for Mr. Nicholson?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that the
Government ought to appoint the counsel
we are asking for. A huge responsibility
is being taken, and important decisions
may be arrived at. When we find one
party in this House being attacked by
another party, there should be no opposition to the request we have made. I
have not yet heard the Attorney-General,
nor any member on the Ministerial side of
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the !Jausa advance any reason why coun~
sel should not be appointed as we desire.
Mr. SLA..TER.-What was done in regard
to the Butter Commission, which held an
inquiry into the conduct of a Minister ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-About seven 01
eight couusel were engaged on the But~
ter Commission, but that matter was entirely different from this. In that par~
ticular case definite charges were made.
Where an individual's character is being
attacked the principle of formulating de~
finite charges should be adopted.
Mr. SLATER.-In the cage of the Butter
Commission, an ex-MiJ1ister was attacked,
and I do not think he had counsel briefed
by the Government.
. Mr. EGGLESTON.-That was an en~
tirely different matter. The question then
was the making of secret profits out of the
butter trade.
Mr. SLATER.-There was a charge of
maladministration of .the department.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-In this case there
i::; no suggestion of any fraudulent act by
any person. The only possible finding is
that mistakes were made. I should like to
bring under the notice of the House the
result of some of Mr. Foster's work before
the Commission. I want to read from
the report that appeared in the Argus.
The SPEAKER.-I should like the
honorable member to speak in such a way
that I cau hear him.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I was not deliber~
ately discourteous to you, Mr. Speaker,
but honorable members have pointed out
that if I turn my face towards you they
do not hear what I have to say.
Mr. PRENDERG.A.ST.-Don't worry about
lecturing the Speaker; get on with your
speech.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should like to
point out that the cross-examination of a
wi tness by counsel a ppearing on behalf
of the public, would be a test of the credibility of the witness. In this way, alternative views, and possibly different evidence, would be brought out. If there is
no counsel to cross-examine a witness,
there will be no test of credibility; the
Commission will merely have the views
put before it by the witness. Without
this cross-examination the evidence of a
witness might possibly be accepted,
though it might not set out the true facts.
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In the evidence that has already been
given before the Commission, Mr. Foster
made no effort to test the credibility of
the witness.
Mr. SLATER.-Do you sugg~st that the
press report is verbatim, or anything like
it ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-It is what
the public read. .
.
Mr. EGG1ESTON.-I£ any effort had
been made to test the credibility of the
witness, it would have appeared in the
press. That is the sort of thing that the
press always takes notice of, 3.lld if anything sensational appears during 'crossexamination, it is given prominence.
I now wish to read those parts of the
A "gus report of the police inquiry dealing with the cross-examination of a. wit11essIn answer to Mr. Foster, witness said that
on the first night of the tl'ouble he had not
said that the "spooks" were the sole cause
of the whole trouble, but that they were the
"last straw that broke the crunel's back!'
There was no doubt that they were the cause
of the trouble on that particular night.

That is getting away from one of the
awkward points affecting the case of the
ex-police.
The next question wasMr. Foster.-Do you people aDject to supervision of any kind, or just in this particular
form?
Witness.-We recognize that tbere must be
supervision, and we don't object to' any numbel' of sergeants and senior-constables, but
we certainly do object to this spying method.

One would have- thought that a counsel
who was anxious to see whether this ~ys
tem of spe,cial constables was justified,
would bring out some of th0 results and'
discoveries of that system.
Was that known to the Chief Commissioner?
-He Imew as. far back as ~h November,
1922, when stl'enuous l'epresentations aga.inst
the special supervisors were 111 ade to bim on
behalf of the whole Force.
Mr. Foster questioned witness from official
reports of the proceedings between Mr. Lawson and the deputations, and said that Brooks,
when holding out a threat to the Premier, was
not speaking on behalf of the men.
.
Sir John Momtsh.-Did the Premier at any
time say that he would have the special superViSOl'S withdrawn pendiIlg flo conference?
Witness.-No.

Sir John Monash is an expert cr09Sexaminer, but honorahle members will
notice that he asked only C)ue or two
questions.
To Mr. Foster witness said that the deputation which had been informed by Mr. Nicholson that he did not want it thought that he
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had "<:limbed do\vn," consisted of four memherfl of the exocutive of the Police Association.
They had not submitted a report to the As1:Iociation, as they had promised Mr. Nicholson
to treat the matter as in confidence.
R.egttrding his own movements on the first
nights of the trouble. witness repeated the
sta.tements he had made to Mr. Shelton.
Mr. Foster.-It is said that on Friday you
should have been on duty by 10 o'clock, and
at ten minutes to 10 o'clock you rang up Sergeant Robertson and said you had been on
association work all day and were unfit to go
on duty.
Witness.-That is a deliberate and wicked
lie. Mr. Lawson told me there was no need to
go on duty, and Sergeant Robertson himself
told me to go home.
Tt is also said that you had no permission to
attend to Association work in conn ex ion with
the strike 'I-There was no need for permission.
I was off duty all day, and not due on until
10 o'clock at night.
After the pay incident, you did not report
for duty?-That is right. I was due for duty
at 10 o'clock on Saturday night, and I would
certainly not have gone back after the way I
had been treated. "But that incident was on
Saturday morning.
What was your position from 10 o'clock on
Friday night till 6 o'clock on Saturday morning 1-1 was on leave by permission of the Premier and Sergeant Robertson until 10 o'clock
on Saturday night, yet I am discharged as
from Friday morning.

I want to be fair to lYIr. Foster, and it
may be that he has been badly reported.
It would, howe,ver, appear from the report that the questions he asked were designed to get out ef the witness only
evidence in favour of the case of the expolice. He did not endeavour to elicit
any rebutting evidence.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Would not: that have
come later ~
Mr. EGGLESTON .-It could not come
later.
Mr . JACKSON .-Co-uld not there be rebutting evidence ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, but the evidence ef this witness should have been
tested, in order to ascertain whether it
was of any value er not.
I\ir. JACKSON.-Could not that have
been done by other evidence ~
l\1r. EGGLESTON.-Yes, but it might
also have been tested out of the witness's
own mouth. If 1Ir. Foster had not been
t.here Sir John l\1onash would probably
have subjected the witness to' a severe
cross-e·xamination.
In the traditions of
.the Bar, there is a very strong ethical
principle that a barrister has, theugh not
to' the same extent as a judge, judicial
responsibilities as to his wQ.rk. A barrister should never be under suspicien of
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bias, and it is for that re<ason that very
few barristers in Melbourne-I think it
has been done in only one -case-will appear for a colllpany on whose bQiard he
has a seat. They do not wish it to appear
to the public that their own private interests might in any way affect the:q:t in
the conduct of a case in the court.
Mr. SOLLY.-Is it fair to attack Mr.
Foster en a statement made in the press ~
Mr. EGGLESTON. - The press reports may, I admit, be unjust, but that
is the only evidence we now have befere
us. I say advisedly that if Mr, Fester's
reputatien at the Bar as a cress-examining
counsel were to be judged by what appears in this pre'8S report, it wouldsufier
severely. I have not seen the shorthand
writer's reports. In justice to Mr. Fester
I would like to have an QiPportunity of
seeing them. If I feund that my criticism was in any way unfair I weuld be
quite prepared to make the amende honorable. The evidence of the witness to
whem I referred should have been better
tested, whereas everything that was
brought out seems to' have been favorable to him. An effort might have been
made to asced.ain what he did at this
crucial period.
Did he go to bed that
night, or did he go round pulling other
men Qiut of bed 1
Mr. TU'NNECLIFFE.-Weuld the newspaper report from which you have quoted
be accepted as evidence anywhere ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It weuld net.
Mr. SeLLY.-Would you like to have
your political speeches attacked on the
strength of press reports ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not the
questien.
I wish to deal now with the
personnel of the Commission, and to deal
with it from a. point of view which the
members of the Government, and "especially the Atto·rney-General, whO' is
anxious to carry out the traditions of
British law, should have regarded more
seriously than they did. The objection to
the Commission is not an objectien to the
personality, or a .refiection on the honesty
and probity, ef its members. But having
regard to the positions they hold the
public are lacking in confidence that they
are net biased on political points. It is
alsO' felt that it is against public policy
that men who h~ve to discharge public
duties and enforce discipline sheuld sit
on a board when the whole question
which is the subject of inquiry is whether
the members ef the Police Force are to
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carry out the oath they took, and to display the qualities required for the proper
performance of their duty.
Mr. BAILEy.-No matter what the
personnel of the Commission had been
you would have objected to it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am against the
Commission because I think that it will
be destructive of the discipline of the
Police Force. The personnel of the Commission could not give satisfaction to the
people of Victoria, because the members
of it cannot dissociate themselves from
the circumstances of their position in the
Public Service, and their r~lations to' the
various parties concerned. The AttorneyGeneral will probably remember a series
of cases that dealt with the right of
justices of the peace to sit on the Bench·
when certain matters were being dealt
with. Probably. the most important d
those cases i,3 that of Mr. Lormer, a temperance iecturer and advocate. He took
part in the he'aring of a case, and the
consequence was that the decision given
by the lower Court wa,s quashed by the'
Supreme Court. . This is what Chief
Justice Madden said, in delivering the
judgment of the Supreme, Court-In the present case Mr. Lormer sat in
a prosecution of a licensed victualler for
an alleged offence under the Licensing
Act. Objection was taken to his presence
on the bench; he persisted in sitting,
and the result of the case was that the defendant was convicted. It is now sought to
review that decision.
Having regard to all
the circumstances of the case before us, there
appears to be no doubt that the act of Mr.
Lormer was wrong-wrong to a degree far surpassing the criticism of mere taste, because
whatever degree of disability he was himself
able to understand the finding of the Board
against him to have created, if he did not
altogether abstain from sitting in the class of
cases to which this belongs, at all events it
was plainly his duty to have retired from the
Bench when his presence was objected to by
those engaged in the case, or when he was
objected to by those engaged in that particular claEs of litigation.
In other words,
the
sensitiveness
which
should
prevail
amongst Judges, not only in this jurisdiction, but amongst Judges of all de-'
grees, should reach to that" chastity of
honour that feels a stain like a wound."
The mere suggestion that distrust prevails as
to the propriety of his acting or as to his intention in acting in the case should pre\'ail
with him to induce him to retire from the
Bench at once on objection being taken. Of
course, a case might arise in which an undue,
llnprincipled, or insolent attempt might be
made to deter or frighten a Judg-e from sitting.
Tn such a rase the magistrate's own proper
perspicacity, self-respect,' and resolution should
induce him to resist any attempt to interfere
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with right and duty, and make him remain on
the Bench. But where there is tangible ground
for the suspicion that a magistrate may be distrusted in a particular case, his duty is to
retire at once.
There is no reason why he
should not, because he is not wanted there;
tho public business would proceed, others \Voult!
a ttend to it; and the reason why he is permitted to sit at all is his possessing the full
('onfidenc'e and trust of the public in administering the law. Therefore, we think there can·
not be a moment's doubt as to the impropriety
of the presence of Mr. Lormer on the Bench on
this OccllRion, having regard to all the circumstances.

lvIr. SLATER.-Do you suggest that
there is any analogy between that case
and this Commission?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suggest that
there is a very strong analogy.
. Mr. SLATER.-YOU would have object.IOns of that kind to every Royal Commission that was appointed.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If that is so, it
is a very good reason for not appointing Royal Commissions on matters in
connexion with which very strong political controversy is aroused, and that is
a point we take. But in this case you
have one man-the Public Service Commissioner-who is responsible practically
for the discipline of the whole of the
Public Service.
}Ir. TUNNEcLIFFE.-And who Sir John
'Mackey said was more impartial in his
judgment than the Chief Secretary.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That may be so;
but it is absolutely irrelevant to what I
am saying. There is a fierce political
discussion as to whether the police have
a right to strike.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - That IS not the
discuSt3ion at all.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is what the
Government ask this Commission to decide. It is an admission to the' people .
of Victoria that the police have a right
to break their oaths under certain circumstances. That is what the appointment
of the Commission involves, and you have
the Public Service Commissioner-the
man responsible Jor the discipline of the
whole of the Public Service-sitting to
decide that question. Whatever way he
decides he will arouse antagonism. If he
decides that the men had the right to
break their oaths it will weaken his control over the service in matters of disflipline. This is a matter of public interest, and I am not reflecting on the indi·
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vidual at all. He does what he is told,
and has a right to do so. It is a matter
of public interest as to whether a man in
the position of Public Service Commissioner should be weakened ill 'h~s cc n trol
of the Public Service by his baving to
take part in deciding a matter of puhlic
controversy. The case of Superintendent
Martin is absolutely analogous to the
case of Mr. Lormer.
Superintendent
Martin is subject to the discipline I)f the
Chief Commissioner of Police.
Vve do
not know what has gone on betwce::n them.
There may have been disagre81l1ellls between them. I believe there have bel'm.
We also know that Superintendent
J\{artin was an officer of the Dppal'tment
ut the time the strike touk pIa co, nnd hiE
conduct during that period i1:l just as
much under review as that of the Chief
Commissioner. 'Vhy should he be given
the shelter of the Bench ~ The conduct of
every man in the service at that time is
under review, yet Superintendent Martin
is selected and put on the Bench.
Mr. SLATER. - Can't you suggest Bome
objection to Sir .J ohn Monash ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think it is undesirable for any public servant to be on
a Commission of this kind. If the honorable gentleman looks up the last number
but one of the Quarte1'ly Review he
will find the strongest objections taken in
England by all sorts of people to the appointment of judges and other high
officers to Royal Commissions.
It is a
wrong principle to adopt.
It means
affecting their efficiency in the conduct
of their duty, because their efficiency depends on the confidence of the public in
them, and you shatter that public confidence by ma~illg them take sides in
political disputes.
1\ir. TUNNECLIFFE.--That is an academic statement.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is real enough
for the Judges to say that a temperance
fidvocate should not sit on the trial of a
licensing case.
:Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-In one case.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - That case tieeides many, and the conduct of the Licensing Bench is determined by that case.
The Chief Secretary exposes his ignorance when he says it is only one case. It
is not only one case.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-When thC!
Attorney-General was speaking there was
not a word said by this (the Oppqsition)
side.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - The reason f01these decisions is that when a case is being
tried by a judicial authority the public
should not have any grounds to gainsay
the judgment or to whittle away from it~
force by the suggestion that one of the
,T udges may have been biased or interested. N one of the Judges should be open
to the l3uggestion that his previous hist()r~T
or his relations with other people- might
possibly deter him from arriving at au
absolutely just judgment, nor should interested parties be given the opportunity
of saying -that he might have been so deterred.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Is this a case of
suspicion haunting the guilty mind ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is a very
cheap gibe, and I hope I shall not be interrupting the honorable gentlel.nan if I
proceed with my speech. Here is a still
stronger case. A prosecution was brought
by a Melbourne Harbour Trust officer
against a man for a breach of thp. :Melbourne Harbour Trust Act. One of the
Commissioners of the Trust habitually
sat on that Bench. When the case ~ame
before the court the Commissioner said to
his fellow-justices, "I am not going tl)
sit on this case." But he did not separate
himself from them, and from all appeurances he was taking part in the hearing
of the case. The case was that of Vincent
v. CU1'ran~ and the judgment of 1\11'.
Justice Hodges is given in the V ictoria!lJ
Law Reports for 1909. He saidIn this case proceedings were taken by the
Melbourne Harbor Trust agaillst one 'Patrick
Curran for plying for hire as a carter within
the Port of Melbourne without being licensed
by the Melbourne Harbour Trust Commissicners for that
purpose.
The
magistrates
convicted
him.
Sitting on the
Bench with the magistrates was one of
the
Melbourne Harbour
rfrust Commissioners.
He was a justice of the peace,
and, as I understand it, had been adjudicating
ItS such, and while this case was being hearcl
he remained in the position he previously occupied on the Bench. I believe most absolutelv
the statement- in the affidavit of the Chairmail
of the Bench, Mr. Hartnell, that when this
case was being called on Mr. Parker informed
Mr. Baragwanath and Mr. Hartnell that he
was a member of the Melbourne Harbour Trust,
and, as the case was a prosecution by the
llarbour Master, he would take no part in the
determination. I think, as a matter of fact,
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he did not take any part jn the llearing and
determination of the case. But, although he
{lid not take any part in the hearing or deterwination of t.he ca:'!e, this was a matter that
''':is private between the magistrates. To the
appearance and understanding of those in
court, Mr. Parker was one of the magistrates
adjudicating. It would be impossible for
partie!; to know by, whom their causes were
Leing tried if transactions like this were
. allowed to stand. In my opinion, it is hardly
possible for justices to be impartial adminis·
trators if one of the parties to the litigation
i8 sitting on the Bench and has been acting as
a magistrate immediately ibefore, and is going
to act as such immediately afterwards with the
other magistrate8.
If he sits on the Bench
with those others in his own case, although he
takes no part in it, it is impossible for the
discussion that ordinarily takes place between
Inagistrntes to take place with the same freedom and impartiality as it otherwise would do.
'There would be a delicacy of discussion in the
hearing of their colleague who is a party to
the proceedings before them, and it would lead,
I think, to serious pllblic dissatisfaction if
-])(,},S011S who were prosecutors and were magibtrates were allowed to remain, and did remain, on the Bench while their causes were
tIeing heard. The authorities, I think, come
(]uite up to this point-that, under such cir('umstunces, IIOt only would persons suspect
t.hat they \Yere not being fairly treated, but
that they mjght reasonably suspect that
the;v ~V'eTe not being fairly treated; and
the authorities establish that when parties
reasonably suspect that they" are not heing
fa.irly treated, the proceedings will be upset.
1 t is importtuit, in tlw public administration
of jl1stire, that there should be absolute conn.(lelleC in the integrity and impartiality of the
]~en('h and in its freedom from bias. I think the
order of the magistrates should be quashed on
tllat ground.

If Superintendent Mar6n'e influence led
to a report against the Chj ef Commissioner
would the, latte,r not ha,ve, re,ason to complain that he was being tried by a, ma·n
who was unde,r him, and who had been an
applicant for his job ~ The cases say, and
it js not based on mere la,w, but on profound ethical consideration, that people
should have confidence that the judges
who try them are, free from any suspicion
of bias. I do not think that thet men
whose reputation is at stake in this inquiry can possible have that fete,ling of
freedom from suspicion when their cause
is to be, tried by men in the Depa~tments
11 nder them. If Ministers wish the report
of this Commission to be accepted by the
public of Victoria, it is, I think, an
astonishing thing that they should weaken
it by adopting such a questionable procedure' in the, appointment of the personnel
of the Commission. Whv not ha,ve had a
'Commission that would be absolutely free ~
Mr. Eggleston.

Cormnisswn.

Why should thOose particular gentleman
ha,ve, been selected ~
Mr. SLATER.-We made, the mistake of
not submitting the names to you.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That was the Government's own responsibility.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-! do not know that
anyone has be€n accused.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is one of the
unfair things about it. Therefore, no one
knows whe,ther it is proper fOor him to
come, before thet Commission.
No exMinister nor member of the Police ForcE'
knows whetheif it is propelf for him to give
p.vidence, because, he, is not aware whe,ther
he is to be, attacked. That is 01181 of the
most unjust fea,tures Oof the, Commission,
and should condemn it in the public
mind. It is a questiOon of not only the
cr,oss-examina.tion of witne1sses, but of the
bringing of witnesses before the Commission. When people are, not definitely atta,cked they may stay away, and then find
that the Commission may bring in a report against them. It is Oone, of the most
unfair submissions to arbitration or to a
Commission that I ha,ve, ever heard of.
Of course, it is too la,te to ask the Govenment to withdra,w this Commission,
but I say definitely, and I want to place
it 011 record, that I think the Commission
which is only brought in to absolve the
Government from the, responsibility of
de,aling with the, issue as they promised to
do. will be de'structive ,of the efficiency of
the Force. ,Vhat is going to be the result
of the Commission ~ Suppose it brings in
a, ve,rdict in favour of the ex-constables,
and asks for their reinstatement. Wha,t
will their reinsta,tement lead to ~
Are
the Govelfnment going to. add 600 me,n to
the strength of the F'orce, and bring it
fro'm 1,800 to 2,400 ~
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We will tell yeu
when wei ge,t the report.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-I am only testing
the validity of the procedure by the possible results.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YoU are guessing at
the results, and then building up an argument. You do not know what the results
will be.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Some one said
the honorable, geutleman was cle,ve,r at interruptiops, but I must say I Gannot see
"it. If this Commission brmgs in a report
in favour of re,instatement, the Government are pra.ctically bound to reinstate.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-Who, said that they
aTe bound to reinstate 1
l
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is if they
carry out their policy. What will be the
consequences O'f that position Y Are they
going to sack those who stood by the
Uovernment dUl'ing the last six months ~
Are they going to get rid of men who
have" I ve.uture to say, secured in that
limited time an efficiency that no one expected was possible ~ I say that the steps
that those men have taken to secure efficiency have, been absO'lutely remarkable.
It was suggested in the press at the time
of the strike that you could not provide
a substitute FOorce within six years. I
suggest that the present members of thl.
Police' Force are doing as well as those
whosel pla.ces they took. ,
Mr. JACKSoN.-Use your eyes.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have been ill
the Courts, and I have been surprised
at the way in which the men ha,ve
done their work.
N ow the Government are asking all the m~m with
grievances in that Department tOo bring
them before the Commission and create
all sorts of distrust amongst individual
members Oof the Force.
Suppose the
Police· Force is to consist of a section of
both sides. That will mean that on€l-half
will have its hand constantly against the
othN half in l'evenge for what has been
said at the' inquiry. It is one of the mO'st
irresponsible ads that I have se'eu a Gove,rruoont father. I hope that the rooling
of this House is sufficiently alive tOo the
traditions of Parliament, and of the a,dministration of justice in this State, for
members to frown and disapprove, by their
vote of such an action.
Major BAIRD.-I desire, to say a· word
or two before the motion is put.
The
Attorney-General seemed to imply that
the Commission is to inquire into the efficiency of the' Force'. As I tried to show
earlie,r in the evening, the Chief Secretary
has vouched for the e,fficiency of the Force
at present.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You tried to' show
that, but you did not succeed.
Major BAIRD.-The honorable member
said that the record Oof crime for the month
of August was the best during the whole
history of the Force. He said that there
had been less crime and more detection.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I said there was less
crime.
Major BAIRD.-Well that speaks for
the efficiency O'f the Force.
Wha,t I
quoted shows that the efficiency of the
Force! is of a VAry bjgn standard. Like
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the last speaker I feel that the Commission will he a serious blow to that e,fficie,ncy. You cannot have inquiries where
one officer has to give evidence against
another and still maintain the efficiency
of the Force.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE..-That ha.ppens e,very
day on police inquiries-one officer giving
tvidence against another.
Ma.jor BAIRD.-Supposing the Commission recommends that the ex-constables
should be reinstated.
Mr. COTTER.-Then they will be reinstated in that case.
l\Iajor BAIRD.-I hope they will not.
Supposing there, is such a recommeudatio'll, and supposing the men are reinstated. Tha t would me·an tha,t the'Y would
have to work with those whom they have
called" scabs." Will efficiency be secured
when men who mistrust one. another have
to work toge,ther 7 In his work a policeman has to trust a comrade at every turn.
If two are working together to arrest an
accused person, one man may do all the
injury it is possible to do to the other if
he does not want to assist him.
Mr. HUGHES.-Do you think the older
members of the Force are working with
the recnlits at the present time~'
:Major BAIRD.-I think the record of
the Forcfl shows that they are working
together, to a gre.at extent.
Mr. HUGHEs.-There is a clear e~
ample to the contrary in your own electorate.
A few weeks ago a detective
refused to give any assistance to a recruit.
].fajol' B.AIRD.-If such an element
as the Government probably would like
to bring in is introduced1 the efficiency of
the Force will be ruined. The AttorneyGeneral als0 referred to the scope of the
inquiry. H0 said it was as wide almost
as it was possible to make it. I differ
fro.p1 him in that opinion.
Mr. SLATJ<;R.-I did not quite say that.
I said the terms of reference were drawn
widely.
Major BAIRD.-The honorab1e gentleman said very widely.
Mr. SJ.ATER.-I do not recollect putting in the adverb.
:Major BAJRD.-You said it was as
widely clr~rwn as it should be.
What
should be the subject of inquiry by this
Oommission is surely whether the men
were justified or not in striking.
Mr. SLATER.-That is a relevant question for the Oommission to answer.
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Major BAIRD.-Is it ~ The point is
Mr . JACKSON.-Tha t is the sore point.
so safely guarded that it cannot be in·
Major BAIRD.-The point I want to
qnired into. The very thing that this make is that these men went to the
Commission ought to inquire into is Trades Hall, and the Trades Hall Counblocked by the terms of the Commission,- cil told the Government what it ought to
which is bound by the reference.
It do.
cannot inquire into the question whether
Mr. BAILEY.-Your Government?
the police were- justified in striking or
Major BAIRD.-No, the present GolIot. It can make inquiries as to whether vernment.
the men had grievances, but whether they
Mr. SLATER.-YOU must have been getwere justified in taking the vital step ting inside information.
1h8Y did, is not a subject of inquiry.
Major BAIRD.-I have here the proMr. SLATER.-That is a specific term clamation that was issued ,on their
of tho reference-the cause or causes behalf.
leading to certain persons refusing duty.
Mr. BnowNBILL.-What paper is that
Major BAIRD.-But that does not you are quoting from?
deal with the question whether they were
Major BAIRD.-I .am quoting from
justified or not. Everybody knows that the Ar,gus, but what I am going to read
the cause was the appointment of what comes from Mr. E. J. Holloway, who, I
they called "spooks."
understand, is an important official at the
Mr. SLATER.-The Oommission will Trades Hall. I want to read one parainquire into that.
graph from his proclamation:Major BAIRD.-That may be on the
Should Parliament urge the complete reinquestion as to the cause of the strike, but statement of the former policemen, or should
the Commission will not be able to say if the present Force be immediately improved
the men were justified in striking be- numerically, and what is more important-the reinstatement of a considercause of the employment of those super- efficiently-by
able number of the old Force? The men in the
visors.
street in ever-increasing numbers are asking
Mr. St.ATER.-YOU leave it to the Com- this question, and- demanding some immediate
action. Simple justice demands that somemission; they will handle it all right.
thing be done, and one course open to finally
Major HAIRD.-The Commission is get
an efficient and satisfied Police Force is the
bound by the terms of the reference, and appointment of a Royal Commission to inquire
the Attorney-General knows that very into the whole ramifications of the Police Dewell. The very thing that should be in- partment.
quired into cannot be touched. I believe
Mr. SLATER.-That was the personal
that this omission will make the report view of the secretary of the Trades Hall
valueless.
Council.
Mr. Sr,ATER.-We have had, now, two
Major BAIRD.-It is a proclamation
objections from your· side, that are op- issued by the Trades Hall_ Council, and
posed to each other. The one is that the the Government simply had to do what it
terms are too wide, and nl)W, that they was tolp... There is no doubt that there
are not wide enough.
is a political atmosphere about the whole
Major BAIRD.-The probability is thing. We can feel it, and if honorable
that they are too wide in some respects, members sitting on the Ministerial side
and not wide enough in others. Itnas of the IIouse had not hides like that of a
been claimed by Ministerialists that there rhinoceros, they would feel it too. So far
is n.o political atmosphere about this in- as the personnel of the Commission is
quiry. I am sorry to say that I am aatis· concerned, I may say that I have great
ned that there is. It is well known that respect for Superintendent Martin, for the
as soon as these men became ex-constables Pu blic Service Commissioner, and, like
they went to the Trades Hall and were everybody else, for Sir John Monash. I
given a meeting room.
believe that they will carry out their duty
.Mr. HUGHEs.-If they had gone to the to the best of their ability. Still, I do not
National Federation, it would have been think that they should be called upon to
all right.
_ sit in judgment on the questions submitted
Major BAIRD.-They did not go to to them. In a matter of this sort everythe National Federation, but went to the thing should be above party and above
Trades Hall.
politics. I am afraid that this inqury
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will do a great deal towards destroying
the efficiency of the very good Police
Force we have to-day. I am sorry the
Commission has been appointed.
We
must remember that the Police Force has
the care of our Ii berties and our rights.
The members Qf it have to look after the
interests of our women and children, and
they should receive the greatest consideration.
I am afraid they are
not getting any consideration at all.
When party interests are to be served,
what are their rights and what consideration do they get.1 . When party inte:rests
are to be served it does not matter about
the honour of woman or the rights of
man.
The members of the Commission
are to sit in judgment and decide upon
points that ought not to be brought before them.
We should keep men like
these above party and out of politIc:3
altogether.
I am afraid that the Government have done more to injure the
Force than they could remedy if they
remained in office for 100 years.
Mr. FARTHING.-I do not intend to
give ~ silent vote on this very important
queshon. The scope of the Commission
is mainly to inquire into the conditions
of the Force prior to the police strike
of November last, to inquire into the
question of reinstatement, and to consider the standard of efficiency in the
Force at the present time.
Personally,
I can~o~ oppose the appointment of the
Comm~ss~on.
The. appointment of a
CommlssIOn to consIder matters affecting
the Force was one of my election pledges.
I have for some considerable time felt
that such a Commission might be the
means of doing a great deal of good of
throwing ligh,t on the Force gener~lly
and of making it for the future a mor~
efficient body. I do not wish to criticize
the personnel of the Commission ap.
pointed by th~ Government.
The gen·
tlemen selected are big public men.
Each one of them has rendered dis.tinguished service to this State.
The
Cha~rman we know to be a distinguished
soldIer and scholar. He is a man whom
the whole State is disposed to honour.
We all know, too, that the Public Service
Com~issioner is a man of broad sympathIes.
As regards the third member
of ~he
Co~mission,
Superintendent
Mart.m, I thmk, that that particular
appomtment was wrong in principle.
Superintendent Martin has been a fearless officer. . He has done very fine work
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within the Force itself, and I have a high
opinion of him.
I know what splendid
service he has rendered as an officer ()f
our Police Force.
He is easily one of
the most efficient office'rs in the Force
to-day. But to my mind. the appointment of an o-fficer from within the Force
to inquire into questions concerning the
Force is one that is wrong in principle.
Superintendent Martin has knowledge of
the conditions of the Force, and it would
have been very proper to call him as a
witness. The k!nowledge that he possess€.ls could have been utilized in the
shape of evidence. However, I feel that
the findings of the Commission will be
just and probably will do a good deal
of good. I have always regarded the
Victorian Force as an €.fficient body as
far at it goes. If we look into the history of the establishment of police bodies
all over the wodd, we shall not find that
they have been established in the same
haphazard way as in thi.s State. There
has been no material i:ncrease 'Of our
Force· in the last 25 or 30 years. The
number of men has been kept at pretty
much the same figure, notwithstanding
that the popUlation of the State has increased by some 40 or 45 per cent.. during that period.
N ow, in France, particularly, and in the United States ?f
America, the size of the Police Force IS
fixed on a population basis. That seems
to be a scientific way of bringing into
existence and keeping alive an efficient
FO'rce. In that way the properties and
lives 00£ the people are safeguarded. It
would be a good system to adopt in this
State. In Victoria we have, to a great
p,xtent, conce.ntrated our attention upon
the physical capabilities O'f our police.
Certainly we gather together the finest
physical specimens of our manhood.
These men are tocamined chiefly with regard to; their physical proportions. The
examination as to their intellectual fitness has in the past been to .a great
extent farcical. I suppose that this examination would be about equal to that
of a third class, Dr what is knDwn as a
fifth grade, examination in our State
schools. A man who has passed the examinations for the FO'rce has a chance
of advancing to' the highlSst position in
that body. That seems to me to be
wrong. TO' my mind a great deal more
encouragement should be given to' the
younger members of the Fo'rce to qualify
themselves for the higher positions. To
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accomplish that end I would suggest that
a. suitable libra,ry be' established at the
Russell-streett barr.acks, and that lecturers
be appointed tOo hold classes either daily

or on certajn days in the week. Lectures could be given on criminology,
police methods, the simplification 0'£ police
eourts proceedings, and so on.
By a
careful~y graduated system of examinations the younger members of the F(}rce
('ould be encouragted to' quaJi~y themselves for the higher branches of the service. If that were done it would go a
long way toward raising the int€llectu.al
!';tandard . of the Force. I have felt
that fOor ft number Oof veal's.
I have
!';turl i ed_ the Police Force in Victoria, and
J feel that if my 'sugg€l8tion were adopted
it would go a long way towards makillg
the Force mOore efficient. Then a.gain, at
the present time we ha.ve a certain nulUber o,f uniformed poHce who are doing
heat duty.
These policemen are tied
down to bea.ts. They have to deal with
some of the cleverest brains in the State.
The criminals of Victoria are equal t.o
any criminals in A uflltra.lia . The pOliCEI
ha.ve to cope with these men who mak<e
a study of police method~. The crooks
lrn()IW exactly where every policEman i13
at a given time on ,any .evening. They
are as well aware of the poJicema.n's
moverments when he is on his be·at. as Js
the policeman himself. N ow, if we want
to deal with crime in Victoria we must
hav€ m1o,re plain-clothes constables and
give th€se men a, freer hand than the
police ha,ve had in the past. 'To my
mind the a.ppolintment of more plaindothes men would enable us to cope much
mO're t.ho'roughly with the criminal
classes. There is a big underworld in the
State of Victoria. By an earlie~ vote given
thisElvening we practically acquiesced in
the appointment of this Commission.
The question arises whether we are to pay
the expenses of this Commission. Logically we must pay them.
By its last
vote the House agreed to the appointment
of the Commission.
N ow we must do
something more.
So far as I am concerned, I hav.e for a long time advocated
the appointment, not of this Commission,
but of a Commission to inquire into the
efficiency of the Police Force, to suggest
improvements, perhaps thrOow a great d-eal
of light on certain things that have been
happening in the F(J):l"ce, and generally
ventilate the grievances 'of it'S membeTs. I
M,.. Farthing

oummission.

want to pay a high tribute to the work
that was done bv Dr. Argyle when he· was
Chief Secretary .... He took the question of

police management very seriollSly.
He
studied the pOBition carefully and brought
about quite a number of reforms.
He
was grappling seriously with the grie·ranees of the Police Force, and he did a
great deal during the short time that he
was in office to remed.y them. I pay that
tribuw to him.
He did his best.
He
handled the matter -ably, and if he had
had the good fortune to remain in office,
or if the Force had had the good fortunt~
to have him in Ooffice, he would have
brought about a better condition of affairs
than has existed in the Force in the past.
In regard to the question of the expenditure on the Oommission it is my intention
to vote for the motion ,hat is now before

us.
Mr. SNO'VrB~t\.LL.-I regret that having been ·engaged elsewhere I have not
had the privilege and adv.antage of hearing the arguments on this motion. I wish
to say with tht honorable member for
East Melbourne that logically we cannot
iguOl'e the position in which w.e are
placed.
The House has practically
assented tOo the .appointment of the
Commission, and I urge .upon the Government the fairness of seeing that
all the interests concerned are' .effectively represented, and that funds are
provided for the purpose 01 enabling
the· Police Dep.artment. to defend itself.
The principal p.arty befnre the Commission is undoubtedly the late Gowernmsllt,
and the .administration of the Department
is on its triaL Counsel is there to represent a Pal'ty that will do its best to
lind fault with that administration.
CQunsel has been briefed, and will be paid
for appearing there for that purpose. It
appears to me to be 'manifestly unfair
to deny to the Chief .commissioner the
right to be r-epresented effectively so that
he may deal with any charges that may
be laid against him. Counsel has been
appointed to assist the Commission, but
not for the purpose of siding with any
party~ The position is the same as would
be that of the appointment of an advisor
or assessor, to sit with a Judge.
The
Commission is going to be relieved of the
duty and responsibility of cross-examining
witnesses, and this appeintment has ,been
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made without any intention of representing any particular view. When we have
a Oommission, the very scope of which
points to a possible finding condemning
a past administration, how can we
hesitate about seeing that the interests of the department concerned
are represented fairly and without
expense to itseH ~
I do earnestly
urge on the Governmel1 t the common
fairness of allowing the Chief Commissioner and those who ha.ve to defend
their administrative acts and their
system to be represented at the inquiry
effectively. The Orown Solicitor would
not instruct such counsel. The Orown
Solicitor is independent in connexiol1 with
this matter; he is impartial absolutely,
and he would not instruct counsel [·0
appea.r on berhalf of the Department. I
do not think it would be right if he di,l,
but the Department should be told that
it can engage counsel and prepare the
necessary brief.
Mr. A. ll.. BILLSON (O'vens).-You al·e
referring to the Police Department.
Mr. SNOWBll.LL.~Yes. The syste'm
the Department has adQpted in the past
is being questioned, and we should do
o,?-r best to see that an opportunity is
gIven to those who are responsible for
th~ t ~stem to be effectively heard before
this. tnbUllal. 'Ve believet it to' be an inde·
pendent tribunal, and I cannot conceive
the Attorney-General hesitating on thjs
question. I 'would ask the Governmen t
to pause, and to consider whether a fair
thing has been do-ne to the department vitally interested in this
important· inquiry.
It is impQirtant
in the interest of the public, and also
of .those.. officers whOi are· practicaly on
theIr trIal .and should have provision
made for their defence, I venture to sa:v,
at the E-.J{pense of the State. \Ve want
this to be a full and fair inquiry. We
do not want the Department afterwards
to say, "How co-uld we hope to meet the
case brought against us there, when we
were not represented by independent
counsel 7 It was a public question,
and we have been condemned unheard."
Tha.t is the position m
which we arel placing these men.
Every honorable member, I am sure,
wants to be fair, and now that we have
Hppointed the Oommission, I ea1:'nestly ask
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the Government to consider whether it is
adopting a proper course in hesitating tv
take steps tQi see, that· the department
concerned is represented, and that the
money necessary is found to enable it to
defend itself at this inquiry.
Mr. ANGUS.-I also do not wish to
record my vote on this question without
giving expression to my views. Much of
what I intended saying has already been
said by the two previous speakers, but,
unlike them, I think a mistake has been
made in appointing the Oommission. A
long discussion, however, took place on
that question last week, and we have
to-day affirmed the principle on the motiol~
to which we agreed. That motion which,
as it embodied the, policy 0'£ the Governnwnt had reference to' the appointment
of tills Commission, was carried without
protest.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-N onsense !
Mr. ANGUS.-That may be your
view. I claim the privilege of giving expression to my own opinion on the suhject, and I claim the right, as I have
always done since I entered this House, of
recording my vote as I think proper.
I think the Government made a mistake
in appointing the Oommission.
MI', MORLEy.-Why did you not speak
on that subjec.t?·
Mr. ll.NGUS.-Because there was
enough (( yap" about it. Seeing tha,t;
we have by our silence, at all event.3,
the
apporintment
of
the
endorsed
Commission, I am not goring to refuse to the Go,vernment the money
that they require to' meet its expenses.
I trust that the Premier and the AttorneyGeneral will see that provision is made
to defend the Ohief Oommissioner of
Police, because, after an, he is to some
extent put upon his trial, and a fair op~
portunity should be given him to defend
himself. I think the Government would
be well advised to provide the necessary
counsel for tbat purpose. I do not in~
tend to labour tbe question any further.
Most of what I intended to say has
already been said. I shall vote for the
motion.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens):-After
the appeal made by the honorable mem~
bel' for Brighton, I expected that the At~
torney-General, or some other Minister,
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would reply to the request that was put in
such a pleasing style.
~Ir.
WARDE.-The
has already spoken.

Attorney-General

Oommission.
NOES.

Mr. Allan
" A]lison

~\1r.

Dr. Argyle

Mr.
"
"
"

Morley

" OIllan
Sir Alexander Peacock

Baird
Beardmore
Deany
Eggleston

11r. 'Iou tcher

" vVeaver
" West

" Wettenhall.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Some
Gordon
other Minister could speak on behalf of
Greenwood
Tellers:
the Government. The request was simply " Mackrell
Mr. Groves
that the Department should be notified of " McDonald
" Lawson.
"
(Polwarth)
its right to appoint cuunsel. Surely that
request having been made by the honorPAIR.
able me~ber for Brighton, and emphasized
Mr. \Valter ..
I Mr. Old.
by the honorable member for Gunbower,
should have received the recognition of
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Honthe Go·vernment.
ora:ble members will remember that this
afternoon and last evening I brought up
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We replied to that
the question of the appointment of counrequest last night. If you renew it imsel to assist the Commission in dealing
mediately after the division is taken I do with points brought unde·r notice. by the
not think we will be able to disappoint honorable member fO'r Castlemame. I
you.
had an informal chat" with the Premier,
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I who stated that no request had been pretake it that that means that we are going ferred, and the honorable gentleman h~s
to get all we want. I am prepared to asked me to mention the matter at thIS
trust the Government that far. How stage instead of on the motion for the
much further I shall be able t.o trust adjournment of the House,. SO" that
consideration
might
be
gIven
to
them after this I do not know. I am
it. I again ask that counsel should
watching them very carefully. There are
be
appointed
to
represe~t
the
two or three things I shall have to say Chief Commissioner and the Pohce Deto them later on. But frum the statement partment, and alsO' to a~sist generally in
of the Premier I believe that after the the inquiry. I feel satisfied. that. unl.ess
division is taken he will favorably con- the request is granted the lllveshgatlOn
sider the request that has been made.
will not. satisfy the public, and it ce:tainly
will not satisfy members Oon th!::
The House divided on the motion.
(the OppositiOon) side of the House. I
thOought tha.t whEn, as Leader .Oof the OpAyes
36
po.sition, I ma.de the request m the way
Noes
20
I did, it would be suffiCIent.
liajority for tho motion
16
lVIr. PRENDER,GAST (Premier).The request of the Leader Oof the OppoAYES.
sition will receive at once the attentIon
Mr. Angus
Hr . Jackson
of Cabinet. That. is all I can say at the
., Bailey
" Keane
presen t stage. We recognize the ,neces" A. A. Billson
" Lemmon
sity of dealing with the matter llnm~
" Bond
" Lind
Colonel Bourcbier
" :McAdam
diate.]y if anything is to be don~. CabI"Mr. BrownbHl
McDonald
net
will meet after the House rIses, and
Cain
! DayZes[Qrd,
decide what steps should be taken in the
Carlisle
McLachlan
direction proposed.
Pollard
" Clough

I

l

Cook
Cotter
" Downward
Everard
FarthinO'
:; Frost 0
" Haye!:!
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughet.

"

Prendergast
Slater
Snowball
" Solly
TUllnecliffe
" vVallace
Warde.
'l'ellers:
Mr. Jewell
I " Webber.

AUSTRALIAN WINE LICENCE
(BAILLIESTON) BILL.
On the Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill,
The SPEAKER said-Ill my opinion
this is a private Bill.

Australian Wine Licence
~Ir. TUNNECLIFFE
tary).-I move~
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the time, and some one else came along,
and said, " I will pay for you if you take
out the licence." That would not be a
That all the Private Bill Standing Orders be proper thing. It is an abuse of this prodispensed with, and that this Bill be treated
cess. I do not take objection to this Bill,
as a public' Bill.
because the same thing has been done
The motion was agreed to.
several times before. All the same, I
l\h. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Sfcre- repeat that the practice of relaxing the
Standing Orders in regard to private Bills
tary).-I moveis a bad one. When people make misThat this Bill be now read a secol1d time.
takes they ought to come before a Se,lect
The small me·asure that I have to bring Committee, which could test their stateunder the notice of honorable members ments in the o,rdinary way. If that were
this evening simply relates to the grant- done we would have fewer of these Bills
ing of an Australian wine licence at Bail- relating to special interests, and people
lieston, which is in the licensing district would learn to carry out the obligations
of 'Va.ranga. The facts are that a certi- of the law in a proper manner.
ficate for the renewal of the licence was However) I do nQit know very much about
granted in the usual way at the annual the circumstances of this ease. I venture
sitting, but the licensee omitted to pay to say that no one exce'pt the Chief Secthe fee within the period of 28 days retary has had the opportunity of testing
specified in the Act. At a later stage the statements made in the Bill. We ha.ve
she tendered the amount to the local con- to rely-as we cheerfully do--<m his cerstable, but t.he Receiver had no power to tifioate that in his opinion the facts are
accept the money nor to issue a licence. correct, but this is not the way to pass
There is no licence within 12 miles of the legisla tion of this kind.
town, which is situated in an isolate.d
Mr. WARDE.-Who furnished him with
po~ition across the river from Nagambie.
the facts ~
I understand that the,re is no objection
1\lr. EGGLEST'ON.-The Chief Secon the part of the licensing a.uthorities
to the renewal of the licence, and this retary takes the responsibility of having
Bill is introduced to rectify the results made a personal investigatiQin of the
of an omission on the part of the licensee. facts, and he has to vouch to this Roust'
It is quite the usual 'thing to pass small for their correctness, otherwise he would
Bills to rectify mistakes of licensees', who, have nQi right to bring the matter before
through no fault of their own or through us.
some miscalculation, omit to make payMr. A. A. 'HILLSON (Ovens).-I do
ment at the proper d&te.
not know if I am privileged under
]\tIro EGGLESTON.-The Chief Sec- this Bill to say some,thing as to the extent
retary said that it has become quite the to which the Licences Reduction Board
usual thing to pass small Bills of this sorli. is closing hotels in the city of M'elThe reason for that is that we are relax- bourne. If I am, I should like to sa,v
ing our rules as to private Bills. In that since I have been in Parliament I
my opinion these matters should come be- have paid close attention tQi the interests of
fore the House as private Bills in the the poorer section of the community. Melordinary way. Then they would be p,x- hourne is getting a vast pornulation. and
amined by a Select Committee, and that the extent to which hotels arc being
is the way they should be examined. It closed, and demands made UDon owners
all depends on the truth of the statement-s of licensed premises to erect pala.tial buildmade in the presentation of the case to ings costing from £100,000 to £150,000,
the Department.
I do not know that is reaching alarming proportions. The
there is any means adopted for abso- time will soon arrive when we shall find
lutely che'cking the truth of those state- that there will be no middle-class hQitels
ments.
in this city at which men will bel able to
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is on record that get a.ccommodation at from lOs. to 15s.
the licence has been granted by the a day. They will have to pay from 25s.
Court.
to 30s. a, day, and the majoritv of people
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Supposing a man (:annot afford anything like those ra,tes. I
deliberately refused to pay his fee within have taken a prominent part ill licensing
(Chief

Secrp.-

Club Hotel, Hopetoun,
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matters, and I strongly depreca,te the extent, to which hotels a,re beine' reduced.
We knolw that it was anticinated that thIS
reduction would mean a, faJline- off in the
quantity of liquor consumed. T'he eifecrt,
however, is quite the reverse. The consumption of liquor has very e'ready increased, and that is necessarilv SCI', because the more you bring people to'getheT
in a social way, the' greater will be the
consumption of liquor.
l

Mr. "YA.RDE.-There is not likelv to' be
:much of an increase when th~ price goes
up 100 per cent.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-T'here
has been an increase' in the aua.J.ititv consumed. However, leaving that asP,ect of
the question, we know that proprietors- of
hotels are being called upon to immove
i'heir places to such an extent that the
number of licensed houses available for
the accommodation of men of moderate
means will soon be insufficient to meet
public requirements. The ordina,ry indiviclual wants to get comfortable accommoda,tio'll a,t a reasonable price, and he· will
soon be unable to do so., because the
~ha.rges will necessarily be high.
Proprietors of these big hotels are compelled
to charge high rate·s,.· and I &ue-gest that
there is such a thing as ca.rrving this reduction to: too great an extent. I a.m
taking the earliest opportunity of voicing
my opposition to it.
The mo,tio.n was agreed to.
The Bill was read a· second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
CL VB

HOTEL.,
LICE.NC~E

HOPETOUN,

BILL.

On the order of the day for the' second
reading of this Bill,
The SPEAKER said-I am of opinion
that this is a private. Bill.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE
tuy).-I move--

(Chief

Secre-

Licence Bill.

Licence Bill j the Farmer's Arms, Mysia,
Bill; the Clifton Springs Hotel Bill; and
the Flinders Hotel Bill.
The motion was agreed to.

}lr. TUNNEGLIFFE (Ohief Secre.;
tary).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a

s~cond

time.

This is anOither Bill on the same lines as
the one 1 have just had the honour to
. present to the House,. It is to overcome
some' trouble over the renewal of the
licence for this hotel, which caused delay
and necessi ta ted an ad jo.urnment at the
annua,} sitting.
In conseauence the
matter was dealt with at Melbourne, late
in De'cember, and a transfer effected to a
new licens.ee. The new licensee ap:pa,rently
was not aware of the proper course to be
followed with regard to the pavment of
the fees fo.r the renewal, and waited fQlf a
demand to be made. Consequently the
fees were not paid within the specified
period. This Bill is required to enable
the certificate to be revived and to tnable
the Treasurer to receive the fees. The prescribed penalty of 10 per cent. is included.
Hopetoun jsr a railway centre in the Mallee. The renewal of the licence was opposed by the police, and the Court deferred its decisiolD.. A new application
was made on behalf of the owner, and the
licence was, as I have sta,ted. granted at
a later date in ~1elbourne.
Sir AljEXANDER· PEACOCK.-The
hono,rable member fOir Swan Hill brought
this matter under my notice before the
dissolution took place. I looked into the
facts and agree that they are as the Chief
Secretary has stated.
The Bill would
hav€I boon suhmitted to this House bv mv
colleague if we had remained in o:ffice. I
am glad tha,t it has no·w been broW!ht before us, particularly in vie.w of the fact
tha,t the hono'rable member for Swan Hill
is una,ble to be present on account of illness.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time. and
passtd through its remaining stages.

That. all the Private Bills Standing Orders
be dispensed with, and that this Bill be
treated as a public Bill.

CHILDR.EN'S WELFARE BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary}.-I mo,ve-

I shoiUld like to point out to honorable
membe'rs that this concession has alwa,vs
been granted in similar cases. ""Ve ha,ve
passed the Victorian Hotel, Gisborlle,

This is a little measure which has been
rendered necessary as the result o:f a. desire e'xpressed by the Premier when this-

That this Bill be now read a. second time.

ohildren' s
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Government first came into power, that
any odium which might. attach t.o the
term "Neglected child " or "Ward of
the Neglected Children's Department"
should be removed by a change in the
title of the Department. As the Leader
of the Opposition well knows, t4,is Depa.rtment is at the present time doing
excellent work in the interests .of the children of this State. A large number of
children who, through no fault of their
own, very often a;re neglected, and just
as frequently are not neglected in the
sense that they are ill-clothed or ill-fed,
but who fo'r some family or other reason
have to be committed to the care of the
State, are being pro'Vided ,for by this institution. It has been felt fQJr some, time
past by a large and increasing section of
the communi ty that there was a tendency
to atta,ch some stigma to the wards of
the State through the use of the term,
I f Inmates
of the Neglected Children's
Department, " or by being described as
H Provided
for by the Neglected Children's Department."
The Premier desired that a change of name should be
given to the institution.
He very
shrewdly suggested that the title should
00 changed to " Childrenls vVeHare Department. II
Acting upon instructioos
from the Premier, we had this little Bill
drafted with a view to altering the title
of the institution, so that in future wards
of the State will be unde'r the care, not
of the Neglected ChildrenJs Department,
where a stigma might attach to them,
but under the care of the Children's Welfare Department, thereby connoting that
their well-being is being provided for as
far as possible. That is the whole object
of the measure, and I think that the
spirit that inspired it will commend itself
to honQJrable members on both side of the
Chamber.
The Bill is rather mQJre
lengthy than the modest intention I have
described would se'em to imply, but that
is due. to the fact that there are a large
number o.f Acts on our statute-book in
which some reference cYr other is m'ade to
the Neglected Children's Department.
The schedule is e,xt-ensive, because provision has to bel made for an alteratIon of
the title in cQJnnexion wit.h each o.f those
Ads. Tha,t is the reason why the Bill
appears to be rather more lengthy than
the subject-ma.t.t.e,r of it would seem to
justify. I submit the Bill fo'r the consideration of honorable members in the
full confidence that their humanitarian
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instincts will inspire them to endorse it
without any opposition of a factious
character.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Clause l-(Short title, construction and
citation).
Mr. BROWNBILL.-We all welcome
this little, measure, which provides for a
change of t,itle from' "Neglected Children's Department" to " Children's Welfare Department." I hope that the present title will soon be erased from the
front o·f the Department in Flindersstreet, a.nd tha,t the new title will take
its place. I should like to ask the Chie,f
Secretary to take into consideration the
amount now paid in respect of children
whQ are boarded out to foster parents.
I ha.v~ long hoped that. it would be made
possible to raise the amount from 8a. to
lOs. per week in order that the foster
m-othe'l'S might be able to bring up the
children in greater decency and eomfort.
We ali know how high the <:ost of living
is, and, eonsequently, how hard it must
be 'On the foeter mothe'l's to feed and
clothB, and genera.lly to 'lQok after these
children. I wa.nt to! pay a. tribut-e to the
Department for the manner in which it
has been conducted. I hope that at an
early date the Minister win be able to
announee that an increased am<mnt will
be granted to f'OSter mofhers.
:1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE {Chlel Secretary).-In reply to the hQJnorable member
for Geelong, I desire to say that the
question of increasing the allowance made
to foster motheTs f.or the care of children
has been receiving my attention a.nd the
attention of Ca.bine,t. Of course, my own
opinion is that a radical change in the
amount is nQJt really desirable. All that
would be necessary t.o provide what the
honorable member is seeking would be a
minor altera.tion in the law giving discretionary power to the Minister of the day
to inc~ase the amount in cases where it
could be shown to be necessary. Tha.t
power exists in regard, to certain wards of
the State at the present time, and has
been exercised in the past to the advantage of the mother and the' -child.
Mr. SOLLY.-Ten shillings is given now
in some cases.
.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-As a matter
of fact, as much as £1 is given in some
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cases. If a slight alteration of the law
we,re made in the way I suggest., the Minister would be able, where circumstances
demanded it, to increase the amount
to any ameunt he might think necessary.
A case came under my notice the other
day, in which a mether had given birth
to a child. Owing to local circumst.ances
she was cO'mpeUed to remain in her room
for a week in cha.rge of the child. The
law allowed me to pay her only 12s. a
week. The woman was paying lOs. a
week for the room she occupied.
It
is O'bvious that she could net maintain
herself and a, suckling child, on 2s. By a
slight alte,ration of the law to' confer discretionary power upon the Minister,
special cases of that kind could be dealt
with, whilst at the same time there need
be no general increase in the amount for
boarded-out children.
The Committee
that recently investigated this question,
appointed by the previous Gove1rnment,
recommended that there should nO't be
an arbitrary or fixed sum, but that each
case should be determined upan its merits.
Whilst lOs. might be ample in ane case,
£1 wauld not be more than sufficient in
another. In accordance with the recammendatians ef the Committee, and recognizing that only a slight alteratian would
be necessa,ry in the law, I intend at an
ea,rly date to bring down an amendment
of that character to give a wider discretian to' the Ministe,r of the day, and
thereby enable, him to ,administer the law
in a humanitarian spirit in the interests
of the mathers and children.
l\fr. ALLAN.-Would not that leave it
to' the :Minister to fix the amoun t ~

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There is
discretianary power in regard to same
the children whO' are boarded aut. and
has been very frequently exercised
necessi taus cases.

a.
of
it
in

l\'Ir. ALLAN.-Then what mare dO' yau
want~

Mr. T'UNNECLIF.FE.-There are two
classes af children~thase who are bearded
aut to faster mothers and those who are
baaJ.·ded out to' their ewn paren ts. It is in
the latter case that this discretiO'nary
pOower cannot be exercised, and it is that
pasition we desire to alter. A faster
mother may come to' the Department and
say, " I cannot keep this child on lOs," or
it may be 12s., " a week." Thd Department has the pawer in such circumstances

W£lfare Bill:

to increase the ameunt, reco~nizing the
necessity of the case and the justice of
the claim. In the case of a child boarded
out to its own parents the Department
has not that discretian, but a sliP.'ht alteration in the Act will give it to' us. It
is a po~wer which I do not think would be
a.bused. At present, before a mother can
get a larger payment, she has to prove
serious incapacity, mentally or physically.
She may not be seriOously incapacitated in
either respects, and yet the circumstances
might be such as would justify a higher
payment. It is the intention of the Go.vernment to deal with the matter if an
opportunity is afforded to them, and the
House can thei discuss it.
The CHAIRMAN.-I wO'uld nO'int O'ut
to the Cemmittee that this discussion is
irregular.
It was onlv because of my
kindly feelings for the honorable member
fOor Geelong that I permitted him to ask
a question.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
clause 2 and, the Schedule.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report. was adopted.
On t.he motion O'f Mr. T'UNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary), the Bill was
read a, third time.
ADJOURNMENT.
ORDER

OE BUSINESS.

Mr. PRENDERGAST
move-

(Premier),--I

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. ALLAN.-Will the Premier inform the House what the business will be
for to-merrow ~ We are entitled to that
information.
IvIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier\.Whenever the honorable member asks for
informa,tioD he can have it. The business
will be(1) J eparit Land Bill.
(2) Richmond Land Bill.
(3) Milk Supply Bill.
(4) Industrial and Provident Societies
Bill.
The other Bills will be taken in the
order on which they appear on the noticepaper.
The motion was agreed to'.
The House adjourned at 9.26

p.~.
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cumbered Crown grant, and it wOould also
be impossible to cancel the reservation.
In a nutshell, this Bill is to effectuate the
Thursday} September 11) 1924.
agreement made between the Police Department and the agricultural society.
The society, having transferred its hal£The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser) acre of land to the Crown, now wishes to
took t.he chair at 11.11 a.m.
have a title in -fee' simple in respect to
the half-acre that has been reserved by
JEP ARIT LAND BILL.
the Cr.()wn for agricultural show purposes.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).Mr. EGGLESTON.-SO that the socjety
r movecan get the unearned increment.
That this Bill be now read a second time.
Mr. BAILEY.-No, the honorable
This is a small Bill to provide for the member misunderstands the position.
revocation .of the permanent reservation The society owned some land, and agreed
of certain land in the township and tOo exchange half an acre with the Police
parish of J eparit, and for the issue of Department. That was done at the rea Crown grant in respect thereof to the quest of the police authorities. . .Tle
trustees of the J eparit Agricultural and land the society transferred to the Crown
Pastoral -Society.
The society ;owned was its .own land, bought out of its own
lanel in the township of J eparit. There money. It was not Orown land that had
is another piece of land in the township, been allocated to the society. The society
on which t.he police station was erected. transferred that land to. the Crown, and
As the society's land was in a more favor- the Orow11, in exchange, gave it a reserable position than the site on which the vation. The society claims that it is enpolice station was erected, negotiations ti tIed to the same kind of title in respect
were entered into between the Police De- of the land it llOW holds as the title that
partment and the society for the exchange it had to the land it held formerly.
of half an acre .of land, so that the police
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-The sQciety g.ot full
station might occupy a more favorable value for the land it transferred.
position than it then occupied. In purMr. BAILEY.-No.
It simply got
suance of an agreement, the J eparit the reservation of a piece of land. The
Agricultural Society transferred to the Bill has been introduced at the request 0.£
Crown half an acre of land, to be used the society. Its object is to cancel the
for police purposes, and in exchange for reservation, and to authorize the jssue of
such transfer the Crown - permanently' a Crown grant.
reserved as a site for agricultural show
!fr. ]~GGT~ESToN.-It is rather incongrounds a similar a.r€la in the vicinity. sjstent with your attitude to'l'mrds the
The latter was formerly the police station St. Kjlda Yacht Club.
site. What the society complains of is
Mr. BAILEY.----:There is n.() analogy
that the land that it transferred to the whatever between the two cases. The St.
Crown was jts land ill fee simple. The Kilda Yacht Club wanted to encro~ch 011
socict.y had bought the lalld out of its Orown lands, and give n(Jthing in exfUllds. Had it not trallsferred that land change.
to' the CrOown, it would have belen in a
Mr. EGGLESTON.-YOU want to cancel
position to sell it or mortgage it, but as a reservation.
it transferred it to .the Crown, and the
Mr. BAILEY.-To cancel a reservaCrown, in exchange, only permanently tion that should never have been made.
reserved a similar area for the sOociety, /\. Crown grant should have been issued.
the latter can neither sell nor mortgage
111"1'. EGGLESToN.-I thought your party
tho Ian d it now holds. The society asks was against freeholds altogether.
that it be given to the new piece of land
Mr. BAILEY.-It is to give the
a title similar to. that wbich it held in society the title
to which it
IS
respect of the land it transferred to the entitled that this
little
Bill
has
Crown. Without this piece of legisla- been introduced.
The preamble recites
tion it would be impossible t.() give the how the land was a,cquired in the
.Jeparit Agricultural Soc~ety an unen- first place, and refers to the agreement .
I
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Clause 2 provides for the setting aside of
the Order in Council, dated 17th October,
1923, .which permanently reserved from
sale, as a site for agricultural show purposes, the land described in the second
schedule to the Bill. It is provided that
such land shall be deemed to be, and may
be dealt with as, unalienated Crown land,
. and may, if the Governor in Council
thinks fit, be granted t·o the trustees or
the J eparit Agrioultural and Pastoral
Society, subject to such covenants, conditions, and reservations as the Governor
in Council deems fit. The first schedule
describes the land that was transferred
to the King by the trustees of the society,
and the second schedule describes the land
that was permanently reserved as a site
for agricultural 8ho,:: purposes, by Order
in Council, dated 17th October, 1923. If
this Bill becomes law, that reservation
will be cancelled, and a Crown grant will
be issued to the J eparit Agricultural and
Pastoral Society in lieu of the reservation,
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You are
110t going to give them a perpetual lease,
ill accordance 'with your party's platform.
Mr. BAILEY.-No, we are going to
give them a Crown grant in fee-simple.
Mr. 1'IcLACIILAN.-The society has not
received any grant from the Crown.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is so. The land
was simply reserved for agricultural sh{)w
purposes.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-But the land they
parted with was purchased with their own
money?
Mr. BAILEY.-Yes. If not, I ShOllld
not have agreed to this prollosal.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I desire to
support the Bill. The circumstances are
somewhat peculiar in that the town of
J eparit is built 011 land which was pracThe
tically given by a private owner.
agricultural society owned all their land
under a Orown grant. This pOi:tiofi) whi~h.
was exchanged for the existing police
ground, really amounts to' a blot on their
title. Hitherto it has only been a, reservation, and there is uo title, sO' that it is different from the rest of the property in the
hands of the society. The object of this
Rill is simply to carry out an agreement
between the Police Department and the
agricultural society for an .exchange of
property. The sooiety handed ovel' to the
Department land with a clean title, and

got ill exchange land which was under a
permanent reservation. ;rhis measure is to
rectify the position, and I thoroughly
support it in the interests of the district
in general and the society in particular.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
MILK SUPPLY BILL.
The debate (adjourned from .1l.ugust
27) on the motion of Mr. Hogan (J\Iinistel' of Agriculture) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-This is a small Rill t(}
amend the Milk Supply Act of 1922,
which empowered municipal councils to'
establish depots and to' sell milk and ice
at those depots, but not elsewhere. That
Act ,vas designed to prevent retail trading
hy municipalities in milk and various
accessories of the trade, such as cans and
ice. The party sitting on this (the
Opposi.tio n ) side of the House has ahvays
opposed all forms of Government retailing, whether in milk or nleat or any other
of the. things which gOi to make up the
fOiod supply Q1f the' people. If permission is
granted under this measure to municipaliti~s to peddle milk, then the next step
':111 be a~ot~er Rill to grant municil)alitIes pel'm!-sslOn to peddle anything.
It
seems. Ul1Ju~,t and wrong. that municipal
councils, WIth all t.he weight of credit of
the municipalities behind them should be
. authorized by Parliament t~ use the
money which they receive from their ratepayers to enter into competition in order
to practically destroy the businesses of
sOime of those ratepayers who have entered
into this particular form of trade. The
matter of municipal trading is a big one,
~nd has been the subject o.f consideratlOn for many years by economi<3 authori~ies the world over. In very few places
In the world has municipal retailing been
granted by the State to forms of local
go,:"en~_ment. Taussig, in his work on the
Prznc1'11Zes of Economics, says--As a gel~eral. principle, reasonably successIS more easy to attain than
reasonably successful public management.
fuI regulatIOn

It must be admitted that whenever the
Government has gone in for retail tradin·g it has failed to' succeed cO'mmercia1ly.
Honocable memhers will re1alize, that when
a municipality .ooterg On a trading unde.r-
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taking and. borrows money for the purpose, it pledges the credit of the ratepayers until the debt is wiped out. That
may never happen. On the other hand,
when private enterprize enters into any
undertaking and fails, the loss is on those
who make the venture; it is not perpetuated as it is when a government body'
undertakes wOl·k in this way. There is
no doubt. that a certain amount of experience is gained by a government body
embaTking upon work of this sort. We
get to know more than we did befo~,
and a certain amount of employment is
provided.
When private enterprise
fails the loss is on the people who provide'the money. Should a municipality
undertake enterprises of this sort and
fail, the liability is on the ratepayers
of the d istJ.·i ct.
lYIr. BROWNBILL.-The profits go into
the general rerveuue.
Dr. ARGYLE.-And the losses have
to be borne by the general revenue.
A
municipality may plead t4at the health
of the cOl'lununity is at stake, and, the.refore, a9 private enterprise is not carrying out the work in the way it sbo.uld,
it is desirable to take it out of theIr
hands and carryon the business. That
may be an excuse for entering into trading in this way, but it is no satisfaction
to those people who would suffer an injustice by having their operations interfered with. There are many struggling
people engaged in supplying milk; their
capital may be only a few hundred
pounds, or a few thousand pounds,
but if this proposal is accepted they
will have a municipality a.s a competitor, and may be wiped out of business altogether by an oTganization which
receives money from them in the way of
ra,tes.
Therefore, on broad lines, I object to this form of municipal trading.
I do not think that municipalities have
the necessary business experience to· enable them tor successfully undertake the
extremely difficult task of providing the
milk supply for its ratepayers.
Under
the law as it stands, a municipality has
power to safeQ'uard the health of its rate-·
payers through the operations of the
Milk Committee, which has established
a standard of purity and prohibits milk
below that standard being sold.
Municipalities have power to establish depots
and to forbid the sale of any milk which
does not pass through the depot. I take
110 exception to that at all.
The com-
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mittee simply directs distributors tor provide milk oOf the standard of which it
has approved.
Supposing it is desired
to sell milk in Richmond-the name of
anyotJIer locality will do as well-it·
must ·be of the quality approved by the
committee, and it must pass through the
municipal depOt, or some similar depot
which has been approved of.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Contamination may
take, place in the process of distribution
after the milk leaves the depot.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There is no doubt
about that.
There is no question that
the present system of milk delivery is
absolutely antiquated, unhygienic, and,
during many periods of the year, positively dangerous.
I know that very
well, and I have beelll trying nearly all
my life, to bring about a. reform in milk
delivery.
The Bill now before us dnes
not give the slightest guarantee 0'£ improvement in the, quality of the milk. It
simply provides municipalities with power
to become milk vendors.
The Minister
of Agriculture advanced the arglllment
that by this means the price to the' consumer would be reduced, and the return
to the producer increased. At best,. that
is nothing more than a pious hope. We
have nothing to justify such a statement.
We have one great e.z:ample of the municipaliza.tion of milk supply, which I,
und'er instructions from a. previous Government, investigated.
I refer to the
system in force in Wellington, New Zealand.
When I made my investigation
it was then in a purely experimental
stage, and a grea·t deal required to be
done to bring it uP. to anything like the
modern requirements of a hygienic milk
supply.
I believe that since my visit
to v\T ellington the, system has been improved by the introduction of milk c~m
tainers. As I witnessed milk being distributed in vVellington l it was one of the
worst examples of how not to do, a thing
that I eve~ saw.
Large cans of milk
were deposited at street corners; vaI."ious
distributors came along, and in my presence filled their tins from this source.
It happene.d to be a very dusty morning, a.nd honorable members may know
that Wellington is a very windy and
dusty city.
A point I want to make,
however, in this connexion is that the
municipality of Wellingt.on, which had
t.he monopoly of the milk supply~and
the proposal for a monopoly is here in
this Bin-did not reduce the price to the
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consumer, and did not increase the, return to the producer. Wherever I went
I found discontent amongst dairymen at
the return they were receiving. I know
that discontent is chrDnic amDngst
farmers and. dairymen.
.
Mr: LIND.-And I suppooe YDU will
admit there is some reason for that discontent.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I knDw Df .plenty Df
reasons, but, as I said before, the idea
of the Minister of Agriculture that the
proposal now before us is going to lll'crease the re·turn to' the producer is nothing mDre than a pious hope.
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you know what price
producers in Wellington were receiving 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is mentioned in
my report. The statement about the increase in tihe return to the producer
was mentioned by the Minister .of Agriculture several times, and the honDrable
member for Benambra was flatly contradicted\ and told, praCl~cally, that he
did not know what he was talking about
when he said that the price quoted by
the M'inister-10d. a gallon-was not
correct.
It was said that the· fa.rmers
were receiving more .than 10d. per gallon
on the· ave·rage.
I made, it my business
to get into touch with the trade in Melbourne, with a view of ascertaining what
the actual price per gallon paid during
1923, from January to December, was.
I have been furnished with the information.
Mr. HOGA'N.-Why not get the prices
obtaining now 1
Dr. ARGYE.--I have those prices, too.
The price of milk varies wit~ the season.
In the spring the.re are lashings of milk.
There is so much that nobody knows quite
what to dO' with it·. The difficulty when
dealing with the farme,r by contract is to
take all the milk that he can produce in
~he spring, and for the fa.rmer to. produce
all that is required subsequently during
the summe·r, autumn, and winter seasons.
Mr. HOGAN.-The first five months of
1923 were drought months.
Dr. ARGYLE.-In the year prio,r to
t.ha,t the prices went up to Is. lId. per
gallon, when no drought was on. The
following figures have be,en supplied by
~he Victorian Milk Producers' and Re,tail
Dealers' AssO'ciation, and relate to the
whole o.f 1923, when the prices paid for
milk per gallon were :-January, Is. 2d. j
Februa.ry, Is. 4d. ; March, Is. 5d.; April,
1s. fld. j May, Is. 8d.; June', Is. lOd.;
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July.J Is. 8d. j August, Is. 6.d.; September, Is. 4d.; October, Is. 1d.; November,
Is.; and December, Is.
Mr. EVERARD.-The price was only
nominally Is.
A lot. Df farmers were
unable to get Is. per gallon.
Dr. AE,GYLE.-I cannot possibly reply to that statement. I can deal only
with official figures, as supplied tQi me. I
do know that the sta.tement that milk
can be obtained all the' ye1ar round a.t an
a,verage, price of IOd. per gallon is wrong.
Nothing of the sort can be done. There
are times when the milk cannot be got.
It is deare'r than gold.
1\1:r. EVERARD.-And there are times
when you cannot give it away.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is quite true.
Mr. HOGAN.-The: ea.rly part of 1923,
right up to April, were drought months.
Consequently there was no grass during
the winter. It was the worst winter experienced in Victoria within my memo'ry.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have known prices
to soar highe.r than a.t that time.
lVlr. HOGAN.-I am not talking about
prices, but the absence of cattle feed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Of course, as the law
of supply and demand ope1rates prices fluctuate, and must do so.
They fluctuat.e
from season to season.
There is another
po·int that must be cO'nsiQ,ered.
The
dairyman has three markets fO'r his milk.
He can produce· milk for butter-making
and cheese-making purposes; he can produce milk fo·r sale- to the dried milk factories; or he can produce milk whoHy fOT
consumption by people in the to,wn nearest
to his farm.
Mr. LIND.-And you know which Qif
the three ma.rkets pays best, I suppose.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Which does the honorable member suggests pays best 1
Mr. LIND.-The fa.rmer makes most by
the sale of fresh :rp.ilk. He only resorts
toO the other ma,rke.ts when he cannot find
a market for t.he fresh milk.
.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It follQiws, Qif course,
that the bulk of the milk will be SOlId by
the farmer to the market that pays him
best. Such an inference is Qibvious. It
is a trite saying.
However, I will try
to explain the position. The Bill that
was passed by Pa,rliament in 1922 toO'k
cognizance O'f the fact that theTe are milks
and milks~ All milk is not of the same
value, quite, apart from the' butter content.. Now, to the butter factory an
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milk is of the same value, given the fact
that it contains a certain amount Qof butter-fat. The basis they go on is as to. the
butter-fat content. But all milk is not
of the same value, even granted that the
butter-fat content is the, same.
One
milk is collected with the least possible
care, the least possible expenditure on
the farm.
The capital invested on the
farm is little. The amount spent upon
imprOlvements is greater or lesser, as between one farm and another. The amount
of time and attent,ion given by the farmer
to the process of collecting milk varies
enormously, as between farm and farm.
You can have two farms side by side'-A and B.
The farmers receive e,xactly
the same price fQir their milk, but there is
no. comparisQin between the quality of
these two milks, from the pOlint of view
of purity.
In Oothe'r words, Qine milk is
worth from 50 to 100 per cent. more than
t,ne other. Under our present system we
do not pa,y attention to quality tOi anything like the extent we should do. The
Milk Bill Oof 1922 aimed at rectifying that
through the Milk' Committee.
Consequently the fact that the company CQiuld
undertake; to seH milk at a certain price
to a municipality or a wholesale producer
would depend entirely upon the amount
of care given to. the production Oof that
milk.
The prices that I have quoted
we,re all-round prices. They dOl not take
into accOlunt the quality of the milk.
But you cannot have a cheap milk and
a good milk. You may think you can.
The deciding facto,r is nOot extensive premises, or COlWS with ribbons round their
necks, or handsOome stalls and polilhed
floors. It has been proved over and over
again
in
t,he United
States
of
America that quality depends upon
the continuous care
and
attention
of either the manager or the Oowner
of the particular farm that is producing milk. It is, Oof course, a trite saying, that everything you do to milk costs
something. The same remark would apply to all manufactures.
I took the
trouble in my repQort on the \Vellington
scheme to follow the milk through its
various stages, in o,rder to ascertain what
it cost to do all that is necessary to ensure
a good supply of good milk. The l\1inistel', when introducing the Bill, said-I
am speaking frOom memotry-that the retailer of milk had to meet large expenses.
He said the retailer had to buy a horse"
or ho'rses, harness, ca,rts, and cans, and
to. employ a driver, or drivers.
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Mr. HOGAN.-I said that he had not

to meet anything like the capital expenditure that the dairyman has to meet.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Minister will find
that he has to do more than that.
We
have to consider the health requirements
of the city. One requirement is that an
milk must be chilled during C€'rtain
mOinths 0'£ the yea,r. It is quite ohvious
t,hat if the milkman had merely to pick
up his milk supply at the railway station,
pOlur the milk into tap cans, and cart
and deliver it under the once-a-day system 0.£ delivery, his expenditure would
But the requireno,t be very gretat.
ments Oof the lVIilk Committee are doing
away: with all that. It is necessary fOir a
vendor of milk in the city too spend a
considerable amount Oof mOoney in preserving the milk frOom contamination, and in
keeping it at a prOoper temperature.
These things cost money.
When the
Price Fixing Commission sat in 1917 the
costs were the subject of inquiry.
I have before me an analysis O'f every detail in these costs, and the amount of
profit that at half-dozen typical retailen
put before the Commission.
lVIr. HOGAN.-Are t.he same prices ruling to-day ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Verv nearly.
The
figures the Minister quoted, 10d. and
i30d., were thet very figures at which milk
was being sold at Wellington, in New
Zealand. The margin the municipality
had between the buying and selling prices
was 20d. I am dealing with the question
of the expenses of a. modern, up-to-date
dairyman, and I am giving up-to-date
prices.
The margin probably remain 3
about the same. I will nQot quote names j
that would nOtt be fair. Of the venture::;
to which I am referring, one has three
rounds, anOither six rounds, another 2~~
rounds, another eight rOounds, and another
one round.
One of these people' put
up a loss during the period of 31 days
that wa,s under review.
Others put up
pro,fits varying from 10 per cent. to, in
an extreme case, that of a sma.ll man who
was selling, evidently with great advantage, 31 yer cent. The ave.rage. of the
vendors IS 10 per cent. O'n the lllVested
capital.
lVIr. HOGAN.-The da,iry farmer does
not get anything like that. He does not
allow for interest on capital at all.
Dr. ARGYLE.-He must ha,ve capital
if he owns a farm.
My experience of
dairy farming is that it is an exoeedingly
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hard life. I do not know anything that
a.pproaches neaTer to slavery.
I ha.ve
been in the ·dairying business myself. and
I know what it means. The work of the
dairy farmer in some of the outlying
parts of Victoria is perpetual slavery. In
the speech I am making I have nO' desire
to say anything that would interfere
with the return of a reasonable profit
to' the producer of milk.
I am in full
sympathy with him, but I do not want
an injustice to be done to' a man whol has
ca.pital invested in a municipality in the
city of Melbourne. This proposal, to! my
mind, definitely contemplates an injustioo.
Mr. HOGAN.-vVhat was the difference
betwee~ the prices paid to! the producer
and the price charged tol the consumer at
the time wh-en your £.gure~ were made
out~
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ness.
It would require fewer clerks to
manage a business turning over £100,000
per annum than t.o make all the. srnall
entries of sums like, 2:}d., 3d., and 4d. in
connexion ~ith the sales of milk by any
large distributor. An honorable member
asks me whether a municipality would do
business on a cash basis.
They- would
have to keep books whether they did so
o-r .not, and they would ha,ve to undertake
all the work connected with the collection
of accounts. The cash system has be-an
adop~d in vVellingtorn.
I claim to have
been one of the oll'iginators of the coupon
system in Coburg.
Mr. WEBBER.-Richmond works 011 the
coupon system.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There is another item
-that 1)f depreciation, which includes
buildings, plant, horses, carts, cans, and
furniture. It is nOi use to tell me tha~
a milk vend{)ff ha,s a huge margin of
profit. Anyone who has the slightest
know ledge of the business will know that
the sale of an enormous number of what
I may call small parcels, involves au immense amorUllt of labour, and tha t labour
has ~o be paid for.
There was a time
when I could ha,ve given in decimal
points the cost of every handling 0.£ the
milk, hut it is many years since I had
anything to! do with the busineSSl, and I
cannot furnish the, figures novy. \Vhat I
do say is tha,t. the profits made, are not so
disproportionate as would appear from
the figures that are quoted to the House
from time to time.
Mr. HOGAN.-The, figures I gave were
taken from the report of the High Cost of
Living Commission.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The statement in the
repnrt, that the average cost of milk is
10d. per gallon, is absolutely wrong.
1\11'. HOGAN.-I suppose it was based
Oll the evidence submitted.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Then the evidence
must, have been very incomplete.
.M:. HOGAN.-It was your own Com-

Dr. ARGYLE.-The average price
paid to the producel' during th~ period
undee review was 9d. per gallo!ll.
The
capital invested varied in different instances from £655 to £12,000. The price
received for the milk was. somewhere in
the neighbolUrhood. of 28d. If the lVlinister will please allow me to prO'ceed with
my speech, I will endeavour to give 'him
the inforrmatiorn he wants. I admit tha,t
the figures I ha,ve given aTe out of date,
but I sa,x that the margin between the
price pa,id to. the produoer and the price
charged to the consumer is a,ccounted for
to a large extent. by the heavy expenses
to which the purveyo'l' is subjected. The
dairy expenses include wages, fuel, wa.ter,
cool storage, repairs of cans, buildings, plant, &c.; rent, ra,tes, insurance, brushware and stores, registration,
a.nalyst, a.nd lighting. The expenses
under the heading of "Treatment" include wages, fuel, ga.s, oil, water, ammonia" repairs tal plant and buildings insurance, lighting, and sundries. I ~olIlle;
now to delive.ry expenses, which are perhaps the biggest of all. The cost to' a
dairyman with a three-round business is llllSSlOn.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am quite prepared
£44 4s. 1d. per day. These delivery expenses include wages, horses-fodder, agist,- to take my shaYe of the responsibility.
ment and shoeing; ~arness repairs, cart re- The app<l!ilitment of the Commission was
pairs, building repairs, insurance, water, an attempt to solve a. public problem that
lighting, rent, and sundries: Then there was agitating the minds 0'£ neople' a.t the
is another item, general expenses, which time. I did not think it 'would get anyincludes salaries, management, and office where when it was appointed, and it dill
staff. I wonder whet.her the Minister has not get anywhere.
the slightest conception of the amolUnt of
Mr. FRosT.-Is there a middleman bebooikkeepang· that has to b~. done in con- tween the milk producer and the Melnexion '''''ith a reasonably large milk bus~- bourne retailer?
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Dr. ARGYLE:-There are some people
whose business it is to furnish milk wholeThat is the role
sale to the distributer.
I want the municipalities to take.
I
want a municipality to be in a position
to say to its ratepayers, "Here is milk
in which you can have confidence, and
that is worth the money you are paying
for it."
Some people in Melbourne are
getting value for the money they are paying for milk to-day, and others are not.
Under the Act of 1922, the Milk Supply
Committee will eventually be able to
create in the public mind a feeling of conThe people will feel that there
:fidence.
is somebody watching the interests of the
consumer, and at the same time that body
will not be oblivious to the interests of
the producer.
The Wellington municipality took a monopoly of the milk supply in that city. If anything of this sort
is to be done it would be right for it to
be a monopoly; it would be very wr0l1g
for it to be anything else. The Wellington municipality took a monopoly of the
whole of the milk supply of the city, and
compensated the entire trade for a period
They got th0
of three or four years.
trade to act as their agents, and in that
way they avoided the infliction of an injustice upon the distributers.
Here the
proposal is that municipalities should
come into direct competition with the retail trade, and I understand it has been
stat~d very definitely that no compensation will be offered to anybody in CODnexion with the selling of eithel' milk or
ice.
This is the thin end of the wedge.
There is not even for the proposal thl.~
excuse that it has been brought forward
with a view to preserving the health of
the community by furnishing the co:nsumers with better milk.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes.
Dr. ARGYLE.-No.
That was the
object of the Act.
The only excuse for
this proposition is that it will make milk
cheaper.
I say that if you make .it
ch~aper and do not maintain the quality,
from a hygienic point of view you win
be doing harm to the community, and not
good.
Cheapness is not everything.
Mr. HOGAN.-Th€1 Act did not do good
because no depots have been established.
Dl'. ARGYLE.-I might just as well
say that nothing may come of this Bill.
The Act has been in operation only one
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year, and the work the Milk Supply Committee have to do is enormous.
Thev
have done a great deal of work. All r;forms of this kind must come gradually.
Thel late Dr. Gresswell, than whom there
was no finer exponent of publi9 health iu
:Melbourne, said to me on one occasion,
"All these reforms must be brought in
gradually.
If you try to force a reform
down the throats of the people you wia
stir up opposition."
The :first and most
- urgent reform wanted is the abolition of
the open-can system, but to bring th!:l.t
about suddenly would impose upon the
trade an impossible task. The distributel'S could not face it.
They have to
learn how to handle milk in bottles.
Mr. JACKSoN.-Some of them are doing
that now.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am aware of that,
but the great bulk of the distributers are
not.
I do not want it to be possible fOl'
milk for household consumption to be
I, should like
bought in any other way.
to see that reform brought about in my
lifetime.
An HONORABLE M~MBER.-Some milk
retailers fill the bottles just before they
hand them to the customers.
Dr: A.RGYLE.-There is a danger in
enforcing the bottling of milk if you dt>
not do it properly.
Some of the re··
tailers have been found filling bottles ill
the streets, and dirty bottles at that, from
the tap cans. That is not what is meant
by the bottling of milk.
When milk is
bottled properly no human hand touches
it, nor is any city air able to come in contact with it from the time its treatment
commences. The bottling of ~ilk is carried
out in a proper way in certain places in
Melbourne. The w~ole thing is mechanical. It is not necessary for an employee's
hands, whether clean or dirty, to be put
on the neck of the bottle.
If one :firm
can do the work propedy, and sell the
milk at a reasonable price, it is possible
that the whole trade can do it. If the
municipalities had any reasonable wish
to improve the milk supply they could do
that, and under the provisions of the Act
of 1922 they could insist. tnat no milk
but milk of good quality be, sold in the
city. They have that power, but they
want toente,r into the trade and retail
milk. It is tp, that I take exception
broadly from a political point of view.
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Mr. HOGAN.-Can you state what was
the retail price of milk in 1923?
Yon
gave the price the distributers were paying to the dairymen in that year.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have not got that information.
I think at present the retail
price of milk is about 7 ~d. per quart. I
have received a letter from a man who
sells 35 gallons of milk a day. The milk
costs him Is. 3d. per gallon, and he retails it at 2s. 4d. per gallon, the gross
profit being Is. Id. per gallon.
Those
are the actual figures in connexion with
a one-cart business.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Is Is. 3d. per gallon
the average cost?
Dr. ARGYLE:-That is the cost at
the present time.
Mr. HOGAN. - In order to have that
verified you should say whom he is paying that to, because no dairyman I know
is getting that price.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Of course, I cannot
mention names.
The gross profit on the
35 gallons works out at £13 3s. 1d.
Of
that, £10 is accounted for by various expenses, leaving a net profit, provided the
season is normal, of £3 3s. Id. per week
That is a very good profit, but he does
not always get that.
Mr. HOGAN.-He is paying Is. 3d. per
gallon and selling for 2s. 4d. per gallon.
There is only a difference of 13d. between
the price paid to the dairyman and the
price charged to the consumer.
Dr. ARGYl.E.-Yes. The honorable
gentleman spoke of a differ'ence of 20d.
Many people have asked what is the CO:3t
of delivery.
I am informed that it is
about ll!d. per gallon. If the milk is
pasteurized the cost is another 2~d. per
gallon.
In a letter I have r.eceived it is
pointed out that the retail price of 10,].
per quart quoted is not correct, and that
the nominal retail price has been 7 ~d. per
quart for some time, but that probably
two-thirds of the milk used has been sold
at 7d. and lower.
'
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you know that some
retailers charge 8d. and 9d. per quart?
Dr. ARGYLE. - You want to know
whether or not the milk is pasteurized
or bottled. That would add to the price.
When some retailers charge more than
others for milk, are they doing something
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to it that the others are not 1 It is stated
in a letter I have rece,iveci thatOn the whole, it would be nearer the truth

to say that the margin between wholesale and
retail prices is Is. rather than Is. 8d. a gallon.

I feel that in a matter like this the House
should he very 'careful what it does.
In the first plaoe., we must consider the
general principle of the unfairness (·,f
municipal trading without compensation,
and in the second place we should get full
assurance that what is promised will come
out of this-that milk can and will be
cheaper to the consumer, and that the
producer will r'eceive a highe,r price. I
have shown that that was nQlt the result
in the instances where it was tried. For
example, in England a municipal scheme
was in Q1peratiQin at She.ffield, and it failed
uUerly.
In the whole of the Unit.ea
Stats of America, I know of only Qine big
municipality that has undertaken the
acti ve handling of milk in all branches.
In New Zealand the municipal autho·rities at. Wellington have established a
complete monopoly of the whQile business,
and t.hey have clearly and definitely compensated the ratepayers, with whom t.hey
have entered into competition.
Mr. JACKSON.-This measure embodies a.n amendment Q1f the law that has
been occupying attent.ion fQlr some CQinsiderable time. I take it that the object
0.£ the ame,ndment is to give municipalit.ies the opportunity of seeing that the
milk supply is Q1f a clean and healthy
character, such as the honorable membe,r
for Toorak desires.
I give that honQirable member every credit for the very
keen interest he has taken in this question. In the course of his speech, however" he ma.de Qine rerrnark that does not
exa,ct.1y ooincide with the laudable Qibject
that he wants to achieve. He says that
if the mUnicipalities are empowe.retd to
monQlPolize the distribution Q1f milk it
will inflict a hardship on those conce-rned
in the delivery Q1f milk, and that it
is quite possible that the councils would
put up as an excuse the sCQlre of public
health.
This is the point I want· t.o
emphasize-that he would not sacrifice
private enterprise fo·r the sake of pub1ic
health.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There is no question of
the public health under this Bill.
Mr. JACKSON.-Not in the delivery
of milk?
Dr. ARGYLE.--Not under this measure.
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From investigatiolls which it has made, the
Mr. JACKSON.-The honorable member give,s t.hat as his reason why he Commission is of opinion that a better milk,
clarified and properly treated, could be sold
objects to it,.
bottled at prices lower than those being p~Lid
Dr. ARGYLE.-I object to it because it under present conditions, while a payable
de,als only with the money as~ect of the price could be given to the producers.
The same problem as confronts Melbourne
case.
has to be faced in the other large cities.
Mr. JACKSON.-Because it would In both Sydney and Brisbane efforts ere being
interfere with private enterprise t.he hon- made to introduce a better system of dilitribution, and the Commission has to acorable member for Toorak objects to. it. knowledge the help given by the Ministers ot
Alt.hough on the one hand he says that Agriculture, New South Wales and Queenshe wants to safeguard the public health, land, and their staffs, and desires to make
on the other hand he would sacrifice that special mention of the report of the New
South Wales Board of Trade on the milk
in the interests of private enterprise. Now, question,
contained in their reports on "The
I do nQit know whether the honQirable Conditions of Production and Distribution of
member has exactly done justice to the Certain Commodities (1923)," which contains
Wellington scheme. I desire as much as a great mass of valuable information.
anybody to have a healthy, clean supply
That is all I want to say about the meaof milk. I am not concerned so very
sure.
I believe tha.t municipal councils
much wit.h the cheapness of the milk, so should have the option of saying whether
long as I am assured that the' people are
. they will take on the distribution of milk
receiving it in proper condition.
The or not. It is a well known fact that the
honorable member went to very great distribution of milk is the crux Qif the
pains in his ende,avour to criticize the whole problem. The question is whether
WeUington scheme.
The whole Qif his there is to be a good, clean, efficient deargument has been on thel score of price. livery or nOot.
The distribution of milk
It is true that at its inception the Well- is one of the things with which we will
ington scheme was nOot a success financi- have to go a little further later on. 'Ve
any, but. that has been changed as t.ime
shall have to take that into consideration
went on.
I can speak frOom my Oown if the people are to be given a clean,
pe:rsOonal kno,wledge, fQir I know somehealthy milk supply at a reasOonable cost.
thing about the WellingtQin scheme, having been t.here a good deal myself. Let
Mr. GROVES.-When the last Bill was
me quote thefOollowing fr!l'm the re'port before the House, I supported the very
of the Royal C'ommission on the high cost. amendment that is embodied in this meaof living:sure. A large port.ion of the milk supply
Some such scheme has been in operation comes from the district that I have the
By the formation
for the City of Wellington, New Zealand. honour to represent.
There it was not immediately successful, of co-opera.tive companies the
dairy
partly because of peculiar difficulties in bring- farmers there have been tying to arrive at
ing supplies, defective trea,tment of the milkunsuitable premises being used as depots, some solution of the prOoblem of dist.ribuand the failure of the machinery or organiza- tion of milk as far as the metropolis is
tion. A heavv monetary loss (about £35,000) concerned.
Their propositions failed,
was incurred during the first year, but profit- and they lost fair amounts of money.
ing by experience the management changed After that experience numerous other cothis into considerable gain during the succeeding period, and the deficit has now been operative companies, in which a. large
practically wiped out.
number of dairy farmers invested their
The price to producers has heen increased capital, aga.in set out to introduce some
substantially, and the price to consumers for . effective system of getting milk from the
bottled milk is no higher than that charged
for unbottled milk prior to the municipal prq:~ucer to the c()lIl.sumer without the
huge cost of handling that takes place at
control coming into operation.
th~ present time. TOo-day we find that the
The honorable member fo.r Toorak, who,
bulk of the dairy farmers in proiXimity to
like myself, is a strong advoeate for the
the city are anxiQius for the adoption
bottle system, did nOot. tell the House
by the Government of some effective
that.
system of handling the milk supply.
The difficulties of supply for Melbourne When the Bill was unde'r consideration
are not nearly as great as those in the City in 1922 this ma.tter was referred to by
of Wellington, since it comes from many
We
different districts, and could be delivered to the late M:t:~ McLeod and myself.
depOts along the railway lines without great empha,si.zed the fact that unless provision
expense.
was made for the amendment of the law
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in the dire:ction DOW before us, municipalities would not avail themselves of the

other dairying districts in this Sta,te, to
improve the quality of thCA milk. We

powers conferred by that Act. \Vhen the
Minister was introducing this Bill, he

have dairy supervisors, whose duty it i.s
to inspect daIries and see that the work

said that Richmond was the only municipality which had a,pplied faT permission to sell milk.
Mr. HOGAN.-I dOl not knQlW tha,t any
municipality has yet established a depot.
:LVIr. GROVES.-So far as I recollect,
Richmond was the only municipality that
expressed any desirel for the amendment
of the law as proposed in this Bill. Unless this amendment is a,greed to, municipalities will continue to refrain from
establishing depots. In the circumstances
I think wei o.ught to dOl something in the
direction indic'ated.
The securing of
a pure milk supply for the metro.Polis is
a big prohlem, and the only way it
can be sOllved is by the gradual introt- '
duction of a bottle system Q1f delivery.
Dr. Argyle refelrred to. the payment d
compensation, and one' natura.lly feels
that tlhere .ought ItO' be some effective
way of dea.ling wi,th this matter. It
must be rea.Iized that th6i1'e are maJ.lY
difficulties in the way of making compensation, o.wing largely to. the fact that
SO' many peOople are engaged
in milk
distribution.
The assessing of compensation would not be easy. I t docs seem
hard that me:r;t who have put a, large
amount Qif capItaJ intQi the endeavo.ur to
improve the milk supply Qif the metropolis
should be deprived o-f their business by
municipali6es establishing depots and undertaking the distribution of milk. The
difficulty, however, oould be sQilved to'
some extent if municipalities took over
these depots B..nd used them as distributing centres for surrounding municipalities. So' far as I know, there are
not very many of these depots, on a
large scale, a,t any rate. There is one at
Fitzroy, another at Malvern, and poosibly
there arE.1 some in other places, and the
machinery could still be used by the
municipal councils. We have been talking fo.r a long while about the necegsity
of doing something to improlve our milk
supply. . The appointment of thE.1 Milk
Committee was a step in that direction,
but a great dea.l yet remains to be done
belore wei sha.ll get an efiective, system of
supplying pure milk to the metropolis.
It must. be admitted that the producer
should get a fair return for the milk
he supplies. .A great deal has been done,
in the district I represent, as well as in

of milking is pro.perly carried out. While
I am on this point I shoUld like, to compliment the Governm6ID.t on running the
"better farming" train through Gippsland.
It, will be the means of educating the dairy farmers in all parts of the
State.
Mr. LIND.r--<.Do you th,ink they can
teach fanners' wives how to cook 7
Mr. GROVES.-Ther61 is no need to
worry about that aspect of the matter,
but if instruction is given it ought to
be Qif some benefit. This is an' experilllent so far as better farming is concenled, and I ha.ve no doubt it will be
a,f gre.at educa,tional value to country
residents. I am sure the honorable member fOor Gippsland East will agree with
me.
Mr. LiND.-I was referring only to the
cooking portion. •
Mr. GROVES. - Instruction in a
matter of that sort will be a good thing
for country residents, who want wellcookEJd food just as well as those in the
city.
I intend to support the Bill now
befm:e us, because I believe it is in the
interests of the milk consumers of the
metropolis as well as the milk producers.
At any ratE.l, it is an experiment tha.t
ma,y well be tried, and municipa.lities
should be given the opportunity 0.£ handling the milk supply in their ow~ districts.
Mr. LIND.-PrE.wious speakers ha,ve
dealt fully with the distribution olf milk.
While I am concerned about that, something should be said in regard to the
interests of producers. I may say at
once that I am. go.ing to support this
Bill, because I believe it is a move in
the right direction, and it is well worth
at trial. When we find cOl-operative com·
panies like that at Maffra, which COllsists of practical men, approving of such
a scheme as this, we must givE:l some COllsideration to their claims, because it
must be realized that they would not
support a. movement of this .. sort without
ha,ving given due consideration to their
suppliers. Section 5 of the Act we passed
in 1922 pro.vides for the establishment
00£ depots for the sale of milk, but no
provision was made. fOir retailing and delivering it. Milk could only be sold in
large quantities. The producer is the
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.man who should receive first consideration. He .is responsible far the supply
of this important article of food. He
has to' hold suitable a·reas for the prO'duction of milk, and you, l\1r. Speaker,
as well as other honorable members who
have l1ad experience of primary production know that not only the farmer,
but his' wife and family, have to put up
with tremendous hardships, inconvenience, and disability before they ~an sa.fely
establish themselves 011 thelr farm.
The class of COUll try suitable for dairying
purposes is, of course, very :raluable.
The work of developing the land 1.S costly.
It is the class of land that wIll grow
timbor, and has undergrowth of all kinds.
The pioneering work costs a lot of money,
and involves much toil. When developed,
the land is very valuable. :M:y farming
experience has taught me that land sufficient to carry one cow is worth at least
£150.
Mr. WETTENIIALL.-Whether it be one
acre or four or five acres, the honorable
member's statement is about correct. The
area to carry one cow will cost £150.
1\1r. LIND.-That is SOo. A bare liv··
ing can be made . with fifteen cows.
~Ir. J ACKsoN.-I do not think it would
be a good living. It would not be enough
to suit either of us, I think.
Mr. LIND.-I have lived on less, but
I would n.ot like to ask anybody else to
do so. Under the Closer Settlement Act,
returned soldiers, with their families,
havel boon placed 011 areas, that will run
only :fifteen cows, at a capital cost of
£3,125.
MI'. EGGLESTON.-Why did they pay
all that for the land if it will O'nly run
fifteen cows ~
Mr. LIND.-If my friend, ..the honorable member for St. Kilda, had
done a little pioneering in the country,
he would know more about the subject.
He would then be in a position to judge
of the cost of developing lands for dairying purposes.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I would not pay
£3,000 for land that would only yield me
a bare sustenance.
Mr. LIND,-I am quite sure that the
honorable membel' would not. But then
there are men who look at the question
from another point of view. They are
anxious to develop the State. Under our
land laws in the past men have gone out
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into the country without facilities, and
developed the land. I know that
the honorable member for St. Rilda is an
authority on most things. But I hope
that, on this occasion, he will allow those
honorable members who have devoted
their lives to this class of work an opportunity of expressing their opinion on
the Bill brought in by the Ministe,r of
Agricul ture.
.1\1:1'. BRowNBILL.-The honorable member for St. Kilda developed Luna Pl:lrk.
~Ir. LIND.-I was attempting t·o show
that a herd of fifteen cows is sufficient to
produce a bare living for a mun and his
family. Now, the Price-:fixing Commission and other Ccmmission~ have proved
that. the average return fnr milk 1.0
L~e pro:llucer is 10d. per gallon, year in
and year out.
At certain seasons nf
the year milk is worth considerably more
than at other seasons. A.s the honorable
member for Dandenong has pointed ont,
it iR sometimes hard to get l:jd of mjlk at
lOd. pel' gallon.
Now, hvo gallons of
milk per day per cow is a good average
for the year.
Mr. :NL..cKRELL.-The fal'mel' ('annot
average that.
l\ir. J... IND.-It is a big ave·rage. Howev·eil', we will base our reasoning on
this occasion O'll that figure.
This
means that fiH,een cows will produce
milk to the value of £8 15s. 6d. per
week. It is necessary to take into ~on
sideration the capital cost of the
laud, and the nece'3sary equipment
for producing that quantity of milk.
I ha·ve pointed out that t.he cost
of land is £150 per cow. For fift-een
cows the cost '.vill be £2,250. I will
set dawn the cost of the cows at £15
each. That gives a total of £225. Then
there is the house on the property, which
we will set down at £500.
I omitted to'
mention the bull that is required in a
dairy he·rd. That would cost £25. Outbuildings I set down at £100.
Necessary equipment, horses, implements,
dairy utensils, cart, plough, harrows, and
so on £210. .'Ve get a total of £3,300.
The honorable membel' for Toorak said
he considered that a fair interest on the
distributer's outlay would be 10 per cent.
I am going to assume 7 per cen t. interest.
Tho interest on the amount I hayc mcntioned will be £231. The total earnings
for the yaa.r will be £456. There will
thus be a balance after deducting the
~9.ye
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interest on capital expenditure of £225.
Now thel man who drives the cart
and 'distributes the milk in the city receives about £5 5s. per week. The man
who has capital to the value of £3,300,
and who is assisted by his wife and
family in his work, and who has
fifte·en cows, gets a net income of £4 5s.
6d. per week, and I have not allowed
anything for depre'Cia.tion.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-A.nd he works seven
days a week.
Mr. LIND.-That is quite tru~. He
and his family work seven days a week,
and they are not eight-hour days either.
'Ph ere is not an hDnorable member Df this
H~us~not even, I think, my friend, the
honorable member for St. Kilda, who is
fond of interjecting-who is going to
deny the primary producer reasonable
conditions. In my opinion, the primary
producer and the consumer will benefit
under this Bill.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That is the question.
Mr. MACKRELL (to 1\11'. Lind). - Your
estima,tes are liberal.
Mr. LIND.-Yes, but of course this
can only be: made in thel milk supply area,
and not Whea-81 t.hey have to de'pend Dn
butter-fat.
We' think the Bill will
benefit the p.rimary producers.
The
primary producers themselves think so,
and their representatives in this House
think SOl.
Cert.ainly some consideration
should be given to the primary producers and to the opiniQn of their representatives in this HQuse. I am pleased
that the Minister Qf Agriculture has introduced this Bill, and it is my intention
to supPQrt it. I sincerely hope that it
will have a speedy passage.
Mr WALLACE.-The Bill before the
House has led to a gOQd deal of discussion
that has travelled outside the sCQpe Qf its
provisiQns. In its majn features the Act
that we are now amending will stand.
When that Act was passed, there was one
PQint which, althQugh it was made the
subject of debate, was not dealt with, and
it is that Qmission that it is nQW Bought
tQ remedy. One important questiQn that
arises in connexion with the Bill is that
of extending reasonable consideration to
all the people who will be affected by
it. If we had included in the original
. measure a provision tQ allow the municipalities tQ undertake the distribution of
milk, we WQuld, no doubt, then have re-
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cognized the nece.,sity of going somewhat
further, and affQrding prQtection to those
''lhose interests were affected. It is easy
to make a special plea for SQme particular
thing, but we have always to consider,
in spite of my friend Sergea.nt Buzfuz,
the interest Qf all the parties whQ may be
affected by any proposed legislation.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Who is " Buzfuz" 1
:Mr. W.A.LLAOE.-I will leave the
hQnorable member to guess. I eQuId
join ,,vith 1Ir. Lind and Qther hQnQrable
members in discussing the whole question
of dall'ying, because many years ago, before the prQvisiQns Qf QUI' IIealth Act
",'ere made applicable tQ dairying, I had
experience of the industry. Tales could
be tQld about the dairy farms of those
days that WQuld be interesting, but they
'would hardly be relevant to the Bill.
The amendment of the law that is proposed is in the interests of the people
generally. It is in the interest of the
health of the peQple that they shQuld have
a guarantee even better than they have at
present as tQ the purity of the milk s~p
ply. Special intere8ts are being dealt WIth,
and they are entitled to, and deserve,
consideration. In my opiniQn, provision
shQuld be made fOIl' the taking over of
plants which exist for the ~rQcessing. of
milk. These plants were buIlt accQrdmg
tQ the requirements Qf the Health Act.
I realize the difficulty that might have
to be fa.ced.
If the plant. is taken
over compensation shQuld be paid.
I
WQuld nQt have the compensation based
Qn -the principle that has been adopted
in the past of considering the profits Qf
the future. AnQther basis of valuation
would be the capital' cost. The interests
concerned in the processing and distribut.ion Qf niilk have been built up as a result of legislation which we have pass~d
with the Qbject of insuring tQ th~ pubhc
a pure milk supply. If the busllless of
the,se people is taken a,wa y from them
they should be paid reasonablecDmpensation. I mention this matte,r because Qf the statement made by the Minister of Agriculture when introducing the
Bill. He seemed tQ think that only the
men who Qwned the cows were put tQ any
serious expense. I think you will find, if
yQU make inquiries, that in connexion
with SQme of the processing plants of the
city a very heavy expenditure has be~n
incurred in order that a necessary pubhc
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function might be carried out in accordance with the requirements of the law
We must not, for the sake of expediency,
bOOBt up one interest and sacrifice another. There is always a danger of that
being done in connexion with a measure
of this kind.
Mr. LIND.-YOU think the Bill will be
. in the best interests of the producers and
the consumers?
Mr. Wl\"LLAOE.-I do. What I say
is that the producer wants something, and
he should be prepared to give something
in return if it is fair and reasonable.
lVIr. LIND.-'Vould not that responsibility devolve on the municipality?
Mr. W ALLAOE.-N0, it devolves 011
this House.
Mr. JACKSON.-SO far a~ the payment
of compensation is concerned ~
Mr . WALLACE.-Yes; we should nQit.
leave the determination of that question
to any outside. body. It should not be left
to the municipalities to say what should
be done in ~egard to the taking over of
the milk processing plants. In this Bill
we are giving certain power to the municipalities, and we should make u specific
provision which would ensure that no injury would be done to persons whose
business interests are to be interfered
with. There is no such provision in the
Bill at present, and it should be there. I
hope the Bill will be carried, but that
hOllorable members will see that everybody who is interested will get a fair,
square deal.
Mr. l\1ACKRELL.-I am satisfied that
something must be done to give a purer
milk supply to the peQiple of this city for
health reasons alone. I am alsQi satisfied
that something must bCi dQine to assist the
dairy fa,rmer. I am therefoTe going i.()
support the Bill, not that I think very
much will come out of it, because I do
not believe that the municipalities will
be able to retail milk at a IOlwe"T price
than is being charged to-day. However,
I am prepared to give the proposal a trial.
So far as I can see, ther'e is nothing very
important in the measure.
I listened
to the second-reading speech of the Mi~
isier, and I gathered that all the BIll
provides is that municipal depots may
distribute milk.
Under the Act the
municipalities can retaIl milk at the
depots, but if the Bill passes .fhe
municipalities will be able to delIver
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the milk.
As I have already said,
I do not think the municipalitie.s will be
able to dOl it any more cheaply than anybody else, but I am prepared to give them
a chance. I should like to see a municipal
depot established under good management
to asce.iftain whether the people of this
city can be given cheaper and more.·
wholesome milk, while at the same time
perhaps the position is made a little
better for the milk producer. I want to
be fair to all, but I am pa,rticularly
anxious that pure milk should be supplied to sick people and infants in this
city, because from the health point of
view that is the most important consideration. I disagree with the figures
of the honorable, member for Gippsland
East regarding dairy farms. I am sa,tisfied that with fifteen COIWS a. man could
not make what the honorable member
stated. I knQiw from practical experience
tha,t it CQuld not be done. If a man
endeavoured to make a living with fifteen
cows and had £3,00.0 of capital locked
up in the business, he would hardly obtain enough to. pay the interest.
The
value of the yie,ld per cow would be about
£12 per annum, and for fifteen cows that
would amount tQi £180.
You would
want practically that amount to pay the.
interest. I think the honQrable member's
figures were too liberal altogether.
Mr. LIND.-I have good farmers in my
electorate.
l\ir. MACKRELL.-I know all abo.ut
the Gippsland farmeTs. I manufact~red
butter there many years ago. No- milk
comes from my electorate into this city,
but I have had the opportunity of speaking to dairymen from other districtd,
-especially the 'Va,rr;agul district, quite
recently. I was informed only the night
before last. that instead of the dairy
fa,rmers getting an average of Is. 4d. a
gallon, they are getting an a.verage .of 9d.
or 10d. a gallon. Tha.t is only -equivalent.
to Is. 8d. per lb. for butter fat.
They lose the skim milk, and it would be
better almost fo'r them to. go. in for butt-ermaking than to sell their milk at such a
price. I do not want tOI labour the question. I do. not expect ve·ry much from
the Bill, but I do want to. see something
done to improlVe the present position. The
measure may be a step in the right direction, and I am gQiing to tt give it a fly. ,.
Let the municipalities see if they ca:a
beat private enterprise·, and if they can
do so, good luck to them. It will be a
l
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good thing for the consumers if they get
purer milk, .and it. will be a good thing
for the producers if thEIY can get a
higher prioe..
The Bill provides that
municipalities shall have the right to retail ice, but I do not think the Minist.er
means that they should g·o into the ice
businESS.
Mr. HOGAN.-They want ice with the
milk.
Mr. MACKRELL. - They ~re not
going to retail ice in the metropolis ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The ice i~ for the purpose
of assisting in the milk distribution.
1\1:r. MACKRELL.-They must have ice
in the hot weather in order to' keep thE.1
milk cool. I am quite sa.tisfied, provided
they a;re not going in to the ice business.
Some enterprising municipality might
say, " TherEI is a· gOQld deal of money to
be made out of ice at the present time,
and nothing at all out of milk. We will
start to ma-ke ice." I am glad of the
1\Iinister's assurance that the ice will
merely, bel used in connexion with the.
milk business.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-After a. very
able dissertation on the milk supply by
the honorable member for Toorak, who
has had a long and technical experience
of the matte.r, and a very capable speech
by the honorable membe'r for Gippsland
East, full of what I know to be absolutely reliable information, I feel that
it is not necessary for me to de,al with
the same aspects of the Bill. In itself
it is a very small measure, but it deals
with vital principles in this community.
It. is frorm this aspect that I wish to deal
with the Bill. Municipal trading is only
one remo.ve from government trading, and
that is the big po-int at issue. As far as
municipal govocnment is concerned I
stand fo.r its continuance, fOor I believe
that those vyho have the closest knowledge
and interest in the affairs of a locality
should 00 given the greatest liberty possible in dealing with them. However,
when it comes to a question of trading, we
are opening up new ground aJtogeth~r,
and we should be very careful and realize·
where it will lead us. When a municipality is conside'ring the advisability of
taking over the distribution of inilk there
should be placed before it the most aecurate information available as to \\That is
going to be the capital cost. It is suggested that if a municipality takes Oover
the distribution of milk the consumers
will get a cheap-er supply in a better
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form, and the producers will receive moo=emoney. All that is very desirable, but I
think that the honorable membelr for
Toorak has shown very conclusively that
it is impossible or impracticable, or at
the best, highly improba..ble.. The three
primary functions of any civilized community are agriculture, manufacture,. and
transportation or distribution.
One of
them is the growing of the fOQld products
of the nation. Another is the conversion
of the raw material into the manufactured
article, and the olther its distribution in
the oommunity. All those three primary
functions enter into such a simple matte-r
as the milk supply. First of all, there is
thE' ag1'iculturist who has to feed and
milk the cows. Few people consider that
there is such a thing as manufacture in '
connexion with the milk supply. Experience has shown, however, that it is
essential that milk should go through the
chilling process before it can be held and
preserved in a fit state until it reaches
the consumer. Therefore, manufacture
does come in even here. ~t\.s the honorable member for Toorak pointed out the
proce~s of chilling is no small matter,
and 1 t costs a C'onsiderahle amount of
money. It is in conneJ..'ion with the distribution that the heavy expenditure
comes in. Th.at applies to all primary
products. Take the -case of i'he fresh
fruit supply in connexion with which
there is no manufacture. As much has to
be paid for the distribution of fresh
fruit as the producer gets' for growing and packing it.
CommissionS!
which have gone into the price of bread
find that wheat, the actual primary
product., returns to the' grower only
30 per cent. of the tota.} return.
In round figures, 30 per cent. is what the
grower gets of the amount. paid by the
consumer.
I should like to emphasize
the fact that of the persons engaged jn
the three primary functions to which I
have referred, the primary producers are
the only ones' not organized. They· alone
are fair game for the rest of the community.
Consequently when, for instance, the price of bread goes up, the
first consideration is how to reduce the
price of wheat, although, as I have just
pointed out, the wheat-grower gets only
30 per cent. of the price of the article.
Nobody seems to give any consideration
to what economy may be effected by other
persons interested in the production of
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Mr. LIND.-The only difference is that
bread.
When we come to the questioll
of securing a cheap milk supply, nobody the thing is being done piecemeal.
suggests that the man who delivers th\~
1fr. WETTENHALJ__ .-I agree with
milk should have his wages reduced, nor Dr. Argyle, when he says that to use rates
that anybody else engaged in the distri- for trading purposes .is contrary to the
bution of it should be· asked to accept a spirit in which our Constitution was
lower prioe for the services he renders. The framed. That is practically a system of
'whole trouble falls upon the producers, compulsorily acquiring wealth for tradbecause he is not in a position to protect ing purposes. I want to emphasize the
himself on account of the want of organ- statement I made at the opening of my
That is all, more or less, by remarks. If a municip'ality is going into
ization.
the way, but still to my mind it has a this business, it should be clearly and debearing on the subject.
I now want to finitely stated what is going to be the
refer tOo the fact that municipal trading capital involved, what is going to be the
is Dnly one remove from Government rate of interest charged, and what the protrading, and in support of this contention ducer is going to receive. If this is done,
I want to make a quotation. When I I venture to say that it will not be shown
find somebody else has expressed briefly that milk will be available for the conand concisely what I want to' say I am sumer at a half-penny less than it is now.
not ashamed to use his words. What I The tendency will be ra ther the reverse.
want to quote is as follows:I am inclined to think that if the
The essence of trade is action (m.atters must det.ails I suggest are set out, the cost
be completed in the shortest time possible).
There Ulust be no clelay. The essence of Go- will be so milch greater than it is at
vernment control is delay, inquiry, and the present that the extent to which the supshifting of responsibility.
ply IS improved will not, be considered
Anybody with experience hows thfJt worth the expense involved. If we are
what I have just read is true. Honorable going to pass a Bill of this so.rt, the
members know that when they discover a details I mentioned should be given by
mistake that has been made by some Go- the municipal councils, and a pan O>f t.he
vernment department, the inquirer is sent ratepayers taken before this business is
from pillar to post, and meets' with the entered upon.
Mr. LIND.-Don't you'expect that to be
greatest difficulty in fixing responsibility
done?
for the error.. That is the essence .)f
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I do not exGovernment trading, and it will be found
also to. be the essence o·f municipal pect any.thing more to be done than is
provided in the Bill. That is all that
trading.
Mr. WALLAcE.-Are not worse c·om·" municipal councils can be made to do.
plaints than that made against GO'vern- wnatever else is desired mayor may not
be forthcoming.
ment trading?
Mr. LIND.-Do you think the rateMr. WETTENHALL.-'\Ve may find
some later, and I will have much pleasure payers will be content to accept anything
in pointing them out to the honorable their represen'tatives like to give them?
Mr. WETTENHALL.-On the quesmember.
Mr. LIND.-You assisted in' passing a tion of Go,vernment trading or municipal
Bill to enable municipal councils to con- trading, I shou1d like to point out that,
struct ('.oncrete pipes and all that sort of if a carter does not deliver milk to a conEmmer at the right time it is, under' the
thing.
1\fr. WETTENHALL.-Exactly; and present system, a compara.tively simple
in our Railway Department we have re- ma.tter to find out whQ is at fault. If the
pair shops and workshops for providing delay arises from circumstances over which
what is required, but that is an entirely neither the carter nor the employer had
different matter from })roducillg articles any con trol, the fact ie easily discoverfor slll~;. 'rhat is not trading. It is able, and the customer is satisfied. If he
merely making the things that are neces- does not care to accept the explanation,
sary for works under their particular con- he has the opportunity of trying some
trol. If municipal councils proposed to other milkman. It is that fnot which
manufacture concrete pipes fnr sale, it keepg the .su:pply of milk up to a pToper
standard, and secures £01" the conSllmer
would be a very di-fferellt matter.
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prompt and satisf'actory treatment. In
that excellent report prepared by Dr.
Al'gyIe, we had clearly indica ted what is
the result of municipal delivery under
the block system in Wellington. Where
there is a monopoly, and the consumer
finds that milk does not arrive at his home
until after he has left it for his business,
there is no redress. If the consumer doe's
not like it, he can lump it. TheoretiC/ally,
there are many more distributers of milk
than are necessary, but the block system
of delivery will not entirely overcome
that difficulty, and I do not think it will
secure delivery of the milk at the time
when it is wanted. The municipality that
undertakes to deliver milk will have to
give that ·aspect of the matter the fullest
consider·ation.
Naturally,
consumers
want to know when they may expect to
recei ve their milk, and in the present circumstances men engaged in
the wO'rk O'f delivery are gO'ing fOT
their lives all the time, and doing
their
work
as
expeditiously
and
as efficiently as they possibly can,
O't.herwise in the competition they must
drop out, and 106e their business.
Can
anyone teU me hO'w a municipality is
gO'ing to reduce the number O'f carts to
save expense and still de,live,r milk within
the same time ~ It cannot be dO'ne.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-That is only your
opinion.
Mr. WET'TENHALL.-That is one
aspect O'f the question of reducing expenses.
I am positive that the people
will be disapPO'inted.
Now, as to the
question O'f dealing with cO'mplaints. We
all know the difficulties that have to be
encountered whene,ve.r we lodge a complaint or have some cO'ntention with a
Government department. It is a1ways
difficult to sheet hOlIlle any resp()ll1sibility,
and when that has been donel the,re is the
grea.test difficulty in geUing satisfaction.
I am of opinion tha.t the people will again
be disappointed. These facts should be
placed very cle'a.rly befO're them prior to
undertaking this work. The people who
are going to undertake these things should
be made c()ll1versant with the histO'ry of
Gove,rnment trading. I intend to quote
the example O'f Western, Australia.
It
will be a change. We have heard ad
na'lt-Seum about State enterprise in Queensland.
I claim that the experience of
Western Australia is no. more fortunate
than that of Queensland.
First let me
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point out what the effect of Government trading in meat
has been.
The balance-sheet of the Wyndham :Th1eat
vVorks, Western Australia as at 31st
Dec~mber. la~~, . shows fixed ~nd working
capItal, lIabIhtIes, and sundry creditors,
amounting to £1,353,919, and assets
amounting to. £896,196. The difference,
£457,723, has been lost., £244,232 Oofit representing aggregate interest charged, and
£213,491 losses in working a.ccount~ But
to this £457,723 must be added £117,080,
the greater part of a sum of £131,338
due to sundry credito,rs. The creditor to
the extent of the £117,080 is the Treasury on a.ccount o,f interest not debited to'
the concerns.
So much fo.r the meat
works. Now let us take the steamer service. The ste'amers, thanks to the war
trading of the Kangaroo, were able, dur. ing a few successful ye,ars, to reduce· original losses by abO'ut £100,000; to pay
interest on the public funds invest.ed in
them, and, in additi.on, to contribute
£189,000 to revenue. Of course, the circumstances were abno.rmal, owing to the
wa.r and t.he absence of competition. No.w
that times are more normal, a change
has come Qi'er t,he spirit O'f the scene. The
se,rvice sho.ws a loss on last year's O'perations amounting to £78,577, of which
£ 19,159, being a bookkeeping depreciation, will not ha.ve tOo carry interest, but
the balance will be a. charge on future
earningS! until the inevitable writing-off
takes place.
Unfortunately, however,
losses, thoue-h written off a concern, cannot
be written ~off the shoulders of the taxpayers. An honorable member opposite
asked me to adduce something mo're than
the general statement tha,t the essence of
trade is action and to show in what way
Government trading is essentially delay
and t.he shifting of responsibility. I am
going to quote a few facts as to the result
o.f trading ope'rations in the West. The
following enterprises ha,ve Ooverdrawn on
trust account.s-the mone,ys necessar'ily
having been supplied by other trust. funds
in credit-as at 30th June, 1922:State implement works, £73,786 j State
qua.rry, £2,173; State saw-mills, No.2
account, £39,368; State shipping service,
£1.'38,655; Wyndham works, £264,417,
a, total of £517,399. Has any improvement in the metho.d 0.£ financing the concerns been effected ~ The figures as at
30th June, 1923, speak for themselves.
They show the follo.wing overdrafts Oon
trusts
accounts :-Implement
works,
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£65,451 j quarry, £2,649; saw-mills,
£39,056 j shipping service, £176,072;
Wyndham works, £240,814 j or a to-tal of
£524,042. By this Bill we are introducing the thin edge O'f the wedge. Before
we so legislate the people should have the
minutest and strietest e,xamination made
into the question to ascertain whether
they will get any of the things they expect, and what the cost will be. Personally, I am very dubious about it. On
broad principles I am opposed to' the
measure, though, reading between the
lines, there seems to' be every possibility
that this innovation will be tried. The
municipalities a,re going to' be given a, run.
There are a numbe·r of people in whom
the sporting instinet is well developed.
They are inclined to' give anything a run.
They say, "Oh, give it a trial; try anything once."
But they dO' not exercise
their own minds. They do not look intO'
the matter to' see whether it is right 0'1'
wrO'ng. They do not worry as to what
the e·ffects may be. They say, " It can't
do very much harm; give it a spjn." I
say de.finitely that I do nO't think there
is any possibility that success will be
achieved. Probably the reverse will be
the case. Therefore, my vote will be cast
against the Bill. ThO'se who say, "Give
it a spin j let it have a trial," and all that
sort 0'£ thing, must accept the responsibility. The numbers are up.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Hear, hear!
Mr.
WETTENHALL.-P~rhaps
I
I
should not go so far as to' say that.
believe the numbe;rs a,re up, but they may
not be.
I am in thorough accord wjth
the ho-no·rable member fo-r Albert Park
as to the payment of oompensation.
It is pleasjng to find that the·re
are some points on which he and
I can agree-very pleasing indeed.
The man who has undertaken the essential function of supplying milk to the· community has been compelled by the laws
we have passed to install extensive plant.
If a municipality, with money i~ has. extracted from its ratepayers wllly-mlly,
takes away from a person his means of
livelihood it should be required to pay
him adequate compensation. I shall enneavour, when the Bill is in Committee,
to get a clause inserted that will have
tha t effect. When an hotel is closed the
proprietor a~d the licensee are' compensated. That is quite right, and if, under
our legislation, these men are to be d~
prived of their business, or to have then
[21]
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assets depreciated, undoubtedly they
should be compensated. It is of no use
to say that we expect that to be done.
It is our duty to insert some provision
in the Bill that will ensure it being done.
~rr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).
-Honorable members
are probably
aware that, for
some considerable
have taken a mo-re
time past, I
than ordinary interest in the question of a pure milk supply. When the
Milk Supply Bill of 1922 was being C011sidered by the House, I advocated an
amendment on somewhat similar lines to
tha t now proposed.
, Mr. EGGLEs1'oN.-Somewhat different ~
Mr. WEBBER.-l said "somewhat
similar," and if a thing is somewhat similar, it must be somewhat different. 1
predicted, on the occasion to which I
'have referred, that unless the amendIrl:ent
for which I asked was agreed to the Bill
would become a dead letter so far as
municipal activity was concerned. My
statement has been borne out by what has
happened since then.
Not one municipal council has, up to the present time,
taken advantage, if there is any advantage in it, of the present Act~ and the
result has been that, instead of the milk
supply of the city being purer, or any
benefit being reaped by consumers or producers, the Act has been practically a
dead letter. I pointed out that no .municipal council would venture to embark in
the business. I t would not take the risk
of investing capital, constructing depots,
and purchasing plant, &c., for the purpose of starting a milk business when the
milk could only be sold at the one place.
I recollect that when the Bill was in Committee. the. honora,hle, member for Dandenong (Mr. Groves) called attention to
the use' of the words "depots" and
" depot " in clause 5, and asked f.or an
assurance' that the municipalities would
haNe power to establish more than one
depot if the.y so desired. The then Chie·f
Secretary (Major Baird) stated that the
municipalities would ha,ve power to establish mo·rel than one depot within their own
bounda,ries, but no amendment was made.
The Act has been useless to the councils.
They will not go to the e·xpense of putting
a man in charge of a depot and paying him
a weekly salary when they would have no
guarantee that the people would go there
to buy their milk.
The people have
been educated up to having their milk,
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bread, and other f.oodstuffs delivered to
them, and they do not like, nOowadays, to
have to go to the shops. Unless the municipal councils have power to deliver, as
well as sell, milk, they will not embark
on the expenditure necessary to provide
the depots. The honorable member foOl'
Toorak, who was Chief Secretary in the
last Government,· apd was in charge of
the Bill of 1922, raised several objections
to this amending measure.
His chief
objection was that he was against all
forms of Government trading. ToO that
extent he and the honorable member for
LOowan are In' agreement, but both
honorable members have from time
to' time 'cast their votes in favour
of various Gove~nment ventures. We
have
been
told
by
the
honorable member for Toorak that, although
he is against all forms of Government
trading, he would permit the municipal
councils to establish depots, and he would
have no objection to a council 'declaring
that all milk s.old in the municipality
must go through the depot. What is the
use of establishing a depot and having
the milk brought there if the milk is
afte,rwards to be handed over to retailers for distribution, with the possibility of the old evil of adulteration being
,
perpetuated ~
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That would not happen if the milk were in sealed containers.
Mr. ·WEBBER.-Another of the objecti.ons raised by the honorable member for
Toorak was that the provisions of the
Bill would not result in any improvement in the quality of the milk supplied
to the public. That is open to argument.
The honorable member assumed that his
Bill of 1922 would be an effective instrument in securing an improvement in the
quality of the milk supply. If that result
had been obtained, the Bill which is now
before the Ho.use would have been
unnecessary.
The ho.norable member
also said that the idea o.f
the
producers making any financial ~ain
out of this measure ·was only a pIOUS
hope; that there was no. gua,rantee
that they would get' higher prices.
I
would remind the honorable member
that in the report he presented to the
Government on the Wellington, New Zea..:
land, milk scheme, it was stated that if.
the municipal councils had a monopoly of
the distribution of milk, and competed
against each other, the prOoducers would
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Oobtain higher prices. His statement today is in cO'ntradiction of his own report.
Mr. LIND.-The honorable member for
Toorak did more than express a "pious
hope." He was sincere in the effort he
made to deal with the problem.
We
Mr. WEBBER.-That is so.
are sincere in the effort we are
making, and if this Bill fails the fault
will not lie with the Government.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-YOU should take the
responsibility of devising a scheme that
will be a success.
J.\tIr. WEBBER. - The then Chief
Secretary took that responsibility when
'he told the House, in 1922, that if
it carried his Bill in the form
in which he had intrOoduced it, it
would be a success.
The Bill became
an Act, and experience and time have
shown that it ha's not been a success, and
that practically nothing has been done by
the municipal councils ,in the way of carrying out the Act. It is perhaps unnecessary for me to quote the actual words contained in the honorable member's report.
That repOort is here, and honorable memberscan see it for themselves. The honorable member ,then said that councils
competing against one another, as monoPO'lies certainly, would ensure higher
prices to the producers. To use a hackneyed phrase, ~'If I were king," and had
unlimited power, I would go further than
thi,s Bill proposes to go. However, what
the honorable member for St. Kilda
would probably term "saner Counsels"
advised one step at a time, and a
proposal has been brought in which
prohas been asked fOor by the
ducers.
The Bill, as a. matter of fact,
does not embody my ideals, or pe,rbaps
the ide'als in their entirety of the Minister
of Agriculture. We are in this measure
only introducing something that has been
asked for by the dairy farmers in many
parts of the State. My Teasons for my
advocacy of complete municipal control
are now, as they were in 1922, twofold.
I believe municipal control would ensure
a purer 'Supply of milk, and I also believe
immense savings would be effected, and
that those savings could be utilized in
three different directions. In the first
place, let· me deal with the question of
purity. If a municipal council has power
tOo deliver milk, and has cOomplete control
of that milk frOom the time it is brought
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to the depOt by the producer until the Maclaurin, the New Zealand Gove'rnment
time when it reaches the consumer, neither Analyst. He says that since the Wellingthe council nor those managing the coun- t'on Council took over the control of the
cil'sdep6t have any incentive to adulterate milk in depOts, as distinct from retailing
that milk. When private enterprise has it, watering has been much less frequent
control of the distribution of any food than formerly. He also saysthere is an incentive to adulteI~ate that
Staleness is not 'so common, 'but there is
food and nUJilleroUs prosecutions have room for improvement in this respect. It may
,
.
d
f
h . ~ be that the rules re the separatIOn of all rebeen lodged agaI~st ven ors or. a Vl~g turned milk are n<5t strictly observed, and
adulterated all kinds of foodstuffs, mIlk some of ,it finds its way ,back to the distribuincluded. But where a public bO'dy, tion ,.sy,steru.
whether it is the Government, a munici- The probabilities are that that was bepal council, or some other body, l1as con- cause the distribution was undertaken at
trol o~ the ~istribution of f.oodstuffs, the that time by retailers. One 'O! the reasaJ?1e lncentlve to adulteratIOn do~s not sons why the Wellington scheme was not
eXIst as when the foodstuffs are In the a success was that it was a hybrid sys~ands. of private enterprise. No .man is tem. It was not a complete ,system of
Infalhble. There may be good mIlk ven- municipalization of the milk supply. The
dors, and no doubt ,a number of them municipality simply bought the milk in
are ho~est. Nevertheless, there are black bulk from the producers, treated ita t the
sheep In every flock, 'and so there are depots by pasteurization, &c., and then
some dishonest ,milk vendors. But if handed it over to the retailers to distri. there were municipal distribution of milk, buteo The very system that the honorthe councils and those in charge .'Of the able 'member for Toorak condemned in
business who would be paid fi~ed salaries, his report is the system he advocated
and would get no larger salarIes if there when he was in charge 'Of his Bill 'Of
were bigger profits made, would have no 1922 and the system he advocates to-day.
incentive to adulterate the milk. The That is the. system of the councils handlhonorable member for St. Kilda has sug- ing milk only in bulk, and leaving it to
gested, by interjection, that dishonest the retailers to distribute. The honorable
vendors might be employed by a council, member declared the Wellington scheme
and that they might water the milk, just a failure for many reasons, and one of
as to-day I suppose SO'IDe carters em-' the reasons it was a failure was because
ployed by private vendors are guilty of it carried out something that he to-day
that practice. But if the milk were de- is advocating. We want to obviate the
livered in sealed container,s, and the seals mistakes the Wellington CDuncil made,
could not be broken or tampered with and we desire to give the councils the
without the knowledge of the consumer, opportunity of distributing milk instead
that difficulty would be got over. It m'ay of acting merely as intermediaries bebe argued that ,the same thing could be tween the producer and the consumer.
done under private enterprise, and that is We desire to abolish the middleman, and
true. But under the present wasteful 'and to provide that the councils should only
uneconomical system of delivery, the cost act as middlemen between the producers
of delivering milk in bottles and sealing and the retailers would not carry out the
the bottles would add ,so much extra to purpose that we desire to achieve. We
the price that would have to be p·aid by prefer the c~)Uncils not to be middlemen,
the consumer. I may draw attention to but tv be the direct distributers of the
the fact that, notwithstanding the severe milk. We wish, as far as possible, to
criticism the Wellington scheme was sub- eliminate the middlemen, who only help
. jected to by the honorable member for to keep back the· producer, and heap up
Toorak in his report, evidence has been the cost to the consumer. I understand
given that since the Wellington Council that since the honorable member for
took over the supply of milk, even under Toorak prepared his report on the Welthe hybrid system that is by no means lington system the.'Y elFngton C~uncil has
what I should like. to see carried out, taken over the retaIhng of the mIlk. They
there has been a material improvement in found that under their old system of buythe quality of the milk supplied. I have ing the. milk in .bu~k, and handing it over
here a' letter signed by Mr. J. S. toO retaIle,rs to dIstrIbute, there were many
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troubles. There was endless litigation be- to be exceedingly high. That high price
tween the council and the distributers, and is caused by the obsolete out-of-date
the latter were always in trouble with the methods adopted by private vendors in
former for various reasons. Referring to their system of distribution. Fancy for
various troubles between the council, the one moment the Post,al Depa:rtment ardistributers and the consumers, Dr. ranging to have its letters delivered in
Argyle, on 'page 13 of his report, said- the same way as foodstuffs are delivered
These occurrences are common to all monopo- to-day. Fancy that Department sending
lies, and when the monopolist happens to be a " a dozen letter-carriers into a suburb and
dissatisfied tradesman-.giving each a pile of letters to distribute~
That is to say, a prIvate vendorirrespective of the addresses. A postman
who has bee~ forcibly deprived o,f his. busi~e~s might have one letter addressed to a peron terms WhICh he does not consIder Just, It IS son living in the south end of a suburb
not to be wondered at tha.t he does not treat
h·l th
t · ht h
t b t k n to
the public with the consideration that they w 1 e e nex mIg
ave 0 e a e
have been accustomed to under the competitive the other end. If tho Postal Department
system.
delivered letters in that way it would be
The trouble there was that the retailers regarded as a farce and an absurdity, and
were forced to deliver milk under certain the Department would be held up to more
conditions. They were obliged to deliver ridicule perhaps than is the case to-day.
it under the block system. They were The same applies to the police. Except
not given the compensation that they in a few cases, constables are not sent all
thought they were ~ntitled. to. ~he :esult over the place. w~th roving c?mmissions.
was that, the retaIlers bemg dissatlsfied, The great maJorIty have then set beats'
the system broke down. That is one of to cover. What is feasible in the delivery
the reasons why the system was a failure of letters should be applicable in the de-'
in W ellingto~.
We do n?t wish to. see livery of foodstuffs. The immense sav~ng
that system Incorporated In the legisla- which would be effected by the adoptlon
tion of this State. By allowi~g the muni- of an up-to-date system would go a long
cipalities to distribute themselves we way towards reducing the price of milk
should eliminate one of the troubles that tD the CDnsumer and giving a bigger
faced the Wellington Oouncil. That was return to the producer. It would also go
three or four years ago. It was before ,a long way towards the cost of treating
the Wellington Council decided to under- and bottling milk. The honorable memThe ber for St. RiIda said that at the present
take the distribution themselves.
second reaSDn for my advocacy of com- time milk can be delivered in containers
ple~e municip~l contrDl is the immense by private vendors. To-day the trouble
savlllg that wIll. be effected by the block if! that if milk is delivered in properly
system of ~ehvery.
I kn~w that sealed containers, the cost of the bottles
statement WIll
be
me,t WIth
the and breakages will come to something like
argument that the present Act d,oes lid. or 2d. a quart. I think that the honnot . prevent the bloc~ s~stem ,belllg orable member for Toorak when he was
ctarrdled out bY thte rtetatlhl~rs Blf.llthdey wantt Ohief Secretary two years' ago, said that
ha ,
o
0 so an d
IS
1·
oes no
. h ...
f 1 ~d
deliberateiy set out that the block system the cost :he~hwas l~a~ Vl?:~~rt ~ d:y'
of delive'ry shall be adopted. But it does p~rhq~~,r h. h e pro t ~ \ ; U l · t ,not prevent a council adopting the block Wlt
e h Ig er cos dO 0 ets, Ilf wou
f'
be SDmew ere near 2 . a quar .
money
·
d b
d t·
th bl k
t
f
system 0 f d e1Ivery as ar as Its own custo-.
'l
th
1
d
IS
save
y
a
op
mg
e
oc
sys
em
0,
d
Wh
mers .are concerne
.
l
e
e
aw
oes
d
1·
t·
f
th
t
·
b
d
a , saVlllO' can e e.
d
f
d .
e Ivery por IOn °
not prevent prlvate ven ors rom omg
d' h
t f b ttl'
b d
r
that they will not come to any agree- vote to t. e co~ 0
0
mg an sea l!lg.
ment for delivering milk or any other I should .lust hke to refer to somethmg
commodity on the block system. There is that happened twenty years ago, when the
no gainsaying the fact that the present presen: member ~or Oarlto~ belonged to
system of delivery is largely responsible the RIchmond C~t! CounCIl.
He :hen
for the ~ost of di~tributiOl1. 1 think the advocated a mUlllClpal system of dehverhonorable member for Toorak said that ing milk, and he asked the city engineer
the cost of delivering milk is in the -who no~,. by th~. way, happe~s to
vicinity of 3d. per quart, and that seems occupy a SImIlar posltlOn at St. KIlda---
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that conference was Dr. W. Kent Hughes,
and the secretary the late Mr. T. G. Ellery,
who was then Town Clerk of Melbourne.
They made a rough draft of a proposed
Bill tQl whioh the approva,l of Parliament
was to be sought. They proposed that
any council, or combination of cQluncils,
might buy, sell, and distribute milk and
cream. That was a body that did not
comprise more than 10 or 15 per cent. of
Labour councillors, yet it was in faNour
of
what we are a,dvooa,ting now.
The
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes; and he proposed
to pay far more to the producer than he Whole,sale Milk Proaucers' Association is
also in favour Q1f a scheme of this sort" and
Was then getting. There was to be ('OIUI recollect that a resolution was adopted
pensation to the vendors whose business in New South Wale,s by the, Public
was taken over, and 5 per cent. was to be Health AssQlciation in favour of a better
allowed for bad debts in addition to in- method of delivering milk than that which
terest On the capital invested, renewals prevailed. The Baby vVelfare Society we
and depreciation, and it would then have in this State, whilst not advocating
show a profit of £10,000.
The chief municipal delivery of milk, or elxpressing
reason why he considered that was any opinion on the subject, has been askpossible was not that immense profits ing tha,t something should be done to
were made. by mil~ vendor.s, but ensure the ~upply of pure milk and a
that a large saving would be effected better !;ystem OIf delivery. I may be
by the adoption of a proper up-to-date asked in wha,t way profits made by muniMany public and cipal councils in this undertaking should
system of delivery.
semi-public bodies, as well as various be divided.
other organizations, have carried resoluMr. EGGLESTON.-YoU need not worry
tiOnB on the subject. In some cases they about that.
have advocated the complete municipaliMr. WEBBER.-The honorable memzation of the milk supply of the metro- ber for St. Kilda may recollect that a repolis.
In other instances they have port was prepared bY,Mr. Kelly. He went
urged that better methods of distribution intO' the' position very oarefully when he
should be employed without tying them- was an alert young man. He prepared
selves down to a municipal scheme. While a scheme which showed that the profits
th6 National Federation may be in rather would be immense. If a milk vendor is
bad odour with a section of the press at asked to explain the present price of
the present time-and the suggestion has milk, he will teU you that one of the
been made that the name of the federa- causes is the high cost of delivery, and
tion should be changed-I suppose that the price he has tOi pay for goodwill. I
there .are some honorable members on the reco,llect the time when a, milk business
~I)uld be purchased forr about £1 a quart.
Opposition side of the HOThse who still
That included the plant, utensils, and
claim allegiance to that body. They may goodwill. I understand that to-day the
be interested to hear that at Ballarat price is about £3 per quart. I have in
three years ago a National Federation my mind a business in Abbotsforrd for
conference carried a resolution in favour which £500 was paid for the plant and
of the municipalization, or some better utensils, and £4,000 fOil" goodwill. When
method, of delivering milk in the metro- a man has to pay as much as that for a.
polis. No one would say that a municipal business, he must realize sufficient profits
conference is a radical body.
As a from his customers to pay interest Q1n his
matter of fact, it is one of the investment and give him a fair return
most conservative institutions in the on his undertaking. I believe tha,t profits
State.
Yet that august body carried would be e,ven more than t.hev are now
a resolution in favour of municipal if a prolper system of milk deli very were
control in regard to milk.
Three undertaken by municipal councils. Profits
or four years ago a special conference of could be divided in three wavs.
First
representatives of the metropolitan muni- they could be utilized t.o pay the cost
cipalities was held.
The chairman of of treatment of the milk, then a higher

to prepare a scheme. That was done, although it was found that municipal councils had not the power to deliver milk.
ITnder the scheme which he proposed) the
producer was to get 9d. a gallon and the
milk was to be sold to consumers at 4d. a
quart, approximately half the price now
being charged.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - Fourpence a quart
was the retail price.
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price .oould be given f·OI the producer, and
in the third place the cost to the consume'r could be reduced.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-What about the

wage-earner-would he not want a cp.t
out of them 1
Mr.
WEBBER.-Wage-earners are
bound by the decisions of the ArbitratiOin
Court, and municipal cOlUncils need pay
only the rates SOl provided. There are
very few municipal councils which paJ
wages above the awa,rd, and Richmond is
one OIf them. There is nothing to prevent the wage-earner getting a cut.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am sure' hel would.
Mr. WEBBER.-There a,re many
other aspects of this ma,tter which could
be gone into if time permitted. For instance, there is the question of the people
who would be thrown out of work because of thel fewer number of carters who
would be required under the block system. The adoption of that system, however, necessarily means the elimination of
a certain number of people who are engaged in the business as employees. When
speaking on this question about.18 months
ago, I pointed out horw that aspect of the
question could be dealt with, but time
does not permit me to go into it again,
and I do not want to repe'at myself unnooessarily when talking about the supply
of milk.
The honoTable member forr
Lorwan raised the question of pa,yment of
compensatioill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-SO did the
honorr-able member for Toorak.
Mr. WEBBER.-That is so, but the
arguments were not exactly on the same
lines. I may point out that this Bill does
not provide for the compulsory taking of
any vendor's business. The simple effect
will be that a municipal council will be
an additional competitor, just the same
as any private individual would be who
decided to enter upon this business.
Dr. ARGYLE.-How can you get the
block system without compensation to the
people from whom you take their business 1
Mr. WEBBER.-I have gone over that
already.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is it possible 1
Mr. WEBBER.--It is not possible to
ha,ve a, oomplete--and I emphasize the
wOTd complete-block system, unless there
is a monopoly, or unless there is an agreement amongst the vendors to supply to
certain districts. I admit there are difficulties in the way of introducing the
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block system, but I went over this matter
when the honorable member was absent
from the Chamber, and I dOl not suppose
I could get an extension of time to repeat my rema.rks. I do not want the
honorable member for Toorak, however,
to be under the impression that I think
the block system would be a, failure under
municipal control. It woruld, not be possible to have a, cOimplete block system
withou.t an understanding being' arrived
at between a municipal council and !ts
competitors. But I want to get ba,ck to
the question of compensation. If a new
vendor Q1f milk began to ope,rate in any
locality,-would he have to pa,y compensation to. his compe1titmrs in the trade 1 He
would simply take his chance with his
rivals, and this Bill dOles not propose to
give any rights to the municipal council
which could, not be enjoyed by a ne~
vendor. Why should the question of compensation be mentioned at all in these
circumstances ~ If it were proposed that
municipal councils could compulsorily acquire the business of a vendor, then the
payment of oompensation woruld have to
be considered. This Bill does not suggest anything of the sort, and, it simply
puts a municipal council in the same position as any other person would occupy if
he decided to enter upon this narticular
trade. The Bill does not, alto~ether satisfy
me, but I believe the House will give the
councils the opportunity to enter on the
business in the way suggested. If they
want extra porwers subsequently, and ask
Parliament for them, possibly the legisla,ture, in its wisdom, will be prepared to
grant them.
Mr. EGGLESTON.~I would not have
dared to speak on a Bill which sCI l-argely
concerns primary industries, because it
might be suggested that I was a " St.
Kilda farmer," but as "farmers" froom
Abbotsford, Prahran, and Albert Park
have spoken, I think I may say a few.
wQlrds. I do noot think I could t~a,ch anyone to milk a cow. I could not do that
if I tried, but there are economio and
business aspects oof this ma,tter which are
just as important as those relating to the
primary producer, and need attention. I
would not be justified in allowin~ thi~
Bill to go through without some protest
against piecemeal socialization, such as
this is.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Do you call this socialism 1
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is certainly an
apQllogy for socialism. I want to point
out what, in my opinion, will be the resuIt of this unfortunate and misguided
experiment. I ha,ve no doubt that, as
an experiment, it will be attempted, and
I am not sorry. It is not a bad plan to
allow a SOtcialistic Government to try some
of its experiments, because they demonstrate their unsoundness, and, I d.o not
think' we could ha,ve a beUer subject to
test it than that' which is provided in
this Bill. Fa,rmers' representatives seem
.
to have some expectatIOns from a measure
like this, but I think that any hope that
dairymen will get a better deal from a
municipal council than they dO' from private individuals will be defeated by a Bill
of this sort. It is absolutely ridiculous
to say that a guarantee of +s. 3d. a galIon can be given by municipal, councils.
Oan any municipal councillor justify to
his ratepayers that he has paid Is. 3d.. a
gallon for milk when the milk could have
been purchased for 1Od. a gallop from
other people?
Mr. HOGAN.-The price includes brine
cooling and freight.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But the councillors would have to justify their action in
paying more than the market price for
the milk. The Government are trying to
satisfy two antagonistic sides-the producer and the consumer the seUerand
the buyer. There is no ~se disguising it.
.
Mr. J ACKSON.-We can satIsfy both
sides.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say it cannot
be done.
The one is trying to get as
much as possible for the article, the oth.er
to get it for as little as possible. We cannot do away with that basic element in
any commercial. transaction. We have
seeu, in recent years particularly, a growing opposition by the ratepayers to any
increase of rates or of municipal expenses.
It is ridiculous to expect that any producer will get more for his milk under
this Bill, or that any buyer in the metropolitan area will be able to purchase milk
at a smaller price. Any saving that could
possibly be made is purely problematical.
If it can be made, wp.y is it not made by
co-operative associations of producers? If
there is profit to' be made, it will be picked
up. Such an association could pay a business manager to run the concern, for them
and secure the profit. But it cannot be
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made. I do not say that the price of
milk is not too high. The whole matter
is complicated.
There are such things
as good-will, high wages, and the block
system or alternative system. Under present conditions, unless you bring a
radically new and fundamental factor into the whole calculation, you cannot get
the price of milk down for the buyer, and
you cannot get it up for the producer. I
am not holding any brief for private enterprise in this respect.
If I can be
shown the way in which certain public
utilities can be made available to the
greater satisfaction of the community, I
shall be satisfied to adopt it.
Mr. OAIN.-Do you not think that electric current, for example, can be supplied
more cheaply by the municipal councils?
A lower charge is made in N orthcote and
Preston than in Oollingwood and Fitzroy,
though thev are purchasino- the current
from a co~pany.
0
•
.
.
:M:r. EGGLES.TON.-ThIs .BI~1 d?es
not propose to. gIve the sole ~I.stl'lbutlOn
o~ the commodIty to any mun~c~pal counCIL It only enables the mUnICIpal council t? come in as a compe~ito~ with other
re~aIlers. I have no ?b.l~ctI~n to th~re
b~lllg an element o£ SOCIalIsm In t~e ~II.l.
If I ca?- be shown tha~ the sOCIah~tIc
method IS better than prIvate enterprIse,
well and good. My point is that the supporters of the Bill cannot do that. They
are getting a public body to come into
the market where it will act in the same
way as private enterprise. If it does that,
it will be subject to the laws that
govern privat-e enterprise. Its expenses
will be t.he same as those of private
enterprise.
It will have to compete
with private enterprise, and to compete on unfavorable terms. It has ;l
method of o~ganization that cannot be as
efficient as private enterprise. If we have
n;tunicipal control, that is to say, control
by twelve councillors in any given district, it will be cQlntrol by men who can
devQlte only a few hours per week to the
enterprise. They will not have the same
control as private individuals, nor ,will
t.heir officers have the same incentive to
establish profits or to prevent losses as
huye men employed under private enterprise.
When you bring municipalities
Into the market on the same competitive.
terms as private enterprise, you do not,
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and you cannot, reduce the cost of com-Mr. ,WARDE.-It is all a matter of
petition. It is all nonsense to say that speed.
this Bill will increase the chance of the
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is more than
block system coming into f{)rce. It will that. ,The criticism of public utilities
S
make it less likely.
Mr. CAIN.-It is a step in the rIght is far more difficult to meet.
uppose
direction.
you get municipal distribution of milk
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is not a step in and the milk is not distributed properly,
the right direction at all. Several years 01' there is some defect, fancied or real,.
ago, about 1912, I was very much in- in the milk, there will be no end of
terested in the question of milk distribu- criticism, and it will be less easy to meet.
tion, and I worked out a scheme of com- The only case for the socialization of the
plete control of the production and dis- milk supply is total socialization. At
tribution of milk in the metropolitan are<:l. any rate, in di~1.dbution and supply I do
no.t think economIes will be effected. TheoI found that you could ensure very great retically-I do not think it can be done
savings as long as you worked on a big practically-a conference might be held
enough scale.
of all sections of the industry. My point
1MI'. EVERARD.-Was it theory or pl'al3tice?
is that you cannot secure any economy
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Mine was a theo- unless you organize the whole system as
l'Ptical scheme.
a public utility, and place it in the hands
Mr. l'UNNECLIFFE.-It has been done of the municipal councils.
But the
in BirmIngham.
mun~cipal ?ouncils are not organized for
M EGGLESTON Th
I
.
retaIl tradmg; t,herefore" they are not,
r.
"
. - e on y savmg • and ca.nnot be, efficient in the conis where we have a socialistic industry on trolling and retailing of such a commodity
a large scale. If the public competitQl' as milk.
comes into the market where there is re»11'. TUNNECLIFFE.-YOU complain that
taiL ent.erprise, and conforms to the laws
of retail enterprise, it cannot produce a our socialism is not socialistic enough.
saving. It cannot get the block system,
Mr. EGGLESTON .-In this case, yes.
and I venture to say that the block This is bastard socialism. It is only eyesystem would not be tolerated by the wash. It is not a constructive attempt
people of Melbourne except on the condi- to solve the problem. The Bill before us
tion that under it perfect efficiency and is the easiest thing of its kind. It inperfect purity were assured. The muni- volves less mental exercise on the part of
cipal council" sharip.g in the distribution the Minister who introduced it than a
has no better chance of securing perfect really socialistic Bill ,would do; but the
efficiency and the' perfect purity of the Minister is able to say "This is socialmilk than has anybody else. It must be ism.'" It will nOit soJve any problems;
recollected, too, that critics of public it will make the position more difficult.
utilities are far more severe to-day than It will fail in itself, and will delay for
are critics of private enterprise.
The years the chance of organizing our milk.
labour troubles in respect of public utili- supply on a proper basrs. The people
ties are far more severe than in the case of Melbourne would not tolerate a block
of private enterprise. Take. the attitude syst,em of delivery, unless yO'll could prove
of the people of Melbourne towards the the absolute efficiency and purity of the
You find trams going empty milk supply, and that could only be done
trams.
whilst the 'bus travelling in the same by the employment of medical experts and
direction, though far more uncomfortable by medical control, which the muniand much less safe, will be filled. This cipalities could not afford. This attempt
is simply because the people have a preju- to impmve matters will fail and will put,
dice 'against the public utility. The same back other efforts to secure the same end
thing applies to many public utilities to- probably for a good many years. The
day. You will find the very individuals expeil'iment t.ried under the Milk Supply
who grow1 most at the running of Tait Act of 1922 has nOlt yet been worked
cars on country lines cheerfully hanging out.
Mr. HOGAN.-The depots ha,ve not yet
on to straps in 'buses when they come to
been established.
town.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-That does not
Mr. CAIN.-It is a bigger baby than
show that the system of depots is bad. the one you brought in here a couple of
There is a, need for bigger depots in the years ago.
metropo,litan area" but to establish them
on a municipal basis would be wrong.
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-Noj there is no
I do not know why the municipalities chance of this Bill being more successful
sho,uld ha,ve been introduced in connexion than the present Act has been. We are
with this problem except that on one or dealing with an economic phase of a probt.wo O'f the councils the Labour party .lem. The risk in the distribulilon of milk
have representation.
is in the prices charged and the collection
of accounts. You a,re now asking the
Mr. HOGAN.-The previous GOlVern- municipal councils, who refused to take
ment ga,ve the municipalities the right to on the easy .part O'f the work, tOo take on
establish depots.
the difficult part of the work. This Bill
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is sO'. Tnt" will not, so far as I can see, make the
a.mend~ent that was then propos~d by problem any easier for the municipal
Mr. Webber was a much more compre· councils. Milk distribution is not a, munihensive and constructive amendment than cipal functiO'n a,t .all. If it is to be, unthat which is proposed in this Bill. He dertaken with success it should be underdesired tOI give the municipalities power' taken in a wholesale way for &. very large
to buy people out. This Bill dO'es not sectiO'll, if not for the whole, of the metrocontain such a provision. I remember polis, and should be under the control of
that the honorable member for Evelyn Elxperts and not of municipal councils.
was furious in his opposition to any retail The question of control is absolutely fun·
distribution of milk by the municipalities. damental. If we are to ha,ve distribution
~
by IDiunicipaJities We must have some
M r. E VERARD.-W h en was that.
guarantee of efficiEil:lCY and of absolute
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That was in 1921. purity, and that can be better secured
The honorable member said that he by private enterprise.
The members of
would not have the retail distribution of the municipal counoils have a multiplicity
milk "on his mind."
of duties to perform relating to drainage,
Mr. EVERARD.-The honorable mem- roads, and such ma.tters.
ber does not know what he is talking
Mr. HOGAN.-If a municipality had a
about. He had better look after himself. milk depot it would have a competent
I had not intended speaking on this Bill, manager for it.
but will do so no'w.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Would the muniMr. EGGLESTON.-The hono,rablEI cipa,lity sta,rt with a big round o,r a, small
member for Albert Park has suggested round ~
Money would have to be ext·hat provision should be made in the pended in providing the necessary equipBill to compensate persOons who are in- ment and would that be the ratepayers'
juriously affected by it. The form of this money Or money raised by loan ~ MuniBill makes it impossible to provide in it cipal councillors are not 'familiar with this
for compensation. Compensation cannot business and they a.re not competent to
be assessed. We do not know whethe,r the manage it in competition with priva,te enBill will be effective. This is a case O'f
The attempts of Governments
competition. If the municipa.lititls are terprise
to' buyout t.he milk vendocr.-s in a district tOo compete with private enterprise have
always been a failure. The miscellaneous
they would have to' pay compensa,tion.
attempts at socialism which we have wit1\1r. HOGAN.-Does the honorable mem- nessed in Que,ensland and Western A U8ber kno,w tha.t a, deputation from the tralia have, failed, and for the same reason.
National Federation waited on me in supMr. HOGAN .-Such attempts have not
port of this Bill ~
always faileld. Ta.ke the caSe of the ComMr. EGGLESTON.-I should btl sur- monwealth Bank.
prised to learn that the N ationa.l FederaMr. EGGLESTON.-Tha,t is an unique
tion supported this particula,r Bill. Any
constructive scheme to improve the milk example of State activity, and it has nothdistribution of Melbourne would be an- ing to do with this case. Almost every
other thing, but this is a baby attempt country has a central Government bank.
The United Kingdom has the Bank of
to meet a difficult problem.
l•

•
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England, France has the Bank Oof France,
a,nd Germany has a similar bank. A
central Government bank pe,rforms certain functiOons in connexion with the raising of Government loans, which gives it
an ardvantage and justifies its creation.
Herre you a.re proposing to enter into competition with private enterprise Oon conditions that in my opiniOon will not be ad-.
vantageous toO the public whose interests
we are anxious to' serve. I say therefore
that this is a very foolish positiOon fer those
. who are advocating socialism to take up.
Supposing a municipality decides to
undertake the distribution Oof milk, it will
have in the first pla,ce to prOovide cOonsiderable capital expenditure. I suppose the
expenditure would amount to £5 a quart.
If you had 100 quarts to deliver, you.
would have to pay £500 in all fOol' yeur
capital expenditure, even unde,r private
enterprise. That would be the ve,ry lowest·
figure.
Then the municipality would
ha ve to appoint a manager, and the difficulty about an enterrprise of this kind is
that there is no certainty of continuity.
At the next eleictiOons, if the Teturns fer
the first year had been bad, yOou would
have the ratepayers voting as to whether
001' not, the system should be continued.
You would have the fear of an incre'ase
in rates, and an that kind of thing, which
would involve a loss of the certainty of
coutinuity, and unde'r those circumstances
it weuld be very easy-a council would
take this very much . into conside,ration
befere it sta,rted on the business-fOor a
ceuncil to lose without any added compensation to its ratepayers the whole of the
oapital e,xpe:nditure it had put into the
business. I think this is a very foolish
attempt to deal in a piecemeal way with
an activity which cannot be successfully
tre,ated in that way, and that the whole
scheme is crude, nOot thought out at all,
aud will not sa.tisfy either the producerI'
or the consume'r. However, as it is going
to be tried, it is a most favOorable ground
en which to demonstrate. the unsoundness
of Labour pelicy in this respeot.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-It may be interesting to honorable members to know
the re'asons why this measure has been
introduced, and whernce it emana,ted.
In supporting the Bill, I may say that as
soon as the Goverrnment was constituted
I drew the attention of the Minister of
Agriculture to the advisability of his visiting Maffra to inspect the beet sugar factory before it suspended operations, and
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also to meet the beet-growers there, with
the object of their getting a declaration
from the honorable gentlem<an as to the
price he weuld pay them during the forthcoming seaSOl1. I may say that the Minister was very prompt in visiting the district, and on the da,y of his visit, a.fter
he had inspected the factory and met the
growers, he had a me'eting with the directoOrs and sharelholders of the Maffra Co:ope:rative lVlilk Company.
I was net
aware that such a meeting was to he held,
but the Minister met those directors and
sha,rehelders, and discussed the future
prospects of their factory and their milk
supply with them, and probably promised them that he would introduce an
amendment of the Milk Supply Act. 1
subsequently received a letter from the
secretary of the Maffra Co-eperative Milk
Company, asking .me to support a Bill to
amend the Act, if such a measure we,re
introduced, and I visited Maffra and :met
the directors as soon as the Bill had been
brought in. The measure is part of the
policy of the present Gevernment, and
the reason for its early introduction is
probably the pressure that was brought to
bea.r upon the Government by the produce,rs in thel Maffra district.
Mr. HOGAN.-After I rece,ived the deputation up there they had another deputatnon to me in Melbourne.
Mr. McLACHLAN .-1 do not know
anything about that. I was present at
neither deputat.ion, but I know the fe'e1ing of the lVlaffra producers with respeot
to the preposals ef the Government. They
are strongly in fa.vour of them, and feel
satisfied that if this amendment is carried
into la,w, their financial position in the
future will be very much better than it
is to-day. The co-operative company .at
Maffra has had an up-hill fight from the
beginning, and the only prospect the
shareholde,rs can se'e in front of them just
now, in order to improve their financial
position, is by supplying milk direct to
the municipa.lities. The following is an
extract from a letter I ha,ve received from
the company, stating their views:If the amendment is passed there is every
probability that this company will enter into
a contract to supply a high-grade pasteurized
milk to a municipal dep.ot in Melbourne.
As a matter of fact, overtures have already
been made by this company to certain municipalities, and encouraging replies were received.
This company is prepared to sell to a municipal council depot for a term of at .least three
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years a first class quality of pasteurized milk
at an average price of from Is. 4d. to Is. 6d.
a gallon.
This price would, after allowing for the cost
of the necessary treatment of the milk, at the
company's factory, freight, &c., return to the
farmer a reasonable price for his product; at
the same time enabling the consumer to purchase milk from the depot at a price of about
6d. a quart, which is a much lower figure than
he is at present paying.
The shareholders, 170, are unanimously in
favour of this proposal.
It will prove (I. considerable benefit to the
farmers in this and the neighbouring district.
My directors feel you will assist the primary
producers wherevel' you can.

That., briefly stated, is the view held by
the Maffra Co-operative Milk Company
with respect to. the measurer. As I said,
the company has had an up-hill fight from
the beginning. The district where they
are carrying on their operations is certainly a, rich one from an agricultural
point of view. The land that they are
using in their business of production is
very high-priced land, and, as men who
are familiar with work on the land are
aware, dairying o.perations are not of an
easy charader. In fact, as a rule, success
does not attend the individual dairyman
unless he has the assistance of his family
in his operations. They ha,ve to be constantly employed in assisting him in order
that he may make ends meet. The country depends for its welfare upon agricultural and dairying production, and dairying productiQn is carried on very e,xtensively in some of the Gippsland districts,
and particularly the Maffra di8trict.
Whatever views people may hold with
respect to the municipalities delivering
milk, and however co.ntrary such a project may appear to be to the views of the
man on the land, the producers at Maffra,
have forced this measure before the
House, and they are satisfied with' that
met.hod of trading.
They believe that
they will re,ceive some substantial benefits
fr~ it.
Mr. EVERARD.-If they can get fro.m
Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. per gallo.n they will
get a subst,antial benefit.
Mr. l\:fcLACHLAN.-The honorable
membe,r has heard their statement.
Whether they will get that price or not,
of co.urse, I cannot say, but I am their
representative. They have urged me to
support this measure, and in their interests I do so. I do not want to stress
the subject further at this stage. I hope
the Bill will be carried, and that an opportunity will be g~ven to test this new
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method of trading. It will be a ne,W'
method, so far as the milk supply of the
State is concerned, to have the municipalities in the city doing the work that
the milk retailers are doing at the present
time.
It certainly will bring the producer into closer contact with the consumer than the present method; but, even
if it may do that, I am not· sure whet.her
it will be a success. However, 'no harm
can be done to the State if it be tried,
and it certainly will give satisfaction to
a very deserving set of men, who are
earning their living not in easy circumstances in different pa,rts of the State.
There is a grolwing fee,ling amongst dairymen that some such step should be taken.
N ow the opportunity will pres·ent itself,.
and it will be seen whether it will be embraced by the municipalitie~ or not.
Mr. WALT'ER.-I also intend to support the Bill. In the main I represent
a dairying constituency, and I realize
that something will have to be done by
both the StatJe and Federal Parliaments
if the industry is to be maintained even
at its present standard. By the passing
of legislation in the right) direction we
hope flor increase the efficiency of the
dairyman. During the last twelve months
there has been a very.considerable amount
of complaint by those engaged in· the
ind.ustiry at the extremely low prices
rulmg. The cost of production has gone
up very much in the last few years, but
the price of the product is just about on
the pre-war level. As a matter lof fact
tlhey are producing milk and butter in
parts of Gippsland, and probably in other
areas, for something less than wha,t it
costs. The industry could not continue
under those conditions for long. It would
mean that throughout the Gippsland district throusands of acres would be overrUll
by bracken fern and rabbits; firstly,
because decent roads have not been provided; and secondly and chiefly, because
the industry has not been profitable.
Judging by some of the speeches made
here the consumers are well represented
in ~his House. The case for the distributors has also been put well. I am not
much concerned with either the distributors ror the consumers. My concern
is chiefly for t.he producers, and I am not
ashamed to assert that) anything that I
can do for their benefit I am going to
do. When proposed amendments of the
law will do, the producers any good they
will certainly have my hearty support.
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There js a wide divergence between the
amount which the producer in the country
is getting for his milk and that for which
it is sold in Melbourne.
Milk coming
from Warragul and Darnum is sold at
9d. a gallon delivered at the depot, where
they treat the milk before it is put on
the railways. The dairymen are receiving Sd. a gallon, and 1d. tio, cart it to
the depots, where it is cooled before it
is put on the train. On inquiry in the
metropolitan are,a I find that the consumer at such places as Elsternwick and
Essendon is paying Sd. a quart. In other
words, the producer is receiving only onefourtE of what the consumer has t'o pay.
There is something radically wrong about
the distributing methods in the met.ropolitan area. It seems to me that the
producer has always been the man who
has had to suffer. I ha,ve not much
reason to' bolster up the, di.stributors, and
I am nOot gOoing to do so.; furthe,r, I am
nOot in favOour of compensation if it comes
to that.
If the producers say that the
municipalities can distribute their milk
in a better way than those retailing it
can do to-day, I am, perfectly satisfied tlO
support them. Judging from my experience of private enterprse, as compared
witJh municipal control, the probability is
that the prIvate distributors can hold
their own against the municipalities, anyhO'w. It is said that they would be entitled to compensa,tiO'n.
I wOould pOoint.
out that there are a good many million
pounds invested in the industry as far as
dairymen are concerned, and they have
nOot asked the Government fO'r cO'mpensation for the losses they have made. In days
gone by their losses have been substantial,
and at the I?,res,en t t~me many are losing
by selling milk at 8d. a gallon for the
metropolitan area. As the majOority of
people know, the life O'f a dairyman
IS
an arduous one.
I should like
to take hono'rable members through
some of the Gippsland countlry at the
present time, and show them the conditions under which dairymen are labouring there. We have had an extremely
wet fifteen months, and the muddy condi tions are appalling. I would be pleased
to take members on a mot{or trip therethat is, if a team of bullocks were always
available to pull the car out-so that they
could see the conditions in Gippsland at
the present time. They would then realize
that something must be done if the da~ry.
ing industry is to prosper. Only last
Mr. Walter.

Bill.

night I was informed that if the present
condi.tion of things continues, and prices
remaIn as low for another twelve months
the probability is that there will be a con~
siderable number of settlers leaving the
land, especially those engaged in the
dairying industry in Gippsland. To stJart
with, it is dear country; it costs a lot of
money to .qlear it and afterwards to keep
it clean from bracken and rabbits. I shall
support whole-hearfedly in this House
anything that will be In the interests of
the producers, because I fully realize that
the consumers have any amount of representlation here without my taking up their
cause.
Mr. EVERARD.-I did not intend
making a speech this afternoon,' but 'the
honorable member for St. Kilda went out
of his way to single me out and refer to
something I said three years ago. I am
doubtful whet'her this Bill will 0'0' a great
deal of good either to the consumer or to
the producer. As far as the producer is
concerned, it was an eye-opener for me
when t.he honorable member for Gippsland
N'o,rth said that a Maffra company would
enter into a contract for three years, at
from Is. 4d. to Is. 6d. a gallon.
Mr. HOGAN .-One shilling and fourpence.
That comprises lId. for the
producer Oon the farm, 3d. for carting to
the factory and pasteurizing, and 2d. for
freight to l\1elbourne.
Mr. EVERARD.-Well, I think they
would be on a good wicket. I know that
in my own district men feed their cattle
in t,he winter months, and then have to
enter into competition with people who
do not go to. the same trouble, and in the
flush of the season they have to accept Is
a gallon. I can assure him that there
are milk producers in the metropolitan
area who have to accept Sd. and 9d. a
gallon. If they could get a guarantee of
1s., they would be only too pleased to
supply milk at that price. I do not think
this Bill will be of any great benefit to
the consumer. The sale and the distribution of milk will cost municipal councils
much more than they anticipate. I intend to support the measure, .as it would
be vain t.o vote against the motion for
the second reading. Now that the Minister is .taking such an interest in the consumer, I hope he win remember : the
producers in my district, who for years
past have been mulcted to the extent of
50 per cent. for freight on milk which is
sent to the metropolis on Sundays. That
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ought not to be permitted any longer.
Many people can travel to the districts
I represent at a cheap rate during the
week-end, and we are .only too pleased to
have them,' but it is not fair that the producer should have to pay 50 per cent.
more because he wants to supply the metropolitan area with pure nu1k on Sun-'
days.
Producers have for years been
asking that this extortion should no
longer be permitted. I am going t? support this Bill, as I said, and am domg so
in the hope that something will be done
to relieve the producers in my district,
who have been suffering disadvantages
for such a long time. I hope the :Minis.ter
will also bring in a Cattle CompensatlOn
Bill. An inspector may look at a herd
and declare that some of the beasts are
infected with pleuro-pneumonia. In this
way many beasts have had to be destroyed, and the unfortunate owner absolutely ruined.
]\11'. HOGAN.-We intend t.o bring in a
Oattle Compensation Bill.
:M1'. EVERARD.-,-I am glad to hear
that. I am pleased to support the Minister in this ridiculous proposal, in the
hope that. I will get a quid pro quo in the
interests of the producers I represent. I
am glad the honorable member for S~.
Kilda has entered the Ohamber. He IS
a "know-all" on every subject, and because he knows such a lot himself he
thinks that nobody else knows anything at
all. I am reminded of the lines-

I,

And still they gazed, and still the wonder
grew,
That one small head could carryall he
knew.

I hope that this Bill will do some good,
and t congratulate the honorable member
f or Gippsland West on his maiden speech
on this subject. I think he will prove
an acquisition to this IIouse. We have
been 'told by the honorable member for
Gippsland N.orth that producers in his
district are going to enter into a contract
to supply milk at Is. 4d. a gallon.
I
think that people who are going to pay
that with the overhead charges, will have
a pr~tty rough time. I hope the Minister
of Agriculture will bear in mind the two
matters I have referred to, and do something to help the pr.oducers in my district.
'
Mr. KEANE.-I have listened with
great interest to the speeches that have
been clplivered from both sides of the
[23]
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House.
I am not concerned with the
economic side of the question, but I am
with its health aspect, and the method of
distribution. I do not think it conduces
to good health to have milk poured into
basins or cans without lids at the homes
of the people and allowed to remain in
the open air for some time. All sorts of
insects drop on to the milk, and occasionally the cat has a lick at it. Then the
dairyman is blamed because the quantity
of milk .ordered is not there. If we are
going into the question of securing a pure
milk supply, we will have to go to the
sheds where the cows are milked. I was
a dairy farmer for a couple of years, and
I kept my milking sheds and utensils in
an absolutely clean condition. For doing
that I was ridiculed as a faddist. I have
seen milking sheds in an absolutely disgusting condition, and I have als.o seen
the hands of those engaged in milking
covered with manure and filth of all
kinds. I have also seen machines used
to such an extent that blood has been
drawn from the udder of the cow. So
honorable members will see that we must
go to the source of supply if we are going
to effect any reform.
There must be
more rigid supervision where the milk is
produced. It is true that inspectors visit
the dairy farms, but an insufficient number is employed, and sometimes an interval of three months elapses between the
inspections. It is necessary to appoint
additional inspectors, so that we can have
more supervisi.on than we have had in
the past.
It is not necessary that I
should deal with this question at any
great length. It is obvious that the Bill
will be agreed to, but I want to impress
on the Government the fact that if we
bring about municipalization in the distribution of milk, we must have more
rigid inspection in the sheds where the
cows are milked than is the case at the
present time.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was Tead a sec.ond time, and
committed.
Cla,use 1 'was agreed to.
Progress was reported.
The House adjourned at 4.1 p.m., until
Tuesday, September 16.
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The

SPEAKER

(the

HOll.

Advance.

rASSEMBLY.1

John Bowser)

wok the chair at 4.38 p.m.

TREASURER'S ADVANCE.
Mr. EGGLESTON asked the TreasurerWhat amounts have been paid out of or
made available from the Treasurer's Advance
during the present financial year?

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Treasurer).In reply to the honorahle member, I
desire to say that the amount paid from

the Tre,asurer's Advance during the present financial year is £94,551 6s. 8d. The
amount made available in addition to the
amount paid is £102,993, the total being
£197,544 6s. 8d. Details of the expenditure are as follow:-

AMOUNTS PAID FROM .'rREASlJRER'S ADVANCE DURING THE PRESEl\"".l' FINANCIAL YEAn.

Pending Loan Application ActsRailways
Country Water Supply
Public Works
Grants to Hospitals, &c., pending allocation of vote by the Board
Improvement of Crmvn Lands ..
Purchase of Land-Kerang to Gonn Crossing Railway
..
..
Spencer-street Bridge-Boring ..
Unemployment Relief ..
Pending EstimatesBritish Empire Exhibition
Investigations of Noxious Insects
Gratuity to L. J. Wrigley (on retirement)
Sundry AdvancesMines Department-Wages, Gippsland Coal Co.
Curator of Intestate Estates--To payoff Mortgage

. £ 8. d.
2,381 13 7
77,799 2 10
4,102 9 11
3.193 6 8
2,671 18 8
896 4 0
47 10 8
570 O· 0

£

d•

8.

2,016 0 4
178 0 0
200 0 0
400 0 0
95 0 0
94,551

6

•

MIOUNTS MADE AVAILABLE FROM TREASURER'S ADVANCE.

Pending EstimatesRoad WorksTambo Shire-BaBin-road
Healesville Shire-Toolangi-road
Orbost Shire-Erinundra-road ..
Reclamation Works-Port Melbourne
Caulfield HospitalPurchase
Renovations ..

£ .
4,500
4,500
4,500
15,000

8.

d.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

26,300 0

0

£12,300
14,000

Pending Railway Loan Application ActTowards erection of Shed a.t Spencer-street for marketing Potatoes,
Chaff, &0.
..
..
..
"
"
..
Erection of Railway Station at Poath-road on Oakle4rh Line
St·a,te Coal Mine-Disll8tel' at McBride Tunnel
- ..

25,000 0 0
6,630 0 0
16,563 0 0
102,993 0

Total

PRIOES OF BREAD, WHEAT, AND
FLOUR COMMISSION.
Mr. PHENDERGAST (Premier) presented Report No. 3 of the Royal Oommission on the prices of bread, wheat, and
flour, and moved that it be printed.
The motion was agreed to.
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
Local Government (Melbourne and
Geelong) Bill.
State Savings Bank Bill.

.. £197,544

•
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THE QUEENSOIJIFF LIFE SAVING
OREW.

F ALS]!; ALARMS: FIRING OF ROCKETS.
Mr. MORLEY.-I desire to move the
adjournment of the House for the purpose of discussing a definite matter of
urgent public import.ance, namely, ".The
urgent need for regulations relating to
the firing of rockets or anything that
could be mistaken by life-saving crews S3
a signal of distress."

The QuecnsclifJ
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. Tw~lve ~onorable members having
rIsen III theIr places (as required by the
standing order) to support the motion,
l\1r. MORLEY said-Within a period
of two weeks we have had two false alarms
at Queenscliff. On the first occasion I did
not bring the matter forward in the House
because I thought that the publicity given
to it in the press would be quite sufficient
to prevent a recurrence of the incident.
On Saturday night, however, another
false alarm came from Melbourne caused
by the firing of rockets at, I beli~ve the
Exhibition. The life-boat crew turned out
at 11 o'clock at night. They were towed
round by a small steamer called The Rip,
and they did not return until 3.30 o'clock
in the morning. The men were then wet
through, and they have no redress for the
privation to which they were subjected.
It is time that some definite action was
taken to make people who give - false
alarms by the :firing of rockets or in any
other way, responsible for the consequences of their act. I have a letter here
from one of the fishermen who was in the
He states that the life-boat
ljfe-boat.
crew will be very chary about going out
on the next. alarm. I first hrouo-ht
this
0
matter up III the House about four yeal's
ago, when I called attention to the danger
arising from the em.ployment of an obsolete life-boat at Queens cliff. I stated th€n
!hat a w~eck would some day take place
III the RIp, that the life-boat would be
unable to get to it, and that there would
be loss of life. That happened in the case
of the HTy1·all ah. The unfortunate men
on that steamer were drowned. I have no
hesitation in saying that had we had an
up-to-date life-boat at Queenscliff on that
occasion the lives of those men would
probably have been saved. What takes
pla?e now ~ The bell rings and the lifesaVIng crew respond to the call. I belong
to the life-saving crew. I have been out
with them, and I know what I am talking about. The bell rings and the wives
and children of the men who go out on
t~e expeditio~ wait anriously through the
mght for thell' return. It is bad enough
to hav€ a wreck, but it is unpardonable
that we should have these false alarms.
The press haye given publicity to the matter, but apparently that is not sufficient.
Regulations should be made, -or a telephone should be put on to Queenscli ff
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in connexion with the Ports and Har"bour8
so that notification might be
gIven of any int€ntion to fire rockets
which might be the cause of giving a falAe
alarm.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Can rockets
fired in Melbourne be seen at Queenscliff l
Mr. MORLEY.-I have often been
asked that question. The men at the
Queenscliff lighthouse say th"at when a
rocket is fired it is impossi ble to tell
whether it is 10 or 40 miles away. Every
returned soldier knows that when flarelights were sent up at the Front it was impossible to tell how far they were away.
That notice should have been taken of the
false alarm to which I have referred shows
that the members of t.he life-boat crew
at. 9ueenscliff B:re alert and ready and
wIlhng to do theIr duty. They are nshermen, and the only reward they get after,
perhaps, 30 or 40 years' service is a certificate.
They should have the same
security in the performance of their duty
as the men who go down mines in cages,
and who are protected by regulations. I
trust that the Premier will take such
action as will pI'eYent these people from
being called out again exeept when there
is a real need for their services. I want
the Pl'emier also to hurry on the work
of completing the" new life-boat for
Queenscliff.
It was promised fom:
years ago.
The new life-boat is to
be up-to-date. A wreck may take plaoe
at any time, and the present obsolete boat
is not fit to go out in. If it continues to
be used, it is probable that the crew will
be drowned. When honor a ble memberd
read in the press that a launch has to be
e~ployed t? tow the life-boat out, they
WIll recognIze the danger to which tbe
I hope I have said
crew are exposed.
sufficient to convince the Government and
a.ny Gutside a.uthorities that may be concerned that it is necessary that regulaticms
should be adopted to deal with the matter
I have brought forward.
Mr. ALLAN.-Whol has the right to fire
rockets when there is a wreck 7
Mr. MORLEY.-Only the people on
the ship that is in danger.
From the
shore signals are sent back to notify them
that assistance is being sent.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-In
reference to the complaint made by the
hoo.orable member for Barwon, I may say,
that I understood ~at a new lifebO'at bad
~epartment
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been provided wme t.ime ago.

I was told

that about twelve months since.
The
honorable member came into the chamber

.one day and informed the House that a
new lifebO'at had been promised.
The
Government will not permit any life"Ve
: saving appliances to be lleglected.
shall take ste-ps in the necessary direction
as soon as the honorable mambe,r for
Barwon places 'the requisite information
~befo're us, so that we may deal with the
matter. I was to rece,ive a report in COllnexion with the false alarms, but it has
not yet come to hand. \Vhen I get it, I
shall inform the honorable member. In
the meantime, if there is anything we can
do to prevent false alarms being given, we
will do it. Nothing should be permitted
that will unneoessarilyplace in danger
the lives' of those ou board ship nor o.f
those who man the lifeboat.
The motion for the adjournment o.f the
HQluse was negatived.
At a later stageMr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) said
- I have received the following statement
from the Depa,rtment of Ports and Harbours : With regard to the unfortunate display of
rockets on two occasions recently, causing the
Queenscliff liteboat to be sent out on a fruitless errand, a conference was held this morning between the Director of Navigation and the
Engineer in Charge, Ports and Hatrbours, at
which it was decided to recommend that the
most effective way of dealing with the matter
was by a regulation under the Navigation Act
making it an offence for any person to fire a
rocket which might be mistaken for a distress
signal, unless seven days' notice had been given
and written permission obtained from the competent authority.

I think that will cover the matter completely. I may say that no one regrets
the occurrence of this so.rt O'f thing more
than those in authority jn the State.
MILK SUPPLY BILL.
The House went into Committee for t.he
further consideratiQln of this Bill.
Clause 2For paragraph (e) of section 5 of the .Milk
Supply Act 1922 there shall be substituted the
following paragraph :" (e) sell (whether by wholesale or retail)
milk bought by any such council and
treated at any such depot or ice
manufactured at any such depot and
deliyer such milk or ice."

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of A,griculture).-I wish to make a fe,w observations
~n reply to criticism that was direc~e<.l
against the Bill during the second-readmg

Bill.

debate.
The honorable member for
Toorak criticized the measure.
The CHAIRMAN. - The honorable
gentleman cannot deal gene,rally with the
Bill at this stage. He can deal only with
clause 2.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was mere,ly as a
matter of courtesy that I wished to reply
to the criticism of Opposition membe,rs ..
I am not desirous of replying unless it is
strictly in accordance with the Standing
Orders fo.r me to do SQ.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-Clause 2 is
the whOile Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-I know that, but the
Chairman has directed my attention to
the fact that. at present, I can only speak
directly to that clause, and that will
prevent me from replying to the criticism
that was utte,red during the second-reading debate.
The CH.AIRlVIAN.-If, as a matter of
courtesy, the honorable gentleman desires
to reply to the remarks of Opposition
members, I shall have no objection to his
doing so, but, to he in o,rder, the honorable member must confine his remarks to
claus'e 2.
Mr. HOGAN.-Very well, sir, I have
nothing further to say.
Mr. WETTENHALL.--I mOlv~
That the following words be added to the
clause : "Provided that before undertaking the sale
and delivery of milk by retail such council
shall on demand adequately compensate any
person or persons then engaged in the sale and
delivery of milk by retail within the area
proposed to be served by such council."

This amendment simply extends to private
distributers of milk the same concessions
as are granted in o.ther cases when the
State or a municipality, which is a semiGo.vernment institution, jnterferes for the
benefit of the public.
There is little
difference between the closing of an hotel
and the closing of a milk business. TherefO're, I proposel tha,t compensation should
be provided for in this Bill.
Mr. WARDE.-This Bill does no,t close
up a milkman's business.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-It naturally
wo.uld, because a municipality would
have to pay no interest on capital
and no. rates.
Private vendors having been encouraged by the Government to put up expensive plant. in
order to' comply with the provisions of the
law, I think it is only reasonable that
they should be compensated when a muni-
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cipality steps in and, withollt any consideration wha.tever, drives them out of
the business. Therefore, I hope that my
amendment will mE-let with approval.
l\1r. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I trust that the Oommittee will not ac-cept the amendment. It is no,t correct,
as argued by the honorable member for
Lowall, that the, position of milk dist·ribntel'S is identical with that of hotelkeepers.
Any cOompensation that a licensed victualler receives because of the closing of
his premises cOomes from a, fund prOovided
by the hotelkeepers themselves. They make
a rOl1tribution of 6 per cent. on their
purchases to, a fund from which compensa1.ion is paid in respect of hOotels cloSE-:cl by
the I;icences Reduction Board. That i'.
an entirely different method from that proposed by the hOonorable member for Lowan
in this amendment. As the honorable
member for Flemington has pointed out,
the Bill will nOot close up the businesse~
of dis1-ributers at all.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It will do SOl all right.
lVIr. HOGAN .-It may do so, but.
only because municipal distribution will
be found superior to the existing method.
That is the only way in which it can happen. I suppose that the honorable member
for TOOl'ak, with all his preference for the
existing method, will admit that if municipal distribution proves better for the
gen61ral health of the community, prQyides a better service for the people, gives
a better return to. the producers,
und supplies the milk at a lower
price to the consumers, with the
result that the businesses of present
distributers
have
to
be
closed,
then It is Oonly because a more efficiE.lllt
method has been found, and not because
private vendors have been placed at any
disadvantage through the passing o,f this
Bill. The position in vVellingtOon is not
analogous to that proposed here. During
the week-end I read the report of the
honorable mE.mber for Toorak on the milk
supply of tha,t town. What they did
there differs from what we propose here.
In W6,llington, they established a, municipal monOopOoly, and provided that the
(:ouncil should purchase the milk from
the farmers.
That Tpminds me of one
point that was in the hOonorable member
fOT Toorak's report that hE.1 did not tell us
about in his speech last Thursday, to' the
effect that the country in the neighbourhood O'f Wellington is very different from
that surrounding Melbourne. There they
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are very cramped, and they have to bring
the milk a long distance by road. According to' the report of the honQrable member for Toorak, it cost up to 6d. a gallon
to bring the milk by road to Wellington.
As against that, the highest amount I have
heard 0.£' being paid in railway freight fo·l'
bringing milk from any point to. Melbourne is 2d. a gallon. In addition to
that, provision was made for the municipality in Wellington to purchase milk
by contra.ct from the dairymen, and they
made anothEJr contract wit.h the old private distributers to deliver it.
I
think
the
honOorable
member
for
Toorak stated in his report that
they paid' Is. l~d. per gallon for the
milk, and gave the old private distributers 7d. a gallon for delivering it.
Of that 7d., 3d. was to compensate
them for having be6111 driven out of the
business. That contract was to continue
. for three years only. Let me repeat that
at the time the honorable m6mber for
Toorak repOorted on the Wellington milk
supply, 3d. a gallon of the price charged
to the cOl11sumers was to compensate the
distributers who were locked out.
Mr. WARDE.-The honorable member
for Toorak did not tell us that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I did. It was in my repo-rt.
l\1r. HOGAN.-But, as the honorable
member for Flemington says, it was not.
quoted by the honorable member for
Toorak on Thursday, although h& stated
that the consumers in vVellington were
not getting the milk cheaper as a
result of the municipal supply than the
consumers in Melbourne.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Are they getting it any
chea.p6T now ~
Mr. HOGAN.-I do not know.
Dr. ARGYLE.-N or do 1.
Mr. HOGAN.-All I am going on at
this st.age is the honorable member's own
report. In that report hel says that 3d.
a, galIon was to be de,voted to compensating distributers, and that that arrangement. would end in three years.
The interval of three ye,a.rs has now
elapsed.
The latest information that I
have about the posit.ion in Wellington is
contained in thel report of the High Cost
of Living Commission. There it is stated
that they have, got over all their initial
difficulties, and that the municipal supply is an unqualified success.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.·-And for
three ye,ars the· purchasers of the' milk
found the, money for compensation.
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Mr. HOGAN.-Yes. There they estab- . Mr. nOGAN.-To this sum of 8d.,
lished an absolute monopoly of the milk there. have to be added certain charges.
supply. They decided that nobody but. For instance, there are the charges of
the municipality or its agents should sell 1d. per gallon for cartage to bring the
milk. Here, all we a,re proposing is that milk to the railway station, 2d. for pasmunicipalities in the metropolis or in teuriza tion, and 4-~d. as the cost of disVictoria generally, for that matter, who tribution in Melbourne. That brings the
desire to do so, should not only be able total up to Is. 3!d.
to establish depots, and sell milk, either
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is not the whole of
wholesale or retail, but be able to disthe
expense. If you look at the end of
tribute it. We- do not prevent anybody else from distributing milk, as my report you will see other charges.
ltIr. HOGAN.-I am assuming that
is done in Wellington. That is the difference between our proposal and the the honorable membel:, when l."eferring to
scheme that prevails in Wellington. 4~d. as the cost of delivery in WellingThere is another important di~erence be- ton and in Melbourne, included all the
tween the Wellington system and our charges except that of pasteurization.
proposal, and it is worth considering now
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the honorable gentlebecause it was overlooked jn t.he debate man will look at the back of the report,
1hat took place last week on this Bill.
be will see a table showing the various
In the course of his report, Dr. Argyle costs aB fa.r as it was possible to ascertain
deals with the difficulty of obtaining sup- them. The expression " cost of delivery"
plies in Wellington, and he saysmeans the cost of conveying the milk
A. very serious shortage of milk oecurs from the town depot, wherever that may
during the winter months, owing to many be, to the consumer. It does not include
dairymen ]wt having ('o\\'~ in milk during the
('uld, wet weather. There is 110 system of all the costs that are incurred in the citv
..
llOusing or of hand-feeding practised to over- before the milk is delivered.
come this difficulty, anel the corporation has to
go far afield for milk-up to a distance of
from 80 to 100 miles. The difficulty of transport then uecomeB acute, as the railway service is poor ana nOll-existent on one line on
SUlldnYR. This necessitates road transport by
motor wagg011s over ball and mountainous
roads, taking seven to eight hours to make
the journey, at a ('ost of 6d. per gallon for a
quantity of SOO gallons.

Later in fLe report, t.he honorable mem.:.
bel' states:The cost of deli \'ery is e8timated by the
council to be 4~d. 'per gallon. What it actually
works out at 1 was unable to ascertain. The
cost in ::'Ifelhourne is approximately the tlame.

Dr. ARGyu~.-That is not -the case
with regard to the total quantity supplied. It runs to about 5,000 gallons.
Mr. .HOGAN.-The hOllorablc1J1ember in his report said that the cost of
delivery in Wellington was .about the
same as it is in Melbourne. That statement with regard to the cost of delivery
being the same in Wellington as it is 111
Melbourne is interesting, because there
are dairy farmers selling milk at the present time for the supply. of l1:elbourne at
Sd. per gallon.
Mr. LIND.- That is so. I have been
yisitcd by dairymen to-day who told me
that that is what they are gett~llg.

Mr. HOGAN.-I aS6ume that it would
not include the cost of pasteurization at
the depot in Wellington.
Dr. ARG;LE.-Nor refrigeration either.
Mr. HOGAN.-The report deals with
the cost of cartage by road from the farm.s
to the depot at Wellington. That is a
The point
different matter altogether.
at issue is, what it would cost to distribute
milk from the depots in Melbourne to
the, householders, and then there is the
additional cost of pasteurization and
other processes through which the milk
has to be put; there is the cost of bringing it from the iarmB to the depot, and
there is the cost at the farm itself. In
l'egard to the cost at the farm, the honorable member for Gippsland East has
told us) by way of interj ection, that certaiu dairymen are .Belling milk at the preseut time for Sd. per galloI1) and I hav.e
similar information.
The honorable
member foi' Benambra said that dairymen
were getting Is. 4d. pel' gallon f.or their
mille If that is so, they are very fortunate indeed. I have in my possession a
letter from Mr. Neil MacFarlane, who
'" the secretary of the Farmers Union
at Ellinbank, in the Gippsla.nd District.
On the 6th September, he wrote to ine,
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and said that the honorable member
for Benambra's statement that farmers were receiving 113. 4d. a· gallon
is not correct.
Dairymen in his
district are getting only Sd. per gallon on
the farm to which has to be added ld.
per gallo~ for conveying it to the depot.
The men to whom these dairymen are
selling are the dilStributers of Melbourne.
He has supplied me with the names ?f
the dairymen, and the names of the dlStributers. The whole of the supply from
Ellinbank goes to these distributt'rs at Sd.
per gallon.
If any honorable me~ber
desiroo to know the names of the supplIers
and the distributers, I shall Le pleasC'd to
show him the letter.
Mr. MORLEy.-Does that rate apply for
the whole year round ~ .Docs it not yary~
Mr. HOGAN.-It is the rate that is
applying now, and this is the most unfavorable time of the year.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is the most favorable.
The flush has already commenced.
Of
course, the period of extra supply varies
in different districts.
~rr. MORLEY.-Is not some of the milk
sent from the dairy farms to manufacturers of ice cream~
Mr. HOGAN.-Perhaps Bome of it is.
So far from this being the flush seaSOD,
as the honorable member fo'r Toorak calls
it, I may inform him that, in my district,
the milk season has not yet commenced,
and I speak with full knowledge of the
position in the .district. between BalIan
and Ballarat whlCh are III my electorate.
Dr. ARGY~E.-That is the coldest district in the State.
J.\tIr. HOGAN.-I do not deny that.
Mr. Ol\IAN.-Are you making it appear
that distributers get milk at Sel. per gallon
the year round ~
lfr. HOGAN.-The price I have mentioned is that being paid now to ma.ny of
them, and that has been paid for some
time past.
1[1'. Ol\fAN.-Why, managers of butter
factories are receiving instructions to
proceed with the manufacture of butter
for October shipments.
:Mr. HOGAN.-What has th~t got to
dn with this question ~
~Ir. O.:\J.\.:r:-:-.-It means that m.ore milk
is goillg to the butter factories.
?\fr. HOGA.:\[.-The men who are selling erc'am to the factories will not get Sel.
ptar gu1lon for it.
.
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.Mr. Ol\fAN.-That IS not butter-fat
price.
1Ir. HOGAN.--The honorable member
may kno·w something about lambs, but he
does not know much about mille During
the last season I sold milk from my
farm at about 6d. per gallon.
Mr. Ol\fAN.-Y ou must have poor cows.
Mr. HOGAN.-They al'e average cows,
and they are probably. as good as the honorable. member for Hampden keeps. In
any event, the honorable member does
not know whether my cows are good or
bad. I have another letter from Warragul, in which the writer states that in
August lust local dairymen were selling
milk to a Melbourne distributer, whose
. name is given, at lOd. a gallon. There
has been some change of opinion on the
part of the honorable member for Tom·ak.
I gather fro111 the speech that he made
last Thursday that he is now an opponent
of municipal distribution of milk. In the
report that he presented to Parliament in
1922 he statedMunicipal control of the purity of tbf' milk
brought within the city boundaries for conflumption by its citizens is a legitimate fundiolJ
of local government.

He went on to state that the municipality
·would have to take all precautions to ('11sure that the public health of the community would be safeguarded. I quite
agree with that and I trust it will be
done. Various organizations have asked
for this Bill. The amendment would Lave
the effect of destroying the efficacy of
the measure. In addition to the organizations which I named in my secondreading speech as having asked for the
Bin, I may mention the Chamber of
Agriculture, which has asked for it
through its secrAtary, Mr. Schwieger, and
the Nationalist Federation, of which I
understand the honorable member for
Allandale, the honorable member for
TOOl'uk, and the honorable member for
Hamv·den are honoured and respectm
members.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - That is
\";"hy you Rl'(, g'runting the reform, is it?'
:Mr. HOG .:\N.-N0, I desired to grallt
it hefore I heard from the N ationaFst
Federation; but after I had decided to
introduce the Bill it was encouraging to
receive a d8j~uta.ticn from the Nationalist
Federation.
General Forsyth and Mr.
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Kemp came along and presented recommendations tome, as Minister of Agriculture, in favour of the introduction of
the Bill. That, of course, heartened me
considerably.
I knew that the Labour
party believed in the Bill. I had reason
to suppose that the Farmers Union
party believed in it, and when the
N'ationalist Federation officially informed
me of its support I arrived at the conclusion that the measure w.ould meet with
the unanimous 'approval of Parliament
and go through smoothly and swimmingly. However, there appears to be a
conflict of opinion between the decisions
of the Nationalist Federation in conference assembled, and submitted to the Government by the .officials of that organization, and the wishes of members of that
body in this :House.
All things considered, I am satisfied that the Bill is a
good one. The amendment desired by
the honorable member for Lowan is entirely unnecessary. If. adopted, it would
hamper the operation of the measure. The
Bill does not prop.ose - to establish a
monopoly. If that were the proposition
we were considering there might be some
ground for the amendment. As the Bill
stands, there is no occasion for it whatsoever. The municipal council will simply
have power to distribute milk to its
pe.ople. Nobody else will be prevented
from also distributing milk. Not only
does the Bill not provide for a monopoly,
it does not even provide for the block
distrilmtion of milk, a reform that I
should like to establish. No person will
have any claim to compensation.
Dr. ARGYLE. - I have pleasure in
supporting the amendment moved by the
honorable member for Lmvan. It is ill
keeping with views I have given expre'lsion to on more than one occasion in this
lIouse. Before coming to the details of
the proposal I should like to take thi(l
opportunity of answering some. statements made about myself, particularly
the statement that I have chalJged my
viewpoint with regard to municipal trading.
I do not think the Minister was
very fair when he read from my report.
The actual words that I used in my report were-
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That is a very.different thing from munici pal trading.
Mr. HOGAN.-I read th:9se very words.
1)1'. ARGYLE.-But the Minister prefaced them with a statement that I had
changed my views: llllother honorable
member made a similar statement in his
second-reading speech. I want to point
out that municipal control of the milk
supply is one of the health reforms of
which I am strongly in favour. My report dealt simply with tIle facts as I saw
them in regard to the municipal milk
scb erne of Wellington, New Zealand. It
has been used as an argument to hit me
with, when I simply placed .on record
what I found to be in operation there.
In the concluding portion of the paragraph from which the Minister quoted I
said.
Until a. corporation is in a position to
guarantee the purity of the milk sold and its
absolute freedom from the risk of conveyance
of disease and death, it has no right, legal or
moral, to compel those citizens to consume a
dangerous foodstuff by the establishment. of a
municipal monopoly.

I sho·wed by incontrovertible evidence in
that report that the City of Wellington
was doing those things. It had not con. .
tl'ol .over the purity of the milk it was
selling, but it assumed to itself power to
compel its citizens to drink that milk. I
told the Mayor of Wellington that if I
were a resident of that city and I had a
child who died as the result of consuming
impure milk, I should consider him to
be guil ty of mansla ugh tel'. Tha twas
strong talk. I meant it. I would say
the same thing here.
- Mr. JACKSON. - Would y,on say the
same of the private distributer?
Dr. ARGYLE. - The positions are
quite different. Noone is compelled to
take his milk from a private distributer.
But the public are compelled under the
system of municipal control at \Vellington to take the milk whether they like .i t
or not.
lV1.1'. ·JAcKSoN.~Tha.t will not be so
under this Bill.
Dr. ARGYLE.-No. This is not OJ;}
a.ll fours with the Wellington scheme.
The Bill does not attempt to establish
a monopoly and I never said it did.
-Mr. HOGAN.-I only used that argu~.1:umClpl11 control of the purity of the milk
ment in criticism of the amendment.
brought within the citv boundrtries for con·
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not -propose
sumption by its citizens is a legitimate f'mction
of local government.
allow anybody to misrepresent my views;
l
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they are here in black and white'. Municipal contrOil is one thing; municipal retailing without control is another. The·
statement that this Bill if passed will in
any way improve thel quality of the milk
sold is au absolute, fairy tale. There, 1S
not the slightest justification for it. All
that we have is the Minister's assurance,
and I was very much amused at the innocence and child-like, faith of the honorable member for Gippsland East when he
accepted the statement of the l\1inister
that if this Bill were passed a municipality
would not trade in ice.
Mr. LIND.-I did nOit refer to ice.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The, honora,ble membe,r asked a, delfinite question as to whe,ther
the Bill applied to ice, and said he was
glad to hear that it did not.
Mr. LIND.-Y ou are quite wrong. As
innocent as I am, I know what I say.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The statement was
made,. I may bel wrong in a,ttributing
it to' the honorable member.
Mr. LIND:-It was improper to make
such a sta,tement in the way you did, and.
to use such epithets as "innocent" and
1I child-like,."
I may be innocent, but
I refuse to allow statements to bel a,tt'ributed to mel tha,t I did not make. You
are' defending yourself now from a, similar
charge,.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I cannot sa,y more
than that if I have made a, mistake I
will apologize:. The statement was made,
and the assurance of the Minist,er was
accepted in an innocent and ohild-like
way-I repeat the wQlrd.s-that if the
Bill were passed a municipality would
not trade in ice. There is nothing whate,ve'r in the Bill to prevent a, municipality
from trading in ice if it desires to' do so.
I think it was the honorable member for
Abbotsford who said tha,t I had contra,dicted myself in regard to the effect
of the Bill in increasing the price of milk.
He quoted thel following statement on
page 4 of my report:Were each municipality in G:reater Mel.
bourne to establish a monopoly of the milk
supply within its own boundaries, it is easy
to foresee the intense competition that would
arise between the various councils in the milk·
producing districts and the consequent increase in the wholesale price if mille

That is quite true, but. it is not proposed
tOo give a monopoly. What tb~ Government propose to do---<and this is the thin
end of the wedge-is to allow a municipality to start a retail milk business in
a,ny district, but the,rel will not bel the
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slightest guarantee of improvement in the
q~ality of the milk sol~.
The City of
RIChmond and the Maffra Milk Supply
Company arel the only two parties tha,t
have been mentioned. What guarantee
would the Maffra Milk Suoply Company
have that the City of Richmond would
takel its milk from them ~ N one whatever.
Is it likelly that the City of Richmond, if
it started a, milk retailing business, would
bind itself tOo buy its milk from a place
100 miles from Melbourne-when it could
buy it at, say, Dandenong-and in this
way incur extra, cost.
Mr. LIND.-Do you not ~hink milk
could be produced cheape,r a,t Maffra than
at Dandenong ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Why~
Mr. LIND.-Land is cheaper at Maffra
than at Dandenong.
Mr. HOGAN.-The City of R.ichmond
wOould purchase, in large quantities.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It would purchase its
mil~ from a, co-ope.rativ·e concern, which
would first buy the milk from its va.rious
members and then treat it and pass it on
to Melbourne, all of which would add to
thel cost.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is all included in
t.he Is. 4d.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Very well. Wha,t 1.S
to happen when the milk arrives in the
City of Richmond ~ Is it simply tOo be
put into' cans and delivered to the customers 1
Mr. HOGAN.-The City of Richmond
would establish a depot Oon a sitel convenient to. the railway station.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That would entail
further overhead c.harges. In spite of
all these things, the Minister of Agriculture expects us to belie,ve that the fa,rmelr
is going to get more for his milk and
the consume-r is to pay less for it than
at present. The honorable gentleman is
trying to do an economic impossibility.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am surel that will be
the result. You aTe supporting an
amendment to prelVent tha,t result being
achieved.
Dr. ARGIYLE .-N 0; I support the
amendment because I absolute,ly disbe'lieve in any form of gove,rnment retailing. The story of government retailing
throughout the length and breadth of
Australia, is, hardly without exception,
one of ghastly failure. The same thing
may be said of municipal trading. The
City of WeHington, Ne,w Zealand, tOiOK
charge of its schemel, and ~lthOough I
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found many faults with it, it has be~n
very mnch improved. What is the economic aspect of the Wellington scheme
to-day, I do not know.
lVI:r. HOGAN.-:-There is a. reference to
it in the report of the Commission Qon the
IIigh Cost of Living.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The statements of the·
Commission 0ill other' matters are misleading', ap.d as it did not visit Wellington it was not in' a position to offer an
opinion regarding the WeUington scheme,
I would refer the l\1inister of Agriculture
to the "Links of the Milk Ohain"
on pages 20 and 21 of my report, which
show the overhead charges. Anyone looking at these details will se'e that a profit
of 2d. a gallon to the distributer would
mean quite a, reasonablel percentagel profit
on the capita;l 'invested in a properly
f.quipped milk business.
The Minister
said that it cost so much to pasteurize,
so much to refrigerate, so much to do
this, and so much to do the other. So
it does; but he knows perfectly well that
the actual incidence of that cost depends
on the quantity of milk dealt with by
the machinery. If a vendor sells thousands Qof quarts of milk, the cost Qof e,ach
Qof those processes per gallon is reduced in
proportion to the turnover
This proposal, however, :qleans that SQime municipality is going to start delivering milk
without a monopoly such as the Wellington CQouncil had, and the Honorary Minister (Mr. Webber) said that variQous
things would or would not be done in
consequence. He omitted to point out
that the block system, on which the saving is really proposed to be made, is not
part and parcell of this scheme. He tried
to make out that there was gQoing to be
a partial block system. A proper block
system means that there will be only one
milk cart in each street. I admit that
the present system is uneconomical.
There may be up to twenty milk carts,
according to the size of the street.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-There are twenty
milk carts to t.wenty houses ..
Dr. ARGYLE. - Yes; for twenty
houses you have twenty milk carts, twenty
butchers' carts, twenty grocers' carts, and
so on, but the right Oof freedom of choice
remains to the consumer. If he gets a.
discourteous milkman, one who will not
bring the milk at the hour he wants it,
one who overcharges, one who he suspects
removes pO'rtiO'n of the cream, or one
who does nOit otherwise satisfy him-or as
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will eventually be the case under t.he Act,
satisfy the l\1ilk Supply Committee-he
can change his milkman. The Milk Sup-

ply Committee, when it gets into full
operation, will grade the milk. Under
t.he present system the COlllsume,r has free·
dom of choice.
Mr. HOGAN.-His freedom of choice i~
restricted, and the possibilities are that.
it will be restricted absolutely.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Freedom O'f choice is
not restricted at present. If I am not
satisfied with the person who sells me any
fQiod commodity I am perfectly free to
go and buy it elsewhere. Under the Go'vernment scheme, if a municipal monopoly is created, the consumer will be compelled to buy his milk from the municipality. It has always been Q1n the question o.f delivery that the economy point
has been urged. A block system of delive,ry is perfectly right and sound economically.
I have not a word to say
against it. It is Qobvious ro any man
that, if milk is delivered from only one
cart instead of a number, economy will
be effected in respect to' each house served,
but the Government's scheme does not propose that. The Honorary Minister (Mr.
Webber) said, (/ We are going to ha.ve a
partial block system."
I do not see
where it is coming from, nor do I see
where the economies are coming from.
With an incre'ased price to be paid to
the producer, I do not see whe,re the
consumer, whom all this is to benefifr-Mr. HOGAN.-It is not all to benefit
the consumer; it is to benefit the producer as well.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The principal idea is
to pay more fo,r the milk and to sell it
mOore chea,ply. You are going to cut off
at one end and add on at the Qother end.
The result will be. one Q1f two things.
Either the milk will be less safe, or if you
are going t.o do more, you will be up
against an economical impossibility. I
have tried it, and I know.
You can
handle and deliver up to a certain number Qof gallons of milk per day, and it
will cost you a varying amount, but it
will cost you a definite amount for everything yQiU do, and it is essential in every
form of milk refQlrm that the way in
which the purity of the milk is going to
be secured shQould be indicated. The Government have not indicated in any way
how they a.re going to improve the
quality of the milk. All that is proposed
is that the producers should bE.' paid more
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and the consumers oharged less.
The
Leader Df the Opposition has very kindly
pla.ced in my hands a CDPY of Hansard
containing the statement I referred to
in reference to' ice. I find- that I was
wrDng. The honorable member for Upper
Goulburn, not the honorable member for
Gippsland East, made tht:l statement to
which I referred. I regret that I attributed to the honorable member for Gippsland East something that he did not say.
lYIr. LIND.-I am quite satisfied.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It is the
honorable member for Upper Goulburn
who is the innocent person.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am sorry he is nat
here. However, I do not think from
what I know of him that he would be
very worried about being called innocent.
I propose at a later stage to move an
amendment dealing with the question of
the purity of the milk, because, when all
this is boiled down, I am not so much
interested in what people pay for their
milk as I am in seeing that there is better
and cleaner milk, so that the health of
the community may be protected. I do
not think the gibe t.hrown at me by the
honorable member fOO' Prahran, that I
was mo're intecrested in seeing that certain people got bigger profits than I was
in the health of the people, was deserved.
The honorable member will be more competent to speak on the subject when he
has spent as much time and money on it
as I ha,ve. I have be,en batt.ling on this
question for more than a quarter of a
century, not for profit for myself nOor in
Oorder that other people might make pro··
fits, but in a crusade that had as its sole
objective the production of a pure.r and
a safer milk supply for the city of Melbourne. To a certain extent I have succeeded. I claim that I set the pace. I
did not succe.ed in the sense of making
any money out of it. I was one of those
respollsible for the delivery of the first
bottled milk in this city, over twenty
years ago, and bottled milk is still
being delivered.
Thel Age, in a
leading article the other day, said
the proposal that milk should pass through
various processes, untouched by the hand
of man and uncontaminated by the
city air, was an idealist's dream.
The
gentleman who wrote the article kno·ws
nothing about the subject. It is being
done in Melbourne to-day, and has been
done he,re for years. It is always being
done in America. It is practically impossible to buy milk in the United States
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O'f America except in a container tha.t
has been handled in that way. If .it
can be done in America, and can alsOo be
done on commercial lines in :M:elbourne,
why cannot the municipalities dOo it ~
1\1r. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).I am not quite sure of the object the
honorable member for Lowan desires to
attain. Does he wish tOo provide that in
the event of a municipal council ret.ailing
milk, every vendor who claims that he
has lost trade through the council doing
so., shall be compensated ~ If so., how
does the hO'llo(["able member propose to
provide for the payment of the compensation ~ 'Vill the amount of cOompensation be fixed by some Court or sOome
system of arbitration ~ I do nOot Imow
whether that point has been elaborated
during my temporary absence from the
Chamber, but it seems to me that the
amendment, as dra.fted, fails toO provid~
for many contingencies that are likely to
arise. N Co machinery has been suggested
for the payment Qif compensation. There
is nQi provision as to who should allocate
. the amount a.vailable, and as to the basis
on which it should~be paid. As far as I
can see, under the amendment as at present worded, an e,xisting vendor who is
aggrieved and feels he has lost customers,
could claim compensation. On the second
reading of the Bill I pointed out that
at the present time" if a ne,w man starts
in business and battles around fo([, customersin order to build up a, c.onnexion,
and by so doing takes tra,de away from
other vendQirs, they cannQlt;. c:laim COIDpensatiQl.J.l from him. A municipal council would be in exactly the same position.
1\1r. SOLLY.-It is the most indefinite
proposal ever' presented to Parliament.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Well, it
seems to! be serving a good purpose, for
the Government, because they are" stonewalling" their own Bill.
Mr. V\TEBBER. - No Government
could be expected to accept an amenrlment framed like this without. providing
safeguards.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If the
proposal is carried, you know that the
Government will have to fix the matter
up and bring in amendments after the
third reading.
1\1r. WEBBER.-I am sorry that the
ex-Premier is not mO'l"e a.c:ourate in his
statements.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-That is tbe
effect of it.
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:Mr. WEBBER.-T'he effect may be to
temporarily delay the passage of the Bill.
It is proposed to make a council pay
compensation which a, private vendoT
entering the business is n0't asked t0' pay
now.
Does the honorable member f0'r
Lowan mean tha,t, if a council starts in
this business in the same wa,y as a new
vendor would, the munioipality should
pay compensation to the present distributers?
1\1r. WET'T'ENHALL.-If the Committ.e'e approves of the principle that
compensation should be paid to men who
are driven out of the milk business, it
will be the duty of the GOIvernment to
decide in what wa,y tha,t c0'mp'ensa,tion
shall be arrived at.
I have submitted
.the amendment in o["der to obtain an expression of opinion on the principle, and
I do n0't think it devolves.OIn me t0' go
into details.' Perhaps the HO'll0'ra,ry
Minister would like, me to re-dra,ft the
whole Bill. My desire is to test the feeling of the House as tOi whether the principle of paying compensa,tion should be
incorpora,ted in the qteasure.
1£ it is,
those in authority should decide the
prOlpe,r means for carrying out the pr0'posal. This afte.rnoon we ha.ve been informed t.hat the principle was indOirsed in
WeUingtou, and that compensa,tion was
provided by a levy of 3d. a gallon.
1\1r. WEBBER.~If a, private individual
starts in the milk business, would you
provide that he should pay compensation
to his competitors 1
Mr. WET'T'ENHALL.-T'here is no
comparison at all.
Mr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).
- J ust a few wo["ds t0' ena,ble me to point
out that the honorable, member f0'r
Lowan has nOlt replied to the question I
. asked him. If a municipal council were
going to buyout and take 0'ver all the
existing businesses, then, in. my opinion,
compensation should be paid. I would
not proposel anything in the shape of confiscati0'n if tha,t were done. If a, municipality makes a monopoly 0'£ the business,
compelling every person to buy from a
municipal depot, and refusing permission
to private vendors to sell, then the businesses of those distributers in a district
will be entirely gone, in that particula,r
district, at an events, and, in my opinion,
they would be entitled to compensa,tion.
N either the Bill no'r the amendment emPOowers a municipal counc:i! to do that.
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All it says is that a council may sta,rt in
cOompetition, and if it d0'es it is in exactly
the same position as a. new vendor. When
a new vendor starts, whether as a, baker
or a butcher, or a milkman, he is not called
upon to pay compensation tal those with
wh0'm he enters into competition. Surely,
if a council starts competing against existing vendors, it is not fair. to ask tha.t
c0'uncil to pay compensation. I am going
tOo vote ag~inst the. amendment.
The amendment was negatived.
Dr; ARGYLE.-I mOlve.That the following words be added at the end
of the clause :-" Provided that no such council
shall deliver milk so sold by retail unless in prescribed containers labelled as prescribed."

1\1r. vVARDE.-What is the reason for
that 1
Dr. ARGYLE.~UndeT the pri~lcipal
Act there are regulations prescribing the
manner in which a,ppcroved containers
holding milk shall be labelled. 1\![ilk that
is placed in a bOittle may, fOir instance,
be skim milk, or it may be pasteurized
milk, That has to be shown OIn the label.
T'hen the,re are certain sa.feguards, to' prevent a, person selling stale milk to, an individual, such as giving the date, and
stating the place from which the milk has
come.
T'he containers might be bottles,
0'r they might n0't. It is conceivable that
the containers might be made of some
form of compressed paper, or of metalwe do not kn0'w what the future will
bring f0'rth. When the health authorities and the Milk Committee, a ppr0've of
cOontainers, it will be prescribed that
bottling shall only be done in bottles of a
certain type. T'he American people have
practically decided that a bottle with a
wide mouth, into which a revolving
brush c'an be inserted, is the 0'nly type 0'f
which they can approve. Twenty years
. ago, when milk was SOlId in bottles for the
first time in Melbourne, bottles with
narrow m0'uths we're used. It is the duty
of the Milk Committ.ee to specify the
type 0'f container. Alth0'ugh I am concerned with the prioe that the people
have to pay, I am not so much c0'ncerned
with that as with the purity 0'f the milk
that is sold. When I said in my secondreading speech tha,t I disapproved of the
present filthy method of delivering milk
in vogue in Melbourne, I heard expressions of appr0'val from both sides of the
H0'use.
Mr. HOGAN.-This amendment OIf yours
, will not stop that.
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Ur. ARGYLE.-Why no,t1
Mr. HOGAN.-It does not deal with
private distributers.
Mr. ARGYLE.-I am not dealing with
T'he proposal is to give a munithem.
cipa,l council the right to distribute milk,
and it is going tal carry am the met-ho?
that is comdemned by all health authorlties. If a council is going in for the distribution of milk, then it should carry it
out in the most hygienio manner possible,
and it should be an example to all 0'ther
vendors.
If the idea is Q1nly t0' make
bigger profits fOir the farmers and sell
more cheaply to thel people while the milk
is of just as bad a quality, then we shall
not be making a step f0'rward, but a step
backward.
Mr. LIND.-Could you not make it obligatory upon all distributers?
Dr. ARGYLE.-I want to do that.
One of the objects I have in milk
refOirm is to pro,vide that all milk
shall be s0'ld in C0'ntainers.
The
principal Act makes provision for t~at,
and it will be possible at the proper, tIme,
without inflicting hardship 0'n those en ..
gaged in the trade at the present .time"
to compel all milk to be sold in c0'ntalller~.
Mr. JAcKsON.-The hardship on PrIvate individuals is what is worrying you.
Dr ARGYLE.-There is no question
about that at all. I want to see justice
done.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-YOU want to put a handIcap on the municipality that you will not
put on the private individual.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I say here, as I did to
those interested in Wellington: The present method of distributing milk is unhygienic and dangerous.. Since I paid
my visit to N c~ Zealand It has .been provided that all mIlk must be sold In bottles.
vVe are years behind the times here, and
I would' welcome a declaration by the
Milk Committee that any municipality
taking thiA pow:er ~nd all l?ilk vendo;rs
shall deliver mIlk In contamers. I WIll
fiO'ht for that when the proper time
c;mes; but to allow a municipality to
811ter into competition with' the distributers, and perpetuate the dangerous system of delivering milk that prevails at the
present time, and is responsible for many
deaths, would be doing a wrong to the
community. We should not allow another
section of government to enter into this
trade unless we see that they carryon the
business on the most hygienic and healthy
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lines. There can be no argument against
such a proposition. Honorable members
know very well that I disapprove entirely
of the idea of municipalities, or any Government Department, entering into retail trading. If we are going to allow a
municipal council to enter into retail
trading in existing circumstances, we
shall be doing something that will not be
n forward step nor be of any credit to this
Parliament. I wonder if honorable members quite realize which are the most
dangerous spots for milk. They are not
on the farm; they are not in the dairy
They are on the road and in the home.
The dirt that gets into milk on the farm,
bad as it is, is nothing compared with
the contamination which takes place during the handling in the transport from
the cow t.s> the consumer, and in some of
the homes in this city. Some people hang
a billycan on a fence, or outside a backdoor, and put money in it, without any
outside wrapping on the coins. Have
honorable members ever heard of the result of the analysis of an ordinary handful of silver that a person takes- out of
his pocket?
Mr. SOLLy.-Don't say anything more,
or we will not carry money about with
us.
Dr. ARGYLE.-We do not put money
in our mouths.
.
:Mr. HOGAN.-Some people do. There
was a case a little while ago of a man
who rammed notes into his mouth, and
in that way escaped being robbed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Desperate cases sometimes require desperate remedies. People
have little idea of the danger that resuHq
from putting coins without a wrapper
into a milk tin.
lIr. WARDE.-They seem prepared to
take the risk, and do it without compunetion.
Dr. ARGYLE.-All the more reason
why we should protect ignorant people
from themselves. If we are not prepared
to do anything, we might just 'as well
cease legislating for the health of the
Then look at the way milk
community.
is drawn from large cans in carts.
The
mouth of the tap is nearly always moist,
and it gets covered with all sorts of filth
Even the hand-can
from the streets.
itself is not reasonably protected from
the filth that fl0'ats about in the streets
of the city.
These things are taking
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place t<>-day, and it is o<ne of the func- to make regulations requiring milk to be
tions of the Milk Committee to bring sold in prescribed containers.
.
about reform_ I may mention that, I
Dr. ARGYLE.-SO it should.
was not the Minis.ter in charge of the
Mr. HOGAN.-But under the honorMilk Supply Bill when it was dealt with able member's amendment this provision
in this House two years ago. I was a would apply only to municipal councils.
member of the Committee that helped It would exempt other people.
t-o draft it, but the Bill was in charge of
Dr . .A.RGYLEl.-It does not exempt anythe then Chief Secretary, Major Baird. body.
.
I want to make that explanation In
Mr. WARDE (to Dr. Argyle).-You
passing, be,cauR6 ()of something said know regulations have not been passed
by the Honorary :.Minister, Mr. Webber, in this direction. You did not have them
last week.
I am not putting forward framed when you had the power.
.
this amendment with any idea of hinderDr. ARGYLE.-I had nothing to do wIth
ing or hampering the .Government.
I it. The Milk Committee is in control. .
submit it as a progressive step. If we
Mr. HOGAN.-The regulations are
are going to anow a. government body to made by the Governor in Council, which
deliver milk, we should see that the de- is, of course, the Government.
Olause 2
livery is carried out in such a way as to of this Bill provides thatprovide. as "reasonable an amount of safety
For paragraph ( e) of section 5 of the
lor 'the consumer as we possibly can.
Milk SUp'ply Act 1922 there shall be subl\fr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul- stituted the following pal'agraph:" (e) sell (whether by wholesale or retail}
ture).-I am going to oppose. this amendmilk bought by any such council and
ment. Its purpose is. not the admirable
treated at any such depOt or ice
9ne depicted by the honort} ble member fol'
mannfacwred at any such depot and
deliver such milk or ice."
Toorak.
All that he desires to' accomplish is already provided for in the Bill The. honorable member for Toorak wants
we passed in 1922. Section 15 of the to add the following words;ltl'inci pal Act provides thatProvided that no such council sha.ll deliver
1. The Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the Committee, may make regulations not inconsistent with this Act or with
any regulation nnder section 248- of the
Health Act 1919, or under the principal Act,
(W under the Dairy Pr,odu.ce Act 1!H9 Jor or
..rtth respect t<r(e) requiring milk of any prescribed: grade
to be sold in prescribed containe1"s
labelled as prescribed.

i'here are a number of other matters' in
regard to which the Governor'in Council
may make regulations.
Mr. SOLLy.-Regulations were never
Made, and the Act has never been
properly administered.
lI1:r. HOGAN.-That is something in
regard to which we may be able to criticize the honorable. member for Toorak.
Dr. .A.:aGYLE.:-The 'statement of the
•.onorable member fo·y Carlton is not
oorrect.
The Act is being administered.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
for Toorak will see :from what I have
read that the object of his amendment
Ii secured by a provision in the principal
A.ct, which applies to private. individuals,
and will be obligatory on municipalities
when they get the power to distribute
milk.
The Milk Oommittee has power

milk so sold by retail unless in prescri,bed
containers la.belled as pres,eribed.

Honorable members will see that this
addition will not apply to aU distributers.
It will only apply to. municipal councils
that distribute milk.
In this way a
handicap will be placed upon municipal
councils, because other people ",rill not
have to comnly with this provision unless
the Milk Committee makes a regulation
in regard to the matter, and sees that it
is enforced.
Dr. AJWYLE.-If I may interrupt the
honorable gentleman for a moment, I
should. like to point out that a council
entering on this trade should set an
example to those engaged in the business,
and other people should be compelled to
follow it.
Mr. HOGAN.-Under the present measure everybody is heated alike. The
municipal council and priva,te distributers
'Would have to comply with the regulations
if prescribed by the Executive Council.
But the amendment provides that the
municipal councils shan be compelled to
deliver milk in p:rescribed containers,
whilst other distribnters shall be exeIPpt.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is not correct.
There is no desire to exempt anybody.
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Mr. HOGAN.-There may not be the
desire, but that would be the effect. The
municipal distributer of milk would be
handica pped. Anyway, it is unnecessary
to repeat in this Bill a provision contained in the original Act. It does appear to me that the honorable member for
Toorak is desirous of having this amendment inserted in the Bill in order to
handicap the municipal councils by giving
private distributers an advantage.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-The point is that the
municipal councils would adhere to the
highest standard of efficiency ill distrihution.
Mr. HOGAN.-Tbe object of the
amendment is quite clear. It is to .place
a, handieap on municipal
distributing
bodies that would not be placed on thei-r
I'ompetitors.
DR. ARGYLE.-That. is not the object
of the amendment.
The object is to
eompel the municipal, councils to adopt
proper methods in the distribution of
milk.
1\11'. HOGAN.-If that is the purpose,
it would not. be given effect to by the
passing of the amendment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
am sorry the Minister has not accepted·
the a.mendment. In his second-reading
speech the Minister urged as one reason
why we should pass the Bill-that a purer
supply of milk would be given to: the
public. That was one of the main po,ints
made by the honorable member for·
Essendon in his excellEmt speech, too.
\Vhen the honorable member for Toorak
was speaking his sentiments wen~ cheered
hy members.
l\1fr. SOLLy.-His sentiments are all
right, but . his methods are damnable.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do
not. profess to. know as much about t.he
questiOon as is known by honorable memhers who represent the dairying districts.
The :Minister appears to have missed one
of the most valuable points. Surely if
we ,ha.ve a. municipal dist,ributing
autho,rity it should supply· milk in as
pure ~ form a possible. The Minister
tries to dra w a distinction between the
municipal distributer and private c;li.~
tl'iuuters.
Can he not see that the
amendment will help any municipal
council that undertakes the distributiOon
of milk under the measure? Supposing
that Richmond, for example, adopts the
scheme and establishes a dist,ributing
centre. The municipal council sells milk
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only in ,conta.iners. Is· it not certain that
the people will prefer to take their milk
in containers from the municipal council rather than ha.ve it dist,ributed to
them out of cans 'J
Mr. CAIN.-But it will cost more to
distribute milk by that, method.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-Thp.
municipal council will be out to get the
purest milk.
Mr. CArN.-But at a cheap ra~e.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
the Minister is satisfied, and the House
is satisfied J that the proper thing is to
distribute milk in containers, the mat.ter
can be easily arranged. The honorablC';
member for Toorak visited New Zealand.
He has reported on municipal distribution of milk there,. As a result of experience,
t.he
Wellington· municipal
authority made it mandatory that all
milk supplied in that city should be' distributed in containe,rs. We can make it
mandatory by Act of Parliament as to
ho'w the milk shall be distributed,
whether by a municipal councilor by
private distributers. At present it is left
to the l\filk Committee to make a reCOlllmendation in the 1l1atte~·. If it is in the
interests of publio healt·h that milk
shall be. supplied in containe1rs, then,
a.lthough it would be mOore expeneive, th.)
supply of milk in that fOTm should be
made mandatory a'll all milk suppliers.
If the l\~tinist.er is not prepared to go as
far as that, then the amendment ought
to be accepted, as it will at least give the
municipal councils an oppo.rtunity of providing pure milk in the form desired by
the ·public. I hope the l\1inister will reconsider his attit.ude. I have followed
the debate closely, and I noticed that
several Ministerial membe.rs cheered the
honorable member for Toorak when he
expounded his views. .NQit to accept the
amendment is to spoil the Bin.
The
honorable member for Toorak has had
far more experience of milk distribut.ion
that the rest, of us put together.
Mr. CAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
think the Leader of the Opposition will
l'ealize that the amendment does not go aR
fal> as he has endeavoured to lead the
f10mmittee to believe.
Sir ALEXANDER P"EAcocK.-I thought
the 1\finistry· were in favour of a pure
milk supply.
1\1r. CAIN .-That is correct.
The
1922 Act rna.kes provision for that. If
the honora.hIe member fOir Toorak wants
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milk to be supplied only in containe,rs,
he sho.uld no.t make it mandatory as
,applied to the municipal councils only.
Why confine the delivery of pure milk
in containers to municipal councils exclusively?
Why not after the, words
tt no such council" add the words, tt 0.1'
.other retailers" ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Would the
Government be prepared to accept that ~
Mr. CAIN .-1 am not speaking on
beha.lf of the Govelrnment. The Minister
Qif Agriculture, who. is in charge of the
Bill, could answer that question bette,r
than I can. The point is that if the
amendment were carried municipal councils would be placed at a distinct disadvantage.
Everybody knows that the
cost of distribution would be increased if
the municipal councils we,re compelled to
deliver milk in containers. The honorable member for T'oorak will admit that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-As against the can
system, yes.
Mr. OAIN.-Then, why attempt to
get an amendment made that will compel
the municipalities to do something from
'which their more fortunate competitors
in the business would be exempt?
Dr. ARGYLE.-Do you not think that if
they sold a better article they would get
the trade?
Mr. OAIN..-The honorable member
is 'raising another question.
I would
point out to him that many of the people
in the industrial suburbs, whose lives are
not passed in the most congenial surroundings, have to consider every penny
they spend.
Dr. ARGYL E.-If you were sincere you
would not give them milk that might
poison them.
Mr. OAIN.-Many of the people of the
class to which I refer, and they have
families of children, require education on
these health subjects.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-This is a' way of
educating them.
Mr. OAIN.-I do not think we shall
be doing the municipalities justice if we
agree to the amendment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Make thp.
amendment applicable to all retailers.
Mr. OAIN.-What we all desire is to
secure a pure milk supply. There is no
difference of opinion on that subject. I
say that we shall not achieve what we
have in view if we place the municipalities at a disadvantage as compared with
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private traders by compelling them to
distribute their milk in containers.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You are in
favour of a partial reform only. Why
not agree to the amendment, and make
it applicable to all milk vendors 1
1Yl.r. OAIN-.--The Leader of th0 Opposition is very obstreperous to-day.
lIe
is now filling the role of cham pion interjector. I do not mind that.
The
honorable member will not prevent me
from proceeding with my argument. I
say that the amendment will place the
municipalities in such a position that they
will not be disposed to enter into thig
business at all. I think it is doubtful
whether they will do so. The amendment
would place them at a disadvantage, so
far as trading cost is concerned, of Id.
per quart, and I am not satisfied that
the people of this community are sufficiently educated on the subject of health
to pay ld. more for milk simply because
it is sold to them in bottles and not in
the ordinary way from the dairyman's
can.
The Oommittee divided on Dr.
,ARGYLE'S amendment (Mr. A. A. Billson
(Ovens) in the chair).
l~yes
15
Noes
27
Majority against the
amendment

12

AYES.

Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Deany
" Eggleston
" Farthing
" Greenwood " La\Vlson
" McDonald

Mr.
"
Sir
Mr.
"

Morley
Oman
Alexander Peacock
West
,V"ettenhall.

Tellers:
:\11'. Gordon
(Polwa'rth)
"Groves.
NOES.

Mr. Bond
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Brownbill
" Cain
" Clough
" Cotter
" Frost
" Hayes
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson
" Keane
" Lind
" McAdam

Mr. McDonald
(Day lesfo1'd )

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
,;

McLachlan
Pollard
Prendergast
'Slater
Solly
Tunl1ecliffe
Wallace
vV:alter
'V"arde.

Tellers:
Mr. Jewell
" 'V"ebber.

The cIa use was agreed to.
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The Bill was reported 'without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of lVlr. HOGAN (Minister Oof Agriculture), the Bill was read a
third time.

BILL READ A FIRST TIM:E.
The following Bill was introduced by
MT. PRENDERGAST (Premier), and
read a first time:N O'rth Carlton Lands Bill.
RICHMOND LAND BILL.
Mr. WEBBER (HO'nOorary Minister).I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

r
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the land availablel, and contribute £1,000
towards the cost of furnishing. In view
of the fad that part of. the land had heen
reserved for market purposes, and part
was used as a corporatiO'n yard-a third
section having been set apart for recreation
purposes, but nOot so used-it was necessary
to' secure parliamentary approval for aU
the land that was required to be set aside
.fQlr leduca.tional purposes.
In 1859 a,.
Crown grant was ma,de to the Richmond
Council of a part Q1f this ground for the
erection of a council chambelr, municipal
offices, and a court housel. In 1875 the
land was permanently reserved as a, site
for borough buildings. In 1877 further
land was reserved for cattle and produce
markets.
In 1912 an Act was passed
vesting the. who,l€! arf this are,a in the
Grown, to be used for recreation purposes.
Thel idea at that t.ime was the transfelr
af the head-quarters of the, Richmond
FootbaH Club from the ground in. East
Melbourne to a site in Richmond. It was
proposed to enlarge the present ground,
known as the Richmond Reserve-where
only junior clubs are playing to-daybuild a commodious grand stand and
dressing rooms, and make it a recreation
ground suitable for League clubs to play

am under a certain disadvantage in
submitting this motion because the Minister of Lands, whO' has the departmental
memOoranda. regarding this Bill in his passessian, is still in the' cauntry, where he
has been fO'r several days, attending tOo departmental business. I must, therefOore,
speak of certain facts fram personal knOowledge, and I must give other details from
Same, time agO' an agitat.iO'n
memory.
was cO'mmenced in Richmand for the erection of a technical school. As it is an'
industrial suburb, it was considered anly
right that such a schoal should be estab-. upon.
lished in the district. Successive Minis·
Mr. l\loRLEy.-Why a.re you "stO'ne,te,rs of Publio Instructian have been in- walling" your own Bill?
terviewed, and the matte,r was brought to
Mr. WEBBER.-I do not want tOi do
a successful issuel largely through the
efforts of Sir Alexander Peacock when he that, but members may want to know
was Minister of Public Instruction. The why it is .proposed to selt apart land re,served for recrea,tion purposes for a,n enMinister , having agreed to the erection of
tirely diffe,rent object. Nothing came of
the schaol, and the Treasurer of a prethe proposal to change the playing ground
vious Ministry having consented tOo make
of the Richmond Football Club, and the
money available for the, purpose, the next
Act of 1912 became a dead letter. As I
thing to be determined was the se,lection ha.ve, already indica,ted, it is necessary to
of the' site on which the school should be pass a still further Act to secure a site
erected. A cedain area which is suitable for the erection of a technical school.
had previously been dedicated for recrea- Advantagel has been taken of this Bill
tion purposes, and the Lands De'partment to se,ttle a, doubt which has existed for
thought that, to get over any legal diffi- some time with regard to a certain porculties which might arise" it wOould be tion of Bridgel-road. A clause, has been
necessary to pass a, Bill of this sort, and inserted in .this Bill to put beyond quesdefinitely appropria.te tnel land for educa,- tion the fa,ct tha,t a c-ertain portion of
tional purposes. The land has been used that thoroughfare!, now used as a highfor many years by the, Richmond Council way, shall continue to be devoted to this
as a cOorporation yard.
Spa.wls, me,tal, public purposel.
ashes, and va.riaus necessities for council
1ir. EGGLESTON.-You propose, to close
work ha,ve been stOored in this yard. A
part of the' land has also' been utilized up a, market by this Bill.
fOor a weigh bridge and another pa,rt for a
11r. WEBBER.-I may be again
pound.
The Richmond Council agreed accused of "stone-waning" this Bill if
that if the Gove,rnment undedook to I go through all the deltails, but I may
erect the technical school it would make 'point out to the honora,ble member that
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Land BiU.

the Richmond City Council intends to
utilize cert·ain ground, now devoted to
the purpose of a miniature rifle club, as
a site for market purposes.
Certain

Richmond, a.nd had a look at the land
which runs from Church·street to Lovellstreet, skirting the Town Hall.
The site
is a central one:
buildings were originally erected for marMr. SOLLY.-It is close to' the swimming
ket purposes, but for many years past b at h
they have be'en used as a. miniature rifie
s.
range.
1\1r. COT'T'ER.-I thank my honorable
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Your Government friend fOIl' the reminder.
In addition to
. does not encourage rifle clubs, does it 1
being cl?se to the swimming baths and the
Mr. WEBBER.-My Government has gymnasIUm, it; adjoins th? bi~ sports
nothing to do with wha,t the, Richmond. ground, to whIch the' pupIls WIll have
City Oouncil does, and it likes to give acc~ss.
a. body of that sort as much autonomy as
811' ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
possible.
This Bill. provide's tha,t the very glad tha,t this little Bill has been inwhole of the ground to which I have re- troduced.
There has been a good deal
ferred shall bel vested in thel Crown for of difficulty in getting it off the st.ocks.
educa,tionai purposes.
As a, matter of
old member of this House said to me
fact, all the, area will not be required for t~IS a,!ternoon,
I h~,ve ~eve;, seen a.
the school, and markets can still be pro- ~Ill wI!-h so many ramIfications.
Rarely
vided for. At t.he risk of being again IS a BIll presented 'tOi this House with a
told that I am (' stone!-waHing " this pre~mble of nearly. t.wo and a half pages,
Bill, I may say tha,t the council proposes as III the present mstance.
I can supto turn what is now practically a rubbish port the statements made by the Honortip into a bowling ground for ladies. ary Minister and by the honorable memThe honorable member fDr St. Kilda, ber for Richmond. The Honorary Minwhilst he might object to the people being ister and the honorable m8lInber for Richdispossessed of the market and also to mond were, blamed by the people in theit·
the establi.shment of t\ ~iniature rifle co~stituencies fo'· the delay in bring:ing
range somewhere else, certainly will not thIS measure forward.
TheV were not t.o
objeot to a, la,dies' bo'wling dub being blame in the slightest degree,
When I
established in the desirable suburb of was 1\!Iinister of Public Instruction I was
Richmond.
able to secure the co.)lcurroo.ce 01£ t.he
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Al'e you an hOlno'r- Treasurer with regard tOo the provision of
nry member of the ladies' bowling club ~
a grant for the school.
A difficulty
Mr. WEBBER.-The' club has llot cropped up in connexion with the title to
actually been formed yet.
the land. The Parliame:p.tary Draftsman
Mr. COTT'ER.-FOor many years the assured me-this was before Christmas
people of Richmond have required It last-that he never had to prepare a Bill
technical schoOil.
Thanks to the actiorn of the kind requiring so much attention.
of the Leader of the Opposition, when A tremendoillS number of details had to
1finister of Public Instruction, that school be wOlTked out, and legal difficulties had
is, I think, within sight.
It was found to be overcome.
I pointed out that the
that legal difficulties stood ill the way of plans had been prepared and the money
acquiring a block of land needed for'the ear-marked, and the site selected was just.
school.
By the passage of this Bill the the site where the schoool ought to be
land will be made available. There have placed.
The Bill gives an opportunity
been a. l()t of complications that wel~e of securing th? title. vVhatever d.elay has
rather a mystel'V to me.
But for those occurred was lIt nOi way due to the memcomplica.tions the school would have been ~rs for the districts of Abbotsford and
built some time ago.
The land is thel'e; Rwhmcmd.
I wel~oille the Bill.
the mOoney is there; the intention is there,
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I cOll~ra.tulate
and everything required to. hl~ild the the r~1Ullicipali ty of Richmond on the proscho'O'l as soon as the comphca,tlOlns are gresslve step tha.t has been taken.
]
re.moved. .We are in no way interfering hope that the wishes of .the people In the
WIth the· rIghts of the people of Rich- matter win speedily be fulfilled.
There
mood.
Some years ago the then Minis- is one point that strikes me.
\Ve are
ter of Public Inst.ruction (Sir Alexander dispensing with the market site. I should
Peacock) and the then Minister of Lands like to be assured by the Honorary Min(Mr. Hutchinson) accompanied me to lster that adequate steps have beel] taken
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to ensure the provision of proper marketing arrangements in the suburb uf
Richmond.
I look forward to the
time when better marketing arrange·
ments for primary products will be
made in all the suburbs.
In Prahran,
South Melbourne, and other nlaces the
public markets are a boon alike to producers and consumers. I admit that the
advantages of the school at Richmond will
be great. At the sa·me time, I hope that
proper provision will be made for establishing and extending ma·rket::" as was
originally intended.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
Mr. WEBBER (Honora;ry 1\![inister) ..In thanking honorable members for gIVing a speedy passage to this Bill, may I
take the opportunity of assuring the
honorable member for Lowan that the
actual market site will not, be interfered
with. The market will sbll remain.
1\![r. "TETTENHALL.-- I am glad to' hear
that.
Mr. COTTER.-By leave, may I be
permitted also to thank honorable members for the expeditious passage of the
Bill. The establishment of a technical
schoo,l will in n()l way interfere with the
market.
GA.lIE BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The people of Australia have, during recent years, begun to realize what a valuable asset they have in their native birds
and animals, which are absolutely unique,
and found in no other parts of the world.
Their proper scientific. study has only
been undertaken recently, and already a
great number of valuable facts have
been discovered. Keen demand has therefore arisen that our fauna should be
rigidly protected, so that they may be
conserved for future generations. In the
other Australian States these facts have
been appreciated, with the consequence
that up-to-date game laws have been
passed in recent years.
The principal
provisions of the Victorian game laws
were framed many years ago, when the
penalties provided were sufficient to ensure adequate protection to the native
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birds and animals; but now that skins and
feathers bring such' p,igh prices in the
world's market the present penalties are
no deterrent to offenders.
Opossum
skins have, during recent years, been sold
to as high as 180s. per dozen, and even
at the present time skins of only fair
average quality are bringing 120e. a
dozen, or lOs. per skin.
It should be
pointed out, however, that the great majority of the skins of Australian animals
exported from Australia go from other
States where they have partial open
seasons, and from places like New Zealand and Tasmania, where trappers are
licensed during a short season to take
skins, and many thousands are thus taken
and exported quite legally. The spread
of settlement must have the inevitable
result of reducing the areas where our
native animals and birds can live, and if
we are to preserve them for future generations immediate action for their better
protection is necessary It is also proposed in the Bill to deal with the laying
of deadly poisons, such as potassium
cyanide, for animals such as the opossum.
This poison is cheap and easily obtained,
and its use has resulted, not only in large.
'hauls of opossums, but also in the death
of great numbers of stock. One farmer
in the Kerang district, during the last
few years, has lost valuable prize bulls
and stud rams, and this experience is not
at all unique. Heavy penalties are proposed for the use of this poison. The
spread of settlement already referl'ed to
and the consequent draining of swamps
and the clearing of the land have also had
a big effect on the numbers of the game
birds, such as wild ducks, geese, and other
water birds
The increasing facilities
provided for sportsmen, such as the motor
car and the repeating shot gun, which
fires five shots without reloading; and so
on, are resulting in more people going out
after ducks, and a cODlSequent great~r
slaughter, although in 'recent years the
market shooting of these birds has been
prohibited, and bag limits have been provided for. To conserve these birds it is
proposed "to prohibit unsportsmanlike
practices, such as the use of spot.lights on
birds at nIght, aeroplanes for hunting
ducks on big areas of water, &c:, and to
l'educe the bore of sporting guns to the
standard 12 bore.
Opossums have increased '\Tery considerably in several parts
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of the State, but not to' such an extent, on
the whole, as to w~rrant an open season.
In many cases permits have to be issued
from time to time to land-holders to
destroy limited numbers of these animals
in order that crops, &c., may be protected.
In order to enable trappers to operate in
these areas and to, therefore, give farmers
and orchardists further protection, it is
proposed to adopt the policy followed in
Tasmania, Western Australia, and New
Zealand, of licensing trappers for a few
weeks in the year to take opossums in
districts where they are plentiful. Tasmania, last season, obtained £20,000 from
royalties on skins taken under such
licences, and in New Zealand and Western
Australi,a a large revenue is also realized
from this source.
Opossum skins are
mostly exported to America, where there
is a keen demand for them. The Bill is
only a short one of eighteen clauses,
contains nothing to which objection can
be taken, and has for its sole object the
better conservation of our native game,
while, at the same time, providing facilities for the relief of land-holders where
the animals have increased to such an
extent as to become a nuisance.
I
now propose to give honorable members
H detailed explanation of
the various
clauses of the Bill.
Clause 1. deals
Clause
with the short title, &c.
2 provides for a re-casting of the
present provisions of the Game Acts
to simplify the procedure when altering close seasons.
No fresh powers
are sought in this clause. Clause 3 is a
substitution of a new section for the section in the principal Act, the effect being
to increase the penalties for the destruction of native game. The present maximum is £10, and 5s. for each bird or
In Tasmania the
animal destroyed.
minimum is £2 per head, and in Queensland the penalty is from lOs. to £5. The
penalties proposed in the Bill are £10
maximum for a first offence, and not
more than £50 for a subsequent offence,
in addition to not less than 5s.
nor more than £5 for each bird or
animal destroyed. The present penalties
have been found altogether inadequate for
the protection of our native animals,
particularly those with valuable furs,
such as opossums. Clause 4 is a substitution of a new section ·for section 9 of
Mr. Tunnecliffe.
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the principal Act, and provides increased
penalties for the possession of skins or
feathers of native game illegally killed.
The old penalty was a maximum of £5
for a first offence, and from £10 to £50 for .
a subsequent offence. The new penalty
proposed is from 5s. to £5 for each skin,
and is similar to that in force in New
South Wales, Tasmania, and Queensland.
The new provision also tightens up the
law and remedies a defect in the present.
Act regarding the possession of rare
birds, such as egrets, and their feathers.
It was the intention of the 1917
amendi ng Game Act to make the possesision of such feathers illegal, no matter
where obtained.
The new section provides that the possession of such feathers
shall not be legal whether obtained in or
out of Victoria, or before or since the
commencement of the Act. This pl'ovision
,vill only be applied to particularly rare
or valuable birds which have been protected during the whole year for a great
number of years in Victoria, and in most,
if not all, of the other Australian States.
Power is also given by the section to add
any other rare or valuable birds or animals t.o the list. Clause 5 increases the
penalties for using poison to kill game
01' native game
from the present maximum of £10 to a maximum of £20 for
a first offence, and to imprisonment for
not more than six months for a second or
Rubsequent offence. This offence is, unfortunately, very common.
Dangerous
poil4ons, such as potassium cyanide, are
laid in baits along public roads and water
frontages, and even in privately-owned
paddocks among sheep and cattle. Great
numbers of stock have thus been poisoned
in recent years. Sub-clause (2) specially
provides for imprisonment where persoll::!
are detected using potassium cyanide for
killing native game. This is a cheap and
readily-obtained poison, and is largely
ltijed by poachers. This is a class of
offence which needs putting down with a
strong hand. Clause 6 deals with the size
{)f sporting guw~.
At present, single~
barrel guns of 8 gauge, or double-barrel
guns of 10 gauge are legal.
It is pru. posed to reduce this to 12, which is the
{)l'dinary standard size for sporting guns.
When the Bill was before Parliament
lalS t session the opinion was strongly expressed that no guns under 12 gauge
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should be allowed, and I certainly think
this is a step in the right direction.
Clauses 7 and 8 tighten up the law regarding the possession of illegal gUIltI,
such as punt guns, by verbal alterations
in the principal Act. Clause 9 remedies
a defect in the powers of search given by
the principal Act, by authorizing inspectora to go on private lands in search of
offenders, or of skins illegally in possesIt gives no power, however, to
sion.
enter or search a private house without
a special warrant. Clause 10 makes more
workable the provisions of the law regarding the seizure of sporting guns used illegally to destroy native game in close season.
Clause 12 provides for the arrest of any
offenders against the Game Acts where
the names and addresses are unknown to
the Inspector of Police. This is a similar provision to one already in the Fisheries ....L\.ct 1915 (see section 30). The Game
Acts of New South Wales, South ll.uStralia, and Tasmania all have similar provisions. Clauses 12 and 13 provide for
the issue of licences to take opossums.
Fees for such licences and for the royalty
per skin are to be fixed by proclamation.
Uealers in such skins are to be licensed.
Provision is made for exempting from
the licence provisions furriers and dealers
In made-up furs.
These provisions will
not affect the issue of permits to landholders to kill animals where they become
a nuisance hy causing serious loss and
annoyance by damage to fruit, &c., in
orchards.
These 'permits will still be
issued under section 31 of the Game Act
1915. Opossums have increased very con~iderably in many localities and the skins
are very valuable. At the present time,
fair quality skins are selling up to 120.3.
per dozen, and two or three years ago
reached 180s. A large revenue could be
secured from this source, and at the same
time relief given tOo land-holders where the
animals have become a nuisanCe). Permits to trap would only be issued in
localities where they are plentiful. The
following States have provided for the
licensing of trappers and hunters :-Westerll Australia, Queensland, South
Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand.
In Tasmania, last year the revenue from
this source amounted to £20,000, and in
Western Australia to £15,000. Here we
propose to licence only trappers of opos-
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sums. In the States mentioned the huntjng and killing of all marsupials is
allowed. Clause 14 repeals section 27 of
the principal Aot. In that section it
was provided that one half of all penalties
recovered under the Game Acts should gu
to the informant. This was to encourage
members of the public to give information
to the Department. It has been ruled,
however, that in order to participate in
l3uch payment, the informant must be
the one who signs the summons. As the
members of the public have not the necessary experience, nor is it advisable to
allow them to conduct cases under the
Game Acts, all cases are now conducted
either by inspectors of this Department,
or the police, and as these have their
salaries the section is not now required,
and all penalties recovered should go to
the general revenue. Clause 15 provides
tha.t prosecutions shall be in the names of
the inspectors or police. At the present
time the Game Act is an open Act, and
proceedings can be taken by any person.
It is desirable to limit this privilege to
officials. Clause 16 give~ power to make
proclamations regulating the business of
dealing in skins of native game, prescribiug forms of licence, regula ting the
methods to be used in hunting or taking
native game, prohibiting the use of bird
lime, and fixing penalties for breaches of
regulations. Olause 17 slightly amends
the law relating to dealing in game birds
such as wild ducks and quail. itt present the "selling" of such birds is pro~
hi bi ted. It is desired to have power to
prohibit "buying" also.
The shooting
of these birds for market has been prohibited for many years, but occasionally
people try to trade in them, and to stop
this and tighten up the law, it is proposed
to prohibit the" buying" of native game.
Clause 7 provides that the informant in
a prosecution under the Game Acts may
be represented in court by' an officer in
the Public Service nominated by the
Chief Inspector of Fisheries and Game.
Officers of the Department are more
. familar with the game laws and regulations, and are often asked for by the
police to conduct cases. At present, unless the officer is the actual informant
and signs the summons he h3 S no standing
in the court, and cannot appear for an
informant.
The following information
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prepared by officers of the Department
may be helpful to honorable members:SUM~lAHY

OF GAME ACTS AT PRESENT
IN FORCE IN AUSTRALIAN STATES.

Qtteensland.-Passed in 1921 and framed
largely on ours.
In addition, provides for
Jicensing of trappers and dealers in skins,
birds, and animals. .sporting guns, legal size
same as ours, 10 gauge for double-barrel guns
and 8 gauge for single. Inspectors have all
the power ancl authority of a constable (section
;;) .
Penalties for possession of birds or
animals, and skins, &c., during close season,
much higher than ours-from lOs. to £5 per
head or skin (section 12).
New South Wales.-Act passed in 1918.
Penalties for infringements much higher than
ours, up to £5 per head. These are similar
to what we propose in our Bill. T,here is power
of arrest for refusing to give names or ad(lresses, or hand over game or guni!l (sections
-I4 and 15). Ten gauge is the legal maximum
for a gun. Heavy penaltiee-to £50--are provided for poisoning native ga.-me.
In 1920, an amending Act was passed providing for gun licences, 5s. for each gun, and
for each dealer in guns. These are much wider
und stronger than our proposed provisions.
Westem Australiu.-Act passed in 1912 and
amended in 1913. In addition to the usual
provisions, provides for licences to kill and
flell imported and native game. There is power
of arrest for refusing names and addresses, and
for refusing to hand over game (section 12).
The legal maximum size of sporting guns i5
8 gauge. Game farms are provided for and
all skins obtained thereon must pay royalties.
S01tth Australia.-Act passed in 1919. Usual
provisions.
Also providee for gun licences
and licences to kill and sell imported and
native game. The maximum size of guns is
10 gauge.
Tusmania.-Act passed in 1919. Usual pro·
visions.
Also provides for licences to kill
native game and payment of royaltiee, and
for licensing of dealers in skins. Inspectors
have the powers and authority of a constable,
and may arrest persons refusing to give names,
or giving a false name, or refusing to hand
over birds, animals, or guns on demand. The
maximum size for sporting guns is gauge 12.
Penalties for killing native game and for possession of skins, &c., fines up to £20, and, in
addition, £2 per head or skin (minimum).

I have outlined what is contained in the
legislation of other States, and also what
we propose to do. There may be some
minor matters honorable members will
care to discuss, but I think they will agree
with the general principle that our game
laws need tightening up very considerably. Owing to the fact that native game
of a particularly valuable kind has become abnormally scarce in some districts,
it is necessary that we should have more
rigid legislation dealing with the destrucMr. Tunnecliffe.
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tio~ of such game, while ··it is equally
deSIrable that we should have some elasticity of the law to e~able permits to be
issued for the destruction of native game
in certain districts where it has become
destructive of crops and rather harmful
than otherwise. The general object of
the Bill, which is largely a departmental
measure, is to tighten up our legislation
with a view to the preservation of native
game, while making it sufficiently elastic
to enable the Minister to issue the permits
I have indicated. I believe it is in the
interests of the community that the measure should be passed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Honorable members
will remember that I had the honour of
bringing a similar Bill before the House
last session. It was passed in this House
but was held up in another place. Quite
a long discussion took place in this House
on that Bill. Many controversial points
were discovered in it and were settled
after debate. I would ask the Minister
to be good enough to agree to a short
adjournment to enable me to compare the
present measure with'the previous Bill.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I have no objection to an adjournment, but the latter
part of your Bill that aroused all the
discussion, has been omitted from this
measure:
Dr. ,ARGYLE.-I should like to see
how much has been omitted, and how
much retained. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate waa
adjourned until Tuesday, September 23.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
:Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE (Ohief· Secretary) .-1 moveThat consideration of Order of the Day No.3
he postponed until after the C'onsideration of
Order of the Day No.4.

Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-This
means that the debate on the Electoral
Bill is to be resumed before the second
reading of the Industrial and Provident
Societies Bill is moved. I ask the Government to give a little more consideration to honorable members. There has
been so much chopping and changing
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about of the business on the notice-paper
that honorable members do not know
where they are. We have just dealt with
the fifth order of the day. Two of my
associates on this (the Opposition) side
certainly did not expect the Electoral Bill
to be brought on.
The Governmellt
ought to stick to the notice-paper, so that
members, particularly those living in the:
country, may know the order in which
the business is coming on.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE (Ohief Secl'l~
tary).-In my opinion honorable memhers have little cause for complaint H~
to departures from the order of busine!=ls
on the notice-paper.
The first two Bills
have already been passed. For obvious
reasons we are not taking now the second
reading of the Industrial and Provident
Societies Bill, which is the third order
of the day. Instead of that we propose
to proceed with the debate on the Electoral Bill. It is a fortnight since the
second reading of that measure was
moved, and honorable members have had
time to prepare their notes concerning
it, so we should like to take the Bill to
the Oommittee stage.
The motion was agreed to.
ELEOTORAL

BII~L.
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It is the function of this House to endeavour to remedy those flaws so that
better effect can be given to the will of
the electors, which, of course, in a democratic community should be paramount.
This measure contains practically six
items of amendment. The Minister will
correct me if I have overstated or undel'stated the number.
~fl'.
TuxNEcuFEE. l'u(lical changr3.

There

are

six

Dr. A.RGYLE.-Yes, and the bulk of
the Bill provides machinery for giving
effect to them. The first of these radical
alterations is the elimination of what is
known as the property qualification for
elections to this House. Under the present law it is possible for an elector who
has property in a distl·ict other than that
in which he resides to have his name
placed on the rolls for two constituencies,
but not more.
There is no multiple
votiQ.g in the old sense of the term. Undo!'
that system it was possible for an elector
to have his name placed on the rolls (.,f
all districts in which he held property.
That is not the law now, and to-day au
elector can have his name on the roll of
the district in which he resides and 011
the roll of some other electorate in which
he owns property or in which his busines.o;
lie~.
N ow this is quorted as an undemocratic prOovision by thOlSe who hold political views different from those Oof the
party to which I belong. A close investigation of the position will sho,w that the
place of business of an elector is Ooften
Oof more importance to him than the place
in which he happens to live. Nowadays
many people have not what is known as
a home in the ordinary sense of the word.
They live in flats, boarding-houses.
001' hotels, or in some other place where
they can get board and lodging. Speaking broadly, they have no interest in the
poJitical welfare 0.£ the locality in which
they happen to reside.
On the other
hand, their whole success in· life depends
upou their business inte'rests which are in
some other electorate'. This particularly
applies to the metropolitan area, where
many electors have their business interests, and they a.re not much concerned
about the representation of the district,
in which t.hey live.

The debate (adjourned from August
27) on the motion of Mr. Tunnecliffe
(Chief Secretary) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I regret that it has
been decided to proceed with such a very
important Bill at this late hour. Still,
as the Minister has decided to do so, I
have no option but to resume the
debate.
Although I have been' giving
some attention to the measure I was
hardly prepared to deal with it to-night.
Amongst other things tbe Bill contains,
fundamental alterations in our electoral
law in which the -political ideals of the
two sides of the House definitely clash.
It is obvious that those matters requir~
very careful consideration in order that
the"' most important function of the
citizen-the registering of his vote for the
election of a member of this Assemblymay be effectively exercised.
We all
know that as time goes on various flaws
are discovered in the machinery with
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The reverse is very
which a modern election is conducted. frequently the case'.
Electors have
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palatial hQlmes in the suburbs, and a right to be considered. The fact that
little office in the cit.y.
this prope,rty qualification is practically
Dr. ARGYLE. - People who have made use of in only four districts is a
palatial homes in the suburbs and Q1nly reason why it should not be abolished.
a little Q1ffice in the city generally have If it happened that a man· owned
some landed o.r otherr interests in the property, say, in Swan Hill, Gippsland
country. I think, howerver, the Minis- South, Benambra" and OIther eledo,rates,
ter will agree with me that the majorit.y and could wander all Olver the St.ate
of case,s are as I ha,ve stated.
There voting wherever he thought fit, there
may be isolated in§tances .in the direction might be some complaint against this
he has indicated, but not many people property qualification, but the facts show
live in palatial homes nowadays. Nearly that t.he privilege has not been abused.
all o.f these extensive buildings have been The importance of business interests in
turned into private hospitals Q1r bo.arding- constituencies like Melbourne and East
Melbourne is so. grerat that it is quite
houses, 0'1' ·flats.
wrong that the political future and safety
Mr. TUNNEcI~IFFE.-The facts are as I of the electOirs concerned shQluld be
have stated.
handed Q1ve'r to people who are not inI
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not want to argue te,re,sted in these businesses at all.
this matter with the honorable gentle- knQlw the Commonwealth has a clause in
man, and I think my vie,w is the correct its Electoral Act providing that a vo~ter
one. In introducing the Bin, the Minis- must be enrolled fOor the place in which
ter drew attention to the fact that not he resides, but the position Q1f the Commuch use was made of this property monwealth is entirely different from that.
qualification. I had a return prepared of this State. Matters in which the Commonwealth Parliament are interested
on this matter.
Mr. T'uNNEcLIFFE.-There are practi- affect us all, no matter in what State
cally four const.ituencies in which the our interests lie, but the State issues are
local in character and cannot. be comproperty qualificat.ion is exercised.
pared with those that cO'me within the
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is the case, but scope of the Commonwealth ConstitutiQln.
it must be remembered that these four I the.refQlre think that great harm will
are very impQlrtant constituencies. No be done by the abolitiQin of the property
one will deny that the constituency of qualification. The next amendment in
Melbourne and that of East Me,lbourne, the Bill abolishes what is knQlwn as the
which includes practically half of the 30 days' limit. 'Unde-r the present law
business portion of the city, are ve.ry im- an elerCtor must have his name on the
portant constituencies in this State. It ron 30 days befO're the issue. O'f the writ.
has been urged, and I must admit with Clause 3 of this Bill provides that a persome force, that there is some possibility son will be entitled to VQite if his name
of a misuse of this qualification. Under is on a roll a.t the date of the issue of
the law as it stands at present, an elector the writ. I think 6 p.m. on the day
who is on two rolls ma y exercise his Oof the issue of the writ is the time menchoice on the occasion of a generral elec- tiQlned up to which hour people whose
tion as to the constituency in which he names appear on the roll are entitled to
is going to cast his vote. In the event vote.
.
of a. by-election taking place, he may
Mr.
TUNNECLIFFE.-That
pro,vision is
make anotherr selelCtion, and in this way
he exercises his right in two constitu- in the Commonwealth and e.ve,ry State
encies.
There is some justification for erlectoral law except Western Australia.
complaint against a system that permits
Dr. ARGYLE.-Quite so. Why has
that to ber done. At the same time, we such a provision been included. in this
must not do anything that will sacri- Bill ~ It was stated after the last elecfice an elector's business inte,rests-I tion that a numbelr of persons would
do not use the term bricks and ha,ve be'en a.ble to. vote for a· cerrtain canmortar, which IS generally adopted didate if this had been the la,w, but they
by political opponents of the party we,re unable to do so because of the prQlI am associated with.
Therre a,re vision Q1f the principal Act. That may
people with great interests in Merlbourne be advanced as an argument why this
and in provincial oities like Geelong, refo,rm should be brought about, but I
Ballarat, and Bendigo, who have the should like to remind the Minister that
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the 30 days' limit was the result of as the Oppositien. Remove it., and we
accumulated wisdom extending Qover lay the door open to' this pa.rticular fQorm
many years.
I admit that statesmen of political intriguel.
and politicians are human, and are subHow oft the sight of means to do ill deeds
ject to' the frailties Qof human nature, just
Makes ill deeds done!
the same as a.nybody .else.
CQonse- I do net think I need labour the quesquently, when you found an E:lectorutel in tion any longer. Henorable members are.
which the division between the political familia,r w~th it, and I hope t.he House
partie's was very close, when at Qne elec- will refrain from passing that. particular
tien one party won and at. another elec- clause. The next clause tha,t cans for
tion the other party won, both parties criticism is one en which the Minister
would set their brains to' work to see how drew attention tOo the fa,ct t.hat a memo
thely could control that particular elec- ber ef Parliament who was declared untorate. There was for many yeaTS, not opposed by the Returning Officer after
only in the States of the Commonwealth nomination day had to carryon his duties
but in England and in othe,r places where as member up tOo the time the House melt
elections a,re held, what. was known as without payment. Salaries. paid to memroll stuffing. Tha t is tOo say, people i r. belrs of Parliament are nQot regarded as
authority who wanted tOo cQontrol an elec- sala,ries, but merely as a reimbursement
tion would, on the eve of thel electien, of the expenses incurred by them in
shift a. bOody of men to the district and carrying out their official duties.
enroll them. Of course" I am dealing euMr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The payments are
tirely with supposititious cases. I de not
want tOo re,fiect en any politician, living' taxed as salaries.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I know. It. is a legal
or dead. But that the're was roll stuffing
is a matter ef history. And it would be fiction. I must confess, quite' frankly,
possible under this clause for the head that I am in sympathy with this proposed
of some great department-gQovernmental amendment ef the law. I do not. think
or semi-govNnmental-to undertake worK that any member of Parliament should
described as urgent--for the purposes of bel called upon to do work for his conthe election the work would be velry stitue,nts and fQor the, State WIthout payurgent indeed-and tOo transport some ment. I dO' not think that he should
200 or 300, or may be 500 men from one be put tOo elxpen~e in cQoming to the, City
part of the, State to another. As re- of Melbourne, maybe from a long disga.rded the eledorate in which the men tance, to' attend at t.he Ministers' offices.
were settled, it would be easy to see what It is not an unreasenable request that a
would happen at the election.
There private member should be paid-just as
would bel nothing wrong with it. N 0- a lVIinister is paid un til his successor is
body could take exception in Parliament appointed-until he, hands over his duties
or out.
But the wisdom ef our fore- to some one else, or takes them up himfathers laid down certain rules. Older self. I do not suppose thel clause will
members than myself may tell us the meet with a hostile recelption.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I should like a walkgenesis Qof thel 30 days' clause.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It has been re- over just to se'e how it fe.els.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Clause, 6 provides for
moved in the other Sta,tes.
an alteration in postal voting.
Under
Dr. ARGYLE.-That may have been the law as at present, the Returning
through the unwisdom of our contem- Officer sends a postal ballot-pa,pelr m
poraries. I do not think the facts I am blank to thel electQor who applies for it.
stating can be disputed. We may get The elector is supposed to' fil1 in the
the will, not ef an elledorate, but. of a names of the candidates himself, and to
Government holding power at a par- indicate opposite, the names his pre.ferticular time, or the will of some depart- ence in voting. When only two candiment that wished a particular Govern- dates are contesting an election that is
ment to remain in power.
All kinds closely conte,sted and, therefere, well adof interests might be brought to vertised, little difficulty arises, even
work. There can be no doubt that the though some of the ele,ctors may bel illi30 days' limit has been a &afeguard to terate or not well-versed in pelitics. It
the citizens. It cuts all ways. It pro- is different where as many as six canditects the l\iinisterial party just as much dates are standing for one seat, as
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occurred at the laot election.
In such :t
case it is extremely likely that many informal votes will be cast. Electors who
a,r'e anxious to do the right thing may
CIT through ignorance.
They may not
be able to supply the, names of the candidatc8, and to write them in themselves,
or they may write the names in wrongly,
and thereby make the vote in·formal. I
think the reaso'll why the present custom
was a.dopted was as a sort of gua,rantee of
good fait.h 011 thb part of the elector.
The ide-a was that if the elector knew
who the candidates were his claim to a
vote would be genuine. That, I think,
is the idea that was in the minds of those
who drew uP. the regulation compelling
1ho postal ballot-paper to be sent ill
blank. There was method in it. I think
there is something in it. At the same
time, I have had penollal experience. T
was asked to witness a ballot-paper ill
another State at a :Federal electioll. I
was in New South Wales at the time.
Then~ was au enormous list of candidate5.
It was almost impossible, without having
a document cOontaining the' names in front
of Oone, to fill in thel papers properly.
Therefore, I take no particular excrptioll
to this proposal.
Honora.ble members
who have bad a longer parliamentary
life than I have had may provide
other re,aSOl1S to
show
that
this
should not be dOone.
But on the
face of it. it appears a reasonable
proposition that the Returning Officer
shall fill in on the balJot-paper the surnames and christian names of the candidates at any given election.
N ow we
(;ome, to the next proposed amendme'llt,
the provision for absent voting. l\1any
people dOo not quite understand the meaning of the words "absent voting."
Many members with whom I havel discussed the question say, cc I do not see
why the, people in my electora,te, should
be compelled to vote at the polling booth
in the subdivision where they happen to
be enrolled, and I think electors should
be permitted to vote a,t any polling booth
in the electorate." That is not the principle of absent voting. As ca.rried out
unde,r the Commonwealth law there are
certain provisions and safeguards. If a.n
elector happens to be a,way from his electarat·e, at the Gulf of Carpentaria, say,
he may go to the nearest polling booth
·a.nd demand a. voting paper that will be
sent tOn to the aJe.ctorate where he 18
entitled to vote.
That is the proDr. A.rgyle.
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vision III the Commonwealth Act.
The proposal is to bring this Bill int(')
Elle with the Commonwealth Act.
If
there is any provision in the Commonwealth Jl.ct which leaves the door open to
fraud and misFepresentation it is this,
because it enables dead men and absent
people to vote, and impersonation to be
carried on to a large extent. All the
safeguards in the world will not prevent
such fraudulent practices. It is possible
for an elector to walk into a polling booth
in Melbourne, and to vote at Benalla,
Warrnambool, or some other plac8.
Ohecks are devised, but I do not think
they can meet the case. I am told that
this system has been in work in conlicxion with the Oommonwealth, anJ Ij(J
exception has been taken to it.
:Mr. TUNNEOJ. . I:FFE.-It has been In
work in every State but one.
Dr. AHGYLE.-Fraudulent practice:.;
take place in connexion with Oommouwealth elections that are not found out
except in one or two places when elections
are disputed. If a thoroughinvestigation of 'all the facts in connexion with
every election were made we shoultl
probably be led to modify our view~
largely in regard to many of the provisions we agreed to and passed. This
particular provision is dangerous. I have
always thought so, and have objected to
it in connexion with the Commonwealt.h
Act. If it is retained it will open the
door to still further fraudulent practicea.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFlm.---There has been
less' objection to absent voting than to
postal voting.
Dr. .A.RGYLE.-I cannot see why
postal voting cannot be carried out without fraud. Of course, if people get into
collusio'll with Ol1e another they can drive
a coach and pair through any Act.
1.fl'. TUNNEcLIFFE.-In every disputed.
eleclion it is around the postal vote that
the attack has centered.
Dr. kRGYIJE.-I pass on now to
clause 10. which has reference to compulsory ~otillg. All who are interested
in the political welfare of their State
must feel resentment and anger that there
are so many people in our midst who uo
not appear to value the franchise for
which our fathers fought so hard.
In
the last election we had a poll of a little
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over 50 per cent. In some ele(!torates
it was below 50 per cent. My electorate
was particularly bad.
The poll was as
low alS 47 per cent., so that 53 per cent.
of th(j electors did not vote at all.
Mr. A. A. BILl,SON (Ovens) .-In some
electorates the poll was as high as 83
per cent.
Mr. COTTER.-The poll was high hl
some electorates where the facilities for
voting were not
good as they were ill
TOOl'ak. That fact wants explaining.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I know that there is
room for reform in the placing of the
polling booths to suit the convenience of
electors.' In my electorate the position is
not satisfactory ill that regard.
Mr. BRowNmLL.-You did not vote 1Il
Toorak yourself.
Dr. ARGYI~E.-N), but I exercised.
my franchise. The average member of
Parliament, the average person, who takes
an interest in elections, always has a
. feeling of resentment that more people do
not go to the poll. That applies to ull
parties. I see the Premier smiling.
Mr. PXENDERGAsT.-I was elected unopposed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That was not the
cause of the honorable gentleman's smile.
He thinks he knows who are· the people
who do not go· to the poll. Whether
he is right or wrong does not matter.
A considerable number of people, for one
reason 01' another-it may be that they
do not like the colour of the candidate'R
hair, the clothes he wears, or the religion
he professes-refuse to vote. They say~
"I am not going to vote for that fellow,
John Brown; his political views are thf}
same as mine, but I do not like him."
There is a certain number of people who
do not vote, because they admit that
they a.re not at all interested in politics.
Probably nothing will make them take au
interest in politics until some of the
ambitiou5 schemes of the Premier come
off, and they wake up on finding that they
have to pay a little more in t.he way of
taxation. Then there are the women.
There is a fairly large number of women
of all political. parties who do not vote,
and yery often the reason is a personal
one. They have duties to discharge at
home. They have to look after the welfare of, perhaps, sick children, or of husbands who are away at work, and they
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will not put on their best clothes to go
out to register a vote. They say, " No, I
am going to stay at home, and look after
my household." I could multiply these
instances ()f the reasons why the people
do not vote. But a large proportion of
these persons do not vote because they dv
not value the franchise that has been
given to them, and has been fought for
Ly their fathers before them. I say that
the proposal that you shall compel these
people under penalty to go to the poll
and register some sort of vote-whether .
it is an intelligent or unintelligent vote,
01' an informal vote, does not matteris wrong. The proposal is that because
a person is compulsorily on the roll, evon
if he takes no interest in the welfare of
the State, and does not care whether it
goes to rack and ruin or not, it should
be made compulsory also on him to register his vote, and to outvote or vote
on an equality with people who do value
the franchise, and subject themselves ~o
some little personal inconvenience to do
their duty when an election is being held.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There is an intelligent section of the community that
raises conscientious objection.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I know that.
The
people to whom the honorable gentleman
refers say quite conscientiously that they
will not vote, and that, if compulsion is
resorted to, they will either register an
informal vote, 01' submit to being :fined.
They are few in number. The objection
I take to compulsory voting is that it is
an attempt to compel free people to do
something that they are free to do.
It means compelling people to register
votes, frequently 0'n very important questions, when no compulsion should be
necessary. It seems to me to be aga.inst
all those principles of freedom that our
forefathers fought for and we have enjoyed. In my opinion, it is wrong that
we should compel men or women under
threat of a fine to go to a polling booth,
to which they ought to be willing to go
af some little personal inconvenience.
All the blame does not lie with the
politicians or with Parliament. It is
amazing how many people to-day regard the registering of a vote at the
polls as a personal compliment to the candidate.
In going to do a natural and
national duty they consider that the.y are
paying a compliment to some partIcular
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individual SOime electors will not go to
a polling booth unless they are carried
there in a motor ca.r, though they live
only 200 ya,rds away.
Some will liot go
to vote unless somebody calls and asks
them tOi dOl SOl.
After many elections, I
have heard the excuse made, " No, I did
not vote; no one asked me to .. ,
Many electO'rs say, "I am nO't gO'ing
to vote; .the candidate did not pay me
the compliment of calling O'n me." There
are about 26,000 people in my electorate!
and they live in about 6,000 houses.
The electoTs dOl not understand the im·
possibility OIf a cand,ida,te visiting each
electoc personally.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Ha,ve you hea,rd the
excuse given, "The oandidate did not
caU and kiss the baby 1 "
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have not done that.
Some candidates _make a practice of doing
it, but I dOl not knOlw who, thol8e candida,too are.
However, electocs shoruld be
given every reasonable facility to get to
the polling booths. In my own electocate
the pOilling booths have been incOlnveniently situated.
It is extremely difficult
for peOlple to get from the north of the
electo,rate to the south.
It is a very
small electora,te compared with some of
the country electorates, but it is 2
or 3 miles from one boundary to
another, and there are no tra.ms running
from north tOi south, except at the extreme
bO'undaries on the east and west.
There
are plenty OIf trams running east and
west, but with the exception I have mentiO'ned there are no oross trams at an.
It seems to me that in all electora.tes the
electoral authorities shoruld studv the
means of transpO'rtation. As far as practicable, in all electorates poEing bOloths
should be a.rranged for in such positions
as tOi make it as easy as possible for an
elector to register his vote. We are not
going to remedy the present trouble by
the method of compulsory voting proposed in the Bill, simple as it seems.
You will find all classes of people who
have nO't given the matter anv serious
thought in favour of compulsory voting, and you will find people of all shades
of political orpinions who have not given
the matter any serious thought, saying,
"Well, if the people "\\-..1.11 nOlt vote, we
will make them."
It is a bad thing
fo,r a corun try when you have to make
its peO'ple do their duty, and fO'r the reasons I have given I am oP'D'osed to this
amendment in the Bill.

Bill.

Mr. BROWNBILL.-I desire to say a
word or two oli this important measure.
Last session we passed a lueasure
which made our electoral law mO're
up to date than it had been previously,
and this Bill, I think, is a further step
forwa,rd.
The State electQira,1 rolls are
now, to a large extent, the same as the
Fede,ral rolls, but under the State law
a person who lives in one cO'nstituency
and has property in another is allowed
to be enrolled for bQith constituencies.
Mr. HUGHEs.-T'hey vote III bO'th
sometimes.
1\1r. BROWNBILL.~Such a pe,rsorn is
'allowed by law to vote only in one
constituency, and the presiding officer
should ask eaoh elector, before handing
him a ballot-paper, "Have you voted ~n
any o,theT constituency to-day~"
Still,
I think it is very undemocratic that any
person should be 1;111Qiwed to be on the roll
fQir one constituency on a,ccount oJ his
residential qualification and on the roll
for another cO'nstituency in regard to his
property qua.lification.
I hope that the
clause in reference to t,ha,t ma,tter will be
passed. It will be remembered that when
the last measure dealing with the subject
was before the House we put up, a, very
strenuorus fight in order tOi secure the insertiQin of such a prQivision.
When we
were defeated we tried to have a, provision
inserted to the effect that a person
entitled to be enrolled in two constituenCIes should have tQi state at the time
when he applied for enrolment in which
cO'nstituency he would, vote when the elections occurred.
Howe,ver, that was not
acceptable to the House, and while it
may be said that at a general election
a persOln who is enrolled in two cO'nstituencies can VQite Qinly in one of them, if,
during the currency Q1f the Parliament
there should be a, by-election in either of
those cO'nstituencies, the person so enrolled can vOite there.
He ma,v vote in
oue constituency at a general election,
and in anOither at a, by-election.
Under
the Federal system, electors are enrolled
only in the constituencies in which they
reside, and that is what we are trying
to' achieve under this Bill.
T'he measure
makes it mandatory that .an adult shall
be on i he rO'll for the constituency in
which he OIr she lives, and on that roll
only. Further, voting is made compulsory.
hi ~onnexion with the last electoral measure tha,t the House dealt with,
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we succeeded in getting one 0'1' two injustices removed in reference to inmates
of homes for old people.
Before tha,£
measure became law, persons who were inmates of the Old Colonists' hO'mes, the
l\1asonic homes, and the Jewish homes
were not allowed to' be enrolled or to vote.
When the, Bill was befO're the House we
succeeded in getting the Government of
the day to agree tOo their enrolment, in
()II'del' that they might be permitted to
have a say in making the la,ws of their
country.
T'he provision which we succeeded in inserting with that obiect was
removed from the Bill by another place,
but when the measure was returned to
us ,ve restored it.
It was an insult to
the pioneers who came here from the Old
Country and other places, and who, in the
evening of their lives, had entered those
homes, to say to them that thev were nOot
fit to have a say in the making' Oof the
laws of this land.
We want to try to
gelt people to record their votes in the
<.:onstituencies in which ,they live. An
€lector should have more interest in the
constituency in which he lives than in a
constituency elsewhere in which his property is situated.
Mr. FARTHING.-Is that a logica.l statement 1
l\1r. BROWNBILL.-So far as I know,
Victoria, is the only Sia,tc in the Commonwealth that at present possesses a
property qualification for electors of the
Assembly. In mo.ving the seco.nd reading
of the, Bill the Chief Secretary sa,id that
the're we,re only 2,292 electo.rs on the roll
in V icto.ria in respect of the property
qua1ifica.tio.n. Of these" there were 1,461
in East Melbourne, 361 in l\1e,lbourne,
197 in Geelong, and 150 in iPrahran.
Lea.ving out those' four electo.rate's, there
were, not 200 recorded in other portions
Their names arel in the
of the' State.
ordinary list, and a,t the, end of the roll
the reason for the,ir inclusion is given.
In the' circumstances, I think honorable
members will recognizel that the clause
providing for thel abolition of the' property qualification should be agreed tOo.
In'the last Parliament I had the honour
of introducing a Bill providing that
every election should be held on a
Saturday.
That measure, whjch was
debated at co-llsiderable length,
was
supported by members belonging tothe three different parties, and it was defeated by only one vote. The Chief Sec-
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retaTY has told us that at the present
time all political parties a,re prepared to
support the proposal to hold ele,ctions on
Saturdays. Wherever an election is held
on a Sa turda y it will be found tha,t the,re
is a higher pell'centage of voters.
Mr. l\10RLEy.-How about the football
matches on that day?
l\1r. BROWNBILL.-In the ordinary
course of events a geueral election comes
once in three yelars, whereas footbaU
matches are, he,ld on various Saturda,ys
throughout the winter months.
Every
member of this House, is ve,ry desirous
that the,re sho.uld bel a, high percentage of
vote'fS. Where any other da,y but Saturday is chosen as election day, it has a
tendency to- keep pe,ople, away from the
poll.- At, the present time all the worke'fs
enjoy a half-holiday ou Saturdays, and
not Qonly in the metropolis, but in all the
big tQowns the shopkeepers close at 1 00' clo.ck
on that day. Sa.turcia,y is also an easy
day for people in the' country, if they can
be said to have an e,asy day during the
yea,r. On a Saturday they can go into
the· township and record their votes, and
there is no need f.or them to hurry home
f or the purpose of resuming their work.
In addition to r.he artisans and workelrs
generally, as weH as the shopkeepers and
their assistants, I understand that pro.fessional men are quite III favour of the
holding of elections on Saturdays. In
spite of the rivalry between candidates
at the last general election in Victoria,
t.he perce,ntage of el1ecto.rs who. voted was
The lowest .pe,reen tage was at
59.24.
Bo.roondara~4.59.
The greatest proportiDal of votes was recorded a,t Dalhousie, with a, percentage of 82.07, and
Daylesford with 82.78. It is the. practice
to hold Fede.ral e.IelCtions on Saturdays,
a.nd if honorable members look at the
figures for thel House of Representatives
they will find that the percentagels have
beeu-1913, 73.49; 1914, 73.53; 1917,
78.30; 1919, 71.50; 1922, 59.36. Victoria, sho·ws up very badly in comparison
with the, other States where Saturday voting is in vogue. In 1912 the percentage
of voters in Queensland was 75.52. That
was befo-rel they had compulsory voting.
Since then compulsory voting has peen in
operation, and the following percentages
have bee'll recorded :-1915, 88.14; 1918.
80.27; 1920, 79.93.
It will be found
that the percentages for Victoria are
lower than those in any of the other
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States. In connexion with va.rio·us referendums for th~ Commonwealth th.e voting
took place on Saturdays, and the. percentage of electors WhD. went to the po·1I was
very large, much larger than is the case
at State elections in Victoria. In my
opinion it would be a wise thing for this
Parliament to give a tria.l to compulsory
voting. Since its introduction in Queensland more people ha,ve recorded their
votes. Recently the Commonwealth decided to adopt compulsory enrolment.
There was very little opposition to' the
measure when it was going through the
Federal Parliament.
I hope' that thi~
House will say to the people of Victoria,
"It is up to you to record your votes,
and we are going to make it com·
pulsory." Now, a word about the pay uf
poll clerks.
Ten, fifteen, twenty, or
thirty years ago the poll clerks were paid
20s. for carrying out their duties.
It must be borne in mind that at that
time the polling booth opened at 8 a.m.
and closed at 5 p.m. The closing time
was extended to 7 p.m., a.nd, as the result of the last measure we passed, 8
p . 1l1.was fixed at. the closing hour. It
is unjust that these poll clerks should
be receiving the same rate of pay as they
got 20 or 30 years ago, in view of the
fact that their hours of duty have been
extended. At the Commonwealth elections poll clerks are paid 30s. a day and
are allowed overtime, and meals are prO'vided fO'r them. If we cannot have this
matter dealt with in the Bill, I hope the
Chief Secretary will t.ake it into his consideration SD that. the poll clerks will get
a reasonable remuneration fOT the services they render. I hope the House will
give fair cO'nsideration to the clauses I
have referred to, a.nd tha.t the Bill will
have a speedy passage, not only through
this House" but through the Legislative
Council.

.J

Adjol.lrn'fY!'ent.
ADJOURNM:ENT.

DIMBOOLA AND IIORSHAM VVATER SUPPLY.

Mr. PRENDERGAST
mO've-

(Premier).-I

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. WETTENHALL.-I desire to
dra.w the attention o.f the :Minister of
Water Supply to a matter which, though
not urgent, is one that requires serious
consideratiO'n without loss O'f time. I refer to the water supply of the tO'wns of
Dim bo;ola and Horsham. \Vnen there is
a good rainfall the Wimmera River runs
freely and the water supply of Dimboola
is satisfactory, but when the rainfall is
light the level of the river gets very low,
and the supply of water is not adequate
to requirements. In 1920 we had a minor
drought, and the wa,ter that was available at Dimboola was highly minera.lized.
The townspeO'ple agitated fO'r an improved supply, and the State Rivers and
Water Supply Oommission took into consideration the question of meeting the
peo'ple's requirements by a system of
gravitation from the l\fcKenzie River,
and thus do.ing away with expensive
pum ping methods.. My idea in bringing
the maHer under the notice of the Minister just nOlW is tha.t the carrying out of
this scheme should be proceeded with immediately, and that we should not wait
Ulltil the dry years are upon us.
I
understand that the scheme contemplates
a better supply for Horsham as well as
Dimboola. A system of sewerage· is being
established in Horsham, and consequently a mucll larger supply or water
will be required than is a.vailable at
the present time. We may have some
fear that we are getting to the end of
the good years, so far as rainfall is conce,rned, and we may expect periods more
or less O'f drought within the next tWD
or three years.
I realize tha.t it will
take at least two O'f three years to' comMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) .-----:-1 ask plete the proposed scheme, and I, therethe Chief Secretary to allow this debate fore, ask the Minister to have the preto be adjourned. We have had a pleasant liminaries dealt with at once, so that
time during the sitting, and a gO'od day's there will be no delay in securing an
ample supply of water for the two towns
wo,rk has been done. I moveI have referred to.
.
That the debate be now adjourned.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premie~)..
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I am in a The Minister of Wat.er Supply is in the
genial mood to-night, and I will agree to MaBee, I think, but as soon as he returns I will drl3.w his attention to what
the adjournment O'f the debate.
t.he honorable member has said and get
The motion for the adjournment of the him to furnish a reply.
.
dehate was agreed to, and the debate was
The motion was agre.ed to.
adjourned until the following day.
The House adjourned at. 9.36 p.m.
l
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1\1r. WEBBER.-\Ve didn't know that
you wanted legal advice. It has to be
paiq. for.
The motion was agreed to.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
t.ook the chair at 4.10 p.m.

CATTLE CO~lPENSATION BILL.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture)-.
-By leave, I mo,ve--

BILL READ A FIRST TIl\1E.

That this House do now resolve itself into
a Committee of the Whole to consider certain
stamp duties on statements of sales of cattle.

The follolwing Bill was introduced by

Mr. WEBBER (HOonorary Minister). and
read a first time:.
:Melbourne and l\1etro'pOolitan Tramways
Dill.
POLICE COM1\1ISSION.
l\IAXIMUM EXPENDITURE.

lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief
t.ary).-I move-

Secre-

That the sum of One thousand three hundred
pounds (£1,300) be fixed as the maximum expenditure of the Royal Commission appointed to
inquire into the state of the Police li'orce generally, being an addition of One thousand two
bllndred pounds (£1,200) to the amount preyiously fixed by a resolution of the Legislative
Assembly on the 10th September, 1924, as the
maximum expenditure.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Last
week we had a division in the House concerning a motion for the expeuqiture of
£100 in connexion with the Police CommlSSIOn; Honorable members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House protested
against the appointment of the Commission, and, of course, vOoted against the
motion so as to register their opinion.
In view of that I do not propose to debate nor call for any division on this
motion, but simply to direct attention to
the rather peculiar method of procedure
adopted by the Gove,rnment. Everyone
knew that £100 would not be sufficient
to ~eet the expenses of the Commission.
I cannot understand why the Government
should have mcved for authority to expend £100 last week and come down a
week later with a motion fQlr a £luther
expenditure of £1,200. I hawe never
known that to be done before.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is a common thing;
we are following your exampls.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No.
Everyone knew that £100 would not be·
sufficient, and now the Government are
forced to submit t.his further motion. All
I have tOo say is that it is rather' slim
procedure.

This motion is preliminary to the introduction of a Bill to provide compensation
for owners of certain cattle and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to, and the
House went into Committee.
lVir. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I moveThat there shall be charged for the use of
His Majesty, his heirs, and successors upon
statements on sales of cattle as hereinafter
specified the duty hereinafter specified : STATEMENT ON SALES OoF CATTLE--

Any statement written out or caused to
be written out by the owner' of cattle or
his agent pursuant to the provisions of
any la.w in that behalf in respect of the
sale of any cattle whether payment of the
purchase money in respect of any such
sale is or is not made in full at the time
of the sale or is to be made by instalments or is otherwise deferredFor every £1 and also for any fractional
part of £1(a) of the amount of the purchase
money in respect of one bead
of cattle sold singly; or
(b) of the total amount of the purclutse money in respect of any
number of cattle sold in one
Iot-

a stamp duty of 1d.: Provided that the
stamp duty in respect of the amount of
the purchase money of anyone head of
cattle whether sold singly or as part of a
lot shall not exceed 2s. Id.

Major BAIRD.-What does this motion
commit us to; or doe,s it commit us to
anything ~
Mr. HOGAN.-It is nelcessary that the
motion be carried in order that we may
bring in thel Cattle Compensation
Bill.
lVlajor BAIRD.-It does no,t commit us
tOo anything 1
Mr. HOGAN.-No.
lVIr. LIND.-\Vhen do you expect to
bring that Bin in ~
Mr. HOGAN.-To-morrow, or OI
Tuesda y or W ednesday ne,xt.
Mr. LIND.-It is a very serious thing,
you know.
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Mr. HOGAN.-Da.e·s the ha.norable
member me,an that the Bill is serious ~
Mr. LIND.-The stamp duty is serious
for one thing, and many other things
in the last Bill were serious. 1 hope your
Bill will be different from that measure.
Mr. HOGAN.-I think it will be a
better Bill than that.
lY[r. LIND.-You want to be sure it
will be better.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am sure it will be
better.
The motion was agreed to, and the resolution was repa.rted to the House, and
adopted.
Leave was given to Mr. Hogan and
Mr. Cain to introduce a Bill to carry out
the resolutio.n.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture)
brought up a Bill "to provide compensation for the owners O'f certain cattle
and for other purposes," and moved that
it be read a first time.
The mo>tion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time.
.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture)
presented a message from His ExceUency
the GOlvernor, recommending that an appro.pdation be made from the Consolidated Revenue fO'r the purposes of a Bill
to provide compensation for the owners
of certain cattle and for other purposes.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommenda.tion was passed in Committee, and adopted by the House.
BOROONDARA ELECTION
CIRCULAR.
Mr. GREEN\VOOD asked the Chief
Secretary1. Whether he has instructed the Chief Commissioner of Police or the police not to continue obtaining evidence as to the issue of a
certain election circular in the electorate of
Boroondara ?
2. Whether he will withdraw such instruction and allow the police to use their own
discretion as to whether a prosecution should
be launched?

1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary) .-The answer ,toO the first question
is "Yes." InstructiO'ns were given to
the police to discontinue inquiries pending the obtaining o.f the Crown Solicitor's
opinion. In view of the opinion of the
Crown Solicit.or that proceedings would
probably lie only against the printer of
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the circular, a further instructio.n was
given to the Chief Commissioner to discontinue further inquiries.
At a later stage,
Mr. GREENWOOD said.-I desire to
move the adjournment Oof the House to
discuss a matter of urgent public importance, namely-" The intervention of the
Chief Secretary in the matter of an investigation intOo an infringement of the
Printers and Newspapers Act and o.ther
matters conne,cted with the administratio.n
o.f justice,."
Twelve honorable members having risen
in their places (as required by the standing order) to. supPO'rt the motion,
Mr. GREENWOOD said.-Earlier in
the afternoon I asked the Chief Secretary
two questions of which I had given no.tice.
First O'f all I inquired whether he had instructed the Chief Commissioner of Police
O'r the Po.lice " nOot to continue obtaining
evidence as to the issue of a certain e,lection circular in the electorate of BoroO'ndara."
As well as
I can remember the Chief Secretary's
reply tOo that was, "Ye1s, pending
t·he obtaining O'f the Crown Solicitor's
opiniO'n.» So the position is quite clear
-an instruction was issued by the Chief
Secretary to discO'ntinue the obtaining of
evidence jn connexion with the case.
I
want to show that when the file is examined, and the evidence unravelled, he was
not justified in what he did. The case is
connected with the issue of a circular
during the last election in my constituency. It does nOlt matter for the moment
what the contents of the circular were, but
it related to a oe1rtain law case that was
heard so.me time agO'. The circular was
unsigned and unauthorized, and there was
no imprint. It was one, of those unfair
election moves that Ooften take place, and
that call for seve're comment. Those who
issued that circular were not prepared to
attach their names to it.
That is the
reasOon why the circular was sent out in
that fOTm. On the 11th of July I sent
a copy of the circular to the Crown Law
Department, accompanied by a letter.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Will the honorable member read the circular ~
Mr. GREEN'VOOD-A copy of the
circular is on the file. I have only ha~f
an hour in which to discuss this matter ..
Mr. CLoUGH.-WilI you divulge what is
in the circular ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-It can be seen
on the file. The letter which I sent to'
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the Crown Law Department was as follows : I Pllclose lJerewitlt a circular issued during
the election. I have reason to believe that it,
in some way, contnwenes the law, and I forward it for your information, and, if you see
.
fit, action.

On the 16th of July that letter was forwarded by the Secretary of the CrO'wn
Law Department to the Chief Commissimler of Police fOol' " necessary attention,"
with the statemeut-" A breach of section
25 of the Printers and Newspapers Act
1915 appears to have been committed."
Next day the letter was sent on by the
Chief Commissioner of Police to the
Superintendent O'f the Criminal Investigation Branch" for necessary attention and
report." On the 21st of July the letter

was hamlcd to Senior Detective Holden to
make inquiries. On tho 14th August the
Secrej'ary of the Law Department uddressed the following letter to the Chief"
Commissioner of Police:Adverting to the file forwa.rded hence to
yon on the 16th ultimo, I shall be glad if,
when the police IHwe completed inquiries, a
report may be submitted for the information
of the Attorney-General.

That. was sent to the Superintendent ~f
the Criminal Investigation Branch by the
Chief Commissioner o.f Police. I want to'
call attention to the remarkable change
in the nature of the instructions given by
the- Superintendent of the Criminal Investigation branch to Senior Detective
Holden, acting on that request. The request from the Crown Law Department
was, that, w!len the police had completed
their inquiries, a report should be submitted fm' the information of the
At,torney-General.
The instructions
given by Superintendent Potter to the
detective wereThe Secretary to the Crown Law Department
L'cquires a report at once'.

That is a misstatement of fact.. Some
influence appears to have been exercised
in the meantime, and it is not hard to
find the source of that influence, because,
attached to that document, is the followillg memo. above the initials" E.R.L." :
At the request of the Chief Secretary, I
Lelephoned to-day to the Superintendent,
Criminal Investigation Branch, Police Department, advising that Mr. Tunnecliffe desired
that the police inquiries being instituted in
this matter be discontinued for the present.
The Superintendent said that he would give
necessary directions, and furnish this Department with a report.

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.~'Vhat is the date
of that ~
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GREEN\VOOD.-It is dated,
It is easy to see that the
influ.ence. of the Chief Secretary changed
the mqmry asked for by the Crown Law
Department and issued to Senior Detective Ho.lden. Instead of carrying out.
the instruct.ions of the Crown Law Department that, when inquiries were completed a repo,rt was to' be submitted to
the At.torney-General, the a.ctual instruction that went through was that the evidence, as then cO'llected, must" at once"
be sent to the Chief Secretary. I want
to. say, without any hesitancy, tha,t the
deliberate purpose in the Chief Secretary's mind was that t.he evidence should
/Je submitt.ed to the Crown Solicito'r in all
incomplete state. I can find no evidence
upon the file that the Cro,wn Solicitor,
when dealing with the case, knew that he
was dealing with the matter 011 uncompleted evidence. He war3 under the impression that. the evidence had been sent
on to him after full inquiries had been
made, in accordance with instructiO'ns
from the Crown Law Department that
that should be done.
This is a serious
It is on tha,t incomplete eviIJosition.
dence that. the Crown Solicito'r gave his
Superintendent Potter, in his
decision.
report, Bent by the Chief Commissioner
of Police to the Crown La,v Department,
states as follows:-

"18/8/24."

The papers being required by the Secretary,
Crown Law Dep~.rtment, I beg to submit a
report OIl the inquiries made up to the present,
with statements, and receipts for circulars.

Later, I will deal with the nature of the
evidence. Just at present I am dealing
only with the actual proceedings.
The
decision given by the Cro-wn Solicito,r is
as follows:\Vith respect to the appropriate section
nnder which proceedings SllOUld be taken, I
think it would be difficult to support any other
case than against the printers, but that action
could be taken against the printers, ~iz\. The
Premier Ideal Printing Company Proprietary
Limited, under section 25.

:NIl'. SLATEU. - In all fairness, yon
olight to read what appears at the end of
that document.
111'. GHEENWOOD. - I have only
half un hour to put my case, and I do not
want the case to be judged on uncompleted statements. The Orown Solicitor's
opinion goes on as follows:I
also
the
and

have considered whether action might not
be taken against either J. J. Liston, of
Liquor Defence Union, or against Kenny
Brooksbank for publishing or dispersing,
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or assisting in publishing or dispersi~g, ch'cu~
lars without the imprint under section. 25 of
the Act, but I do not think that the eVIdence
so far obtained is sufficient to support :1
charge, though the matter is on t1~e arguab~p.
side. The section referred to provIdes t.hat .If
any person publishes or disperses, or ~SSlStS. III
publishing or dispersing, any paper m. WlllC.h
the nanIt' and place of abode of the prmter IS
not printed thereon, such person shall for
evcry copy pl1blish~c1 or dispersed, but not for
more than 25 copIes, be hable to a penalty,
and as I read the section, the evidence is concerned with the distribution to the public or
1.0 persons for the purpose of being retaine.d
by them of the forbidden matter, and tha~ It
\\:ould not covel' the action imputed agamst
Liston of having the circular printed an~ afterwards when received by him, arra,ngmg for
Kenn): Brooksbank and Dene to take the circulars 'away as detailed by Alice May Imer.

:r t

will be seen that the Orown Solicitor
says that he does not think that the evido'nce so far obtained was suffi9ient to
wnrrant a charge, though the matter was
on the arguable side. The natural infer('nee to be drawn from a statement of
this sort, when it was known that the evidence was only half completed and that
the facts then showed that a charge was
ou the arguable side, is that immediate
instructions would have been given for
the evidence to be completed. This report was forwarded to the AttorneyGeneral's Department, and is initialed
"W.S." I presume those are the' initials
of the present Attorney-General.
It
would appear up to this stage .as if the
Crown IJaw Department interpreted the
mat.ter as being. within: its hands to deal
with. but a change has come over the
8C('11(' and the matter comes before the
nhid Secretary.
~fr. SJ-,ATER.-It is not the province of
thr. Crown J.Jaw Department to take proceedings at an,)' stage, though you suggest that it should have done so.
11:1'. GHEENWOOD. - I am not a
la'wyer, and I will not attempt to give
any legal definition in a matter of this
sort.
~11'. SLATl<~H. - - The Orown Law Department could not tako procecdingl:i, an~
hOI,' .
.Mr. GREENvVOOD.-That is for the
hOllorahle gentleman to say: The Ohief
Secretary gave instructions that the .detective was not to cmltinue collectmg
evidenre. It appears from the dates on
the file that this instruction was not
directly forwarded to Senior Detective
Holden. because for some days aftervrards he continued to make inquiries and
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collected quite a lot of eviclen.c~; but, 8.0
far as I can gather, this addltlOnal eVIdence has neyer been submitted to the
OrOVl'Il Solicitor. The position still stands
that no further evidence has been obtaillecl, and that the embargo against evidence being obtained by ~~lden, under
jnstructions from the Ohlef Secretar;)"
also stands. On the 19th August, 1924,
Senior Detective Holden sent his report
to Superintendent Potter, and i~ is forwarded to }'1r. Nicholson, the Ohlef Oommissioner of Police, on the same day.
The Law Department received it on the
20th August.
On the 25th August
a memorandum was sent to the Crown
'Solicitor by the Law Department asking
for two things only. One w~s as to the
period within which proceedmgs should
be commenced, and the other was under
w ha t section proceedings should be taken.
. The Orown Solicitor, in his reply, dealt
with a good deal more than those two
issues. :For what reason I am not prepared to say.
On the 29th August,
the Orown Solicitor forwarded the reply
which I have already quoted, and it was
sent on by the Attorney-General to the
Chief Secretary on the 2nd S~ptem
her. I want to call special attentlOn to
these dates. Though this reply was £01'warded to the Chief Secretary on the
2nd September, on the day previ~us
Superintendent Potter had rec81:'e~ Instructions from Ohief OommlsslOner
Nicholson calling. Senior Detective Holden off his job .. Oonsequently. i~ appears
that before the Orowu· SolICltor had
given any opinion at all, .the O~ief Secretary had directed certmn actlO~l to be
taken. It is not necessary to heSItate for
a moment to discover where the infl.uence
came from. But .there is the position
clearly, as set out in the ~le. B~~ore the
Orown Solicitor gave hIS deCISIon, or,
rather, before it was sent on to him, as
quoted in the file by the ~t\.~torne!-G~n~r.al,
the Ohief Secretary had gIven (~efimte lTIstructions, so far as the collectmg of the
evidence ,,'as concerned. On the J st September, 1924, Sup::>rintendcnt Pottet'
writesI am directed by the Chief Commissioner to
illform YOU to cease in'.,lliries inio that matter.

Then, '~n the 3rd September, having ~'e
cciyed definite instructions from the OhlOf
Secretary that he 'was to cease inquir~.es
altogether-the previous note ,,,as that Inquiries were to cease for the pl'esent-
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there is a mcmorandum gi \Ting definite
justruetiolls to cease inquiries altogether.
On the 3rd September a full report ,vas
sent in giying the rest of the evidence collected by the detectives. That was simply
placed upon the file. It was not sent on
to the Crown Solicitor, as the file disdoses. Underneath this, dated the 4th
Sept-em bel' 1924, there is this memorandumThe illlluiry was stopped by yer.bal directions
of the lion. the Chief Secretary.

Then folloviTs the evidence; which I will
deal with later. The date of the report
with the llew evidence is the 2nd Septem'
bel', 1924. The date of the Orown Soli·
eitor's opinion 'was the 29th August. It.
lS quite clear that the Intel' evidence was
not dealt -\vith by the Crowll Solicitor at
all. Now, on the back of a recent docuIUcnt, the Chief Secretary hus Wl'ittCIlRefcrrell to Chief COlllmissioner, and attention drawll to Crown Solicitor's opinion.

That instruction is undated. There is no
('vidence upon the file to show that the
documents were referred to the Chief Commissioner and that attention was drawn
to tho Crown Solicitor's opinion. There
is nothing to show that that ,vas actually
dono. The memorandum of the Chief
Commissioner of Police, the letter of
Superintendent Potter, and the other
memorandum on the file disclose that the
only active intervention of the Chief
Sceretary was to cull the detective off
froUl collecting evidence. But this statemont-" Referred to Chief Oommissioner
ami attcntion drawn to Crown Soli{'itor's opinion "-would disclose that the
matter hacl really been left in the hands
of the Ohief Oommissioner to take action.
All I know is that last week, when I
found that something was going wrong
llL ('olllLexion with this case, the filo was
1n tho possession of the Chief Secretary.
It had evidently never been sent on to the
Chief Oommissioner of Police, and con8Cfluently ho could not take action. There
is llothiug in the file disclosing that this
mattcr has been referred to the Chief
Oommis.sioner by the Chief Secretary,
leaving with the Ohief Commissioner the
power to take action. But even then the
Ohief Secretary draws attention to the
Orown Solicitor's opinion. He does not
make a comment that that OpInIOn
was gi ven when only half the evidence
had been .collected and the other half
never submitted to the Crown Solicitor at
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all. He simply leaves it as an opinioll
given on half the evidence, and says he
sent it on to the Ohief Oommissioner. He
knew that the Chief Commissioner had
given certain instructions. lIe cannot
think tho Chief Commissioner would take
action under those conditions. Under the
..:\ct, action has to be taken within three
months of the p~'inting of the circular,
and that date expIres on the 18th September. It was clear what the issue of the
manceu vring by the Chief Secretary
would be.
When tha t file reached
t he Chief Commissioner it was too late
to take action, and the whole case had
to fall to the gTound. N ow I want
to summarize the evidenc,e _that has been
submitted. The file, of course, contains
the full evidence. When I sent that cirrular to the Orown Law Department, I
had no knowledge of its origin. I simpl."
sent it up, and left it with them. The
(·vidence gathered by Detective Holden
shows that. the circular was printed by
the Premier Ideal Printing Company
Proprietary Limited, of which William
Oharles Angliss and Henry .Angliss are
the proprietors.
l\{r. SLATER.-Is one of them Mr. W. C.
;\.ngliss, }LL.C. ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Yes.
I am
satisfied that he had no kno'wledge of the
transaction. Evidence given by Samuel
Abraham, an indentor, says that, on the
18th of June, he called at Mr. Liston's
officc and heard Mr. Liston instructing a
girl clerk to ring up some printing. c~m
pally in connexion with some pnntmg
mat'ter, and, as a result,. introduced MoreOlU, of the Ideal, to LIston.
He heard
)fr. Liston say to Mr. Morcom, manager
of the Premier Ideal Printing Company,
"What can you do twenty or thirty thousand similar to this for ~" at the ~ame
tinie sho'wing him a typewritten document. ...\.ud }'fr. Morcom gave eyidence
that he made a quotation for 30,000,
which he was ordered to get done ut once,
and he made out the order in the name of
J. J. JJiston, Liquor Defence League. The
circulars he was ordered to print were
those shown to him by Detective Holden.
He said that he djd not leave any instructions to leave the imprint off the ci1'rnlars, but when he saw references in
the newspapers to the fact that the cir(,11lar had no imprint he rang up Mr.
Liston's office and spoke to him about it,
and said there might be trouble, as they
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had 110 imprint on them. Liston replied,
"Keep your mouth shut, and if there is
any trouble we will stick to you." The
detective obtained clear proof as to the
printing of the circular at the works of
the Premier Ideal Printing Company. The
accountant O'f the printing wO'rks, whO' received the order from Morcom, said that
~Iorcom made some reference to the
jmprint, but he could not say what
was said about it.
He also said
that an invoice was made out for
£37 lOs., and the; cheque received was
signed" J. J. Liston." Evidence was also
obtained that the; circulars were delivered
at 1\1r. Liston's office and were taken away
by three men-1VIr. Kenny, lVIr. Brooksbank, and Mr. Dene-and the typist, lVIiss
1mer I also said that Mr. Liston assisted
to carry the bundles to the taxis. On the
original circular received by the printer
is written a nO'te, "Thisi line should he
bigger," and· "better spacing. "
1\fiss
1mer said that the writing was in M:r.
Liston's handwriting, which she knew
very well. This evidence was submitted
to the Crown Law Department, hut t.he
further investigation obtained information which was not .submitted to the
Crown Law Department, ·and this said
that Detective Holden .saw the Rev. H.
Brooksbank, Presbyterian clergyman, at
HO'petoun-avenue, Box Hill, who said the
BroO'ksbank referred to' was his son, Alan,
who was at Wynne" Hamilton, and Riddell's solicitors, and they saw Alan Brooksbank at the sOolicitor's office. Alan Brooksba?-k insisted upon two other persons
bemg present during the interview. He
refused tOo make any statement, but the
detective said, "He, Mr. Brooksbank,
appe:ared tQl be very perturbed, and when
we were speaking to him one of the two
gentlemen connected with the firm was
abOout to leave the office when lY1r. Brooksbank called tQl him nOot to leave, notwithstanding there was another member there.
This was the stage reached by me when
directed to cease inquiries into the matter."
The detective gives evidence of
having seen Mr. Liston, who wanted to
know to whom he, the detective, was making his report, and when told the, report
was tOo go to' the Crown Law Department,
refused to say anything.
He said the
matter of the imprint was llothing to do
with him, and when faced with the evidence Oof 1\1:orcom and Abraham as to· the
ordering of the, circulars, said, "I don't
care what has been said. If any action
Mr. Gl'eenu;ood.
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is to be taken, all can gOo ahead. N ow I
will not admit or deny anything in connexion with the matter." The detective
says that" The circulars were paid for by
cheque, which I have traced to the.
N atioual Bank, corner of Elizabeth and
Little Collins streets.
It is dated 25th
June,. It is drawn by J. J. Liston, in
favour of the Ideal." I venture to say it
would be very difficult to obtain evidence
more definite upon which tOo establish a
prima facie case. I have no way in which
I can take action relative to this matter.
The Crown Law Department is the only
. body that can take action.
Mr. SLATER.-That is just where you
are wrong. They canllot take action.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The police are the
only persons to' take action. .
1\1:1'. GREENWOOD.-Then there is the
usual difference of opinion between solici .
tors.
:Mr. OJ~OUGH.-"Thy did you not bring
an actiOon fQlr libel ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-It was not a
question of libel.
I had no objection to the issue of the circular. I fought
the. election on it.
There were 30,000
COpleS sent out in my electorate, and I
gave my reply. I made it a test, ·and the
people returned me with a majority of
7,000. I do not want to enlarge on this
question at greater length. It does not
11l~tter who the people .concerned are; the
pomt is that there was an infrillgement of
the law, as declared by the Cro\vn Law
Department. It was held that there was
sufficient evidence to justify a prosecution
so f al' as the printers were concerned. In
regard to the other aspect ·of the case the
evidence was not completed, and ~hy?
The deliberate purpose must have been to
prevent the case going further. I do not
presume to say that the case would be
proved in the I,mv Courts, if it ,yere ever
heard; but tlH.l fact stands out that there
VIas a breac~l of the law of the country,
and a detectIve was put on to gather eviIn such circumstances, no man
dence.
has a right to interyene and stop the process ·of justice. For that reason, I have
felt it to be my duty to take this action.
vVe have had another interpretation of the
millcl of the Chief Secretary in an article
that recently appeared in the Sun) giving
wha t purported to be ani n terview with
the Chid Secretary.
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Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-I gave no inter- lodged in the Orown Law Department to
view to the Sim) and I do not know what the effect that a pamphlet of a private
and political character had been ciryou are referrillg to.
It is
]\£1'. GREENWOOD.-This purports culated during the recent election.
to be a statement made by the Ohief Sec- true that, at a time when the community
retary, under the heading "Olubmen's was being racked with rumours of crime
of a serious character, two important
Grog" ::-;0 loner as a club is run on proper lines, fnem bel'S of the Oriminal Investigation
prodding':' for the all-round comfort of its mem- Department were devoting time and attenhers, the Chief Secretary C~Ir. Tunnecliffe) per- tion to an inquiry into a trivial matter
~onally considers that clubs should be treated
leniently in the enforcement of the letter of about which there was already sufficient
evidence on the file to· justify a prosethe licensing laws.
cution. The original charge was the
)11'. OLOUOII.-H he said that, he only printing and distributing of a polishowed his wisdom.
tical pamphlet which reflected on
:Jlr. GH:EENWOOD.-Thero is a law the honour and the integrity of
on this subject, and it is the duty of the the, honorable member for Boroondara.
I>al'liament. to uphuld it.
The Ohief I do not ,,,ant to do the honorable memSecretary is represented as havil1g fur- ber the injustice of reading the pamphlet
ther saidto the H"ouse. It was of a purely political
But Mr. TUllllcdiffe's personal views have ]Jot character, a1ld the investigation revealed
heen reflected ill hi!) official attitude. In raid- the fact that there was sufficient evidence
iner dubs recently, he says, the licensing police
w~'e merely doing their duty. Theyr are not to justify a prosecution on the technical
I saw Superintendent Potter,
expected to oosHve fine distinctions between charge.
cluo bars and IJuolic bars so long a8 the law and I instructed him that it wa~,his busil'ellln.i1l3 "a.::, ,it l!l.
ness to see that the law was vindicated;
In another paragraph, pubJishecl under but that he and his Department ,vere not
the heading" Liquor Laws: Police not concerned, and should not be concerned,"
Afraid of Inquiry," this statement ap- with carrying on an investigation of a
pearsprivate character Jl.nd drawing public perSerious charges agaillst three well-knowll city sons into 'a matter with which they ha.d
clubs are listed for hearing at the City Court nothing whatever to do.
To the extent to
on VVednesday.
which the law had been broken it was
It would appear from this that the Ohief within their power to take action. It is
Secretary, with the knowledge that Ilot my business to instruct the Police Dech~trges are pending against three clubs, partment to 'take action, as the honorable
j8 prepared practically to give a direc- member ought to know, nor to interfere
tion as to what should be the treatment with them. in any way whatever.
Mr. GREENwooD.-Why did you stop
of such cases by the Oourt. If the Ohief
Secretary, or the Attorney-General, is the taking of evidence?
lVIr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Because there
going to make laws for himself, he will
get thb (!ommunity into a position in was a wave of crime of 'a serious characwhich law and order will not. be respected, ter, and the Oriminal Investigation Deand Parliament wiil be open to very partment were being pressed to the utmost
severe criticism.
in making essential investigations.
I
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE (Ohief Secre- did not think it desirable that two imtary)." --1 have listened with 'a con- portant member,s of the Oriminal Investisiderable amount of interest to the wild gation Department, who had already
and wool1y statements made by the hon- devoted more than a month to this inorable member for Boroondara. Leaving quiry, should be called upon to pursue
out all personal references to myself,and it further, having regard to the fact that
all innuendoes that I am conniving with there was already sufficient evidence to
law-breakers and bringing discredit upon justify a prosecution. It is still open to
tbE: Orown Law Department, the charge the police to take action. They have not
thE: honorable member makes boils itself taken action; but they have until to-mor<lown to one point. I did ask the police ro,v to do so. The file was at the Orown
tv discontinue further inquiries in con- Law Department, and it was brought to
llexion with a trivial charge that had been the House. The honorable member for
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Boroondara took it from my possession,
and kept it for 'a -week. I received it
back only to-day after repeated requests
for it had been made by my secretary.
1[1'. GREENWooD.-From wholI}.~
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-He had been
making inquiries at the Orown La,,, Department and here.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-YOU laid the file on
the Library table last Thursday.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-I received it·
back to-day at 4 ·o'clock, and signed for
it. It is still competent for the police
to take action.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Are they
limited by time ~
11r. SL1\TER.-In. regard to ·one aspect
of the matter they are.
~Ih. TUNNEOLIFFE.-I have very
little more to say. At a time when the
community was, as I have said, very much
perturbed, I asked the Oriminal Investigation Department to make a report to
the Orown Law Department. An opinion
was obtai-ned from the Crown Solicitor,
and I decided that no further investigation was necessary, the Orown Solicitor
'having advised that there was sufficient
evidence to justify a prosecution in one
case, but tha.t the otIier aase was arguable,
the evidenoo, not being quite complet~.
It is quite' obvious that the honorable member is not conce,rned with
the vindication of the law at all, nor
with the admip.istration of the Ohief
Secretary's Department, but he is concerned with producing a certain political
atmosphere favorable to himself for the
purpose of counteracting the rather
serious attack made on his own character
in a particular electioneering pamphlet.
So long as I have any Bay in connexion
with the Department with which I am
associated, I do not intend to allow the
forces of society to be used for the purposes of political propaganda, nor for the
purpose of enabling an individual to
clear his private character at the expense
.
of the State.
Mr. GUEENWOoD.-That did not affect
the question one bit as to whether there
should be a prosecution of the printer or
somebody else.
Mr .. TUNNEOLIFFE.-It certainly
affected the honorable member that a
public department should be' utilized to
collect evidence for him.
~1:r. EGGI,ESTON·-To enforce the law.
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Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-N 0; because
the evidence to enforce the law is already
there, and the Orown Solicitor says that
a prosecution would lie.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Why did you not
direct a prosecution ~
:Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-I have nothing to do with it. I have not been at
my Department very long, but since I
have been there, in no case have I given
instl'uctions that there should be a prosecution. I have been informed by the perrnanent head of my Department, on whom
I rely, and by the Ohief Oommissioner
of Police, that that is not my function,
but the function of the Ohief Oommissioner of Police himself. It is for him
to take action. I have never authorized
a prosecution, even in a murder case.
How much less likely ,vould I be to
aut.horize one in a trivial matter of this
kind? That is the explanation I have to
make. There is no necessity to make an
excuse. The honorable member for
Boroondara has indulged in purely political propaganda. He desires to drag in
the name of Mr. J. J. Liston, and to attach to me the stigma of being under the
thumb of the liquor trade in some way.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I did not say that.
lvIr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-The whole of.
the honorable member's attack was in
that direction. He actually quoted from
what purported to be an interview
in the, Bzm newspape,r, and tried
to dra.w the conclusion that I had
endeavoured to influence the Oourts of
this country to give a verdict in favour
of the clubs. The honorable member's
attack was most ma.licious and unscrupulous. I was surprised that the Speake,r
di.d not call him to o·rder.
I am sure
that all decent~minded men wi.!l repudiate
his innuendo, and hurl· it back in his
teeth.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think the
speech of the Ohief Secretary was an attempt to get off the trail altogether.
There have been suggestions that, since
this Ministry has ·come into office, the
course of justice has not been allowed to
go in its proper way.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There has been a
lot of innuendo without any evidence.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Several accusations have been made, but no reply has
been given. I do not consider the state-
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mellt that the Chief Secretary' made today a reply at all. We have suggested
that the re-appointment o-f 1\h. D. G.
Carter to the North Melbourne bench
,vas an interference with the personnel
of the bench, and was improper.
No
reply has been given by the Minister responsible.
1'11'. W EBBER.-Who stopped the prosecution against 1\1rs. Brur,e, the wife of
the Prime Minister ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not know
anything about 1\,frs. Bruce. No reply
has been given in this House nor elsewhere to the accusation I have mentioned.
The Ohief Secretary has not denied the
interview published in the Sun.
1\11'. TUNNEcuFFE.-I did not even see
it.
:Mr: EGGLESTOX.-It has 'been read
in this House, and the honorable gentlema 11 has not cl enied it.
~1r. JACKSON.-You ,yill not take his
word.
~:Ir. EGGLESTON.-We do not doubt
his word, because he has given no word
on the subject.
1\'1:1'. J ACKsoN.-He has denied it.
J\fr. EGGLESTON.-He does not
deny it.
Mr. T1TNXECUFI'E.-I did not give an
interview to the Sun.
}1r. EGGLESTON.-It is not put in
the form of an interview. It is said
that the honorable member made a statement, and that that statement was that
the law need not be properly enforced
against clubs.
J\Ir. TUNNECLIli'FE.-If that statement
[lppeal's, it is a deliberate and unmitigated lie.
}1l'. EGGLESTON.-It is six days
since the statement was published, and it
was not denied.
.
The SPEll.KER.-I ask the honorable
member to keep to the terms of the
motion.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.-I am doing so.
1\ir. T'UNNECLH'FE.-YCloU are repeating
a charge, that I have denied, and you
ha.ve not the decency to withdraw it.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.~T'he honorable
gentleman has not denied tha.t he made
the statement tal the S1lfl,.
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary).-I rise to a point of order. I have
made emphatic denial of the charge that
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has been levelled against me, and I ask
the hono.ra,ble member for St. Kilda to
withdra,w his charge.
The SPEAKER.-I ask the honorable
member for St. Kilda to, withdraw.
1\lr. EGGLEST'ON.-I am at a loss to
know what I am to' withdraw. '
1\11'. CLOUGH.-Surely you are not as
indecent as you look!
lVIr. EGGLEST'ON.-T'ell me what I
am to 'withdraw, and I will withdraw it.
The SPEAKER.-The Chief Secretary
has stated that. the honorable member
has made a statement that is without
foundation, and asks that it~ be withdrawn.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.-May I point out
that that is not a grOf1.11id for o-rdering the
withdra,wal of a sta,tement. However, I
will with~ra-w, under prOitest.
]\1r. CO'l'TER.-You have tOi withdraw.
Be a man.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have- withdrawn my remark, under protest.
Now
we come to the question-1\lr. COTT'ER.-I rise to a point Q1f
order.
The honmable member for St.
Kilda has not withdrawn anything.
The SPEAKER.-I understood that
the honorable member had wit.hdrawn.
Mr. VVEBBER.-He ma,de a proviso.
The SPEAKER.-DOIes the hono(rable
member fOir St. Kilda withdraw ~
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-I dO'. The Chief
Secretary has deaIt with the question Q1f
the failure to prosecute the author o'r the
distributer of the pamphlet in question.
There is an absOilutely clear case for a
prOisecutjon, and tha,t prosecution was
foiled by the action of the Chief Secreta,ry.
Mr. Tl..'NNEcLlFFE.-That is' not so.
1\1r. EGGLEST'ON.~It is so.
The
flIe shows that Q1n a ce,rtain day :1\11'.
Nicholson made a note that he had been
verbally instructed tha,t the deteotive was
to make no further investigatiO'n. After
tha.t thel.'e' is a, statement, undated', made
by the Chief Secretary, that the matter
is referred to the Police Denartment.
Mr. TUNNECLlFE'E.-That was done a
week ago', in thei presence of the honorable member fO'r BoroO>lldara, and at his
instiga6011.
.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.-,\Vhv has not
action been taken ~
,
1\11'. TGNNECLIFFE.-I do not know.
The honorable me~'nber for Boroonda,ra
had the file.
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1\1r. EGGLESTON.-T'he idea that the law providing for imprints should be obChief Secreta,ry has no'thing to dOt with served, so that persons attempting to affect
prosecutions is absolute nonsense.
He, political election.s can be traced. If not,
is responsible for the Police Department floods of such lIterature, could be broaddoing its duty. If the Police Department cast all over the place.
is nO't doing its duty, he is responsible for
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-The names are on
that, and it is his duty tQi make it dO' its the file, and they were read out.
duty.
In this case, the Police Depart1\1r. EGGLESTON .-That is so. It is
ment ha,s said that a certain man IS guilty
of a, bre'ach of the Printers and News- shown that a man has been guilty of an
papers Act.
No prosecution has taken o-ffence. No. attempt has been made by the
place. Tpere is doubt as to whether to- Law Department or the Chief Secretary's
morrow it will nO't be toOl late to prose- Department to enfO'rce the law, although
cute. Therefore, the Chief Secretary has their attention was directed to the subject.
not cO'mpelled the Chief CO'mmissioner of
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It does nO't devolve
Police to dOl his duty until it will be too on me I know nothing about it.
late.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Do yom suggest gentleman is absolutely wrong in his conthat in every case where there is proof ception of the duties of his office.
There
of au offence the Chie,f SecrBtary should are certain cases in which he has to
issuel instructions that action be' taken ~
direct a, prosecution, and there are other'
1\11'. EGGLESTON.-No, I dO' not, cases where the law officers have to do so.
but he, is responsible if his Qifficers dOl not In this instance, the matter was referred
do their duty. It was pointed out tQi him to. the Chief Se,cretary, and he referred it
that they had nO't dO'ne their duty, and to. the Crown Law Department, which adhe has not made them dOl it.
vised tha,t a, prosecution would lie, but
Mr. ,VEBBER.-Othe,r cases have not the,re was not sufficient evidence against
been gone on with, you know.
There one person who might be involved in the
was the case of Mrs. Bruce.
crime, and investigations were being made
Mr. CLouGH.-And Mr. Deany was not to obtain further evidence in that case.
prosecuted after the police oaught him.
Then the detelCtives were called o,ff. If thl3
Mr.
EGGLESTON.-If
hO'nora,ble Chief Secretary had nothing to dO' with
memhers look at the file, thev will see the case, why did he issue a direction that
that the Chief Secretary submitted the the detectives should be called off ~ Why
case to the law Qlfficers of the Crown, and did he not leave that matter to the Chief
was a,dvised that a prosecution would lie. Commissioner of POolice ~ Why did the
He refeorred the matter to the Chief Com- honorable gentleman interfere at all ~
missioner of pQolice.
Nothing has been
Mr. BAILEY.-He has explained that.
done.
If the Chief Commissioner O'f
IVlr. EGGLESTON.-I know that the
Police is the only pers()lll who can carry crime wave is used as an excusel for a
out the instructions, why were not the great many sins.
instructions given tOI him ~
~1r. 'VEBBER.-It was used as an excuse
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE,-Surely it is not for the secret police.
the Chief Secretary whQi ca,rries them ouU
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
Mr. EGGDESTON.-The Cbie,f See- member is dragging a red herring across
retary is not the, only person who the trail. Wei want to' concentrate aUenhas the responsibility.
Under the, Act tion on this case. If, as the Chief Secrespecial responsibility is placed on the tary says, he had nothing to do with the
law officers of the Crown. As a, matter prosecution, why should he interfere with
of fact, certain of the prosecutions under the relations of the Ohief Oommissioner of
the Act can only be brOought by a la,v,r POolice to. his officers 1
The honorable
officer of the Crown. The Chief Secretary gentleman had the detectives taken off,
a.ttempts to mitigate the offence by saying and yet he says to' the House that he had
that it is only a trivial matter, and that nothing to do with the quashing of this
he was not gO'ing to. be used to' ventilate prosecution. I say he had everything to'
private propaganda .. In the first place, I do with it. There is anothe:.r phase, which
say that no, definite prohibition by la,w is' shows that it is a very important matter
trivial. It is absolute nonse,nse to say it indeed. The Act was passed over 100.
is trivial. In cases like that under discus- years ago, in the time, I think, 0.£ Wilkes,
sion, it is very important indeed that the when he was fighting the battle of liberty
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ill conncxion with unauthorized issues of
the press and pamphlets of that kind.
Mr. TUNNECLIFF.E.-It is done every
day.
_Mr. EGGLESTON.-And the honorahle gentleman considers that an excuse?
~[l'. TUNNECLIFFE.-·N o.
l\1r. EGGLESTON.-Then why mention it 1 In thel administration of the law
it is generally regarded as a· fundamental
maxim that if offences are frequent prosecutions should be pressed on. Apparently,
the Chief Selcretary thinks that if offences
are frequent it is g60d ground for not
instituting prosecutions at all. That is a
mO'st extraordinary doctrine to be brought
before this House by a man who. is resp~n
sible faT the administration of the PolIcE!
Department. I hO'pe tha~ the people of
Victoria will take due notice of the fact.
The Act was passed fO'r the protection of
the people against slander. If the contents of the pamphlet were true, why did
t.he man who was responsiblel for using it
omit to atta.ch his name ~ It is not believable that th~ pamphlet was iSSUed without the name by accident. That is a
thing which all compositors and. print.ers
are instructed about. In conneXlOn wlth
the printing busine~, it is a, fundamental
thing. No man lS competeut to take
charge of a printing ?ffice unless he knows
the terms of the law III that respe·ct. Ha.d
it beten a fair pamphlet there wo~]d ~ave
been no object in omitting the lmpnnt.
1\11'. VVEBBER. - If it is not fair, why
does not the honO'rable member for
Boroondara prosecute for libel ~
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-I· do not kno·\'."
whether the Honorary lVlinist6r is trying
to air his knowledge of the law.
If he
really knew anything about the .law, he
would know that a pamphlet whlCh was
perfectly unfair mi~~t no~ be the subjE:JCt
of libel. The posItIOn IS fundamental,
and I feel absolutely shocked to think
that the Chief Secretary could say that
he is not responsible for the administration of justice.
~ir. TUNNECLIFl"E.-I di.d not say that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-And that he is
not responsible for thel .prose.cution of
oifende'rs.
1\fr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I did not fm~T that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Then what did
the ho,ne-rable gentleman sar ~ .
~1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-I saId It was nnt·
mv function to instruct the police to
prosecute.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-If a prosecution
\vas not brought when it should have, been,
the honorable gentleman is responsible.
He is the only person this House can call
to account for such an omission of duty.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-Theoretically, you
may bel right, but I have not .done it, and
I do not think any other ChIef Secretary
has instucte,d the police to prosecute.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But in thi's case,
the Chief Secretary actually interferfld,
boca use he called the detectives off.
1\1r. BAILEY.-You said yourself they
had sufficient evidence to convict.
1\1:1'. EGGLESTON.~To convict one
party. There is a, suspicion, howe~er,
tha.t that pa.rty is not the really gUIlty
party.
:Mr. BAILEY. - If that party was not
the guilty party, why should the Chief
Secretary authorize the prosecution?_
1\tfr. EGGLESTON.-The Chief Secretary interfered with the collection of the
evidelnce, and he tries to pretend to this
House that he is not responsible for the
prosecutioll of the person who he is .advised is guilty. If hB' is not responslble
for the prosecution, why did he get alJ.
opinion on the mat.ter ~ Further, after
the Chief Commissioner of Police had submitted certain evidence, and had suggested
that the evidence might not be sufficient
against one section of possible offenders,
why were the pOllice put on again, and
why were they stopped ~ That is what the
House wants to kno·w.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-They were not put
on by me.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the Chief
Se~retary says that he is a, mere rubber
stamp, he has formed a· different conception of his duty from that of other
honorable, memb€rs.
In my opinion,
this is Qone of the most. se~ious questions
t,hat has come before the House, and I
hope that honorable members will. regis~er
their condemnation of any tampermg wlth
tht.1 course Qof justice.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-It
seems to me that the honorable member for
Bcroondara is n,ttempting to' make political capital out of this matter. He has
made 1.:".'1'0 charges.: 0118 against the Chief
Secretary and the other against the Law
Department.
1\11'. ,~V AI, LACE .-And also n,gainst the
Chief Commissi.oner o.f Police.
lVIr. SLATER.-Incidenhlly he made
:1 charge against the Chief Commissioner
cf Police.
Tho file shows very clearly
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that as soon as the honorable member fo'r
Boroondara made his complaint to the
Law Department the maHer was referred
to the police, and instructions were given
for inquiries to be made. These inquiries
had' proceeded fOol' a lengthy period, and
a report had been submitted to the CrOown
Solicitor for his opinion. The Chie.f Secretary, in his wisdom, decided to stop
the inquiry, and I think his explanation
was satisfactory. He po.jnt.ed out that we
were passing through a c!,ime wave, and
that the pOolice had been fOol' a long while
engaged in making inquiries Oon this particular matter.
As certain statements
had been submitted to the Crown Law
authorities, the Chief Secretary was justified in saying that for the time being the
inquiries should stop. The result of the
inquiries that had been obtained up to
that time by the Police Department 'was
embodied in the report submitted to the
Crown Solicitor for his opinion.. He gave
an opinion almost immediately.
This
opinion discloses the belief tnat there was
a technical breach of section 5 , because
the publisher and printer had not given
his name and address on the pamphlet.
On the evidence submitted, the Crown
Solicitor shows distinctly that it is arguable whether proceedings would lie.
1\11'. SNowBALL.--That was his opinion
on the other charge.
:Mr. SLATER,.-That is on the question of distribu1ion a.nd dispersal of the
circulars.' On 1.he other aspect olf the
case the opinion of ,the Orown Solicitor
distinctly implies that no prOoceedings
would lie against Kenny and Broo,ksbank
for dispersing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If the honorable gentleman will explain what that
paragraph me,ans I will be very much
obliged.
Mr. SLATER.-I think the words
used are very definite.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-It must be recOognized that the Orown Solicitor had not all
the evidence that was available.
1\1r. SLATER.-This is what the Crown
Solicitor said jn rega~'d to the question of
the distribution and dispersal of circulars-
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M~ajol' HAIRD.-Surely that IS for the
Law Courts to decide.
Mr. SLATER.-The statement goes
on-

The section referred to provides that if any
person publishes or disperses or assists in puh- .
lishing or dispersing ::my paper in which the
name and place of abode of the printer is not
printed thereon, such person shall for every
copy published 01' dispersed but not for more
than 25 copies be liable to a penalty, and as I
read the section, the evidence is concerned
with the distribution to the public or to persons for the purpose of being retained by them
of tho forbidden matter--

This is an importantpart-:and that it would not cover the action imputed against Liston of having the circular
printed, and afterwards when received by him
al'rn,nging for Kenny, Brooksbank, and Dene
to take circulars away as detailed by Alice
1\1ay Imer.

As' the responsible law officer of the
Crown, and as one who would have to determine the question of authorizing a prosecution, I say that on the facts subm~itted
I would not direct proceedings to be
taken. I will analvz8 in a few moments
the additional matter that in the meantime had been obtained by th~ Police Department, and very probably the whO'le of
the evidence that was forthcoming.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If you are
going to do that you want to change this '
Legislative Assembly into a CQiurt house.
1\11'. SLATER.-I am merely going to
analyze the additional reports, because it
has been suggested that-J\.ir. EGGLESTON .--DQies the Crown Solicitor say that Liston did not assist in dispersing the cireulars ~
Mr. SLATER.-That is the Crown
Solicitor's opinion.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-But you are superior
to the Crown So,licitor.
'
1\11'. TUNNECLIFFE.-I have not prevented this case going into the Court.
Major BAIRD.-YOU have.
1fr. TUNNECLIFFE.-T'hat is untrue.
The SPEAKER.-I must ask hOonorable members on both sides of the House
to allow the AHo·rney-General to continue
his speech.
He is nO't getting a fair
oppo'rtunity to do so.
Sir .ALJ;;XANDER P~ACOCK.-It is a pity
I have considered whether action might not you dId not dea.l wIt.h members opposite
also be taken against either .J. J. Liston, of when the honorable member fOor St. Kilda.
the Diquol' ,Defence Union. or against Kenny
and Brooksbank for publishing or dispel's-' was speaking. He was being shOot at the
ing, or assisting in publishing or dispersing cir. whQile time.
cnlnrs without t.he imprint. under section 25
Mr. SLATER.·-There has been 110
of the Act, but I do il0t think that the evielenc€' so far ohtained i" s"fficicnt t,Cl snpport break in the work of the Chief Secretary's
Dpl)artment nor of that of the Crown Law
n I'har,!lc, though the matter is on tIle al'p:nalJle
Office with regard to this matter.
side.
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lVir. SNOWBALL.-\Vhat IS the date of
tha t o'pinion ~
1\1r. SLATER.-It is dated 29th
August. After I had perused it I sent it
·011 to the Chie,f Secretary on 2nd September.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Who had stopped
the inquiries in the meantime.
lVIr. SLATER.-The honorable membeT knew that the Police Department
had been engaged on this matter for a
long time, and that a report had
been presented to the Crown Solicitor.
A lot has been made by the
honorable member for Boroondara of
the opinion of the Crown Solicitor that,
(HI the evidence submitted to him it was
arguable whether prosecut.ion for a certain offence would lie. The Chief Secretary received this opinion only on the 3rd
September, and he admits that the police
were verbally notified to cease making inquiries before the opiniou of the Crown
Solicitor was obtained.
With all due
deference to the honorable member for
St. Kilda, I do not think it has ever been
the practice of the Chief Secretary to give
instructions to the police to take certain
proceedings. It is a matter entin:ly for
the pulice.
Major BAIRD. - But when the Ohief
Secretary interfered, should he not subsequently have given an indication about
what was to happen afterwards 1
Mr. SLATER.-The Chief Secretary
said that at Ithat stage further inquiries
were to be stopped. He knew that the matter had been the subject of inquiry by the
police for a considerable time.
It was
considered that it was not a matter for
action to be taken by the La.w Department. The only way in which the Law
Departmeut could take action would be at
the instigation of the law officer of the
Crown-which is myself-and that was in
regard to section 25. On the evidence
submitted I say frankly that I feel no
prosecution would be successful.
The
houorable member for Boroondara has
vigorously attacked the Orown Law
lluthorities, and has suggested that my
Department has been in alliance with that
of the Ohief Secretary to stop these pro·ceedillgs.
.
~Ir. GREENwooD.-I never said anything of the kind.
Mr. SLATER.-The honorable member
vigorously attacked the Law Department.
It is impossible for the honorable member
to recede from that position now. I claim
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that when the file is examined, and the
whole caGe is looked at impartially and
fairly, it will be seen that every prolper
step has been taken by both Departments. The honorable member wrote me
on the 3rd of this month. I was away at
the time, and did not receive his communication until the 6th.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Is thereto be a prosecution, or not 1
1\1r. SLATER.-That matter does not
rest with me, except under section 25.
'With the additional evidence that has
been furnished I am prepa.red to submit
the case again to' the Crown Solicitor fOl'
an opinion.
1\1r. GREENWooD.-Are you prepared to
take the nece'3sary evidence ~
Mr. SLATER.-That is not a matter
for me, as the honorable member very
I feel that, unfortunately,
well know~.
the hono'rable member is trying to impart
into this matter political tactics. The
h.onorable member fO'r St. Kilda said, if
not expressly at least by implication,
that this Government is not concerned
with the administration of justice in this
case.
I throw that statement ba.ck into
his teeth. It is absolutely without foundation. I claim that our administration
of justice has been as honest as was the
administration of any Government that
preceded us, going right back to the very
foundation of responsible government in
Victoria.
It is regrettable that there
haG been delav.
The most considerabl·)
delay has occ~rred within the last six OL'
seven days, whilst the file has lain dormant 'in this House.
The honorable
member for Boroondara cannot blame the
Chief Secretary nor myself for that. At
every stage of these proceedings, from the
initial lette·r that he wrote, he has been
helped both by the Chief Secretary's Department and by the Crown Law Department.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.Members generally are placed in a difficult p003ition when dealing with this matter. The Chief Secretary. the AttorneyGeneral, and the honorable member for
Boroo'ndara. are all familiar with the file.
But it does appear ,to me that the least
the Chief Secretary can admit-and. I was
disappointed he did not admit it-is that
he has been guilty of a gross error of
judgment.
.
:Jfr. TUN~ECLIFFE.-But I do not ad··
mit that.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
hDnorable gentleman has thrown UD (t.
smokel scre,en this afternoon. Hel said he
intervened because a great crime wave
had broken over the city.
There is nO'
excuse in that for the Chief Secretary to
step in and give orders, virtually, that
certain inquiries being ma,de by the
Cro,wll Law Department should be discOontinued.

Mr.

TUN~ECLIFFE.-Are

you serious?
PEACOCK.-

Sir
Quite.

ALEXANDER

nil'.
nary!

TUNNEcLlFFE.-Most

extraordi-
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
crii'ne wave was given as an excuse. Is.
the Chief Secretary going to. assume this
posi tiOon: that he is tOo be the ar bi tel'
in deciding whether certain inquiries
made by responsible officers of the Crown
are to be continued or to cease, and that
because he, as the pDlitical head, is· a
bdter judge than they ~ That is the position he has placed himself in. He. has
est.ablished a dangerous precedent in intervening at all. The excuse he has given
will be brought up against him in the
future in other cases. It will be sa.lcl
that the police are so busy in other directions tIiat they should cease inquiries in
ma,tters that will come under review. I wDuld nOot have dealt with the
case' in t.he same way as the honorable
member for BO'foonda,ra dealt with it.
But he has drawn attention to' a mati:u
that is o,f great public importance. We
have the position of a Minister 0.£ the
Crown interfering with another Department in gathering up information regarding a pr:osecution. It looks as if the
printe'r could be punished, but somebDdy
else was not tOi be punished. The impression conveyed tOi my mind by the speech
of the. hOonor,able member for Boroondara,
lS that there has. be,en a dela,y, and that
t.he period for a, prosecution has passed
by, Q1r will paoo by tOo-morrDW. It was
unfair tOi charge the honorable member
for Bo,roornciara, with causing the delay.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-:The
honorable gentlemall is right when he
says he has no' authority to' order a prDsecution in this matter. If such a responsibility were cast upon him he would not
have enough time to administer the many
Acts! of Parliament a.tfecting his Department. 'Ve all know that when the first
factories Bill was brought along, another
place insisted upDn the power of prosecutiDn being vested in the 1\1inister administering the Act, so that he should
be persDnally responsible fOT every prosecution. That power has continued ever
since. The Chief Secreta,ry has failed to
answer this point: Certain inquiries were
made by an officer of the Police Depa,rtment. and the Chief Secretary intervened.
AccDrding to' the statement, read by the
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-I am nDt dDing
hQlnDrable member for Boroondara, and
admitted by th~ AttoTney-General and tha,t, but the honDrable member for
by the Chief Secretary himself, the Chief Boroonda,ra cannot escape his fair share
Secretary intervened and ordered that of the responsibility.
nothing further should be done with reSir .ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
gard to the report.
I agree with him
that he has not tOI deal with the question the .AttOirney-Gener.al wanted to. get the
o,f authorizing prosecutions. Then why file ba.ck, and the file was in the Parliadid he intervene at all in that pa,rticular mentary Library, surely he conld have
matter ~
For what reason did the Chief sent an officer to get it.
SecretaTY give orders, virtually, to the'
~!Ir. TUNNEcLIFFE.-The pOolice could
Crown Law Department that they should have had it for the asking.
cease making these inquiries ~
The exSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But
cuse he gives is that there was a criminal
wave on, and that the police officers could the polit.ical head Q1f the Police Departbe better employed than in dIgging into ment had given instructiDns tha.t inquiries
this case. Yet we all recollect that when shDuld cease. The Chief Secretary has
the crime wave was on, and sixteen new esta,blished . a, (lange,rous precedent, and
recruits came along to' join the, POolice, the least he could have said w.as that he
Force, the Chief Secretary gave oTders had ma,de an erro'r of judgment, and
that thty should not be admitted.
that he would not do thel same thing
again.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It was nDt a police
matter, but a matteI' for the Criil1inal
The motion for the adjDurnment of the
Inve-stigation Department.
I-Iouse was negatived.
l
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INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT
SOCIETIES BILL.
Ml'. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
1l10veThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a measure to amend and to
modernize, if I may use the term, what is
now know·n as the Provident Societies Act
of 1915, and to bring the law in relation
to provident societies up to the standard
of the English legislation.
It has been
recognized for a conside'rable period of
i ime that there are defects in the
existing la w, and it has been the
intention of
succ63si ve
GOovernments
t.o
introduce
amending
legislation.
The ftrst measure passed in Victoria
to deal with these societies was that
of 1873; and frOom then up' to the present
time close on 200 societies have been registered under the prOovisions of the Act.
Some of the societies, it· is true, havE;
passed out of existence since that date,
but it is safe to assume that there are
operating in Victoria at the present time
at least 100 provident socie,ties. It was
the desire of previous Governments to
introduce a measure, practically the ~ame
as that which I am submitting to the
House, to bring the law up to date, and
to cure sOome, of the defects that exist.
The English legislation was amended in
1893 and again in 1913. 'Ve sought to
bring our legislation up to date two or
three years ago, but the measure, unfOortunately, did not become law. In t,he
main this Bill embodies the same principles, practically vvithout any variation
or exception, as are operative in England at the present time. As houorable
members opposite have fathered this Bill.,
or endeavoured tOo father it in years gone
by, I think the House will readily consent to its passage.
The Bill should
appeal particularly to country members,
because country provident and co-opera·
ti vo societies have been most active in taking advantage of this legislation. N 0thinO' is to be taken away from the existing societies. Their rights are to be
protected, and it is mainly to remedy certain recognized defects in our law that
this Bill has been brought down. It has
been deemed prudent. to· make an alteration in the title. Thel previOous Act was
described
"The Provident Societies
Act 1915." It is thought wise to describe
this measure as " The Industrial and Provident., Societies Act 1924," I will deal
with the clauses of the Bill seriatim.

as
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Clause 2, while. repealing the ('xi~ti~lg
Act, preserves all the rights of ~oClehes
that are already registered.
Clause 3
provides definitions. There a1'O no definitions in our Act, and we have, followed
the English measure. CI~use 4 deals with
societies that may bOl reglsteredA society which may be registered under
this Act (herein called an industrial and provident society) is a. society for carrying on a~y
industries, businesses, or trades specified in or
authorized by its rules, whether wholesale or
r~tail, ,and incluclillg dealings of U\lY description WIth land.

vVe have followed the wording of the
English Act, and the words 'I any industries, busi1..1esses, 01' trades» take the place
of the words allY labonr trade or handicraft" ill th21 existing Act.
The Bill
absolutely prohibits the business of bankmg by any society, whethe,l' registered,or
not,
l\l:ajor BAlRD.-vVhy is the interest
which may be held in the shares of a
society limited to £200 ~
l\ir. SLATER.-There is a limitation
in Ollf present law and in the E'nglish
Act. The matter is one that can be considered in Committee if it is thought that
the amount stated is toOl small. Clause 5
.deals with the registratiOon of societies.
It provides that no society shall be registered that does not consist of five persons
at least, and the name of the sOociety must
conclude with the word 1/ limited," and
after the name must be added the words
CI Regis,tered
under the law relating to
industrial and provident socjeties."
The
latter is a llew requirement, and the Registrar advises that it is l1ecessary. Clause' 6
provides for a simplification of the present system of registration. The registration is to be effected by acknowledgment
and by the publication of a notice in the
Govc1'nment G'cifzette.
That appears right
thrQough the Bill. It is a long Bill, containing in all 66 clauses, but in the main
they are machinery provisions. There are
some new feature,s that are important, but
they are in agreement with the English
law. Cla,use 7 gives the Registrar a right
to re.fuse registration, but it also gives a
right of appeal to the Supreme Court by
any society that feells aggrieved. Clause
9 dea.ls \vith the cancelling and suspension
of registration. This follo,ws the English
Act of 1893, and gives the Registrar
power under certain conditions to cancel
or suspend for a period thel registration of
a society whilst preserving the right of
the socil'!t.y to apppal against the Regi~
trar's decj~ion to the Supreme C0111't.
/I
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l\fr. ALLAN.-If the 'Vheat Board
fixed the price Q.f wheat too high coul,d
the Registrar cancel the registration ~
:VIr. SLATER.-I do not think tho
right of cancellation would be exercised
'in a case of that kind.
Iv.1r. ALLAN.-vVould not this 'clause
give the Registrar that power?
1\1r. SLATER.-I do not think sO' j hut
e:ven if it did, the right of the society to
appeal would remain.
JYlr. SNowBALL.-This provision would
only be exercised where there was some
departure from the rules governing these
societies.
Mr. SLATER.-Yes, or ,~here there
was some departure from a stat.utory provision. Outside of that I do, not think
the, Registrar could cancel or suspend a
society's registration.
1\11'. ALLA::-7.-But, you see, if the
'Vheat Board were charging more than
London parity that might be given as a
reason.,
Mr. SLATER.-When the Bill is in
Com~littee I shall be able to give the,
honora,ble member assurances in regard to
that point, and I think I am safe in saying at this stage, that no such po,wt,r of
can~ellation or suspension would reside in,
the Registrar in such circumstances.
The PQlwer contained ill the clause with
respect to' industrial and provident
societies is possessed by the Registra.r
under the present Act. It alsO' obtains
in regard to' friendJy societies. Clause 10
provides for the registration Q1f rules and
ametndments thereof.
Amendments of
rules are, to be registered with the Registrar. The rules submitted fQlr registration
must provide for certain matters specified
ill the second schedule to' the Bill, and nO'
amendment of those rules will be binding
until the amendment is registered. These
provisions are in the old Act. Clause 11
is new, and it will inte,rest the honorable
member for Brighto,n. It deals with the
right of memb~rs to withdraw their ca,pital. The clause provides that there may
be a withdrawal by a, member of the
amount he, has in a, society, but if
he withdraws his share ca,pital, he must
take it in cash and must not, lend it to the
society by way of mortgage, debentures,
o'r otherwise.
1\ir. ALLAN.-Can a, member withdraw
his c~pita.l from a, society ~
l'.Ir. SLATER.-If the rules of thf~
society provIde for that, he has the right
to. withdraw his share capital.
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lVlr. ALLAN.-He might brea,k Uw
society by doing that.
Mr. SLATER.-The position is serjolls,
I admit. I have tho'ught t~e matter ouL,
and I will discuss it further with the Registrar before the Bill gets into COlUmittee.
1\11'. ,\VEsT.-All the capital of a society
might be withdrawn.
Mr. SLATER.-I admit that it is a
serious position, but the provision is contained in the Bill because this class of
society is different from an ordinary COTIlpany. The provision was in the Bill that,
was introduced by th€J previous Government, and debated in the Legislative
Council. I dO' not think any serious objections 'were raised against it.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Perhaps not, but it is
most dangerous.
Mr. SLATER.-I have discussed th~
matter with the honorable member, and
I admit that· it requires to be carefully
considered.
Mr. WEST.-A company might close
up and give its shareholders lOs. in the
£l-all its assets were wo'rth. A shareholder who. withdrew a little while previously might, have got 20s. in the £1-.
1'.11'. SLATER.-Provision is made that
the payment to the withdra,wing' shareholder must be m~de in cash or its equivalent. Provision is made for the applicatien of this clau~e to. thoset societies that
are already in existence as well as those
that will subsequently be registered under
the provisions of the me'asure.
Mr. SNowBALL.-A society may have
very heavy liabilities, and the subst,antial
shareholders may say: "We had better
get out of this."
Mr. SLATER.-I admit that this is
a very arguable clause.
Mr. 1'.1ACKRELL.-It is an impossibl(:cla.use.
Mr. SLATER.-We shall have 'a discussion on it in Committee. Clauses 12
and 13, which deal with the registered
offices of societies and the, publication of
societies' names are in the existing law.
Clauses 14 and 15 are important,
because they introduce new matter and
deal with the question of audits. They
introduce very important provisions as
to the auditing of accounts and the' fi1in~
of annual returns. In respect of both
these matters, the present statute is weak.
At present, the auditor of a society may
have no qualifications for the posit.ion.
Under clause 14, the auditor of a society
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be licensed under the, Companies of a society should receive a copy of the
Act, an.d must hold no other office in the annual return and the auditor's report.
society. I think that is a very wise prolVIr. ,VEsT.-They could not be pested
vision. The annual returns are tD be to every twopenny-halfpenny creditor.
signed by the, auditor, and they are to
11r. SLATER.-I appreciate that. I
contain specified particulars. A statement raised that point with the Registrar.
on oath by the secretary is to be filed Clause 19 is taken from the English Act,
with the balance-sheet, showing particu- and deals with the, inspection of the books
lars of capital withdrawn, new shares o,f a society by members, but providcs
taken' up, increase and decrease of that no member's account may be incapital, and capital under notice of with- spected except by himself. Clause 20 is
drawal. Triennial returns of shareholders also taken from the English Act. It
are also to be made and filed .. In these enables the Registrar, on thel application
two clauses the English Act has been of ten members, to appoint an accountant
followed, and the suggestions made by to inspect and report on the books of a.
the Chamber of Commerce, when the 1912· society.
l\1r. \VEsT.-The applicants have to
Bill was under consideration, have been
adopted.
deposit the cost.
:l\fr. VVEST.-At present, auditors of
lVIr.
SLATER.-That is provided
these societies need not be qualified.
for
III
thel
~lause.
Clauses
24
l\h. SLATER.-Tha.t is SD. Under and
25
are
important"
although
clause 14 they must be licensed under they are not substantially different from
thel Companies Act. Clauses 16 and 17 the existing legislation. Under the existare machinery clauses.
They require ing Act there is power fOT a shareholder
that copies of the rules and of amend- to nominate a person:, and for that perments' 0.£ theJ rules, and certain other docu- son, on the death of the nominator, to
ments, are to be filed at the office of the have the shareholding of the deceased
Registrar-General, where they may be in- person transferred to him or her. Clause
spected on the payment of a. small fee. 24 empowers a membe-r to nominate a
For facility of proo,f in legal proceedings, person to' receive his interest in the society
these copies are to' be accepted as e,vidence. up to £100 on hi~ death. The English
These claUSeS are introduced to serve the Act is followed in that minors not under
public advantage.
Clause 18 pro,vides the age of sixteen years are allowed to
that every creditor and every member of have a si:n::ila~ power of nom.illation. The
a society shall have -posted to! him each amount IS l11creased fro111 £50, as at
year a copy of the last annual re,turn, present, to' £100, and the nomination is
and a copy of the auditor's report. That not revocable by will, but it is revocable
coincides with the English legislation on by the marriage o~ the nominator. The
the subject.
power to nominate is no,t ne,w. It is conl\1r. WEST.-\Vhy. should they be posted j'ained in our present legislation, and it is
to creditors ~
also found in the consolidated English
1'1:1'. SLATER.-My mind was agitated law. It is submitted that the clauses in
as to why the creditors were included a.lld the Bill dealing' with the matter meet
I discussed the question with the Regis- conditions that the Victorian Act does
trar to-day, because I sa,w a d~fficulty not provide for, and in particular the
in the provisicm. In fact, I see many revenue]s protected as regards the paydifficulties in it.
l11ent of probate duty.
Mr. ALLAN.-There may he' many
]'£1'. WEsT.-In clause 25 there is procre:ditors.
vision whereby a nominee is entitled to reMr. SLATER.-That is so'. I take it ceive payment to the value of the sharet"
that the idea. of inserting the prOVISIon transferred.
It seems that it would be
in the English legislation was to protect difficult to carry that out.
'.
creditors against some societies that were
Mr. SLATER.-That is consequential
not substantially strong.
on a previous clause which deals with t.he
Mr. ALLAN.-Creditors genclrally know withdrawal of share capital by a member
all about a society.
of a society.
If that clause is varied I
Mr. SLATER.-This,' toO', is a very t:ake it that clause 25 will also be varied.
arguable, clause, and wuen the Bill is in The latt,er makes provision faT' the payCommittee I shall be pleased to hear hon- l11C'nt of the value of a nominator's share.
orable members' objections to it. I think
1VIr. ·"TEST .-The capital may not be
the House will agree that every member available.
lllUdL

i
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lVIr. SLATER.-I would not anticipate
many difficulties in regard to this provision as there may be ill cOllnexion with
the more elastic provision earlier III 1.he

'50

Bill.

I think, after all, that this is riot

;"l,n ulll'eascnahle provision.
It says that
the nominee of a deceased shareholder
may take from a ~ociet.y t.he value of the
share capital held by the deceased shareholder. I dOl not think it. is unreasonable,
although it is somewhat closely associated
with the clause to 'which the honorable
member raised some pertinent objection by
interjection. Power is given for a minor
not under the age of sixteen years to nominate a person who will receive to the value
of £100 the shareholdings of the nominee.
.Under suh-clause (3) oJ clause 25 the revenue is protecte.d, because a reCeipt has
to be produced indicating that proDate
duty has been paid on the shal'eholding
of a deceased perSOll. I may explain that
I al'n not dealing with those clauses that
are similar to the provisions of the existing Act, because this is ill a sense a consolidating measure. 1 am drawing attention to new P.'rovisions and to changes that
are made by the Bill now be,fore the
HO'use. Clause 27 is also taken from the
English Act.
It makes the registe.r of
members prima facie evidence of the pari icufars that are entered in the register.
Clause 28 also comes from the English
Act, and is a maehinery provision. Clause
29 permits infants Olver the age of sixteen
years to he members of a society, but excludes them from holding office. This is
also taken from the English Act. Clause
30 is adopted from the English Act, and
relates to the making O'f bills 00£ exchange
by or on behalf of any society. It is a
very necessary prov isi 011. Clause 31 gives
a Eociety power to hold land, and is similar to the provision dealing with the
matter in the existing Act. Clause. 32
empowers a scciety to lend to its members
on real or personal property, but not on
the security of its own sha,res. Clause 33
(~llabl('s fi society holcling shares in another
corporation to appo~nt a.ny of its members
as proxies.
This, too, is purely a marhinel'y clause eopied from the English
. .:\.('1:. Olause 34 permits allY oHler eorporabon to hold shares in a society.
. Clause 35 specifies j he securities npon
which a scci~ty may invest any 0.£ its capital unless its l'u12s otherwise direct. The
~;ecurities are, first, ordinary trustee securities provided for by the Trnst8 Act,
and second, shares of allother society or
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O'f a cO'mpany registered under Part 1. of
t:he Companies Act. Clause 36 is a new
clause, and an important cne, as it applies to societies' the provisions of the
Companies Act in relation to the infol'll1abon required as to mortgages. I may say
for the benefit of honorable members
that under section 101 of the Companies
Act there is imposed on regIstered companies the obligation to gIve certain information to the Registrar-General when
allY mortgage or charge is created. It is
fclt wise that there should be an extension of this principle to the societie's to
• which the Bill relates, and that they
should bo placed in the same position in
t.his respect as companies registered under
the Companies Act. They will have to
notify the Registrar-General of any mortgage .01' charge for the purpose of securing
1111'y lssue of debentures, or of any mortgage or charge on their uncalled share
capital,
or
of
any
mortgage
or
charge created 01' evidenced by all
instrument
which,
if
execut.ed. Ly
an
indiyidual
would
require
1egistration under the Instruments Act.
Clause 37 is a machinery clause, made
necessary be-cause of the passing Q1f the
Real Property Act in 1918. It relates
to the discharges Q1f mortgages. Clause
38, which is taken from the English Act,
requires an officer in charge or in receipt,
of money to gi.ve a surety bond, but it is
optional to the societies to provide for that
. in thAir rules. That is tOi sa.y, if a society
likes to embody in its rules such a provjsion it. can call on any employee whO' is
halldling money to give a surety. Olanse
39 requires officers in receipt 0,1' in charge
o.f money to ronder accounts when called
upon by the societ,y, and it prO'vides
remedies in case of neglect Oil' refusal to
do so. This provision also comes from the:
English legislatiorn. Clause 40 dea.ls with
the quest.ion of dispiltes. It, t.oo, is taken
from the English Act.
It proyicl0S for
the settlement of disputes in the mallner
~irected by the rule::; of the society, if
they eOlltain a directioll. In the abscnrr
of any direction to deal with disputes the
pDl'tios may refer [\ dispute to the Registrar.
This particular clause gives the
power 0'£ the Registrar in such cases in
regard to evidence and expenses. The
rules may refer a dispute- to two justices
of the peace. '\Then the rules make 110'
provision in regard to a dispute an agrieved party Tnav apply to the County
Court. or to two jllstioes of the peace, and
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<,:it.her of those tribunals may state a case
for the opinion of the Supreme Court..
That provi,sion relates to disputes between
members of a society and the society itself, and it offers ample opportunity for
the settlement of any dispute in a reasonably speedy and non-expensive manner.
Clause 41 gives power to the Registrar,
with the consent of the Minister, and on
the application of one-tenth of the members, to appoint an inspector to examine
into and report on the affairs of a society.
The clause lays down the procedure to be
~dopted, and also the powers of the
Hcgistrar as to the calling of meetings
and the cost of proceedings. This provision, too, is taken from the English legislation. Clause 42 defines a special resolution fo,r the purposes of the Act..
Clauses 43 to 45 state what a society has
power to do by special reso.}ution. It
can change its name, it can amalgamate
with or transfer its engagements to another society, and it can convert itself
into a company Q1perating under Part I.
of the Companies Act. I may say that
there is this power under the present law,
but the Bill specifies the method Oof exer,eisillg it, and in this respect follows English legislation.
::\h. SNowBALL,.-\Vill nOit that provi;sion possibly lead to evading the payment
<)f fees that should be payable unde,r the
Companies Act",
,:\11'. SLATER.-Further on in the Bill
t.he whole question Oof fees is dealt with,
but I may mention now that these societies
have enjoyed an immunity from the payment of fees.
That position is being
remedied. Possibly it will be found that
l'equisite fees will be imposed on societies·
taking advantage of this particular clause.
1 wi II ascertain the position when we
'ccme to the prQivision dealing with fees.
Clause 46 deals with the registration of
the special resolutions that a society may
carry, Clause 47 preserves the right of
creditors in the case of an amalgamation
()l' transfer of a society's engagements-a
very necessary right, Clauses 48 to 52
deal with t.he dissolution of societies. As
in the case of cQimpanies, they may be
,,\·olmd up on either voluntary or compulFory liquidation, or by an instrument of
dissolution signed by at least three-fourths
01' the members.
, ':\Ir. FROST,-Do€3 that me211 three-'
fourths of the Hum bel' of shareholders or
tho3e holding tbl'e('-fonrths of the shares ~
:Jfr, SL.\ TER,-Three-fourths of the
!I'Bmbers,
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1\1r. FROsT.-Three-fourths of the members may hold only Qine-fQiurth of the
shares.
1\Ir. SLATER,-SQt far there has been
no consideration of the matter from the
aspect of the value Qif th.e sha~es held.
\Vhat an instrument of dlssolutlOu shall
set forth, hOow it, shall be verified and
filed, and the duties of the Registrar in
publishing notices of dissolutiOl~ are .all
provided for in clause 49, A dlssolutIon
is not to affect the carrying out of matters remaining unsettled or unnecessary
tOi the winding up of the affairs Oof the
company. That is provided in clause 50.
The liability of members present Q1r past
to cOontribute to the payment. of the expe~ses of liquidation is set out in clause
51. That follows the English legislation,
and to some extent section 23 of Act No.
2712. Clauses 53 to 61 deal with offences
and penalties, and with the recovery of the
same, and of expenses ordered by the
Registrar to be paid. They are necessary fOT the proper enforcement. Qif the
provisions of the measure. The maximum
general penalty under clause 60 has been
made £20 instead of £5, as was proposed
in the last Bill brought dQiwn. That has
been dOine to bring it into harmony with
the penalty for a breach of the regulations under sub-clause 2 of clause 66.
Clause 62 intrQiduces improvements Oon the
existing law for affording facitity of proof
of registration and of the rules of a
sQiciety. Clause 63 makes it a duty of the
Registrar-General to re'port to the Attorney-General all breaches of the, Act by
persons or by societies. It is pointed out
that this prQlvision marks a distinct. improvement on existing legislatiQln, and it
has been found very necessary to include
it in the Bill.
1\1r. SNO WBALL ,--\V oul d you nOot insert
and he shall be compelled to prosecute
where an Ooffence has been committed"?
l\Il', SLATER.-I do not think it advisable tOo have such a mandatory clause
in the measure. Clauses 64 to 66 deal
with the question Qif fees. As I pOointed
out a little while ago in reply to. the honOI'able member for Brighton, it is singular
that the sOicieties have been enjoying an
immunity frOom the payment of fees., I
do not know what the reasOon for that
immunity is. It may be the fact that
the lrg'ls1atioll draling with th8 socie'ties
goe'S bark to th(' scYC'ntirs, and that the
revenue needs of that clay were, nerhaps,
not as pressing as they an" to-clay. Tn
(C
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view of the. fact that similar fees are del\fr. FRosT.-The Governor in Council
manded of all other companies, and are llla,y make, the fees so' stiff that there will
even demanded of friendly societies, I be no new socie6es.
feel that no serious objedion can be raised
Mr. SNOWBALL.-V{ould clause 64 be- in
to the imposing of fees, not on existing any way connected 'with the payment of
societies, but on new societies that are fees under the Companies Act.
going to take advantage of this legislation,
l\'fr. SLATER.-No.
It will be a
and register under its provisions.
matter entirely for the Governor in
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You dOl not Council to fix the fees.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The clause provides
propose to make these fees payable by the
that no fees ma.y be specified in the regusocieties already in existence 1
la,tions higher than the amount sl)ecified
l\Ir. SLATER.-No.
in the Act, but fees are paid for filing
l\ir. FRosT.-Then you will be penaliz- and inspecting documents.
ing new societies.
NIr. SLATER.-I dOl not think it is
Mr. SLAT'ER.-That ma,y be ullfor-. posRible tha.t the fees that will be pretunate, but it cannot be helped. In view scribed will be in excess of those paid
0.£ the fact that there is a saving clause under the Companies Act. I think the
in this Bill conserving the rights of exist- honorable member will realize that there
ing societies, it might be strongly urged will be' nOI desire on ·the part of the
that it would be unreasonable to bring Governo'r in Council, or anv Gorvernment,
them, so far as fees are concerned, into to prescribe severe penalties by way of
the same category as new societies. Some regulation.
!-Io,wever, tha,t also is a
o,f the societies, already in existence have matter that r:an be discussed in Commitbeen conducting operations for very ~any tee. 'With regard to the schedules, the
years. The whole question of fees, how- first and the third repla,ce those that proever~ is left to the Go'vernor in Council to vide fOir the elaborate certificate required
deal with by regulation.
by the registrar of these societies. This
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-When the proceeding is to be carried out by a
honorable gentleman was sitting on this simple aeknowledgment, and hOinora.ble
side of the ROfUse, he strongly Qibjected to members will a,ppreciate the change from
the Governor in Council having power to the old cumbersome method tha,t IS preimpose taxation) but the scene is changed. scribed in the principal Act. It will also
be appreciated by the, o'£]1cers whOi conMr. SLATER.-Theoretically, I object
duct the work of these societies.
to the extensive power of legisla,tion in
Mr. FRosT.-The la,vyers may not
regard to regulations conferred in various
a pprrecia te it.
Acts tha,t we have passed. Very serious
Mr. SLATEH.-I think thev will take
objections have been raised to this course
a reasonable a,ttitude with regard to these
from time tOI time.
However, that is
matters.
The second schedule is ima digression. As honorable, members are:
portant,. It specifies the lna.tters in reaware, the sponsorship of this Bill spect to which the rules OIf societies must
rightly belongs to my friends sitting
contain provisions.
The rules of tho
opposite, and lhey sharuld not raise societies will be tOI a large exten t
seriolUs objections to its pro,posals.
governed by this schedule. T11C1 societies
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am not must make prolvisiOin for the apPQlintment
raising any objection. I am only notic- of the managing committee, j fOir the
ing the change of attitude.
amount of share oapital and the division
Mr. SLATER.-If there is any desire thereof into shares of a fixed amount;
on the pa,rt of the honorahle m~'mber to the amount of interest, nOit over £200,
bring about a, variation of this principle, which a member may hold; whether the
I have no doubt that those now sitting society may contract loans and the conon the Ministerial side OIf the' House will dition as tOi security, and the limits of
readily accede to the request. At, ~ later the loan. These prQlvisions are no't re-.
stage, when the Bill is in Committee, it quired in the principal Act. There must
may be possible for the fees tOI be set out also be rules with regard to the use and
in a, schedule.
custody of the 8eal. The fourth schedule
Mr. FRosT.-Tha.t would be beltter.
giyes the form of bond that is required
::.v.t:1'. SLAT'ER.-The matter can be to, be entered into by officers of the
society.' This provision is simila,r to the
thoroughI)r discussed in Committee.
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bond given by o:fficer~ of friendly societ.ies. I am submitting this Bill to the
House in the confident anticipation of its
1:peedy passage into law. It has been for
some yea.rs on the stocks, and it is an .attempt to' bring our legislation into hne
with the consolidated law of England.
l\1easures were passed by the Imperial
Parliament on this subject in 1903 and
1913. Our Act was passed in 1873, and
consolida.t~d in 1915. The necessity for
this Bill has heen emphasized in many
reports by the Registrar, and as previous
Governmelits have interested themselves
in this legislation, I do not anticip~te
that it 'will be hostilely critici.zed. I lllvite honorable members to assist me in
j ts speedy passage through this House.
Sir
ALEXANDER PEACOCK.·-I
thank the Attorney-Genera'! fo,r the manuel' .in which he has introduced this Bill,
and for the information he has supplied
in explanation .of the various clauses. As
he stated in his opening and closing remarks, this measure has been on the
stocks for some, time. I am sorry the
honora,ble member for Castlemaine, the
honorable member for St. Kilda. and the
honorable member for Ballarat 'Vest are
temporarily a,hsent from the chamber.
Those members had charge of the preparation of this B:ill, and have gone
through it very carefully". Attempts
ha.ve been previously made to' pass it
through this House, but it has been lost
Dwing to the congestion of public business.
Fortunately, the Attornev-General is in a position to introduce the Bill
a t this stage, when there is a reasonable
opportunity of getting it. to another
place. I support the request that the
Bill should be passe,d through Committee
with as little delay as possible. I under:st and that the honora hIe mem ber for
Brighton, who has had experience in the
working of this law, has had a conference
with the Attorney-General with regard
to one clause tha,t he cOillsiders it unwise
to adopt. Speaking generally, this Bill
]s long overdue.
It is rather a travesty
o·n Victorian legislation that the Imperial
Parli3,ment, with all its cares and
troubles, w'as able, as ~ong ago as 1913,
to pa,gs a measure o-f this sort, and yet we
are only now bringing our law up to
date.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
rommitted.
Clauses 1 to ~O were agreed to.'
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Clause ll-(Restriction on withdrawal
of shares, &c.).
~1r. WEST.-This clause practically
means that all capital paid into a society
is virtually at call, because any member
can at any time ask for the whole value of
the shares held by him to be returned to
him. Most societies are working under
an overdraft, and utilize all their credit.
Their assets are not in a liquid form, so
that it would be impossible for a society
to return to shareholders the money they
have put in if a deniand were made in the
'"yay prescribed by this clause.
1\11'.· SLATER.-Societies can get over
that by making provision in their rules
for notice of withdrawal to he given.
J\fr. WE ST.-Take the case of a society
that, after several years of unsuccessful
trading, has lost a large proportion of its
(~::lJ:)ital.
Its assets may not be worth lOs.
in the £1. In such a case, if a shareholder asked for a refund of his capital,
und got it, he would be inflicting an injustice on his fellow shareholders. I do
110t think the clause is workable.
11r. SNo.WBALL.-I spoke to the Attorney-General about this clause.
It
seemed to me a dangerous one indeed, both
for the t'easons stated by the honorable
member for Gippsland South, and for
other reasons. These societies may carry
011 trading operations and incur large
liabilities.
This clause throws on the
societies 'a direct obligation whenever
shares are withdrawn, to immediately pay
to the withdrawing shareholder all his
capital. That capital is the only security
that creditors, or persons dealing with the
society, have. Thel'e is no similar provision in the English Act. We had no
such provision in the old Act, and I cannot understand why the honorable gentleman has failed to give a, reason as to why
this new departure should be made, seeing the wider scope now being opened up
for the activities of societies of this kind.
Those activj ties should be encouraged in
every way. The societies have come to be
a favorite kind of co-operative machine
for organizing those 'who wish to join together in any trade or undertaking.
Owing to the withdrawal of share capital
to please friends, societies may be placed
in financial diffioulties. I hope ,the Attorney-General will see the danger of this
clause, and allow it to be eliminated. It
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should go out in the interests of those who
may ill future have dealing with societies
of this kind.
l\1r. SJ.JATEH (Attorney-General).This clause, as the honorable member for
Gippsland South and the honorable member for Brighton have suggested, is one
that is not free from difficulties. I dis~ussed the matter with the honorable
member for Brighton some little time ago,
lwd 1 quite foresaw the difficulties he has
pointed out to-clay. The reason for the
inclusion of this clause is to protect shareholders in the societies who, under the
existing Act, are often compelled, when
they wallt to withdraw their share capital,
to leave their money in as a loan, and
have it secured by the issue of debentures.
1 feel that this is a very arguable clause,
and I should like a further opportunity
of discussing it with the Registrar, at
whose instigation it has been inserted in
the. BiH. I mn at a disadvantage, inasmuch rus I have not had an opportunity
of discussing the contentious clauses of
t.he Bill-they are not many-with the
Hegistrar. I have had only two or three
Ininutes talk ""ith him over the telephone.
Of course, a society can ahvays protect
itself by making provision in its rules for
llotice to be given by a member who c1e~ires to withclru\v his share capital.
Sir A.LEXANDER PEAcocK.-If soyeral
\vant to withdraw, there is provision in
the rules for baffotting out.
~Mr. SLATER.-That is so. The honorable mem bel' for Allandale is conversant
with the rompany law, and he knows that
provi,sl011 can be made now, and that
societies call, to a large extent, protect
themselves from 'what I may call the
l'igour of this dause by making adequate
pr0vision in their rules for notice of with(h'n:wal of share capital. There can be a
time limit.
::M:r. SNOWBALL.-There is the danger
that, in certain cases, some shareholders
might be given a hint to get out, leaving
the others to carry the burden. A boa,rd
even might .connive at some of the capital
being withdrawn.
Mr. SLATER.- There if! that difficulty.
On the other hand, there js something to
be said in the interests of those shareholders who luwe a legitim1ate desire to
withdraw their sha,rer capital-who do not
\n11lt their money to be locked up for an
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indefinite. period of time. We must remember that theso societies are baby
societies so far as company organization
of capital is concerned, and shareholders
should be afforded reasonable opportunities of getting their capital out when they
desire. 'V ha t I suggest at this stage is
that we do not eliminate the clause, hut
postpone further consideration of it.
The clause was postponed. ,
Olauses 12 to 17 were agreed to.
Olause 18(1) Every society shaH supply gl'atuito1151y
to every member, creditor, or perRon interestc!l
in the funds of the society, on his application,
a copy of the last annual return of the society
for the time being, and in the month of Scptember in every year shall send by post.to
every member and to every creditor of tbe
society, a copy of the said last annual retul'll,
together with a co.py of the report of the
auditor.
(2) Every society shall keep a copy of the
last balance-sheet for the time being, together
with the report of the auditor, always ,posted
lip in a conspicuous place at the reg1istered
otlice of the society.

:Mr. WEST.-Under this clause, every
society is under an obligation to post to
every member, creditor, or person ]nterested in the funds of the society, on his
application, a copy ,of the last annual return, together with a copy of the report
of the auditor. Some societies I have
been associated viTi-th buy produce largely
fr-om farmers spread over a ,"vide area.
There may be hundreds or thousands of
creditors. Some are creditors to the extent of shillings merely, and none to more
than a few pounds. Why should a society
be under the obligation of posting to
hundrfJds of people all over the countl'~"
this balance-sheet?
'1ir. SNO,\VBALL.-N"O company has to
do that.
.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-T
feel that the argument of the honorable
member fOir Gippsland South is a sound
onel. The reason for the inclusion of the
clanse in the Bill was that it is embodied
in the Engli.sh Act. I recognize that
circumstances in the Old World and here
are widely different, and I have no objection to an amendment on the lines
the honorablel member suggest. I notice,
ho,we,veT, that the, words" on his application " are used.
Mr. WEST.-tr do not object to the
balance-sheet being sent to any person on
applica,tion, and the words I should like
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to hayc omitted are not those to 'which
reference has been made, but the ,vords
near t he end of su b-cla use (1), "and to
every • creditor." If these words are
omitted, this part of the claus€! will read
" shall send by post to every member of
the society a copy of the said last annual
return " - 1\£r. SLATER.-I will accept that amendment if the honorable member will move
it.
:Mr. WEST·-Then I moveThat the words "and to every creditor"
(line 7) be deleted.

The amendment was agl~eed to, and the
(·lause, as amended, was adopted.
Olauses 19 to 24 were agreed to.
Olause 25-(Proceedings on the death
of a nominator).
Mr. WEST.-I would ask the ...:Htorney-General to give further consideration
to this clause in connexion with clause
11.
They both have reference to the
same matter.
Mr. SL.A'l'ER.-I am agreeable to the
postponement of the clause.
The clause was postponed.
Clauses 26 to 58 were agreed to.
Olause 59-(Pellalty for holding or
claiming interest in shares of society 111
('xcess of £200).
·l\1r. \VES'1'.-This clause limit'3 the interest a4Y person can have ill a society
to £200. Probably I should have drawn
uttention to the matter earlier. I will
state a case that has occurred in my own
experience'.
A society is fOTmed
in
which a, nlU11ber of sha,reholders ha,v€!
holdings excee.ding that amount. A boa,rd
of directors is constituted. The society
gets into financial difficulties, and the
directors find it necessary to raise more
money to meet their obligations. They
are unable to issue fresh shares, and the
Oll]y way in which the situation can be
met is by the directors putting more
money into the business, with the result
t 11a t their in terest exceeds the lim it
stated. I know of 011e society in which
the directors put ill £500 a piece, in order
that the society miglit be enabled to carry
011.
With such a clause as this in the
Rill they would be committing an offence
in doing so, because the only security the
society could give t11('m would he ~l fnrther issue of shares.
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~Ir. SLATEH (ll.ttorl1cy-Gencrul).This i,.3 renlly a basic principle of the
measure. 1, personally, have no strong
"jews in regard to any moder'ate extension
of the amoullt, ill view of the fact that.
thc purchasillg value of money has increased so materially, and in view also of
the English legislation.
I would certainly set my face agaiu,3t any considerable extension of the amount. The honorable member for Gippsland South has, I
think, lost his opportunity. This is one
of the two vital principles of the measure,
and it should hayc been dealt with ill
cOllllexioll with clause 4.
If honorable
lllembers desire it, 1 ,yill not object to
the POl3tpollCmel1t of the clause so that I
llIay hayc a further opportunity of discussiug the mn.tter with the HegistrarGeneral.
,Mr. PnosT.-If you alt.er the amount
you will have people taking .up large
holdillgs, :wd swal10willg up the T'\'hole
concern.
Mr. SLATEH.-Yes, that is the difficulty.
:Mr. SNOvVBALL.-.l trust that the
Attorney-General will llOt consent to any
interference with the limit provided for
in the clause. This is a basic principlc
which has always been l:ecognized in connexion with organizations of this kind,
the object being 'to prevent them falling
into the hands of holders of large interest.
The holding has always been limited, and
I regard that as fundamental. I do not
think the difficulty that the honorable
South
has
member for Gippsland
pointed out is a very serious one. If the
directors of a society want a little additional capital, and they, cannot take up
further shares themselves, theycau still
find the money, and have the shares pnt
in the names of their wives or children.
If we desire to encourage the co-operative
movement we must, limit the holding of
Bach shareholder.
Mr. WERT.-I will not offer any further objection to the clause.
The claUl3e was agreed to.
. Clauses 60 to 63 'were agreed to.
Clause 64--(Fc('s, &c., in respect of
transactions, doeul1lcn ts, &c.).
1\1r. SNOWB.-\.LI,.-Tho
~\.ttorilP;Y.
General did not quite catch my point
when I ",vag refcrring to fres thn t should
Le ehargrd in the' eHmt of n w(,j(·ty of
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tIllS kind having been formed and then
tlecidillg to become a limite~l liability
company under the Oompanies Act.
cuder the Oompanies .Act there are considerable fees charged which are based
on the capital of the ·company.
The
payment of these fees could be evaded
by a large COnCND. setting out to evade
them in this way.
As the AttorneyGeneral knows, under the Companies Act
fees amounting to very considerable sums,
based all the amount o,f a company's capital, have to be paid. The minimum registration fee is £'20, a,nd sometimes it
amounts to £100. The payment of thoso
fees. could be easily evaded by organizing
a society under thjs Bill a.nd immediately
afterwards deciding that it should become
registered under the Companies Act. ThC!!
Bill provides that the registrar shall co]leet fees from societies only in respect to
the registration and inspection of documen ts, the certifying of copies, and so 011.
The fees provided for are very small-Is. or 2s. I have in mind the larger fees
that have to' be paid by companies registered under the Companies Act. The
payment of those fees could be evaded altogether by adopting the course I ha vo
indicated.
..
Mr. SLATER.-Not if provision wer~
Bpecifically made In the schedule dealing
with fees.
Mr. SNO"WBALL.-The power to impose fees by regulation would not entitle
the Registrar-General to require payment
of fe€s at higher rates than those provided
for in the Bill. The Bill does not contemplate the payment of any fee for the
registration of a society. vVe have known
societies in this city w·ith capital amounting to hundreds of thousands of pounds.
Such societies could register under the
Companies Act and evade the payment
of the very large fees that other companie3
:\\:oulc~ have to pay.
I think a society registenng under the Companies Act and
ceasing' to be a co-operative organiz~tion,
should be required to -pay. the ordinary
fees demanded of a company for registration under that Act. I do not see any
reason why that should not be the case,
and I would ask the Attorney-General to
see that the clause is amended in the
direction I have indicated.
l\IL. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
f~el that there is a point in the suggestIon of the honorable member for
Brighton, and I would ask that the clause
be postponed in order that an amendment
to achiev.e what he desires may be draftpr!.
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It seelllS to me, as he has pointed out,
that as the clause stands a society might
take advantage of the po-weI' to register
uud€,r Part I. of the Companies. Act in
order to evade fhe liability for the payment of fees.
The clause was postponed.
Clauses 65 and 66 were agreed· to.
Progress was reported.
~1r. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
deSIre to thank honorable members for the
expeditious manner in which they have
d€alt with the Bill.
I appreciate their
considerate treatment very much, and I
think that it, will be possible to reach
some agreement on the three matters still
outstanding.
Y ARRAM Y ARRAl\1 MECHANICS'
INSTITUTE BILL.
The Ord·er of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The SPEAKER.-I am of opinion that
this is a private Bill.
.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).-I
moveTI~at all the. Private Bills Standing Orders
be cbspensed WIth, and that this Bill be treated
as a public Bill.

The motion was agreed to'.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister O'f Lands).-I
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill affecting a piece oJ
Ian? containing 2 acres and 12 perches on
whICh the Yarram Yarram Mechanics'
Institute and Free Library is erected. In
the year 1860 a resident of Yarram Yarran~, now deceased, named John Carpent,er, gave a blO'ck O'f .land fO'r the purposes
of a mechanics' institute, school room
meeting room, an~ lecture room fO'r publi~
Protestant wO'rshIp, or for all or any
of such purposes as to the trusteles or
their SUCCeSsors or a majority of them
should SEem meet and advisable.
He
vested the piece of land in. trustees, who
were to' hold it for and on behalf of the
inhabitants, land-holders, and ratepaye.rs
of Yanam fO'r ever. On the property ~ s
erected the present Mechanics' Institute
and Free Library. This has been managed 1:y a cO'mmittee annually elected by
·subscnbers O'r members of the institutE.
and conducted in accordance with th~
rules of the institute. As time went on
the trustees died, and it was found that,
to' elect ne1w ones wO'uld be difficult and
CGstly, as the provisions of the deed for
such election were out-of-date [ll1cl
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Ull"\\-ol'kublc. For smooth 'working a pro- Clause 4: provides that books, &c., are to
vision is, therefore, made ill the Bill for be kept and to be available for inspectiQon
the E,lection of new trustees, pursuant to' by th€! public. The schedule contains a
t.he Libraries Acts. The situation of the technical description of the land which
The
land is said tOo be incoinvenient, and is the subject matter of the Bill.
power is given under the Bill, should a passage of the measure is desired by the
majority of the trustees and a majority people of Yarram, and they are supported
of the committee of managf.ment agree, to in that desjre by the member for the
enable the land to be sold in whole or in district.
::.\Ir. "\VEST.-I have mnch pleasure in
part, the proceeds to be devoted to the
purchase of other land on which another supporting the Bill which relates to one
building may be erected. There is full of the towns in my electQorate. The parprovision in the Bill tOo protect the public ticulars of the matter have been set out
interest in every 'vay. A public meElting, by the, :Minister in submitting the meawhich was called tOi consider the ma,tter, sure. Sixty-four year~ ago·, a resident of
has approved of the proposal, and there Yarram donated a piece of land, rather
is no conflict of opinion on the subject. more than 2 acres in extent. as a
The preamble of thE.! Bill recites in detail site for a Mechanics' Institute, -and by
what I have mentioned as to the position, trust deed it was vested in trustees to
and the various clauses contain ma,chinery hold and use fQor that purposp" but withto ca.rry out the wishe~ of the residents out any power to sell. At that time the
of Yarram. It is sot out in clause 2 site was regarded as central. However,
the town has grQown in .an entirely differthatent direction, and the land is no,w on its
(I) Aftcr new trustees of the said Mechanics' Institute and Free Library have been outskirts, and so far from the business
appointed pursuant to the Libraries Acts, if and residential portion_ that little use can
a majority of the said trustees and a. majority be .~ade of. the institute in its present
of the hereinbefore recited committee of man- pOSItIon. It IS therefore desired to sell the
ment agree that the land described in the la.ud -so that anOother site can be purchased
,wh('clule to this A(·t he Rold in whole or in
part in order that other land at Yarram WIth the proceeds. All the original trusYarram on which to erect a new building or t~e~ are. dead. Although there are probuildings for the said Mechanics' Institute and VISlQonS In the deed for the appQointment
Free Library be purchased by' the said trus- of others, they are SOl unworkablEI that
tees, then, notwithstanding any provision (if no appointments have: been made, the, inany) against alienation contwined in the herestitute being carried on by a committee
inbefore recited indenture, the said trustees
In this Bill provision
shall have power to sell in whole or in part the of management.
said land and to apply the proceeds of such is made fOil' the apPolintment of trusteles
sale for or towards the purchase of such other under the Libraries Act, which was
la.nd and the erection thereon of a new build- carried la.st year. When that is done if
ing or buildings for the purposes of the said a. majority Oof the trustees, together ~ith
Mech anies' Institute and Free Library.
a majority Oof the committee! of manageBecausEI the land is in an inconvenient ment, agree, they have the power to
position the Bill empowers the trustees to sell the land. When that is dOlle it is
sell it if they think fit, but they must. proposed to purcha.se another piecel of
apply the proceeds too the purchase of a, land, which will be carried on under
new site, on which they must Elrect an- exa.ctly the same trust, so. that the intenother building. Under the clause, th() tions of the donor will be given effEct to'
trustees must hold the purchased land on the same
as
before,
only
much
trust. Pro,visiO'll is also made with re- more satisfactOorily.
This proposal is
ga.rd too the misappropriation ~,f the pro- endorsed
by
everyone
connected
ceeds from the: sale of the land. Clause with the institute, and it is ap3 provides ro·r the ltppointment OIf the proved by the people of Yarram. It was
commi ttee of management. It sa,ysinvestigated very closely by the last GoThe committee of management of the said vernment, whOi prepa,red a Bill some time
Mechanics' Institute and Free Library for thp ago'. It is now endorsed 'by the present.
time being constituted appointed or electeil Government, so everybody is in favour of
under the Libraries Acts shall conduct and
manage the said Mechanics' Institute and Free it. There is no contentious ma.tter in the
Libra.rv; and the committee of management measure, and I ask the House to· accept
thereof existing at the commencement of this it.
Act shall haye and may exercise and perform
The motion was agreed to'.
the li.ke duties and powers as if it had befln
The Bill was read a· secOond time, and
('onc;titlltNl appointed or elected nnder the
passed through its remaining stages'.
said Acts.
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\VOl1KEHS' OOMPENSATION BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary).-I moveThat this Bill Le now read a second time.

The. measure I am now submitting to the
House is one dealing with some minor
amendments in the VV orkers' Oompens!l"
tioll Act. The Bill is drafted practically on the same lines as the Qucenslaud legislation, as embodied in the A.cts
passed in 1916 and ~921. . It co.ntallls
only four clauses, dealmg chlefly wIth ~he
raising of the amount of remuneratlOn
that may be received by any person without hindrance to obtaining the benefits of
the Act. Under the original law, any
one receiving £250 per annum was eligible
to be brought under the Workers' O?mpensation Act. Subsequently we, ralsed
the amount, by legislation, to £350 a year;
and novY, owing to the enhancement of
the value of men's labour, an income of
£350 excludes a large number of workers
from the benefits of the Act who we think
ouo'ht to be included, and were originally
included. So we desire in the Bill now
before the House to raise the amount to
£10 per week, or nominally £500. a y~ar,
as provided in the Queensland leglslatIOn.
It has been found in practice that in
fixing the weekly amount, instead of the
annual earnings, it is much easier to
operate, as thousands of employees do not
work for the same employer for a full
year. Clause 3 merely alters the rate of
~emuneration to be paid in the case of
those workers who have children under
fourteen years dependent upon them. In
such cases each child is paid at the rate
of 5s. per week, the maximum liab:lity
being £1 lOs. per week, which .-would provide for payments of a famIly not exceeding six children, in the event
the
total disablement of the worker. Under
existing conditions, a worker may receive
two-thirds of the weekly wage he has been
recC'iving immediately prior to the date of
the accident. If he is a single man, he
receives the same as a married man, and
if the man has a large family the amount
is just the same as if he had only a s.mall
family. By this amendment, t~e sll1gle
man will receive two-thirds of hIS weekly
wage, but if a man has a family of six
children he will be paid at the rate ·of
5s. for each one of them, and so be entitled to £3 a week.

oi

11r. GIWVES.-"Vhy stop at six
children?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We have to
stop somewhere, and we discovered that
there were not many workers who had
mor€1 than six children. We think this
is a, fair compromise at the present stage;
whether the number of the family should
be increlased is a matter fOol' future consideration.
Mr. vVETTENHALL.-That may be hard
for the married man, because the insurance premiums may be heavy.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-It has not
,Yol'ked out in that way. This clause also
provides for the removal of all disabilities in regard to aged and infirm workers,
who are placed upon the same footing as
others. There has been some difficulty in
regard to this matter under the ,existing
law. There was tendency to think that
the aged and infirm worker was more
liable to accident than a young, active,
energetic man.
Practical experience,
however, has demonstrated that this idea
is not correct. Since we last legislated
on this question the war has taken place,
and thousands of men have returned
suffering from disabilities that resulted
from their experiences abroad. The insurance companies have not increased the
premium rates because of these disabilities,
nor has it been demonstrated that there
has been any excessive percentage of
accidents amongst men suffering from the
effects of the war.
Oonsequently we
think that the embargo upon the aged and
infirm worker should not be enforced, because there does not seem to be any particular reason for singling him out in
that way.
Mr. SOLT~Y.-What about raising the
age at which girls are permitted to work
in factories? They must be over sixteen
now.
IvIr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-That is not a
matter connected with this Bill at all. It
may be noted that insurance companiee
or ~mployers have not penalized returned
soldiers because of any disability they
might be labouring under, and it is felt
that workers who have grown grey in service should not be placed at any disadvantage. Premiums were not increa'"ed
when the added liability of risk to soldirrs
suffering from war service disabilitirs
was granted, and it is doubtful whether it
\voufd be necessary to make any mater iul
increase in the premiums for other pel'-
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sons suffering from disability or old age
should the Bill become law. Alterations
have been made to enable every worker,
male or female, minor or adult, to receive
£1 per week in the event of disablement.
The minimum basic wage at 30th June
last was from 40s. to 50s., and the minimum amount of compensation of £1 is
little enough. Olause 4 merely provides
an indemnity for the Commissioner in
case of any dispute arising in regard to
any allocation of money. The existing
law enacts that the money shall be paid
into Court, but the Oommissioner has invariably dealt with these cases himself
with expedition and satisfaction. If the
money were paid into Court it might
have to remain there a long time because
of some dispu te, and the depend;:mts
would be deprived of the benefit of it at
the time when they most wanted relief.
In no instance has any trouble arisen
from the fact that the Commissioner has
not paid the money into Oourt. l\.t the
same time we think it reasonable that
he should be indemnified by a clause such
as this. I do not think the clause should
be made vital, but reasonable protection
should be given to the Commissioner.
The Bill as it is at present is not as comprehensive! as I would have desired, but,
having regard to the fact that the Oommonwealth is now seriously considering
the question of a scheme of national insurancel, and good results are likely to accrue from the co-operation of the Commonwealth and the States of Australia 011
industrial hygiene, the question of an extension of occupational diseases can be
deferred until such time as the different
States agree to some uniform scheme, as
suggested by the members of the conference. The,re is no radical amendment of
the law, and in the main we have endeavoured, as I have said, to bring it into
harmony with existing legislation in
Queensland.
The two fundamental
changes are: first, the increase in the
amount of salary a person receives, from
£350 to £500; and the other is that aged
and infirm workers shall not be placed at
any disadvantage because of their conclition. There is a further proviso that,
·where a man is killed, leaving a
famjly,
some
provision
shall
be
made for the family, as well as
the widow, as the case may be.
These are the three important points in
the Bill. There does not seem to be any-
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thing of a very debatable character. The
proposed legislation is in line with legislation that is operating satisfactorily in
other States. We do not anticipate any
difficulty at all in operating the law in
the way "ve propose to amend it, and we
therefore request that the Dill be given
a speedy passage through the House in
the interests· of those workers who suffer
.in the course of their occupation.
1'111'. GRo,rES.-vVhat ·would be the extra
cost to the employer?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There will be
no increase of premium rates, but rather
a reducti0n. The business has been very
profitable in the past. The proviso with
regard to fl.ged and i nfil'lll '.vorkers does
not necessarily mean an increase of
It has not meant an inpremiums.
crease in the case of afflicted soldiers.
The only ground on which there might
be a claim for increased premium is that
we are increasing the amount of compensation to married men from £600 to £760
spread over a period of years, but it is
generally believed that there '.vill be no
c;onsiderable increase. As I have saia,
the business has been very profitably C011ducted, and is profitable at present.
Mr. WET'l'ENHALL.-l\. reduction in the
pl'emium rates may be anticipated.
lVh-. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Yes, owing to
the profitable nature of the business. We
have very good evidence in support of
this contention in the fact that the State
office is making' a substantial profit from
year to year, is giving most liberal conditions, and is interpreting the law in the
most liberal manner. vVe are safe in
assuming thu t the business all round is
equally profitable, and therefore we do
not anticipate any extra burden on the
employers.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
ask for an adjournment of the debate.
. Generally speaking, I am in favour of
the Bill.
lYlr. PRENDERGAST .-Cannot we get,
through r-t f(,w clauses of it to-night?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-The
Bill had not been circulated until a little
wh·ile ago. No honorable member had
seen the Bill before to-night, and hono1'members are entitled to kno'lv what they
are doing.
Mr. TUN1\ECLUq'J:.-It is a harmless
little measure.
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Sir ALE. XANDER iPEAOOOK.-It
was only 0n Tuesday last that I was
shown a ~opy of an .amending Bill
brought forward in the Western Australian Parliament. I want to compare this
measure with that tv se~ whether anything can he taken from it which should
be incorporated in this Bill.
}lr. TFNNECLIFFB. - We. have. postponed the Gas Regulation Bill to suit the
convenience of the honorable member for
St. Kilda.
Sir AI.EXANDEH PEAOOOK.-No
Parliament would ever expect to go on
with a Rill of this character at such
short notice.
lh. SOLLY.-Why, it was a common
thing for your Government to issue a Bill
in the morning and have it passed before
night!
Sir ALEXAl\TDER PEAOOOK.-l'1y
honorable "friend's memory is defective.
)1r. SOLLY. - I have an excellent
memory.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.Anyway, we are dealing with the present.
I
Let the sins of the past be forgotten.
moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE (Ohief Secretary).-The Leader of the Opposition
has put his case so very nicely that we
can hardly refuse his request.
Therefo-re, we will postpone the debate until
Tuesday next.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the deibate.
was adjourned until the next day f)f meeting.
ELEOTORAL BILL.
The debate (adjourned from the previous day), on the motion of lifr. TUNNECLIFFE (Ohief Secretary) lor the second
reading of this Bill, was.resumed.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I had
hardly thought that the Government would
bring on this Bill to-night in view of the
important period of the year and the desire ,ve have to get away to see our
constituents. We are being annoyed very
Tlley come
much by them just now.
down here and want to see us every
minute of the day and night. Perhaps
the Government will consider, before we
adjourn to-night r the advisability of adjourning until Tuesday next. This is' the

Bill.

great period of the year, when the men
of the country come down to the big
sho·w. I daresay that you, Mr. Speake!:,
have had to meet many of your constituimts. The design and the effects of this Bill
make a claim upon every honorable member of this I-Iouse who has any regard for
freedom to give it very close and critical
examination.
In the compulsory provisions for voting, the attempt is not to
get the matured opinion of freedomloving people on great questions of government; rather, we .are asked to accept
a provision under which we shall get
an organized compulsory vote of unthinking
and
uninterested
persons
directed by local, sedional, and class interests. I say that to commit this State
to this condition of things will, in the
highest sense, be injurious to the State
and the welfare of the people generally.
Mr. SOLLY.-There are no unthinking
people in Victoria, surely.
]\tIl'. A.. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Unfortunately there are .a great number of
unthinking people. I oppose the proIt is
vision for compulsory voting.
against the principles of liberty and freeIt is inconsistent
dom of conscience.
with the freedom of the ballot, and it
will fail, in my opinion, to achieve the
purpose the honorable gentleman who
introduced the Bill has in view.
]\tIro TUNNECLIFFE.-W e will provide a
conscience clause for the honorable member, .if that is worrying him.
JYfr. A.. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
looked for some light and leading on
this question to the speeches of the
sponsors of the Bill that was introduced
in the Senate, and I failed to discover
in the speeches, which I read very carefully-certainly there are only a few of
them--one single argument that could
honestly be said to make compulsory
The speeches were
voting desirable.
utterly destitute of any arresting reasons
in support of the measure. Boiled down,
I may liken the debate on that Bill to a
desert of words without a single oasis of
All I could discover
argument in it.
from the speech of Senator Payne,
who introduced the Bill in the
Senate, and from the speeches of
one or two other senators, was
that the Bill was felt to be necessary
as a corollary to compulsory enrolment,
Because 1,254,178 persons re,frained from
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going to the poll at the last Senat,e election, it was argued that a measure of the
kind was re.quired to force the electors to
take an interest in the politics of the
country. Another reason given was that
the introduction of compulsory voting
would be in the interest of pemocracy;
but one of the leading lights of the, Labour
party-Senator Findley-said, "It is all
very well to talk like that; you can take
a horse to water, but you cannot make it
drink."
It was apparently his opinion
that we could ~ot make people take an interesit in politics by compelling them to
vote.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-In Queensland 82
per cent. of the people vote.
Mr. VVARDE.-Did you support the pro·
posal to make enrolment compulsory?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).- I do
not see any analogy between the two
cases. I am not enamoured of compulsory
enrolment. I desire to quote a few words
from the speech deEvered by Senator
Gardiner, who is a leading member of the
Labour party. He saidI take no exception, although, as a rule, 1:
view with grave suspicion anything in a
democracy that savours of compulsion.

Later he saidI
will
and
Bill
that

am not too sure that compulsory voting
be a satisfactory solution of the trouble,
I really think that I am voting for the
because it is part of the Labour platform
people should be forced to vote.

Bill.
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pass upon the liberty of the people.
The
whole trend of State and Federal legislation is
in the direction of further interference with
the liberty of the subject, and the people will
eventually revolt against it.

1\111'. \VARDE.-That is a peculiar argument for a Labour man to· put up.
~{r.
A. A. BILLSON (Oven.s).-I
thought so, and that is why I have
brought it under the notice of the House.
1 have already referred to' Senator Findley. lIe said-

We can take a horse to water, but we can·
not compel it to drink. How, therefore, can
we compel people, by a system of compulsory
voting, to record an effective vote?

Senator Lynch, whO' was at one time a
member of the Labour party, but who,. I
think, left the Labour party on account
of his views on the conscription issue, said
in the same· debateI am sony to find that there are so lllally COllscriptionists on the opposite benches who have
become seized of the necessity of almost taking
decent citizens bv the scruff of the neck and
compelling them' to attend the polling booth
to record 'a vote. I do not believe in con·
scription! I hate it at any time if there is
any possible alternative. I was sorry to heal'
Senator Findley speak so pronouncedly in
favour of the conscription of the citizens I
'Vhat is the world coming to?
I stand for
freedom!
Honorable senators opposite pro·
mulgate the theory and Reek to establish
freedom by outraging it. They ~cek to pre·
serve liberty by strangling it. I stand where
my forefathers stood, and shall preserve to the
utmost of my power tllat last remaining ves·
tige of freedom which Senator Gardincr says
is trembling in the balance and is now about
to be assaulted by this proposal of my reo
spectecl friend, Senator Payne!

There is a remarkable admission by an
honorable senator. He does not believe
that the Bill that was passed by the Senate will effect the purpose for which it is
intended, but he had tO'vote for it. SenCompulsory voting is an unhealthy atator Gardiner further saidtempt on the part of a, section of the
I bclieve that Senator Payne's proposal will
become law, but I do not know that the ques- people to improve their O'wn position in
I knO'w that the N a,tionalist
tion of compulsion has been settled even on politics:
the case the honorable member has submitted. Association declare it to be a panacea for
I do not know that it ought not to be left to
They are like the
the liberty of the indlividual elector to exercise all their troubles.
his judgment as to whether he should vote or dro·wning man, catching at straws. They
not.
say, let 1113 have compulsory voting and we
Senator Gardiner's remarks are very shall be all right.. That is a ridiculous
forceful, and should carry weight with argument, and it is not inspired by any
honorable members of this House. Fur- high aspirations. I am satisfied that we
ther O'n, in the same speech, Senator Gar- are not going to get any intelligent reflex
diner ,saidof the thinking and interested people in
As I
Compulsory voting involves a further tres· the community by compulsion.
pass on the liberty of th~ people . . . If hav~ said, this change is being asked for
we compel people to vote we haye 110 guarantee by a section of the people who imagine
t.hat they will register u. formal vote. 1 believe that. the proposal' before us is a plank of that it will give their party some partithe platform of the Labour party, and, seeing cular advantage.
that it has been introduced by a Nationalist,
I suppose that I am committed to vote for it;
but to my mind it represents a furt.her tres·

:Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-It applies to all
parties.
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cause they exercised their freedom of
gard it 'as an attempt by force to degrade conscience.. Perhaps they were dissatisthe very principle of freedom.
Instead fied with the candidates who presented
of making people vote by compulsion we themselves.
lVlr. TUNNECLIFFE.-What percentage
should endeavour to educate them to take
of
electors voted ~
all interest in the affairs of the country.
1\1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I do
I am satisfied that we shall not do this
simply by compelling them to record their not know the percentage, but that case
shows that compulsory voting does not
votes on pollillg day. I could understand
secure the voting 0'£ all the people in the
the introduction of a measure of this kind
by a Nationalist Gove·rnment, but I can- consti tuencies.
1\1I' . TUNNECLIFFE.-N ot of all, but in
uot. understand its introduction by a Queem;]and the percentage is from 80 to
Labour Government, and an intelligent 82 per cent., and that is considerably
Labour Government at that.
higher than in any other State.
~ir. TUNNECLIFFE.-We have made
1\1r. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
education ·compulsory.
have already referred to the fact that at
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Yes, the la.st Senate fllection 1.254,000 electors
amI we have done the right thing in failed to vote. In commenting on that
giving every adult the right to vote. It the B'ullet'tn saidjs a different thjng to compel every adult
No Act I)f Parliament is going to make a
to vote. It has been said of this great rat.ional citizen believe there is anything
morally wrong in refusing to help return one
amI inestimable privilege-

],11'. J... A. BILI.JSON (Ovens).-I re-

Men have wrought with pen and tongueand pined in dungeons and died on scaffolds,
that we Inight obtain this symbol of freedom
and enjoy the consciousness of a .sacred individ uality.

N ow we are going to transform this
"symbol of freedom" into a symbol of
force, and I ask, could anything be more
inconeistent with democratic freedom.
This proposal has been criticized in many
quarters, and I find it spoken of by a
minister of religion in Geelong, as being
II an outrage on the moral sensibilities of
earnest and public-spirited men and
women." This gentleman said-

of several unacceptable candidates.
So the
measure has little chance of making citizens
vote, and if it does not the Government will
be fa,ced with the duty 1)£ pr o RP()l]t.ing otherwise law-abiding persons by the hundred thouc;and.
As there are not enough police or
courts to cope with such a situation, the law
will have to be allowed to faU into abeyance
so far as the majority are concerned,. thus
giving cause for complaint to the minonty.

l\11". T'U·NNECLIFFE.-They are prflaching
the gospel of despair.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-Does
the honorable gentleman think it is possible for the Federal authorities to take
proceedings against 1,250,000 people?
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The mere fact that
The new law would also involve much compulsorv voting is the law in Queensunnecessary anxiety and suffering on the part
of the aged, the sick, and others who may land mal~es the percentage of voters
be under the necessity of supplying reasons for hi?' h Hr thEre.
their absence from the poll. It would destroy
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-·Comt.he dignity and character of representative pulsory voting does not obtain what is
government, as members of Parliament would wanted in every State and in every
no longer represent the considered and enlightened opinions of the people, and would nation-the matured opinions of the inhold their seats by the reluctant votes of an t.elligent portion of the people. The Goindifferent community.
The new law was evi- vernment are going to sweep in a lot of
dence that the rule of force was not ended,
people who do not care, a. rap, and :who
These are words which should be ]'e~ will vote informally.
membered by the Government and by all
Mr, TUNNECLIFFE.-There may be a
members of th8i Housel who desire to percentage of those people, but there are a
maintain the freedom of the people. It very large numbe1r of people who are just
is declared that compulsory voting is careless.
essential in oTder to get a larger percentMr. A. A. BILLSON (Ove17s).-As
age of electo.rs to vote. We have the honorable members are aware, every four
extr.:aordinary example that at a by-elec~ years in the United States of America
tion which was held a short time ago in ~ president is elected, and a.s far as my
Queensland, in which State there is com~ reading has gone, I do not know that the
pulsory voting, I, 200 electors refrained A merican people. have e,ver made a v~ry
from voting. I presume they did so be~ serious mistake in selecting the man to
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preside over their destinies .. Invariably
they have chosen a very: excellent, m~n.
The following is a quotatIOn from Coll'lCJ's
Weelely, an American paper:Our lack of interest can be :=;ho\"n in precise
terms. In the 48 States, hl 1920. there ,yere
34,421,823 citizens, male and female, 21 years
of age and over, presumably q14'tlified to vote.
In 1920, only 26,786,753, 01' much less tban
half, voted in the presidential election.

That has been the experience in the years
that have gone, and, as I s.aid previousl~,
it has not yet been shQlwn that t4e Amen~an people, when chQlosing their presidl'nt, have ever failed to make a good
,-;(·lection.
In 1922. a.t the election for senators and
l'cpresentativfls in Congress, only 20,579,191
took the trouble to vote. That is, less than
t.wo out of every five voters went to the poll.

LI onora hIe mem bel'S ou the Ministerial
sjde talk about Queensland. Queensland
appears to figure in everything the members of the Government have to say. The
honorable gentleman in charge of the previous Bill said that it was drawn on the
lines
of
the
Queensland Government's legislation. I
take it that
the members of our Government are
men of capacity and brains. Surely
it is not necessary for them to
~a y, " We are going to draft our Bills
in accordance with the Queem:land law."
Rather will they not say, "Because our
own brains, capacity, and judgment toll
us this is a good thing, we will do it"?
·\Vhy cite Queensland or any othe·r State ~
Lr.t Ministers be original, and say, "We
are going t·o dra.ft 01111' measures on our
own lines." r know they have a great
admiration for Queensland, though I have
not..
lVIr. WARDE.-Before we cited Queensland we cited· New ZeaJand as the most.
advanced country. Quensland has taken
it~ place.
lVIr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-What
lH'l'Centuge of c·lectoJ's vot.e ill Eng:awl 'ind
Germany, where there IS no compulsory
voting ~ In England, at the last. election,
BO per cent. of the electors poIled, and
jn Germany 89 per cent.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-'Vhat argument dOl
you base on that 1
.
1\11'. A. A. BILLSON (O'vens).-I say
that when the people are aroused, and
take an interest in the affairs of the
nation, they yote without compulsion.
Mr. WARDE.-Yoru don't regard those
elections as ordinary elections, do you ~
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Mr. A. A. HILLSON (O~'eIl8).-The
English election was an ordinary election.
:J.\ir. T'ONNECLIF:FE.-It was no more
ordinary than our Conscription referendum, ill which over 80 pel' cent. of our
elect'ors voted.
J\Ir. ~L .Lt. BILLSON (Ovcns).-I have
gin~ll some reasons, ·\\'hich in my opinion
are substantial and good reasons, why the
compulsory voting provision should not be
incorporated in the Bill.
There are
many other provisions jn the measure to
which I am opposed equally strongly,
and tha,t I hope to, see knocked out by
the HQiuse.
l\lr. T'uNNEcLIFFE.-vVe should like to
hear the honorable member extensively
011 those othe,r provisions.
::VII'. A. 1"l.. HILLSON (Ovens).-I am
Hot going to dwell upon them, because, by
arrangement, they are going to be left
to other members of the Opposition, who
will· deal with them as drastically as
I ha\Te dealt with the compulsory vot-·
ing proposals. To summarize the position, there is abundant evidence that
compulsory voting is inconsistent with
the freedom of the ballot, that it is an
application of force that will degra.de the
franchise from the privilege of citizenship, that it fails to oreate ~reater i~
terest and make people vote, and that It
imposes anxiety and suffering on ~he
aged the sick, lanel others. Let me pOInt
out, 'finally, that the journal that is now
giving very consistent and strong .support
tQi the Government-the Age-IS very
strongly opposed to the principle of compulsory voting.
Thaf journal, jn Te..
ferring to the Bill that was before the
Federal Parliament, saidA division was not called for in either
case. It seemed as if the political machines
had issued their orders, and that members
who spend hours and days over trifling questions were anxious to avoid discussion of an
important political principle.
The Goverriment was too weak to show its leadership.
Ministers sat in silence, as if they, too, had
received their instructions, and found it convenient not to indicate honest opinions. . . .
An election is an appeal to public. intelligence.
To what extent is that intelligence drawn upon
when voters are mustered like seris and compelled to mark a ballot-paper in any ignorant
or captious way against their will? :r~le franchise has been degraded from a pl'lvllege of
citizenship to a resented task.

Mr. BROWNBILL.-Is
Argus ~

that

from

the
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1fr. .it. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-That
is from the paper that is giving the Goverlllllent and the Labour party very fine
support at the present time. I have 110
doubt they all appreciate it.
Mr. HUGHES.- Your opinions do not
agree 'with those of your confreres in the
Commonwealth Parliament?
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (O·vens).-I am
not ea,rried away with the idea that because something bas beell done by the
Commonwealth Parliament. we should
adopt it.
1\1r. PRENDERGAsT.-I may tell you
that. we dOl appreciate' the support you
have referred to', and hope it will be continued.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).--It is
quite possible it may be continued.
I
have had great pleasurt:: in quoting that
journa,l to-night.
Mr. HUGHES.-YOU admit Mr. Bruce
makes mistakes in addition to his wife?
Mr. A. A.. BILLSON (Ovens).- We
nre aU liable to make mistakes. I have
made many in my time, I am quite free
to admit. However, this is a very serious
matter, and ,ve do not want to introduce a
spirit of levity. In concluding my remarks, I desire to make a final quotation
from the Age. It says~Ien of small minds, whose limited intelligence can perc'eive no alternative to compulsion, apparently fail to realize that when they
turn what should be a pride and a privilege
into a hRteful task, they are l'ikely to create
('viIs more far-reaching and damaging than
those that they set out to cure.
The compulsory vote in Queensland has been a farce.

Mr. BROWNBILL.-The Age has slipped.
:Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I
lea'~e it to the honorable member to tell
the Age that it does not know what it is
talking about; but it strikes me that, in
that last sentence is summed up the whole
thing. The Age went on to say:\r[inisterialists are prone to point to that
State as a shocking cxaluple of misgovernment
and political tyranny, but they are not the less
willing to follow its Labour Government's
example.

In my opinion, the Bill now before us is
full of blemishes, and as members on the
M.inisterial side of th.e House will naturally support a measure introduced by their
own Government, I hope that those on this
(the Opposition) side will give ita close
examination and a critical analysis,. and
take steps to defeat the Bill, riot in Committee, but on the second reading. With
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that blessing I will leave the- matter in the
hands of the Chief. Secretary.
Mr. WEST. - This is a measure in
which not only every member of the House
but every elector of the State is interested.
There is, perhaps, no legislation which ill its application touches a
larger number of people than a measure
Theredealing with our electoral laws.
fore it is natural that it should provoke
a great deal of critici,sm both inside and
outside;, the I{ouse.
In this Bill an endeavour is made ·to effect drastic alterations in QUI' existing law and to introduce
proposals which have never yet been
adopted in our State legislation. While
the Bill contains minor provisions which
I can support, particularly with regard
to. the issue of postal votes, I am entirely
opposed to its main principles.
Among
other things, the Government propose to
bring in compulsory voting.
That is a
proposal which this House has rejected on
several occasions.
Recently the Federal
Government adopted a similar provision.
Right through the Bill, as a matter of
fact, there is an effort to. bring our electorallaw into conformity with that of the
Oommonwealth. I do not know that we
are bound to lassume that all political wisdom is centred in the Commonwealth
Government or even in the Queensland
Nor is it necessary for us
Government.
to follow as a matter of course whatever
In any proposed amendthey may do.
ment 'of the law such as this, we are entitled to consider the matter on its merits,
regardless of what any other Parliament
may have done. The reason for the proposal of compulsory voting is that at
State elections in Victoria only about 60
per cent. of those whose names ai'e. on the
electoral rolls record their votes. That
I readily admit is la very undesirable state
vi affairs.
It certainly does not reflect
much credit on the intelligence of ,a large
number .of our voters, and it does not
make for stability in government. The
right to exercise the franchise is one of the
greatest privileges we possess. It has only
heel!. WOIl fOI' us by centuries of agitation
on the part of our forefathers, and it is
to be regretted that so many people do not
appreciate the privilege.
While that" is
so, 'we do not want a remedy which may
be WOI~se than the disease. Although the
position in regard to the percentage of
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Yotes polled may be unsatisflactory, yet it
is Hot quite as bad as it appears on paper.
On every list of voters there are the names
of a large number of persons who could
not possibly vote, and who are not eligible,
it lllay be.
A number may have died
after the rolls were printed. A large
Humber of others may have shifted to
other electorates, and be enrolled there.
Further, a number may 'have left the
State. Yet all the names may remain on
the rolls for the districts in which they
originally resided. These may amount
to 10 per cent. of the total number of
electors. In any election here I do· not
think it would be possible to record more
than a 90 per cent. poll. That reduces
1 he percentage of unrecorded votes from
40 to 30.
~ir. BRowNBILL.-That does not apply
to the rolls now?
Mr. WEST.~On every roll that I
have seen there are duplications. It may
he that men have moved into another district a month before the election, and their
llumes appear on supplementary rolls as
\vell as on the rolls for the district from
"hich they moved.
I consider that 10
pCI' cent. is not an unreasonable estimate
of the nUIn bel' of 'Votes that could not possibly be recorded.
l\1r. TUNN'EcLIFFE.-Probably there are
10 per cent. who are not enrolled, although
t lwy should be.
)Ofr. WEST.-I am dealing 'with the
pf'rccntage of those who are enrolled. In
a large number of cases electors may have
goodrcasol1s for not recording their votes,
i'casons that are satisfactory at all events
to themselves.
Some members may have
8H('h suro soats that their friends ,vill not
take the trou bIe to go to the poll.
In
other instances the electors may be
opposed to all the candidates and
not see any nse· in voting. vVhile
I think that every elector who, can
should vote, I do not consider that
we would be auy better off if WOl compelled people to ,;ote who did not want to.
L\.t present those who take an interest in
politics do record their votes.
Those
who do not go to the poll are not likely
to record an intelligent vote if they are
('ompelled to vote unwillingly.
It is beti er to bo governed by the intelligence of
those who take an intel'est in politics than
by the ignorance of those who do not. If
We adopt this proposal for compulsory
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voting it seems to me that it would be
almost impossible to carry it out. If that
were attempted it would involve an
amount of work and create friction and
irritation out of all proportion to any
benefit derived from it. At the last election about 300,000 electors did not record
their votes-I speak from memory.
If
compulsory voting were in operation it
would be necessary for the returning
officers to write individually to everyone
of those 300,000 people asking them for
reasons why thoy did not record their
\·otes.
In a large number of cases it
would be a hard job to find their addresses.
Then i1 the replies from those
electors were not satisfactory it might be
necessary to issue summonses by the hundred thousand against them. If that
were done it would literally choke our
courts of petty sessions, and if fines were
inflicted 'a heavy job would be imposed on
the police in endeavouring to collect them.
The Commonwealth adopted this system
quite recently. It is almost cedain that
there will be a Federal election before we
have another SUite election-at least, let
us hope so--and we might veTY well wait
until we see what is the experience of
the Commonwealth before we deal with
this matter. If it is found to bel satisfactory, then we could consider its adoption
here.
:Mr. vVARDE.-What would you consider
satisfactory-a National majority ~
1YIr. WEST .-At any rate, ·we may wait
and see how such a provision can be enforced against 300,000 people. Another
proposal in thel Bill is the abolition of
the property qualification. Here, again,
we have an effort to bring our law into
line with that of the Commonvv'ealth. No
good reason has been submitted why we
should take this course, e·xcept that some
one else has done so. No question of
plural voting is involved in our present
la;w. The only quelstion is that when an
elector has interests in two constituencies,
he has the option of saying in which his
interest is the greater, and in which he
desires to vote. It may be, that there are
a number of people wh~ have businesses of
great value in the city, in which they
spend the whole of their working time,
and in which they earn their living.
These buslinesses constitute the whole of
the assets of particular persons. Their
interests in the suburbs in which they
live are very small, and I see no good
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reason why they should not be allowed to
exercise the vote in the constituency in
which they have the greate.r interest. I
think that voters should be compeUed at
the time of enrolment to declaTe where
they intend to' exercise their vote. This
Hause adopted that principlel in a, Bill
which was under consideration last year,
but it was thrown out in a.nother nlace.
• 1\([r. COTTER.-What about a by-elect.ion 1
Mr. WEST.-It could not apply to a
by-election, because at t.he time of enrolment the, elector should be compelled to
declare in which cQonstituency he is going
to e,xercise his vote.
Mr. CAIN.-You voted against that last
year.
1\11'. 'VEST.-It passed this House, but
was thrown out in anQother place. I am
entirely in favour of that provision, and,
if it is proposed as an amendment in this
Bill, I will support it. I now cQome tQi the
question of absent voting, which is also
incorporated in this Bill. That system
of voting is an e.xtremely easy one, and
it has been largely availed of. There is,
howe,ver, no system of voting which lends
itself more easily to fr::ludulent practices,
and no system in which those practices are
more difficult of detection than this one.
Every other system of voting is surlounded with safeguards, but there are
absolutely none for a.bsent voting. If we
take the postal vote, we note how carefully it is safeguarded in every possible
way. First., the elector has to' make appIication for a· postal ballot-paper on an ap·
prove,d form, and his application must be
witnessed by an authorized witness, who
must certify tQi the identity of the applicant.
M'r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Tt If' absolutBly
fraudulent, all the same.
Mr. WEST.-If the nam.e of the applicant appears O'n the roll, a postal ballotpaper is sent to him. When filled in, it
must be signed by an authorized witness,
and the identity of the applicant ceTtified
to. When the ballo-t-parer is sent, to the
Re,turning Officer he checks the sianature
on the application form with that>:> on the
ballot-paper itseH.
As an additional
safeguard, the names of those who apply
for postal ballot-papers must be open foJ'
public inspection during the period of
election, so that every possible safeguard
is. adopted. vVith absent voting there is
absolutely nQi protection. A man can
walk into a polling booth in any part of
the State, and declare that. he- is an elec-
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tor for any subdivision he chooses to
name. If he is prepared to sign a declaration as to his name and the roll on which
it is, he must be allowed to vote.
1\!Ir. TUNNEcLIFFE.-The. number of COlltested elections in which fraudulent practices in regard to absent voting are
alleged is not to be compared with t.hat of
postal voting.
Mr. WEST.:..-.-That is because it is absolutely impossible to check fraudulent
practices in regard to absent voting.
There is no proof of the identity of the
man who claims the right to vote. It is
quite true that if a man impersonates an
elector and signs a declaration, he COlllmits perjury, but it is very easy for som~
people to take that risk because they cannot be trace~ 1 have conducted electIon:;
during the 'last twenty years, and I hav~
taken the votes of hundreds of people,
but I could not identify anyone of them,
and there is no possibjlity of tracing
them. If people are willing to take the
risk of prosecution in connexion with
postal voting, how nwch mOire likely
aTe the,y to take the risk under
the system of absent vOiting, when
they are SOl little liable to detection ~
If we are going to' adopt the system Qif absent 'voting, it is possible to surround it
with some safeguards. If safeguards are
necessary in regard to- other systems of
vO'ting, they are equally necessary in regard to absent voting. I have a scheme
to deal with absent voting, and I put it
III this way: If an elector desires to vote
as an absentee, he should be called upon
111 the first place to apply to the Retutl1ing Officer of his division for what I may
call a cedificate of enrolment, 001' a fOorm
somewhat similar to that which we now
have for postal voting. His application
must be signed in the: presence of an
authorized witness, who would certifv as
to his identity. The Returning Officer
would then issue t()l the applicant a small
card which would set Oout that so-and-so
was enrolled as an elector in a subdivision,
and entitled tOo vote. ,\Vith that card in
his possession, the elect.or cOould gOo into
any polling booth in the State, and, on
presenting it, and on signing a declaration, be allowed to vote'. The ballotpaper would be sent to the Returning
Officer of the division, who would be able
to compare the signature on it with the
application form, and that would be' some
proof of the' man's identity. When making the application, 1181 would have to be
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identified by an authorized witness. This
would not make absent voting quite as
easy as it is now, but it would be an
attempt to safeguard that system in the
way we endeavour to saf.eguard postal
voting
:;')'h. CAIN.-The signatures must be the
same in absent voting.
::.\Jr. "VEST .-But in absent voting no
signature is required. A man goes into a
polling booth at l\![ildura, Ballarat, or
somewhere else, and says, "I am John
Brown, of such a place." The presiding
officer must take his word. TIe looks to
see that the name " John Brown " is all
the 1'0'11" and if it is the ba.llot-paper must
be given to the individual. As a matter
of fact, .John Brmvn may be dead, or in
A mel'ica or England, and the presiding
officer has absolutely no check.
Mr. CAIN.-The signature on the enrolment card can be, compared.
l\fr. \VEST.-But a ,man who exe.rcises
an absent vote may not have signed an
enrOllment card for twenty years, and it
wOould be exceedingly difficult to make
any check. Therefore, I suggest that.
some such system as that I have out,lined should be adopted before we decide
to prOovide for absent voting. There a.re
a number of Oother provisions in the Bill,
but T am not going to' refer to' them at
any length. I want to. deal, howeve'r,
with the proposal to hold the elections on
S,a turdays. I have no very strong opinion
on this matter, but I am inclined to think
that Thursday is a, bet·ter day. Right
throughout t.he country, during the
footbaH season, matches are held on
Saturdays in practically every tOWll
in
the
different
distriets.
Special
trains are run to these towns, and
there is a rush about 12 o'clock, immediately people cease work, to. get ~o them.
The,y tra.vel in hundreds, and do not return to their homes un til after the polling
booth has clOosed. I ,am quite sure that
t.here will be great interference, with any
poUing that takes place on a Saturda.y.
The football season covers nearly half the
year. During' the 'other six months there
are many other sports, such as cricket,
bowling, tennis, and so on, to take people
away.
Then many people go away for
week-end holidays.
So that altogether
'Thursday is a much more suitable day
fo·r the people than Sa,turday.
Under
our Local Government Act we make
Thursday the day on which elections must
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be held.
It has proved to be a very
suitable day.
On the whole, there is no
reason why we should make the proposed
change.
:Nfl'. Bnow~Bn. L.-In every other State
and the Oommomvcalth elections are always held on Saturdays.

1\11'. WEST.-That is just it. We are
asked to do a lot of things simply because
other people have done them. ' 'We are
entitled to consider all these amendments
on their merits, quite apart from the
reason that something has been done
sommvhere else.
There are some minor
provisions of the Bill I should favour
if they stood alone.
But on the whole,
there is so much in t.he Bill that I disapprove of that I must yote against the
second reading.
Mr. OOTTEH.-This is such an impOl'taut measure that I am loath to comI
mence a speech upon it to-night.
therefore suggest to the honorable gentleman that the debate be adjourned.
I
1110,7e-

That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
am not a believer in late sittings as long
as we can do the business within reasonable hours.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and the debate
was .adjourned until the next day of
meetIng.
ADJOUHN}IENT.
HAlLWA.Y E~fPLOYEES HOLIDAYS-WATER
SUPPLY OF HORSHAM AND DlMBOOLAROYAL AGRICULTURAL SHOW.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. ~AYES.-I desire to bring under
the notIce of the House what I regard
as class distinction in the railways serThis class distinction applies to
vice.
the annual leave granted to employees.
There are four schedules under which
daily-paid employees are comprised.
Those in Schedule 1, where the holidays
are highest, comprise the goods foreman,
leading shunter, engine-driver, and' goods
guard.
These men start off wi th a
minimum of nve days annual leave, rising
to a maximum of twelve days.
This is,
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of course, exclusivc of common holidays.
An employee has to serve seven years
before he reaches the maxirnum of his
Some of the employees in the
class.
grade I have mentioned have 40 years'
service to their credit.
The lowest
schedule is Schedule 4, and aff~cts wait ..
illg-room attendants.
In this class there
is a minimulll of three days and a maximum of six days holiday for the year.
Some of these employees have a record
of from 25 to 30 years' service. We do
not think six days of holiday sufficient
for these 'workers, in view of the longer
holidays granted to other employees who
hav€' been recently appointed.
For instance, typists and waitresses who have
only recently been brougllt into the railways :service get fourteen days annual
leave. They are also entitled to fourteen
days sick leave, and to all common and
public holidays.
Provided they take the
sick leave that they are entitled to, the
total days on which they may be absent
from duty in the course of a year are
35. Then there are the manageresses of
refreshment-rooms, ...vho have also come
into t.he ser'vice recently.
They get 21
days anllual leave and a concession in
respect of sick leave of 21 days. l\.S they
are also cntitled to all common and public
holidays, they may, if they take their sick
leave, be absent from duty in the course
of a year on 49 days. I do not say that
the leave granted to the typists, waitresses,
and manageresses of refreshment-rooms is
too much, but I do sa:r that the leave
granted to other employees i,s not sufficient. They should all be treated alike.
No distinction should' be made between
them in this respect.
Mell who have
devoted their li,es to the railways service
should not be in an inferior position in
respect of holidays to people who have
entered the service only recently. The
matter has been brought under the notice
of previous Governments, but the workers
have received no redress.
I ask the
Minister of Railways and the Leader of
the Government to endeavour to have th£'
employees placed on the one footing. T~('
previous Minist.er of Railways (Mr.
Eggleston) was approached on the matter
and gave a promise. I ask the present
Minister o·f Railwa-ys (1\11r. Hogan) to
see that the promise is fulfilled.
1\1r. BAILEY (Minister of Lauds).011 the motion for the adjolli'nment of
the House last uight the hono1'n hIt' mem-
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bel' for Lowan asked for certain information regarding the water supply of the
towns of Horsham and Dimboola.
The
Premier promised that a statement would
be made' on the subject to-day.
The
following particulars requested by the
honorable member have been furnished to
-me by the State Rivers and Water Supply
CommissiOOl : At the present time the supply of water to
Horsham is good, <;oming practically direct by
ara vitatioll from Wartook Reservoir.
The
~upply to Dimboola while at the present time
good, being pumped from a large !iver
storage whIch has been kept well replerushed
this year, is at times of low river flow not
thoroughly satisfactory, and should be im,proved as soon as opportunity permits.
The
Water Commission has been investigating
several ,propositions for the improvement of the
Dimboola town supply, and is examining
a proposal to .supply this town in conjunction wit11 the
district of Horsham
aud Yectis East /ly gravitation from Wartook Heservoir.
There is a fail' amount of
irrigation also practised in the vicinity of
Horshalll, aud in ol'der to fully utilize the
\'ery valuable supplies from 'Vartook so as to
meet t.he requirem€)nts of this service as well
as all other requirements th~ Commission considers that supplies should, in the interests of
economy of ,water, be eventually brought by
pipe right through what is known as the
Vectis Ridge, and thence along the ridge to
Dimboola. This scheme will necessarily be
costly, and may, perhaps, have to be held in
abeyance for a little while until further deyelopment of the district and the towns of
Horsham and Dimboola warrant its being
cal'ried cut.
The Commission realizes this
pl'oposal should in the interests of these
places be ultimately carried out, and it, is not
thought mise, therefore, to ,proceed with any
other proposal of a temporary nature which
would not conform to the lru:ger project.
::\1[1'. HOGAN (l\!finister of Railways).In reply to the honorable member for
:\1elhourne, I may say that I will investigate the question of the grii!llting of
leave in the Railways service. and will
repOl't the result to the House.
1\1[1'. FROST.-i desire to ask the Premier to COinsent to an adjournment of the
House o,ver to-morrow, when the,. great
annual pilgrimage tOo Melbourne in
connexi01L with the Royal Agricultura 1 Show will take place~
We
sha,ll then have people here from
all parts of the State.
A large number of my coostituentg are coming to the
city.
There are more country members
on this side of the House now than there
ever was before, and they will be expected to place their services a,t the disposal of any 'of their constituents who
may visit lVfelbo.urne. T'o-morrO'W being
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the opening' day, there will be a large
attendance at the Show, although it may
not be so large as it will be later, and
honall'able. members will have toO " do the
honauI's " to visitoI's, who may desire to
be shown round the oity. It would suit
me, and I am sure it would also suit
other country members, if the House
were to: adjourn over that day.
Mr. ALLAN .-1 support the reque.st
for .an adjournment of the H{)IUse over
to-morrow. The judging will then take
place, and it is a most important day, so
fair as stock-Qiwners and stock-breeders ar~
concerned.
The House has done a good
So far as llext
deal of work to-day.
week is concerned, I cannot ask for an
adjoUl'lllllent.
Owing to the large number of deputations that are coming dowll,
::\1inisters will probably und their time
fully occupied, quite apart from the sitTO-lllorrow. howtings of t,he Horuse.
ever, is the day 01£ the year, so· far as
breeders are concerned, and I do not
think that we are asking for too much.
Mr. HUGHES.-T desire to support
the statements tha.t have been made by
t.he honorable member for Maryborough,
and the honorable membe!' for Rodney.
I am a country represenl-ative. Country
members will have many of their COllstituents in the city to-nlOlTO'W, and arrangements have been made for deputations to Ministen_
Ministers cannot do
justice to these deputa60ns and also attend to their business in the House.
I
think that an adjournment o·ver to-11lorrow would meet wilh the' approval of
practioally every country member_
Mr. F ART'HING .-If it is necessary
for hOllwrable members to be present at
the opening of the Royal Agricultural
Show to-morrow, in order to make it a
success, I do not wish to oftel' any objE'dioll, but 1 must offor a illOst emphatic
protest if pI'ivatC' members' business,
which is listed for to-morrow, is to go. by
rhp board. Every priv,ate members' day
from no.w a'll 10 j-he' end of the sessio,ll
is fully oc<.!upied.
I have a Bi]] on the
notice-paper for to-lllOlTeW, the object of
which is to give compensation to those
people who suffered damage in the riot
of November 3 last. If I miss my opport uni ty I am afraid that-unless the GoYermJl('lIt give me time, I shall not have
another epportunity of p-roceeding WiUl
1he Bi]l during' the present session.
The
people who suffered damage by the riot
have been waiting patiently. or iinpati-
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entIy, for the last twelve months for some
redress. They want to have the questiolJ
settled, and I promised to introduce the
Bill to-morrow. I do not wish to oppooo
the adjeurnment, but I think it enly fair,
if there is to be an adjournment over too·
morrow, tha,t the Government 'should
u11dertake to gIve me 'suffioient time tn
proceed with the Bill in the near future.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I support the request that· has been made to
the Pi·emier. I ha.ve no doubt that, like
myself, other representatives of country
districts have received numerous requests
from constituents who are coming to the
city to show them round, and to. assist
thelll ill any inquiries they may wish to
make ill the various departments.· The
Opposition a,re in good working humor,
and have given generous assistance to the
Government.
A go'Od deal of work has
Probably many _of
been done to-day.
1h(' yisitors from the country districts will
tonl(' to t h(' House during next week to
see hOow the Government al'e daring their
work, and they will, no doubt, be impre~ed by the splendid way the Opposition are assisting them. I make a strOong
a ppeal to the Premier to couoon t to the
very reasonable request tha,t has been
made.
The request. made· by the honorable member for East lVT elbourne is also
\\-Ol,thv of consideration. His Bill ISt'ands
first e~l t·he list for to-lllor.ww. and if an
adjournment is granted it should be -retained in the same place 011 the list.
Mr. vVALLACE.-There seems to be
a desire on the part of honorable members who have spoken that the House
should adjourn Qover to-morrow, but some
of them appalrently want to bargain about
it.
I am prepared to sit to-mOlrrOlW.
The work of the House should, in my
opinion, be ea,rried 011.
I dOl not think
that the Haruse should be adjourned to
meet the convenience of any ene sectio~l
0'£ honorable members. Rather than that
there should be any bargaining as to
fut.ure time to be given because of time
that is lost to-morrow, _I think the boot
shculd be 011 the other foot, and
that guarantees should be asked fOir.
It· has been said that we halve got through
a conside'rable amount of business thi~
evening_ I simply wish to make it clear
that T am prep~red to sit to-mOrrOi\\1, and
I do not wish to haNe it said later em
that I was anxious to have a hOlliday at a
time when the business of the country
should have been proceeded with.
-
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Mr. POLLARD.-As the representative of a· country constituency, I
desire to support the request for
an .adjournment over to-morrow. vVe
country members have, not the same
facilities fOil' meeting our constituents
as cci."ty members have.
To-mOorrOow
is a, day on which we can transact
a considerable amount Oof business.
'Ve
shall meet our constituents at the SholW,
and discuss with them matters that affect
them, and are likely to. be brought up in
the House.
'Ve· are not able at every
week-end to tra,vel to the extreme limits
of our cOonstituencies, whereas a metropolitan member can get tOo the furthermost, limits Oof bis constituency in half
an hOlUr Oil' an hour. I desire very strongly
to support the request for an adjOournment
over to-rnoll'row.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
fe~l that if a general demand is made for
a holiday it ought to be' granted.
1fr. WALLAcE.-Vle ba,ve not heard
anythlllg fram t·he Leader o,f the 0pp'asition yet.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
willing to' speak. Country members from
all pa,rts af the House have preferred the
request for an adjournment over to-morrow. I t is nQit canfined to o.ne particular
party. I am a cauntry member, and,
while, I have nO' deputations ta-mallTow, I
quite realize the feelings of hanorahle
members whO'· ha.vB deputatians.
I think
the hona['able member fOil' Albert Park
might be a, little, more gene,rous to his
fellow-members who represent country
\'onstl tuencies.
Mr. WALLAcE.-I never knew you to
prapose tha,t t·here. should be two holidays
for the Show.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAC'OGK.-The
holiday next week is a statutory holiday.
As the honairable member for Dalhousie
has painted aut, ~ity members a;re cOontinuausly in touch with t·heir const,ituents,
\ Mr. WALLAcE.-Is there any cliffe.rence
between this yea,r. and last year ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Y~,
we are a yea,r older.
I am quite agreeable to sitting to-morrow, but other honm'able memhers have appaintments and
public busine,ss OIutside the HOIuse to atten d to!. 'Ve knaiW ve'ry well that if tomarrow· is a sitting day there will be a
I·hin HalUse.
The honorable member for
Albert Pa.rk was rather ungenerous to
the hcmorable member fo,l' East Mel-
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bourne, who, he said, was bargaining.
The honora.hle member fOir East Melbourne has a Bill 'at t.he top of the noticepaper for tOl-l1l0rrOlW.
In similar circumsta.nces in the past, Governments have·
undertaken that an honorable member
with 3.. Bin so situated would be given
an opportunity of having his measure discussed JateT 0111. I am s.ure the request of
1.he honorable member fa'r East MelbournE
will commend itself to! the Government
and to other hOonorable members. 'The
Bill of which j-he honorable member for
East lV.[elbourn8 is in cha,rge has 110·t
b~en circulated.
It will be ready tolllght, he t.ells me. It contains a principle
that has not. been discussed in the! House,
and, if we meet ta-monow, aHer the
the secand reading has been moved, '[ am
quite cert~n the Premier will want to
consult the Cabinet as to the attitude the
Government should assume towards the
measure. The debate would beadjorurned
as soan as the honorable member for East
Melbaurne had moved the second reading. Further, country meiffibeTs generally
are interested in the Electora,} Bill, and
a. number of the members an this (the
Opposition) side of the House feel
strongly regarding cert.ain of its provisioms. I think the request made by country members should be can ceded . We
have done a, good amount of work yesterday and to-day, thanks to the restraint
imposed by the Government on t,heir erstwhile' talkative suppa,rters, who have norw
become SOl docile, and the- willingness af
0ppOisition members j-o assist the Garvernment- in passing measures which they left
on the· stocks.
Mr. ,VALLAcE.-I wa·s only' anxiaus to
get your testimony.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
ha.ve been very glad to give it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-The
demand for an adjournment Qlver ta-morrow has been pretty general, and a number of members have came tame priV'a,tely abaut the matter.
If the House
were to meet tQl-morrow there miP.'ht not
be a quaTUm, and "'e wauld lose the opportunity OIf doing business.
There has
been such a general demand fOor a holiday
to-morrow that I feel it O'Ug'ht to be acceded to'.
I may. point out that on the
corresponding Thursday, in previous
years, the position was different, because
t,his is the first year in whtch the opening
day of the ShOow has been so early. Now
that the Leader of the Opposition and
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&ome country members on my own side
have appealed for an adjournment over
to-morrow, I feel that if Government bUSIness is not proceeded with as rapidly as
we are entitled to expect, honorable members will have to agree to longer sittings.
. Next week a Supply Bill will be introduced, and the Budget will be brought
down in the second week in October. I
do not want to place any obstacles in the
way of members meeting their constituents to-morrow, but we shall certainly
expect longer periods of service in
the future.
The sittings will have
tq
be longer.
As the Leader of
the Opposition bas said, it is certain that after the honorable member for East Melbourne moved the second
reading of his Bill in connexion with riot
sufferers, an adjournment of the debate
would be asked for. We do not intend
to deprive private members of an opportunity 0.£ dealing with their measures,
and we shall try to give them opportunities to bring their Bills fot"ward with the
other business with which we have to
deal.
T do not t.hink they will consider
themselves harshly dealt with when they
see the plans we shall make to enable them
to have their business brought forward.
By leave, I withdraw my motion for the
adjournment of the House.
The motion was withdrawn.
~!Ir.
PRENDERGAST (Premier)-I
move--
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RIT.JLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills were received from.
the Legjslative .l\ssembly and read a first
time:Australian ,Vine Licence (Baillieston)
Bill (the Hon. D. L. McNamara) .
Club Hotel, Hopetoun, Licence Bill
(the HOll. D. L. McNamara).
Children's Welfare Bill (the Ron. J.
P.J ones).
J eparit Land Bill (the Ron. J. P.
Jones) .
:M:ilk Supply Bill (the Hon. D. L.
McNamara).
Richmond Land Bill (the Hon. J. P.
Jones).
Yarram Yarram Land Bill (the Hon.
J. P. Jones).
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE BILL.

The dehate (adjourned from September
9) on the motion of the Hon. D. L.
McN amara (Minister of Mines) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
The Hon. H. OF. RICHARDSON.-In
moving the second reading of the Bill
the Minister argued that because women
are entitled to vote at parliamentary and
at municipal elections, and are also entitled to sit in Parliament and in munici pal councils, they should be permitted
to sit as justices of the peace. I feel
That t.he House at its rising adjourn until
that
a good many positions that are filled
Tuesday next.
by
men
are not at all suitable for women.
The motion was agreed to.
The Minister did not tell us in what
The House adjourned at 10.20 p.m. other parts of the world, if any, women
until Tuesday, September 23.
are appointed as justices of the peace. I
sat on the bench of the Geelong Court of
Petty Sessions for a good many years,
and a good many cases came before the
bench that were not at all suitable for
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
women to listen to. On a number of occasions, if women had been sitting on the
bench, it would have 1'een very awkward
Tuesday, September 23, 1921,..
for the male justices of the peace to consult with them. Honoral>le members all
know that many cases that 'come before
The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Courts of Petty Sessions are not cases that
Clarke) took the chair at 4.48 p.m., and women should listen to. There are freread the prayer.
quently brought before the court drunken
dead-beats, the lowest scum of the community.
Evidence is given that I
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
should not like my wife to hear.
Local Government (Melbourne and I repeat that much of the evidence that
Geelo 1 1g) Bill.
comes before justices of the peace is not
State Savings Bank Bill.
evidence that any decent woman should
[26]
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adjudicate on.
I wonder what class of
women would be appointed if t.he Go'vernment had the power to appoint
women justices.
\Vo,men have been
granted the right t.o sit in Ba.rliameut,
but as far as this State is concerned not
one has been elected.
At the last election Mrs. Katz stood for Barwon against
Captain Morley, but the majority of the
electors, a~d a, large majOority, too, would
not have her as their representa,tive. On
mo're than one occasion WOIDen have st.aod
for the Federal Parliament, but the,y
have neve,r been elected. That IS in face
of the fact that mOore, women are e,lecta'rs
than men. I cannot see my way clear to
suggest for an instant tha,t this House
should support' t.he Bill. Recently there
was trouble :in connexion with the re,appointment of a justice of the peace, and
I feel that if this Bill were to go through
it would not imprOove matte,rs, so far as
J£
these appointments are concerned.
we agree to legislatiOon of this kind I can
fancy the class of wamen who will be
prepared to offer the,ir services as justices
For these reasons I O'pof the peace.
pose the measure.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-In
my opinion the time has not yelt arrived
when it would be an advantage to pass
this Bill, so as to permit women toO sit
on, the bench as justices of the peace.
Thelre are se,ve,ral strong reasons why they
shO'uld not be appointed to such positions.
One of them, as Mr. Richa,rdson has
pointed out, is that many cases that come
before the cOourts are not suitable for
women to hear Oor adjudicate upon.
I
do not think that the COourse of justice
will be expedited by having wamen on
the bench adjudicating on matters which
they do not wish to listen to.
I have
just had a letter from a la,dy in England wha has been forced to sit Olll a
jury. She is one whO' might be regarded
as very suitable to take part in public
life.
After officiating at a long case,
which lasted, I think, about six days,
her opinian is that wOomen are not strong
enough to sit in such an atmosphere.
Generally speaking, they do nO't wish to
be taken away frOom their home duties
for such a purpose.
She thinks strO'ngly
that it is a mistake that women should
have to se::,'ve on juries, and says they do
not want to hear the sordid parts Qif
other people's lives.
The same thing
would apply to WQimen sitting as justices
of the peace. When men a,re appointed
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justices of the peace they are usually well
known and their actions can be criticized.
If, hOowever, a woman were appointed a
justice 0·£ the peace, I suppose that very
often she would not be kno,wn very
well. She would probably be appointed
because of the position held by her husband, and she might not be the most
suitable person fool' the Q1ffice. It would
be very awkwa,rd to bring criticism to
bear on heir, and no oille would like to say
Dne word against the appointment of any
pa,rt.icular woman.
For these reasons I
shaH oppose the Bill.
The Han. Dr. HARRIS.-I am opposed to women Qiccupying any of these
In the end I thillk
publio positions.
I was abO'ut the only member of this
chamber who voted against their beillg
allowed to enter the Oouncil. I intend
to be consistent on this oecasian. I do
not believe that as a rule women wish
to occupy t,hese public positioons.
Some
women miss their way in life. To fill up
their time they interest themselves in occupations of a public oha,racter, and many
0''£ them may aspire to occupy public and
semi-public positians.
Pelrsonally I see
no reasoon why accupations that are
ordinarily regarded as the occupations
of men shauld not be retained by
men.
In my opinion men are capable
of occupying these positioons and 0.£ administering justice.
If there_ are any
mem bel'S Oof this Hause who believe t ha t
men are not capable of carrying Qiut such
duties, then they might aspire to electing women to such positions as justices
of the peacel. I am rather old-fashioned
with regard to our better halves. I believe that they have a destiny to fulfil
in the wOorld, and that destiny is nOot
to occupy positions in public life.
On
that account I have always set my mind
against women occupying such positions.
As a gene,ral rule they are not fitted to
do SOl. There is Qinly one exception, and
if this measure were limited to the appointment Q1f justice's of the pea'ce to adjudicate in' children's courts, I would support it,.
If the Minister will alte'r the
Bill, and limit it in that way, I will
vOote fOor the second reading.
Otherwise
I am no,t in favour Q1f women occupying
public positions on the bench, in parliament, in municipal councils, nor in any
other sphere.
The Han, G. lVI. DA VIS.-I hope the
House will not agree tOo the second reading of this Bill.
omen have a very
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o.nerO;\lS and honorable mission in life
without stepping into the sphere of public
affairs and carrying out the duties of
justices of t.he peace.
To a certain extent men are emotional and sentimental,
but women are very much more so, and
not as well fitted by nature to administer
justice. Many men who sit on the bench
at present are full of the milk ()if human
kindness, and I do not think any goOtd
purpose would be se,rved by permitting
women to become justices of the peace.
If a vote were taken of the wormen t.hemselves, and they were not influenced by
their fathers and husbands and brothers,
I do not think it would be found
that a third were in favour of this proposal.
I trust that the House will not
pass the second reading, as I think we
are tra,velling quite fast enough in the
way of this sentimental nonsense, and the
law should be administered as it is
framed by us. We are as humanitarian
as possible in framing the la,ws, which are
designed to me-et the exigencies that arise
in our different modes ()if life, and in connexion with the administration of justice.
The Hon. J. K. lVIERRITT.-I intend
to V()ite against the Bill as it stands, but.
I am sorry the Minister did not tell
us exactly what is intended.
If the
purpose is that women justices should deal
entirely with children's cases, I would
be in favour of that, because I think
that in many such cases women are much
more suitable than men.
For general
purposes, however, I am against women
sitting on the bench, and I shall have to
vote against the Bill, unless we are given
some idea of the main purpose of it.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-On
this occasion I hope the House will not
carry out what has become almost a tradition-that of opposing progressive legislation to the very last ditch, and then
ha,ving to give way.
The history of
legislation in Victoria shows that every
progressive measure has 'been opposed, in
spite of the rising opinion of the people
who want a reform. I can quit-e understand the views of Dr. Harris, and to a
great extent I give him credit for them.
They are, very largely, the views of
the conserva,tive profession to' which he
belongs.
Every member 0.£ this Rouse,
even Dr. Harris, must admit that if this
legislation is defeated on t.he present occasion, it will eventually be passed, and
in our time too, I hope. There.fore I trust
that this reform wiiI be accepted nOfW ,
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instead of be,ing postponed until there
comes a wave of opinion. that will sweep
I
over even this Legisla,ti ve Council.
submit that 110 hooorable mermber opposing the appointment 0.£ women as
justices of the peace can defend some of
the man-made conditions in various social
affairs with which women as a portion
of
our
community
are concerned.
Thel man-made ~tmosphere has 'created
social conditions which are entirely opposed to what women desire,. The male
attitude towards many matters, particularly in connexion with children, is not
that wh.ich wome'n would take up if they
were discharging the duties of justices of
the peace. There are many evils in our
social life which men IOiok upon as of
minor importance, but which both women
and children put in an entire,ly different
category. Man, from habit and environment, looks upon these matters as of comparative,ly little importance. Take the
case of a man who deserts nis wife and
family. The at.titude, of many men towards an .offence of this smt is not that
which a woman would adopt if she had
the administration of justice. It must
be a.dmitted that t.hestrength of woman's
opinion has been manifested to a greater
extent recently than was the case years
ago, with the result that many of our
social conditions have been improved. I
ask the House not to look at this matter
merely from the man's point of view.
It is impossible for certain t.ypes of males
to consider this matter from the woman's
point of vielw at all. But still, that
pOtint of view should be considered.
Dr. Harris has said that if this proposal
were confined to the appointment of
women just,ices to sit in the chi1dren's
courts, he would be prepared to vote for it.
I have nOi doubt that other members have
the same opinion, a.nd I ask them not to
vote against the second reading, but if
they have a majority to· amend the Bill
when it is in Oommittee to provide £01'
what they require.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-You make
your own Bill.
. The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-If Dr.
Harris is sincere in his opinion that there
are certain phases of this question which
would make women entitled to sit as
justices of the pe'a,ce, I ask him to give
effect to what he desires.
The Hpn. J. K. MERRITT.-Is the Government willing to accept t.he limitatioll
you suggest 1
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The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do

not know j I am not a member of the·
Government.
The Hon. H. H. PAYNE.-How did that
happen ~
The Hon. R. WILLIAMs.-Like the
womoo, he has been overlooked.
The Ron. E. L,. KIERNAl~.-It is
unfortunate" no doubt, th.at the party
did not recognize my ability to the
same extent as Sir Arthur Robinson
Beems prepared to do. That may be my
good luck and the country's misfortune.
I ask the House not to reject this Bill,
because there are many social questions
in regard to which the woman's point of
view should have a proper opportunity of
expression.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-Give us one
instance.
The Ron. E. L. KIERNAN.-There is
the case of a dese·rting husband. A man
marries a woman ana has cliildren, but is
not prepared to carry out his obligations.
This is a matte,r with which Sir Art.hur
Hobinson has dealt eloquently on many
occasions.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINsoN.-Are you going
to alter the, law with regard to deserting
husbands ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I admit
that Sir Arthur Robinson knows a good
deal about the law, but the point I am
trying to make is that persons that commit certain misdemeanours are not
punished in the proper way. \Vill he not
admit that there have be,en cases in which
the punishment meted out to pe'rsons who
commit certain crimes is not equal to the
otIence ~ One frequently hears the statement that crimes are rampant in this community, because· those who are convicted
of offences are not as seve,rely punished as
they ought to be, and the result is that
the penalties imposed do not deter others
from committing similar crimes.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIs.-Don't you
think women justices would be vindictive
in the cases to which your refer ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It is
not a case of vindictIveness at all. There
are many men who act as jurors who
have comparatively little regard for certain moral obligations, and they might
not be ready to convict a man if they
thought the punishment was going to be
severe. If we had that type of map. upon
the bench, for instance, it could not be
expected that he would make the punishment fit the crime. It is quite safe to
sav fh at· m ore Revere nen aHies WOlllrl be
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imposed by an ordinary virtuous woman
who had the opportunity of dealing with
the matter.
The HOll. W. L. R. CLARKE.-The
Labour party wants. to put an end to
punishment fOT crime.
The Hon. R. 1L S. ABBOTT (to :Ml'.
Kiernan).-Have you devised anything to
make the punishment fit the crime ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-A properly formed public opinion would certainly lead tOo that being done. It should
be generally recognized that a woman
justice of the peace would be more likely
to impose prOoper punishment for offences
against her sex than is likely to be the case
with men having tbe sole responsibility.
It cannot be said, of course, that every
woman is fit to act as a justice of the
peace" but there are quite a number who
have the ability, the intelligence, and
the necessary ambition to discharge the
duties of that office. If members cannot
see their way to grant all that is desired,
I should be willing to give women justices
the power to deal only with offences
against children. That would be an instalment of the reform it is desired to bring
o.bout, and extended powers would no
floubt be given later. I say that the wellbeing of the young people and the women
of this community is just as much entitled
to consideration au property or anything
else, and I ask honorable members. to give
us even an instalment OIf the reform proposed in this Bill, rather than reject the
Bill on its second reading.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I have
had the privilege of receiVing deputations
on this particular question, and some ·relation of my experience' may not be out
of place. I ahould like to point out, first
of all, that Mr. Kiernan assumes that
ideas which are in accord with his are
progressive, while those with which he
does not agree are retrogressive.
The
honorable member doeB not appear to
realize that justices of the peace perform
a number of functions. One is purely
ministerial; they take declarations in regard to documents and other things.
Another function is administrative,
though partly judicial. That is the granting of bail to persons who arc accused
of having committed crimes. That is a
very responsible du.ty in the administration of justice.
I had occasion a few
weeks ago to indicate a series of grave
brf'ar.hf'8 that hRd been commi.tted hy
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one justice of th~ peace, and that were
condoned by the pl'esent Gov-ernment.
This duty shows the importance of the
poweri3 of a justice. He can release on
bail any criminal to prey upon the community until he is caught again. The
third function is the main one. In this
case the justice acts in a judicial capacity
on the bench. Those who came before
me by way of a deputation had much the
same line of argument as Mr. Kiernan
has advanced this 'afternoon. And if one
pauses to reflect on what is stated, it will
be seen that behind most of these arguments is the idea of revenge.
People
say certain men have been convicted of
some offence, but the magistrate did not
punish him as severely as he should have.
People who talk in thiB way say, "I do
not know all the facts. I only read what
appeared in the news:e.apers, but if I had
been 'on the bench I would hav-e imposed
a much severer penalty." A person who
goes to the bench o.f the Court of Petty
Sessions, or the County or Supreme
Court, must act in a calm and dispassiona te manner, and any person who would
come to a decision in regard to puniBhment in the way that I have just indicated would be entirely unfitted to exercise these judicial functions. Mi. Kiernan
talked about wicked husbands and fathers
who desert their wives and children.
How does he propose that that particular
kind of offence should be dealt with if
we had. women justices? Does he know
what iB the law on the subject? After a
man has been appl'ehended for deserting
his wife and children he is brought bef<H'e
a justice of the peace, who can ,compel
him to find surety that he will pay a
certain amount for the maintenance of
his wife and children. If he does not
find surety he goes to gaol until he does.
'Vhat more does the honorable member
want? Does he want the man to be boiled
in oil?
The Hon. E. L. KrERNAN.-There are
many other offences besides that kind of
desertion.
Sir .~RTHUR ROBINSON.-I do not
want to conceal from honorable memberB
that theil'-e is gra.ve, almost inescapable,
difficulty in some of these cases. If a
man is put in gaol he cannot get work to
provide for his wife and children, and
thoRe who administer justice in this land
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are frequentiy placed in an awkward pOBition. .A. deserting father will say that he
cannO't find surety, but that if he is given
the opportunity he will get wOTk and provide for those dependent upon him. If the
conclusion is reached that it is worth
while to give the man another chance,
he is let out Oill parole to see whether he
will work for the support of his wife and
children. If he carries out his undertaking nothing' more is heard Df the
matter. But if he does not, he is taken
into custody and remains there until he
does find the necessary surety. It is not
right, however, that the whole community
should be taxed for all time to keep a
man Df this sort comfortably in gaol. And,
after all, confinement in gaol is comfortable in view of the improvements in
the way of electric light, a library, and
a first-class band, which, have been provided within the past few yeans. I ask
honorable members in all ;seriousness
what this alleged reform can effect ~ If
it is to dea1 with the cases I have just
mentioned, I would ask what more can
the justices do than bind a man over to
find a surety to provide for his wife and
children?
Of course, if the man' has
property that property can be -attached.
If he is propertyless, and has to depend
for his livelihood O'n th61 wo['k of his
hands, the only practicable thing that can
be done is to make him find a surety.
There is another class of case that honorable members may think I am avoiding. I refer to offences against children.
Cases of that kind are unfortunately all
too frequent.
But I would point out
that the vast majority of cases of that
kind go before the superior courts after
a more or less formal hearing at the
Oourt of Petty Sessions. The Court of
Petty Sessions cannot deal with cases of
a serious nature.
These are essentially
cases to go before a jury. Justices may
exercise summary jurisdiction in cases of
conunon assault or .aggravated as~ault.
Oases of indecent assault and criminal
assault go before a jury. The presence
of womell justices at the Court of Petty
Sessions wheu such cases came on, would
not advance the matter one scrap-for
two reasons. Anyone justice, may commit an accused person for trial. There
may be six justices on the bench. Then
there is the next step. Even if the 'whole
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bench of justices refuse to commit a man
for trial, the Crown can commit him.
The lIon. E. L. KIERNAN.--That is not
done very often.
Sir AHTHUH ROBINSON.-lt has
been done; it is done, and it will he done
whenever it is considered advisable to ta,ke
that course. What evil then can be remedied by the proposed appointments?
vVe do not want any of our courts,
whether Courts of Petty Sessions or
superior Courts to become the vehicles of
pullic clamour or public emotion.
Where we are dealing with possibly the
livel:l,. 'and certainly the liberties of citizens ,,,ho are accused of offences against
the law we require above all a calm,
judicial atmosphere. N DW the arguments
used in favour of this so-called reform
do not savour of calmuess, and they are
emotional. I do not S'ay for a moment
that the public emotions are not properly
stirred by the thought of some hideous
crime against a woman or a child. They
ought to be stirred. But it is in accordance with British traditions to keep
emotion out of our judicial administration. The atmosphere should be unperturbed even though it might appear
cold-Mooded to be so calm. In the interests of the laccused person it is necessary toKothing extenuate, nor set down aught in

malice.

Only in that way can a fair and impartial hearing of the case be secured. This
measure achieves no object.
It is all
verr well as a placard waved at a general
election. There the advocate of it may
gain applause by urging that everybody
against the "reform" is a, Tory or a.
reactionary, and say, "Therefore, vote
for me and the Refor.m party, and swallo'w this nostrum."
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY CHonoraL'Y
Minister) .-1 was not present when the
Rill was introduced. But from the discussion that has taken place, I am satisfied that there has been some misunderstanding. This question has been before
the public for many years. Personally
I have aI.ways held the view that women
justices should be appointed to deal with
speeial cases. It was never intended that
women should adjudicate in any and
every case coming before a Oourt of
Petty Sessions.

the Peace Bill.

Sir ARTHUR ROBINSoN.-The Bill does
not support your argument.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I hope
honorable members will allow the Bill to
go into Oommittee, where it may be
amended.
Tho Hon. J-. K. MERRITT.--Y ou are
in the Go'vernment. Can you not give a
guarantee that the measure is to be restricted the way you suggest?
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I am not
in charge oJ the Bill .. I have sat on the
bench on many occasions, and in llly
judgment, many of the cases that came
before the bench could have been dealt
with far better by women.
The Hon. G. M. DAVls.-Give an instanCe.
The llon. J-. R. DISNEY.-Take the
case of some unfortunate young female
'who is suing for the maintenance of her
iUegitimate child. Many young persons
get into trouble. Awkward questions are
necessarily asked in order that the bench
may form an opinion as to the justice of
the case.
The bench has to decide
whether some young fellow has really
got the young woman into trouble.
The HOll. Dr. HARRls.-And such evidence made you blush, I suppose ~ .
The Hon. J. 1L DISNEY.-In any
case it is a fact. that young women have
gone aw.ay without receiving the modicum
of justice due to them rather than answer
the questions put for the elucidation of
the facts. I do not see why women
should not sit on the bench when special
cases affecting the interests of women and
children are bro'ught forward. The Inspector of Police, or whoever is advising
the bench from the Police Department,
might arrange the special hearing of certain cases with women to assist in adjudicating.
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-Put that
in the Bill and you will get it through.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-Surely it
is only right to give the Minister in
charge of the Bill an opportunity in Committee of agreeing OIr'disagreeing with certain proposed a.mendments.
The Hon. A. BELL.-Can you not foreshadow the :Minister's mind in the matted
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-He will
speak for ·h~mse,ff.
Dr. Harris will admit that there: are . many women now
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practising as physicians, and I think he
will agree t.hat the,re are cases they can
deal with better than a male doctor can.
The Hou. Dr. HARRIS.-Not au your
life!
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-Then I
am glad my life is not in the hands of
the do'ctol'. It is quit.e possible, even if
the IVIiniste,r himself does nOot move in
the direction that, wOomen shall be allowed
to act as justices only in very special
cases, that he, will accept such an amendment if mOoved by somebody else.
'Ve
have children's courts, and special magistrates are appointed to de·al with children's cases.
The Hou. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-They are
special magistrates, not justices.
.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-Jusbces
are appointed to hear those cases.
I
think it woruld be possible to insert a
clause in the Bill along the lines I have
indicated.
The deputatiou that waited
upon Sir Arthur Robinson probably had
nothing more in mind than that women
should be appointed to deal ,,,ith cases
specially affecting the interests of women
and children.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-Then why
not introduce a Bill to that effect., instead
of the present measure ~
.
The Hou. J. H. DISNEY.-All that is
necessary may be done in Committee.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIs.-vVithdraw the
Bill, and bring in another.
The Hou. J. H. DISNEY.-That is
not necessary.
I am sure the l\1inister
in charge of ·the Bill is amenable to reason.
The Hon. D. L. l\1cNA~IARA.-Do not
bargain my life away.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-Honorable
members who are opposed to. the Bill,
as printed, would looe nothing by agreeing to the secOond reading. If they could
not amend the measure in the way they
desire in Committee they could throw it
out on t.he third reading. At all eveuts,
if the course I suggest were followed
every member would understand exactly
how he was vot.i.ng. If honorable members reject the Bill Oon the second reading,
they will have to stand the brunt of their
action.
The Han. vv. H. EDGAR.-I gather
from the speech of the Honorary Minister that he is, to' some extent at
least, voicing the opinion of the
Cabinet. But I do not see how this Bill
can be amended in t.he way suggested.
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My advice is that the Minister withdraw
the Bill, with a view t,o bringing in
another measure to make women eligible,
to sit in children's courts.
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-I
should certainly like to support the Bill,
but from my short e,xperience as justice
of the peace, I cannot see wha t good it
would do..
If t.he purpose of the measure were to. secure the a.ppointment of
women justices to adjudicate only in cases
affecting young girls and children, then
I am sure the majo-rity of members of
this Chamber would suppOort. it.
But as
I read the Bill, the women justices are to
be appointed in the same way as male
justices and to take their seats on
the bench in aU circumstances.
I do
not think the average woman would care
t,o undertake the work Oof dealing with
just mdinary cases.
Quit.e a big percentage oJ women desire that women justices shaU be appointed to deal with cases
in which ·women and children only arc
concerned. If the Bill provided for that
measure of reform there would be no difficuPty in securing its passage. ,Ve have
sevel:al women COollsta bles in nul' local
pOolice force.
The HOll. 'V. H. EDGAR.-And they
are doing good work, toOo.
The HOon. A. E. CHANDLER.-They
are.
In London the,re are many women
constables.
I have watched them
at
work in Piccadilly and other of London's
busy thoroughfares.
They
discharge
their duties in a way that is a credit to
themselves, and is Oof great benefit to t.he
community.
They do a great deal Oof
good.
Especially do the,y help women
and young girls whOo are apt to be led
astray.
But ·wO'111en could not be expected to do ordinary police work.
In
the same way I do nOot think women
shOould be e,xpected to act as Oordinary
justices Oof the pe,ace, nOor do I think they
wish that. Tha,t they should act in special cases is another matter.
The Han. "T\V. J.. BECKETT (Hono,rary Minister).-I had not intended to
speak on this Bill. But it is clear that
there is a large measure of hostility towar-ds the Bill, arising entirely out of
misapprehensiOon.
I am not going to
follow the example of my colleagues, and
get dOown to cases, because this Bill does
not deal with special cases a.t all. If I
were to do so I should probably
take the opposite vie,w.
In my Oopinion
wOomen justices of the peace would,
III
many cases, take a much mOore
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lenient VIew than male justices
do.
That, however, is not the point.
We find tha.t this

disability is placed

on women in regard to the duties
o.f a certain office, and the object
of the Bill is to make it quite
clear that that disability is not to apply.
Many.able lawyers hold the opinion that
t~ere IS no sex disability, and the questIon has been discussed from that point
of view. It is to remove any shadow
of doubt on the subject tIiat this measure
has been brought forward.
It would
not necessarily follow that any large
1!-u~ber of women would be appointed as
JustIces of the peace.
We know that
there are women who have devoted their
lives to the amelioration of the conditions of both women and. children in
those classes that have not the advantages many others' enjoy.
The
Bill would enable such women to be
appointed for special purposes. I am
not going to enter into the question of
whether women a.re comptltent to. undertake all the duties that are now pel'·
formed by men. That is not the poiIlt
but I do say that in many case~
women are as competent as
and
it may bel, better fitted tha~, me~
to perfQlI'm
the duties of justices
of the peace. A
discret.ion would
rest :vith the Minister in regard to their
appOIntment, and the responsibility would
devolve on him.
The Han. J. K. MERRITT.- The discretion is not always properly exerciscd.
The Hon. W. J. BECKET'T.-I do
not think that the difficulties that have
been su~gested by previous speakers
would anse. I Jagree with Mr. Merritt
that this discretion has not always been
properly exercised. That has been so
in past years, and Governments of
which he has been a supporter have been
responsible for that. The fact remains
tha t to-night we are asking the House to
yote on a question of abstract justice, or,
In other wQrds, to rem.ove a sex disability,
so that the Minister may have the option
of appointing as a justice of the peace
any woman who may, in his opinion,' be
properly qualified.
The House divided on the motion.
Ayes
8
~oes
18
Majority against the second
reading

10
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"
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" Merritt
" Richardson
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Mr. Tyner
" Zwar.
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I
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AUSTRALIAN WINE LICENCE
(BAILLIESTON) BILL.
The order 0',£ the day for the second
re.ading of this Bill was read.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I move';l'hat a~l the Standing Orders relating to
pl'lva.te BIlls be suspended in relation to this
Bill, and that the Bill be treated as a public
Bill.

The' motion was agreed' to..
The Ron. D. L. MeN AMARA (Minister of Mines).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill has reference to the granting of
an Australian Wine Licence at BailliestOll
which is in the licensing district of Waranga. A certificate for the' renewal of
the licence was granted in the usual way
at the annual sitting o£ the Licensing
Court, but the licensee omitted to pay the
fee within the period of 28 days specified
in the Act. At a later stage she tendered the amount to the local constable,
but the receiver ha.d no power to! aCCe.pt
the money, no,r to' issue a licence. There is
no licence within twelve miles of the town,
which is situated in .an isolated position,
across the river from Nagambie. I understand that there is no objection to the
rene'wal of the licence, and in the circumsta.nces I dOl not think it necessary to say
anything further regarding the Bill.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-We
have not had much explanation of the
Bill, but we know that the obje,ct of it
is simply to rectify a mistake on the part
of a licensee.
I dO' not knO'W whether
honorable me.mbers desire that the deba,te
on Bills Qf this kind should be taken
without a postponement. Waranga is in
one Df the Provinces represented here, and
the honorable member for that Province
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may wish to speak to the Bill. Personally
I know nothing abDut it. I would only
ask the lVEnister if any objection has been
offered to the renewal of this particular
licence.
The Hon. D. L. lVlcNAMARA.-I understand that there is no. objectiDn whatever.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-In
that case I do nDt think that we should
penalize the licensee simply because of
an Dversight.
The! Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I think it is·
about time thel }louse pro,tested against
this method of remedying omissions of this
kind. We find that a, pe~son who is la,tel
in making a payment is fined a sum of 65.,
and the; country is put to' the. ,expense of
passing a Bill through both Houses of
Parliament. The country has tOI pay a
very large sum in order to' remedy an
omission on the part of the person concerned. 'Vhy should t.he country be put
to this expense ~ In such a, ca8€ eithe,r
the licence' ought to be absolutely re:fused or we should adopt the commonse.nse
method of allowing the Licensing Court
thel opportunity of remedying the defect.
I certainly think we ought to call a full
stop to the present method of remedying
omissions of this kind. I see no reason
why this particular class of persons should
be a. favored class who should be ablel to
put thel country to an the expensel necessary in reme1dying negligence of this kind.
~o licensee, in any o~her trade or occupa,bon would be permitted for one moment
to put the country to. the e·xpense. of passing a special Act in order to. remedy an
omission on his part.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-A special
Act is not required in other callings.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-That is so,
and this case should be put on exa.ctly the
sarno footing as other cases. I think the
Ministry ought to consfder the advisability of introducing an amendment o.f
the Act. That< is apparently necessary in
or?er to prevent the necessity of ado.pting
thI~ c.umbersome method of remedying an
omlSSIOU.
The Hon. R. H. S. A13BOTT.-This is
a matteT that affects my constituency.
Although Mr. Coh~n, as the representa,.
tive of a metropolitan constituency, CMl
a~ord to be, exceedingly virtuous as to. any
dIfficulty that ma,y have exist-ed in regard
to the payment of a licence' fee: on the
due date, I should like to point out to
him that the portion of the Northern Province concerned is liabJe to serious flood.
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ing, and possibly the unfortuna,te, licensee
was unable to. get anywhere nea.r the place
where it was necessary for her to pa~ the
mon.ey.
Therel arel a grea·t many difficultIes and disa,bilities that country
people suffer in this way which are absolutely foreign to the people in Melbourne,
and for one. o.f the rerpresentatives of Mel~
bourne to say that because· an omission
has occurred in a case of this kind it
shou~d n.ot be remedied, means sin~ply
puttmg It over against the country and
.th~ country people in a way that surpnses me·. I am surprised that the member for the City of Melbourne should
have adopt-ed such an attitude.
Thel Han. H. 1. COHEN .-The member
for the City of :Melbourne said nothing
of the kind.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
Gove~nment ha.ve recognized tha,t this is a
genume case of hardship. In thel place
concerned accommodatioll is limited, and
the house in question is necessary. The
woman who keeps it is a~ estima,bl~, pe·rson. I hop~ the House WIll pass the Bill,
and thus gIve her the relief she is entitled to, a.nd the people in thel locality
the accommodation tha,t is so· necessary.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was 1'6aU a second time, and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Power to receive fee fer A.ust.ralian wine licence, and to issue licence
therefor).
.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Mr. Cohen drew attention to the fact that.
a licensee: who allows his or her licencel to
la,pse through carelessness is simply called
upon, after putting the country to very
he~,vy expensel in passing legisla,tion, to
pa,y a, fine of 6s. Thel question arises as
to- whether m.~ not the amount of the fine
should be incre,ased. I quitel agree with
Mr. Cohen tha.t it is ridiculous that the
country should be put to all this expense
through the. care,lessness of a licensee. t
think the· pro,vision of a. much bigger
p~nalty wO,uld.. pre.vent t~el necessity of
BIlls of thIS kmd.
On this occasion I
shall not move an amendment but 1
think that if wet ha,ve a simila~ case. in
the' future serious considerat,ion should bel
giv~m to the question of whether or not
the penalty should bel heavier ..
Thei Han. E. L. KIERN AN.-I cannot
help suppo-rting the rema,rks of Mr. Cohen
in this regard. Every session it is necessary for us to' deal with several Bills of
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this nature, owing to some technical flaws.
The timet of this House, and anothe'r place
is occupied at some considerablel expense
in remedying those flaws. 1 do not think
it should be necessa,ry for the time of Parliament to bel taken 'up by this class of
business. We often hear peoplel say that
it would be a splendid thing for the country if Pa,rliament we're shut up for six
years.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Are you
a Government supporter 7
Thel Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I am
supporting the, Bill. If people who talk
in the wa,y I have, mentioned unde,rstood
the tremendous amount of work member!:)
ha.ve. to undertake, in conne,xioll 'with
simple matters likel this, tiley would relalizel the necessity of Parliament being COlltinuously in session.
"[ do not know
whe,ther it is not altogether a, fault of
administra,tion that these, things a.re so
constan tl y a,rising. In this case a. licencefe'e was not paid by the due date, though
the person concelrned had had 30 days ill
which to pa,y it. In tha.t time a private
concern would have notified the, person
once or twice' that the period was coming
to a close!, and that it was necessaJ.'y to hurry with the, payment. In this
case it appears that the' woman was not
reminded.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSO~.-vVhy
should she have be,en ~
1'he Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-A priva te business concern would ha ve re'minded her.
A mortgagor receives a
notification when his mortgage is about to
fall due.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-Immediately
after it· falls due.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-At any
rate, before a foreclosure takes place'. It
is necessary to pass the Bill in a.rder t.o
prevent an injustice being done, but it
should not be necessa,ry for the time of
Parliament to! be 'taken up session after
session in dealing with Bills of this kind.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.- I was
surprised to hear Mr. Kiernan, who, is
such a good supporter of t.he GQlvernment,
attack a, Govelrnment Bill, and I am
more surprised tha,t he has not made
himself more familiar with the pa.rticulars of this case. He may be quite certain that the Government ha,ve inquired
into it, and ha.ve found that it is a case
of hardship. He has certainly condemned
his own Government, the AUorney-
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Genera,l, and all the officials concerned
without any inquiry at all.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-You could
not have, listened to my remarks.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-l\1:r.
Cohen sta,ted that a penalty of 6s. is very
small, aud thel unofficial Leader supPOIrted
him. In these cases the penalty is 10
pe,r cent. of the amount Q1f the licencefee. If the licence-fee had amounted to
£200, the penalty. would ha.ve been £20.
>The licensee in the case with which we are
dealing may be a widow, and her only
method of Q1btaining a living may be to
keep this house. In ma.ny places in the
country where there is no rece,iving and
pay Q1ffice, people have grea,t difficulty in
paying amounts that have to be paid to
the, Government. I think the unOifficial
Leader ought to be about the last man to
atta,ck people in out-of-the-wa~ country
places.
Suppose this case had Q1ccurred
somewhe're Q1n the coast between Barwon
and Port. Campbell, and that the
licensee, for some particular reason, had
been unable to' get to the place where the
money had to be paid. Of course, the
honorable mem1:>er would have had no
J3ympa,thy with the licenseA"
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I have not
the slightest object-iqn to' Mr. Abbott
advocating the cause olf the widows, but I
do object to him entirely misrepresenting
what I said. I did not say this was no,t
the proper place for the granting of this
particular licence, nor did I say that the
Bill should no,t go through the House.
I did say that, in existing circumstances, this is the ()lIlly method of
remedying the evil, and I suggested tha.t
another method should be substituted.
The HOin. Dr. ·HARRIS.-YOU would
like to liberalize the licensing laws ~
The Han. H. 1. COHEN.-I am not
asking to libcrabzs the lIcensing laws,
but I Bay that if in a case of this kind a
licenoe is to be granted, it should be
granted by the Licensing Court.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-YOU would
have to liberalize the Act.
The, Hon. H, 1. COHEN .---'The honorable member can call it liberalizing the
Act if he likes, but I prefer to call it
importing a little commonsense intO' the
Act.. I am quite in favour of the Bill,
and I agree with Mr. Abbott that, in
Mme cases, the fine would be a great deal
more than £20, but in this particular
case we ha.ve a striking instance of the
huge expellse and t.rouble tOi which the
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country is put in remedying a mistake
that ought to be remedied in some other
way, and I pointed out that 6s. is dl the
licensee cOllcerned is called upon to pay.
I observe that 100 copies of the Bill were
prjnted for use in this House, and probably 200 copies were printed for use in
the other House. The time and trouble of
the Parliamentary Draftsmen in preparing the Bill and other expenses incidental
to its preparation have also to be taken
into consideration.
I seriously suggest
that the Government should take into considera.tion the question 0 f introducing an
p,mendment of the Act that would obviate
the necessity of adopting this course.
The clause was agreed to.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of" the Hon. D. L.
McNAMARA (Minister of Mines), the
Bill was read a, third time.

fees were not paid within the period
limited. This Bill is required to enable
the certificate to be revived and to permit
the Treasurer to receive the fees. The
prescribed penalty of 10 per cent. is included. Hopetoun is a railway centre in
the Mallee.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
know something about this hotel.
On
more than one occasion I have stopped
there, and I have always found it well
conducted. I am sorry that neither Mr.
Crockett nor Mr. Goudie is here, but from
r,' ha t I know of the hotel and of the
people connected with it, I have no hesit a tion in asking the I-Iouse to accept the
Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a ,second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

OLUB HOTEL, HOPETOUN,
LIOENOE BILL.
.
The Order of the Day for the second
reading of this Bill was read.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMAR.A (Minister of Mines).-I move-

The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-'

That all the Standing Orders relating to
private Bills be suspended !.n relation to this
Bill, and that the Bill be treated as ·a public
Bill.

The motion was agreed· to.
The Hon. D. L. MeN AMAR.A (Minister of Mines).-I move~
That this ·Bill be now read a second time.

The llleasure is to provide for the renewal
of a certain victualler's licence in pursuallce of a certificate granted by the
liceilsing court for the licensing district
of Swan Hill. This is slightly different
from the case dealt with in the last measure, as the licence fee amounts to £121
Os. 6ci., and there is a penalty of 10 per
cent. on that sum. In this cas€', therefore, the penalty is considerable. There
was some trouble over the' renewal
of this' licence, which caused delay
and necessitated an adjournment a.t
the annual sitting. In consequence, the
matter was dealt with at Melbourne late
in Decomber, and a transfer effected to
a now licensee. The new licensee apparently, was not aware of the proper course
to be followed with regard to the payment
of fees for the renewal, and waited for a
demand to be made. Consequently, the

. CHILDR.EN'S ~W~LF AR.E BILL.

Tllat this Bill be now read a .second time.

The object of this small measure is to
alter the name of the "Department for
Neglected Children" to " Children's vVelfare Department," and to make a similar
alteration in the title of the Act.
There was a time when it really
was a department for neglected children,
but
as
years
have
rolled
on opinions have altered, and other
children who are really not neglected have
come under the control of the Department, and "neglected" is a very harsh
term to employ in regard to them. Where
a woman hus lost her husband certain
assistance can be given her under the
Neglected Ohildren's Act in regard to the
They are under her 'control
children.
and 'brought up in their own home,
although they have to be visited by departmental officers in order to see that the
terms of the Act are complied with. The
use of the 'Word "neglected" in regard
to children in that position is not in accO!"dance with the spirit of the times, nor
the feeling of Parliament. It is, therefore, desired to make this alteration of
tIle law. If the unofficial Leader of the
House desires time to consider the measure I will not press it to-night, but I
can assure honorable members that it is
a very simple Bill, and its only object
is that which I have stated.
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The Hon. H. F. :RICHARDSON.~I
see no reason why the· consideration of
this. measure should be. postponed. The

Minister has stated' that its only objeet

Explanation.

my brother was aware that the circular
had been printed. My brother had left
fm: England some time beloFe the circular
was issued. I am a ·shareholder and a
ibrecto-r of the printing. company concerned, and when what had occurred was
brought under my notice no. one felt the
positio.n more keenly than I did. I was
fairly staggered when I heard that a company in which I had a very big interest
had been concerned in such a matter. A
good many people probably thought that
I knew all abo.ut all the husiness the company was doing, but it will be readily
understood by honorable membe,rs that,
in a big businees, things may go on
without the knowledge oJ some' of
the owners or, as in this case, without
the knowledge of some of the directors.
When I heard what had been done I saw
Mr. Greenwood a.nd expressed my regret
that a company with which I am identified had been guilty of what appeared to
my mind to be very unfair tactics. I
could do nothing more than what was
done. Prior' to that the manager had
be,en called upon to resign. He did resign,
and therefore nothing more could be done
as far as I was concerned. I repeat that
I regret that a company with which I
am identified should be responsible for a
circular of tha.t kind. I would not ha va
had such a thing happen to my greatest
enemy, and what occurred is quite foreign
to. my idea of common fair play.

is to make a change in the name of the
Department, and I think it a most desirable ·change. On the death of the breadwinner 'of a family the mother may 3Jpply
for the children to. be boarded out to her.
That is done under the Neglected
Children's. Act. Therefore, the children
are practically called neglected children.
That is not a correct description, because
they are not neglected. By a reasonable
piece of legislation, money is provided to
enable the widow to keep the children
and bring them up. The 'proposal to substitute
" Children'·s.
Welfare"
for
" Neglected Children" is a. very desirable
one. I should not like to know that any
of these -children were liable to any stigma
because of what followed. the unfortunate
death of their father. There should be
no risk of sucP. a thing simply because the
unfortunate mother· was assisted from the
general revenue in bringing lIhe children
up.
The Ron. W. R.. EDGAR.-Almost
ever since I have been in Pru.·liament I
have contended that. the name of the
Neglected Children's Department should
be altered. If the Government continues
to legislate on such. lines as these I shall
be behind them every time. The Bill will
remove a blot which should have MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
been removed years ago.
The idea
TRAMWAYS (INSCRIBED STOCK)
of the stigma of being "neglected" being
BILL.
allowed to attach itself to children in such
This
Bill
was
re,ceived
from the Legisa POs! tion in a free country like this! It
lative
Assembly,
and,.on
the motion of
is a most unfair thing, and I heartily
commend the Government for introducing the Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works), was read a first time.
the measure.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
The motion was agreed to.
Public Works).-I move--The Bill was read a secon.d time, and
That this Bill be now read a second time.
passed through its remaining stages.
This is a very short Bill, and it is a very
u~gent measure.
That is why I am askPERSONAL EXPLANATION.
ing the Rouse to deal with it to-night.
The Hon. ,\V. C. ANGLISS.-By leave, It has be:en necessary for the pu,rposes of
I wish to :make a personal explanation. the work of the Melbourne and :MetroThere a ppea.red in the morning news- politan Tramways Board to' arrange a
papers on the 18th o-f this month a state~ loan, and that loan has been floated on the
ment in conne-xion with a circular that London market on very advantageous
was printed duying the general elec- terms. Doubt has been raised as to
tion campaign.
In oonnexion with whether the wording of the Act of 1918
that circular my name, and the is wide enough to give the Board authority
name' of my brother, who is now to open stock ledgers and transfer books
in England, were mentioned, and I want· in London. No difficulty would be experito mak('l it quit-e clear that neither I nor enced if the Board had decided to issue
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debentures in London, but the issuing of
stock is the general method of raising
loans there. In order tOo prevent any
possible difficulty it has been thought wise
to introduce this short measure for the
purpose of giving the necessary authority
for the opening of stock ledgers and
transfer books in LOondon. The loan has
been arranged, and it is necessary to pass
this measure, in order tOo make it clear that
the Board has power to do what it is
absolut~ly necessary it should be able to
do in London. The Bill is urgent, because it. is necessary to communicate to
London the assurance that the Board has
the authority contained in it.
The·
measure passed through another place
very quickly without opposition. It. has
been. very carefully examin~d ?y ~e
Treasury officials, and everythmg IS qUIte
in order.

Land Bin.

hOonorable members- may agree to pass it
now.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause- 1 was agreed to.
CIa use 2-(Raising loans in London).
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-Can
the lHinister inform us the rate Oof interest at which the money is being bor.
rowed ~
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-I can give it
to you if you want it.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
gather that the honorable gentleman
would rather no·t.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I am toid that
it would be better not to dOl so.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-I should
like to' know hOow much will have
to be paid to get the money out here.
Very good terms may have been obtained
for borrowing the money in England, but
the cost of getting the money out here
would have tOo be added, and I should like
to know how it will all cOompare with the
rate of interest paid in Australia.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Yml can have
the particulars- if you like, Dut owing to
the fact th~t certain other loans are being
fioa.ted it is thought better that the in form<l.tion should not be made public.
The clause was agreed- to·, as we're
cla uses 3 and 4.
The Bill was reported without all1endmelit, and the report was adopted.
011 the motion of the Hon. .T. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works}, the
Bill ,,~as read a third time.

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-The
Minister has assured us that the Bill is
necessary, and he. has also. stated that it
went through anotber place without opposition. We are wel~ aware ~hat ~h~re.
is at present great dlfficulty III ralsmg
money at anything like a reasOonable rate
of interest locally, and I understand that
the Board has had to go to London to
secure money to carry out important commitments.
Recently ParIjamellt agroo,d
to. the construction of certain tramways. One line is· now being constructed
that was recommended by the Ra.ilways
Standing Committee" and adOopted by
Parliament. The Board has o·ther com·
mitments, and J understand that it is
absolutely necessary that. it should be able
to raise money in London. J)..~r.:ost of us
consider that the affairs of the Board
have been fairly well managed. It has a
JEP ARIT LAND BILL.
good deal of oppositiOon in the shape of
motor bus traffic confronting it at the
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Ministe:r of
presen t time, and it has tOo meet that Public vVorks).-I moveopposition. If that is not done our tramTiud this Bill be now read a second tim-E!.
way system will not be as profitable as it
used to be. M'Oney has to be found, and This measure relates to· an exchange of
it cannot be found locally, except at very areas each half an aCTe in extent between
high rates of interest. Quite recently the the J eparit Agricultural and Pastoral
shire cOouncil with which I am connected, Society and the Crown. This society owned
tried to bOorrow some, money at 6 per cent. its ground and transferred half an acre
We received no tenders whatever, and t.J the Crown to be. used as a. site
we are noW advised to ofter 7 per cent.. I for a po.Jice station,. the position being
understand that the Board are borrowil'!g much more suitable than the existing site.
money in London at less than 6 per cent. The. Crown in return permanently reI ant well aware that they win have to served a similar area· in the vicinity,
pay a pretty high rate of' exchange. How- formerly the old police station site, as a
ever, the Leader of the House has pointed site for agricultural show purposes. The
out that the Bin is urgent, so I think society points out that it may desire to
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sell part of the ~and acquired by it, and That section .specifically excludes councils
applies tOo have this reservation cancelled from taking part in the sale and de.livery
and an unencumbered Crown grant issued of milk as we understand it to-day. When
to it for the area, as otherwise it could that measure was under discussion it was
not seU or otherwise alienate. The reserva- rightly pointed out that there was little
tion could not be revoked, nO'r could an hope that it would be opera.tive as far as
unencumbered Crown grant issue with- the municipalities are concerned while that
out legislative sanctiOon as provided for in emba,rgo' remained. Honorable members
this Bill. The second schedule deals with will remembe,r the gre·at fight that took
tihe half acre 'formerly the old pO'licel place on the question at the end of the
station site and now permanently reserved session in 1921, when the Bill was de[or agricultural show purposes. The first bated at intervals during practically the
schedule comprises the half acre surren- whole, of one night.
In the, morning
dered to the King in exchange, and which there was a, division which resulted' in the
is now the site for t.he, new police station. carrying of an amendment allowing muniIt is Qne of those departmenta.l ma.tOOrs cipalities to trade by re,t.ail in practically
that are quite formal. Apparently it is a the same manner as is proposed in this
very reasonable request on the part of the Bill. Speaking from memory, the vot.Agricultural Socielty, and the Bill has ing was 15 to 9. The Bill now before
been accepted without question in another the House is the result of representations
place. NO' question of principle is in- that have been made, by certain of the
volved in the Bill.
municipalities and a number of milk
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I producers. Recently a deputation represee no reason why the House should not sentative' of various institutions, particuaccept thel statement made by the Minis- larly of the l\1affra. Co-operative Milk
Supply Company, waited on the Minister
ter and pass the Bill.
of Agriculture, asking the Government to
The motion was agreed to.
bring- forward such an amendment of the
The Bill was read a second time, and Act as would a]]ow the municipalities to'
passed through its remaining stages.
treat and retail milk within their respective boundaries.
Clause 2, which is
really the clause oJ the Bill, is as folJ\1'ILK SUPPLY BILL.
lows : The Han. D. L. MeN AMARA (1\iinisFor paragraph (e) of section 5 of the Milk
ter of Mines).-I moveSupply Act 1922 there shaH be substituted
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The object of thel measure is to amend
the Milk Supply Act No. 3226 of 1922.
That Act empowered mllnicipalities to'
establish depots and sell milk wholesale
or retail at those depOts. No right was
given to the councils to' distribute the
milk. N ow section 5 Qf that Act provides that--The council of any Iliunicipality to the municipal district of which, or any part thereof
this Part applies, or any number of such
councils acting together by agreement, may(a) establish milk depots whether within
or without the municipal district of
any such municipality;
(b) treat milk at any such depot;
(c) buy milk for treatment at any such
depot;
(d) manufacture ice at any such depot j
(e) sell (whether by wholsesale or retail) at
such depot or sell by wholesale and
deliver to dairies or factories licensed
under the Dairy Supervision Acts,
milk bought by any such council and
treated at any such depot or ice
manufactured at any such depot.

the following paragraph:" (c) sell (whether by wholesale or retail) milk bought by any such
council and treated at any such
d";pot or ice manufactured at any
such depot and deliver such milk or
ice" .

That proposed amendment will enable
the municipalities that have taken advantage of the principal Act to' erect
depots t.o treat milk, and sell it wholesale or retail, and gene-ral.ly to enter into
the milk business in 'competition with
those already engaged in it. It is a Bill
that makes fnr the providing of the people
with a pure milk supply at a reasonabl9
cost, and yet at the same time makes provision so that the producers of the milk
will receive a better return than they do
now. I understand t.hat the position today is tha.t the great bulk of the milk
producers supplying milk do not get
more than 10d. per gallon for their
milk, making allowance fOlr thel cost. of
transi t, and that the same milk is sold in
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various centres of the metropolitan area
at from 7d. to 7~d. a quart, equal to 2s.
4cl. to 2s. 6d. a gallon. On these figures
it seems there is a marked difference bet,veen the umoullt that the producer receives for his milk and that which the
consumer pays. If no other result comes
but that the margin beween the producer
and the consumer is reduced, something
substantial will have resulted. ,\Vhen the
Bill was previously before the House, the
statement was made that no municipality
would unde,rtake, under the principal
Act, as it remains, to' erect and incur the
cost of depots ranging from £40,000 to
£50,000, if they were allowed to sell only
wholesale at the,ir depot.
That statement has subsequently proved to be true.
It can be understood that in the metropolitan area, and in the prOlvincial
towns, consumers desire to have their milk
delivered at their dOQ,rs every morning.
The fact that a municipality is encumbered by he'avy expense, and permitted
to' sell only at its own depot, made the
scheme impossible.
That was explained
by se,veral members of the House whe'll
the Bill was previously before Parliament.
In order to amplify the figures mentioned
I have here a short extract from the report presented by the High Cost of
Living Commission during this yea,r. It
states thatThe ruling price to producers, after payment
of freight, is lOd. per gallon, while the consumer pays 7d. to 7!d. per quart, equal to
2s. 4d. to 2s. 6d. a gallon.
From the evidence given, and from inquiries made, it is
quite evident that the price paid to producers
does not afford a reasonable remuneration.
In many cases, even with the help of his wife
and family, the dairy farmer makes considerably less than ordinary wages.
It is a regrettable feature of the business that child
labour is still employed to a considerable extent.
The Commission has no hesitation in
stating that the margin mentioned-that is,
between lOd. to the producer and 28d. or
30d. from the consumer-is much too great.

Honorable membe'rs will remember that
the Commission was constituted as follows :-Chairman, Mr. Kelly, a barrister;
Mrs. Glencross, who represented the,
Housewives
Association,
though not as a direct nominee o,f that
body; and 1\1r. Reseigh, representative of
the Farmers' Union.
They were the
three commissioners, and that was their
report.
The 1\1affra Co-operative Milk
Company, that waited on the Minister of
Agriculture some few weeks ago, stated
that it was willing to supply all the
year round to one o.f the municipal depots
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at Is. 4d. per gallon.
That will be 6d.
a gallon mOire than the producers receive.
The company stated that the councils
we,re willing to purchase milk' at that
price, and establish depots.
The Maffra
Company stated that the councils were
willing to undertake the distribution of
the milk, supplying people with milk at
6d. per quart, instead of at Sd. pe,r quart,
as at present. That statement was ma.de
by that company. I have some other
quotations from dairymen, complaining
of the great, difference, between thel amount
paid to the. producers on the oue hand
and the prices charged to: the consun!er on
the other. If this.' Bill becomes law it
will give an oppo'rtunity to the municipalities that care to take advantage of the
Act to' erect depots, with the knowledge
that they will be able to tTeat milk and
seIl it to their customers within the
municipality. They will not be confined
to sales in the depot.
When we were
discussing the 1\1ilk Supply 1\1ilk Bill in
1921 it was brought under the notice O'f
the House that a conference of metr0'rolit,an municipalities had just considered this
very point. Dr. Kent Hughes, of the
City Council, was the chairman, and 1\11'.
T. G. Ellery, the late town clerk, was
secretary. If I remember rightly, one
of the definite recommendations of that
conference was that, t,he municipalities
s~o:uld be enabled to make proper proVISIOn for the sale and distribution of
milk. The arguments were fought very
strenuously in this Chamber. One of the
arguments that. weighe,d heavily with
membeTs, and that has not been used in
conne,xion with the Bill in another place
was that we were losing a large amount
of. child life each year because the
mIlk was not treated as it should be.
That loss is continuing, because we are
not making ~ro'vision ~O' ensure a healthy
supply of mIlk reachmg the homes. I
think I stat-ed on that occasion that
there were something like 2,000 babies
under one year of age lost annually.
. I did ~ot, nor did any other member, belIeve that the loss was solely
due to one cause, but a contributing ca;use was that a suitable supply
of pure milk was not available to the
children of that age,. I ask the House
to giv'8 this opportunity to the people
of the metropolitan area toO improve the
condit,ion 0'£ the milk supply. There is
no doubt t·hat the supply of milk in the
metropolitan area, under its varying
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conditions, is unsatisfactory, and the want
of safeguards is somelthing that should
not be allowed to OOCllr in a community
like this, where the health of the people

is so important. Apart from the health
point of view, it is important to Ie:r:n~m
ber that the people who a.re prQivIdmg
milk within a reasonable distance of the
metropolitan a,rea are not :ece~ving. a f~ir
return for their work. ThIs BIll WIll gIve
them ~n oppod.unity of trading direct
with municipalities that are prepared to
c()i-ope'ra;te, and I believe it win be for
the benefit of the community as a whole.
It is true that many Qif the municipalities ~ay not see their way to av.ail themselves of the conditio'lls of this Bill, but
there are olthers that will take advantage
of them, and the,y a,re for the most part
in the industrial portion of the metro'POlitan axe a" where supervisiQin is needed,
and where the delivelry is far from what
is de,sired. I commend this amendment
to the House. I hope that the Bill will
be treat,ed on its merits, and t,hat the
House will do something for the beUer
supply of milk, to pres~rve the health
of our ptople, and partIcularly oif our
child life and to give the producer of
milk a b~tter relturn fQir his labour.
The H-on. .G. M. DAYIs.-Hav.e you
made the lOd. the average price for the
year, 0'1' have you taken it fO'r part of
the year-winter Dr summer ~
The Han. D. L. McNAl\iARA.-The
figure is the ruling price .at present, and
thB facts were submitted to' the Commis~ion that took .swO'rn .e'vidence iroan
dairymen.
The Hon. G. M. DAv;Is.-I s-uppose it
would be the winte,r..
The Hon. D. L. M.cNAl\1ARA.-They
finished their delibera,tionsa.bO'ut Apr.il,
and repnrted to Parliament during May
of this year.
The Han. R .. F~ RICHARDSON.-N,o
one will deny the great importance of
securing .a pure milk supply faT the metropolis or any other area. Many honolrahle members hO'wever, WO'uld like to' discuss the pro~isiQins of this ~ill.
e
have rathelr a thin House tn-nIght, owmg
to honorable members having engagements
in the city. In the circu~stances I
think the debate should be adJounled. I
mover--

Richmond Land Bill.

RICHMOND LAND BILL.
The Horn . ..J. P . JONES (Minister of
Publio Works}.-I move--

.

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a,no,ther Bill that is largely formal in charactex. It deals with a piece
of ground that was the subject of a Crown
grant as far back as ~~5'9.. The ~ant
was issued to the mUnICIpalIty of RIChmond, and ·council chambers, a court·
house, and a post o·ffice have been . erected
on a PO'rtion of it. It is desired nQiW tOo
make some changes with regard to the
use to which this land may be put. At
one time it was desiroo. to have it
available fo'r a certain purpose, but the
desire was nOlt given effect ·to'.
This BiU
is to make pr.orvisiO!ll, firstly, for a site of
1 acre 3 roods for ed;u.cational purposes so
as to provide for the erection of a technical
school, and to' set ·apart an area f.or recreation purposes. There is also another prQivision the ohj'eet of which is to declare
certain land to be a publio highway and
fonn part of Bridge-road between C~urch
stre·et and Griffith-street. Tibere IS no
legal aI' other .objection 00 the objeclf3 :of
thjs Bin.
The 'town haH, the pohoe
station, .and the pootoffiee will not be
affected in anyw.ay. The Bin is necess.ary to e,Ifect certain changes, and ~o that
an opportunity will he prolvided tOo erect
a technical schoo'1 that will be at ·the back
0.£ the bowling green. I suppose many
honQirable members know where the bQiwling green is. At t~e P!esent t!me s-ome.
of the land in quest-lOU IS practICally unoccupied except as .a depot fQir .caT~£ an?
things Dftha t sort. The wholl~ ohject 1S
to "Put certain land to more smtable pur~
poses than it is at the present time:
3.
shall be able t.o give any furtber m10rmation honoTahle members desir-e when
the Bill is in committee.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.After listening tOo the e,xplanation olf the
Minister. I ha,ve no hesitation :in reconlmending honO'rable members to accept the
Bill. Both the representatives o.f the province in which this la:!1d js situated are
in the Hous~ at the present time) and
8~por.t this Bill. If the,re ha~ been .any
ot>:fection either from th~ pubhc or fr~m
the eouncil, we would have heard of It.
As .far .as I am aware, no .objection whatever has been raised. Bills.of this sort
That the debate be now adjourned.
are necessary in the publio interests, and
The motion fo,r the adjO'urnment of the I dOo not know wher~ -ohj.ections "could
debate was agreed to, and the de.bat~ was come frQim. As it will he the means of
adjourned until the next day .of meetmg.
pro.viding for desira.ble impr,ovements, .we
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cannot do otherwise than give it our posal, which is necessary to provide for
hearty support.
the erection of a new institute in this
thri\'ing township. I can assure the
The motion was agreed to.
that
everything
is
quite
The Bill was read a second time, and House
'right, and I ask honorable mempassed through its remaining stages.
bers tD pass the Bill so that the desires
Y ARB-AM Y ARRAlVI l\1ECHANICS' of the local people may be given effect to.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-Mr.
INSTITUTE BILL.
The Order of the Day for the second Davis is the representative of the Province in which the Yarram Yarram Mechreading of this Bill was read.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister (If anics' Institute is situaled. I sho·illd likt'
him to state whether any objection can
Public ,\Vorks).-I movebe raised to the passage of this measure.
That all the Standing Orders relating to
The Han. G. lVI. DAVIS.-The Leader
private Bills be sU8pended in relation to this
Bill, and that this Bill be treated as a public of the House has given a very full exBill.
planation of the purposas 0.£ the Bill.
There is nOo oppDsi tion to the Bill, and it
The mOotion was agreed to.
is desired by a large number of persons.
The Han. J. P. JONE~.-I move~
I am sure that our assent to the Bill will
That this Bill be now read a. second time.
be welcomed..
In the year 1860 a resident of YarraID,
The motion was agreed to.
now deceased, named John Carpenter,
The Bill was -read a second time and
gave a block of land for the purposes cf passed through its remaining stages.
a mechanics' institute, school room, meeting room, .and lecture rooUl, and vested
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
it in' trustees, who were to hold it for and
The
following Bills W6'l'e introduced and
on behalf Oof the inhabitants, landread
a first time:holders, and ratepayers of Yarram
Parliamentary Elections (Railway EmYarram for all time. On the pro:perty is
ployees
and Civil Servants) Bill (the Hon.
erected the present mechanics' institute
and fr.ee library. This has been managed R. Williams).
Capital Punishment Abolition Bill
by a committee annually elected by subscribers or members of the institute, and (the Hon. E. L. Kiernan).
Alderman Abolition Bill (the HOll. E.
conducted in 3tCCordan.ce with the rules of
L.
Kiernan).
the iru3titute. In time the trustees died,
The, House, a.djournea at 8.53 p.m. till
and it was found that to elect new ones
would be difficult and costly, as the pr.o'- Tuesday, September 30.
visions of the d.eed for such election were
out .of date and unworkable. To enable
smooth working a provision is made in LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
the Bill for the election of new trustees
pursuant to the Libraries Act.
The
Tuesday, September 23, 19Z.~.
situation of the land is said to be inconvenient, and pow·er is given under the
The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
Bill-should .a majority of the trustees (If
the site and a majority of the committee took the chair at 4.36 p.m.
of management agree-to enable the sale
NEW l\IEM13ER.
o.f the land in whole or in part in order
that .other land at Yarram may be pur}\1:r. J. \V. Pennington was sworn as
chased with the proceeds of the sale, on member for 'Xara Kara.
which to erect a new building for a
mechanics' institute and free library.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
There is full provision in the Bill to proRE-ARBANGEMENT
.oF
SPENCER- STREET
tect the -public interest in every way. A STATION-REVENUE
FROM
WOODENDpublic meeting callAO tD consid.er the DAYLESFORD RAILWAY.
matter has approved of the proposal, and
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens) asked
there is no couflict on the subject. I unthe
:\l}inister o·f Railwaysdersta.nd that the late Mr. I .. ivingstone,
1. If the Railways Commissioners have
who was a highly respected member of adopted
a complete plan for the I'e-arrangeanother place, had for a number of years ment of tbe traCKS and the provision of platbeen endeavouring to finalize this prO'- forms for the country trains at Spencer-street.
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2. If a plan for the erection of a new station
building at Spencer-street has been adopted.
3. If he will arrange that the plans of the
whole scheme involved in the foregoing be
exhibited at the State Parliament House.
4. If he can inform the House of the estimated cost of carrying out the whole scheme.

Metropolitan

The Bill was brought in, and read a
first time.

l\1r. PRENDERGAST (P~emier).-I
want the House to' treat this Bill as
urgent. I moveThat the Bill be now read a second time.

He said: - I may say that these questions
ha.ve not been submitted out of idle curio- In explalla tion O'f the Bill, I will read the
sity. I think the public is entitled to follo·wing memorandum, which sets out
know what is being done at Spencer- the purposes of it;.To carry o·d essential works, the Tramways
strEet.
Board has recently arranged to raise a loan
lVlr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways). in
London. The terms of the loan are advan- I have been furnished with the follow- tageous to the Board, and the proceeds will be
transferred to Melbourne as required. Doubt
ing replies: 1. A complete plan for the re-arrangement
of the tracks, and the provision of platforms
for country trains at Spencer-street has not
been adopted. The Commissioners, however,
have tentatively approved of a general lay-out
for the Spencer-street station yard, which includes the provision of the two submban platforms recently brought into use. This general
lay-out is outlined in litho. plan No. 138/22,
and was submitted to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways\vhich, a~~er investigation, authorized the construction of the
suburba.n platforms referred to. The Commissioners will from time to time submit to
the Committee further proposals for the provision of essential facilitie::. to deal with the
growing traffic.
2. No.
3. Litho. plan No. 138/22 is attached.
4. No estimate of cost has been prepared
for carrying out the complete scheme.

Mr. 1\{cDONALD (Da.ylesfol'd) , asked
the :Minister of Railways-1. ·What revenue was deriyed from the
vVoodend-Daylesford railway for the financial
year 1923-4.
2. 'Yhat were the working expenses in connexiol1 with the same during that year.

however, has been raised as to whether the
wording of the fourth schedule to the Act of
1918 ~No. 2995) is wide enough to give
authOrIty to the Bo~rd to open stock ledgers
and transfer b?gks I~ London. No difficulty
would be expenenced 1f the Board had decided
to issue debentures in London, but the issue of
stock is the favoured method of raising loans
in Lond~m. l.n order,. therefore, to prevent
~ny possIble chfficulty, It has been decided to
llltro~luce a short Bill giving authority for the
openlllg of the necessary stock ledgers and
transfer books in London. As the Board has
completed this transaction, it is desirable' that
tl~is auth<;>rity should be given by Parliament
WIth as lIttle delay as possible, and I would,
therefore ask that this Bill might be passed
forthwith.

I have a. copy here of a, letter from the
secretary of the Board. I shall take the
somewha.t ext.raordinary course .of reading
it, as I am desirous tha.t the House should
be made fully conversant with all the circumstances connected with the introduction of the measure. The letter is as follows : LOAN £700,000.

23rd September, 1924.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).
The Honorable the Treasurer,
-Separate records are not kept of the
Treasury, Melbourne ..
working of the W oodend-Dayl€sford line, Dear Sir,
and in the circumstances the desired inI am directed to refer to the Governor in
formation in connexion with the revenue Council's consent, dated 28th ult., to the
borrowing by the Board of a sum of £700,000,
and working expenses is not avaqable·.

BILLS READ A FIRST TI1\1E.
The following. Bills, introduced by
Ministers, we·re read a first time:Audit Bill (Mr. Prendergast).
Opticians Registration Bill (1\11'. Tunllecliffe) .
l\iELBOURNE AND l\iETROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS (INSCRIBED
STOCK) BILL.
1\ir. PRENDERGAST (Premier) moved
for leave to' introduce a. Bill relating to'
lVlelbourne and 1\1et.ropolitan Tramways
inscribed stock, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.

and to inform you that the Board's bankers,
the Commonwealth Bank of Australia London
recently arranged with Messrs. Ni~ison and
Co., brokers, London, to underwrite an
inscribed stock loan at 5 per cent., for a period
?f twenty years. The issue price of the loan
~s £98, and the total London expenses, includlll.g underwriting, commission, advertising, &c.,
WIll not exceed £2 per cent.
Applications for
the loan closed 011 20th inst.
The loan will
be probably received in instalments extending
over several months, and the Commonwealth
Bank has arranged to transfer the proceeds to
Melbourne. The net cost to the Board allowing for all expenses, redemption at par, as
well as a rate of exchange much above the present market rate, will not exceed £5 13s. 9d. per
cent. per annum. The Commonwealth Bank
Melbourne, has raised some doubt· as t~
whether the wording of the fourth schedule
to the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramway.s
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Act 1918 is wide enough to permit the Board
to open the necess~ry "stock ledgers" and
"transfer books" III London, and has ~ug
gested that, in order t~ prevent an~ P?sslble
difficulty a short enabllllg Act of I arhament
should be passed as early a~ . possible.
In
view of the urgency of obtallllllg these loan
moneys, in order to meet the Boa~d's enga.geIllents, I am directed to ask you to be l~llld
enough to give the matter ~our e~rly attentlOn.
The chairman and the Writer wIll be pleased
to call upon you personally, if d~sired,. in
order to furnish any further informatlOn WhICh
lIlay be required.

The lett.er is signed by the secretary of
the Board.
Mr. VVARDE.-At what rate can the
Commonwealth Bank borrow money ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The rate of
excha.nge is somewhat expensive a~ the
present time.
I ha,ve already pomted
out that the whO'le cO'st of this IQlan will
noot exceed £5 13s. 9d. per cent. per
annum.
Mr. MORLEY.-Are we floating a loan
r.mong our Q1wn people ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Our market
will be fully exploited with the Commonwealth loan that is being placed upon it.
It. is desired, as far as pos~ible, to' give
the Coommonwealth a free run in respect
of the IQlan to be arranged fQlr the States.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-W e have tOi borrow
"in England, too.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We are obtaining an amQlunt of mo,ney that will
suffice fair our market for a coonsiderable
period. I may say that this Bill is really
a legacy from the previoous Government,
modified by a noote from the Treasurer of
the Commoonwealth Bank.
The Bill
should be put through without del~y, in
order that favorable circumstances fOir
obtaining the mooney may be taken advantage of.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-T'he
Premier very courteously showed me the
correspondence relating to this matter.
I have be,en through it all. The UnderTreasurer and other officials have investigated the matter, and undou~te~ly the
measure is an urgent one, as It IS very
desirable that certain negotiations should
be completed. Another House is sitting tonight, and the opPOIrtunity should be
availed of to put the Bill through both
Houses.
Notification can then be sent
to' the authorities concerned that the
necessary legislation has been passed, to
remove all doubt with regard to power
to open the necessary stock ledgers and
transfer books in London.

l\:Ir. LI~D.-'Vhat is the purpose of this
legislat.ion ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-To
carryon necessary t.ramway works.
IVIr. LiND.-Does it affect the motor
'bus service ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).--I
may inform the honorable member for
Gippsland East that the Board has
already authority to borrow £500,000.
They could not borrow more without obtajn'ing parliamentary authority.
This
will enable t.hem too spend money Q1n
improvements that are badly needed.
Mr. ALLAN.-What will it cost to ge,t
the money out of England ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The rate of
exchange for ordjnary money is somewhere around £4 now.
l\fr. ALLAN.-It ,'wuld be better to
borro'\v in Australia in t.hat case.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-If we have
debts in London, and can cover our
rnoney the,re, it becomes cheapeT to borrow
in London.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and committed.
Olause l-(Short title, construction,
and citation).
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Inasmuch as copies of the Bill have not been
circulated, I think it desirable too have
the clauses read.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
want to be perfectly open and above
board. I have explained tha,t the Bill is
urgently requjred. The Bill has been
recommended by the Treasury officers,
who are the custodians of our interests,
and it is required immediately for the
purpose of enabling the Bo·ard to take
advantage of the cheap money market
offering at the present time. The Bin is
a very short one, and I will therefore
read the whole of it.. It is as follows:A BILL
RELATING TO MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS INSCRIBED STOCK AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES.

Be it enacted by the King's Most Excellent
Majesty by an~l with th~ advice and ~ons~nt
of the LegislatIve CounCll and the LegIslative
Assembly of Victoria in this present Parliament assembled and by the authority of the
same as follows (that is to say) : 1. This Act may be cited as the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways (Inscribed Stock)
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Act 1924 and shall be read and construed as
one with the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Tramways Act 1918 (hereinafter called the
Principal Act) and any Act amending the same
all of which Acts and this Act may be cited
together as the Melbourne and Metropolitan
'l'ramways Acts.
2. In any case where the Uoard has heretofore horrowed or hereafter borrows or reborrows any sums of money by way of loan
raised or to be raised in London the following
proYisions shall have and be deemed to have
had effect:(1) The Board may enter into arrangements for tile raising of any such
loan in London or for any matter
in cOIDlexion therewith.
.
(2) V\Tithout afiecting the generality of the
foregoing provisions of this section
any such arrangement may provide
for all or any of the following
matters ; ((,) The creation inscription and
issue in London of Melbourne
and
Metropolitan
Tramways Inscribed Stock;
(b) Regulating transfers and translllissions of such inscribed
stock;
(c) Paying interest on such inscribed stock;
(d) Issuing stock certificates and
as often as occasion requires
re-inscribing stock and reissuing such certificates;
(e) The opening and keeping in
London of stock ledgers and
transfer books for the purposes of this section; and
(I) Generally conducting all business connected with such inscribed stock or the nising
of the sums. of money aforesaid.
(3) The Board may under its common seal
appoint ttny officers of its bankers
for the tillle being. in London to be
registrar and deputy-registrar respectively for the issue and recording of
the issue of such inscribed stock and
transfers and transmissions thereof
and f01" doing sllch other acts matters or things as may be necessary
to give effect to any anangemeut
under this section.
3. In Part B of the Fourth Schedule to the
Principl!lJ Act after- the words "Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Insc~ibed Stock" there
shall be inserted the words "issued in Melbourne."
4. The provisions of this Act shall be read
as in aid and not in derogation of the provisions of the Principal Act with respect to the
borrowing powers of the Board.

The clause was agreed to, as were the
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motio;I! of Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), the Bill was read a
third time.

Bill.

GAS REGULATION BILL.
lVIr.

TUNNECLIFFE

(Chief

Secre-

tary).-I move-That this Bill be now read a second ·time.

This Bill is one of two measures origina.lly
introduced in 1923 and subsequently remitted to a Committee of the House for
report.
The recommendations of that
Committee. were again submitteCi later in
a series of amendments which have since
been embodied in this Bill, together with
a number of technical amendments suggested by the Metropolitan Gas Company
and 9O'me considered desirable by memb~rs of the present Government, then sitting in Opposition. Perhaps no legislation of recent years has had so much attention give.n to' it by Parliament, it having been presented for consideration by
honorable members on three separate occasions, as well as having been exhaustively
examined by a Committee aided by expert advisers. It is one of two measures
that aim at the better regulation of the
supply of gas to the public, and, as it
stands at present, represents the considered thought of thrE\e Governments
backed by the ,expert opinion of a host
of witnesses, and is submitted to the
House for favorable consideration.
It
is based upon the Bill introduced into
the Legislative Assembly in July, 1923,
but it now -embodies recommendations
cOon tailn-ed in the. il'Ielport of the )Se1lect
Committee on Gas Supply dated the 4th
Deooiffiber, 1923, and has been re,vised
generally. In.a general way the Bin follows the English Gas Regulation Bill 1920,
a.nd ·reference has been made to the New
South Wales and Queensland gas Aots.
The object of the Bill is to assure to the
consumers of gas in the metropolis an
adequate and satisfactory supply of gas,
particularly as regards price" pressurel ,
purity, and heating power. The undertakers to which this Bill now applies are
set out in the schedule and arel: -The
Brighton Gas C'ompany, tlte Colonial Gas
Association Limiteld (in respect of its
works at Box Hill, Footscray,. and Oakleigh}, the Metropolitan Gas Company,
and the WiIIiamstown Gas Company
Limited.
Any other undertaker that
has soM more than 25,000,000 cubic
feet of gas annually may, on tho
recommendation of the. gas referees,
b61 brought under the operation of
the Bill.
It has been deemed inadvisable to elxtend the a.pplication of the
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Bill to. those small undertakers on
which the requirements of it would
operate ha,rshly or which would find it
financially impossible to comply with the
requirements as to standards involving
the. insta.llation, probably, of costly, upto-date maohinery and testing apparatus.
Broa;dly speaking, the methoos by which
the object of the Bill is to be attained
are: -(1) By the appointment of an independent boa.rd of three' competent gas
referees who are to be responsible for the
administration of the Bill. All three gas
refe,re;es are to be appointed by the
Governor in Council, and to enSUl'e tha,t
a. competent board of refere·es is appointed
t.he Bill provides t.hat one shall have
practical expe,rience in gas manufacture',
one shaH have a. knowledge of chemistry
or physics, and one shan have accountancy 'and .financial qualifications. Provision is made for securing the impartiality of the refe,rees.
I The'
gas
referees will administer the Bill with the
aid of such assistants 001' officers as are
necessary, and o,f gas inspectors and gas
examiners.
(2) By prescribing
the
qualit,y of gas in respect of calorific value,
purity, and pressure. Certain standards
are laid down by the Bill which are to
serve as a basis, but these standards are
subject to variation by the gas referees
in a manner which will be explained
later.
(a) As regards ·calorific value·:
T'he significance of C C calo,rific value " will
be discussed later. At present, it is sufficient to ~ay that the requirement of a.
minimum of 500 British thermal
units IS in line with the requirements in New South Wales and
Queensland.
(b) As regards puri ty :
The impurity most likely to be introduced into gas supplied for domestic
purposes is sulphuretted hydrogen, and
the Bill requires that there shaH be no
trace of this.
(c) As regards pressure:
The minimum pressure required is such
that it will balance a column of water at
least l·~ in. in height. Under the 1\ietro,politan Gas Company's present Act, the
requirements are 6-10ths of an inch during the day and 1 in. during the night.
This difference is a survival from the
period when gas was almost sOolely used as
an illuminant. Calorific value is intimately connected with price~ and to obta:n
sufficient elasticity to permit the basic
requirements of the Bill to be workable,
the gas re,ferees have been given power
to vary the standards of quality and to
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control the price of gas supplie:d.
(3)
By empowering the gas referees-(a) to
vary from time to time the prescribed
calorific value, purity, and pressure, 0.1
gas;. (b) to determine the price of gas;
(c) to make re.commendations and reports in the interests of consumers;
(£I) to hold any necessary investigations.
It is obvious that the' conditions nnde,r
which the various companies are operating
will vary greatly, and that too impose a
standard to, say, 500 British thermal
units in respect of ca.lorific value, may
seriously affect the efficient prodllction of
gas by some companies. The alterations to
plant required to meet the new standard
may be difficult and costly. Again, it may
be possible that one company is supplying
gas of a considerably greater calorific value
than the' standard re'quirement, but will
ha,ve great difficulty in maintaining the
minimum standard pressure. Here, then,
since the,. gas refe,rees ha,ve power to va.ry
the standards, eithe,r generally or in particular cases, and since they also have the
control of the' price of ga.s,· it will be possible so to vary the standards as to obtain thel most e,fficient combina,tion of
calo'rifie value., pressure, and purity of
which any particular unde,rtaking is capAnd the price fixed by the reable.
ferees will be commensurate with the value
of the gas supplied. If, for .example, in
orde.r to comply with the standard calorific
value it would be necessary to install plant
which would be quite, be,yond the financia.I
resources of a particular company, then
the gas re,ferees may 15.x a lower calorific
value and a proportiona.te,ly 10we'r price.
The point is that the consumer will pay
for gas according to value received.
The gas referees are also give'll a general
powe·r to make, recommendations to the
Minister on all matters relating to. the
supply of gas, or the, interests of consumers, and are, also empowered to make
investigations hoth generally and on matters speeially re,fe.rred to t.hem by the
Minister. It is important to note that the
refel'ees are also given the power to compel
the attendance of witnesses at these inYestigations, and to take evidence on oath.
(4) By substituting the modern heat
yalue test in lieu of the' present candlepower test. The reasons· for this substitution were explained at some le'ngth
by Mr. Lawson in moving the secoond
reading of the, former Bill, and are set
out in Hansaira of 15th August., 1923, at
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pages 597-8.
The substance of these is found to be inaccurate, the gas com·
reasons amounts to this :-The pre- pany will bear all the costs in connexion
sent standard 'of quality is deter- with insta.lling. an accurate meter, or remined by 'an illuminating and not pairing thel existing meter, and any in·
a heating standard.
The Metropolitan spection fees paid will be refunded to the
Gas Oompany's Bill of 1878, in section consumer. In view of the comparatively
206, provides that the gas supplied recent Q1ccurrence of a fire at the gas-hOilder
by thel company shall produce a "light at North Melbourne, and of an e,x.plosion
equal in intensity to the light produced by at the gas-holder at Port Me,lbourne, it has
fifteen sperm candles.
.", and this be,en de:emed advisable to insert a protest still remains. But the old "Bats- vision for the a.ppointment of inspectors
wing" burner has be,en ousted by the in· o·f gas-holde.rs. The gas referees ar€; em':'
candescent burne,r, the illumina,ting power powered tOo enter and inspe'ct gas works,
of which depends on its be'ing heated to and the underta.ke,r is required to give
a sufficient temperature to cause it to be- them e,very fa.cility for this purpose" and
come incandescent, 'i.. e., the modern to' supply them with any Information the,y
burne'r illuminates, so to spe'ak, by heat desire, as to the position of pipes and
The gas referees may
and not by candle powe,r.
In addition, majns, &c.
gas is now used exte,nsive,ly for hea.ting in a,lso make tests of gas and carry out ingas fires, gas stoves, bath-heate.r!:!, ~nd g~s spections of gas-holders. (6) By prnvidcoppers. The candle, power test In thls ing for (a) adequa.te, penalties for deconnexion has no meaning.
I t is pro- ficiency in calol:ific vahle', ,purity, or pre'sposed then to re,quire tha,t gas should be of sure j and (b) forfeiture of revenue ima, certain " calorific value," and more pa,r- properly increased by reason of such deticula.rly that gas should be of such a ficiency. Where the calorific value, of gas
calorific quality that 1 cubic foot of it is below the prescribed standard, the
would, on combustion, .produce 500 British undertaker is lia,ble, for a ma·ximum fine
the·rmal units. The British thermal unit of £5 in respect of eve,ry 1 per cent. by
is measnred by an instrument called a which the' calorific va,lue of gas supplied
calorimeter, and represents the, amount of is below the prescribed standard.
For
heat necessary to raise 1 lb. 0'£ water e,very occasion on which the gas supplied
1 deg. Fahrenheit.. In England, in the does not comply with requirements as to
1920 Act, it was provided tha,t a new puri ty and pressure, the unde,rtaker may
basis of gas charges with the" therm " as be fined £10. In addition to' penalizing
the unit could be substitute,d.
A the' undertaker by means of a fine', there
" therm" repre'sents 100,000 British is also a provision that the, sum by which
thermal units. But there are e,vidences of the gas referees conside[" that the re,venue
considerable dissatisfa,ction with this of the undedaker has been improperly inmethod of sale, and in the present Bill creased as the result of supplying gas
the method of seUing by volume, or cubic which is not up to the, standard, . shall
feet is re,tained, with this important con· be deducted from the price of gas in the
dition, however, that the gas .must con- ensuing qua,rter, or be deducted from the
form in quality to recognized modern amount payable, in dividends by the
The, costs and e,xpenses of
standards. (5) By providing for ade- underta.ker.
quate, testing of gas and gas me'ters, and the, administration of the Act will be
examination O'f gas-holders.
The Bill borne jointly by the undertakers to whom
provides that the Gove,rnor in Oouncil may the Bill applies, the several contributions
appoint gas e,xaminers, who will test gas varying in proportion to the respective
a.s to quality and pressure, and may pre- n.mounts of gas sold annually. While· the·
scribe places and times for testing gas. Bill introduced last session is the basis of
U ndertake,rs are required to main tain the present Bill, attention is drawn to
testing pl!tc€s a.nd te,sting a.pparatus, and the following important amendments:to allow gas examiners a·ccess to them. (1) The a p'pointment of the gas referees.
Provision is made, for the' a.ppointment of (2) The' gas re,fe,re,es are nO'w re'quired,
inspectors of mete.rs. All meters will be between them, to possess a knowledge of
tested and stamped before they are, issued, gas supply in its scientific, financial, and
and thereafter it is the duty of the! under- practical manufacturing aspects.
taker to test them within every seven
years. Any consume'r may, on payment . Mr. EGGLESToN.-You say that theSE:
of a, fee, ha.ve his me,ter lested, and, if it are new provisions ~
Mr. Tunnecliffe.
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lVlr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Ye:s, but most
of the amendments to which I am now
referring were circulated in connexion
with the last Bill by the honorable
member for St. Kilda, who was chairman
of the Gas Inquiry Committee.
Dr. ARGYLE.-vVill the Chief Secretary
intima.te to honorable members the cla.use~
in which the· am~'lldments to which he has
referred occur ~
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I will do that
la ter . (3) The. porwer of the gas referees
is extended to enable them to hold such
inve.stigations as a·rel desirable, to take
elvidenc81 on oath, and to compel the at.tendance. of witnesses at such investigations. (4) The standards as to calorific
value, purity; and pressure (which were
formerly set -out in the second schedule)
a·re- now inserted in the Bill as a. basis,
with a provision empowering the. gas'
referees, on the-ir own responsibility, to
vary these standards from time toO time:,
according to particular circumstances,
instead of merely recommending va.riations
afte:!' a period of three yelars. Thel technical methods of testing are removed from
the se:co'lld schedule, and a.r€l to be. prescribed by regulation. (5) In this Bill
the: gas relferees are em po we·red, notwithstanding any statutory Enactment providing for a. sta,ndard or maximum price,
to fix the pricel of gas. This is a very
important provision not included in thel
previous Bill. (6) A. provision for appeal
to a, Supreme Court Judge from all d~ter
mina.tions of the gas relferee's is a new
feature in this Bill. The appellant may
be thel Minister, or the council of a municipality, or the gas company conce:rned.
(7) Anothe,r new felature is the provision
for a speedy and simple method of
settling disputes between gas companies
and their employees, in respect of
various industrial matters not covered
by Wages Boards' determinations or
Commonwealth Arbitration Court a,wards.
I do not 'know whether it will be any
help to honorable members if I go
through the Bill clause by clause, but I
am prepared to do that. Olause 2 contains a definition of the term "Oalorific
value," which is very important indeed.
The definition has been adopted practically from previous legislation, and in the
form recommended by the Select Oommittee.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It was in the previous Bill.
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Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-The definition is highly technical, ,and it is quite
impossible for me, or any person merely
as a politician, to determine whether it is
sound or not. However, it is generally
accepted by the scientific world and by
people acquainted with methods of gas
production.
Olause 3 refers to the
schedule, which includes only the gas
companies within the metropol,itan area.
This is a very distinct modification of
the provision in the previous Bill, which
included gas companies in provincial
towns as well as gas undertakings controlled by municipalities, such as those
at Heidelberg and Warrnambool. The
clause excludes from the operation of the
Bill the companies in Ballarat, Bendigo,
and Geelong.
They are definitely exduded from the schedule, but a reserve
power exists to bring any of them wi thin
the scope of the Bill if the gas referees
think it desirable that that should be
done.
.
1rfr. EGGLESToN.-The Governor 111
Oouncil.
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-Yes, the Governor in Oouncil, on the recommendation of the referees.
Dr. ARGYI. . E.-Irrespective of a com:pany's output?
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-N 0, the output must be over 25,000,000 cubic feet.
Mr. DEANY.-Will the referees have
that power?
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE.-They will recommend to the Governor in Oouncil.
For instance, if there was general complaint as to the quality or pressure of the
gas supplied at Ballarat, and public
opinion was aroused in the matter, t.he gas
referees would investigate the position,
mid probabl~ recommend that the company be brought under the operation of
the Act. Then they would have full
power to act in regard to determining all
the conditions.
Mr. DEANY.-YOU are referring to
companies with an output of over
25,000,000 cubic feet?
Mr. TUNNEOLIEFE.-Yes.
The
d~:fferen~e ~etween this Bill and the preVlQUS BIll IS that we t·ake power in this
measure ;to include the undertakings I
have mentioned. .In the previous measure they were expressly included.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-There is ll(l
right of appeal?
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M~r. TUNNECLIFFE,-The Gover~
nor in CDuncil will determine whether
they shall be bl'Dught under the Act Dr
. nDt. As a matter of fact, in the past

there have been no complaints in regard
to the general treatment that has been
meted out to the publi{: by c0'mpanies in
rural districts, 0'1' municipal undedakings
at Heidelberg or elsewhere. The main
bone of contention has been the treatment
meted out to the public by the Metropolitan Gas Company and other Mel~
bourne companies. The, schedule to the
Bill includes the gas companies within
the metropolitan area.
Of these the
Metropolitan Gas Company ~s working
under a private Act (The Metropolitan
Gas Company's Act 1878), while the other
cormpani~s are merely: registered under
the Oompanies Act, and are not cDntrolled
The following
by special legislation.
undertakers, which were included in the
previous Bill, are now omitted: -The
council of the shire of Heidelberg, the
council of the city of Warrnambool, and
the Bendigo, Ballarat, and Geelong Gas
Companies.
The three last-named are
still wDrking under private Acts. It is
intended that the provisions of the Bill
shall apply only to the metropolitan area
for the time being, but of course other
undertakers may be brought under the
operation of the measure later. Clause 5
has been amended to express the recommendation contained in the report of the
Select Committee on Gas Supply. Under
the previous Bill only 011e of the' referees
was required to have practical knowledge
of gas supply, and two of the referees
were to represent the, municipalities and
the undertakers respectively. N ow the
three referees between them are required
to ha.ve a knowledge of gas supply in its
scientific, financial, and manufacturing
aspects. The amendments made by this
Bill in thei previous measure were, in the
main, circulated by the honorable member for St. Kilda, as the result of the
inquiries of t.he Select Committee, of
which he was chairman. That Committee
became familiar with the requirements of
the situation.
The amendments have
been accepted as b~ing valuable, and haye
The probeen embodied in this Bill.
vision disqualifying persons interested
was not included in the previous Bill, but
there is a similar disqualification in the
Queensland Act.
The last three sub·
clauses of this clause are additional, and
sub~clause (8) is important in that it in·
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COl'porates portion of the Evidence Act
1915, thus giving the referees power to
compel the attendance of witnesses, and.
to administer oaths at investigations. The
general power in sub.clause (8) is addi·
tional to the powers conferred by
clauses 8 to 12. A similar provision is
contained in the Queensland Act,
although there, no po,wer is given to examine witnesses on oath. All the amendmen ts to this clause were included in the
amendments circulated by the honorable
member for St. Kilda in connexion
with the previous Bill.
Paragraph
(c)
of sub-clause
(1)
of clause
6 was not included in the previous
Bill, nor is it contained in either the
English or the Queensland Acts, but in
inserting it regard was had to the accidents in the gas-holders
at
Port
Melbourne and North Melbourne, and
to
considerations of public safety.
While the Committee was sitting attention was drawn to! the fact that there had
been a disaster at Port Me1bourn€,1, a.nd
I think that even during the currency of
the Committee a. fire broke out in the
gasometer a,t N odh Melbourne. Althoug1'I
there was considerable difference of
opinion as to the competency o,f any ex~
aminers to! test gasometers, 011' to determine whether they were safe, the Chairman of thEI Committee w,as of the opinion
tha,t some provision should be made fo'r
inspection. Even if this provision ca.nncl't
be made operative,' which will be' unfortunate, . it iSi worth while, trying tOI control
thEi construction of gasooneters and to
have them inspected from time to timf;t
wi th a view to' securing sa,fety. Clause 7
is identical with cla,use 7 of the previous
Bill, sa,ve that provision is no,w made as
to the incidence of the co,st of ,administer~
ing thEi Act as between the various undertakers, such co,st being allocated
among the various undertake,rs in propor~
tio'll to the respective amounts of g.assold
annually. Sub-clause (1) of clause 8 ia
identical with clause 9 0'£ the previous
Bill. A simila,r provision is contained in
the English Act. Sub-clause (2) of this
clausEI has been inserted to' extend the
powers of inspectors O'f gas-holders.
Olause 9 is identical with clause
10 of the previous Bill, and clause 10 is
idE.mtical with clause 11 of that measure'.
Clause 11 is a new clause. The portions
of it dealing with calorific value and
purity we're included, tog-ether with tests
in respect of each, in the Second Schedule
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to· the previous Bill, while pressure was
dealt with in an independent clause. It
has been thought desirable to sweep calorific value,. pressure, and purity together
into the same clause, to provide for the
technical tests by regulation, and to. lay
down the standards as a basis, so that
they may be varied, accoTding to varying
circumstances, by the gas referees. The
pr€.iVious Bill also provided that the standards in respect of calorific value and
purity could not be altered by the
Governo,r in Council until three years after
the commencement of the Act, but the
gas referE,'es can nQiW vary any of the
standards froon time to· time. The standards required .are practically identical
with those required by the Queensland
Act, and the calorifio value standard,
which, in the previous Bill, was fixed at
550, has now be.en brought into line with
the Queensland standard Qif 500 thermal
units. This was the figure recommended
in the report of the Select Committee,
and paragraphs 21, 22, 23 relate
to it.
Reference is suggested to
the report of the Select Oommittee
under the heading of " Standards
of Oalorinc Value and Purity." Clause
12 is entirely new, and constitutes
one of the substantial amendments to the
former Bill. The Queensland Act of 1916
contains a similar provision. The reasons
in favour of including a prOlvision empowering the gas referees to contrQiI prices
are set out in paragra.phs 23-25 of the repO'rt O'f the Select Committee. Clause 13
is als()i an entirely new clause. Paragraph
32 of thel report Qif the Select Committee
recommends appeals to a. Supreme Court
Judge. There is a similar provision in the
Queensland Gas Act for appeals in respect ()if price to a J udg-e ()if t,he Court
having jurisdiction in industrial matters.
This clause provides far appeals in respect
of .all determinations of the gas referees.
Clause 14 is a new regulation clause dealing with testing.
Paragraph 19
of tho I·eport -of ,the Select Oommi ttee suggested that these matters should
be dealt with by regulatiO'1l. Clause 15
is practically identical with clause 14 of
the previous Bill, save that matters included in sub-clause (2) of clause 14 of
the previo.us Bill are now transferred to
clause 11 (1 ) (c) of this Bill.
Clauses
16, 17, and 18 are identical with clauses
15, 16, and 17 of the previQius Bill.
Clause 19 is identical with clause 18 of
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the previo.us Bill, sa,ve that under the
previous Bill a 5 per cent. deficienoy in
any standard was pe'rmitted befQlre the
undertaker became liable to' .a fine. This
indulgence has now been withdrawn.
The pen al ty in su b-cIa USe ( 2 ) is
reduced from £50 to £10. Tl1e wording
of sub-clause (3) has been slightly alter(ld .
tQi follow the form O'f expression in the
English Act. The new sub-clause (5) has
been inserted to' provide for forfeiture '..If
revenu€J improperly increased by deficiciency in standard. This provision is included in the English, but not in the
Queensland, Act. Clause 20 is identical
with clause 19 O'f the previous Bill, save
that the words " set at zero" havebeeu
inserted for greater caution. Clause 21
is identical with clause 20 of the previous
Bill, except for a slight verbal amendment. Clause 22 covers clause 21 of the
previous Bill, but now provides that the
expenses co'nnected with testing, removal,
and substitution of inaccurate meters will
be bQirne by the undertaker. Clause 23 is
identical with clause 22 of the previous
Bill. Clause 24, except for a, slight verbal
altell"ation, is identical with clause 23 of
the former Bill. Clause 25 is identical
with clause 24 of the previous Bill. Clause
26 is identical with clause 25 of the pre·
vious Bill, save that in sub-clause (1) (c)
the words "and places at which meters
may be tested" have been added. This
amendment was included in the proposed
amendments of the honorable member for
St. Kilda. Sub-clause (e) is additional,
and is .the amendment of the honorable
member for
St.
Kilda
as
amended. Olause 27 is entirely new,
but was referred to in paragraph
49 of the report of the Select
CQimmittee. Clause 28, except fO'r verbal
amendments in sub-clauses (6) and (8) is
identical with clause 26 of the previous
Bill. Clause 29 is identical with clause
27 of the preIVious Bill. The Schedule,
as I have said, omits the gas undertakings
of the council of the shire Df Heidelberg,
the Ballarat Gas Oompany, the Bendigo.
Gas Oompany, the Geelong Gas Oompany,
and the counoil ()if the city of Warrnam·
bool, which were included in the First
Schedule to the previous Bill. In conclusion, I wish tOisay that the measure is
olf an extremely technical chara.cter, and I
- feel sure that had it not been for the
amount of wo.rk that was devoted to the
investigation of the question by th~ Select
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Committee of this House, presided over
by the honorable member for St. Kilda,
which
listened
to'
an
enormous
amount . of
evidence
from
people
interested
in and
associated
with
gas undertakings throughout Aust.ralia,
and in a variety Qif ways acquired a knowledge of the literature on the subject,
, we would not have "been able to grasp a
Bill of this character. I want to nay a
tribute to the honorable member for St.
Kilda, fQir the way in which he controlled the investigations o-f the Select
Committee, and the enormous amount of
energy that he devoted tQi acquainting
himseH with the whole business of gas
undertakings in Australia. A tremendous
amount o-f work was undertaken by the
Committ·ee and the repo-rt is a very valuable document. To the best o-f our powers
we have endeavoured to. incnrporate in
this Bill the results of the Committee's investigation, which are based
en
the
best
evidence
available.
There may be minor
matters
in
which honorable members may desire
some alteration. In the main, however,
it is a technical measure, and the various
clauses in their present form are more
likely to secure the results that we
aimed at-more effective control of gas
production and better protection . of the
public-than any nther legislation that
is likely to be introduced.
Mr. LAwsoN.-Tha,t Select Committee's
investigation was not such a bad thing
then ~ It has proved fairly serviceable ~
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Ye.s. It was
really one of the most valuable investigations undertaken by this Chamber, and
such an amount of useful informatio-n
could not ha,ve been obtained in any other
way. I wish to pay a tribute to the work
of the Committee and all tho-se associated
with it.
Ml'. LAwsoN.-Will you not give a
blessing to the Government that appointed
the Committee ~
M". TUNNECI.. IFFE.-I am quite
willing to dOl SOl, and in return I hope
that those who were meinbers of that Gove,rnment will give their blessing to the
work of the Select Oommittee, and pass
the measure without serious opposition.
M!r. EGGL~STON.-The Chief Secretary has explained the Bill in a very
clear way, but I should like him to COllsent to the adjournment of the debate,
because the me·asure deals with Qinly a'
small portion of tne gas problem.
I
desire- to thank the honorable gentleman
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fQir the nice refe,rences he made to
myseH, although they we're not altogether dese'rved, because every member of
the Committee played a part in arriving
at tna.t repQirt. As the affairs of the
Metropolitan Gas Company are crucial in
counexion with the solution of the gas
problem of Victoria, and of }Y.[elbourne in
pa,rticular, I do nQit think it is fair to
ask the House-not that I understand
the hono·rable gentleman is doing so-to
proceed with this Bill wit,hout knowing
something about the, measure dealing with
that company. I should like, the Chief
Secretary tQi promise that the other Bill
will be before the House. before we are
asked tQi dispose of this measure. At
le·as·t the other Bill should be circulated,
and I really think it ought to be explained before t.he legislation now before
us is put through. With the, exception of
the clauses dealing with industrial disputes, and the limitation of the Schedules,
the alte,rations that have been made in
the Bill as finaJly agreed to by the last
Government are only verbal. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief SeCl'e'tary).-I have no objection to- the adjournment of the deba.te, but I should
like to say that whatever may happen to
the Metropolitan Gas Company-and that
is in the lap of the gods-I think this
Bill should be passed.,
The motion fOir the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to', and the debate
was adjourned until September 30.
CATTLE COMPENSATION BILL
1\11'. CAIN (Honorary Minister) .-1
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time. '

This is a measure which has been submitted on two· previous occasions. It
was brought in in 1922, and again in
1923. It was introduced by the same
Minister on both occasions, but the, honorable member for Ballarat. West was co~
sponsor in 1922, and the, honorable member for H(ampden in 1923. It is quite
evident therefore that the principles embodied in the Bill had the blessing of at
le'ast one previous Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is this
another Bill that you opposed when you
were over he,re ~
Mr. CAIN.-It is the same .Bill submitted in a better way. That being so, I
feel that a majority of this House will
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give it favorable consideration.
Apart
from the views of those ""ho are liable tu
lose stock from disease and are consequently directly interested in the Bill, I
believe that there is a desire on the part
of the people generally to have diseases
era:dicated from the flocks and herds of
Victoria. This Bill proposes to make provision for the compensation of people
meeting with serious losses through stock
diseases. That compensation is to be provided in a way that was not followed
in the previous Bill, but that the
Government think is the most effective method of dealing with the problem.
The n um ber
of
stock
now
condemned by Government officers annually
is-tuberculosis 300, actinomycosis 350,
pleuro-pneumonia 700, pleuro-pneumonia
contacts 1,000. In addition to these, approximate,ly 1,000 head are condemned
at the city abattoirs for tuberculosis. The
approximate sum needed to meet requirements would be £45,000.
Mr. BEARDMORE.--A great many of
those cattle come from other States.
l\1r. CAIN .-1 am not disputing that.
We ha.ve endeavoured to get. over that
very great difficulty. Let me give some
examples of the losses that have been
incurred by individual owners as an indication of the desire that exists for the
passing of such a measure as this. There
was a firm at Ultimo that owned 1,272
head of cattle, and in 16 months lost
449.
If the, owners had been poor
farmers they would have been absolutely
ruined.
::\1r. VVEAVER. - They were dealers'
cattle.
l\tIr. CAIN.-I do not care whose cattle
they were. They were lost in that district.
Mr. 1\1cDoNALD.~Last year it was said
that there was no disease up there.
1\1r. CAIN .-'VeIl, the particulars
I am now giving are taken from the
records of the Department of Agricultur~.
I asked for t~e information this morning,
and the' ChIef Ve.terinary Officer, Mr.
Robertson, arranged for me to get it.
Here is another case, that of lVIr. W. G.
Beard, a returned soldier of l\1ulgrave.
He owned a herd of 28 cattle, and 23
were destroyed with disease, his total loss
being £480, Which was his all, and it was
necessary for him to take on work on
the roads to make anothe,r start. Another
outbreak occurred in the stock of M'r. W.
Cole, Lang Lang, also a returned soldier.
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The outbreak occurred on the 9th July,
1923. He owned 67 head and lost 13
from disease. He had toS'ell the balance
of his stock at £2 a head. The animals
were affected with pleuro-pneumonia, and
when that disease has not passe.d a certain
stage the experts say tha t the flesh
can be used.
Mr. John Waugh, of
Appin South, who owned 27 head
of catHe, lost 19 of them owing to
pleuro-pneumonia. Realizing the danger
of keeping the balance, which would act
as carriers and affect any new stock that.
he purchased, he decided to destroy
them all. His loss was very heavy,
and a large petition has been signed
by residents in the district' asking
that compensation should be paid.
Another outbreak
occurred
in
the
Casterton and Coleraine districts, where
sixteen farms were actually infected in
1921. The total number of stock destroyed was 277.
Those are cases that
have occurred in different parts of the
State. The,re are some members who
may
be opposed to. this
legislation,
but'
after
I
have
gone
through the various clauses I do not
think so much objection will be raised.
I may say that provisions which appeared in a previo.us measure, toO which
exception was taken, are al tered in
this Bill.
One of t.he most important problems in this matte,r is the,
method of collecting the, fees. There' are
three wa)Ts of dealing with this question.
There is the o.ne that was provided in
the previous Bill, to impose a, tax of RO
much per head on all stock in the State·.
A similar provision is included in the Tasmanian law, and the Depa.rtmeut is well
a.ware of the difficulties experienced in that
State in collecting the fees. One of them
is that raised by the, honorable member
for Benambra, and that is_ in relation to
cattle brought into this S'tate· from some
other part of Australia, and sold almost
immediately. One of the difficulties in
connexiou with the tax under the pro'vision in the previous Bill, to which I
have referred, is the eno·rmous expense
involved in trying to collect the tax.
The estimated cost o.f collecting a direct
tax at the, present time is betwe.en £3,000
a.nd £4,000. The se'cond me.thod is to pu t
on municipal councils the responsibility of
getting statistics as to thel number of
ca,ttle wi thin thea.r bounda.ries and col:ecting the money. It was thought, however, tha,t it would be hardly a. fair thing
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to ask municipal councils to pedorm this
(b) to the owner of any carcass or porduty. So we considered a third method,
tion of a carcass condemned under
Part XIII. of the Health Act 1919
which is the one adopted in this BilL
at any abattoir' by a meat inspector
""Ve propose a, tax pe'r medium of a. sta,mp
as unfit for human consumption beduty of Id. in ther £1 on every head of
cause of disease.
cattle sold in the State. This method will
(2) Subject to this Ad compensation as
get ove,r the difficulty to' which I haver aforesaidrefe'rred.
(a) in cases of pleuro-pneumonia conMr. BEARDMORE.-The tax will be only
tagiosa-shall be payable out of the
on the cattler sold ~
Cattle Compensation Fund established under this Act; and
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. T"hat will meet the
(b) in cases of tuberculosis or ofactinodifficulty the honorable member who has
mycosis-Twenty per centum of such
just interjected raised. in regard to cattle
compensation shall be payable by
brought into this State and sold in the
the Treasurer of Victoria out of
Victorian market.
moneys to be provided by Parliament for the purposes and the reM r. LIND.-Tha,t will not afferet those!
mainder of such compensation shall
be payable out of the said Cattle
whom the Bill is designed to protect.
There are. dairymen who never st"ll the,ir
Compensation Fund.
(3) In section 10 of the Stock Diseases Act
cattIer.
l\ir. OMAN.-What nonsense!
1915, after the words " and the owner thereof
Mr. LIND.-It is not nonsense.
shall" there shall be inserted the words
"except as otherwise expressly provided in
M r. CAI N .-Therel are, compa,ra,tively the Cattle Compensation Act 1924."
few owners of cattle or dairymen in this
State' who .do not engage, more or less, If aHe,r a beast has been slaughtered it
in the, saJe of cattler during the year. To has been found to be diseased, the owner
meet the objection raised by the hQlnorable will be compensated to the extent of
member for Gippsland East we shall be three-fourths of the residual value.
If
prepared to acce'pt an amendment pro- cat,tle are destrQlyed because they are
viding that where a dairyman has suffering from tuberculO'sis or actinomynot sold any cattle during the year, cosis-these are the two diseases comand has not paid any ta,x, he can municable to human beings-20 per cent.
ma,kel special arrangements to pay sO' much ' of the compensation will be provided out
per head equivalent to the average, of what of the Consolidated Revenue.
he would pay if he had been in the
Mr. ALLAN.-Is that only in the case
market selling cattle.
I
ask
hon- of those twO! diseases 7
orable members to help me, to see if we
l\1r. GAIN.-That is so. That is the
cannot evolve something that will be in public contribution in the interests of
ther best interests of all concerned, and public health.
protect those who need prote.ction.
It
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is that a new provision ~
must be recollected that disease amongst
Mr. CAIN.-It is, and it is an original
herds increases, and is due 'to the fact that proposition. We have nort copied it from
notifica,tion is not given by owners of what the previous Government, and it is now
is taking place, because of the fear that submitted for the first, time for the COll.ca,ttle, will be destroyed without the pa,y- sideration Q1f this House.
ment of compensation.
I will now go
Mr. LIND.-It is a. very good proposal.
through thel various cla,uses of the Bill.
l\1r. CAIN.-I am pleased to know
Clause 1 divides the Bill into threr€ parts. that I have satisfied the honorable memThe next is the inte,r,pretation clausel, and ber in one direction, at. any rate'.
}Ir. ALT~AN.-You do not propose to
clausel 3 directs the Minister Q1f Agriculfure to' administer the Act. Clause 4 pro- pay compensation in a similar wa,y in the
vides that,case of pleuro-pneum()lllia. ~
(1) Subject to this Act compensation shall
Mr. C'AIN.-No. That payment is to
be paya b1e under this Act in the 'cases ancl to be made only in the case of the two'
the extent and subject to the conditions herediseases I have mentioned.
inafter provided(a) to the owner of any cattle destroyed
Dr. ARGYLE.-Both of which are com(by or by order of any inspector of municable to man, while the o,ther is not.
stock pur'suant to any Act or any
Mr. CAIN .-That is so. The flesh of
regulation or order under any A0t) 'a. beast suffe.ring frOlIU pleuro-pneumonia
because 'such cattle are suffering
from or suspected of suffering· could be consumed without particular
from disea,se; or
danger to health.
come now to clause
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lVIr. CAIN.-I t.hink it will be ad5, which deals with cattle ordered to be
destrOlJed that are subsequently found free mitted that owners of eattle are prefrom disease, though suspected of it. If an pared, in the main, to' accept the de-cision
animal suspect-ed of being diseased is' of an expert in a matter of this sort in
found to be healthy, the full market value preference to their own opinion as to' the
is to be paid by way of compensation. health of a beast.
If after destruction the beast is found to
Mr. ALLAN.-Even experts do nOit
be diseased, the compensation will be at know everything.
the rate of three-fourths of the market
:i.\1:r. CAIN.-I quite lealize that. At
value of the animal. If a, beast is worth t he same time, a public Department is,
£20 on a farm, and it is destroyed be- generally speaking, administe.red in the
cause the inspector certifies that it is interests of the communit.y, and I think
disease-infe-cted, the owner will get the we can rely upon that spirit anifull value if, after the destruction of the mating the departmental officers iu
animal, it is found .to be free from the cases 0'£ this sort. Clause 7 provides that
diseases mentioned in this measure. ",,/-~ application for compensatiOlJl must b~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-"\Vho will deterIl1ine made within 21 days of the destruction
tha t pOoint ~
of a beast.
Inspectors will carry with
Mr. CAIN.-I will tell the hQinorable them all the necrosary fOTms for claiming
member. There is nothing in this Bill compensation, and the details can be
that I cannot explain to him, but I filled in as so'on as the animal is
c.an~ot tell him everything pa~_~~e-1destroyed." The fOorm has to be signed
lImIt the total amOfUnt of compensatIOn : by the owner or his agent.
to £25, so that, suppose a dairy cow or' ::\1r. BEARDMORE.-That limitation may
a bullock wO'l'lh £25 is destroyed, and act harshly in the case of a man living
found to be free frOom disease, the. owner ,a few hundred miles away from 1\1elwill get that amQiunt. If, however, the .~ bourne.
animal is diseased, the compensation will . l\lr. CAIN.-I do not think so. The
be three-fourths, 01' £18 15s.
: inspector will be on the spot, and will
Mr. ALLAN.-Do you propose tOI make: have all the necessary forms with him.
any difference ill the case of prize stook ~ : Twenty-one days is a reasonable time to
Mr. CAIN.-No.
We have limited fix.
Paragra,ph (b) of sub-clause (4)
the total compensation 101 £25, because if \ provides that ~o compensation is to be
we made no stipulatiO'll of that sort, and '~paid in the case of neglect to notify the
a stud animal had to be destroyed, there 'pepartment of cattle visibly affected with
would be a serious drain on the Jube-rculosis or -actinomycosis. It is very
fund.;' Clause 6 provides the means important that we should get people who
by which the value of cattle destroyed as have diseased stock to notify the Dediseased is to be determined. An arbi- partment with as little delay as possible.
trat,o.r, whol will be a fully qualified per- There may be some difficulty wit.h regard
son, will be appointed by the l\1inister to to the words "visibly affected," but
settle any disputes that may arise as to suppposing an animal has a big lump 01})
the value of an animal destroyed. That the ja.w that could be seen by a child, a
is a principle we have adOopted in many notification ought to be sent tQi the Deof our laws. If the State buys land partment at once.
and there is a dispute about the
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is it not possible that
value, arbitrators are appointed to deter- that provision will be a loophole through
mine the issue. In this case, we pro- which the Department can escape paying
vide that the decision of the arbitrator compensation ~ What is visible tOI an inspector may not be visible to sOlmebody
shall be final.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Suppose an inspectOor else.
says tha,t a beast is diseased, and the
Mr. CAIN.----The Department would
owner says it is not, who will determine not want to do anything of that sort.
the issue 1
What we want to avoid is diseased caUle
Mr. CAIN.-I think we will have to being allowed to roam about in a paddo-ck
allow that matter to be determined by and no notification given to the Departthe Department.
Presumably, it will ment.
If an QlWD.er of diseased cattle
aot honestly jn the interests of the publio. llotifies the Department of the fact, and
Mr. TOUTCHER.-An inspector may. the inspector pays a visit before the
. make a mistake.
animals
die, compensation will
be
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payable under this provision, which has
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. The date of notifiSay a stock-o.wnel'
been specially inseded to encourage the cation is accepted.
owner of dise'ased stock to notify the De- living in a remote part of the State forwarded a notification of. an outbreak of
partment without delay.
Mr. \VEsT.-He has no inducement disease to-day. Before the notification
would be received and an inspector could
under present conditions.
pay him a visit a week might elapse. In
IVIr. CAIN. - Tha t is the point. \Ve the meantime, we will assume the beast
want to encourage owners to notify the has died. Co~npensation would be paid~
Department, so that responsible o.ffi.cers Paragraph (c) of sub-clau~e (4) of cla1l:so
may get into touch with them.
In 7 provides that compeusatlO'n shall not tIe
such circumstances he will be entitled to payable unless the chief inspector of stock
cc..mpensation.
is satisfied that all stamp duty payable
Mr. LIND.-This applies o'nly to cases under the Act by the owner of the cattle
has been paid.
of tuberculosis or of actinomycosis.
NIr. NIAcKRELL.-Supposing you breed
Mr. CAIN.-The expert opinion is
an animal ~
that .a, farmer can detect a case of pleuroMr. CAIN.-That is a different thing.
pneumonia within a week of the ailing This relates to the owner of cattle who
of the beast. The chances are that the has been buying and selling and who has
beast will not die for three 01' four weeks. evaded payment of the stamp duty of
IVIr. LIND.-The argument is all right Id. in the £1.
as rega.rds a, dairy herd. But take a man
NIl'. IVIcDoNALD (Polwcu·th) .-Does this
with store cattle on a large run· he mav sub-clause apply only to cattle slaughtered
not see the beast for some time. )
at abattoirs ~
Mr. CAIN.-No, it applies to cattle
1\1r. CAIN.-Then if he has not notified the disease, and the animal dies he slaughtered anywhere in the State,.
Mr. McDONALD (PoZ'warth).-Unde,r
will nOot be entitled to compensation. This
provision particularly refers to cattle suf- paragraph (a) of sub-clause (4) no compens:t1tion shall boel payable "if the head
fering from actinomycosis.
only of any carcass is condemned as unfit
1\1r. ALLAN.-Suppcsing a stock-deale,r for human consumptio-n because of
kills a beast that is suffering from some' disease."
other disease than the diseases named in
Mr. OAIN.-That is when the rest of
the Bill; will he get compensation ~
the carcass is fit for use.
The value of
M.r. CArN.-No.; we are dealing only the beast without the he-ad is as good as
w.ith cattle suffering from certain specific with the helad.
dIseases.
The three prevalent disea.,ses
Mr. McDONALD (Polwarth).-If the
t ha t. are deaH ~i th are pleuro-pneu- animal is slaughtered on the farm and the
mama, tuberculosIs, and antinomycosis. head only is diseased, will there be com\Ve are not proposing to insure the life pensation 7
of every beast.
Mr. CAIN.-If the beast is slaughtered
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Vlhat about on the fa.rm at the demand of the inspector, cQompensation will be paid. It
anthrax ~
Mr. CAIN.-That is not dealt with by does not matter in such a case whether
the Bill e,ither. If the point rais'ed by only the head 001' the tail is diseased.
Mr.
McDONALD
(Pol~v'arth).-What
the honorable member for Rodney is that
the owner of a beast suspected of suffer- would be the use of the carcass to the
ing from a certain notifiable disease that mall on the farm ~
1\1r. CAIN.-The clause applies to
is destroyed by order of the inspector
and is afterwards proved to have suffered beasts slaughtered for human consumpfrom another disease is to be entitled to tion ill abattoirs.
1\1:1'. McDONALD (Pol'Wa'rth).-Many
compensation, I say, "Yes." He would
cattle suspected of disease are slaughtered
be so entitled because his property would
on farms.
have been destroyed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the Honorary MinisAn HONOH.ABLE MEMBER. - Supposing ter will lQook at the definition clause he
a stock-owner nOotifies the chief inspectOor will see that " carcass" is not defined in
of stock that some of his cattle are in- exactly the way he has indicated.
fected and the notification is not received
Mr. PENNINGTON.-WOould not a great
within the time specified, will he be en- -injustice be done to the owner of stock
titled to compensation ~
that wer,e condemned in the sale yards ~
01
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. J\!It. CAIN . -It is pra.vided in paragraph (b) 0'£ sub-clause (1) of claus~ 4
that "subject to this Act compensatIOn
shall be payable " to the owner of any carcass or portion of a
carcass condemned under Part XIII. of the
Health Act 1919 at any abattoir by a meat inspector as unfit for human consumption because
of disease.

Mr. PENNINGTON_-A bea.st is coudemned, we will say, at the N ewma:ket
yards, and authority is given to' tal{e It to
theJ aba.ttoirs. At the abattoirs the head
only is condemned but the owner of the
stock has to take ~.nly half the price the
beast would have fetched had it not been
marked down by the inspector. vVe have
that SQlrt of thing at the' present moment.
Mr. CAIN.-Under this Bill the value
o·f stock will be increased, because the
purchaser knQi·ws that if the bea;st is diseased he will receive compe,nsabon.
The SPEAKER.-This is not a secondreading debate. It is simply a series d
interjections fired at the l\1inister, and replies given by t.~e Minister to those who
interject. I ask hOlnO'rable members to
have some considera,tion fm' the l\1inister,
accessible and ready though he is.
Mr. CAIN.-I v,ras anxious, not ~o
much ta make a second-reading speech, as
to convincel honorrable members, as I went
along, tha.t the desire of the Government
is to' do the right thing. I take no exce'ption to' the' interjections. I realize that
hono,ra.ble members are greatly inttrrested
in the Bill. I wish they were as interested
in every Bill that comes before us. I am
sure it ·would add to the value a.f our
debates. I have, I think, cleared up the
po,int raised by the honorable member for
POolwarth as tOo a carcass meaning a beast
destroyed in an abattoir or elsewhere
where the head is diseased and the rEImainder o,f the carcass fit for human consumption.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-How would it apply
to a country butcher 1
l\1r. CAIN.-The cO'untry butchEIf's
esta,blishment WOluld be considered· an abattoir, even though it might be a small
one and perhaps an undesirable onf~.
Pa,ra.graph (rl) of sub-clause (4) OIf clause
7 deals with cattle suffering from pleuropneumonia that are introduced into Victoria within three months of their being
destr0'Yed. COompensation in respect of
such ca.ttle is not ta be paid unless thE'
Chielf Inspector 0.£ Stock is satisfied that
such cattle became so. diseased after tht·ir
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arrival here. The purpose o,f this pro'vision is to' protect the State and those COlltributing· to'wards the compensation fund
against fraud. 'Vithout such prO'vision ~t
would be possible for peO'plel to cross the
border, buy cattle suffering from disease,
bring them intO' this Stat.e, ha,ve them condemned and destroyed, and then receive
compeillsatioll fo.r them. One o·f the difficulties that had to be faced was the accessibility of perSO'!1s tOo another Sta,to
where there is nOI such law in operatioll.
Sub-clause (5) of clause 7 provides power
to withho,ld compensation in certain cases.
Hono'ra.blel members may think the provision r.ather indefinite. It does not ~ean
that, a man who was convicted under the
Stock Diseases Act or the Dairy Supervision Act a year agOo would necessarily be
barred compensation.
What it really
meaillS is that a man who attempts to
evade the Act, and who has already been
convicted Oof offences against the Acts I
have named, shall not be eligible for COllpensation.
Dr. ARGYLE.-vVould such a man be
barred against compensation for all time 1
Mr. CAIN.-No. Discretionary po,wer
is given to the Minister. 'Ve dOl nOot want
to condemn a man for ever because he has
made one little mistake.
Clause 8 has
reference to cases where disease exists in
a localized form.
The meaning o,f it
simply is tha,t instead· of an inspector o,f
stock fo'ft,hwit.h destroying the cattle or
ordering them to be dest.royed, he may,
in his discretion, allow the OiWner to put
them in quarantine fo'r a time, and afterwards to market them. The Chief Veterinary Officer regards this provision as desirable. Clause 9 dea.ls with trafficking in
diseased cattle, and provides fO'l' a rather
hea.vy penalty. This is a case, in which
a heavy penalty is deemed to be neces,ary, . because it is very difficult, to prove
a charge of that kind against a man.
'7\7 e wish) aIso, to discourage the practioe
Oof trafficking in dise,ased cattle with a
view tal the, claiming of compensa,tion,
and the clause is Oone which I think will
commend itself to hono-rable members.
Clause 10, which comes unde,r the heading " Part 11.", prO'vides fOor the establishment, of the "Cattle Compensation
Fund." All sums of money received in
respect of stamp duties are to be paid to
the credit of the fund, and sub-clause
(4) sets out that any sum which the
Treasurer of V cto-ria, at any time certifies
to be required for pa_yment. by 'vyay of
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compensation, so far only as the fund is
insufficient, shall be paid out, of the Co~
solidated Revenue:
The follQiwing subclause sets out that any sum so paid Qiut
of the Consolidated Revenue shaH be
deemed to be an advance t.o the fund,
and shall remain a charge thereon to' be
recouped when funds are avail~ble.
I
have already given the number of cattle:
slaughtered, and pointed out what the
State contribution is.
As there are
a numbe:r of people whO' have avoided
the reporting of disease in stock, it
is very difficult to estimate with any
precision what amount will be obtained
from the sale of stamps, and it may be;
neoessary to supplement the fund in the.!
way in which I have indicated. If there;
is any difficulty it will probably occur in,
the first year, but the departmental:
officers are of thel opinion that after the;
first year there will be more oat tIe re-:
porteld, and the amount of money re-;
quired as an advance will diminis"!!}
Clause 11 is a machinery provision
rE;!lating to' stamp duties on statements of sale, and it provides for
an amendment of the Third Schedule to the Stamp Act 1915.
Clause
12 provides that every ()(Wner of cattle or
his agent shall, upon the sale thereof,
whether the payment of the purchase
money is Dr is not made in full at the
time af the sale (J(l' is to be made by instalments, prepare a sta,tement as to the
number of cattle SOlId and the price obtained, affix to the statement duty stamps
for the amount of the duty payable, and forward the statement to
the purchaser within seiven days. Clause
13 pravides fo,r the cattle duty
stamps to be issued by the Comptroller of Stamps, and .also for the reoovery Qlf any unpaid duty in a Court of
Petty Sessians. There is nDt.hing of any
impolrtance in the remaining clauses.
Clause 14 deals with regula.tions as to'
statements and stamp duties thereon.
Clause 15 sets Dut that in. any praceedings the burden af proof shall be on the
defendant.
C1ause 16 provides far a
penalty for a-ny oontravention of or
failure to comply with any of the provisions of the Act fQir which no penalty
Dr punishment is expressly provided.
Clause 17 gives the Governor in CDuncil
power to make regulatiQlIls, which must
be published in the Gove1rnment Ga.zette
and laid before bQith Houses of Parliament within foorteen days after the pubM1'. Cain.
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licatiou thereof if Parliament is then sit·
ting; and if Parliament is not then sit·
ting, within fourteen· days of the next
meet.ing of Parliament.
Mr. ALLAN.-C'an yau tell us the ap"proximate cost of this scheme: 1
Mr. CAIN.-The estimated cost IS
£40,000 per annum, but it is expected
that fram £35,000 to £36,000 will be
collected. In reply to an interjectian, I
may say that the administrative cost will
be barne by the Department o.f Agriculture, The e:xpenses of collection will be
negligible.
Mr. LIND.-Is it intended to appoint
many additional inspectors ~
Mr. CAIN.-NO'. It is estimated tha.t,
three additional inspectors will be required, and they will wOTk in cO'njunction with the dairy inspectars. In this
Bill we think we are putting a fair praposition before the Humse. It is in the
interests of public health, and I appeal
to' the House to give it most serious
A similar measure has
consideration.
been before honQirable members on two
previous occasions.
Mr. ALLAN.-Thelre is not much difference between this Bill and the previaus
Bill.
Mr. LIND.-This is an impravement an
the previous Bill.
Mr. CAIN.~In my orpinion, it is an
imprO'vement.· Just as men insure their
haystacks and t.heir machinery, I t.hink it
is in the interests of cattle-owners, whose
very existence may be jeopardized by
disease, that they should have t.he protection of a measure of this kind.
1
think I am correct in saying that. same
honorable members who apposed the Bill
previously have since t,hen suffered
severely from
outbreaks of disease.
This is. a sensible and sane method of
meeting a difficulty.
Mr. OMAN.-Will the Honorary Minister give me the adjaurnment of the debate until Tuesday next ~ I am not antaganishc to the Bill.
J\Ir. C'AIN.-Having that assurance
from the honorable member, I am agreeable to the debate being adjourned until
next Tuesday.
:1\lr. OMAN.-I mov&That the debate be now adjourned.

The m Dti on· for the adjournment of the
debatE; was agreea to, <; nd the deba,te was
adjourned un1il Tuesday, September 30.

.
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JVIELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMWAYS BILL.
Mr. WEBBER
- I move--

(Honorary Minister).

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to amend certain
provisions nf the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Acts. Though it is small
and contains only four clauses, neverthetheless it is important, viewed from certain aspeds. It is particularly important
to municipalities, because it affects the
powers they have to-day under the principal Act. It is alsO' important to the
Tramways Board because, if carried, it
will be the means of 6,ffecting a large
saving to that body-a saving in the construction and maintenance of its tracks.
When the principal Act was passed, I
think in 1917-1 was, I believe overseas at
the time-clauses were included that now
have been found by experience and time
to operate harshly on the Board. Other
clauses during that period of experience
have pro,ved to be unnecessary, and the
Bill therefore sets out with a view to
rectify those anomalies in the Act. The
best method of explaining the provisinns
of such a Bill to the House is not to make
a Inng second re'ading speech,· but to take
each clause seriatim and explain it as we
arrive at it. That is the method I prnpose tn-night. Honorable members will
see that the first clause nf the Bill is the
usual one setting out the preamble nf the·
measure, and it need not be discussed.
Clause 2 is the first important one .. It
is important because it proposes to give
the Bnard the pnwer to abandon certain
lines of tramways that may be paying
lines. Clause 2 proposes to repeal subsections (1) and (2) of seotion 59 of the
principal Act. Sub-sections (1) and (2)
of that section are as follow:(1) Save as provided in this section the
Board shall not abandon any part of its tramways.
(~) The Board shall not abandon any part
of Its tramways except a part thereof which
can only be carried on at a loss.

It is proposed to repeal these sub-sections.
That means that, whereas the
Board at the, present time can abandon
a part only when it is carried on at a
loss, if the Bill is carried the Board will
be permitted to abandon a paying line
as well as a non-paying line.
Mr. DEANY.-Is that to compete with
the buses 1
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l\1r. WEBBER.-Not a.ltoge,ther. Th{~
object may be three or four fold. It may
be considered wise in future not to rUll
any trams or buses for that matter ill
some city streets, for instance, in Collinsstreet. ~he idea has been put forward
that Collms-street shnuld be kept free of
tramway traffic. If the Bill is carried,
the Board will be able to abandon .the
Collins-street line, which is a paying line.
Another sub-clause sets out that if the
Board proposes to' abandon any such part
of its tramways it shall give the Minister
notice in writing, together with a, statement specifying the part proposed to be
abandoned, and the reasons for its proposa~.
It is further provided that the
M;mlster shall as snon ·as practicable la v
a copy of such notice and statement befor~
both Houses of Parliament and unle::;s
within 24 days either Hou~e of Parliament resolves tha,t the prnposed abandonment be not Illade, the Board may abandon
the. part of its tramways to' which the
notice relates. Parliament thus has the
final say in the matter. It may determine that the abandonment shall nnt be
allowed, and the Board will have to
conform to that determination. Olause
3 ()tf thia Bill amends the Eleventh
Schedule of the principal Act. Subsection (3) of that schedule directs
the Board to keep" its tra·cks in a
proper state of repair and as the municipality concerned directs. That is to say,
that. ~nder the l.aw as it stands tn-day a
mumclpal COUllCII can nntify the Board
that its tracks are in a bad stat,e nf repair
and compel it to put them in order.
It can direct the kind of materials
which are to be used, whether wood
blocks or concrete or any other
form of road surface. While a council may thus complain about the Board
its own sides of the roads ma.y be full of
potholes. The St. Kilda Cnuncil took
advantage of this provision when it found
that the Glenhuntly-road was being cut
up by heavy mntor bus traffic. The whole
of the thnroughfare was in a bad state of
repair, and while the, St. Rilda Council
?id nnt e:cactly or~er the Board t.o put
Its tracks 111 order, It. did something much
to the same effect. At the same time it
did .not take any .steps to put its own
portion of the road 111 good repair. Eventually an agreement was arrived at, and
the whole matter was amicably carried
out. But what may happen in the future?
W fJ may find some council insisting upon
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Mr. WEBBER.-That is so. We proits powers in this connexion, It is proposed
to alter the wording in this :paragTap~ pose to' amend this provision ,sO'mewhat in
and 'provide that the Minister of Pu~lic the same way as the one -to which I have
Works shall act as a 'I'elferee to deClode just referred. The final say in the matter
whether or n0lt tracks shall be repaired in is to rest with the Minister of Public
the way R-sked by a couneiL The coun?il Works. He will go into the whole question
will make a request to the Ministe'r, who and -see if the mUl'licipality and the Board
m'a.y direct the Board tOl carry out the cannot come to sO'me agreement ·on any
repairs required and in the manner sug- prO'posal'oT this ·solrt. If they caamot
~s'bed by ~he council. [t is proposed to agree, he will ,act :as referee.
It is alS1)
eliminate the words (( with such ma- pr.oposed to amend another portioll of the
'terials and in such maE.neT as the muni- principal Act. Again, I may take a
cipali~y concerrned directs and to the satis- typical example to' illustrate our intemfaction of such municip.ality," appearing tions.
Honorahle members know that
in SlRb-section (1) of section 3.
At the Batman-avetD.ue runs parallel with t1n.oe
encl. of tRi's sub-scct] on the following riveq- from Prince's-br]dge to' Swan-street,
words are to be inserted:.Richmond. At one time the surface was
Provided further that the Governor in macadam. tOI}} dressed wi £h ta.r, and the
COU'll'cil on the request of the municipality con- Tramways Board m.ade its tracks of sUrricerned may by Order direc.t the Board to lar material. Then the city council decarTY O'llt such repair with such materials and
cided to wood-block the avenue, and the
in such manner as is specified in the Order.
Boord was coonpelled to wood-.b~ock its
l\!J}r. LIND.-Would this work be in- track-quite an unneoessary proceeding,
spected by officers of the Public W O'rks because the tramway track was suitable.
Department 1
As tne Act now stands, w.hene,ver a mu.niMr. WEBBER.-That is the idea. We cipal oouneil decides to reoonst,ruct it-s
have experts in that department quite roads, the Tramways Boa.rd must use the
competent tOo express an opinion as to the same materia.! for its tracks. In the past
Inanner in which the alterations and re,- most mUiI1icipal 'COllIDciJ,S and the Trampairs to the tracks O'ught to' be carried ways Board have worked wen together in
matters Qf this sort. Councils ha.ve given
out.
ample notice of their intention to reCOILMr. LIND.-Are the,re sufficient officers stl'UCt a. ro!ad, and have left it to the
for this extra work 7
Board to carry Qut its work when the time
Mr. WEBBER.-This provision will 0'£ reconstruction, in ordinary circumnot moon the employm€iD.t O'f a.n.y ad<ll- ,stances, arrived. At stated pe,rioos it, is
tional officers. Besides that, if this power necessary for any tramwa.y authQrity to
is given to the Minister, it is prohable reconstruct its track owing to' its wearing
iliat very few cases will come before him, out, and it is desirable that the Board
because councils~ nO' longer having the shO'uld be protected so that it can recon.~
final say in the matter, will come to an struct or repair its tracks in the ordinary
amicable understanding with the Board. course of things, and not be compelled to
The Board has no desire to' ,shirk it~ dOl so at any particular time by a municiresponsibilities, but it does wish to' be pro- pal counciL The Board may ha,ve carried
tected from the whims of any council that out the necessary repair work, and then,
may seek to act under the law as it now three or four months afte,rwards, a council
stands. Suh-seetiofll (2) of section 3 also may decide to alter the surface of its
concerns the powers now held by munici- roadway, and it can call upon the Board
pa.lities regarding the levels O'f rQads. At immediately to take up its track, and
the present time, if a council decides to replace it with material similar to that
alter thel levels o-f a road, the Tramway used by the council.
Board has also to' alter the levels of its
Mr. JACKSoN.-The "Board doesexactlv
tracks. A typical example is provided. in
•
Lygon-street, North Carlton. The Mel- the same with councils.
bourne City Council decided to' reconMr. WEBBER.-The Boa.rd has no
struct that road with concre,te, and it power to compel a council to' reconstruct
.
completely altered the level. The Boa.rd its roads.
was alsOl compelled to alter its level.
Mr. JACKSON.-But the Board tears up
Mr. JEwELL.-The council gave noticE' the roads, and the cOouncils ha.ve to. repair
any damage which may be done.
af its lev'els in the first place.
l
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ltfr. JACKSoN.-There ought to be a
time limit.
from the side of the outer rail when it is
:Mr. WEBBER.-That is a point thai
canying out repairs. If it is necessarJ can be thrashed out in Committee. HonfOil' it to get any further from thel track,
orable members.. will understand that the
I think it invariably restores the road to time limit of four weeks was quite suffia proper state of repair. It may be neces- cient in. the days of macadamized ballast,.
sary, when relaying sleepers or carrying
out Qither work, t.o go further than I have but is inau:ffi.cient in theae days of consaid, but the roadway is properly re- crete ballast. Traffic cannot be perpaired .. In cases where there is 12 feet or mitted to go over concrete whilst it is in
more between the two tracks, thel Board a green state. At least four weeks mlLS;
is compelled to ke'ep in order only a ce;r- elapse after concrete is laid before it is
tain portion of the intervening space. If in a proper 'condition for traffic to gc
there is a big curve in which the· rail& axe over it. It takes probably two or three
more than 12 feet apart, the Board has. weeks more when only 200 yards are
to keep the whole space in repair, because' dealt with at a time. 1£ we are going to
the extra distance is provided to meet extend the length of time before the road
the convenience of the tramways. The can be opened up for traffic, we must give
fourth section of the Twelfth Schedule a longer period for finishing the work.
Mr .. JAcKsoN.-.In the event of a dis·
provides that the Board, in reconstructing
a tram track, can tear up only 100 yaTd's agreement between the Board and the
of the track at a time. When the Act men, work might be held up indefinitely.
Mr. WEBBER.-We might appoint a
was passed, .it was thought that 100 yards
would
be quite
sufficient.
That, . referee. The Minister might be given
IS
found
not
to
be power to order the Board to complete
however,
the case now, and it is proposed the work. We are taking powers away
to extend the distance to. 200 yards. from the municipal councils. I am just
As a matter of fact, I have been advised as jealous of those powers as ~re other
by officials of the Tramways Board that honorable members. I had many years'
for proper economical working it is· experience of municipal work, and I
necessary to tear up 300 yards at a time. have a -sympathetic feeling towards muniRut they are a~king for only 200 yards, cipal councils.
because they do not ",vant to put councils
}.tIl'. JACKSON.-YOU do not believe In
to more trouble and expense than is neces- the Bill, do you?
sary, and also because they can work
Mr. WEBBER.-Certainly, I do.
a single line only while a portion of the
Mr. JAcKsoN.-I do not.
track is under repair. In sub-clause (2)
Mr. WEBBER.-I was also for' foul"'
of clause 4 it is proposed to extend the years a member of a Tramway Board.
time during which tho road can remain
Mr. WALLACE.-YOU learned a lot
open.
when you were a member of a council.
Mr. EOGLESTON.-N 0 limit is put at
Mr. WEBBER.-We ,are always
all.
learning.
:Mr. WEBBER.-If no limit is put,
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I expect you have
that must involve an extension of time.
learned a lot since you have been in office.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That is my objec~
:Mr. WEBBER.-Probably I have
tion. The clause is quite indefinite.
about the misdeeds of our predecessor::!.
Mr. WEBBER.~The principal Act Whilst we are taking away certain powers
fixes a limit of four weeks. The propooal of conncils, I do not think we are doi1'lg
h~re is simply to eliminate those words.
anything that the councils can cavil at.
Mr. J ACR:soN.-And leave the time in- I have already. explained that we do not
propose to allow the Tramway Board to
definite?
We do
Mr. WEBBER.-It would be indefi- do exactly as they please.
nite, but the quicker the work is done think there should be referees in the9U
the better the Board will be pleased, S'Ce- ('[\se~. Honorable members will reali7t~
ing that they have to work on a single thnt if a ~ouncil were permitted to say to
track, whilst repairs are being carried the Tramway Board, " You must eonout, and there is always more danger jn stnlct vonr track of wood blocks "_.Yr. "JACKSON.-But they do not say it.
i~
.
will only tear up from 17 to 18 inches
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M.r. WEBBER.-I have aln'ady in'Stance,d the case o.f the St. Kilda Council.
:Mr. JACKSoN.-That is only O:;le hody.
Mr. WEBBER.-But whilst the, power
is there, other councils may seek to! ex€,rcise it. Motor buses are now running
continually, and if they oan be diverted
on to the tramway tracks it will mean
a saving to. the municipa.l councils, obviously so if the tramwa,y track is in
good order, and the road in bad order.
In the instance I have mentioned, an
amicable understanding was arrived at,
[but the incident shows that serious trouble
might arise in the future.
There is
trouble to-day with regard to the laying
of the tra~way track in Flemington-road.
There we have a work that is held up
because the Board and the council cannot agree. In ,such cases it is desirable
that there should be a referee empowered
to settle the grievance. Such a power is
giyen in clauses 2 and 3.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-It does not apply to
clause 4.
Mr. WEBBER.-No; but that can be
done in Committee.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Weare, not taking
away obligations from the Board and
putting them on the municipalities to construct the tramway track, I suppose?
Mr. WEBBER.-No.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Would this permit the
Board to cOIlBtruct their part of the road
only in metal?
Mr. WEBBER.-'N one of these clauses
gives power to the Board to lay tracks
in open ballast. Power is given to the
Minister to say what they shall be conUnder an Act passed last
structed of.
session the Minister may, in certain circumstances, permit open ballast tracks to
be constructed.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-They would look very
nice in Collins-street.
Mr. WEBBER.-The honorable member for Prahr'an is probably taking an
extreme case to illustrate his argument.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I presume the
Minister has no objection 'to an adjournment of the debate.
Mr. WEBBER.-This is a very importallt measure. Honorable members will
not have to stew over it. There are really
only three clauses, and I have explained
them at length. I think we might very
~ell take the second reading of the Bill
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to-night. Failing that, surely we might
adjourn the debate until to-morrow. That
will not necessarily mean that we shall
l>roceed with the Bill earlier than Tp.esday.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-This is a very
innocent looking little Bill, but it takes
away many existing rights. Peraonally.
I rather favour the principle of the Bill,
but it is only fair to honorable member3
that they should have a right to consult
those bodies whose rights are affected. It
is qnite possible that they may plac~ a
different aspect on the Bill after consult~tjon with the councils interested. I
m01le-

That the debate be now adjourned.

I ask that the adjournment shall be until
Tuesday. The rights of councils ar~ very
much affected. There is that portion referring, for instance, to the levelling of
the roads.
Mr. BAILEY.-..A..re you making a
second-reading speech now?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No. I am giving reasons w.hy the debate should be adjourned until Tuesday. We bnould not
take away any rights without giving the
parties concerned an opportlt1'. ity of
making representations. If the Honorary Minister will not agree to my request
I shall move the adjournment of the debate until Tuesday.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, September 30th.
NORTH CARLTON LANDS BILL.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill to revoke the temporary reservation of ,certain lands, situate
at North Carlton, for public educational
purposes, to close a, certain right-Oof-way
and portion of certain streets, and to
provide faT the grant to the Common'\vealth of Australia for defence purposes
of cert.ain lands, in pu rsuance of an
arrangement with the CommOonwealth,
for the exchange of certain lands, to
amend the North Carlton Lands Act
1920, and fOol' other purposes. In the
year 1920 an Act (NOo. 3114) was passed
revoking the permanent reservation and
CrolWn grant of certain lands at North
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Carlton as a, site feT ma,rket and other
municipa.I purpOlses, and closing portions
of streets and certain rights-of-way, fO'r
the purpose OIf re-vesting the land in the
Crown, in order that certain portions
of such land could be set apart in suitable
positions as reserves for ma,rket purposes
and public educational purposes.
FOIIlowing the passing of the Act these reservations have been made, but it is fO'und
that another area, reserved fO'r a drill
hall, lying into the area set apart fOlr
eduoationa,l purposes, would prove a
drawback tOl the latter, and an arrangement was cOlme to' with the CO'mmonwealth, subject to State legislative approvaI, to transfer certain land, cO'mprising one acre and three perches, and described in the Fouth Schedule-this is
land tha,t was reserved for public educational,purpose&--tO' the Commonwealth,
'with a view to' the State receiving in
exohange the ,area of one acre described
in the Third Sohedule, owned by the
CO'mmOlnwealth, subject to' the State OIf
Victoria bearing all oosts in connexion
with the remova,l Qlf the drill hall from
its present position to an approved position
O'n the new site, the State OIf Victoria
also to' bear all the expense of any necessary fencing, &c. The Bill alsO' propO'ses
to close an unnecessary road and a rightof-way on the present northern, western,
and sOluthern boundaries of the drill hall
site desoribed in the Third Schedule.
The Melbourne City COIuncil is a cOlnsenting party to the closing of the road and
the right-of-way. The Melbourne and
MetrO'politan BOlard of Works is alsol a
cO'nsenting party, provided t,he Boa,rd's
sewers be nOlt built over. The exchange
is strO'ngly fa voured by the EducatiO'n
Department, as it will consolidate its
areas and relieve it froon the noise arising
from drilling, which would be a detriment and disadvantage where thel imparting of tuition to scholars is concerned.
It is a, very small Bill. The preamble
sets OIut more fully than I have attempted. to' do the -a,rrangement arrived
at between the Commonwealth and the
State Governments. Clause 1 states that
the Act may be cited as the North .Carlton Lands Act 1924, and shall be construed and read as olIle with the North
Carlton Lands Act 1920.
Clause 2
prOlvides fOIl'. the revocation of the tempO'rary reservation. It is as follows:(1) The said recited Order in Council dated
the 31st day of October, 1922, temporarily reserving as hereinbefore recited for public
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educational purposes the lands described in
the First Schedule to this Act is hereby revoked.
(2) The lands described in the First Schedule to this Act are herebv freed and discharged from all trusts, limitations and restrictions whatsoever, and shall be deemed to be
and may, subject to this Act, be dealt with as
unalienated lands of the Crown.

Abutting on to the piece of land owned
by the Commonwealth, which comes into
the schoOll site, is a closed road. This
road it is proposed shall continue to be
closed, and it will become unalienated
CrOlwn laud, and form part and pa,rcel of
the land reserved to the Crown. Clause
3 provides thatThe land described in the Second Schedule
to this Act shall cease to be a right-of-way
and portion of the streets therein referred to;
and all rights, easements, or privileges existing or claimed as regards the said land
. either in the public or by any body or person
whatsoever or whomsoever as incident to any
dedication or supposed dedication thereof or
by any past user thereof or by any fiction of
law shall cease and determine, and the said
land shall be deemed to be and may, subject
to this Act, be dealt with as unalienated land
of the Crown.

Clause 4 gives power to. grant land to'
the COimmonwealth in exchange for certain land. It is as follows:When, pursuant to the hereinbefore recited
arrangement, the Commonwealth of Australia
has transferred to Hi.'! Majesty the King in
right of the State of Victoria the land described
in the Third Schedule to this Act, the Governor in Council, in the name and on behalf of
His Majesty the King in right of the State of
Victoria, may upon such terms and under and
subject to such covenants, conditions, reservations, and exceptions (if any) as the Governor
in Council thinks fit, grant the land described
in the Fourth Schedule to this Act to the Commonwealth of Australia for defence purposes.

T'he Commonwealth will transfer a piece
of land now used as a, drill hall to the
State Government, and that alsol wilT
become unalienated Crown land belonging to the State. The closed road win,
as I ha,ve stated, become unaliena,ted
Crown land bellonging to' the State, and
together with the land it now possesses,
the State Government will have the
whole of this block with the exception of o.ne small pOlrtiolll in the tOlP
corner, on which is erected a post office.
In pursuance of the agreement made for
the transfer, the State Government will
simultaneously transfer the 1l0Tthern portOill of this piece of land, containing one
acre and three perches, to. the Gommonwealth.
Olause 5 sets out thatWhen the Commonwealth of Australia has
transferred the land described in the said Third
Schedule as aforesaid the Governor in Council
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may, pursuant to the Land Acts, perlU~nently
reserve from sale the land descnbed III the
Fifth Schedule to this Act for public educatiOllU,l

purposes.

By clause 6, sub-seetio~ (2) of se~tio.n 4
and the Fourth Schedule to the prlllClpal
Act are repealed. That has reference to
the land reserved for educa,tional purposes, and t.hat reservation will be revoked. I dOl not think t.here sholUld be
any objection to the Bill, the sale object
of which is to' give effect tOo the ag~ee
ment whioh has been entered ·mto
between the State and the Commollwealth. The First Schedule describes the
land temporariiy reserved for public educational purposes; the Second Schedule
gives a technica,l description of the portion of streets and rights-of-way that are
to be closed; the Third Schedule gives
a teethnioal description of the land to be
transferred from the State to the CQlmmonwealth; the Fourth Schedule gives a
technioal description of the land to be
granted tOo the ~'ommonweaJ~h; and ~he
Fifth Schedule gIves a techrucal deSCrIption of the land to' be permanently reserved fo~ educa.tional purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a. second time, and
passed through its rema.ining stages.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
tha.nk the House for having so speedily
agreed tOt this measure. The land referred to is situated ill my .electorate.
The Minister OIf Lands took chargel of the
BHl and he has been very suc!Cessful in
oarr'ying it through. On this land is
erected perhaps. the best kindergarten
school in Australia, and I invite honorable members to' pay a visit to the district. and inspect the school. Every effort
has been made to ensure that it shaH be
as perfect as possible in its equipment,
and it ,might very well serve as a pattern
to other honorabie members as to the lines
on ,,~hich a sch.ool of the kind should be
constructed and equipped.
ELECTORAL BILL.
The debate (adj(,mrned ftom S€ptem?er
17) o'n the motion o·f Mr. '1'ullllecbffe
(Chief Secreta.ry) for the second r€lading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-There are a
Rumb&r of provisions in this measure- to
which I tak.e eXG:eption, and some of them
very vitally affect what we· on this ~ the
Opp.osition) side Q.f the House c@nsldflI'
to be the propea:- enrOllment of electors.

Bill.

First of an, the principle of compulsory
voting is, I think, not going to give us
any better results at eledions than we
have at the present time. I agree entirely with those whO' have expressed the
opinion that to force people who have not
an intelligent interest in the affairs of this
country to give an O'pinion at general or
other elections will not improve matters
one iota.. It is a deplorable fact, undoubtedly, that so few people take an
interest in the affairs of their country as
is indicated by the' low percentage of
voters in comparison with e.lectors. However, tha.t is not the case always, an.d
when there is something vital at issue
very much better results a.re obtained~
even in these days. That indicates that
it is not altogether that the electors are
not awake to their responsibilities, but
that just at the time the affairs, .that are
before them are not creating sufficient in-'
terest to induce them to vote. To compel
people to vote when they have n?t go~ any.
interest, or dOl not take an mtelhgent
interest, in the affairs to' be decided will
bring about a wotSe result than the pre ..
sent system. I think it is far better to
o,btain thel opinions O'f those who ha.ve
studied the questions at issue, and' who
are interested in them, than to get results
from a lot of people who vote blindly, or
only in accordance with. wha.te>ver card
may be pushed into' their hand.
M.T. BROWNBILL,-At the last Legislative Council elections less tha,n 33 per
cent. of the electors vOited.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-You cannot
compare the Legislative Council elections
with the e,lections for this House·. They
do not come wi thin the same category.
~rhe adoption of c.ompulsory voting is nOit
going to produce the resul1.s that those
who advo~ate it imagine.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-At the last elections in Qu.eenslarnd 82. per cent. of the
electors voted.
Mr. WETTENHALL. - The're are
quite, a num.ber 01 p(j)l()ptle wh0" have
genuine relasons for not voting. They are
going to be harassed into having' to go before an electoral regiBtl.'al' and give their
1l'eaSO[l~.
.A:n enormous amount of work is
going to lbe entailed to discove,r that those
people had just cal1se for not voting.
That win meam increased coat, and no
good p\l.lIPQse at all will be achieved. It
means putting eA-1;ra. work on to the
officers of the State, and it will ce'rtainly
involve the employment of more officials
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and roe.re expense without ,any compensat. proposed
ing return. The.re may be thousandsot
~lectors on the roll who would have just
eause for not presellting themselves at
the pollillg booths. The whole of those
eases will have to be looked into, a.nd the
people oonceTned will be unmeoessarily
harassed. TO' that I take. the gravest ex<lepti'on. Another provision of the Bill
does away with, the property qualific~tion
for electors of this House. A man who
has .property in the city,' and resides in a
suburb, probably lives in a flat or same
hotel, and may frequently challge his
residence. His business interests in the
ci ty are permanent, and are of much more
importance to him than his residential
a~tu~tion. I think the property qualifica.
tI~n for electors should .oertainly be. retamed. ..Another provislOn in the Bill
allows e,lectors to' enroll right u.p to the
day of the issue of the writs.
I
r~gard this. as a most dangerous inno-vatipn. The Idea of roll-stuffing is not new,
and most people who take an interest in
politics can. usually tell when an election
is ,ab~)U~ to. ta~e place. :rhere are always
certam mdlCatlOns of a dIssolution and in
some cases rolls have been stuffed,' or men
bave bee'll rushed into an electorate. That
has not been done in this Sta.te; because
it has not been possible under' the law.
But it has been done elsewhe;re, and the
w.hole turn of an election has been
affected by those new voters.
That' sort
of t?ing is. extreme,ly dangerous, ahd is
not III the mter~sts o.f the people who are
permanently reSIdent in the districts con.
eerned. The new provision contains a
most dange'rous principle, and on that
account I would reject the whole Bill.
~r. ~uNNEcLIFFE.-The same provision
eXIsts m eve,ry other State and in the
Commonwealth.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-We are getting
too much of that kind 0.£ thing in this
House. Weare tOtld that something hap.
pens here, or something happens there.
I prefer to use my own judgment as to
what has taken place or will take place.
I think it is about time we did use our
own jud~me~t, and not go altogether by
what legIslatIOll has been passed in other
States, unless we also take particular
notice of what the 'result of that legislation has been. In my opinion, the results
have not been beneficial where the shorter
pe,riod has been allowed. I am in favour
of giving people the freest opportunity
to get on the roll and to vote, but the

innov.ation~ are not going to give
the result deSIred-better representation
-no:: do I think they will bring ,about
any Improvement at all.
As for doing
what other peopJe have dQine, I think it is •
time we did something Otn our own judgment. I oppose the Bill for the reason~
1 have stated.

Mr. McLACHLAN.-There. has been a
fair amount of discussion on this meas.ure, and it is important enough to war·
rant a lengthy discussion, fO'r one of its
provisions is, in my opinion, an 'interference with the civil and religious rights
of the people.
There are c.ertain
,people who cannot conscientiously reo
cord their votes on an election day,
and I do not think the State should compel them to do sa'. Outside of the Olrganizations to which those people belong,
there are other people who are themselves
entitled to vote or not to vote, . as they
think fit. That. is a privilege that has
been conferred upon them by our law,
and if the GOlvernment carry a measure
of this kind-they say they have brought
it forward in keeping with a similar measure that has been carried elsewhere--in
my opinion they will be putting back the
hands of the clock. To use compulsion
so far as voting is concerned to my mind
is like a relio of a bygone age. To drag
men and women, reputable citizens of -the
State, before a court and fine them for
not vo:ting is certainly inferentially
branding them unworthy citizens. They
may be to' all intents and purposes
good 'citizens.
They reur their families, pay their taxation, and contribute their fair share to' the welfare vI
the State, and they claim the same right,
as far as' exercising a vote is con oorneJ,
a.s in<;lividuals do with regard to o·ther institutions that we regard as being for the
benefit of the State. Our own parks and
gardens within a stone's throw of this
building are regarded as institutions I}alculated to improve the health and physical well-being o,f the people. Thousands
of people visit those parks and gardens
and enjoy them.
There are thousands
who do not. The Government may a.s
well use the same argument with respect
to those parks and gardens as they are
using with regard to voting-that we
snould compel the public to patronize
them' because they are beneficial to the
oommunity. The same argument might
as well be applied to the churches. They
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stand as the mO'ral and the spiritual elevators of the people, and it would be a
bad day for civilization if they were eliminated from our midst. No one dare
• suggest that attendance at these institutions, good as they are, should be made
compulsory.
Right through our history , which is an account of a long and
fierce struggle on the part of mankind
against slavery, the fight fOor freedom
has gone on until we have reached the
present stage of our civilization.
Although the last word has not been spoken
wi th respect to freedom and Ii berty, I
think that the State should jealously
safeguard the privilegeS that we have in
that particular direction.
Those who
fought for the extension of the franchise
to the masses 0.£ the people fought long
and valiantly and sacrificed themselves
throughout the centuries. When they
were fighting there was no suggestion Oon
the part of any o.f them that when the
people did get the right to vote its exer<:ise should be made compulsory. When
the franchise was extended to the masses
of the people voting was left optiOonal.
It was claimed, and rightly so too, as a
triumph of the masses over the privileged
classes.
The last country that should
introduce anything like cOompulsory voting
is Australia, in view of its own history.
The people who came out to settle Australia were " cabin'd, cribb'd, confined"
in their Oown country-in the little isles
in the northern seas.
Englishmen,
Scotchmen, Irishmen, and Welshmen left
their own cOountries and migrated here
under difficulties. The ships on which
they crossed the seas we would nOot venture
on to-day.
They came here to found
homes and families and to get a wider
liberty and freedom, and in ttle face of
oppositiOon and the endurance of .privations they made good. They had nothing
to assist them except their o,wn effortsnothing except the liberty that had been
conferred upon them in the past, and
that liberty they exercised to t.he best advantage. They had no race to help them.
The race that was he,re was only a
hindrance to their welfare, but they proThey inherited
gressed and made good.
freedom from their ancestors, and strove
for greater freedom here.
Oompulsion
such as is suggested III this Bill
they abhorred.
For the Australia
we have to-day they are respOlYsible,
and this is the last country, in my
.opinion, that should pass a law 00£ this
Mr. McLachlan.

Bill.

character.
The measure has been condemned generally, but mainly on account
O'f the cQimpulsory vO'ting proposal. That
is its leading feature, but although it has
been urged that compulsoTY voting has.
been adopted by the national' Parliament, if one looks at the Commonwealth
Ii ansm'd one will be struck by the absence of interest shown in the measure
there. In the Upper House theTe were
five speakers, and the leaders made r.o
observations on the subject at all. When
the Bill was transferred to the Lower
House, the leaders were silent.
There
were, I think, only two speakers.
There may have been three, but there
were not more, and the Bill was passed
almost in silence as if that Parliament
were ashamed Oof it. Now it is urged that
we should pass this Bill in orde.r to get
more people to the PQill. Well, in my
opiniOon, there is Oonly one way of doing
that, and that is the Qild way, which has
succeeded in the building up of our institutions. Tha.t way is through education. Of course, there are othe,r difficulties to overcome in ge,tting people to vote.
We should all like to see a bigger percentage of vOotes recorded at the pOoIL
We know what the franchise me,ans.
When persons did nOot have the franchise
they complained tha,t they had to! Oobey
the law in the making Oof which they had
no vooice.
At this stage I have nothing
more to say with regard to the Bill,lmt
that is the main provision as far as I am
concerned~
In my opinion it is a backward step and an infringement of the
civil and religious rights of the people.
We ought to treasure and safeguard the
rights that we haNe, and I intend to vote
against the second reading.
Mr. JACKSON.-I agree with uher
spe1akers tha,t this Bill is of great import.
ance to the people of this country, :lnd:
in my opinion it should be tackled from
a non-party stand-point, because it affects
everyone of us. The first question that
we should ask ourselves is whether t.he
present law conforms with all that is right
and proper and just in getting the win
of the people transferred through the ball,ot-box. If "ve view it from that angle we
may brush from our minds any little prejudices that. we may have and gOo into the
matter quite impartially. I take it that
the object of any electoTal law should be
to obtain a reflection of the will of the
people. I do not believe that the present
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law contains all the machinery necessary
fOlr securing a proper expression of the
will of the electors. The next question
that we should ask ourselves is whether
the amendments pr<~posed in this Bill will
improve the Act.
If they do so only in
a slight degree, I believe that we are on
the right tracle I ha.ve not heard one
honorable member say that the adoption
of these proposEd amendments will interfere with any of the good points of the
€xisting law.
I take it that it is the
acknowledged objeet O'f us all to imprO've
the Act as mueh as possible. The best
machinery should be prO'vided so that the
people may have the fullest and freest
opportunity of recO'rding their votes. It
is useful that we should experiment sO'
that progress may be made.
I have
beard references t.o.-day to what cur forefathers did in this matter, and that we
should be content with the custom that
exists. I am not a believer in that kind
of thing. I think that experiments are
goO'd. It is O'nly by €xperimenting that
we are gO'ing to make progress. If the
experiment now prO'posed is given a fair
trial, I believe that it will result in progress, and that is what we all want. It
has been repeatEdly stated by prominellt
statesmen and in the press that when
questions are put befo~e the people, the
shame of it is that the expression O'f their
will cannot
be obtained.
Certain
persons are so indifferent to their
own welfare and to the welfare of others
that they are actually too lazy to walk
any distance to the polling booth in order
to record their votes. It is not because
they are not intelligent. in other directions, and it is not because if they took
the trO'uble to go to the ballot-box they
-could not record ,an intelligent vote.
I
know plenty of pe,aple in this community
who will not exert themselves to the least
d~gree in order to vote. After the adoption 'ot compulsory enrolment for the
Fede·ral Parliament it was marvellous how
people began at once to wonder if their
llames were on the rolls.
Liability to a
nne of £2 impelled numbers of people to
see if they were enrolled.
It was not
that they had any particular inclination
to inspect the rolls, but that fine of £2
was the great impelling force. I think
there will be' a similar result in this other
<li;ection.

Bill.
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Would you con-

:Thtlr. JACKSON.-I am. not talking
about men who would compel another to
sacrifice his life when they were not prepared to risk their own lives.
In
the course of the discussion on this
Bill a lot has been said as to how
our forefathers fought for liberty.
I
think we may take it that they would not
ha,ve been. content to stand by and see the
thmg whICh they fought for so ill-used
as it is to-day. If they had thought that
the people would misuse such a privileO'c
as is the case to-day, our forefath~r~
~vould. not have ~ought, for it in the way
m whICh they dId. Therefore, it is the
duty of those who follow in their footsteps to see that they did not fight in vain.
Those who fail voluntarily to do their
duty should be compelled to do it. He
who does anything because it is a custom makes no choice, and gains no prac~ice either in discerning or devising what
IS best. I believe in experiment if experiment makes for progress. A lot of people
say, ":Leave it to the voluntary system
and everything will be all right." In my
opinion, the voluntary system has been
tested. and found wanting, and it is up to
us to Introduce some other method which
will give better results. Human nature
is not a machine to be built after a model
and set to do the work in a. prescribed'
manner, but a tree which requires to grow
and deyelop itself on all sides, according
to the Inward forces which make it a living t·hing. We want to make this Electoral Act a living thing and an honour
to the. people who exercise their rights •
under It. Much has been said about taking away the liberty 'of the individual. I
believe that individual liberty has its
limits.
Where individual liberty conflicts with the w.ell-being of the com~u~ity, then i~dividualliberty reaches its
lImIt. In thIS case I think that is so.
While what is proposed may curtail the
liberty of the individual. it would be in
the interests of the community. Some
men;tbers have stated that because people
are Ignorant they would not cast an intelli~ent vote.
Let me. give some figures
'~Ith regar~ to the votmg for the LegislatIve OouncIl. In 1910, 35 per cent .. of
the electors on the roll voted' in 1913
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There were a good ~7 per cent.; in 1916, only 37 'per cent.;
many eligibles who would not exert them- m 1919, as low as 30 per cent.; and: in
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1922, only 29 per eent. Now I want to vote he will make: his- vote in:£oirmarl. He
point out that those qualified to vote for' may go and do something the first tim:e
the Legislative Council are not all that is not altogether right, but eYentUlaHy
ignorant people, and they are not all un- he will cultivate his. mind in. the diTectit(l):h
If the argument is in which he has to cast his. vote, be. a
educated people~
good that it is only unintelligent people good citizen and: a wondedul help tID: the
,vho refrain from voting; then a lot of country gelilerally..
the erectors who have the qualification to
Mr. :McADAM.-I have much pleasure
vote for the Legislative Oouncil are in
~ supporting this Bill to amend the electhat category. Let us look at the voting
percentage under the voluntary system in toral law. The property qualification is- a
other States. In New South Wales. it blot on the progress of the community as
was 68; in Western Australia, 74; and in it was included in the Bill that WaiS, passed
Tasmania, . 73; while in Victoria the last session. The. desire of our party is
to- get the expressed will e£ the peo.pl{! at
high-est record is 63.
all elections. From the- figures qua.ted in
Mr. MAcKRELL.-Not on very complete this House by hOllll.:0rabte members. C1i)B.rolls ~
cerning enrolments in certa-in elect0rate.s
Mr. Jl\.CKSON.-That is so, but the on the property qualification, it is ap:rolls nevel' are complete. In Queensland, paJrent to all that the expressea will of
the voting under the voluntary system the people is not. shown wheR a person
was, in 1912, 75 per cent; but, in 1915, wha is resid:ing in one elecll(i):rate
nnder the comp:ulsory system, it was 88 votes in another for the Legislative· A&per cent.
sembly. It is remarkaMe also that memMr; Tou'rcHER.-Did that improve the bers who advocate this property qualifiquality of membersh~p ~
cation will frustrate the will of the peop}c
Mr. JACKSON.-Judging by the work in connexion with the elections £or anI cannot understand
of the Queensland Government, I should other Chamber.
say it did. With regard to the alteration why members who advocate the principle
of the time limit for enrolment, it has will debar the extension of the franchise
I heartily support
been said that it would be quite possible to' another place.
for a large section of the population to nlause 3, because I realize the reactionary
in:fil.uence an· election by moving from one methods incorpora,ted in the present law.
electorate to another. With the property We realize that iust prior to every genequalification, could not the same thing be ral election there are a number of young
dORe ~
With proper organization it people who becG)}ne adults. We experiwould .bE! possible to manipulate pl'op~rty enced that at the 1ast election. Owing to
qu.alifiication votes in the metrop~litan the provision that they have to be enrolled
30 day.s prior to the dissolution, a numurea.
Mr. SNowBAr~L.~It. ~s contended that her of people were debarred from voting
the propel'ty 'Vote is merely to gi"ye those' f or the Assembly. This is a hardship
entitlIed. to expl'ess an opinion ali oppor- on people who desire to make use of tho
i.unity of doing so. It is different from franchise and hav.e an interest in the welfare 0.£ the community. It practically
Rhifting a block vote.
Mr. JACKS0N.~"Vhy can they not do means under the present system· that an
·that ,\\Ih{i)re they live ~ . We had a recent elector who may remove from one con·illustrat1ion. The hon0rable member for stituency to another prior to an election
TOOl~alt was a certainty for his electorate, is called upon to reside in that constiahd he transferred his vote to another tuency for the period of two months in
district, so I read in the press. If thR.t order to be enrolled.
I had evidence
can be done in one instance, can it not brought under my notice in Ballarat of
be done in m any instances ~
p~ople who were not able to fulfil the reMr. OLouGH.-They are not all as un- sidential qualification for enrolment.
Some of these people found themselves
scrupulous as th~ ex-Chief Secretary.
Mr. JACKSON:-I do not know about in the -unfortunate position of having
-that. I believe the compulsory voting their homes sold over their heads, and,
~7stcm will be of immense value to thi.s on account of the two-months' qualifica;c·&nntry. -' r am no't one ,af' tho'se people tion, they were debarred from enrolling in
-uiM -thi~ that if you 'compel a manto -the ne~ constituel!l.'cy. In connenon with
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that clause, I think it is the duty of the be there who knows where Brown is. If
Parliament of Victoria, and of every John Brown is not at Mildura 011
other State, to step into line with the that day the vote will be cast 'aside.
Commonwealth, and have simplicity and ,It is easy to understand why there are
uniformity of enrolment.
The people .names of dead people on our rolls. At
will then be able to understand properly the sarp.e time a record' is kept 0·£ those
the method of conducting elections. When "who have died since 'the printing of the
they realize the lines on 'which enrolment rolls, and although the scrutineers and poll
is based, they will recognise their respon- clerks may not be aware of the record,
sibility. I am sorry to think that there some official has it. In this way there is
is no clause in the Bill to abolish the no chance of impersonation in absent
£()stal vote, which is open to corruption. voting. So far as compulsory voting is
We have had many experiences in Bal- concerned, numerous complaints have
larat where there has been corruption in been made that no,t sufficient interest js
connexion with the postal vote. When it taken at election time by many people,
and, in the circumstances, it is the duty
comes to securing a vote, unless the people of Parliament 'to take such action as will
are able to sign their/own names, they are arouse the jnte-rest of electors in the
debarred. That is an injustice. It leads political proceedings .of the day and to
the way to corruption. Much has been their duty to their country. I do HO,t
said of the clause dealing with the ab- know that it will have a very satisfactory
sentee vote. The absentee vote is very resul~ in many ways, but, ,when people
essential from more than one stand-point. 'begin to realize that they are liable to a
Even in Ballarat I have known of penalty for not c~sting a vote they will
numbers of people who have had be inclined to ta.ke a little more interest
to travel morre than 1 mile because in what is passing than they do
they lived
in another subdivision. now, and may be induced to do
There are divisions where the neare3t their duty to their country.
We
polling booth is just below the dis- will compel them to take notice of the
tance of 5 miles.
The electors cannot political situation, and, as we have comsecure the postal vote, and <:>n election day pulsory enroolment, I think wei should also
they have to go that distance to vote, al- have compulsory vo.ting. I am sony prothough they 'are right opposite a polling vision is not made in this Bill fOT the
booth. There is a polling booth for those ,polling booths' used at Federal electio11l
living on pne side of the street, and yet to, be also the polling booths for State
those living on the other side are in an- ~lections. I know of some people who
other subdivision, and have to go about went to record their votes at the last elec5 miles to cast their votes. That is one tion at the place where polling takes' place
reason why we should include the ab- for Federal elections. They found, howsentee vote as incorporated in this Bill. ever, that the State poning booth was
We have been told that the absentee vote three-quarters of a mile away, and, owing
leaves the way open for imposition. I do to the state of their health, the'y could
not know that any cases of imposition not see their way to walk that d.istance.
have occurred in connexion with the ab- We ought, as soon as possible, to secure
sentee vote. We will take the argument uniformity in this direction. I hope the
that a man goes to Mildu,ra and wishes to House will see fit to pass this Bill.
vote under the name of John Brown of
Mr. OMAN.-There are some proBallarat. What is the result ~ The presid- visions in this Bill that I am prepared
ing officer takes his declaration .1t Mil- to support, but there are many othe-rs to
dura saying he is John Brown of Bal- which I am strongly opposed. The abolarat. The infomation is given to the lition of the property qualification is one
returning officer at Ballarat, and what of the provisions I object to. If the owner
does he do? I am speaking of the Fede- of a large property, desires to be enrotlled.
l'al elections now. That' officer imme- ,in the district where his chief interests
diately looks up the Federal roll. He are centred he is entitled to do so. That
sees if the name of John Brown men- will not provide fOT dual voting, because
tioned in the declaration is on the roll. it could be provided that the elector'
If it is, the official immediately sets in- could vote in only orne constituency, and
quiries moving to find the whereabouts of he would naturally desire to do so where
Brown on that day.
Somebody must his big int~rests lie.
c
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Mr. HUGHES. - That leaves the door
open fa.r corruptia.n.
Mr. OMAN.-Not nearly so much as
the provision which will allow hundreds
of people to be enrolled right up to the
dat~ of the poll. That is a far wider and
more dangera.us provision, as it will enable people to swen the rolls unfairly in
certain constituencies.
Mr. HUGHES.-Would it not suit your
own side II
Mr. OMAN.-All that we should aim
at is to give every €lector a fair opportunity of registering his v?te. . I happen
to know that on one Q1ccasIOn In my own
constituency a number of peop,Ie under
the age of 21 registe,red va.tes. If there
is a pretty keen organization abuses will
creep in under this prQlvision.
Mr. BAILEY. - Is that why your
majority was so large ~
Mr. OlVIAN. - The votes were oJ r~o
value to me.
Cases were invesHgated,
and the allegations were sustained. My
organizers were nOit responsible for t~ose
enrolments. If a property-owner d€snes
to vote in a certain constituency where
he has large interests no injustice is inflicted on anyone in allowing him to do
so. He cannot vote in any other constituency.
Mr. TuNNECLIFFE. - Except at a by-'
ele,ction.
Mr. OMAN.-In that respect the elector could be compelled td declare where
he intended to vote, but we should not
wipe out the property qualification altogether.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Will you agree to
an amendment in the direction you have
indicated ~
Mr. OMAN.-I'intend to vote against
the second reading of this Bill.
I am
against so many of its provisions, and t.he
objections I have far outweigh any a~
vantages I see in othe,r clauses I am III
fa.vour of. I do not know any material
obJection can be raised .t.o the proposal
with regard to the reImbursement of
members' expenses. , It is a fact that during an election campaign every member
ha.s about four times as much wa.rk to do
than at any other time. This proposed
payment is a reasonable provi~i~n.
I
would be in fava.ur of pro~IdIllg for
absent voting at any ba.oth within the
electorate for which the voter is enra.lled,
but I am nOit in favour a.f making absent
voting State-wide.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Do you not think
it has been an advantage in the Ca.mmonwealth to have that pro,vision ~
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Mr. OMAN .-1 t.hink it is open to
abuse, as we have no prope,r system of
checking. \Ve should ha,ve greater precautions to see that only those entitled to
vote do so. We have talked a good deal
in the past about the number of people
who do not va.te, and it has been said
that to get over this difficulty we should
provide for cOimpulsOiry voting. I do not
think there is much virtue in a provision
of that sO'rt.
If we compel pea.ple to
register a vote we may induce a feeling of
resentment which will lead to the elector
Inaking his vo·te informal. During the
last election there we,re hundreds of
people in my constituency who could not
pc;,ssibly have re-ached the nearest polling
booth because the roads we,re practically
impassable.
In some instances vehicles
were axle deep in the mud, and it was
quite impossible, even with a complete
organization, to get these people to a
polling boO'th. It is not to'o much to my
that 10 per cent. a.f the names 0'11 the
rolls are not those a.f effective va.ters. I
can give an instance a.f what occurred in
my own district. A young woman's name
was placed on the first Commonwe,alth
roU that was ever prepared. She lived
within 18 miles of my o,wn hOime.
She
left theprQl-gerty where she was resid~ng
fifte'en or eighteen years agO. She marned
and reared a family, and has been dead
for several years, still her name appeared
on the State ra.ll for the recent election.
Mr.
BROWNBILL. - That was her
daughter.
Mr. OMAN.-NQI; it was herself.
There are many persons a.n the 1'0.11 not
entitled to vote, but in whose na·mes effective votes may be reca.rded a.n electioll
day. Any person whO' impersonated the
woman to whom I refer could have va.ted,
It wa's only because this woman is well
known to me that I was able tOi check her
vote. I know of many cases in which the
names of dead people are on the roll,' and
.of many cases alsO' of the names of people
who have remO'ved to other centres being
on from six tOi eight roUs.
Mr. HOGAN.-You are drawing a long
bow!
1\1:r. OMAN.-No; I stand tOi what I
have said. If we adopted a system under
which every voter had to present a card,
and that card could be canceUed on election day SO' that no one else could vote
a seca.nd time on it, the fraudulent practices to 'which I have referred could nOot
occur. In the days of the old electoral
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right that was the system adopted, but
we have simplified the procedure. Every
person whose name is on' the roll has now
a reasonable opportunity of recording his
vote, and I would place no obstacle in
his way j but I am not in favour of compelling a person to vote whQo has no interest either in the candidate. or in the
result of the election. FQor that reason I
am opposed to compulsory vQoting. Persons who are interested in an election
frOom a party point Oof view do not require
com pulsion to make them register their
vOotes. We are sQometimes told that the
party represented by the present Government are well organized, and that they
do register their votes. I think I may
say that the electors who support honorable members on this side of the House
do, when they are properly organized,
register their votes; but there are many
persons belonging to bOoth parties whOo take
no interest in an election, and will not
talie the trouble of going to the polling
booth. Seeing that they will not do that
of their own accord, if we attempted to
apply compulsion to them we would get a
very doubtful result. If I may be permitted to do so, I would suggest that the
Ministry should make provision for the
compilation Qof two rolls-one Q1f effective
voters and the other of non-effective
voters. If a man on the non-!t,ffective rOill
could nOit give a satisfactory reason for
his neglect to vote, we should nQot permit
of the transfer of his name to the effecti ve
roll until he had paid the prescribed
penalty of £2.
:Mr. BAILEY.-There is not much logic
in that.
.
Mr. OMAN.-If a man were sincere in
his desire to vote, he would pay the £2,
and get his name placed on the effective
roll.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You have the faith
that moves mountains!
Mr. OMAN.-Possibly some of the
electors would e'xpect the candidate to do
the paying. In my opinion, the system 1
have suggested would be much more satisfactory in its results than that now
proposed.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Did you advocate that
principle in connexion with the Electoral
Bill the Government of which you were
a member introduced?
Mr. OMAN.-Noj I am advocating it
to-night because I want to make this Bill
as effective as I can. The party to which
I belong have made very liberal provision
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for the exercise of the franchise by the
electors generally.
. Mr. HUGHES.-By allowing dual votmg.
Mr. OMAN.-No. I was threatened
with prosecution because I was not enrolled for a city cQonstituency. I pQointed
out that I was at home, on Saturday and
Sunday and wanted to be enroUed in
my Q1wn electorate. If I owned a big property in this city, I think I should be
entitled to vote fOir the city if I desired to
,
do so.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-If you only rented
an Q1ffice ~
Mr. OMAN.-Yes. It would be quite
legitimate to give an elector a choice. 1
happen to represent a cQountry constituency, and, although I spend five days a
week in Melbourne, I prefer to exercise
my franchise in my own electorate.
. Mr. HUGHEs.-If you had property in
five or six electorates would you claim
the right to be enrolled in them all?
Mr. OMAN.-If it were prQovided that
an electQor should be subject to a heavy
penalty if he voted in more than Qone of
several electQorates in which he was enrolled I would nQot object.
.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Would not that OpOll
the door to corruption 1
. J\fr. OMAN.-Not to any greater extent than will the provisions of this Bill.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Is it not a curiol1s
thing that the property vQote was exercised
practically in only one constituency ~
Mr. Ol\IAN.-I suppose it is. That
was a seat that was held by Labour.
lVlr. BRowNBILL.-This is not a party
Bill.
Mr. Ol\fAN.-There are one or two
provisions in the Bill that will be acceptable to bOoth sides of the House. I dOl not
intend to s:upport the Bill as submitted.
I do not think it will make our electoral
law more effective, nor give the electors
better opportunities to register their
votes. There are apathetic electors, but.
that difficulty can be Qovercome by proper
organiza tiQon.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Give us the second
reading, and any amendment you suggest
will be considered in CQommittee.
lY.rr. ·OMAN.-It is my intention to
vote against the se'cond reading. . I am
not one Qof those who belie,ve that there
are 40 per cent. of the electors who do
not and will nQot vQote. If our system of
enrolment were improved in the manner
I have suggested, I think it would he
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found that at least 80 per cent. of the
electors would be prepared to go to the
poll and register their votes.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE,-Yoru have been
speaking for half an hour, and in one
statement vou have oontradioted all that
JOU said before"
11:r. OMAN.-N o. There are people
long since- dead whose names are still on
the roll in my constituency. There are
1o\")rk.ing people who left the district eight
(,1' mne years ago whose names are still
011 the roll.
ITnder this Bill, at the
next election, those people could vote to
put me out, and vote in another consti1uency to put some one else in., I have
110 objection to the provision relating
to the Returning Officer writing the names
of candidates on the ballot-papers of
postal voters. In my constituency, one
olector wrote down the names of the three
Warrnambool callJiJates and. put "3"
opposite the name of Mr. Deany alt.hough he intended to vote for him. ' He
t.hought that he was voting in the
\V d!'l'nambool electorate. Had he known
11'8 was in my electorate he would have.
put me in the wrong position.
llir. TUNNEcLIFFE.-The amendment in
1hat respect is vcry necessary.
Mr. OMAN.-I have no objection t,)
that amendment. There are about three
provisions in the Bill that I would be
quite willing to support. If the Ohief
Hecretary will indicate before the second
reading that he will withdraw the three
provisions to which I have objected-Mr. BAILEY.-YOU have not indicated
the provisions you prefer.
Mr. OMAN.-One is that the postal
hallot-papers shall be made clear, so that
electors shall know who are the candidates.
Mr. BAILEY.-What about the reimbursement provision?
Mr. OMAN.-That appeals to honoritble members generally, and I do not
think there will be much opposition to
it; but I do not consider that even that
provision would induce honorable members on this (the Opposition) side of the
House to accept the Bill in its present
'form.
Mr. KEANE.-I desire to say a few
words in support of the Bill. I suppose
there js no man in this House who has
taken a more active part in elections than
I have. I have fought elections on behalf of candidates on my side for the last
0

0
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30 years, and when I have heard honor~ble me~bers

on the Opposition side talkIng to-mght of °the old pioneers and the
great services they rendered to the demo?ra~y of this co~ntry, I have thought that,
If It were possIble for some of the old
pioneers to ohear the utterances of some of
the so-called ~iberal.s or Nationalists, they
would turn In theIr graves. It is ab,solute hypocrisy and humbug for those
men to talk of the great work that was
done for this country by the old pioneers
when ~hey themselves are stumblingblo~ks In the way. of all progressive legi:;latIOn. Every tIme a move is made in
the direction of bestowing greater freedom ~n the people, you :find them
stumblmg-blocks. When I was a lad I
used to follow the old Liberal party in
Ballarat, The s~alwarts in. those days
were Oolonel SmIth, Mr. FIncham, and
Mr. Bell. They were men who did some
good on behalf of the people of this country, and they had the respect, not only
of the people of Victoria, but of the whole
When I look round the
of Australia.
House and see the men who are supposed
to have succeeded them, and who at one
time have called themselves Liberals at
another time Nationalists and at another
time Progressive League' men, I wonder
why. they travel under so many aliases.
I thmk the reason is that they have not
a policy of their own. Yet, when the
Labour party get on to the Treasury bench
an? try to do something for the people of
thIS country, those men are stumblingblocks. Before my party got on this (the
Ministerial) side of the House I heard
the statements made by honor~ble memb~rs now on ~he other side, and I listened
WIt~ wonder t~ the way. i~ which they
attrIbuted all SIllS of omISSIOn and .commission to previous Governments. Today I listened with wonder to the way
i~ which they talked about the old
pIOneers. They say that it is an interference with liberty to compel people
to go and vote.
Every law on the
stat:ute'-?ook has; the foroo of compulsion
behmd It, and on many oCCIasions we force
people to do things they do not desire to
dOl, an? sormetim~s not to dOl things they
do deSIre to do. In the interests of the
great mass ,of th,e people we compel them
to' do certam thmgs. We have put compulsory enrolment on the statute-book,
and when we say tha.t the natural corollary to that is Clompulsory voting, honor-
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able mem.bers opp.osite ra~se their hands
in holy horror, and sa.y that it is an interference with the liberty of the subject.
Liberty is an abstract, term. There is no
such t.hing as absO'lute liberty. Liberty
simply means allowing a,. man to have
thet right to do· what the majority of the
people say he shall have the right to do.
r think a great, many honorable members
opposite have sPOIken with their tongues
in their cheeks. They dOl nOit knorw what
they mean when they talk O'f liberty a.nd
freedom.
There is force behind every
law on thel statute-book, and we say that
the majority of the people shall determine what is right and what is wrong.
The honorable member for Toorak the
other night said that a man should ha,ve
the right to' vote where his property interests lie, and the, honorable member
for Hampden repeated that statement tonight. r was in the position many yeaJ.'s
ago o,f feeling tha,t I had a certain
amount of interest in my employer's property. r worked at Port Melbourne a,nd
lived at Coburg. r knew that the' can~
date I supported at Coburg was proba.bly
a certainty without my vote, and r felt
tha,t r had an int,erest in the place where
r was, working. Why should r not have
been a.llowed to vote at Port Melbourn.e ~
1}.IIr. HUGHES.-Because you would have
voted for Labour.
Mr. KEANE.-I wil1 always vote for
Labour . We have been told that there
is a grea,t amount of apathy, and that
people do not care to record their votes.
In days gone by, when there was a real
Liberal party, it did something for the
benefit of the people, but for the last 30
years nothing of any benefit to. t.he great
mass of the people has come from that
party. As a result the people have
become apathetic.
When I was canvassing, and asked people to vote, they
Baid, "'Vha t is the use of voting ~ They
are all alike." Could you blame them for
that when for 30 yea,rs there, had been in
porweT a stodgy mass of men calling themselves Liberals and Nationalists, who did
nothing for tha mass of the people, but
who made promises year in and year out,
and never attempted to keep their
promises ~
Nfr, TOUTCHER.-Rot! ,
Mr. KEANE.-The honorable member
is a specimen. He has been in this' Ho~se
fOIl" many years, and he oannot tell me
of a,ny measure he ever 'attempted to
place on the statute-book for the benefit
of the mass of the people.
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lVIr. KEANE.-I am surprised at Ba.Ilarat West returning a man of such
stodgy Conservative views. I am 'SO!l'ry
to t.hink that I came frClm a district that
has put into, the House a man vrho has
no greater an. idea o:f liberty and freedom
than the honorable member has. I have
traced the careers' of all t.he honorable
m-embers on the other (the Oppositiou)
side of the H?'lise. Da,y in and day out,
when canva-ssmg, I have gO[le to people
and asked them to vote. They have said,
"They arar all alike. When they get
outo the Treasury bench they will not do
anything for you. They are very glib in
their promises; bt'lt oo.ce they get on the
Treasury bench they are just the same
as the others." I have said repeatedly,
" You halve given the ot.her side a chance
long enough: give the Labour party a
trial. If they do nort dOl anything for
you I will never canvass for them again
or work for them. "
N orw we· ha ve a
Laho'Ur Government on the Treasury
bench, and they are doing something for
the people. I have ~ravelled throughout
the length a.nd. breadth o,f Victm.'ia, and
only la,tely I have been go,ing round the
country and talking to many men and
w'Omen on th2 land. As late as to-night
three men from the country have said to
me- of their pn~sent member, (' He will
be ' down and out' at the. next election.
We 'are sa,tisfied that the Nationalist
party is 110 good to us, and that the
Labour pa,rty is going to, do more for us
than Ollr own people did for us before."
I wish to issue a warning to the Opposi ..
han. If they desire to make their positions secure, and to come back to their
nice little jobs after the next election,
they must show tkat, they have something
in common with the great masses of the
people by voting for this Bill. I suppose
I am pleading in vain. r warn t.hem
that their fate will be a sad onel if they
reject this measure. They must lea,m to
mend their ways. r won my election because the Nationalist party brought forward in the Redistribution of Seats Bill
a measure the passage of which would
ha.ve been a disgrace to! Victoria.
The
whole object of that Bill was to insure a
long run for the so-caned Liberal party.
Tha.t they would thereby perpetrate: a
wrong to the Sta,te aid not conce,rn. them.
!heir a~gument was, tc Th~ Labour party
IS groWlng stronger and stronger, and! it.
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will sOlon be strong enough to turn us
, out. vVe must do something. n I foughl
my election on that Bill, and succeeded
in turning out a Nationalist. He was a
man after the type of the ho.no.rable member for Warrnambo.ol. He had been on
every side atone time or another. I
heard tne honorable member for Hampden say that he believed in'liberty-,-that
every man should be, allowed to· go. to the
polling booth and exercise his vote without being interfered with. It brings to
my mind an incident that occurred years
ago when Dr. Maloney was contesting a
seat. The othe,r side had a man with a
camera who was phDtographing men who
were voting. The Rerturning Officer encouraged him to stay at the booth. But
Dr. l\1aloney told the man to get Q1utside.
The man got. He was evidently afraid
that the little doctor would put him out if
he did nOit goo voluntarily. That. is the
kind of freeldom the Nationalist party
would give. I say candidly that I do not
believe they have any desire to give freedom to the masses of the people. Rather
they would restrict their liberty in every
way possible. If the Nationalists return
to power with a decent ,majOirity, I am
satisfied they will pass one of thel most
conservative Electoral Bills we have ever
had in this State. I remember quite recently an honorable, member getting up
011 this side of the House
and pointing
out that there ha~ been a large decrease
of stock all Dver Australia. Incidentally,
he blamed previo.us Gove'rnments, of
'which he had been a member, for not giving. sufficient encouragement to primary
producers to bre'ed stock. When in Oppoaition, this membe,r said he hDped the
Labour Government would do something
in the interests of the country prDducers.
\Vhen the Premier's policy speech was
read, many Opposition membe'rs said some
of the items were good, but where was
the money tD come from to give effect to
them ~ Had the war continued a few
more years, ways and means would have
been found to carry it on. Now that we
have in powe,r a party that is anxious to.
carry out progressive measures, the argument is iterated and reiterated, "All
very well, but where is the money to come
from~" The point is that we must ensure
the progress 0'£ the State.
It has been
said that postal voting is a good thing.
I used to think so, but I have since had
practical experience of it. I fDund that
people were preventing their domestics
Mr. Keane.
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from going to the, polling booth. The,y
provided authorized witne,sses to witness
their domestics' votes. They considered
that they had a perfect right to' also witness those votes, and so. they stood alongside the domestics when the posta.! papers
were filled in. Of course, if a servant
voted for the wrong candidate, he would
have a short tenure of his job. I have
had personal proof of this. As a municipal councillor, I have been called in on
several occasions to witness postal votes.
I have had to teU the lady of the house
to stand away from the domestic, as she
had no right, and I had no right, to see
who was being voted for. It is because of
things of this sort tha t the Labour
party are opposed to the postal voting
system. vVe kno.w that it is open to abuso
and corruption. I llO'pe that this Bill
will go through without a postal vo,ting
Like the honorable member
provision.
fDr Ballarat East, I think some simpler
method can be adopted. We require a
more uniform system of voting. ElectDrs
are confused by the multiplicity o.f the
metho.ds in .vogue. At sOime municipal
elections you strike out the names of the
candidates you do not want to vote for.
At Dthers you exelrcise the preferential
principle ....., A person who has been in the
habit of voting at Cohurg and who shifts
to Brunswick will find, if he attempts to
vote at Brunswick in the way he had
always voted at Coburg, that he will cast
an inva1id vote. We have, a different system
for the Legislative Assembly and for the
Legislative Council. Then there is another faT the Federal Parliament. To
my mind this confusion is not the result
of chance. It has been brought about
deliberately to confuse electors. Our opponents aTe well trained. They talk
abDut the admirable organization of the
Labour party.
I wish I could believe
them. There was a time when we were
well organized. Tha t has not be~n the
case lately.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Would you like to have
the A Irgus be,hind you ~
Mr. KEANE.-Yes, a long way behind me. If the Labour Government remains in office long enough, I think we
shall find that the electo.rs will be better
organized, and the result of that will be
that many Q1f my friends opposite will
lose their seats. I hope they will lose
their deposits alsO'. N Q1W, I wish to touch
lightly on compul~o.ry vo.ting.
In some
European co.untries voting is made com-
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pulsory.
That is the case in Belgium
and in Austria.
If tWQl-thirds Q1f the
people there' do nQlt record their vQltes ~t
an election those who fail to do so have
to pay the expeuses of a new elect~on.
We shQluld introduce some such prinCIple
here. I am a firm advocate Q1f compulsory vQlting. We have be,en told that
women are influenced, when casting their
votes, by the colour of a man's hair or
the cut of his clothes. Well, if the ladies
had judged mel' by' my hair I should certainly nQlt have wQln my seat. I think
that what has affected women's votes is
that faT' so many years they were refused
the franchise. They had no interest in
politics.
Their p01itical education was
neglected. There were men who looked
forward to the day when the women
would be enfranchised, and' they educated their wives in poIitics. My wife
was as well informed on pOolitics as I was.
FrQlm the ~oment she had the right to
vote she was quite capable of e,xercising
the franchise inteUigently. It is becaus9
the so-called Liberal party kept women
off the rQllls in. days gone by that the
women are learning that they have most
to gain by casting their votes democratically. I hOope that the day is not far distant when the~l will be sufficiently educated in politics and weU enough organized· to make it impossible fOIl' the
Nationalist pa.rty ever again to cQlme into
power.
On the mOotion of lVIr. TOUTCHER,
the debate was adjourned until the following day.
ADJOURNMENT.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT: SALE TO
MELBOURNE TRAIN.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Pr~mier).-I
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. McLACHLAN.-I desire tQl draw
the attention o,f the Minister of Railways
to the arrangements that are sometimes
made with regard to the running of the
train frQlm Sale to Melbourne. Only tQlday, that train was about an hour and
twenty minutes late. About 20 miles
out' from Sale sQlmething went wrong with
the staff, which necessitated some oue
being sent from Traralgou au a trolley,
nQlt on an engine. At that porint we lost
an hour Q1r an hQlur and a quarte.r. During the jOourney to Dandeuong we gained
about half an hour. From DandenOong
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into lVIelbourne we, howe,ver, lost. half
an hour. I want to point out that long
distance travellers, who are obliged to' get
up at 5 o'clock or half-past 5 o'clock in
the morning are entitled to receive from
the railway authorities a little consideration and a slight pre,ference over city
travellers.' On such occasions the least
that can be doue for country passengers
is to see lhat the line is clear and headway made from Dandenong to the city,
which is practicall y a suburban area.
There is no reason why the train should
lose half an hour between Dandencmg
and. Me,lbourne as it did to-day. I may
. say that the passengers from the Sale
end were very muclf displeased at being
kerpt so long on the journey. I hope that
the lVIiniste-r will see that in future longdistance travellers get a little more consideration from the railway authorit.ies.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).
- I will see that the matter is brought
unde,r the nO'tioe of the Railways Commissioners, and endea,vour to prevent a
recurrence of what the honorable member complains about.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.54 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
'Wednesday, September 24, 1924..

The, SPEAKER (the Ron .•Tohn Bowser)
took the' chair at 4.8 p.m.
HOSPITALS AND CHARITIES ACT.
MEDICINE FOR GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS.
Mr. GROVES asked the Premie~If the Government is having the dispensing
in Government institutions done by qualified
chemists, as required by the Hospitals and
Charities Act, and if the law in this respect
is being enforced by the Charities Board.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premierr) .-The
law on the matter is not as indioated by
the honorable member for Dandenong.
Section 55 of the Hospitals and Charities
Act is as follows:No person other than a registered pharmaceutical chemist, or where the services of
Fiuch a chemist are not available, a duly qualified medical practit~oner sh all compound any
medicine 'or drug for use in any hospital. Any
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person who a.cts in. contraventi<)U ef this section shall be punishable as for an offence
under section 103 of the Medical Act 1915'.
That is. quite positive, but I wo.uld po.int

o.ut. that in sec.tion 5 va.riQus institutiQn'S
are: exe'mpted frQm the' o.p.eratio.n o.f the
Act. The list 0..£ eiXemptiQns includes:hospita.l, asylum, or· institution
wholly m.aintained by the State.

Ca) Any

It is to. Government institutions that too
honora-bIe membea.- refers, and they ~re
specially exempted frQm the- opef"atiQn of
the Act, which applies o.nly to. institutiQns
o.ther than thoS€t run by thB State.
TMPORTATIONS OF WHISKY.
Mr. A .. A. BILLSON (O",ens) asltecl
Mr. CAIN (Ho.no.rary Minister), fo.r the
Minister Q,f Public Health1. If he is aware that, in reply to. certain
questions submitted by Mr. Foster, l\1.H.R.,
on. 16th September insta.nt, the Honorable the
Commissioner o.f Customs admitted that a.
brand of whisky, being a. blend of 30 peJ: aen,t.
of Scotch malt whisky and 70 per cent. of
" neutral spirit," was landed in Australia?
2. If be will exercise all the powers vested
in him to prevent such liqlilor going into con~
sumptio.n in Victoria.?

Mr. CAIN (H-onorary Minister).-I
may point OIUt to. the honorra,ble member
that there is no. powe'r to' prevent such
whisky going into. cQnsumptio.n, provided
the descri ptio.n Qn the ]a bel is nQt misle'a.ding.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, introduced by private members, were read a first time:Anzac Day Bill (MajoT Baird).
Divorrce Bill (Mr. Snowball).
AUDIT BILL.
Mr. PRENDERGAST'
move----

(Premier).-I

That this BiU be now read a second time.

CQnsiderable incQnvenience is caused in
co.untry districts by the present methQd of
payment of aCCQunts by the Treasury.
There is a, lirili ted n Ulnber of pa,y offices
to which CQuntry accou.nts are scheduled,
a.IlJd it is necessary for residents in towns
in which there are, nOI T'reasuxy pa,y Qffices
to make special arrangements to obtain.
payment Qif the mQneys due too them,
either by making a persQnaJ visit to the
pay o,ffice o.r by giving an Qirderr to a bank
Qir Qther agent to collect. This involves
trouble and expense, which it is the pur-
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pose Qif this Bill Un! 0. bviate. I t is proposed" instead Qf sending aecQunts ro
CQuutry pa.y OffiCBS, to fQ~aJ:d. cheques
direct to the pa.ye,es, so. that there will
be no difficulty whatEw.eI to countly.
reside.m~· U1 obtaIning· payment o£ Government a,coorunts. To a.ffelCt this pur~
pose, aill amendment o.f the Audit Act is
neCtessa.ry, which is embodied in. the lliIl
now submitted. It is desired to' bring
thp, n-elw syst,em into operation o.n the 1st
October next, and I shall'be glad, therefore, if the House will eocpedite the
passage o.f the. Bill Advantage is bemg
taken of this Bill to authorize' payments
(D,f sa.laries, wages, and allowances withoi1ll.t.
the necessity in all cases of a. receipt being:
taken. This is necessa,ry, particularly in
eases where manual laboulfers are employed, and' there WQuld be cQn..siderable
loss of time in their signing pa.y-sh~ets.
As a ma.tter Qf fact, this pra:ctice is
alread:y in opera.tiQn to a limited extent,
aJil.,d clause 4 of the, Bill valida.tes what is
being done in this way. I m:a,y meiJ1tion
that t,he Bill has· the concurrence of the
A uditorr-GeneraJ. as weU as of the Treasmy Department.
It has been fQ>und
necessary in a; number o.f cases to seud
cheques to offices in the c0IIintry for
certa.in people·. Frequently a cheque is
not. coHected for a co.nsiderable period,
and th.ere is nOI means of taking it out. o.f
an office withQut the person to whQm the
money is due cQUecting it fQr himself.
By this Bill we propose to follow the
Qrdjnary business practice. Cheques will
be posted to. t.he persons too whom mQney
is due, and the letter cQntaining the
cheque will be deliv.e'red in the ordinary
wa,y, inste,ad Qf peO'ple ha.ving to. travel,
perhaps 50 miles, too a pay office.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is nQt that the practice
in connexiQn with payments by the
CQmmonwealth 1
l\1r. PRENDERGAST.-I .cQuld not
say, hut I belie,ve it is.
We proPQse,
however, to adQpt it hBre, with the
general CQncurrence Qf thB Qfficers CQncerned, and to simplify the· making or
payments.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-Can thB hQnorable
gentleman say if a person who receives
mQney o.n public account has to. stamp the
receipt 1
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We will be
dpaJing with that matter SQme time in the
future.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But the questiQn is
relevant to this particular matter;
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-! think it is
necessa.ry to give a. receipt, because the
Audito·r-Gene,ral demands seme kind ef
recogni tion of the transaction tha,t has
taken plaice. ! think lVIr. Norris, the
AuditeT-General, may be depended upon
t'J leek after the public interest in that
regard.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I wanted to find
out whether this Bill involved any loss
of public revenue. A practice has grown
up whereby cheques that are payable to
order do not carry a receipt. The cheque
itself is regarded as sufficient.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The, Act says that
there shall be a receipt.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Act says the
buyer may compel a receipt to be given.
This practice of not giving a receipt involves a big loss of revenue.
I am not
sure whether money. received from the
Treasury requires a receipt.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think they do not
require a receipt for money received from
the Treasury.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am not sure
about that.
I have been required by a
public officer to give a receipt. However,
I have mentiened this matter 8'0 that the
Treasurer can look into it.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).Cheques that are payable by order invelve a different transactien. The public are affected. These cheques do not
necessitate a receipt as long as they are
endorsed by the receiver of the money.
We lose a lot of money through this transaction. I find, in addition, that people
drawing money from the Treasury need
not stamp a receipt.
I am looking into
this matter, because I do not see why the
payment of duty should be avoided in
these transactions.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Olauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3-(Receipt forr' payment to person authorized to receive).
Mr. SNOWBALL:-With reference to
the point raised by the honorable member
for Rt. Rilda, and the statement made by
the Premier that it was his intention to
have the Stamps Act complied with in
respect of these payments, I would suggest
that we can do all that is necessary by
slightly. amending this Bill. The amen?.ment could, if necessary, be made In
another place.
The Treasury could de-
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duct the amount required for duty purposes out of the cheques.
That would
pr0tect the revenue.
I sec no reasO'n
why receipts that are given to the Treasury for payment should not be stamped
in the ordinary way.
A stamp has to
be put on a receipt by the perS0n receiving money in all ordinary circumstances, and there is no reason why the
practice should not be general.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We lose about
£3,000 a year now.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It would be a
simple matter to authorize the Treasury
to' deduct frem the ameunt ef the cheque
a sum sufficient to cover the stamp duty.
Could we nOit meet the Premier's wish in
the matter by making a slight alteration
in this Bill ~
'Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-The Premier is turning over in his mind other
ways of taxing the people.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).This question will come up fo·r < consideration later. I therefer·a ask the honorable
member for Brighton not to delay the
passage of the· Bill. Money has been held
baok lately. We have had to establish pay
offices in certain places in anticipatiO'n
of the passage of this measure.
The clause was agreed to', as were the.
remaining clauses.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) the Bill was read a
third time.
WORKERS' COMPENSATION BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 17) on the motion of Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary) for the second
reading of this Bill, was resumed.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I dO'
not at this stage ,propose to' discuss the
Bill, but I desire to enter a protest
against, the manner in which the business
of the House is being - conducted. As
this is show week honora ble members
are having a busy time with their constitu.ents. They see their business sheet
and anticipate that Bills will be taken in
the order in which they appear upon it.
We know that it is necessary. that a
Supply Bill should go through tonight-Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The ·delay in submitting the Supply Bill:is due to the
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Governor being iii in bed. We a.re waiting now for the return of the papers.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-We
might have been told that before. Honorable members anticipated that the Supply Bill would be brought on, and they
desire to call attention to various matters in which they are interested. I was
engaged elsewhere last night, but I understood that the Wheat :Marketing Bill
was to be introduced, and the motion for
the first reading moved.'
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-It will be introduced to-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
Premier should keep faith with the
House. Nobody protested when certain
orders of the day were postponed to permit of the Audit Bill being taken, but
now we have another 'chop and change,
and the Workers' Compensation BiU is
called on. The Electoral Bill has been
before the House on several occasions,
and then the debate has been ·adjourned.
If the business sheet were f'Ollowedhonorable members would know where they
were. When they were on this side of
the House honorable members opposite
protested most vigorously if there was
any departure from the previously announced 'Order of business. Almost every
night we were asked what business was to
be taken on the following day.
Mr. BAILEY.-And you used to jum,p
about with the business.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. That is not so. It was only when something exceptional occurred that there was
any change made in the order of business.
I know that several honorable members
are interested in this Bill. Some of the
country members have been debating it,
and they iare not here at present.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-You asked for the
adjournment o£ the debate.
.Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.That is so, but when we have a business
sheet placed before us we do not expect
to have these sudden changes made
in it.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We have been infinitely courteous in our efforts to meet
the convenience of the honorable member.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK. I do not think so. The Government have
been ,successful in getting several small
Bills such as the J epari t Land Bill, the
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Richmond Land Bill, ,and the North
Carlton Land Bill put through, and their
object no doubt was to' give another place
some work to go on with, but these are
what. are called" pot-boilers." The other
measures the Government have introduced
are Bills that they found in the pigeonholes of their departments, and that we
had not an opportunity of finalizing. Last
night the Chief Secretary read us a
splendid speech on the Gas Regulation
Bill, and thanked the Gas Inquiry Committee for the fine work it had done. But
he and the party to which .he belonged
opposed the appointment of that Committee. Then we had the Cattle C'Ompensation Bill. I repeat that the Government should keep faith with honorable members in regard to the Bills that
are to be proceeded with on particular
days. I hope that'some other honorable
member will be prepared to speak on this
Bill, and having filled the gap by lodging
a protest against the departures that are
being made from the business sheet I will
leave tl;le matter for the present.
Mr .. EGGLESTON.-I support the
protest made by the Leader of the Opsition on one particular ground especially, and that is that the House Ibas not
yet had any information supplied to it as
to the result of the new scales and 'the new
provisions of this Bill. The Chief Secretary when introducing the Bin gave information to the House which is not
quite accurate. He said that there would
be no increase of premium rates, but
rather a reduction.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-I did not anticipate any increase.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the honorable
gentleman will consult his officers I think
he will find that the Bill does involve an
increase in the actuarial calculations
upon which the premiums 'are based, and
I do not think the House should consider
the Bill in detail un till the information
on that subject has been supplied. What
I understand the Chief Secretary to be
going on i,s this: That the State Insurance Office is making a profit, and that
that profit can be drawn upon to' meet
any additional cost of insurance at these
extra rates. That in my opinion is unsound in principle.
The profit which
has been accumulated by the State Insurance Office is in the nature of a reserve to meet' contingencies.
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Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-N ot so far as the enough defined in clause 2. In the interState Insurance Office is concerned.
pretation of "worker," for £350 a year
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not know there is to be substituted £10 per week.
whether the honorable gentleman would Tha t is the effect of the Bill so far 'as
have us believe that the other insurance insurance is concerned, and the increased
cost wiI.l be taken from practically a secoffices 'make big profits.
l\fr. TUNNECLIFFE.-V\T e know that the tion of the people. I do not object to
Employers' Association is making enor- anyone being insured, but I do say it
is hardly fair that an employer should
mous profits.
have to bear the whole of the responMr. EGGLESTON.-That may be so, sibility. He is required to insure his
but the question depends upon ,,,hat par- employees, and if he fails to do so he inticular rate you are dealing with. There curs the whole of the lia bili ty under the
are all sorts of rates. There are rates Bill up to £750.
for men in clerical employment, for men
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-This question was
and women in domestic employment, for threshed out twenty years ago.
persons in hazardous employments, and
Mr. ALLAN.-I was not here twenty
so on. Some of these are profitable, and years 'ago. The Bill has to be dealt v;rith
some are unprofitable. I do not see how by honorable members who are here
the Ohief Secretary can say that there to-day. Some time ago I mentioned a
will be no increase in the premiums in glaring case that occurred at Rochester,
regard to ,some of these occupations. I and I propose to give the particulars of
suggest th'at there will be a fairly lar~e it again to show how unfairly this system
increase in premiums. I do not say thIS may work. A contractor had :a contract
in opposition to the Bill. I am strongly on the east side .of Rochester. When
in favour of its main principles, but the it was finished, at about mid-day,
House should have submitted to it some the teams were told to shift to
sort of evidence, either from the Govern- , another contract on the west side. They
ment Statist or the manager of the State started to move over. The driver of
Insurance Office, as to what premiums the teams, I suppos·e, pulled up.
Prowill be charged in future on the new rates bably it was a hot day. At all events, he
provided for by the ~ill. Until that .in- stopped quite, a long time in the t.own of
formation has been gIven I do not thmk Rochester, and I presume that when going
the House should proceed further with out in the evening he fell asleep on
the Bill, and I would ask that in the t.he, waggon, with the result that he fell
meanwhile it be postponed.
out and one of the' whee,ls went ove:r him.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-I am not pre- Hel was killed. It was said that tha,t ocpared to agree to the postponement of the curred in the employe,r's time and the
Bill, but I will give to honorable mem- employe,r had tOt pay £600.
bers any information that is available.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-He should have
Mr. ALLAN.-I have to confess that been insured.
I do not like this Bin at all. In regard
lVIr. A.LLAN.-I unde,rstand that it
to the remarks of the Leadm: of the Oppo- was a long time, after the liour of 5 o'clock
sition it is true that we do not now know when the man was killed.
what business is coming on in the House,
Mr. COTTER.-A.pparently he was still
and it is not fair that Bills of which in charge of the horses.
many of us do not approve. shoul~ be
}Ir. ALLAN.-The case went to
called on without proper notice.
The Court, and the, deicision of the Court was
Government has jumped about from mea- tha.t the employe~ was liable for compensure to measure. They did so the other sation.
The insurance company said,
day, and the result of such a procedure " We, have not to> pay be1causel we have
may be that divisions will be taken at a only to pa.y when a, man is injured within
time when honorable members who are the prescribed hours." As t.he accident
interested in Bills are absent. That is occurred after 5 00' clock the employer had
unfair to them. To-day the Government to meet the liability.
go right down to nearly the end of the
Mr. SLATER.-Will you give the name
notice-paper, a1!-d. then ~hey. c~me back of tha,t case 1 I do not think your law is
again. The obJect of thIS BIll IS clearly right.
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Mr. ALLAN.-I can give the honor- definition o.f (( worker" is amended' to
able, gentleman the name, of the contrac- include persons who earn £10 a week or
to'r.
leas.
It will undoubtedly mean that
Mr. SLATER.-How long ago was that insurance rates will go up.
That will
case 1
In
be another tax on the employer.
Mr. ALLAN.-Aboru:t a, year ago ..
the country districts determinatiOons Oof
. Mr. SNOWBA.LL.-A policy covers aU city Wages Boards and a, number of
risks incurred by the employer.
other t?ings are beling introduced, and
Mr. ALLAN.-No; it covers all risks everythmg somehow seems to be, knockwithin the prescribed hours of work, but ing thel employe[". Thel whole of the liait does not cover risks outside, of the pre- bility is put on him, and he is given no
scribed hours. In the case, I have, men- redress. I shall rela,te, another case that
A farmer entioned, thel Court said that the, man who came unde,r my notice.
was killed was in cha,rge' of the, teams gaged a man to put up some fences. It
beJonging to thel contractor, and made the was pie-eel-wOork, and he, did not know tha.t
it was necessary to insure the man. The
contractor pay.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-He was not latter had a sore hand when hel started
work. It was not very se,rious, but it
insured.
Mr. ALLAN.-He was insured.
He got worse. He went to a doctor, and had
was killed at 8 or 9 0' clock at night, but to have it lanced. He also went to a
solicitor tOo find ,out if hel could go fOor his
he was still in charge of the teams.
employer
a,nd get £600.
However, the
Mr. SLATER.-He was killed in the.
course of his employment, and that is the, solicitor told him tha,t as he had received
the, wound tha,t caused the swelling while
test of the wholel position.
lY.I:r. ALLAN .-1 do not stand he,re as hel was at work at another yla,ce, he had
one who can explain legal points, but I not a go'od easel, and he did not go any
have told the House what the Court de- further. In that case the emplOoyer was a
cided. To look at the Bill from another small farmer who employs velry little
point of vie,w, the Government says that labour. He did not reany know tha,t he
should ha.ve insured the man whom he
a· man who gets £10 a week must be inemployed,
and he! might havel been landed
sured by his employer. The employer has
to take the whole ~f the responsibility. with the, lia-bility too pay that man £600,
.
It. <ioes not ma,tte,!' if he, employs a man which would ha,ve ruined him.
Mr.
TUNNEcLIFFE.-It
ce,rtainly
would
for only one, day in the, year, if that man
iB killed during the' day the employer is have ruined the widow if the, man had
liahle tOo pa.y £75'0 in compensation.
I been killed, and had no,t been insured.
1\1r. ALLAN.-Whose widow ~
said be,foTe that the Bill was for the benefit of a class and I will give my reasons.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The wife of the
Various Gov€,rnme,nts ha,ve put on closer man who was killed or liable to be killed.
se,ttlement blocks about 12,000 Victorian
Mr. ALLAN.-That is all very weU,
and overseas settle,rs. Those men are not bu t if the owner of a small block gets
e'arning anything like £10 a week, but killed his widow has to dO' the, belst sh.e
the're is no way of insuring them. Have can. She gets nothing.
not they just as much right to be insured
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-He can insure himas a man who happens to' .come, along
and do a day's work for onel of them ~ sel£.
Mr. ALLAN.-Any one can insure
The Government say, "Wei are going to
pick out a section of men who work for himself, but a man who insures himwage,s up to £10 a week, and provide that seH has to' pay the premiums himself .
they must be insured up to £750, but we The Bill not only casts the obligation on
shall leave, everyone, else, out." Tha,t is the employer to pa,y for the insura.nce, but
not a, fair deal tOo people who are in a ma,kes him liable, for the payment of
very much worse positiOon than the men £750 if hel dO'es not pay it. I ~m surdrawing £10 pe,r week. In my opinion a prised that the' Gove,rnment should bring
man whQo is drawing a salary of that in measures of thiJ3 kind, and when we
amount ca.n e,asily afford to insure himself. are dealing with Supply I shall mention
I am not gOoing to support clause 2. It the question of the, extension of Wages
is all very well to say that it will not Boa,rd awa.rds to the, country. It is all
affect the, emplOoyer, but it. meB;ns bring- very well for Ministelfs to think tha,t they
ing in a great many more people if the can eade,nd all thesel things to country dis-
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tricts, and hurt the employer as much as
they like, but the time may come when we
will say, "You: Ganno.t do it."
:Mr. POLURD.-Would you begrudge
the small amount it would cost you to
insure a £.M'n:L hand ~
Mr. ALL.AN.~If thet honora,ble, membe~ had li~teolled to met he would know
tha,t I was not complaining a.bout the
amount of the insurancel premiums. I
wa,s complaining that men, poorer' than
men getting £10 a week, will have to
takei all the liability if they do not have
their employees insured. I do not believe it is a sound principle to put a
liability of that kind on the emp10yer.
Mr. JACKSON .-On whom would you
put it-the employee~
Mr. ALLAN.-I would put it on the
honorablet member, and then he might be
satisfied·. It does not matter so much to
a big maoll who employs 50 or 100 men.
He knows he has to insure his men, and
he takes out a, policy with an insurance
company. He pays a premium based on
his wages-shee,t.
The big employe.r is
always insured. It is the man. who employs a la,bourer, perhaps fOT only a, day
or two a week, or a day or two· in the
year, who may suffer. It is not fair to
such a, man. I t means that he has to
pay an insurance premiu:m., and, if he
happens to havel a man working for him
who is not insured, he' is liable fo'r the
payment of compensation amounting to
£750. It is all one-sided. If the employee had to pay a small proportion nf
his wages towards his insurance, I would
not object, but the employe,r has not only
to pay the wholel of the premium-Mr: SLATER.-Do you recollect the time
when the employe,r had no liability at all,
and when thel employee was killed tha,t
was the end of it ~
His dependants received no compensation.
.
Mr. ALLAN.-A settler on a, 20-acre
block re~ce.jve,s no compensation in thel
event of his being injured if' he has not
insured himself.
The government are
picking out a class and giving to that
class something that cannot be given to'
the rest of the, people. I am not in favour
o.f making a concession to a class in that
way. Anyhow, I do not think it is a
sound principle to give any employee the
whole of these benefits when he does not
contributE, a penny himself.
Mr. Co.TTER.-How do you give him the
whole of the benefits ~ If he dies, the
money goes to the widow.
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Mr. ALLAN .-A worker may lose an
arm.
Mr. COTTER.-You have not read the
Bill.
]\IIr. ALLAN.-I have read enough o£
the Bill to know that it' doos not suit
me. An honorable ID€tU1ber Sllggests that
itafIects my pocket, but as I have to em- .
ploy a certain aJJ10unt of labour, I n.a.tu'rally know that I have to, insure. It is
those who. employ labour very occasionally who are placed at such a
disadvantage. A man may be sent o:ut
into the country with a harv-ester, and: as
a. result of pur:e carelessness on his part
a.n accident may occur. Suppose the harvestoer is worth £200, and through the
driver losing control of his horses there U!
a smash. Who would have the liability ~
In addition to £200 for his machine the
whole of the liability under the Act would
have to' be m'et by the employer, although
the accident may have been entirely due
to laxit.y on the part of the driver. If the
employee dBes not happen to he insured,
the employer is liable to pay compensation
up t() £150. I have no. hesitation in saying that the proposal d:oos not meet with
my approval.
l\1r.
TUNNECLIFFE.-The
hono'rable
member has quite misapprehendoed the
object of the Bill
Mr. ALLAN.-It is set out in clause 3.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-In case of the total
incapacity of the worker through the loss
of both hands, or something {If thlt,t kin.a.,
the payment is £600, the same as at present. If, however, there are children he
will receive an additional sum Of 5s. for
each child up to the number of ~;ix children, but the total amouut that he can
receive under the clause is £750.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is just what I was
saying.
.Mr. WETTENHALL.-With r-egard tQ
the general principle of workers' CDmpensation, I may say that I am quite in
accord with it, but I think that common
sense, as well as experience must convince
honorable members that the amendments
proposed in this Bill ;must involve, among
other things, an increase in the
rates of premiums.
In New South
Wales, when. the weekly payment during
incapacity was raised from £2 to £3,
an~ the compensa,tion for death from
£500 to £750, the rates were increased bY'
33 per cent. We aTe'told, however, that
similar increases in compensation could.
be made here without raising' the ra-tes.
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In his second-reading speech the Chief
Secretary stated that the profits on
workers' co-mpensation insurance were so
large that the, pro-posed increases could be
borne without any trouble ~ I have made
inquiries into the matter, and I find, on
the contrary, that if there is increased
. liability "there must undoubtedly be hlgh€r
rates. That should be clearly understood.
I could not accept the Minister's statement, because it seemed impossible that
such should be the position. Therefore, I
made exhaustive inquiries. I discovered
that when weekly compensation was increased from 30s. to 40s., and the amount
at death from £400 to £600, no increase
in the rates was made. That was accepted
and given a trial. Experience based on
actuarial examination has definitely shown
that the rattls should be increased to meet
the business. In Queensland, while a very
large volume of this insurance is done by
the Government and the expenses are very
low, as the sup€,rvision is light and no
canvassing is required, I understand that
there was a small profit up to' 1922-3, but
in that year a loss was shown. In Queensland the Government balances things with
its general insurance. Taking the wD'rke,rs'
compensation side of the insurance we can
expect and must have an increase in rates,
whether the insurance is done with the
Government or anybody else.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I would remind the
honorable member that the rates which
we a.re~ prD'posing are now being paid in
Queensland, and have been paid for many
years past.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-And in 1922-3
there was a loss in that State as far as
workers' compensation insurance is concerned.
Can the honorable gentleman
refute that'
·Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-You are quoting
from a sD'mewhat unreliable authority.
Mr. WETTENRALL.-I am not in
the habit of dD'ing that. I have taken
great care to be sure on the point. At
any rate, the Chief Secretary is not game
to refute what I said. I have pointed
out that New South Wales did increase
the rates by 33 per cent. Common sense
tells us that unless the profits were extraD'rdinary, no business could stand an
increase of the weekly payment fro_ill £2
to £3 lOs., without raising the rates.
There is another aspect of this matter. I
refer to the removal from the Act of the
agreement in regard to aged and infirm
workers. We we-re tD'ld that this WD'uid
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not involve any increased rates. But let
us analyse the position. It is undeniable, and experience has shown in the case
of aged and infirm workers that they are
more liable to accidents, that the accidents
are more serious, and that the time of
recovery is longer-all vital considerations in connexion with the matter.
Under the Act an agreement can be made
with regard to aged or infirm workers
and their insurance.
If this Bill is
carried the aged or infirm worker will
be placed on the same footing as a young
and virile man. It is preposterous to
say that that can be done without increasing the rates.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It puts them in
exactly the same position as we put the
returned soldiers, and that did not increase the rates.
lVIr. WETTENHALL.-That is a different matter. We do not want to bring
the returned soldiers into the picture.
The inRurance in regard to them no man
would complain of.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We only refer to
them as infirm workers. Thousands of returned soldiers are infirm wD'rkers, because
they have been injured in various ways.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-They are given
certain jobs. They do not take D'n aU
sorts of work as thel a-verage infinn
worker would have to do. It is useless
for the honorable gentleman to say that
the risk with the aged and infirm worker
is not greate-r than with the man of average health.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-All I say is that
no company or private concern has increased the premiums fnr infirm soldiers
who are now engaged in industries.
Mr. WETT'ENHALL.-I do nD't deny
ili~.
•
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-If the risk is
greater,· the premium demanded is not
higher.
Mr. WETTENHALL. - There are
special circumstances in cnnnexion with
returned soldiers. I am dealing with the
community as a whole, and it is no use the
hD'norable gentleman trying to draw a red
herring acrcss the trail.
There is no
dou bt that this proposal will increase the
liabilitv. and the premiums must be proportionately incre-ased. PeD'ple are not in
the insurance business as philanthropists,
nor is the State. The State office could
not afford to do business unless the premiums were adequate. There is another
aspect of this matter I desire to re,fer to.
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The compensation seems to be rather on
a liberal scale. If a man becomes disabled
he is entitled to adequate compensation
during his illness, but th~re is this possibility to be consde,red: ]f we make the
compensation to.o high there will not be
.the tendency for the man to reCGver as
rapidly as he might do in other circumstances. I am nGt putting that forward
merely as my own vie,w, but as the opinion
O'f a reliable authority. If a man is drawing, by way of compensation ~n.d sick
benefit funds, within a few shIllmgs of
what he would earn at his trade, the tendency is to remain sick. This, Gf course,
means adding to the amount of compensation which would be paid, and it follows
that the premiums must be increased. I
speak subject to correction on this point,
but does nGt this Bill me,an that the rate
Gf compensaion would be equal to £3 lOs.
pe,r week 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That is hardly a
fair statement of the position. If a man
is permanently injured and has children,
he will receive, in addition to £2 per week,
a sum of 5s. per week for each child until
the total payment Gf £750 has been
reached. It does not necessarily follow
that every claimant will get £3 lOs. per
week That total will be reached in only
a small number of case,s.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That has nothing to do with the compensation payable
at death as the result of accident.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The amount payable at death is not alte,red, but remams
at £600.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-But the weekly
payment may be £3 lOs.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The payment will
be £2, and then 5s. fGr every child up
to six in the family. That will bring the
amount up to £3 lOs., but it is only in
rare cases that that total will be reached.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I am in accGrd
with the proposal that a man with
children dependent upon him should get
additional compensation, and the Minister's statement has largely removed my
objection in regard to the payment of
It must be obvious
£3 lOs. per week.
that if we are going to make the compensation paymeut re,ach within a few shillings of a man's Q1rdinary earnings, the
amount payable fo·r compensation will be
greatly increased. I do not see any necessi ty for removing the power to make
agreements with aged and infirm workers.
If the House accepts the proposals in this
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Bill, it will be responsible for what is
sure to fcHow-an incre,ase in the premiums.
:MajGr BAIRD.-So far a~ I can gather
from my perusal of the Blll, there are
two features in it which deserve close attention from hGno'rable members. There
is no dGubt the WGrkers' Compensation
Act put on industry the bur~en of supporting a worker who meets WIth an acCldent in the course of his employment.
The industry pays him only a part.ial
wage, but to that extent the 'pa:yment of
compensation is a burden en Industry.
This Bill will greatly increase the number
of workers who can come under the
WGrkers' Compensation Act. Before 1922
only manual workers receiving less than
£250 a year could come under the Act.
In 1922 we increased the a.mount to £350,
and it is now proposed to advance it to
£520 which is £10 a week. No manual
worker receiving over £10 a wee:k wil~ be
able to enjoy the benefits of thIS legIslation. It will be seeu from the figures. I
have quoted that the amount proposed In
the Bill is practically double the rate of a
manual worke,r's pay fixed in 1922.
l\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Wages ha:ve considerably mo;re than doubled dunng that
interval, but only the same class ~f
worke,rs are expected to CGme under thls
new proposal.
Major BAIRD.-Sure'ly the honorable
gentleman will not say th~t a man who
was getting £250 a year m 1922 would
now be getting £520 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-WhE-n the original
Act was passed 30s. a week was considered
half the wages. The rate Gf £250 was
considered to be high, but since then
wages have more than doubled.
MajGr BAIRD.-I am n~t d.eaIing with
the proportion of wages paId Just now. .
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We do not expect
to widen the field by this increase.
The
same peGple will be concerned, but they
are getting higher wages.
Major BAIRD.-I think the House
had better understand that we will be
greatly widening the area of wor~ers who
will be able to come under thIS Act.
There cannot be any doubt about that.
}\IIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Farm labourers
were then getting £1; now they are getting £3 and £3 lOs. a week.
Other
wo~kers who were receiving £3 and
£3 lOs. are now receiving £5, £6, and
£7 a week.
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Major B,AIRD .-We can take it -for
g'l'fuUte-d that with the limit at £3.50 ;all
farm workers were brought under the Aot.
N ow we will be br.i.ngiD.g in also a num·ber of ·tradesmen who could not come in

with the .limit .of .£.350..
Mr. TUN'NlE:C'LIFF£.-The oniginal aim of
this legisla.tion was ,to Ibring eViety worker
under t.he Act, but to.,:alay ouly a re1ativ:ely smaJl1?Torportrcl]1 :oam naVie the benelit of -this legislation.
Major BAIRD.-We .~'ha.n bring practioally all manual 'Workf)rs under this Bill,
I Sh0iU1el say. It will considerably increase the burden on industry, looking at
this one aspect a:lone. The employers will
have 'to' pay a 'great deal to the insurance office for the insuranee of thcir workmen.
Mr. WARDE.-But is it not a just thing
that tha,t sho,tild be doue ~
Major BAIRD;-I was nO't arguiug
from the .abstract point of view of justice
just then. I was pOQnting to what would
be the actual effect.
Mr~ WARDE.-YoU 'are probably right
in your deduction. But if it is a, right
thing to do we should go ahead and do it.
Major BAIRD.~I do feel that a. ;man
who receives £500 ,a year should be: able
.to provide fo,r all contingencies. I admit
that a man receiving a wage tha.t is close
to the bread .alld butter linel should have
the benefit of workers' compensation.
When a. man is getting a, sala.ry 0.£ £500
a year and over, :Qe .is surely able to pro-vide for all the ordinary cQlnt,ingencies 0f
life out of his own ea,rnings.
Mr. T'uNNEcLIFFE.-----Governments have
not followed that rule in cOlllneocion with
the Railway Department.
Major BAIRD.-WhatGoverument do
you refer to 1
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-The Government
of which yOU were a member.
Majo,r BAIRD .-1 dOl not see the applicatio'll.
Mr. W ARDE.-Why, your Government
increased the pensions of men who were
earning £1,250 a year.
Majo,r BAIRD.-Of course, the pedect
way would be too pay Elvery man sufficiently
well to enable. him too provide for an the
ordinary contingencies of .life out of his
savings.
Mr. WARDE.-Why, when you were, a
Minister, sitting at the table, you d'c:'.fended an increase 0.£ pension rate! to
men gt.tting £1,250 a year.
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Major BAIRD .-At any . rate the.
iHOOlse should ccmsidel' ,the question
whether a. ma.n earning £500 a year js
-not ,in a .posi tion to -provide for all these

contingencies himself. Tlbere .are ·a uum'ber 'OJ ,incrtlases that :rn:ust involve Ii.
greater Ibmrden. 'ChddTen a,re brought ·ill,
and that will probahly mea"Il a, big increase. :H will be very difficult .to estimate the number of childl'en a.n employee
ma;y have by the timEt he meets with an
accident.
Mr. JACKsoN.~This may bring in the
question of :bir.th control.
Major BAIR-D.-Any way, it will have
tG> he a generous insurance if .it is to'
coverall possihilities. An ,irns,uIlance oompat1ly must knaowexact,ly wh~t :the extent
of its responsibi1ity will be when it in~mr~s.
There are .at leraBtp.ossibihties in
the Bill Oof increasing the insuranoe rate
considerably. I am not 'at all sure that.
the p.roposed amendment of the Act is a
safe ,Oille. .Of course, some considera.tion
should be" given where d0a,th occurs. I
notice that the, amount is limit.ed to £600,
excepting where there are children. The
amount then becomes £750. Tha,t, of
course, meallS that considerably higher
premiums will have to be .paid.
The difficulty is in estimating just
what the ,liability 0'£ a company
will be when the accident that is
insured aga,inst happens.
Then there
i3 the case of the infirm WOiT kffi" . It has
often 'been debated in this House, and
pro.bably in anOother placer, too, whether
this infirm wo.rker's clause should not be
deleted altogethe,r. The GOovernment aTe
not doing that. But it may weH happen
that the infirm worl~er will have' tOI take
lower compensation than he would otherwise be entitled tOo. The wa:rker himself
may be done a great inj~y. He may be
pre,vented from getting woik at all. Of
course, if tbere is a. Bholl'tage of tradesmen
in his particular class, nc' may not be
affected at all.
•
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE. - The honorable
member knows quite well that it is not the
individual worker who is insured. It is
the wa.ge-sheet 0.£ the industry that is insured. The company is not a.wa,re whE.Jtber
the workers a,re old -qr young.
Major HAIRD.-But there ,are men
whO', thTOUgh infirmity, or wea,kness, or
old age, are mo['e liable to a.ccidents in
the modern factory tban arel 'workers who
are young 'and vig(}rou8.
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Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The same premium
rat.e js charged for them ,as for other
workers.
Mr. OAIN.-And employers would not
pa y these men wages if they welfe nQit doing the work.
Major BAIRD.-They will have to pay
a higher rate. We cannot deny that the.
infiITn worker is more liable to accident
than the strong, ke,en-sighted, keensensed yOoung fellOow, when working the
oHen difficult and dangerous muchin,~s
used in up-to-date factories.
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Ho'W do, you get
away from the fact that the premiums a.n~
not increased ~ The, insurance companies
accepted the whOole 0.£ the returned soldiers with whatever disabilities they might
be labouring under.
MajOor BAIRD.-Those companies, I
un derst-and, make a, great deal of money.
They probably acted very generously towards so'ldiers.
lVIr. BROWNBILL.-According tOo the
honorable member for LQiwan they do 'nOot
makCl much money.
Major BAIRD.-I am not a shareholder
in any such company. so I cannOot speak
from personal knowledge. But I do think
they would be more' generous to' soldiers
than to civilians,
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Does not the young
man take more risks than the E'lderly
worker takes ~
l\lajo,r BAIRD.-He ma}T. If he loses
his life in, his eady days he misses mo're.
However, I feel sure that the premiums
against those men will be increased, and
it may be made more difficult for them 1.0
get work at all.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.---.,.-It will not increase
the premium against the individual; jt
m<;l.y increase the general premium.
Major BAIRD.-The effect would be
the same against the employer. But what
a.bout the qUEstion of an infirm worker
being prevented from obtaining employment ~ The employe'r may prefer the
strong vigorous worker. I feel sympathy
with what the l\1inister isattEllllpting to
do, but I do frel that we must be careful
not to' do an injury to the workman who
is least able to heal" it.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-At present, if an
aged man is injured, he g-ets about £1 a
week, and that, is not sufficient tQi maintain him. He now gets the
kicking."
Major BAIRD.-The danger I see is
that these men may be prevented from
getting' work.
'
C'C
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~[r. GROvEs.-Oan the Minister give
us an assurance that there will 'be no
increaseu cost to the employer ~
}Ir. TUNNECLIFFE.-N o. All I can
say is that there will be no increase as
far as the afflicted men ar.e concerned.
Mr. GRovEs.-They are not all aged
men. Many young men returned from
the war incapacitated.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-About 60,000 men
returned from the war physically unnt.
Of couree a great many of them have
been absorbed in industries.
Major BAIRD.-The Chief Secretary
is giving the figures for Australia, not fQir
Victoria.
So far as I can gather the
two most important pomts in the Bill
have reference to the a.rea covered SOl far
as employees are concerned and the innrm
workers, and I think that the' House
should conside,r the Bill ve,ry carefully
before passing it. I am. nnt inclined to
SUpport the second readmg.
Mr.
SNOWBALL.-With
other
speakers I may 'say that I have ,always
been an enthusiastic supporter of this
beneficent legislation - the Workers'
Oompensation Acts which we have put
on our statute-book-and I am in favour
of increa:sing the field covered by the
system. I would, however, respectfully
submit to the House, that when we are
going to extend to the £10 a week wageearner ,the benefits ',0£ this compulsory
insuranc.e, j t would not be wise to ask
the employer to pay the premiums. To
relieve the worker earning up to £350 a
year we have allowed the burden to' rest
on the employer, but if we extend the
protection to the £ lOa week wage-e,arning
class, I cannot but feel tha.t these m~n
should be asked to make provision for
this insurance for themselves and theilT
dependants. No one can say that it would
be unreasonable to require a person earning such a wage to make the small con..
tribution required to 'secure for him this
protection.
Mr. ALLAN.-The employer mjght be
required to pay one-half the premium and
the per'S0h insured the balance. '
Mr. SNOWBliLL.-Persons earning
over £350 a year are in ,u position to contribute to the fund. r would not thilik of
asking the bread and butter wage-earner
to provide at all for this protection. I
have always been in favour of the industry itself carrying the burden. I am
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in favour ,of extending the area covered
by the Act, 'but I 'ask the Government

Mr. SNOWBALL.----ManYltradesmen
are receiving mqre than is paid to a mem-

to consider whether it would not be fair
to ask those who are to receive under this

ber of this Parliament, but the payment
we get is to recoup expenses. The Go-

Bill a benefit to which they 'are not at
present entitled, to bear the burden 'of
the protection being afforded to them.

vernment should seriously reconsider this
matter. Both sides of the House are
anxious to extend this wonderfully bene-

Mr. TouTcHER.-Do you mean

that . D.cent kind of legislation, but do not let

they should pay the premiums?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Yes.
The premiums are not high.
Mr.
TUNNECLIFFE.-The
difficulty
would be in the collection, ,and it would
mean a radie-al alteration of the whole
scheme.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I have no doubt
that in many cases an employer would
say of a man, "He is a gO,od worker, and
I am going to pay."
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Wben the original
Bill was before the House it was the
aspect of the case to which I have referred,
that led the House to reject the contributory system.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It was not that
alone; it was also the feeling that the industry should provide for the protection
of the worker earning the bread and
butter wage provided for by a Wages
Board determination.
Mr. OArN.-The honorable member will
recognize that the number of men injured
who are receiving wages on this higher
basis would be comparatively small.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There may be employers who have in their service a considerable number of men receiving the
higher rate 'Of pay, and it would be manifestly unreasonable for them to be called
upon to insure all of these employees out
of their own pockets in respect of the
risks of the industries in which they are
engaged.
~fr.
TUNNEcLIFFE.-The honorable
member is well enough informed to know
that the aim of all legislation of this
class is to place the burden Oil the industry.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Yes, but when 'we
come to £10 a week weare travelling into
a field of protection which we are hardly
called upon to enter. Anyone who is
earning that fairly generous salary should
be expected to contribute the small sum
required to protect himself against the
risks of the industry.
Mr. MORLEY.-He would be receiving
more than a member of Parliament.

us carry it beyond a reasonable limit.
With regard to the rates payable in future
in respect of this more generous system
of insurance, the Chief Secretary must
have been startled when he was told by
someone that the rates would not be increased. I have made inquiries on the
subject, and every insurance man has
said, "Certainly the rates will be increased." The rates are presumably fixed
on an actuarial basis. We know from
the reports of various companies tha;t in
connexion with industrial insurance the
profits made are not large. Many of the
companies are not earning sufficient out
of industrial insurance policies to covel'
the cost.
Mr. W ARDE.-That is because of the
State entering into the business.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That may be so.
The profits now being made are small.
I do not think there is any unreasonable
imposition on the part of the companies.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Give the State
control and there will be an immediate
reduction of 20 per cent. in the rates.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That has not been
the experience in Queensland, nor in New
Zealand. The practice in those countries
is for representatives of the State in surance offices to meet representatives of
the companies, and they agree upon a
tariff.
]vII'. Ar,LAN.-They all get in the bag.
Mr. -SNOWBALL.-They are all
affected by the same desire to make money
out of the business.
Mr. WARDE.-How is it that wherever
Governments have opened insurance
offices the premiums in respect of fire
insurance and workers' compensation
have been reduced all round?
That
does not show that there is a conspiracy.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I did not say there
was any conspiracy.
Mr. WARDE.-What else did you mean
by a meeting and an agreement?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the honorable
member thinks every agreement denotes
a conspiracy, I am sorry for him.
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We know that in New Zealand and in
Queensland it is the practice for representatives of thE' State insurance offices
and representatives of the companies to
meet together and fix a common tariff.
There is not that keen competition between them that honorable members on
the Ministerial side suggest .will always
exist.
Mr. WARDE.-There has been, though.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I believe in retaining our State .A.ccident Insurance
Office"
because it has a saluta,ry
effect. It steadies rates. At the same
time, we are anxious to protect
those who are carrying on this business at reasonable rates and. not exploiting the public.
I know honorable
members on the Ministerial side of the
House will say that companies doing this
business are entitled to consideration, and
. t.hat the rates should not be cut by a State
office that has to pay no overhead expenses. In my opinion it is preposterous
to say that the rates are not going to be
increased.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-If the State office
were allowed to do general insurance as
well as workers' compensation insurance,
the rates would ,be still further reduced.
All the profitable business is done by the
companies in connexion with a class of
insurance tha t the State office is not
allowed to deal with.
Mr. SNOWRALL.-The State Insurance Office is doing pretty well.
I am
sure it has served a good purpose. I am
not complaining of its existence, nor of
its having a fair share of the insurance
It would be interesting to
business.
have a definite report from the State
Insurance Office as to what effect this proposed legislation would have on existing
rates.
I think' the House should have
had such a report presented to it.
It
is not fair to ask honorable members to approve of or dissent from
this proposition without their knowing ,vhat effect it is going to
have on insurance rates, and I think
the Chief Secretary will appreciate the
fact that he should have supplied honorable members with that information.
They will not be inclined to allow the Bill
to pass without having it.
It would be
manifestly wrong of them to do so, and
I would ask the Ohief Secretary' to defer
the consideration of the measure in
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Oommittee-in fact, possibly to withhold
further progress with it-until honorable
members receive the information necessary to enable them to criticize it. U ndoubtedly increased rates will have to be
paid on~ account of the more generous
I
provision that is made by the Bill.
now wish to refer to the provision in reI
spect to aged and infirm workers.
fear that the effect of striking out agreements between employers and aged and
infirm workers will very probably prevent
the latter 'from getting employment at
all. I feel that that will be the inevitable result of the provision in the
Bill, and I ask honorable members to
hesitate about ,accepting it for that reason.
Oan anyone conceive the pathetic position of a man who has to earn his living
by his daily efforts, and who has come
to that age and that condition of infirmity when he has to be turned aside
because of the extra risk the employer
would run in giving him the means of
earning his livelihood and of supporting
his children ? We should hesitate about
rmnoving the wise PI;Ovision ,that was
made in our previous legislation for dealing with the difficult position in which
such men are placed.
Do not say to
them, "Go and get an old-age pension."
At present they can get employment. We
know that the rates :fixed by the insurance companies are :fixed in the contem. plation of the regular use by employers
of agreements with aged and infirm
workers.
Such agreements are insisted
on by companies.
Employers have to
disclose them in connexion with their
applications for insurance.
Do not let
us wipe out the provision that has been
made deliberately and wisely for the purpose of helping these people who find it
difficult to get employrrnent. I think it
would be a callous thing to do.
When
we made provision for such workers in
the past it was not done without due C01.lsideration and without all honorable
members on both sides of the House feeling that provision should be made for this
class of men. There is not a member who
has not come in contact with men whr)
win 1a turned aside because they are agp.d
or infirm.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-There is no such
provision in ,the Queensland Act as there
is in ours, and there the difficulty the
honorable member is contemplating hn~
not ansen.
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'Mr. SNOWR ..ti.L.-I have IWT. been
in Queensland. Probably in that State
a worker realizes than when he gets to a
certain age there will be nothing before
him' but the old-age pension-nothing but
the poor-house.
But we want our
workers in this State to feel that there is
provision whereby they will be enabled
to earn something more than may be pro'7id~d for them in the way of an old-age
pension. The fact that the Chief Secretary has stated that there is no prO'vision for such men in the Queensland
.Act does not help the position at all.
Let him go about and come in contact
with men of this kind, who are at present
able to get employment here, while aged
and in:firm workers in Queensland perhaps do not hope to receive anything except the provision to which I have referred.
We hear a great deal about
Queensland, but I do not think it helps
us in any way.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I think the honorable member will admit that there has
been a tendency in Queensland to introduce legislation in the interests of the
poorer classes, and that if there had been
any agitation for legislation on the lines
he suggests it would probably have been
,
introduced.
Mr. HOGAN.-Also in Queensland out
of every £1 paid in premi ums 17s. is returned to the workers.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think some of
the figures that have been given in regard
to the amounts returned to the workers
have been shown not to be quite reliable.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Especially from your
(the Opposition) side of th<; House.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is a cheap
sort of interjection that does not help at
all. This side of the House is quite as able
to present honest and reliable facts jn
argument as the other side. I t is time
we dropped this kind of thing. It does
not help a bit. It is beneath the dignity
of honorable members to resort to this
kind of stuff. It usually comes from n~w
members who are not familiar with the
traditions we have tried to live up to.
Generally speaking, I will always support
legislation of this kind and help to extend it, but I ask the House to hesitate
about going to the extent this Bill does
without in fairness asking those who
will benefit by the more generous pro-
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vision that is being made to contribut.e
towards the extra cost that will inevitably
fall upon those who have to pay for the
cover that must be provided.
1\1r. GROVES.-In my opinion, the
House is entitled to a little mQiI'e information than has been given up to the
present.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I shall be only too
pleased to give any information I can.
}\tlr. GROVES.-The question of the
cost to the employer is one which vitally
concerns the passage of the Bill. From
time to time calls are made on employers
in this connexion, and I hope that the
Minister will be able to tell the House
the amount of money invO'lved through
the extra liabHity which will be placed
0'1 them under this Bill.
It would be
interesting also if the Minister could
/Supply information as to the number of
'additional workers who will be brought .
\Under its opera,ticm. That would give
some idea of its scope.
Personally, I
think tha.t the Bill is a fair and just one.
Some honorable members on this (the
Opposition) side of the House have complained about the position in regard to
infirm workers., However, I have had a.
long expe.rience in the employment of
labour, and I a.m not worrying much
a bon t men of that class.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-T'hey are usually
very careful.
Mr. GROVES.-They are. Generally
speaking, a,n employer does not give an
aged or infirm worker the responsibility
of handling machinery of any description.
Proba,bly such a worker has been in his
service foir a number o.f years, and the
employe[" feels a certain sense of duty
tClwa,rds him, and gives him work which
he can dO' in a reasonable way. In this
Bill wei should not do anything whioh
will take from an aged Q1r infirm worker
his OpPo1'tunity of getting employment.
If a young man loses his employment he
can find work elsewhere, but an aged
man 'who has lived in a certain
district for a number of years,
and formed many ties, is prevented
from going a;way to other parts
in se,arch of empl01ment.. I do not. think
the 1\1inister would do anything that
would deprive an aged or infirm wO'rker
of the oppo,rtunity 0'£ getting employment. Personally, I regard the proposed
increase in clausel 2 from £350 t.o £520
as too, great. I agree with ot.her members
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that, if workeTs are getting £350 or
£400, they should be in a position to'
pro,vide their olwn insurance. . However,
that is a ma..tter which wei can deal with
1n Committee. It seems to me that the
proposal goes a little too far. The bulk
or the workers outside may begetting
paid at, the rate 00 £10 a week, but it
haE. also, tOo be remembered that, owing to'
intermittent employment and time lOEt
through the weather and other conditions, they a,re not continuoil.'lsly at work.
Mr. 'VARDE.-How many are averaging £10 a week? Out of every 1,000 you
could COfUll t them ou the fingerrs ·of· your
hand.
M~r. GROVE8.-1 would llo,t go us far
H8 that.
Mr. T'UNNECLIFFE.-As a matter olf
fa.ct, we axe proposing an amendment in
tha,t provisiOon, because they have disoovered in Que.ensland that so few ·are
oa.rning £10 a week.
Mr. GROVES.-That. is wha.t I was
pointing out. There area number .o.f
men who axe earning £1 lOs., £1 1551.,
and up to £2 a. day, but at the end .00f the
year ilieir aggregate eanlings dOt not
reach £520. All the same, I think £520
is too high, and .au amendment in COIJllmittee to reduce that .amount will meet
with general a,pproval. In my opinion,
the main principles of the' Bill are right.
With regard to the limitation o·f the
number of children in resped of whorrll
allowance is made, I realize that a point
which I raised by interjection is really
ocvered when the age set out in the Bill
is taken into comnde,ra.tion. The Leader
0.1 t.he Opposition has just suggested tha.t
we might pass the second reading of the
Bnl now, a,nd, after dealing with clause
1, repott progress, so that members can
be supplied with the information which
they want, and a.lso be able tOo oirculate
amendments.
Mr. POLLARD.-I desire to support
this Bill very strongly. I fee tha.t it is
'a measure that is urgently required.
It
is a. principle which is generally accepted
.by members in all parts 0.£ thel House
that an industry should bea,r the burden
01 wastage and accidents.
The chieJ
objection of members on the Opposition
side is to the proposal to' increase .the
rcmunelratio'll of a ct worker" as defined
in the Act from £350 tOo £520.
They
e<'ntend that a man who is earning £500
or more a, ye'alI" is well able too afford his
i}
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own insurance. That may be so. If,
however, they admit tha.t the industry
should bear the burden of compensation
in the case of the death or disablement
of a worker ill receipt, of £350, surely to
goodness they must admit that the principle sho.uld ap-ply when the viTorker is
getting £520. A man is only paid that
amount ·because· the wmk which he is
putting into a. business is worth it. That
is a logical argument that no honorable
member can contest.
Mr. T'ouTCHER.-Suppose he was getting £1,500 ~
1\11'. POLLARD.-The principle wOllld
still hold good. Members of the Opposition have agreed that an industry should
bear the cost of compensa,tiOon for accidents. and, 'il that is good enough
a man '\vith a
ill the case of
'smail income, it should surely also
.apply where a man is receiving high wages
because of the la,rger return which he is
making.
The honorable member fOor
Rodney seems to be chiefly concerned
with the small settler, the man who is
battling along on a .block .of his own, and
who, he says, is not prolvided for while
the farm labourer is.
The honorable
member overlooks the fact that a man
battling along on a block of his own
always has an opportunity 0f making a
rise in life by speculation or as a. res1.11t
of good seasons.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-.Are you on the land ~
:Mr. POLLARD.-Yee. More so than
the hO!llorable member. Probably I ca.n
,show mo,re corns on my hands tha,n he
can. The honorable member for Rodney
put U'p that argument, but a man working for wages on a farm has no outlook
on lifE' apart from what he receives week
by week.
He has no opportunity of
making a rise in a good season nor from
an increase in land values, nor, indeed, in
any other way that a Dian who owns land
can look forward to. I am not going to
say that the small settler is always hetter
off than the wage earner, but still the
man who owns land has opportunities
which the wage earner cannot possibly
expect to have. Stu~ely it is contemptible
for any man owning a farm to object to
pay a miserable £2 per year as an insurance for the widow of an employee
who meet·s his death as the result of
accident. I can insure a casual labour-er
for £2 per year, and I do not begrudge
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that amount. The honorable member for
Rodney pointed out that in other industries the amount of the insurance is based
upon the wage sheet. I think the same
principle prevails in regard to men em~
ployed on farms. The honorable member for Brighton objects to the proposal
in the Bill regarding aged and infirm
workers. We all know that no one employs a man in an industry unless he can
m~e a profit out of him, but he is not
going to refuse to employ an aged and
infirm worker because he has to pay an
insurance premium of £2 or £3 per year.
That amount would not wipe out the
advantage to an employer of the present
arrangement regarding aged and infirm
workers. Therefore that argument falls
to the ground. There has been some debate on the question whether the present
rate of premium will be sufficient to pay
11he compensation that may be necessary
under the incre~sed amounts stated in
this Bill. But even if employers were
called upon to pay 25 per cent. more in
rates than they do now, that would not
warrant us in rejecting this Bill. I regard the provrsions 3JS reasonable, and I
hope the Bill will pas's into law.
Mr. BROWNBILL. - When Major
Baird was speaking, I could not help recalling the ti.me when he introduced a
previous amendment to the Workers'
Compensation Act. He was then instrumental in rajsing the compensation from
£500 to ,£600, and the limitation in regard to the workers' earnings from
£250 to £350. His attitude then was
very different from what it wa~ this
afternoon. The majority of members of
this House are quite prepared to admit
that the Workers' Oompensation A.~t is
a piece of legislation to be commended.
It has been of great benefit to the workers,
though I thin k Victoria was the last in
the Commonwealth to adopt this kind of
legislation. I know of many instances in
my own electorate where the payment of
compensation on the accidental death of
a worker has been of great benefit to the
widow, and has enabled her to bring np
her children more or less comfortably.
The increase in the amount from £500 to
£600 was a still further benefit to those
who had been deprived of the wageearner. A man receiving £350 at the
present time would be jm;t as likely to
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get injured if his earnings were considerably more than that, and I think it is
reasonable to increase the amount to
£520. Clause 3 provides that where a
man has been totally incapacitated and
has a number of children, he may receive 5s. per week for each of his children up to 'six in number.
That is an
exceptionally wise provision to make, and
it ought to be unanimously agreed to. It
would mean that a man in such circumstances would receive £3 lOs. per week,
and that would be a very great benefit
to him and to his family. A lot has been
said in regard to aged and infirm
workers. I quite agree with what the
Chief Secretary has said, and I do not
think that there will be any increase in
the premium rate.
Aged and infirm
workers are not prepared even to take
the same amount of risk as men who are
not so disabled.
Men who have been
working in indl1stries for a number of
years generally become pretty cautious,
and are not willing to incur any risk at
all. The State Insurance Office has been
carrying on business for a number of
years, and the annual reports we receive
from it 'show that it is making a profit.
Mr. Holmes and his staff are very
efHcient, and do their work well. At any
6me that we want information we are
l'eadily ,supplied with it. It is also well
known that the office is prompt in meeting claims for compensation, and it
always gives to claimants a square deal.
r hope the time is not far distant when
we will increase the operations of this
office so that it will be able to take
on
other
branches
of
insurance.
If that were allowed it would be the
means of reducing premiums· in other
respects. We find, taking the past eight
or nine years into consideration, that 40
per cent. of the premiums met all compensation claims i.n connexion with risks
ether than life. The cost of management was met by 33 per cent., and 27
per cent. went to profits. We know that
the profits made by insurance companies
Taking the last 30
are enormous.
years, it is safe to say that 30 per cent.
of the income has sufficed to pay all
claims. Therefore, I hope that our State
Insurance Office will be allo,wed to extend
This is a matter that
its operations.
the Goyernment should give earnest con·
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sideration to. The municipal council of
which I am a member has established
a fire insurance fund to cover its own
property risks. . The amount that was
paid in when the fund was started
was £200.
Many people in the city
were strongly opposed to the innovation ..
There were many strong commen ts;
especially by persons interested in fire
insurance companies.
In 1922 tlw
amount ,vas increased from £200 to
£250.
To-day the fund is in credit to
the extent of £2,052 3s. 10d. As the
amount increases the fund will be extended to cover other risks. In the long
run the council will undertake the w holt
of its insurance. Last year we received
£100 interest on the amount outstanding
in the fund. In five years' time we may
not have to pay anything at all.
~{r. J.~LLAK.-YOU have not had a fire
yet.
1fr. BROWNBILL.-There has been
])0 fire, but we have shown very clearly
that municipal insurance is a good thing.
If we were to extend the operations or
our State Insurance Office we could reduce fire jnsurance premiums, and generally bring about most satisfactory results.
lVIr. PRI£NDI£lWAST. - If they were
allowed to carryon industrial insurance
and providential insurance they would
make tons of money.
The premiums
would drop to half the amount.
.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I hope the G.)·vernment will endeavour to have the
operations of .the State insurance offiee
extended.
I support this proposed
amendment of the Workers' Compensation Act. There are a number of mat.ters that could be included in it that are
llOt; but it was felt desirable not to
overload the Bill. We believe that this
·measure ,,,ill be of gi'eat benefit to th'J
The House 'will do well to
workers.
let it go through.
In Committee the
'measure may be amended if it is thought
llecessary or advisable. As regards tho
general principle of workers' compensation, I and my colleagues will support .i,
to the uttermost.
1'.fr. ANGUS.-I thought that this was
a Workers' Compensation Bill. To my
mind it is a capitalists' compensation
measure.
)fr. POLLARD.-Do you mean that the
man in receipt of a salary .of .;£500 is not
n worker?
[28]
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Mr. ANGUS.-N ot 7 per cent. of our
farmers are making £7 a week clear.
Certainly the da.iry farmer cannot make
that much.
If we were providing a
general insurance scheme for the whole
of the people by which provision would
be made against old age, and which would
take the place of old-age pensions, it
would be all right.
Bnt it is not all
right to pass class legislation in the interests of men who are earning £10 a
,ycek.
I do not regard that as legislation for the worker at all.
The worker,
to my m,ind, is the man who is earning
£7 a week or less.
W e~lthier people
should not be provided for at all. The
man who is earning £10 a week can make
ample provision for himself. Why is it
not proposed to compensate for accident
the worker who is earning £2,000 a yea!.'?
It is all a matter of degree. The workers'
compensation fund was introduced, and
very properly so, for the protection of
ill-paid workers. It is going altogether
too far to. extend the privileges to mell
in I'eceipt of £500 a year. I shall cast
my vote against the Bill.
lVIr. lVlcADA}'.J.-I support the Bill.
. I do not agree with the honorable member for Gunbovver and those of his way ')I
thinking regarding the restrictions of
workers' compensation benefits simply to
ill-paid workers. Men who are earning
£10 a week, or in the vicinity of thn t
amount, have to take serious risks in their
avocations. They are just as liable t,)
serious accident as are workers who al'e
paid only £4 or £5 a week. In COl1lm01I
justice they should receive compensation
when they meet with an accident in just
the same way as the lower-paid worker
does. A lot has been said about the increased burden on industry which will be
the effect of the passing of this Bill.
I
know of one industrial concern employing 100 workers, only five or six of whom
at the outside are in receipt of a wage
anywhere near £10 a week. The employer last year paid £125 for the insurance of his employees. He received a
bonus of £43 13s. from our State Insurance OfHce. By inC!reasing the busilless of our State Insurance Office W'-;
shall increase the amount allowed in
bonus. We shall thereby reduce the cost
of workers' compensati~n on industry.
There is one matter that. I regard as
unfair' and unreasOl~able.
I refer t.o
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the drop that was made in the amount
that the aged and infirm worker ,vas entitled to. Whereas in the case of a man
of 60 years of age the total amount payable as compensation was £600, as soon a;~
the worker passed that age the amount
dropped to £100. That is too great a
drop altogether. A case has been brought
under my notice where two Ballar::tt
workmen of high cfficiellcy '''lere compelled to sign an agreement to acccpt
£100 as the full benefit they ·would
bo entitled to under the 'W orkel's'
Compensation
.Ll.ct
simply
becuusd
they were over
60 years
of agi;o
In the class of ·work that these men are
doing the older and more skilled men
really incur less risk of accident than
the younger and unskilled men.
If
an up-skilled man under 60 years of
age met with an accident resulting in
his death, his widow would be ent.itled to compensation up to £600,
but if a man over 60 years of age
met with a similar accident the amount
which his widow could clain; would· be
only £100. I trust that the l\1inister
will consider that aspect of the matter
with a view to reducing the difference in
the compensation paid to workers in these
two cases. There is another matter that
ealls for attmltioll. Workcrs' insurance,
we are told, is compulsory, but in many
instances the employers evade their responsibility. I have had cases of the kind
brought unde,r my noticE'! in Ballarat.
The employers had nOit insured, and t,he
empl'oyees' organization had to take action
to compel them to come under the Act.
In my opinion, the State Insurance Office
should be run in conjunction wi_th the
Shops and Factories Act, and the register
o,f people who have workshops and factories should show also whether or not the,y
have paid for the insurance Oof their enip]eyees.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-l'hat is a
very good suggestion.
Mr. McADAM.-An e111ployer might
not be in a fip.ancial position, and could
nOot be compelled to pay compensation ill
1he eV80nt of it fatal accident happening
t.o en8 ef hjs employees.
The' widow
would then be left penniless owing .to the
neglect of the employer to do his duty.
I trust that the House will recognize the
desirability of increasing the amo·unt as
provided for in the Bill, and that the G<J1vernment will give their ,serious eonsjdt'ra-
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tion to the points to which I have drawn
attention.
Mr. SLATER (Attorlley-G-encl'al).-I
would no,t have risen to -speak but for t.he
observations of the Leader of the Farmers
Union party (1\11'. Allan). I think the
-honorable member has failed altogether to
pay regard to the histol'ical, the legal, or
the social aspect of this great problem.
In regard to the case he quoted, I would
say, at first. blush,· that he has entirely
misunderstood the position, because ill
what he said he did not give a true expression of the law as it exists to-day.
The law places on the employer the cnus
of rebutting the presumption that the
accident occurred in the course of the
employment.
::\lr. ALLAN.-The man to whom 1 referred ,,;as in the. employment of the contractor, but the accident happened out
cf WOl'kjllg hours.
.
:1\11'. SLAl'ER.-Nejther an emplcyer
1101' an em ployee can contract himself out
of this liability, and the conditions of the
policy in the case referred to must have
covered all risks incidental to the employment.
1\1:r. ALLAN.-Do you say that an employer lS liable when' the ac~ident happells
outside the usual working hours ~
,:\11'. SLATER.-The test is whether
the accident arose out of the employment,
and the onus of rebutting that rests with
the employer.
The hornorable member
misunderstands the principle of workers'
compensation. Originally this matter was
govel'uedby the law of contract-the honorable member for Ballarat West will
appreciate this position-under which a
definite· sta tus between master and servant
exists. ~ith the growing comple1xity of
modern mdustry, the who.Je status of the
"\vorkel' was changed, and there had to be
b.rought into the discussion of this questlOn and the determination of the principles governing the matter considera.tions
of l)l~hl~c right and of-State policy. When
[I
sllIlllar measure was introduced in
England in the 90's, it was well said
th~t the prinicplc underlyil1g this legislatIon was that a person who on his own
responsibility, and for his own profit,
S(;ts in motion agencies tlul.t create Tisk~
for others-and nearly all forms of employment .create risks-ought to be simi]ar]y l'CSPOllsible for the consequences of
what he does.
For a considerable time
the working classes of inost (;ountries of
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ihe world-certainly those countries that
had not adopted this principle-were deprived of any right to compensation.
That was because of three defences that
might then be raised. First there was the
question of whether the employer was
assumed to accept the risk of employment; then there was that atrocious law
kno,,'n as "common employment" where
the accident was said to occur through
the negligence of a fellow employee j
pud, thirdly, there was the defence 01
('ontributory negligence. :Nfost countries
have broken these defences down and have
ndopted the principles that are embodied
ill our legislatioll, to which, to my surllrise, the honorable meD;l.ber for Rodney
has taken exception to-day. I think there
are some 50 countries in the world that
have adopted the principle of compulsory
·workers' compensation, and with very few
exceptiol1s-I think less than five-the
whole burden has been rightly thrown on
t.he employer class. When a W orkel's'
Oompensation Bill was first introduced.
in England, following the legislation in
Uermany, it was very properly recognizerl
t.hat this was a burden t.hat the industries
should bear.
:M:r . .A.LLAN.~If this Bill were defeated
the principle of workers' compensation
would still remain.
Mr. SLATEH..-All this measure is de ..
signed to do is to widen the applicat.ion
of' the principle. The honorable member
has failed to pay sufficient regard to the
fact that there has been a remarkable
(·hange in the purchasing power of money,
the result being that the compensation
flaid to a man lmder the Acts that exi~t
to-day may be less in value than that
paid uuder the previous Acts years ago.
Mr. MORLEY.-When the principal Act
hecame law, a bricklayer was not getting
£2 a clay.
::\Ir. \VARDE.-He does not get that today; he gets. 24s. 6d. per da.y.
l\lr.
SLAT'ER.-If a
bricklayer's
wage is higher to-day than it was years
agO', and he is nOf\V wQlrth 248. 6d. or 30s.
per day, his compensation when he is injured should certainly be higher than it
would have been when his wage "vas
lower.
:lVlr. lYIoRLEY.-\Ve contend that if he
is getting such a, big wage he ought to
be a hIe to! put sometbing hy.
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1\11'. SLATER.-The vital principle of
thi9 legislatiOin is that the risks are
created by the man who employs the
labour. The industry is responsible. All
countries throughout the world have accepted that as fundamental. It will be
an extraordinary position if honorable
members are go,ing to . lose sight of the
historical aspect of the question and of
the fact that in every country throughout
the world where similar legislation to this
is . operating, it is operating along the
same lilles as in Victoria. That is to say,
the burdell of insurance falls on those who
actually employ labour. In support of
the idea, that State insurance activilies
might be widened ill regard to! this class
of work, I shall quo te' a passage from
The TVorl.:el' in Jfodern Economic Soc1'et/l,
which was published this year. It makes
a complete survey of the whole of the
accident insurance system in America.
It is stated in this work thatThe cost of compensation inSlll'alll'C to elll'
ployers, under dHfe'rent insurance systems,
may be indicated by their expense ratios. The
average expense ratio of stock companies is
approximately 38 per cent., of mutual companies about 20 per cent., of competitive State
funds about 10.6 pCI' cent., and of exclusive
State funds about 4 per cent.
Under an
exclusive State fund, therefore, the cost to employers would be 30 per cent. less than under
stock insnrance, and 16 per cent. less than
under mutual insurance. The total saving to
insured employers of the United States, if all
were insured in exclusive Statc funds, would
be over ~30,OOO,OOO mlHually.

If there is some complaint to-day about

the high rates that are being charged,
honorable mem bel'S on the Opp.osi tio'll
side of the Housel are responsible fOil'
them, because t.hely did not make' provisiolll fo'1.' the St.ate office having a monopoly of this business.
1\11'. T'uNNEcLIFFE.~They deliberately
oppose.d that.
.
l\1r. SLAT'ER.--The Chief Secretary
will produce da,ta shorwing that had the
State been given a, monopoly of t.his
business, it is safe to aSSUllle that the
rates the employers would be paying today would be thel same as the rat.es the
employers in the United Stat.es of
America, are paying, where there' is State
insurance.
I dOl Hot consider that the
oppcsi tion that has been voiced against
the Bill is sound.
I think it is recognized that the Bill dOles not even go as
far as it might go, and tha,t we might
with safety still furthe'l' liberalize the
present legis;lation on this subject. How-
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,ever, I me,rely rose with the idea, of rebutting some of the arguments that. were
addressed tOt the House this afte,rnoon by
the honorable member for Rodney. I
feel that. we shall be ret.rO'gressing indeed
1£ we 10'se, sight of the very fundamental
facts that have esta,blished workers' compensation, not merely in this country,
but. practically throughout the world,
and if we dO' not insist on the burden of
the insurance falling upon the employing
dass.
:11r. TUNNEOLIFFE (Ohief Sec··
retal'y).-By leave, I wish to say a
fevv words.
I think honorable membbr~ Oll the other (the
Opposition)
side of the House are fully justified in
rcqncstiug that the fullest information
should bo made a,vailable to them before
they are asked to cast their, vO'tes UpOll
the principles embodied in this Bill; and
if the Leader of t.he Opposition will
undertake to give us the second reading
I will see tha,t the fulles,t info'fmation is
made available to honorable members, so
that they ma,y be able, in the light of
that information, to discuss the measure
in greater detaiC'and cO'me to reasonable
conclusions in regard to the provisions
that have been under discussion, There
are a, few figures, I should like to make
available now, and I hope to make mO're
extensive da.ta, available subseauentlv, In
Queensland the maximum, amount of
compensa.tion payable is £750, as against
£600 in Victoria ,; a,ud the Queensland
Act includes as industrial diseases a large
number O'f diseases that a,re nO't. included in our Act, such as septic poisoning, Asiatic chQilera, bubonio pla,gue,
diphtheria, measles, mumps, sca,rlet fever,
small-pox, tetallus; and t.yphoid fever O'r
othe1' zymQitic diseases, N otwi thsl-anding
the inclusion O'f those diseases in the
VV OI·kers' Compensation Act Qif Queensland, the insurance ra.tes are not appreciably higher in that, Sta,te than in
Victoria, where considerably smaller benefits are provided. The report of the
Queensland State Insurance Office shows
that. in regard to workers' compensation,
taking into consideration that the benefits in Queensland are much greater, the
insurance rates are 33-1 per cent. lower
than the rates obtaining in Victoria. In
Victoria the rate for 'butchers is 20s. to
25s., and in Queensland it is 26s.; the rate
for farmers in Victoria is 15s., and' in
Queensland it is 16s.; for road-makers the
rat£' in Virtoria is from 22s. 6d. to 30s.,
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and in Queensland it is 29s. In Victoria
the rate for workers in sand and gravel
pits is 35s., and in Queensland it is the
same. In Victoria the rate for quarrymen is from 40s. to 80s., and in Queens-land it is from 50s. to' 80s. The rate for
refreshment-room employees in Victoria
is 8s., and in Queensland 9s., and the rate
for slaughtermen in Victoria is 25s., and
in Queensland 26s. Honorable members
'will see that notwithstanding the vastly
wider scope of the Queensland legislation
the rates are not appreciably higher than
the Victorian rates.
Mr. MORLEY.-YOU read out a list of
There
diseases, including small-pox.
might not be a case of small-pox III a
hundred years.
Mr.
TUNNECLIFFE.-But
the
Queensland A.ct includes diphtheria,
,,,hich is an endemic, and mumps, and
measles, which are very common complaints. Notwithstanding that compensation is made payable in respect to those
diseases the Queensland premium rates
are not significantly higher than the Victorian. I will see that the fullest infor,matioll is madG available to honorable
members.
~A:r. A. A. HILLSON (Ovens) .-The
Bill we have before us in one that does
not, commepd itself to me, but I am
not' going to enter into any lengthy criticism of the measure at this stage. In view
of the understanding arrived at between
the Leader of the Oppe'sition and the GoYernment, that if the Bill is committed,
prcgress will be reported on the first
clause, I prO'pose to support. the s6col1d
reading.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read r second time, and
('ommitted pro forma.
vVHBAT :MARKETING

}.tIr. HOGA_N (Minister
tllre).-I moveThat this Bill be
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read a second time,

I desire to point out that notwithstanding
the efforts which were made to provide
for a compulsory wheat Pool for the
whole of \the wheat-growing States in
Australia, we 'were unable to secure that
desirable end. We are, therefore, intro·
ducing a Bill to pl~ovide for a compulsor)
Pool for Victorj~ \a!101lE'." The Prime
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:Minister of the Commollwealth submitted
a proposal for a voluntary Pool for four
States, but we were unable to accept that
method of dealing with this question.
Nearly en~r.Ything else in his scheme was
acceptable to us. The first clause ill
his proposal 'was for voluntary wheat
Pools to be constituted in the four
wheat-producing States.
The sec-ond
,\vas that such Pools were to operate
f or a period of three years, and
the seventh that any grower desiring to
put his wheat into any Pool in allY year
subsequent to the first year, should pay
a levy on all "wheat sold by him outside
the Pool at tho same rate as the wheat
placed in the Pool.
Those three proposals wore in harmony with a voluntary
.Pool, but "wore in confiict with the principle of a compulsory Pool, and, consequen tly, ,\ve could not accept them. The
other details of his scheme were acceptilble to the Victorian Government, and I
Illay say that the only real conflict was betweon a yo]untary and a compulsory Pool.
,Ve wanted a compulsory Pool, but the
Prime :Minister would not agree. lIe insisted upon a voluntary Pool, and Victoria
is, regrettably enough, deciding to act on
its own and constitute a compulsory Pool.
We believ:e that it is necessary to have one
selling agency for the wuole of the wheatgrowing States, and also to have one
chartering agency to secure the best results.
Even if we have a compulsory
Pool in Victoria and there be yoluntarJ~
Pools in the other States-except Queenslund, where there is a C'ompulsory Poolwe illtenc1, as far as possible, to work in
harmony ,viththe other States on the
,~Teat question of marketing the wheat.
If we can possibly do so, we will also have
,011e ehartering agency.
)Ir ...A.LLA.K.-Does .tho honora'ble gentleman say that the other States are going
in for voluntary Pools?
~rr. IIOGAN.-There will be different
ttl'rttllgemellts.
QucelJslalld has a compulsory 1)001; X ev; South Wales and
South Australia are to ha"e yoluntary
Pool~, and ,Vestern Australia has some
arl'Hngemellt of its own whereby the
:FarIllors and Settlers ..:1ssoriation is dealing '\yith the marketing of wheat in that
State. So far as the three States v;;rhich
are adjacent to each other-South 11UStralia, Victoria, and New South Wales-
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arc concerned, Victoria is the only one
that is to have a compulsory Pool. The
difficulty in arranging such a Pool was
to make the necessary financial provision
for such a great undertaking. The Victorian wheat yield at the coming harvest
will be between 36,000,000 and 40,000,000
bushels. The difficulty in arranging this
matter has been overeome. It has been
agreed that the Oommonvvealth Bank and
the Associated Banks will advance 3s. Sd.
pel' bushel on wheat" delivered into the
Pool.
~Ir. \V"'ETTENIIALL.-Is that regardless
of the market price at the time of delivery?
Mr. HOGAN.-We have no doubt
what the' market price will be at the time
of delivery. It will probably be about
{is. per bushel, but it lUay be a bit less.
.Jir. P:~KNINGToN.-Is that 3s. Sd. for
delivery in ~l\1olbourne or in <the country ~
)11'. nOGAN.-It is for delivery in
the COUll try, but charges for freight and
'haudlillg "will absorb about Sd. of the adnmee.
,Ye are endeavouring to have
1he adyauce increased to 4s. 4d. per
Imshe], and if we can make the necessary
fillllllC'ial arrangements, that rate will be
paid.
The State Government is to
guaralltee the repayment of the advance
to the banks.
::\11'. \VARDE.-IIave the banks agreed
to advance 4s. 4,d, a bushel?
)'h. HOGAN.-The banks have agreed
to ~cl vance to the Vllheat Board sufficient
money to enable the Board to pay 3s. Sd.
a bushel to the wheat-gro:wers as they
deliver their wheat. Representations have
been made to us that that amount will not
he sufficient for the requirements cf
some of the growers, men who are ill
need of additional money. In order to
get over that difficulty we are -endeavouring to induce the banks ·to make the advance somewhat greater. But. whether
the advance the banks make is 3s. Sd. or
-I:s. 4<1. a bushel, the position 'will be this:
the farmn will put in his wheat, which
will be worth from 5s. Gd. tOo 68. a bu~hel
delivered tOo the Board. Tho Board will
issue to him a certificate on the delivery
of that wheat and ,vill pay hiJll an advance of 3s. Sd. or 4s. LId. a bushel as
the case may be. That money the Board
will obtain from the banks as an advance,
and the State, Government is guaranteeing
that the mon~y will be repaid to the bank~.
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vVe are perfectly satisfied that it is safe
to advance 48. 4d. a bushel, and if we can
get the necessary financial support we are
prepared to do that.
Mr. WARDE.-What price will the Government or the wheat-growers pay for
that accommodation ~
lVl'r. nOGAN.-That will be a matter
for arrangement between the banks and
the Wheat Board. They will have to
pay the market value far the money.
lVrr. WARDE.-'V.iil there be a. graduated scale ~
Mr. HOGAN .-The banks will let the
wheat-growers have the maney at the current market rates
lVIr. EGGLES'l'ON.-As raised by the interest for £7,000,000.
1\1r. nOGAN.-That will not make any
difference. 'Vhether the wheat harvest IS
financed by the 'Vheat Board thraugh a:
compulscry Paol or a volunt.ary Pool, 01"
through private' enterprise, the sallle
amount of money wjll be required to purchase the wheat. It will nat mean that..
any additianal money will be required as
the result of this principle.
Wheat
rOl)lillg started in Australia ill 1.91.0.
At a referendum of wheat-grmv8rs
in .L921, 13,800 growers asked far con··
til1.l1anCe of the campulsary wheat Paiol.
~ otwithstaudillg tho wishos of tho wheatgrl)"wel'S, the compulsory Pool was discontinued in 1921 and a valuntary Pool established. The valuntary Pool has beon continued since then under the name of the
Victoriall \Vheat-growers
COII-Joration:
hut the prospects of thjs arganizatian for
next seasan are unfavorable. Under the
voluntary Pool the struggring farmers put
tbeir wheat into the Pool, but others stood
out and reaped the advantages created by
the Pool in the same manner as in the
dried fruits industry and the Australian
Dried Fruits Association. The compulsory Pool ensures the inclusion of all
~\'heat~growers, and om bodies the adoption by tho wheat-gro\vers of the biblical
principle of "Bear ye one anothcr's
1111rdens."
Mr. BEARDMORE.-It is nice to hear you
.
r[uote Scripture.
111'. nOGAN.-I prapose to quote It
again before I finish.
Instead of tl~c
. ve'alt.hy growers, who· can ],lOld theIl'
'(heat, reaping the cream of the market,
Poolin'g ensures that every wheat-grower
will receiYe the same price. This is a
depal·ture.
from
modern
capitalistic
l
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methods which may be thus summarized:
"Everybody for himself and the devil
take the hindmost."
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Is that Scripture ~
lVIr. HOGAN.-No. That fine aId historical personage, Rob Roy !1:acGregor,
held that view.
No doubt honorable
members are familial' with the lines:. . . . the good old rule
Suftlceth them; the simple plan,
'l'ltn.t they should take who have the power,
And they should keep who can.

vV 0 are tryillg to frustrate that unjust
indiyidualistic code and to establjsh on(:
where" He should earn who has the po.weI"
and he should keep who earns." The
issue involved in this Bill is, "Are ,ve
in favour of securing far wheat-growers
the full reward ·of their industry 1" The
Government's answer to this question is
" Yes," and this Bill is to give effect to
our a11s".'er. The alternatives before us arc
to pass this Bill and give wheat-grawers
the full value of their product or to
defeat this Bill and give speculators an
opportunity to' gamble in wheat and levy
toll on the farmer and the consumer.
This Government believes that haphazard
marketing of primary products is inferior
to organized marketing. The haphazard
method has had a long trial, but has not
s~tisfied the growers. Wheat agents undertook the marketing" of wheat, but the
work was badly done, and the wheatgrowers were not satisfied wit.h the way
.their crops were marketed. In response
to universal requests to provide efficient
markets for the sale of agricultural products, we undertook to establish a compulsory wheat Pool, and this Bill is the
redemption of that promise. The compu]sory Pool during the period of the
war and the years immediately following
it, and the voluntary Pools conducted for
the last three harvests, have demonstrated that the whale wheat-growing industry can be materially benefited by
the marketing of. wheat through the
medium of a Pool. It is also demonstrate(l
that a compulsory Pool is a more efficient
means of marketing than the merely
voluntary Pool, which secures only a
percentage of the wheat grown in the
State. It is intended, therefore, to inaugurate a compulsory Pool, to be COllducted generally upon the lines of tll0
previous Pools, and to be controlled by
a Board. This Board will consist of five
Ill.embers, three of whom will he electf'd
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by the wheat-growers of the State as their endow it with power to buy and market
representatives, and two will be appointed wheat of the, season 1924-25 in accordance
The sale of
by the Government. to safeguard the in- with pooling principles.
terests of the Government and the general wheat except to or by t.he Board is also
public. This Board will have' power to . prohibite~. Clause 2 gives the interpre:co-operate with the Pool authorities in tation of various words and phrases used
the other wheat-growing States, especi- in the Bill. Clause, 3 makes the Bill apally in regard to the chartering ot plicablel only to wheat ha.rvested during
freight and any Australian selling organi- the season 1924-25.
It is the Governzation overseas.
This will enable the ment's intention to re-enact this Bill
growers to receive the maximum beneil:L ne,xt year, and so givel continuity to this
from the elimination of numerous char- efficient method Q1f marke.ting wheat.
terers of freight and of numerous sellers
l\1:r. O:M:AN.~That is if you remain in
of Austrnliall wheat in the overseas office.
market. The importance of the elimina:Mr. IIOGAN.-\Ve have that expection of these factors cannot be over- ta tion.
CIa use 4 provides for the
estimated. It is the intention of the Go- appointment
and
election
of
the
vernment 10 encourage the shipment of Board,
and
for
the
appointment
wheat frOlll Portland. The Government of the fivp.' members thereof.
Clause
is also c011sideriug the advisability of 5 empo'wers the Boa,rd to make conaHowing a. freight robate upon all wheat tracts, and generally to dO' those things
shipped at this port f1'0111. the country which are necessary. Clause 6 specifinort.h and \,\Tost or l\Iul'toa. It has beel) cally enumerates that the Board may buy
the policy of the voluntary Pool for the and sell wheat, and do everything inci·
lUHt three years to use this port, but dental therEto. The, Board may avail it.·
diflicultv was encountered on account of self of the use of Public Officers with the
not ha~illg ~u:fficient wheat available approval of the Minister of the Depart.
t.here.
The compulsory Pool would ment concerned, and the rights of such
enable a large quantity of wheat to be officers are protected. It is intended that
diverted to Portland, and so increase the the services of the co-operative companies
total quantity as to overcome this diffi- as handling contractors will bel utilized as
culty. In all other respects the voluntary hitherto. This will apply to the Vic1>001 has demonstrated that Portland is 10rian Producers Co-operative Company
a satisfactory po~·t from every other point and th8 Gippsland and Northern Co-operof view, and that it is safe even for large , ativC' Company, 'which are organizations
vessels.
Moreover, the voluntary Pool of farmers. \Ve think that they should
.found that it vvas good busines'3 to ship be allowed to handle their members'
frm:n this port.. While this Bin provides w hea t . Clause 7 enrpowers the Mini>3ter
for the inauguration of a compulsory to' make fina,ncial arrangements. It is
Pool for OIle year, it is the intention of the intention of the Government to co·,
the Government to re-enact the measure, operate with PooIs in other States with a
a.nd so give continuity to this efficient view of having onel joint selling agency in
method of marketing the wheat produced London, and one joint cha,rtering com:in this State. The Government has no, mi ttee.
Clause 8 restricts the sale of
doubt that the results of a compulsory wheat e,xcept to· or by t.he Board, but
Pool at a time ""hen there is no acute salfls of seed whe,a,t, infe'rior wheat, and
shortage of shipping as was the case when whe·a.t grown in a.reas where only a limithe last compulsory Pool was conducted, ted quantity is produced are allowed. It
will be most sar,isfactory from the point also empowers the Governor in Council to
of view, not only of the wheat-growers provide for further sales of whe1at. C1ause
themselves, but a1800f the general public, 9 prev8nts any miller from gristing wheat.
who will be assured of the retention of for any other person without thel consent
sufficient wheat in the State for the of the Board, and vitiates any contract
entire year, and that the price of th8 by a miller by which he undertakes to
wheat required for consumptioJl within the grist. wheat for anothe,r person. It also
Sta.te will be one which will be reasonable vitiates any contract relating t.o the sa.1e
in any circumstances that may arise. of whea,t or flour to' be delivered after
The main prQlvisions of the Bill are to pro- thel 1st day of Decembe-r, 1924, and before
vide for the constitution of a Board to be, the 1st day of December, 1925. It prooo.lled the, Victorian VVheat Board, and to yides that where any such contract is
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partli performed so much of the contract
as is performed shall be valid. By clause
10 contracts entered into afte,r the, 26th
of August, 1924, aJ.'e, declared void, but
this clause is not to apply to Inter-State
contracts.
The, clause will also vitiate
:lny contract relating to the sale of whe:tt
or :£lour for delivery in Victoria on 01'
after the 1st day of December, 1924, and
up to the 1st December, 1925.
lVlr. EGGLESToN.-That would vitiate a
contra~t already made.
Mr. nOGAN.-Yes; it will vitiate
every contract made on and afte'r the 26th
day of August, 1924, which was the, date
of -the formal notice, of the introduction
of the Bill. For the information of honOI"able members I will read sub-clause, (1)
of cl ause 10(1) Eyery contract llIade in Victoria on or
uft8r the t.wenty-sixt.h da)' of August One thousand nine hundred and twenty-four so far as it
relates to t.he sale of Victorian wheat or flour
for delivery in Victoria on or after the first
(lay of December One thous::md nine hundred
and t.wenty-four up to but not later than the
first day of December OIle thousand nino hun<Ired and twenty-five shall, when specified by
the Board in a notification published in the
Govel'nment (J flzette, be and is hereby dechred to be and to have been void, and of no
dfect so far ns such contract has not been
completed by delivery at the date of such
notification: Provided that for the purposes
elf this section any such contract shall be
df'C'med to be serviceable.

:IYIr. EGGLESTON.-\Vhat will be the
position of the wheat-grower ~
l\fr. nOGAN.-When a wheat-O'rower
de1ivers wheat to the Board he will ~eceive
the advance.
The wheat will then be
m~,rketable" and the average price obtamed for the sale of all the wheat in the
Pool will be paid to ea,ch wheat-grower.
Olause 11 provides that at the request of
the Board the Railways Oommissioners
may refuse to carry wheat or flour. Olause
12 pro'vides that no action shall be brought
against the Board for conversion of wheat
hy it, but that the rightful owner of
the wheat may adopt the delivery of
wheat to the Board by an unauthorii~d
person as delivery
by him.
ThIS clause also provides that the Board
shall bel responsible nnly for such sum as
is unpaid at the time of thel rece,ipt of
not,ice 0.£ a claim by thel rightful o"\\-"']]er.
Clause 13 provides that every vendor of
whe'v..t which is subject to any encumbranc'3 l:'.haJl give notice, of such encumbrance upon the delivery of such wheat.
Clause 14 provides that whNe the Board
in good faith and without negligence pays
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the vendor deEve,nng the wheat, it shall
nnt be responsible to any other person
claiming to be the owner of such whea,t.
CIa,use 15 provides that the Board shall
not bel liable for loss caused by permitting
a transfer of a. cedificate, wherel it acts in
good faith and ,;vithout negligence.
It
also exempts the Board from liability
where it pays the person 'named in the
certificate· in good faith, but thel clause
does not prejudice the rIghts inter se of
the payee, and the claimant. The clause'
defines "ce-rtifica te" and "transfer. "
Clause 16 provides the conditions under
which old or blended wheat may be delivered. C1ause 17 provides that wheat
not branded jn compliance with the preceding clause shall be deemed to be
tendered as wheat of the season 1924-25.
Clause 18 provides that the tendering of
wheat shall be evidence of intention to
sell it to the Board. Clause 19 provides
the various penalties for offences committed under the Act. Clause 20 provides the mode of recovery of penalties
and the conditions under which proceedings may be brought for the enforcement
of the Act or the recovery of penalties.
Clause 21 provides that the Board shall
cause books of account to be kept of all
moneys received and paid.
Paragraph
(a) of sub-clause
2
provides that
the accounts shall be audited by
the Auditor-General or some pel"Snn
authorized in writing by him.
Subclause 3 provides that, the Board
shall furnish the Governor in Councif
with a true copy of the audited accounts.
Sub-clause 4 provides that copies of these
accounts, together with a statement of
the moneys received by the Board and it~
expenditure, shall
laid before both
Houses of Parliament. Clause 22 provides that all moneys required in the
execution of the Act and not provided
for under it. shall be appropriated by
Parliament for the purpose. Clause 2~~
provides for certain regulations to be
made concerning the administration of
the Act. Clause 24 gives the Governor
in Council power to inquire into any
alleged unreasonable price charged for
wheat for local consumption, and to fh
the fair market value. This provision was
included in the Victorian Wheat Growers'
Corporation Act 1921. Clause 25 indemnifies the Crown and any Minister and
the Board and its officers. Clause 26 incorporates the schedule to the Act. Thii
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is a very brief explanation of the Bill.
Probably the most important provision in
the Bill is clause 4,' which provides for
the constitution of the Board. There 18
a vital difference between this compulsory
wheat Pool and the compulsory wheat
Pool in operation during tIle ·war. At
that time the Minister in charge of the
Department was practically the Board.
He had certain persons to assist him as
an advisory board. In this Bill we definitely provide for the creation 'of a
Board to administer the affairs of this
compulsory wheat Pool.
l{r. DEANY. - 1'1. . Board nominateJ
solely by the Governmelit.
Mr. lIOGAN.-That is not correct.
:Mr. DEANY.-The Bill says so.
1fr. BAILEY.-It does not.
lfr. IIOGAN.-The honorable member for Warrnambool is most unfortunate
in his guesses regarding agricultm'()1
matters. Last week we heard him mah:e
the extraordinary ·guess that if we were to
reduce freights the middleman would get
the sole advantage. That was no more
absurd than the statement he has jU'3t
made. Sub-clauses (1) and (2) of clause
4 provide(1) For the purposes of this Act there shall
be a Board (to bc called the Victorian 'Vheat
Board) appointed by the Governol' in Council
IlIHl constitnte.d and incorporated as hereinafter provided.
(2) The Board shall consist of(a) two members nominated by the Minister; and
(b) three members elected by the wheatgrowers as herp.inafter provided:

l\fr. DEANY.-What about the chairman ~
The Government are to appoint
him.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member's statemrnt was that the Government
would appoint the five members of the
Board.
Mr. DEANY.-1 said it would be a. Government Board, because the Government
would have a majority on the Board.
~Ir. HOG . .\.N .--N ot at all. The chairman is to be one of tht' five members (.f
the Board.
l\fr. DEANY.-He is to be nominated by
the Government.. That means that there
will be three Government nominees.
1\11'. nOGAN.-No.
The honorablt'
lllem bel' is not criticizing the Bill j he is
merely making an error. The Board is
to co·nsist of five members, three of whom
will be elected by the wheat-growell's and
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two of whom will be nominated by the
Government..
1\1r. ALLAN.-\Vill you tell us how the
three representatives of thel wheat-growers
will be elected?
1\11'. HOGAN.-That is provided for in
sub-clause (10) of clause 4. It reads-The following provisions shall apply with re ..
to dection of members of the Board (in ..
eluding elections to fill vacancies) : (a) For the purposes of any such election every wheat-grower wbose namp
is enrolled on the roll of wheatgrowers hereinafter provided for for
the time being in force shull if he is
a wlle,-;,t-grower at the time of the
election be entitled to one vote;
(h) All such elections s11all(i) be conductcd in all rcspecls
whatsoever in such manner
as is prescribed and upon
rolls. of wheat-growers compiled in accordance with this
Act; and
(ii) be held at such times as
are prescribed and under Lilo
diree:tion of such returning
o1't1CCl'S as are appointed h~'
the GO\'cl'l1or in Council;

~pect

:\11'. ALLA:\'.-It m~y be some time before you can get a roll of the wheatgrowers.
:Mr. HOGA..N.-,Ve realize that difficulty, but it cannot be got over. We considered this matter, and the only "my we
know of by which it is possible to give
the 'wheat-growers an opportunity of having their representatives on the Board is
to permit them to elect them. We recog11ize it will take a little time to do it,
but we propose that it should be done as
qujckly as possible. We are making provision for the appojntment of a proyisiollal Board to do the work ulltil the
other Bo~n'd is elected.
nlr. A..LI.AN.-How is the provisional
130ard to be appointed?
lIr. HOGAN.-It is to be nominated
by the Government.
. }Ir. OMAN.-What objection would
there be to the Board now carrying on the
voluntary Pool?
lIr. HOGAN.-It was not elected by
all the wheat-growers.
:Jfr. O::\fAN.-But what objection would
there be to makillg that Board the proyisiollal Board?
Mr. HOG.A. N.-That may be clone. The
objection to making that Board the Board
to conduct the business of the Pool is that
at present all the wheat-growers in Victoria have not delivered their wheat k \ h"
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Victorian vVheat-growers Oorporation, of
which that Board is the managing authority, and they have not all participated in
the election of that Board, but under this
Bill every wheat-grower in Victoria will
be bound fo put his wheat into the Pool,
and consequently we consider that he is
entitled to vote for the election of the
Board that will govern the Pool.
:Mr. ANcms.-Are you going to make
the voting compulsory?
1.fr. HOGAN.-The Bill does not propose to make it compulsory for the wheatgro·wers to vote, but if the honorable
mem bel' desires to make i t compulsory for
them to do so, we shall not regard an
amendment to that effect as a hostile one.
Mr. PENNIKGToN.-Who is to appoint
tho chairman?
:Mr. HOG-AN.-The Government.
~fr. DEANY.-There you are; there are
the three" in the bag."
1.fr. HOG. A. N.-I do not know how the
honorable meI2.1l.ber for Warrnambool arrives at such extraordinary arithmetical
results. The ,vheat-growers, who will be
given the right to elect three members to
a board of five, Viri.ll know all about the
matter, and the three men whom they
elect win, I am quite satisfied, merit their
confidence. If· that be the case, what is
there for the honorable member for Warrl1ambool to complain about? He seems
t.o think that one of the three men whom
the ,,,heat-growers will elect will be "in
our bag," hut hOI" he manages to transfer
him from the wheat-growers' "bag" to
the GOyerllmcnt "hag" is a process I do
lIot unclerstalld.
~Ir. DEANY.-Bccause you have the
powcr of appointing him chairman.
JIr. HOGAN.-What difference will
that make?
1.fr. BROWXBILL--He wjll still be a
wheat-grower.
111'. HOGAN.-I am afraid the honorahle member for Warrnambool must be
measuring this man by his own bushel,
but I believe the wheat-growers' representatives 011 the Board will be f.a.q.
:Mr. "\VAIIDE.-Thcy will want to be a
lot morc than f.a.q. to resist the temptation of the chairmanship.
Mr. HOGA.N.-I thought when I made
the explanation about the wheat-growers'
representatives heing f.a.q. that it was
only llE'CeSsary to apply it. to one lrembel'
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of the House, but it appears that it i3
necessal~y to apply it to two.
Mr. GREENwooD.-What is the idea of
su'b-clause (4) of clause 4? It states the·
procedure if a representative of the wheatgrowers is not elected. How can tha.t
occur?
Mr. HOGAN.-That sub-clause providesIf any elective member is Hot elected u.s
aforesaid the Governor in Council may ap ..
point any person to be n, member of the
Board as representing wheat-growers, and the
person so appointed shall for all purposes he
deemed to have been duly elected and to he
rm elected member of the Boarli.

I would clirect the attention of honorable
members to the preeeding sub-clauseMembers of t.he Board shall hold office,
in the case of the first appointment thereof,
until ihe appointment 01' election of their successors, and, in the case of any subsequent
appoiutment of :\ member thereof or in the
case of tin eleeled member, for a term of
twelve months, but (subject to this Act) any
person appointed or elected as a member of
the Board shall upon tho expira.tion of the
term for which such person is so appointed
or elected be eligible for re .. appointment elec ..
tion if then qualified.

Supposing one of the wheat-growers' 1'e-,
prescntatives fans out; provision is made
tha t the w hea t-growers shall elect some
one to take his place, but in case they fail
to do so, sub-clause (4) pro~ides that the
vacancy can be filled by the Government.
:Mr. O.;\fAN.-What term will the wheatgrowers' representatives be elected for ~
lvIr. HOGAN.-The Bill is for one
year, and the Board is to be elected for
one year, but, as I have intimated, it is
the intenticn of the Government, when
the Bill expires next year, to re-enact it,
and to continue this method of marketing
wheat.
1\fr. BE.ARO::UORE.-YOU nre very. optimistic.
Mr. HOGAN.-Not a bit. I think
that after having tried all the different.
methods of marketing primary products
-the usual trade channels, compulsory
pooling. and voluntary pooling--the
wheat-growers, and the farmers genel'all,v,
have arrived at the conclusion that the
most effective method of marketing their
produce is the compulsory Pool. Instead
of haphazard methods of marketing they
prefer organized methods. As the wheat
is the property of the wheat-growers, and
they appear to be almost unanimous in
favour of a compulsory Pool, I have no
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doubt whatever that the rest of the people before :nfr. Sutcliffe made his report.
of Victoria will be fail' and just, and will The Government had determined to insuy to these m.en who have ploughed the troduce a compulsory Pool, and we 80 inSubsequently Mr.
ficlds, sown the crops, and garnered the formed Parliament.
harvest, "It is your wheat, and if you SutclifFe submitted his report, in which
think you will get a better result by mar- he recommended a compulsory Pool.
keting through a compulsory Pool than That was entirely a secondary matter,
by auy other means, \yell, we see no rea- and as for it affecting our intention of
introducing a compulsory Pool"-':-'well, it
8011 why you should be denied that
had 110 effect on the Government's mind.
pri vilege."
.
)fr. DEANY.-1Ir. Sutcliffe recomMr. PKNNINGTON.--The wheat-growers
are far from unanimous to-day.
mended it in favour of the consumers.
.Mr. HOGAN.--I do not know about
:J.fr. I-IOG.AN.-And we are carrying
that. Yestcrday a deputation was intro- jt out in favour of the wheat-growers and
dueed to me by the honorable member the eOllsumers.
for Hodncy on behalf of the Victorian
jIr. GREENwooD.-llow will ~ou get
\Vheat-growers Corporation. They said Oll later \\'hen you have to deal with the
that they represented 60 per cent. of the ...\.ustl'ulian price?
whcat-grO"\vcrs of Victoria, and they prc:;\11'. HOG1U'J".-It will be dealt with in
sPllh,d me with three resolutions that they the same way as during the last thref'
had carried at their meeting that morn- years. The identical provisioll that we
ing. Those resol:utions ·were supported are cmborlyillg ill this Bill was passed in
by statements by Mr. Anderson, of Dim- the measure which provided for the estabboola, and ].11'. IJe Licvre, from Swan listment of the Victorian vVheat-growers
Hill. They said that they unanimously <:orporation. I think the clause was indesired UlHl required a compulsory Pool, :::r.rtcd at the illstigation of the honorable
and that a voluntary Pool was no good ll1r.mhcr for St. Kilda.
for thcm. As for private enterprise and
}Ir. EGGLESTO"N;.-:My amendment was
the usual tl'ade channels, they said that (liff(1),E'nt.
they had suffered under that system and
}fr. nOGAN.-Anyhow, it was put
did not wish or intend to revert to that ill b~' the honorable member's Goverllif it could be avoided.
ment:
"Thlr. SLATER.-Was it not an ironical
).{1'. EU(lLEWI'ox.-I \vas llot in the
l'irmullstance that the honorable member :Ministry then.
1'01.' Hodlley introduced that deputation?
}Ir. IIOGAN.-Thcn it was a Govern3fr. HOGAN.-I do not know any- 1)1f'nt of which the honorable member
i1iillg about that.
was a supporter. I-Iaving explained the
~\lr. DEANY.-Did not :NIr. Sutcliffe Bill) I think the best thing that I can
l't'('.oHllnmld a compulsory Pool?
now do is to give it my blessing and benc\fr. HOGAN.-I believe he did.
dir.fion. For that purpose I am again
"\-fr. DEANy.-...:\.ud you are carryillg going to refer to that wonderful book,
ont his rcconuncndation?
the Bible, which shows us how the first
lfr. HOGA.N.-N ot necessarily.
If wheat P~ol in history was formed at
·[110 honorable member would only go back God's express command, and he who
a EttIe he -would remember that the reads can sec how that Pool prevented
lJabour party has always stood for a com- sperulation in wheat and saved a nation
pulsory 'iyheat Pool.
We fought for from starvation.
In Genesis, chapter
it, and we promised the people of Vic- xli.} and succeeding chapters, we read
toria that we would bring it into op,ora- how Pharaoh dreamed a dream about the
t.ioll jf we over had the po\ver to do so.
,:leVell ""en-favoured kine and the seven
lIr. DEANY.-In the interests of the lean kine, and how Joseph interpreted
(',OIl.sUlllcrs.
the dream to mean seven years of plenty,
1Ir. IIOG.A. N.-In the interests of the follo'wed by seven years of famine. And
growers -ancI the consumers. In addition .Joseph saying, "The thing is established
. to that, it \vas included in the policy state- by o-od," told Pharaoh that he must aplUent which the Premier submitted to point certain officers, "and let them
Parliament two months ago. That was gather all the food of those good years
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tern of gambling in foodstuffs, which is
the only alternative to the compulsory
Pool.
J\1:r. BEARDl\fORE.-We ought to have
}Ir. Hogan's sermon printed and circulated amongst farmers.
lvir. HOGAN.-Perhaps the honorable
member would then give the quotation
from the Holy Book a little more reverP,l1ce than he has up to the present. What
I hm;e said establishes the fact that there
was a Divine command for the establishment of such an institution to save the
people from food speculators and food
gamblers of the time.
:1fr. EVERARD.-The " cockies " in those
days would haye held their wheat.
:Mr. HOGAN.-I do not think they
l'onld have done so. The proposal no~'
before honorable members is quite simple.
There is nothing new about a wheat Pool.
It is well known to the people of Viet·oria and to the people of Australia. 1,Ve
have tried compulsory and yohmtul'Y
wheat Pools, and priYate marketing has
been tried. I have no doubt whatever·
that the most effective method for the
marketing of this product is a compulsory
Poo1. Wheat-growers are asking for it.
[Iud dried fruit growers are 'also. asking
for a compulsory Pool.
itfr. HOGAX,-I should like the hon~1:r. MORLEY.-What about an onion
O1'able me1n bor for Benambra to control and a green pea Pool?
himself. That was the first wheat Pool,
~fl'. HOGAN.--J?eoplc interested in
and it ,vas established by Divine comgrowing onions have asked for a Pool.
mand. That \\'heat Pool saved the people
The Allstralinl1 Dried Fruit GrQwers Asof Egypt and the people of Israel, and the sociation is really a voluntary Pool, but
people of the surrounding countries. Supit has failed to efficientlv achieve its
posing the wheat-growers of Egypt had
purpose; and from
ail over the
been compelled to gamble with the wheat State we are receiving requests from
speculators of the time-and there were dried fruit growers for the establishwheat speculators then as now, as history ment of a compulsory Pool. It will
records-what would have happened ? We be seen that this kind of a Pool is
know the low prices they would have got
rapidly winrling' the respect and approval
for their wheat in years of plenty. The
of the producers of this State. They deEgyptian equivalent of the press would
sil'e to be freed fl'om the haphazard
have "beared" down prices by harping
method of marketing their products, and
on the surplus production. Then when they al'e asking that there shan be a prothe lean years came along and all the perly organized system for the disposal of
wheat was in the speculators' hands, we their goods. We think it is a very reaknow what the people would have had to sonable request, and consequently we have
pay. There was State interference, ill- introduced this Bill to provide for a
Rpired by God, in Egypt in the time of compulsory whea~ Pool.
Pharaoh, and it saved God's chosen
:;Hr. OMAN.-I should like the Minpeople, the precursors of Ohristianity.
God ordained the wheat Pool in days of ister to agree to an adjournment of t11e
old, common sense and humanity demand debate until Tuesday week.
Mr. HOGAN.-N 0; one week only.
it to-day, and denounce the iniquitous sys-

that came, and lay up corn under the
hand of Pharaoh, and let them keep food
in cities. And that food shall be for
store to the land against the seyen years
of famine which shall be in the land of
Egypt; that the land perish not through
the famine." .A.nd Pharouh said unto his
servants, 'Can ·we find such a one as this
is, a man in whom the spirit of God is~'
And Pharaoh said unto Joseph, 'Foraslllueh as God had showed thee all this,
there is none so discreet and wise as thou
art.' A.nd he (Joseph) gathered up all
the food of the seven years "vhich were
in the land of Egypt and laid up the
food in the cities, the food of the field
which \\Tas round about every city laid
he up in the same. And when all the
land" of Egypt was famished the people
eried to Pharaoh for bread, and Pharaoh
said unto all the Egyptians, 'Go unto
\Joseph; what he saith to you, do.' A.nel
.J osep-h opened ,all the store houses and
sold 111lto the Egyptians. And all countries came into Egypt to Joseph
for to buy corn; because that the
famiue was so sore in all lands."
That finishes the biblical quotation. N o\Y
I want to make a comment upon it.
:vfr. B:F]ARDlfORE.-That was your text.
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.Mr. 01IAN.-This is an important
Bill, and I do not think I should ask for
a long adjournment, for if we delay in
coming to an agreement on this point,
great injury will be done to the "'heatgrowers of this State.
l\Ir. HOGAN.-'Ve want to go on ·with
this Bill llext Tuesday. It is quite time
this q'Je8tion was settled, so that ships
may be chartered, and other necessaty arrangements made.
.111'. OJ\iIAN.-I secured the adjournment Of another Bill until next Tuesday, and I do not want to prepare ·two
Bpeeches for the same day.
l\:Ir. IIoGAN.-Prepare your speech for
"[-.his Bill, because we will go 011 with it
llcxt Tuesday.
111'. O~lAK.-I will be agreeable if the
ndjoul'nment is made until next Wednesday. This is a very big subject. I recognize that there is great virtue ill a
voluntary Pool. It has been a great suc(!CSS in Victoria, and., during the war
period the compulsory Pool was also very
.successful. I should be giyen reasonable
time to obtain the information I ·want.
1Ir. IIoGAN.-I started to prepare my
speech only last night.
~Il'. O]'IAN.-I thillk it" is a fair request to ask for an adjoU1'l1l~1ellt until
llext \Vednesday.
)Ir. BAILEY.-You have all day to~
morrow nnd the ,veek-end.
i\Ir. Ol\£AN.--I have to go to the
t;how to-morrow and on Friday, and then
I go home. I have to return to Melhourne on ~[onday night.
~fr. IIoGAx.-Others may be prepared
to dehntc the Bill.
1fr; 01LAN.-I am only asking for a
reasonable adjournment.
111'. IIoGAN.-We want to put this Bill
~}J1'ough the House next week.
:LVII'. OMAN.-I do not want to hold it
up unnecessarily. V\T e want to get this
matter settled one way or the other, so
that wheat-growers will know where they
stand.
. }Ir. PRENDERGAsT.-I ~hought you.
knew all about it by this tIme.
}rh. OMAN.-'ViII . the honorable
gentleman agree to the adjournment of
the debate until next Wednesday ~
I
want to facilitate in every way I can a
decision on this matter. I moye-That the debate be now pdjourned.
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The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to.
:Mr. Ol\fA.N.-I moveThat the debate
day, October 1st"

ue

adjourned until \\"ednes-

Sir .ALEXANDEH PEAOOOK.-I
appeal to the Premier to consent to the
adjournment of this debate until next
vVednesday.
The Bill is a very impOl'tant one, not only to members of Parliament but to wheat-growers and others
, ....ho are interested in this question .
People residing in remote parts of the
State will not be able to get reports of
·what has taken place until the week-end,
or early next week. I should like to congratulate the Minister on his biblical
knowledge. People will want to look up
their Bibles on Sunday to sec if the
auotations are correct. I am not making
;ny eOlllplaint about the delay ill introducing this Bill. 1. kno,v from past experience what trouble the draftsmen have
when a change of Government takes place.
They lU1:ve to work continuously, and it
takes time to prepare some Bills.
vVe
laymen think that the work is comparatively easy, but a good deal of re~earch
work has to be done by the draftsmen in
the preparation of some Bills. The honorable member for Hampden had the administration of our wheat Pool, and its
great success is a source of satisfaction
to eyerybody in Victoria, particularly
·when "'e know that it C08t the State
r..othing, while other States had bitter experience in meeting the obligations they
incurred.
The l\finister might well
graciously . accede
to
this request,
Hnd jf the resumption of the debate
is fixed for next Wednesday, members will in the meantime have had
an opportunity· of studying the Bill.
Mr. BRowNBTLL.-The honorable memo
ber for Hampden could gOr on with his
~peech to-morrow.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-·We
on this side cc;u]d go on at any time. .
1\lr. ALLAN.-I hope the PremIer
will grant an adjournment of tl~e debate
until 'Vednesday. I take it that we shall
not meet to-morrow, as that is the Show
holiday. There will, there~ore, be only
one more sitting day before 'Vednesday.
l\'fr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).This Bill is important and urgent. 'Ve
aTe· . appe",ling to the Farm~rs Unio~
party· to help us to get ~hlS measure
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through a,t the earlie-st possible moment. £657; Chief Secretary's Office-salaries and orexpenditure, £2,414; Chief Secretary's
'rhere aJ:e important matters that must. dinary
Office--pensions, &c, £8,100; Chief Secretary's
be setHed, and tha.t cannot be settled Office-grants,
£1,100; Board for the PrQtection
until the Bill is passed. The Gove,rnment of the Aborigines-salaries and ordinary exhave been in 'Office now some eight or nine penditure, £321; Explosives-salaries and orweeks, and have had the prospect of dinary expenditure, £725; State Accident Insumnce Office-salaries and ordillary expendipushing on with this Bill before it the ture, £365; Fisheries and GCLme-salarie8 and
whole time. Some of my friends sat up . ordinary expenditure, £516; Government Shortlate last night compiling rna,tter in COll- hand \Vriter-salaries and ordinary expendinexion with the Bill. It would expedite ture, £104; The Governor's Office-ordinary
expenditure. £39; Herbarium-salaries and (H~
matters if the debate were, adjourned dinary expenditure, £60; Inebriu.tes Institution
until Tuesday.
-sa~aries
::md ordinary expenditure, £396;
Mr. ALLAN.-That will be the next lUanne Boctl'cl-sahwies and ordinary expellditurE', £119; Observatory-salaries and ol'dinaT\:
si tting da,y.
expcmliture, £475; Premier's Offtee-sularie's
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-Tha,t does not and ol'c1inary expenditure, £550; Agent-Genemat.ter.
Honorable members will have ral-staff and office, £824; Audit Offic{'-·
Thursday, Friday,., Saturday, Sunday- salaries and ordi!illry expenditure, £2,327; G 0\'ernment Statist-salaries and ordinary exthey can look up the biblical references penditure,
£:3,064; Hospitals for the Insaneon that day-and l\1onda,y in which to salaries and ordinary expenditure, £42,500;
study the Bill. We have adjourned the Xeglected Children, &c.-salaries and ordinary
de bate on the se·cond reading of nearly expenditure, £26,782; Pena.l and Gaols-salarie~<;
and . ordinary expenditure, £9,650; Poliee·every Bill that has come up. These .con- salarlf'S
and ordinary expenditure, £65,500;
tinual adjou:rnments hamper us in regard Pnhli(' ·Lihrary, &e., salaries and orditoo a number of Bills W€l a,re anxious to 11 a 1',)' expenditure,
£3,6n5;
Publie
8e1'COlllmissioner - salarie:-;
and
orbring on. The adjournment till Tuesday "iee
dinary espenditure, £428; De>partment of
ia reasonable.
.
Labour-salaries ancl~ ordinary expenditure,
.sir ALEXANDER PEACOClL-N'Ot for a £;~, 110; Educ:ation-salaries, £173,350;. EclucaBill of this character.
tinll-ol'(linal'Y oxpenditure, £14,500; EducaThe motion was agreed to, alld the de- tion-pensions, &l!., £21; 'Education--works
bu iIII i ngs, £ 1,;500; Edm'u tion-elldowments
bato was adjourned until Wednesday, alld
and
grants,
£29,000;
Attorney-GelleralOetouer 1.
sa,laries, £9,893; Attol''l1ey-Genel'al-ordinar:-'
ESTIMAT'ES.
M.r. PRENDERGAST (Premier) prese.nted a message from His Excellency the
Governor, transmitting an estimate of
expenditure f'Or the month o,f October,
1924, a.nd recommending an appropriation of the Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
VOTES ON ACCOUNT.
. The House resolved itself into Committ3e of Supply.
Mr. PRENDERGAST' (Premier).-I
111 QoveThat tt Sllm not exceeding £] 395448 be
granted to His Majesty on a~count fo~ or towards defraying the following services for the
yefH'
1924-25 :-Legislative Conncil-salaries
anci ordinn,ry expenditure, £133; LeO'islative
Asse~J:bly-sa~aries and ",ordin.ary . expe~diture,
£1,369; Parhameutary ::;tandmg Committeesalaries and ordinary expendittll'e, £117; ReI'l'eshment Hoollls-salaries and ol'flina,rv expenditure, £3G9; Engineers-salaries and ordinary expenditure, £65; The Library-salaries
and ol'din~l'Y expenditure, £7~; The Library,
State ~arlta.ment House.-sa~arles anrl ordinary
expendIture, #239; V lCtor.lan Parliamentary
Debates-salanes and ol'dmary expendi~nre,

pxpenditllre,
£2,708;
Solieitor-General-salarief:., £5.639;
Solieitor-General-ordinarv
t'xp~nclitnl'e, . fl!800; Treasury-salaries and
ordlnary expeJlchture, £3,580; Treasury-transport, &c., £500; Treasury-unforeseen expenditure, £500; Treasury-payments to Railway
Department, £600; Treasury--charitable grant,
&e., £12,600; Treasury-pensions, &c., £20;
'rrea8ury--exceptional
expenditure,
£3,350;
Taxation Office-administration-sala,l'if's, £272;
Taxation Office-income tax-salaI'ies and 01'dimLry expeu(litnre, £7,661; Taxation Office-land tax-·salaries and ordinary expenditure,
£~~,321; 'Taxation Office-death duties-salaries
a.nd ordinary expenditure, £243; CUl'iLt.Ol'sa.larie::: find ordiuary expenditure, £486; Gov~rnment Printer-saln,ries a.nd ordinary expenc~ltLlre,
£9,099; Govel'nment Prinler- exceptlOnal expenditllre, £208; GOV(~rnlllent Printer
-advel'tising, f24!l; Survey, &e., Crown IJands
-sal~rit's and ordinary expenditure, £9,296;
PublIc Parks, &e.-sa1a1'ies and ordinary expenditure, £97; Botanic, &c., Garclens-salaries
and onlinary ex}wnditure, £1,417; Extirpation
of Rabbit.:::. &c.-sn.laries and ordinary expenditlll'e, £7,183; Works and Buildings,. £500;
Crown Lands-·exceptional expenditure, £1,750;
Immigration Bm;eau, £1,:365; Public \Yorkssalaries and ordinary expenditure, £6,500;
l~orts anel Harbours-salaries and ordinary €x~
penditure, £3,240; Ports and Harbours-,,:orks,
&c., £3,000; Public \Vorks-works n.ncl buildings, £28,000; Puolic \Y orks-roads, works,
and bridges, £500; Public \\T orks-endo\''''mcnts
and grants" lHunicipalities, &c., £2,000; .I\fiJlf's
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--~alarics and ordinary expenditure,
n;rmes~furtherallce of mining industry,

£2,555 ;
£2,300;
Sta,te Ii orests-salul'ic:3 and ordinary expenditure, £8,133; State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission-salaries, &c., £17,070; Agriculture
--:-admin~str~l!iyc-:s~laries and ordinary expen<.l1ture, £l,la/; AgrJe'ulturc-salaries anel orclinary expelldit urc. £5,UJ::I; Hortieultlll'C-salaries amI ordinary expenditure, £2,034; Stock
lllld Dairy-:-::mlaries and ordinary expenditure
f4,07ti; Export Develop.ment-salaries and or~
dinary expenditure, £3,226; Public HealthI>ulu,ries and ordinary expenditure £15020·
Public .Health-miscellaneous, £385; Ran'way~
:-work.mg expenses, &c., £763,754; RailwaysR:.tiI\vay Contitruction Branch, £1,145; State
Coal ::\line-\\'orking expenses, £46,7flO. Total,
fl,:ml),44H.

•

\Vhen submitting the Supply Bill for the
present month, I informed this House
tlu~t before further Supply would be re<lUI red I hoped to be in a position to bring
down the Budget. The policy of the GoYCrllment is not sufficiently advanced to
illtroduce the Budget ilext week, but I
have definitelv decided that it will be
delivered on ;1' before the 14th October.
The Supply already granted by Parliament expires at the end of the month,
tllld the first payment of salaries will be
made on 3rd October.
Therefore, I
am submitting unother Supply Bill
this evening to enable those payments to
be made. As I have informed honorable
mem bers on previous occasions when sub~itting ~ills of this nature, pending the
llltroductIOn of the Budget no provision
is made in the Supply for any contentious item of expenditure. The estimated
requirement for the month is based upon
the actual expenditure of last year. The
Supply now asked for and already obtained on account of the present year
amounts to £5,309,000, and, as compared
, with the actual e:xpend~ture last year, is
more than the proportIOnate amount by
£~98,000, .one-third of last year's expendIture bemg £5,111,000. The principal
votes for which Supply is in excess of
last year's expellditure are as follow:Division 10-0hief Secretary's Office
Pensions. This vote exceeds the prop 01'~ion for the four months by £12,000, and
18 due to the amount voted to meet the
(le:6.ciency in the Police Superannuation
Fund being required in the first half of
the :financial year.
The contribution
from the Licensing Fund will not be
available until December. Division 33
.-Education salaries-is in excess by
£22,000. This is principally on account
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of statutory increments to lC'achers and
expansion of educational actIvItIeS.
Division 37-Education J~l1dovvments and
Grants is in excess by £19,000. Grants
to tcchnical schools account for this
l1lcrease. They are paid quarterly in
advance, thereforc provision must be
made in October for the payments due
for the. quarter ending 31st Dccember
next.
Division 52-Income Tax-exceeds the proportion by £10,000. This is
due to the amalgamation of the taxation
offic~s, but the. extra expenditure is only
reqUIred pendmg recoup by the Oomll1.011wealth of its proportion of the cost
of the amalgamated officc. Division 82
--Agriculture.
Provision
for
the
l\f~:ffra. ~e~t Sugar Factory is made under
thIS DIVISIOn, and the proportion is exceeded by £7,000. The late season held
?ack ~elivery of beet to the factory, thus
Jllvolvmg heavy expenditure in the first
months of this financial year. Division
~7--:-Publi~ . ~ealth-is in excess by
£9,000. 'IhIs IS due to tho payments in
advance to the Infectious Diseases Hospital, Fairfield, and to the Heathertoll
Sanatorium. . The item Working Expenses of the Railways (Division 89) is
III exce~s of one-third of last year's actual
~xpendIture by £152,000. This increase
IS ~ostly on account
of wages and
salarIeS, due to the general expansion of
the Department in handling the increased traffic, resulting of 'course in additional revenue. The ;mount n01~ asked
fO.r will be included in the Appropriation
BIll to be submitted later, and I would,
therefore, ask honorable members to expedi te the passage of this measure
and defer ~iscl!-ssion until the Ap~
propriation BIll IS under consideration.
Sir .A.LEXANDER PEA COCK. - - You ha ve
been referring to the Appropriation Bill.
Do you not mean the Budget?
~fr.
~ope

PRENDERGAST.-Yes.
We
too introduce the Budget on
14th October. Honorable members will
have an ?ppo.rtunit;r tht;ln O'f discussing
any question III whICh they may be inte.rested, and .for ~hat reason I hope they
wlll allow thIS BIll to pass without any
unnecessary de'lay.
.

:Mr. ALLAN.-What is the total increase, as compared with the same month
of la.st year ~
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1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-As compared
with the actual expenditure of last year,
£198,000.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do
not intend to delay the passage of the
Bill, because I kno,w the Government are
anxious that it should go to .anothe.r place,
so that necessary payments may be made
at the proper time,.
I do, however, desire to bring under notice one matter of
importance. I have re.ceived my Gov'ernrnent Gazette fO'r Tuesday, 16th September.· The GoveJ'nment (}azette is a most
interesting document, and I have no doubt
you, Mr. Speaker, peruse it, as I do.
But I did not know that after the honorable member for North 1\1elbourne had
received a commission to form a Government, and had appointed his colleagues,
there had been a change in the personne,l
of the ~J.Iinistry, of which the House had
not been notified.
There appears to
have been a development I have known
nothing about, and that has net been
reported to the House. The Gove1'nment
Gazette records a meeting of the Executive Council that took IJlace on the 8th
September, and the purpose of which was
an alteration to regulations under the
Land Act 1915. I am sure the honorable
member for Rodney is not aware that
some of the members of his party have
left him, and I was not aware until I
saw this record that one' of the most loyal
supporters I have has left me and joined
tho Government. It would appear also
that the Premier has been temporarily
displaced, and that owing to some of ~is
colleagues not attending Executive Counci] meetings they have had to get the
assistance of other members.
There is
said to have been present at this meeting
His Excellency the Administrator of the
Government of Victoria, Mr. Hogan, 1\11'.
Bailey, Mr. Goudie, Mr, Crockett, and
my good and loyal friend Mr. Gordon.
This is a new and composite Government,
that appears to have been formed without any notification of the change having
been given to the House. I should have
thought that the Premier would advise
the House if any necessity had arisen to
call for the ach;ice of former Executive
Councillors.
Mr. 1\1cADAM.-Somebody should be
called to the bar of the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Or
cai}ed to some other. bar. I' have' been
puzzling my mind to ·findont for 'whom
:Nfl'. Goudip. might have been· taken, but
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I fail to discover any particular resemblance he bears to any honorable member
on the other side of the House. I might
say the same of Mr. Crockett. There is
a possible explanation for the use of the
name " Gordon." It may refer to lVlr.
Gordon vVebber-the Webber having
been dropped. I do not think that this
curious record will affect the validity of
the alteration to regulations, because two
members of the present Government are
shown to have been present, and the
record concludes with the statementAnd the Hon. H. S. Bailey (His Majesty's
Commissioner 01 Crown Lands and Survey
for the State of Victoria) shall give the necessary directions herein accordingly

As he is a member of the legal profession,
I have no doubt that the Minister of
Lallds will discover a way of giving effect
to the minute of the Executive CounciL
l\1r. A1JLAN.-I suppose it is necessary to pass the Supply Bill, because the
salaries of officials have to be paid. I
am surprised, however, to find that there
is an increase in the amount asked for as
compared with the corresponding month
of last year of £198,000. This I regard
as somewhat serious. If we go on at the
same rate I shall expect to find in the
Budget some surprises in the way of taxation. I do notpropO'se to offer any objection to the Bill; but I think the P_remier
should have made some more definite
announcement as to when the Budget wjll
be introduced.
1\11'. PRENDERGAsT.-I said on the 14th
October.
~Mr. ALL.A. N.-The honorable gent1eman told us on a former occasion that he
would be ready to deliver the Budget
8pecch before the month was out.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I did; and it. was.
not the first time that a mistake of the
kind had been made by a Treasurer.
Mr. ALLllli .-Other Treasurers may
have made mistakes. bu.t I did not expect that he would follo'w their example. I rose, however, to call attention to one particular matter. S'ome time
ago I read a letter from a blacksmith in
my own electorate, and I intend to' read
'now another letter. I \vant some expla. nation from the Minister of Labour as to
why the F'arriers Board has. been extended to the country districts. I find
. that.
The hours are, 44 per week; wages 110s.
The time of, beginning work, 6.30; a.m., ending on Saturday' at 8.30 a.m:·; Monday, Tues-
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day, Wednesday, and Thursday, at 5 p.m.;
Friday, 4 p.m. If a farrier works between
8.30 and 9.30 a.m. he must be paid double
time; later than 9.30 a.m. and earlier than
0.30 a.m., treble time.

I do not object to these boards being
appointed in the city of Melbourne, but:
we do not want to have them extended
to the country districts. As honorable
members know, Saturday is a busy day.
Even where the Saturday holiday exists
it j;3 a busy morning, and whell the halfholiday is on vVednesday, or any other
day than Saturday, the E'aturday afternoon is very fully occupied. If a
farrier works between 8.30 and 9.30
a.m. he must be paid double time, and
~.tter than 9.30 a.m. and earlier than 6.30
a.m., treble time. That is quite ~nfair.
I have a letter from the ~1:ooroopna Hospital saying that the determination of the
Hospital Attendants Board has been extended to country hospitals as from the
18th August last, and that the wages of
the wardsmen ill the Mooroopna Hospital
will go up from 45s. to 84s. per week.
Thnt is a very considerable rise. It is
a difficult matter to keep up the country
hospitals at the present time, and it is
going to be still more difficult if wages
are increased to that extent. I have also
a letter from the Echuca Borough Oouncil
saying that the council has been infor~ed
that the Government proposes to grant
a State-wide wages award in respect of
gas workers.
The Government are extending the Wages Board determination
in the case of farriers to the country districts, they are extending the Hospital
Board's determination to the country
districts, aud they arc extending the
Gas Workers' Board's determination to
the country districts.
I wish to pro~
test against the extension of these
determinations.
Why
do the Government not appoint Country \Vages
Boards to look after country intcrests? The conditions in the country
arc very different from the conditions in
the city. Wages Boards fix the hoUl's
during which work shall be carried out.
In the case of a butter factory in summer the heat makes it necessary that the
m'eam should be brought in in the evenlng, and the Wages Board determination
compels the payment of double time to
the employers after 5 p.m. There has
been no difficulty in the past in respect
of the 'wheelwrights and farriers, nor has
r29]
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there been any difficulty in regard to the
butter factories.
The employers have
always been able to come to an understanding with their employees as to the
hours of work. It is not desired that the
hours should be longer than are prescribed
by the Wages Boards, but the employers
cedainly desire to have such hours fixed
as will enable their customers to have
their work carried out when they come
into town without double time having to
be paid to the employees. In one case,
after a certain hour, treble time has ;;0 be
paid.· The extension of determinations to
the country simply means that the cost of
horse-shoeing and other things will go up
very considerably. lH present I understand it costs 9s. to have a light horse
shod, and 12s. to have a heavy horse shod.
Under the new conditions the cost will
certainly rise considerably. I am sorry
the Minister of Labour is not present.
~{r.

PREXDERGAsT.-He is very ill.

1\11'. ALLAN.-I complained to the Department about what had been done in
respect to. the farriers about a week ago,
and I have had no reply of any kind.
They do not seem to treat a request from
a country district with any marked degree
of respect.
lib. LIND.-They are going to kill the
trade they are attempting to help, because
it means that people will be forced to shoe
their own horses.

111'. ALLAN.-I suppose people will
shoe their own horses, and very likely
country blacksmiths and others will be
forced to come to Melbourne. There is no
doubt that the action of the Go·vernment
will make for centralization.
I understand that the countrv farriers have had a
meeting in the city 'this week regarding
this matter. I hope the ~1:inister will
agree to Ivithhold the extension of the
Wages Board's determination. There is
no dispute of any kind in the country
shops. The employees are quite satisfied,
and so are the employers. Previous Governments have allo'wed them to carryon,
and have not extended Wages Boards' determinations to the country districts. So
far as the blacksmjths are concerned, there
is no doubt that the wages in the country
are practically the same as in the city, because you cannot get a blacksmith unless
you pay him the fixed wages. The hours
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should certainly be regulated so as to suit
the customers in the ·country. Before the
debate closes I hope 'Some statement will
be' made by the Premier with reO'arcl to
th~ ex~ension to the country of th~ deter~matlOns of the Boards relating to hospItal attendants, farriers,
and
gas
workers.
Mr.

COTTER.-There 'is one little
I desire to ,bring under th(~
notlCe of the Premier.
At present
State pensioners are paid monthly,
whereas Commonwealth pensioners are
paid fortnightly.
I think if the
Government were to giye a little
consideration to the matter they would be
able to. provide f~r the fortnightly paymentof State pensIOns. The Premier will
re~lize the ~ifficulty that public service,
~aIlway servICe, and police pensioners are
Jll through having to wait until the end of
a month for the payment of their pensions.
When requests have been made for fortnightly payments there has been the usual
st~reotyped .r~~ly of red-tapeism.
It is
saId that addItIOnal work and additional
expense would be involved. When we
were on the other (Opposition) side of the
House we had t~ put up a fight for many
years for fortlllghtly payments to I' ail'Vmy men and public servants. We were
told it could not be done without increasjng the staff and involving additional expense,but the time came when the Government did it. I think the Government
could just as easily pay its pensioners
fortnightly. The Commonwealth Govern:n:ent finds no. difficulty in paying its penSIOners fortlllghtly. Some of the State
pensioners, who went out of the Service
before salaries were increased are receiving shockingly :small pensio~s. There
does not seem to be any good reason why
t~e ,Govornm~nt should not pay the penSlOnm's fortlllghtly. It would be a great
boon to them. I asked the ex-Premier
to do this, and he said he was looking into
the matter and getting some reports. We
know that his Government were constantly looking into mattem, and getting reports, 'but nothing was done. I
trust that the present Government will
not only look into the matter but concede
the request I have made.
Mr. McDONALD (Polwarth).-I also
desire to enter my emphatic protest
against the extension of the determinama~ter
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tions of city Wages Boards to the country
districts, and I do so particularly on b~
half of the farriers. I have had several
letters from farriers in various parts of
my electorate pointing out that the hours
fixed are altogether unsuitable. The hour's
fixed for Saturday morning are from 6.30
to 8.30, and as most of the work comes in
from the farmers in the surroundinO' districts the farriers find that it is i~pos
sible to carry out the work hetween those
hours. One farrier who employs two men
and is paying more than the wages fixed
in the determination told me that he would
have to get rid of one of his men, and do
whatever work he could himself, becaus~,
although he would have to pay the men
for the Saturday morning, there ,vould be
no work for them to do. We saw in the
press that the Minister of Labour
by one stroke of the pen, had extended th~
determination of the Board to the whole
of the country districts, 'and that has
caused chaos in the tr'ade. These men
would not protest unless there were some
reason for their doing so. Even on week
days the hour of closing varies. Sometimes it is 4.30 p.m., and .sometimes 5
p.m. The hours fixed in the determination are altogether unsuitable for the
~ountry districts.
I waited on the
Secretary for Labour, and he toJd
me that a conference was being convened for the purpose of dealing with the
matter. I understand that there has been
:t conference, but there has beon' no ro(11'es8. These people are still suffering
from the Minister's stroke of the pen,
which brought about a revolution in the
hours of working in country farriers'
shops. I t.rust that before the Supply
Bill goes through we shall be informed
by the Government that the determination of the Farriers Board will not be
applied to country districts.
Mr. BROWNBILL.~First of all I
desire to draw attention to the fact that in
item No. 27 of the Votes on Account
mention is still made of the" Neglected
Oh.ildren's Department."
As honorable
members know, the House decided to alteJ,'
the name of the Department to the" Children's Welfare Department."
I hope
that this will be the last time we shall see
the old name given in connexion with a
vote. My object in rising was really to
refer to the question of the electrification
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of railways. We know perfectly well that
the electrification of the metropolitan
lines is just about finished, and that
Melbourne is practically a smokeless city
as far as the railways are concerned. It
cost millions of pounds to electrify the
suburban lines, but it has resulted in a
faster and better service. J\lIembers from
the country do not raise any objection
to the electrificatiqp. of ·the railways in
the metropolitan area.
Some time ago,
however, the promise was made that the
work of electrification would be extended
to country lines. Now, I know of no better
line on which to make a start than that
J:unning from Melbourne to Geelong, and
thence to the wealthy Western District.
Already that railway is electrified as far
as Newport. No engineering difficulties
would be encountered, because the way 13
almost as level as a bowling green. If
the line were duplicated and electrified a
grea t service could be provided. There are
probably honorable members who do not
realize the large amount of traffic there
already is on the line. On any Saturday in
the football season there may be nine or
tell big passenger trains running between
:Melbourne and Geelong, and they are
ofteu hung up because of the goods traffic.
When the honorable member for Swim
Hill 'v;ras Minister of Raihvays he was
waited upon by an important deputation,
at which members from all sides. of the
]~se wer0 present as well as many leading citizens. The question of electrifying
country lines was placed before him, and
he promised to refer the matter to the
Hailways Oommissioners and see what
could be done in the' way of making a
start with electrification outside the city.
'Vhen the honorable member for St. Rilda
l,ecame Minister of 'Railways the matter
'was also brought under his notice, and
he said that the Oommissioners were considering it. I also waited on the present
Minister when he was appointed. I believe the Oommissioners are still considering the question, but up to the pres(lnt we have not been able to get any.
report from them. I do not know whethel'
it would be necessary to have a supply of
current at the other end, but, if so, I
would point out that there is plenty of
power available at Geelong. At present
current is sent to Portarlington, Barwoll
Heads, and Winchelsea, and right down
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to Warrnambool. All those places are illuminated from the works at Geelong. The
current is sent 125 miles, the longest
stretch in Victoria or in l~ustralia at the
present time.
I should like to know
whether the Government have yet l'eceived a report from the Railways Oommissioners, and, if so, whether they will
take any action in connexion with it.
Nothing more in the way of electrification
can be done to the metropolitan railways,
and the present Governinent have said
that they would consider the extension of
this splendid system to the country. 1.
should like to plead with the Minister
of Railways to get a reply from the Rail-·
ways Oommissioners, and also see whether
it is not possible to refer the questiOIl
of electrifying the railway to Geelong
and the vVestern Dibtrict, and probably
some others, to the Railways Standing
Committee.
Whatever the Railways
Standing Oommittee recommended we
would be prepared to accept. We know
perfectly well that the line to Geelong
righ t on to the Western District is one of
the best and most profitable in this State,
so that I hope the Minister will give
immediate attention to the matter.
:Mr. A. lL BILLSON (Ovens).-I have
been asked by residents of the N orthEastern District to bring a matter under
the notice of the Minister of RailwaYfl.
It relates to what are known as school
excursions that are carried out annuallv.
Committees are formed in various centr~s
of population and by dint of much labour
and advertising children from various
schools are at much expense taken fr01l1
one district to another.
In connexion
with these excursion trains the Railwavs
Oommissioners, as honorable member.s a~'e
uware, ask for a guarantee.
Oertain
persons have to guarantee the estimated cost of a train. If there is any
loss on an excursion the guarantors have
to pay it. If there is any profit the Oommissioners retain all except 10 per cent.,
which they hand back to the committee.
It is pointed out that higher fares havo
been charged of recent years, and that the
guarantee has been increased by nearly
.20 per cent., but the Oommissioners still
return only 10 per cent. of any profits.
When I was resident in Beechworth I
t~ok an active part in promoting these
excursions, and 1 know that they are of
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great educational value, because they
a.lfoJ.'tl an. 0ppormnity to the childI;en of
poor parents to see other parts of the
State which tbey would otherwise have
no chance of visiting. Oonsidering the
expense the committees have to go to they
think that they are entitled, when there
are any profits on these excursions, to
25 per cent. instead of 10 per cent. That
is the request which I desire to prefer
now. They give three illustrations. In
1923 there was a trip to Wahgunyah. The
guarantee asked for was £46 16s.; the
revenue £130 18s. 10d.; the return to the
committee £12 15s. 2d., and the expenditure by the committee £14 6s. 11d.
In
1922 they entered on a large undertaking
to bring the children from a11 the schoQls
surrounding Bright to Melbourne.
The
guarantee then asked for was £115 19s. 4d.
The revenue derived from the excursion
was £359 3s. 10d. The return to the
committee was only £35 18's. 5d. The expenditure was £30 4s. 10d. In 1921, the
excursion was from Bright to Rutherglen.
The guarantee asked for by the Hailways
Oommissioners was £43 16s. 10d.; the revenue was £89 19s. 7d., and the return
to the committee £9 Os. 2d., the expenditure being £15 lOs. 6d. A similar position has occurred on a number of occasions. In vim'v of the fact that these excursions are educational in value, and
many of the children have poor parents,
and would be unable to see any other part
of V ictoria except in this way, more
consideration should be extended by
the Oommissioners to the committees
undertaking these excursions.
They
ought to recognize the splendid work done
by the committees, and the fact that individual members haye to give a personal
guarantee against loss. In the circumstances, the Oommissioners should be
willing to allow a larger proportion than
10 per cent. out of the profits.. I was
asked to bring this ma tter before the
House, and I have taken the earliest opportunuity of doing so. I have noticed
tha t the Premier has been taking notes
of this complaint, and I hope he will
hand them to the Minister of Railways,
so that some relief will be obtained.
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electorate who applied for registration as
a masseur.

When this man first

intimat~d

that he intended to apply for registration,
he was told that he had no chance. However, he filled in an application form, and
,\-vas called before the Board. I have no
. hesitation in saying that his qualifications are equal to those of 80 per cent. of
the masseurs who have been registered by
this Board. It is provided in paragraph
(b) of section' 7 of the Masseurs' Hegistra tion Act that the Board shall register
ail applicant if it is satisfied that, at
the commencement of the Act, he had for
at least three years been engaged in tb,e
bona fide practice of massage in Victoria,
or any other part of the Oommonwealth.
As a matter of fact, this man has been
engaged in this calling for fifteen years.
The Act also provides that applicants
must submit two certificates of character,
and at least one certificate from a doctor
to show that they have been practising for
three veal'S before the commencement of
the A;t. The man I am referring to not
only supplied the certificates of character,
but certificates from three different doctors, who certified to the fact that he bad
been practising massage for three years
before the commencement of the Act. This
man was called to appear before the
Board, and after waiting for some time,
he was called upon to again present himself. Acting upon advice, he did not then
attend, but when he was called the
third time, he presented himself for' exHe was asked if he were
amination.
doing any other work besides that· of massaging. He replied that he was engaged
at a theatre at night-time, and did a
little bit of painting in the country to
BecaUSe this
supplement his income.
man engaged in work as I have indicated
the Board refused him a certificate. This
Board has registered men who have only
sent in two certificates from doctors and
two testimonials as to character, but haye
never been called upon to appear before
the Board. Yet here is a man who has
more than the qualifications required by
the Act and who is refused registration. I
do not understand how it is that this man
was told at quite an early stage in the
Mr. JEWELL.-I want to bring under proceedings that he would not be registhe notice of the Premier the attitude of tered. The Board apparently had some
the Masseurs Board, appointed by Act bias against this man, whose name is
of Parliament, towards a resident in my Saunders. He is one of the finest men I
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know.
A very respectable citizen, and
yet because he does other work he is
tm'ned down by the :Soard. If that is the
way this Board is going to carryon its
'work, the sooner it is abolished the better.
I do not know that the Premier can do
anything with a Board appointed under
an Act of Parliament, but I hope that
something will be done to 'see that the Act
is carried out without fear or favour. I
cio not kno,w if this man in tends to make
another application or not, but if he does,
and is still refused, I hope this Board
will soon be done away with.
Mr. WEST.-There are one or two
matters to which I should like to refer.
One is in relation to the destruction of
noxious weeds. I want to emphasize the
necessity for greater efforts being made; for
the eradication of rag-wort. In certain
portions of Gippsland this weed is spreading rapidly, and is becoming a serious
menace to the land-holders in the district.
Two years ago we passed an Act transferring the responsibility of dealing with
noxious weeds from municipalities to the
Crown. The municipalities agreed readily
to that transference, because they were
not carrying out that wqrk $atisfactorily,
and it was felt that, under Government
administration, the work could be done
more effectively. :For twelve months this
work has been carried out by the Lands
Department, and there certainly has been
an improvement over conditions which
existed previously, but, while that is so,
the improvement does not go far enough,
and very much more needs to be done before the provision is satisfactory. I am
not making any complaint in regard to
the administration of this Act as far as
it has gone, but we want a great deal more
done, and that means that more money
must be provided for the eradication of
weeds. The object of my. speaking tonight is to induce the. Treasurer to make
more money available on the Estimates
for this particular work. Last year
£70,000 was provided for the administration of this Act, which covers the destrucJn
tion of vermin and noxious weeds.
the votes now befo1'.e us, £7,000 is provided for the next month.
Out of the
total appropriation, the salaries of
about 100 inspectors have to be paid. I
suppose they get about £300 a year each,
~Nd that takes £30,000.
Then there are
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other officers whose salaries and expenses
would come to about the same amount, so
that very little is left out of the annual
appropriation for the eradication of
weeds. A good deal of the money available has been spent in dealing with St.
John's wort in the Bright district. That
is very necessary work; but while attention is being paid to that particular pest,
those in other parts of the State are being
neglected. As the result of the spread of
rag-wort in the Gippsland district, land
has greatly depreciated in value.
The
settlers there have enough trouble now in
dealing with bracken and rabbits, and
they do not want rag-wort to be added to
their difficulties if they can help it. I ask
the Minister of Lands to see that
vigorous efforts are made to eradicate this
weed before it gets out of control, as St.
John's wort has.
We know the lo-sses
that have been occasioned by St. John's
wad being allowed to get out of cont.rol,
and vve do not want the experience in that
connexion to be repeated in Gippsland.
Therefore,_ I hope the Minister will
make special efforts to deal 'with
this pest, 'which is growing, not onlv
on private lands, but on Orown land;.
.A. number of blocks belonging to
Closer
Settlement Board arc
the
badly infected, and the weeds are
spreading from them all over the
place. If the Department does star,t to
eradicate the weeds, it will be up against
the difficulty that some of the settlers are
not in a position to bear the whole of the
expel1se that will be entailed. Still, the
"\\'ork 'will haye to be done. I think the
Department will have to step in, do the
work, make it a charge on the land, and
collect its dues 'as soon after as possible.
I hope the ll!Iinister will see that every
effort is made to keep the weed in check.
If it gets out of control, immense damage
will result.
I now wish to refer to a
HI.atter in connexion with the Dairy
Supervision Act. I ask that this Act
shall be applied without delay to the
whole Stat(~. At present it is only applied ,to certain sections of the State.
\Vhen the Act. was introduced its applicatieJlL was limited, because there were
not sufficient supervisors to go all round.
That objection no longer applies. There
are many qualified men now available,
9!.d the Act can be operated all over the
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country. Seeeing that the dairying industry is one of the most important of
our primary industries, it is important
that the Government should do everything it can to bring i.t to the highest
level and to give the best return to those
engaged in it. When good practical men
are appointed, as is already the case in a
number of instances, they are of great
service to dairymen, and their services are
much appreciated. Before passing away
from this subject, I may state that the
dairy supervisors complain of the
paucity of their salaries. The present
Flalaries range from a minimum of £211
to a maximum of £265. The ·supervisors
ask that the salary be increased to a
minimum of £250.
When we consider
the responsible nature of the duties that
these men ·carry out, their request
is a very reasona ble one. I hope
that whoever has charge of the classification of these men will see to it that their
request is granted. They do a great deal
in the interests of the maintenance of the
dairying industry, and they are well
worth the money they are asking. I now
wish to touch upon a matter already referred t(J by previous speakers-the extension of the Farriers Bo·ard to country
districts. I have had complaints from
one end of my electorate to the other.
r ndeed, there have been complaints from
one end of the State to the other.
The
conditions of the award are inapplicable
to country areas. It was drawn up by a
eity Board to suit city conditions, and
while it may be appropriate for the city
it is unworkable in country areas.
I
should like to know how it came about
that this award was applied to the country. No application for such extension
wa.s made either by employers or employees. No notice was given.
These
men suddenly woke up 'and found this
I
impossible award applied to them.
had a number of interviews with the
Minister of Labour, who, I am sorry is
absent through illness.
}\.. conference
was held this morning, and arising out
of that I introduced a deputation to the
Secretary of Labour. A formal request
was made for the establishment of a
country Wages Board as quickly as possible, in order that the present impossihle
award might be done away with and an
award suitable to country conditions be
Mr. West.
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framed. I hope that this llltatter will be·
expedited. I ·also ask the Goverument to
see that awards of. this character are not
applied to. country districts without some
notice being given. In this particularcase nobody in the country knew anything about it until the thing was done.
I should like to know on what representations the award was extended to the
country.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The extension to
count.ry districts was asked for on several
OCCaSlOl1S.

!1r. WEST.-By whom? There is an
association of employers in the country,
and they heard nothing about it.
Mr. PRENDERGAs'l'.-I know that some
employers in the country have appealed
f or the extension.
Mr. WEST.-I should like to know
who they are. The employers as an association knew nothing about it. However, we are asking that this country
.Board be established as quickly as possible.
:M1'. BOND.-I should like to take
this opportunity of bringing under the
notice .of the Minister of Hailways the
inadequate service on the HamiltonColeraine railway line. Ooleraine isa
centre of rich pastoral and agricultural
country. It has a population in the
vicinity of 1,500, including about 200
closer settlers. N ow, on that line there
is at present a four days' service-Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday. On Tuesday and Frid.ay there are
no trains. This causes a great deal of
inconvenience to the people of the district, and I think the Government will
agree with me that they deserve some
consideration. In times gone by, when
the area around Ooleraine comprised
large estates, there was a much better
railway service. They had a six-days"
service, and on some days two trains. I
cannot ·conceive why to-day the service
should be cut down to four trains a ·week.
Goods are brought from Melbourne t()
Hamilton, but when there is no train
they have to remain at Hamilton until
the following day. Similarly, passengers
have to wait in Hamilton, and this
causes m:uch inconvenience. I feel sure
that in the near future, as a result of the
nresent inconvenience, a motor service
'between Ooleraine and Hamilton will be
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established.
This will have a serious
effect on the amount of goods passing
over that line. I am sure none of U3
wish to see that state of things COllie
about. The Hamilton stock sale is held
on Friday. Many of the Ooleraine people who wish to visit Hamilton have to
do so by car, as there is no train on that
clay. Any purchases they may make at
the stock sales at Hamilton have to be
conveyed to Ooleraine by road. If there
were a daily train the service would be
greatly increased all over that line. The
question of working expenses may crop
up, but I would point ,out that the cost of
running two extra trains weekly need not
1>0 very great. At the present time the
staff is not fully occupied. The men engaged in runnillg the train could work
their ,six days, and, I understand, put in
their time without overtime being involved.
Practically, the Department
would incur 110 further expense.
The
matter, therefore, boils itself down to a
<Iuestion of coal, oil, and depreciation of
That would not amount to
stock.
very much.
The people of that district should receive some consideration.
]f this matter il3 given attention and
.relief is afforded, I feel sure that the
people of the district vvill be greatly benefited, and that, in the spring and summer
months, there will be a greatly increased
passenger service, and also an increase in
the quantity of goods -carried over the
,line. I appeal to the liinister to do what
he can to improve the position.
l1:r. WETTENHALL.-I desire to call
attention to what I regard as a serious
matter, for which the Minister of Public
J nstruction must be to some extent responsible. If the case is not one of extremity,
that is what it, is rapidly becoming. I
refer to the elementary school at Horsham. It is now practically full. This
was unexpected, as it is not quite twelve
months since an extension was provided
for affording extra accommodation for
infants. I am proud to say that the town
is developing very rapidly, and the amenities of the town are such that a number
of people are taking up their residence
there, the result being a considerable inThe elementary
crease in population.
school is nearly full, and very soon extra
accommodation will have to be provided
for.
The high school is the principal
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source of trouble, and this is the matter
to which I desire the lVIinister of Public
Instruction to give immediate attention,
Every condition that was imposed by the then Minister of P'ublic
Instruction, in February last. has
They
been fulfilled b'y the residents.
are finding £5,000 in cash, and they have
purcha'sed 10 acres of ground, which they
have planted with trees. The Minister of
the da'y promised that a new school would
be erected. I know that he gave instructions that plans should be prepared and
tenders called for alternative constructiolt.
That occurred some six months ago, and
we have heard from time to time that the
plans were being drawn up. This high
school project has commended itself very
highly to the people of the district. The
present building, which is overcrow'ded, is
in a very dilapidated 'condition, plaster
falling off the walls, and it is certainly
not a credit to the State. The residents
of the town and district have not made
very many complaints, because they are
in hopes that the new high ,school will
be erected. The conditions under which
secondary or higher education is at present being conducted are not only unsatisfactory, but disgraceful. We desire to
be reasonable-and I think the residents
of IIorsham are distinctly so-but their
patience will be worn out if much further
delay is allowed to occur. I venture to
say that when the hot weather comes the
conditions. which at present exist will be
found to be altogether intolerable. I
want, in the most courteous manner possible, to ask that the matter be expedited,
so that before the hot weather does come
some relief may 'be afforded to the children in the elementary and higher elementary schools. There is another matter to
"ivhich I desire to can attention, and that
I also regard as serious. It has reference
to the married men in the Public Service.
The school teachers, particularly, are unable to get residences in the town. The
head teacher in the elementary school, who
has won the' commendation of scholars
and parents alike, has had to move three
times in twelve months. He finds a house,
hut 110 sooner is he settled in it than ·it
is sold over his head, and he has to go out.
The last time I "i~'as at Horsham he had
no home at all. That is not a condition
of -affairs that should be allowed to exist.
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Where there is an insufficiency of houses
I think it is the duty of the State to see
that proper quarters are provided for its
servants.
Mr. HUGHES.-I-Iow long have these
cOllditions existed?
}III'.
vVETTENHALL.-They have
he en getting worse all the time.
I
hope that the }.1:iniRter of Public Instruction will give the matter his
serious attention, because the trouble
There is only one other
is acute.
matter, and it is of a similar nature,
that I desire to bring under notice.
It has reference to the Dimboola police
station. Promises have been made and
plans drawn for improved police quarters.
The present police station has been a
scandal, and a disgrace for years, and already one sergeant has declined to live
there. We should not subject members of
OUr Police Force to conditions that are Ulljust and unfair. I trust the Minister will
set' that the preparation of the plans ancl
the crec60n of the high school at Horsham and the Hew police station at Dimhoola will be expedited as much as possible.
:Mr. JA.OKSON.-Some time ago the
people of Prahran were under the impression that a high school was to be
built at }""Iorest Hill, South Yarra, and
that within a very short time the work
would be proceeded with. :N othing, however, has been done, but the ground has
been transferred to the Education Department, and I believe that the plans have
been irawn up.
Sir Jl.r..EXANDER PEAcocK.-I saw the
plans in the office of the chief inspector
of secondary schools last week.
~1r. J AOKSON.-I understand that
the plans have been prepared. The question now is probably one of money, and I
do not know whether that is going to be
a stumbling block. I hope not. There
can be no question as to the necessity of
the hiQ'h school, and the site that has
been s~lected is an ideal one. The Oity
Oouncil of Prahran are spending a large
sum of money in endeavouring to improve the ground which they have given
for this purpose. I do not think the co~n
cil should be expected to go on spendlllg
money unless they are definitely informed
that the work is to be proceeded with, an~
I would like to get from the Minister a
satisfactory statement on the subject.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-There are one or
two matters that I desire to bring under
the notice of the Attorney-General and
the Minister of Railways. Before doing
so I wish to supplement what has been
said by one honorable member as to the
payment of pensions. He advocated a
fortnightly payment, but that might involve a considerable amount of expense.
One pensioner has suggested to me that,
instead of the pensioners having to attend
at the O'ffice for payment, the money
should be deposited to their credit in any
bank in which they have an account.
Mr. Pu,ENDERGAsT.-The Bill we passed
to-night will afford relief in that matter.
"Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am glad to
hear it. There are several things the lHtorney-General might do that the legal
profession are interested in, and by
helping them he will also help the public
to a considerable extent. I mention one
of them because reference is made to it in
the Premier's policy speech. That is the
extension of the Titles Office, which is
absolutely necessary. Before I left office
orders were given that the plans should
be gone on wit1.
It will mean
the expenditure of a certain amount of
money, but that money will be well spent,
and by its 8xpenditure a great deal of
accommodation can be provided. A small
expenditure will provide for the extensions in the Titles Office that are necessary ~or its proper working, and in the
same block, which is a magnificent block,
accommodation can be provided for other
officers, especially those connected with
legal matters. It is proposed to erect c1
new building for the Income Tax Office.
r suggest that it could be better accommodated in the new Titles Office building.
I hope this matter will be borne in mind
·"i.-hen the Government are considering
what public works they will indulge in
during the coming year.
There is on8
act of the late Attorney-General that I
think has operated very harshly on memhers of the legal profession. That was his
decision that there should be only one
Oourt day per week in each suburb, and
that as O'ften as possible a police magistrate should a,ttend the Court. As I have
said, that has operated very harshly on thelegal profession. It means that a week's
cases have to be tried in one Oourt on
one day. The result is that practitioners
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who have cases that involve about a
guinea costs have frequently to wait from
10 o'clock in the morning until 6 or halfpast 6 at night. It also operates very
harshly on the members of the Court, and
I would suggest that there should he
more police magistrates appointed-I
think there is a strong case for that-or
that the former practice of having two
Court days a week in populous suburbs
should be reverted to. There is another
very important reform that the AttorneyGeneral could get a good deal of credit by
bringing in, and that is relieving the
police frpm the service of summonses and
tho execution of warrants. I do not think
it would cost very much if all that work
were dono by bailiffs in the same way as
the work is done by the Oounty Oourt
bailiff. There is only one Oounty Oourt
bailiff and a small staff. They serve tht\
",,,hole of the summonses for tho Oount\'
Court and execute the whole of the wal:"
rants. Oertainly the time of the Oounty
Oourt bailiff is Y~ry much occupied,
but I think a· similar practice might
be adopted in respect. of the sum-

monses and warrant.s I have referred to.
rt might involve the employment of '30
men for the metropolitan area, but I am
quite certain that very great relief would
be gi yell to the police, and local ' constables
,,".ould be enabled to do much more of their
proper work-the prevention of crime and
tho patrolling of tho streets-than they
are able to do at the present time. Tht.':l
other work is not work for which thev
are so well fitted. It involves the writing
of many reports, and means that C01lstables, instead of being able to do their
proper work, have much of their time
occupied in clerical ,vorle
Mr. WARDE.-They have managed to
get through the work fairly satisfactorily
through all these years.
l'IIr. EGGLESTON.-They have donn
this work satisfactorily, and have left
their other work nndolLe.
Mr. WARDE.-There 'are a lot of good
penmen in the Force.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not suggest
that they are not capable of doing the
clerical work. They are capable of doing
it, but I certainly think a clerical staff
would be able to do the work more
efficiently and more quickly, and would
relieve the police of a great deal of work
[30]
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with which their time should not be taken
up. There is one matter I should like to
bring under the notice of the Minister of
Agriculture. I would sound a note of
warning in connexion with the Maffra
beet sugar proposition. I do not suggest
that I am going to deal with the growing
of beet or the making of sugar from a
technical point of view, but I would
point out that, as with other primary products, there is a danger of our not being
able to find markets for sugar made from
beet. I quite admit that the late Government had ideas with respect to extending
the ~affra, beet sugar factory, but I think
the question of marketing the sugar produced there should be carefully considered. Otherwise a glut of sugar might
be created in the Oommonwealth, and the
men induced to settle on the land nt
}.{affra might find themselves not in as
good a position as they hoped to be. As
n matter of fact, the production of sugar
in Queensland is frequently above the
. local consumption of sugar.
It has
been published in the newspapers that
this season there is an over-production
of sugar in Queensland amounting til
The extension (If
nbout 30,000 tons.
sugar-gl'ov. 'illg' land in Queensland is
going on at u very rapid rate, and a good
deal of immigration is coming in for the
purpose of opening up new lands in that

State. The Queensland Government i8
building new factories, and has attempted
to extend the industry as much as possible. .....\.bout ten or fifteen years ago,
when a Royal Oommission dealt with this
particular subject, it foresu'w the difficulty and tried to get Victoria not to
enter into the sugar industry at all. We
It must he
would not agree to that.
realized that the cost of producing sugar
is such that we cannot sell at a profit i,n
any foreign market the sugar we produce
in Australia. Java sugar can compete
with our sugar every time. I do not say
the Minister should hold his hand, but
he should consider the matter very carefully before going to further expense.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Surely Victoria can supply herself with sugar.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Under the 00n1monwealth law we cannot prevent Queen~
land sugar coming into Victoria.
The
Aust.ralian market will be dealt with as
a whole. It may be that the Minister of
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Agriculture will be able to say that sugar
can be produced at Maffra more cheaply
than in Queensland, and that we .can Ulldersell the Queensland sugar. If that
is the case, well and good.
Mr. WARDE.-Is there any reason "\vhy
Leet sugar should not be produced as
cheaply in Victoria as cane sugar in
Queensland?
:111'. EGGLESTON.-I do not know.
If that is the case we are on good ground,
but if not we may be up against similar
problems in respect to the beet, sugar industry as in respect to other primary
industries.
Mr. HOGAN.-The beet sugar industry
is very successfully established in
America.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-As a matter (If
fact, all over the world beet sugar is competing with cane sugar.
Mr. ·WEsT.-The growers say they arc
not afraid of the cane production.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The only other'
question to which I wish to refer is the
question of merit increases in the Railway Department and benefits given
fO men
who have nroved themselves
capable of 'increased production. When
I was in office I received a deput·ation
from the railway employees' unions asking
me to forbid the Oommissioners establishing the' merit system. There are various
phases of it which I shall describe in a
minute or two. The deputation asked
me to stop the system. I refused to do
that, but I promised that the Railways
Commissioners would carry out the undeetaking they had already given that tht!
merit system would be entirely voluntary,
[lnd that no case of victimization would
happen with regard to any man who was
flsked to undertake the system and refused to do so. I made exhaustive in0"ulries and was informed-I think, correctly-that no victimization had taken
place, except possibly in one instance, in
which a local manager penalized a man,
but not deliberately. The Commissioners
thought that the man had been penalize:d
indirectly, and they rectifie,d that, case. I
pointed out to the members of the deputation that, in my opinion, they themselves were guilty of a certain amount of
yictimization if they carried out the
policy that they said was in contemplation of exercising a good deal of moral
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,suasion-that is a euphemism-oll the
men. I was informed tha.t this sort of
argument was being used against the
bonus systemHER];~ IS YOUR, EXECUTIVE'S ADVICE.

Don't allow this iniquitous system to get a
foot-holc1 in Victoria !by your acceptance of the
bonus.
Don't be bribed, for a.ttempts are and will be
made to do so.
Don't allow the ofrer of a few pounds to rob
you of your manhood.,
Don't believe that the management is giving
you mOlley because of their philanthropic
spirit.
Don't believe that they won't get it out of
you again, although you sweat blood..
. Don't you know tha,t, as your production increases-if it can, wl1ich we do not believeyour bonus decreases until it disappears entirely?
'
Don't you know that then the whip will be
applied?
Don't you realize that you die a prematu.rc
ueath if you accept the bonus .system? Statlstics prove it.
Don't you understand that, if the Commissioners were desirous of granting you a boon,
they would approach your executives?
Don't you realize that this is not the spirit
of " Help us to help you," lout the "Help us to
whip you."

That is the sort of argument being used,
and I would nOtt, ha.ve mentioned it if
I had not noticed that, at a mass mee,ting
of the men, Mr. Keane, the 'president of
.
the union saiclThere is a deliberate attempt on the part of
the Chairman to compromise the Labour ,party.
But we will not be n. party to it. We 'will not
make this a party issue, but will kill tlJe
system on the job.

",That I want the Minister to say is 'whether he is permitting the system to be
killed on the job by a system of persecution of the men who are helping the De- ,
partment by working on the bonus system.
There are two or three forms of that
system.
One of them is the butty-gang
system, where men undertake to work for
certain rates voluntarily agreed upon hy
them and the Oommissioner.s, and where
they have entire control of their work.
Mr. W ARDK-And the rates 'are cut
down· if they earn good wages.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That has not
been so in the railways.
]\11'. WARDE.-Yes, in the railways, too.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that has
not been the case.
I und~rstand that
there are no instances in whic)~ the rates
have been eut down. Another system is
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that of extra payments in accordance
with extra output.
Bonuses are given
for that. Then, on the reports of foremen where specially good work which
can~ot be measured in output has been
,done, the men are given bonuses at the
end of a quarter or half year. Another
,system i's the giving of prizes for
the best. kept lengths of permanentway.
Those systems are o.iJjected. to
by the union, but they are bemg earned
out by the men. A strong atmosphere of
persecution is created ~n .regard to them.
The Railways OomnusslOners told me
that they were highly ,satisfied 'with the
bonus system, that it was producing a great
deal of good, and that, although extra payments were made, it was advantageous to
the Department, and was really cheaper
because of the extra work done for the
extra money. 'Vith regard to the buttygang system, I could never understand
what the real objection from the Labour
point of view is. The butty-gang system
is a system where the status of the wageearner is really higher than in any other
employment.
He is doin~ the w?rk in
his own way. He orders hIS own tll:r~e as
he likes and the jobs are allotted In a
species ~f co-operation one wit~ another.
Surely the sta tus of a man workmg under
a system of that kind is better than that
()f a man simply carrying out the orders
of a boss, and doing it in the boss's way
every time. I do not like. t~,at phras~,
"kill the Isystem on the Job.
Does It
mean that the union are victimizing the
men who petitioned me not to stop the
system, and that they are expelling th~m,
and talking about blood money, and USIng
persecution of that kind against them ~
Is the Minister going to protect the men
who are helping the Commissioners by
doing more for the Depa~·tment, .and
bringing down the cost of raIlway work ~
Those men are serving the State in the
way in which the State wishes them to
serve it, and I want to know whether the
Minister will allow that system to be
killed on the job, and permit the men to
be victimized in the way in which this
phrase of Mr. Keane's suggests that they
are being victimized. At a time when we
know that there is a severe strain on the
railway finances because of increased cost
of wages, and because of higher interest,
not' to mention the proposed reduc-
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tion of freights, I think it is an important matter, and we ought. to know
whether the men who are trymg to serve
the Department are being protected, and
given a fair deal in the matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).During the discussion, a number of 9-ues~
tions have been referred to.
Oertam of
them come under the Department of
Labour. I should like to ,say that the
Minister has been seriously ill, but he has
so far improved that I hope that he will
be able to take his place in the House
llext ·week. I trust that honorable members who brought up those matters will
be patient and wait until the Minister returns. The honorable member for Richmond, and subsequently th~ honorable
member for St. Kilda, referred to the fact
that pensioners have r~ot been paid fo:tnightly. One of the Ireasury officers Informed me that he thought that fortnightly payments could be made without much expense. If that is the case, I
clln promise that it will be done. The
honorable member for Geelong referred to
the fact that in these votes the Neglected
Ohildren's Department has not yet been
given its new name of Children's WeHare
Department. I would point out to h~m
that the Bill only went through the LegISlative Council last night. As soon as the
Bill is assented to, the new name will be
applied. On the question of the electrification of railways, I can promise the honorable member for GeeloIlg that the Minister 'willlook into the matter, and let him
have a reply.
Reference ,vas made by
the honorable member for Ovens to the
charges of the Railway DepartD.?-ent in
connexion with Ichildren's excursion
That is also a matter I shall
trains.
leave to the Minister of Railways. The
honorable member for Brunswick referred
to an application for registration by. a
masseur. That is another matter WhICh
will be looked into. The questions raised
in connexion with noxious weeds and the
extension of the Dairy Supervision Act
will be brought under the notice of the
Departments concerned. The honorable
member for Glenelg referred to the inadequate service on Ithe Hamilton and Ooleraine railway.
The Minister of Railways will deal with that matter. Then
the honorable member for Lowan talked
about schools in the 'Horsham district,
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and the accommodation for married
school ,teachers. We have not had an opportunity of dealing with that matter yet,
but we will do so a little more effectively
than was the case when the honorable
member wa's a member of the Ministry
which did not succeed in finalizing it.
The honorable member for Prahran referred to the Forest Hill High School,
South Yarra. I will bring that matter
under the notice of the Minister of Public Instruction. The honorable member
for St. Rilda made reference to the extension of the Titles Office, and to de1ays
caused by magistrates sitting in Courts
only once a week. He ,complained that
poor members of the legal profession
were not a ble to earn more than
one guinea a day. I will follow
the practice that is usually adopted
in these matters.
lVIembers' complaints
will be taken from Hansard and sent
to the various Departments, which
will forward replies in cases where
they have not been already given. I will
get replies sent to me and will send the,m
on. If there is any delay and honorable
members communicate with me, I will,
to use the words of a member of another
Parliament, send out "~hasers."
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).
--The honorable member for Glenelg referred to the train service between
Hamilton and Ooleraine. I happen to
be personally conversant with that particular matter, because during the recent
election OoJ.eraine was one of the places
I visited.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-I suppose you made
promises about thn service.
Mr. HOGAN.-I did not. I was at
Hamilton and wanted to get to Coleraine, but could not travel by train beca use there was none on the particular
day. I had to go to Ooleraine by ulotor
and to return to Hamilton by the same
means, because of the absence of any
train facilities. The honorable member
for St. Kilda knows a good deal about
this matter, because amongst the records
in the Railway Department I saw some
notes of repre:;entations that were made
to him. He seems to have taken some
steps to remedy the matter, but it was
Hot finalized.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Why cannot they
run a motor train ~
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Mr. HOGAN'.-That is a reasonable
suggestion. There are only three trains
a week from Hamilton to Coleraine, and
the people want extra service, and they
particuJ.arly desire 'a train on Fridays
from Ooleraine to Hamilton and back,
because Friday is the sale day at Hamilton. I wiI] bring the matter under the
notice of the Railways Commissioners
and endeavour to get better arrangements made. The honorable member for
St. Kilda also referred to the :Maffra
Beet Sugar :Factory. I realize the importance of that industry. We need not
worry about the growers of beet. There
is no danger of their being overwhelmed
by the cane sugar growers. I am quite
satisfied that sugar made from beet can
be sold in open competition with sugar
obtained in any other way. At' the present time all the sugar manufactured at
MlafIra is sold in the Gippsland district~
and still there is not enough to meet requirements. We need have no fear of
over-production for some considerable
time, at any rate. I think it is a splendid industry, 'and it is a reasonable thing
for the State to enlarge the factory.
:M:r. WEST.-Put up another one.
Mr. HOGA.N. ·--1 would rather see
more factories established than interfere
in any way with the present output. I
regard the beet sugar industry as the
most prufitable at the present time for
agriculturists in Victoria. Of course, it
may not continue always to be so, but I
am perfectly satisfied with the position
as it is at present. Reference was also
made by the honorable member for St.
Kilda to the bonus I:lystem in the Railway Department. I think he said that
when he was Minister of Railways he
kept off that question. SO' far as I can
see he did not_ take any action. It was
not a political matter when the honorable
member ,vas in charge of that Department, and so far as I am concerned it
will not be a pollitical matter either. I
refuse to 1:>e inv,olved in it, 'and intend to
keep as far as I possibly can away from
it. I hope that an amicable arrangement will be made between the Railways
Commissioners and the union.
, The motion was agreed to.
The resolution was reported to the
House. and adopted.

Ways and 1I1eans.
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WAYS AND MEANS.
The House resolved itself into a Committe~ of Ways and Means.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).I moveThat towards making good the Supply
granted to His Majesty for the service of the
year 1924-5, tht: sum of £1,395,448 be granted
out of the Consolidated Revenue of Victoria.

The motion was agreed to, and the
resolution was reported to the House.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.5).
The resolution passed in Committee ot
Ways and Means was adopted.
Authority was given to Mr. Prendergast and Mr. Hogan to introduce a Bill
to carry out the resolution.
lVIr.
PRENDERGAST
(Premier)
brought up a Bill "to supply out of
the Consolidated Revenue the sum of
'£1,395,448, for the service of the year
1924-25," and moved that it be read a
first time.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a first time and passed through
its remaining stages.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr.
move-

ORDER OF BUSINESS.
PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I

That the House at its rising adjourn unW
Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

The business on Tuesday will be the
Cattle Compensation Bill, followed by the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Bill, the Game Bill, the Industrial and
Provident Eocieties Bill, the Workers'
Compensation Bill, the Gas Regulation
Bill, the Electoral Bill, the Opticians
Registration Bill, and others.
I may
state that the Government are anxi10us
to get on with the Bills next week. We
hope. that the Leader of the Opposition
will be prepared to assist us in this matter, and that there will be no further
delays.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.24 p.m.,
until Tuesday, September 30.
[31]
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T'uesday, September 30, 1924.

The PRESIDENT (the Bon., Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.48 p.m., and
read the prayer.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, received from theLegislative Assembly, were read a first
time on the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works) : North Carlton Land Bill.
Consolidated Revenue Bin (No.5).
Audit Bill.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.
COST OF NEW STATIONS.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER asked
the M~nister of Public WorksWhat is the estimated cost of the proposed
new railway stations, viz., Poath-road, on the
Oakleigh line; Dublin-road, at East Ringwood,
on the Lilydale line; and Heathmont, on the
Fern Tree Gully line; also the amount required
by the Railways Commissioners from the residents in each case before the work will be
sanctioned.

The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public vVorks).-I have been supplied by
Mr. Clapp, Chairman of the Railways
Commissioners, with the following det.ail~
in reply to the honorable member's question : The estimated cost of constructing a station
at Poath-road, on the Oakleigh line, is £9,365,
towards which the residents were asked to contribute £1.000.
The estimated cost of constructing b, 'dtation
at Dublin-road. East Ringwood, is £2,239, towards which the residents were asked to COJltribute £2,000, which is, however, to be re
duced to £1.355. if the residents themselves
carry out the earth works. The extra £23!:/ represents the cost of extending the platform for
longer trains, and is being borne by the Department
The estimated cost of constructing a station
at Heathmont, on the Fern Tree Gully line, H!
approximately £2,300, the whole of which tile
residents ha,ve been asked to contribute. This
cost will, however, be reduced if the resident~
themselves carry out the earth works.
A contribution of £1,000 towards the cost of
the Poath-road station was considered reasonable, having regard to the extensive development of the district. In the other two cases,
however, the· prospective traffic does not warrant the erection of a station unless the whole
cost is contributed.
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Thee principa1 reasons for the estimated: cost
of the Poath-road station being so much 1Il
excess of that of the other two are the neces·
sity for providing double plaMorm~ at. the for·
mer, while Dublin-road and Re1tthmont require
only single platforms, and for making provision
at Poath-road for the possible future linking
up of the Outer Circle line.

EDENHOFE:...KANAGULK
RAILWAY.
The Ron. E. J~ WHITE.-I desire to
move the adjournment of the House for
the purpose of discussing the question of
the Edenhope-Kanagulk railway' line.
Six honorable. mem'bers' rose ill' their
places (as req:uircd by the Standing
Orders) to SUPP€H·t the motion,
The HOll. E. J'. WHITE.-Perhaps it
may be advisable for me to go a little into
past history in cOllnexion with the proposed Edellhope-Kanagulk. railway line.
The Edenhope district was settled upwards of 80 years ago, when Melbourne
was a mere village. The residents have
been agitating for 40 years' to secure the
eonstruction of a railway line, and fifteen
years ago the Railways Standing.' c'ommittee took evidence, and,~ .afteI:' repeated
v,isit.'3 to the district, brought in a recommendation in 1921. The effect of this
recommendation was that a line should be
constructed from Kanagulk to Edenhope
at' a cost of £163,000, I think. The Gov:~rnment was to provide out of the Consolida ted Revenue, or from some. other
fund', £70;000~ to be g~veIt as a free gift to
the Railway Department. This condition
was carrying out a provision of the Devciopmental Raihv.ays Act.
The fund
established. under that A.ct. had. been depleted during .the wai·, and at that time.
fhere was not· sufficient to' provide the
£70,000 required.. :Mr. Lawson., who. wa~
then· Premier, refused to· go on with the:
construction· of the line: unTess· the land:"
holders along the route agreed' tocontri:,
bl.lte a. certain. amount. towards the, cost of:
COllstruction. I am not going to dwell 01.1:
the question whether that was'. a fair condition or not to impose upon people who
had been waiting for 40 years fur r·aihva.y
communication. It was. not ·a usual conditioll up tilL then £Ql' any r:esidents to be
a·sked to contribute towards the cost o:fi
building a railway line. Just about that
time three railway lines ·wer.e being pushed
into New South Wales, fr.om Victoria,..
and the residents adjacent to' the· routes

Ba'll1way'.,

were not. asked. t.O eontribu'te one shilling
towards th.e cost" alth.ough they were not
even taxpayers. in .this. Sta.te. A meeting
of land-holElers. in the. district was held,
and' they agreed to allow their land' to be
loaded up to the extent of £35,000, but
they never se.emed· to have a clear idea
hoiW the; mon~y' was to' be r:a:is.ed., The
geneI'a} idea was: that a: rate; something
on the' lines of. the deficiency rate that
used, to' obt.ain,. would be sbruc'k.
The
Government was to raise about £3,500 a
year for tell: years; free of in.terest ta, the
land-holders. However,. the Government
looked at this matter from an entirely
different standi-point, and took the view
that the moneY' ought to' be a free gif.t to
That meant
the Railway Department.
that the land-holders would have- to form
a trust and go' into' the open market to
borrow .the money. I may say, in passing,
that in order to comply with this' conditron
the matter was aKain referred' to the Railways Stand'lng eb~mittee, w hi-ell. amended
the original' recommendation in the direc.,.
tion I have just indicated. It. was ascertained that the best rate. at which money,
could be obtained was 6 per. cent.,. and
36s. per cent. was to be set aside as a
sinking fund, for a period. of 25 years.
That would mean that land-holderS' would
be liable for fr.om £711000. to, £74,000 inIlL fact" owing to the
stead. of £35,000.
increased rate of interest, I venture to
say the amount would not be, much
under £85,000',
Land-holdeifs contend
that that would.. be an unfair burden
to place u'p0n them. They say theY';v~ll
not contnbute that amount. The Rml\,;-ay Department will not go on with the
construction of the line unless that
amount is founa.
We' have therefore'
arr.iv:ed at 3; dead: end.
We cannot get'
the money. Certain land\.. holders ha.ve
refused~ to' contr.ibute anything, and we
have- lTO means of compell~ng them to dcr
so; It was to be' a voluntary gift, andl
it wonI'd be a negation of terms: to say
that we will compel men to voluntarily
give~
I think the present Ministry are·
prepared toO mee,t the landtholders in some
\vay provided that a- difficulty with the'
Railways Standing' Committee can be got'
over.
The obstacle would be a small'
one if the Railways Standing Committee'
were comprised of the -same members as
the CJommittee that p'a'8sed the recommenBut siiJlce' tllelll there· hav.:e been
dation.
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changes. There are now thr.ee new members 011 that Oommittee.
The present
Committee would pr..obably require to
have the whole 'question reopened. In
other words, if the matter were simply
referred to the Railways Standing Committee it would have to 'go to the bottom
of the Est.
When it did come up for
consideration the Committee would have
to cover the ground already gmm over in
the last fifteen years.
Fresh evidence
would be ca1leq, and altogether there
would be veI:Y considerable delay.
The
line is urgently required.
The people
of the district are justly entitled to it.
Unfortunately they do not know 'what
they can do in order to get the 1and without paying the exorbitant amount of
£85,000.
These people, as general taxpayers, have had to contribute to every
other line that has been constructed in the
State.
But now when' it comes to the
construction of the line for which they
have been agitating for 40 years, they are
askeu to contribute an altogether ridiculous amount. I have indicated that the
tine is urgently required.
Several large
esta tes were purchased for closer settlement, and SO soldier settlers have been
p1aced on blocks. These men were pro-'.
mised a railway. If they do not get the
line they will certainly go to the Government and demand that the cost of -their
holdings Should be .reduced. They cannot carryon without a line.
They took
up comparatively small holdings~ intending to carryon mixed farming.
Some
of them are 40 mi1es awa'y from a railw.ay station. There is ,another phase of
This
the question .1 desire t.o refer to.
line would tap the .:finest redgum forest
areas 'in the State. 'The RailwB:Ys Standi~g Committee, when takiIlg evidence, received .the sworn testimony of one man
that, in his opinion, tlie amount of redgum timber was .8"0 huge that it would
be possible to load a spf>cial tr'ain with it
. every day for twenty years. That will give
an idea of the vastness of the forests.
If for no 'Other reason than to make available the 'enormous supplies of redgum
timber the Government would be justified
in ~ushiI\g on with the construction of
I!he 'line.
They 'would besendiIlg a line
to .an ol8.-esta'blished district w'here the
people have been 'awaiting the convenience !for yery many years.
It is 'Up to
the Government 'to do 'all in their power
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in this way to help the settlers, who are

the descendants of the pioneers who took
up land there 80 years ago. If it is possible to overcome the little difficulty with
the Railways Standing Committee, tho
land-holders will agree to a contribution. I take it that the MinIStry
wili do wha t they can to have this line
constructed in the interests of people who
have .been waiting near~y ·a lifetIme for
it.
The .Hon. W. H. EDG.AR.-What is the
length of the line ~
The Hon. E. J. WHITE. - Thirtyseven miles.
The Hon. T. H. P.AYNE.-What is the
population of_the district?
The Hon. E. J. 1VHITE.-I cannot
give the population figures.
There is
quite a good population. This is one of
the lines the Government had in 'view
when the Developmental Railways Act was
passed. It is a line that, perhaps, would
not 'pay at the $tart. But, with the increase 'of population that would result
from the construction -of the railway, it
would pay handsomely in the near future.
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-I support
the remarks made by my :colleague (Mr. .
White).
Durirrg ·my tour ·of the prOvince at the recent election, I had the
pleasure of coming in contact with very
many Bettlers-old and new -pioneers. I
was immensely struck with the grit that
they displayed in "sticking it" in outback places.
If something can be accompliShed by referring this matter bap,k
to the Railwa;ysStanding Committee Jor
eonsideration, it snould be done.
This
House is doing a reasonable and proper
tning in 'bringing the matter under the
notice of the Ministr'y.
Th8 Ron. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I .promise Mr. White
and Mr. Saltau that the representations
made by them shall be brought under .the
notice .of the Minis.ter of Railways. Their
remarKs, as published in Hansa,rd, will .be
submitted to the Minister, who will, 1 am
sure, give .them his earnest consideration.
The .motion Jor ·the adjournment of the
Youse was negatived.
BILL READ A .FIRST TIME.
The following Bill was introduced by
the Hon.J. P. JONES (Minister'of Plil>lic Works), and read a first time'::Censorship of 'WIms "Bill.
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expenditure by £152,000.
This increase
is mostly on account of wages and salaries, due to the general expansion of
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of the Department in handling the inPublio Works).-I movecreased traffic, resulting, of course, in additional revenue.
That this Bill be now read a second time.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-In
This is a Supply Bill for the month of
accordance
with custom, I take it tha.t we
October. There are O'ne or two items that
.I desire to direct the attention of the shall discuss the Bill in Committee. It
House to. The Supply now asked for and is only when the're are matters of very
already obtained on account of the present great importance to deal with that we
year amounts to £5,309,000, and, as com- depart from that practice. That does not
pared with the actual expenditure last appear to be the case on this occasion.
year, is mOore than the proPO'rtiO'na te I can see no objection, thereforel, to asamount by £198,000, one-third of last senting to the motion.
The motion was agreed to.
year's e,xpenditure being £5,111,000. The
principal votes for which Supply is in exThe Bill was read a second time and
cess Q1f last year's e,xpenditure are as fol- committed.
low: -Division
10-Chief
Secretary's
Clause l--(Issue and application of
Office-Pensions. This vote e,xceeds the £1,395,448).
'
proportion for the four months by
The Han. W. TYNER.-The matter
£12,000, and is due to the fact that I specially wish to refer to
that the amount voted to meet the relates to weights and measures.
I
de,ficiency in the POilice Superannua- would urge on the Minister fOir Publio
tion Fund is required in the first Works the desirability of bringing down
half of the financial ye,ar.
The con- a comprehensive Bill dealing with the
tribution from the Licensing Fund will Weights and Measures Act. There are
not be available until December. Divi- many defects in the present system, and
sion 33-Education salaries-is in excess amending legislation is required t~
by £22,000. This is principally on ac- remedy them. Honorable members who
count of statutory increments to teachers have been connected with the Weights
and expansion of educational activities. and Measures Unions in the different
Division 37-Education Endowments and
Grants-is in excess by £19,000. Grants suburbs have recognized, and have from
to te,chnical schools account for this time to time so stated, the absolute necesincrease. They are paid quarterly in si ty of a measure of this kind with the
advance, there,fo're provision must be view of ensuring a better method of admade in October for the payments due ministration of the various provisions o£
for the quarter ending 31st December the Act. The Railway Department has
next.
DivisiO'n 52-Income Tax-ex- done good work in perfecting their arceeds the prO'Poiftion by £10,000. This is rangements for the weighing of all kinds
due to the amalgamation of the taxation of produce, such as wheat, oats, and
offices, but the extra expenditure is only potatoes, but a great deal more re~ains
required pending recO'up by the Com- to be done, and the public demanel a commonwealth of its proportion of the cost prehensive measure in reference to the
o,f the amalgamated offices.
Division 82 subject as it affects both town and coun-Agriculture.
Provision fO'r the Maffra try. A Bill was prepared last session,
Beet Sugar FactO'ry is made under this but there was not sufficient time availdivision, and the proportion is exceeded able to enable it to be considered. I hope
by £7,000.
The late season held that when the opportunity o.Qcurs, and
back delivery of beet to the factory, thus that it will occur early, the pI.'esent Goinvolving he,avy expenditure in t.he first vernment will give this question their
months of this financial vear. Division serious attention.
87-Public Health-is 'in excess by
The Ron. Dr. HARRIS.-I wish to
£9,000. This is due to the payments in
advance to the Infectious Diseases Hos- draw attention to the explanation that
-pital, Fairfield, and to the He,atherton was given by the Minister of Public
'SanatO'rium.
The item Working Ex- Works in regard to the Taxation Office.
penses of the Railways (Division 89) is We in the State of Victoria understood
i11 excess of one-third O'f last year's actual that when the Taxation Offices of the
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State and the Commonwealth were amalgamated a great saving would be effected.
In place of that, the Minister of Public
Works has informed us that this State is
very much out of pocket as the result of
the amalgamation, but he added that it
wonld not be out of pocket when the
Commonwealth paid to the State its proportion of the coot. That does not relieve
the taxpayer o·f any part of his burden.
It haB not been shown to u~ that there
has been any reduction in the cost of
collection of the income tax. I would
likC1 to get from the Minister a .further
:-Itatemcnt as to what saving has been
('ifected by the ::rmalgamat,ion of the
Taxation Offices, and ""hat savings are
likely in the future.
.
The HOll. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Pu blic Works) .;-1 will make inquiries
regarding the matters that have been
rajded by Dr. B:arris, and supply him
'with the information.
The statement
that has been furnished by the Treasury
officials is that the income tax payments
exceed the proportion by £10,000, that
this is due to the amalgamation of
the Taxation Offices, and that the extra·
(~xpenditul'e is only required pending the
recoup by the Commonwealth of its
proportion of the cost of . the amalgamated offices.
I do not know what
nmount we are paying, but T will obtain
the information for tbp, honorable member.
.
The Hon. II. F. RICHARDSON.-J n reference to the item of land tax, I
(le6ire to bring under the notice of the
House certain matters to which I
have called attention on several previou.s occasions, and to ascertain whether
the Go.vernment are prepared to take
action regarding them.
I refer to
the dividing of the State into districts, and the appointment o·f permanent valuers to deal with the land tax
valuations,. municipal valuations, and the
valuations for probate and other purposes. The q u€t3tion was under discusBion some years ago, and the late Sir
Thomas Bent suggested a scheme of the
kind I have indicated. By these means a
great deal of heart-burning and trouble
would, I think, be saved, and the Department would be able to carry out its work
practically free from any additional cost.
The valuations would be made use
of in connexion wit.h the land tax, by
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tJI{~ municipalit{es, and for probate pur-"
poses, and they would also be of value
to persons lending money.
It is freqnently .stated th".t the municipalities
have, in some cases, undervalued their
properties; that they value too low, and
ra.te too low.
It is true that they
}:lave SWCTIl value.rs, and tha.t valuations
have to be made every five years. But
five years is a long period of time. When
in the country districts recently, I was
told by a shire councillor that not only
were the rates in his shire low, but that
the valuations also were exceedingly low.
That has often been found to be the case
in connexion with the purchase of property for soldier settlemAnt, and for other
purposes. .i few years ago J moved in
this matter at an annual conferer ce of
the municipalities, and it waB then agreed
that the Government should be asked to
subdivide the State into districtB of a
1'8asonable size, and to appoint permanent
valuers who ,vould devote the whole of
their time .to their work, 'watching the
sales of pl'oper!..)', and seeing that the
values placed on property were fair. I
ask the :rvGnister of Public Works to
bring the matter under the notice of the
Government. I know that the Land Tax
Department has been inquiring into it.,
and I know that objections have been
raised. I do not think the objections are
insurmountable.
In many countries
permanent valuers are employed, and if
that system were adopted here, I think
the result would be found to be 'satisfactory. It is well known that, in connexion with the valuing of properties for
land tax purposes, there has been a good
deal of bungling, and in Gome distriets
.rears elapsed before the land tax offices
had complete valuations. In many cases
men were appointed who really were not
competent.
If the Government would
take this work in hand, appoint competent men, and pay them reasonable salaries, they would find that these duties
wou.ld be better performed than they are
under the present "higgerldy-piggeldy"
system, and done practically at no coot
to the Depa.rtment.

The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-The case
made out by Mr. Richardson may, to:
some extent, commend itself to honorable
membem, but, in my opinion, the appointment of permanent valuers would,
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not be attended by ·such satisfact01'Y r.esults as he anticipates. A man might be
a good va 1.uer in one district, but huye
no knowledge whatever of ;the properties
in another district.
.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-[ suggested a divi-slon of the State into districts.
The Hon. G. 1-1. GOUDIE.-With the
formati011 of another Government Department, it is probable that .the valuers
employed would be moved from district
to district, and the object the honorable
member has in view might be defeated 111
that way. I think that, on the whole,
the municipal valuations are fair. The
municipalities are compelled by the Act
to make valuations ever'y five years, and
they employ sworn valuers for the purpOGe.
'1'hese men are thoroughly conversant ·with the value of the propertles
in their districts, and I do not think that
if permanent valuers were appointed by
the Government, any better results would
be secured. In my opinion, it would be
umvise for the Government to undertake
this work. It would mean the building
up of another Department, and we know
that the cost of our public Departments is
very b; gh '~'be valuers employed wou lcl
probably not prove themselves to be any
more eific:(,:,t than the men who are now
employed by the municipalities. Before
the Govel'll' "nt take any action in the
matter, I trust that they win give it their
very serious (onsideration. I am agn.im!t
men who have not previously been in a
district be:ng .appointed to value property in thlt district, and I am against
the crent' 0'1 of another permanent
Departmrnt.
The Hon: H. F. RIOHARDSON.I WDl1t to r :11:e it quite clear that, under
the ~v~t~' 11
lUlve suggested, the State
would be divided into districts, and
permanent v'lluers would be appointed
for each district. If the valuers were to
be' moved ! l'ITt from distrirt to cl~strict,
I agree -···f :Ml'. Goudie .that ~l'1tisfae
torv rcc;uh'l 'vould not .be secured. As
to the fOl'T' l at i on of another Government
Department,. T would point out that our
Lanrl "r'lx """T)artment already hac; its
staff of valuers.
Under' the system
pronoO:;Nl .. (' c:uldonly be extending a
DE partment that is in existence, and
ih( .addition·!l work would be car-
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ried ,out without any increase In cost.
I should like the lVlinister tOo ascertain
what the land-tax valuations are cOosting
at the present timel? and what was the
cost of the original valuations.
I
should like the,same valuations to beused both fo·r Federal and State purposes.
It would be necessa.ry for an agreement
tOo be arrived at between the Federal and
the State authorities.
.
The HOll. E. L. KIERNAN.-I support the coutention Mr. Richa.rdson has
put forward.
We hoped tOo save sOome
money through having only one authOrIty
to cOollect both State and FedeTal i.ncome
taxes, and we should be able tOo dOl something in the way Oof having one authOrIty
to cOollect both State and Federal
land taxes.
At the preselnt time, the
Commonwealth, the State, and the
municipalities make sep~ate valuations
Oof the same land, The valuatIOns vary,
and the increased cost entailed is nOlt thebest thing fo[' the taxpayers, I had an
example of how municipalities arrive, at
valuations at a tOown in the north-west,
0(11
the Adelaide line. I attended I!I
council meeting there', and the question
of valuations was discussed.
A local
agent whOo was conversant with the, districrt was preseut at the me'eting to hear
whol was to get the job of valuer.
He
told me his price for effecting the valuations was something over £300, and he
said that he could not do the work conscientiorusly for anything less.
A wire
was received from a man who had valued
a shire over 100 miles away -to the effect
that he was pl'epared to do. the wo['k for
£101 Oil' £103. He :knew nOothin,g at all
about the district, but offered to do the
work for one-third '0;£ the amount thelocal man was wining tOi dOl it {QII". ,-,The
cOouncillors in their wisdom decided to
a..ocept the tender of the Q1utsider.
TheRon. A. E. CHANDLER.-,Sometimes the laical man knows' tpo' much.
The HOon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That
may be eo, but. in my opinion the tender
of the Ooutside man was aooepted, not only
b-ecause it was one-third of t.he price, of
the lo~al man, but beCiause he knew so
little about t.he district that he would be
compelled to accept almost automutica.lly
the previous valuations. 'That wa~ what
he intended to do.
He was not. going to
fa.iss trouble by varying the previous
v<tlu<ttions a great deal. I think that he
ann the councillors saw eye tOo eye in the
matter.
If we had uniform valuataoll'S.
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for Commonwealth, State, and municipal the past they have heIdi a. world-wide
purposes, it would be a great advantage reputation, qEd ha.ve beeu regarded as
tQi the ci tizeus ge'uerall y.
among,&t t.he, finest 0'£ t.he world's ga.rdens.
The Ho'll,. J'. P. JONES (lVlinister of Of course, people in all part.s of th§- State
Public: "Torks).-I think there is a great are proud of their IOlc'aT gardens, but we
deal in what 1\1r. Richa.rdson has said. I in Melbourne have bee'll very proud inU nfo·rwin look into the matte-r and see what deed of the Botanio Gardens.
o(}ojections the Ta."'(ation Department' ha~ tunately, they have been getting rathe.r
to the proposal he has. made. It cer- dilapidated J and at tne present time, preTheir
tainly commends itself to me, At, t,he sent a- very shabhy appearance.
present home Cormmonwealth, State, and co'ndition was brought under my notice,
munidpal valuers- go over the, same and no later than this morning I walked
g,round. To my mind,. that indicates a through them. I lea.rned that in the last
g;reat waste of money,. Three Qir four twelve mouths 28 men have belen put
men are engaged to do the one job, and it o.ff. Ther faotpa,ths are in a. very bad
is certainly worth making an inv.estiga- state, there are leaves all over the place,
tiQin tOo see if it is not possible to achieve and the grass is not cut properly.
In
more accurate valua.tions, and a.t the same the lake, there is a mass of weeds that
time save the Statle' money,
My OWB should be kept down. The path over the
view is that t.he valuations placed on land l'utStic bridge haS' been closed because the
.by the T'axation Department are too; low bridge is m.1safe for traffic. On Saturdays
:r think that if' lands werre valued at a.ny. and Sundays particularly, but also on
thing near their real value the State's we'ek days, the garderns are. visited by
incOome would be cQinsiderably higher. ,
large numbers of people. Visitors from
The Ron. R. H. S. ABBOT'Tr.~l\1.en the- country are very' fond of going
tion has been made of the saving that it there, and the gardens ar.e a favorite rewas hoped would be effected by amal- sort for children. I am sure it is not
gamating the income tax collecti'on the' wish of the' Government that the
opera,.tiolls of the State and the Common- Botanic- Hardens sho11ld deteriorate. It
wealth Governments.
I should like, to is our duty to Bee that they are properly
bow from
the M.inister
whether looked after. I belieye it is only neces ..
the Govern.ment propose to reopen sary fpr me to mention this mntt~r to the
with the Commonwealth Government l\Iinister to ensure that some improvet~e question of its withdrawal- from
ment w.il1 be brought about.
.
the field of direct t.axation, SOl that the
The
Hon.
Fr.
F.
RICHARDSON.States alo'ne might tax the incomes of
their' own people That was proposed at Mr. Smith has just referred to the Melone time, and it, was th.en. hoped that bourne Botanic Gardens, and I' wish to
something of real value "Would be dOone refer to the paltry amount that is voted
with the result that taxation would be for reserves and gardens in t.he country
reduced., However" aH tIra,t has happened districts.
The Hon. H. H. SJ\UTH.-You have
is tha.t there has, been a very large incre313e' in the taxation coHected from very fine gardens, indeed, in Geelong.
public.: companie~ hy the C'ommoowealth
The Hon. H. F. RIOH1\.RDSON.Gove-rnment, but no alleviation to the That is' so; but we have- to maintain them
ordinary taxpa yar a ppe,a.rs tor have
at. our own expense..
We get nothing
eve:ntuated up to the present time. Ther(\
from the Government for those gardenls.
is no douht. that all these im.post.s, increasing as they are, are very de,trimental to There are one or two reserves outside of
the, prosperity 0'£ the State and its Geelopg in l'€spect of which very small
people, and I hope that when the Go- Government grants are made. I think
vernment gets. properly into its stride, it that for Queen's Park we get £10 a year
will be' able to arrive at an agreement from the Government, and for the reservo
with • the Commonwealth Government at BarwOll Reads about £5 a year. The
by which the latter will withdraw from people- in the country are supposed to
the direet taxation of the inC'omes of the maintain their parks and gardons themRclves.
The nmount voted by the Gopoopole of tn~' Sta,tes.
The Ron .. H, II.. 8MIT~L-I wish to ,-el'nment for the purpose is paltry. In
dri:rect. t.he attention o·f .the Minister to the the countr.y districts these reserves are
condition of the Botanic Gardens.
In mor,e jmpoTtant tha.n the reserves in the
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great metropolitan area with its immense
wealth. I understand that the Government have agreed to make an extra contribution in respect of the Melbourne
Botanj c Garden~. 1 think I read in the
newspaper the other day that thp, Minister had either increased the wages of
the men or had agreed to provide an
extra man. I rose principally to appeal
to the Government to provide a la,rge.r
amount for the maintenance of reserves
and gardens throughout the country districts. Speaking from memory, I think
£1,000 a year is all that js voted by Parliament for all the reserves outside the
metropolitan area.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I wish
to refer. to the condition of the piece of
land at the side of the Federal Parliament Honse, which is really our own
Parliament House. That land is being
wasted. J believe that the matter is entirely one for this Parliament to deal
with. For two or three years, I was on
the Oommittee that had control of the
land, and I remember how it used to go
against my grain to vote against my conscience. The land in quelStion is a beautiful piece of land abutting on Albertstreet. Enclosing it is a very beautiful
iron railing selt in a very fine bluestone
foundation. When I was on the Committee
to which I ha.ve referred, I respected
very greatly the opinions of the then
Speaker of another place, and of a gentleman who was then President of this
House, and I did not like to vote against
them. The late Sir Frank Madden had
'a very strong liking for the beautiful
wrought-iron fence that encloses this
pip-co of land, and also for the beautiful
bluestone foundation in which it is set.
lIe really seemed to thiuk that the retention of that particular work of art in
that position was of greater importance
than opeuing up the land, and turning
it into a proper garden. He wae supported by our late respected President..
I do not know how other members felt,
but I always vOlted with the then Speaker,
and the then President, because I did not
like to vote against them, but I felt
sorry that the land was nQot put to
proper use. AG I have said, the land is
surrounded by a beautiful fence, and we
know from experience how parks and
gardens have been improved by the removal of railings. I am a member of
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the Oha.pter of St. Paul's Oathedral, and
for a long time there was a railing round
the land adjoining the cathedral. I used
to say, "vVhy not take this railing
down." Eventually it was taken down.
That was an enormous improvement, a.nd
I am sure that thel result would be the
same in this case, because an attractive
garden would be available for children
to' play in and people to rest in during
the hot weather. At present the place is
a perfect. nightmare. You will see twa or
three horses straying about, and perhaps.
a. few boys kicking a fOQotban, while paper
is strewn all around. I believe that the
Universit.y authorit.ies would be very glad
to! have that fence.
The Hon. W. J. BEcKETT.-What do
they want. a fence for "
Thel Han. J. K. MERRITT.-Well, I
am told that they do want a fence·. As
a fence it may be a very good Qone, and
it would certainly cost an enormous sum
to,-day, but aU the same it is a deltriment
there, so I hope that it will be removed,
and that the land will be made better
use- of.
The Han. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public W,Qorks).-I have made a" note of
Mr. Merritt's rema.rks. No doubt every
honorahle member here agrees with him
tha.t be,tter use could be made of that
land. vVhile the existing fence remains',
however, t.hat iR impossible. I will look
into the matte,r, and see what can be done
in the direction suggested by Mr. IVlerritt.
I used to be Qon that Committee, myself,.
and I was instrumental in preventing the
erection Qof a wooden building for repatriation offices theire.
Three or four
yea.rs ago the GOovernment were keenly
anxiQous that repatriation o.fficeG should be
cQonstructed on that spot, but I thought
it would not 'be a very nice arrangement,
particula,rly right opposite an hotel, and
tha.t a much more suitable place could be.
found for the purpose. When the next
session came round I found I was off the
Committ~e-I had opposed the powers
that be. I ceortainly feel very glad that
I took up the position I did. Those who
voted against the Government Qof the day
on tha.t o.ccasion did the right thing, and
the repatriation offices were erected in a
much mOore suita,ble locality.
The Han. W. L. R. CLARKE.-I
shOould like to. support what has been said
in regard to reserve,s and gardens in the
country. Tremendous numbers of people
vi~it gardens like those at Kyneton and
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Daylesfolrd.
They are very belautiful Government is not a gooq. man. I do not
gardens, and, nOo doubt, a great deal Oof know him at all. I do know, however,
expense is entailed in their maintenance. that the man recommended by the
Therefore, I hope that the Government Chamber of Commerce, in consulta,tion
will se,e tha,t they are, given every possible with the Importers' Association, is a very
encouragement and assistance.
fine man indeed, and would have been
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I hOope an acquisition tOo the Trust. The Governthat the Minister will realize that we are ment did nOot act on that recOommendation
sincere in our desire that gardens outside but appointed somel one of whOom the
the city should receive every encOourage- Chamber Oof Comme,rce does not approve.
ment, and I wish to emphasize the fact I find tha,t in the paragraph tOo which I
that the sum prOo~Tided on the Estimates have re.ferred it is stated that~
it) not· commensura.te with wha,t is
As a result the Chamber has now adopted a
required. Mr. Richardson has referred tOo resolution expressing regret that someone. more
of the importers was not chosen
the gardens at GeelOong. I would remind representative
for the position.
the l\linister tha,t there are gardens at
Bendigo which deserve consideration. It That pa,ragraph appeared in the .A rgus a
is very necessary tha,t the GOlvernment day or two ago. Apparently, then, the
should relcognize the importance of a sum work of the Harbour Trust is nOot going
being placed on the Estimates sufficient tOo be carried out as well as in the past.
to enable the pick 0'£ the country gardens If the gentleman who has been appointed
to be attended to'. ThOose gardens should has not the necessary elxperience and
be placed in a better position financially quaJifica.t.ioofls, the work of the Trust canthan they are at present.
It is well not be soo well done as would otherwise
knOown that people take part in big excur- have been the case.
I do nOot know
sions into the country, and they derive whether the Minister has any infOormation
a large amount of pleasure from visiting on the matter. Of cOourse, I am aware that
the gardens.
the Government are not 'bound to act on
The Hon. J. K. ~IERRITT.-In con- the' recOlIDmendations of the bodies I ha,ve
nexiOon with the vOote for pOorts ana mentioned, but it will be a grea.t pity if
ha,rbours, I wish tOI refer to a. paragraph we are to, ha,ve a change from a custom of
which appeared in the .A'I"gus a few days that kind.
Perhaps the Minister can
ago with regard to the filling of a vacancy explain why such a departure has been
()In the Melbounle Harbour Trust. When- made. He himself has commercial inever a va,cancy has o'ccurred on that terests, and would na,turally wish to see
In the paraTrust, and alsO' on the 'Marine Board, it t.he best man· appointed.
has always been the 'custom tOo cOonsult the graph in the .A 1·,qUS it is also stated thatChamber Oof Commerce 'before filling it.
A vacancy exists on the Marine Board. In
FOor some years I was a member of the the past the Chamber of Commerce has been
council Oof the Chamber Oof Commerce, and consulted as to the most eligible citizen availand its recommendations have resulted in
I know how ca,reful1y they considered the able,
the appointment of representative men.
If
representation of va,rious interests on such that procedure is not to be followed, the
public bodies. I have not been asked by Cabinet, as in the case of the Harbour Trust
them to bring up the matter, but I am appointment, will have disregarded the orgalllin the community best qualified to make
still a member of the Chambelr of Com- a.zation
nomination.
merce, and I ha,ve a strong feeling of
regret that the Government has not seen Can the l\1inister say why the good policy
fit to follOow the custom Oof consulting those which· has been followed in the past, of
who are more inte,rested than anybody consulting those best fitted to help the
else, and who are best fitted tOI give advice GOovernment in such a,ppointments, has
and help in a matter of this SOort. The not been caried out in conne'xiolll. with the
vacancy on the MelbOourne Harbour Trust vacancy on the Melbourne Harbour'
was caused by the death 0'£ Mr William Trust ~
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Andrews. He was a good representative,
and the Chamber of Commerce and the Public Works) .-Mr. Merritt has said
Importers' Association, of which Mr. tha,t the wOork of the Harbour Trust will
Andrews was also a member, only desired not be SO' well done because of the apthat the best man available should be pointment which has been made. The
secured as his successor. I am not going inference is that the man who has been
to say tha,t the man appo[nted by the appointed is not fit fo'r the position. Yet
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pr,evio'Usly J\ir. Merritt !Saicl that .he did
know him.
The HOll . .3. K. MERlRlTT.-I am .going
on "'What memb.ers -of the Chamber of
llQ.t

Corronerce sa.y, .aJldnoton what I know.
The HQn. J. P. JONES.-Then the
position is that the Chamber of Commerce
say that the work win not. be· so. well
d-oue. The vacancy on the 'Trust had to
be nUed by a. 'm'an engaged in .the importing line. My rercoUectioo Q.f the appointment is that Cabinet made very careful inquiry into the matlter. A numbe,r
of names were submitted, and, to comply
with the Act, it was necessary to appoint
all importer. The gentleman appointed
is Mr. Duncan, of Duncan, Furness, and
Co. , a. firm ·()If impm·ters in business in
Melbourne. After making inquiries as
to the various men" nO'Ininated, Cabinet
caJne to the -conclusiGn tha,t Mr. Duncan,
\V ho is an eocperienced importer, would be
a very suitu,ble man for the PQsi tio,n. As
I have said, Cabinet went ca,refully into
the mat.ter, and I remember that the
appointment was considered from all
points of vietW, includjng t.h.at Df his age.
Ministern were anxious tl;!.at, whoever was
·selected should "be a. man of business
ca,pa.city, who would be able to assist the
Trust in its delibeifations and in its
arrangements. Mr. Merritt has admitted
tha,t the Government would nDt be bound
to aocept the nominee of any particular
bDdy, whether it was the Chamber Q.f
Commercel 001' any other organiza.tion. I
am sure that Cabinet selected the man
whom it believed tOo be best qualified
fDr the position. The members of the
Gove'rnment had no fish to fry at all
in the matter, and I believe the gentleman who has been appointed is a man of
special l)usiness capacity, and if he were
not fitted ·for the position the Government would not have appointed him.
The lIon. l\L SALTAU. - Warrnamboolis a port, but only.a partial harboUl'.
The question. of improving it is now being
inquired into by a Royal Commission,
and I ha,ve no doubt we shall have recommendations in due course. I rose to draw
attention to the fact that a great amount
of siltation is going on at Warrnambool,
and it is exceedingly difficult to get sufficient berthing accommodation for the
r.egular coastal traders. Only last week
a. vessel a.rrived, and because of that the
small coastal steame'rs ha.d ·to pass the port."
as there was no IDp.ans of aocommodating
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them. Some time ago the dredge wbich
was at work there was taken a way for
repairs, which I believe have since been
effected. I h~pe the Minister will see
that this dre~ge is returned to Warrnambool with as tittle delay as possible) .sothat" the deepening of the water may be
cal'l'ied out. If this work is not taken in
hand SDon the difficulties will be more
pronounced than they are now.
The Hon..J. K. MERRITT.-Ihav,e
no doubt that ,the :tvfinister of Public·
Works is tired of hearing people" talking
about bridges. When he sat ou the hack
bench .he himself used to express a fearof falling through Victoria-street bridge
on his way ho.me, and I .am now men·
tioning the 'matte}' in the interests of
his own welfare.
I do not kn@w
whether .he now travels ove·r thebridge at Hawthorn 'or thel Victoria-street
br.i-dge, but I l~now that those. wh{)
have to. use these bridges are very anxious
about their condition. A.. former Minister
. of Public Works, after making inquiries,.
had plans prepared to meet ,the situation,.
and if he had remained in office no doubt
something would have been done long befo.re this. Members of the present GC)vernmeut used to twit the :Ministersof the
time with nQt ,doing something ,to put
these bridges in a safe condition. This
Government has heen three months in.
office and nothing has been done yet. W·eall remember how seriously the last -Government was criticized for its neglec~
and we know, too, how earnest Mr. Cohen
was in tackling this grave question. We
spend a lot of time in .talking about these
rna tters, but nothing seems to result. In
view of Mr. Jones's c.riticism of the previous Government) I thought he would
have adopted the plans which bad been.
prepared by Mr. Co~en and had so.mething done to put these bridges in a safe
condition. It is not fair that people who
have to use these bridges should do. so in
fear and trembling.' While lam speaking about bridges I should like the Minister to tell 11S what prospect there is of
constructing the Spencer-street bridge in
th.e near future.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That is not
in your pr,ovinoo.
The H~n. J. K. YERRITT.-PeThaps
I am just as interested in the Speneerstreet bridge as Mr. Disney i's. It ie 'R
bridge that needs making veTY badly i'll
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the interests of the commercial co~
munity. No work is more necessary than
the consllrnction of this bridge.
Many
honorable members are aware of the congestion of traffic that there is in Flindersstreet, particularly in the afternoon. This
congestion result8 from the fact that there
is no bridge at Spencer-street. In this
instance, too, Mr. Oohen had plans prepared when he' was in office, and if he had
remained there no doubt a contract would
now have been let and the work commenced. Members of the present Government have repeatedly said that if they
got the chance they would do something
in regard to many of these matters. They
have the chance now, and I hope the Minister will be able to tell us that he will
do something before very long in regard
to the bridges to which I have referred.
The' Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-I also intended to refer to the bridges which Mr.
Merritt has spe>ken about.
When Mr.
Dian.ey was sitting on the back bench on
this side of the House, he was tl;t.e prota.gonist for the erection of the Spencerstireet bridga in season and' out of season.
Tlie Hon. J. H. DrsNEy.-And so he is
still.
The Hon. H. I. COREN.-Quite right,
too. One would ha ve thought that-to
adapt a simile used by Mr. Abbott-Mr.
Disney would not have waited for the
Ministry to get into its stride, but would
have endeavoured to beat trre starter jn
the effort to get the Spenoer-street bridge
constructed.
The Hon. J. H. DrsNEY.-I am' only
one of a number.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-As· Mr.
Merritt has indicated, we have been talking about this bridge for very many years:
I think 40 years have elapsed since the
subject was first mentioned. If it had
been constructed ·years ago it would' unquestionably have constituted a great
betterment to a large part of Mr. Disney's
consti tuency, which has been retarded
throughou t all these years by the neglect
to have this bridge constlmcted. Honorable members will recollect that a few
months ago we had a regular orgy of agitation with regard' to traffic cong8~t1on
and the best methods to remedy it. Many
means were suggested, and while there
was some difference of opinion as to the
causes of a.nd- remedy for such congestion,
everyone was agreed that it was a'bso..
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lutely necessary to build the bridge at
S pen cer -street.
The Hon. E. L: KIE·RNAN.-It was
largely a question of cost.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-That is a
mere' drop in the ocean compared with the
beneficial results which would accrue. not
only to :M:elbourne but to the whole of
Victoria, by the building of this bride:a.
The Hon. Dr. lIARRIs.-Prove that.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-That ,. ..
quite easy. The country is dependent ,the city and the facilities which axe
offered for the carrying of goods of all
kinds. The w.ork at Spencer-street Railway Station would be facilitated by tho
construction of the Spencer-street bridge.
The absence of that bridge means that
goods have frequently to be carried
a
couple
of
miles
further'
than is necessary, and that means
additional expense, which must be added
tOo the cost of the goods. I have not the
slightest doubt that the country would be
benefited by the building of the bridge.
The Hon. E. ,L. KIERNAN.,-The construction of that bridge would' mean that
goods would have to be carried further
than they are now.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-lt would
short.en the carriag~ considerably. I do
not think there have ever been two
opinions as to· the necessity for this bridge.
At one time there was a difficulty as to
whether it should be movable or fixed, but
a determination was finally arrived at,
and no,w there' is nD obstacle. to going on
with the work. With regard to the ether
bridges referred to by Mr. MeFritt, he is
correct when he says that at the instigation of t.he municipalities he. represents
appeals. were made fo the prevIOUS Government for something to be Glone. Last
Sunday week I went to the bridge at
Hawthorn, and cbserved that apparently
ncthinghad' been done to improve its
condition. One side of it still remains
closed to foot traffic, and vehicles are
allowed' across it only at a very limited
speed.
The Han. J. p~ JONES.-I suppose you
expected to see a new bridge.
The Han. H. I. COHEN.-I expected
tOo see the beginning of something. but so
far nothing has been done to effect the
llecessarv repairs. I should like honor-'
able meTYlb?rs to bec0me aware of the
fa('t. that although Mr. Disney is not now
sittin<r in ODPosition. there are stj]l many
champions for the Spencer-street bridge,
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and we are going to' insist that -something
shall be done to give the relief desired.
The H,on. W. L. R. CLARKE.-A

number of people who had come from the
cO'untry to' attend the Show took advantage of the oppOortunity to impress' upOon
the Minister of Public W Oorks the absalute
necessity fOor prOoviding money for bridges
ill the country districts. I think we all
agree that the present Minister will prave
a fair-minded man in the discharge af the
duties c·f his office, and so I hope that he
will nO't devote the whole of the money
at his command to building bridges in
Melbaurne, and neglecting 'the interests Oof
the people in the country, who require
them just as much. The l\1:inister must
remember that bridges are absO'lutely
necessary to enable the country districts
to be developed. I am satisfied that the
Minister was impressed with the requests
made to' him, and although the farmers
have gone back to their homes, and cannat always be interviewing 1Iinisters, hE?
will realize the fact that there are representatives here who will keep him up to
,the mark, and see that country interests
are nat neglected.
Country residents
generally were highly indignant at the
,appaintment by the previous GO'vernment O'f a city member to' the position of Minister O'f Public WOorks.
A
man with Oonly city experience cannat,
even with the best intentions, knOow the
vital needs o.f the co.untry. The present
Government has also selected a metrO'politan member to fill the office of Minister
o.f Public W O'rks. The cauntry residents
are unanimous in the O'piniO'n that the
man holding that portfoliO' shauld be
well acquainted with the needs O'f the
countrv in the way Oof rO'ads and bridges.
It wauld be disastrO'us if the inter'ests of
the metropolis prO'ved so strong in a matter of this sort that cauntry interests were
neglected, and it is of the utmost impQ!rtance that the Minister Oof Publio W Oorks
should be a co.untry repr·esentaiive.
The Han. H. 1. COI-IEN.-The last
Minister O'f Public Works prepared a
scheme to finance the erection of metropO'litan bridges out Q!f metropolitan funds
entirely.
The Han. W. L. R. CLARKE.-The
needs of the country in this respect are
more impO'rtant than those of Melbourne.
I do nQ!t knO'w that it would very much
matte,r if the metrapolis disappeared alt.Q!gether. The country could still carry
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on.
I do' hope that all the money
that is necessary fOol' the constructian af
bridges in the cOountry will be made available by the present Govenlment, and that
Melbourne projects will ·not be advanced
at the expeuse of those in the country.
The Han. Dr. HARRIS.-While we
are talking a baut bridges, I shauld like
to bring under the notice of the Minister
0'£ Public Works the position which has
been braught abaut by flaods in the shires
o-f Bright and Be·echwo-rth.
These two
shires have lots of hilly country, and
when there are heavy falls of rain fioQds
accur, and do a tremendous amount of
. damage to roads and bridges. I hald in
my hand a letter from the shire o{
BeechwO'rth, asking me to support an
application for a grant of £150 to repair
rOoads and bridges damaged during the
recent :floods.
I hope to be a member
o,f a deputation of councillors of Bright to
wait upon the Minister to-morrow ill
favaur of a similar grant. I think th&
Bright shire is in the wo-rst pasitian
of
any
shire
in
Victoria.
It
has many bridges over. rapid str,elame,
all of which are subject to :floods.
This shire is very heavily in debt owing
to the necessity of constantly renewing
bridges that haNe been washed away ..
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I wish first to deal with
the Hawthorn bridge, regarding which
Mr. Merritt is so w.orried. I was not
aware that Mr. Cohen had had plans prepared. I wish he would te.ll me where
they are. I have not seen them.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-His plans
are in his mind.
The Ho.n. J. P. JONES.-Very likely.
Mr. M:erritt will recallect that he intraduced a deputatian to. me almost before I
had entered upon my duties as Minister.
The Han. J. K. MERRITT.-It was
about two months ago.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It was very
shartly after Mr. Cohen had introduced
me to the Department. Mr. Me'fl'itt introduced a deputation from Hawthorn,
Richmond, and Kew. It was not lang,
therefare, befare I was made acquainted
with the position. I was told that there
was a good deal of fear and trembling
with regard to this bridge.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I heard you
make a similar statement in thi,s House.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-Yes, I was
ca,rried a,way, just as Mr. Merritt has been
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carried away, by statements that have
been made in respect to' the condition O'f
the bridge. But when I became a respO'nsible Minister it was my duty too investigate the matter and to' find out what
the actual position was.
The Hon. J. K. lVl'ERRITT.-1 investigated that matter long ago.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The honO'rable member did not get at all the fads
as a result O'f his investigatiDn. A deputation waited upon me, and I recognized
the importance of action. I asked my
technical advisers what ste2s could be
taken to test the, matter. The deputation
had stated, and it had been stated in the
press, that the bridge had actually sunk.
One statement was that it had sunk eight
inches. Obviously, if that were a fact,
the bridae was in a dangerous condition.
I told the, deputation that if the, bridge
were in the dangerous condition alleged, I
wDuld cut out red-tape and have what
works were required proceeded with at
once. Clearly, it would be a matter of
saving lives that might O'therwise be lost.
I was told that appeal after appeal had
been made, to the previOous GDvernment to
dO' something, and that no inquiry intOo
the condition of the bridge had been held.
I do not know what my honO'rable friend,
Mr. Cohen, will say to that..
Does he
agree ~
The HOon. H. I. COHEN.-I certainly do
not.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Anyhow,
that was the statement made to me. The
l\1ayor of Richmond said they were, gO'ing
to actually close the bridge' against traffic.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-It is closed on
one side.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-The, Mayor
of Richmond said they were going to close
the bridge fDr f.ear that it would fall into
the river. It seemed to' me that the question was one easy tOo test. I asked the
engineers in my Department to ascertain
whether the statements that had been
made were true. or nOot. 'The engineers
said that they could make the required
test if they were instructed to do SOo. I
said, "GO' ahead, do it now," and they
did.
We have an excellent Chief Engineer in Mr. Kermode, and anothe'r in
Mr. Merrin, the Secretary of the Department. We had, therefore, twO' engineers of undoubted ability, qualified to
make a detailed examination of the bridge.
The first thIng they had to do was to have
the shafts pumped out in order that they
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might get below. That work occupied
sO'me days. In company with local engineers they then measured the bridge,
and they came tOo the conclusion that it
had not sunk at all. Further investigations were made by the local engineers,
and only yesterday I re.ceived a lette'r
from Mr. Noble Anderson, the engineer
of Richmond, giving detailed results of
the investigations. lV[r. Ande'rsO'n states
that since me,asureoments were taken
nearly t':Velve months agO', the bridge has·
sunk so little, as to. be pra,ctically incapable of mea,surement. It had sunk the
merest fraction of an inch, just a very
low decimal point. Now, statements had
been made tha,t cre,ated a psychological atmosphere which inquiry shows to' have
been unwarranted. It was urged that
the new bridge shO'uld be ~rected at a
We
cost of £135,000, or' thereabouts.
were told that this was necessary j there
was nO' getting out of it. When I found
that the bridge had not shifted, I began
to look at the matter from this point of
view: if it has not shifted-The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Why
shift it 1
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Exactly. Apparently, it did not want to' shift. The
fact remains that there was an undoubted
agitation to build a ne'w bridge. Now I
am in this position: that as Minister of
Public WO'rks it is my duty to prevent
public money from being wasted. There
will not be a single £1 wasted in my Department if I can help it. When I realized that the statements regarding the
dangerous cO'ndition of the bridge wefe
inaccurate, as proved by scientific investigation, I said, "What is the ne,xt thing
to' do 1 " I was told that there were defects that should be remedied. I asked
my officers what could be done to repair
the bridge. I said, " We have to C011sider two propositions. First, whether it
is necessary to build a new bridge, and,.
secondly, whether it is possible to
strengthen the present bridge in such a
way as to' make it quite serviceable." I
was told it was very important that certain
bO'res should be made. I asked the local
councils it they were prepared to pay the
cost of putting down the bores. The amount
involved was £100 or £150. They refused
to pay that amount. As I was anxious'
that there ,should be no delay, I said,
" Very well, we will pay tJie cost of the
bores. We will find out wnether there is
a bOottom that will support cO'ncretepiers. "
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I added that the cost of putting dewn
the bores would be put on tOo' the COost of
the. construction· of a bridge o,r the repairiug of the bridge. eventually. Whatever
authority had to., pay for that would understand. that the amount would be added to
the cost they would be, asked to contrihute.
The· bOores have <1isclosed on one
side a very excellent rock bottOom ·some distance down. The inquiry is proceeding,
as we wish to ascertain the positiOon with
regard to the other parts. The matter
was repOorted in the press. If Mr. Mei'ritt had read the rep<>rt he would have
realized that there, has been no delay on
my part. I have acted promptly. I did
not delay one minute after receiving the
deputation. Boring is still going on.
The boring operations will be completed
shortly. We shall then have definite information before us as tOo whether a new.
bridge is wanted or not. I am inclined to
1J,hink-I say this without prejud,l.ce to
. f
anything that may happen III uturethat there may be no need to undertake
the expense of a ~ew bri.dg~.. The rep.fe·_·
sentative of a bndge-bmldmg firm came
to me and endeavoured to persuade, me
on no consideration whatever to have the
bridge repaired.. I ~aid, "Y?U ';,an.~ to
build a new bndge·.
He saId,
"Well,
we are bridge-builders, and we want to
give you the benefit of our knowledge and
experience." I replied, "Thank you very
much. When I want to ge,t knowledge
and experience I have officers in my Department who are quite competen~ to advise me in the matter, and I WIll take
their advice." The officers of the Department have one interest only, and that the
interest of the State. I am advised by
my Oofficers that it may be possible, at a
(~ost' of abOout £25,OOO~certainly not more
than that--to so strengthen the bridge as
to make it serviceable for traffic for'
another 40 years. This is a. phas~, of . the
question that is .worthy of mvestlgatlOn.
That is all I am doing. I dOo not wish to
rush in and build a new bridge if there
is no necessity for it. I certainly desire
to make the bridge perfectly safe for
traffic. The fact that it had not sunk at
an in twelve montlis showed cle1arly that.
statements made in re~ard. to the bridge
had been ve·py wild indeed. Had I COIDmitted the State to the expenditure of
£135,000 without making due inquiries,
I sbould have ·been at fault. 'In fact, I
ghould say that any man who would
be guilty of such an action would
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be :fit only to be' taken to Mont
Park.. Uertainly he could not be
trusted with Ministerial responsibility.
T·here is an urgent. need, in my
opinion, for the exercise of a keen business
supervision over these ma.tters. Th0ugh
it is perhaps not quite relevant, I may
refer to the police barracks on St. KildarOoad that were tOo hav.e been erected.
Everything had been arranged for something like eighteen mOonths .. The matter,
of course, was dealt with by the last Government. . I do not wish to criticize my
honorable .friends, but I wish to indicate
the need for care in all matters of this
kind. It was proposed to erect the barracks- Qll a: beautiful piec.e of land on 8.t.
Kilda-road. I stopped it.
The Hon. H'. I. 80'HEN.-One of yemr
colleagues was agitating for it.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-That may
be. Private members agitate for many
things. However, I applied the same
reasoning to that proposed building
as :r have, applied. to the bridge.
I visited the site. I said it would be a
1

shame to spoil that beautiful piece of and
fo:r ever by erecting -such a building in
the centre of it, as was intended to he
done,. I found that there was any amount
of room for the police· barracks where
other buildings would be alongside of it
and in keeping with it. MOoreover,. I
found that there would be a saving of
nearly £11,000 owing to variations of titles"
It is absolutely necessary to investigate
all the complaints and find out e,xactIy,
what is required. That is what r am endeavouring to do with regard' to these
bridges. I want to make sure that there
will be no unnecessary expenditure of'
public mo.ney.
When this matter was
being discussed a little while ago, I was
inflllenced, as no doubt others were, by
the- statements that were made in the
press. When I became Minister of PubliC'
Works I found that no inquiries had been
made, but still there was the impression
that the bridge was in a falling condition,
and it was urgently necessary to provide
a new one. I have had inquiries made.
by the engine€rs Oof my Department, so
that I may know what is the exact position.
They were interfered with a IiUle whileago owing to floods. Inquiries, however,
are still going on. Reference has been
made to the Spencer-street bridge.. That
is a matter I have nOot yet looked into,
because I have no,t had the time. I know
there are. many reports. in the Depart-
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ment but I have not been .able to give
,
.
I
them the necessary cC!l'llsideratwll.
should like to remind honorable members
that the Spencer-street bridge is a b~g
proposition, and so far as I can a~certaHl
Rosurn of m0ney has been provlded on
the Loan Estimates, prepared by the
last Government, for its construction.
Apparently
no
determination
regarding its construction had been arrived at by OUT predecessors. I say that
subject to correct-ion, but I have examined
the schedule which deals with the allocacation of loan money which is now being
raised, and there is no mention of any
sum for the Spencer-street bridge. So I
presume that the previous Government
had not· actually determined whether the
bridge should be built or not. There are
many other items in the schedule, some
of which are for buHdings.
There is
a sum of £25,000 set down for extending
the accommodation at the Titles Office.
Honorable members will agree with me
that in all matters relating to e~penditure
on neW buildings and bridges there will
have to be most careful investigation. If
I may be permitted to do so, I should
like to refer to the question of new buildings generally. There is a consensus of
opini.on that we want a lot more accommodation than we have at the present
time. I was inclined to agree tha.t that
was so, but when I became J\lIinister I
began to make investigations as to the
possibility of certain buildings being
vacated and using them for the additional
accommodation which may be required.
For instance, this building we llOW occupy
as a Parliament House win probably become vacant at the end of next year. As
a matter of fact, the Federal Government has intimated to my Department
that it will be vacating the Parliament
House in- Spring-street at the end of next
year. This building will then be available, and in view of this fact I hesitate
about incurring a huge expenditure in
erecting other buildings. For instance,
the proposed expenditure in connexion
Of
with the Titles Office is £50,000.
course, this building we are now occupying here would not be suitable for the
purpose of the Titles Office, but it is a
question for consideration whether we
could not use this building for the accommodation of officers who now occupy
a building adjacent to the Titles Office.
That building was erected as a record
office, and is peculiarly adapted for Titles
Office purposes. If the officers there were
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transferred to this building, some of the
additional 'accommodation for the Titles
Office would be atonee available!.
The HQln. W. L. R. CLARKE.-Will we
not have to give this building back to
the Exhibition Trustees ~
The Han. J~ P. JONES.-I do not
know. What would they do with it if
we did ~ It would probably be empty for
the greater part of the year, as other
portions o·f the building are. We must
carefully conserve the finances of this
State, and care must be taken to see that
there is no waste expenditure of any kind.
That is what I am aiming at. I have
discQlvered that the,re are opportunities
fOT saving mon~y in my Department. It
is only a "Small matter certainly, but I
ascertained tha.t the Government was paying more for pe,trol than I was as a p~i
vate citizen. I stopped that. These are
.ma,tters in which a man with business
e,~perience is able to help the Government.. It is obvious that the proposal to
'erect new buildings and bridges, which
are tremendously costly, will have to be
carefully considered by the engineers 0'£
the GOlvernment befo're any commitments
are made in regard to them. Mr. Russell
Olarke referred to the need for the ex··
penditure of money on country ro,ads a~d
bridges. If we have money to spend In
this direction there is certainly plenty of
opportunity ..of doing so in the country.distric.ts. I know that from the observatIOns
I have ma,de, and from deputations which
have waited upon me. Expenditure in
this way in the cou11try districts ~in undoubt€dly help the settlers. It wIll provide a means for them to get to the railway stations with their produce, an.d.If
there is money to bur11, let us burn It In
the country. Mr. Russell Clarke also referred to the fact that I am a city member. I am, but I do nOit think there i~
any member of this House who is more
anxious or more determined to see that
country interests .are assisted in regard
to roads and bridges than I am. I am
endeavouring to do .all I can to aid in
that direction. If we are going to ·ha va
progress in this country, that progress is
more likely to be achieved by helping the
man on the land than in most other ways.
There are men on the land who are suffering from a, number of difficulties and
inconveniences, and I have every reason
to believe that some of the roads they
have to tra.vel over are in an absolutely
deplorable condition. I had a deputation
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to·-day from the Otway Forest.
The
:stories they told might almost make one's
heart bleed, and we should do all we ca.n
to help those in the outlying parts of the
'State to make homes for themse1lves, and,
Ulcidentally, increase the wealth of
I hope Parliament will see tu
Victoria,.
it that these men are assisted in their
very laudable object of building hom8s
for themselves, and developing the State
and bringing about. decentralization
'There are far too many peoplel in the city
'of Melbourne.
Within the next year 01·
two the position will be acute.
We
should conserve our energies a13 far as we
nossibly can.
Whatever energy we have
to spare we should utilize in .assisting
the people in country districts. If there
are other ma,tters I should ha,ve referred
to I ahall be ple~sed to deal with them at
a later stage.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I want
to thank the Minister of Public Works
for having given such a thoroughly sound
reply to the questiOlls I have raised. I am.
particularly pleased that he has taken in
hand an investigation of the Hawtho,rn
bridge,.
As I was reslJonsible for certain
J3tatements in this House, I wish to explain the authority that I based them
upon. I have in my hand a report, pre'pared by Mr. A. Romilly Bruford, city
ellO"ineer of Hawthorn. He says-

A

co'nference of the Hawthorn and Richmond
councils and t.he Tramway Board was held in
,Tuly. These three bodies agreed to pay the cost
of investigation.
'fhe city engineers of Richmond a.nd Hawthorn were instructed to prepa.re a joint report on the bridge, and take any
necessary precaution to safeguard the traveling public.

Further on, he states-The joint engineers reported that the fourth
or southern girder of the bridge had its top
boom destroyed.
That the whole bridge was
in compression owing to the action of the
Hawthorn abutment, which had moved towards
Richmond.
The whole bridge had shortened
by this compression to the eX.tent of at least
1 foot, that rivets were sheermg, and, generally speaking, that the bridge, although not in
danger of any immediate collapse, was be comina progressively more dangerous, and that
he~vy, fllist-moving traffic over it would have to
be stopped.

Tha.t is a very serious statement, and It
was my duty to bring it under the notice
of Parliament.
I am very glad to hear
that there is no immediate danger of the
bridge collapsing.
I am glad, also, th~t
the J.Vlinister haa taken steps to ascertaIn
the true po-sition, and that he has underta.ken to S@~ that whatever work is abso·-
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lutely necessary shall be done. The Minister has not referred to the Victoria-street
bridge.
He stated some m:onths ago
that that bridge wal3 dange'ro'us, and, no
doubt, he will have it attended to.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-This di.~
cussion started with 'references to the
Hawthorn bridge and the Spencer-street
bridge,.
It has now resolved itself into '\,
dis~ertation on the virtues of the present
Mini,3try.
I do not object. too 1\1r. Jones
taking whatever credit he can to himself
for what has been done since he has been
in office, but I do object to his doing
that at the expense of the late Ministry.
.1 hold in my hand a· number O'f Hansard,
in which Mr. JOones, himself, fathers the
following statement:At the last meeting of the House. I raised
the question of the state of these bridges, because for some time I have obs'erved that. although the structures were in a dangerous condition, the tendency was to muddle along with
regard to these matters instead of tackling
them in a proper business-like manner.

Now, Mr. 'Merritt has given the, sOource of
his informatiOon, which was founded on
the report of an engineer.
When we
get a man like Mr. Jones, fOol' whom we.
ha ve the highest regard, a ma.n whom we
know dOoes not ordinarily make reckles~
statements, stating in the House that hI),
himself, has observed that the structures
are in a, dangerous condition, one may be
pardoned f9'r accepting his statement, and
feeling some trepidation with rega.rd to
the condition of the
bridges.
It
is idle to say that no investigations were made by the late Government.
Investigations were made under my direction.
The reGult of those investigatiolLs
were stated in the debate on the Hawthorn and. Kew bridges in May last. .I.
saidAs we are advised that there is no immediate
'danger, it is thought that it would be better to
put through a Bill which will deal with this,
in common with other bridges ..

Mr. Jones advO'cated what was the polic.v
of the late Government-the creation of
a body too deal with these bridges.
I
told the, Housel have an appointment for to-morrow morning for the purpose of finalizing the Bill dealing with it.
.

That is to sa y , a Bill to deal
with these and other bridges.
Fo,r
anyone t.o get up and tell the
House that the la,be Gove,rnment did
nothing, knowing perfectly well that it
was part of their policy to appOoint such
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an authoritv who, alone could deal with
. these mattel:s, is not, I think, putting the
matter quite fairly to the late Uovernment.
If that authority had been appointed~and it would have been appointed had the late Government had an
.opportunity of bringing in a Bill-the
duty would have been caGt upon it vf
determining whether that bridge should
be repaired or renewed.
All that the
Governmen t of the day we,re thetn coneerned with was that there was no immediate, dang-e,r from the bridge being
left as it stood.
I have inspected the
Hawthorn bridge, and for some reason
or other that is not apparent to the layman's eye, one pa,rt of it has been closed
to traffic. As regards the. remainder, the
public. are warned that they can gOo over
it at their own risk. People. are not
allowed to drive oveor it except at a low
speed-5 to 8 miles an hour spe,akjng from memory.
Certainly the speed
must not exceed 8 miles an hour. You,
Mr. Chairman, in the course Oof the debate
I have already quoted from, observedThe Minister, with his legal mind, knows
that the municipality of Hawthorn may possibly be landed in tremendous damages.

Therefore you were yourself led to believ.e
that there was imminent dangelr from this
bridge.
Mr. Merritt drew a harrowing
picture. He' saidOnly to-day a I5-ton steam roller travelling to Preston lost control and smashed the
paling fence down and stopped within a few
feet of a 50-ft. fall into the river.

This drew from l\ir. Jones, in a voice of
horror, the interjection, "Did tha.t happen to-day~" It makes all the difference
whethe'f one occupies the Ministetrial
bench or whether one do!es not.
I am
prepared to give Mr. Jones every credit
for what he ha.s done. He has done pre.cisely the right thing. I hope never to
be wanting in the fair criticism that such
a course of conduct demands, but he ought
to be at least fair to, the late Government and tOo remembe,r that the course
we adopted on that occasiOon was the, proper one. We ascertained that there was
no immediate da.nge~ and we took steps
to as speedily as possible consummate what
he himself .has been agitating for for
years, viz., the creation of a body that
would have the power and authority and
the necessary skill to deal with all these
bridges. One word more in connexion
with this matte,r. Mr. Jones and Oother
members who have interestR..d themselves
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in the policy of thel late, Gove,rnment will
know that their intention was to have
these bridges financed eutirelly out Df
metropolitan moneys.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIs.-The Melbourne and lVletropolitan Board of Works
would control only bridges within the
met.ropolitan area.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-That ma·v
be so. At any rat.e, the building of the~'
bridges would have been' a matter
of
metropolitan
finance.
N Ott
one
penny
would
have
come
out
of
the general taxpayer's pocket.
The
statement that the cost of the Spencerstreet bridge would have been a charge
on the State as a· whole is not a fair one.
That was not the, idea of t.hel late Government at all. But whethe,r that bridge
were: dealt with out q-f city finance or not,
I do say that it would bet of great beneSt
to· ·the whole community.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-How
would it be financed 1
The Hon. ·H. 1. COHEN.-All authority would be constituted and a levy
made on city prope1rty. Not O'n-e' penny
would have come out of the coffers of
the, ge,neral community.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That has
not been the procedure with other bridges.
The Ho'll. H. 1. COHEN.-NOo, the
late GDvernment in a statesmanlike, manner desired to bring about· a new
method of financing the construction
.Df these bridges.
I am glad that
Mr. Jones and I think on parallel
lines in this regard, and I wish him
God-speed in carrying out the policy
of the late. Govelrnment.
Mr. Jones's
mind must be at fault when he says we
did nO'thing in this matte,r. Now, in respect of the police barracks Oon St. Kildaroad-he is in the happy position apparently of being able to interfere with
another Department. He can .tell the
Chief Secre1tary what he can do and what
he can not do. Wei we're· urged in this
House by members of his pa.rty not only
to spend money on that particular site,
but to spend more mone,y than wet had
cOIntemplat-ed spending sO' as to make
the building congenial to its surroundings
on St. Kilda-road.
If those were not
the exact words that was the effect of
arguments advanced by those membe'rs,
especially by Mr. Disne'Y. Questions we,re
put on the notice-paper, and all sorts
of expedients were adopted tOo' keep the
Government up to the work of building a
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magnificent structure "Wort11;y of its surroundings.
Other matters were m~n
tioned by Mr. J'ones \'that were qUIte

foreign to the questions raised,but we
need not discuss them. So long as he
carries ou -in. the way hel ha.s clone and
conserves the public mone,y, he will ha;ve
the support of everry member of this
House.
The Hon. J. P .•TONES (Minister of
Pumlic vVorks) . -Mr. Cohen has referred
to my stat·e,ment in a relcentdeba.te on
the Hawthorn and Kew bridges in support of Mr. l\lenitt, but hel has not read
the whole of the report .of what I ·said.
I do not blame him for that. I am sorry
if in my statement ofthel facts I ha,ve, ill
any way reflected on the late Gover~ment.
Mr. Merritt had indicated tha,t I was
ne!gleding the. subject, '0·r 'at aU .events
tbat the're was a delay and tha.t thel rna tte,r was not reooaving thel attention hel
hoped it would receive. This, of course,
made it compulsory 'On me to state the
a.ctual -facts. If in dGing so· I cast any
rellootion on my honorablel fri-end (Mr.
Cob en) , I am so,rry fGr it. I am sure
he will acquit me! of -any desire to r~fle.ct
on him in any way. 'The, diff·erence between the Ja.te Government's treatm8nt
olf the case and my tr-e.atment is this:
Mr. Cohen said his Gov€,rnment W€'l'e
waiting for the purpose. of cr~at.ing
a,n
authorit.y
,to
bmld
bl'ldge~.
If tne bridge were ·asdangerous ,as It
appeared from the trappings around it,·
and from tbe statement made that people
crossed it at their own risk, I told the
deputation that we .cert~inly were. not
going to wait for the creatIOn of a bridgebuilding authority. If we waited. f~r a
bridge-building authority and the brIdge
fell down, that would not be very mucb.
satisfaction to the people drowned.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN. - I said we
were advised that there w.as no immediate
danger.
The HOll. J. P. JONES.-I .am dealing ,vjth what the deputation put to me.
Yr. Merritt said it wa'Spositi:vely dangerous. He made his statement, and had
engineers at the de-putation, who said that
the bridge was in 'a positive state of danger, and that there was no .other way out
except to build 'a bridg-e immediately.
They 'Stated that a new bridge was absolutely necessary. I. told them that we
knew what waiting for a bridge-building
al1thol'ity would mean. There would be
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conflict of opinlOn as to the type of
authority to 'be created, and it would be
impossible tOI get a bill of that nature
passed through Parliament in one session.
We know the difficulty there was in connexion with the Church-street bridge.
That proposal was debated for a considerable time, and it was on the tapis for
years before the culminating point was
reached when the construction of the
bridge was started. I felt that there was
no need to wait for the creation of .a
bridge-building authority. The thing ;to
:find out straight away was the engineer's
view concerning the extent to which the
bridge was dangerous, and to find out ,a
way to avoid the necessity cjf building a
new bridge. A new bridge would cost
£135,000. I set my mind to investigate
the question whether it would be .advisable to repair the existing structure.
That is what we are investigating now. It
is far better to take a little time in investigating that ·question, and if we CaJJ:
save the State -about £110,000 it is worth
while saving it.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-Is the bridge
dangerous, in your opinion?
T.he Hon. J. P. JONES. - I cannot
say; I am not an expert.
Statements
made to the House by Mr. Merritt and
statements that appeared in the press indicated that the bridge was positively dangerous.
The Hon. H. I. COHl~.~.-The
.
engineers said it was.
The Hon. J'. P. JONES.-I am not
going to accept the whole of the honorable member's reading of my speech.
The Hon. H. L COHEN.-I read its:
very words.
The Hon. J.P. JONE8.-If the honorable member goes on stating it much
more, I -shan think that he is putting up
a joke .. We are making investigations. I
think those are the right lines to go ·on.
If the bridge is as dangerous as they
said, the matter should be rectified at
once. It is no use waiting for the creation of an authority. That would take to(}
long. The pioper steps are being taken
to make investigations, and they are going
on as quickly as possible. I will ask thn
engineer to determine whether the bridge
can be repaired to make it perfectly safe
for the public.
The Ron. R. R. S. ABBOTT.-I have
listened with great interest to the informative speech of the Minister. I must say
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that it is extremely refreshing to members of the Country party and to country
members generally to find ~h~t ,,:e are
getting back to the era of l\llmste~Ial responsibility and that lVIr. Jones IS prepared to a~cept resl?onsibility in. the,se
matters. Even as a Clty member he I~ pIepare'd to see th~t ino!dinate expendltur.e,
that is not reqUIred" IS not undertaken In
the city and that the country shall get a
fair de~l in its requirements. We know
that the Labour party has been branded
as a party that will borrow recklessly and
gpend recklessly. We know that they can
get strong support, not only from honorable members;, but from the press when ~x
penditure is carried out in the great CIty
of J\{elbourne. The gentleman whom the
Minister has followed has certainly endeavoured to m.ake an ex parte appeal.
One would almost imagine that he was
addressing a jury in the way he was
appealing to prejudices in this matter.
We know that the Government he represented 'created board after' board to deal
with matters, and practically to disp.ens.e
with the responsibility either of mdlvidual Ministers or tne Government.
Mr. Cohen has said he was. prepared
to create a Board to construct bridges,
possibly at greater ~o~ than has
been outlined by the lVfmIster; and t~at
t1:te question of the cost of constructIOn
and other interests would go absolutely
by the board. If the money wer~ wanted
for the authority to be created, It wo~ld
have to be borrowed, and country requIrements, such as development and transport,
could go hang.
The same' GovernTI?-ent
were going to hand over the MetropolItan
Gas Oompany's works to the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Board of Works. They
wanted to do, anything rather th~n accept
Ministerial responsibility, even WIth such a
necessary utility in M.elbourne. What ,:e
country people have had,. to com~la:n
of in reference to the natIOnal admIlllstration for the past seven or eight years
has been that the requirements of J\£elbourne were paramount to everything that
took place. Mention has been made of the
Spencer~street bridge and the enormous
,expenditure that will be necessary to c?nstruct it. .A.i3 a country member, I WIsh
to say that the country people a~e abs?Intel:v 0ppoRed to enormous expendIture In,
thnt . part of the city for several reasons.
One is that the construction of that bridge
is going· to interfere with the £500,000
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spent by the Melbourne HarboUl' Trust.
That money was borrowed for necessaxy
works on the credit of the whole State,
and not particularly on the credit of the
City of Melbourne, in order to provide
the facilities afforded by the swinging
basin and for bringing ships right up to
the heart of the city.
The chairman
of the Melbourne Harbour Trust himself in his evidence, said distinctly that
the' creation of a bridge was going to block
the river and destroy all the important
work that had been done by the Trust,
[md it was going to fl:y in the face of all
experience gained by other places. Every
other place has endeavoured to bring ships
ll1to the heart of the city.
Blocking
Spencer-street and that important part of
the river is going practically to destroy
what has been the work of years. The
Melbourne Harbour' Trust had endea,voured to make provision to enable overseas ships to. be bro.ught right up into the
centre of the city. That is a matter that
requires to be considered, and I nope it
will be.
Jfrom the independent and
thoroughly comprehensive VIew that. the
Minist.er has taken, he has shown that
he has a broad grip, and that his mind
will take him away from the immediate
city that he represents~ I think the Minister and' the Government are to be congratula.ted on the very solid, substantial,
and reasonable- view that he has' put forward w.ith "eference t.o t.he p,xpenditure
of such a very large amount.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The Minister
has not told us that he is going to. build
the bridge.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I hope
he will give it the consideration it d~
serves. The building of that bridge is
going to still further congest traffic in
Flinders-street. Mr. Cohen got into the
limelight, and no further. in reference to
a scheme that was to deal with the congestion of traffic in Spencer-street and
Swanston-street. but tlere are other
methods of dealing with the traffic from
the southern side of the Yarra. I ~han
o'ppose in every way possible the outlay
of £800,000 on a bridge at 8pencer-;-street,
whether it is' municipal, Harbour Trust,
or Government money.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I rlo not
wish to carryon the deb~t.P.I nor continue
the dispute between the ]'I1njstt'T and hi~
prf'n eceSf:!or.
.
The Hon.. H.,!.. COHEN.-There is no
dispute.
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The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Mr
Oohen quoted remarks that tne Minister
had made, but I do not think ·he put a
fair interpretation on them. The Minister stated.I have observed that, although the structures
were in a dangerous condition, .the tendency
was to muddle along with rega,rd to these
matters, instead of tackling them in a proper
business-like manner.

I only wanted to make that clear to the
House.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-On
the item nO'w befO're the Committee I
desire to call attent.ion to the matter of
our public libraries. Last year we passed
a large vote fO'r' the Public Library in
Melbourne, and it was understood then
that some att.entiO'n would be given to the
requirements of the public libraries
throughout the country.
There is no
better way in which we can decentralize
frO'm l\1-elbourne t.o t.he country than by
giving the people in the country reasonable opportunities of making themselves
acquainted with lite,rature and art.
By
a large expenditure in Melbourne we conduce to a form of centralization which is
unfair to the cO'untry. I think I shall
have £lie sympathy of 1V1r. Abbott and
Mr. Bell when I say that we thought that
we were justified in anticipating that
some substantial provision would' be made
for the count.ry libraries this year, and
my object in rising is to ascertain whet.her
the present GO'vernment aTe disposed to
view the question in a favorable light. I
am sure that they will be anxious, as
were the previous Government, that all
our efforts to make the people familiar
with literature and art should not be confine,d t.o Melbc.urne, but that the country
libraries also should be generously dealt
with. One thing in particular might be
dO'ne.
In the Melbourne Art Gallery
there are a great many pictures, which,
when they were bought, we thought to be
very fine. The trustees of the M.el bourne
Art Gallery are now in a position to acquire pictures of greater merit, but some
of t.heir earlier purchases have been put
away in the store room. I think that
much good would be done if some oJ these
latter pictures were, if not given to the
galleries in the different count.ry cities,
at all events lent to them, and I
make that suggestion in the hope that it
will receive favorable consideration.
The Hon. H. KECK.-I desire to
call attention to item 76, "Furtherance
of mining industry, £2,300." About a
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month ago, when we were dealing with the
last Supply Bill, an honorable member
for the Northern Province brought up the
question of the granting of assistance to
the mining industry of Bendigo and district.
I suppoTted him in the request
that he made. The £2,300 seems to me
to be a small amount for this purpose.
We made a strong appe,al on behalf of the
grea~ ~old-mining
city o;f Bendigo,.great In its day-a.nd we stressed
the
point
that
there
were
side
lines-shallow
workings-which
undoubtedly contained gold, and most
likely payable gold. I would have been
much better pleased if this proposed vote
had been something like £10,000. I ask
the Minister of Mines if it is intended
that any of the small amount set down
is to be expended in the Bendigo district
as a special gra.nt for the assistance of
mining in shallow levels'.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I would
like to repeat what I said on a former
occasion as to the desirability O'f the Minister of Mines considering what material
assistance he can give to the gold-mining
industry, not only to t.he district represented by the honO'rable member whO' haE!:
just resumed his seat, but to my own province. Something might be done at Heathcote and Rushworth, and throughout that
district if a properly conceded system
were adopted. I made reference to the
taxation under which t.he mining industry ~as suffering when it was successfuL
I referred to the, levying of taxes on the
dividends and profits of gold mines that
have happened to be profitable during the
ye-~r. The r~alization of tho-se profits might
have meant ten or more years of COI11tinuous WGTk. The Federal Government
have agreed to exempt the profits of min-.
jng from income tax. I shouEd like the
.l\1inister of Mines to take seriously into
consideration the possibilit.y of following
-suit in that respect in connexion with
the taxation of di vidends which involves
at
times
a
very
severe'
impost on the mining industry.
In
SOl].1e mining areas it is quite a recognized thing for investors and speculators who have drawn dividends from
one mine to put the money into prospecting work in connexion with other mines.
I showed that in connexion with one particular mine in the Bendigo district thousands o.f pounds had to be paid in taxation,. although the mine had just begun
to YIeld a profit.
The taxation was·
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on dividends that had been paid development and prosperity of the State.
in respect of the previous twelve Unfortunately, mining is now under a
That is 1,1Ot the fault of those
months, and at the time when it fell due cloud.
the mine was not doing so well. It IS whO' are connected with the mines, but is
I
quite evident that this taxation co:u ld , due to' the force of circumstances.
with great advantage to the industry, and would again urge the Minister of Mines
without any serious injury to the re- to pay a visit to one of the mining centres,
venue, be remitted, and that certainly and make himself acquainted with the.
offered,
and
would be a step in the right direction. opportunities that are
developments
that have been
If the Government are prepared to find a the
place
in
COnneXlO'll
with
sum of mone'Y to assist in prospecting and taking
developing, in the sinking of shafts Q1r the the shallow levels. Mining in its
driving of leve>ls, honorable members re- crude form was payable in the past,
presenting the mining districts will, I am and it may be made payable again.
sure, be Q1nly too pleased to supp<Jrt them It behoves the Government to gO' about
in any proposals they make. Under pre- this matter in a business-like, way, with
sent conditions, when gold is absolutely a
VIew
to
bringing
about
the
sta tionary as to value, and the cost oJ result for which we
are
all
so
matetrial and labour has so largely in- a'nxious-the
building
up
of
the
creased, it is easy to see that we must soon mining industry of this Stat.e.
There
come to a dead end so far as this most is another matter to which I wish to referimportant industry is conce,rned. If in There are a number of shafts still unany portion of the State of Victoria a covered iri the BendigO' district and other
rich and payable reef is found it not only centres, and I would urge the Minister
employs a large amo·unt of labour, but of :Mines to take action with a view to'
gives assistance to many cognate indus- protecting life and limb. The Gove,rntries. I would again urge the Ministel' ment deserves every commendation for
of 1\1ines to give bis serious attention to what it has already done in the way of
this matter. I would point out that the covering up unused shafts. We are grateStafe gets revenue from the mining in- ful to the :Minister for what he has done
dustry in many ways, and the Federal in that regard in the Bendigo district,
Government collects taxation from almost but we should like him to' go further. At
everything that the miner uses in con- Eaglehawk and in other mining centres
nexion with his work-his steel, his ex- monety could be judiciously expended in
plosives, his fuses, his candles, and parti- the covering of unused shafts.
cularly his carbide. Everything the
The Han. G.
GOUDIE.-During
miner uses is heavily taxed, and any relief the short time I was administering the
that could be afforded, if only in a small Mines Depar~ment it appeared to me that
way, such as the remission of taxation on a good deal of the effort that was put
profits or diVIdends, would be appreciated, forward by prospectoTs meant practically
and would show that the Government a
waste
of
money.
They
were
have sympathy with the mining industry, putting down shafts in old worked-out
and are prepared to do what they can to ground. If the Minist.ry are going to'
make it a success.
make a fairly large sum a,vailable for
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I have prospecting, I would suggest that a good
frequently advocated that greater con- deal of it might be spent in prospecting
sideratiQ1n should be extended to t.he min- :j,reas t.hat have not yet been touched. I
ing industry. It is about time that the was very much surprised when I went
Government recognized the importance of through the' applications to see that the
the industry. and endeavoured to improve activities we,re all connected with the old
its position by the development of mines mining centres. I think myseH that if
on lines of reef that have not been ex- ever mining is going to' have a new life
plored, particularly in the Bendigo dis- in this Statet, it is not going to be in the
trict. We have a number of side lines of old worked-out mining centres. It will be
reef which could be developed by the ex- brought about by new discoveries.
penditure of a reasonable sum of money,
The· Hon. H. KECK.-By side-lines.
and it is t.he duty of the Government to'
The Han. G. L. GOUDIE.-Yes. 'Ve
do eve-rything they can to render ass~st
ance to an industry which has been so Im- know that the ;main reefs in BendigO' and
portant a factor in bringing about· the in Ballarat, and the alluvial workings in
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other pa.rts of the State, so far as pi'o,fitable wonting is concerned, are within
measu.rable distance· of. being finished. It
is only by the·.opening up oJ new country
that the mining industry can: get a new
leuGe (Jf Lie..11 money were spent. in that
direction there is. a. possibility-it may
not be a very brilliant possibility-of new
fields being discovered. Those fields might
not be very fall from the old mining districts. There may be continua.tions of the
reefs or leads that only require to' be
opclled up. If money were t3pent in testing
new ground,. I think it would be one of
the best investments the Government
could undertake.
The Hon. Dr.. HARRIS.-I, too, represent a province in which there has been
a great deal of mining, but I consider
tliat mining is under a; cloud at the present time. l:t requires' a very rich mining
proposition to- pay anything- above expenses, and I think the Mines· Department
is pretty wise, in not spending a ver:y large
sum of money at the present time. I am
a grtat advocate of c~.rrying out investigations, not only for gold, but for coal
a.nd' other minerals. I believe that in this
baIting pe.riod o·f' the mining industry the
Minister of Mines should set the experts
C!)f his Department to the work of investigating tue mineral resources of
this State in order that. the necessary
information may De availahle at any time
that is favorable for the development of
those resources. I believe though, wit.h
Mr. Goudie', that the grants that aFe at
present a;llocated· by the ~1ines Department are almost entirely without results,
and I believe that the statistics will prove
that to be the case. They are being frittered away in old mining ventures by
€>Jd min-ers who g.et a little grant he~e
and a litt143- grant· there, but nothing is
d-one towards locating the mineral wealth
of this State. I believe· that Victoria contains as many rich propositions as have·
already been wOllked, but it will requi.re
a very efficient Department and' the judicious expendit':ITe of money in order to·
locate tUb fields.
Disco·veries may beJ'Ylufh p]thrr where' gold or other minerals
have already been found near the surface,
or' as a result of boring. I helieve there
are great possibilities of finding coal in
the uc,rth 0'E Victoria. An immense field
of coal has been found at OaklandR, in
]\T f'W Routh W Ille~, 30 miles from· Wah?~nyah, and· the lie· of the country an<~
the cnaracter of the l'ocks indicate that
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Bi field of coal. which may be: a little bit
deeper than. that at Oaklands exists in
the' north of Victoria. I believ.e the lVlinistetr of lVlines: could, with gre,at satisfaction to. this State,. ,spend a oertain sum of
money in boring the jurassic formations
which. are known by the Bepa:dment to
exist in that part O'f the: State. If he
will inquire' from the Geologi'Cal Survey
Braneh he will find that his officers kna.w
that those jurassic> rocks exist i:n the north
of Victoria. They have nev.er been developed, and have never heen bored. We
are not without hope that we may have
black coal measures' in Victoria e·qual to
a;ny in Auetralia.. Money could be judiciously spent in finding whether they exist
in the reeks in which coal is known. to
occur.
The· Hon. D. L. McN.A~1:ARA (Minis;..
tel' of. lVlines) .. -The amount· of £2,300
which appears- in- the li~t of Supply, opposite· the item "Furtherance of the
mining industry," is £01' one month
only.
It
is rather more- than
one-twelfth of. the, ex:p>enditure for the
year.
T'he Hon. G. L. GOUDJE.-The annual
expenditure is· £20,000.
The· HOTI. D. L. M0NAMARA.-It
has been less than that for some years
past, and! this year' will be' no, e~ception. If
horr:wrable members are an·xions to. see
furtner developments in this particular
direction, it will mea:n additional expense,. and: tha~ win have to be provided
for' in the Budget statement.
On a previ-oills, Supply Bill, I m.ell-tioned that over
a period of twenty years something like
£300.,000 had been spent on the development of the mining indust~y, and that,
as a balance against that-cash returned
and machine,ry held by the Depa..rtmentthere was something less than· £100 000
. showing a. loss of £200,000. It is n~t s~
much to be regretted that there was a
loss to ther revenue of the State as that
the' money expended did not produce the
results t'o the people concerned: that were
hoped fo·r.
If those results' had been
obtained, the value' of the gold- won
would have been in circulation, and the
countJJy would have received a benefit indirectl~, if not directly.
The Ho'll. J. STERNBERG.-Conditions
at present. are· very different from what
they ha:ve· he'en: in the- past.
The; Hon. D. L. ~1cNAMARA.-Most
peo'P1e who speak of mining' say, " There
is a lot, of gold- in the ground: but there is"
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a lot of earth :over it. 'That. is the
trouble." The 00& of ohtaining gold lin'
the present circumstances, and the value
o·f the gold when obtained, render the
conditions unfavorable. I have not. lost
sight I()f thesuggestioln made by Mr.
Abbott on .a previous iQlCCaSioll that the
Comm<Jnw€alth Government might be induoed to subsidize this indmtry in some
w.ay, so that go,ld would be wo~:th .a. littJe
Illore than it is now. If that were d.one,
it might be prodita.ble tOo work some
mines tha,t it is nOow unprofitable tOI work.
It is no use suggesting that the Sta~
shOtuld spend considerable. sums of mone,y
if no prorfitable result win be obtained.
We are just continuing om the lines that
have .been followed for thel last fOtur or
five years.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-But haNe yOtU
varied the, expenditure 7
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-vVe
try to meete.ach case as it comes along.
Mr. Goudie, who was Minister of Mines
for a time, knows tha,t when applications
come in they are jnvestigated by officers
of the Department, and when the grant
is allocat.ed their recommenda,tions arre
taken intOi consideration. I believe that
we should go in for a little more research
work than we are doing, and shou1d endeavour to find .(leposits that have
an inaustrial value, such as coal
and oil.
We have t.wo drills at the
presernttime boring for oil in the vVestern
district. The last report I saw was to
the effect that they had pierced through
two seams of co a! , but that, though the
coal was of good quality, the seamS! were
not sufficiently thick tOI make them a, payable proposition.
To-day I ha.ve given
instructions in comnexion with sending
another boring machine to Gippsland.
The prospects seem to be sufficiently good
to warrant one or tWOI bores being pu.t
down :in the district cQIllcerned, and they
will test. the contention OIf the local people
that therel is eoal in the district. If there
is anything like substantial evidence that
there is a, prospect -of discovering payable
seams of coal in the North-Eastern district
or the Murray V.aTIey, as suggested by
Dr. Harris, I will take the firstopporf;unity of ha.ving tests made.
The Hon. G. L. GmmIE.-There ar.e
indications of coal.
'The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
fact that there is a coal-bearing area
within a reasonab1e distance of the border
should be an indication to the geological
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officernof the possibilities in that directioll of adjoining areas in Victoria. Mr.
Sternberg referred to the covering of
abandoned mining shafts in the Bendigodistrict.
That is being pushed {)n as
speedily as possible. I am 'Satisfied that
splendid work is being done there. Within
the n-ext few days a staff of men under au
able superviso,r, MI'. Wagstafi'e, will be
going to Eagleha.wk, where about twooty
of the more dangerous shafts will be dealt
with. It is not possible t(} attend to. them
an this year.
I hav-e now allocated the
£15,000 available to. districts where ,on the
reports the abandoned 'shafts seem to. be
most dangerous.
I hope to be able to
ask Parliament £01' a further grant in
order to place a1l these old shafts in such
a condition that there will be no. risk 'Of
human life being sacrificed.
Since the
last Supply Bill went through I have
visited the Stawell district.
'They informed me that there are some very dangerous shafts there, and that over a number of years five or 'six lives have beeu
lost.
I feel that very much, and am
an..'{iou.s to see that it will not recur.
Everything that can possibly be done
wi_th the amo~nt o.f money available will
be done to. prevent any further loss of
life.
~f.r. Abbott mentioned that the
Federal Parliament had decided to make
remissions 0.£ taxation in regard to. mining
dividends. Of course, as far as the
State is concerned, that win be a
matter of Gcivernment policy, and' an
anllouncement may possibly be made in
the Budget statement. In the meantime
I shall bring the matter under the notice
of the Treasurer, who will be able to.
conf-er with the taxatio.n officers to see if
it is a workable proposition.
The Hon. H. KEOK.-In connexion
with the vote for the Forests Department, I am certainly in favour of anything which the Commissio~ can do to.
increasE' QUI' 'Supplies of timber. I lUlderstand that they contemplate extensive,
planting on the sandy eoastline in the
near future.
I hope that the efforts will
be succe.ssful, fo.r timber is a veryvaluable commodity which we cannot do without.
UJlfortuna.tely we have not a sufficient supply of our own timber, but I
must not refer here to the restriction of
impo'rtations owing to the dut.y. I wish to
refer particularly to the position in th~
Shire of Stratbfieldsaye, where I have
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some property, and so has Mr. Abbott.
That shire contains some 60,000 or 70,000
acres of State forests. As a result, there
is heavy traffic over 10 or 12 or 16 miles
of certain main r.oads in the shire. This
winter the roads were cut up dreadfully
by that traffic. They were reduced to a
most deplorable condition.
When, however, we made an appeal to the Forests
Oommission for assistance to repair the
roads we were met with the statement
that the Department does nOot pay mOore
than working expenses. When a municipality contains so many th.ousands of
acres of State forests it should surely receive some little help from the Department in the matter of road repairs. The
shire council has made repeated applications to the Commission, but has not
succeeded in getting any portion of the
revenue which the Department obtains
from royalties.
I ,,,ish to voice my
opinion here that the shire has not been
treated properly.
While I wish to help
the Forests Commission as much as I can,
I maintain that when the shire is put to
so much expense in keeping the roads in
order simply because of the heavy traffic
from the forests, the council should get
some share of the r.oyalties which the Department derives from the timber.
The Han. A. M. ZW AR.-I wish to
draw the attention of the Minister to the
efforts which are being made by the Commissioners in the development of forest
areas in the district which I represent by
the growing of pinu,s insignis. Up in our
valley there are magni:ficent plantations
of those pines, but, fr.om what I can
gather, it is quite possible that they
are
of
practically, no
commercial
Last year they planted some
value.
500,000 trees of that variety, and
they are growing beautifully. The question arises, however,
whether they
are of sufficient commercial value to
justify t'he expense of putting them in.
Within a mile of Ararat there were about
2,000 trees of the pinus insignis variety.
They were 2 or 3 feet through.
Sawmillers in Melbourne were asked for a
quotation on the condition that they
grubbed the trees out and took the timber
'away. No quotations from the city w€,rereceived. Finally permission was given to cut
the trees down, and 9·~d. e,ach was received
for them. In the grounds of the Kew
Asylum recently there were some magnificent specimens up to 3 feet through, and
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the same thing occurred in regard to them.
Saw-millers were asked what they w.ould
give if they grubbed them out and took
them away, and the reply was" Nothing."
So they were permitted to grub them out
a.nd take them away without paying anything. Surely there must be something
wrong. There are ten or fifteen varieties
of magni:ficent commercial pines that will
grow quite as luxuriantly and successfully here as the pinus insignis. Why do
not the Forests Commission concentrate
their efforts .on the growth of pines of
commercial value ? Upon waste lands
around Yallourn pines .have
been
planted, which, it is claimed. will be
of commercial value in nine years.
Apparently the tiinber is odourless, and,
therefore, very suitable for the making of
butter boxes.
There seems to be some
lack of knowledge in the Forests Departmen t, which leads to the growing of pinus
insignis, when there are other varieties
of great commercial value that could be
grown.
The Hon. J. K. 1fERRITT.-In connexion with the votes for the Health Department, I wish to refer to alarming
statements which are sometimes made
with regard to the existence of venereal
disease. A few ye.ars ago legislation was
passed, and the question of venereal
disease was discussed at great length.
The Department., it was then supposed,
would establish .clinics wh€,re sufferers
could be attended to. It was hoped that,
as a result of the administration of the
Act, venereal disease would be to some
extent suppressed or reduced. I recently
saw in the daily press a statement by a
man who is supposed to know what is
going on that the state of affairs in regard
to that disease is still alarming. I know
that the Minister of Publio Health
is taking a great jnterest in the
matter, and I think it would be
very interesting to the Hous'e and the
public if he would say .something
with regard to the administration of the
Act, and inform us whether the disease
has been reduced to any extent. In my
opjnion, some amendment of the Act is
necessary, and more drastic steps should
be taken to. reduce the disease, which is so
prevalent in the community.
The HOll ••T. P. JONES (Minister of
Publio Health);-I am sorry that I
nOot
the
facts
relating
to
have
venereal disease with me.
I have
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·a large amount of information, but
it i3 nc't in :'l1y bag tQ..-pight. The questioIl id a v('r~' difficult one to handle. 1
have seen it stated in the press that sanatoriums shonlo be provided for people
sufferi ng from venereal 'disease.
If we
set out to do that we should have to provide accommodati.on for perhaps 20,000·
people. T,hat is what my officers tell me.
Honorable members can see that that is
entirely
bey~nd
the
capacity
of
this country. . Since the Act o.f 1917
was passed, I think we have dealt
with something like 40,000 cases at
clinics.
That gives an idea Q1f the
numbc.:r of pe.ople suffering from 'the
disease. As I say, it is a very difficult
problem to deal with, because the bulk of
the people affected with the disease are
able to carry on their occupations. They
go. to the clinics fOir the purpose of getting
treatme~lt, and the difficult prDblem is
how to prevent them becDming re-infected.
It is all very well to cure men of the
disease, but it is . another matter to
prevent them from becDming re-infected.
'fhat is what we are up against, and I do
Dot kno'w just how to. deal with it..
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Amend the
Act,.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-If we could
do< it by ameuding the Act, I would ask
hDnorable, members to sit up all night,
but we could not deal with this matter in
that way.
We are up against human
nature, and we cannot do much with
human nature 'by an Act of Parliament.
We have the prDblem Df women o.f the
unfortunate class. We had a case the
other day of a woonan somewhat nDte'riDus
in this city, because of an Dccurrence a
year or tWQl ba.ck. She has been cured six
times by the Health Department. What
can we do with a womau of that type 1
She is a perpetual source Df expenditure
to this State. The proper way to. deal
with a. person of that type wo.uld be to.
treat her as an outlaw to society and fo'r
thE:: pr0'tection of herself, as well as the
.
11
cDmmumty genera. y, put her away. But
the moment one sta.rts to talk like that,
people at once say, "You are hard and
unkind." But there is n0' doubt that a
f h
person 0' t at sort is a, dreadful pr0'blem,
and we are up against individuals who
ca.rc little about themse,lves and less fo'r
Dthe,r peDple.
J

The HDn. J. K. MERRITT.-If that
da.nger exists, we ought to deal with it.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Will the
hono.ra.ble member tell me how we can
deal with t~is problem ~ I am prepared
to do anythmg which he can prove tOi me
will be Q1f pra.ctical value. It is all very
well to. talk about solving these problems,
but qUIte another matter to find a solution. It seems to. me we will have to go
back to' the individual and, by education,
endeavour to~ inculcate in the minds of
parents the gre,at responsibility they have
in bringing up their children. If parents
will only inculcate in the minds of their
children the need for cleanliness the need
for right and 'decent living-the' only way
by which people can live happy lives-then they will do something tQlwards solving this problem. We must get the yDung
people to recognize the hideousness of
venereal disease.
The HDn. Dr. HARRIs.-DDn~t YDU
think the Jews were a pretty wise people ~
The boys reached the age of manhood at
fifteen.
The HDn. J. P. JONES.-N 0 doubt
th.er w:ere a. wise people., and considerably
~mlmlzed the pDssibIlity Df venereal
dIsease. But there is in the CDmmunity
a sectiDn of men who are quite
opposed to' the adoption of ce.rtain
methods. They say that if we do adDpt
them, they will make it pDssible fOir a
general kind of cohabitation to take place.
So far as I can discover, most medica.!
men are in favDur 0'f using prophylactics.
I discussed this matter with several experts when I was last in LDndo·n, nDtably
Dr. Noel BardsweU, who. is head of the
LoudDn CDunty Council Health Depa.rtment. He told me that certain methods
were strongly recommended, but a certain
se.ction o·f the community was strongly
opposed to them, a:r;;td in the circumstanca
it was almost impossible' to. do anything
ill that directiDn.
We will get rid Df
venereal disease when we cau c0'mpletely
control the individual. At the present
time a, persou receives lreatment, and is
cured. Some time late'r he is reinfeded,
and so the thing gOies ou. The AssDciahon for the Prevention Df Venereal
.
It
Disease is dDing a wonderful work.
provides fDr illust.rated ledures which
show the tremendDus dangers to health
resulting from this dreadful disease. At
the present time we are spending on our
lunatic asylums £350,000 per annum, and
I think Dr. Harris will agree with me
when I say that 40 per cent. of the
patients in these asylums are there as the
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msult of- venereal disease. I am endea,VOiu.ring at the: preselllt time to :fi:nd a place
10'. the re,ception O'f women who are
aJfeetedwith this disease. 1 understand
fForo ~he Chief Medical Office'r that, if
Wfj. had such a. b.u:hlding, a.bout 60 women
emlid be put intol it~ It WEluld not co~t
ve:ry much, because. the women would do .
thffir own work.
It would be a. place
where somel uruo'rtunate women might be
c.Qn:fin~d and .have ~he requisite medi~al
attenbon, whICh nught save the chIld
from be,ing affected with some of the
for~s Qtf disease resulting from this cnmplamt, .such as gonmr~.ce·al ophthalmia.
There IS a place whlCh WIll shortly
he vacated in which. we may put
these women. There is also the questIOn
().f finding a place: foI' putting certain
men who are affected. There are a number who are affected withgonoTrhreal
rheumatism, and we could put about
twenty in a home if we had nn8. I have
a.sked the Chiet l\/[edical Officer to see if
there is any existing institution in which
we could accommodate these meu. I do
not want to go to' the expense o.f providing a separate home, because it would
eoet abo.ut. £2,500 a year. I understand
these men are not a menace to the community,. and it would simply mean finding a home for them. I am going carefuny into the whole question befo.re I
incur any expenditure for these' particufar individuals.
The Hon. Dr. HARHIS.-The School
Excursion Committee at Bright has invited me to bring under the nntice of the
representative nf the Minister of Railways in this House the conditions under
which the Railway Department runs excursion trains for school children in the
country. A committee running an excursion .of this. sort· has to guarantee. the
to,tal expenses of the train. If the excursion is successful they get 10 per cent.
above the amount glilaranteed.
These
school excursions are a. means of educating country children. I have known o.f
an excursiGm from the nOFth-east to' the
seaside. It appears from a letter which
has been seut t.o me that as much
as £360 has been
obtained
from
excursionists, and yet, nnthwithstanding
t·hat the Department received. so much, it
allows the. committee', the members of
whjch have to look after. the· children,
only TO per cent. up to a certain
amoUlilt. I hav.e been asked to, see if a
Iarget percentage. cannot he g1Jven to· these
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committees~·
It is suggested that the
rate should be 10 per cent. up to a certai1il
amount .and 20 per cent. above a certain
proportion. The, committee state that unless they get a little mOore consideratioo
they will not he ahle to take these children ·the distant journeys that they want
to.
Consequently, both pa:reuts and
children will be deprived of the oppmtunity of visiting different portions off
the State,. and the· Raihyay Department
will lose a large amount. of revenue. I
have rio doubt that these excursinns
wnuld be more frequent, and the revenue
to the Railway Department materially increased if the Commissioners showed a
little: dore generooity to these committees.

The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
want again to re.fe'r to the use of Tait
cars nn country lines. This matter has
been mentioned in the House nn many
occasions, and, according too a st.atement
in the press, the present Minister of Railways has announced his intention to. take
these ca.rs off country lines. So far as
Geelong is concerned, they are still being
used. Last night when I started fa.r Melbourne I found that all the corridO'r cars
were fun. Everybody rushes them, and
comparatively few penpIe were in the
Tait car. I want to lmow whether the
pr~mise made by thE' Minister 0'£ Railways is to be carried ou:t, and these cars
taken off country lines.
The HOIJl. J'. STERNBERG.-I desire
to support Mr. Richardson in reg,ard to
the use of Tait cars on country lines.
We have had assurances that the Commissioners were introducing othe'r cars to
take the place: O'f the Tait cars, but even
on express trains T'ait cars are being
used. The Government ougl1t t() insist
upon these cars being taken off country
lines.
They are very unsatisfactory,
and I have hea,rd of peO'ple. having
to be sent to a hospital as the
result of travelling in these cars.
I- hope the Minister will be a bl~
to give us an assurance that the
promise made. by his colleague will be
given effect t:o.
I cannot help: referring to the
Government
again,
because I :find they have brought
about 3J reduction of 10 peF cent.
in railway freights. and fares. I think I
shall astonish the House by saying that
in New South Wales trem.endous reductions of freights aud fares have been
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type of petrol rail motor is an right.
UnfDrtunately an inferior type has been
introduced into this State. I travelled
THE RAILWAYS.
by one the other day from Deniliquin
F_<\'RES AND FREIGH'fS.
to.Meama and Echuca, .and had a converGovernment's Savingi.
s.ation with a Victorian 'WhD had done a
During the term of the present State Govern- good .deal of trayelling -in New South
ment, railwa'y fares ,and freights have been
reduced to the extent of £1,400,00U, and at the Wales. He told me that several types
close of the present financial year this amount of petrol rail motors had been introduced
will be increased by another £700,000, making into that State, and that there was nC)
a grand total of £2,100,000. )1:r. Ball (Minister for Works and R.ailways), in makin~ a eomparison as Tegarded comfort .betweE'Jl
The
statement .to thiseifeet yesteTday, said .tnat them and the Victorian variety.
dIn-ing the past two and a half years there type we have in Victoria sets up a motion
had been a reductJion in railway fares and that makes people sick.
There is a
freights to the extent of £700,000 per annum.
.and
a single
single
second-class
carriage
There would be ,a similar saving to the public
The second-class
during the coming year, and the years to fol- first-class carriage.
low, providing that fares and fr-eights were carriage is a regular box, and nobody
not interfered with.
He thought that this would travel in it who could possibly
achievement alone was an exceptJionally good
hel,p it. I do hope the Minister of Railonc on the ·part of the Government.
ways will carry out a promise made in
That is a good indication to the Govern- the railway report that a new type of
ment of Victoria of what can be done. I petrol rail motor of a vastlysnperior
hope they will follow the good example kind will be introduced.
The country
set by Mr. Ball, the New South Wales peDple .are crying aloud for an improveMinister of Works .and Railways, fwd ment ,of country services. There is nl)
bring about a further reduction, which is t"easolt why in these matters we should
really required under present condi tions. not be as progressive as other States.
1 hope that the Minister will gl';e me a
satisfactory assurance with regard to the
The Hon. W. TYNER.-I wish to reu~p, of the Tait cars ·on county\' 11.11'38.
fm' to the policy ·of the Railways ComThe Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-This missioners in practically discontinuing
is a record year as far as our railways are the building of IO-ton trucks for railooncerned, the revenue for the first time w.ay transport. This particular class 'Df
beil1g over £12,000,000. It is a remark- truck is a great convenience to our proable fact that, whilst in Melbourne there ducers, and to small farmers in particuhas been an inerease ·of 2,600,000 train lar. For some time the Department has
miles, the service to the country has been evinced a tendency not to construct any
cut down by 2'50,000 train miles. The more of these trucks. I think it would
Railways Commissioners refer in their re- be a 'very great mistake indeed if they
pm-rt to the decreased number Df passen- carried out that intention. The small
gers in the ·co.u:ntry, and attribute it to a farmer who has only 10 tons of produce
. greater pero.entage of the public travelling should not be compelled to order a 15-ton
QY motor cal'. However, we knDw that truck and to pay the fTeight thereon.
motor ;cars have increased enormously in The .actual capacity of a 10-ton truck
Melbourne, yet the fact remains that mOTe is 10 tons, less 5 per cent., which Tuns 01llt'
pe(}ple are carried over the metrDpolitan at9i tons. The .capacity of a 15-ton
mcilways. It is obvions., since the coun- truck, less .5 per ceut., is about 141 tons.
try service has been reduced by 250,000 It means that if a 10-ton truck is ordered
train miles, that there must be fewer pas- and a 15-ton truck is supplied, the far. StIDg'eTS to handle.
Every facility is mer has to pay freight on ,the largersized truck, or what they calla special
gI~a.'D.ted to the people of 1Ylelbourne and
suburbs. Electric trains are run everv A..P. rate, which is a good deal more than
two Dr three minutes. That is aU ver~ on the 10-ton minimum, which is known
well in its way, but an effort shou1d b~ as the agricultural produce rate. I shou~d
made to improve the .country servi~es. like ·the 1YIinister 'of Public Works to
On certain railways petrol rail motors make representations to the Minister of,
have been ill troduced. This is admittedly Railways in the matter with a -view to
a valuable innovation, as long as the the attention of the Commissioners being
made. The following report appeared in
the Sydney ~Morning Herald:-
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drawn to it. I make particular mention
of this matter to-night on behalf of producers in the Gippsland district who cultivate potatoes and onions. The honorable member for Gippsland will suppo.rt
my statement that the 10-ton trucks are
very suitable for the trade between Gippsland and Melbourne, and between Gippsland and South Australia. The policy
of discontinuing the construction of
10-ton trucks is not a wise one.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I want
to refer to what I consider the unwise
policy of the Hailways Commissioners in
regard to the building of new stations.
The answer given to my question in the
Iiouse this evening has convinced me that
the policy is not a good one. A railway
station that is to be constructed at Poathroad, on the Oakleigh line, is to cost
£9,365. The residents of that particular
place are asked to contribute only £1,000.
For another railway station between
Hingwood and Oroydon, on the Lilydale
line, the estimate is £2,239. The residents are asked to contribute £2,000.
The balance, £239, represents the cost of
extending the platform fo,r longer trains,
and would be a charge on the Department.
There is another station at Heathmont,
on the Ferntree Gully line, that is between
BayS'water and Ringwood.
These lines
are to be electrified and the work is proceeding.
The Heathmont station is to
cost £2,300, and the Commissioners demand £2,300 from the residents befo,re.
they will sanction the erection of the
station. Included in the amount is pro,vision for the siationmasteT's residence. I
contend that the policy is neIther wise nor
fair.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEy.-How will it
increase the value of land ~
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-It will
increase the value of land, but why should
the people of Dublin-road and Heathmont
be compelled to pay 100 per cent. when
the people of Poath-ro.ad are to get off
so ljghtly ~
The Hon. J. H. DIsNEY.-The population is gre-ater.
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-We
admit that.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-The Oommissioners will get a bigger revenue.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-But it,
is a shortsighted policy for the Oommissioners to say that they will not build a
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station unless the residents pay the whole
cost of it. All these stations are within
the suburban area. They are within 16
miles of Melbourne. We hear it said that
the people should go out and live in the
country, but the Oommissioners will not
assist. There is cheap land ,available and
services that would be payable almost
from the start. The Commissioners say,
"It is not our deal, it is your deal. Put
np the money and we will build a station
for you." That, policy is the very opposite to that advocated by Mr. Norman
some years ago. T recollect the advocacy
of a station at a. place called Boronia.
Mr. Norman said, " We will not build a
station because we do not think it is required." We said, "Let us pay for a
stat.ion and we will soon make it a payable proposition." His reply was that
if we could 13how it was a proper place
for a station and worthy of a station, the
Railways Commissioners would build it.
He said, "It is not our policy to ask the
residents to contribute a shilling of the
money required to build a station." The
same position arose in connexion with
Seaford, on the Frankston line. Mr.
Tait would not accept 'any money towards
the erection of a station there. He said,
" If you can show that a station is necessary you will have it." But now we find
the Railways Oommissioners demanding
100 per cent. of the cost of a station from
the residents. The Heathmont 'station
would be half way between Ringwood and
Bayswater. There are orchards around,
and the local people have been asking for
a station for very many years.
Now
that the line is to be electrified the whole
place will go ahead. These people who
have held their land. for many years will
have to pay the whole cost of the station.
. The Hon. J. II. DIsNEY.-fo..nd they
WIll make a fortune out of it.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I contend that it would be quite a fair thing to
ask them to pay a portion of the cost, but
tha tit is certainly unfair to ask them to
pay 100 per cent. of it. Is Mr. Disney
going to make a fortune ~ Has 'he land
there ~
The, Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-I wish I
had.
The Hon. A. E. C·KANDLER.In reference to the Boronia station
we had a deputation to ~1:r. Norman.
He said, "As you have been here
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so many times and this is the largest
deputation I have ever had in my
office, I will grant your request, but you
must find a stationmaster and pay hill?wItil the station is a payable proposition." In twelve months' time the revenue
from this small station had so much increased that the Railway Department put
in their own staff. For thel first twelve
months we found and paid the sta.tionmaster. As I told Mr. N o·rman, that
man was the only stationmaster in the
State with the degree of M.A. I want.
to protest that it is a, wrong policy for
the Commissioners to expect the whole
100 per cent. from the residents in those
place.s to build those, stations, becaus-e in
t.he near future the whole of that area
will be built 011. In the cal3e of Dublin':'
road it will be a payablel proposition right
from the very sta.rt. It seems to me, it
is altogether wrong to' e'xpect thel people
at those places to build the stations, to
build the earthworks and supply a stationmaster's resid'ence when other districts can
get stations at a much less S'Um.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-I wish briefly
to support thel remarks of my colleague
regarding Hea.thmont and Dublin-rO'ad.
I accompanied Mr. Chandler on the deputation that waited on the Chief Railways
Commissioner, and we were astonished on
being asked such a large amount of money
for the construction of the two proposed
stations. Dublin-road is between Ringwood and Croydon.
The electrification
will be completed before the end of the
year to Croydon, and the Railways
Standing Committee have recommended
an extension to Lilydale.
The same
a pplies to the line from Ringwood
to Fern Tree Gully.
The electrification of that line has been recommended, and we are most anxious with
regard to the cost of the two proposed
stations. We think the Department is
adopting a very short-sighted policy. As
one of the representatives of the district, I
do hope that the Government will look into
this matter, because we think the Railways
Commissioners are asking altogether too
much from the residents. A ·station is
needed at Heat.hmont. I think the distance between Ringwood and Bayswater
is about 3~· miles.
The population is
going out that way very rapidly . We be;lieve that ftingwood will shortly be constitute-a a borough, and will take in that
part. The municipal revenue is rapidly increasing. The railway revenue will also in-
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crease as the population increases in those
localities. I hope ~he Ministelr of Public
Works will look into the policy under
which such a la.rge amount is beling demanded from the residents of those two.
localities. I trust tha.t hel will not lose
sight of the question of the amount that
was asked for in each case, which is very
high fo-r the construction of the stations
that I have already named in that
locality.
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-I want to
join Mr. Tynelr in tne protest in regard
to thel 10-ton trucks. My firm handles
large quantities of produce, and these
trucks :lTe always a. source of friction.
People are constantly orde.ring 10-tOll
trucks, and are supplied with something
else. You, Mr. Edgar, can imagine as a
business mau, the trouble, that is caused.
I know the re·ason is economy in railway
management, but I do not think that
economy should be the ruling factor
whe,re the conveniene-e of traders is concerned. I do not want to associate myself with the remarKs of Mr. Russel
Cla.rke,.
I consideT thel Commissioners
havel given the country an infinitely better
service tha. n it has had before.
They
have brought the centres of population
close'r by providing faster trains. My district would welcome moto,r trains.
We
have in some- parts a wretched service, and
we feel that it would be imp.roved by
the introduction of motor trains. The
cost of a. motor train is Is. 9d. a, mile as
against 8s. or 9s. by steam. There is
60 miles betwe,en Warrnambool and
Hamilton, and it often takes five or six
hours by steam train, but if a motor
train were put on we could get there in
two or two and a half hours. W €I are
agitating for motor trains, and o·ther centres will also welcome them.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 2.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On ·the motion ci:f the Hon. J. P.
JONES (1\1inister of Public Works), the
Bill was read a third time,.
AUDlT BILL.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (1\1inister of
Public Works).-I moveThat this Bill ibe now read a second time.

This is a. very short measure, and I would
like, the House to pass it to-night because
it is a matter of some urgency. Thel object is to amend the Audit Act in order
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to provide that in future it will 'be possiMe· for .the Treasury .to pay 'accounts by
cheque. Under .existing conditions it is
necessary to pay 'at pay offices, and there
aTe some .pl~ces in the 'country wherel suc:h
affices ·do not -exist. The :result is that
cl~ents of the Treasury are put to considerable difficulty in collecting their money.
Proba:bly they have to make, a personal
visit to the pay office, which .may be a
conside.rable distance from their homes, or
they may have, to give an orde,r to a bank
or agent. That, of course, means a stamp
fOT the person e,ntitled to receive the
money. The proposal is made to obviate
the considerable difficulties that occur,
and to pay. accounts by cheque dire,ct from
the Treasury. There is also anOother provision that will ena ble salaries and wages
to. be paid without the necessity of a receIpt. I und€,rstand that this has been
done, in the past, and this measure is
merely to validate wha,t has been the
pra~tice,.
There is a difficulty in getting
receIpts under ce,rtain conditions, and thb
Auditor-General accepts t.he proposal. The
Treasury approves of it also, and it will
sa-ve a considerable amount '01 trouble to
men in the- country, and will secure> the
eltlsie'rworking of the Treasury's activities.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This is a· Bill that will be of great cunvenience, to those who are reee,iving payments in the country districts'; and, therefore, .. I give, it my most heatty support.
I understand that this syste'lTI of paying
thel creditors of the State by crossed nonnegotiable- cheques is in force- in conne,xion
with 'tne Federal Departme-nts, and that
it has worked satisfacto-rily.
We know
tbat so far as the, ordinary business transactions of private individuals and firms are
concerned a, majority of the aCGounts are
now paid by non-negotiablel cheques.
Companies, in payi.ng dividends, send out
cheques that are SImply endorsed on the
back, t.he, endorsement being the receipt.
Thel cheq~es are held by .the banks, and
the banks hand themove:r to' the, company
where they are accepted by the auditor
as a. sufficient discharge for the debts. In
regard to clause 4, which deals with the
paymen.t of wages, .salaries, and allowances, It seems to mel a little surprising
th~t wa.ges .~hould, be, pa.~d without receipts
bemg requIred. That "IS not al1o-wedby
any ~rruni?ipa~ity.
All municipalities
comvel ·thffir labouTeTs and 'otners to sign
rece'lp'ts, and I 0.0 'not know that much inconvenience "Would he caused to men work-

ingon railway lines and oth€r public
works if receipts had to be .given. I
understand, however, that the AuditorGeneral approves of the Bill, and if he. lS
satisfied wesho'llld be satisfied also that
caFe will be taken to see that. these accounts are properly paid.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second timel .and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(payments out of the Pub1ic
Account by means'oJ non.:negotiable
cheques).
Tht:, HOl!. W. TYNER.~I do not desi re
to in any way obstruct the passa.ge of this
Bill but it seems to me that the revenue
suff~rs to some e,xtent because of the
growing -practice of making cheques
non-ne~Ootiable
OT
account payee or
to o:rder.
The revenue suffers owing
to starn ped recei pts not being Tequired, I have, heard, t.o thee,xtent Oof
from £~,OOO to £4,:000 a year .. I do not
kIiow whether tbat is a, fact, bu t most
people have to give stamped receipts, and
I do not think we should ·do anything to
facilitate tne payment of money witboul
S'tamped receipts:.
This .matter was
debated at length in another phce, but
I do not tbink that any 'amendment was
made, wit.h the 'obj'ed 'O'f 'Prot.ecting tne, re'venue. I would, therefore, suggest that
we, -should cOonside,r the Bill from that
aspect.. It ,does not 'seem {a,:ir that, whilst
the majority of thel people WhOo l'elceiv6payments have to, give stamped receipts,
ot.he·rs should go free.
The lIon. R. H. -So ABBOTT.-The
honorable memher is under a misapprehension. The' object of this p:r@vision 'is
to enable, payments to ~e made by cheque,
and the, db-eque becomes thel Teceipt. 'The
question of 'stamps does no't arise, (becarnse
there are no stamps on Government reC€lipts or cheques. 'TheBill win do aWB;Y
with a lot of red tapel, and make,ma-tters
much easier fOor the people in the country,
who at present have oft-en to -travel long
distances to, obtain pa:yments to which
they are entitled. I have, had a number
of complaints about the difficulty thu'B
caused, and I have, heen asked 'whether
the policeman in a neighbourbood could
not 'be made a paymaster in order to
avoid 'a journey 'Oof 20 or 30 'miles to sO'me
centre where Government mone,y is pay~
ablel. I cOTIlmend the Government for
having introdu'ced the' measure" which iB
ve.ry much in the interests of the people
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in the country, and will a;ffo~d them relie·f
that will be much appreciated.
TheRon. M. McGREGOR.-In drawing money from a Government pay office,
a person has not to give a stamped re(eeipt, and I do not see why any objection
should be· o'ffeFed to cheques being sent
Qut in the way provided for in the Bill. I
thinl{ that this change is. very necessary,
and that it will be of great ~onvenience
110' people in the. country districts.
The' clause was agreed to, as was also
.clause 3.
Clause 4--(Reeeipts fo:r payment of
salaries and wages).
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.This claUBe provides that it shall not be
necessary to obtain receipts for the payment. of salaries, wages, or allowancel::!
paid 'Out of the Public Account, "but
a. certificate in the form prescribed by
:regula tiol1s . . . shall he given by the
.oilicer making. the payment." This seems
w, be a somewhat car.eless method to
adop.t, and no reason suggests. itself to me
why in the case of at least a large pro~~tion of these a..ecounts receipts should
not be required..
No municipal officer
would be a1lowed to m~ke payments in
this· way. I do not l.ike the clause. It
ahould be possible for !in officer making
payments to obtain an acknowledgement
ill them. on the pay-sheet.
: The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-This provision is intended to be used onty in connexion with
the paymen t of wages to' manual
ra banrers, an d it wiII be' the. means of
.avoiding a: cunsidera ble loss of time.
Any honorable member who has had experience must know that the making of
p'ayments to' a large' number of workers
is' a verY' slow process'. I have had to do
it in connexron with my own business
when upwards of 100 persons were employed, and I know the time it takes to
get .each person to attach his signature to
.3. pay-sheet.
The class' who, will be benefitted by this new method are· n.ot like
clerical workers.
They want to m.ake
sure that the right amount is being' paid
to them,. and they are not quick at writimg their- names to any document. The
difficulty is aceen;tuated in' the- case' of
men doing-. rough pi~k and shovel work,
and the saving of time and of expeEJSe
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that will 'be effe:cted by this Bill should
commend it to' the' favorable eonsioora:tion of honorable' members. An officer
will be able to hand' out this money,
and give a· certificate or make a
statutory declaration regarding the payment. Regulations will be: provided, and
honorable members ca.n be sati-sfied that
the Auditor-General will. see- that e-very
safeguard is applied so that everything
will be satis.faetory.
Payments in this
way will app1y to only a limited number
of cases, and the officer who mnkes them
will be a mall' who can be relied upon,
If it happens that any wages are· omitted',
the, Department will very soon hear about
it. Honorrable members cau rest satisfied
that· all the necesslary sa.feguards will be
provided.
This Bin will enable money
to. be paid quicker than it is at the
present time, and will prevent considerable expenditure which is incurred no·w.
Vll8 cau trust the Under-Treasurer, who
is a ca.pable officecr.-, to see that nothing is
done which will mean a loss to' the State .
The Bill will save money, and be' a convenience t.o a numbe,r of people. I rega,rd
it as a, handy little measure.
. The clause was agreed to, as were, the
remaining clauses.
Thel Bill was reported' without ame.ndment, and the' report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONE'S (l\1inister O'f Public Works) the
Bill was read a third time.
ADJOURNMENT.
The Hon. J. P. JONES' (Minister of
Public· '\Vorks).-I move.--·
Tli.at the House at its· rising adjourn until
October 14.

I have suggest'ed tJiis adjournment because
I do not want to bring members he're un,lo8ss there is a ceirtainty tha.t there. will be
work for them to do.. I have been observing the progress of business in a'l'lothe.l'
place, and I am inclined to' think, tha:t
it is doubtful whetherr there would be
much work, if any t for this House to' deal
with if we met next Tuesday. It is true
that we still have thfr Milk Supply Bill fo1'
considetration. Its provisions ar·eJ contentiO'us, but I do not think it would be. proper to bring members. from the COThIlt~y
unless we ha:d' sO'me- @>ther me,3SlITe a.vail~
able for conside.ra,tion. TIm.n Bin might
not be' quite enough to' occupy 1lI, full
sitting ..
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I to pa,ragraph No.1, thel effect of which
hea.rtily approve of the, reasons the Minis- would be to request the,' same information
ter has given for not calling members to- as is sough t for in the la tter part of
gelther for a fortnight. I trust that in paragraphs 3 and 4.
the interests of country members, who
Mr ..A. NGUS.-I agree to the suggested
reach Melbourne after travelling long amendment of the motion, if there is no
distances, business will be allowed to objection on the part of the Government.
accumulate so that we can sit two
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-Then 1. movenights a week instead of only one.
That the following words be added to paraSome members have to tra.vel hundreds
1of miles to attend the sittings of this graph
"Also the number of applications for such
House. One day is occupied in travelling loans not granted and the aggregate amount
to Melbourne, one day with the sitting, of loans applied for by such applicants."
and the third. day in -re,turning home.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
That m€,ans three days for one- sitting motion, as amended, was adopt,ed.
day. If the Minister will agree to the
suggestion I have made, it will be in the
PERSONAL EXPLANATION.
interests of country members.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. E.GGLESTON.-I desire to makeThe House adjourned at 1.0.1.7 p.m., a personal explanation. During the disuntil Tuesday, Octooo,r 14.
CUFolSiOll 011 the motion for the expenses
of the Police Oommission, I made certain remarks about the counsel for the
public in that inquiry, Mr. Foster, and I
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY cri ticized h is methods of cross-examination. The information on which I made
that criticism was obtained from the re.Tuesday} Septemoe1' 30, 1924.
ports t.hat appeared in thel newspapers of
that morning.
I have since found out
It
The SPEAKER (the Hon . John Bowser) that certain things were omitted.
was not clear from the report that that
took the chair at 4.36 p.m.
was so. Only part of the cross-examination was recorded, and questions were
STATE SAVINGS BANK LOANS.
asked that were not reported at all. I do
Mr. ANGUS.-I movenot say that the report was wrong; the
That there be laid before the House a ·return newspaper put into its columns what it
showingconsidered to be interesting.
I under1. The .number and aver.age amount of the stand now that Sir John Monash had
Credit Foncier loans made by the State Sav- told Mr. Foster that, as he appeared for
ings Bank in the metropolitan ar'ea during the
year ended 30th June, 1924, and also the nature the public, his questions should not be
of the securities taken for such loans.
put in the form of a cross-examination.
2. Similar information in connexion with If I had had this information, I would
loans made under the Housing' and Reclamation Acts, and also the State Savings Bank not have ventured on such a severe
criticism of the methods adopted. If the
Department loans.
3. The number and averfuge amount of the remarks that I made are considered unloans made on farms during the year ended just by Mr. Foster, I trust that he win
30th June, 1924; also the number of a;pplications for farm loans not granted, and the . accept the explanation I have now offered.
aggregate amount of the loans appLied for by
such 3:pplicants.
CATTLE OOl1PENSATION BILL.
4. The number ·and average amount of the
loans made on country houses during the year
The debate (adjourned from Septemended 30th June, 1924; also the number of ber 23) on the motion of Mr. C'ain (Honapplications not granted, and the aggregate orary Ministe,r) for the second reading of
amount applied for by such applicants.
5. What percentage of the amounts of the this Bill vms resumed.
loans for country houses for the year ended
M.r. OMAN.-l'his Bill is similar to
30th June, 1924, was made for- (a) Geelong; one that was introduced last year by the
(b) Ballarat; and (c) Belld.igo.
then Minister of Agriculture, and its proMr. EGGLESTON.-I would ask the visions are fairly familiar to ,-the House.
honorable member to agree to an addition. There is really only one> altera,tion, and
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that is 1hat in re!5pect of certain diseases
a proportion of the cost of compensation
shall be borne by the State·. Half of the
cost of the compensa,ton would be; divided
between these diseases and tuberculosis,
and the result would be that the State
would. provide, unde.r this proposal, prao
tically 10 13 e,l' cent. of the compensation. I doubt very much whether the
compensation fund fOol' which provision is
madel will bel sufficient to meet the
claims that will be made upon it.
'Ve were told
by the Honprary
l\iinister (Mr. Cain) who introduced the
Bill that the number of cattle condemned
for tuberculosis is 300 pel' annum.
I
doubt whether that fully represents the
number of cattle so condemned. I represent Hampden,' a dairying district in the
southern end, and in one shirel in that constituency there are 23,955 cows.
The
municipality felt that, so fnr as that shire
was concerned, the Dairy Supervision Act
should be under the control of qualified
aud trained men, and they put in a request that the Government should take
over that responsibility. It will be interesting to know what was the result. On
illspection by the Government supervisors,
605 cows were prohibited. The owners were
not permitted to supply milk from those
cows to fa.ctories, nor to make any use of
it. Subsequently, the veterinary officers
were sent to the shire, and of the 605 animals, 257 were condemned on a fi rSL iJl.spection, and on a second inspection 11
others were also cOondemned, making the
total number condemned 268. If, in one
shire, where there are only 24,000 cows,
268 had to be condemued, and in the
State there are 750,00'0 111ilk1nO' cows I
think it is fair to say that unde~ the provisions 0.£ this Bill the amollnt of compensation required lS not likely to be
raised.
Mr. lIoGAN.-'Vere those 268 cows
killed ~
1\1r. Ol\1AN.-Those 268 cows have
practically all been killed, and there has
been no compensation paid to any owner.
I know returned soldiers who have had
three or four animals destroyed, and in
some cases a bull that probably cost a
little more than the average of the herd
has had to be destroyed.
That meant a
very heavy loss to the individuals concerned. I think it is a fair thing to pass
a provision under which those owners whosE'
cattle are destroyed will be fairly compensated. The provisions of the Bill are
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very similar to those of the prevIous measure, and only do justice to the owners.
In cases in which cattle are destroyed
through an error, the full value of the
beasts, less, of course, a, deduction for the
residual value, will be paid, but in cases
where the cattle destroyed were suffering
from the disease that caused the order
for their destruction tp be issued, the
owner will receive three-fourths of the
value. We know that quite a number of
people have .suffered severely through their
cattle contracting diseases, chiefly pleuropneumonia.. Very heavy losses have been
sustained, and settler:s in a small way have
lost up to £500. While I was administering the Department, one owner sold on his
own property a herd tha t had been
affected and was, I believe, at the time
suffering from pleura-pneumonia.
The
cattle were dispersed far and wide through
the State. I gave an order that the law
should be administered with the utmost
rigour, but, after consultation with the
Crown Law authorities, we found that we
were unable to do anything, because the
owner had sold the herd on his own property, and in consequence was not liable
tOo a penalty. We know that there is a
disposition on the part of owners not to
report suspicious cases, because compensa.
t~on is not provided, but if it were proVIded owners would have no hesitation in
advising ther Department and having an
examination made. As a result, diseases
such as pleura-pneumonia would be
stamped out in their initial stages, and
that would be of great advantage to the
State. I have hear€! the argument put
forward that this is a dairyman'.s measure. Even if it wore, it would be worth
while passing it .. Just about half the
cattle ju the State are dairy cattle, and
in 1922-23 the value of butter, cheese, and
milk products amounted to £10,381,310.
That is approximately £14 per cow. If
an industry that returns to the State that
amount of money is not worth careful consideration, I do nO.t know any that is. I
think it would be a good thing fOol' the
whole of the cattle-ownNs in this State
if this measure were, to be placed on the
statute-book, and if we could provide that
compensation will be found and paid
fairly tOo the owners. The only difference
between this Bill and the previous measure is that the latter provided for a
stamp duty and a fee, whereas this mea·
sure provides for a stamp duty and a con- .
tribution by the Government.
I have
always been in favour of the Government
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making a contribution, for the reason that
cattle suffering from tubercular diseases
are condemned in the interests of the, public.

Mr. lIoGAN.-You did not provide for
a government contribution in your Bill.
1\11'. 01\1AN.-We did not, but I have
always believed that sucn /·a provision
should be in a cattle compensa,tion measure. I am n.ot objecting to that provision
at all, but I do not-think that the sum provided by the Bill will be as much as a fee
of 3d. per head would provide. The honorable member for Kara Kara, who was in
charge of the previous Bill, indicated that
he was agreeable to the imposition of a
fee of 3d. per head, and such a· fee on the
whole of the dairy cows of this Sta~e
would yieJd almost £10,000.
There
would be very little difficulty in collecting the fee. It could be collected by the
supervisors in all areas where the Dairy
Supervision Act is in operation. A charge
of 3d. per head would amount, in the aggregate, to £9,375, and a charge of 6et.
per head would amount to £18,750. Seeing that in one shire 268 cows were condemned, chiefly on· account of tubercular
disease, I think it is hardly likely that
the amount of compensation provided for
in the Bill will be sufficient.. If the work
of inspection is done thoroughly, and the
Dairy Supervision Act is e,xtended to the
whole State, as it should be, I consider
that it will take very much more than the
amount indicated by thel Minister to provide the compensation necessary. There
is no doubt that, from the point of
view
of
the
public,
and
of
the dairying industry, it would be a great
advantage to have the- Dairy Supervision
Act extended to the ·whole State.
It
would cost £16,000 to do that, but there
would· be an additional £6,000 collected
in fees, GO that the not additional cost
There is no
would be only £10,000.
doubt that, as a result of the extension· of
the Act to the whole State, the herds
would be improved and product.ion would
be increased. As a practical dairymm;
who lives in a dairying district, and is
chairman of directors of one of the butter factories in the Western Ditstrict, I
am satisfied that if the 750,000 cows in
lite State were rednced by 150,000, the
rOlmlt would be advantageous.
If the
gl'ass that those 150,000 cows consume,
were given to the remaining 600,000
cows, more butter would bn produced
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from the latter. I am not saying that.
every dairyman over-stocks, but many of
them do, and if,. by some system we could
eliminate the culls, it would be a. good
thing for the dairymen. For over twenty
years the practice has been for a dairyman to. cull a beast and put it through the
saleyard6. Very often that beast is purrhasecl by another dairyman, who goes
tD.:!'ough the same process with it. That
is the beast in respect of which, under
this Bill, fees will be collected. The fees
are to be paid in respect of the cattle that
are sold, but no fee will be paid on a good
beast that is retained on the farm practically until she dies. Fees will be paid
in respect of the duffers and the young
stock which change hands, but the cattle
permanently retained on farms will not
be taxed by this measure.
If we had
some syst~m under which the indifferent
cows-those that ·will not test up to a
certain standard-could be spayed, the·
result wou~d - be that they could not be
passed on to other dairymen. If all the
cows culled were spayed, turned into the
fattening paddock, and disposed of for
meat it ,,;rould be in the interests of the
The dairying industry is
industry.
worthy of consideration, and I do not
think that £10,000 spent in extending the
Dairy Supervision Act to the whole State
would be misspent. If the State is to
find any compensation, I have indicated
a way in which some of the compensation
might be provided. Tlhe average yield per
annum of each cow in the State is about·
320 gallons of milk, or 160 lb. of butter
fat.
Those who have had the opportunity of hearing the lectures of Mr.
Tate, who has been through Denmark and
other Eur.opeall countries, will know what
is done in those countries, and I believe
that until we take steps to improve the
dairy herds of the State many of thedifficulties that are confronting the soldier
settlers will not be oyer come.
Theil'
difficulties are caused rather by indifferent
rattle than by indifferent laud. - The Bil1
meets with my cordial support, and I am
not going to complain because the Go_vernment are going to provide part of the
compensation. I think that is quite a
_fair thing.
If, in the interests of the
whole of the people, the Government does
something that injures an individual, the
State, as a whole: should llleet the obliga-
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tioll. It is unreasonable to expect owners
who are engaged in dairying to submit to
the heavy losses that they have been
obliged to submit to in years past through
the condemnation of their cattle. In the
shire in my district to which I previously
referred, cows were condemned, and the
ownors had to suffer the loss.
Mr. HOGAN.-vVhat were they
demned for?

COll-

Mr. O~IAN.-Ohiefly 011 account of
tuberculosis. The 106S had to be borne
by the owners. Honorable members may
say that that is an argument in favour
of continuing the present system, but I do
not think it is. I think we should pass
this meal3Ul'C so that owners will be in a
position to free their herds of diseased
stock without having to bear all the loss.
A diseased beast cannot give good results,
and a tubercular cow cannot be a profitable cow to the farmer. You may have
three or four tubercular cows amongst
25 cm,vs 011 a farm, but you would be
better off 'without them.
At the same
time, owners have bought such cows in
good faith, and at present when they are
condemned the owners have to pay the
penalty.
They are obliged to provide
pure milk for the consumers, but the
latter pay no compensatioll when cattle
are condemned. I know that, again and
again, pleuro-pneumonia has been brought
from the northern States into Victoria.
Oattle brought from New South Wales
iuto the Western District have frequently
developed pleuro-pneumonia.
In the
shire to which I have referred it has been
necessary to close roads against the
public, because of the fact that the cattle
on certain farms were suffering from
pleuro-pneumonia.
If honorable members are fail' they will admit that
a great many stock-owners have incurred
se~ious losses be'cause of that diseasC'.
Then there is a provision, which was in
the previous Bill, to ensure reporting
promptly . . When an owner does not report, and a beast dies, he will have to bear
the, loss. That is a wise provision. If outbreaks are promptly reported, officers of
the Department will be able tOo deal with
them first~hand, and stamp out disease in
the early stages. As I have said, the
whOole of the money to be raised under
the Bill is to COome from a stamp duty.
Now, the stamp duty proposed may be
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sufficient to provide the necessai:·y funds,
but I do not think it will.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is based on the advice·
of the Ohief Veterillary Officer.
Mr. OMAN.-In one shire alone 268
dairy cows were rejected and turned dOown
wit.hin a year.
:Mr. HOGAN.-But you know that the
number will not be nearly as great next
year in that particular shire.
Mr. Ol\1AN.-That is so. However, in
every part of the State there are a great
number 0'f cattle that should be dealt
with, That is why we should have the
Dairy Supervision Act extended to the
whole State. If that were done, it would
help to eliminate tuberculosis. That difiease is very destructive to pigs. The
Minister knows the figures.
Probably
four times as many pigs are condemned
in areas that. are not under Government
supervision, Tuberculosis is yery dangerous t0' human beings, and it is in the interests of the people of the whole State
that. there should be no suspicion that
milk and butter have, been obtained from
cattle suffering from that disease. Some
of the shires where they have private
supervision are doing good work. In the
particular shire t0' which I have referred
it will be realized that the inspectors wen"
fairly exacting, because they set aside 605
animals, and the veterinary officers condemned only 268. That shows that the
inspectors were turning them down pretty
freely, and were not taking any risks.
The departmental officers have done their
work well. They have not created any
friction in the shires to which they have
gone. Although losses have been suffered,
the people are not complaining, because
they recognize that what has been done
is in the interests of the, whole State. It
is unfortunate, however, that owners who
have already suffered will be precluded
from obtaining any compensation, while
others whose cattle are destroyed subsequently will have an opportunity of collecting compensation under this measure.
It is all very well for members representing wheat districts to declare that they
are not interested in this matter,because
their constituents do, not engage in the
dairying industry to the same extent as
those in other parts. The honorable member for Gippsland vVest well knows' that
the dairymen in his district are more interested in this Bill than in the measure
for establishing a compulsory wheat Pool.
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~ ho.pe that those who represent wheatgrowing areas in the north, will be COllsiderate in this matter in the interests of
the dairymen in other parts of the State.
lYlr. CAIN.- Will you reciprocate when
the wheat Pool proposal comes up ~
lVIr. OMAN.--I will. However, I am
not going to deal "vith the wheat Pool
llOW, but I would point out that the
measure before us has been asked for by
the dairymen' of Victoria. The Farmers
Union again and again made it one' o.f its
chief planks.
l\1t. LIND.-Last year your own l\1inistel' made a statement which clearly showed
t hat was not so..
.
:Mr. OMA~.-I know that I was present at the conference at which the request was put most stro.ngly, and there
was no doubt about the view of the
organization on the matter. At any rate,
I am in favour of the Bill, and I will support a proposal ,to place a fail' proportion
of the burden on the industry.
.1VIr. "VEAvER.-\Vhat about the position
of the grazing industry ~
1'11'. OlVIAN.--Those engaged in the
grazing industry can afford to bear their
share, because they will reap the same
advantages, although it is true they may
not do so to the same extent.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-In districts which
0.1'0 immune from th_ese diseases they will
not reap the same advantages.
:\11'. Ol\fAN.-There is no country district in Victoria immune from pleuropne1jlllOnia. It is not necessary for m8 to
repeat the figures which the l\Iinister and
his predecessor have given. In the Shire
of Colac the position became so. acnte, that
they inHiated . a scheme. of their own in
order to provide compensation. 'Vhen the
people in a particular shiro feel compelled
to take action themselvos, it shows that
the GOYE'l'llmellt is on sound lines in proposing G\" State-wide scheme.
1\1:1'. ALLIsoN.-Cannot dairymen 111
other shires do the same ~
l\fr. OMAN.-Noj it would be too
costly. There should be, a general schenl<'
carried out by competent men who know
their jobs. "Ve have veterinary officerf:l
available for the work. Certainly it would
not be a good thing for each shire to havo
a scheme of its own. Fancy 220 shires
running cattle compensation schemes, w~th
all the overhead charges! That won1d be_
worse thall-:Mr. l\10TILEY.-A wheat Pool ~
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:Mr. Ol\IAN.-A compulsory wheat
Pool in Victoria t and voluntary Pools ill
the other States.
lVlr. WEAVER.-It is not a good thing
that. thel graziers should bel calle·d upon in
this way.'
Mr. Ol\1AN .-Graziers retain their
dairy heiIeirs ill the vVestern District,
and sell to the dairymen at high rates.
There are a great number of cattle returned from the north, and disposed of to
dairymen in the southenl districts. The
fact that this Bill does not suit wheatgrmvers in one particular corner of Victoria is no reason why it should be rejected. In Gippsland East the same thing
prevails as in the north. The honorable
member for Gippsland East is not sO'
keenly interested in snch a proposition
as this.
lYlr. LIND.-Do not make any mistake
about that.
l\h. OMAN.-I thought that the honorable member was opposed to the proposal, and was in favo.ur of no compensation .
1\I[r. LIND.-Yon should not think at
all.
Mr. Ol\iAN.-In any case, I am convinced that this measure is sought by the
dairymen of the State. The last Government were not able to. put their proposals
through chiefly bectj,use we could not be
sure of the support of those whol have
introduced the present measure. There
is no doubt that when members change
their position in this House they sometimes change their policy. I think tha t
what the, Government nQiW propose is a.
policy which for the time beiIlg I can
support.. \Vhen a measure that could not
bel carried owing to opposition from certain
parties can now be put· through because of a reversal in the attitude of
members of those parties, '(jhen I think
we had better accept it.
l\1r. BAILlw.-'Ve objected tQi your Bill
because you were charging the dairymen
toOl much money.
1\11'. OlVIAN .-The Government will
have tOi find a bigger sum than they are
providing fol'. As a, matter of fact, they are
lightening the. burdens of the primary producers at eV'8,ry turn. For instance, they
are reducing railway freights and fares.
They are making a reduction in favour
of a certain section, and they are going
to ask another section to find the mOlley.
On every hand they are making promises
in favour of the primary producers, but
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they will expect the primary producers
lVIl'. LIND.-First of all, I should like
to find more than the concessiO'ns amount to congratulate the Honorary Minister on
to, and the Government knO'w it.
the able manner in which he introduced
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-Holw do you know this Bill. At the same time I could not
thaU
heIp feeling, while, he was explaining its
11r. OMAN.-vVe, will not have to wait provisions, that he did not know quite
long to see.
sufficient about the conditions which ob1\11'. HOGi\.N.-In the Cattle· Compen- tain throughout the country districts.
sation Bill introduced by your GQlVern- I say that with all respect to t.he, honorment you provided for a charge of Is. able. gentlemau,beca.use I agree. that not
a head.
only did he show a good deal of ability in
1\ir. OlVlAN.-That was the maximum, handling the matter, but it appeared to
but the Minister in cha.rge of the measure me' that he also displayed a commendable
said he thought that 3d. would bel suffi- amount of since1rity, which is customary
cient. In any casel, that Bill provided with him. He gave us a. great deal of
that none of the money which was raised information, but it appeared to me that
under it should be diveded from this there. are many matters which have elvifund. The fees were to be fixed accord- dently not yet comel under his notice, and
ing tQl the requireme,nts at the time. I would like to refer to them. Honorable
nder this measure, if there is a shortage members win. recollect that the Governthe Treasury will have to find the money. ment of which Mr. Pennington was an
1\f.r. CAIN.-But it has to be paid back. Honorary Minister introduced a, Bill last
.:\11'. O~rA:N.-That is where the differ- year to provide for compensation for tho
ence. lies.
The Government in power destruction of diseased cattle. Provision
last year felt that it could not put up a was made in that Bill for a certain stamp
scheme under which its successors would duty similar to what we have in this Bill.
have to find the money to finance it.
If that Bill had been adopted as it was
1\lr. BAILEY.-There was a similar submitted to this House, a sum of
clause in your Bill about recouping the £122,000 annually would have, been r.aised
Treasury.
from cattlemen in this Sfa,te'.
1\1r. Ol\IAN.-But we made provision
:Mr. HOGAN .-That was based on the
for getting the money. I doubt whether payment of Is. per h€ud.
there is the llC'cessary provision in this
~Ir. LIN"D.-Yes, together with one
measure.
:1\11'. CAIN .-A few mi~utes ago you penny in the pO].lnd on the sales of cattle.
spoke of 3d. a. Ilea.d. That would havel I wondered what thel Government was
]~ais(ld only £O,000. You also said that going to do with the amOUll t over and
the number of dairy cows was only half above that which might be required to
meet all claims for compensation. The
the number of cattle in the Stat€l.
Honorary
Minister, in submitting ~his
l\Ir. Ol\fAN.-I said slightly less than
half. A charge of 3d. per head would Bill, gave a number of figures showmg
have brought in £20,000 if it were the number of cattle likely to be destroyed
annually on accou.nt of being infected by
properly paid.
lIe said that 300 head were
IvIr. CAIN.-YoU said that 25 per cent. disease..
condemned in the country bccau80
could not be collected.
1\ir. OlVIAN.-There would probably they ..vere suffering from t.uberculosis, a?d
be difficulty in collecting it. In regard 1,000 carcasses were destroyed at abattOIrs
to dairy cattle there would be no diffi- hpcause they were '3imilarly affected. Tho
culty, but in regard to others there would d'cstructiol1 from actinomycosis amounted
be difficulty. In my opinion, the I-IQluse to 330 head, from pleuro-pucumonia 700,
should accept this measure. It is one allel 1.000 pleuro-pneumonia contacts
tha.t will do justice' to dairymen and WHe also destroyed.
This brought the
cattle-owners, and the figures show that total destruction up to 3,350 annually.
the losses are fairly evenly distributed. I think it is reasonable to put the average
If the Dairy Supervision Act were ex- value per head at £6, and thel compensatended to the whole of the State, there tion necessary on the figures I have just
This
('ould be 110 question that a good deal of quoted would be about £20,100.
the compensation w.ould go to the men in Bill provides for compensation to the
the dairying industry, but ultimately it amount of £45,000 annually.
lVIr. HOGAN.-We expect that a much
would be prettly evenly distributed Olver
larger number of diseased cattle will he
Victoria.
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reported when compensat.ion is provided.
Owners do not report them now.
Mr. CAIN.-We put the avetrage a bit
higher than you. £10 was suggested as
the price of a carcass at the abattoirs.
Mr. LIND.-I think tha,t is dist.inctly
high. Take prices of stock a,t the present
time. It is possible to buy a, good store
bullock at £6 or £7, and - an ordinary
storel cow at £4.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable membelr
for Hampden did not think we werel pro·
viding enough compensatiOin.
Mr. OMAN.-I did not take the figures
supplied by the HOinorary Minister as'
being of much value.
Mr. LIND.-I listened to the, honOor·
able membe,r for Hampden with some surprisel, and I ma,y refer to his remarks a
little later. I do not see why cattlemen
should be asked tOo. cont,ributel £45,000,
as prQlvided by this Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-If the' amO'unt realized is
more than is required, wei can reduce the
tax next yea.r.
Mr. LIND.-I am not very much con':'
cerned about that., becausel I belielve tha,t'
before we are done with this Bill the Government will give us more definite information than Woel have, had up to the
presernt timel, and that thel amount which
will be asked for will not be' ne'arly so
gre'at as I ha,ve suggested. If there is an
exce,ss ove,r the amQlunt Oof compensa,tion
which is required, I do not see why it
should not bel refunded to' thosel who contributed to'wards "the fund.
Mr. CAIN .-It will be easier to reduce
t.he rate next year.
Mr. LIND.-Thel ho-norable, gentleman
must recolleet that many people who.
co.ntribu.te this yelar ma.y not do SOl ne,xt.
Mr. MORLEY.-All the bette,r for them.
Mr. LIND.-I cannOot see. that at all.
But, however, I need not dweU longelr on
that aspe,ct of the case. The hono-ra.ble
member for Hampden congratula,ted the
Governmen t Q1n what he called its gene.rosity in proposing to provide 20 per cent.
towards the compensation fund from the,
Consolidated Revenue. I think that percentage is unreasonably low. It must be
remembered that this 20 pe,r cent. is to
be paid only in rega,rd tOi beasts found to
be suffering from tuberculosis or actinomycosis. Those are the only diseases referred to in this Bill t.hat are communicable t~ human beings. Thel delaths from
those diseases total 1,650, according to the
figures supplioed by the Minister. If the
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beasts were wo'rth £6, the Governmen t
contribution would be £2,000.
If they
we,re, worth £7, it would be £2,310, and
if they were worth £8, the total would be
only £2,640.
Tha,t is all tha,t would
come out of the Consolidated Re,voellue.
It is quite, evident t.hat this Bill has been
introduced-and properly so, too-in the
interests of thel consumers of milk, meat,
and butter, a.n_d the- public health gene·
ra.lly. That, of course, should be our first
cOonsideration. I hope that the Minister
will acknowledge that the people who are
going to benefit to. the greatest extent, if
this Bill is carried into law, should contribute more than the paltry sum I have
referred to. I should like to remind hOllorable members that about 53 per cent. of
the tOotal population of tliis State is in
the metropolitan area. We have also
provincial towns 0.£ considerable size, and,
according to the proposal no.w before us,
the residents in the metropolis and in the
large provincial centres will contribute
only 20 per cent. to this fund. I should
like to ask if that i6 a fair proportion,
more especially when we take into consideration the fact that those who bear
the greater portion of this tax live outback in wild country, and in many
instances from 80 to 100 miles from the
nearest railway station. Thel honorable
member for Hampden suggested that no
district was immune from these diseases.
I may tell the honorable member that
they are absolutely unknown in the extensive district of Gippsland East tllat I
represent.
Mr. DEANY. - They were not known in
the vVarrnambool district until a few
years ago.
Mr. LIND.-Wen, I can assure the
honorable member that they are unknown
in mv electorate. I should like the hono-rable vmember for Warrnam15oo1 -to sav how
it is that these diseases were kno~n to
exist only -a few years ago in his electorate,.
lVIr. DEANY.-The existence of the diseases was disclosed on account of dairy
supervision.
Mr. LIND.-The diseases manifest
themselves because of ca,ttle coming into
close conta,ct with one ano.ther.
:Th1r. WALTER.-Not at all.
Mr. LIND.-I am satisfied that is the
case. As districts become settled, herds
of cattle get closer to' one another. In the
district I represent there is so much open
space that disease is not nearly so
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likely to be spread by contact as it is in
other localities where they have to graze
in fairly congested areas. I do. no.t blame
the Minister for desiring to protect the
community, but I do not think that that
should be brought about at the expense
of a few struggling cattle-men in the outback parts of this State. I am not <l:Ppro.aching this matter from a par~chial
pOoint o.f view at all. I want to gIve a
fair deal to everybody, but the Govern·
ment will not have my vote if it is proposed to secure this protection at the expense of a· few people who are breeding
store cattle in the outlying portions Oof
this State, and who are trying to develop
this fair State of ours. These, men are
carrying on a national wo.rk, and there is
not a member of this House-not even the
hono.rable member for Gippsland Westwho will not support me in my contention that these, men must receive every
consideration.
Mr. HOGAN.-In addition to providing
this 20 pe,r cent. out 0.£ the Consolidated
Revenue, the Government .is bea,ring the
whole of the cost of administration, which
is estimated to·be £2,800.
Mr. LIND.-That is all' right, but
still the amount which will be contributed out of the Consolidated Revenue is
not sufficient, in my opinion. I agree
with those who will support' this Bill on
the ground that its provisions are in. the
inte,rests of consumers of meat and mIlk.
:i.VIr. DEANY.-They will have to pay for
it.
Mr. LIND.-I am not so sure 'about
that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It will be
passed on. Make no mistake about that.
:i.VIr. LIND.-I do not know how the
tax is going to be passed on, and if I can
be shown in what way it can I will be
delighted to sup'port a provision to that
end.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not intend to try to
show you that.
:Mr. LIND.-And 110 one else in the
Housel can sho.w me'.
Many men ha,ve
suffered tremendous losses in the past,
and I do not want to see a repetition
{)f that sort of thing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-How do you
suggest to finance the scheme, '?
Mr. LIND.~I want to show how the
Government are going to financel the,ir
schemel. The, proposed tax is inequitable,.
The consumer is to pay aboout 20 per
cent,. into this fund for compensation in
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regard to cattle that a,re destroyed or die
from actinomycosis or tube,rcul08is.
Mr. DEANY.-That is only the direct
tax. They pay the othe,r 80 per cent.
in directl y .
Mr. LIND.-There, is nothing in the
Bill about that. The contribution from
the dairyman will not amount too ve,ry
much. He has his heifers. They come
in after the first calvin~. They are retained until the,ir day of use,fulness is
past, when they are put intol t!!.e yards,
and prolbably sOlId for about 308.
l\1r. HOGAN.-Dairymen have, to pay 6d.
a head unde,r the Dairy Supervision Act.
Mr. LIND.-We are not now dealing
with that Act., and I want to show how
th£· people will be affected by the
present measure if passed into law.
The dairyman's contribution tOo the
fund, when he sells his Oold cows
afte,r a, te,rm .of usefulness, is about l~d.
The,n there is the position of thel store
cattleman, the breeder out in the back
country whose cattle do not come into
contact with other cat.tle that are dise,ased.
The storel cattleman's cattle are practically
immune from these diseases. He has to
contribute annually 1d. in the £1 fOor
every beast that he owns.
He sells a
'draft of cattle practically every year. The
dairyman'S herd will consist, probably,
of 10, 15, 20, or maybe up to 40 cows.
If he contributed annually his contribution 'would not' amount to very much. But
the man outback who is producing cattle
sells, probably, 200, 300, and up to 500
head annua.lly. We can see ho'w much his
contribution to the fund would be. Many
of these cattle are bought by the landowners on the flatlands on the rivers,
where they are' fattened.
Now le,t
us come down tOo the river fiats, the' rich
country where' cattle are fattened. The
fattener pays another contribution to the
fund. The cattleman in one district may
pay two contributions to this fund within
twe,lve months.
An HONORABLE MBMBER.-Do you say
that cattle ill East Gippsland are immune
from tu berculosis ~
M.r. ,LIND.-I have not stated that
there is no tuberculosis amongst cattle' 111
East Gippsla,nd.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The cattle have nOot been
tested th€'re.
1\lr. LIND.-There are many people
who could bear out my statement that the
dise'ase is more gene,ra.lly known in the
lower country and on the river fiats.
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Mr. VVEAVER.-How about Dandenong ~
lVIr. LIND.-That is the hot-bed of this
dise.ase.
The hono,rable' membe'l' for
Dandenong was so anxious to get the Bill
that he did not €,ven wait fOor the second
reading of it, but congratula,ted th€, Premie·r immedia.tely aftecr." the re,ading of his
policy programme on the reference that
it contained to the Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You condemn the, form of raising the money.
What is your substitutel for it 1
Mr. LIND.-I think the most e,quitable plan would be to supply thel compensation from gene,ral re.ven ue.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Poor old
gen€,ral revenue!
M'r. LIND.-If that were done, the
consumer, the dairyman, file, ca ttle-raiser,
and everybody would contribute his reasonable share of the compensation to be
paid. However, I do not wish the 1\1inistel' to fO'rm the conclusion tha,t I sha.ll
necessa.rily vote against the Bill without offering some amendments for Ill:!
improvement.
The J\:Iinister whol introduced it show-ed a pleasing desire to compromise, and he invited honorable members to' make sugge,stions. I am making
suggesti011s. If _the dairymen were asked
to' make a definite. annual contribution to
this fund at sO' much per head per cow,
I do not think any of them would refuse.
We might also ask the cattlemen, whose
districts are practically immune from the
disease, to contribute.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You want a
general registration fee or a poll tax?
Mr. LIND.-Something like· that. The
consumers in the rnetrop~lis and the proyincial towns should contribute out of
general re,venue.
Mr. W AImE.-They will contribute all
right j they will find the whole of the
money-they always do.
Mr. LIND.-I know one, of them who
does pretty well, any way. I am sure
he would not like to share the lot of tho
man out in the back country who raises
the beef, of which he gets his fair share.
Mr. WARDE.-The, producer gets ,a good
profit.
1\1[1'. LIND.-If he does, he needs it.
However, I want to ask the 1\1inister to
give members who are interested an opportunity of discussing the, Bill a little further wit.h him. It "vould be a good idea
if representatives of all parties in this
House met the Minister in conference, and
placed before him their suggestions for
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improving the Bill. I am sure that the
upshot would be a Bill most acceptable to
all the members of this House. We could
then go to. the people whom we represent
with a clear conscience, knowing that we
had done what we felt tOo be right in the
interests of eve,ry section of the community.
Mr. EVERARD.-At. that rate we· should
llever get the Bill through.
1\11'. CAIN.-We will give eve·ry opportunity' for discussion.
Mr. LIND.-But ~Ne should have a
meeting of the different parties to discuss
the Bill. If that is not done, I shall be
inclined to oppose the Bill.
1\11'. HOGAN.-VVe take it that. honorable members desire some form of cattle
com pensation. Weare prepared to consider amendments in Committee.
Mr. LIND.-I am prepared tOo draft an
amendment in re,lation to ways and means.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK,-The whole
point turns on how the money is to be
raised. Everybody is in favour of cattle
compensation.
Mr. LINp.-That is the point to be
thrashed out. Personally, I think the
compensation should come from general revenue, but I do not ask that we should go
as far as that. I think there should be a
greater contribution from the general revenue than from the dairymen and men
engaged in rearing store: cattle, and I
shall take the opp'ortunity, if the Bill
reaches the third reading, to move certain
amendmen ts.
1\11'. BEARDMORE.-I rise to oppose
this Bill.
1\11'. GRovEs.-Thank goodness we
know where you are.
M'r. HOGAN.-The Oppos1ition appears
to be a bit mixed.
lVIr. BEARDMORE.-There is another
sjde to the picture than that referred to
by one or two of my colleagues and by the
Gove,rnn1.ent. I have had requests fro111
all my shire councils in the Upper 1\furray
to strenuously oppose the Bill.
Mr. FRosT.-And you are obeying
orders, are you?
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I should not
obey the orders if I did not feel that I
could do so conscientiously. 1\![y sympathies are not with t.he Bill. The Bill
really makes it compulsory lor graziers to
pay the dairyman for the dairyman's diseased cattle. There is not the slightest
doubt that this is a health measure. It
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has been brought forvvard in th\) jnterests
or the health of t.he people.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Not altogether.
:Mr. CAIN.-Plus the interests of the
people whn lose their stock.
:i.Vlr
BEARDMORE.-I am afraid
there' is little practical sympathy with
the people who lose their stnck. I am not
however, opposing the. Bill from that
point of view. I think that some prnvision should be made whereby the
health of the community may be protected. If it was proposed in this Bill
to deal with a, trnuble which we know is
ill evidence in a way that would be fair to
the whole of the people of the State, I
'would support it. As the Leade.f of the
Opposition said, a Bill is necessary, but I
do not think that we should agree to a
measure which will unduly tax the
graziers who live in the far back mountainous country, and who raise perhaps
100 head of cattle for everyone that a
dairyman raises. The matter of diseases
ill cattle is being dealt with efficiently at
the present time.
We have a Public
Health Department which emplnys qualifioel lllen to protect us in the abattoirs
where stock are killed, and that gives us
some. security in regard to the wholesomeness of the meat we eat. There is the
other question of the dissemination of
disease by means of the milk and butter
supplies. I recognize that milk may be
a great distributer of disease, but I fail
to see why, by a clumsy method, revenue
should be raised to compensate people
whose dairy cattle have to be destroyed
owing to disease, and that revenue found
by people who graze cattle in the northern,
the nnrth-eastern, and the Gippsland
cnuntry.
As previous speakers have
pointed out, in' the highlands referred to
we are not subject to cattle diseases. The
land is pnnr, and the only way in which
'n livelihood can be obtained from it is by
the raising of cattle. They are raised
perhaps to. yearlings.
Some of the
graziers cannot keep their stock longer
than that. They are then brought to the
market and snld. They are sold and resold until pe'rhaps they are three years
old, by which time they may have had
a dozen o-wners. The men whO' are rearing cattle on these po-or lands find it hard
to live, but they have no 0'ther means of
Jiyclihood. They have to turn the cattle
over when the youngsters want new
ll()ot~, or the auctioneers' bill falls due.
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I shculd not abject to a Bill which would
compel all dairymen to contribute to a
fund for the compensation of a man
whose dairy cattle were condemned and
destro,yed .. That would be right, but the
way-back graziers should not be penalized
in the way that it is proposed in this Bill.
Under the Bill as it stands the same·
cattle might be taxed se,veral times in the
one year.
1\11'. OMAN.-Could we not provide in
the Bill that the stamp duty should not
be paid in respect of the same cattle
more, than once in the one year ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-If it were provided that in respect of the one beast
only the. one penalty should be paid,
that would not be so bad.
Mr. FROsT.-The dealer would escape
then.
1\1r. BEARD1\10RE.-The dealer is
very necessary to us in finding markets
for stock. The grazier seems to have very
few friends indeed. There is any amount
nf barracking in this House f0'r the wheatgrower. When we were raising the railway freights SOlne time ago, every
possible consideration was shown to the
producer, and he was not called upon
to pay the 15 per cent. increase.
A
reduction in freights is to come into force
to-morrow, but n0'thing is said a.bout the
unfortunate grazier. The wheat-grower,
however, is among the "toffs," anq we
kno'w that he has had a gnod time during
the last seven or eight years.
I have
often wished that I and my son were
wheat-growing instead of cattle-raising.
}\tIr. LIND.-The ca,ttle men have been
harder hit than any other section of the
producers during the last few years.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Tha,t is so.
During the last few ye,ars thousands of
cattle in my district. have been killed to
make room for pigs, and in cases where
cattle have been sent up to the Murray,
they have cost £11 a head, and it costs
three or f'our of the fat heifers to pay the
freight to bring the balance to Melbourne.
J\1r. FROST .-And yet we ha,ve to pay
Is. 6d. a lb. for rump steak.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Yes. That. does
not alter the fact that during the, last few
years young cattle have' nO't been worth
rearing. The average dairyman does not
raise the, young cattle.
The,y kill the
calves and buy pigs, . and they sell
" Biddy" and" Janey" and" Granny,"
a few head of olel cows, every year just
to keep things going.
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Mr . .DEA~Y.-They supply thel people
with cheap butter and milk.
1\11'. BEARDlVIORE.-I admit that. I
do not say that the dairymen havel not
a hard row to hoe, nor that they dOl nat
earn eve,ry penny they get.
I cannot,
however, support this Bill, and I would
suggest to the Government that they
should cut it out. . I hopei there are
enough men in the Housel who are interested in cattle-raising and will stand
up and say on this motion for the, second
rea.ding, " Out with it." If the Government would bring forward a Bill which
wauld embrace dairy cattle anly, requiring
the dairyman to pay a reasonable tax, and
finding the' balancel required fot the CompensatiO'n Fund from the general revenue,
I should be prepared to consider it. By
the time the, people who. have been rearing
ca,ttlel a,way back have paid freights t.o
Melbourne, there is not much left fO'r
them. The consumers ge,t the cream, and
the producers get the skim milk.
Mr. GROVES.-You would appelar to be
the "mugs."
Mr. BEARDMORE.-There are tens
o.f thousands of acres o.f land in the
mountainous
districts
only
suitable
for the raising 'of cattle, . but under
this Bill, whenever these gra,ziers send
their cattlel to market, they are going to
be penalized because of outbreaks of disease
in 6the,r districts. We protelct the, public
health through the Public Health Departmoot, and if we are, now going to protect
the dairymen, let the dairymen and those
who use the producel o.f the dairy pay for
it. We should nO't penalize the men who
are rearing cattle on the poor lands away
back, and who have enough to' put up
with a,t present.' The Bill if passed win
not accomplish all that is anticipa.ted from
it. The,re is go.ing to be a, good delal o.f
trafficking as the result of the measure,
especially in the border districts. Cattle
will be sent to the other side of the
Murray, and in that way these! penalties
will be e.vaded.
Mr. CAIN.-N a. compensation will be
paid in respect of cattle until they have
been in this Statel for three months.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Of cO'urse, the
cattle will be he,ld fo.r a sufficient length
of time to. Enable thel compensation to be
cla.imed.
Mr. BAILEY.-You are talking about
a,reas where stock are immunel from
disease'; prO'bably the reason why they are
supposed to be immune is that there is
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no supe,rvision, and diseasEI is only detected when the stock are sent to. market.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-There IS little or
no: disease in the country to which I am
referring, and the graziers there can·
manage their awn business. It would be
very harsh to penalize them because 01
dise!ase in othell' districts.
Mr. CAIN.-A man may lose the whole
of his herd by disease. Is he not to be
compensated ~
Mr. BEARDMORE. - Wha.t is re·
quired can be achieved by the supervision
of dairies. . DOl not let us penalize the
man who is raising cattle for a living.
l\1r. CAIN.-You believe in penalizing
everybody but the people who live ir.
Benambra.
Mr. BEARDl\10RE.-1 do not believe
in penalizing the people who. live in mountainous places, wherel cattle are not subject to disease. Fro.m my point of view,
there is only one legitimate provision in
the Bill, and that is the clause that taxes
the cattle-owners from other States who
use our markets.
Mr. BRO'WNBILL.-Isn't it wo.rth while
supporting the Bill for the purpose.of getting that through ~
Mr. BEAJ3.DMORE.-NO'; that will
not find the pounds, shillings, and pence
for the poo.r fellows in my district who
have to battle hard to. make a living. I
do not want to take up any further time.
All I say to the, Government is, "Withdraw your. Bill ~ kill it stone dead; it is
of no. use to. us." _
Mr. BUOWNBILL.-Where would you
hit it ~
.
Mr. BEARDlVI0RE. - Straight between the eyes. It proposes to tax unfairly men rearing cattle, that are not
affected by disease.
Mr. GRavEs.-Would you support the
Bill if dairymen alone had to pay the tax ~
M~. BEARDMORE .-1 would support
the Bill if the dairynlen had to. pay a
reasonable tax. If the object is to' get
clean herds, I take it that every dairyman
would be pr!=lpared to. pay his fair share.
Mr. GROVES.-YO'U would have supported the. Bill the previous Government
bro.ught in last session ~
Mr. BEARDMORE. -Not to the
fullest extent.
M,r. GROVES.-YO'U would not have
supported it at all.
.
Mr. BEARDMOR.E.-Xlthough I was
associated with it, I think the previo.us
Government was digging pretty deeply
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and quoting figures that could not be
justified. 1 was not prepared to support
a tax of Is. per cow.
lVIr. OMAN.-The proposal was a tax of
3d. per cow.
lVlr. BEARDl\10RE.-The first pro·
posal was for a tax of Is. per cow.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-What happened to
that Bill?
{'
M'r. BEARD¥ORE.-Thel Government
was put out, and I suppose the Bill went
out with it. As 1 saId befOore, ,. Let us
alone. The man living away back has
trouble enough already."
Mr. BROWNBILL.-What about bearing
one another's burdens ~
Mr. BEARDM.ORE.~I 0.00 not think
we need to carry that scriptural injunction to t.he extent of asking the men in
the north to bear a share of the burdens
of the men in Lower Gippsland. The
cattleman has got his back to the wall.
The men with cattle in my district and
men further back are just on their
beam-ends. They do not know how they
are going to carryon. They have reared
30, 40, 50, and up to 100 head of young
cattle, and they have nOot averaged .for
therri lOs. a head a year. They are Just
able to make a. living, and the introduction of this Bill is inopPOortune inasmuch
as they have just gone through the ~ardest
time of their existence. To-day they are
practically inclined to throw up the land
because they are carrying the land instead
of the land carrying them.
Mr. LIND.-They cannot put sheep on
because of the dogs and Oother pests.
lVir. BEARDl\1:0RE.-That is so.
Mr. HOGAN.-The dairyman is in exactly the same position as the men of
wbom you are speaking. He cannot ~ell
the cattle he rears at any better prIces
than they.
l\1r. BEARDMORE.-We have just
been told that the dairyman makes £14
a year from each cOoW.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-LoOok how
hard he works for it.
M'r. BEARDMORE.-The dairymen
do not rear calves.
)lr. HOGAN.-They do rear calves.
Mr. BEARDl\1:0RE.-In many places
I know they rear only sufficient calves to
~estock as the cows become old. ~t the
present time it does nOot pay a daIryman
or anyone else. to re~r a young beast
unless it is a chOIce heIfer. A man who
refiTS anvthing else loses money.
I ~ope
hOllorabie members are sufficiently faIr to
o

o
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throw the Bill out, or to omit from it
those provisions that will hit hard thE
graziers and the cattlemen who are making a very poor living at the present time.
lVIr. lVIACKRELL.-I take somewhat
the same line of argument as the two previous speakers, because I see in the picture the dairyman, and the cOonsumer, and
also the outback grazier who will have
to pay, or largely pay, the cost Oof carrying out the measure. I quite agree that
we want a Cattle Compens1ation Bill of
some description for the sake· of the health
of the people. It is a terrible thing to
think that milk from tuberculous Co\VS
reaches the cities, and is given to children.
If this Bill will prevent tha~and I believe .it will, because I understand that
in New Zealand tuberculosis has been
practically wiped out through a Cattle
Compensation Act-it will be a good
thing. But with previous speakers, I do
not think that the grazier away outback
should be compelled to pay the whole of
the cost, and that is just about what the
Bill provides. It must be remembered
that the reason for the Bill is the health
of the people. The value of the sheep
that die every year from disease is far
greatel' than the value of the cattle that
dip from diRease, yet there is no
taJKj of: !a. she~p compensat.iorn Bill.
If a sheep is killed at the abattoirs jn tho city and found to be
diseased, it is thrown aside. Every animal that is killed at the abattoirs is
branded in four places-inside and outThe people of the
side on each side.
cities are protected, but in the country
the people are not protected in the same
way. As I have said, there is no talk
of a Bill to provide compensation in respect of diseased sheep, because sheep's
milk is not used.
It is because of the
necessity of securing a pure milk supply
that the Bill has been introduced. Therefore, seeing that the d~irymen and the
consumers of milk in the cities are the
people who are going to benefit from the
measure, with previous speakers I consider that the dairymen should contribute
more than is proposed. If that cannot
be brought about I would say that the
contribution from the general revenue
should be at least 50 per cent. instead of
20 per cent. I believe that the Mansfield line in my constituency sends more
fat cattle to :~Melbourne than nny line in

GOO
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Victorino
People buy calves from the
uuiryrnen mostly when@they are yearling~.
.1\11'. lIooAN.-Y ou admit that they
buy them from the dairymen?
Mr. MAOKRELL.-Yes.
But the
dairymen will have precious little to pay
in stanlp duty.
The calves are taken
away back and fattened. After they havo
been kept four or five years they are sold.
It is unfair to ask graziers away back to
coniributu whelt they get no benefit.
~1:r. GAIN.-They will get a benefit if
beasts belonging to them are condemned
in the yards.
Mr. MAOKHELL.-The grazier will
get a benefit in that case, but very few
beasts \vill be condemned in the yards.
In his own district the producer has no
protection, because a butcher can kill
whatever animal he likes. The people in
:Melbourne get all the protection, and the
people in the country who do not get any
protection have to pay for it.
Mr.· GROVES. - Municipalities have
power to extend the Meat Supervision
Act, but they will not do it.
Mr. MAGKRELL.-It is all very well
to say that, but it would be impossible to
have an inspector at . every small
slaughterhouse. As a matter of fact; I
do not think there is very muoh disease in
cattle north of the Dividing Range.
I
[1m satisfied that there is yery little
in my electorate'.
I have heard of
pleuro-pneumonia in that part of the
country only once. It occurred on the
border of my electorate, and it was known
where the disease came from. I think
there is precious little tuberculosis in
cattle north ·of the Dividing Range. I
believe that my electorate and that of the
honorable membor for Benambra meets
somewhere in "No Man's Land," and if
you go through that country you will find
tens of thousands of cattle that have been
reared there.
Subsequently they find
their way down to l\1elbourne as fats. It
'LS the men who :raise those cattle who are
being asked to pay for all the benefits
that are to be conferred on the people of
this city. The principal object of the
Bill is to provide purer milk for the
children, and but for that I would not
look at the measure at all.
~fr. OAIN.-It provides compensation
for the small farmer or the big farmer
\,-ho loses his stock.
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Mr. MAOKRELL.-The Bill asks the
men in two-thirds of the State who are
raising cattle to provide compensation for
the dairymen in about one-third of the
State.
:NIr. OAIN.-Half the cattle ill the
State are owned b;r. dai17men.
JYIr. :MA.OKRELL.-rhat may be, but
not the cattle that are slaughtered.
lY1r. OAIN.-Half the cattle condemned
by Government officers are cattle
slaughtered in the abattoirs.
Mr. M,AOKRELL.-A.t any rate, I am
satisfied th_at two sets of people come into
the picture-the dairymen and the consumers-and I say that those people
should contribute more than is proposed,
whereas the Governmen t asks the man
who is raising stock, growing them into
store stock, and pro ba bly ·selling them to
some one else to fatten, to pay. As the
honorable member for Gippsland East has
said, probably fees will have to be paid 0.11
the same animals two or three times. A
calf may be bought from a dairyman for
15s. or £1; it may then be take~ away back
as a store for. three or four years, and may
then be sold for £6 or £8 to a fattener,
who may subsequently sell it for £10 or
£12. Stamp duty will have to be paid
in respect of each of those transactions.
It is asked that the man outback should
pay practically the whole of the cost that
the Bill will entail. It is a dairymen's
and consumers' measure, and I think the
general revenue should contribute at
least 50 per cent. of the cost.
Then
there is the question 0.£ freight O~l caHle.
To-morrow a 10 per cent. reduction ill
the railway freight on various classes of
agricultural produce will commence to
operate.
I am very pleased with' the
concession.
To-day, however, cattlemen
are ha.ving t.he WOTst time they ha ve, ever
had, and I think that the 10 per cent.
reduction in the railway charges should
have been e,xtended to them. N ow this
Bill comes along and imposes Oon them a
tax. It is only a small tax, but it is
another pin prick to those. engaged in an
industry which is in a mest precarious
position.
I have on my own property
heifers of good types that I would be lucky
to get £4 apiece for. A lamb would fetch
very nearly as much as some of them. I
cannot sell those heifers, and I am letting
the calves run with them. Probably it
would be bei-ter for me tOo take £3 a bead
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for the heifers, because next year they
may not be worth so much. Everybody
who knows anything about cattle to--day
ig nw:.U'c that yon can hardly give heifers
away. This Bill will not make things
very much better as far as the owners of
stock are concerned. It will make things
beUer for the r.onSUm8! iu thr. r.ity. and
also for the dairyman. Should not the
House take that into consideration and
ask the consumer and the dairyman to
foot the bill, and not the Q1ther poor
fellow whO' is struggling along ~
1\lr. CAIN .-DQI you contend that the
gl'azicr is struggling?
lVIr. 1\lACKRELL.-I certainly do.
V cry often the grazicr has to struggle
more than the honorable gentleman
thinks.
. Therc are any number of
graziel's who are small men. They are
raising cattle where it would be impossible to raise sheep.
lVIr. BROWNBILL.-Some are big men.
Mr. :MA.OKRELL.-No doubt; but
there are any number of men who cannot put sheep on their land. I know
large areas of co-untry. where you ~ould
not ke~p sheep for six months.
lVlr. LIND.-You could not put sheep
.
on the mountain country.
Mr. MACKRELL.-That is so, but I
am talking about fattening country.
Everyone knO\vs tha t if you put sheep
on land of a certain class they will ha,ve
foot-rot and fluke in no time.
Therefore, the holders of those areas are compelled to deal ill cattle', Under this Bill
t.hey are being asked to pay a IOit. 1
believe in legislation SO' as to ensure to
the· city a supply Q1f pure food.
It is
wrong to risk a child being given milk
full of tuberculous germs that would
·weakcn and perhaps kill it.
In my
opinion, that is a terrible fhing, and no
man would permit it if he could possibly
stnp it.
il1r. BRow:\,BILL.-This is o-no way of
stopping it.
__
:Mr. l\1:ACKRELL.-No doubt; but
the peo.ple who are receiving the real
henefit o.f this measure-the consumers
on the one hand and the dairymen on
the other-are not being asked to contribute as much as the man \"ho raises
cattle and fattens them.
lVIr. BROWNBILL.-Do vO'u not think
tlu~t the consumer is payi;lg a good deal
noVi for his meat ~
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l\1r. l\lACKRELL.-He should not be
paying very much for beef. l\1:utton, I
admit, is dear. I know that beef was
sold at g·d. a. lb. to a man who boiled
it down and fed· pigs with it. Y OoU could
have bought a, whole forequarter of a
bullock at -Jd. a lb.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-You should get 1\11'.
Clapp on the job-Eat mOore meat.
l\Ir. ·l\IACKRELL.-That is practically what I said myself in this House.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you know that 200,000
head of cattle go through the Newmarket
yards annually, and that 60,000 head
of dairy cattle are sold annually in the
Oity Market, Sydney-road?
l\1:1'. :!VIACKRELL.-I have seen 500
head brought down in one mob and sold
in the l\1ansfield market. They had not
seen civilization since thoy ,vere calves.
l\1:r. CAIN.-Ultimately, store stock
come to the lVlelbourne yards.
l\lr. 1\IACKRELL.-Put down that lot
O'f 500 at .£10 a. head, and it will be
seen that the seller would have to contribute a good deal under this Bill. The
stock would be all right. There would
be no disease, especially in those from the
higl). country. As far as this Bill is concerned the seller would get nothing out
of it. In view of the cirClIDlstances
existing in the country, I do not se'e why
graziers alo~g the Goulburn River or in
other fatt'ening country should contribute more than their share towards
meeting
the expense under
this measure.
In 111y opinion, at
least 50 per cent. should be contributed out 0.£ the general revenue. Bear
in mind that the graziers themselves COlltribute to the general revenue,. I feel
sure that those representing the, dairymen
would be agreeable to contribute a. little
more, relieving to a corresponding ext'ent
the men who are having a pretty bad
time with their cattle, which to-day are
not worth much.
Dr. ARGYLE.-This Bill is one that
should have been taken in conjunction
with any legislation designed to improve
the milk supply of the people. I have
always 'said, in speaking to n milk Bill,
tllat nothing that was done in the form
of drafting regulations and taking; steps
to safeguard the purity of the milk, both
for children and adults, was of very much
value unless it was followed by legjslation designed to eliminate (lis'eased cattle
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from the 'State. This Bill, however, can~
not be regarded solely as a health mea~
.-sure, although one of its principal functions is to g~t rid of diseased stock. Still,
the stock In themselves are a very
'great asset to the St.ate,.
The herds
'of the State are of tremendous moment
to the primary producer, from Eastern
tlippslalld to the Vl estern District and
from the sea to the :M urray.
Oonsequently, any genuine effort to improve the
health of those herds must re-act on the
general welfare of the State. It seems
to me that it is in the interests of those
who are concerned with the welfare of the
primary producer, particularly the one
who deals in stock, to try to arrive at
some common line of actiOli by which the
conflicting interests can be woven together
into one. In that way something may be
done, in which all shades of political
opinion may combine, to produce a measure that will bring about this desirable
result and yet not solve th{s financial difficulty at the expense of anyone section of
the community. Before going on to· that
aspect of the case I would like to deal
with the health point of view. Naturally
that is the point of view I know mo~1
about, but I do not propose to teach the
honorable member for Gippsland East
how to handle cattle, nOor the honOI'able member for Gippsland West
how dairy herds should be managed.
We should all endeavour to look at this
matte,r from a broad and COompreheusive
point of view. If wei can weld this measure into some,thing with which we, can all
agre,e we shall accomplish a work of great
moment, and tha,t will be, of incalculable
value to future generations, and to the
producers themselves.
The problem is
how to arrive at an equitablel distribution
of the cost. The whole trouble is one of
finance. We ha vel tOo provide a fund out
of whicn the owners of diseased cattle
that are destroyed by order of Government . officials can be compensated, a.nd
t.hat is very difficult. 1'0 start with, the
herds of the State are not all dairy herds.
There are in the mountainous districts
certain people, who, live by breeding cattle,
fattening them later Oll, and selling them
for meat and other purposes to dealers,
from whom they go straight to the city to
the, persons who buy and sen as a means
of livelihood. This Bill means that eve,ry
transaction that tal,es place shall bear a
tax. It is conc.eivable that some cattle
Ill". A l'U!J1e.
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of the same, he,rd could be. taxed ove.r and
over again during the course OJ twelvemont.hS and pass, not only from hand to
hand, but from district to district and
from one portion Oof the 8tate, to an~iher.
It has also to be borne in mind that a
fairly large number of stock come across
the border t.hrough other States, and these
have to be taken into 'Consideration.
Coming. back to the question of the probl?ll1 of heal~h there seems to' be a slight
nllsapprehensl~n as to the way in which
one of these ~Iseases, at any rate, is conveyed fl'.om dIseased stock to human beings,
-that IS tuberculos~s. The question of
whether the, fmm of tuberculosis whicIl
a1fe'cts cattle, is the same diseasel as that
~vhich affects h1:1man beings was the- subJect of great controversy in the sCIentific
world some years ago. Koch, the Gerlna~ bacteriologist, startle,d the world by
sa,ymg that therel was nO' connexioll between'" the, two diseases. Tha t pronouncement set back in this State-I remember
it very weU, indeed-the, efforts of the
health reformers in endeavouring to eradicate this particular disease from cattle.
It so shocked the British Government that
they appoint.ed a Royal Commission to investigat€, the subject. AJt€,r many years
de~Toted to patient conectioll of eviclenre
by men who were masters of their work,
the Commission brought in a report which
e,xploded Koch's idea. that this disease in
cattle could not bel conveyed to human
beings.
Mr. LIND.-Can it bel conveyed by
means of milk and me,at both ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes; I am coming to
the, methods. There is a misapprehension
amongst people, as to how this disease, is
convetyed. I will leave out meat for· the
present and de,al only with milk. The
disease in the form in which it attacks
peOople who drink milk is not the, disease
commonly knOown as consumption, although that may occur.
It is more
generally in the form of diseases
of the bones and .lOomts, and they
are }lot necessarily fatal, but often
are. They are horribly crippling to the
young, and inflict a tremendous amount
of suffering.
HonOorable members have
only tOo walk across to, the Childrens' Hospital, and the,y will see' a. whole ward of
children suffering from' this particular
form of tuberculosis. These children may
get better, but: t.h.e,y will be, crippled for
the rest of theIr bves, and some of them
will die. Thel whole, of that disease, is not
7
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attributable to cattle, but only ~, proporMr. LIND.-Are you going to refer to
tion of it, and the difficulty is to find out the source from which Denmark gets the
how much. That question has been in- money with which to pay compensation ~
vestiga ted on the other side. of the world
Dr. A.RGYLE.-I will deal with the
and also here, and it has been discovered
that about 25 per cent. of these cases are financial aspect of the question presently.
definitely duel to the eating or drinking The honorable member says that tubercuof foodstuffs contaminated \yith the germs lORis in cattle is unknown in portiolls of
of the disease. The honorable member for Gippsland East. I do not know that that
Gippsland East is under a misappreheu. is so. The thing has never been tried out.
sion. He said that the people in the city A. corollary of the Bill would be to ex,vere more conceorned with this disease . tend the operation of the Dairy Super··
than the people in the country. That i& yision Act if possible over the whole of
not so: The greatest danger occurs to any the State, wherever dairying is being carperson, whether he lives in the country rird on. It has been proved in connexi.()n
or the CIty, who drinks the mIlk of one with the Department of l\.griculture that
cow which is tubercular. Dilution is a where the Dairy Supervision Act has
gre,at factor in preserving us from the. operated, particularly in 1.·egard. to cattle,
disease. W'e geL a mixed supply of milk, ·and they have managed to eliminate
with one 01' two tubercular cows in 40 or djseaseof the udder,which is the most
50. By mere dilution the extent of the deadly form so far as distribution is CODinfection is not sufiicient to create the cel'ned, they have definitely eliminated a
disease. The honoraole member for Gipps- very l,arge factor in the distribution of
land East was right when he said that disease. I propose to read now a short
when djseased ca,ttle get intO' the, thick extract from an article by Mr. W. A. N.
dairy herds, whe,re large, quantities of Robertson, the Ohief Veterinary Officer,
milk are produced, the very propinquity which appeared in the Journal of the
of the cattle! helps to spread the disease,.
Department of Agricult'1.£re of the 12th
That is true. But that is not the point
I want to make. I say that there is m~,re .January, 1921. It is as follows:danger from the milk of 'one cow than
In the first year of supervision (1906·7), a
from thel milk of a helrd. The children large amount of udder tubercle was' detected;
in thel country are just as liable to' get the :percentage of such cases to the total
tuberculosis in this fo:rm as the children affected "vas 71.8 per cent. Last year only
25 cows were found so affected, and the perin the city. I think I may say they are centa.ge
was 11.5. This shows a. decrea.se in
more, liable, consequently it is a matter the amount of detecta.ble udder tuberculosis
of importance to country m'embers that in thirteen yea.I's of approxima.tely 80 per cent.
they should keep their h~rds free' from The effect of this upon the hea.lth of the comthis particular disease.
Quite apart munity cannot be estima.ted; but -that many
of the rising genera.tion will live to lead useful
from the financial and economic aspects lives
:in the community, !who would otherwise
of the question, it' is an important mat- have been sacrificed to this drea.d disea.se, is
ter that we, should com bine somehow to undoubted, a.nd some measure of the success
eradicate this disease from our herds in the sa.ving of infant life from dia.rrhrea.
wasting -disease, which has occurred dur~ltogether.
Deumark has done that. I and
ing recent yea.rs, must stand as a. firm founda·
know that Denma,rk is not the same! as bionfor ·a monument to theeffica'cy of our
Australia. Australia ought to be better. Dairy Supervision Act. During the years 1910
In Denmark they house, all their cattle, to 1913, a. means ,was at hand of ascerta,ining
and they are more liahle. to ge,t the disease. indirectly wha,t the elimina.tion of so much
tuberculosis had achieved.
For this
Relfe we have sunshine,.
Denmark has udder
period, meat ins'pectors under the Board of
cleaned the> dise!ase out. How ~ By getting Public Health were present at each bacon facevery beast that reacts, and segregating tory thr~ughout the State, and every pig
and destroying it where it is dangerous. killed was subjected to careful exa.minatioB.
Statistics were kept as to the districts from
The milk is pasteurized and rendered safe, \yhich the pigs came, and the percentage
and in this way a great economic loss is affected with tuberculosis: from each district
avoided. In Denmark they have in this was determined. It must be remembered that
not every district was subject to dairv superway preserved herds from the' ravages of vision,
so a contra.st could 'be obtail!ed ~between
this disease, and incidentally they have tubercle in !pigs fed on milk in druiry superprotected the population.
vision districts, and that in pigs fed with milk
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in non-supervision district::;. The result was
striking100,13(\ pigs from supervision districts
showed 4.06 pel' cent. ail'ected.
15n,730 pigs from lion-supervision districts showed 13.76 pel' cent. aft'ected.
The lesson is olJvious.
Since the primary
channel for the spread of tuberculosis in pigs
lS skim milk, it is evident that milk from
dairy fmpervision areas is pracbically free
from tubercle bacilli, for it must be l'emembered that inspection in milk areas is more
constant thfm in municoipaldistricts; therefore,
Lhe supply to such areas should be even more
free tItan is 'indicated by the figures quoted.'
above. It may, therefore, he reasonably claimecl
that good work is being done; but this must
not be an excuse for resting-further improveJI1E'nts are necessary:
It will
be seen that after
some years' ex.
..
ppr10nce
of
the
operatlOn
of
.
'.
f the dl\.ct three
h
tImes as many plgS ",vere oun to ave.
tuberculosis in the non-supervised districts as in the supervised districts. Now,
if the Dairy Su].)ervision Act were extended to the 'whole'State, we might find
dlat even in those salubrious districts on
the mountain tops or the plateaus where
people go in for breeding cattle, therel is
more tuberculosis than might be anticipated.
n
']'1]
. b
M r. AlLEY.-.'tICY lave got It, ut
1 no t 1cnow I .
tlley (0
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes; but they have
not got it to the same extent as elsewhere.
Still, they have it, and it is
cxistent from one end of the State to the
other. It has been stated that this Bill
is in the interests only of people' in the
c:ities who consume meat and mille I
have tried to explain that that is not so.
The Bill is of very great importance to
all classes of the community, and the
method of providing the necessary fund
for compensation is the rock upon which
opinion is going to split in this lIouse.
The present proposal, in my opinion, is
not scientific nor equitable, and in a sense
it is not quite just. I quite agree with
some of the remarks of the honorable
memher for Gippsland East.
I think
t.hat, under the Bill as drafted, people
",'1,'110 live in such district8 as his would he
("l11e(l upon to pay more than their fair
811nre.
:Ml'. B"~Am)l\roRE.-Of course they
y:ould.
nr. ARGYLE.-The honorable meml')'~l"s district is ill the same boat. They
,,"ould br.- called upon to pay more than
tL'l'il' fair share in comparison with c1isi:l'ids like Dandcnong, where dairying is
I
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caniec1 011. The difficulty is that it 'win
not be possible for me to move an umend. "'1
ment 111 Comnlittce that would iucrcase
the spread and the SCOp8 of the taxation.
I should like to do that.
:Mr. BEARD~roRE.~The Government C:ln
. 1
m~ct you In t lat rcspect.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If tho Government
will meet. me, that will be satisfactory.
But, as thll1gs stand at present, I can only
t f
h B'll
VO c or t e l or against it, except ill
regard to some minor details. I admit tho
injustice of the proposed taxation.
.1
admit that it ought to be made mo1'<:
equitable, and I will do my utlnost at
some future stage to remedy the inequit,v.
B ut, f or a 11 t h at, the Bill is so vital to
evervbodv
I'n th e St a t e t}la t I propose .to
J.J
support t}lO second reading. If it 'shoulll
be shown that there are sufficient meIllb
1
ers opposec . to t.he proposal to utterly
wreck the BIll, I hope the Honoran'
:Minister (MI'. Cain) "rill try to amen':']
jt in the direction I have indicated.
MI'. CAlN.-What is your sugg'estioll?
D
r. AHGYLE.-My suggestion is that
all the
il:terested
parties-graziel's,
dealers, c1 all'ym en, and consumersshouli'1~ COl1tl'l·.bllte 1'11 l'easona bl e prO])Ol'tions.
I

I

]VIr. CAlN.-:-They are all to contl'ibutp
under the Bill.
Dr. ARGYLE.-N 01'. 011 equal lines. It
seems wrong that a man who sells verv
few cattle, with the exception of his culi~
and a few young stock he does not want,
should pay but a very small tax, whereas
a man who is constantly turning over
cattle, so to speak, should have to pay a
very large tax. On the other hand ono
must in honesty admit that those ddalers
who distribute cattle all over the State arc
in some instances responsible for the
spread of the diseases that come within
the·scope of this measure.
Mr. LlND.-I was' not fighting for the
dealer, but for the man who produces.
Dr. ARGYLE.-But that man has to
sell fairly large quantities of stock in
order to make a livelihood at all. The
Bill that was introduced bv the
honorable member for Kara Ka{:a aml
not gone
on
with,
containe~l a
similar
nroposal
to
that in
the
present Bill, plus a provision for the registration' of all cattle. It seems to me
that it might be possible to arrive at a
scheme by which both principles could be
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118t'd, uut particularly the principle of the that the measure does not provide for a
l'Pgistratioll of cattle. You would have sufficient contribution from the Conto get at the average number possessed by soli dated Revenue in respect of those
a man during a tinancial year, so that two diseases which are communicable
a man would not be penalized because he to human beings. .It seems to
had a herd of 100 cattle that he was going that the contribution from the Conto sell on the day after the dose of the solidated Revenue should be raised to 50
financial year. It ~would bo necessary to per cent., because, when all is said and
average the number of stock he possessed. done, this is a health measure, and, thoreltIr. CAIN.-In Tasmania, the tax is fore, is of extreme national importance.
eollected only' in respect to 53 per cent. of To my mind, the community, as a whole,
the cattle.
should pay more of the taxation necesDr. ARGYLE.-That simply indicates sary to provide compensation in respect of
a fault in the method of collection. Does those diseases that are communicable to
the :Minister mean that the cost of col- human beings. It has been said that
lection would be almost prohibitive?
under the Bill dairymen ~will not contri:Mr. CArN.-Where the Department is bute a sufficient amount towards the comnot in touch with cattle-owners it would pensatioll fund. Personally, I think that
be rlifiicult to collect. In Tasmania, every they will just about do so. To my mind,
policeman is a collector, but fees are col- the suggestion of the honorable member
lected in respect of only 53 per cent. of for 'l'oorak that the Government should
the cattle.
go the whole hog, if I may put it that
Dr. ARGYLE.-If fees were collected in way, and make dairy supervision throughl'espect of 53 per cent. of the whole of the out the ,state compulsory, is a good one.
cattle in Victoria, a pretty big fund would Under the Dairy Supervision Act dairybe provided. I think honorable members men contribute 6d. a year for every cow
in all parts of the House who have op- they milk.
]\-11'. OARLIsLE.-That would not go to
posed the Bill will agree that there is
something in the arguments of their the compensation fund.
Mr. "\V"ALTEH.-No; but they would
opponents.
:Mr. LIND.-W 0 want a· Oattle Com- be paying something towards the prevenpensation Bill.
tiOll of disease, because, as has heen shown
Dr. ARGYLE.-We want a Cattle by the passage quoted by the honorable
Compensation Bill, and it. will be a re- member for 'l'oorak from the, J oU/J'-nal of
flection on the intelligence of the House the Department of A'gric'lbltU)'e, those herds
if we cannot get· a Bill that will very that come under the Dairy Supervision
Nearly satisfy all parties.
Act are freer from communicable diseases
Mr. WALTER.-I rise to support the than those that do not.
Mr. B]~ARDMoRE.-They would have to
second reading of the Bill. To my mind,
the measure is reasonably fair. There is pay two taxes instead of one.
]]0 doubt that there are certain aspects of
1.1:1'. ~TALTEH.-They would be payit which ,are open to criticism, but I sup- ing a tax, and that tax would lessen the
pose that any taxation that might be pro- compensation after a period of years at
posed would appeal to some honorable any rate. It can be proved, I think, that
members as being unfair in its incidence. pleuro-pneumonia particularly has been
First of all, from a health point of view taken into the district I represent during
the Bill is essential. I think it has been drought periods in the north, when a very
proved that in countries that have Acts vast number of cattle have' come down
similar to this measure in active opera- from the northern areas to graze in that
tion diseases amongst cattle have de- district. In all probability they have left
creased, and lam informed that, in New the germs of disease there, which have inZealand, pleuro-pneumonia is practically fected the cattle in Gippsland. Some of
non-existent, owing to the operation of the people connected with the buying and
an Act similar to this. There is no doubt, selling of cattle are, to a large extent, the
too, that tuberculosis and actinomycosis means of disease being carried throughwill be large.ly decreased if the Bill be- out the length and breadth of the State.
comes law. It has been suggested by the .It is said that a dairyman will not conhonorable member fOl: Gippsland East. tribute anything in stamp duty, because
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he does not buy and sell cattle. If honorable me.mbers go to Oolac, Oamperdown,
or Leongatha, they 'will find a considerable number of dairy cattle sold on each
sale day. The dairymen will pay their
proportion of the stamp duty just as well
as those who rear cattle and those who
sell, fat cattle. I intend to support the
measure. If some more equitable form
of taxation can be thought out and put
into the Bill, I will support it. Generally
speaking, the measure suits me.
Mr. WEST.-The Bill that we have
before us now is Qone about which there
is a very grelat diversity Qof opinion, not
only in this Housel, but outside, and
amongst the caUle-Qowners themsehes.
They are very much divided over it. In
my own electQorate I havel rece,ived requests
from a numbe'r of owners to' support the
measurei, and again I have received requests from other owners to oppose it.
In elach case they look at it from their
own particular point Qof vie,w. Somel see
the benefit the Bill confers and are
anxious to ge,t it, while others see the obligation it imposes and 'are against
it.
There is general agreement that
if
cattle
are
destroyed
by
the
State on a.ccount of infectioous disease,
the owners should receive adequate
If that is not done,
compensation.
very great hardship will be inflicted
on a numbe,r of people, and sman ownerrs
may be absolutely ruined. As a, matte'r
of fairness and justice, in the circumstances, owners whose ca.ttle are, destroyed
on account of disease should receive compensation.
But whern we conside'r how
the compensation is to be provided, differences Qof opinion aTise. Some, honorable members have suggested that the
whoole, of the amount should bel taken from
the Consolidated Revenue on the' grQound
tha.t the measure has been introduced
in the' inte're'sts of public health.
While the public health would ce:rtainly
benefit from the ope,ratio:p. Qof this measure, it is also intrOoduced for the benefit
of the dairyman and for ~he protection
of the cattle industry, fOor its object is to
prevent the spread of disease iiI
stock. Therefore, cattle-owners, although
they may not have stock destroyed,
will benefit by the disease being
kept down.
Accordingly, I think
it is right that they should contr]...
bute a substantial pOortion Oof the amount
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required for compensation. Under the
Bill a contribution of 20 per cent. is made
by t~e G?vernmen.t. That is a very fair
?ontnbutIOn, but If the House decides to
lllc~ea.se it, I certainly have nOi objection.
It IS III regard to the raising of the balance ?f. the money that a great difference
of opInIOn comes in.
1\1r. LIN~.-Do you think £2,000 out
of £45,000 IS a fair contribution from the
general revenue. ~
Mr. \VEST.-The Gove,rnl11ent contribution would be very much more than
that. Two methods have been sugaested
for raising the balance of the money.o One
of theJ?- is a direct fe;e per head, as proposed III the former Bill, and the other a
stamp duty, as provided for by this measure. By adopting a direct fee per head,
the whole cOost can be equitably spread
over all the cattle in the State. That
seems an equitable arrangement. In the
case Oof a stamp duty, the money will be
colle~ted only in respect of those cattle
sOold m the, yards. As .some cattle, are sold
half a dozen times over a contribution
in regard to them will bE/made that number of times. It seems to me that a fee
per head is a much fairer and more equitable way. It certainly has a disadvantage in that it is difficult and expensive to
cOollect. The experience, in Qother States is
no'? very satisfactQory. Howe,ver, I do not
thmk that we would have the same experience here. Tasmania, as the Minister has
said, cOollected only 53 per cent. If the
whQole of Victoria was under the Dairy
S~pervision Act, we should. have superYIS?rS all over the State, and they would
be m c10se tOouch with dairymen and cattleQowners, SQo I think there should be no. difficulty in getting a very much better result
than that which the Minister cited.
Collection Qof stamp duty would be a ve'r),
e,asy matter. It would cost the Government nothing, but it would impOose a great
obligation on auctioneers and agents. They
would be made honorary tax collectoJ's
for the. Go:rernment, and I know that they
arc. Qo~Jectm~ velry much to the proposal.
If It IS pOSSIble to. alter the incidence of
the taxat~ou, and ma,ke it a fee per head,
I w~uld hke to se'e that done. 1 am suppOortmg the seeOond reading because I know
that the Bill is wanted very much in all
dairying districts. From the remarks of
soome honOora~le members, it would appear
that these dIseases are confined to dairy
cattle. In my Qown district the worst
fI ttack
of pleuro-pneumonia was discovered in a consignment of fat bullocks
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which were brought from one of the
northern districts. Therefore, I think
that there is very often disease in districts,
,although the fact is not known. If in
Committee the method of payment can be
altered from the proposed stamp duty to
a, fee per head, I shall be pleased to support it.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Representing,
as I do, an electorate which is not materially concerned with cattle or cattledealing, I feel that it is perhaps necessary to explain some of the re,asons why
I am in favour of the Bill. I do not support the whole Bill as it stands, because
;r think that in some particulars it requires amendment. Honorable members
who regard such a measure as vital should
be given time to confer with the authorities with a, view to effecting some alteration in the provisions of the Bill that
would make it acceptable to the House.
Tn my opinion, this measure is long overdue. I have consulted my constituents,
and they agree that such a measure is for
the general welfare of the community.
The figures supplied by the Minister show
that the numbers of stock now condemned
by Gover,nment officers annually aretuberculosis 300, actinomycosis 350.
pleuro-pneumonia
700,
and
pleuropneumonia contacts 1,000.
The loss
of so many cattle every year in
Victoria is avoidable.
I would view
this measure in, a different light
if I were not certain that in a few
years such a loss could be eliminated.
Countries which have taken the matter in
hand have succeeded in absolutely eliminating pleuro-pneumonia. Here, we are
losing 1,700 head a year from that disease.
OUf veterinary officers are of the opinion
that in three or four years, or five years
at the outside, that disease could be
wiped out. It may be necessary to spend
a considerable sum the first year, and
also the second year, because we shall not
be able to discover all the sources of the
disease, nor all the contacts, in twelve
months. After the second year, however,
there should be a considerable decrease in
the amount required, and in four or five
years it should be possible to practically
wipe out the disease. That is a thing
which is in the interests of the whole
State. The slight inconvenience, to those
who have cattle for their own home use
will be willingly borne by them in the interests of their fC'llow-produC'ers 'who are
more yital1y concerned. It is quite true,
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as the honorable member for Toorak has
said, that no part of the State is free from
tuberculosis. That disease and actinomycosis are communicable to human beings.
Therefore, we must use our best efforts to
get rid of those diseases. While" 'in the
first place, the cost may appear formidable, I feel that in a few years' time the
diseases can be eliminated.
I am not
concerned so much about the cost, because
in four or five years it will practically
disappear.
Mr. LIND.-Provided everybody pays
his share.
M'r .. WETTENHALL.-Yes. In none
of these matters should the burden be
placed on one section. Some districts
which are fre,e from disease to-day do not
know when their turn is coming. K'erang,
in the north, did not know what cattle
dise,ase was. Gippsland has been given
the blame for spreading a great deal of
pleuro-pneumonia, for which it is not alto·
gether to blame.
1\'lr. LIND.-That applies only to Dandcnong.
lVIr. ,\VETTENHALL.-It applles to
Dandenong in particular. Numbers of
cattle are sent to the celebrated sale at
Dandenong. It is a bigger sale that any
that t.he honorable member can boast of in
his electorate. I am 'assured by officers
who know that in many cases outbreaks
of disease in that area can be traced to
cattle from other parts, and that if there
were a staI?-p duty on sales they would
.be able to absolutely prove it. A large
amount of pleuro-pneumonia comes into
Victoria from New South Wales. While
the Government propose to pay 20 per
cent. towards the compensation for
tu berculosis and actinomycosis, they are
not going to do anything in connexion
with pleuro-pneumonia. I think that an
extension should be made in that direction. Everybody should bear his share
in regard to all the diseases.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am afraid
that in Committee you cannot get an increase.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-We can try to
get all that is possible. I hope that the
measure will be placed on the statutebook, so that a definite move will have
been made at last to eliminate diseases
which are costing the whole community
so much.
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)Ir. GHOVES.-As Daudellong has
been brought well into the picture tonight, and has been given a fine· advertisement as far as this Bill is concerned, I
desire to say that I intend to support the
second reading of the measure. In the
Bill introduced by the previous Government provision ,vas made for two methods
of taxation. One was a stamp duty and
the other a direct charge per head. I
am quite satisfied that even if those two
systems were embodied in this Bill it
would not have had the blessing of memhers who have spoken in opposition to it.
The same opposition as was shown to the
Bill introduced by the previous Government has been shown in regard to this
measure.
Mr. WARDE.-The honorable member
for Benambra was not half as hot in his
opposition to this Bill.
Mr., GROVES.-That is so. I have
the chart for 1921, showing the dis·tribution of cattle tnroughout Victoria. Looking at the district of Gi ppsl,and East I
find that ,there are very few cattle there'.
The honorable member for that district
saYb that Dandeno~g is a centre of
disease. That is only the case because it
is a distributing centre, especially for
dairy cattle. When cattle in other parts
of Victoria become diseased they are sent
1;0 Dandenong to be sold.
Dandenong
has to bear the odium of that.
Colonel BouRcHIER.-They thrive there.
~1:r. GROVES.-Yes, but the disease
comes from other parts of the State.
~{r. LIND.-l1-nd the principal sales are
of dairy cattle.
Mr. GROVES.-The cattle sold there
are not all dairy cattle, although a fair
number are. It is contended that dairymen will not pay an equitable percentage
of the proposed tax. If honorable members went to those centres where a large
quantity of dairy cattle are sold at
weekly markets, they would see that
dairymen would contribute to a large ~x
tent. The man who is a dealer is a nonproducer.
He is a middleman in the
strict sense o,f the word.
He simply
deals in cattle, and ought to meet his
obligations so far as this system of taxation is concerned. The honorable member for TO'orak has told us 0'£ the effect
on the young life of this community
of the supply of impure milk, ana
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we must do something to prevent that
defective supply continuing. This Bill is
long ov€'rdue. vVe have passed a lVIilk
Supply Bill this session, and this measure
should have been linked up with it. I am
satisfied that our legislation to.wards securing a supply o·f pure milk for the
people of this State Vlrill be ineffective
unless this Bill is passed.
Statements
have been made about the losses of men
on the high plains. I would like to remind honorable members that there are
dairymen in various parts of Victoria who
have lost all their cattle in consequence
of infection with . pleura-pneumonia.
The owners did not receive a penny
by way of compensation, although
the cattle were killed in the in lerests of
the commllnity generally.
1\1:1'. LIND.-Men who will not COlltribute under this Bill will still get compensation for every beast that is destroyed
0.1' dies as the result of the diseases mentioned in the Bill.
'
1\1:r. GROVES.-Dairymell are protected.
Mr. LI1'TD.-Only slighty.
Mr. HOGAN .-Sixty tho.usand dairy
cows are So.ld every year in the lVIelbourne
market.
Mr. GROVES.-And that does not
take into consideration the number of
dairy cows sold in other marke,ts. I do
nQit hlame the honorable member for
Gippsland East putting up a fight for the
people he represents. He has to. satisfy
dealers in stQick on the Omeo plains, and
it is quite right for him to stand up fo'r
their int.e-rests, but I would like him to
recollect that there are other places besides Gippsland East which should ha.ve
some consideration. Anyone would think
from wha.t the honorable member said
that if there we,re no Gippsland East
there would be no VictQiria,. I hope this
Bill will pass its second reading. I do
not think we will be able to' alter the
provisions so far as taxation is cQincerned.
Numbers o.f returned soldiers have been
absolutely ruined because of the destruction of their herds on account of them
being infected with disease. They go.t no
compensation, and I hope this House will
give this Bill a speedy passage.
Mr. \VEAVER~-I am a representative of farmers as well as stock-raisers,
and prQibably many of my constituents,
like those of the honorable member fQir
Gippsland East, breed cattle for othe,r
l
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districts. ,Vhile this Bill may be conColonel BOUROHIER.-I do not
sidered necessary, it has not been asked desire to take up much time disfor by my people. I am quite sure, how- ('ussing this Bill.
In the past
ever, that they are broadminded enough I haye opposed a measure of thi.s
tOo realize the importance of this Bill so sort on principle.
I
consider it
far as it affects the health of the COIJll- a sectional Bill. It makes provision fO'r
munity. In the circumstances it would the payment af compensation to dairybe only fair for the general revenue to men at the expense of raisers of stock. I
provide at least 50 pel' cent. of the com- dD Do.t think the Bill shauld have been
pensation that will be paid to the introduced at all, and although I am not
owners of diseased stock. It appears to' :in favour of it I intend to vote for the
me, with all due respect to' the honorable second. reading, in the hope that the
member for Dandcnong, that dairymen lVlinister will permit amendments to be'
will not contribute anything like the made which will materially alter its
amount towards this fund that the stock- provisions. Practically all the stockraisers and dealers will.
I ha,ve nO' hO'lders in the northern portion of Victoria
sympathy with the dealers. They turn -at any rate, in the electorate I have the
aver their stock, and spread disease to a honour to represent--ar0 entirely opposed
large extent. It is desirable, therefare, to the provisions of this Bill. I am preto' have some check upan them.
They pared to admit that it may have some
should, however, provide mO're O'f the beneficial value in connexion with the
mOoney that will be required under this health of the community generally, and
Bill. I intend to' support the mO'tion for fo·r that reason I will nO't appose the
the second reading, but I hape the Bill second reading.
will be considerably altered in Cammittee.
J.\;Ir. CARLISLE.-I am in a position
Only three diseases are mentianed in the
Bill, and the majarity of my peaple 10'se of doubt whether my people waut this Bill
stack from other diseases.
Cattle are or not. Not many cattle a.re raised in the
subject to anthrax, 'which, as honorable district I represent, but I expect that my
members know, is mO'st deadly both to' cO'nstituents will have to pay more than
catt.le and to human beings. I can quite they will get in return if this Bill is passed
understand that ~he Government may into law. I should have liked the tax to'
have overlooked this particular disease, have been fairer in its incidence than it
and I hope it will be included in the Bill " is. It will hit rather severely those who
when we are cansidering it in Committee. deal in cattle, altha ugh I have, not much
1\111'. GRovEs.-There IS very little sympathy with such dealers. They are
men whO' buy cattle in districts where
anthrax in Victoria.
there are too many, and take them to
:Mr. 'VEA'VER.--It is a yery dan- other places where there are not enough. If
gerous disease, and just as dangerous to there were no dealers, people who wanted
human beings as to stock. I think that cattle would have to search them out for
dairymen will realize that they are in duty themselves. This Bill is intended to
bound to pay a small tax tawards the eliminate the diseases which are mentioned
fund that is to be constituted to' pro.vide in it, and that should be a recommenda·
compensation.
Dairymen dO' not aHen tion if success is likely to' fallow i.ts adsell their cattle. They anly dO' so when ministration. The elimination of disease
they became warn out.
is not only for the benefit of the producer,
IVIr. EVERARD.-They get a good price but fo.r the benefit o.f the consumer. In
for them when they do.
this case the consumer is nO't going to pay.
1\:11'. \VEAVER.-They get just abaut It is the same old sto.ry: everything goes
as much as their skillS are worth. There on to the back O'f the producer j he has to
is another serious disease which has not pay everything. He gets no advanta?:c
been included in this Bill. That is mam- from the policy of Protection which this
mitis. I know of a returned soldier country has adopted. V,Te have to pay
\\'ho lost the whO']e nf his herd because, O'f about £100,OOO,ooq a year to keep
industries
in
a
favorable
that disease. \Ve should include in this certain
Bill more of the diseases that cattle are position, but everything the producer
likely to be subjected to·. I a.m looking has to sell has to be disposed
forward tOo considerable amendment when of a t bedrock prices.
In my electhe Bill i~ in Committee.
torate, one council has requested me to'
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support this Bill, and the adjoining
council has asked me to oppose it. On
the whole, I intend to support the second
reading, and I hope something will be
done in Committee to impro:ve the inci·
dence of taxation.
Mr. HOGAN (lVIinister of Agriculture)
- I should like to reply to some of th('
arguments that have been advanced by
honorable members. On the question of
whether there will be sufficient money as
the result of a stamp duty of Id. in the
£1, I may remind honorable members
that the honorable member for 'Hampden
did not think enough would be raised,
while, on the other hand, the honorable
member for Gippsland East said that more
money than was necessary would be COlltributed. The position of the Gover~ment
is that we are not imposing this stamp
duty for any other purpose than to collect
sufficient money to pay compensation. If
more money is received than is required,
our intention is to reduce the tax next
year . We are not putting forward this
Bill as a revenue proposition at all. We
want to raise just enough to meet the
claims for compensation, and nothing
The Consolidated Revenue will
more.
pay 20 per cent. of the compensation for the destruction of cattle
suffering from tuberculosis and actinomycosis. It will also provide for all the administration expenses, and they will b~
considerable.
Sir ALEXANDEI~ PEAcocK.-The administration expenses will not come, out
of the fund.
:M:r. HOGAN.-N 0; they will come
out of the Consolidated Revenue,
and we expect the amount from
that source to total £4,568 per
annum.
It is worth while to have
a look at the source of this revenue.
The money will come from the tax of 6d.
. per head per annum on dairy cows imposed under the Dairy Supervision Act.
Dairymen have to pay that rate per head
for every cow they milk during the year.
Mr. MACKRELL.-Only where the Act
is operating.
Mr. HOGAN.-I know. It is gr·adually being extended. Our intention is to
further extend. the operation of the D.airy
Supervision Act. Then everybody who has
a dairy cow will pay 6d. per annum on it.
Mr. LIND.-But is not the revenue
from that source mopped up by administrative expenses ~
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Mr. HOGAN.-That revenue pays the
C?s~ of the operatio~ of the Dairy Super-

VISIOn Act, the Inspectors, veterinary
officers, and all the rest of it. These men,
whose salaries are provided for out of the
amount made up by the tax .of 6d. per
head on dairy cows, will do the administ~>ative work under this cattle compensatloOn scheme. Therefore, the £4,568 which
the State contributes for this purpose, hy
means of its administration, is really contributed by the owners of dairy cattle.
Mr. O.M:AN.-But the present fees are
insufficient· to carryon with.
·Mr. HOGAN.-Nevertheless, that 6d.
per head is being paid and people who
have not got dairy cows are not paying.
I am not taking sides in this matter as between the respective owners of dairy cattle
and store cattle. The Government are endeavouring to do the fair and just thing.
But one would think, from some of the
arguments that have been submitted, that
the only cattle sold are store cattle. I
have a sta temeu t here showing the pro~
portion of dairy cattle sold at the present
time in Mel bourne. This shows that the
average number of cattle which pass
through the corporation yards at N ewmarket is 200,000, and of dairy cows at
the Cattle Market, Sydney-road, 60,000
annually. Some honorable members argue
. that under the Government's proposal the
owners of dairy cattle would pay nothinO'.
That is disproved by the figures I ha~e
quoted.
Mr. OMAN.-More than half the dairy
cows in the State change hands every
veal'.
:.M:r. HOGAN.-I anticipate that honorable members will appreciate the fact
that the dairy farmers will pay to this insurance. Our purpose was· to devise some
equitable plan. We had to consider a
stamp duty, or a direct tax of 3d. or 6d. a
head ou all cattle, or, as an alternative
that of asking the municipalities to col~
lect,. say, 6d. a head on cattle within their
boundarie.s.
This ·alternative was quite
impracticable., and was, therefore, quickly
dismissed.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-Will you wipe .out
this measure when we have wiped out the
disease ~
Mr. nOGAN.-If, as the result of the
passage of this Bill into law, disease in
cattle is eliminated, there ·will be no
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necessity for its continuance, but I do not of 3 head, or less, is exempt from tax. Fortythink there is any prospect of the entire seven per cent. of cattle are, thercfore, not.
paid for. The population of Tasmania is
elimination of the disease, though it may 216,751. If the 3,623 owners are deducted,
be considerably reduced.
there are 98,012 ·head of cattle held by the
J\fr. BEARDl\IORE.-Like the poor, it will balance of the population, 213,128, an average
of 2-} per head, 'which is absurd, and clearly
be .always with us.
proves that all cattle are not paid for. The
:M:r. HOGAN.-I do not think so. A.s penalty, not exceeding £5, for not making the
far as tuberculosis and actinomycosis are· return is therefore not sufficient compul,sion.
concerned
they
will be practically
There is no reason to believe that any greater
abolished in cattle after two or 'three percentage of owners in Victoria would forward their returns; therefore, the revenue to
years of strict administration under this he expected would ·be only £19,875, unless a
Bill, should it become an Act. Pleu1'o- he.avy minimum penalty were provided for
pneumonia will be more difficult to wipe' failure to make re~urn, or a staff of inspectors
I ha,' e n? d. O~lbt 1'ts ravages . agamst
\\'er~ employed, WlllCh would be a heavy charge
St 'll
,
the fund.
ou t . 1
could be greatly chmllllshed.
Consequently the amount of revenue required We want about £40,000. If we decided
for cOIP.pensation will gradually decrease instead of the stamp duty to impose a tax
and the ld. on stamp duty now asked for of 6d·. per head on cattle, we should get
may be cut down to -ld.
£37,500 per annum. But if we only got
Mr. LIND.-YOU admit that pleuro- payment {)n 53 per cent. of our cattle, as
pneumonia will be the most difficult dis- in Tasmania, the revenue would be only
ease to tackle, but that is the very disease £19,875, which would be insufficient.
not covered by the Bill.
Mr. OMAN.-But you would have this
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member advantage: you could collect from the
will realize that there are difficulties in 750,OqO dairy cows with the Dairy Superthe way over which we have no control. vision Act in force.
The way to control pleuro-pneumonia is
Mr. CAIN.-That is happening in
to destroy the carriers. Just as there are Tasmania. They are getting all the 1'etyphoid carriers, so there are pleuro- ven uei from t.he dairy people, j the others
pneumonia carriers. If we could destroy are being missed.
the carriers we could almost entirely elimiMr. HOGAN.-In addition there is
nate the danger of the infection of clean the cost of the collecting of the direct tax.
herds of cattle with the disease.
. There would be the printing and distribulvIr. WEST.-YOU could not wipe the dis- tion of forms; postage on receipts and correease out here, because there would always spondence 'With defaulters. A staff of at least
be the liability of its being reintroduced four clerks would ,be necessary to check returns, . and search through other records of
from other States.
the Department of Agrliculture for defaulters.
lvIr. HOGAN.-There is that aspect of
the matter. Some honorable members are As against that the stamp tax is quite
evidently of opinion that a direct tax of clear.
l\,fr. WEsT.-It is leaving the 'work to
6d. per head would be more equitable than
the tax of ld. in the £1 stamp duty on some one else.
sales. These are the facts with regard to
. Mr. HOGAN.'-N 0; the advantage of
the direct tax proposal and tb<;l objections the stamp tax is that every person who
to itsells cattle will have to pay it. Arguments
Theoretically, this is the hest method, as in its favour were submitted by the honevery owner should contribute according to the ora ble member himself in his secondnumber of cattle helc1. There being 1,500,000 reading speech. The consensus of opinion
head, this would mean a revenue of £37,500.
is tha t of the two systems-the
Practically the objections would :bedirect tax or the stamp tax-the stamp
( 1) It would· ,be another return for the
tax presents the fewest objections. Perstock-owner to make.
(2) A large number would fail to make
sonally, I am quite impartial in the matreturns.
ter. The Government -want to advise as
In Tasmania, where this systcm is. in opera- to the best method of collecting the
.tion, ·and where every policeman is an inspec- money required.
tor of stock, and where there are only 214,412
head of cattle, tax is paid on only 53 per cent.
Mr. WEsT.-Have you any reliable.
. of the cattle held by 3,623 owners. Any owner estimate of stamp duties?
L
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Mr. I-IOGAN.-I am. I trust that hon1\11'. IIOGAN-.-Yes, I have a statellleut here under the heading " Stamp orable members will unanimously pass the
second reading of this Bill now. I think
Tax," which saysThe revenue under this system can only be this is a Bill that all parties should aprouO'111y estimated, and no record of sales can prove of, and if, in Committee, honorable
be ~btained. Probably 750,000 change hands
members are able to submit proposals ~hat
annually. As 300,000 are slaughtered annually, and the majority of these have passed ,"viII be 111 ore effective than those in the
throuO'h ,a sale yard, there remain 450,000 Bill, we will give them careful considerahead to be. sold as stores or dairy cows. The tion.
average number of cattle which pass through
the Corporation Yards at Newmarket is
200,000, and of dairy cows at the cattle market, Sydney-road, 60,000. The number dealt
with in country yards and clearing sales by .
private sales must exceed this. The estimate
is, therefore, not high. If a low average value
of £10 per head in normal years is given, then
the revenue would be £37,500.

A~l HONORABLE l'IEMBER.-They cannot alter the system of collecting the
taxes.
Sir l\LEXANDER PEACOCK.-You are tied
down by the Governor's message.

Mr. HOGAN.-By the resolution passed
Mr. BEARDl\wRE.-If you sold an animal privately you would be compelled to in OOIDnlittee, which is different from
the Governor's message. We are not hideput a stamp on the receipt.
}tIl'. HOGAN.-Yes. Otherwise if the bound, and will give reasonable considerabeast were destroyed the owner woula be tion to any proposals made by honorable
unable to claim compensation.' A clause members in Committee. Let us proceed
has been placed in the Bin making it to make this Bill the law of the country,
mandatory for the seller to put a stamp and .enable a rampant difficulty to be overcome.
on the receipt.
There is a possibility that stamps would not
be used in private sales. An eHort to overcome this difficulty is made in the Bill by
providing that the vendor must attach and
cancel the stamps on the receipt or ,invoice, and
unless the purchaser can produce his receipt
or invoice duly stamped and cancelled he forfeits all right to compensation. It is, therefor.o, to his advantage to see that his receipt
is in order, and there being two parties
to the transaction the chance of evasion is
lessened.

Mr. POLLARD.-This is a measure
that I consider is long sinc~ overdue.
I cannot understand why it was not
placed on the statute-'book iong ago. It is
a matter of vital interest ~~ my' constituents. Shire councillors and several
cattle breeders and dairymen have inquired why the proposals of the late Government were not put into effect ,and have
asked '\"hen the present Government would
We have endeavoured to gather together take action. I was pleased to tell those
all . these objections and difficulties, and " people that the present Government inthe Bill is an attempt to provide a remedy: tended to introduce a Bill to provide for
for these troublers.
It is, as honorable' compensation. It is pleasant to know
members are aware, a great loss to a poor that the Government, which 'has been
man to have his herd of cows afflicted by accused of ay-ailing itself of every oppordisease, for a Government inspector to; tunity to drive people off the land, is docome along and slaughter those animals illg something .iQr._,the _p~oducer a~~d t~~
on the farm, and to pay him no compensa-, consumer.' This Bill will achieve three
tion. That has occurred, and I think we' things. First 0'f an,. it will insure the
all agree that it is something very hard dairy farmer and the cattle breeders
on the individual owner; that it is very against loss through disease. Seco~~lY).it. __
reasonable that the whole of the com- will mean that there w'ilr"be less
munity should say that this great loss is' 10513 of human IHe III the 11iettomore than one man should carry, and that, politan
area
and
alsO'
in
the
it would be far better to spread it over', country from diseases which are comthe whole of the people. Consequently,. ~municable from dairy herds to human bet.he necessity f0'r. such a .Bill is pressed. ings .. That in itself is a very important
upon all members of Parhame~t and the' thing, and alone would justify the intro'duction of such a measure. Thirdly, the
people throughout the commulllty.
Sir AI"EXANDER PEACOCK.-You are 111 provisions of the Bill will ma,ke it nece:=;£ayonr of the Bill, are you not?·
sary to put on more dairy snperyisors,
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and that will ell sure a more rigid super- cases they are not able to stand that loss,
vision of the dairy farms. In turn that flud something should be done in the way
will enable the present supervisors to carry of insurance against such contingencies.
out their work more thoroughly. There The chief objectioll raised to the Bill is
will be a greater incentive for people the fact that the dairy farmer is not payknowing that their cattle are diseased to ing his quota. I do not kllow that that
report it, because they will have no fear is right. As we go from stock sale to
that they ,1,7ill not be compensated for stock sale in the country, we find large
their loss. J1L.one. cla.usa ilia. p.roposed l1;umbers of dairy cattle being sold. The
that me --srate sha.!} p.u~.2~ C.e.W4 _of old stock is sold when it is of little use
the compensation in the ~(),ye~lt of 10,s8 from fpr dairying purposes. Culling is going
t}lherculosis' or actinoml'}~.Qsis.. . I would O~l throughout the year, and I think the
like to see that improved. on. ):n the case d'airy farmer for the greater part of the
of dairy cattle suffering from tuberculosis y~ar is chopping and changing his herd.
the destruc60n is not only for the pro- ~te is paying his quota of the amount
tection of other animals but also for the needed for the compensation. :E'urther-..J?~?t~ctiol~ _ 2.L ,the.~·aTi?iilil1C~~a n~ore, his loss is not so great. The
matter of this sort, where cattle have to be ar C1' age dairy farmer will have something
. a~tX9i~Yi!l2~~~~r.-0:,£~ecr~_~Ii?TI( ilf the vicinity of 50 head, and his risk
Jlg~1thJ- I think t11 e-- contrIbution or the' -is not so great as the stock-owner who has
State 'fl:om the -COns6licrarecr::J~bfhli.le l~tllldreds. Therefore, I contend that he
- ~ST1ould' be 'g' reate'r' than 'ih"'a,·_'t_·--_·,;-!".9yid~,,,d,. ,in sljlould pay a great deal of the compell-.t:.-- -,s' tion. Much has been said about trathe Bill. ,~at a Tater stage, that the y.lling stock being 801(1 oyer and over
_-..-9-overn,wenL}~riJ.l be.-ena~C!}(_i:fi.aKej)ro: _"a ain. The tax will be paid several
ti mes, but it is not the same man who
vision .tor a grea~e_r contribution. -,<- _."
Sir ALEXAND~R PEAco<;m:.-The'Qove'rn.:" ,\ ill pay, as it will be spread over a nU1l1ment will have to bring'in another Bill.
b r. Travelling stock are very much COlle ,rned in the carrying of disease. They
~1r. POLLAHD.-It has been saiel by 81 read disease, and it is just that class of
one honorable member that the dairy sock that should pay. I am fully in
owners will get clown too lightly. I do not a ~cord with the Bill, and I believe that
think that that is the case. The dairy t] Ie stock-owners will benefit greatly hy
farmer, in the ordinary course of events, .
sells annually the number of the herd It. Mr. MoLAOHLAN.-The previous
that he possesses. The ,annual natural in- Government on this side of the House
crease in the dairy herd is ,the total of tI ied to solve this prob18m, but did not
that herd, and the dairy farmer sells his 81 cceed. The present Government is fololder cows or younger stock as he pleases. I wing in their predecessors' footsteps
In most cases he fattens up the old cows, IV ith a m01:e liberal measure, but not suffiand they bring in fair prices. For that ci ently broad to warrant my giving it
reason he will be paying a fair contl'ibupport. If we were dealing with the
tion into this fund. He is already paying
ads of the State-and they must be
6d. per head as registration for his dairy
alt with very soon-I hope we would
stock. That is a tax that the cattle-owners n t regard them as a local matter, but
a;:-e not paying. It is a good thing if the rc ther as a State matter, and T take the
dairy farmer is let down a little more s .me view in regard to compensation for
lightly than the cattle-owner. I hope the eli seased cattle. The step is taken in the
measure will be passed.
i terests of the heaIth of the whole of the
S tate, and consequently any loss incurred
~1r. BOND.-I am the representative b, those holding stock should be borne by
of a constituency where dairy farming is t ,e State. In the same way I would cxcarried on to some extent. I would feel p( ,ct the State to pay for the consh'uc~ion
that I was neglecting my duty if I did not 0
our roads and for our educatlOn.
offer some words on this Bill. It is high H 'eaIth, in my view, is more important
time that such a Bill was brought forward. tl lan either of those subjects. If we are
In the past, owing to the absence of CODl- aJ ming at getting better health through
pensation, the stock-owners have been H e elimination of diseased animals, W'3called upon to bear all the loss. In most sl ould certainly be prepared to- pay for it.
T
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A very small amount, something like
£45,000, is involved. What is £45,000
per annum if ,ve can improve the health
of. the whole community? That fine ad..,
dress by the honorable member for Toorak
this evening indicates very clearly the im ~
portance of pure milk and good meat.
Both are worth paying allY price for. No
one has paid closer attention to the pure
milk question than the honorable membeli
for TOOl'ak. Notwithstanding the eminence he has attained in his own profession
as a physician, or the prominent positioll
he occupied as a Minister, long after he is;
forgotten as a politician or a. Miniliter an4
a physician he will be remembered in th1
State for the splendid work he has don],
in endeavouring to' get pure milk for th ,
whole of the people. Pure milk is no,
a, matter for children only, but it is fo~'
people of all ages. What applies to millt
applies also to meat. But to deal witl
the question in a sectional way, an(
to attempt. to cure the disease by [
class tax, IS wrong.
A dass tax o.
this character is bound to irritate cattle
owneil'S and dealers, and ca.use much dis
con~ent .amongst
them.
The staml
dutIes wlll pro~e vexatious to' many.
In the district of Gippsland there ar
numerous' markets, and a great deal 0
trade is done in cattle. As the honorabl
member for TOOl'ak said, the same lot 0
cattle will, under this Bill, be liable t
be taxed many times. If not all of them
a section of them may be turned over 01 ~
ten sepa.rate occasiO'ns within the year,
and no cO'nl3ideration has b~en given t
that aspect. of the question. If we. cal
secure a supply O'f first class mea
and milk free from disease, it will b '
worth any price we pay for either,
and we should be insistent in our e,ffort s
to achieve that result.
We might mak ~
more use of our Agricultllral Departmen t
than we do at present in the eliminatiOl
Officers of the Departmen t
of disease.
do not visit all parts of the State to fin
out if any of the cattle are diseased.
have no douht they do a great deal 0
good work, but I do not know whethe
the staff is sufficiently la.rge for all th e
important duties it has to perform.
f
more investigations by the Departmel t
were made in that direction-and th e
l\1:inister might give his attentio
to that aspect of the question
it would be to the, advant,age of 0
dairy herds. Denmark has been referre
J

J

M'r. McLachlan.

I

to to-night.
The people of Denmark
made up their minds that they would
succeed In the dairying industry. They
had been subjected to many disabilities,
and they had grievances, but they were
determined to rise as a people, and they
shaped their coume accO'rdingly, trusting in the main to' education.
In
dairying they had the same difficulties as
we had here in Australia, so far as the
comparative meagre production of milk
was concerned.
They made an effort to
overcO'me that by importing the very best
strains from Britain.
They did not
succeed in getting from Britain what they
wanted, and they began to establish herdtesting institutions.
It was then that
their success began.
The rO'bber cow
was weeded out.
Danish butter brings
from lOs. to 15s. a cwt. more than
we get fOil' our butter, and a little
more than New Zealand gets, and it is
now foremost in the world in the production of butter. Denmark made up
her mind to attain that position, and she
has done it largely through education. In
this State. we have for years been only
playing with the subject of agricultural
education, and our inefficiency, and ignorance in that regard have t·ended to assist
in the multiplication OIf diseases amongst
stock. The time has arrived-I think I
may say it is a, long time pasir-when the
St.ate should begin in earnest to tackle
this question of agricultural education.
That, however, 'h3:s very little to do
with this Bill.
This Bill sets out
to do certain things in a more
liberal way than was proposed in the
measure that ,"vas introduced by the previous Government, but, in my opinion, it
is not liberal enough. I think, as I said
at the outset, that the expenses associated
with this system should be borne by the
State and it would be money well spent
if we' could accomplish the object that we,
as a Parliament, ought to have in viewthat is, a pure supply of milk for the
people and the elimination of disease
among cattle, which would ensure to the
c.ommunit.y at an times a sound and
healthy supply of meat.
The House divided on the motionAyes
Noes
JYlajority for the second
reuding
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Mr. Allan
Dr. Argyle
Mr. Bailey
Major BaIrd
.
Mr. A. A. Billson
~ " Bond
Colonel Bourchier
1\1r. BrownbilL
" Cain
" Carlisle
" Clough
" Cook
" Deany
., Eggleston
Everard
" Farthing
" Frost
" Groves
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson
" Keane

Mr. Lawson
" McAdam
" McDonald (D(lylcsf01"d)
,,~lcDona.ld

(Pol-

warth)

" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Pollard
" Prendergast
" Slater
" Snowball
" Solly
" Tunneclifi'e
allace
Walter
" "Yarde
" "leaver
" 'Vest
Wettenhall.
Tellers:
}fl". Jewell
" \Yebber.
~1r.

" ,,7

NOES.

:\1r.
"
"
"

Angus
Beardmore
Gordon
McLachlan.

Telle1·s:

I ilfr." Greenwood
Lind.

The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
CIa use 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Interpretation).
Mr. LIND.-In view of the fact that
several honorable members have expressed
a desire that certain amendments should
be made in the Bill, I would ask the
Minister in charge of it to report pro~
gress, so that we may have an opportunity
of considering and preparing our amendments. The Minister said that he would
be prepared to meet honorable members as
far as possible. I think the request I
am making is a reasonable one.
:1\1:r. HOGAN.-There is no desire to
make amendments in this clause.
:1\1(1'. ANGUS.-I came into the chamber from the meeting of the Elections and
Qualifications Committee, and I was not
aware that the Minister in charge of the
Bill had made the promise referred to'. For
that reason I voted against the Bill, not
because I am opposed to it, but because of
the way in which it is proposed to collect
the stamp duties. I would urge the Minister to give us an opportunity of framing
such amendments as we think are necessary to make the Bill acceptable to us.
MI'. CAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
have no objection to progress being reported if honorable members desire to
circulate amendments. As I said in my
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se~ond-reading speech, the whole House,
WIth the exception of 011e or two members
desires this measure to be given effect to~
Mr. LIND.-Several honorable members
who voted for the second reading indicated that they would not support the
Enl right through.
Mr. CAl-N.-We have no objection to
progress being reported, provided honorable members can get their amendments
circulated so that we can go on with the
Bill later this week. We shan have another measure before, the House tomorrow, but we may want to go on· with
this Bill Gn Thursday.
We can defer
the consideration O'f the Bill until tomorrow, and it may then come up again
this week.
Mr. WEST.-Certain honorable members wish to move amendments in clause
2, which is the definition clause. They
wish to add to the diseases named certaiu
other diseases.
Progress was reported.

MELBOURNE AND
METROPOLITAN TRA!1:WAYS
BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September 23) on the motion of Mr. Webber
(Honorary Minister) for the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have not much
to offer in opposition to the Bill. As a
mattf3l' of fact, I think its main provisions
are fair.
Under the old arrangement,
the municipalities had the right to dictate
to a considerable extent' to the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Board as to
the construction of roads, and that gave
the municipalities an O'ppo'l'tunity of being
rather unfair in some cases. I think the
provisions of the Bill remove some of the
C)pportunities for unfairness, and we must
always take into account the fact: that the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board is a public authority. It is using
public funds, and, on the whole, I think it
ought to be treated with a certain amount
of leniency so far as the making of roads
is concerned.
Mr. J ACKSON.-Is not a council a
public body ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, and this
Bill, so far as I can see, seeks to hold the
balance evenly between one public body
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and allother. There are only two queGti onable provisions in the Bill. One is

of clauGe, 4, which is an amendment of the
12th schedule to the principal Act. It

the repeal of sub-cla,use (2) of clause 3 of

is provided in paragraph (a) of sub-clause.

the 11th scheel ule to the principal Act.
Under that sub-clcmse, if a municipality decides to improve itG part
of the road, it can compel the Board to
make its section of the road up to the
same standard. That provision seems to
me to be not unfair, and the lHinister
did not seek to' jUGtify its repeal.
There
is no provision to give the Governor In
Council, any power in the matter.
I
would sugge3t to the Minister that he
consider whether he cannot give the Go-vernor in Council the same power in this
respect as is given in regard to repairs
by sub-clause (2) of clause 3, which

(1) of clause 2 of the 12th scheduh~
that when the Board has opened or broken
up any portion of any road, it 6hall,
·within four weeks at the most,
complete its ·work and make good
the road.
By sub-clause (2) of clause
4 of this Bill, the limit of time
is eliminated altogether. I object to that
very strongly, because I think there ought
to be some time limit.. Four weeks may
be too short, but eight weeks or twelve
weeks should be the utmost time allowed.
L nless a time limit is provided, the
Board need never make the road good.
I do 110t think that is the intention of
the, Dill, and it \vould not be a fair thing
to the users of the road. It may be fitting
ill certaiu cases that tram tracks should
Hot be made to the same extent as other
portions of a road, but I certainly think
there shouJd be some control, and
80me time hmit.
I had intended
to' see if I could get an instruction for an amendment ,vith regard to
another portion of the Act-that which
deals with notice of action. The notice of
action section Frovides that notice of
artion has to be given, and action mU3t
be brought within six months of any occurrence complained of. That is a limit
on the power of the subject to bring an
action against the Board for any wrong
done to him.
Mr. WARDE.-Is there not some quali£'('ation that notice of action need not be
given \vithin that time if there is reasonable eXCU!3e for delay?

1UyS-

., Pro\·jrl('ll furtlwr that the Governor in
Couucil, Oil thc request of the municipality
concernerl, may IJ)' Order, direct the Board to
carry out sueh repair with such materials and
in suell lllallner as is speeiJ1ed in the Order."

If there is very heavy traffic OIl a road,
and the 111unici pal council considers that
a COllcrC(C or ·wood-blocked road is necessary, it can, under sub-clause (2) of
clausr. 3 of the 11th schedule, compel the
Board to complete its section of the
road. If that is knocked out, a council
might decide to concrete or wood
block the outer sections of a, road, but
it 'would have 110 powrl' to compel
the 130[11'(1 to do similar work ·with
rC'g[1l'd to the centre of the road.
The solution I suggest is that the
GOYC'l'llOr in COlmcD should have the
power, if the Board's section of the road
is not satisfactory, to order it to complete the road. That might be dOlle by
an amendment of the provisQ' I have read.
1\11'. \VARDE.-That, might mean putting
t.he Board to enormous expense in constructing a concrete road, when probably
a light.er type of road would be sufficient
fer its work. That would not be fair.
I\fr. EGGLESTON.-Under the principal Act a municipal council has the
right to compel the Board to do that.
Mr. \VARDE.-That is not right.
!ir. EGGLESTON.-I am agreeable
to tho provision in the Bill, provided that
tho Governor in Council has the right, in
a suitable case, to direct the Board to
comp1ete its portion of the road in a
proper way. The only other provision I
have to complain about is sub-clause (2)

1\fr. EGGLESTON.-This section is
different from any other notice of action
section I have ever seen. It is provided
that if notice of action is not given or
action is not brought within six months,
there is no excuse at all. The Judge must
O'lVC a verdict for the Board.
It may be
that informal notice was given by the solicitor for ,the plaintiff, but the Judge has
no discretion. He cannot order the informal notice to be amended, and he cannot give costs against the Board. The
section provides that the -verdict must be
0'1ven for the Board, and that costs must
be given against the plaintiff.. I think
that is an' unnecessary hardshIp. How(,"('1', I llllc1crstand that an amendment on
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track without any time limit at all. Thc
Board might leave its track ill open
ballast, and there ",voultl be no power
to make it complete the work, so
that the road could be blocked indefinitely. Some reasonable time should
be provided to enable tho work to
10 finished. Involved in this issue is the
question of the future of tho tramways.
ro-day, I took part in a deputation which
put up a case so far as motor buses aro
concerned. That was in connexion with
a Bill that will come before this 110use
later on. There is no questioll that the
l.Ir. GREEN""\YOOD.-I would suggest
tramways are going to be up against it.
that' the debate he adjourned. There are
In the past, this House, in its unwisdom,
a good many matters in cOlluexioll with
put a permanent blister on the trannvay
the trumlvays that might be discussed, and system by providing that £100,000 of the
I am quite sure that the two provisions to annual profits Ghould be devoted tOo the
\\'hich the honorable memb~r for St. Kilda
In"fectious Diseases Hospital, tho Fire
has drawn attention should have some furBrigade, and the 1,i censing Fund. Tho
thcr consideration giycn to thefn.
y,"holo basis of that arrangement is wrong.
:.\11'. ""\VEBBl~n.-..lny amendmeut yon It is sectional ta:xation, and that is somehave to propose must he moved ill Oom- thino' which the Government have set. th61r
mittee.
faco again3t. It means that tho citizen
)11'. Gln~E:i\·W"OOD.-I "{QuId still of lIfelbourne ·who happens to be u tram,yay passenger is asked to pay extra taxaurge the adjournment of the debate.
tion which the users of other forms of
)Ir. WJmmm.-It is too early to adjourn transport, such as railways and motor
)'L't. 1,et us get the Bill into Oommittee,
rars, do not pay. Why that should have
a~Jd we will report progress Oll the first been done I do not know, and cannot
danse. That will give ;ron a chanco to llndei·stanc1.
('irt:ulate allY amendment.
:JIr. \V.\'"RDE.-Thousands of the pas=\11'. GHEEN"rOOD.-That is so. The sengers are from tho couEtry.
honorable member for St. Kilda has drawn
:JIr. GHEENWOOD.-Therc is no 1'caattclltioll to clause 3. The present Act
gin'~ municipal councils power to insist COil why they should have to join in paying extra taxation. It is self-evident that
Oll the construetioll of a tram track in
any ,ray they like. I quito agroe that a the result of that taxation is that they are
eouncil should Hot have power to insist }lOt getting the facilities in trallsport that
that a tram track should be constructed they should get, or that they arc paying
in a bettc1' way than th3 council's own more for the use of the tramways than
If they should be called upon to pay. Now,
portion of the road is made.
that ,vere dOlle, the wholo of the whell it comes to a question of competition
traffic would go oyer the tram track. ,,·ith motor buses particularly, the tramOn the other hanel, if a municipality COll- ways arc up against a l)l'oblclll. Before
structs the road on each side well, there long the effect will be, juclging from the
:;;hould be definite po"\ver to forco the way matters ar8 tending, that tho TramDoard to do the same with the tramway "'ay Board will be compelled to insist on
1rack.
If a municipality spends a large special taxation through tho municipaliIf, as the honorable membor for
amoutlt of money in making a concrete ties.
road, as the City Council has done Flemington says, a great many country
at North Carlton, surely the POl"- people patronize the tramways, it will
tion under the control of the Board mean that, thoro again) thoro will be an
Clause unfair result, because the tax will bo
should be in keeping with it.
4 certainly needs amending.
It would placed on metropolitan municipalities
be an absurdity to leave the Board only. I think that the whole position of
t.hr right to make alterations to their the t l'umways should be discussed fully

the subject would he foreign to the purposes of the Bill, and, therefore, I cannot
move one. I take this opportunity of
bringing tho mattm' under tho notice of
the Governmellt, so that if they are dealing ,,·ith the subject again they can mitign te the Rcvority of the notice of action
section. I understand that some honorable memhcrs 011 this (the Opposition)
siele of the House aro much more against
some of the provisions of the Bill than I
Hm, and they will halTe an opportunity of
giving theie opinions on the subject.

0
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in this House. This Bill does not give us
an opportunity. One reason why I suggested an adjournment of the debate was
that I hoped that it might be possible for
the Government to go into the question of
our metropolitan tramways, and bring in
a Bill wider in scope than this. Oertainly
the two amendments which this measure
contains should be put on a different footing.
I think that the Bill has been
hastily prepared, and that the mind of
the Minister has been on other big
matters. The Government must realize,
however, that this is a measure of great
importance, for it will affect the future
profits of the tramways. Therefore, it
should not be hurried through the Oommittee stage.
Mr. ::McL.fiCHLAN.-The question ~yf
the future of the metTopolitan tramwaFs
has been raised by the honorable member
for Boroondara, and I think that a favorable opportunity presents itself now of
doing what this House almost did when
the tramways were handed over to the
municipalities. Before that decision was
co~e to there was a strong feeling in the
mmds of many members of this House
that the street railways and our ordinary
railways should be under one control an~l
management, as they are in Sydney. So
strong was the feeling in this House "when
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill was before us, that the la,te Hon.
Donald McLeod, who was the member for
Daylesford, submitted a clause which this
House accepted. That provided that the
future ownership of the "tramways or
street railways was to be considered seven
years fro.m the date when the Bill was
before the House. The hon01rable member
fo'r Castlemaine was in charge of the mea~
sure at that time, and the Government
sustained a subr3tantial defeat, but did not
resign. Subsequently that' defeat was repeated. One side was fighting for the
tramways to be handed Olver to. the State, as
they should be if we want decent freights
and fares as far as the country is concerned. So serious did the position become that a conference between representatives of the two Houses was held.
What happened at that conference I cannot say. How they got the· honorable
member for Daylesford to withdraw his
clause I do not know, because that was
not one of his characteristics. However,
they did get him to withdraw it, and the
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tramways are in possession of the municipalities to-day, as we know. That was a
fatal blunder, and incalculable harm has
been done to this State. In the development of Our country we need railway
communication, and railway communication is not as general as it should be considering the compactness of the State and
the progress it has made.
There is
very 'little prospect of geUing railway
communication in some of the districts.
If, however, the street railways in the
metropolitan area had not been cut out
they would have given, very substantial
assistance as far as the revenue is concerned.
As it is, it is a very difficult
matter for our ordinary railways to pay
their way.
~r.r. \\T ARDE.-No profits are being
:::hown on the tramways.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-As far as the
metropolitan people are concerned they
are not overcharged for riding on the
Gireet railways. Tho.se lines could and did
show a profit in the past. There is a
concentrated population here of nearly
800,000 people, and there is a prooability
of that population increasing.
Mr. W ARDE.-And every new line
shows a substantial loss.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-It should not do
so if the people paid a fair thing. OU}'
railways depend on two sources for their
revenue.
One of them is the goods
placed in the trucks. Those goods come
from the country. The country does its
share in that particular direction. It
naturally looks to the passenger traffic
to largely supplement the income. Instead of getting the assistance of the
metropolitan area, however, the revenue
from the passenger traffic on the street
railways is cut out. With reference to
the amounts that have to' be paid
O'ut O'f the profits the houorable member for Boroondara referred to, I consider
that the. tramways got off very lightly
in view of the att,itude O'f the HO'use at
that particular time. I should like to' sec
the Government, in the interests of this
State:.' and its develo'pment, try to. devise
!'lome mean'S of taking O'ver the whole of
our street railwa,ys.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-YOU would not
stand for directly taxing the citizens of
l\1elbourne in order to pay that mDney ~
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~Ir. ~lcLACHLAN.-As far as railLEGISLATI\:E A.SSEMBLY.
way travelling is concerned the metropolitan people get off very lightly. Only
TVednesday, October 1, 19i2.~.
last Tuesday I drew attention to the
treatment meted out to long-distance
travellers. The train from the other end . The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
of Gippsland was hung up through some- took the chair at 4.3 p.m.
thing going wrong with the staff. It was
expected that it would have got a clear
STATE ACCIDENT INSURANCE
run in from. Dandenong, but instead of
OFFICE.
.
that it was held up for another half-hour.
If that sort of thing happened to metro'VORKERS' COMPENSATION PREMIUMS.
politan people there would be a howl im1\1r. WETTENHALL asked the Chief
mediately. In connexion with the trans·
port service of Victoria, I think it would EecretaryIf the State Accident Insurance Office has
be in the best interests of this State to
increased Ole rates of premiums payable under
have our street railways and our ordi- the \Y orkers' Compensation Acts by departnary railways under one control and ments which are compelled to insure their
management, the same as they are in employees with that office; if so, when, and by
Sydney, and I should like to see the Go- how much?
Mr. TUNNEGLIF'FE (Chief Secrevernment make an effort in that
tary).-The reply to the honorable memdirection.
ber's question isThe motion was agreed to.
Yes.
rfhe Melbourne and Metropolitan
The Bill "vas read a second time, and Tramways Board premium was increased from
1st July, 1924, by 33k per cent. A comparison
committed.
of the rates shows that the premiums charged
bv the Victorian State Office are considerably
.olause 1 was agreed to.
less than those payable in the other States.
Progress was reported.
For instance, the premiums for the tramways

constructional staff are-N ew Zealand, 45s.;
Queensland, 45s.; New South 'Wales, 48s.;
.ADJOURN~{ENT.
Tasmania, 20s. to 50s.; Victoria, 20s. An even
more favorable comparison can be made in the
ORDER OF BUSINESS.
other rates. The premiums received and the
paid by the State Accident Insurance
Mr. PRENDERGJ.\.ST (Premier).-I claims
Office to the Tramways Boara during the years
lnove1918-24 inclusive are, up to the presentPremiums, £12,450; claims £10,570, plus comThat the House do now adjourn.
. mission £640, making a total of £11,210, leavI desire to inform the Leader of the Op- ing only £1,240 to cover about twenty outposition that the Wheat Marketing Bill standing claims, in addition to administrative
expenses.

will be gone 011 with to-lllorrow t'o a COlLelusion.
Dr. ARGYLE.-" Hope springs eternai
in the human breast."

BILL READ A F'IRST TIME.
The following Bill \Vas brought in by
lVlr. TUNNEGLIF'F'E (Chief Secretary),
and read a first time:Children's Maintenance Bill.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-With regard
to the other business, I may say-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Wheat
Marketing Bill will be enough for to·
'¥HEAT 1\1ARKE,T'IN G BILL.
morrow.
The debate (adjourned from September
Mr. PRENDERG.AST.~The second 24) on che motion of Mr. Hogan
measure will be the Industrial and Provi- (Minister of Agriculture) for the second
dent Societies Bill.
Then we will gOo on reading of this Bill was resumed.
1\11'. OMAN.-As honorable mem1:>ers
with the Game Bill, the W Oorkers' Compensation Bill, and the Melbourne and are aware, for over six years I handled
Me,trOopolitan Tramways Bill.
I think wheat under a compulsory Pool. I was
deeply interested in the question in 1921,
that will be enough for to-morrow.
when the feeling was that the Victorian
The motion was agreed to.
POlOl should be continued, and that we
The House adjourned at 10.3 p.lll.
should. attempt to make it a compulsory
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one. In reply to a deputation, I then
expressed the view that it was not a
function of the Government to control the
commerce of the country. In reply to a
deputation, as reported by the A1'gUS on
29th June, 1921, I saidlIe did uot see why they should force even a.
. minority to pool their grain against their will ..
If the princIple were conceded in one case, it
couId not be refused ill others, and the Ministry would have to take charge of mills,
bt1kcries, &c. Peobably there would not be
lIluch more than 2,000,000 tons of wheat for
expoi·t, and it seemed absurd to say that that
could not be handled through ordinary trade
channels. The point had been raised that the
farmers should have been consulted, but the
Ministry must take tile responsibility of leading. It could not follow.

I have not changed my view since then.
I still hold that the people are entitled to
contra.! the produo8J they grow. I cannot
see that the Government have the right
of interference-the right to control aman's produce-any more than they have
to control wage-earning in the community.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-Was the deputation
you referred to comprised of wheatgrowers or !of speculators and buyers ~
Mr. 01\1AN .-The statement I have
quto1ted was made in reply to a meeting of
buyers. As a matter of fact I then said
that I was opposed to pooling. I know
that because of the administra.tion in this
State being fairly satisfactory the pooling system was favoured, and when a poll
was taken it showed that a very
heavy majority approved of the compulsory pooling system.
I challenge
the Government to' test the feelings of
the producers on the question to-day. 1
make bold to say that 80 per cent of the
farmers of the State are not in favour of
the compulsory pooling of wheat. Only
three years ago .we had Mr. Jowett
strO'ngly supporting a wool Pno!. We know
that the commercial houses have been
able to handle the business, and that the
wool trade to-day is on a sound basis. This
nation has been built up on commerce,
and I am opposed. to any undue· interference ill a time of peace with that
policy. State pooling of wheat by compulsion means that every man will have
to put his wheat into the Pool. I make no
complaint in regard to the Board of COllt,roI. We have been singularly fortunate
in Victoria in the n1.anagemeut of our
whea.t business, both compulsorily and
voluntarily. A voluntary Pool has much
to commend it. It gives an opportunity
to the man who is unable to disp~se of

}.larketillg Bill.

his grain at a profit to withhold t~0
grain from the speculator and to put It
into the Pool. The millers in this State
purchased upwards of 1"4,000,000 bushels.
wheat through the POIOI last ye1ar. It i&
said that the Pool charges more than
pari ty for the whea tit sells to the miller.
I t seIls to the miller at a price based all
parity plus the cost of holding the .wheat
and the interest charge, and it is a fair
proposition.
We' are tal-day O'pening
a year when there are free buyers ill
the market, and they are offering anything
up to 6s. 3d. or 6s. 6d. per bushel f.o.b.
for wheat for overseas requirements.
r
speak with a good deal of experience, and
I say that every time the market risrs
strongly against the consumer there is an
agitation for the fixation of lower prices.
I am convinced that if we wait and hold
7,000,000 bushels of this season's grain
until the new crop is on the market in the
.mid-year, we shall not be likely to see the
prices I have indicated paid for the wheat
that is held, unless it is purchased by the
Government and the Government bear
the full responsibility of any 10s3. Surely,
if I produce gra.in, I am entitled to sell
it in the open market. I am not going
back to the days of the Pharaohs. It is
the duty of the Government if they want
mY' grain to buy it and hold it. The old
practice was for the millers to buy the
grain from the harvester and to store
it and to' charge for the product of the
wheat a sum tha.t would cover the cost
1-.0 them plus the manufa.cturing co,st.
Tt
. is said that. whelat is a commodity that
lends itself eminently to pooling. I have
seen wheat pooling in every stage, and T
know that, notwithstanding the great
100sses we sustained, it was a marvellous record for a period when there were neither
ships nor markets available to be able
to hold the grain and to dispose of it and
show, in the aggregate, a .surplus of
9,415 bushels. One' of the reasons why
many farmers are to-day in .fa.vour. of
compulsion is the capable admllllstrahon
and the satisfactory results achieved during that period of stress and strain.
:1\1r. POLLARD.-Private enterpri~G was
incapable of dealing with the matter.
M.'i. 01\1~N.-Private enterprise has
always been able to handle the comll1er~e
of the country under normal conditions. I know that honorable members on the Ministerial side of the
House would wipe out the commercial
men in the community and substitute
State trading. I am not in favour of
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that policy. State pooling of i)l'~duce apprecia.te- thelir action in meeting their rewill lead us much farther than my fnends quirements and in ena.bling thell11 not only
in the Opposition corner anticipate. It to finance their own business proposimight give the farmer Id. ,Per bushel tions, but the loans necessary for the
immediate advance on the pnce that he prosecution of the war.
This Bill is
could obtain in the open market, but the Socialism pure and unadulterated. If it
introduction of such methods of trading becomes the choice of the Farmers' Union
deprives the people of their freedo:r;u ~nd party. i-o-day, what will happen t.o'destroys individual effort and initIative. 1110'rrow ~
One of the arguments put forward by
Oolonel BOURCHIER.-We have Socialthe Minister of Agriculture was that we
should "bear oue another's burdens." ism down at Morwell, and the works there
The hOonorable gentleman said that cer- \\'ere started by your Government.
tain men could not market their grain
Mr. OMA_N.-Thut is no argumentl at
prOofitably, and could not hold it with ad- all. I thank the honorable member for
vantage to themselves.
That is utter his interjection, and I shall reply to it.
nonsense. The great bulk of the farmers If you want State control, grow the wheat
can market their grain profitably, and under State control, pool it under St'ate
they know the business quite as well as control, and sell it under State control;
the Oofficers of any Govel'nment Depart- but leave the private operators free, and
ment. A Government Department should I 'guarantee that they will beat the State
not contrOoI the commerce of the country.
enterprise. It is a different thing when
Are we going in fOol' State insurance and
the State finds the money to start an inState banking by compulsion ~ These are dust-ry in order to meet a public requireschemes I know the Government favOour.
If we to-day accept this instalment (Jf ment. The honorable member has supcompulsion we shall nOot be able to object plied no argument for the Government
if to-morrow compulsion is introduced in seizing the produce of the wheat-growers,
some other form. vVe have nOo right to which they themselves are capable of
The Minister admits that
withdraw from the people their freedom. marketing.
Compulsory State' trading has been tr~ed there are some wheat-growers who can
in Queensland, under Labour rule, wIth hold their wheat, and dispose of it during
little success and great disaster to the the year with advantage to themselves.
communit.y. Surely we should steer clear
Mr. VVETTENHAI.L.-And disadvantage
of these pitfalls when they lie soo openly to others.
befOore us.
lir. OMAN.-The whole of the tradiCol one.} BOURCHIEH.-YOU favour the tions, of the British race have been built
open market 1
on its commerce. If we are going to
Mr. OMAN.-Yes:. The Empire has build up a race here that will be nursed
been built up on the open market. If at every turn, we shall not get cheap
we destroy freedom in commerce what commodities for the consumers, nor shall
are we going to substitute fOol' it 1
we get the best results for the people of
lVIr. HjUGHES.-You tried to destroy the the State as a whole: Do the Country
freedom of the country during the war. party stand for Socialism pure and un1\h. OMAN.-COonscription of men is adulterated?
wrOong according to honorable members
Colonel BOlJRCHIER.-What do you
opposite, but I suppose that conscription mean by "unadulterated"?
of other peDDle's property and their money
"Nfl'. O:MAN.-I should have said unis not wrong. It ill becomes the Govern- diluted.
We know the Leader of the
ment to intJ.'oduce a principle which they
Country party declares that he is not a
: so strongly opposed during the, war. DurSocialist.
ing the war period it was the duty of
Oolonel BOlIRCHIER.-He is on this
the Government to come to the rescue
of the people and to market their pro- Qc·c·nsion.
!{!'. OMAN.-Are the Oountry party
ducts, or to hold them' and finance them
pending 3rt opportunity of market- supporting the Bill because they believe
ing them.
Although many mem- that they will reoe1ive some petty advanbell'S, through that very e.fio.rt, lost their tage for the moment from. it ~
seats in this House and their reputa:1fr. CARLISU-:.-Not for the moment,
tion, I believe the farmers of this country but all along.
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fail' consideration; I was .never prepared
to hand over to the people for less than
its value the wheat of the farmers that
had come under my charge because of the
special conditions that existed.
Mr. OARLISLE.-But you just said yo~
did.
Mr. OMAN.-We did not obtain more
than wQlrld's parity from local purchasers.
I shall quote the actual prices received
for the six years of the war.
Mr. OARLIsLE.-The honorable member
for Warrnambool says you sold wheat
locally for 5d. per bushel less than its
value abroad ..
Mr. DEANY.-YOU know very well what
I said, and you have just supported it
by interjection.
Mr. OJ\fAN.-In the six years, we sold
for local consumption 60,000,000 bushels,
and for eXpOl;t 159,000,000 bushels. The
average price paid for the wheat for local
consumption was 58. 7.56d. per bushel,
and the average price paid for the overseas wheat was 5s. 11.75d. pel' bushel.
I could amplify those figures, but time
will not permit me to do so. The position is that the Government deny the
right of the people to hold property. Is
that to be suppo'rted by the members 011
this (the Opposit.ion) side of the Hous~,·
who have denounced Socialism in and out
of season? Where w~11 this proposal lead
us, and where will it end?
Will any
temporary gain, if there be temporary
gain, compensate for the position that we
shall be in ~
Mr .. WEAvER.-Did not a Nationalist
Government fix the price of wheat in
1914 ~
Mr. OMAN.-I will take the full responsibility, and offer no apology to any
Olne for what was done during my
I venture to
term of administration.
say that there is hardly a "pooler" in
my constituency.
To-day I have had
numerous telegrams asking me to oppose
the Bill, and on Saturday I was rung up
on the telephone. upon many occasions
by people who made a similar request.
On the train I met people who said,
"Whatever you do, don't permit this compulsory pooling proposal to pass."
An HONORABLE MEl\fBER.-They were
not ~ll wheat-growers.
that~
Mr. OMAN.-A.ll I spoke to were.
Mr. O~IAN.-When the money of the
Mr. HUGHEs.-You have not many
people is behind a venture they are entitled to fair consideration, and they got wheat-growers in your electorate.

Mr. OMAN.-I have pointed out that
it is quite possible that the wheat that is
stored, if it is held under the principles
that have been pursued during the last
few years, may be sOlId in the closing
months of this year at 4s. a bushel. It is
just as well that the farmers should know
that.
Mr. CARLISLE.-What about last year?
Mr. OMAN.-I am speaking of this
year, but in reply to the honorable member I may say that 40 per cent. of the
wheat was sold in the open market. We
have heard no complaints.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-There have been a lot·
\..)f cOID.:iJ!liints.
Mr. OM.AN.-With respect to that 40
per cent. ~
J\f.r. CARLIsLE.-Yes.
Mr. OMAN.-I challenge honorable
membrrs to teEit the matter by submitting
the question of a compulsory Pool to a
referendum of the wheat-growers.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was submitted to a
referendum of the wheat-growers in 1921.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, after they had been
used to a pooling system under which they
received very special consideration.
Mr. HOGAN.-Under adverse circumstances.
Mr. OJ\iAN.-A Labour Government
was in power in New South Wales, and
when we guaranteed 5s. a bushel to the
growers, it guaranteed 7s. 6d. That
cost the New South Wales taxpayers
£1,000,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-The referendum was not
taken ill New South Wales, but in Viotoria.
Mr. OMAN.-The reason the Pool was
popular here was that we were able t'o
show better prices up to ls. per bushel
than the sister State of New South Wales.
That State had to pay £1,750,000 of the
taxpayers' money in order to make up
shortages.
Mr. FROST.-YOU chargecl the local
people 9s. per bushel.
J\fr. OMAl~.-We charged the local
people less than the wheat was sold at
overseas during the whole six years of the
war.
J\fr. WETTENHALT~.-Are you proud of
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Mr. ROGAN.-Popular with the wheat
lIr. OMAN.-I grow more wheat than
the average wheat-grower. The honorable agents.
Mr. OMAN-.-Popular with the wheatmember is serving my purpose if he
wants to delay the consideration of· this growers. Make no mistake about it, the
Bill. This year I am growing more wheat Minister is misjudging public opinion tothan the average wheat-grower, and I day. Of that I am sure. I am prepared
have a good-looking crop. I am looking to go further, and say that, in order to
forward to selling my wheat in the open plac'8 a volunta.ry Pool on all fours with
market at, possibly, 7s. a bushel f.o.b. i. private operators so as to give it a fair
am not looking forward to part o.f it being chance, I would support a. proposal to pay
sold ill a compulsory .Pool at the close of 5s. a bushel straight out, if that could be
.
the year at 48. per bushel after another financed by the banking institutions.
crop has been garnered else\yhere.
Mr. CARLISLE.-A voluntary Pool is no
Mr. JACKSON.-Why 4s.~
good.
Mr. Ol\£'A. N.-W e shall have new wheat
Mr. OMAN.-N 0 doubt the honorable
competing with the present harvest next member will say that wheat will not go
mid-year.
into a voluntary Pool if it is established,
. Mr. HOGAN.-'\That is to prevent the If he does so, he will confirm my statePool selling the whole of it at 7s. a ment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why did you supbushel?
Mr. OMli.N.-The Government would port a voluntary Pool? You were against
not allow the '7,000,000 bushels required all Pools previously.
for local consumption to go out of the
Mr. OMAN.-I have always been in
State?
favour of the co-operative method of
Mr. WE'l"l'ENHALL.-YV'ould you?
disposing of produce. I am chairman of
Mr. OMAN.-If I were a member of a co-operative butter factory, and I
the Government that did not allow it to should like to see everyone there come
go out of the State, I would see that the in voluntarily, but 50 of the suppliers in
Government purchased the wheat at its the district send to Gee1rmg and to private
value and held it for local requirements. concerns elsewhere.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The reason why
We did that before.
Mr. SLATER.-That was exactly what you agreed to a voluntary Pool was that
ten of your number were knocked off at
you opposed.
Mr. Ol\£AN.~As a matter of fact, that ~:he elections on the compulsory Pool
argument carries no 1veight, because it Issue.
was done.
Mr. OMAN.-If we had a co-operative
Mr. HOGAN.-YOU would llOt do what Pool, the man who does not desire to sell
you are advocating now.
.
in the open market could put his wheat
Mr. Ol\£liN.-I gave the honorable into it. Of what value is a compulsory
gentleman every opportuuity when he was Pool in one State when voluntary Pools
making his second-reading speech.
I, are in operation in adjo'ining States 1 The
myself, am strongly in favour of a volun- proposal for a compulsory Pool submitted
tary Pool, and a voluntary Pool would by the Government means that freight
have been initiated in Victoria if it haa. cannot 'be chartered and wheat cannot be
not been that a change of Government sold here now. In South Australia, where
t.ook place. I attended a conference in they have established a voluntary Pool:
the Prime Minister's office. Wediscussed freight has been chartered at an advanthe wheat-pooling question,. and con- tage of 2d. a bushel as compared with
sidered the proposals of the Common- the freight to-day, and wheat has been
wealth in helping the States to finance sold ·on a high-market value and in fair
the scheme. I placed a recommendation quantity.
Mr. DowNwARD.-Did you approve of
on the file that the present system should
be continued. Now I am going to ask the the action of the Commonwealth in sayLeader of the Labour GOlvernment how it ing that no wool should be exported from
is that the Premier of South Australia, this country under Sd. a lb. when they
with the numbers behind him, accepted a were only getting 3d. or 4d. for it ~
Mr. OMAN.-Well, I am not here to
voluntary Pool. It was because he knew
that that was the prolpelf' thing to' dO', and, answer for the Federal Government. I
.find that I have quite enough to answer
as I !hink, the popular thing to do.
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for myself. When we were considering
the Milk Supply Bill, the honorable member for Lowan moved that the following
words be added to clause 2:Provided that, before undertaking the sale
and delivery of milk by retail, such council
shall, on demand, adequately compensate any
person or persons then engaged in the sale
and delivery of milk by retail within the area
proposed to be 'seryed by Ruch council.

I am going to ask. the Minister of Agriculture if he is in favour of compensation to the wheat speculator and the men
engaged in that industry? With regard
to that amendment, the :M:inister of Agricult.ure said-'
Nobody else will be prevented from also disdoes the Bill not
does not even proVIde for the block distribution of milk, a reform
th.at I should like to establish.. No person
WIll have any claim to compensation.
trihl~ting mille
Not only
p~ovlde for a monopoly, it

The assumption is' that if it had
been a close mOllopolJl there would
have been a claim for compensation.
Mr. HOGAN.-What are you doing
now ~
Putting up a case fO'r wheatbuyers 0'1' growers?
Mr. OMAN.-I am putting up a case
for the primary producers of this State.
I am op'p?se~ to the Government seizing
commoOdItIes In the way proposed in this
Bill.
If the Minister of Agriculture
were chairma1;l of this Board and had the
fL~il1g of the pri?e for local consumption,
I should have lIttle hope of having the
world's parity under present conditions.
~~. ~L.ATER.-He has no such power,
Hnd It IS absurd to talk like that.
Mr. OMAN.-When we had a cO'mpulsory Pool suggest.ed, and were dealing with
£12,000,000 worth of wheat I said that
it was :1 proper thing to pro~ide adequate
payment to obtain the services of the best
men in the community to handle this
business.
What is offered in this Bill?
The elected members of the Board are to
receive an. attendance fee of £1 11s. 6d.
for each meeting of the Board at which
a quorum is present.
This rate of payment, with ~wo effective sittings per 'week,
would mean £162 a year fOil' men who are
to have the control and management' of
this great business. I speak with a good
deal o~ experience in the handling of
wheat, and I have come in contact with
Jrlen who know all a bout this busiuess.
There is one man I could name to whom
I would not be afraid to pay £10,000 for
his services in disposing of the wheat
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grown in this State.' During the war
period the success of the compulsory Pool
was .entirely dependent upon men who
had had the handling of wheat prior to
the war.
Every credit is due to them
for the great services they rendered to
this State.
We are told that if a' man
puts his .wheat into the Pool he is certain
to obtain t~e average price secured by the
PoOol.
As a matter of fact, that will
not be the case.
The grower who is
financially weak has to sell his scrip at
the market value when he wants money.'
In view of the fact that three members
of the Board to control this Pool wiil
be representatives of the growers, we may
be sure that they will favour a negotiable
security. I know how the scrip changed
hands when I was controlling the Wheat
PoOol in this State.
I took a certain
amount of risk, but I again ,and again
. urged the holders to retain possession of
their serip against the market.
My advice proved to be advantageous to those
who accepted it, but if it had turned out
to be wrong I would have been rent in
twain. A great deal has been said about
the .advantage to millers if they could
obtain their wheat direct froOm the seller,
and we are told that the Pool will eliminate the middleman.
With the possible
exception of Mr. Harold Darling, every
man in the milling trade obtains his
wheat from the voluntary Pool, so there
is not much force in that argument.
Mr. .POLLARD.-We eliminated the
wheat speculatO'r.
Mr. OMAN.-We did much more than
that.
Mr. POLLARD.-We eliminated men
who made large sums 0.£ money and died
millionaires at the expense of the COWltry.
Mr. OMAN .-That statement is not
founded on fact.
Mr. SLATER.-N one of them died very
poo~.
.
Mr. EVERARD.-It is a. pity they died
at aU.
.
1\11'. OMAN.-The fact to-day is that,
O'wing to' interference by the GO'vernment, people cannot contract to sell their
~vheat nor to obtain freight.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, they can.
Mr. OMAN.-In wha.t way ~ Where
is the Board to dO' that'~
Mr. HoGAN.-The Wheat-growers' Corporation is carrying on its ordinary functions.
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}tIr. OMAN.-If this Bill fails to be-come law, what, can they dOl ~
Mr. HOGAN.-They can continue as at
present.
Mr.' OMAN.-The fact tha,t' neither
cOontr.acts to. sell wheat nOor for securing
freight can be entered into just now
places producer:s at a great disadvantage.
Mr'. HOGAN.-I have tOold you that
freight can be ohtained.
Mr.,OMAN.-We axe entering upOon
a big wool season, ,and a good deal of
tonnage will be required tOo take the
wool Ooverseas. There will alsO' be a good
,deal of wheat, and it is to' the interest
of the man on the laud that he should
take the market while the gOling is good.
The wool season looks very sound, but
{)ur wheat yield is entirely dependent on
the area put under crop and the climatic
conditions which prevail during the grOowing season in other countries.
If 7s.
a bushel is going to be paid for
wheat fOil' January and February deli very f. o. b. , a good deal of grOlund
will be put under wheat in othe,r
countries, and the grain will be harvested in the middle of next year. That
is a f.actor which will have considera,ble
influence on the price of wheat later.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Cheer up! It's all
right.
Mr. OMAN.-It may be all right for
the Government. If a compulsOory POGI is
going to be established, I dOo not see why
the Board now controlling the voluntary
Pool should nOot be appointed. These men
have had three years' expe~ience, and
have dOone their work very well. Is there
any reason why, with £12,000,000 at
stake, we should hesitate tOo pay £2,500
to the men who will control this business ~
What right has the Government to a representative beyond the Unde,r-Treasurer
of the State ~ Mr. Pitt knows as much
about the sale of wheat as any man in
the Government Oor sitting on the Government side of the' House. He might prOoperly be a member of the Board ex officio,
and he would pro,tect the financial
interests of the State. I am in favour
of the taxpayers being represented
in t,his way. Assuming that a compulsory POOlI is gOling to be established, one d the first things the
Government, if it has any nerve, should
say to the producers ~s that they want
the wheat required fOor lo'cal consumption and are prepared to pay the
market rate for it. I do not think
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the
GOovernment
should have
any
power to withhold whea.t frOom sale, and
possibly at a later date force the owner
to accept a lower price than can be obtained at the present tIme.
,
Mr. DOWNWARD.-All the people who
put wheat into the Pool will get the one
price.
Mr. Ol\1:AN.-Wheat may realize 7s.
a bushel f .00. b. at the beginning of the
season, but come dOown to 4s. at the close.
lt will be seen that the wheat sOold at the
close OIf the season 'will realize very much
less than that which could be obtained at
the present time, fo'r instance.
Mr. HOGAN,.-What makes you suggest
that the price will be' so low at the close
of the seasOln ~
Mr. Ol\1:AN.-The increase in production in other parts of the world.
The
~finister of Agriculture,' in introducing
tliis Bill, said that it ensured the inclusion of all wheat-growers and embodied
the adoption by them of the biblical principle .of "Bear ye one another's burdens."
I do not think that can be done under this
Bill. They must relegate their business to
~thers and share and share alike, just a~
the honorable member for MorningtGn
said.
Mr. DOWNWARD. - Yes; but you
wanted to. make out th.at if your wheat
were SOlId later in the yea.r and prices fell
yO'll would get less.
Mr. OMAN.-If wheat is sold at a
later period of the yela1' a,t, a, lowelr pricel,
that will reduce the average price to be
paid to growers ..
Mr. HOGAN.-There is no reason for
that.
Mr. OMAN.-The GOIvernment boast.s
that it is in favOour of the principle
that the wheat-growers shall rece,ive
the full reward Oof their labour.
To
go back to the period :when we had a
compulsory Pool: There was a very
strGng agitation from this side of the
House in favOour of different conditions to '
those then prevailing, and a, determined.
effort was made tOI obtain the wheat at
less than pa.rity. That effort was mad~
by the very men whOi are to-day in fa,vour
Oof giving the wheat-growers the full .reward of their labour. I am in favOour of
giving every man the full reward Oof his
labour. I am in fa,vour of an equal op ..
portunity to all. But I am not in favour
of the policy enunciated by the hOonorable
member for Mornin~ton-that is, the
policy of share and share alike and an
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equal division. I do not mean by equal
division an equal divisiOon Oof the wealth
of the community, but an equal division
in regard to prices.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You believe in a
Saturday night divide, evidently.
Mr. OMAN.-No; but the Premier believes in that. Queensland, with Labour
in office, had a compulsory Pool.
We
know wha,t was done in the way of opening mea,t shops and in the sales of eggs
and other commodities ..
Mr. DEANY.-Not forgetting butter.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, butter was also
handled.
There can be no half-way
house. We are either in or we are out.
We are either in favour of Socialism or
we are against it.
In Queensland the
commerce of the country was controlled
by a LabOour Government· to a great extent. The people gained very little advantage, if any, from that control.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-They gained
a lot of experience.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, they gained a great
deal of experience; and they encountered
great financial losses.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-And the people returned the Labour party again to power
at the following election.
.
Mr. OMAN.-The Bill, as introduced,
consists in great part of existing legislatiQln, but there are severral new proposals. Sub-clause (5) of clause 4 provides thatThe Chairman shall be such member of the
Board as the Governor in Qouncil appoints to
be Cliairman.

That is a ridiculous proposal. It shows
what was in the mind of the Government.
They wanted to have controL
I am
totally O'pposed to that provision. I
am opposed, as I have sta.ted, to
th€,re being any Government representative. The C~airman should be appointed by the Board, and not by the
T'he wheat that is to be
Government.
handled is nOit the property of the Government, but of the producers. .
Mr. BROWNBILL.-But there is a Government guarantee.
Mr. OMAN.-The Government's gua1'autee is nil.
Mr. HOGAN.-Is it?
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, it is nil. What call
we say of a guarantee of 3s. Sd. a bushel
when .wheat is worth 6s. a bushel?
Mr. HOGAN.-You fo,re.cast six weeks
ago that there would be no compulsory
POool.
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Mr. OMAN.-I did not think the men
who arel controlling the; wheat Pool would
go back on the voluntary system. I was
surprised to find the Leader of th~
Country party joining with a deputation to ask fo;r a compulsory POool. It
brings to my memory an incident that
uccurred a few years ago in my. own
home. My wife was troubled by a mouse.
She, therefore, put a small piece of card·
board on the fioor, and made a trap with
a basin and peg. In the slit of the peg
she placed a. piece of' cheese. The mouse,
just like the men representing. the
Farmers Union in this House, was
after the cheese. He grabbed the cheese,
shifted the peg, and the basin dropped
over him. My wife shortly afterwards.
took the mouse and drowned it in a
bucket of water. That was the end of
Mr. Mouse. He was gone.
The Minister of Agriculture has placed a bit of
cheese in the slit of a peg. If country
representatives attempt to grab the,
cheese they will find that they have sacrificed the party they represent, once for
all.
Mr. POLLARD.-But they will not· be
drowned in a bucket of water afterwards.
Mr. OMAN.-I gave that simple illustration to show the danger of tampering·
with apparent benefits.
.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It was a simpJe
enough illustration.
:M:r. OMAN.-Yes, it was simple.
I
do not say that the members who represent the Farmers Union party are quite
as simple as all that. I have my doubts
&bout their accepting the Bill.
Then
there is clause 23. This clause really"
deprives the Board of control. The Mill~
. ister may prescribe the manner in which
any particular thing is to be done, and
in this way fetter the free hand intended
to be given to the Board. The position
obtaining in 1920 with regard to the
Pool was essentially different from that
which will arise under the present Bill.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-What is the difference betwee~ this and a voluntary
p~,

-

Mr. OMAN.-I am opposed to any
provision that will give the Governor hi'
Council power to fix the price without
the consent of the Board.
The Boaru
should represent the producers of this
State: I am opposed to this Bill lock;
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stock, and barrel, and I shall vote against
the second reading.' I am convinced that
if the question were referred to th~ producers an overwhelming majority would
declare for de-control. Forty per cent.
of them in a very different market than
obtains to-day declared for de-control last
year. That, in itself, was a vindication
of the action of the Government in 1921.
That fact is indisputable. ,The reason
why the Government are fighting for a
compulsory Pool is that theY' know that
without compulsion the wheat can be
marketed, and the great bulk of it will
be if this Bill fails to p,:\ss.
The
Government will have to hustle to
buy the wheat required for local
consumption'. It is the duty of the Government to consider that proposition.
But to attempt to' seize and deal in the
manner proposed with the produce of one
set of the people is most unfair. It is
against the best interests of the people in
this State and Oommonwealth.
.
Mr. ALLAN.-I followed with some
inte,rest the speech made by the hOOlora.ble member for Hampden.
He has
a good deal of knowledge of the wheat
business. But while I agree with him
on many points, I cannot wholly agree
with him. One of the main principles
which we have stood up for in this House
is that each producing section should
manage its own business. I do not say
that the Bill goes the whole distance in
that respect, and I propose to point out
II few alterations that could be made in
the interests of the wheat-growers. As
it matter of fact, I should like to ask the
Minister, when the debate js nearing its
conclusion, to give some indication of
what amendments he would be prepared
to accept in Oommittee.
If that were
done it would facilitate the passage of the
Bill. It is abundantly evident to every
one that we must reach finality in
regard to the question of what we are
going to do by next wheat harvest.
Some of the States are already chartering, and although I understand that the
Minister has given permission to the present tentative B9ard to charter, we do
not know what kind of Pool will be approved by the House, and consequently
they are not OIl very safe ground. Whether
ihis Bill will bring finality to the wheat
business or not, it is certain that a mea-
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sure will have to be put through to giv~
finality in the form either of a voluntary
or a compulsory Pool.
Objection has
been taken by the previous speaker .tt;)
a compulsory POOlI.
That js the vital
principle of the Bill. I desire to say on
behalf of my pa,rty 'that, after oonsidering
the Bill, it is our intention to support the
compulsory pr.inciple provided We 'can get
a board established that will be satisfactory from ,a wheat-grower's stand-point.
I have no doubt that the Minister of
, Agriculture w'ill be prepared to meet us
on that matter. The price it is proposed
to pay for wheat, I say distinctly, is
altogether too low. Three shillings and
eigfutpence a bushel is a ridiculous price
as a first payment, seeing that wheat is
selling' to-day at 6s. 4d. per bushel, or
probably a little higher.
Mr. HOGAN.-Do not call it a payment; it is an advance.
Mr. A.LLAN.-I know it is an adVlance,
and it is a ridiculously low advance with
wheat at the price it is to-day.
The
Oommonwealth proposal was to advance
80 per cent. of the value of the wheat at
the opening of the' season, and if the
Oommonwealth and State banks could advance 80 per cent. for a Oommonwealth
Pool why cannot they advance it for a
State Pool? It would be absolutely safe
to do so, and the only question is whe,ther
they can find the cash. I doubt whether
the buyers in Australia could buy the
Australian crop. at 6s. 4d. a bushel. I do
not believe that they could finance even
Victoria's quota, which would require
about £10,000,000. The banks could not
find that money. I am quite willing to
admit that the buyers would not have to
find the wholel of the money at onel time;
neither would the Board. They would not
buy the whole of the wheat in January.
The purchase would be spread over two
or three months, and by the time the last
of the wheat was bought a large amount
of the money would be returned in cash
or credit. If the buyers could find the
money to finance the wheat the Board
should be able to find it just as easily,
because it would come from the Oommon-,
wealth Bank and the Associated Bank~.
It has been repeatedly said here-I have
said it myself-that we are distinctly dissatisfied with the great disparity that
exists between what the grower gets for
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any particular commodity and what the
consumer has to pay. That applies more
strongly, perhaps; to fruit than wheat,

but th,ere is a good deal of money made
by wheat speculators. It was stated by
interjection that one gentleman who was a
wheat speculator had died wortfu more
than £1,000,000.
I do not object to
anyone making money by speculation,
but the wheat-growers are very foolish in
allowing speculators to come in when they
can manage their own business, and have
managed it for a number of years, quite
satisfactorily. The Wheat Board has done
its work exceedingly well. There has been
no Government interference. U nfortunately this Bill will open the door_ to
Government interference, and we want to
put that right. If the Board can run,
as it has done for several years, a voluntary Pool without any risk to the Go~ernment or any inside interference by
the Government, surely that can be done
also in the case of a compulsory Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-The clause that is in this
Bill is the same as the section in the L'lct
of 1921, under which the voluntay;y Pool
was carried on.
.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yes, but the Board proposed is not the same. It does seem as
if a voluntary Pool must in the end be
doomed to failure. I have not the exact
.figures, but, quoting from memory, approximately 80 per cent. of our wheat
went into the first voluntary Pool. Last
year th6 quantity put into the Pool had
dropped to about 60 per cent., and in
a year like this, with wheat selling at a
high figure, the whole of the 'wheatgrowers would probably desire to sell,
and get their price, at the railway
platform.
The honorable member for
Hampden said that wheat had been selling at 6s. 4d. or 6s. 6d. per bushel. It
may be that the cargoes sold at the end
of the year will bring less than that
amount. That I admit, but the thing
J!lay work out the other way. Supposing
the price of wheat at the end of this
season was 4s. a bushel, that would mean
tha,t the a ve-rage price spread Q1ver the
whole Pool period would be less than the
price at present being charged. But supposing the se~son opens with wheat at
4s. a bushel, and ends with wheat at
7s. a bushel, the average price will be between those t\\"O figures. Under a compul-
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sory Pool, if there was loss in one year
there. might be a gaip. in the next year.
If the price of whea~.. rises it is bound
to f.all, and if it falls it is bound to rise

agaw.
·Dr. ARGYLE.-What goes up must come
dowll. .
Mr. ALLAN.-Yes, a~d what comes
down must, go up. N a,tur ally , I would prefer that the Bill should provide for the
continuance of the Pool for a . longer
period than one year. I do not say that
the growers should not have a say in the
matter, but I would like a clause to be
inserted to enable the Pool to be extended
for two or three years without an appeal
to Parliament, provided that. on a vote
being taken the wheat-growers were agreeable to its continuance. If we provide
for only one ye'ar we shall leave the matter in a state of uncertainty. We shall
not know whether the Bill will be re-enacted or not. If it is not re-enacted the
Board will not be able to go on chartering, to proceed with their office work, and
to get ready for their. buying arrangements throughout the country. I said a
few momeI],ts ago that I would indicate
what are the alterations my party desire
to have l~ade in the Bill, and I was hopeful that the Minister would be in a position to say before the second reading was
passed whether he ·would give favorable
consideration to the requests we intend
to submit in Oommittee. It may be said
that we would desire to put the price of
wheat up to import parity. That is quite
impossible seeing that there is a voluntary Pool in New South Wales, and one
The Board
also in South Australia.
could not fix the price for the wheat of
Victoria at the- level at which it could be
brought in from New South Wales and
South Australia. Seeing that most of
our wheat comes from near the Murray
'the difference should be very s,mall,
and the Board might fix a price above
what the parity should be.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-This Bill prohibits
importations from other States, does it
not~

Mr. ALLAN.-No; we have no power
to do that.
Mr. EOGLESToN.-Does it not prohibit
the Rai,lways Oommissioners carrying
wheat from other States ~
:Mr .....\'LLAN.-I do not think it does.
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Mr. OMAN.-There is wheat from a
:small part of New South Wales that is
looked upon as Victorian wheat, and
.al ways has been.
~Ir. ALLAN.-This Parliament cannot stop· ships coming to Victoria, and
wheat can be shipped from Adelaide round
to Melbourne.
The wheat "wuld not
come by rail. This Parliament has no
power to stop shipping, and, therefore,
the Board would not be able to fix the
price of wheat above its actual va~u.e.
Mr. CARLlsLE.-This Bill contains no
provision to stop our Railways Commissioners carrying wheat from other States.
lir. ALLAN.-So far as I know, it
.does not. We have no power to interfere with Inter-State trade. As I said
before, I do not intend to speak at length,
but I wish to indicate as clearly and con-cisely as I can what objections we have
to the Bill. In the first place it is provided that a Board is to be constituted
~onsisting of five members, three of whom
are to be elected by the '\Y'heat-growers
.and two of whom are to be nominated
by thel Minister.

That viola,tes the very

principle I laid down at the start. I
want u' wheat-growers' Pool, not a Government Pool. I do not object to the
word "compulsion," and, provided we

can get a wheat-growers' Pool, I shall
have no objection to compulsion. I du
not want to say that we desire to remodel
the Bill absolutely, and, after consideration, I have to state that we would not
.object to a Board consisting of three
members elected by the wheat-growers
.and one Government nominee. Messrs.
Baker and Judd have been mentioned as
yery suitable men to be on the Board.
Either of those gentlemen would be eminently satisfactory so far as the wheatgrowers are concerned. We do not want
to hedge the Board round so that no one
·can look into its operations. We have
no desire to do that. The working of
the Board that has been dealing with the
business for the past few years has be(3n
satisfactory,

and

everything has
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Mr. LIND.-Did you mean that there
should be a Board consisting of five
mem bel'S or four?
Mr. ALLAl"V.-A Board of five 'membel'S, consisting of four representatives of
the :wheat-growers and the, Governm.ent

nomInee.
Mr. LIND.-YOU said three representatives of the wheat-growers and the Government nominee.
Mr. ALLAN.-We do not object to the
Board consisting of five members, but we
want only one member to be nominated
by the Government. That would mean
four representatives of the wheat-growers .
We also object to the provision under
which the chairman is to be appointed
by the Governor in Council.
I have
rarely seen a Board appointed that has
not had power to appoint its own chairman. In this case the Board, and not
the Government, should appoint the chairman. The members of the Board should
know better than the Government who
would be capable of carrying out the
duties of chairman, and, probably, they
would desire to change the chairman

occasionally. The task of chairman is
rather an arduous one, and the present
Board has found it desirable to changp,
the chairman each year. The remuneration of the members of the Board is fixed
Rt 31s. 6d. per sitting, with a maximum
payment of £500 per annum. I would suggest that the 31s. 6d. be struck out. We do
not object to the payment of £500 per
annum. The provision for the payment
. of 31s. 6d. pel' sitting would mean
that country representatives, say from
the Mallee, would have to live in
Melbourne or they could not draw
£500 in a year. If the Board met once
a week at 31s. 6d. a sitting they would
draw l~ss than £100 a year. If we appoint men to a Board and eXpect them
to give their full time to the work of
t.hat Boa,rd, they shOluld be paid fixed

salaries.

The wheat-growers' representa-

been

ti ves will ha,v€' to stand fOIl' re-election a,t

.above board. We have no objection to
their being on the Board for which the
Bill provides a Government nominee. He
would, I presume, be a ·financial expert,
who would see from the stand-point of
~ the people of 'Victori~ that the fair thing
was done.

the end of twelve months, and the wheat;..
growers will turn anyone down who has
not give satisfaction. There~ore, we recommend that the provision for the pay-

ment of 31s. 6d: p.er sitting be struck out
and that a fixed salary of £500 per anllun
be paid.
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Mr. HOGAN.-Irrespective of whether
the representatives attend the meetings of
the Board or not?
Mr: ALLAN.-If they do not attend
the meetings of the Board. the wheatgrowers will attend to them.
Mr. I-IOGAN .-Once they had been
elected they could not be shifted for a
year.
Mr.ALLAN.-That is quite correct,
but if they had not given satisfaction
there is no doubt that they would. be
shifted then.
Olause . 23 provides that
the Governor in Oouncil may make regulations with respect to(b) the ·pnrchase o.r sale or arrangements for
the :purchase Or ·sale of wheat harvested during
. the season 1924-1925.

We have a decided objection to that paragraph. It is pre~ty nearly Government
control, and we want Board control.
Therefore, I hope the Minister will agree
to the paragraph being struck out.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-What about
clause 24 ?
Mr. ALLAN.-Olause 24 deals with
the powers of the Governor in Oouncil in
a certain contingency. Under clause 23
the' Governor in Oouncil has power to
make regulations. That would mean giving the Minister control of the whole
affair, and taking it out of the hands of
the Board. Olause 24 provides that whenever the Governor in Oouncil is satisfied
that the Board refuses to sell at a
i·easonable price, or unreasonably refuses
to sell, wheat for consumption in Victoria,
lle(a) may cause inquiry tq be made into the'
matter and,·.in parti.cular, ,as ,to what in the
circumstances is the fair market value of
wheat on the basis of ·which the Board should
be required to sell the same for the pUJrPose
aforesaid, and the classes of persons to whom,
the minimum and maximum quantities in
which, the times and places at ·which, and the
terms and conditions under which it is reasonable in the circumstances to require' the
Board to sell wheat for the purpose aforesaid.

I am quite willing to admit that that provision was in the previous Act.
Mr. HoGAN.-That was section 18 of
the Victorian· WTheat-grow,ers' Corpora.tion Act of 1921.'
Mr. ALLAN.-That is so; but we do
not like that provision at all. We do
ndt think it is necessary. If we allow
a Government nominee to be on the
Bonrd, the Government and this Hou~e
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will know just how the finances of the
Board stand. If~ at any time, the Board
is selling wheat at a price that is too high,
and the matJ.er is brought up in this
House, the House will decide the issue,
J will
arid that should be sufficient.
abide by the decision of the House, whatever it may be.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That would make the
matter purely a political one.
Mr.ALLAN.-It would hot make it
a political matter at all. It is provided
in the schedule thatFor the proper conduct of hispubJic business
the Minister shall be en titled ,at aU times to
put hHnself in direct communication with any
of the officers and employees of the Board, and
also to see all documents, papers, and minutes'
which .he requires elither for Parliament 011' himself, and to be supplied with co.pies thereof, and
rulso to avail himself of the services and assistance of any officer or employee.

We think that is quite unnecessary. We.
have no objection to the Minister having
the power to examine the books of the
Board; but we say that he should consult with the Board or its executive
officers. I think I mentioned that we
should like the wheat-growers to have the
right, at the end of twelve months, to say
by a vote. whether they would like the
Pool to be continued or not. We want
some definite provision, so that if the
wheat-growers want the Pool continued
for two Or three years they themselves
may decide the matter by a vote. I understand that the intention 'of the Minister
is to have a roll of wheat-growers prepared as soon as the wheat comes into the
Pool. Naturally, he cannot get the roll
·before.
Mr. HOGAN.-We can get it before.
Mr. ALLAN.-Not a correct roll.
Mr. HOGAN.-We could get it reasonably correct. We want it for the election
of the Board.
Mr. ALLAN.-I understo!od the Minister to say that ·the present Board would
carryon tentatively. until. the whea_tgrowers of Victoria can elect another
Board .. Is that correct ~
l\![r~ HOGAN.-It is not exactly correct;
it is partly co·rrect.
..
Mr.ALLAN.-I am'perfectly satisfied
with the present Board, and we would be
agreeable to the present Board carrying
on the wheat business until a roll of
wheat-growers can be obtained; that is,
as soon as the growers put their wheat·
into the Pool.
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Mr. HOGAN.-We can get it before I may say that I have been a supporter
that. The Government Statistician has a of a cOmJpulsory POio,1 ever since 1914,
record of the wheat-growers.
when I brought the matter up here and
Mr. ALLAN.-I doubt whether there asked the Rouse to' take into considerais anything like a correct record in the tion the position of the wheat-growers,
office.
I want to leave everything, and see what could .be d!one. After conwhether it is to the ,advantage or the sideration the Government established' a
disadvantage of the wheat-growers, to be Pool. That was a compulsory Pool. It
decided by the wheat-growers themselves. was not managed by the growers t.he~
I d~o not want a roll from which 5 or 10 selves. It was more or less satisfactory.
per cent. of the wheat-growers are omitted It certainly. enabled the wheat-grower8
when a vital decision has to be arrived at. quring war time to' go. on producing
As soon as a complete roll can be ob;~i:p,~d wheat. During the period of the war
I do not 'object to the new Board being they' produced and· sold overseas about
elected. I dOoubt whether a Board can £180,000,000 worth of wheat.
They
be elected by the whole of the wheat- could not possibly have done so unless
growe~s until they have put their wheat there had been some organization in the
into the Poot ~ ow, I ha,ve madel only a. shape of a Pool to allow them to carry
short statement. Doubtless other mem- on. The Pool enabled Victoria to do her
bel'S of the Country party will speak on share in financing the war. That would
the measure. I just w,ant to say to' the have been very difficult if there had not
Government that we are not opposed to been a Pool or some such organization.
the Bill, but we do not want a Govern- To my mind there is very little doubt
ment measure.
We do not want the that the selling of the whole of the harGovernment to control the produce of the vest of Australia, for preference, or failgrain-growers. Neither do we want the ing that the harvest of Victoria, by one
Government to control the produce' of the authority must result in a better averaglj
butter producers.
We want the butter price than would be obtained in the open
producers tOo have the right to control market. If there was no Pool, w'hat
their own industry. We want the fruit- would happen as far as the open market
growers to have the same right, and also was concerned-and this yea,r, above aU
the wheat-growers.
yel3.rs~would bel that €,ve,ry wheat'-grower
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member would try to rush his wheat into the
will remember that the original compul- market at the earliest possible moment,
sory Pool did not provide flor any repre- and that would give an opportunity to
sentation of the growers, and our party overseas buyers and merchants to knock
at that time fought to give them repre- down the price. This year the price
sentation.
would probably be knocked down by from
Mr. ALLtAN.-I do not want to go Is. to 2s. a bushel when the big rush was
over the past at all. I have quite enough on. A Pool could get over that period
to do wit.h the present and the immediate without rushing the wheat into, the
future. There are many dark patches in market, and could keep the price up.
the past, and also some bright ones. T'hat being so, growers would have an
However, we will not benefit by gGing opportunity Oof securing a better price Gn
back and considering the past. We want the average than they would have ,in the
to consider the present, and the best. way open market., F'or two or three years ..
of marketing the wheat-growers' produce voluntary Pool has been in operation.
from now on. No doubt a good deal 01 The result is that the price has been kept
light will be thrown on the Bill by other a little higher than it would have been
speakers. If the members of the Oountry if the open market had been relied
party get an assurance that reasonable upon.
Advantage· is taken by those
consideration will be given to our requests who stand out of a voluntary Pool
in C'ominittee, then we are· prepared to to market their produce and get the
support the second reading.
full price. They leave those who keep
1\1r. C'ARLISLE.-I do not propose to up the price for them to take the ~verage
make a very long speech. A committee price obtained by the Pool. Probably the
of the Country party has gone through honorable member fOol' Hampden would be
the Bill, and the honorable member for one of those who would send his' wheat
Rodney has pointed out pretty ~en Wh:lt. into the, open market, and rejoice in the
alterations 'we should like in the measure .. fact that the" mugs" who weut into the
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voluntary Pool were keeping up the price
to the extent :o·f Is. a bushel. There are
a lot of people like that. They will start
somet.hing in the nature of a voluntary
Pool, and then they will not put their
own stuff into it.' They take advantage
of the fact that the price is kept up by
the Po~o'l, 'and scoop' the benefits them- ,
selves. "Ve know what happens in con, nexion with the Australian Dried F'ruits
Association. Those who do not belong to
that asS'olcia tion can sell all their dried
fruits in Australia at a price that'
'has been kept up by the' association ..
They like the association to continue,
but· they stay out . of it themselves.
The Australian Dried Fruits Association
finds tha.t it cannot possibly go on any
longer as it is at present constituted, and
it is looking for a compulsory Pool. There
must be organization, otherwise we will
be at the mercy of every one who is dealing in, the same kind of product. Manufacturers and business men are all associated, and the producers a.re the only
men who are not organized. It is to the
advantage o·f middlemen and brokers to
keep us as we· are, because they can then
manage to get a bigger share of the proceeds of our proq ucts than in any other
way. If we can be organized their
chance of appropriating a big share of
our returns is very limited. A nnmbelr of
people who are interested in the sale of
wheat are moving Heaven and earth to
stoOP this compulsory Pool. I ha,ve been
re1ceiving telegrams signed by employees
of wheat merchants 1 and people of that
class, asking pIe to oppose the passage of
this Bill., I notice that other honorable
membe·rs are also receiving telegrams on
the. subjed..
The;re is a very definite
campaign against the organization of
wheat-growers by means of a compulsory
Pool. One has' only to read the newspapers to find the writers fulminating
against this pro.posal.
Le1tters appear
over the signatures of "Grain-grower"
and" Wheat-grower," arid no doubt the
letters are written in the office of the
newspaper publishing them.' ,
Mr. OMAN.-The great bulk of the letters are signed by the' ~rit,ers with the1ir
own names. You niust admit that.
Mr. CARLISLE.-M·en who claim to
have had 40 years' experience as graingrQtwers have p~Qtbably been in a newspaper offiC?e for 40 months, and they write
these let.ters.
Mercha'nts wjth a litt Ie
money are not afraid te>' 'spend it in
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opposing this measure, and so we get, telegrams from all over the place. I got a
telegram to-day from somebody wp.o is.
not a resident in my €llect,c,Tateat alL
He did not even know the honQlrable member to send his message to. I handed it
on to the member fOIl' the dist.rict, and 'he
told me he did nQlt know the sender, although he knew most of 'the residents in
that particular locality. There can be no
doubt of the determined fight against this
attempt on the part of the Gov€lrnment
to organize the wheat-gro.wers so that
they will get the benefit of the full'value
of their grain. The honorable memher
for Rodney has intima.ted preUy well
what alterations we have decided should
be made ip. the Bill. If the Minister
agrees to them, I do not think he will
find anythmg objectionable.
There 1:S
ce.rtainly nothing unreasonable, and if
the Minister can seel his wa,y to agree to
the amendments we propose, the passage
of ,this Bill in this House 1::, assured. I
have no doubt the establishment of a compulsory Pool will result in a very much
larger amount of money finding its way
into the pockets of the grain-grQtwers.
than is likely to be the case if we ,have to
rely upon an open market. The expenenoe we have had since 1914 has shown
that we are very much better Q1ff under
the pooling system, even under a voluntary Pool, than we were when we had t.')
rely upon the open marke.t. To my mind,
the compulsory Pool is the last thing in
organiza,tion, and no growe.r should be
willing to continue any longer without a
compulsory Pool. No business man jn
Victoria., or in Auskalia for that matt€lr,
can hope to carryon successfully if he is
not organized and working with those who
are in the same calling as himself.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I should lIke
to say at the outset that I have no doubt
in my own mind whatever that the compulsory pooling' of wheat will not canse
injury to anybody. I am just as satisfied that the benefits that will result from
thp. ef'tablishment of this Pool will be
shared by a larger number of p~ople than
will be the case if we have to return to
the. open-market system. . The elXperience
we have ,had of the voluntary pooling of wheat shows that 80 per
cent,
of
the
growers
sent
their
wheat to the' Pool during' the first
year, 15 per cent. during the second, and
GO pCI' cent. during the thl:i·d. This rllust
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not be taken to' indicate that growers are
gradually becoming opposed to the pooling sy.stem. UnfO'rtunately, we have O'nly
heard of men who stood outside the Pool
who have been successful.
That is a
demonstration of the principle which we
ha,ve
heard
all
our
lives-that
our
tri um phs
are' proclaimed
to
the ,world, while our sorrows arel
kept to ourselves.
The man . who
sold his wheat in the open market at
3s. lld. when the Pool was returning
4s. 4d. does not say anything about his
experience. A number of growers sold
their wheat last year at 3s. lId., but they
said nothing about it.
Un the other
hand, the man who sold at 5s. gets on a
housetop and announces th~ fact to the
crowd. It is these instances of succeS8
which have influenced people in refraining from sending their wheat to the voluntary Pool. I know from actual results
that the average return to growers who
pooled their wheat has been much higher
than that O'btained by those who sold ih
'the open market during the same period.
That is a definite and clear statement,
and I challenge anybody to deny it. It
is because I believe that the compulsory
poO'ling of wheat will injure no one that
I am supporting this measure. If I am
wrong, then it is an error of judgment,
but it is a conclusion I have arrived at
after the deepest investigation that I am
rapable of. However, "ve want to make
amendments in this Bill which we think
will be in the interest of growers. Ire.,.
gret that the Government did not adopt
the schtlme put forward by the Federal
Prime Minister, and. 1 am afraid that
to some extent this matter has been made
a political issue.
That scheme' would
have meant uniformity, which I think is
absolutely necessary if the pooling of
wheat is to be a complete success.
However, unless somel amendments are
granted wei are not going to assist the
Go'vernmoot to lila.ke this Bill law. There
are fundamental principles that must first
be conceded. I now wish to refer to- some
points in connexion with the marketing. of
whela,t in the open market. Before the, wa,r
-beforel we knew anything .O'f collective
marke,ting-we were, giv€n to undeT'stand
tha,t a, fair amount for the s€lrvices rendered by the wheat dea.leil' was Is. a,
bushel. It was commonly stated that that
was the; cost Q1f handling. 'Ve did not know
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better in thosel.days. If :we saw that the
price
of wheat,' in
London was
equal to 6s .. £.o.b., we forsooth· ,had
to take 5s.
Nmv, when the pooling proposal, :first came along, the farmers
of t.his State were, told by a· 1\!Iinister of
the Crown that. they had not a man
amongst them whOo was capablel of filling a
positiOin on thel: Whea,t Board . . Further
than tha,t, we we're' to,ld that ir the fa.rmers
succeeded in getting a i'epresentative on
the BOoard he would learn a lot of things
he had no right ~Oo learn and it would not.
bel good for him. We had toO fight 'almost
to the dea,th to get a, man on thel Board.
Yet, e,ven tuall y, we got a, Board compos~
absolutely of whea,t-grow€il's: There had.
come a change o'er the spirit of the scene
sinoel we we~e told that farmers we~e not
brainy enough to be' diredly re,pr€sente~
on thel Board. N oow, in proport,~on as
wheat-growers weil'e cw'pointed to the
Board, the management improved in efficiency. There was a reduction in handling charges from Is. a bushel tOo Sd. This
was effected despite increased wageo, increased interest on borrowed money, and
incr€ases on every mortal thing apper~
taining to a business concern. So the
job that we were, formerly told was worth
ls. a bushel was done for 8cl. When the
Government took Oove,r this business the
fair handling charge was madel .4d. a
bushel. Thel dealeifs th€n said tha,t was a
fair ratel for the handling of the wheat.
By the assistance of cO-Oope,ra,tive companies
and by putting up a strenuous fight, the
farmers succeeded in getting the handling charge down tOi 3id. per bushel.
'Vhen that amount was allowed the Government found an t,hel dunna.ge, all thel
cove'rings for the whea,t, and a lot of other
things. As time progressed tha,t amount
was reduced. To-day,' thanks to the handling by the Board composed of men who
are esseutia.lly wheat'-growe'rs-there are
,no captains Oof industry on the BO'ard-the
pricel has been brought down to' a, little
oveT 2d. per busheL The handling charge
in. 1921-22 was 2.53d., in 1922-23 2.38d.,
and in 1923-24 (estimated), 2.3d.
We
have, therefore" gathered quite a lot of
information as to how we were e,xploited
under the open market conditions. I
omitted to mention that when the
handling charge was 3ld., the millers
handled
a
lot
of
wheat.
The
highest charge they were allowed was
l!d., and the lowest id. The 2.3d., the
estimated handling charge foT' 1924, is for
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thandling by the agent.s themselves. . No
,millers are concerned in it,.
We have,
therefore, an infinitely lower rate, and the
work is done morel efficiently. I now propose to show that under the open market

conditions not 50 per cent. of the care
of our' wheat was taken that is now taken.
The wheat was barely covered at all. It
was exposed to wind and bad weather, and
was knocked about in the most disgraceful
fashion. No ca,re was taken of it at all,
or so it would seem.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-But it had been purchased.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Of course, and
those who bought it made ample provision
against losses.
Those men were not
. philanthropists. They made allowance, for
all handling charges. What did it matter
to' them if they lost a, bushel or two 1
Mr. OMAN.-The water tha,t, feU on the
stacks increa,sed thel weight, and, therefore, the profit made on the product.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I am showing
that under open market conditio:p.s the
buyer allOows for all charges-freight, commission, insurance, losses in weight--'
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-And gains in weight.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Yes, and gains
in weight. Evelrything 'is taken into consideratiOon. ,The buyer knOows that owing
to his careless system of management he
will lose so much over a period of years.
Or-we will put it the other way-we will
say he does not gain so much. He makes
allowance for losses, all of which come out
of the pocket of the wheat-growelr every
time. Everybody who ha,g knowledge of
the business is aware that that is the case,.
There are matters I could mention in connexion with the chartering Oof ships, and in
other ways, but I am not at liberty to
do so.
Since the Wheat Board's
,handling of the business there have been
'great savings in commissions of various
kinds savings' on items which were to the
wheat-buyers a mere nothing. What ~as
it to him if' he, paid a ship's captain £20
for signing a bill of lading? It was oJ?-ly
another bi t to come out of the pocket af
the wheat-grower. What was it to him if
he "chucke:d" the tally der1{ on the wharf
a £5 note ~ It. was all part of the expenses. The Whe'at Board se,t to work
and knocked off these, excrescences,
and have saved annually in round
figures £20,000 to the wheat-growers.
Those are some of the reasons why I
object to return to the system of the open
market.
The system of paying COlll-
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missions to which I have referred might
not be restOoreq immediately, but in the
end would CQme back if the matter were
left to spe,culators. I say deliberately
tha t every member of the Wheat Board
is a man who has grown wheat by the
swe,at of his brow, and he is filled witlilI
chagrin, as I have been, when, after
sweltering in the heat of the sun and
getting his wheat to the railway· station,
he sees it treated almost with contempt. Every. member of the Wheat
Board has a real interest in the, wheatgrower, and will endea,vour to save for
him every grain he' can. That is why
'we want to keep them where they a,re}
with necessa,ry sa,feguards so fa,r as the
Governm~nt and the financing of the
wheat POool are concerned. It has been
stated by the honorable member for
Hampden-and a great deal is beling
made of the point to-day-that the
wheat-growelrs are being offered 6s. 3d.
I know a
a bushel for their whe'a,t.
grower who sold his. wheat fOor 5s. ld.
per bushel during Show Week. He is
hoping that this Bill will go through,
when he says "That jOolly contract wi11
be' torn up! Wheat is 6s. 4d. now, and
I am losing Is. 3d. a bushel." Supposing a man sells a,t 6s. 3d. a bushe,l to-day,
and the price goes up to 7s. a bushel,
how will he feel abOout it 1 He will be
kicking. himself, toOl. I was informed by
some 0'£ my constituent-s tha,t they were
being offered 5s. 6d. a bushel. If this
Bill were passed any such cOon tract would
be void, and I said my surprise was that
the speculators were not offelring lOs. a
bushel, as they anticipated that nothing
would come of the contract. That is only
by th~ way. The seorious pOoint to my
mind is this: These buyers may offer
6s. 3d. or 6s. 6d. for a small portion
of the wheat, but what would happen if
the,y had to buy the whole of the forty
Qr fifty millio'll bushe,ls which we, expect
will be thel yield this season ~ I under~
. stand from inquiries I have made, also
from the Treasurer, that there is only
approxima,tely £6,000,000 ava.ilable fOol'
the financing Oof this crop. It does not
matter very much who does the buyinK'
If it is dOone by the speculato-r he geb
the mQney from the banks. He may have
a. paltry 10 per cent. or 20 per cent. of
the cash, and the balance of the mOoney
comes from the Associated Banks covered
by the Government guarantee.
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~fr. OMAN .-Does not that argument.
destroy your previous argument about the
speculators' profits ~
Mr. WETTENHALL.-No.
I am
going to' show that the high prices that
a.re being offered WQiuld be utterly impossible in the case Df an open maxket.
As the honDrable member for Hampden
knolws, if we ha.d an open market the
price of wheat would tumble.
I
do not think the wheat-growers would
get within ls. 6d. of the price
that is being Qiffered. Under open market. conditions, before thel ,Vhe'at Board
was established, the information that was
given to' the whea,t-growers by the press
was designed to' serve a purpose. \Vhen
the speculators wanted to sell they were
given information about falling markets.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-There is more knQiwn
about wheat than any other product.
Mr. WETTEN:HALL.~What I say is
that infQirmation is supplied to the
daily newspapers by speculators to' suit
their own purposes. It always was so a,t
that time, and it is so very largely today. We have definite knowledge that
in certain instances the newspapers did
not print the" dinkum" stuff. I do not
say that the news supplied was deliberately falsified, but it was designed to
serve a certain purpose, and it may be
tha.t the newspapers were drawn into the
publication of it. I was dealing with the
question of finance, and pointing out
that there is only a. limited amount of
money available to' cOlver the very big
crDp of the 'coming se'aSQin.
If the
wheat-growers are thrown into the hands
of the speculators, what they will receive
will be not an advance, but a first and
final payment. There is one point in
regard to the pooling of wheat that
people are apt to forget. They speak
of the first advance as if it were a final
payment. But that is not so. The experience of the last few years has shown
tha.t on the average the Pool prices have
been better than the open market prices.
In my QipiniQin, by agreeing to a com, pulsory Pool we shall be doing no injury
to anybody. The honorable member for
Hampden spoke of the injustices done to'
minorities by compulsion. I would point
Qiut that every me1asure that is passed by
this Parliament compels some minority
to abide by the decision of the majO'rity.
What is the use of indulging in' " highfalutin" language about freedom 1 What.
freedom have we 1 If we are in a min-
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orit,y, a,nd thel majority decide, against us,
we ha.ve nQine. Suppose that from 30 to
45 per cent. of the wheat-growers elected
to stand out of the compulsory wheat
Pool and to market their wheat when
they liked and where they liked. If that
minority by their action depreciate the
value of the property of a rn.ajority of
their neighbQiurs, there is every justification fOir bringing them into line. It is
upon that principle that Parliament
made provision fQir the a.ppointment Df
Wages Boards to :fix wages.
When
a minori ty in any line of business starts out to do anything that would
injure a majority Q1f their fellows, it is
within the right of the State to step in
and control them. It is done every day
in regard to wages and business. We have
Customs duties to protect the manufacturers, and Wages Boards to protect the
workers. Many of our Acts are for the
purpose of protecting the majority against
the minority. I can quote a de:finite instance to show that the minority, by
standing out, have de:finitely injured those
who have gone in for collective marketing in Qirder to assist themse,lves. Last
January, freights oversea~ were steady at
37s. 6d. a ton. There was a rise of 3d.
a bushel, or 2s. a quarter, in the price of
wheat: Had there been one authority for
chartering ships, aU the frelight available
could have been obtained for 37s. 6d. a
ton, but because there were speculators
out after profits, they bumped freights up
in a few days to 50s. a ton. The whole
of that rise of 3d.' per bushel in wheat
was lost by the bumping up of freights,
and, further than that, the speculators
got the ships and actually dropped the
price to the grower. That shows', in the
:first place, how the wheat of those who
stand out injures the men who are collectively endeavouring to assist themselves, and, in the second place, the careless disregard of the speculator for the
men who produce the wheat.
In this
case, the speculators got the ships, and,
as I have said, dropped the price to the
grower. The rise of 3d. per bushel was
lost to the grmvers because Q1f the bumping up OIf freights. There are hundreds
of other ways in which the whea,t of th,e
minority standing out of the Pool does injury to the men who have put their wheat
into the Pool. The honorable member
for Hampden referred to the proposal of
the Government· as State trading. I beg
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differ with him.
I am opposed to
State trading, but this is not State trad:ing. By the very greatest stretch of the
imagination you cannot place on the community the possibility of having to find
a penny.
Mr. OMAN.-Then why do you want to
amend the Bill in a certain direction?
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I do not see
any trading business in it that I will have
to amend. It does not provide for State
trading, and I wish that to be made clear
throughout the country. Because I am
supporting the measure I have been accused of turning turtle on my own convictions, and charged with supporting the
State in a trading venture. There is no
venture about it. The very most .that can
be said is that the State is lending its
patronage to the wheat-growers for a few
months. It is giving them its moral support, and doing something that the banks
ought to be ashamed to demand. In view
of what the growing of wheat and of o~hel'
primary products means to this State,
there should not be any need for a Government guarantee.
The honorable
member for Hampden has stated that,
though t.he Gorvernment Wheat POIOI
handled 60,000,000 bushels of wheat or
more in six years, the 8tate of Victoria
was never caned Oll for al penny.
It
neve'r will be called Oll foi'" a penny so far
as the ~hea,t-grOlwers are concerned.
l'Ir. Ol\f.AN.-We handled 220,000,000
bushels of wheat.
:M:r. WETTENHALL.-In the six
years, 220,000,000 bushels of wheat were
handled, and it did not cost the State. a
penny.
I have not the slightest fear
that this Pool will cost the State anything
either.
Therefore, I 'would ask honorable members where State trading comes
in. In my opinion, the Government are
simply giving the wheat-growers of ·the
State moral support, so that they may
help themselves in getting the best that
there is in their business. The financing
of the first payment is a very vital matter,
and before the debate concludes I should
like to ha,ve some assurancel from the
Minister or from the Treasurer, who is
vitally concerned, as to the practicability
of increasing the advance from 39. 8d. a
bushel to as high an amount as possible.
I may assure, them that the promise of an
80 per cent. advance in· rega,rd to- the
voluntary Pool, as outlined by the Commonwealth Government, was a very great

. fea,ture, in making that sch€me interesting
to the growe,r. I beHeve, that a considerable increa.se on 3s. 8d. a bushel is possible', and the very fullest informat.ion
should be given to us, and to the people
generally, as to what the position is, . because that is a matt€,r tha,t will vitally
afield the passage of the; measure, and also
the inte;rest or othe,rwise that will be taken
in it in the country. I support my Leader
in sa,ying that the Board wilt re'quire to
be made essentially a wheat-growers'
Board.
I
have
shown' that
the
whe,at-grorwers have loya.lly carried out
their duties, and are competent to' manage
the business. It would be quite sufficient
to ha,ve on the Boa,rd one repTesellltative
of the Government to safeguard the little
bit of interest the State, is putting into the
business. I am in agreem€nt with my
Lela,der on the, questioll of the payment of
the. members of the Board.
The wheatgrowe,rs' representatives will have, to givo
their experience and time,. to the work,
and it is not fair that the~ .should be paid
on an attendancel basis. It .is preposte,rous
to ask men living in t.he, Mall€,e to come
down to Melbournel to attend a, Board
meeting for 31s. 6d. I do. not seel how
the Government can cavil at adopting the
provision tha,t thel whe,at-growers themselves adopted voluntarily.
When we
asked men to become members of a, Board
to manage, the voluntary Pool we agreed
to pay ea,ch 0.£ them £500 peT annum, and
trusted them to give good and hon€st service for it. We are satisfied that they did,
and thereforre we a,re quite sure that to
. make a. success of the Board provided for
in the Bill the same princi ple will haNe to
be adopted .. Payment on an attendance
basis is not a fair proposition, nor is it .
at all applicable to a Board of this nature.
It is prorvided in clause 7 thatl

The Minister may arrange with any bank
or banks or with the Government of the Commonwealth for financial accommodation.

If it is possible to provide. in this measure
that the first payment' will 00 in the
re,gion of 75 per cent. or 80 per cent. of
the ma.rke,t price of thel wheat, it will
fa,cilita,te; the passagel of the measure a
go-od deal. The position is difficult, but I
think th€, Government should bend their'
energies towards securing some,thing of
that nature.
That would make all the
difference as fa the, way in which the Bill
will be received g'enerally. I wish to say
a, word or two 0~1 clause 24, which provides that if the Board refuses to sell at
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a reasonahle price, or unreasonably refuses hear from Ministers o'r supporters of the
to sell wheat for manufacture O'r con- ,Government some explanation as to how
sumption in Victoria, the Governor in this Bill will benefit the consumers.
Council may caUSI3 inquiries tOo bel madel Possibly we shall find that the position is
into the matter, and in particular as to similar to that. which we discovered a day
what, in the circumstances, is a fair mar- or two ago, when the Chief Selcretary reket value Q1f wheat Q1n the basis olf which moved the scales from the people's eyes
the Board should be required to sell the in connexion with the price of gas. When
same. In every other industry the he and the O'ther members of his party
rate of payment for work done is were sitting 011 this (the Opposition) side
based on the price of the article of the House, they called attention to' th~
produced, plus duty and plus the cost of enormities and iniquities of thel M:etropoli.
bringing it to this country. The returns tan Gas Company, and maintained that
which they get from their wheat repre- the price of gas must be brought down.
sent the wages of the farmers fOil' twelve
Mr. C.UN.-It has come down.
months.
The local manufacturer of
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Not
ploughs, harvesters, and agricultural im·
plements gener~lly, is paid Q1n an import as the result of legislation such as memparity basis. The farmers have to' pay hers of the LabO'ur party were screaming
for their implements on that basis. out fOT when they were in Opposition.
Surely, then, when it comes to supplying The Chief Secretary has just announced
the men who are protected in that way that" whether the Government measures
with food, the farmers are entitled to go through or not, there is no prospect of
similar protection. When it comes to a gas becoming cheaper for some cQinsiderquestion of what is, or what is no't, the able time. It is on be-half of the conright price, I think the only fair basis is sumers that members of the Labour party
that of the import parity. In 1914 we have in the past spoken so loudly and so
had to import wheat into, Victoria. We glibly, and I am wondering when the
were then foroed to, pay 8s. a bushel for Government will be in a position to disArgentine wheat. What argument 'on close how this Bill will bel of benefit to
earth can there be for denying to our the consumer~.
Mr. TouTcHER.-They are afte'r the
own men in our own country the price
that we are agreeable to pay to foreigners ~ votes of the Country party.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.The wheat which I grew in that year
cost me £3 a bushel. If such an occasion Surely no Government would do that sort
I am ,vaiting to hear how
recurred we should give to' our own of thing!
growers 'What we would have to give others lVlinisters will explain their present proposition, and show the consumers, parfor supplying us with whe,at.
lVlr. WARDE.-vVas it really wheat that ticulady tho~e in the great metropolitan
area, how, as the result of a Labour Gowe got ~
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Some of it was vernment getting into power and introducutter rubbish. All I ask is that the same ing a compulsory wheat POQiI, bread will
basis of remuneration should be taken, as be cheaper.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YOU have very
far as the wheat-growers are concerned, as
little
faith in our ability.
applies -to all other sections of the com·
munity.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I Opposition ever has any faith in the
must expr~s my astonishment that no ability of the GQivernment. As I pointed
member of the Government has answered out on a previous occasion, the Governthe statements of the honorable member ment are, withholding some of the legislafor Hampden, who has had more experi- tion which they promi8E'd their supporters
ence of the working of wheat Pools than outside.
'
any ,one else in Victoria'. I also think
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am glad you are
that the request of the Leader of the concerned about that.
'
Country party called for some statement
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
on behalf of the Government with regard Government are playin!5 a clever game.
to ,the amendments which he suggested. They have not brought forward any of the
Remembering what an outcry there was things which the industrialist section were
from members of the Labour party a few 'promised. Their supporters outside will
years ago in connexion with the price of be wondering when a proposal which will
bread and wheat, I have been waiting to be of interest and yahle to them will be
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introduced. It is evident that the Go- able to return to normal conditions of
vernment are walking warily-ve,ry warilJ trading.
After three years we had a
indeed.
voluntary Pool in this State. Honorable
Mr. BROWNBILL.-One step at a time.
members will recollect that, as a result
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-In of political troubles, we had an election in
the wQirds of the weH-knQiwn hymn, 1921, on the question of a compulsory
" One step enough for me.'.' The,y want Pool.. Will honorable members now supto show other sections of the community porting the Government say that the rethat Codlin is their friend, not Short. sult of that election was a declared exAt present they are very sympathetic and pression of opinion on the part of the
desirous of he'lping the, great interests of people of this State in favour of a CDmthe farmers, and sO' they say, "We will pulsory Pool? They know fun well it
give yQU a compulsory Poo1." When the was not. The proposal for a compulsory
war brQike out, we experienced a big
Pool was not gone on with. This Pardrought. To meet the position we borrowed £1,500,000 from the State Savings liament is supreme in matters of this
Bank, and we told the farmers to trust in sort, and it· legislates to give effect to the
Providence, and that rains WQuld surelv desires and needs of the people. I twas
corne'. The Government promised to help, held that there was no definite determinaand all sections of the House cQimbined tion in favour of a compulsory Pool.
to encourage settlers to remain on the Parliament is supposed to express the
land, not only in their own interests, but will of the people.
in the interests of the community geneMr. HOGAN.-It does not always do so.
rally. They were urged to plant extenSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - I
sively, and SOl they did. The result Wal
am now dealing with the historical side
that we had a record harvest.
Mr. POLLARD.-The wheat speculators of this question. As the result of tho
election in 1921 there was no expression
did not assist them.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The of opinion on the part of a majority of
honorable member seems to have an idea the people for a compulsory Pool. Then
that everybody is always trying to get at for three years we have had a voluntary
sQmebody else. I would advise him not Pool carrying on its opelra,tions side by
to be S'o ready to impute motives, irrespec. side with open trading. VVe, have, been
tive of what other peQple's politics may shown by the honorable mem1er for
he. When anyone gets up to speak Ot! Hampden the splendid results of the Pool
this (the opposi £i on) side of the House, he controlled in the interests of the farmit is ma.rvellous the amDuntof political ing com.munity generally.
It is now
sniping which is indulged in by members being argued that there is need for a comDn the Ministerial side.
pulsory Pool because the voluntary Pool
Mr. CAIN.-There was political sniping has to some extent failed. Where has it
from your side when I was talking.
failed ~
The accounts issued by those
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-vVell. controlling the voluntary Pool" show that
that should not be, because the honorabl~ it managed this business at 2d. per bushel
gentleman is a decent chap. I was refercheaper than the compulsory Pool did.
rin~ to the record harvest after a drought
We
ha,ve been told that, in 1921-22, 80
such. as has never been e,xperienced in the
knowledge of white men. Here, then, per cent. of the wheat-growers sent their
In tJ:re following
was a grelat harvest, but there was no wheat to the Pool.
means of securing freight. TD deal with year the percentage fell to 70, and last
the situation the adoption of the pooling year it feU to 60, with a prospect of being
system was suggested. That was done to still less for the coming season. Surely
help the man on the land as well as every it is a proof of the successful working of
other· section of the community depen- the voluntary Pool that its business has
dent upon industry.
It was necessary been conducted at 2d. per bushel cheaper
that some such scheme should have been than that of the compulsory Pool. But
evolved. After the war was over it was notwithstanding that, fp.wer growers are
announced by Governments, not only in sending their wheat to the P~ol. They
Australia, lmt all over the wor1d where have had experience, and they have the
f'xceptional me.asures had been adopted to choice hetween the voluntary Pool, manmeet war difficulties, that it was desir- aged very well, and .private enterprise.
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I know that honorable members supporting the Government do not believe in private enterprise at all,
but we must take this fact into
.consideration; although only 60 per
cent. of the growers are now willing to
put their wheat into a voluntary Pool
after the experience they have had, the
Government wants to compel all growers,
whether they like it or not, to put their
wheat into a compulsory Pool. What
'justification is there for a compulsory
Pool in these circumstances? To say that
people who do not even want to be associated with a voluntary Pool should be
eompelled to join one is a, new demoeratic doctrine altogether. Yet that is
what is being put forward by the present
Government, and supported to some extent by members of the Farmers Union
in this House. I do not think it can be
successfully claimed that the result of
the last general election indicated a great
demand for a compulsory Pool.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - The honorable
member must recollect that the Labour
party is the only one which came back
with an increase in its numbers, and we
put the compulsory Pool' in the forefront of our programme.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK. - I
am aware of the fact that it was a prominent plank i.n the bonorable gentleman's platform, but I do not think it can
be said that the elegtiohs turned in any
way upon it. There was certainly no
public demand for a compulsory Pool.
It is interesting at this stage to consider
the proposals of the Prime Minister.
Honorable members know that his scheme
involved the four great wheat-producing
Sta.t~ in a, voluntary, Pool.
I attended many of the conferenoes which
dealt with this matter. It is true that
the Federal scheme contained conditions
that. were not acceptable 'to the present
Government, but here is the remarkable
feature about this matter, and I expect
it to be explained by some one sitting on
the Ministerial side of the House. In
this Parliament we have a Labour Government in power without having a
majority of members, and the circumstances are familiar to everybody. It has
brought forward a scheme for a compulsory Pool; yet in South Australia. and
Western Australia, where Labour has a
majority in Parliament and can bring
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forward its proposals without being dependent upon any other section of the
House, no suggestion for a compulsory
Pool has been made. The proposal for
a compulsory Pool has been brought forward in this Parliament with the object
of securing political support from a section of the mem~ers sitting in opposition. The proposal is for a compulsory
Pool to be controlled by the Government.
Government supporters tell us that they
are in favour of a co.mpulsory Pool tha.t
will benefit the farmer and the consume'r
alikel• Now, this House, and certainly the
people outside, are entitled to. know how
this Bill, if it becomes law', will operate in
favour of the consumer. Thel Government
consists o.f twelve membelrs, nine' of whom
are representa,tives of metropolitan electorates. There are in their constituencies
the bulk of the consume·rs of bread, and
the people are entitled to know just in
what way this Bill will benefit them.
Mr. SLATER.-Clause 24 shows that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
have heard from the Leader of the
Country party that his party proposel to
suppo.rt the' seco.nd reading of thel Bill,
But the criticism by thel honorable member for Rodney of clause 24 sho,ws what
his feelings and the fe!elings of those associated with him are. Hel asked fOor a
definite sta,tement from the Minister in
cha,rgel of the Bill, or from some other
member of the Go.vernment, regarding
what amendments, if any, the: Government
would be prepared tOo accept.
Mr. HOGAN.-Thei Bill will help the consumers by substituting organized marklating for hapha,zard marketing.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--Bllt '
it is no,t marketing.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
honOorable, membe,r for Lowan says it is not
ma.rketing at all. Anywa:y, boiled down,
we arrive at this unique spectacle: A Bill
is brought in, the purposel of which is to
give a better return to thel farmer for his
whe.at, and at the same timel to give the,
consumer a che,aper loaf. We are entitlp.d
to aD. elxplana,tion as to how t.hat can be
brought about. Tn the jnte,rests of their
own party the Government should give
that explanation. We want to know how
such an ideal can possibly be realized.
We ha.ve had the spectacle of the Prime
Minister, acting on behalf of thel Commonwealth, opening up negotiations with the
fonr wheat States, and putting forward
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oorta,in proposals which were not acceptable to thel State Governments.
vVe all
represeillt the same peopler, whether we are
in the Federal sphe're of politics or the
State sphere. Weare aU returned on the
samel franchise. Ther Victorian GovernmetI1.t., tha,t has not an absolut,e majority
over all parti·es combined in this House',
has undertaken the, passage, Oofa compulsOory whela,t, pool Bill, whilst in Western
Australia. and in South Australia" where,
the Labour party a,re in ample control
with independent majorities, such a proposal has berem turned down. Why 7 Be,ca.use in those States the Governments a,re
satisfi·ed. with ther voluntary Pool system.
The whole effort since the war has been
to ge,t awa,y from interfea:-erncer with trade
in any.direction. If by any chance this Bill
finds Its wa,y om to the statute-book, a
unique specta.cle will be presentred to the
people of the civilized worrld. Only one
country-RuSISia-has so far gone in for a
cOIlThpulso,ry wheat, POOIL The State of Victoria. will be the only other count.ry to follow tha,t example. That is the position.
Russia. and Victoria. will be the only twO'
parts OIf the world where such a la,w opea:-ates. We know wha,t the experiernoel of
Russia under her Soviet Government' has
been. The Russian pe,asants stated, (( We
are not going to grow wheat to' ber se,ized
compulsorily and utilized by the peopler in
ther towns in order that they may have
cherape'r food. It will not bel remunerative."
In the year after the compulsory 'Pool
there was a famine, and the farmers diJ
not go in for growing wheat at all. The
unique spectacle that we are now presented with is that of copying R:ussia.
We are proposing to have a compulsor.Y
wheat Pool, but it is to be restricted in
jts operations to one year. As was said
by the Leader of the Country party, if we
are to have a compulsory Pool at all there
should be p.rovision in the Bill for its
continuance- beyond the year should that
be thought desirable.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-YOU said that we are
~opying Russia.
Russia is copying .us.
We had a compulsory wheat Pool durmg
the war.
Rir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-I
have explained the circumstances under
which that compulsory wheat Pool was
established. We had abnormal crops in
1915 and the whole world was paralyzed
by the·war. We had immense quanti~ie~
of wheat in the four great wheat-groWIng
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States, but We had no means of getting
it away. In the interests of the community generally, and of the whea t
farmers in particular, some scheme had
to be devised to meet that situation, and
that schemel had to! bel financed. There is
another aspect of this question that calls
for conside;ratiorn. In t,he ma,tter of the
esta,blishment of this co:mpulsory wheat
Pool this Sta.te is to! gO! " on its own."
If anything is to be done, it should. he
A ustralian in character. This is e,vidently
an attempt to inveigle honorable memb~r~
on this side of the House into a compulsory Pool.
How can we tell the
farmers, who are looking forward to their
next. crop, that this Bill will benefit them
when the price that is offered for wheat
t.o-day in the open market is 6s. 2d. per
bushel or mme, and the. Government pro- .
pose to ,offer as a first payment 3s. Sd. a
bushel 1
Mr. HOGAN. - Farmers have been
selling wheat at 5s. ld. and 5s. 2d. J.
bushel.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-One
honorable member told me that in tho
north-eastern part of the State he had
seen a contract that had been signed for
the sale of wheat at 6s. 2d. a bushel.
That man, assuming that there is no
scheme of this kind, but only a voluntary
Pool and a free ma,rket, will be looking
forward to the time when he will get his
cheque and be able to meet his financial
But' under clause 10 of
engagements.
this Bill every contract made in Victoria
on or after the 26th day of August, 1924,
so far as it relates to the sale of Victorian
wheat or flour for delivery in Victoria on
or after the 1st December; 1924, will be
declared to be void, and have no effect.
Parliament is 'being asked to step in
between citizens who have entered into
certain contracts, and to declare those
contracts null and void. Quite a large
number of persons will be placed in a
false position, and, it may be, seriously
injured in their business if· this clause
becomes law. I draw special attention to
this provision, and I trust that it will
be very carefully scrutinized by honorable members when the Bill· gets into
Committee. After the speech we have
had from the honorable member for
Rodney, I assume it will be allowed to
go into Committee in the hope that
amendments will be made in it. I djd
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not expect to :find in the Bill a provision
like clause 11, which will practically
enable the Wheat Board to call on the
Railways Commissioners to refuse to
carry any wheat or :Hour or other product of gristed wheat owned by any
specified person in Victoria. That, again,
means interference with the contracts
that have been entered into, and that
provision also will require critical. examination. I do not see. why we should.
start a Pool in connexion' with wheat if
we are not to have Pools also in other
products of the soil.
After the Pool
which we established to meet an abnormal
condition of affairs, there was an agitation amongst all sections of the people
for the creation of other Pools, supported
by the credit of the Oommonwealth or
t4e St.ate. These included Pools in peanuts and radishes. I do not. know whether
hon0'rable members can recall a leUe,r that
appeared at that time under the headings,
"Get-Rich-Quick Device," "The Pool
Vogue," 'and was signed, "Hardhit."
This gentleman suggested a radish Pool.
I will read a part of what he saidOn behalf of the very large body' of growers
of radishes, I write in the hope of some
movement being started with the object of
Government assistance to us to relieve the
present glut. . . . With a little Government help one of the large canneries could
handle our snrplus stocks, and so ensure a
regular supply when out of season.
Radishes
are good food, should make a nice pie, might
be used instead of cherries and olives in cocktails, would protect tile dairy farmer in years
of drought, a:s radishes are fattfming for
cattle, and should be a good milk producer.
Further, the skins could be dehydrated, and
when powdered should make an ideal colouring
for ladies' cheeks. If preserved and kept soft
in nice, syrup they would be better than eggs
at election time, not having any yoke to spoil
the candidate's white vest.

This demand for additional Pools has
disappeared' o,f recent years, and trade
is getting back to normal conditions. I
remember reading a sh0'rt time agO' an
extract from the German Socialist newspaper VonlJQ,1·ts, which showed that the
people of Germany, as the result of the
experiences they have gone thrQlugh,
are in favour of removing from Government and municipal contro,l many
0'f the utilities that have been carried on
by the:111 under conditiOins somewhat similarto those we aTe p~oposing to establish under this Bill. vVhy shQluld the
farmer be coerced with' regard tOo one of
his products ~ As the honO>I'able member
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fOil' Hampden said in his excellent speech,
is not this nOothing, more nor less than a
first step towards nationalization 1
If,
the Bill becomes la,w, where is the line
to be ,drawn 1 Are we to have a cQommon
Pool for all' our products 1 There has
been no demand Qln the part Q1f t.he
public O'f Victoria for legislation of this
kind. '
'l\ir. BAILE-Y.-Yes;' it was the only
issue in the e,lections Qlf 1921, and the
GQovernment were defeated on it.
'Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
G0'vernment were not put out of office.
They said they were in favour Oof' a
voluntary Pool. We cannot get over the
far.t that in the first year O'f the Pool1921-22-80 per cent. of the wheat was
dealt with by it, whe:reas for 1923-24
the quantity handled is estimated at 0'nly
60 per cent. This shows that the farmers
do not want even a voluntary Pool. They
want to be allowed tOo conduct their Qlwn
business in the same way as other citizens, but the Government are' proposing
to compel them, willy-nilly, to s~bmit to
com pulsion, and to' take away from them
their right tOi contrQoI their own property.
",There is this sOirt of thing going to end ~
-Mr. EGGLESTON rose to speak.
Several HONORABLE l'IEMBERS.-Oh,
0'h! The St. Kilda wheat-grower!
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I thought ~
would get a cat-call of that kind, and
that sort of objection" reveals a rather
curious temper on the part of the House.
It seems to be suggested that because a
man does not grow wheat he should not
have anything to say about anything that
arises out of the marketing of that commodity.
There is another side of that
argument, too. It involves also the proposition that the only persons who should
pronounce any opinions in the House on
a question of this kind are those who are
financially interested in it. I say that,
iF: absolutely absurd. The growing of
'whe.at has nothing to do with this question at all. It is an economic and business question, and should be decided on
those lines. One honorable member said
that, because certain farmers had perspired a great deal in connexion with
growing wheat, they were the best persons to market it. The very case that
members who have supported the Bill have
put forward to-night is based on the fact
that the farmers cannot market wheat.
Why should they have a Pool if they can
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market the wheat themselves? They say
they have not been able to market wheat
effectively, but that wheat-growers are the
only persons who should be on the Board
that is to market wheat. The two things
are absolutely inconsistent. The fact is,
of course, that there are two entirely different processes involved.
One is the
growing of wheat, and the other is the
transporting of it to the markets of the
world where it can be sold. The two
things are. quite different, and have to be
judged by entirely different considerations. The resentment felt at anyone
not a farmer expressing an opinion as to
the economic and business effects of an
arrangement of this kind is absolutely
absurd. I feel that there is no reflection
on me, but on the persons who feel that
resentment. It can never be said that
city members of this House have taken
any stand against the interests of the
country or the inhabitants of the country
districts.
The Liberal policy that has
been carried out. during the last ten years
has been absolutely in favour of country
interests, and if there has been any neglect
it.has been neglect of town interests. The
policy of the Liberal party in the last
ten years has been, in the first place, a
policy of country development, and 80 per
cent. of the money borrowed in that
period 'has been spent QJn country interests. Whe,reas we have developed country utilities at the expense of the general
taxpayer, we have made the inhabitants
of the cities provide their own utilities
,out of rates on their own properties.
That is to say, the city dweller pays .not
only his own taxes, but bears a share of
the taxes of the country dweller. Moreover, the money which is raised on the
credit of the city dweller is mainly spent in
the country districts. In addition to the
capital money spent in the country,
which, of course, has to be returned, at
least £1,000,000 per annum has been
spent by Liberal Governments ol1t of
the
general revenue in the last
ten years in assisting country industries
and interests. Another phase of Liberal
policy has been the development of country utilities, including water supply,
roads, and various other things. That has
been done with very great success, and
has resulted in the settlement of people
'and an enormous amount of wealth for
the country districts. In the third place,
·our policy has assisted country interests
Mr, Eggleston.
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because of the fact that when country industries have been in d.istress, a,rrangements have been made to finance
them.
In certain cases, especially
during the war in connexion with
the wheat industry and other industries, Pools were formed to enable
them to tide over their periods of distress ..
It cannot be said that the wheat industry
is distressed at the present time. In my
opinion, there is no industry that is· more
financial at present, and no industry that
has less to fear from the depredations or
eirploitations, whichever you choose to
call them, of other sections of the community. If any industry should be able
to stand on its own, it is the wheat industry at the present moment, and it is
rather a curious fact that at a time when
the wheat industry is so prosperous-its
prospects were never more bright than at
present-the Government should put
aside all the other industries whose case
is just as urgent, and help th.e industry
that is strong. A.ll the other industries
are left out in the cold.
Mr. 8LATER.-We are acting at the
particular request of those engaged in the
wheat industry.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
member may regard that as an argument,
but I do not consider it to be one.. The
honorable member says that, because
people who are financially interested want
a thing done, that is an argument why
it should be done. Of course, it is an
arg~ment, according to the political
tactICS of the honorable gentleman's
party.' The Minister of A.griculture set
an example by quoting Scripture, and I
shall quote another text, "To him that
hath shall be given."
To him that
hath votes will be given all the advantage.
There are other industr~ that
need assistance to a far greater extent
than the wheat industry, but to which
there is no proposal wha,te,ver to give
assistance. There are the butter industry
and the dried fruits industry. The position of t.he dried fruits industry is far
more difficult than that of the wheat industry, but there is no suggestion that
it is going to be given any 'assistance.
Mr. HOGAN.-We are gQJing up to
Mildura next week toO meet the' growers
to see wha,t can be done.
.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-'Vhe,!'!e are the
Government going to stOoP l and why should
they stop anywhere if the arguments fOor
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other Pools aJ.·el far stronge1r t.han the
arguments for a wheat Pool ~ When we
arrive at the condition that all these
. things are controiled by Pools-by Governmen t ma,r ketinlg organiza;t.ions--thel
whole of the business capacity of die
community will be dest.royed, and nobody
in the Sta,te will know anything about
marketing at all.
Mr. VVE,l'TENHALL.-That is not, borne
out by experience. The whe,at-growers
know more about the marketing of their
wheat now tha,n thev would have learnt
in a thousand years without the Pool.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should be glad
to think that, but I differ entirely from
the honorable member in that regard.
As a matter of fact, I think it will be
found that the margin between the
amount the wheat-gro1wer receives fOt" hll:!
crop and the amount at which the wheat
is so,ld in London is wider now, and has
been wider through the period of the
Pools, than it was before the war. It is
very diffic:ult to get the figures in that
regard, but I worked them out and I
found that fOlr a period of years the
difference between the London price and
the Australian price was only Is. per
bushel, and of that 9d. went in freight.
Since the pooling system was established
the ma,rgin has been far greater than
that. Last year it was Is. 2d.
1\1:r. WEAVER.-Because the freights
were higher.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That was not the
reason. The margin last yea,r was ] s. 2d.
per bushel, but the freight ,vas less than
Is. In tho year before the margin was
fOItill greater. Of course, honorable members on the other (the Ministerial) side
of the House have their de,finitio'll of
liberty. We heard the honorable member for Esseudon the other day define
liberty as the right of a man to do what
the majority of the people would let him
do. I am very glad to get that classical
defini tion of the term "liberty," beca USI?
it is different from the definition of the
term which the Liberal party stands for.
\Vhen the Labour party weTe in a minority that was a definition o,f liberty
that they abhon-ed, but when they think
that in combination with other parties
they ha~ a majority they adopt a
definition of liberty that would have prevented their part.y from ever rising in
the political a,rena. I say that minorities
ha,ve rights, and the Liberal pa,rty
throughout its history has adopted the
oJ
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theoTY of the rights of minorities, which
this Parliament can only upset at its
peril.
Mr. SLATER.-Are you serious about
tha.t ~
lVlr. EGGLESTON. - I am quite
serious.
Mr. SLATER.-What about the Legislative C'ouncil1
Mr.
EGGLESTON.-I
say
that
this Pool is not only a conscription
of
the
property
o.f
individuals' fo.r no public purpose, but
that it is in the interests of only a very
small section of the community. It is
((uite against Liberal policy. 1\10re than
that, it is quite against efficiency and justice as regards all sections of the community. It means that the destination of
a large section of the ,vealth of the community is to be determined, not by economic considerations, not by considerations
of even justice, but by considerations of
political expediency.
With the clauses
eo~tained in this Bill, all the dealings in
co.nnexion with this Pool will be determined by the party in power. The introduction of the Pool is not determined by
the needs of any class, nor by the desire
to do justice, but by the political exigencies of the party in power.
The Bill
leaves, as it must leave, to the Government the power to control an organization
which is created by the compulsion of
the State, and it will use that power according 'to po.litical exigencies. That is a
thing abhorrent to Liberal principles, bee'ause it makes those vast interests a plaything of politics. No section of the community ,,,hose interests are at stake can
afford that. When you, get a Government
v.·ith power to take action which vitally
affects large sections of the community,
then you have a position in which, by a
ukase, by an or.der of the Governor in
Council, all sections of the people dependent on that Order have their interests
in jeopardy, because snch action is determined, not by the justice of the case, not
by the economic interests of the whole
State, but by_the political exigencies of
the party in power. There is another side.
of the matter altogether, and that is that
the party that has to exercise these powers
has put itself in a very difficult and dangerous position. I do not envy the Minister who has to exercise fhe powers under
this measure,because it will set him
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against all sections of the ·people which
arp. interested in it. He must look after
the interests either of the consumers or
of the State generally, or of the wheatgrower~.
. To satisfy all i~ an impossiAny Minister who attempts to
Lility.
administer the powers under this measure
will be taking on a dangerous and a precarious task. I do not care whether the
Bill passes or not, serious though I think
the objections to it are, 18cause I ·believe
that it will set by the ears all the parties
interested in the marketing and. distribut.ion of wheat. It will destroy the entente
cordiale which has existed between the
Farmers Union and the Labour party.
It will destroy any pretentions that the
IJabour party have had to secure the farme.rs' votes.
They will be placing
themselves III an
impossible
position
i11
trying
to
exercise
impartially,
and
for
the
benefit
of the community, the powers that they
will have to take on themselves under this
Bill.
I do not fear the effect of this
measure in the future. Looking ahead, I
say that if the measure passes into an Act
it. will be the best thing for the Liberal
party, because it will reveal to the farmers
what is really involved in a compulsory
Pool.
It will restrict their libedy of
action to such an extent that they will
fret under it. It will put the whole of
their interests in the charge of five mell,
whose only qualification, according to the
hOlllOrable member for Lowan, is that they
have sweated very much in the production of wheat. It will also destroy the
marketing organization which has existed
in this State for many years.
~ir. HOGAN.-They will nc,t manage It.
There will be a manager.
l\ir. EGGLESTON.-They will get a
man who has graduated in the Public
Service, as manager.
lVIr. HOGAN.-It- is hard to tell whom
they will get.
.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-They will not get
a
man
such
as
those
whose
skill
has
helped
to
build
up
the wheat market of Austr~lia, during the
last 40 or 50 years. I do not think men
who a,re, paid 30s. a sitting are likely to
give the manager who is wanted for a business like, this a salary commensurate with
the work. The control of £9,000,000 or
£10,000,000 is a matter of exceedingly
great difficulty. With the ordinary mar-
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keting transactions where you ha,ve the
buyer and the seller in opposite camps,
where, you have, thousands of minds concentrated on the subject, and where you'
ha.ve informa,tion from aU the, rest of the
world playing on those minds, ! say that
you aJ.'el like'ly to a,ve,rage a,', better result
than when you commit the whoIe of your
capital and goods to the control of a, small
committee, however efficient irom an accountancy point of vielw the manager of
the Pool may be.
I say, also, tha,t the
greater portion of the' push behind this
Bill is not thel push of the farme,r but of
interested offioials.
Those officials ha,ve,
a great say in the organization of political
paJ:'t.ies. There is also thel push of the
co-operative organizations that have be,el!
saved financially, to a. large, extent, by the
commissions given them out of the handling of wheat. Those co-ope,rative- organizations ha,ve, go,t, for handling whea,t, over
Id. a bushel. I venture to say that you
could ge,t private organizations to do an
amount of handling equivalent to that
done by the co-operative companies for a
far less remuneration. Behind this Bill
there are' certain types of middlemen or
the, equivalent of middlemen. They are
men who are not interelsted and not skilled
in the marke,ting of wheat.
The push
comes from them as much as from the farmers.
I doubt whether thelfe is any
strong demand from the fa,rme,rs in favour
of this compulsory Pool.
l\1:r. HUGHEs.-The're is a strong de·mand from the Chamber of Commerce be.
hind you.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There is no such
de'mand tha,t I Know of.
One of the
biggest private' interests behind the, me'asure is that of the millers, who can obtain
whea,t from the' Pool withorut having to
take any financial risk at all.
Mr. HUGHEs.-The- big wheat speculators are pushing you.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - The' honorable
member is ma,king a stat-ement of whioh
he has no prQlof, and if his word and mine
are taken in comparison, I think the
House will accept mine.
lVlr. HUGHES~-Because you are, an
authority on e,verything.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-And the honorable membe'r is an authority on nothing.
Mr. SLATER.-How ahout the members
of the Country party being belhind this
Bill1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is becausel they
are tangled up in their past history.
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lVIr. SLATER.-That is an entirely disingenuQus excuse.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
gentleman has no. reason for saying that.
Mr. SLATER.-You know that every
member representing a wheat'-grQwing
electora,te is in favour of it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If they had not
given pledges fOol' a compulsory Pool in the,
past they would not supPQrt it at this particular juncture, because the interests. of
the farmetrs now arc absolutely against
the compulsory POQl. Netither the Labour
party nor the other party is game to. take
a, refetrendum of the farmers of Victoria
a.bout a, compulsory Pool at prese1nt. Let
us examine the argum,ents adduced in
favour of the Bill by the, Minister who intrOoduced it. I say that the HQuse had a,
right to eocpect better arguments in favour
of a me,'asure of this drastic cha,racter than
were add uoetd by the Minister in his
~peech.
The presentation of the case fOol'
the Bill, whatever authority it might have
from Holy Writ, has no foundation in
logic.
Why are these parties not in
favour of taking a referendum ~
Mr. I-IuGHEs.-YOou know it is impossible.
:Mr. EQGLESTON.-It could have
been taken immediately the present Government got into po·wer.
Mr. HQGAN.-You would not have
acted on their decision if it had been in
favour of a compulsory Pool.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I would not; but
in my opinion tllere is not a majority of
farmers in favour of a Pool of this sort.
Mr. HUGHES.-YOU said just now you
knew there was not a majority.
The SPEllliER.-Order! Allow the
honorable member to proceed with his
speech without interjection.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I said that I helieved a large proportion of the wheatgrowers were against this compulsory
Pool, and I would not be. surprised if a
majority was found to· be opposed to it.
Interest in the voluntary Pool has
diminished so much because wheatgrowers think they get a better deal fr0111
those who are trading in the open market.
The idea that the farmers ·will
support a compulsory Pool and have contracts torn up is aQsolutely ridiculous.
We have heard· staternenfs made that the
~;heat-growers are in favour of this Pool,
but what evidence has been submitted to
support that assertion?
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J'Jlr. BAnEy.-Their -representatives In
t.his House are in favour of it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The members of
the Country party do not represent all
the wheat-growing constituencies; but
even if they did, the community has the
right to say whether it will use its power
in favour of a compulsory Pool.
Mr. HQGAN.--I think the platf.orm ot
the Farmers Union has a plank in favour
of the organized marketing Qf primary
products.
"\1.r. EGGLESTON.-It has not beeu
proved to this House, at any rate, that
t.his Bill is desired by a majority of the
wheat-growers. It has been said that this
Bill is necessary so that the wheatgrower will get an adequate return fQr
his labour. But this Bill is not intended
to provide that. The idea is to get for
the wheat-grower the top market price.
Mr. Holloway, the secretary of the Trades
Hall Council, has suggested that the
wheat-gro,wer sho.uld get the Wages Board
rate for the work he does 0'n his farm.
As I understand the evidence given by
the honorable :.m.ember for Benalla beior~
the High Cost of Living Commission,
wheat during the present season is con-·
~iderably above the cost of production.
It is from 25 to 50 per cent. more. On the
basis prop:osed by Mr_ H0'llowa.y the farmer wourd receive less than the market
value of his wheat, but if the price went
down to 4s. a bushel, he would
get more than
the
actual cost.
But this is not a Bill to give to. the
wheat-grower full recompense for his
labour but to give him the top market price. So tha,t argument of the Minister has no foundation.
Mr. HQGAN.-What I said was that the
wheat-grower would receive the full value
of his product.
~Ir. EGGLESTON.-That is a differ- .
.ent thing. The only member so far who
has dealt with this aspect of the matter
is the honorable member for Lowan, but
although' he gave figures ,as to certain
resuffs; ': in m'any _respects he altogether
failed to give any ,definite Or tangible evidence that the farmer would get less than
the value of his product from ordinary"'sales. Before this House passes this
Bill we shouJd get some evidence Qf that.
The statements that have been submitted
to this HQuse so far shQuld be tested by
evidence before a Select Committee or .a
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;Royal Commission.
The present Gov~~ent seems fond of appointing CommISSIons.
:Mr. BAILEY.-That would take us well
over the whe,at-marketing season.
l\!h. EGGLESTON.-I know that this
~atter could not be the subject of inquiry
III that way, but arguments have been
submitted, and nOl e,vidence has been a,dvanced in support of them. If the Minister cannot supply more satisfactory- informatiOln, based upon facts, than we -have
had so far, the Bill shOluld be' thrown out.
It is an insult to the intelligence of the'
Rouse to say that the wheat-arower has
not been receiving the marRet price when
we have no evidence tOl show whether' he
has or not. When the forma.tion of the
last wheat POiol was under consideration
and again on the present occasion, i
endeavoured to find evidence with regard
to the variation in prices, and I have
found that the difference between the Australian and English prices has been 2d.
or .3d. per bushel throughout a long
period of years.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I may tell the, honorable member that this Bill has 41 supporters.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-The honorable
gentleman may regard tha.t as an argument in favour of the Bill, but I do nOlt.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What about the
rights of the majority ~
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 am asking for
the rights of the minOlrity. Nothing is
more easily ascertainable for those whOl
like to take the trouble to make an investigation than the price of wheat
all over the world during a lon a
period of time'. There is no economi~
subject with regard to' which more statistics are supplied, and any person who has
the necessary intelligence to study these
statistics can get all the information he
desires. It is idle for people in these circumstances to say that wheat-growers have
been deceived by speculators and merchants in regard to the price of wheat.
There is more than one interna.tional
bureau which publishes statistics regarding the price of wheat from time to time.
TIle National Bureau, as constituted in
America, is under Government auspices,
and the one in Rome is under international auspices. These publica,tions give
impartial and reliable evidence regarding
prices in the wheat market.
Mr. HOGAN.-Farmer.a have been de~eived, nevertheless.
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1\11'. EGGLESTON.-So it is said but
no evidence has ever been advanc~d in
this House to prove that statement, and
I
do not think
honorable members
should
accept
it
without
full proof being given.
The real
secret of this phase of the questiOln is that
the grower considers himself to have been
cheated if he sells wheat at 6s. per bushel,
and three' or six months later the market
goes up to 6s. 6d. He says the melrchant
gets the advantage of that ad.vance. He
may in some, instances, or he may not,
but on the whole he does not.
In the'
monthly IStatement published by the
National
City
Bank
of
New
York,
this
argument
is
dealt
with.
Those
who
have
studied
this question know that the market
starts at a fairly low price· when the
American
wheat
crop!
gets
on
the
market,
about
September.
It
I'lses
gradually
until
May,
when
there
js
a
peak
price.
When
the farmer does not get the May price
for his sales in J alluary, he thinks that
the speculator has all the advantage.
This aspect of the matter has been tested
over a period of 30 years, and it has been
found that the difference between the September and the, M]'ay quotations is
acc0";lnted for entire,ly by interest and
holdmg charges during that period. So
th?,t the speCUlator makes practically nothmg out of the increased price be,tween
S~ptemberand M:ay. When a man sells
hIs -:vhea.t at ~n early stage in the season,
he lS freed trom interest and holding
cha,rges.
1\'11'. SLATER.-The honorable member
knows that the price of wheat in America
is subjected to infiuence by men who
" bear" the ma,rke,t.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not so.
The honorable, gentleI11an, as an economic
studen~, must. know that the price of
wheat III AmerIca fiuctuates from different
causes from that. As a matter of fact,
farmers are themselves just a,s' much
. speculators as othe'r people.
lVlr. SLATER.-Farmers in the Middle
West are constantly complaining about
the price they receive.
lVIr. EGGLESTON.-They are.on the
same inteHectual level as some of the
farmers in Victoria.
Mr. BAILEY.-Are you standing up for
the open market or for the voluntary
Pool?
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-If there is any
danger, then I stand for the voluntary
Pool.
It is quite a normal thing for
the farmers to co-operate in the handling,
of their produce. The ideal condition is
a voluntary Pool which prevents speculators from getting an advantage and
leaves the open market as a corrective to
inefficiency in the co-operative Pool. In
other words, the open market with a large
co-operative Pool is an ideal condition of
things. The argument is that the voluntary Pool cannot carryon. But if it
cannot carryon it is not because of the
operations of speculators, but because of
the disloyalty of some farmers to the principle of co-operation. It is because the
farmers as a body are not loyal to the
principle of co-operation that some of the
farmers want compulsion, and if they
want compulsion they must pay the price
for it. There must be control by a disintere~ted authority.
We cannot have
the sole management in the hands of the
farmers. If they want the sole management, then it must be exercised through
a voluntary Pool. If they want a compulsory Pool, they must submit to Government control. The consuming interests of the State and other producing
interests of the State should not be asked
to introduce the principle of compulsion
and to allow the farmers to manage and
The
control prices in their own way.
only other argument adduced by t,hel MiDisterr in charge of the Bill was tha,t the
compulsory Pool was intended to prevent
speculation. He did suggest that these
speculations resulted in the formation of
combines, and that those combines depressed prices. I admit that that does
take place in a great number of cases.
But it is very difficult for it to take place
in regard to a staple commodity like
wheat. The facts about wheat are known
The whole world is one vast
to all.
market. It is practically impossible for
anyone to corner the wheat market.
There have been some sensational attempts to do that, but never, I believe, a
successful attempt. If the Minister of
Agriculture could prove that speculators
did combine to depress the market, then
he would have a ve'l'Y good case indeed.
Mr. HOGAN.-They are doing it now.
Mr ..EGGLESTON.-l venture to ~ay
~here has never been a combine of buyers
m the Australian wheat market.

Now,
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if there is no combine-and I assert that
there is not-we have the ideal condition
for the sellers, that is to say, competition
between buyers.
Mr. WARDE.-What do you call an honorable understanding between buyers ~
}.III'.
EGGLES'TON.-N either
this
House nor the public of Victoria will assume that there has been an honorable
understanding between buyers unless some
proof of it is put forward.
Mr. WARDE.-Why, Darling himself
admi tted, in Adelaide, some years ago
that there was such an honorable understanding.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I understand
that that is not the case" or not in any
general sense of the term. There was an
understanding between buyers that lasted
for a 'period of eight months only and then
broke down. Operators lnterested in this
market are few. They buy for the international market. It is almost impossible
in such circumstances for. them to combine.
Mr. W:A.RDE.-.. If the honorable member
for St. Kilda will take the trouble to look
up the report presented by a Royal Commission on Wheat that was appointed by
the South Australian Government a number of years ago, he will find that Mr.
Darling himself a:dmitted, on' oath, that
there was an honorable understanding between buyers in regard to the wheat
market.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have already
admitted that there was an honorabl~
understanding that lasted for eight
months. That took place some ten or'
twelve years ago, and it was broken up,
by Mr. Darling. It would be interesting:
if the honorable member for Flemington
would himself take the trouble of looking
up that report. He might base a speech
upon it, and give the· IIouse, the benefit
of his information.
Mr. WARDE.-I am tired of reading
these reports. We have had the subject:
over and over ad nauseu.m. '
Mr. EGGLESTON.-We have assertion~, but no evidence. With the excep-'
tion of the evidence adduced by the honorable member for Lowan, the House has
had none.
Mr. BAILEy.-Surely you do uot claim
to be giving evidence ~ You 'are only giving assumptions.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-The onus is not
on the Opposition to prove the case for
the Bill. The Government have to prove
the case. So far, the Government have
made asser~ions with no evidence, and
have imputed motives to people. Now,
if there wer,e a combine, and the wheat
price were 'depressed to the Australian
seller, that would be evidence-evidence
that could be proved up to the hilt. As
. a matter of fact, all the evidence I have
been able to obtain tends to show that the
difference between the Australian price
and the English price of wheat is the
barest fraction over the freight. If any
honorable member has evidence to give
on that point, nothing is easier. The
evidence can be readily obtained. But
no member of the Government, and no
member of the Farmers Union party
either, has made any attempt to furnish
us with that evidence.
The honorable
member for Lowan did produce some
statistics, but he did not complete them,
to_ show what the results of the calculations really are.
Mr. HUGHEs.-If the Minister' of Agriculture can bring forward ·.convincing
evidence, will you vote for the Bill ~
. Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, I will, if
he can prove that there is a combine that
is depressing the price to the Australian
seller.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU mean if he will produce evidence that will be convincing to
you~

Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am a reasonThe honorable gentleman
able man.
thinks he is going to get rid of speculation. But he is not. The farmer is as
likely to be victiinized over his wheat
scrip as over his wheat. As a matter of
fact, the negotiability of the wheat scrip
led to a considerable amount of trouble.
It was a most extraordinary fact that in
'Some States-I do not think it happened
in Victoria-the Stock Exchange knew
far more about the contents of the Pools,
and the prospects of the Pools, than were
~nown to the wheat-grower himself. The
wh~at-grower
was more yictimized
through his wheat certificates than he
was on the ordinary market.
lir. BAILEY.-All primary producers
are victimized by agents.
lir. EGGLESTON.-I admit that that
is the case in regard to some primary
products .. But in the wheat industry it
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IS not so.
The wh~3:t is bought, and
every fact concerning it is known. The
Anstatistics are absolutely complete.
other point is that speculators on the
Australian wheat market are mostly inter-,
Victorian
national in their dealings.
wheat is merely a fraction of their interests. One could not go toone of these
international firm8 and find that they had
paid a lower parity in Victoria than elsewhere in the course of their operations.

Mr. HOGAN.-I· know that they have
been paying down to 5s. ld. and 58. 2d.
for wheat worth 6s. 4-!d. per bushel,
'\vithin the last month.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-An article in a
circular issued by the National City Bank
of New York contains the following
note:.
'fwo-thirds of the wheat crop is marketed
by the producer during the first third I)f the
crop year-in other words, the wheat is marketed in September, October, November, and
December of each crop year at a rate four
times as fast as the last eight months of the
crop year.
This chart shows tha.t, notwith"tanding the heavy marketing in September,
October, November, and December of each
year, taking 29 years together, the price level
for 1 Northern wheat was maintained within
about 6 cents of the highest price reached on
the average during the month of May in
each crop year.
The maximum average increase ill price for the 29 consecutive crop
years mentioned was slightly over 6 cents per
bushel, as compared with the heavy cropmoving period.
Six cents per bushel would
scarcely cover the cost of carrying this wheat
even on the farm, interest on the investment,
insurance on the gram and granary, and depreciation in quality' being taken into account.
This high level of value of wheat during the
heavy crop-moving period, as compared with
the remainder of the crop year, is entirely
due to the system of future trading in the
leading grain exchanges', and this system' produces a price level during the heavy moving
periods which could not possibly be secure.d
by any system of "orderly marketing" as
compared with the last two-thirds of the crop
year.

In other words, speculation in that way
attracts capital to the industry, and it
enables the farmer to get a better early
price for his wheat than he could obtain
under ordinary circumstances. That that
is so has been proved by the experience
of the present Pool. If the price of wheat
is going to rise the farmer holds, but one
does not know what the faU in price may
be or what may happen when the next
crop is harvested.
It has not yet been
proved that the wheat-growers are getITng
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less than the market price for their wheat
a t the present time.
;Mr. HOGAN.-They are getting less.
Mr. SLATER.-The article from which
you have quoted was not written in the
interests of the farmers.
Mr~ EGGLESTON.-There is DO
higher authority on the subject than the
:~ratiorial Oity Bank of New York.
The
farmers organizations in America have
considered this question of wheat pooling,
and have turned down compulsory poolIn his platform, La
ing altogether.
Follette, who is a candidate for the Presidency, has turned down the State marketing of wheat and other produce. The
argument has been used by many economic writers that when speculators are
operating the farmer gets a better price
for his produce.
The farmer may hold
his wheat, and get a better price by doing
so. Another farmer may be compelled to
sell his wheat, and may have to take a
lower ·price. But these things average
themselves out in the long run.
If
speculators do have a bad influence Oll
the market the farmers have their own
means of defence. They need not sell to
They can consign their
speculators.
wheat for sale in England. Farmers have
frequently tried that, but they have come
out on the wrong side. Then they have
their co-operative marketing schemes, and
the test of these is the willingness of the
farmers to support them.
If they are
not loyal enough to support them they
have no right whatever to ask for a comThe Prime Minister of
pulsory Pool.
the Oommonwealth, Mr; Bruce, in announcing his economic policy recently,
said that assistance would be given to cooperative organizations if it wns proved
that they were established on an efficient
and effective basis.
If, on the other
hand, 'the farmers do not stand by these
organizations, they have no right to come
to the State and ask that compulsion
should be used to help them. This is not
a marketing Bill at all. It is a Bill to
destroy the market, and set up in the
place of it a distribution scheme.
A
market is a place where buyers and sellers
congregate together, and in the competitive biddings there you get the real essentials of a market.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU know that that
system was not in vogue in regard to
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wheat before the compulsory Pool.
Buyers and sellers did not congregate
together.
MI'. ·EGGLESTON.-The Oorn Ex,·
change in Chicago is a. place of tha.t
kind. A very large part of the operating
done in the Exchange is canied on by the
farmers themselves. This Bill will destroy.
any marketing organization that exists in
the community, and if the farmers are
dissatisfied with it at the end of the year
that market will have been scrapped, and
the international firms who come here to
buy wheat will have gone from the market. The local firms operating will have
had
their
marketing organizations
scrapped also, and their staffs distributed,
and everything will have to be started
again on a combine basis.
Mr. BAILEY.-You know that the, market will not collapse.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think it will
collapse. By this Bill we shall be driving
out the men who created for us the, most
profitable markets. The curious thing is
tha,t this is e:xacUy what happened in
Russia. When the marketing organizations in Russia were destroyed by a
scheme similar in type to this, there
was very soon no wheat for export.
I have been fearing, as everybody must have feared during the last
five or six years, that a Waterloo would
come for the Australian wheat farmer
when the Russian wheat came again on
to the markets of the world. It has not
come, and for tha,t we ha,ve to thank the
Soviet system. Orga.nization and business
control are the salvation of the wheat
industry.
l\1r. BAILEY.-The people. of Russia
are pro'bably better fed to-day than they
were formerly.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The famine in
Russia was not caused by climatic conditions, 'but by the destruction of the
marketing organizations by the Soviets. I
do riot accuse any of the farmer members
of the Labour party of being Bolsheviks,
but I do say tha,t in this Bill we have
an e,lement of the So'viet system, which is
likely also to have a. destructive effect.
Mr. HOGAN.-Has the honorable member any knowledge of the" bulling" and
" bearing" which were characteristic of
the Chicago Oorn Exchange?
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EGGLESTON.-As a matter of
fact, "bulling" is often organized by the
farmers themselves, and it averages out
very evenly all over the world.
Mr. POLLARD.-Is it on that account
that some wheat speculators die millionaires ~
Mr. EGG LESTON .-If they die
millionaires it is because of the eno,rmOU5
quantities of wheat they handle, which
enables them to overbid the co-opera.tive
organiza tions.
lVlr. OMAN.-More men have been
ruined by buying and selling whea,t than
ha ve made fort.unes.
.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes. 'Many men
have be,en ruined.
Mr. Bell, for instance, has gone out of the wheat business. If it was such a. good thing, why
did he not stay in it, 1
Mr. POU~ARD:-He had made enough.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Ilad he?
I
understand he made his biggest profits in
the time of the compulsory Pool during
the war. I now come to another phase of
the Bill which I think is very important
indeed. The Government comes in as a distributer of wheat. It buys all the wheat or
uses its power to make all the wheat go to
the Board. It nullifies contracts 'and .prevents the railways being used to cart Victorian wiheat into oth,er States, or for
other parties than the Board. It does
that for the purpose of helping, as it
thinks, the farmers. Is it going to allow
the Board to be managed by the farmers
themselves? Is it not going to secure
control of this vast amQunt of property
which, as it has been bought 'by the Wlheat
Board, is as much the property of the community as of the wheat-growers. The
Ohief Secretary sat with me all, the Gafl
Committee, and he said that public utilities should be controlled by public authorities. We recommended very drastic
legislation for the control of the gas
utility. In the present case all the wheat
in the State will practically ·be purchased
by the State. iH allY rate, a very large
advance will be made by the iState on it.
How is that wheat going to be controlled?
Is there going to be a vast corner engineered by the State? What devices are
contained in the Bill to ensure that that
wealth, a very large proportion of which
will be 'advanced in cash, will be controlled in such a way that the people of
the State will not be held up by 20,000
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or 30,000 wheat farmers? I say 'that thedevices contained in the Bill for that purpose are very inadequate.' We are told
that there will be two Government nomi-·
nees on the Board. In the first place, the
appointment of those persons will be determined to a very large extent by political
considerations. That will ·almost necessarily be the case. In the second place,
the representatives of the Government will
be in a minority, and there is no provision for an independent chairman. My
objections to this part of the Bill might
becanc~lled to some extent if there were·
to be an independent chairman, but what
i's the use of a minority when it is arrayed.
against a compact m'ajority ~ If I wanted
to put an enemy of mine in an awkward
position I would put him on a oommittee. where he would be in a minority.
There is no more uncomfortable 'position
than being in a minority on a committee
when there is a com,pact majority. There
is no way by wthich you can harmonize
the interests of buyer and seller in a
case like this. The wheat-growers who
are in favour of the Bill are on the horIl,s
of a dilemma. They must either give up·
compulsion, or, if they have compulsion,
they must accept control by an independent authority. Otherwise the Pool will
be a mere corner, and this House, at any
rate accorrding to Liberal principles, cannot use the compulsory powers of the
State to give the control of a vast com. modity produced out of the lands of the
State entirely into the hands of persons
who are interested on one side. That is
can trary to Liberal principles, and it is
contrary to good 'government, because it
places in the hands of a section of the
community the power to hold up the rest
of the community. I thought that the
Labour party were 'against combines, but,
in this case, they are creating the biggest
combine that has ever been created in the
history of Victoria.
It is very s,ignificant that, although the Labour pla~form
in the past contained planks against
combines, at the last election theonly platform that contained any plank
against them was that of the Liberal
party. A Pool that was no,t managed by
the farmers, and that had no power to dis-.
criminatel against the> community, would
be of no use to the fa.rmers. They would
only ge,t the market price fo.r the,ir wheat,
a.nd they could get tha.t under ordinary
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conditions. A Pool that is managed by
an independent authority will be no good
to them. On the other hand, the State
has no right to use; its compulsory powers
to crela.te a corner in whea,t. It has no
right, by the, exercise of its compulsory
powers, to concentrate aU the whea,t into
the hands of one body, and to jeopardize
the rights of thel consumers, the rights of
the dissentient whe,at-growelrs, and the
rights of the growers Q>f other primary
products. There is nothing in the, Bill
that gives the State the power of proper
control.
Mr. POLLARD.-Is theTe anything under
the present system to give the State the
power of proper control ~
Mr. EGGLESTON .-N0; but there js
no cQ>mpulsory power under present COllditions. What price arel the farmeTs paying for the use of the compulsQ>ry powers
of the Sta,te 1 Nothing. They are given
a majority on the Board, and in the Bill
there is no propeil' device to protect thel
interests of the consumers, and nQ>ne to
protect the interests O'f the community as
a. whole,.
Mr. SLATER.-There is a provision in
. the Bill taken from your own measure.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-l'he lack of informa,tion on the part of the Attorney-General is absolutelly astounaing. If the honf>rablel gentleman had any recollection
whatever he would know that that provision was not the clause I proposed when
the. Victorian Wheat-growers' Corporation
Act was under consideration. I intend to'
move some,thing on the lines I then moved.
What I proposed was t.hat any peirson
could go to the Pool and, by tendering the.
market price, get delivelry of his reasonable
requirements, and that if the Pool would
not sell to him he could go to a Court,
and the Court could de1te,rmine the marke,t
price according tOo overse'as parity. Bef!a use I could not get support from the
&ther side of the House I had to drop m)'
clause, and the honorable membe'r for
Castlemain€J, who was then Premier, put
in the preGent provision.
Mr. SLATER.-Which you sup~orted.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I· had to support
it because it was better than nothing.
When what I had suggest.ed would occur
did occur, and a higher price than ove,rseas parity was beling charged fQ>r whe·at
for local consumptian, I asked the Governmen t of the, day to put t.ha,t provision
into operation, and they would not because
of political considerations. The price then
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being charged locally was 5d. Oor 6d. a
bushel above London parity, but if the
existence, of a, Government depends on
the support of certain sections of the
House, it is no,t going to commit political
suicide by putting a vague and indefinite
section like that into opera,tion. At any
rate t.here is the fundamental objection that this means
allowing the
interests of vast sections
of
the
community
to
be
determined
by
political considerations and not by
economic and fair considerations. The· lot
of t,he Minister who has to administer the
pro'vision in question is very unenviable.
No man, I think, who has any consideration for his peace of mind would attempt
t.o administer such a provision.
The
clause in the Bill is not sa,tisfactory. It
can only be, eX€lrcised according to the
whim or the political interests of the Government of the, day. My suggestion was
tha.t a person could go to the Pool and
say, "The fair price of whea,t to-day is
68. a bushel.' Here is 6s. a bushel in
cash; give me the wheat I want." I suggested tha,t if the P-ool would not give it
to him he should have the right to go to
the, Court and sue thel Pool fOIl' non-deli·
very Oof the wheat. That is my suggestiO'll, and I t.hink it is a pro·per suggestion.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member has e·xceeded his time.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-All I wish to say
is that I am going to move that that
clause be strengthened so. that the fair
market price tha.t the Pool can charge
should be more cl€'arly defined.
1\1r. BAILEY.-As long as you can
cripple the Bill, it will be all right.
Mr. EGGL.ESTON. - My original
amendment was very e.}aborate, and I
may ,try to simplify it, but those will be
the lines on which I shall move,.
Dr. ARGYLE.-My attitude towards
this Bill is gOoverned, nOot by the financial
aspect of the case, but by the fact that
it is against the principles for wh~ch I
stand to compel a man to hand over his
property to somebody else. In other
words, thia is an instalment of Socialism,
and I oppo~e the measure for exactly the
same reasons as I opposed the proposal to·
allow municipal t.rading in milk. In this
case it is prOoposed to do. something worse
than that. The· proposal is to make a
man, against his will, sell certain property in a direction or at a price which
he may not apprQlVe. It goes even further
than that, because it absolutely prQ>hibits
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any other citizen in the community from property, and welfare of his fellow-citizens
buying what is one of the main foodstuffs I object to it.
of the people. As the hDnorable member
Mr. TUNNEoLIFlm.-That is exactly
for Hampden said, it is plain and undiluted· Socialism. I . stand, and always w here we stand.
Dr. ARGYLE ..:....-Not at all.
The
will stand, against modern SO'cialism ill
any shape Dr fDrm-the sort of Socialism honorable gentleman may say his party
stand there, but their acts do not support
that this Bill stands for.
MOr. POLLARD.-Did you oppose the their theories.
:Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-That is a matter
Morwell scheme 1
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is a totally dif- of opinion.
ferent proposition.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Obviously the honorMr. POLLARD.-It is State enterprise.
able gentleman and myself differ in our
Dr. ARGYLE.-I did not say that I opinions, or we would not be on different
was against State enterprise. What I sides of the House. A great politician,
said was tha.t I was against modern Sir Douglas Hogg, sa,;ysSocialism of this sort,.
Now, mO'dern
Personal liberty is clearly incompatible with
Socialism is defined by different people in Socialism;
the one condition which renders·
various ways. It is a difficult thing '.:0 the socialistic theory workable is the condition
know what a man means when he talks of mass slavery; every man must be the unabout Socialism. As I say, there are vari- questioning and soulless servant of a tyrannical
government. Economically absurd, Socialism is·
ous definition'3 of what SO'cialism is-more morally
destructive.
or less satisfactory. I will tell honorable
member::! one of the best I have heard. Coming to the questions that are raised
Many ye,ars a,go I heard a speaker say by this particular measure, I do not prothat, in his opinion, Socialism was an pose to discuss in detail thE: origin and
attempt to create a,n unselfish community being of compulsory wheat Pools in Vioaut of a number of selfish units. That is toria. It is frequently pointed out that
the snag that we are all up against in the party now sitting on this (the Opposi-'
dealing with this great problem.
tion) side of the House was in favour of
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-A witty French- a whe.at Pool under war conditions. I
man defined it as that condition of things admit that.
However, the conditions
which t,ried to prevent one portion O'f the
'\Thich actuated our party in establishing
people dying from starvation while an- a compulsory Pool during the war were
other was dying from indigestion.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I can give the honor- very different from those which exist now.
able gentleman another definition which Then the welfare of the whole State was
is even better than that. It is a definition in danger; the food supply of the Emgiven by a man who is unknown, but pire was in danger, and the whole inwhose knowledge of parli~mentary life clustry of wheat-growing in Victoria was
and politicians in t.he Old World is vast seriously in danger, for the reason that
indeed. I allude to the man who writes it was not possible to get wheat to the
Oonsequently, someunder the title of "The Gentleman with markets overseas.
a Duster." No· doubt many honorable thing had to be done to save the wheatmembers have· read some of his works. grower from the ruin that faced him.
He saysMr. TUNNECLIFFE.-SO you tried a bit
Modern' socialism is a mushroom forced by , of Socia~ism.
Russian atheism on the dunghill of German
Dr. ARGYLE.-In 'war time much was
economics . . . the poisonous vodka with
which international enthusiasts .stimulate their done~ that. savours of Socialism, beoau.se the
blissful vision of a world proletariat in chains safety of the Stat'e was at stake.
The
to a world bureaucracy.
honorable gentleman surely will. not try
lVlr. PRENDERGAST.-If that is. the ·best to make me . beEelve tha.t the State:,
thel whelat-grower, or the industry, is in
he can do, he should remain unknown.
Dr. ARGYLE.-WeU, the genf,leman's . (langer to-day.
Mr. HOGAN.-Why did you adopt
writings speak for themselves. I object
to any interference with the .freedom of Socialism in time of war ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-For the safety of the
the individual so long as that freedom
does not inflict any ha,rm upon his feUow- State.
citizens. That is where I stand. When a
'fro HOGAN.-It was because you knew
man's freedom begin! to endanger the life, that it was the best method.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-N othing of the sort.
The reason was that we had the .wheat,
but there was no means of getting a monetary return to enable the owners to live.
:Mr. MORLEy.-There were no boats
available.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is so. All over
the State wheat was accumulating in large
piles at railway sidings. Afterwards it was
brought down to the sea-board. There was
no possibility of getting shipping to take
the wheat away, and there was no money
for the farmer to live on. Surely it cannot. bei called Socialism when the Government stepped in and said to the wheatgrowers: "Against the security of this
wheat, which is not likely to deteriorate
to any extent, we will advance enough
money to meet your obligations, so that
the State may carryon." To say that
is anything like the Socialism provided
for in this Bill is an utter absurdity.
It was the manifest duty of the State tQl
protect itself at that time by financing
people who were in this awkward predicament through no fault of the,ir Q1wn.
Mr. HOGAN.-The PQlol did nQlt build
any boats.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I know it did not,
but the POQlI advanced money against the
security of the wheat until such time
as it could be, shipped abroad. In this way
it saved the situation until boats were
available.
I am giving facts to the
House that cannot be disputed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are mere
sta.tements.
Dr. ARGYLE.-They are absQllute
facts, and every man in this House knows
that that is so. This particular Bill has
not been asked for. There has been no
clamour for it on the part o,f the grQlwer.
There is, hQlwever, one interest that js
specially concerned with the intrQlduction
Q1f this Bill. The cOl-operative companies
want to ha,ve a share in the handling of
the wheat.
Mr. POLLARD.-It has been proved
tha.t their management is less costly than
that of the ordina,ry brokers.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is not a· fact. It
is just like many Q1f the honorable member's statements. I should be glad if he
will make a speech on t.he subject. He
contents himseH with interrupting other
speakers, and he might give us some
fa,cts by way of a speech.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-If you are giving
us all the facts there will be none left
for him to supply.
[ 341
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Dr. ARGYLE.-All he does is to interjeot. I want him to make a speech.
The statement that pooling is an economic
method is very much open to dispute.
There are too many people interested in
a system of that smt. The.re a·re the
overhead charges, which increase COOlsiderably by this method.
The're are
buyers' expenses.
Co-operative. companies have to be appointed as receiving
agents, and chartering broke'rs ha,ve to
be engaged; selling brokers ha,ve also to
be employed, and then there is· the
arrangement with the banks for financing
the POOlI. By t.he way, I admit that the
expenses of the Board will not' be very
heavy, judging by the pro'posaJs in tho:
Bill.
1\fr. HOGAN.-I e,xpect that the Board:
will appoint a capable manager, and we~
may ha.ve to pay him a high salary.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The overhead chargeS'
will increase in the way I have indicated,
but they are not so great without a. Pool.
]\Ilr. T'UNNECLIFFE. - Which of the
charges will not be made without a Pool 1
In the open market there are brokers'
charges, bankers' charges, and managerial
expenses.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There are many
cha.rges which have not to be taken into
account underr the opetll ma;rketing system. Co-operative companies will come
in under the pooling system.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Only as brokers or
buyers.
.
Dr.
ARGYLE.-Co-operative companies a;re managers a.t the present time,
and the Government now prop'Ose to have
other managers over them. Considerable
opposition was shown to tne statement
made by the honorable member for St.
Kilda, that the Russian method of handling foodstuffs resulted in famine. It i:i
very well known that the 1922 famin~
was the result of So,viet methods. There
is no doubt at all about that. Those
methods ultimately drove Russian fa.rmers out of wheat-grolWing. They said
they did not propose to grorw wheat
simply with the objeot of ·supplying
cheap bread to city consumers.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is only a statement.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I admit that it would
be difficult for me to prove it unless I
went to Russia" but it would be equaIl)
diffioult for the honorahle gentleman to
prove that I am wrong.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is no URe
making statements unless you a.re prepared to prove them
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Dr. ARGYLE.-Does the honorable
gentleman ne,ver make statements unless
he is prepared to pro,ve them 1
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Never.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Satan reprOlving sin.
Mr. HOGAN.-There is one item that
will not come into operation under a
compu.lsory wheat POOlI, and that is the
profit made. in the open marke,t.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Are those profits so
enormous ~ The honorable member fOir
Hampden showed that one penny per
bushel, extending Olver a long pe;riod, reo
suIted in £1,000,000 be!ing distributed as
profit amongst a number of people.
Mr. HOGAN.-The voluntary Pool paid
4d. per bushel.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That also is a ma,tter
in dispute.
Mr. BAILEY.-When wheat-growers put
their grain into the Pool they will hav!
the benelfit of the increase in weight'.
Dr. ARGYLE,-I hOild no brief for
any particular portion of this trade, but
I do hold a brie.f for the consume,r. 1
am here as a, representahve of the con·
sumer, and I see no proposals which are
put forward in his intere&ts.
Mr. O'AIN.-YOU want mor:e: Russian
methods ~
Dr. AR.GYLE.-No; but the honorable gentleman is asking this House to
believe that the Government is going to
increase the return to the grower and
reduce the cost to the consumer in the
price of bread.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is it exactly.
Dr. ARGYLE.-How are you going to
do that ~
Mr. HOGAN.-By !organization, instead
of chaos.
Dr. ARGYLE,.-We know that organization undertaken in other e,tates by those
who hold the same political views as the
honorable gentleman has resulted in the
losS) of several million pounds to the taxpayers.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU cannot prove that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It does not want any
proof. It is a simple fact, shown in official
docum,ents.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-T'he reduction in
t.he price of meat in Queensland has saved
the CO!l1sumer ,£3,000,000.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Quite so; but what
has been the loss on the stations ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If the loss has
a,mounted to £200,000 or £300,000 there
has been a saving of £3,000,000 in the
price of meat to the consumer.
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Dr. ARGlYLE.-Nothing of the sort.
They made a small profit in the retail
shops. T'he Government is proposing to use force to get results.
Mr. HOGAN.-Oh, no!
Dr. ARGYLE.-A compulsory wheat
Pool means force.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - So does the
B.M.A. A man cann~ot get a living unless he belongs to it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is the same old
argument.
Members sitting on the
Ministerial side of the House are about
the worst losers I ever came across.
Mr. PRENDE,RGAST.-We are winning
all the time.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I have in my hand
a copy of a let.ter which contains, in m)T
opini~on, some of the best arguments
against this particular Pool th~t I have
read. It may help some members sitting
on the back benches on the Ministerial
side of the I-louse in that it is not anonymous. It is signed "T. 0'. Brennan,"
and gives some interesting arguments.
Mr. H.oGAN.-He lost his deposit when
he iopposed us.
Dr. ARGYLE .-T'hat may account for
his opposition. However, some of the
arguments he advances are of the utmost
importance.
Mr. HOGAN.-He knows more about
liost deposits than the marketing of
wheat.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the honorable
gentleman could write as good a letter
as this I would ha v:e more confidence in
him. He saysThis Bill is not only directed against the
wheat-growers, but is directed against everybody, for everybody is forbidden to buy wheat
except from the Pool. . . . The Bill is the
assertion of a principle which, carried to its
logical conclusion~and if it is assented to, it
will be carried to its logical conclusion-means
the end of the rights of property and of
personal liberty.

Mr. POLLARD.-Was he not in favour
of conscripting life ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the honio,rable member who has just interjected had as much
brains as the writer of this letter he would
be able to do something.
Mr. POLLARD.-I have just as much
brains as you.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The honorable member might have more. I would not set
myself up against him. The let.ter goes
on to sayLet there be no doubt about it; the proposals
in this Bill, since they involve the dispos-
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session of the rightful owner by force of law,
are, in principle, legalised robbery.

Again he saysThe danger of an overpowering State riding
roughshod over its citizens is concealed in
fine-sounding phrases and pseudo-economics,
but the effect is the same.
Mr. Hogan is
entitled to bear the burden of as many other
people as he chooses, but he entirely misconceives the purposes of government when,
wrapping his roughshod proposals in language
of maudlin sentimentality, he assumes to take
from one set of people what is theirs, in order,
in his cheap benevolence, to give it to others.

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There are m~ny
words, but little argument in the letter
from which you are reading.
Dr. ARGYLE. - The argument is
there. I will quote one further passage
from the letterIt will be an astonishing thing if any member outside the' ranks of Labour allows himself
to be tricked by this crude mixture of political
impudence and political bribery.
The patent
appeal to the cupidity of the country elector
Rhould be resented for the insult that it is.

Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Fancy quoting that
stuff !
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am well aware that
the. Premier dnes not like it.
.Mr. HOGAN.-It will not add to the
gaiety af na.tions.
Dr. ARGYLE,.-It was not read with'
that intention. The statement was made
by some country members, and also by
a. l\IIiniste,rial member, that, the Morwell
brown coal scheme was a socialistio enterprise, similar to the present proposal. I
deny that statement absolutely.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-Naturally!
Mr. POLLARD.-I said that the Morwell
scheme was socialistic, but I did not say
that it was similar to this proposal.
Dr. ARGYLE .-The Morwell brown
coal deposit is an asset of the State, and
it is only reasonable that a public utility
such as that should be controlled by the
State Government in order that the best
use may be made of an asset on its own
property.
l\1r. CAIN.-Do you think electricity is
more necessary to the p~ople than bread 7
Dr. ARGYLE..-I do not see the point
of the argument.
Mr. CAIN.-Electricity is a public
utility.
Bread is at least a public
necessity.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Large numbers af
people are engaged in the manufacture
of bread.
If the Government followed
their argument to its logical conclusion
they would tell us that everything in the
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8tate belongs to the State, including
ourselves. I have the strongest admiration for the Morwell brown coal scheme.
At Morwell we have one 10'£ the greatest
efforts ever made by any Government to
improve the welfare of the people.
Mr. POLLARD.-It -\vill stop private
enterprise in the generation of electricity;
it will have a monopoly 10'£ the electricity
supply in Victoria.
Dr. ARGYLE.-With the result that
thousands of people will be employed
fram c,ne end 0'£ the State to the otherpeople who are not employed to-day. Theenergy will not be supplied as cheaply as
we had hoped, but at all events it will be
supplied at a reasonable ra,te:. We shaH
ha ve unlimited electrical power. It is
going to mean unlimited activity in every
branch ~of industry throughout Victoria.
It is obviously a national undertaking.
'Vhy do not l\1inisterial mem bers go
further, and grow the wheat as well as
market it 7 Why dOo the Government not
comlJ].1~andeer the whole of the wheatgrowing lands and grow the wheat themselves ~ I suppose they will do so eventuany if they get the chance .
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The people who
read your speech to-morrow will not be
abl~ tOo gather from it whether you are a
Socialist or anti-Socialist.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It may be thought I
am all things to all men. I disappr:ove of
the Bill, and shall vote against the second
reading. From what has been stated by
the Leader of the Farmers Union party
I assume that the second reading will be
agreed tOo. In that event the Leader
of the Farm.ers Union party intends tOo
move certain amendmjents with which I
wholly disagree.
With his proposed
amendment that the Board of Management be practically in the hands of the
growers I disagree absolutely. I prefer
the Government's proposal to that.
Mr. CAIN.-There is more Socialism
in it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-At .all events it is not
g:oling to hand over to a big combine the
food af the people. That is what the
proposal emanating from the F'armers
Union party would mean. The Government proposal is wrong, but their's is a
stage worse.
Mr. BAILEY.-You will Vlo·te against
both praposals-that submitted by the
Government and that which will be submitted by the Farmers Union party.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Mr. Bonar Law
Dr. ARG.YLE.-It is not possible to
said that the huge pronts made by shipdo that.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.~' T'he honorable ping companies during the war were a
member for Toorak must fall Ion one side scandal.
or the other.
Major BAIRD.-That is not the point
Dr. ARGfYL,E.-All I have to say in with which I am dealing. What an inconclusion is that I disapprove of the pro- dividual could not do, the Government
pooal to' hand over to the prO'posed BO'ard could do, and the duty devolved on the
complete power as suggested by the honor- Commonwealth Government. They had
able membHr fall' Rodney's proposed been sending men to the other side of the
amendment.. Is seems t()l me tha,t if this world to nght the battles of the Empire,
Bill is to pass at ,all, then the control of and when the Commonwealth asked that
t,his vast amount of propHrty, involving
ships should be sent here to take away our
+:he people's food, should remain in the
wheat the request was one that the
bands of the Government.
Major BAIRD.--I do not intend to British Government could not well have
cast a silent vote on this measure. I feel refused. In the circumstances then existthat the Bill is one that should be sub- ing it became ·necessary for the Commonjected ·to a thlorough examination before wealth Government to take entire control
it is allowed to go on to the statute-book. of the export of wheat, and, as they had
The matter is a very serious one, deserv- made big advances on the wheat they had
ing of very weighty consideration. I do accumulated, they were entitled to go to
not say that I am prepared tOI·give it that. the British Government and ask for their
weighty consideration: I come from a assistance in the matter.
farming stock, at any rat~, although I
Mr. WARDE.-The British Government
am not engaged in that pursuit myself. bought the wheat, and sent ships here to
The proposed change is a weighty one take it away.
from the wheat-growers' point of view.
Major B.AIRD.-Yes, they were prac-I loppose it principally because I think it tically the only buyer.
will not be in the interests of the farmers
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Everything else
themselves that this Bill should pass. was ill the same position at that time,
Compulsory pooling to-day is yery and the British Government had to condifferent to what it was during war time.
During the war-in the absence of a com- trol all the industries of the country.
pulsory wheat Pool-huge quantities of Private enterprise was unequal to the
wheat would have rotted. Home of the task.
Major BAIRD.-I do not dispute that.
wheat did rot even as things were. F'ortunately the wheat was taken over and What I say is that the circumstances are
very different now from what they were
controlled by a Government Board.
Mr. BAILEY.-The agents could not then.
:!!th. PRENDERGAST.-YOU want to go
carryon.
Major BAIRD.-That is so.
The back to the old methods which failed in
wheat had to be kept from one year to a time of crisis.
Major BAIRD.-It is only once in a
another, and it accumulated in vast
century that we get a crisis of the kind.
quantities.
Mr. W ARDE.-Private enterprise had to
"Mi .. PRENDERGAsT.-And the ships to
carry It had to be taken from the ship- be organized in the Old Country, and all
work done under' Government control.
owners.
Major BAIRD.;-It must be remem. Major BAIRD.-In the year to which
I refer Victoria had, I think, a bered that a great many of the captains
6?,OOO,OOO-bushel crop, and it was impos- of industry went to the Front. Weare
SIble to market the wheat under ordinary not confronted now with a crisis like that
conditions. 'That was not because of the of 1915.
Mr. BAILEY.~The point is that the
failure of the marketing facility, but bewheat-growers
having tasted the benefits
. cause we had no means of transport.
Ships were not a,vailable and they had to of a wheat Pool ask for more.
Major BAIRD.-Will you take a
be commandeered by the British Government.
Individuals could not, of course, plebiscite of the wheat-growers on the
appr()lach the Government and ask subject? I would be prepared to abide
by the result.
it to send ships to take away wheat.
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MI'. HOGAN.-A plebiscite was taken in
1921, and you refused 'then to abide by
the result.
Major BAIRD.-I have said I would
be prepared to abide by the result of a
If the
plebi6cite taken on this Bill..
Government are sure tha.t t;p.e wheatgrowers are in fa.vour of a compulsory wheat Pool they should h~ve no
hesitation in seeking an expresSIOn of
opinion from them. I am sure the Government does not want to foist on the
farmers something they do not desire.
Mr. BAILEY.-Honorable members of
this House are supposed to be able to
yoice the opinions of their constituents.
:Major BAIRD. - The Government
should accept the ~hallenge that has been
thrown out to them, and take a plebiscite
of the wheat,.growers.~f the~ did so~ I
think they would be dIsappOlnted wIth
the result. I say again that the circumstances of to-day are entirely different
from the circumstances existing at the
time of the establishment of the compulsory wheat' Pool. If they had not had
that Pool the farmers might not have got
ls. a bushel for their wheat. If the Pool
now proposed is established, I venture to
say they will lose ls. a bushel.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The 'agents will
lose.
J\1a,jor BAIRD .-N0, the wheat-growers.
I am not m Oil' 80 concerned ahout the
uO'ents than is the honorable member. In
]~y opi,nion the wheat-growers will be
the losers by this Bill. I should say that
""heat will be dear in the early part of
next year. If the wheat-growe~s had a
free market they could sell theIr wheat
at any time, and at the highest prices
offering. If there is a compulsory Pool
they will not be able to do so.
.
Mr. BAILEY.-The longer wheat IS kept
the heavier it becomes, and that increase
in weight will, under the Pool, belong to
the farmers, and not to the agents.
Majorr BAIRD.-I do nOit dispute that,
but still the increase on the 40,000,000
bushels that will probably go through the
Pool, if it is brought into operation, would
be very small, and a loss of a few pence
per bushel would wipe the gain out altogether. It has been said that it would
be impossible for the merchants to nnance
the coming wheat harvest if there were
an open market. We have been told that
there is £6,000,000 available for the
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financing of the wheat crop, and I think
that £6,000,000 would go just ,as far in
financing the merchants who would purchase in an open market as in financing
1f.he Pool. Probably it would go a good
deal further. Many of the merchants are
big operators, and they would bring all
their own resonrces to bear, as well as the
£6,000,000 the banks have for the purpose. Many of them are weal thy men,
and all their resources and experience
would be available in connexion with the
disposal of the wheat if there were an
open market. With a Pool we shall not
get that.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU know {something
,a·bout their trading arrangements; and
what they will offer for the wheat.
Major BAIRD.-I am not a seller of
wheat, but probably their trading arrangements are different from what the
honorable gentleman would like to make
out. The next reason for which I oppose
the Bill is that it is a serious interference
with a man's freedom to enter into a contract in connexion with his own property.
It may be said that a man has no right
to make a contract that is injurious to the
State, or possibly to any portion of the
State, but when a man is dealing with his
ow~ property, produced by his own, hard
work, and in connexion with which he has
had a good deal of anxiety and worry, he
should have complete freedom of contract.
Mr. BAILEY.-Some people want to be
protected agai~st themselves.
Major BAIRD.-I think we may just
as reasonably say that some do not.
. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU belong to a
profession that has not complete freedom
of contract. You would not engage in an
argument before a Court although the
law says you may.
Major BAIRD.-That is a privilege of
a different branch of the profession from
that to whi'ch I belong. Our freedom of
contract is restricted to some extent.
Mr.
PRENDERGAsT.-And restricted
against the direct intention of the law.
Major B.tlIRD.-I do not mind the restrictions that are placed on our freedom
of contract, but the case of a man who
has produced property by his orwn energy
is very different indeed. The Bill interferes with freedom of contract in a way
tha.t I consider is very dangerous indeed,
and I think it will eventually react against
the farmers whom the Government are
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professing to help. I hope the AttorneyGeneral will be able to tell us b€fo're the
debate doses whether or not the compulsory clause is quite satisfa'ctory or not.
It provides thatNo person in Victoria shall, except as preIScribed, sell wheat to or buy wheat from any
other person in Victoria for delivery in Victoria before the first day of December. One
thousand nine hundred and twenty-five, except to or from the Board or persons authorized by it.

Evidently that does not cover an InterState contract.
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you melan that it docs
not go far enough ~
Major BAIRD.-I am not sure whether
it dOles what the! Government want it to
do.
Even in the railway clause. interState contracts arel e,xempted. If a, farmer
sells wheat. tOI a, South Australian, is that
an inter-Sta.te contract.
Mr. BAILEY.-Will you help us stiffen
up the Bill so as to make, it include interState! contracts ~
Major BAIRD.-Tliis Parliament has
not the power to do tha,t. I think it is a
serious thing to interfere with ,contracts in
the way proposed in clause 8.
Mr. BAILEY.~Arel you, referring to the
rescinding of contra,cts ~
.
Major BAIRD.-Of coursel it is a serious thing to rescind any contract entered
into before the 26th August. Clause 13
makes a serious alteration in respect to'
liens on crops, and it may eventually rea.ct
against the fa,rmer. Frequerntly farmers
ha.ve mon€IY advanced to them before the
harvest, possibly to enable them to do
their harvesting, and give liens over their
crops. In the past the man who has advanced the money has belen adequa.t,ely
protected by a registered lien. Clause 13
provides tha,t, only the vendor of the wheat
is to give notice to thel Board if there is
a, lien on his crop. If the vendor omits
to dOl that, and the Boa,rd pays him for
his whea.t, the lender may lose his money.
There is a helavy penalty on ,the fa,rme,r if
he dOles not give notice to the Board of a
lien, but tha,t would not be muoh satisfaction to the holder of the lien.
I think the latter is not sufficiently
protected, .and the clause may make
it difficult or impossible for' a, farmer to get an advance, because, of
oourse, a money lernder would want to, be
sure tha,t he was properly prOotectoed before
he would make any advance.
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Mr. BArLEY.-You ha,ve not any doubts
about the money lender not sending in a
notice ~
Major BAIRD.-Under the clause, only
the vendor has power to give notice.
Mr. BAILEY.-There is nothing to pre,vent the lender giving notice.
Major BAIRD.-TheBoard ma~ not
pay any a.ttention to his noticel. If it
were made quite clear that the holder of
the lien had. the power to give notice to
the Bo'ard he would, of course, be adequately protected, though there are
clauses in the Bill that make it very clear
tha.t, the BoaTd win not be liable if It
pays the morney tOo the, wrong man.
lVlr. BAILEY.-Tha,t can easily be rectified.
Major BAIRD.-It can easily be rectified" but as clause 13 stands I should say
the holder 9f a lien would be in a very
difficult poaitiorn. If it is not strengtherned,
it may possibly prevent farmers getting
this advance, which I should say is very
often helpful. It is said that this Pool IS
wanted to do a,way with speculation. As
has been pointed out, it is quite, clear
that the speculator will still be- able to
operate with the scrip. I would rather
trust myself to a mercliant than to a
Stock Exchange, speculator. If you followed the prices paid for scrip during the
time, thel compulsory Pool was in existence, you wOould find tha~ the scrip was
always a few pence a bushel below what
was the market value of the wheat at the
time. So. I think that the poor, farmer
who is compelled to, sell his .scrip will probably lose a good dea.l more a bushe,l at
the hands of the Stock Exchange speculatoll" than at the hands Oof the wheat me·r·
chant.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-He is quite- prepared
to take that risk.
Major BAIRD.-Then I think he -is
making a mistake. Pe,rsonally, I would
rather trust the merchant, because the
Stock Exchange speculator is out tOo make
mOoney, and he is going to· give a good deal
less than the scrip is worth. Another
thing which I do not like about the Bill
is the way in which the railways are to
be used. I do not think tha,t our railway
system should be used in the way that is
possible under clause 11. The railways
are owned by aU, and everyone should
be equally treated in connexion with
them. It is provided that if certain cOontra,cts have been entered into' Wlth regard
to wheat, the Railway Department can
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refuse to' carry it at the dict,ation of the
Board. That is not a prDper use to put
a State-owned system of railways to. In
my opinion, it is a tyrannical power, and
I think it wO'uld be a dangerous precedent.
Once use the railways in such a way and
you will be able to use them for any other
purpose to crush anybody. . Therefore, I
hope that the provision will be modified.
l\!(r. BAILEY.-Then you say that the
railways should be used to assist the lawbreaker ~
1\!tajor BAIRD .-Nothing of the, sort.
H the other provisions of the measur~
were all right, clause 11 would nDt be
n~cessary. It seems to me, therefore, that
there must be some :weakness in those
other provisions.
1\1r. BAILEY.-Clause 11 is to make the
measure effective.
Major BAIRD.-That means that there.
is something wrong with the, otber clauses.
Mr. OMAN.-In other words, they are
trying to get round the Constitution in
this way.
l\1ajor BAIRD,-Yes, and I think the
clause is a blot on the Bill.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Vote for the second
reading, and try to remove that blot in
Committee.
Major BAIRD.-TD my mind, clause
8 is the most serious part of the measure.
Take out clause 8, and I would not mind
the Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-What would happen
then ~
Major BAIRD.-Well, it would not
be much of a Bill, and it wDuld not do
what the Minister wants. In connexiDn
with the election of the Board, the <2.ompilatiDn of a ron of wheat-grDwers is
necessary. I think that the, Mlinister admitted that it will take a considerable
time for him to get an adequate roll.
Mr. HOGAN.-I do not think it will
take a considerable time, but it will ta.ke
a Ii trle time.
Major BAIRD.-Three months ~
Mr. HOGAN.-Nothing like that.
MajDr BAIRD .-1 shO'uld say that the
,1\~Linister will be lucky if he gets the rDll
compiled much before then. It will be
practically the end of October before the
Bill is through.
Mr. HOGAN.-You are not going to
talk about it for a mDnth ~
Major BAIRD.-I would poOint out
that the Legislati ve Coun~il. does not meet
. again until the 14th October, and they
will take a little time to debate the mea-
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sure. If it is assented to by the end of
October, the Minister will be lucky.
Mr. HOGAN.-We hope fDr speedier
progress than that.
Major BAIRD.-I dO' nOit see hDW you
are to get it. In my opinion, it will take
the Minister a good deal longer tha.n he
thinks toO have t,he roll compiled, and get
the Board elected and in oper&tion.
It
is a roll which win have to be compiled
very carefully.
Mr. HOGAN.-We would have to have
another roll-one that the honorable
member for Hampden spoke of.
The SPEAKER.-Order!' I shall be
glad if the hOliorable member will continue his speech.
Major BAIRD.-A provisional Board
is to be appointed by the Minister pending the composition of a permanent
Board, which will include three representatives elected by the wheat-growers,
and two appointed by the Minister .. The
provisional Board, however, will do the
great bulk of the work under this Bin.
Whatever the Minister may do, he will
not be able to get the permanent Board
operating until the end of the year, and
by that time a great deal of the work in
managing this year's Pool will have to
be carried out.
Mr. HOGAN.-Suppose we start to prepare the wheat-growers' roll now ~
Major BAIRD.-If the honorable gentleman does that, some of the work may
go for nothing, but that will not matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-What about the
Bill ?
Major BAIRD.-I want to know what
the Government is going to do with this
Bill. I do not know whether the Government intends to appoint the existing
Board or its own nominees. We cannot
tell what is in the mInd of the Minister.
N ow, with regard to' finance. I shall be
glad when the Bill is in Committee if the
Minister will give ·us more information
on this aspect of the matter than he has
up to' the present time. He has given us
an assurance that the banks will advance
the first payment of 3s. 8d. per bushel.
I suppose he has had personal assurance
from the managers of these banks that
they will do what he says, but I should
like to know exactly what arrangements
have been made. In Qne place the Bill
says that the Minister may.make arrangements with a bank, or banks, or with the
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Commonwe.alth Government, for financial
accommodation. I should like to know
what negotiations have already taken
place in this matter.
Mr. HOGAN.-I intimated what had
been done in my second-reading speech.
Major BAIRD.-The Bill refers to
arrangements which may be made with
the Commonwealth Government. I want
to know what arrangements are contemplated with that- Government.' It is provided in sub-clause (2) of clause 7 that
the Treasurer of Victoria may arrange
with the Government of the Commonwealth for the repayme:nt of any money
provided by the Government of the Commonwealth. What moneys have been pro·
vided by the Commonwealth?
Mr. PRENDERGAST..,-N0 provision will
be necessary if no money is provided.
Major BAIRD.-I want to know the
reason for the inclusion of those words
in the Bill?
Mr. HOGAN.-That gives the Treasurer
authority to make the necessary financial
arrangements.
Mr. MORLEY.-Have any arra:q.gements
been made?
Mr. HOGAN.-I told the House in my
second-reading speech what arrangements
had been made, and we are now trying to
make other arrangeme.nts.
Major BAIRD.-With the Commonwealth Government?
Mr. HOGAN.-With the Commonwealth
Bank and the associated banks.
Major BAIRD.-But this refers to the
C,ommonwealth Government. The Treasurer is given power to make certain repayments to the Commonwealth Government.
Mr. HOGAN.-If we get TI?-oney from the
Oommonwealth Government we would like
to repay it.
Major BAIRD.-The Minister has told
us that arrangements have been made
with the Commonwealth Bank, but why
does he want to give the Treasurer power
to repay money to the Commonwealth
Government?
Mr. HOGAN.-We may get a greater
advance than I have indicated. Honorable members have stated that 3s. Sd. per
bushel is not sufficient, and we are endeavouring to make arrangements so that
a greater advance may be made.
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M.ajor HAIRD.-.-:.Will the money come
from the Com·monwealth Go,vernment ~
Mr. HOGAN.-It will come from whereever we can get it.
Major BtAIRn.-It may come from the
Commonwealth Government ~
Mr. ROGAN.-I do not know if that is
likelly; but if it does, we want power to
repay it.
Major BAIRD.-I am merely desiring
information as to the object of certain
provisions in the Bill; and when we are
in Committee on this particular clause I
hope the Minister will go more into detail
than he did in his second-reading speech.
I only need add that clause 8 is the one
which provides for the compulsory Pool,
and that makes it practicaly impossible
for me to support the second reading of
this Bill. I realize that it is impossible
. 1100 alter that clause and still make the
Bill acceptable to the GoveJ;:nment or t.o
the Farmers Union. There is, therefore.
nothing left for me too do but to vote
against the second reading.
JM.r. GREENWOOD. - I hope the
Minister is prepared to agree tOI an adjournment of the debate.
Mr. HOGAN.-Not yet awhile.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-There is plenty
of time between now and 14th October.
Mr. HOGAN.-We do not know that.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-T'he House is to
meet at 11 o'clock to-mlon·ow.
Mr. H.oGAN.-I would like to hear the
honorable member to-night.
Mr. GREENWOOD. - I should be
more effective to-morrow.
Mr. WEBBER.-T'hat is all the more
reason for hearing you to-night.
l\![r. HOGAN.-I want to g-et the second
reading through to-night. .
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK..-There are a
number of members on this (the Opposition) side of the House who wish to speak,
and we want to ha,ve replies to statements
which have been made. It is a fair
request.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-As a matter of
fact I am not ready to speak to-night.
The Government will not lose any time·
by agreeing to the adjournment now,
more particularly if we agree that the
Bill shall be put through this House by
14th October in time for the meeting of
the Legislative Council.
Mr. HOGAN.-Some other m,embers may
be ready to go on to-night.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If other m.embers do I am prepared to give way; but.
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it is now 10 o'clock, and we m.eet !i-gain
to-morrow at 11. Does the Minister absolutely refuse to agree to the adJo~rn
ment~

Mr. HOGAN.-I should like to hear the
honorable member now.
,Mr. GRE~NWOOD.-If I have to
speak to-night, I may remind the hon~r
able gentleman that there will _be plenty
of other opportunities when the Bill is
in Commit.tee;.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Why not proceed
now~

Mr. GREE,NWOOD.-I think it is a
fair thing to ask for the-adjournment of
the debate, and I do urge it.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We will adjourn
, the debate at half-past ten o'clock.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Weare
awaiting a reply from the Minister" to the
statements that have been made from this
side of the House.
Mr. HOGAN.-There will be a reply in
due course.
Si~ AJ_EXANDER PEAcocK.-But why
uot have it now ~
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We want to save
'
time, if you don't.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I am personally
interested in the reply that the Minister
will make to the suggestion of the
Farmers Union party. At present we do
not know what the Government intend to
do in regard to the proposed amendments.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-When the Bill has
been read a second time, a statement will
be made by the Government as to what
we intend to do in Committee. That is
the only time honorable members can expect a statement' to be made.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That is not
in accordance with parliamentary tradition.
Yr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Leader of. the
Opposition cannot run the show.
Sir ALEXANDEn. PEACOCK.-I do not
want to run the show; I want t'O help.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I feel that this
is one of the most serious measures that
have come before the House since I entered Parliament. We are laying down
in tlhis Bill fresh principles foor fixing
The change may become an
prices.
accepted policy in this State. It is of the
utmost importance that we do not simply
look at this matter as an expedient measure to put some added profits into the
pockets of the farmer. Rather we should
look at it from the point of view of what
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it means as a State policy. If the Victorian farmers were in this position, that
the price of wheat was so low as to be
unlikely to give them an adequate returlJ.
for their ljlbours, there might be some
justification for the proposal. But that
is not the case. Wheat' is opening out at
a price which is unmistakably a proditable one to the farming community, and
it does seem to me that at such a time
we should hesitate, go stea.dily intQl the
whole matter, and see the direction in
which the 'Bill is taking us. ·Probably
every honorable member has received circulars from the Mildura district council,
and the Dried Fruits Association, asking
that the various State Governments
should immediately legislate for a, compulsory dried fruits Pool. If the compulsoory wheat Pool is established, there
will be no justification for not granting
that request. If the wool-growers of the
State care to follow that up with a similar request, then, logically, the House
cannot refuse to grant it. When we start
a'll such a course we have to rec01gnize that
finally we may get dQlwn to a Pool for
onions, or even for the fireworks made by
the Chinese in Little Bourke-st,reet.
1\1:1'. MORLEy.-Or for peas.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The honorable
member for Barwon generally gets his
own way, so we may have a green pea
PQiQll. That is the trend OIf present-day
politics. If the memhers olf the Farmers
Union party were actuated by the sound
political conviction that they were advancing a State policy, to be carried out
for the benefit of all forms of rural production, and even of manufactured
articles, if they said they we,re supporting
this measure because it was in the direction of :fixing that principle, we could
not object to the present position. But
we know that this Pool is put up purely
from a selfish aspect, and that in a year
when prices are excessive.
They are
doing that to gain more financial returns
for the wheat-growers of the State, utterly
regardless of what the political policy
may mean to the future of Victoria. I
do urge upon them to very carefully consider where they are going. They are
defining their position very clearly by an
amendment forecasted by their leader, the
honorable member for Rodney. They are
out, first of all, to get a greater advance
than 3s. Sd. a bushel. Then they are out
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to secure an increase of the fees of the
directors that sit upon the Board.
Mr. ALLAN.-N o.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The Farmers
Union party want to :fix the salaries
straight out at the present maximum
amount of £500. In addition, they are
out to get four farmers' representatives on
a Board of five. They have graciously
conceded one representative other than
farmers on the Pool. They are out to
entirely omit clause 24, ,vhich does afford
some protection to the consumers of the
State, . and does give to the Government
some power to see that in the working of
this huge combine consideration is given
to consumers in the great cities. Just as
those selfish' instincts are very clearly defined in the Farmers Union party's attitude in relation to the creation of this
Pool, regardless of where it may lead us
politically, so in the proposed amendment!' the same selfish instincts are shown.
Mr. ALLAN.-I rise to a point of
order. I object to the honorable member for Boroondara calling me selfish.
The SPEAKER.-If the honorable
member for Rodney objects to being
. called selfish, then I ask the honorable
member who made that charge to withdraw it.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I do not know
exactly what I have to withdraw, but I
do so with great pleasure. But this is
the position: lIonorable members can
interpret it themselves.
There is no
serious consideration being given to where
we are moving so far as the principles
of the Bill are concerned. In a year
when prices are very big indeed, and at
a time when prices to the consumer of
bread and so forth must necessarily be excessive, we have the proposal to confer
on the farmers of the ('ommunity added
. profits. They are prepared to state, of
course, that there is the machinery in this
Bill that is going to save the organization
something, and they are out to get the
benefit of it. Past experience of Pools
does not show that there is any tangible
difference between the working of compulsory or voluntary Pools and that of
private enterprise.
The Government
have made the Bill vital. They are going
to "stiffen" on the Bill because its proposals touch their own political ideals.
For a similar reason I presume that the
Leader of the Farmers Union party will
ma~e the amendment, which he proposes
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to move, also vital. His amendment is
that the fa~mers must have complete cout.rol of theIr wheat. I want to' say that
soo far as the principle of he'lping the farmer is concerned nOi party has belen willing
to dOl more for them than the Liberal
party. I am thoroughly convinced as a
man who is connected with commercial
life" and has some knowledge of market
processes, tha,t this year in pa,rticular the
whole procedure, under this Bill will result
tlnally in a definite l0'ss to, the farmers of
the Sta,wl. Taking the figures that ha,ve
been recently quoted, and they are', as far
as I can ga,the,r, correct, in the highest
ye,ar 1922-23, the Pool average was about
4s. 9~d. a, busheL In the same yea,r private, ente,rprise paid 5s. 3~d. for the whole
of the purchases of wheat made,. A.pproximately t~e YIeld of whea.t in that year in
the Sta.te of Victoria. was about 40,000,000
bushe,ls, and the difference, as honorable
members will notice', is 5~td. in fa,vour of
priva,te, ent,erprise 'as against the Pool
average.
Had the, whole of thel wheat
bee,n sold at the price paid by private
ente,rprise" £1,000,000 more would ha.ve
been put into' the pocket of the producers
of thel Sta.te .
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That is dire>etly
contrary t0' the informa,tion given to'me.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I suggest that
the honorable member should get, mo["e
correct information. I am dealing with
three years. In the year 1921-22 the advantage was with the Pool t()l the extent of
!d. only, and in the year 1923-24 lid.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is not correct.
Mr. A.LLAN.-What arel you quoting
from 1
Mr. GREENWOOD.-From the' best
informa,tion I have been able to obtain.
1\1:1'. HOGAN.-Wha,t, is the source of it?
Mr. GREENWOO-D.-I have, obtained
my informatiO'n from the best sO'urce. FOT
tli~ ye'a,r 1921-22 the Pool ave,ra.ge, was
5s. l~d. Ha.ve you those figures?
Mr. HOGAN.-N0'.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-For the year
1923-24 the Pool ave,rage is given as 4s.
8-}d., but that is an estimate. Have you
those figures?
Mr. HOGAN.-No; I ha,ve different
figures.
The figures I have for 1923-24
a,re 4s. 4d. per bushel at country stations,
and outside the Pool at country stations
4s., the difference being 4d. a 'bushel in
favour of the PooL
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Mr. GREENWOOD.-Is the honorable
gentleman prepared to. give me' the source
of his information ~
Mr. HOGAN.-No, not a.iter your refusal to give me the source of the information yQiU have obtained.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Then we will
have to leave the matter there.
Mr. SOLLY.-You get your inforrmation
fram a two-up schaal in Flinders-lane.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Now I underst.and the hO'norable member's connexialll
with two-up schools in Flinders-lane. In
regard tOo the figures I have given I am
nat· cOoncerned with the, campa,rison between private enterprise and the POOIL
I am. cQon?erned with the comparison
of pnces m the three years to which
I ha,ve. referred:
In 1~22-23 private
enterpnse Qibta,llled a hIgher average
• than the. Poal. ~hat was a year af high
wheat pnces. ThIS year is a re,fiection af
thel year 1922-23, and I sa,y that, taking
the law af a,v·erages and prices now being
high, as a Poal ta,kes longerr tOo market its wheat than private ente,rprise,
the result of it must be a loss to the wheatgrowers, as against privatel ent.erprise working in co-operation wi,th a voluntary
p.ool. Prices to-day are tremendously
hIgh. Those who. have their fingers on the
pulse of the world's market recagnize that
there may, at any time, be a. set back in
the prices of A.ustralian products, and at
this stage any man who has a knowledge
of business ,would say that having prices
offered to us that are exceptionally good
we should get the money and 'secure our
profit. To put the whole of the '\vheat and
other products of the State through the
slow-moving process of a Pool, would be
to take a risk that would not be in the
interest of the State, or of the wheatgrowers. Then we have to take into con~
sid~ration the movements of exchanges
which make it absolutely necessary that
all the machinery possible should be put
into operation to bring money from the
other side of the world to Victoria. Private enterprjse firms, with their facilities
of bargaining in regard to exports and
import&, are better able to do this than a
POQol would .be. If by a paHcy Qof re.ciprocity with Britain we cauld stop the
buying
af
frOom
£10,000,000
to
£15,000,000 wQorth of goads from CQountries in which the exchanges are adverse,
we would nat have to' submit to the
penalty we pay to-day, of from 50s. to
60s. on every £100 that is brQought out
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here. This would represent a, saving to
the rural prQiducers of from £700,000 to
£1,000,000.
That is a pasition that can
be mu~h better dealt, with by private
enterpnse firms than by a Pool.
The
private enterprise firms will map up the
exchanges, and there will be no set-off
or. :gaods against ,goods so fa,r as the
handling Qif commodities by a, Pool is cancenled. The lass thus incurred will have
tQi be barne entirely by the PaOlI,
and, therefore, by the whe1at-growers.
This year has opened with prices that are
higher than are ordinary, and if we put
the whole of our wheat through the one
source, and then have to grapple with the
problem of exchange in one amount I am
satisfied that the result will not only be
loss to the State, but also to the producer.
Oompetition is the only sound basis of
buying. If there is over competitIon in
selling prices must be reduced. If you
have big competition in buying the probability is that you will get a better result for what you are sellmg. By this system of compulsion
you will be destroying all competition
in ~he purchase of the wheat output.
The position eventually will be that
though you may destroy competition in
Victoria, when the wheat reaches the
other side of the world it will have to be
sold to the very men who are barred from
buying it here. You will have to bring
in private enterprise on the other side,
and despite an the talk abaut the saving
of speculators' profits and so forth, the
position will be as bad as ever, because
there win be gam.bling in wheat scrip
here, and eventually private enterprise
will make profits on it. To completely
aba,ush the competition af private
firms
with
the
wheat
Poal
~s
wrang, and dangerous in the interest of the farmers themselves. If the
agents were allowed to compete here the
immediate e,ffect would be that the Board
would De upon its best behaviour. The
first volu ntary Pool handled 80 per cent.
of the wheat of the State; the second, 70
pel' cent.; and the third,. I understand,
60 per cent. It does not seem as if the
farmers are endorsing the wheat Pool
principle when they have reduced the
wheat sent voluntarily to the Pool from
80 to 60 per cent. in the course of three
years.
However, on a non-compulsory
basis, 60 pe r cent. of the wheat would be
pooled, Ani ill handling that the Board
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would feel itself bound to return to the
growers of the State a price that would
.lustify its continued existence. It would
know that private enterprise was bidding
against it, and it would determine that
the last penny of expense would be cut
c1own. It would determine also that in
every po'ssible way it would get the
highest price on the· other side of the
world. Its very reputation and existence
would be at stake in connexion with the
price obtained on the whf'at sold abroad,
because private enterprise would be there
to show up its every failure. Cut that
out and you will probably have ·a slow
moving machine that will not bring the
same keenness into its work, because competition will be smothered entirely,
there will be no way of measuring the
effectiveness of the work. You will have
the same position in this regard a,s you
have in connexion with the tenders for
railway engines. The Minister of Railways finds that he is up against private
enterprise, and that, in spite of the often
made statement that the Newport workshops can produce engines in competition
with private enterprise, they were not .able
to submit a satisfactory tender for the engines required by another State. If you
establish what is practically a Government Department by such a measure as
this Bill, and destroy any means of
checking its effectiveness, you will 100ad on
to the State a costly working machine fOIl'
which the producer will have to pay. In
connexion with the measure there are certain matters Ithat seem to have escaped
attention. It does not seem to be provided. for instance, that the present
trai~ed staff will necesarily be available
for the next Pool. Under the system of
an elective Board it may possibly be that
the services of the men who have managed the POOlls for a number of years will
not be available. There is just the possibility that the new Board will not have
sufficient experience for Ithe control of
such a big organization as this. There
is no question. that provision should be
made for the present corpora,tion to carry
on at least until the new Board is elected.
I do not see that anything has been done
to protect the shareholders in the present
Pool. Something like £50,000 was spent
in connexion with sheds, equipment, and
plant generally for the handling of this
year's wheat.
When the new Board

ana
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comes into existence it need not take over
those assets. Possihly the· old sheds and
equipment will have to be sold at the very
best possible price, and the shareholders
will get a very poor return for the money
they put in for the carrying on of the
Pool. If there should be any dispute
over the transfer of the plant a chaotic
condition may arise, and the new Board
may find difficulty in functioning.
Then, again, when this Pool is finished,
there is no provision at all made whereby
the necessary capital will be provided to
carry it on to the follOlwing year. I. am
presuming that there is going to be 'a
compulsory Pool, or, if not, a voluntary
POOiI. There should be !)ome means provided-perhaps a tax OIf Id. per bushelwhereby the necessary capital will be
found for carrying on the Pool from one
year to the next. The Board, it seems to·
me, should have the full powe,r to appoint
its own agents to collect wheat in every
part of the State. For some re,asons that
can be quite easily understood, the two
co-operative companies have been chosen
to do the coUectmg, and the one private
enterprise firm-Jas. Bell and Company
-has been cut out. Last year, I understand, £50,000 or £60,000 was paid to
the cO-OoPElrative companies for this work.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Out of which they
paid a; lot of expenses.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Of course they
did, but as a result they were able to
make· a balance-sheet which they would
certainly not have been able tOo do otherwise. I suggest that if the Board is going
to do its work it should have complete
control of the handling of the wheat.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-There is nothing in
the Bill about the co-operative companies.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-We had the
statement O'f the Minist,er on the subject.
If the Government follows the custom it
has established so far as the Police Commission is concerned, we may expect that
the Government nominees on the Board,
and probably the chairman, will be public
servants. That, to my mind, will put
the Board in a most invidious position
indeed. There is no doubt that the Government will have very big control indeed, and undue influence over any
public servant who may be placed on the
BOIard.
Mr. HUGHES.-Do you suggest that in
connexion with the Police Commission 1
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I did not intend to maKe that suggestion.
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Mr. HUGHES.-Why did you refer to
the Police Commission 1
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I did not mean
to suggest anything by innuendo at all.
I am simply affirming that three civIl
servants constitute the Police Commission, and that if the same po'licy is followed
under this Bill, the farmers may expect
to have a civil servant as chairman of the
Board, and possibly two civil servants as
members of the Board.
Mr. HUGHES,-You suggested that the
Government had· a certain influence over
the Police Commission.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-'Ve will say
that there will be such a thing as an unconscious influence on the minds of those
men who are emplo~ed by the Government
and directly controlled by the Government. So far as tlie question of compulsion is concerned, I am quite sure, as
othe,r hOinorable member.s have stated,
that when the farmers wake up to the
position they will recognize that it will be
the sorriest day in their history when the
Bill is placed on the statute,-book. Th~y
will have lost all freedom to control theIr
own commodities. Many of them are placing the whole of their incomes in the hands
of other persons, and trusting to their
ingenuity and ability to bring them a.
satisfactory return.
The wheat-grower
will feel himself in the end but half a
man when he realizes that instead of controlling his own destiny he is sitting back,
and biking his income from a machine
over which he has no contI' Oil and no
po,wer of -criticism. The' very nature o,f
this Bill is indica ted by the penalties in
it. FOT the first offence there is a fine
of up to £200.
.
Mr. SLATER.-The penalties are not as
heavy as they were in your own party's
Bill.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Well, there is
no justification for them here. Wherever
they came from the Government we:-e
mighty glad to use them, and when it
comes to fixing a policy of general
nationalization the nature of those penalties is emphasized in a way that I
intend to bring out. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, ·and the debate was
adjourned until next day.
Leave was
given the honorable member for Boroondarra to continue his speech on the resumption of the debate.
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ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
Australian Wine Licence (Bailliestoll)
Bill.
Olub Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill.
Ohildren's Welfare Bill.
.
Melbourne and Metropolitan TramwaY:3
(Inscribed Stock) Bill.
J eparit Land Bill.
Richmond Land Bill.
Yarram Yarram Mechanics' Institute
Bill.
Oonsolidated Revenue Bill No.5.
ADJOURNMENT.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-T
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

I

wish to intimate that the Wheat
Marketing Bill will be brought on agai It
to-morrow, and we hope to get a decision
then, at all events, in connexion with thesecond reading.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.35 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thu/rsday, Octobe1' 2, 1924-.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 11.12 a.m.
WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
The debate, (adjourned from the previous da.y) on the motion of Mr. HOGAN
(Minister of Agriculture) for the second
reading of this Bill J"'as resumed.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The Minister,
in moving the, second reading of the Bill,
to the astonishment OIf the whole House,
probably i;ncluding himself, quoted certain passages .from Soripture, He used
the illustration of the seven fat years and
the seven lean ye,ars of ancient history to
show that the principle of wheat Pools is
not ll€IW, but is as old almost as tjme
itself. However, I think the Minister read one chapter only. Evidently he had no time lto read
more, or he would not have
used
the illustration.
Honorable members
will remember the episode related by him,
. as stated in Genesis. A dream came to
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Pharaoh that was interpreted for him by
.J oseph. Thelre were, to be, seven fat
years and seven lean years. During
the seven fat years Joseph collected all
the grain of the land and put it into a
big wheat Pool. I suggested that it was
not a wheat Pool, but a corner in wheat,
and it is very evid~nt, from the way the
story, as related Biblically, opens out,
that that is exactly what it was. After
that pelriod the brothelrs of Joseph came
to him, and he was very lavish with his
-gifts to them. He was very free with the
products that had been entrusted to him,
so far as his own brothers welre concerned,
but his treatment of the producers, when
later they came to liim, is certainly
worth looking into. In Genesis, chapter
47, beginning at the 13th verse, the story
is unfolded as follows:13. And there was no bread in all the land;
for the famine was very sore, so that the land
of Egypt, and all the land of Canaan fainted
by reason of the famine.
14. And Joseph gathered up all the money
that was found in the land of Egypt, and in
the land of Canaan, for the corn· which they
bought; and Joseph brought the money into
Pharaoh's house.
15. And when money failed in the. land of
Egypt, and in the land of Canaan, all the
Egyptians came unto Joseph, and said, Give
us bread; for why should we die in thy presence? for the money faileth.
16. And Joseph said, Give your cattle; and
I will give you for your cattle, if money fail.
17. And they brought their cattle unto
Joseph; and Joseph gave them bread in exchange for horses, and for the flocks, and for
the cattle of the herds, and for the asses; and
he fed them with bread for all their cattle for
that year.
18. When that year was ended, they came
unto him the second year, and said unto him,
We will not hide it from my lord, how that
our money is spent; my lord also hath our
herds of cattle; there is not aught left in the
sight. of my lord, but our bodies, and our
lands:
19. Wherefore shall we die before thine eyes,
both we and our land? buy us and our land
for bread, and we and our land will be servants unto Pharaoh; and give us seed, that
we may live, and not die, that the land be not
desolate.
20. And Joseph bought all the land of Egypt
for Pharaoh; for the Egyptians sold every man
his field, because the famine prevailed over
them; so the land became Pharaoh's.
21. And as for the people, he removed them
to cities from one end of the borders of Egypt
even to the other end thereof.
22. Only the land of the priests bought he
not; for the priests had a portion assigned them
of Pharaoh, and did eat their portion which
Pharaoh gave them; wherefore they sold not
their lands.
23. Then Joseph said unto the people, Behold
I have bought you this day and your land for
Mr. G1·eenwood.
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Pharaoh; 10, here is seed for you, and ye shall
sow the land .
24. And it shall come to pas~ in the increase,
that ye shall give the fifth part unto Pharaoh,
and four parts shall be your own, for seed of
the field, and for your food, and for them of
your households, and for food for your little

ones.

Mr. HOGAN.-That was a bit of sharefarming.
Ml-. GREENWOOD.-The final position, as the result of the fir.st wheat Pool,
was that the rural producers were
stripped of their cattle, stripped of their
horses, and stripped of their asses.
Mr. HOGAN. - After seven years'
drought.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-In addition to
tha,t a tax was put on them 'of 20 per
cent. of all. the corn they grew from that
day forward for ever.
'
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you know the terms
the modern share-farmer makes ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Th'ey are certainly nothing approaching the terms I
have quoted.
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you know what they
are ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I know quit.e
well what the usual sha,res are, but what.
has that to do with the issue ~ The Minister used the illustration of the first
wheat Pool, but he did not finish the
story. The result of the first wheat Pool
was the complete desolation of the land
and a permanent tax of 20 per cent. on
the whole of the production of the
farmers.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was the famine that
caused that.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (To Mr. Greenwood).-You are misquoting Scripture.
Mr. GREENvVOOD.-I shall be verv
glad if the honorable gentleman tries
show, by reading himself, how I have misinterpreted Scripture.
M.l-. HOGAN.-How do you think the
producers would have fared if the Pool
had not beeu fo.rmed ~
Mr. GREENWOOD. - The result is
self-evident.
It could not have been
worse.
lfr. HOGAN.-They would have all been
dead.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-They might just
as well have been dead.
However,
I wish to make a comparison between the possibilities of the present
position and the old wheat Pool.
There is no doubt that as far as
the present Pool is concerned, there is a
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smile on the face of the tiger.
The Government come along and appear to be
doing a wonderful lot for the rural proIn actual fact they are by a
ducers.
steady process deliberately working to
bring about their own political objective.
By holding out a bunch of carrots they are
endeavouring to get the support of the
Farmers Union for this Bill, which will
eventually enable the whole of the production of rural producers to be brought
completely under Government control. Not
only will that principle eventually apply
to wheat, but it will be extended.
The
:~M:inistry are positively tied to the policy
of nationalization, and to them this Bill
is a step towards nationalization. With
their eyes shut tight our farming friends in
every part of the State are assisting in the
creation of a machine which, when completed, will mean the whole production of
wheat passing into Government control.
Our friends on the Ministerial side know
that they cannot get through this House
a Bill that provides that the majority of
members of the Board shall be Government nominees. Oonsequently they have
to leave for a moment the principle for
which they stand. As soon as they have
the numbers, however, as soon as they have
the power, the position will change.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-It won't be long befme we have the numbers.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Then it will be
all the worse for the farmers, for the
position will be reached when the Board
will wholly consist of Government nominees. Then with price fixation in operation as far as local commodities are
concerned, the producers will be in the
position of having handed over to the Government for all time powers which will
mean for them the loss'of control of their
own products.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is not correct.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Unquestionably,
it is correct. There is no doubt about it.
It is in the Labour party's platform.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is not in our platform.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The platform of
the Labour party stands for nationalization, and the Minister knows it.
Mr. HOG,AN.-It stands for the organization of markets.
Mr. GREENWOOD. - Of course, it
does. But where did they get that policy ~
There is not an original thought in it.
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There is no doubt the Labour party stands
for nationalization, and once this machine
is created it will be possible by passing the
simplest of Bills-in fact, almost by a regulation-to effect a change in the representation on the Board which will actually
bring about the nationalization of the
rural production of this State.
Mr. OAIN.-In Queensland our party
have had an absolute majolrity fO'r eight
years, but their Board is constituted in
the same way as we now propose.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-That may be so,
and all I can say is that it must be because of the political co~siderations of the
moment.
N ow, what is this bunch of
carrots that is held out to the farmers ~
What dOles it amount to' ~
It is.
really the fixed principle of compulsion.
The reason advanced by
our farmer friends for agreeing to
h
d'
f h'
"
1 f
tea optIO'n 0 t IS prmClp e 0 compulsion is that otherwise it will not be
known what wheat will go into the Pool.
. .'\.fter an experience of three years with ::t
voluntary Pool it should be possible to
' fairly accurately gauge what the amount
of wheat pooled will be'. Thereforre there
do.es not appear to be such a difficulty as
it might seem at first glance.
Mr. SNowRAr~L.-You could not average it on past experience.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-You could.
I
do not care what your business is, you
govern your actions for the current year
on the experience of the past. At the present moment private enterprise is offering
5's. 5d. a bushel cash to the farmers at
country railway stations.
The proposal
of the Government is that under the compulsory Pool an advance of 3s. net to the
farmers should be made.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-As an instalment.
The
Mr. GREENWOOD. - Yes.
farmers will receive the balance in dribs
and drabs, and if the market breaks they
will get considerably less than private
enterprise is offering: In this particular
year, when the markethasopened so high,
that may possi,bly occur.
If they review
the position so far as this bunch of carrots
is concerned, the farmers will realize that
it is not worth taking.
The question is
whether they would rather receive cash for
their produce from private enterprise or
an advance of 3s. a bushel, with the
balance coming to them in dribs and drabs,
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with the possible risk of the market dropIf the fixed principle .of compulping.
sion is to apply in regard to wheat, there
is no doubt that an extension of that principle will take place.
Under the policy
of nationalization it would be all compulsion. It would mean .the conscription of
labour and the conscription of everyt.hing
that we have got. Eventually the Bill will
probably'mean the enforcement OIf t.he political principles of the Labour party, and
bring under control, not only the farmers,
but the farms themselves.
Last night I
was dealing with the question of penalties. Personally, I am not worried whether they were in a previous measure or
not, or who was responsible for them .. All
I know is that here we have a Bill which
brings every farmer in the community
under the thumb of compulsion, and under
the threat of penalties.
Those penalties
are so severe that their very nature shows
the determination of the Government to
rigidly enforce this principle. For a first
.offence the penalty may be as high as
£200, or three months' imprisonment,;
for .a second .offence, from £10 to £350, or
up to six months' imprisonment, or both;
and for a third or any subsequent offence,
from £50 to £500, and imprisonment up
to twelve months.
In the case of a corporation the liability is for a first 9ffence
.n.ot less than £25 or more than £1,000; for
:a second offence, not less than £50 or
more than £2,000; and for a third or any
subsequent offence, not less than £100 or
m~re than £3,000.
Then every chairman, every managing director; and every
officer concerned in the management of
that corporation can be proceeded against
just as though he had committed a separate .offence. I will not go into the penalties in further detail, but boiled down they
amount to this: That not only is this
principJe Of compulsion going to be enforced, but it is to be done with such
rigidity that eventually the farmers will
;ealize that they have written their signature to an agreement which binds them
permanently in the bonds of slavery. The
question is: 'Vhat are they going to ge,t
out of j t ~ If t,here were a guarantee that
they would get a great financial benefit,
vou could understand that it would be a
temptation.
Here is a Bill under which
the principle of compulsion will be rigidly
fixed by heavy penalties, so that they will
feel it in every movement they make every
Mr. Greenwood.
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day of the year.
Boiled down, I believe
it will mean, although no one can say with
any certainty, that they will get less for
their produce than if the Pool were not
made oompulsory.
:Mr. HOGAN.-The open market people
are philanthropists, and will give 3d. or
4:d. a bushel more for their wheat?
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I do not understand how that argument applies.
Mr. HOGAN.-Under 'the Poo.} t.he
farmers will get the full value of their
produce.
Tlhey cannot get more than
that from the open market.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Is it nOit true
that the Pool is only a collecting machine
fO'r wheaU
It sells it practically to
private enterprise on the other side of
the world.
Mr. HOGAN.-N at at all.
.Mr. GREENWOOD.-That is the position.
lVIr. IIoGAN.-That is not the pO'sition.
The Board will a,ppoint agents to sell the
wheat in England, and, if they take my
advice, they will emplO'y co-operat~ve
organiza tions therel, and in this way it
will bel a complete cO-Q1perative scheme.
It will e,liminate your friends for whom
you a,re making this speech.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-If thel honorable
gentleman does what he says, he will be
making the whiole scheme an absolute
faroo and failurel.
There ~s no doubt
a.bout that. I am nO't anta.gO'nistic to' coopera,tive companies.
Mr. HOGAN.-If yQlur friends want to
ma,ke mone'Y out O'f wheat., lelt them grow
il.
.
lVIr. GREENWOOD.-I stand entire,ly
behind the co-operative principle, and I
am quite willing tha,t peO'ple; should co'opelrate to do anything they like with
thelir products, but when we ha,ve Government intell'ference in the, way proposed in this Bill we are, going a 100ng way
too fa,r. When the first compulsory Pool
was established the la,tel Sir Deuison
Miller, the chairman of the CO'mmonwealth Bank, said it was absolutely necessary to make use of the selling organizations in England. Now the Government
a·re p'roposing some; othelf system, and if
its action results in the smashing of selling agencies in othelr parts O'f the world,
it is going to destroy an essential element
of success.
Mr. JACKSON.-You love the middle·
man.
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Mr. GREENWOOD.-I am spelaking A scheme was brought before the House
with some knowledge of business, and I by Mr. McKenzie, and I then suggested
know that people engaged in the selling that these silos should become the' proof whe'a,t, as in the disposal of other com- perty of the produoers. They would form
modities, ha,ve to be acquainted with the the base of security to enable the growers
conditJOIns that prevail all over the world, to finance a voluntary wheat Poo1. My
and if the GQlvernment aoes whd.t it pro- attitude has been endorsed by the wheatposes it will smash the Pool and make its growers of this State. I have no hesitasuccess impossible.
tion in saying tha.t it is not right to take
Mr. HOGAN.-You are trying to prove a,way from the wheat producers, who have
that the middleman is indispensable.
been so oft€,n described as the backbone
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The honorable of this State, the right to deal with their
.
gentleman has said tha,t before.
The produce in their own way.
proposa,ls of the Government will bring
Mr. BROWNBILL.-The, producers want
the market back, and wheat will have t,1) the Pool.
be sold at a hea,vy loss to the producers
Mr. ANGUS.-Th6'Y do not. A very
of this State.
large area of ground is under wheat in
Thel SPEAKER.-Thel hQlnorable mem- my ellectorate, and I have no hesitat.ion in
asking my constituents to refuse to agre1e
ber's timel has elxpired.
Mr. ANGUS.-I havel not had time to to this scheme, which means ruin a:nd
It. will
study this Bill as closely as I should like degradation to the producers.
owing to my duties as a" member of tbe p~t them in the position of ha,ving to be
Elections and Qualifications Committee. dIctated to by anOother party. That js
I want, however, to speak on the gene1ral the -position of thel members of the
principle of this proposal.
It is wen Labour party, who have tOo do what their
known tha,t a schemel for a compulsory mast€lrs t~ll. them. If this proposal is
Pool was turned down at the general accepted, It IS only a matter of timel whe,n
election in 1921. As the result of that thelre will be confiscation of the property
election the representa,tives of the Farmers of thel producers as well a,s the articles
Union in this House had their numbe,rs the'Y produce. There is no doubt that the
reduced by one. Mr. Gibson was rejected, poore:: class of whe1at-grower, financially
and that brought the number of members speaking, has to sell his scrip because he
of the party to twelve,. My constituency wants money. This scrip gelts into the
endorsed the action I took in opposing a hands of speculato~s, and the growe,rs are
compulsory Pool. The e,lectors of Gun- red uced almost to the verge of ruin bebowe,r strongly resisted thel attempt to cause they cannot get the full val~e of
bring t~e farmers back to the serfdom of their. product at the 'time when the,y most
olden times, when peltty kings acted just reqUIre the money. It is weJl known
as they pleased. The only difference in that speculators made huge sums of money
the present' proposal is that it will make out of the purchase of scrip, and this
thel farmers serfs without putting a collar proposal will be playing right into the
hands of the men who have threle bans in
round their necks.
Mr. HOGAN.-Is there, any difIe,rence front of their shops. rhe: Gove,rnment is
between thel attitude of the man who re- attempting to put the farmer into the
placed Mr. Gibson on the whelat Pool and hands. of the money lender. At the preMr. Gibson's own attitude ~ Both were sent tIme many fa,rmers have to be carried
by lo.cal stor€lke1epers, and why should
in favour of this form of Pool ~
Mr. ANGUS.-They werel bQlth in they be embarrassed further in the way
favour of a wheat PQlol, but not under proposed by this Bill ~ The establishthel proposal nQlw before us, in which two ment of a. compulsory Pool will simply
members of the Board will represent the mean another obstacle in the way of the
consumelI"S or the Government. This will , success of many wheat-growers. The Minmean putting it into the hands of the ister has told us that wheat-growers will
Government to oontrol the price of wheat. get the full value of their grain, but that
That was never contemplate.d in any pre- will not be prQlved tOo be thel case,. U uder
vious Pool. I have always been an advo·- the pooling system whe'at is sold to millers
ca,te of a voluntary Pool. I think I can from month tOo p1.onth on the world's
truthfully claim that I was the first to parity. Take a season like this when
mention a· voluntary PooL I did so when wheat will probably be worth 6s. ~ bushel
it was first proposed to construct silos. in Melbourne at thel beginning of the year.
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We keep a portion of our wheat till the
end of the ye,ar, when it may be worth
Qinly 4s. a bushel. 'Ve compel the farmer to keep the wheat till the end of the
season instead o.f causing the miller to
buy his wheat at the beginning of the
season.
But why should the wheatgrowers be singled Qiut as a, special class·
tQi bear all the burden Qif a, depressed
market,~
lVlembers O'f this House, as
watch-dogs of the people's interests, would
act wrongly if they . allQiwed such an
abuse to be pe1rpetrated. I feel very
indignant at the idea of bringing before
this House, constituted as it is mainly
of country representa.tives, a proposal to
take the contrQiI Oof the product of the.
wheat-growers out O'f the,ir hands and to
give it to a section Qif the people who
have not had a hand in the production.
This Bill has undoubtedly been brought in
in the interests of the consumer. Whilst
I recognize that the consumer's interests
should be prO'tected to a certain extent,
I do say that we ha,ve. no right to dictate
to the producer. If the Government had
brought in a Bill to determine that the
price of wheat could not be lower that 5s.
a bushel, they would probably £nd that
the farmers would support it, because
the farmers are as much entit.1ed tOo a
living wage as is thel wOorker. The farmers have to take the risk of a falling
market, a.nd nQiW the Government want
to deprive them of the Oopportunit.y Oof
availing themselves Oof a rising market.
Every man should be free to sell his
product in the mOost advantageous market at the best price available.
ColO'nel BOURGHIER.-I agree with
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the requests and demands made by the
whea,t-growers.
These men own the
wheat, and sure,ly to goodness they shQiuld
be allowed to market their prQiduce as
they like.
Mr. OMAN.-Tha.t is exactly what we
want.
CQilonel BOURCHIER.-T'he honQirable
member for Hampden spoke strongly
against this measure yesterday. He said
he was in favour of a volunta,ry Pool.
N ow I should like to ask him hQiw much
wheat he ever put into a voluntary
Pool. Did he ever put into such a Pool
one single bag of wheat ~ He did not.
TherefOore I assume that the hOonorable
member for Hampden is really in favour
of the Qipeu market.
Mr. OMAN.-I got 5s. 7~d. fOir my
crOoP when the PQiols sold wheat at 48.
9d. per bushel.
CQilQinel BOURCHIER.-The Leader of
the OppositiO'n, when criticizing the Bill
last night, made a lot of the fact that
there were not so many wheat-growers
in the voluntary Pool as there were
in the first year of the Pool. T'ha,t is
no argument at all. All wheat-growers
will agree with me when I state that
about 80 per cent. of their numbe'r who
put wheat into the, voluntary Pool during the first year Oof its establishment
were in favour Oof cOompulsion.
What
~hey wanted was a compulso,ry wheat
Pool. It was beicause of the pinpricks
by wheat.-gro,wers who were not loyal to
the Pool, by the running up 0.£ freight
and that so'rt 0.£ thing, that the, downfall
Oof the vOoluntary system was brought
about. I am quite sa.tisfied about that.
One of the great arguments in favour of
the proPOosa1 put forwa,rd by the Leader a compulsory wheat Pool is the matter of
of the Country party that the Bill should freight. We all recognize tha,t the ideal
be 'accepted subject tOo cert.ain amend- system of marketing wheat in Australia
ments and modifications. I cannot under- would be through a, compulsOory whea,t
stand why my honQirable friends on this P.ool operating in every State, with one
( the Opposi tion) side of the House chart€,ring, one sailing agency, and
-a large nu:nber of them In no general cO-Qiperation between the States.
way representmg !he wheat-growers- Next to that, in my opinion, the best
sho~ld be so hostIle to. ~ measure. method· Qif ha.ndl;pg the whea,t is by a
deSIred by the grea~ maJorIty of the compulsory Pool lis is now proposed. I
I can- would ask honQirable members whO'
wheat-growers of thIS State.
not understand why the ~Qinorable mem- do not represent the wheat-growers tQi be
ber fOor BOoroondara" for mstancel, shOould a lit.tle mOire re,asooable in their attitude
be so int.erested in the que~tion, ~r why towards the. Bill. Probably they repr~
he shoul~ fig~t so hard aga.mst thIS prQi- sent the mIddlema.n or the speculator,
posed legIslatIOn. The honorable member but the,y have nOot told us so. They
fOor BOoroondara has n(j) producers in his keep that fact in the background.
electora,te; he dOles nQit represent any
Mr. EVERARD.-Does nOot the honOorable
farmers. I think it only reasonable tha,t member for Gunbower represent wheatt.his HQiuse shQiuld give consideration to growe,rs 1
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Colonel BOURCHIER.-The honorable
member for Gunbower is one of the few
wheat-gro.wers who are in favour of. a.
voluntary Pool. I look at the questIOn
this way: The voluntary Pool will
gradually go out alto~ether owing to the
disloyalty of ce·rtam wheat-growers,
therefore the decision really Hes between
a compulsory wheat Pool and the open
ma.rk€t. I am surprised at the honorable
member for Hampden saying that he was
in favour of an open marke,t. When I
interjected last night he replied that he
was in favour of an Olpen market. HOlw
a man reprcsentin~ wheat-gro~ers can
say, tha,t passes my comprehensIOn. In
that case he is not in favour of the
organization o.f the producers.
Mr. OMAN.-As a matter Olf fact, I
stated quite clearly that I was in favour
of a voluntary POlo1.
The Victo.rian
producers last year sold the whole of the
crop that I offelred to the buyers in the
cOluntry. It was sold at a high rate to
go to New Zealand. They bo.ught every
b~.

.

ColO'nel BOURCHIER.-I asked the
honorable member last night whether he
was in favour Olf an o.pen market, and
he distinctly said, "Yes."
Mr. OMAN .-So I am.
Colonel BOUHCHIER.-That was the
point I was making. It is now certain
that the honorable member for Hampden
is in favour of an Olpen market.
Mr. OMAN .-But side by side with cooperation.
Colonel BOURC'HIER.-The honorable
membelr fOlr St. Kilda stated yesterday
that no evidence had been brOlught to
bear on the point that the producers Olf
the State really desire a compulsory
wheat Pool. I should imagine., if he
went through the records of the past
few years, that he would find sufficient
evidence in that ma.tter. It should not
be necessary for me to go' over the
ground again to show that the producers
and farmers are strongly in ~our of
pooling the.ir wheat. f"T'~oIiQiFilliIIa
admitting that on a "previOous Olccasion
I voted for the voluntary POIOL -I did
so because I thought that that Pool was
in the best interests of the grower a.t
the time. But subsequent events have
made it clear to me that, the voJuntary
POOoI system has failed. To-da.y we are
in this positiOon: We must either have a
compulsory Pool Oor no POOoI at all. Now
it is a recognized fact throughOout Austra-
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lia that if the prQiducers do not Oorganize
fOor the marketing Oof their products they
will be made ducks and drakes Olf by
the outside markets of the wOorld.
Some. honOlrable members haNe stated
that the wheat POool has not paid as
much fo:r wheat as the open market.
If the hOonOorable member for St. Kilda
wants figures he has only to taJre those
of last yea,r, when he will find tha.t the
wheat POIOI paid 4d. a bushel Olr Is. a
bag mOore than the open market. That
a.lone is sufficient evidence tha,t the pOOoIing of the wheat dnes ensure a higher
price to the primary producers. I have
stated that I am in favo'r Olf a compulsory wheat Pool, but I make that
statement subject tOl certain amendments
to. be made in the Bill which have been
agreed to by the COountry party. I hope
that t~e Minister in cha,rge Oof the· Bill
will intima,te, befOore I sit do'wn, whether
or not the Government is prepaJ."ed tOo
give favOlrable cO'nsideration tOl the
amendments which were read tOo the
House last night by the Leader of the
Country·party. So far as we aTe concerned, those amendments are vital, and
I would resp.ectfully ask the Minister to
give me an answer too my questiQon.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-In Qother
words you are asking the Government to
run away from their own Bill.
ColOonel BOURCHIER.-NOothing Oof
the kind: Very few Bills are brQought dQown
which are passed withOout amendment.
All that we ask fO'r is certain amendments
which will, in our opiniOon, make the Bill
mOore acceptable to the wheat-growers Qif
the Stat,e.
I again ask the Minlster to
give us some indication Qof what the attitude of the GO'vernment is in regard to
the amendments.
The SPEAKER.-I wOould remind the
honO'rable member that the ,Minister Qof .,
Agriculture has already spoken.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am willing to' ma,ke a
statement, but I can only dOl so by leave.
.. Coloue.} BOURCHIER.-Then I wQould
ask
the Premier,
Qir sQome other
member of the GO'vernment, if he would
be good enough tOl give us an assurance
that the amendments we have suggested
will receive favQorable consideration if we
agree to the second reading Oof the Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-I will make a statement
as soon as I am. permit,ted to do SQ.
COolo'nel BOURCHIER-I thank the
honQorable gentleman.
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Mr. HOGAN.-(Min'ister of Agricul- able, so as tQ educate the wheat-grower
ture).-By lea,ve, I will take advantage as tQ what his wheat is worth, I venture
of the oppOortunity afforded me by the tOo say that farmers would have continued
tolerance of yourself, Mr. Spe,aker, and to 8ell their next season's wheat at 58.,
the House tOo comply with the repeated 58. 1d., and 58. 2d. per bushel, at which
requests that have been made by the prices many of them have ,SOlId. What
Leader o,f the Oppasi tian. This is my honOorable members are complaining about
secOond speech on the' mOotian that is now is that one of the prOovisions of the Bill
befOore the House, but I understand that praposes to cancel thooe CQntracts-conit is the desire of honorable members tracts undelr which the open-market 'man,
tha,t same ,answer should be given tOi the' who knew the full value of the whe,at, did
criticisms tha,t have been offered. I prOo- business with the wheat-grower, who did
pOose to traverse same af the statements not know the full value of the wheat.
that have been made, and to' explain aur The latter knows how to grow wheat, but
attitude regarding the points raised, fa1- he is not an authority on marketing it,
lowing the order Q1f the nOotes which 1 and he was induced to sell it fOir Is. 4d. per
ha,ve taken. I want first tOi refer tOo a bushel less than it was worth. We have
statement tha,t was made by the hanor- in the Bill a prOovisiOon to protect him,
Yoru have grown
able member fOir St. Kilda. He said that and we say to him,
there ~as nO"evidence tOi prQlve that the the wheat, you own it, and you are enfarmers did not obtain full value for titled tOo its full value'. The Ga.vernment
their wheat in the a.pen ma,rket. The will help you to get it." And as fOor the
evidence at present is, that the market friends of the honO'rable member for
value 0'0£ the new seasan's wheat fOol' BQroondara.-middlemen in Flinders-lane
January delivery is 68. 4,~d. a bushel, and and elsewhere-we say to them that if
the infa,rmatiOon we have been a,ble to they want to make mOoney out of wheat
acquire fram impartial saurces convinces they should grow it. The honorable memus that the prices right through 1925 ber last night qua.ted a statement prewill ca.ntinue firm, and if anything, will pared by the Oopen-market peOople, in which
rise. The price in England for Feb- it wa,s stated that the difference between
ruary and ¥arch is higher than the the open-market price and the Poal price
fQor 1923-24 was very little.
January price.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I did not do that.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The GQlVernI
quot.ed returns sho'wing what oue firm
ment are prapa.sing to make an ,advance
had paid.
'
payment of O'nly 3s. 8d. a bushel.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
lVIr. HOGAN.-That is another matter stated that the average price paid by the
with which I will deal later. I repeat Pool fQor 1923-24 was 4s. 8~d. per bushel,
tha,t the market value of the new seasa.n's and that the average price for the openwheat fOor January delivery is 68. 4~d., market wheat was 4s. 6!d. per bushel.
for February higher, and March still
1\1:r. GREENWOOD.-I was dealing with
higher, as indicated by sales of "futures"
the sales of individual firms.
in England and other marke,ts. In face Q1f
Mr. HOGAN.-That was the statement
the knowledge we possess, that the Whe1atthe
honarable member made last night,
gra,wers Corporatia.n pO'ssess, and that the
apen market possess, but that the far- and he did nOot make any cOonditiQon about
mers do not passess, althaugh the honor- it then. ~e is making a canditian now.
I am informed by the Victa["ian Wheat·
able member fa,r St. Kilda ta.ld us' last
growers
CQorporation that fOor the whole
night tha,t they kna.w all abaut this matof the w:£eat marketed t.hrough the POOJ
ter-in face, I say, a.f the' fact that the
fQor the ·seasa.n! 191\3-24 the price that will
January value is 6s. 4~d., many farmers
be paid to the grlhvers will be 48. 9d. pet
have, sold their wheat at as low 'as 5s. bushel, nOot 4s. 8~d., as stated by the hOon,.
and 5s. 1d. ner bushel.
orable member for Boroondara.
Mr. GREE~WOoD.-That is for delivery
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I said 4s. 8ld.
in January.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes. Regarding that
HOGAN.-The honarable member
matter here is the pasition: If it we,re said 4s. 8~d. 1 have the statement from
not fO'r the work the Victorian Whe,at- which he quoted, and that he was rather
growers Corpora,tion has done in ob- shy about last night. He wauld not tell
taining this know ledge as to the value us from what he was quoting. The honof next season's wheat, and making it avail-. orable member stated that the average
CC
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price paid by the private buyers was 45.
6id. per bushel for the 1923-24 wheat.
My infOormatiOon is that it was 45. 4d.
Mr. GREENWOooD.-Where do they get
.
those figures from ~
Mr. HOGAN.-From a knowledge 01
the price that was offered by the Oopen·
market people right throughout the sea·
son. The great bulk of the wheat was
bOought by the Oopen-market people ·at the
beginning of the season in 1923, and they
started out with the price of 3s. lId. per
bushel.
Mr. WETTENHAL~~-It is ouly an odd
farmer whO' gets a big price.
lVh. HOGAN.-Yes.
The private
buyers paid as low as 3s. 10d., 3s. lId.,
and 4s. per bushel fOor last season's wheat,
and the great bulk of the farmers sold at
that price. It was only a few fortunate
and wise farme,rs who knew that the wheat
was worth more who held on tOo it, and
by ho.lding on to' it, were enabled to
get the higher price that ruled at the end
of the season. But, on the average, the
farmers who sOlId to the private buyers
got only 4s. 4d. per bushel fOor the 1923-24
season, while every grower who put his
wheat into the voluntary Pool will receive
4s. 9d. per bushel. That is not merely
an estimate, because there is nOo doubt
as to what the growers whOo put their
wheat into the voluntary Poo.I will receive.
1\1r. DEANY.-There is doubt as to the
figures of the private firms; they can only
be an estimate.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is sO', but it is
public property that the me'll who put
their wheat into. the voluntary Pool will
get 4s. 9d. per bushel.
Mr. GREENwooD.-What abOout the
previous year 1
Mr. HOGAN.-The private buyers dio
give a higher average price than the
Pool that year.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-They dropped a
lot Oof money.
Mr. HOGAN.-They did two things,
They
made
a
mIstake,
inasmuch
as they paid a certain price
at
the Oopening Oof the season in 1922, but,
instead of wheat keeping at that price 01
rising, as they might have anticipated,
the market drOopped.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-But the farmer gOot
the, money.
Mr. HOGAN.-Of course, he did.
There is no dispute about that. The
wheat-buyers, as the honOorable member
for Lowan said, lost on the transaction.
Mr. DEANy.-They dOo lose sometimes 7
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Mr. HOGAN.-They did lose money in
1922-23. The honorable Inember has not
madel that disco,ve'ry.
Mr. DEANY.-YoU halve d~uied t.ha,t up
to nOow.
.Mr. HOGAN.-No[lsense!
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-1'1rhey win more
often than they lose.
Mr. HOGAN.-FOor 1923-24 t.he voluntary Pool is paying 48. 9d. per bushel to
t.he farmers whOo marketed their wheat
through it. The farmers whol sOold to the
wheat merchants Oobtained. an average
of 4s. 4d. per bushe1.
That is a
of
5d.
per bushel in
difference
favorur of those who marketed their
wheat thrOough the POOlI.
In 192223 the average price paid by the
PoO'I was 48. 9.78d. and the average price
paid by priva,te buyers 5s. 2d., an advantage of 4.22d. tOo the fa.rmers who sold
their whelat in the open marke,t. In
1921-22 the average price paid by the
Pool was 5s. 1.847d. and the average
price paid by privatel buyers was 4s. 10d.,
an advantage OIf 3.847d. in favour of the
g~Oowers who sold through the PooL It
~Ill be seen that Qon the three years' operatwns the,re was a great advantage to the
farmers whO! utilized the Po'o!.
1\1r. DEANy.-NOo; it. was the other way
ro,und.
1\1r. HOGAN.-In 1921-22 the farmers
who used the POOol got 3.847d. per bushel
mOlTe than the farmers who SOold their
wheat jn the open ma.rket. In 1922-23
the !armers whOo utilized the open market
re~e.lVed 4.22d. rno["e than those whOo
utIlIzed the Pool, and for 1923-24 the fa,rmers who utilized the Pool will receive
5d. more than those whQo utilized the open
market. But there is another cOonsideration. . As a result of the organized
marketmg through the Pool a substantia,l
benefit was conferred on the whO'le market
~)Ut the men whO! did nQot put their wheat
mto the PooI and who made no sacrifice
at all for it received as much advantage
as those whOo did.
Mr .. EGGLEsToN.-Then the PQooil. mea,llS
a sa.cnfice ~
Mr. HOGAN.--Not at all; but the
honorrable member for Hampden who. did
not use the Pool, received as mu.~h benefit,
!r0n:;t ~t as those who did use it, and he
IS . r.I~mg on the backs of those who are
u tlhzmg this ma.chin€ry.
. Mr. DEANy.-Now we knOow all about
It.
Mr. nOGAN.-The hOonOorable member
now knows al little. Thel honolTable member for St. Kilda asked for evidence that
l

,.
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the POQlI system was better than the, open sistency is there? There is a legal adage
marke,t system, and he asked for it in that only people with clean hands should
such a way as to show he was quit.e cer- be allowed to a pproach the court. Let
tain it could nOit be given. I will now me explain the application of that adage
Honorable members
give him some of the evidence. I believe in this matter.
a referthat even a voluntary Pool confers some opposite aTe asking for
In 1921 there was a readvantage upon the wheat-growers, but endum.
whe,at-growers of
it does not confer nearly as much advan- ferendum of the
tacre 0111 them and the St,a,te, generally as a Victoria, and those very honorable memco~pulsorry Poo~ will aoufe1r. In com- bers and their Government refused to
menting on the first compulsory Pool, the abide by the decision. The Royal AgriA ge, on the 28th F€rbruary, 1916, said- cultural Society, through its secretary,
Before the wheat scheme was established the Mr. Schweiger, took a referendum of
farmers had berrun to sell their wheat at 2s. 6d. wheat-growers in 1921 as to whether they
and 2s. 9d. pe~ bushel. A!a.rmi.st s.tateme~ts would have a Pool or the open market.
were being publis.hed, possIbly mspIred wIth
the object of bearmg the market, to the effect Here is a quotation on the subject from
that the price this year would be as low as 2s. the Argus of the 13th July, 1921The Pool was formed, and this is what
occurred: The price the farmers obtained
under the wheat scheme that year was
between 5s. and 5s. 6d. a bushel, arid the
difference between 5s. and 5s. Bd. as
realized by the Pool and 2s. and 2s. 6d.
at which the farmers were selling before
the Pool was formed represents the djfference between the Pool and the open
market that year.
'Mr. EGGLESToN.-There was no open
market. There had to be a Pool that
vear.
Mr. HOGA.N.-It is a contrast between thel open market and the first
year O'f the Pool.
The farmers were
being offered 2s. and 2s. 6d. a bushel in'
the open market, and if the open market
had been continued they would have had
to sell at that. However, the first Pool
in Australia was formed, and the farmers
got 59. O'r 5s. 6d.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The Minister has quoted what the Age said in 191~.
Will he now quote what the Age saId
last week ~
Mr. HOGAN.-I will leave that to the
Leader of the Opposition.
Mr. GREENWooD.-Let me ask you
what is the position.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member occupied a full hour, and should have
been able to put the position from every
angle.
.
Sir AqlxANDER PEAcocK.-He blew
you out on the Scripture.
Mr. HOGAN.-I will come to that.
N ow I want to re-ply to the pleas which
have been made by members of the Opposition that this question should be subWhat inconmitted to a -referendum.
•J

Referring to the figures of the wheat Pool
ballot published yesterday, the secretary of thf'l
Chamber of Agriculture (Mr. H. Schweiger) said
that a further analy;s.is showed that the second
preference votes of those who favoured a
growers' Pool were strongly in favour of Government control, rather than an open marke-t,.
The actual figures were :-For Government
wheat Pool, 12,140; for open market, 1,002.

That shows that the wheat-growers told
the party then in power that they wanted
a Government Pool, but the Government
Out
said, "N0; nothing of the kind.
with it." N ow the members of the same
party say that they want a referendum .
On this question their hands are not clean.
They refused to abide by the decision
which was arrived at in 1921, and they
have no right whatever to be pleading
for another referendum now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But you are
so satisfied that the majority of the wheatgro;ers are in favour of this compulsory
Pool ~
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, I am satisfied.
Several honorable members on the Opposition side want to know what advantage
this Pool will give to the wheat-grower.
The honorable member for St. Kilda appears to be certain that it will not give
the wheat-grower any advantage at all.
Let me mention one great advantage
which it will give him.
If the open
market obtains, and agents buy wheat at
country railway stations in December, \
January, and February, it will be found
that when it is brought down to the seaboard and stacked, it will gain considerably in weight. If there is no Pool, that
great gain will go to those who handle the
wheat in the open market.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Is it not represented
in the price?
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Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
for St. Kilda asked for evidence, and he
might be quiet while I give it.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That . IS
ve'ry good. You were interjecting all
the time.
Mr. HOGAN.-Before I rose the
Leader of the Opposition complained
again and again that I was saying nothing. Whether I keep silent or whether
I speak he is not satisfied.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But yon are
resenting interjections.
1\1'.1'. HOGAN.-The honorable member for St. Kilda asked me a specific question, and . before I can complete my
answer he wants to interrupt me. I am
Of course. it is not
objecting to that.
accidental. He is doing it deliberately.
So enormous is the increase in the weight
of wheat purchased in the dry areas of
the north and the MalIee and the Wimmera, and brought to the seaboard and
stacked, that during the years of the Pool,
notwithstanding the ravages of the mice,
the actual number of bushels marketed
exceeded the number of bushels purchased.
Mr. OMAN.-I do ~ot dispute that; but
it is a fact that wheat coming from the
stacks in parts of this State was lighter
in February in Melbourne than on
weighbridges in the country. You know
that?
Mr. HOGAN.-I do not know th;t.
On the average, there is a great increase.
in weight.
The advantage that the
Poo,I confers is that ,the enhancement
will go to the grow~r, but if there is only
the open market, it will go to the private
buyers.
Mr. TouTcIIER.-Oould not that take
place under a voluntary Pool?
}tIro HOGAN.-Yes.
The honorable
member for St. Kilda wanted 'some evidence as to any harm that the private
buyer did to farmers in the open market.
He wanted to be shown some detriment
infl.icted upon them. He .appears to be
quite satisfied that the desire of the Government and the wheat-growers to provide an organized marketing system to
avoid the losses occasioned by the market
being controlled by outside agencies is
quite unjustified. He says that there is
no need for anything of this sort," and
that the wheat-buyers do everything in
the interest of the farmers, and never do
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anything in their own interest, which
would be against the farmers.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I never said anything like that.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is the natural inference to be drawn from what the honorable member did say. The honorable
member for Lowan pointed out that during the existence of the voluntary and
compulsory Pools farmers have :tcquirecl
a great deal of knowledge about the marketing of their products. Actions which
were taken a few years ago against their
interests have been disclosed; but they
cannot take place now because of the additional knowledge which farmers have
acquired. If it were not for this further
information which has been obtained, the
wrongs done by buyers a few years ago
would c.ontinue to be imposed upon them
to-day. I want to read, for the benefit of
honorable member~, a petition submitted
by middlemen to the Oommissioner of
Railways in Queensland in 1903. It is
a remarkable document, and I want the
contents placed on record in Hansard.
The petition is signed by Denham Bros.,
J. Jackson & Co., Howes Bros. & Co., R.
Raine, Robert :Millar, and Chas. Taylor &
00. Mr. Denham subsequently became
Premier of Queensland, and Mr. Taylor
is a prominent figure in the political life
of Queensland to-day.
}tIro WEST.-1903 is a good while back.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is; but still, the
petition supplies evidence which the honorable member for St. Kilda wants me
to give himPETITION FROM PRODUCE AGENTS, ETC.,
IN BRISBANE TO THE COMMISSIONER
FOR RAILWAYS.
6th February, 1903.
We, the undersigned, would be thankful if
you would kindly take some action with regard
to newspapers getting the fullest informa,t>ioll
with reference to consignments which are sent
to ourselves from time to time.
What we
allude to is the practice that ,the Courier has
made lately of publishing lists giving the truck
numbers, from whence the trucks come, and
the prices that the goods are sold at.
Of
course, we are aware that you cannot do anything to prevent them going to the shed and
taking down the prices that produce brings,
but, on the other hand, you could assist us
greatly in giving such instructions as would
ensure -a litt.le privacy in our business transactions.
We understand the ,manner in which the re:
presentatives of the paper get t.heir information is that they go and look at the little ticket
which is attached to every truck, giving the
truck number, and from where the truck
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comes.
Might we suggest that these tickets . Mr. HOGAN.-If the goods were sen1
should not be on the trucks at all. Also, that
books of the railway giving information about to Brisbane to be sold on commission, they
I have just
the place of loading of trucks be kept private, belonged to the farmers.
and only furnished to such individuals as belong answered that question put to me by the
to our offices. You can readily understand it is honorable member for St. Kilda. If the
\'ery annoying, after sending buyers to the
country and paying the farmers spot cash at m~rchant bo?ght the goods at a country
the places where the stuff is grown, for the in- raIlway statIOn, of course they were his
formation to be flashed all over the place that property. But all goods we're not so purtheir special lines of stuff made such-and· such chased. I think the great bulk of them
a price. We don't object to farmer,s having a
general idea that produce brought fr:om such a were sent to Brisbane to be sold -on comprice to such a price, according to quality, but mISSIOn.
we do strongly object to such information
Mr. DEANY.-YOU have no evidence of
lJeing published as would en3Jble the farmer to that.
identify his particular lines.
Mr. HOGAN.-What these people
We would esteem it a great favour if you
would kindly instruct all officers of yours who asked for in the petition was that no inhave to do with advice notes, also those who formation should be published so that the
are in possession of the books with the informa- farmer could nQlt identify goods in a partion regarding where the truck is from, to
kindly keep this information strictly private, ticular truck, nQl ma,tter whethe,r they
and not to give it ,to any representative of .the were sold Q1n cQlIIl1llission or purchased at
~ co,uutry railway station.
We expect
newspapers.

Mr. EGGLEsToN.-They would not be
in favour of a voluntary Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-Wluittheyarein favour
of is not allowing the farmers to know
what price their produce realized.
Mr. DowNw.A.RD.-These' conspiracies
against the public are quite common.
Mr. HOGAN.-Possibly the 'honorable
member. for St. Kilda does not realize
the significance of what I have just read.
The point is that information was not
to be supplied to the newspapers by the
Railway Department in Brisbane which
would permit of the farmers knowing
what their produce realized.
Mr. GREENWOoD.-They had no objection to a general knowledge of the trade
being disclosed.
Mr. HOGAN.-There was a strong objection to the disclosure of anything
which would enable a farmer to identify
his particular produce.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Was this produce
purcha;sed by the merchants, or being
sold on consignment ~
That makes a
vital difference.
Mr. HOGAN.-The point I waut to
make is that those who signed this petition did not want the newspaper to publish any particulars showing what the
goods in a particular truck realized. That
information was to be denied to the farmers, whether they sold the goods at a
tlountry railway station or consigned them
to Brisbane to be sold on com.mission.
Mr. TouTcHER.-It is a question as to
who owned the goods.

apologies from the honorable member for
Warrnambool, the honorable member
for Sta,well, and the honorahle, member
for St. Kilda for tactics of this sort. That
is commerce-the wonderful institution
the honorable member for Hampden applauded so highly last night. If the farmers had not acquired knowledge of the
marketing of their products through the
Pools which have been established, the
conditions disclosed in that petition in
1903 would apply to-day as they did
It is the knowledge which the
then.
farmers have now which prevents these
things being continued.
. Mr. TouTcHER.-Did the Railway Department comply with the request in the
petition you read ~
Mr. HOGAN.-No.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Then that is all right.
Mr. HOGAN.-Tli,e honorable member's point is this: If a man went to rob a
house, and the owner prevented him from
effecting his purpose, it would be all right.
I disagree. I do not think it would be all
right. To my mind, the motive is of more
importance than the actual deed. The
honOirable member for St. Kilda also said
that the Pool leaves the interests of a
large section of the people the plaything
of po,litics. The alternative is to leave
their interests tOo be the plaything of commerce. It was also said by the honorable
member that the Board was incompetent
to manage the Pool.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-I did not. I said it
was not so competent as the skilled
market.
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Mr. HOGAN.-I hope the Board will
appoint the most capable man as manager
tha:t th~y can obtain. That is a duty
whICh wIll devolve upon the Board itself.
The Bill provides for the way the Board
is to be appointed.
Mr. DEANY.-We want to knOlW how the
Board will be appointed.
Mr. HOGAN.-I wish the honorable
member for Warrnambool would go into
the corridor along with the honorable
member for St. Kilda, and that they
would there thrash out that point fQ1r
themselves.
On their return ·to the
chamber they could tell me what the result of the confere~ce was. I hope, after
the Boa,rd is appointed, that it will select
for ma?ager a t.hor?ughly competent man,
and wIll put hIm III charge of this business. That is a matter to be left to' the
Board itself. It will be for the Board tQ1
a}?point its officer.s. Really the manager
WIll b~ responsIble, for the business
a.rrangements.
. Mr. OMAN.-The Pool has had good adVIsers.
Ml·. HOGAN.-I believe that the honorable, member made, considerable use of
those con~rolling the open market. I am
not surpnsed at that, because he himself
is strQingly in favour of the open market.
Only to-day he told the honorable mem·
ber for Goulburn Valley that he prefer;
the open market.
.
Mr. OMAN.-But has there been a
c~ange in that. policy ~ Are not the serVIces of ~hose me~' who were previously
~ngage~ III ~0.nectI~g wheat. and disposmg of It, utIlIzed III conneXlOn with the
voluntary PoO'l1
Mr. HOGAN.-I suppose that that is
so. Complaints have, been made by some
honorable members, including, I think,
tte honorable member for Boroondara
t~at the wheat Pool was using the sel'~
VlC~s of the co-operative companies to takE:'
delIvery of the whea,..t, to stack it at the
?ountry railway stations, have it lo,aded
III the trucks, sent to the terminus and
put on the ships, or stacked at th~, seaside. I ~ope that~ instead of that being
a. defect lll. the BIll, a subject for critjClsm and dIsapproval by members, it will
prove ~:me of the best features of this piecfl
of legIslation.
Mr. OllAN.-It was a system that I introduced.
Mr. HOGAN.-Then what is the honOI'able member complaining about ~
~r. OMAN.-I gave, them an opportumty to coUect from the producers.
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lVIr. TUNNE'CLIFFE (to Mr. Oman).You had to fight a long time to get that.
~r. HOGAN.-A fight was put up ill
thlS House to secure for the cOl-operative
companies the right to handle wheat.
That fight was put up by the Labour
party, and covered a period of some
weeks.
Mr. OMAN.-That is not a correct statement of the position.
lVh. HOGAN.-It is absolutely true.
r hope that the Board will utilize the
services o~ the cot-operative companies.
There are III those co-operative companies
competent men, who, can do this work
well. By tha.t means the farmers, who
ar.e the shareholders in those CQ1m panies,
WIll reap whatever advantage there is to
be reaped in connexicm with the handling
of the wheat. I now wish tQi refer to the
statements made by the Leader of the
Opposition. He wanted to know how the
consume~ would be he'lped:
My answer
tQi that. IS, that by substituting brganized
marketlllg for haphazard marketing, both
producers and consumers will be benefited by a reduction in handling charges.
The honorable member for Lowan told us.
last. night that he, had looked into this
phase of the matter, and he pointed ouf
that the
pre-Pool marketing costs
amounted tQi Is. per bushel. The Pool
costs for marketing were 8d. per bushel.
Tha.t was not the cost in Victoria mere,ly,
but the cost here and overseas. Therefore, by substituting the Pool, that is to
say, organized marketing, the handling
costs were reduced 4d. a bushel, notwithsta,n.d~ng increases in shipping freights. In
addItIOn t·o that, the handling costs
here ~n Victoria itself have been
decre'ased.
The open marke,t handling
costs
in
V icto·ria
were
4d.
a bushel. In 1922, under the voluntary Pool, the handling costs in Victoria
were reduced to 2.53d. per bushel, in 1923
the amount was the same-2.53d. per
bushel~but in 1924 there has been a reduction to 2.3d. We, have there a savinO'
which will benefit the farmer on the on~
hand and the consumer on the other.
Mr. OMAN.-The conditions are not the
same.
Mr. HOGA~.-This is the position:
Instead of havmg a haphazard, chaotic
method of handling' wheat, involving
a very considerable expenditure of money,
we propose to substitute organized marke~ing .
By organizatiOon we do things
better and mOore efficiently. At the, same
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time we do the business more economically. That is why the wheat-grOowers,
who believe in t.he, Pool, are hopeful. The
hOonorable member for Hampden is quite
an authority Oon wheat. He made some
forecasts last night as to the prices that
will be r'ealized through the next Pool.
He said that when the wheat came in
it might be possible to sell it at 7s. a
busheL I do nOot think that that will
be the case. In my opinion, the best
price obtainable when the wheat cOomes'
in will be 6s. 7~d. He went on tOo say,
that before, the end Oof the season the
wheat may fall to 4s. a bushel. That
was a dismal forecast. The only Biblical
chara,cter with whom I can cOompare the
honOorable membe-r is Jeremiah. In additiOon to being a Jeremiah in this matter, he is a very bad prophet. He gave
a fOorecast in this House Oonly a mOonth
ago, on 3rd Septemberr. He then saidThen there is the question of the wheat
Pool. Th~ Government said, "We cannot go
wrong on a compulsory wheat Pool." Now,
I happened to be sent to represent the Victorian Government at a conference with
Labour Premiers of other States, and we put
up recommendations in favour of a voluntary
Pool. In any case, that is a matter which is
quite definitely settled to-day. The funds to
finance a Pool must be guaranteed by the
Commonwealth before the
Commonwealth
Bank would find the money.

That forecast has already been falsified.
The honOorable member went on to sayI do not think the Government will find the
necessary cash available to finance a compulsory wheat Pool. In such a matter the
growers should be the best judges.

The hOonorable mem ber made two forecasts, and he said, " The Pool is dead."
Mr. OMAN.-I knew a,t tha,t time that
the fa,rmers had practically accepted a
vOoluntary Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
did not know anything Oof the kind. He
said that the POlOl was dead for the twOo
reasons I have indicated.
Firstly, he
said that the Commonwealth' Bank
WOould nOot find the money required,
but the COommonwealth Bank is advancing the mOiney. Secondly, he said
tha,t the POool cQluld not be financed,
whe-reas it is being financed; and
thirdly, he said that the, POOlI was
dead. We knOow it is not dead, but ve,ry
much alive. This modern prophet also
said tha,t if the fa,rmers put their wheat
into a Pool, wheat would be selling a,t
4s. a bushel befOore the end of the year.
There again he is absolutely wrong, and
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it is evident that as a prophet he is no
gOood a,t all. The hOinorable member for
Hampden Oopposes a· compulsory POOlI on
the ground tha,t commerce is the bulwa,rk
of the country. With that statement I
disagree. The bulwark O'f the country
is labour. The men who plOough the field,
who soow the wheat and tend it while it
grows, WhOo garner the harvest when it
matures, are, so far as this matter IS
cOlnce,rned, the bulwark ()If the country. It
is because the farmers dOl not believe
that commerce is a bulwa,rk that they
are dissa,tisfied. They want tOi substitut.e
fO'r commerce a Pool and Oorganized
marketing.
By
having
organized
marketing they expelCt, and we expect,
that nOot only the fa,rmelrs but the whole
community will greatly benefit. The hOlnOorable member fOor BOorOiondara gave us fl.
Biblical quota,tiOin.
He carries Olll a
business in Flinders-lane, and we cannot expect him toO ha.ve any knowledge
He condemned the
of share farming.
share farming conditions under the cOontract made by Joseph with the farmers in
days ()If Oold. He told us that Joseph
said to the farmers, " Here is land, here
is seed. Plant this seed in the land and
of the crop you will take four-fifths, and
the Government will take one-fifth." If
,J oseph were to COome back to-day, and
were to make a similar offer, I think
that every produce1r would becOime a· share
fa,rmer. In attempting to contrast the
conditions in Biblica.l times with the
conditions that elxist to-day, the honOorable IDBmber came a cropper.
I now
prOopose, in answer to' the request made
by the honolrable member fOir Goulburn
VaHey and alsOo by the Lea,der of the
Opposition, to deal with the question of
the attitude of the Government regarding certain amendments that have been
One of the
suggested tOo the Bill.
suggestions made is that we should provide for a larger advance than 3s. 8d,
a bushel.
That advance is not provided for in the Bill a,t all. We believe
that the new season's' whea.t will be wo,rth
in the open market 6s. 4~d. a bushel,
and that it would be pedectly safe tOo
advance more than 3s. 8d. a bushel. We
have asked the banks to make the advance more than 3s. 8d., and they are
cOlllsideTing our representations.
If we
can induce the banks to' increase the
advance we shall have grea,t ple'asure in
making the necessary a,rrangements. 1
think I may say that there is a reasonable
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prospect that a higher advance will be does not see that any vital principle is invohed in the ma.tter. It is not the Goobtained.
Sir. ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The ne- vernment that is tor prQivide the money
gotia tions are still gQiing on ~
but the wheat-grQwers, and if they say,
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes. With regard to I' We are prepared tQ pay the members
the request fQr the extensiOin of the Pa~'l of the Board whethe,r they attend the
fOir a longe1r peri ad than Q:n.e year, I meetings 0[" not," and the House endOirses
announced in my secand-reading spee1ch that, we shaH be prep.ared tOi accept· the
that we were in favOlur of the Paol as a decision of the House. I shall now refer
pe,rmanent institutian, and tha.t we would to' the cQnstitutiQn of the Board.
The
be prepared to re-enact thel Bill. W €I do Bill prQvides tha,t it shaH consist of three
not intend that the PaQl shall expire a.t representatives of the wheat-growers and
the end Qf ane year .
We aTe .firmly two nominees of tlie Government, and the
of the opinian that it will prove t.Qi be request has been made that there shall be
a gO'od thing fOir the Sta,te and fQr the four wheat-grQwers' representatives. We
whQle df the people of the State.
are prepared to confer with hanorable
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why make members abQiut that matter, and to give
.cansideration tQ the, request when we
provisian fQr OInly the ane year ~
Mr. HOGAN.-If the HOIuse is agree- reach, in Committee, the clause dealing
able to amend the, Bill in tha,t respeot we with it.
shaH have the greatest pleasure in exMr. MORLEY.-You arel giving the
tending the period bey and the Qne year ~ whea t-growers everything.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Quite right, tOIO.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Are yau
Mr. HOGAN.-We ha,ve brought forflying a ki te ~
Mr. HOGAN.-NO'. The request for ward the Bill fQr the purpose Qf securing
higher remuneratian fQr thel mem- the Qrganized ma,rketing of wheat.
Mr. MORLEy.-Not to get the VQtes of
bers Qf the Baard
IS
a
l~latter
that affects the wheat-growers alane. the whea,t-growers 7
Mr. HOGAN.-No, not to get their
The salaries will not be paid by
the Gavernment. The maney will nQit votes. I shall have a worrd to' sa~ abaut
CQime out af the ConsQilidated Revenue, that in a moment. We believe that, as
but Qiut Qf the praceeds of the sales af our purpose is to substitute organized
wheat. Our Qinly abje<et in restrioting the marketing fQr haphazard, chaotic marketsalaries to be paid was to ensure, firstly, . ing, and as it is the product. of the wheatthat the highest amount passible should grawers with ·which we a.re dealing, it :s
be available for distribution to the whe,at- reasona,ble that they should have a congrQiwers, aI!,d, secOindly, that the men ap- siderable say as to how the business
pointed to the Board should be required should be managed. Therefore we will
to attend to their work, and if they did give the request tha,t has been made connot that they should nOit be paid. As I sideration. The hanorable member for
have stated, the remuneration of the Harwon sa,ys tha.t t.he Bill is an attem pt
members Qif the BOlard will be prQivided on the part of the Government to', get the
by the growers and not by the Gorvern- vat.es of the wheat-grQiwers. He was here
ment, and if the growers say that they in 1921, and he remembelrs well what ocare prepared to pay higher sala,ries than curred in that. year.
we ha,ve suggested we shall have nQi st.rong
IVIr. l\ioRLEy.-We went to the country
objection to that alteratiQn being made. on the wheat Pool question.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-Could yQiU not
Mr. HOGAN.-That is SO'. The Labour
provide for salaries of £500 ~
party was then cansidera bly sma.11er than
Mr. F,I:OGAN.-We have provided in it is to-day. Prior tOI going to the CQunthe Bill that each member of the Board try it stood for t.he compulsary Pool, and
may dr.a,w up to £500, but that would be it w.as not after anybody's vate.
The
conditional on his a.ttendanoe. What we Lawson Government was aefeated in the
wanted tOi ensure was that the members of House on the compulsorv wheat Paol
the BQard would attend to their business, issue, and the Premier asked for a dissoand tha,t if they did not they wauld nor lutiQn. He obtained a dissolutian, and
be paid. That was the only considera- we went before the electors and fought
tion. If they a.ttend the meetings of the for the- compulsory wheat Pool.
Every
Board they will receive sa.Iaries of £500 Qne 0'.£ our members, with the exception
per annum. H()Iwever, the Go'Vernment of one in the metroPQlis, was returned,
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and we won two new seats. The honorable member fa'!' Gunbower, I think, said
tha,t at that election the FaiI'mers Union
lost a seat-that of Mr. Gibson, whQi had
represented Grenville-on the wheat POQiI
issue. It is true tha,t they lost his seat.
but it was nQlt because, of the wheat Poo,i
issue, and tha,t is shown by the fact that
the man whQl defea,ted lV1r. GibsQin was
also in favour of the Pool. The present
member fOIl' Grenville will vo,te fQir the
POiol now, and he voted for the PQlol in
the divisiO'n that took place in thel House
after the ~lection o~f 1921.
Mr. Gibson
did not lose his seat because of the wheat
Pool issue at all, but because Grenville
was a Labour constituency. The electors
of Grenville sent into Parliament a m.an
to succeed Mr. Gibson, whQi voted On the'
wheat Pool question in the same way as
Mr. Gibson would ha,ve voted.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-Are you in favour
o,f the growers electing a chairman of the
Bo'ard?
Mr. HOGAN.-We have not considered
that question yet.
Colonel BouRcHIER.-That is one of
the principal questiQlns.
Mr. HOGAN.-I made a nQlte of four
of the points raised, but I missed that
one.
. Mr. TO?TcHER.-What was your idea
m proposmg that tWQl members of the
Board should represent the Government?
Vvas that for the cQinsumers' sake.?
Mr. HOGAN.-It wa,s to protect the
Govern.ment. ":e have. to guarantee the
ba:uks m connexlOn with the financing Q1f
thIS great undertaking, which will involve
au expenditure of £6,000,000, £7 000 000
or £8,000,000. To, ens ure that' the' vast
sum. involved would be safeguarded we
prOVIded fOil' Government representa,tion
on the Board.
Mr. TouTcHER.-A very.prQlper thing,
to'O.
Mr. HOGAN.-We also wanted to ensure that the whQlle of the people of this
State whO' are behind the guarantee of
the GQivernment would be protected. The
Leader of the Opposition said that, as 3result of the 1921 elections, a ma.jority of
members opposed tal a compulsQiry Pool
were returned. That is not correct. The
A.rgus, in a, leading a,rticle on the 26th
September last, made the same statement.
It saidNo matter what may take place in. the Assembly, the Legislative Council has a clear
duty should this Bill ever reach that Chamber
Three years ago there was an appeal to th~
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country on this question. The dissolution was
granted to decide that, and nothing else. The
electors pronounced against a compulsory Pool
and the project was abandoned.
'

~h.e

statement of the Leader of the OppoSItIon .and the statement of the A'l'gus ,are
both mCQlrrect. The voice of the people
in 1921 was in. fa:vour of a compulsory
Pool, and a maJonty of members of this
House were returned pledged to enact a
compulsory Pool. But for reasons which
they themselves are best able to e,xplain
some of them did not adhe,re to the com~
pulsory Pool. Some of them agreed to
a voluntary. Pool in its place, but that
was the VOIce ofPa,diament not thE:
voice Q1f the electors.. The v~ice of the
ejectors was clear and unmistakable. A
majo'rity of the members of this House
were returned at the elections in 1921
pledged to a compulsory Government
Pool, and that was the- last occasion )n
which the people expressed t,heir opiniOll1
on the subject.
Colo.nel BOU~CHIER.-Do yoru think
you WIll get it thrQiugh anQlther place ~
Mr. HO(}AN.-I think we will. I will
point. out, in conclusion, that thQlugh
certam members of thel Opposition
say they are in favour of the
voluntary Pooll now,' and were in
favour of it after the' election of 1921
during tha.t elecltion campaign, not
only were they opposed to a compulso'ry
·Pool, but were opposed to' a voluntary
Pool as well. They opposed both compulsory and voluntary Pools, and if the voice·
of the people had been as the Leader of
the Opposition said last night, and they
ha.d said that they were against the Pool
and returned a majQlrity of NatiQlnalists,
there would not have been a voluntary
Pool nor a compulsory Pool.' But the
voice of the people' said "We want a
Pool." Certain honQlrabl~' members cOompromised with their consciences, and although they had opposed bOoth compulsory
and vOlluntary PQlols at the elections after
the elections they agreed to a vol~ntary
Pool.
I think I have covered ,all the
points raised, and I trust honorable. members will be satisfied that they h~ve
all the information it is possible for me
to give them..
Mr. OMAN.-You have not touched
clause 24 yet.
~1:r. HOGAN.-There is no difficulty
about ~hat. Clause 24 is an exact copy
of sectlOln 18 of the Viotorian Wheatgrorwe-rs Corpora,t.iOlIl Act tha,t was passed
by t,he honolrable member's Go'V'ernment
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ill 1921. It was passed by. the Government Oof which the honora,bIe member fox
Castiemaine was Premier, and in which
the Lea,der of the Opposition and the
honorable member for Hampden were
Ministers.
Mr. OMAN.-And that Act is still in
force.
1fr. HOGAN.-It is still in force. We
have taken seetion 18 from the Victorian
"'\Vheat-growers COorporation Act and included it in the Bill now before the
House, in which it appears as clause 24.
Not one word has been altered, but I do
not suppose that will make it any mo're
accepta,ble to' the honoi'able member for
Hampden. He was iij. favour of it in
1921, and put it into the Bill which his
Government passed, but now he wants to
say tha.t it is bad. N ow that I ha,ve told
him it is his own child he ought to regard
it with very friendly feelings.
Mr. WEAVER.-I am sorry that my
voice is not very good to-day, but I tlllSt
that honOorable members will bear with
me for a few minutes. I am now, as I
have been for the last six OT seven years,
decidedly in favO'ur Oof a compulsory Pool,
provided it is managed by a growers'
Board. We hea.;r a, lot frO'm the press and
from members of the Liberal party about
the proposed PooL It is said that it. is
going to be a sOocialistic PaOlI. I do nO't
take that view at all. I say that if the
growers are intelligent enough to hew
their way into the back country and produce wheat, they will, with very little'
trainin~, be quite equal, in my Oopinion,
to marketing that wheat. The voluntary
Pool has done fairly well. I was one of
those who felt practically compelled to
accept the volunta;ry Pool after my return by the' electors in favour of a comWhile we knew that a
pulsory Pool.
proposal for a compulsory Pool could be
put thrOough this House all right, WE;
realized that there was no chance of getting it through anO'ther place, and as t.b.e
harvest was right on us, and we were
facing a falling market from 7s. 8d. a
bushel, it was absolutely essentjal to have
some sort of poorl in ocder to steady the
wheat on the market. That was the sole
reason why I accepted a voluntary POool
at that juncture. In connexion with the
voluntary POool the grelat difficulty is in
regard to chartering. When the Ooperation Oof a Pool is limited to one year the
Board is hampered.
It dOoes not know
whether it will be there for another year
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or not, and, therefore, it cannot arrange
charters at a suitable time oon the marke'G.
Every yerar the consideration of such a
measure as this runs into October, and
it is too late to get 'che ships to take
the wheat away. If a Pool coontinued fOor
three years the Boa;rd would be in a better
position to make a.rrangements.
There
is another difficulty, and that is in regard
to competition. I do nOot Oobject to competition, but in this case it is respOonsible
for the buying of inferior wheat for local
consumption and eJfPOort.
I have seen
wheat on waggons, and there has been a.
buyer, and perhaps a Pool agent, and the
owner has said to the Poorl agent, "wen,
if you take this wheat I will let you have
the rest." There may be a very inferiOor
lOoad of wheat, some oof it noot fit foor
human coonsumption, and that is taken at
t,he same price, and goes into the wheat
stacks, and is probably exported. The
market as a whOole has suffered, and
nO't the man who grew that particular
wheat. There should be only oone receiving agent at each station, and all inferior
wheat shoould be sent tor the central depot
and doocked according to its value.
This inferior wheat undoubtedly depreciates the value Oof the grain, and if we had
a compulsory PO'ol we would be able to
fix a reject price, which would be fair
to the man who grew it. A good deal
,has bee'll said about the price fOor local
consumption; perhaps not so much as
will be said later. It seems tOo me a fair
thing to include holding and handling
charges on wheat for local consumption.
\Ve have done that in the past and we
have not exploited the con'sumers. Can
the consumers expect the same consideration from speculators ~ It is not a good
thing too have speculators in foodstuffs at
all. If growers were to get the export
parity, plus holding charges, it would be
a fair thing. Supposel we fix the export
parity at Is. 6d. a bushel, it would mean
Id. a loaf.' I understand that the ave'fage consumption of bread by a family is
four or five loaves a week. SOo that it
would mean only an increase Oof 4d. Oor
5d. a week.
Mr. WARDE.-Are yOoU speaking of
4-lb. loaves 1
Mr. WEAVER.-Yes. From 18 to 20
4-lb. loaves of bre'ad are obtained from
a bushel of wheat. The honoi'able member fo~ Toorak said the Bill did not
guarantee adequate protection for cO'nsumers. We, hOowever, are only asking
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for the import· parity, which means the
cost of getting wheat from other States j
it would be only 2d. Oil' 3d. a bushel. It
is ridiculous toO say that we desire to' ex-

ploit the local consumer.

We have no

such intention, and I have too high a
regard for the wheat-growers to' believe
tha.t the1y would do such a thing even
if the,y had the opPOIrtunity. The increase which I mentioned would be
scarcely noticeable, in the expenditure of
the ave,rage family on bread. The honQ1rable member for Toorak also, said that
he disagreed entirely with the proposed
amendment of the Leader of the Country party regarding the constitution at
the Board.
We want a growers' Board.
The honorable member fOir Hampden has
told us that the growers have' not suffi.cient inteUigence to' manage a. business of
this sort.
lVIr. OMAN.-I said nothing of the sort.
I am in favour of the present Board being a,ppointed if this Bill is passed.
l\1r. WEAVER.-I think that if men
have sufficient inteUigence with the advice and e,xperience they get to grow
wheat, they have sufficient inteUigence
to market it. It is rather remarkable that
these" farmers" from St. Kilda, Toorak,
and Boroondara have taken all at once
such an interest in the consumer. Vil e
ha ve been led tOo believe that they 'were
friends of the real farmers, but now they
have come out in their true colours. The
fact is that thely are speaking for the
merchants. ) I dOo not know why merchants shorll1.d come intO' this business at
all. Weare prepared to deal with the
Commonwealth or any other bank in providing an overdraft, and we want to' do
justice to everyone, who has the handling
of whea.t. I know of a. man who sold
whelat at 5s. Id. pe,r bushel last week
at the, Royal Agricultural Socie,ty's Show,
and he was ready to swallow me because
I advQlcated a. compulsory Pool.
He
would be pleased to get out of his COIltract, because he could. now get 6s.
Mr. WA'RDE.-Ihe ou. 1
Ian
CQimmission found tha,t they did not pay
London parity for the season they investigated.
. Mr. WEAVER.-We do not want to
give these ~en an Oopportunity to make
undue profits, neither do we want them
to incur losses. Vi.,,T e dOl not want then'
in the business at all. I have already
said that I dO' not think we snaIl get much
considera,tion from the speculato'r.
I
speak from experience. I believe that
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persons of th.e name I have the honour
to bear are growing more wheat at present than that of any honOorable member
of this House, SOl I can speak with experi-

ence.

In 1914 I had wheat which I car-

ried over from the 1913 harvest. I had
2,000 bags stored after selling s~:fficien t
of my harvest to meet urgent bIlls. I
had an offer of 4s. 9d. per bushel for that
wheat, and I was bluffed into selling it
by the N atio'llal Government of the day.
I talked the matter over with my wife
before I did so. A fortnight afterwards
the wheat was s01d at 5s ..3d. per bushel.
Some time, later, when I w.anted wheat
very badly, I went to Mr. Harold Darling, who, I must say, on the whole,
treated me very w·eH, and I was able to
obtain 150 bags out of the POool, on paying holding and handling charges. Subsequently, I found I was 60 or 70 bags
short. At that time the wheat was being cleared off pretty quickly, and we
did nOot know where it had got to. In the
end, I had to pay -9s. _ a bushel for some
of mv own wheat which I had sold at
4s. 9d. If that is fair trading I do not
want any more O'f it. It was the disclosure of facts of this sort which secured my electiQin as a member of this
House. I lost £1,000 on that transaction.
Perhaps I should not put)t that way. -I
did not get £1,000 to which I was entitled. We are quite capable of handling our own wheat and doing it in a way
which will compare very favorably with
the handling of it by merchants. I met
an agent only last Saturday who ~ave me
a dressing do.wn for my attitude towards
the compulsory wheat Po'O~.
He said,
" What is the good of your talking about
getting 3s. lld. per bushel for your wheat
iast year. I gO't 5s. 2d. fOor my wheat."
I replied, " I can quite understand that,
You are a m.an who can ,afford to' hold
your wheat for the peak of .the ma.rket.
There a.re others whO' cannot afford tQi do
so." Of course, if ouecan hold one's wheat
inde1finitely, waiting for the peak of the
market, one can O'btain the best price
o,ffering fO'r the year.
Many whea tgrowers canno-t do that. They have to
put the wheat on to the market and take
their chance·. The price of wheat is, of
course, gOoverned by wo.rJd pa,rity. In regard to the first advance to' be made for
wheat, I do think that the Go,vernment
should st,rain a point.
The Commonwealth Bank must recognize the splendid
security tha.t they have in the wheat
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There is nOi possibility, as fa.r as
itself.
any human beinK can see, of whea,t drQPping 20 per cent. in value. Therefore,
it does appear to me that it would be only
reasOinable to say, "We will give yQU 8U
per cent. of the value of the wheat on
the first advance." This is a vital matter.
If the farmers can get a 75 per cent. Qr
an 80 pep cent. advance on their wheat.
there will be no squealing among them
about ha,ving to go into the Pool. I am
SQrry to think that our Nationalist
friends are not sympathetic with the PooL
SOime of them state that they will vote
against the Country party's amendments
provided the second reading of the Bill is
carried.
They evidently _want to make
the Bill unsuitable to us and to the country.
This is an extraordinary positiQon
for them tOo take up. They will make no
genuine effort to improve the Bill.
I
cannOit understand the attitude Qf N atiQnalist members in this ma.ttell'. They
do appear to me to be out to damage the
CQuntry party. We want a good Bill,
one that will be in the interests of the
country as a whole, and nOot merely suitable to the requirements Oof the wheatgrQwer. I tell hQnorable members quite
fninklv that if the wheat-grolwer dOles nOit
get a fair deal he will most certainly produce less wheat. Tha,t would be disadvantageous to the country. A very importa.nt
feature in legislation of this kind is that
the management shall be in the hands
Qof the Board. It is also very importa.nt
that we should insist on the chairman
being appointed by the BOiard.
It is
ridiculous to say that the appointment
shQould be in the hands of the Government. We do nQt know what Government
will be in porwer, whether it will be a
Labour Gov€rnment 001' a Liberal GQvernment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-Anyway,
there will be some Government.
Mr. WEA VER.-N 01 doubt, unless the
millenium arrives, and III that ca::;e we
may not need Qne. Every Board of the
kind shQuld apPQint its Qwn chairman. It
is clear to my mind that it would be
wrong to have the chairman appointed
by the GQovernor in Council. HQowever, I
feel convinced that the Government will
cOonoede the point we are asking.
An'
amendment can be mQved in COommittee to
get Qover the trouble. It is a very remarkable thing that the arguments adduced by' Nationalist members fro111
this side Qof the House against the
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Bill a're practically the same as those
put forward by traders and the commercial travellers who represent bU3iness
firms. ThQose persons are out. to kill Qour
party. They want to destroy Oour organization. We hear exactly the same argumen ts frOom agents in the country. We
know that petitiorns against the Bill are
being circulated. I ha,ve here a circular
distributed by H. R. Carter and Company.
There are many such petitions.
They have been distributed at shows, and
come from business Qorganizations.
I
ha ve one here which readsWe, the undersigned wheat-growers of Victoria, desire to express our determined opposition to the Compulsory Wheat Pool Bill now
before the State Parliament, and to enter our
emphatic protest against the same.

That is what the wheat agents are dOing
at the present time. I have brought the
rna tter under the notice Qof the House in
order to Qopen the eyes of the farmers, a
number of whom do not understand the
source from which these peti ti 011 S
emanate. Many Q1f the farmers are signing these petitiQlns.
They are dOling so
because they do not understand that the're
is an Qorganized opposition against the
Pool. It is really a sca11dalous state Q1f
affairs. SOomething has been said about
the increase of weight. It is interesting
to note that in the 1915-16 Pool the,re
was an increase of 117,000 bushels. In
1916 -17-the mice plague year-there was
a loss of 1,250,000 bushds. In 1917-18
there was a gain of 118,000 bushels; in
1918-19 a gain of 317,000 bushels; in
1919-20 a gain Qof 16,000 bushels; and in
1920-21 a gain of 146,000 bushels. On
the whQole, under the CQompulsory Pool,
there was a net gain of 8,000 bushels, notwithstanding the terrifio losses caused by
mice.
There is anQother phase of the
question that appeals to me. I fully expect that sOome of my kind friends will
accuse me Qof leaning towards Socialism.
I refer to the question of bags. At present we have to pay 5d. a bushel' Qon Qour
wheat for bags. That is a pretty serious
tax. It represents, perhaps, the, prOifit a
farmer is making.
I think the BOiard
should be empowered to buy the bags. It
WQuld be a simple matter, but a very important Qone from the point of view Qof the
wheat-grower. We knQow what the crop
"is likely to be, and the number of bags
that will be required. FOT a 40,000,000bushel crop we should require 13,000,000
bags. It is c'nly a fair thing that the
Board should handle the bags required.
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They would not be wasted.
After the
wheat harvest they would be suitable for
pO'tatO'es and oniO'ns. There are plenty of
people who would want them.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Why stop at that 1
Why should they not supply our clothes,
and food, and other things"
Mr. WEA VER.-T'he hO'norable member's suggestion might be worth considering. I know that I have to pay £12 for
a suit of clothes not a bit better than I
was able a few years ago to purchase for
£4. We do not ask the business people
to carrv on at a loss. At the same time,
we are emphatically of opinion that the
wheat-grower should not be asked t.o caITY
on at a loss.
Mr. ANGus.-The proposed remedy is
a risky thing.
fMr. WEAVER.-It is also a very risky
thmg, when one is a wheat-grower, to
place himself at the mercy of speculators.
I happen to live in the electorate represen ted in this House by the honorable
member for Gunbower.
I know the
wheat-growers there.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Have you ever voted for
that honorable member ~
Mr. WEAVER.-Never, and I do not
think I ever shall vote for him while he
is opposed to t.he compulsory wheat Pool.
Mr. ANGus.-Other farmers in my
electorate have shown better judgment.
Mr. WEAVER.-There are only a, few
wheat-growers in the honorable member'S
electorate.
Mr. ANGus.--There are n1O<r~ than ill
your electorate, anyway.
Mr. WEA VER.-I can assure the honorable member that he has not voiced the
'view of the majority of wheat-growers in
his electorate.
Mr. ANGus.-I claim that I do voice
t,heir views.
Mr. WEA VER.-And I say the honorable member does nOit. Ho,weve,r, that
is his responsibility., and not mme.
Mr. ANGUs.-The point was prvved at
the last election-.
Mr. WEAVER.-It is impossible to
prove it because the honorable member
cannot lmo'w whether the whe,at-growers
voted fo·r him. I am a wheat-grOlwer. I
did not vote fOir him, ,and I exercised my
judgment in the matter. However, we do
not want to be personal in these matters.
No good can come OIut of that kind of
thing. I do assure the honorable member fOir Gunbower that he is misrepresenting a lot of whe,a.t-groiWers in his
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electorate. There is one other point to
which I desire to call attention. I think it
is a relasonable request to' make that next
year we should take a referendum of the
wheat-growers who nave put their wheat
into the Pool. We should then be able
to ascertain what they want, and if it was
found that they were not satisfied with
the Pool, there would be some" justification for asking the Government to repeal
the Act. We have considered this ma,tter
carefully, and we think that would be the
fairest thing to do. It is our desire to
me-et the wishes of the, whe,at-growe~s.
Some honorable members have been putting up arguments for the speculators,
and not for the whea,t-growe1rs. It would
be dangerous to interfere with an industry
ill such a way that the men engaged ill
it would not get full value for their
'labour, but to cut out the speculators
would probably do more good than harm.
I have no doubt that the second reading
of this Bill will be agreed to, but we trust
that the Government will be prepared to
accept the amendments which we have
submitted. I appeal to the Nationalist
members of the House to regard the :rp.atter from a. wheat-grower's, and not from
a. speculator's, point of vie,w. By unduly
favouring the speculators, we sb,euld
drive many wheat-growers out of the
Lusiness altogether.
Whatever is done
will, I hope, be in the interests, not only
of the whe'at-growers, but of thel State as
a. whole.
Mr. BOND.-I support this measure.
I do not do so as the representative of
a wheat-growing constituency. I am not
engaged in agricultural pursuits, but at
all times I have been deeply interested
in the farming community, and I woulcl
h~ the last person in the world to attempt
to force an injustice on them. I do not
think that this compulsory Pool win
force an injustice on the farming community. I do not intend to put up a
de,fence of the general principles of the
Bill. That has been done by the Millister of Agriculture. There is, however,
one phase of the question to which I
desire to refer, and which has not been
'touched upon by previous speakers. Th(:
establishment of a. compulsory wheat
Pool will be a means of helping along the
decentralization movement. Most honorable members of this House' have prodaimed themselves to be disciples of de-
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centraliza.tion, and the passing of this Bill
will, in my opinion, bring us to the first
milestone along that road. I was pleased.
to hear the Minister of Agriculture say,
when introducing the Bill, tliat it was the
intention of the Government that wheat
should be shipped at Portland. In the
early days of th~ State, Portla~d was an
important shippmg port, at whlCh vessels
called to unload and to load produce. Of
late years, the centralizing pOolicies _Oof
previous Governments have always tended
in the direction of the development of the
port of MelbOourne. The result was that,
as a port, Portland be?ame practi.cally extinct. It was not untIl we establIshed the
cDmpulsory wheat Pool a. few years a~o
that the prospects of the port began ag~ln
to brighten. The port then got for shIpment the wheat to which, from its
geographical position, it was entitled. On
the expiration of the compulsory Pool, no
more wheat was sent to Portland. During the time that the compulsory Pool
was in existence it was demonstrated that
wheat could be efficiently handled at Portland, but as I have said, with the expiration of the compulsory wheat POoOoI, no
more wheat was sent to that port. If this
Bill is passed, I think that Portland will
again be used as an outlet for wheat, and
it should get about one-third of the wheat
produced in the State. At present, it is
not receiving any consideration at all,
although it is one of the best outer ports
we have in the State. The development
of Portland will, I repe,a.t, be a, means of
helping along thel decentraliza.tion movement, and for that reason alonel the. Bill
should receive thel suppo.rt of honorable
members.
Mr. }tlcLACRLAN .-As a country
member who does not represent a wheatgrowing district, I am not in a position
to determine whether this Bill is necessary or not. I am supporting the measure, but I do so with some hesitancy, because certain information which should
have· been furnished either by the Minister of Agriculture or the Leader of the
COountry party has nOot yet been given to'
the House. That information has a very
important bearing on what is the main
subject of contention in connexion with
the Bill, that is compulsion.
Compulsion should only be used in e,xtraordinary
circumstances. We all know that a:. Government Pool is a substantial grant-in[35]
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aid tOo a selCtiDn of the people. Tha,t is
wha,t it stands for, but that is not
the point we have tOo determine
he.re.
The pDint is whether the
p:e,ople who grDw wheat are. in s:uch
circumstances at present that Immecilate
relief IS urp'ent.
If we cannOot answer
t'hat qU€lsti~n in the affirmative, ,we
have nO' mDral right to foroe all and
sundry into a Pool. To do that would be
to act contrary to the principles we often
express, and to the spirit of the age-that
is liberty. The other point to be determined is whether commercial morality,
so far as the purchasing of wheat is concerned, has sunk so low that the wheatgrowers cannot get an honest deaI from
the buyers, and they are forced in consequence of that to ask the Government to
protect them frOom pO'verty.
If tha,t is
the position, it de1J!ands consideration. 1
do not believe that that is the position.
I think that in all walks of life there are
honest men, and in connexion with the
wheat industry, whether people stand Oll
the side of the buyers or of the wheatgrowers, there are amongst them honest
men who are prepared to transaet bU1:liness in an honorable way. Those are the
two questions that present themselves to
my mind. If it is said that, owing to
dishonesty on the part of those with
whom they are dealing the wheat-growers
are forced to come here and ask the Government to' protect them, that should
be proved, and the proof should com€1
from the honorable members who represent wheat-growing constituencies. I am
in strong sympathy with the men who
work on the land, no matter who they
may be, but they have their own repreThe Country party
sentatives he,re.
was established by the wheat-growers.
On the one side they stand here as a body
of earnest, intelligent men, whOi are suppDrting the wheat-growers whom thely represent. I do not blame them fQir that at
all. On the other side stands the Government, putting forward OIne of its own
princi pIes and at the same time ading in
sympa,thy with the men on the land.
Apart from t.his particular Bill, the GOovernment has already shorwn sympat.hy in
that. direction, but up tal the present
ueither the Government nor the farmers
have shOlWn that the peOople who are growing wheat are in necessitous circumstances. I dOl nQit knOlw whether they are
Qr not, and I am waiting f()r that infOormat..iotIl.
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Mr. WETTENHAi.L.-The chIef demand
for the Bill comes from the pQio,rest
farmers.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-That has not
been said in the House.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Then there has
been an oversight, because t.hat is the case.
Mr. l\1cLACHLAN.-T'he most important polint tha,t could be stressed in
favour of the Bill is that 'it has been
brought forward to assist men on the land
who are in necessitous circumstances, and
who" unless assisted, will probably reach
bankruptcy.
Nothing to that effect has
been said.
T'he 1\1inister made a long
second-reading spe'ech, and assisted himself by a Scriptural quotation with reference to bea,ring one another's burdens;
but he did not state, to the House that
wheat-growers in the 1\!I:allee are in the
circumstances to which I have referre,d.
If he had done tha,t, or the Leader of the
Farmers Union pa,rty had done that, he
would have made, out a very strong case
for assisting these men with a Pool. I do
not regard a, Pool in the same way as some
honorable members dOl.
I do no,t think
that it means the beginning of the
nationalization of all production,.
We
knolW very well tha,t if the community will
ever reach that stage it has not. reached
it yet, and that no Government could a,ttempt tOi bring the shopkoeepers OIf Bourkestreet, Swanston-street, Elizabeth-street,
or Collins-street under its power in that
connexion. There is not one shOopkeeper
in any of those streets who would subscribe
to the principle of handing over his business to the State. It, has been suggested
that if the Bill is adopted it will mean
general nationalization. It will not mean
any such thing. That is not likely to happen. There is a. strong spirit of independence in the race, and that sp,irit is not
likely tOo· find expression, at any rate immedia£ely, in the direction some have
urged as a rea~on for nort supporting the
Bill. 'l'he principle of compulsion should
only be used ill e1xceptional circumstances. I am not going tOo refer to
the war, but the nation may be in danger,
or a section of the people ma y be in
danger, and if it can be proved in Committee that the 1\1a11ee farmers, or t.he
Wimm.era farmers, can only be saved
through a Pool, then let us unhesitatingly
give them a Pool. It WQluld be the duty
of eve,ry honOorable member to support
such a mOove. IIi the past, when the
1\1: all ee farmers have been in tr'ouble
through droughts, tOo the best of my reco!-
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laotion, t.he State has fOirthwith assist ed
them, and it would do so again. A good
deal has been done by State Governments tQlwaTds developing Victoria,. I do
not know if the Wimmera O'r the l\Iall ee,
w here the wheat-growers are, has been as
well developed as Gippsland. Gippsland
for years was known as the neglected
portion of Victoria.
GOIvernments did
not come to its assistance, but in recent
years it has received more attention from
the State Parliament. There has been a
la,rger E>prinkling of country representatives in the Sta,te Parlia,ment, and those
representatives, toget.he,r with t.he local
bodies, have obtained something at least
for Gippsland, and it is in a very much
better position t.han it was a few years
ago.
I ha.ve ne,ver heard it said in the
House tha,t the Mallee or the Wimmera
was in as bad a way, from the stand. point OIf railways or roads, as Gippsland.
They may have been as badly off in those
respeot.s, or worse o"ff; but if a, strOing case
had been made' out, I am quite sure that
Governments, especially of late years,
would no,t have been wanting in according
to the people some SUppoTt, li,t least, if aU
that was required was not done. Generally speaking, in this State there has
been a deoided improvement in government, so far as assisting in the general
welfare of the people is concerned. Railways have be,en made into many pa.rts of
Victoria, and in recent years roads have
be'en constructed through the agency d
the Country Roads Board. The cOonstruction of toads is still being procee,ded with.
Irrigation has been est.ablished in the
drier areas, and it has now reac·hed Gippsland. Schools have been built in variOous
parts-not only elementary schOools, but
higher element.ary schools, a.nd in some
cases agricultural high schools. All these
institutions have been helping in t.he development Oof the State, and, through
education, farmers, as well as people
in other walks of life, are today able to make their claims known.
The farmers, who apparently are clamouring fOor this Bill to-day-I do not
know what percentage of them is clamourfo.r it-aJ"e not illiterate men. I a,m sure
they have all passed through our schools,
and tOo-day every man, whether he is
doing hard work on a railway or
in
a,
paddook,
Q1r
carrying
on
farming work, through having education,
is in a, POosition to defend himself. I feel
that more might have been heard from th~
Mallee and the Witnmera farmers regard-
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mg their financial position and the diffil\1r. McLACHLAN. - Perhaps he
culties tbey have as wheat-growers, if would. No doubt H. G. Wells would be in
there had been the combined effort which favour of it, and he is a man who has had
some of their supporters tell us they have fairly good experience in many countries.
made for the purpose of getting a com- He satirically referred la,tely to patriotic
pulsory Poo1. As I have said, neither ~tatesmen and private enterprise as bringthe l\finister nor the Leader of the mg about decay in the civilization of
Farmers Union party has stated to the Europe. There is no doubt that he would
House that these' pe0'ple are in such a be prepared t0' substitute nationalization
position as to need the assistance pro- for private enterprise. . Various views
As' I have said, compulsion are held qn the subject by both the
posed.
should only be used in exceptional cir- educated and the uneducated, and in
cumstances. The tendency of the people Parliament, as well as outside. Generally
right down through history has been to- speaking, the trend of opinion is that
wards independence and liberty. A little men should be allowed to exercise their
while ago when Kipling, the author of liberty, 'and that when they are in
the sublime Recessional, was appointed serious trouble through n0' fa,ult of their
Lord Rector cf St. Andrew's Univer- own, then it is the duty of Parliament
sity in Scotland, he delivered an address. to come to their assistance. There is
I t is usual for LOI"d Rectors to nothing wrong in that. If the Leader of
deliver addresses and touch on the the Farmer's p~rty and the Minister can
virtues of the country.
The pre- satisfy me that the wheat-growers need
vjous Lord Rector, Sjr James Barrie, such assistance, well, then, I shall supdelivered an a.ddress to the students port the Bill at a later stage. However,
and chose as his subject, Courage, there is one point that we cannot lose
making reference to the way in which sight of, and that is that the Governth81 Empire has been built. up by men pos- ment js standing behind the wheatsessing courage. Kipling chose as his sub- growers and permitting all its resources
ject, Independence. He said it might to be used for carrying out the Pool sucbe like bringing coals to Newcastle to cessfully. It is my opinion, therefore,
speak to Y0'ung Scotchmen in that way. that ou any Board, which is established
He meant by independence, that every to look after this Pool, the public should
herring should hang by its own head. have adequate representation. As I said
Amplifying the aphorism, he went on to at the outset, it was with some hesisa.y that Scotchmen had made themselves tancy that I decided to give my approval
to some extent independent by the train- to the second reading of the measure.
ing that they had received in their youth. But I hope that before the Bill reaches anThey had been subject to discipline, 'other stage, the crucial stage really, some
thrift, and hardship, the result being furthe!r infOormation will be given to the
that when later on they entered the battle House by the Minister of Agriculture or
of life Scotchmen succeeded wherever by the Leader of the Country party. We
they went. If they were successful on are entitled to know the financial condithe field of war, as they were-their tion of the men who are growing
enemies knew that-they were also suc- wheat in the Wimmera and the Mallee.
cessful in various departments of peace- That is a point Oon which the Minister
ful life. While he pointed that out he should have satisfied himself before he
also said that we could not always ex- came forward with a Bill of this charercise independence. Tha,t is true. There acter. Can the hOonorable member for
are times when we have to drop it. The Rodney prove to' me that those people
wheat-growers wh0' are asking, as is are in such financial stress, in the aballeged by their supporters, for this Pool, senc& of a Pool, as to make this Bill
although we have not sufficient evidence necess:J.ry 1 The farmers in the Mallee
on the point, are dropping their indepen- and the Wimmera may he poor or they
dence and relying entir,ely on the Govern- may be in a fairly good financial position.
ment. Of course', I d0' not know what Some of them may be wealthy-I do not
attitude Kipling would ta;ke up if he were know whether that is so or not-but I
a member of this Parliament and their do not stand for a Pool for the wealthy.
I stand for a Pool for the pODr. In my
grievances were submitted to him.
electorate 'there are men in the backMr. WARDE.-He would be in favour block~ who have been struggling tOo carve
of the Pool.
out a living without the assistance of
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roads and railways. Those men are entitled tOo full sympathy and support
which they did not ge,t in the past from
Governments. I have ple'aded from time
to time on th'eir behalf.
Any com,bined effort that could be made to
place those men in a bette,r position,
would have received my support, and it
would have been enti.tled to t.he suppo["t of
all members in this House. If the position
is the same in the Mallee and the Wimmera in regard to the men carrying on
wheat-growing operations, then it is our
duty to do what is a fair thing towards
those people. On the other hand, if they
are in comfortable circumstances and they
are getting fair treatment from the people
with whom they are dealing, no Pool is
necessary. I hope that we· shall hear
from the M'inister and from members
of the Country party what is the true
position.
1\11'. TOUTCHER.-Unlike, most membe,rs on this (the Opposition) side of the
House, I commend the Labour party for
the introduction of this question. I do
so bec'luse it is in accordance with their
platform and the promises which they
have given to the public, A compulsory
wheat Pool was one of the impOortant
planks of their policy. I remembelr that
at the election Oof 1921 there was a good
deal o~f' controversy between the Country
party and the Labour paTty as to whelther
the mandate th.en obtained we,re canied
out, especially as some 0'£ the farmers'
representatives believed after meeting
their electors face to. face that the voluntary Pool, which the then Premier, Mr.
Lawson, had offered, was not better than
a compu]sory Pool.
Mr. WARDE.-Still, they went before
the electors as supporters of a cOompulsory
Pool.
Mr. TOUTCH,ER.-I believe they did.
Mr, W ARDE.-When they got in they
ran away frOom it. They got the,ir seats
under false pretences, and yoou know it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I do not know it.
I am not going to say they did.
Mr. W ARDE.-Some of them did.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There may be an
issue before Parliament, and when it
(omes before the electors candidates take
up v'arious attitudes in regard to it. For
instance, we had a Bill providing fOor the
redistribution of seats, which caused the
dissolution, and probably some members
changed their minds when they came bef ore their electors and ascertained their
feelings on the matter. It may be that
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~hey had no very strong views themselves.
I take it that was the case with some of
the farmers' representatives.
Mr. W ARDE.-You are no better than
they are if that is, your excuse.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-So far as the
Labour party is concerned, it is perfectly
justified in introducing this measure, because its policy includes the socialization
of industry, and the means 9f production,
d,istribution, and exchange.
- Mr. CLOUGII.-Tell us what is the
policy of your party.
~{r. TOUTCHER.-I am telling the
honorable member what is the policy of
the Labour party, and I notice that when
any statements are made in regard to it
more objections come from Labour members than from any other section of the
House.
Mr. CLOuGH.-ITell us what is the
policy of your party.
An HONORABLE MEMBER. - Tell us
what is the name of your party.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-I will be pleased
to answer the questions of honorable members.
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member must not do anything of the sort. We
must not have these continued interjections. I ask honorable members to allow
the honmable member for Stawell to continue his speech and accord him the courtesy extended to other honorable members
during the debate.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Now tell us why you
chang~d your opinion on the Bill for the
redistribution of seats.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I desire to discuss
this matter in a temperate way, because
it affects the interests of the people as a
whole. This is not a matter which concerns merely the Farmers Union or the
wheat-growers. A big nat,ional question
is involved in it. I say it is proper for
the Labour party to give effect as speedily
as possible to its pOolicy, I am rather
surprised, however, that one party in this
House is prepared to support this Bill
merely because they are going to benefit
pecuniarily by it. They, perhaps, may
get Is. per bushel. more or less by approving of this measure. We have had many
references from Scripture in the course
of this debate, and honorable members
llave heard of the man who was prepared
to sell his birthright for a mess of pottage.
The farmers of this country who are endorsing this principle of socialization are
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prepared to sell their birthright for a
mess of pottage. They are actuated ent~rely by seliish motives.
Socializaticm
is alleged to be based 11pon unselfishness,
but I venture to say that once we lay the
foundation of that principle, the Labour
pa:z:ty, if it remains in power, will, story
by story, build an edifice which will in
the end represent pure selfishness. Therefore those who are putting forward this
proposal to-day are laying the foundation
of a building which will be much better,
so far as the Labour party is concerned,
than the farmers' representatives realize.
I cannot understand the farmers in this
country who have been associated with
two types of politics-Liberal, and in the
old days, Conservative-approving of
this Bill.
Mr. CLOUGH.-'l'he Leader of the
Farmers Union stated at a banquet the
other night that he was sitting on a rai].
Mr. TOUTCHER.-We will find out
on which side he will come down when
the division is taken. I should like to
know if the Farmers Union is prepared
to su£Port the principle of the socialization 01 industry and the means of production, distribution, and exchange.
If we
come to deal with the means of production, js that party prepared to support
That is an
the socialization of land?
essential part of this plank in regard to
socialization. The means of production
undoubtedly refer to land.
There are
some people who believe that it would be
t.o the best interests of the community to
have the socialization of land in this
State. If the Labour party, which is at
present nominally' in power in this House,
at future elections succeeds in getting a
majority of members and secures a majority in another place, it will be perfectly justified in endeavouring to put
. into force as speedily as possible its programma of socialization. Noone could
take any objection to it doing that. This
is practically the first time that the
Labour party has been in charge of the
Treasury bench. It has not yet complete
power, because a majority of members is
-sitting on the Opposition side of the
House. If, however, it does get a majority, there is no doubt that it will endeavour to put into force the whole
socialistic programme. If there is a majority of this House in favour of the
second reading of the Bill, it will be a
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step to'~vards the introduction of its
socialistic programme.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The Government
you supported continued in office several
times after it had been defeated.
We
have not yet had one defeat.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Not yet. We have
to wait to see how the Government will
get on with this Bill. There is no doubt
that this measure is being held out as a
bait. References have been made to the
taking of a referendum.
Although no
demand has been made for such an ap"(Jeal from the Opposition side of the
House, I think if a referendum were
taken there would be a majority of the
farmers of this State against it.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Are you quite sure
uf that ~
Mr. TOUTCHER.-We cannot be sure
of anything in this world, but sometimes
we can form a pretty good idea of what
is likely to ha pp~m.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-If there were a majority in favour of this Bill, would you
support it?
Mr. TOUTCHER. - I would not.
Sometimes the,re is such a thing as an
intelligent minority, and I like to belong
to it at times, especially when a great
principle is concerned. I have always
been opposed to Socialism, because of its
ultimate effects upon society. However,
I do not want to go into that matter just
now.
Mr. POLLARD.-Why did you vote for
the Morwell scheme and for the Sugar
Beet Factory and other State enterprises ~
Mr. TOUTOHER.-There is no comparison whatever between those ent~r
prises and the proposal we are now dIScussing. The differences have already
been pointed out to the honorable member, and I need not repeat them. I may
merely say that in those cases the State
has valuable assets of its own, and is
developing them in the public interest
with public money. There is no question
of private ownership in those matters.
Mr. POLLARD.-There is an electric
supply company in Melbourne, and there
are similar companies in Ballarat and
Bendigo.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I waited for the
honorable member to make a speech before the debate was closed, but he did not
I have
indicate any desire to do so.
wheat-growers in my constituency and
have received letters from them in which
they asked me to. oppose this Bill.
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Mr. WEAvER.-Is that why you will
not support the Pool ~
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No; I would not
suppmt it on any account whatever.
Mr. WEAVER.-Ninety per cent. of the
wheat-growers are in favour of the Pool.
l\1r. TOUTCHER.-I do not care even
if 90 per cent. of the wheat-growers are
in favour of the PooL vVe are asked to
e~dO'rse a dangerous and vicious priuClple. Every man should be entitled tOI
the full benefit of his labour. If I go
an the land and produce, the fruits of
my labour should be mine. No GO'vernment, no political party should be able
to seize what h€longs to me.
, ~1r. PRENDERGAS'f.-Why, you voted
for ,conscription!
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Are we to put a
stranglehO'ld on the free men who get up
at 5 o'clock in the mOTning and do an
arduous day's toil1 I have knO'wn men
in the Mallee busily engaged in loading
wheat at 2 or 3 o'clock in the morning.
During harvest time these men work practically day and night.
They content
themselves with O'nly four or five hours'
sleep. The fullest consideration should
be given to these men. We have a voluntary wheat Pool. N oborly objects to organization.
The voluntary system has
been tried and has succeeded to a large
.extent. It has given to thO'se people who
desire co-opera.tion the right.. tO' freely cooperate. It takes no liberty away. The
man whO' does not want to gOi intOo the
'voluntary Pool stays out and sells his
wheat in the open market.
There are
men who have been toiling for many
months .and they now have a chance of
getting a fine advance ,for their whea.t.
The Government, with the assistance of
th~ Farmers Union party, a,re apparently
gomg to' stand in the wa;y of those men
getting the just reward O'f their labours.
I could understand the position if the'
farmers were in a parlous condition. If
they were' in necessitous circumstances if
the wheat market had fallen tOo pie~es,
then it would be a natural thing for the
Go'vernmellt to render them some help.
But this is a time of prosperity. We have
the promise of a splendid harvest. For
the GQovernment now to step in and to
take awa;y from producers the fruits of
their labQour is a seriQous interference with
all the traditional rights O'f the people of
our race. British people love freedom. It
is one of their traditional privileges. The
Government has no: right to threaten to
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refuse to carry the wheat Qof a free man
over t.he railways .. But that will .be .the
position.
If a man refuses to join the
Pool he will be refused the right of carriage of his wheat over the railways,
which are- the people's property. The Government favours a capitalistic combination. They say to, the peo-ple who love
freedom, " You are not going to have the
rights O'f freedom. You have go't to. be
curbed and leg-ironed."
Mr. WEBBER.-YoU should be the last
to talk about freedom after giving your
vote for the Public Safety Preservation
Bill.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That Bill was
brought in at a critical period oJ our history.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The Government are not game enough to bring in a.
Bill to repeal it.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is a, distinct
challenge.
1\11". PRENDERGAST.-Is it ~ Yoru voted
for conscription, Dick.
The SPEAKER.-I would point out to
the Premier that he has on severa,} occasions refened to tlie honorable member
for StaweU as "Dick." That is not a
pa,rliamentary expression. I ask honorable members to 'try to. cOon form with the
rules 00£ this House, and I will try my
best to ad~inister them. .
'
1\1r. TOUTCHER.-The Premier and
myself a,re very o,ld friends, and I suppose
" Dick" slips out now and again in a.
good-natured way.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-No; I agree with
the 'Speaker. I withdraw the "Dick."
Mr. TOUTCHER.-That is all right.
I cannot understand for onel moment
why the members of thel Farmers
Union party, who have been SOl strongly
opposed to socialistic measures, as the
Ministe,rial members well know, should
now nibble at the bait that is held out to
them, quite irrespective of all other considera,tions. The honorable member for
Koroug referred to Socialism to-day. In
reply to an interjection by myself that
j f SQocialism weTe such a good thing in respect to. wheat the Government might
well be asked to buy our clothes and our
food, he said that that might be well
w0'rth trying. In fact, I gathered th~t
he was strQongly in favour of !;Iuch a. procedure. Therefore he is a whole-hogger.
Mr. PRENPERGAST.-.-Who is a wholehogger'
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Mr.
TOUTCHER.-The
honorable
mmnber for Korong is a whole-hogger.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If I am not
allowed to call you "Dick," you should
nOot be allowed t.o call the hOonorable member: fool' Korong a; whole-hOogger.
~v1r. TOUTCHER.-\\Those Bill is this 1
Is it the Labour party's Bill or is it the
Farmers Union party's Bill ~ I am told
that by pre-arra.ngement the Government,
when the second reading of the Bill has
been agreed tOo, will drop a number of
principles that should be regarded as essential to the Bill in order to retain the
support of their friends. There will be au
agree~l1ent in regard to the chairmanship
questIOli.
The Government will drOop
their prop0'sal that there should be two
Government representatives, though the
l\1inister of Agriculture t-old me only today that the purpose of appointing two
representatives was to see that the
finances were watched and tOo safeguard
the consumers. It is clea.r, to my mind.
that. we have two socialistic pa,rties in thi?
State. The only difference between th-em
is that one of them wishes tOo support
Socialism only to benefit their own pockets.
If we once start creating compulsory
P0'O'ls where shall we stop?
If such a
Pool is good for the wheat-grower it
should be equally good for every other
section of the community. TO' my mind
it means the subversion 0'f all liberty.
There is t0'O much talk .about compulsi0'n.
~hy there is a, c0'mpulsOory voting clause
In the Electoral Bill brought in by the
Go'vernment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-That clause
will not pass.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I .am satisfied that
it will not.
Members of the Farmers
Union party are opposed to' compulsion
there. Yet, if the principle of compulsion be a g0'od one in respect O'f a Pool
for wheat-gro;-vers it 0'ught t0' be good
enough to drIve electors to' the polling
booth. 'Altogether we a.re up against a
dangerous and a viciOous principle, an
abuse 0'f freedom.
Mr. WARDE.-NO't at all. Civilization
means compulsion.
It means nothing
else. We shall g0' back to barbarism if
compulsion is to be eliminated.
Mr. TOUTCHER.~It is ,all very well
for the honorable member for Flemington to talk like that.
He only wants
compulsi0'n when it suits his partv.
When the question of c0'mpulsion w~s
raised, at a time when t.he destfnies of the
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nation were trembling in the balance, and
men were' wanted to defend it honorable
members opposite were loud in' expressing
their opP0'sition to the principle.
Mr. BRowNllILL.-You did not go to
the war.
Mr. TO UTCHER.-I was prepared to
goo. If I did no,t go myself I bad representatives at the !front who were near and
dear to me. I do not kn0'w whether the
honorable member had any member of his
family there.
Mr. B1WWNBILL.-I lost a boy in the
war.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Then I am sorry I
made the remark. The hon0'rable member knows that men at our time of life
were not required to gOi. What I say is
that if the principl~ 0'f compulsion is good
f0'r one thing it 0'ught to' be g0'od f0'r all
th~ngs.. ~ do .nQlt like conscription. I
thlll~ It IS hellIsh, but desperate diseases
During the
reqUIre desperate remedies.
war necessity demanded cQonscription.
Mr. WEBBER.-It was not demanded.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - The honorable
member knows that reinf0'rcements were
badly required, and we heard from the
boys a brOiad tha t they were being
neglected and deserted in the field.
~r.
WEBBER.-A majority of the
sOildIers at the FrOint voted. against conscription.
,
l\1~. TOUT~~ER.-There is a grea.t
conflIct 0'f o'plIllOn as to the wisdom of
passing this measure. I think I may say
that the vast majOirity 0'£ the consumers
are opposed to it, because they cannot see
11O'W we can have at the same time highpriced wheat and cheap flour, or h0'w we
can have cheap bread unless we have a
fre'e market.
The v0'luntary Pool has
been a' success. It has given the farmers
the benefit of a, voluntary organization.
t believe in Qorganization when it is
voluntary, because it permits people to
?o many things which they could not do
If they were controlled by any exercise 0'f
compulsion on the part of the Government. The,re is restriction and restraint
in c0'nnexi0'n with a GQovernment scheme
whic~ do~s n0't appertain to' a v0'luntary
combmahoIi.
A voluptary combination
can do many things, which, if done politically O'r by compulsiOon, might be hurtful.
We have been tOold about wheat gaining
weight under a compulsory Pool. Would
not wheat gain weight iu the same way
under a voluntary Pool?
Mr. JACKSoN.-They would llQ.t alJ play
the game under a vo,luntary Poo].
.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-The honorable member for Prahran will be asking
for a compulsory Pool in connexion with
the firewood trade!
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, that is the
poin t. Where is this sort of thing going
to stop ~ This is the first time, and the
farmers' representatives ought to bear
that in mind, that the principle of compulsion has been tried by a Labour Government, and a Labour Government that
is ornly nominally in power. A majority
of the honorable members of this House
was re,turned in opposition to the Labour
party, but now a section of that majority
is supporting them, and laying down the
foundations of a principle of which we
may see the beginning, but God knows
where the end will be! If the farmers'
representatives support this Bill, I think
the time will come when they will regret
the votes they have given. The Premier
and his party are to be commended for
endea vouring to give effect to a plank in
their policy, and if they can get it carried
now, when they are in a minority in the
House, they will be able to go to their
constituents and say, " We were in a
minority, but were successful in laying
down an important and very wise prinoi pIe, namely that of compulsion."
Mr. HOGAN.-If we carry the second
reading of the Bill by a two to one majority, that will be fairly substantial.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes, but compulsion would be a bad principle to
establish in a liberty-loving communi ty
like
this,
which
has
been
built up on British traditions.
I may
have made a contract to sell wheat at
5s. or 6s. a bushel, but, under this Bill,
any such contract will be declared to be
null and void.
Should not faith be
observed in all our trading transactions?
A man may go in a bona fide way to a
wheat-buyer, and agree to sell his wheat
to him, but he will not be permitted to
stand honorably to his bargain.
All
wheat must go into the Pool, and this is
a substitution of compulsion for liberty.
All the fine principles and the magnificent
traditions on which our Constitution and
our country have been built up are to, be
swept a,way. Compulsion means Socialism,
and Socialism means the taking over by
the Government of the means of production, exchange" and distribution. If we
agree to this Bill we shall, in my opinion,
and in the opinion of other membe.rs of
the Liberal party, be laying down a most,
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dangerous and vicious principle. I leave
the farmers and their representatives to
., stew in their own juice." The time will
come when they will recognize that they
have been misled, and that, in the words
of Scripture, they have " sold their birthright for a mess of pottage,?' and a
dirty mess of pottage at that.
Mr. LAWSON.-I ask the Premier to
consent to the adjournment of the debate.
1 understand that several honorable members desire to speak, and do not want the
debate to be further· prolonged at thiR
stage. I shall have a few observations to
make before the second reading is carried.
Anoth€T place has adjourned until the
14th Octoher, and no material advantage
will be gained by the Government by
fnrcing a decision to-day.
Mr. HOGAN.-We do not know how
long it will take us to deal with the Bill
in Committee.
Mr. LAWSON.-No. I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I would pnint out that it is only halfpast 3 o'clock, and that it ~s the custom
nf the House to sit until 4 o'clock on
Thursdays.
That custom the honorable
member fnr Castlemaine, whtn Premier,
alwayn carried out.
Mr. LAwsoN.-I frequently granted
adjournments on big issues before this
time, and then introduced small noucontentious Bills until 4 o'clock.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But time is the
essence of the contract with this Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-llliother
place cann.ot touch it until the 14th
October.
Mr. nOGAN.-It has been said that
some honorable members want to get
away. They can go.
The honorable
member for Castlemaine can take three- .
quarters of an hour to. make, his speech.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-]Vlembers
want to take part in the division.
Mr. nOGAN.-We will give an undertaking to defer having a division on the
Bill until Tuesday. There is nothing to
prevent the honorable member for Castlemaine making his speech now.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I think the
granting of an adjournment is a courtesy
due to an e4-Premier. I never heard of
such a thing as the Government propose.
Mr. HOGAN.-There is nothing to
prevent the honorable member for Castle-
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maine making his speech now. We are
not preventing him from speaking.
If
he likes to discontinue his speech at 4
o'clock we will agree to that, or if he,
would like to go on till a quarter past 4
0' clock, and finish his speech this afternoon, we ar.e quite willing to meet him in
that respect. We will agree tOo adjOourn
as soon as the honorable member has
finished, and take the' divisioI). on Tuesday, or to adjourn at 4 o'clock.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-As
far as I know, the honorable member for
Oastlemaine is the only member on this
(the Opposition) side of the House who
desires to speak. I quite realize that the
shortness of time has actuated the
Premier in his attitude, and I will undertake to expedite the taking of the division
on the second reading. I will have 'a chat
wi th the Leader of the Oountry P3:rty on
the subject. The hqnorable member for
Castlemaine wants to read what has been
said by the Minister of Agriculture.
Certain statements have been made by the
:Minister, and the honorable member for
Castlemaine was the Premier responsible
for the change from compulsory pooling
to voluntary pooling.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
for Castlemaine could have been, here
this morning.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.vVhat has occurred IS the Minis'Va pressed last
ter's own fault.
night for a definite statement from the
Government, but no word was forthcom-.
ing. The honorable member for Castlemaine was not present to hear the Minister's statement this morning.
Mr. IIoGAN.-I told you last night I
would make a statement to-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEltCOOK.-The
honorable member cannot pull my leg.
The Premier told us last night that when
the Bill reached Committee a statement would be made on behalf of the
Government.
We succeeded at last in
getting a statement from the Minister
before tlie Bill went into Committee.
The honorable member for Goulburn
Valley pressed for such a statement this
morning, and, as a result, the Minister
spoke. '( think we can compromise very
easily over this matter.
Mr. HOGAN.-There are other honorable members who wish to speak.
[36]
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Not
on this (the Opposition) side of the
House.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, there are.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
the Government are going to take up that
attitude, let members vote on the motion
for the adjournment of the debate.
'Mr. ALLAN.-I think the Premier
might grant an adjournment. Quite a
number of us have to catch trains at
4 o'clock if we are to get home to-night,
and, consequently, we shall have to leave'
the House in a few minutes. As far as
I know there is only one honorable member on this (the Opposition) side of the
House who wishes to speak.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-I
may point out that time is the essence of
the contract.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Then why
did you adjourn the other House for a
fortnight ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That is all
right. We have been a full week on this
Bill up to the present, and fro~ .the way
in which things are going now, it can
easily last another, week.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We will be
ready to go on in Committee on Tuesday
night.
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable member for Castlemaine has been in
this Chamber for the last two or three
days. He has been going to spe~k, but
has not done so.
Sir Ar,ExANDER PEAcocK.-I will agree
to the Bill going into Oommittee on Tuesday night before tea.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-So long as
the Bill goes into Committee, and its cOonsideration is proceeded with without an
adjournment being asked for, I will be
No amendments of any consatisfied.
sequence are threatened, but we have profThe underfered certain amendments.
taking given by the Leader of the Opposition offers an advantage that would not
be obtained by an unconditional adjournment of the debate until Tuesday.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We will not
ask for any adjournment on Tuesday
night, but will go on with the Bill.
The motion foOl' the adjournment of the
dehate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesd~y, October 7.
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alterations made. Women and men stand
in a queue for a time, and most of them
RAIL WAY
DEPARTMENT:
TENDERS
FOR
go away and then come back again.
I
LOCOMOTIVES:
BALLARAT-GEELONG
had three trips there, and found the
PASSENGER
SERVICE-INCOME
TAX , place was shamefully run. I should like
OFFICE-DAMAGE THROUGH FLOODS.
the Premier to look into. the matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
Mr. EVERARD. - There have been
moveseveral deputations to. the Minister of
That the House do now adjourn.
P~l?lic Works in regard to flood damages
During the last
Mr. LAWSON. - Some time ago on throughout Victoria.
grievance day, when we were discussing six months floods have caused considerIn my own district the
the question of the Newport workshops able damage.
tendering for the construction of lo?o- rtOads were in a shocking condition after
motives for other States, I asked the MIn- the flood waters had .gone over them.
ister tOf Railways if he would submit to We had a deputation to the Minister of
the Crown Law authorities the question Public Works, and he informed us that
of the constitutionality of the Newport the £8,000 available had already been
out among shires ,suffering in
workshops doing such a thing, and ob- parceled
same way. There is no doubt that
tain their ~dvice generally in regard to the
the Minister met us in a very sympathetic
the matter.
The Minister was good manner. He said he would bring the
enough to say that he would consult the matter before Cabinet and see if a furCrown Law' authorities.
ther sum could not~ be given out of the
Mr. HOGAN.-I dtO not think so.
general revenue in order to help the shires
that are suffering.
On one road alone
Mr. LAWSON.-I read the honorable the Eltham Shire, Council spent o.ver
gentlem,an's statement in Hansard.
I £3,000, but after it had been cut up
wish to ask him or the Premier whether by people from the forests and damaged
such information is yet available. for hon- by floods, they would have to spend anorable members.
other £3,000 to bring it to its former
state. That is only one road out of
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways). many. I hope that the Premier will not
- I am not sure that I said what the hon- merely say that he will look into the
or able member for Castlemaine has attri- matter, but that he will regard it as. a
buted to me.
If I did I have forgotten question of great importance.. I nobce
it.
I will look up what I said, and if that deputations from other districts
I gB;ve an undertaking to obtai~. the have waited on the Minister, and if their
opimon of the Crown Law authOrItIes I roads and bridges are in as bad a state
. as those in my constituency, they must
will get it.
Mr. LAwsoN.-You give that undertak- indeed be in a parlous way. If the
lng now?
' " 1 Premier consults the Minister o·f Public
Works I know that hel will hear a
Mr. HOGAN. - No; I will look up harro~ing tale that will soften his heart.
Hansard and see what I said.
These unfo.rtunate settlers are suffering
Mr. MORLEY. - I wish to draw the through no fault of their o'wn, but from
Premier's attention to a .matter connected an act of God, and I hope that relief will
with the Income Tax Office. Taxpayers be given 'at the earliest possible moment.
receive notices to attend an office in ElizaMr. BROWNBILL.-I wish to refer
beth-street.
The place is in a. most to the passenger se,rvice between. Ballarat
shocking condition.
The income tax and Geelong. At present a tram leaves
people have, two rooms, which are relally Ballarat at 3 p.m. every day with
one room, and a large number of people the exception of Friday, when one carrihave to wait in a queue in the corridor. age is attached to the goods train? l.eavThere is no privacy,' and one taxpayer ing at 7.10 p.m. I want. t~e MmIs~er
can hear the. questions that are' asked of to see the Railways CommISSIoners WIth
another taxpayer. I aScertained that the' a view of getting a carriage attached to
Income Tax Office has three floors-No. that goods train every evening, in order
I that people from Hopetoun, Horsham,
2 floor, No. 5 floor, and No. 8 floor.
think it is time the Government had some Warracknabeal,
Murfoa,
Dimboola,
ADJOURNMENT.
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Nhill, Serviceton, and Minyip may get
It is particularly necessary
in view of the wool sales which take place
every Wednesday and Thursday. People
have bee'll allowed to' travel in the goods
van on that train on other evenings than
Friday. Sometimes there have been ten
O'r twe1ve travelling in that van.
Mr. HOGAN.-You say that a carriage
is put on the goods train some days ~
Mr. BRO~NBILL.-Yes, on Friday
evenings. All we ask is that it should
be done every evening. It may be argued that it wO'uld entail some inconvenience" but that is a small matter compared with the cQlnvenience of the
travelling public, which should be the
paramount consideration.
.
Mr. LAWSON.-BY way of personal
explanatiQln I wish to say in reference
. to my previO'us remarks that I was spe1aking from a hurried recollection of the
speech which the Minister of Railways
made. I have since had an DppO'rtunity
O'f reading it. This is what the honorable gentleman saidto Geelong.

I desire to reply to his statement-

That was my statement.
but I am not prepared at present to deal with
the matter in its constitutional aspect.
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accomm,odation for public servants is a
serious one, affecting, as it does, the offices
in MelbDurne generally. As members of
the last Government know, Dur public
offices are overcrowded in every directioll.
There is nD part Df the offices that is nO't
overcrowded.
Some of them are in
such an unhealthy conditiO'n that
there is mOIre sickness among public servants than we have any right to allow.
However, the pO'int is that we canllpt do everything .at, once.
The
honO'rable member for Evelyn has
brO'ught up an urgent matter 1;lecause
people are being deprived of the opportunity of getting funds to provide themselves almost with fO'Qld. Therefore, it is a.
matter which requires immediate attention.
I will ask the Minister of Public Works
to make funds available in such a way
that relief can be affO'rded to the best advantage. The l\1inister has already told
me that that is his object. I have tol<;l
him that no reasonable expenditure'
should be withheld to give these people'
an immediate O'pportunity of making a
living off their land. Just when a, bounteous season is expected, flO'ods came
alO'ng, and a number O'f people are deprived of their means of livelihO'od. We
shall do the best we can in cO'nnexion
with the question of roads._ The ,provi~ion
of all the office accommodation reqUIred
by the various Government departments
would cost a large amount of money.
We shall have to provide be,tter accommodation, but we do not know exactly what
to do now . We have a number of rented
premises, and it will be very much
cheaper to' erect 'buildings on borrowed
money than to continue to 'Pay the rents
which are being demanded in a good
many instances.

The impression made on my mind was
that the honorable gentleman would later
O'n be prepared to deal with it, although
there was nD direct promise. That was
O'nly an inference O'n my part, and, speaking frO'm recollection, I put the position
more strongly than I was justified in
doing. I wish to tell the Minister that
I would be sorry to misrepresent him in
any way.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).Mr. MORLEy.-The Government has
As desired by the honorable member for forced up the rents in some instances.
Geelong, I will interview the Railways
Commissioners, and see whether it is not
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No case of
possible fO'r a passenger carriage to be at- that sort has come under my notice. If .
tached _to' that goO'ds train every evening. it does, it ~ill be sto'pped a't once'. The
I will do' what I can in the ;matter.
Government is not going to' p.rovide landMr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-The lords with the means of putting up rents.
honO'rable member fO'r Barwon brought The Commonwealth Government prO'up the question of office accommodation p.oses to vacate Pa,rli~,ment House" in
for those engaged in collecting and mak- Sprin.e:-street, at the end of next vear.
ing inquiries with regard to income tax. We will then have these premises in ~hich
I would be sorry to' interfere with the hon- we are now meeting available, and we will
orable member's endeavour to' pay his in- nO' doubt be able to provide accommodacO'me tax, because I feel sure the revenue tion for some of the Departments where
would fall off very much if we did not men are working, under conditions which
get it, However, the question Q1f such should not be permitted to exist. Thi~
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matte,r of providing extra accomll!odation
has been forced upon us sooner than we
expected, because .of the conditions under
which some of our officers have to work
to-day. The honorable member for Barwon referred to the conditions under
which people have to pay income tax.
Mr. MORLEY.-! was re.ferring particularly to Elizabeth House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-People who
go there to pay their income tax are entitled to such accommodation as will enable them to discharge their business with
an ordinary amount of comfort, and I
will have, inquiries made on the subject.
The motion was agreed to'.
The House adjourned at 3.52 p.m. until
Tuesday, Octobe·r 7.
----_. ------

.

-~-.--

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
T'uesday, October 7, .1924.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.34 p.m.
THE UNEMPLOYED.
Mr. EGGLESTON asked the Premier1. What was the number of men registered
for employment at the Government employment hun~au, King-street, Melbourne, On the
following dates :-30th June, 1924; 31st July,
1924; 31,st August, 1924; 30th September,
1924?
2. 'When did the Government cease the practice 01' making available sleeping accommodation in drill-haUs; and why?
3. How many men were accommodated in
drill-halls when use of the same was discontinued?

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).The answer to question No. 1 is as fo1lows:30th June, 1924, 961; 31st July, 1924, 1,503;
31st August, 192-4, 2,202; 30th September,
1924, 1,594.

The figures show a reduction of about
600.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-An Increase
of
about 600.
Mr. PHENDERGA8T.-The honorable member has caught the wrong nsh.
Mr. EGGI,EsToN.-I have caught exactly what I wanted.

Wheat Marketing Bill.

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The answer
to question No. 2 is(a) On the 1st September, 1924.

(b) The

Powlett-str~et

Drill Hall was closed as an unemployed shelter because the Defence· authorities required the building for their own purposes. No other suitable accommodation was
available. Other arrangements were then made
to provide for necessitous cases.

Again the honorable member has caught
the wrong fish.
Mr.
EGGLESToN.-You
have
not
answered the third que~tion.
Mr. PRENDERGAe,T .-The answer
to question No.3 is 124.
VERMIN. DESTRUCTION ACT.
Mr. HUGHES.-I moveThat there be laid before this House a return showing1. 'the total cost to land-holders in fines and
costs through prosecutions under the Vermin
Destruct.ion Act from 1910 to 1922.
2. The cost incurred in enforcing section 17
of the Act ,against land-holders for the same
pedod.
.
·3. The expenses claimed 'by and paid to
rabbit inspectors f'or the same period, giving
th~ names of and amounts paid to the individual claimants.

The motion was agreed to.
WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
The debate (adjourned from October
2) on the motion of Mr. Hogan (Minister
of Agriculture) for the second reading
of this Bill was resumed.
Mr. LAvVSON.-From a· st.atement
which he made to the press, it seems
that the Premier has de,rived considerable consolation from the fact that at
a meeting held at Will aura a resolution
was carried in favour of a compulsory
wheat Pool. Within the last haH hour
some very reliahle informa,tion has been
communicated to me with regard to the
meeting. I am informed that the-re
were seven farmers present, and that the
resolution was carried unanimously.
Mr. TOUTGHER.-It was supported by
five out of .the seven.
Mr. LAvVSON.-Then I should like
to amend my statement, 1\11'. Speakerthere were five in favour of the resolution and two against it. On the other
hand, the honorable member who re1presents vVillaura has received from his
constituency alone no less than 30 telegrams from individual farmers advising
him that the opinion in Hie district is
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very definitely against this proposition.
During the course of this debate the
Ministry has been invited to take a
referendum of the farmers in regard to
the measure, and by that means endeavour to ascertain exactly what the
wheat-growing community thinks o,f the
proposal-whether or not it is in favour
of compulsion in regard to the miO\-rketing of wheat. I confess that I 'have no
pe1rsonal knowledge with reference to the
matter, and I do not feel that I am in
a position to speak authoritatively as to
what the views of the farme,rs are.
There is, of course, a constitutional way
by w~ich the opinion of the wheatgrowelrs can be obtained, that is by the
expression of their opinion at a general
election.
Because members on the
.Ministerial side of the House fa,vour a
compulsory whe1at Pool as part of their
programme, and members :representing
the Farmers Union party in this House
are alsol in :favour of it, i~ may be
assumed. that there is a preponderance of opinion in favour of compulsion
in regard to the marketing of wheat.
FrOiJll evidence which has been submitted
to me, it seems very doubtful whether
honorable members are correctly voicing
the opinions of the wheat-growers iu
regard to this particular matter.
A
ret.urn has just been handed to me indicating that petitions have been signed in
various electorates by a number of
wheat-growers.
Those petitions have
been hurriedly got up.
)\111'. HOGAN.~Hurriedly organized.
lVIr. LAWSON.-It shows that in the
electorate of Swan Hill there are 214
farmers who ha,ve signed a petition in
opposition to the Bill; in Gunb ower ,
318; Korong, 324; Lowan 339; Benalla,
203; Goulburn V alle,y , 182; Borung,
267; Kara Kara, 159; Rodney, 147;
Hampden, 113; Waranga, 76; Eagleha,wk, 39; Stawell and Ararat, 34;
Maryborough, 22; Dundas, 5.
These
2,442 farmers represent an area under
wheat of 684,605 acres. Of course, it
may be said that those figures represent a small percentage ot the wheatgrowers and a small percentage of
the acreage sown with wheat.
That
may be so or not, but it must be
remembered on the contrary that the
petitions have been, as the Minister
interjected, hurriedly organized, so it
seems to be a very satisfactory result
for the brief period of time a.vailable
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for the purpose of ascertaining what the
mind of the wheat-growers is. To the
request that there should be a relferendum of the growers, th.e ~![inister has
replied that in 1921 such a referendum
or poll was taken, and that 80 or 90 pelr
cent. of the growers then indicated that
they were favorable to the continuance
of the. compulsory whea,t Pool that had
been in operation for many years.,
Mr. WARDE.-How many refused to
sign those petitions ~ Did they tell you
that 7
Mr. LAWSON .-1 have ,not been advised on that point.
Mr. WARDE.-Of course not.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am not urging
t,~at it is an authoritative expression of
the mind of the wheat-gro.wers, but. I
do know that there is a very considerable
body of. opposition to this proposa.l, and
that opposition come~ from the wheatgrowers themselves. During the debate
honorable members on tlhe· Ministerial
side of the House have said that that
opposition is inspired, that it is inspired
by men who have a pecuniary iute,rest
in the trade, and that it is not a genuine
expression 0'£ opinion. Honorable members cannot fail toO realize that there is a
very strong and insistent body of opinion
against this particular proposal, and I
think that a request t.ha.t a referendum
should be taken is a perfectly reasonable
one in the circumstances. Not that I
would consider myself bound by such an
expression of opinion-I want t.o be perfectly candid.
Because after an eocpression of opinion by the wheat-growers
we refused to introduce in 1921 a
measure for continuing the compulsory
wheat Pool, the Minister said that therefore our hands are no,t clean in regard
to this matter. I t will be remembered
that the war was Olver then, and we felt
that the time had arrived for de-control·
-for the removal of the interfering
hand of the State from the contrOlI and
marketing of OIur produce so that trade
might revert to' normal channels. An
election was fought on that issue, but
when the House met an a.rrangement was
arrived at by which the Gove1rnmeut
backed by a guarantee a voluntary
PQol, and I submitted to Parliament at
that time a measure' fOir the creation of
the Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation.
Under the law a voluntary Pool has
been in opera.tion eve'r since. There is, of
course, a majority of houorable membe,rs
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in favour of the second-reading of this
Bill-in fa,vour of the principle tha,t
there should be wha,t the Minister calls
organized marketing, or what is popula,rly known as pooling, and it shOlUld ·be
enforced by the compulsory powers of
the State. I take the strongest possible
exception to that.
I regard it as
an instalment of the socialistic idea.
I regard it as toying with very
dangerous principles.
I think that
inevitably it is a step towards the objeotive which hanora.ble· members apposite,
in perfect candor, put before their caillstituents--the satCia.liza,tion of the means
of production, distribution, and exohange. If they had full power, suoh
a scheme in their hands would be a very
definite step towards the realization of
the,ir objective.
Mr. fIOGAN.-Does the honorable member know that it does not apply to
primary industries ~
Mr. LA vVSON.-I should say that
primary industries were included in the
means a.f production.
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you know that the
particular canference which carried that
excluded primary industries ~
Mr. LAWSON.-I can only put my
intrepretatian an the English language
that I have ?een taught. The objective
of the platform is socializatian of the
means of productia.n, distribution, and exchange. If, as the honorable gentleman
says, the conference exempted prih1ary
pra.ductia.n, that is news to me.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The, Governm:ent has told us that they are bringing
forward only what the conference told
them they ought to bring forward.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am telling the honalfa.ble member that the ca.nference which
carried the resa.lutia.n regarding the objective excluded primary industries from
its operatia.n.
Mr. LAWSON .-If that conference
did exclude primary industries from the
intention of the objective, all I can say
in reply is that the Minister, in introducing this Bill, is departing from the
principle, of his party, because he has introduced something which is· a definite
i.nstalment of State contra.l, or State
ownership, a,f this particular primary product. We have to: face that position.
Compulsion has found its place, in the law
a.f the country. We say, "Thou shalt
do this," and "Thou shalt not do .that,"
and the predominant considera,tion in
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affirming whether compulsion is a principle which ought to be applied or not
must be the public good. The Minister,
in his seca.nd-reading speech, referred as
a precedent to Pharaoh',s Pool, which was
managed centuries ago. by a man named
Joseph. RIB put that fOorward as a precedent fOor the compulsOory Pool which he
is na."o/ submitting for the consideration
of this H(')use.
Pharaoh's Pool may be
a valuable precedent for· action by a
Ga.ve:rnment in time Oof national emergency. On that occasion the cOountry was
threatened with famine, the coming of
which had been revealed to. Pharaoh in a
dream, and interpreted by Joseph as indicating that there were tOo be seven years
O'f plenty and ,seven years of famine. To
prepare for that particula.r national
emergency, J O'seph devised a scheme for ..
pooling the wheat, which was can'ied a.ut.
Joseph proved himself a .keen .business
man, and the honorable member for
Boroondara, whose knQowledgeof Scrip,ture is probably more profound than that
Qof the Minister of Agriculture, was able
to show that the conclusion Oof that Pool
was that the whole population was brought
tOo a state of slavery.
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Is this a Bible-class
prQoposition 1
1\11'. LA V\7S0N.-NO'. But it seems to
be the fashion of the Minister to quote
Scripture. He referred to. this particular
Bible sta.ry as a justification fa.r the Rill,
and I found, when I carefully read
through his ,speech in H~ ansard, that it
was the only argumel1t I. could discover
in favour of this particular proposal. I
could find no Qother argumernt which would
support the intrQoduction of the, Bill now
before the House, and I alsO' found that
the precedent does not apply. We are
now in normal times. These are times of
peace.. There does na.t appear to' be any
reason to fear a shortage or a famine;
therefO're, that precedent entirely goes by
the board. .As I read the speech, I could
na.t help thinking-~nd I am speaking
now purely in a political sense-of these
lines in the Jl{ erchant of VeniceMark you this, Ba'ssanio,
The devil can cite scripture for his pur.pose.
An evil soul, producing holy witness
Is like a villain with a smiling cheek,
A goodly apple rotten at the heart.
0, what a goodly outside falsehood hath!

If the Minister requires a biblical precedent in the future, I hope that he will
find something that is more appropriate to'
the occasion.
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principle of the Bill. That is a. matter
Mr. HOGAN.-It is quite appropriate.
O'f machine,ry and administration. The
lVIr. LAWSON.-It is not.
other point the honorable gentleman
Mr. HOGAN.-Did you read the quota- spoke about was in regard to the paytion from Rob Roy MacGregor ~
ment of fees to the membe,rs of the Board.
M.'r. LAWSON.-I paid' the Minister That is a matter of expediency after all.
the compliment of reading' the whole of The labourer is worthy of his hire, whehis speech. I want to' make another ob- ther he is gathering in the harvest or conservation in regard to this ~ebate. Read- trolling the m~rketing O'f the product.
ing llansard, one discovers that there has He is entitled to a reasonable remunerabeen no attempt on the part of honorable tion. That is a m~tter which can easily
memoers opposite, otherwise than by in- be adjusted, and no vital principle is interjection, to justify this proposaL. The volved in it. I have always favoured the
honorable member fOor Glenelg, in his idea that we should not pay so' much for
modest effort, put in a few words in attendance at mee,tings. The mere regisfavOour of Portland. He attempted to' tration of a man's name in an attendance
show that by the establishment o.f a com- book does not count fO'r anything. His
pulsory Pool the port of Portland might value to the Pool, or the body he is assocoone into its own. But he in no way ciated with, depends upon his knowledge,
discussed the principle involved in this his efficiency, and his interest in the
Bill. He had nothing to say as to how work. In view of the fact that members
this proposal would be advantageous~o of this Board are to be elected by the
wheat-growers, nor can we regard hIS wheat-grower,s, we ought to trust the
speech as one in support of the Bill. I wheat-growers in regard to the payment
congratulate him on his maiden effort, for the services of the men they elect,
thaugh it plainly dealt with a matter and they would' e,xpress their judgment of
absolutely subsidiary to the main ques- the way the men discharged their duties
tion. All he was concerned about was the when they came up for re-election. Itdevelopment of Portland. The lVIinister does not matter whether the payment is
of Agriculture made a second speech on £1 lIs. 6d. per sitting or £500 per annum.
this Bill with your consent, Mr. Speaker, Personally, I believe in the payment.
and with the cOonsent of honorable mem- of a lump sum, but that is largely a
bers on the Opposition side of the House. matter for the wheat-growers themselves.
Mr. HOGAN.-I did it at their request. T'here need be no qua,rrel in regard to a.
Mr. LAWSON.-I would not have matter of that kind.
Then the. other,
raised any obje~tion to this second speech and the vital point, that the Leader of
if the Minister had dealt with the ques- the F'armers Union party sought infortions which were submitted to' him. It mation about was the constitution of the
was to allow him to reply to observations Board itself. In other words, was it to
from the Opposition side of the House be a Board that would be la,rgely interthat we depa.rted from the practice in fered with 0'1' controlled by the Minister
conducting our debates. The Leader of or the Government, or was it to be a
the Farmers Union party, ill his speech- Board representative of the wheat-growers
which, after all, merely gave a kind of themselves ~ The proposal in the Bill .is
blessing to the principle of a compulsory that the Board shall consist of five memP.ool-asked certain questions. He wanted bers, three to represent the growers, and
to' know whether the guarantee could be two to be nominated by the Governor in
increased. During the course of the de- Council. That is the crucial pa,rt of the
bate, Ministers, by interjection, have in- Bill. It involves principles of the first
dicated the,ir attitude in regard to that magnitude.
Does the Government promatter perfectly plainly. They have said pose to allow the whea.t-growers to manage
that in view of the prOospects for this sea- the marketing of the wheat themselves,
son it would be perfectly safe to pay more or does it propose to interfere ~ It was
than the amount which has been men- upon those points that informat.ion was
tioned as a first advance, and the Minis- desired, but the Mini~~er, in his reply,
ter quite frankly told the House that he made no pronouncement on that big quesor the Treasurer was in communication tion.
I.am going to ask the Premier,
with the Gommonwealth Bank and the before the second-reading deba,te closes,
associated banks for the purpose of get- to give the House a very aefinite sta,teting an increase in the amount of the ad- ment with regard to the attitude of the
vanoe.. But that does not deal with the Ministry on that vital point.
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Bil~.

Mr. TOUTCHER.-The Ministelr, in reply
tOo a question of mine, stated the other
day that the purpOose of appo[nting two
representatives of the Government on the

the voluntary POiol was crea,ted and by
which the wheat-growers' corporation
was brought into being.
.1\1r. HOGAN.-It was clause 18 in that

Board was that they might keep a watch-

Bill.

ful eye Oon the finances as millions of·
pounds wOould be involved.
Mr. LAWSON.-Is it to be a wheatgrowers Board, as desired by the
Farmers Union party, or is it to be a
Board on which the "Government will be
definitely represented in the interests of
the taxpayer and the people who a.rtl
gua.ranteeing certain advances ~ The' Government, by virtue of this Bill as
submitted, is giving certain very definite
privileges and immuni~ies to a, particular
co'rporation or body. The Ministelr made
no reply tOi suggestions offered in regard
to that matter. He said that he would be
happy, when the measure was in Committee, to confer with the honorable member
for Rodney, and to give consideration to
the requests that had been made.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-As the late
Sir Thomas Bent said Oonce, (( The Minis- .
ter was oyster."
Mr. LAWSON.-Or, as the Honorable
Duncan Gillies would have said, "That
is too thin."
Mr. HOGAN .-Had the hono,rable member read Hansard he would have found
that I did state wha,t the purpose of having Government representa.tives on the.
Board was.
Mr. LAWSON.-It may be that I am
dense and unable to understand the
King's English as printed in liarnsard,
but I frankly confess that I do not now
knorw-and I do not think there has been
any clear declaration from the Government in the matter-whethe,r the Go'vernment proposes tOi adhere to the
proposed constitution of the BOoard as
submitted in the Bill, or whether it proposes ~o adopt the suggestion Q1f honorable
members in the Opposition cOirner.
What I ,ask is that some responsible
Minister, the Premier for preference,
shall enlighten the House by giving a
very clear declaration of wha,t the
Gove,rnment's POilicy is in rega,rd to that
particular matter. Then the're was the
other point arising out of the criticism
of clause 24. That clause provides some
prOitection for the consumer in the, event
of a,n unreasonable price being fixed by
the Boa,rd, or of wheat being unreasonably withheld . from local consumptiolJl.
A similar clause was in the Bill by which

Mr. LAWSON.-That is so.
After
reading the Minister's speech, I came to
the conclusion that all he had said. was
that that clause had been included in the
Bill that was intrOiduced by the honorable
merrnber for Castlemaine, when Premier,
and that the hOinorable member fOT
Allandale (Sir Alexander Peacock) and
the honorable membelr fOir Hampden (Mr.
Oman) were in the Ministry that introduced that measure'.
I do not know
whether the Minister is going to stand
to tha,t proposition or not. Yet that was
one reason why the House said, (( We .
will not object to a second speech being
made by the Minister of Agriculture."
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-Moreover,
the honorable member for' Goulburn
Valley, following upon the speech Q1f his
leader-the honorable member for Rodney-pressed for a declaration from the
Minister on that and other points.
Mr. LAWSON.-I dOl not think it is
a good parliamenta,ry practice to have
two speeches from a Minister on one
subject.
Mr. SLATER.-The attitude you COiIllplain of in the Minister of Agriculture
was consistently your own attitude,. You
ha,ve always said, (( Get the Bill into
Committee, and we will mould it there.·
Mr. HOGAN.-There is only one principle at stake.
Tp.at is-Are you in
fa,vo'llr of a cO'mpulsory wheat POiQI or
are you against it 1
~Ir. LAWSON.-There is a very definite difference between a wheat-growers
Board run in the, interests of the wheatgrOowers, contrOilled absolutely by t.hem,
with public finance to support it, with
special immunities with regard to the
carriage of whe,at, and with the po,wer of
prohibition in the matter of transport,
and a BOiard that is created by the Government tQl, in the interests of the
wheat-growers and of the peQlple:, control
the marketing Q1f this commodity. Here
we ha,ve a very definite principle. It is
not a matter of expediency, not a matter
of administra,tion, not a matter of
machinery, and I think the House is
entitled to a definite expression of o'pinion
from the front bench in regard to it.
There is a reason fO'r our standing order
tha.t a member shall not he' permitted to .
l
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speak twice.
Surely .the Minist~,r 0'£ in charge of a Bill making his secondAgriculture does not thmk that he IS the reading speech, and then, before the deonly occupant of the front bench whO' is bate is concluded, of asking the indulgence
capable of defen~in~ the Bill, or .of ex- of Mr. Speaker and honorable members
pounding the prmClples of the BIll. I whilst he makes a second speech, especishould be sorry to think tha,t he' thought ally when leave having been given to' the
such a thing, and I have nut .s~ch a Minister to make a second speech for a
poor opinion of the c~pacity of MInIsters specifi,c purpose, that purpose is not fulas to suppose that they could not get up filled.
But that is the position.
and defend their own Bill.
What has
HOGAN.-My
second speech was
Mr.
been the practice from time im:nemorial ~
at
the
request
of
the Leader of the
made
'Vhen a big measure has been mtroduced
Opposition.
by a Government, and it has been fought
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-For instrenuously by the Opposition, a Minister
gets up and answers the arguments that formation in reply to the Lea.der of the
have been used. He puts up a fight for F'armers Union party.
the Bill. But there has been no fighting
Mr. HOGAN.-I did not want to make
by honorable members opposite .for this a second speech. I only did so to satisfy
Bill.
There has been a conspiracy of the Opposition, and 'apparently I did not·
silence.
Except for interjections by satisfy them.
Ministerial members, and for two speeches
.Mr. LAWSON.-The second speech
that have been made by the Minister of
might
have been justified if the Minister .,
Agriculture, there has been no attempt
had
explained
the attitude of the Governto debate, to expound, or to elucidate
ment in regard to two vital matters.
this proposition.
He did refer to two matters.
There
Mr. HUGHEs.-You established' that was the advance that was to be made,
precedent.
,
as provided for in the Bill, and the
Mr. LAWSON.-If I established that Minister had said, "This is the first
precedent in the parliamentary gov~rn advance.
We hope to do better than
ment of this country I did 'a wrong thIng. that." The second point was in regard to
But I did not do so.
There were times the fees, which was inconsequential. The
when a "stone wall" was being put up two vital things the honorable member
by members on this ,side of the House, for Rodney wanted information about,
, that Ministers submitted to-were the constitution of the Board-the
Mr. CArN.-Self-denial.
proportion of representation 'and the ele,cMr. LAWSON.-Yes, to a self-denying tlon or nomination of the chairmanordinance. But whatever self-denial was and the fixing of a reasonable price for
then shown, it was as nothing to the s~lf wheat as set out in clause 24. The Mindenial of honorable members OppOSIte, ister glided over those points very' skilwho for example, refused to say" boo" fully.
I give the honorable members
to the Redistribution of Seats Bill.
composing the Government credit for a
Mr. HOGAN.-We could not get a word great amount of political ingenuity, not
to say political cunning. I know that
in sideways.
, Mr. LAWSON.-I have never known they ·are playing their cards with conthe honorable member for Warrenheip siderable skill, from their point of view;
unable to get a word in whenever he I give them credit for that. But in this
Bill they are up against a proposition in
has wanted to.
Mr. HOGAN.-Your Ministry "stone~ which they will find it exceedingly diffiwalled" the Redistribution of Seats Bill. cult to reconcile conflicting interests.
We are not "stone-walling" this Bill Honorable members representing the
wheat-growers want a compulsory Pool
because we want to get to a vote.
Mr.'LAWSON.-When the Redistribu- in order that the growers may get the
tion of Seats Bill was before the House, highest market prices obtainable. HonMinisters fought for their measure. OI'able members opposite, as soon as they
They explained it in the House and put went on to the Treasury bench, said,
up a fight.
I do suggest to the Premier "We are going to have an inqlliry into
that we do not want to establish the bad the price of commodities; we say that
parliamentary precedent of the Minister bread is too dear." You cannot have a
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high price for wheat and have also a
cheap loaf.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes.
In Queensland,
where there is a compulsory wheat Pool
they get the high~st 'price for wheat, and
pay' the lowest price for bread.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member knows that Queensland is not a wheatgrowing State.
Mr. RoGAN.-I say that it is.
:Mr. LAWSON.-It is not a wheatgrowing State'to any considerable extent.
The wheat-growing States are New South
Wales, Victoria, South Australia, and
Western Australia.
Mr. WARDE.-They have to pay for
their wheat in Queenslandl
Mr. TouTcHER.-If there is a loss the
Government take it out of the Consolidated Revenue.
Mr. HOGAN.-Does the honorable member for Castlemaine want to prevent the
consumers from getting cheap bread?
Mr. LAWSON.-We do not want anything of the kind. We want fair prices,
and it is in the interests of the whole
commun:ity and the financial stability of
the State that the primary producer
should be properly rewarded, and adequately remunerated for the work he
does. No one desires to see either the
farmer' or the consumer exploited, but
we want to see that prices bear a fair
ratio to the amount of work and
money involved in the production of
the article. What I was saying was that
the Government have a most difficult
:problem to solve. .W~at they: w~uld do
If they had a maJo:nty, or If, In con~exion with this Bill they were. entire~y
Independe:r:.t. of my honorable frIends In
the Oppos.ltlOn corner I do not know.
But Jud~mg by the speeches made ?y
the P:er~ller .when he :V~S kept so long In
the dIstm~~Ished :POSItIon of ~eader of
the OppOSItIon, wJllch were all In favour
of ~he c~eap loa~ and of the consumer
gettmg hIS full rIghts, we may guess the
line of action he would adopt.
How
would he ensure the cheap loaf? There
ar~ t~o principl~s ~nvolved. One is the
prInCIple of SOCIahsm-Mr. CAIN.--'There is only one principle involved in this Bill, and that is
the cutting out of the middleman.
Mr. LAWSON.-I will deal with that
aspect of the question in a rp.oment. So
far as the Government can apply Social-
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ism to the marketing of this particular
product, they propose to do it, and they
provide, not only for the representation
of the wheat-growers on the proposed
Board, but also for the representation of
the Government and the public. The
Government are to be represented, presumably first to watch public finance and
to see that the interest of the taxpayer
is guarded-that there is some voice or
say given to the Government in exchange
for its financial guarantee-and in the
next place to see that the Pool, being a
great monopoly, does, not exercise its
monopolistic powers against the welfare
of the comm~nity Or to impose high
prices on the consumer.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you object to that part
of it?
Mr. LA WSON.-I object to the whole
scheme-lock, stock, and barrel.
.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU are putting up an admirable case for the Board.
Mr. LAWSON.-I was saying that
there are two proposals, and that the first
of these is Socialism. The other is a
kind of syndicalism. Honorable members perhaps do not realize it, but there
is a kind of syndicalism which would
give full monopolistic power over not
only the growing of wheat, but also the
marketing of wheat, so that a producer
would, be helpless unless he was a mem-,
her of the syndicate.
Mr. HOGAN.-YOU used that argument
in 1921, and you applied it to the Farmers Union.
Mr. LAWSON.-I do not depart from
t.he pronouncement I made in my policy
speech of 1921. If the Leader of the
. Farmers Union party-and I am sure he
is acting innocently and without realizing the political principle involved-gets
his way in regard to this measure, there
will be no representation of the Govern-,
ment on the Board. We will hand over
to this particular body the managing
committee of this compulsory Pool, the
absolute power to deal with our wheat.
There is always a danger in creating a
monopoly unless you can bring .in the
restraining 'hand of the Government to
prevent its greed and rapacity. I am not
making any charge against the men who
handled the compulsory Pool during the
war and the subsequent voluntary Pool.
They were very estimable gentlemen, and
efficient in their work. They rendered
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important service to the wheat-growers
and to the community, but there isa
clear distinction between the proposal that
the Government shall grant distinct privileges and immunities for the purpose of
aiding this industry and the general welf are, and the proposal to hand over to
the wheat-growers by legislation a compulsory power to make all wheat that is
grown go into that monopoly,' and then
not to restrict the use of the power, but
to give full parliamentary authority to
~x prices. No doubt a proposal of that
kind would work innocently enough, but
there is always a danger in giving too
much executive authority to a body of
that kind when there comes into the
operation, .in the exercise of their duty,
the motive of self-interest.
I am not
making any personal reflection on the
wheat-growers nor on the people who
managed the Pools, but I say tha,t' the
principle is one that it is dangerous to toy
with.
Mr. WEAvER.-Are you not 'making a
l'eflection on the representatives of the
wheat-growers?
Mr. LAWSON.-No. They do not realize what the position is. Here is the
position: Supposing the Leader of the
Farmers Union party were introducing
this Bill himself, and his amendments
were incorporated in it, you would
then get a proposal that all the wheat
which you grew should go into the
Pool, a proposal that you would not sell
wheat except through the agency of the
Pool, and a proposal that would enable the Board to prohibit the railways
from carrying wheat without authority.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-people can sell
wheat with the permission of the Board.
Mr. LAWSON.-There are oertain
-definite' exemptions with regard to wheat.
for fowl's food, and so on.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-They can sell wheat
for seed, fowl's food, and other things.
Mr. LA'VSON.-That does not affect
the main flow of this great product, and
those a,re minor matters which, for the
purpose of discussing the principle involved, we need not· take into account.
We do not know how the monopoly would
be exercised, nOor how the power would
be used, but very definitely a monopoly
would be cre'ated in the interests of the
wheat growers. Knowing human nature
as I do, and with the experience of the
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exercise of autocratic powers throughout
the ages to guide me, I think that we
ought not to create in the marketing olf
wheat an autOocracy. We ought not to
give absolute authority to anyone, and,
therefore, if there is to be a compulso~y
Pool, and the Government are going to
say to the wheat-growers by legislation,
"YO'll cann~t sell your whea,t except
through this agency," there ought to be
reasonable rep~esentation of the Government on the Board, and reasonable safeguards to protect the public interest.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-Yau are not in
favour of a growers' Pool 7
Mr. LAWSON .-Of a voluntary Pool,
yes. Justification for interference, so far
as I h~ve been able to foHow the debate,
has not been proved ill the course olf
the various speeches that have beeu made.
I do not propose to discuss figures and
prices. There have been statements made
as to the prospective course of the market,
and the p~ice like1ly to be realized. All
those statements are in the nature of
prophecy. Noone can ,dogmatize as to
the course of the market. We all know
that the failure of the crop in Canada
would have a rettlex act.ion here, and up
would go the price of wheat. The price
of wheat dep-ends upon a variety OIf economic considerations, and Victoria, or even
Australia, canno't control the position.
That is well known to honorable members. If you were to give the authority
that the honorable member for Rodney
would seek if he were the Premier, and
were, introducing a Bill along the lines
of his amendments, you would give to
t.he wheat-growers' representatives on the
Board absolute control and dictation as
to the marketing of wheat and the price
at which it should be SOlId. I do not say
that with any feeling of antagonism or
unkindness for memb€JI's in the Opposition corne,r. It is because of the political
principle, and the principle of liberty involved in this matter, that I oppose the
prOlposal for compulsion and the second
reading OIf the Bill. I am not going to
deal with the question of prices, handling
chargp.s, and so 0111·. There have been
statements made in that regard, but they
have nOit been proved. What justification could be urged for the introduction
of a proposal OIf this kind-for using the
p()IWe,r of the State to market this particular product ~
Very heavy penalties
are prOlvided. The attitude of Ministers
in thIS connexion is very diffe,rent from
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the attitude they adopted when they sat
in OppositIOn, and opposed practIcally
every penalty we submitted in legislation.
Almost invariably they fought strenuously for a. reductIon.
Mr. HOGAN.-Never, when it was a
question of preventing profiteelring.
Mr. LAWSON.-l am not going to
fight the hOonOorable gentleman on the
question of penalties. If the Bill become8 thb law of the Stat,e, it ought to
be honored.
'
Mr, HOGAN.-We took the penalties
from your Act, but we reduced them considerably.
Mr. LAWSON.-In so far as the honorable gentleman has followed pr~cedents
I established, I commend him. 1 was
trying to say, when I was put off the
track, that there would be justification
for the Bill if hOonOorable members Oon the
Ministerial side of the HOous,e, or hOonorable membel1) ~_n ~he Opposition corner,
could prove that there was a ring, a combine, Q1r a mOonQlPoly in re1gard to the
marketing of whelat, and that a powerfUl
private enterprise combination was beating down the wheat-grower and preventing him from getting fair value fOor his
produce. If there were such a mOonopoly,
and if there were nQlt in the marketing of
our wheat a healthy element Q1f competitiQln there might be justification fOT using
the complilsory pOowers of the State tOo
break dQlwn that mOonopoly, and to secure
for the wheat-growers a fair return for
their labour. In those circumstances I
cQluld understand hQlnorable members
saying' that the compulsory principle is
essential fOol' honest trading, and for the
well-being Q1f the community, but t.he case
has not been pro:ved so far as I have
fOollowed the debate.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-There has been no
attempt to prove it.
Mr. LAWSON.-The-re has belen no
attempt to sholw that there is a monopoly
or a ring in connexion with the marketing
of wheat. In reoent years the1re has been
healthy competition betwe1en the voluntary POIOI and the agents Q1utside.
Mr. HOGAN.-The purpose of the Bill
is to prOovide for Q1rganized marketing
Instead Q1f haphazard me,thods.
Mr. LAWSON.-The whea,t-grorwers
can prQlvide organized marketing by the
creation of a vQlluntary POIOI, if 'they
themselves will give it the support such a
Pool should command.
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Mr. JAcKsoN.-They would not s,upport it if they thQiught they could beat
their ne1ighbours fOil' 3d. without it.
Mr. TouTcHER.--.Are those the people
you want to he'lp 7
The SPEAKER.-The time allowed
the honorable member fQlr Castlemaine
has expired.
l\ir. LAWSON.-I had quite a lot
more to say, but I do not want to ask
for an extensioln of time.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How much more
time do you want 1
Mr. LAWSON.-I do nQlt want any
mOore time.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yoru can have. an
hQlur or two mOore if you like . You have
not developed any points yet.,
Mr. LA \VSON.-I appreciate the
courtesy o.f the honQlrable gentleman, but
I do not desire to take advantage Q1f it.
The Bill is a very serious interference
with the liberty of the wheat-grower to
delal with his produce in his Q1wn way,
and he should be allowed that liberty,
provided he dOoes nQlt exercise it in a way
that is inimical to the rest Qif the community. It is an interference with the
rights of private property, which is the,
foundation of society, an interference with security, stability, and law,
and order, and an abuse of the power of
Parliament and of government to compel men to market their produce in a way
that is not in accordance with their own
wishes, provided they are law-abiding
citizens, and not infringing the rights of
other people. I therefore hope the measure will be defea,ted. I know the numbers are up so far as, this House is concerned, and that it is futile to oppose
the Bill, but, in conclusiQln, I urge the
Premier to give the House a ve1ry clear
and de,finite indication as to the attitude
of the Government in regard to, the twO'
vital principles to which I have alluded.
1\11'. POLLARD.-I desire to say a
few words in support of the Bill. To my
mind, the measure is simply a proposal to
make sure that those of the farming community who are engaged in
wheat-growing will receive the full
market
value
for
their
whe'at.
It is not a proposal to- e,na ble them to
fleece the community, nor to take more
from the consumers than they are justly
entitled to, nor more than what is the
world's parity at the pa.rticular time.
Ample provision is made in the Bill to
ensure that the Whe'at I{oard will not
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have the pQower to. take more out of the
consumers than wha,t is a reasonable
price. Honorable members on the Opposition side have expressed a fear that the
Bill is an attempt to. fleelce the cQonsumers
in this Sta,te, and e,xtort from them more
than a, fair price f.or bread or whelat. In
clause, 24 we find that it is prQovided
that-
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labour which he has put into pro.ducing
the wheat. Having financial backing he,
therefore, holds his wheat. His less
fortunate ne~ghbour is, ho.wever, forced,
not because he is lazy, but by the
circumstances, to' take what is Dffered jn
Dr del' to pay the interest Dn his mDrtgage,
and his living and labDur expenses. With
thel open ma,rket, if theife is a rise in
Whenever the Governor in Council is satis- price, it is the man who. is wealthy and
fled that the Board refuses to sell at a reason- least neleds i t whO' rece,i ves the' full benefit
able price wheat for the purpose of converting because he has been' able to. hDld his
the same in Victoria by any process of .man~facture into commodities for consumptIOn III wheat.
Victoria, or unreasonably refuses to sell wheat
Mr. EGGLESTDN.-If there is a rise.
for the purpose aforesaid, the Governor in
Mr. POLLARD.-In the majQority of
Council from time to time. t
h'
Wh
I
d
(It) may cause inquiry to be made into the ms ance's t ere IS.
eat specu ators 0'
matter, and in particular as to what not buy unless they are on a good wicket.
in the circumstances is the fair Under the PDol bO'th parties are on absomarket value of wheat on the basis lutelly the same level, and receive exactly
of which the Board should be required to sell the same-the same relturn for thelir labO'ur_ In my
o.pinion that is Dnly a just thing. Much
and so on.
That gives the consumers has be€Jll made of the fa,ct that with the
a,mple protection. So. much for the fear vo.luntary system which has been in operaof honQorable membe,rs opposite as to' what tion, it rests with the farmell"s to put
will be the effect Qof creatmg a compulsory their wheat into such a Pool. Last year
Po~;. TDUTCHER.-Will the Government somelthing likel 80 pe,r cent. of the grQowers
put thear whea,t intO' the vO'lunta,ry Pool,
stand by tha,t 1
b t
. +~,
ltd d I
.h
Mr. POLLARD.-I should think so.
u pnvalft:l spelcu a, ,ors an
ea elrs, WlS ing to' smash the Pool once and for all,
:Ml'. TDUTCHER.-They will not say.
went about offering Qd. or l~d. a bushel
Mr. POLLARD.-The GQovernment more than the Pool was offering, the ult,ihave been dected, in my opinion, if nO't mate idea being to wean the farmers from
in the honorable member's, by a majority that Pool.
of the people in Victoria, and they will
Mr. PENNINGToN.-The volunta,ry Pool
stand to it.
did not o.ffer anything. It only made adMr. TOUTCHER.-I think that that is vances.
a very goo.d principle.
Mr. POLLARD.-We,u, those agents
:Mr. POLLARD.-And it is the inten- offe,red mo,re than thel voluntary POIOI was
tion of thel Bill.
advancing. This yea,r we find that the
Mr. TDUTCHER.-I was asking if the supporters of the vQoluntary Pool we,re
Government arel going to stand by it.
whittled down to 60 per cent. The idea
Mr. POLLARD.-Undoubtedly.
of the private buyers has been to' attract
Mr. TDUTCHER.-Well, rumorur says the farmers away from the voluntary Pool,
that they are not.
. and, a,fter getting the buying into the,ir
Mr. POLLARD.-Rumo.ur is a liar own hands, offelr what prices they wish for
in this instance. In c:onuexion with this the whe1a,t.
This year priva,te buyers,
pooling scheme', the point tha,t appe'als to beolielving that thel pooling system was
me is that it gives absolutely fair play to doomed to failure" were offe,ring 5s. ld.
the man of small means.
Take two and 5s. 3d. a bushel, but when they found
farmers, one of them wealthy and the tha,t there was a prospect of a, Labour
other struggling.
Both put the, samel Government establishing a Pool, a,nd enlabour into. tilling thel soil, and both in- suring to the farmers the full market value
vest the, same amount of ca,pital. Under of their wheat, they immediately offered
thel open marketing system, when the 6s. and 6s. 4d. a, bushel.
It has been
whea,t has been harvested, a privatel urged that priva,te buyers do treat the
buyer cO'mes along and says to the, man consume,rs fairly, but the1y will treat them
with capital, /( r will give you 4s. a no more fairly than the Wheat Board
bushe,l for yo.ur wheat."
The we,althy will. The Whela,t Board is not going to
grower considers that it is not a fair qffer, fleece the consume'rs.
It will :not extract
and will not recompense him for the any more from them than private buyers,
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but it will see tha,t thel whelat-grQiwe,rs get
the belnefit of any ,rise in the market.
Under thel open marketing system that
benefit goes to the wh€lat sp€lcula,tors. We
want it to go to the growers who work by
the swea,t of their brow for the whelat that
they produce. I have already.shQlWn that
the,re is adequate prot€ction in the Bill
for the consumers. As regards co-opera,t.ion, I unde~stand tha,t provision is made
for the handling of wheat by co-operative.
societies.
I shQiuld like to see the coope~ative societies in whIch the farmers of
the State a.I'e1 shareholdeirs given aoll absolut.e monoPQily of the handling of whelat
in Victoria,. In reply to an interjection
of mine the olther day to the el1felot that
the Victorian Producers' Co-operative
Company had handled the wheat more
cheaply than any priva,te firm of buyers
in Victoria, the honora,ble, member for
Toorak denied the truth of that state'ment. TQi a celrtain extent the honorable
membe'r was right, but I oaoll etXplain the
position by pointing out that if it had not
been for the Victorian Producers'
Co-operative Company, the price of
handling wheat in this State would
have been a 1d. or 2d. a bushel
During
more than it is to-day.
the 1917-18 Poo.1 priva,te firms made an
o,ffer to Mr. Hagerlthorn, the then Minister of Agriculture, tna,t they would
handle whea,t for thel Pool at 2!d. a,
bushel, but they did that without the consent of the representative of the Victorian Producers' Co-operative Company.
At a meeting of shareholders of this company they decided to reduce the handling·
charges to 2id. per bushel. Immediately
the private handlers of wheat .became
aware of this fact, they also reduced the
handling charges to the same rate.
If
honorable members will look up Hansard
of October, 1917, they will find a reference by the honorable member for Hampden to this proceeding, and drawing particular attention to the fact that the
Victorian
Producers'
Co-operative'
Company had saved the Pool £83,000 by
the reduction in the handling charges.
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ducers' Co-operative Oompany made a
profit in handling the wheat at 2id. per
bushel; but they were making it for the
farmers and not for a few speculators.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-How did they distribute it to the farmers?
Mr. POLLARD.-They did so both
directly and indirectly, and returned millions of pounds' to the farmers.
Mr.
PENNINGTON.-The
Victorian
Wheat Corporation, which has been
operating during the last three years, has
not yet declared a dividend.
Mr. POLLARD.-I have received
money from the corpora,tion. The honorable member for Hampden and others
have extolled the virtues of co-operation.
I wish the honorable member for B:ampden were in the House just now, because
should like to ask him why he does
not put his wheat through the Wheat
Corporation.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-:-I suppose you got
that from the Wheat CorporatIOn.
Mr. POLLARD.-It does not matter
where I got it from.
That is my busiNo attempt has been made to
ness.
refute the argument that the establishment of the wheat Pool confers certain
benefits which those. who do not join in
the Pool take advantage of, just in the
same way that non-unionists benefit by
the formation of unions.
A few years
ago· I was engaged in buying stock, and
I said to the man that I supposed he
was a shareholder in a co:operative
society. He replied, "No; why should
I pay into a concern, when I can reap
all the benefits without investing ,any
capital? It is from poor fools like you
that I reap benefits."
That is what
happens with a voluntary Pool and the
open market scheme.
A good deal of
inspired propaganda has been indulged
in against a compulsory wheat Pool. The
Argus, in a leading article to-day, slates
the Premier for something he said to
members of the Locomotive EngineThe Argus is undrivers' A.ssociation.
able to distinguish between a handling
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That was the result medium and middlemen. It 'classes locoof competition.
motive engine-drivers as middlemen. J liSt
Mr. POLLARD.-That was the result imagine a great paper like the Argus
of the Victorian Producers' Co-operative bei:p.g unable to distinguish between a
Company showing their capacity in hand- speculator and a handling medium. We
ling the wheat against that of private admit the necessity of having carriers
speculators.
Even the Victorian Pro- such as locomotive engine-drIvers,' t~.
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transport wheat, but we do deny the
necessity for speculators in products of,
this sort.
So much for the criticism of
the Argus. I thought it had more brains
and common-sense.
In the past it has
beeu able to pull wool over the eyes of
the p.eople of Victoria, but the day is
coming when the· producers of this State
will handle their own products and get
Many letters
the full value of them.
have appeared in the press on the establishment of a compulsory Pool, but a
number have been written which have not
been published. I hold in my hand an
extract from a letter received by Mr. H.
A. Lutze, of J ung,written under date the
19th August, 1924, by his brother, Mr. A.
A. Lutze, a well-known wheat-grower of
Coromby, who grows 4,000 bags of wheat
annually, and who is at present on a tour
of America and Europe. The extract I am
about to read was sent by a Wimmera
farmer yesterday to the Age and the
Argus in good time for publication in today's issue, but neither of the papers has
seen fit to reproduce it. They only publish letters backing up their own side of
the case.
,
Mr. PENNINGTON.-How, then, did Mr.
Glowery's letter get into the press ~
Mr. POLLARD.-They slip in one or
two to further deceive the producers of
the State. The extract is a,s follows:Canada has impressed me very much, and
they show great interest for Australia.
You
have to travel through Canada to realize its
greatness.
LUist year their wheat yield was
496,000,000 bushels; it was a record for
Canada.
This year the prospects are not so
good, and their latest estimate of this year's
harvest is about 250,000,000 bushels.
In some of the districts where we travelled
it is very dry; farming is carried Qn differently here to Australia; it is all cut with
binder and then threshed.
We were ruble to
get right out on the farms. The farmers here
and in the 8tates have had a bad time during
the last two years, owing to low prices.
Financial depression everywhere, and land
values down nearly 50 percent.
Farmers do
not know what their land: is worth, no one
will buy, things are so uncertain. More than
half of the farmers are in difficulties owing
to low prices for their .produce and high prices
for what they buy.
,
From all I have heard and seen here, in
the States and in Canada, pooling the wheat
has been the salvation of the Australian
farmer.
Personally, ~ am a stronger pooler
than ever, and I say it will be one of our
greatest calamities that ever befel the Australian farmer, if they have to sell in the open
market again only. Here in the State,s, specu-
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lators have made millions trading in wheat
and corn, inflating prices, when it is out of the
farmers' hands.

The honorable membOlI' , fotr St. Kilda
said that the growers of wheat operated
on the Chicago Wheat Exchange.
.According to this gentleman, who writes
from the spot, speculators have made
million~ of pounds on wheat which has
passed out of the growers' hands.
The
honorable member for Castlemaine referred to petitions that had been received
from wheat-growers throughout Victoria,
but he did not tell us what steps had been
taken to prove that the signatures on
those petitions were genuine. We know
that since this proposal came before Parliament open-market buyers and speculators have done everything in their
power to get up an agitation against the
Bill.
They have toured the country,
and we have been told that they have got
dead-beats, employees of storekeepers, and
an:>:b?dy else they ,could to sign these
petItIons.
Wheat-growers are going to
benefit by this Bill, introdu.ced by a
Labour Government.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The honorable member for Kara Kara saw people
at the Show voluntarily signing' these
petitions. Why are you insulting them?
Mr. POLLARD.-Those who remain
outside are "scabs," whether the honorable member likes it or not.
Why did not the honorable' member listen to my speech, instead of
making an interjection just after he has
come in?
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-YOU are insulting decent citizens by calling them
" scabs" anel "elead-beats."
,
Mr. POLLARD.-I desire to correct a
false impression.
I diel not say the
non-pooling wheat-growers were "deadbeats." I said they might be "scabs." I
intend to vote for the second reading of
the Bill.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-On the 18th
August, 1921, during the election of that
year, I spoke at Koo-wee-rup, and referred
to a deputation that the honorable mambe,r for Hampden in his speech last week .
mentioned that 'he ha,d received. A good
de,al has been said about the bribe offered
through this Bill to rarmers. The honorable member for Boroondara talked about
a, bunch of carrots. Such talk will not
apply to me, as I am not a wheat-grower,
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nO'r 'am I inttlrested in whe,at-growing ill
any sha,pe or form. I have, no relatives
who grow wheat, neither do my consti-'
tuents grow it. But in the election speech
of 1921, to which I ha,ve referred, I saidIn regard to the wheat Pool, the Ministers
of Agriculture of other States 3.sked the Minister of Agriculture for Victoria to meet them
in conference to consider the question of continuing the wheat Pool for another year, but
he did not await the arrival of the Ministers of
the other States, but received a deputation
from wheat speculators and shippers, who
urged that the Pool should, cease, and he
.yielded to this demand.
I find, also, that I used thesel wordsI shall vote against any Government that
brings about the de-control of wheat, because
I do not want to see the wheat-grower get into
the position of the wool-grower.
There are
thousands of sellers, and only a few buyers,
who will bear the market.
I referred to wool beoause of my own expe,rience when the wool Pool was te,rminated.
The Pool was no soouer termina,ted than the wool buyeTs organized, and
informed all and sUIldry that there were
no ships. They said the ships had all
beeln sunk, and that there was no money
to give credit for the wool. The.y offe.red
3d. and 4d. a lb. The wOOolbroker I sell
through advised me not to send in any
skins unless thel staple was very long, as
it would not pay tOo sell them. N ow this
matter was quickly remedied, nDt by
means of a Pool, but by a very much more
arbitrary act. on the part Df the Federal
Govocnment and of the Governm€lnt Df
New Zealand.
Australia could not
afford toO have its wool thrown away.
Quite apart from any consideration for
the wool-grower the' country could nOot
aff,o,rd that. In New Ze,aland the position was still worse. The Dominion depends morel la.rgely upon its pastoral products than Australia does.
We have'
la,rge secondary industries, whilst New
Z,ealand has few, if any, se,eOondary industries.
The Commonwealth Gove,rnment
simply issued a ukase tha,t no' wool should
be exported from Australia, tha,t did nnt
bring an a,verage pricel of Sd. a lb. They
did not ten-d,er thel wool-grower any progress payment. They did nothing at all
fOor him eocoelpt tOo take the control of his
product out of his hands.
Mr. OMAN.-Was any wool held up in
consequence Oof tha,t prOoclamation 1
Mr. DOWNWARD;-It was not held'
up for very long.'rha,t only shows that
the ring of buyers had COome to an understanding in \ regard to the elimination of
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competition. Therel were plenty of ship$
and plenty of credit to finance the Com'monwealth Gove,rnment's proposition, and
the price of wool rose rapidly. It is no,
use salying that people, shall bel a.llowed
to destroy a. market just be'ca.use that
market happens to be manceuvred by a
few spelculative buyers. I have. h~d expelrienoo in the sales of me,at.
I have
seen the time when my fat sheep did not
sell for much more than the value of their
skins, whilst mea,t was beling exported.
What was the reason for tha,t ~ Thel relason, as we soon discovered, was. that
specula,tolrs and buyelrs had secured the
whole of the relfrigerating space in the
ships. Thelre, is not thel slightest doubt
tha,t wei shall find. tha,t speculators have
secured the available shipping space by
charte[' , leaving nO' one else the opportunity to export whe'at. It is the, object
of the rings of buyers that are formed to
eliminate competition. It was because of
my knowledge, of what happened in regard
to mea,t that I decided tha,t I would not
support a Govell'nment that went in for
de-control of whea,t,.
I saw that the
whea,t speculators and roonopolist,~ made
more out of the whe,a,t than did the man
WhD grew it.
While they made large
fortunes the· wheat-grow€,rs had tOo take
wha.tever priool thelJ chos'e to give.. Th€'re
is nO' such thing as competition amongst
these people.
Therefore., no one need be
surprise,d a,t the effOorts tha,t aJ:'e. being
made in aU directions to make it appear
that· the wheat-growers .themselves are
nDt ill fa.vour of this Pool. Thel houorable melmbe,r for Hampden gave the
speculators a,TId shippe,rs a favorable
answer, although he knew perfectly well
that a poll of wheat-grow€,rs had been
taken, with the re,sult tha,t 12,100 of them
voted for a compulsory Pool, and only
1,002 voted, against it. Those were the
figures. I am not one who would tolerate
a corner in any produce., thereby making
it dear to the consumer. But I do sa.y
tha,t thel whe,a,t-gro,welf has a· right to suoh
a price for his whela,t as will give him a
reasonable; rate of interest, sa,y, 5 per
cent. on the capital he has invested, and
for his own labour a return Df lOs. or
12s. a, day. I belielVe that when the compulsory Pool is brought about, wei shall
be able to eliminate. altogether the prDfits of the shippers and spe.culators, with
the. result .that the wheat-grOower will get
more for hjs whea,t, and thel consumer will
'Pay less fOor his bread. Vi"l e know how the
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market is rigged .
We know tha:t the
millers refused to supply flour to bakers
who would not charge a certain price for
the 41b. loaf. Then we helar a lot of talk
about free and open competition. There:
is no such thing as competition.
The elimination O'f competition is no new
thing.
My first experience of it goes
back to the time when I was a boy, and
when Cobb and Company were running
their coaches to MO'rnington, and to all
other parts of the State. They not only
charged a very high fare, but they also
tendered at a very high rate for the carriage of the mails, and anyone who
dared to' oompete with them was made to'
suffer. There was a Mr. HO'yt, at Mornington, who tendered fOol' th~, mails, and
got the contract.
Cobb and Companv
had been charging lIs. to carry passengers from Melbourne tOi Mornington, but
they reduced that fare to' Is. either way,
and within a. very short time Mr. Hoyt
became insolvent. We were told that the,
s~me thing was often done by Cobb and
. CO'mpany.
As soon as they h~d run
Hoyt out of the business they not only
restOored their former fare, but incre,ase'i
it by Is., taking advantage of the mOonOopoly they enjoyed. The same sort of
thing is occurring wherever mOonopolie3
exist. When the war brOike out, and the
Federal GOovernment decided tOo take Oover
and cOontrol all our wheat wool meat
and butter, they fixed pri~es th~.t wer~
very little higher than the, pre-war rates
Wheat, for .instance, was sold at the pre~
war rate of 3s. 9d. a bUr3hel on the railway statiOon.
The Federal Government
gave the wheat-growers 4s. 9d., and they
paid to the wool-grower ls. 3d. per lb.
They fixed prices in such a way that it
was quite impossible for a man to make
high prOofits. I worked my land during
the whole o.f the war period,,,,nd I know
that the producers cOould not expect to
make even 5 per cent. on their capital
at the prices fixed.
Take the case Oof the
wheat-grower.
Freights were increased
the price of bags rose" and there was als~
a considerable a.dvance in the cost of
labour. The 4s. 9d., which was paid to him
by the Federal Government, was no better
than the 3s. 9d. that he received in the
pre-wa.r yea.r.
But the 4s. 9d. was made
the fixed price, nOit only fOor the period
Oof the wa,r, but for one year therea.fte-r.
It will be seen that very complete precautions were taken to prevent any-
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thing in the nature Oof prOofiteering, soo far
as the primary producers were concerned.
Will anyone say that the same statement
can be made in reference to the manufacturer, the importers, or the shippinrr
combine 1 Certainly nOot. We know tba~
the profits made, both here and in England, during the war period were scanMr. BOonar Law admitted his
da.lous.
participation in the pLrO'fiteering in England.
He introduced a war prOofits tax
?f 40 per cent., which was subsequently
mcreased to 60 per cent, and later to' 80
per cent.
He was met with a storm ()f
abuse from those who were interested ~n
shipping" and he then gave his own experience.
He said that he had put
£8,100 into fifteen different steamship
companies.
At 5 per cent. he woruld
have got £405.
In 1915, he got over
£3,000; in 1916, £3,350; and in the
fOillowing year, £3,500, and, he added,
significan.tly, tha,t that was after the war
profits tax had been paid. When Mr.
Austen Chamberlain became Chancellol"
of the Exchequer, he desired to. ascertain
what amO'unt of money could be raised
by a levy Q1n war prOifits. An investigation took place, and it showed that the
war profits of 75,000 people in the periOod
of
five
years
had
amounted
to
£2,800,000,000. No att-empt was made
in England nor here to interfere with the
profiteering that took pla,ce.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-An a,ttempt was
ma.de hele~ and the profiteers have not
yet paid the whole of their taxes.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-I admit that cer'tain precautiOons were taken. If r live to'
see another war I shall not be oppo'3ed to
the elimination of all unreasonable
profits during the war period. I should
not Oobject if the producers were allowed
to earn about 5 per cent. ou their capital,
and lOs. a day for their labour. But th~
principle, if .int~oduced, should be given
general applIcatIon. The difficulty that
confronts us on the present occasiOon is
that just now ~heat is selling very well,
and the necesslty fQir a POiol is not as
urgent as it haa been in the past and as
it will be in the futurel. There has been
some talk about taking a referendum. but
when the previo~s Government gOot a referendu~ they dId not act upon it. We
are hav.mg . the same experience and
trouble m Glppsland, in connexion with
our butter, as we have had in dealing with
OIther p.roducts. There are co-operativ~
companles whoae object it is to give the
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butter producers the full value of their
butter, less only the expense incurred. The
proprietary cDmpanies, however, come ;n
and give to' some peDple a higher price
with a view to'disrupting the whole move·
ment and creating dissatisfa.ction. I have
here a circular which has, I think, been
sent to all honorable members. It is from
the Mildura District Council O'f the Australia.n Dried Fruits Association.
The'y
do .not seem to' think that there is anything wrong in cO'mpelling a. minority tOo
hand Dver the product of their fa.rms t()
pre,vent it fr-om being sold under conditions that will be disadvantageous to' the
majority.
In t,his circular it it stated
that" ll.t a meeting of growers held a,t
Mildura, on Saturday, the 13th September, the following resolution was passedThat, in view of the contemplated action of
the Federal Government by submitting the
Dried Fruits Export Control Bill, this representative meeting of growers requests the various State. Governments immediately to pass a
Compulsory Dried Fruits Pool Bill.

They give reasons for the necessity for a
compulsory Pool fo~ dried fruits, and 1
was struck wi,th their similarity to the
reaSO'D6 that have been urged for the
establishment of this compulsory wheat
p.ool.
They sayThe Australian Dried Fruits Association is
a Voluntary Dried Fruits Pool, to which 85
per cent. of the growers are loyal; the remaining 15 per cent. are "outsider~."
The " outsiders' " methods are to offer fruit
at below A.D.F.A. prices-to sell their fruit in
Australia-to thus get the benefit of the maintained home market without bearing any of
their share of export.

N ow that is exactly what the proprietary

companies are doing in Gippsland in their
efforts to handicap and injure the cooperative butter companies that are
operating there. Therefore, th~re is nothing new or strange about this method.
It is quite plain that a few people can
demoralize' a market, and we know that
it is absolutely imperative that we should
get away the surplus produce. If the
surplus cannot be got away, prices go
down as they have gone down in the case
of potatoes this year.
There was no
means of getting away the surplus potatoes. An over-supply had been grown.
Some of my constituent8 had to take 30s.
a ton for their potatoes, while others
who were a little distance away from the
railway station had to let them rot.
Mr. WARDE.-And the grocer charges
1d. and ltd. per lb. to the people who
buy potatoes.
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Mr. DOWNWARD.-We have to do
something in the way of organizing markets for the producers, because they cannot possibly carryon unless they get
fair market prices for their produce. We
want organized marketing.
We know
that if there are 1,000 sellers and only a
dozen or a score or so of buyers, and the
la tter are organized, they fix the price.
That is what the buyers have done all
through in connexion with wheat. The
buyers would have done that in connexion
with wool but for the action that was
taken by the Commonwealth Government, and they would have ruined no
end of people. I hope the House will not
be influenced by the propaganda that is
appearing in the city press. We do not
expect anything from the city press, and
we have g9t nothing from it. It cannot
be said my electors did not know that I
was in favour of a compulsory wheat
Pool. I had no press backing at the last
election, but a good deal of press misrepresentation. I arranged for a meeting at Koo-wee-rup, and got the proprietor of the local paper to bring a shorthand writer along. The latter took down
my speech, and several thousand copies
of it were circulated amongst my electors. I was quite independent of press
backing. Everyone of the copies of my
speech that went out showed that I
would not support a Government that
was prepared to de-control wheat, and
the honorable member for Hampden well
knows that I did not support liis Government after that period.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It was that speech
that made the electors vote for you.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-As a matter of
fact, the people in Gippsland were not
personally interested in the wheat Po01
question. They were only interested in
the general principle.
We know that
even at the low price wool was bringing-'
Mr. OMAN.-Did the proclamation
send up the price ~ The 8d. per lb. advance did not bring wool up to 40d.
a lb.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-No, but it soon
rose to a normal figure. Weare all interested to this extent: . Wherever there
are large investments and large numbers
of people employed, our endeavour must
be to make those investments prove good,.
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and the people employed successful in
getting good returns. If that result is
not obtained a terrible depression immediately overtakes 'the country. It was
the £50,000,000 a year that wool brought
during the war period that helped to
finance' Australia. It did not matter that
thousands and tens of thousands of the
people had no personal interest in the
wool, indirectly they were just as deeply
interested as the wool-growers, and though
I say that neither I nor my constituents
have any per,sonal interest in wheat, we
are interested in seeing that the
50,000,000 bushels that can be raised in
Victoria annually return a fair price to
the growers. I shall be as zealous as any
one else in trying to protect'the consumer
from any corner.
In the first place,
under the Federal Constitution, freedom
of commerce prevails a~l over Australia.
The State Government could not prevent
wheat coming into Victoria from across
the Murray or the South Australian
border. When the Queensland Government endeavoured to secure good conditions for the dairying people in that
State, it decided that the 750,000 peopIe in' Queensland should, pay a fair
price for butter.
The res~lt was
that the Queensland dairymen got a
very much better price for their
butter than the Victorian dairymen
were getting.
But what was the embarrassment 1 It was that the Queensland Government could not prevent the
Victorian and New South Wales butter
going into Queensland. The people of
!his State .ha!e no g:ound at all for fearmg that. It IS pO,ssible ~hat, the Wheat
Board WIll charge the mIllers 8s. or lOs.
a bushel for wheat. The Board could
not do anything o~ the kind .. 1 have been
to~d by the f:uIt-growers In my constIt.uency that If they had a Pool from
whICh they could get an, advance of 3.s.
a case, they would be able to p~y all theIr
out-of-pocket expenses, and theIr accounts
at ~he shops. Wheat-grow~rs as well ~s
frUIt-growers mu~t sell t.helr product III
order to keep theIr finanCIal engagements.
lfr. WETTENHALL.-And they break
the market.
.
Mr. DOWNWARD.-The result 18
that they break the market. We shall
have before us a proposal to help the
growers of dried fruits, and I am going
to help them. I do not say that we should
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rush in and make such advances as
might cause the State to lose a good deal.
I know from my own experience of 50
years on the land, and from the experience of my neighbours, that if the producers cannot get anything on account
they must throw,their stuff on the marketo In the case of fruit, the price was
about 7s. 6d. per case, and if the growers
got 3s. 6d. per ca,se they felt that they
could carryon. That is the great advantage of the pooling system. There is no '
glutting of the market, and a progress
payment is made to the growers, which
is very advantageous to them. Another
great advantage of having a wheat ,Pool
will be that the wheat-growers will benefit from the great increase in weight that
comes to the wheat by the time it reaches
England. I was told year,s ago that the
speculators and buyers who came here
practically landed their wheat on the
London market without paying f~~ight
at all. That is to say, there was an increase in the weight of the wheat that
was equivalent to the freight. The increase in weight is very much more considerable than people. generally know,
and if there is a Pool that increase in
weight will benefit the grower. In this
.case we know the Minister will be very
glad to make a larger advance-he can
do' it, with safety-than in other cases.
We know that not one shilling has been
lost in connexion with a wheat Pool, nor
is there likely to be any loss. The assistance that will be given to the growers
from a first payment of 3s. or 3s. 6d. per
bushel will be sufficiently substantial, in
my opinion, to enable 99 out of every 100
, wheat-growers to carryon while waiting
for the next instalment to be paid. In
regard to the consumers, I say that we
should supply them with wheat at such
a price that it will just leave the producer
5' or 6 per cent. on his capital and a proper daily wage. The producer will be
quite satisfied with that. Then the Board
can fix the price of wheat to the millers
at just the figure that will pay them.
Eliminate the profits of the organized
speculators, and the Board, which will
do all the chartering, will be able to pay
a higher price to the grower and sell the
wheat at a lower price to the miller. Then
we shall have to take care that the miller
does not charge a price that is not a fair
one to the baker. In the circumstances, I
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care nothing for t~e opposition that has
been raised to this Bill. I go by my own
experience. I have always depended on
that, and, having formed my judgment,
I back it up with my vote. Still I always
recognize that my constituents have a
right to know where I stand when important questions have to be decided.
De-control of wheat was one of the questions submitted to the electors, and, as
I have shown, I made my position clear
at the time.
I circulated 2,000 or
3,000 copies of the speech from which I
have given quotations to-night, showing
that I intended to vote for a compulsory
wheat Pool.
:Mi:'. WEST.-I de'sire to say just a
few wQlrds befOire the debate closes. This
Bill has been very fully and very
thOiroughly deba,ted in' this House, especially on this (the Opposition) side of
the House, and there is very little more
that can be said regarding it. It has
been. suggested by some of the speakers
that this is a measure that affects whe:a.tgrowers only; that if the growers desire
a compulsOiry P 0011 , Q1r if a majority desire it tha,t they are entitled to have it"
and members representing other electo,ra.tes have no business to interfere.
That is a position to which I cannot
subscribe, as I think I have just as much
right as anyone else tOi cOinside,r the provisions of this Bill and oppose it or approve Of it if I think fit. The electorate
I represent is not a wheat-growing one,
alth~)Ugh some whe'at is grown in it; but
the electors have an interest in the POQlI
as consumers. They aTe interested as
consumers, for every person is a consumer Q1f the whea,t product, and when
this Bill is passed and the Pool is constitute,d, they will have to purchase at
the price fixed. However, as consume:r:s,
the whOile of the people of the State
have an interest in this measure, but
they are intelrested more especially because of the fact that the people of the
State, as a whole, have to give the
financial guarantee necessary to enable
the Pool to be constituted, and to take
whatever risks are involved. It may be
said that there is no risk, but I think,
if the growers went to the banks without having a State guarantee behind
them, the banks might look at the matter
in a different· light, and the growers
might not gelt the money.
We know
that in a sister State, where a guarantee
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was necessary, the Government had to find
£1,000,000 to dear themselves. Therefore, when we are asked to pledge the
credit of ' the Sta,te and to place the whole
of our financial resources at the disposal
of the Pool for the benefit of one section
of the producelrs only, we are certainly
entitled to say whether the proposal
should be agreed to', and on what terms.
There are two parties concerned in this
matter,. the 8ta.te and the whea.t-growers.
This i~ a. p['o'posal to grant a substantial
measure O'f assist.anc'e to the wheat-growing
industry, and, therefore, we should end€avour to impose wha.tever conditions we
consider to be fair and equitable.
In
common with otheT members whOi sit on
the Opposition side of the HQluse, I am
opposed to a.. compulsory POOIL
I am
0'Pposed to the State entering into trading operations, because experience has
shown tha,t business can be oarried on
more effectively by private enterprise
than by the GQovernment.
We know
that when the State has entered into
trading' operations, they have in nearly
every case resulted in substant~al financial losses beLing pLiled up against the
community.
But while that is so, we
knOlw tha,t circumstances aJ"ise when the
State is oompeIled to' exercise powers
such as those provided in this Bill. Such
circumstances a,rose during the wa,l", and
a compulsory POQoI was established. Tha.t
was a proper and necessary step to take.
SimilaJ" cjrcumstances might arise in the
future, but no one has attempted to show
that they exist to-day, or that a ~easure
such as this is necessary for the preservation or maintenance of the wheat-growing
industry of this State. Wheat-growers,
generally speaking, are almongst thel most
prosperous of primary producers. As a
body, they have been doing exceedingly
well fo[" a number Q1f years'. They are
not only able to' grow wheat, but they are
quite capable of marketing it. If they
desire to dispose of the,ir wheat. there is
always the ope'll market available, which
will acoept their wheat at a remunerative price.
If they like to. form a
voluntary Pool, the matte,r is in the,ir own
hands. The~ have plenty of opportunity
without calling on the State fa.r assistance.
If we compare the wheat-gra.wers with
other sections of producers, such as \;he
potato-growers, for instance, we find the
forme,r occupy a. very safe position indeed.
If one travels along the main Gippsland
railway line to-day he will see thousands
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oof tons of potato-es at railway sidings and
other places waiting for transfer to an
available market. Thousands of tons are
rotting in paddocks because no market
can be obtained for them. When they
can be sold it is ali about half the cost of
production. There are very many potatogrowers who, are in straightened circumstances, and they are very much more in
need of assistanoe than wheat-growers,
who are able to hold their grain, and
have at all times a ready market available If they wish to dispose of it. There
is no economic justification for providing
assistance to wheat-growers and negl€cting other branches of primary producers,
who decidedly do need assistance.
lVlr. HOGAN.-A Pool would not assist
potato-growers, because we oannot ex.port potatoes outside of Australia, and
cannot keep them from one season to
another.
Mr. WEST.-That is a branch .of primary production where assistance is
greatly wanted, but' none is being given.
Here we have the wheat-growers in a good
financial position, as a body, and further
assistance is be,ing giv€n to them without
any economio. justification, though there
may be political reasons for the action
which is being taken.
Mr. HOGAN.-If the honorable member
can show me any way in which we can
help other industries, I can assure him I
will do all I can to provide assistance.
Mr. WEST.-If this Bill is going to
pass its second reading-and there is no
doubt that it will-the State sho-uld have
a reasonable amount of representation on
any Board that is appointed to administer
it.
That is only fair in the interests of
the peOlple who give the guarantee, and
the consumers. The proposal in the Bill
that the Board should consist of three
wheat-gro1wers, and two representing the
State, is fair and reasonable, and one
which I would be prepared to support in
prefe,rence to a ce'l'tain amendment which
has been suggested. If the wheat-growers
desire to obtain a.dvantages by the establishment of such a Poo,l as this, they must
be prepared to accept any disadvantages
there may be 'assOlciated with it..
T'hey
cannot expect to have one without the
other.
If they are going to have the
assistance of the State, there must be a
certain measure of St.ate controL
If
they want to manage their OIwn busin€ss,
they must keep away from the State altogether. For these reasons I am gOling to
oppose the second reading of the Bill.
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Mr. McDONALD (Daylesford).-I
desire to support this Bill.
It was
not my intention to take part in
this debate, but seeing that members
of the Opposition have twitted Ministerial supporters with not speaking
on this motion, I propose to say
a .few. wO'rds. One objection rais·ed to
thIS BIll by members of the Opposition
is that the grOlwers have not been consulted in the matter. I claim t.hat they
~vere consulted in 1921, and they spoke
III favOlur of a compulsory PooL
I cannot
see any justification for the statement
which has been made in this House that
if we were to take a poH of the wheatgrOlw€rs a majority would be against a
compulsory Pool. We knQiw that the're
is a voluntary Poo,l in existence at the
present time, and, although the whole of
the wheat was nQit promised fQir that Pool
for this season, more than half of it would
have gone through the Poo1. That shows
tha.t the majority of the grqwers are in
favour OIf a Pool.
The growers, ho,weyer, know very well that, unless the Pool
has the handling of the whole of the
wheat, it will not be successful. :MembeTS ?f the Opposition know very well
that If a Pool IS to be successful it must
handle all the wheat grolwn in the State.
The hono'rable member for Hampden
seems to adopt a cc Jump Jim CrOlw"
attitude. He told us that the compulsory
Pool was successful, and in the next
breath condemned it. Then he said he
was in favour o-f a voluntary Pool kno,w. illg full well that such a Pool co~ld not
be satisfactory, so far as the producers
are cOlncerned,' fOlr the reason I have just
stated.
The honorable member for
Hampden also referred to the fact that 80
per cent. of the .wheat went thrQiugh the
voluntary Pool III the first se,ason, but
only abQiut 60 per cent. in the last season.
The reason for that is simply that the
farmers realize that the whole of the
wh€,at must go thrOlugh the Pool if· that
system o,f marketing is to be successful.
It was because the whQile of the whe,at was
nQit sent to' the Pool that there was a falling off .Qif 40. per c.ent. Anoth€'r thing in
conneXlOn WIth thIS matter is that before
the,re was any talk of a compulsory Pool
speculators toured wheat-growing areas
and offered 5s. to 5s. 3d. per bushel fo;
wh€'at. As soon as there was a possibility
of a compulsory Pool being fo'rmed the
same agents went thrQiugh the same districts, and offered 6s. 3d. a bushel. I
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know of no reason why there should have
beeu an increase in the price offered except the fact that it was proposed to establish a compulsory Pool. Member~ of
the Opposition suggested that the,re mIght
be a drop in the price in mid-winter, and
that that would affect the producer.
Very good.
They, however, favour a
vO'luntary Pool, and would not this suggested drop in the price affect the producer under a voluntary system just as
lUuch as with a compulsory Pool 1
Mr. OMAN. - No one would be compelled to' join unde'r the vOilunt.ary system,
Mr. MeDON ALD (Da,ylesford). -The
honorable member knows, as I ha.v(~
already said, th<.Lt an the wheat ~ust be
Dut into a Pool if it is to be successfull~T

~anaged.

Mr. OMAN.-Could nart that be' said in
favour of compulsorry unionism ~
Mr. McDONALD (Daylesford).-I
cannot see what compulsory unionism has
to do with a, compulsory wheat POOIL
Mr. OMAN.-YoU want to get the same
result.
,
Mr. MeDON ALD (Da1ylesford).-Tbe
honorable' membe'r for Hampden told this
House that the last compulSary. Pool was
successful. Why would nat a c()Iillpulsory
Pool now be successful ~ If it were successful under the Gove,rnment af which he
was a member, it is just as likely to be
successful unde'r the present Gavernment.
I at any rate claim that it will be.
Mr. EGGEsToN.-That does nO't follaw.
Mr. MeDON ALD (Da,ylesford).-The
honO'·rable member for Castlemaine told us
this afternO'on that thi& was the first instalment. af SO,cia.1ism. If t.hat is So', and
wheat-O'rO'wers
have twelve months'
exo
.
perience of the compulsOiry PO~llllg system,
they will all be ardent SOCl~hsts. . There
is one other matter I deSIre brIefly to
-refer to. The proposed payment to !ll~m
bel'S of the Board of £1 lls. 6d. per SIttIng
is, in my opinion, wholly inadequate. I
am in favour of the payment to each
member of the Board of £500 a year, the
payment to be continger:t ?-pon attendance
at a given number of SIttIngs. I support
this measure to the hilt, and I shall be
surprised if honorable members opposite
do not come round to our way of thinking.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-I had the
pleasure of visiting my electorate last
week for the first time in seven months.
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I knew nothing about the proposed compulsory whe.at Poo,l until my return to
VictO'ria a fortnight ago. -On visiting my
electorate I was somewhat surprised at
the nature of the opposition to this measure. I found that members of the
Farmers Union, who strongly opposed me
when the compulsory wheat issue was
fought 'a few years ago, were now amongst
the most ardent opponents of the measure
to be found anywhere. The reason, I
think, is that when the proposal was previously before the country the price of
wheat was low. To-day, the price is over
5s. a bushel. Farmers who have been
growing wheat for the last 20, 30, or 40
years realize that the price now offering
is above the average of normal years, and
they do not care to lose the opportunity.
of gaining the immediate benefit. I think
the price is somewhere in the vicinity of
6s. at the present time. I maintain that
if a vote were taken, among the farming
community on this issue, a great majority
of farmers would be against the Pool.
Mr. POLLARD.-Your party lost six
seats at the last election on that issue.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-That·issue was
not raised. I am certainly in favour of
a voluntary wheat Pool, because it gives
the farmer an opportunity to sell so much
of his wheat as he desires to meet his obligations.
Mr. McDONALD (Daylesford).-And it
gives the speculator a chance to swell his
banking account.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-The farmer
owns his wheat, and he is entitled to do
what he likes with it. What would the
honorable member for Daylesford say to
me if he had a credit balance at the bank
and I were to tell him that he must put
it intO'· a jim-cra,ck affair ~ I am against
the compulsory Pool on principle. A
voluntary Pool is a good institution, inasmuch as it afford's an O'pportunity to
the farmer to sell what wheat he likes,
and if he desires to speculate with a ·certain proportion of it, he can do so. He
may put 1,000 or 2,000' bags into the
voluntary Pool and take the market realization on his wheat. As far as my own
constituency is cancerned, I certainly
gathered the impression-and there was
a good gathering at the St. Arnaud Show
-that the farmers were decidedly against
the compulsory Pool. I shall vo~e a~ainst
the Bill, not only to meet theIr WIshes,
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b1Lt because I am against the principle
of compulsion.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU have always been
against it.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-I admit that.
Petitions have been presented to me
within the last few days from 159 wheatgrowers who farm 51,000 acres. Those,
petitions were signed within a .day or two.
If a referendum of farmers could be,
taken, it would be found that a large
majority of them are against the Bill.
I do not want to delay the measure, because I know that the numbers are up.
But I do say that the compulsory wheat
Pool will be detrimental to the interests'
of the producers of this State. That is my
own honest opinion, and it is the opinion
of the great majority of farmers. We do
not know whether the market will rise or
fall.
The price the farmer will get will
represent the average value of the wheat
during twelve JP.onths. The farmer. is
not prepared to accept that responsibility.
The honorable member for Dalhousie refeN'ed to those farmers who could not see
eye to eye with the Ministry in this
matter as a lot of " scabs." The farmers
of Kara Kara are intelligent men, and
they can manage their own affairs without State or other outside interference.
In my opposition to the Bill I voice their
opinion as well as that of farmers
throughout the State.
The House divided on the motion.
Ayes
37
No~
20
Majority fOol' the second
readingl

17

AYES.

Mr, Allan
" Allison
" Bailey
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Brownbill
Cain
Carlisle
" Clough
Cook
" Cotter
" Downward
" Frost
" Hayes
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson'
Keane
" Lemmon

Mr. Lind
" Mackrell
McAdam
" McDonald
(Daylesford)

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

McLachlan
Pollard
Prendergast
Slater
Solly
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Walter
Warde
Weaver
'Vettenhall.
Tellers:

Mr. Jewell
" Webber.
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NOES.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Beardmore
" Deany
" Eggleston'
" Everard
" Farthing
Gordon
" Greenwood
" Lawson

Mr. McDonald
(Polwarth)

" Morley
" Oman
Sir Alexahder Peacock
Mr. Snowball
" Toutcher
" 'Vest.
Tellers:

Mr. Groves
'" Pennington.
PAIR.

Mr. Dunstan

I Mr.

A. A. Billson
(Ovens) .

The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Olause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2-(Interpretation).
Mr. OMAN.-The clause contains the
following de:6.nition"Authorized contractor" means any person
(including firm or corporation) authorized hv
the Board to take delivery of any wheat
on a purchase thereof by the Board in exercise of its powers under this Act and also
any agent employee or servant of an authorized contractor empowered by such contractor
to act as his agent in taking such delivery
and any agent. employee or servant of SUell
agent.
.
f

The other night I showed that the honorable member for Lowan was in favour
of compensation to those people who
were likely to be displaced from their
businesses through municipal trading in
milk, and I then asked the Minister what
he proposed to do in regard to the men
who have,
perhaps forr
the last
quarter of a century, been earning their
living by handling wheat.
There may
be a disposition to say that there is no
necessity to consider the men who have
handled the wheat, and only to look at
the big buyers of wheat-men 1ike Mr.
Harold Darling, Mr. Bell, and others.
I had in my mind men in the wheatgrowing centres who, some of them for
more thana quarter of a century, have
gathered wheat at the railways from the
farmers in their districts.
These men
have established homes in the wheatgrowing centres, and their occupation
means their livelihood.
If this Bill
passes the two Houses, by a decision of
the Board these men may be eliminated,
and they will have no -opportunity of
earning a living in the way they have
dOone so 10rr the past 25 years.
That
is why I spoke sO' strongly on the
measure. I said that it would destroy
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commerce in this State, and it is ce1'tahlly going to destroy the opportunity
of perhaps 1,000 men in the great wheatgrowing centres to earn a living in the
way they have earned ,a living in the
past. I want to ascertain if the Government have any consideration for these
men. They are not millionaires. They
have probably established homes, and
have families dependent on them. They
are going to be turned out at a moment's
notice.
}.III'. BAILEY.-Who?
:Mr. O:MAN.-The agents who gather
the wp.eat.
Mr. BAILEY.-The middlemen who
have been living on the primary producer.
:.Mr. OMAN.-In members of this
~ouse we have middlemen who are living
on the people of this State. There are
at least 1,000 men in the State who have
been getting their living in the way I
have stated. Two of them live in my
own township.
}.Ill'. BAILEY.-Let them go and grow
. wheat.
Mr. OM1\..N.-The Minister indicated
that if the Board acted on his advice it would place the whole control of
gathering wheat in the hands of the co··
operative companies. The men who have
been operating on country stations on behalf of private enterprise firms have been
. keen competitors against the co-operative
companies, and I venture to say that in
many cases the' co-operative companies
would have no time for them, and would
not give them employment. They would
have to. take up some other calling at
once. They are to be displaced, but not
because they have done anything against
the laws of the country, at a time when
wheat is rising in price from day to day.
Some honorable members smiled when I
said, a week ago, that possibly we should
see 7s. a bushel for wheat. Now we are
within measurable distance of that figure.
We have the admission of the Ministel'
to-day that f.o.b. 6s. 7!d. per bushel is
available.
Mr. BAILEY.-How pleased the farmers
'will be who sold at 5s. ld. per bushel.
Mr. OMAN.-If I sold at 5s. ld. per
bushel I would sell on the market of that
day~
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:Mr. BAILEY.-You know perfectly well
that the man who has to sell is the man
who canno1t ho'ld his wheair-the weak
man.
}lr. OMAN.-The Bill will not get
over that difficulty. It provides for the
control of all wheat, but the Board win
not eliminate the provisions that have
previously existed in regard to dealing in
certificates.
To-day certificates in the
voluntary Pool are bought by speculators,
and the man who must obtain cash for
his wheat gets 3s. Sd. per bushel-3s. net.
Under the Bill the big speculators who are
prevented from dealing in wheat can step
in and buy scrip.
Mr. POLLARD.-Why not do something
to prevent thaH
Mr. OMAN. - To-day that scrip
would be readily bought by the man who
wants to buy whe1at on the basis of
6s. 7td. per bushel. He would be in the
same position as if he had the wheat~
except that instead of having the wheat
in his own possession to handle in a business way, he would be dependent on .the
Board to handle it. I am not complaining about the Board. As I said previously,
we have had good Boards in this State. I
am not complaining of any of our public
officers, but I do say that we should not,
by any acts of ours, destroy the opportunity of people who have been honestly
earning their living to continue doing so
. in order to protect men w40 are well able
to protect themselves. I have been in
the magnificent rural town of Horsham.
There are three or four magnificent garages there, and more motor cars owned
by farmers than can be seen in any other
town of similar size in the State.
Mr. HUGHEs.-The Bill will not take
the motor cars from the farmers.
Mr. OMAN.-The Bill proposes that
a Board should take their wheat and
handle it, because they are incompetent.
Mr. HUGHES.-Do you say they are in- .
competent?
.
Mr. OMAN.-No, the Government say
that. I say they are more competent than
the Government or any Board to deal
with their wheat, and they have proved
their competence by the results they have
achieved. I am strongly opposed to the
proposal to wipe out in one act the whole
of the men who have been handling wheat
for buyers in this State.
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Mr. BRowNBILL.-Surely you are not
asking for compensation for them.
Mr. OMAN. - I am asking for fair
consideration for men whose opportunity
to earn a living is being destroyed.
-Mr. CAIN.-YOU are putting more enthusiasm into your case for those men
than you have ever dop.e for any section
of the growers.
Mr. OMAN.-The other night, when!
made certain statem~nts, the Minister of
Agriculture challenged them and said that
1 had not been too reliable in the past.
Mr. lIoGAN.-! said that, as a prophet,
your role was Jeremiah.
Mr. OMAN. - Jeremiah was pretty
accurate.
The position is that I have
neve,r ventured to' prophesy on more than
fpur, O'r perhaps five, things, but they
we,re all very big things. I will just say
what they were, and then perhaps honorable members may weigh mOire carefully
my words. When our wheat-stacks were
18 miles 10'ng ·and were covered with
flour-dust thrOillgh weevils, that seemed
likely to destrO'y it, I said that it would
be found that the damage was skin-deep,
and that proved to' be the case,.
I said
that we would deliver a bushel O'f wheat
for every bushel weighed intO' the Poo1.
I was fully alive to the situatiO'n then, and
kne,w w~ had already lost a, large quantity
of wheat. The manager, of the Pool, one
of the most relia,ble officers in the employ
of the 90vernment then, a man who
has rendered grea t service to the
State-I refer to l\Ir. Baker-said,
" I think you are in the soup.
Yeu
cannot do that."
Anyhow, the thing
has been tested by the results, which
show that we sold 8,415 bushels more than
were put into the Pool.
1\1r. BAILEy.-Was that brought about
by your good management, Q1r by the
increased weight of the wheat?
Mr. OMAN.-It was due more to gOiod
management on the part of the men
administering the Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.--The wheat would have
increased in weight no matter how you
managed it.
Mr. OlVIAN .-1 knQlW that whea,t has
been weighed in country tQlwns since
the voluntary Pool, and the district agents
have been asked bv the voluntary
Pool to' pay for shQlrtages in outturn. . Why ~
Because the summer
was dry. There was no rain to put the
extra weight into the sacks. It did nQlt
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trouble the wheat-grower to have his
wheat out in an inch of rain, because
that prQlvided mQlisture to create the
increased weight. Then when butter was
selling at 168s. a cwt. I predicted that
under the new contract it would fetch
280s. a cwt., and four months afterwa.rds
280s. a cwt. was obtained fo·r that butter,
Another occasion on which I ventured a
prediction was at a small function at
Skipton, at which, I think, the Minister
of Public Instruction was present. To
the smaJI group present I outlined some
of the difficulties that I saw ahead. As
the outcome of the war, I said that we
would have to consider our financial position very carefully. That ""vas in March,
1914, and I then predicted that in the
foHowing October bee·f and mutton WQluld
be unsaleable in the London market. As
far as beef is concerned, it has been practica.lly unsaleable ever since.
Mr. CAIN.-Do you know anything for
the Cup this year ~
Mr. OMAN.-I do nOit venture to
express an opinion on any matter in
which I am not interested.
On that
occasion I predicted that both mutton
and beef would be almost unsaleable in
the 1920 expQlI't season. I alsO' said, and it
was not meant fQlr public announcement,
that even lamb might not bring much
mOire than 3d. a lb. Honorable member:.;
have only to turn up the records, and
they will see wh:;tt happened. The Minister wanted to create the impression that
1 have misled the people o:f thIS State.
If there is one thing I like, it is to· be
honest and straightforward. I say fearlessly that if this Bill inflicted an injury
only on myself and the wheat-growers
of
this
State,
it would
serious
enough j but when a prQlPosal is put forward w:Q..ich will destroy the opportunity
of a thousand people to make their living
in Victoria without any provision for
their employment in connexion with thE'
gathering-in of wheat, I think I am
justified in holding the Bill up until the'
Minister says what he· proposes to do with
regard to the men.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should like to.
support the position taken up by the
honorable member for HampdE::n, and
point Q1ut that the destruction Qlf the organization engaged in the marketing of
the wheat of this State is a dangerQlus
thing forr the farmers. It is all very weH
to t.alk about middlemen, but this Bill
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will no,t reduce to any extent the number O'f middlemen in this trade.
Mr. CAIN.-The'last speake,r said that
there will be 1,000 men out of work.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-This Bill will l1O'i
reduce the number 0.£ middlemen, that is
to say the number of factors which take
toll O'ut of the wheat of the farmers. All
it will do is to creat.'e twa mO'nO'polies.
According to the statement O'f the lVIinistel', no.t only will a monoPO'ly be established with the creation O'f the Board, as
the sO'le channel through which the wheat
of the State can be distribut'ed, but tbere
will be another monopoly-that O'f the cooperative companies. I think that there
are only two co-o.pe.rative companies in
Victoria that handle wheat, and they are
to be the sole sellers of wheat for the
Board. As a matter of fact, the Board
has paid mO're commissions and mO're independent charges than the wheat buyers.
Under the open market system the number of factors existing between the grO'wer
in Australia and the consumers, both here
and in England, is less' than under the
system established by the Board.
I do
not suggest that jn many o.ther industries
there are nO't to'o many different jntermediaries bet-ween the grower and t.he
consumer.
In the wheat t.rade at the
present time, with the organization that
exists, the number is less.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-!\.nd the aggregate
amount is considerably greater.
l\!Ir. EGGLESTON,-The honorable
gentleman dO'es nO't knO'w that, and he has
not attempted to prO've it. If it could be
proved it would alter my position towards
this Bill altogether. In the debate on the
second reading we have had a lot of unsupported statements that have not been
prO'ved, and for which no evidence has
been adduced jn this House. The only
one whO' has attempted to produce evidence is the hono.rable member for L'orwan.
If hO'norable members read his speech
'they will find that the evidence is inoO'mplete.. When I asked fO'r proolf, all that
the Minister did adduce was that twenty
years agO' the men in a diffe.rent business
altO'gether, in a State 1,500 miles awa:;,
sent a letter to the Railways" CommIssiQlners there about something which
had nO'thing to do with this Bill. That
is the only evidence that the Minister attempted to give as to whether there are,
too many middlemen in this trade.
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Mr. HOGAN. - I can produce any
amount of evidence, because we are not
depending ou persQlnalities to carry this
Bill through. The people o.f Victoria
want O'rganized marketing fqr the sale
of their products. I can criticize the
peO'ple the honorable member is defending, if I want to.
,lVir. EGGLESTON.-As I said befo~e,
the Government are nCit creating the
market. The honorable gentleman may
describe this operation, tha.t the Whelat
Board takes, as buying the wheat, but
it is not buying it 'Solely. This Bill will
destroy the markelt, and it will destroy
the assO'ciatiQln of buyers and sellers for
the sale· of this wheat. The honQlrable
member for Hampden has PO'inted out
tha.t there is a big organization which
has grown up fo~ a number O'f ye·ars for
the collectiQln of the wheat for the
buyers. The Bill proposes, not only to
scrap the marke.t fo.r whea,t in this' State,
but that the men who are actually engaged in collecting the wheat shall lose
their jobs, e.xcept those employed bv the
cOl-operative companies. I suggest it is
nQlt O'nly unfair to the men displaced, but
it is a very unwise thing unless the honorable gentleman is going to assume tha,t
the wheat POiol will last for a number of
years. He has no right to assume t~is,
and I consider it is a wrong and ui.judicious thing to enforce the contin1!-ation of this POlOl, whe,ther the peQlple hke
it or not, ar whether the results. a,re gO'od
Q1r bad. I suppose tha.t if' this Pool mishandled the crop the honQlrable gentleman would be the first to say that it
should gO'. The Pool will force a grea,t
number of men out of business-the, men
engaged in the collection af. whe~.t
in the country towns-and It wIll
thus destrQlY the machinery t.hat no~
exists for callecting,. the crop.
It wIll
put in its place on1y a tentative thing,
experimental in chara.cter, and one that
may not last. If this Pool came to an
end at the end of the first year the men
now engaged in buying the whea,t woul.d
have left VictO'ria and disbanded the:Ir
organization, and th~ oQluld only start
again at gre·a,t expense. The tendency to
combine to start a new Pool would then
be very gre,a,t. Some unde.rtakiJ?-g. should
be given tha.t the machine~ eXIstmg fO'r
the collection of whelat should be retained.
It was done during ·the war
Pools and was I believe, successful. It
would not inc;ease the cost of collection,
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because the co-operative companie~have
received their ra,te in the past, and I do
not see that it will be decreased.
Instead of these companies being the only
organizations, the wheat organizatiorns
tha.t exist at present should, in my
opinion, be ret,ained for two purposes.
The first is,. because it would mean disbandment and the loss of the livelihood
of a large number of men. The second
is, because the organizatiorns should be
in existence to continue the wheat marketing if the PoOtl is not a success and.
the farmers rise in revQilt, which is quite
possible.
I suggest that the Minister
should carefully consider this, because
by giving the' whole of the work to the
co-operative companies efficiency is not
likely to be secured. There will be no
organization with which tQi compare their
w~rk, and they will get their flat rate,
which is e,xceedingly high, and in future
they will ha,ve' far less elxpense and far
less work to do, because they will nOit
be buying as against other individuals.
I am not saying a word against the co'operative companies, because I am a
great believer in co-operation; but I do
not think cOl-operation will be a· success
if it is wet-nursed by the Government
and bonuses given to cOl-operative companies because they are co'-opera,tive. If
the co-operative companies are nQit able
to compete a.gainst private enterprise,
a.ll the Government are dOling is bolstering up an inefficient organiza,tion and
making the farmers pay for it. I do not see
why the farmers should pay. The Bill
i~ crea,ting ~ monOlpoly for the cOl-operatIve compa.mes. I dOl not know very intimately the history of the co-operative
co:q:t.panies, but I am tQild that neither the
Victorian Producers' Co-operative Company nor the Gippsla.nd and Northern Cooperative CQimpany has ever paid a dividend.
Mr. POLLARD.-That is untrue.
Mr. HOGAN.-They are doing very well.
They have grQiwn from nothing, and in
fifteen years have become very well established.
Mr.
EGGLESTON.-The
Minister
should find out whether the co-operative
companies are living at the expense of the
farmers, also what profits they made out
of the whe,a,t handling.
An HONORABLE 1\1EMBER.-They made
£20,000 for the year.
Mr.- EGGLEST'ON.-I will guarantee
that if the honorahle gentleman will look
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into their accounts he will find that while
wheat handling brought in be,tween
£60,000 and £100,000, the prQifits were
£20,000. It must not be forgotten, too,
that these people handled enormous quantities. Where a company is taking no
risk, £60,000 to £100,000 is not great,
but where a company is taking a risk and
buying here and selling in other parts of
the world the risk~ are grea.t.
Mr. HPGAN.-But your present argument is two-edged. You said they were
inefficient, and did not pay any dividends.
Wben you are told that they made a profit
Qif £20,000, you criticize them for making
a profit.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-The profit they
made out of the wheat was far greatet;
than the net profit made by one of the
cQimpanies.
Mr. POLLARD.":"-T'ha.t is not true.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The inference is
that the whole Qif the pro,fit, came from
wheat, and that without it they would
have made a heavy loss.
1\11'. SLATER.-Every· tendency of the
farmer is now towards cQi-OIperation.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I hope it will be
successful, but the party the honorable
gentleman represents are bolstering up
co-operative companies. There is another
questiQin that is introduced' by some of
the amendments proposed by the Government. Tb,at is the definition of wheat.
I say that that definition is. unconstitutional.
The Minister should give an
undertaking tha,t the pre,sent organizations, with their staffs, engaged in the
collection of wheat, should be retained
in some way or other.
That can be
done, as it was done during the war.
Wheat handling firms were, allowed to
handle the wheat as agents for th;el Board.
If tha,t is not provided fo'r the position
will be unfair. If what I suggest is done
it will not add in any wa,y to the cost. of
collecting the wheat.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
ought to have a, statement from the Minister to clear the air. vVha,t is disturbing
the members of the Opposition is a state':·
meillt he· made in his speech ,on thel motion
for the second relading of the Bill when
dealing with clause 6. He said that-Clause 6 specifically enumerates
Board may buy and sell wheat, and
thing incidental thereto. The Board
itself of the use of Public Offices
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approval of the Minister of the Department
concerned, .and the rights of such officers are
protected. It is intended that the services of the
co-operative companies as handling contractors.
will be utilized as hitherto. 'rhis will apply to
the Victorian Producers' Co-operative Company
and the Gippsland and Northern Co-operative
Company, which are organizations of farmers.
We think that they should be allowed to handle
their members' wheat.

I do not think that it is intended to ta.ke
up the position that nlen who ha.ve bee'll
engaged in this occupation are to, be absolute,ly cut oft from their business.
That
could only bel brought about by the action
of the BoaJ:"d. If the, Ministe.r takes the
view tha,t only cQ<-Gpe,ra.tiv€l societies are
going to handl·e the wheat under this Pool,
a gross injustice will bel done: to. a numbe·r
of peoplel. If the' Board will, in addition
to utilizing the services of cQ<-opera,tive
societies, emplQ<y Qithe,r agencies which
have booill doing this wQirk, the,re will be
no detrimeillt to the faJ:"mer a,nd no. detriment to the Pool. Suppose, for the sake
of argument, tha.t there a.re a thousand
persons engaged in this pa,rticular work
at the, p~€lsent ~ime, does the Minister sa,y
that the1lr serVIces are not to' be utilized
~n. th~ fut~re. If that is thel case, gross
InjUstIce WIll be done to a number OIf citizens. The Minister will ha.ve considerable
powers in the administrat.iGn of this
Board. I presume that he will be almQ<st
continuously in consultation wjth it. If
he will give us an assurance that the
Board is gQ<ing to utilize the services Qif
these people, that will sa fisfy me.
I
would never allGw a Bill to go through
this HGuse the ·e,fTed of which would be
to greatly benefit certain persons' and
do great injury to others in the making
of their livelihood. It is not possible fQir
us to think of passing an Act which will
have the effed of delstroying the occupation which people have been engaged in
for a n-q,mber of years, and I want an
assurance that this injustice is not going
to be ca.rried out. Otherwise we will have
to debate this matter pretty fully in order'
to infQirm the community hQiw unjust this
proposal will be if carried into effect.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-In reply to t.he points raised by the
honQirable member fQir Hampden, the
honorable member for St. Kilda, and the
Leader of the OppositiQin, I should like
to point out that the Bill does not st.ate
that nQine of these people, living in country districts and Qirdinarily doing certain
work in the handling of whe·a.t, shall
be emplQ<yed undelr the Board constituted
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bv tlls Bill. The clause dealing with
this particular matter is clause 6, which
the Leader Qif the Opposition referred to,
and which I will nQiW quote fQ<r his infQirmation. It deals with the powe'rs of the
Board, and I may remind hQinorable members that the matter 'we are now considering will be dealt with by the Board and
not by the Government or by the Minister.
1\1r. OMAN.-Parliameut can deal with
it, and make it cIear at this stage.
Mr .. HOGAN.-It is pedectly clear
now in the clause in the Bill, which reads
as fQillows:(1) For the purposes of the satisfactory marketing of the Victorian wheat harvest of the
season 1924-1925 and for the purposes of this
Act, the Board may buy or sell, or arrange for
the purchase or sale of wheat, and do all acts,
matters, and things necessary or expedient in
that behalf accordingly; and in particular but
without limiting the generality of the foregoing
powers(a) may appoint, employ, or authorize such
agents, officers, servants, and other
persons as are necessary, and by
agreement with the Minister of the
Department concerned make use, of
the services of any of the officers or
employees of the Publi.:l Service.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It was yQiur
statement in explaining the Bill which
has raised the diffioulty.
:M:r. HOGAN.-The statement I made
is quite in conformity with the clause in
the' Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N'O; yQ<u
ma,de quite another impression.
l\ir. HOGAN.-The honQirable member
follQiws. the clause as far as I have gone ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do.
Mr. HOGAN.-What I have read gives
the Board power, by agreement with the
Minister, to make use of the services of
any of the officers or employees of the
Public Service. The men engaged by the
BQiard will do all the necessary work, and
the Board will have power to appoint and
emplGY whomever they think necessary. I
did express the opiniQ<n, and I do so
again, that in employing agents the
Board will nGt ovedook co-operative companies, as was the case SOIDe years ago
under the then compulsory Pool. . As
these co-operative companies consist
mainly of farmers who grow wheat, it is
desirable that they shall do some of this
work; in fact, a great deal of the wQ<rk.
There is no justification whatever for the
honorable member for Hampden assuming tha.t nQine of these p-eople whd have
been working in country centres in the
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handling and stacking of wheat will any
longer be employed in that wa.y. So far
as the necessary work is concerned, I pre
sume that just as much wheat will require
to be stacked and loaded as ever there
was. The Board will require men to do
that work, and it will engage whomever it
thinks best able to do what is required.
That is provided in clause 6.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It is entirely a matter for the Board.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes. I trust that explanation has satisfied members opposite.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The matter
will be left entirely to the BOiard ~
Mr. HOGAN.-Clause 6 provides t,hat.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Your statement left that in .doubt.
Mr. OMAN.-I quite realize that the
Minister said tha,t the Board has pOlwe,r
to make wha.t appointments it pleases,
and that it can employ men who have
been engaged' in the past in gathering in
wheat. I may point out that when I
was administe,ring the Wheat Pool there
was a disposition on the part u,f some
people to suggest tnat the Board ehould
collect the wheat itself with ordinary
labourers and Iwt employ' agents, paying
them 1d. a bushel, ,01' whatever might be
agreed upon, for the work they did.
Mr. HOGAN.-What do you mean by
"to collect it" ~
Mr. OMAN.-To collect it with workWe have
men, and not by agents.
handled the wheat for a long period, and
I fought for a footing to be given to the
co-operative companies.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Board will not need
to employ anybody to go round to farmers
to induce them to sell their whe!;l.t.
Mr. OMAN.-That is one reason why
I oppose the Bill.
In my paddock I
have seen three different buyers during
one forenoon, and I have sold wheat· at
an advance of 3d. per bushel to one agent
over the price another agent had offered.
One agent may offer 3s. 6d., and another
will say, "I will give you 3s. 6!d. or
3s 7d." I have never found unanimity
among them as to price. It was stated by
. the honorable member for Dalhousie that
I had sold the whole of my wheat through
J ames Bell and Company, and had put
none into the co-operative companies'
hands, the inference being that I was so
averse to co-operative handling that I
would go out of my way to injure a cooperative company. That statement is
l
-
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not correct. .Tames Bell and Company
have not purchased any wheat from me
since the compulsory Pool ended.
I
challenge the . . honorable member fo'r Dalhousie to produce a prOtof of his statement. I further state that the only crop
that has been sOold' Oon the propetl'ties I
control was SOlId to the Victorian Producers'
Co-operative Company,
and
was sent to New Zealand. Therefore,
I
give the lie ,direct to. statements made to. the cQontrary in my
a bsenoe. I know that the Board can
employ the agents w40 have been already
employed. But, as I have pointe,d out,
the'y have been keen competitof03 with
the co-ope,rative companies, and there is
just a little friction between the two
bodies. I am not satisfied with the expl.anation given by the Minister, but I
WIll take another oPPQortunity, probably
a.fter the third reading, if I do not get
tIme before then, to endeavour to insert
an amendment to make it mandatory 011
the Board to give employ"ment to· men
who have been earning their living ill
this way.
Mr. HOGAN.-SO that thev can have
three agents go,ing out to your farm.
Why, one 0.£ the great benefits of this
Bill is that we are stopping all wasteful
energy.
Mr. OJY.IAN.-While I was handling
whefi,t the local agent got his lid. a' bag,
or some such amount. That was his share.
Mr. HOGAN.-All that will be required
unde,r this Bill will be a man at the railway station to take de1iv,e,ry of the wheat,
and see that it is weighed and checked.
Mr. OMAN.-MO're than that will be
required. I have seen 100 waggons pull
up at a statiQon in one day.
Mr. HOGAN.-No man will be employed
to run about from farm to farm.
'
Mr. OMAN.-The Minister is trailing
a red herring. He knows very well that
I do not mean that. If] d. a bag is to
be paid for whe,at at country stations, I
see no reason why the men who have' been
collecting it in the past should not have
a share. However, I rose to point out
that this Bill goes further than to de1al
with next season's crop.
It deals with
the wheat that is Oon hand at the present
time.
It gives an inte,rpretation of
blended wheat.
Blended whelat means
wheat of last season and wheat of the next
season. Under this Bill I shall not be
permitted to sell any f.a.q. wheat even to
my nearest neighbour for fowl feed.
JYlr. HOGAN.-Yes, you will.
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Mr. OMAN.-What, without penalties
and payments into the PaOlI ~
Mr. ROGAN. - Yes, you can seH wheat
You
for fowl feed. You can do mOore.
can sell seed wheat to your neighbour. .
Mr. QMAN.-CQould I sell f.a.q. wheat
for fowl feed ~
Mr. HOGAN.-F.a.q. wheaP
Mr. OMAN.-Yels. Assuming that my
neighbour wants to buy it for fQiwl feed,
can I sell it fQor that purpose?
Mr. HOGAN.-I should say yes, providing that you are not playing some little
game with the POQiI
Mr. SLATER.-Let him take counsel's
opinion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-That would
cost mOore than the fowl feed.
Mr. OMAN.-Well, the Crown SQolicitor is sitting all the front bench.
Mr. HOGAN.-If your neighbour wanted
wheat for fowl feed, you could sell him
f.a.q. wheat. But if you. wanted to sell
him wheat for quite another purpose, and
said it was for fowl feed, you wQould be
breaking the law.
Mr. OMAN.-I take it that that can
be dOone then, or that if it cannQit be done
under this Bill the Minister will accept
an amendment.
Mr. HOGAN.-Whatever can be done
under the Bill will be dOone. The honorable member is at present disoussing another clause, and we will deal with the
matter when we reach it..
Mr. OMAN.-There is a prQiPosal to
seize wheat that is held at present, as
well as to seize the next orOop.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-That the following definition of wheat be inserted in the clause:" , Wheat' means wheat harvested during the season. 1924-1925, and include,>
wheat harvested in New South Wales and
South Australia in areas (to be defined by
the Board with the approval of the Governor in Council) from which by reason
of transport facilities it has been customary
to deliver wheat for marketing in or from
Victoria; and 'Victorian wheat harvest'
has a cOl'l'esponding interpretation."

As honQorable members will seel) this provision deals with wheat grown outside
Victoria, and that in the Qlrdina.ry course
of events travels Qlyer our railways and is
marketed in this Stat.e.
FQor instance,
the line running from Ouyen to Murrayville and Pinnaroo taps wheat cQountry on
the South Australian side. Likewise,
much of the wheat grown in the Riverina
comes to Victoria. Wheat is grown on
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each side oJ M9'ama, and up to Balranald and Deniliquin, and a good deal
of it comes to this State.
When the
border railways are cO'nstructed, and the
Moama-Deniliquin railway has been taken
over by the Government, a grelat deal Qof
wheat will. come to! Victoria. This provision makes it possible for that wheat
to' come intO' our Pool.
Of cO'urse, we
could not make it compulsO'ry that that
should be done.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACO'CK.-It is a new
way of annexing the Riverina. Is that
it ~
lVIr. HOGAN.-It ,allows wheat frQom
the Riverina to' be ma.rketed in Victoria.
No cO'll6titutional question is invQolved.
Weare dealing here with a matter that 18
purely voluntary.
Mr. OMAN.-Why not accept the vQoluntary principle right through the Bi1l1
Mr. HOGAN.-Because we have just
carried a martian by 37 votes to 20 in:
favour of a cQompulsory Pool.
Mr. "\VETTENHALL.-I see no objection to the amendment, in view of the
fact that the, party Qlf which I am a member intend to' p~opose an amendment that
will extend the operations O'f the Act to
the seasQons
1924-25,
1925-26, and
1926-27. If the amendment in clause '3
is accepted, the matter will be left in an
anomalous position.
Mr. HOGAN.-If we alter the other
part of the Bill we will make a conse.quential amendment.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am not satisfied
that the constitutional questiom is being
dealt with prQopedy in the Bill as it
originally st-ood and in the amendment.
1\11-. HOGAN.-This amendment has been
drawn up on the best legal authority.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The best legal
authority may nQit always be right; experts differ. I think ·the Board should
have power to' accept wheat from the particular areas that have been referred to.
This clause extends the definitiom of
wheat, and it means that wheat from these
areas will be brought into the Pool if it
i·s sent over voluntarily. When it comes
here it· is subject tOo the Bill and tOo many
compulsory prQovisions of t,he pooling
arrangement. There are a number of compulsory prQvisions relating to' the pooling
of wheat that comes in from other States,
and I do not think that in that respect
the Bill is const.itutional. The Qlriginal
Bill was nOot to apply to whe1at, which was
the subject of an Inter-State contract.
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That provision has been taken out, and,
in my opinion, it is not constitutional to
take it out.
lY.[T. HOGAN.-We are to have an
amendment on clause 3.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-Clause 3 throws
a grave doubt on the Minister's stat.ement
that he has high constitutional authority
for this amendment.
·Mr. HOGAN.-The amendment we propose to make in clause 3 is in accordance
with the Federal Constitution.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
geutleman is putting in a number of provi.sions which ma y or ma y not conflict
with the Federal Constitution, and then
he proposes to insert a saving clause to
say that nothing shall be validated by the
Act which is unconstitutional. Nobody
will knQiw what his rights are under the
Bill unless he goe,s to a lawyer, and 1
am sure it is not our desire that every
wheat-grower should be in the position of
having to do that. Of course it will mean
a harvest for the lawyers.
Mr. SLATER.-Without this provision
it probably would.
Mr. "EGGLESTON.-It is .vicious in
principle to bring down legislation and
shirk the, constitutional position all the
way through.
Mr. BAILEY.-If wheat is sent herE
from other States, why should it not be
subject tQi the Pool ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say' that that is
unconstitutional. When wheat is imported under an Inter-State contract it
retains the character of imported wheat,
and t.hb compulsory provisions of the
wheat PQiol cannot be applied to it.
Mlr. SLATER.-That is to be specially
provided for.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The sub-clause it
is proposed tv ada to clause 3 reads" N owithstanding any provision Qf this
Act which maybe construed to the, contrary.·' That is to say it is not to bear
the usual acceptation if it conflicts with
the coustitutional ruling. What is the
constitutional ruling ~ The position is an
unfair one in which to place a man .. Why
not go through the Bill carefully and say
what is and what is not constitutional,
and insert a definite clause accepting
anything which is not unconstitutional.
The question of the importation of wheat under Inter-State contract is crucial. Supposing that all the
wheat in the POQiI has been sold and the
flour millers want to buy wheat from other
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States ()Il" other parts of the world. That
is a possibility, though it may not be a
probability. They have to ge,t the wheat,
I will say, from the othe,r States. Immediately it comes in they will be affected
by the compulsQiry provisions of this Bill
and will have tQi deal with the Pool Board
alone.
That is constitutional, and the
Bill should show that very clearly. There
are ceTtain clauses. which say that the
Pool shaH not apply to wheat which is
the subject of an luter-State contract,
That is a matter that should be made
m.ore clear.
Mr. BAILEY.-There is a proviso which
applies only to wheat, which usually
come·s here, taking advantage of our means
of transport.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-This Bill cannot
prevent the importatiOl~ of wheat. into
Victoria from the other States and not.
only from these particular areas. It can
only be brought in by people who are not
on the, Board. The Board has not power
to buy wheat from any other person. I
intend to deal with the question of the
powers of the Board at a later stage, as
I think the provision in the Bill is delfective. The peQiple of Victoria can buy
wheat from a person in another
State, and no provision that Parliament
can pass can O'bviate that, because the
Federal Constitution provides for fre~
dom of financial rela.tions between members of the different, Stat.es. The Bill by
extending the definiti6n of whe,at and by
other provisions forces all wheat, even if
imported, under its compulsO'ry provisions.
Mr. HOGAN.-No, it does not do that. '
Mr. EGGLE·STON.-In my opinion it
does, because you are proposing to omit
the little provisos that appeared in
the original Bill and to insert this .dragnet clause. That is a vicious me,thod of
doing the thing.
Legislation should
always be made clear enough for lay-men
toO understand it. T' defy anyone who is
not a constitutional lawyer to unde,rstand
this Bill. I dO' not think the Minister has
thought out the pos~tion in regard to imported wheat. Wliat is the position of
wheat imported from another State ~ Can
any person deal with it as if it were
entirely free from the, Pool ~ If so, that
is not stated in the Bill. The freedom to
import is gone, and I think the Bill is
unconstitutional. One can only detelfmine
whether it is unconstitutional or not bv
construing the whole of the Federal
Constitution.
I
think this is a

all
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form of legislation, and I do not
think the way the Minister proposes is
the best way of de1aling with the position.
Mr. HOGAN.-We have to put this definition in to make it possible for the
Riverina wheat, which ordinarily comes
to Victoria, to comei here at all. The
same thing applies to the wheat that
comes from South Australia. But it is
only voluntary in those cases, not compulsory at aU.
.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-The only way in
which the constitutional provision providinK for freedom, of trade between the
States was avoided was by the Crown
taking all the product. That is not done
by the Bill, and it is not intended to be
done by the Bill. I think the thing may
break down entirely on constitutional
grounds.
The Government proposes a
drag-net provision-Mr. SLATER.-Which we say will protect the position.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It will protect
the Government, and enable the Board
to get its lawyers to work a,fterwards, and
drag in a lot o-f people who did not think
they were going to be dragged in, or, at
any rate, subject them' to very expensive
litigation. The la,w officers of the Government are shirking the position altogetp.er.
They should go through the
Bill-Mr. BAILEY.-How do you know they
ha,ve not done so ~ ,
Mr. EGGLESTON.-In several provisions it was said, "This section shall
not apply to an Inter-State contract."
In some there was no provision as to
that. That is the sort of thing I think
should be done in this' Bill, but instead
of doing that the Government intend to
take' out those .exemptions and propose a
general provision to the effect that
nothing that is in the Bill shall be deemed
to interfere with the freedom of InterState trade.
1\11'. HOGAN.-That is not what we are
dealing with a.t present.
That is an
amendment to clause 3.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-It is very doubtful to my mind, even if a grower in
another State sends his wheat to the Pool,
whether the freedom of that wheat to be
dealt with by him can be im'peded by
legislation of the State of Victoria. The
virtue of a clause as to Inter~State contracts was that when wheat was
once the subject of an Interr-State conVICI0U!:!
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tract it did not lose its Inter-State
character, but according to the Gorvernment's proposal, as soon as wheat from
another Sta.te comes into the Pool it will
lese its character of imported wheat. I
think the position the Go,vernment are
developing is a very dangerous one from
a constitutional point of view.
Mr. OMAN.-The proposal before the
Chair is to deal with wheat grown in
New South Wales and South Australia.
In view of the fact that each of those
Sta.tes has determined upon a voluntary
Pool", I do not think that the Parliament
of this State should interfere with the
wheat grown in them. The people who
own the whea,t grown in those States
should be given the utmost freedom in
marketing.
Mr. HOGAN.-They will be able to
market it in any way the1y like. My
amendment only cmakes it possible for
them to send it to the Victorian Pool.
They could not put their wheat into the
Pool without the amendment.
Mr. OMAN.-I think the wheat in
those two States should be dealt with in
the way ~he Goverrnments of those States
have determined.
Mr. HOGAN .-So far as the Riverina
and South Australian growers are con·
cerned, our Pool will be a voluntary PooL
Mr. OMAN.-Possibly the lVIiniste,r is
horping that he will get some wherat into
the compulsory Pool from the sister States
of New South Wales and South Austra.lia.
Mr. HOGAN.-I knOow that we shall.
Mr. BAILE,Y.-If the grolWers in those
States want to take advantage of the
great bell.efit of the compulsory Pool they
can send their whea t in to the V ictOorian
Pool.
Mr. OMAN.-I do nOot see any advantage in the compulsOory Pool.
Mr. H,OGAN .....:...YOoU are against compul,sorry pooling for Victoria and against
voluntary pooling fo[' New South Wales
and South Australia.
Mr. 01\1IAN.-I am not in fa,vour of a
proposal that gives differential treatment
to the people 'Oof three States. The Minister proposes tOo make the Pool compulsory
in Victorria and voluntary in the two other
States.
MT. HOGAN.-We could not make it,
compulso,ry in those States.
Mr. OMAN.-The Governments of
those States have determined upon voluntary pooling and the open market. If
the growers in those States do not put
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their wheat into a voluntary Pool they
can make use of the open lllark~t, and I
do not think that we, as a State, JlPed
make any provision to compel either New
South V.,T ales or South Australian ~TOWl:rS
to send their wheat into the Vi~torian
Pool. The wheat from portions oJ New
South "Vales and South Australia will
come to Victoria in spite of !inything Lhe
Government may do. It will be sold in
Victoria by the growers, and it will be
interesting to compare the results of the
sale of that wheat by private enterprise
with the results of the sale of the wheat
in the compulsory Pool.
Mr. BAILEY.-This amendment dop.s
not compel the growers from other States
to come into the Pool at all.
Mr. OMA.N.-I am going to vote
against the amendment. I do not think
we should handle the wheat grown in
the two States concerned.
That is a
matter for the Governments of those two
States.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-·
The necessity for this amendment is very
apparent for the reasons that have been
well expressed by the Minister. He has
pointed out that without the amendment
it would be quite impossible for wheat
grown in parts of the neighbouring Stat.es
of South Australia and New South Wales
that are tributary to Victoria to come
within . the ambit of the Victorian
Pool. Let me say without any hesitation
that there is not imposed on the growers.
of that wheat, nor can there be imposed
on them, any element of compulsion to
bring their wheat into the Pool. The
honorable member for St. Kilda knows
perhaps better than I do that any such
expression in any Bill of ours would be
clear ly 'ultra vires. An amendment to
be moved at a later stage in express
terms makes it apparent that there will
be no impairment of the freedom ·of
Inter-State trade.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-But is there
any necessity for the amendment now
before the Chair 1
Mr. SLATER.-There is the necessity
that without this express de:finition of
the term tc wheat" it would be incompetent for the Pool to handle the wheat
that will come from those parts of
South Australia and New South Wales
that are tributary to Victoria. As I said
before, there is no element of compulsion,
and there can be no element of compulsion introduced to compel the growers
[3 71
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of that wheat to bring it into the Pool.
They can enter into any contract they
desire, and their contractual rights are
protected not only by the Bill, but by
section 92 of the Oommonwealth Oonstitution.
Mr. OMAN.-Could you not under this
Bill stop wheat coming from the Riverina
to Melbourne agents for shipment ~
Mr. SLA'fElt.-The Bill will not stop
that at all. Growers of wheat in other
States can make any contracts they like
with agents or other persons in Victoria.
Whatever rights they have are protected
by .section 92 of the Oommonwealth Oonstitution.
Sir ALEXANDE-R PEACOCK.-Y au mean
that it is purely voluntary fo·r a' grower
in another State to· send wheat into Victoria, but that after it comes here it will
be subject to the Board?
Mr. SLATER.-Not necessarily.
The amendment was agreed to'.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I moveThat these words be omitted" i\-Vheat-grower" includes any ~rson
or body of persons corporate or U),incorporate who or which has any property
in or is entitlcd to wheat immediately
upon such wheat Ibeing 'harv~sted, but
does not include any person or body of
persons corporate or unincorporate who
or which customarily acquires wheat for
purposes of the re-sale thereof or of the
sale of the products thereof unless such
wheat was bona fide grown by such person or body of persons.
and that the following words be inserted;H Wheat-grower"
means any person or
body of persons corporate or unincorporate
who or which is a bona fide grower of
wheat . .

Mr. EGGLESTON.-Oan the Minister say why the original int~rpretation is
unnecessary? It has been included in
these measures for some time.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-This amendment is proposed on
the advice of our law advisers. They say
that the new de:finition will be better than
that submitted in the Bill. Their advice
is that it will not only be clearer, but it
will provide for smoother running in the
working of the measure.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - It certainly
seems simpler, but the original de:finition
is wide enough to include a case in which
a man bought wheat while it was on the
land.
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Mr. HOGAN.-This definition is really
only required for the election of the members of the Board.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, ,as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3Save as otherwtise expressly ,provided, this
Act shall apply to wheat harvested during
the season 1924·1925, and 'not otherwise.

Mr. WETTENH1ALL.-In the absence
of the Leader of the Oountry party, who
is attending a meeting of the Elections
and Qualifications Committee, I have
been asked to submit the amendment of
which he has given notice. I moveThat the words "and not otherwise" ue
omitted, and that the words "and shall also
apply to' wheat harvested during the seasons
1925-26 and 1926-27, unless otherwise decided by a poll of wheat-growers having wheat
in the 1924-25 Pool" be inserted.

One of the main necessities in connexion
with the successful marketing of wheat is
to have some ,stability. The Victorian
Wheat-growers Corporation this year will
be greatly handicapped in the event of
nothing coming of this Bill.
If this
measure applies to one season only, the
same disability as exists will operate next
yea,r with regard to collective marketing. Therefore, "\ve say that this system
should be adopted for more than one year.
The object of the amendment must be
quite clear. It will do avmy with all the
llncertainty as to whether the measure is
required after this year or not. After
our experience of compulsory marketing
this year, I have every confidence that
there will be a substantial majority of
those who have put their wheat into thp
Pool in favour of its continuance. This
would be an opportune stage to answer
some of the questions which have been
asked during the debate. The honorable
member for Gippsland North saidThe other point to be determined is
whether commercial morality, so far as the
purchasing of wheat is concerned, has sunk
so low tha't the wheat-growers cannot get an .
honest deal from the buyers, and they are
forced, in consequence of that, to ask the
Government to protect them from poverty.

That honorable member wished to be enlightened on that point. Now the question of commercial morality has not been
raised by allY honorable member in support of this Bill. At the same time, if
anybody can define where excessive profit
making ceases and commercial morality
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starts, I may be able to answer the honorable member for Gippsland North. In
connexion with the marketing of wheat,
what we all do feel, whether it is commercial morality or not, is that in the
past excessive profits have been taken
before there was any opportunity of
marketing wheat collectively.
'Mr. TOUTCHER.-Have there been any
losses?
]\i{r. WETTENHALL.-Well, .we do
not hear of them, and the wonderful success of every man '\Yho entered the business is decidedly against any suggestion
.
of that. kind.
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-YOU do not hear of
the losses, and you imagine the profits.
~Ir. WETTENHALL.-We do no such
thing. We know where our losses come
in. Supporter,s of the Bill were asked
to substantiate their statements, and show
where, the gains would come in. I maintain that this business is worth continuing,
because it has effected enormous savings.
An attempt has been made to belittle
those savings, and the matter of 2d. a
bushel has been referred to as a mere
trifle. I would point out that 2d. a bushel
on 40,000,000 bushels represents an
enormous sum-in fact, nearly £400,000.
I think it was the honorable member for
St. Kilda who referred to the saving demonstrated by members in this (the Opposi tion) corner, as being only 2d.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I did not say that.
Mr. WETTENH,A.,LL.-I took it so.
I distinctly showed that, in the charges
for handling, the mechanical shifting of
the wheat from one place to another)
there had been a saving of 2d. a bushel,
and also a saving of 2d. in overhead
charges, commissions, chartering, and so
forth, making a total saving of 4d. a
bushel, amounting to nearly £800,000.
That means an enormous saving, which
every grower in this State can appreciate.
Mr. EGGu~sToN.-'Vhere do you prove
that?
}Ir. WETTENHALL. - The wheatgrowers' co-operation shows it. It has
been shown ad nauseam in this House,
and there are none so blind as those who
wilJ not see.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - It shows they are
now charging 4!d.
:Mr. WETTENHALL.-Tangible evidence of this is being sought. I cannot
giye any better evidence in support of this
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measure than a letter I received to-day
from an old friend whose actual experience and definite knowl~dge coincide with
my own; and I propose to give it to the
House. There could have been no collusion, because, as my friend says, it is
six or seven years s,ince he saw me or
heard from me last. He says-

as far as possible, to meet this organized
buying. When you have organized buying a.nd competit.ive selling on the part of
thosuands there can be only one resulta drop in the market. That was our experience before the war, and it is supported by actual figures quoted in my

If you are satisfied that a compulsory wheat

There was pra"ctically no competition before
the war.

Pool is in the 'best interests of the growers,
why don't you acquaint those who are
opposed to it with all the facts? I have
been interested in two days' debate on the
subject, but if the proceedings have been fully
reported in the Argus, it seems to me that
several very important matters have not been
placed before Parliament at all.· A lot has
been said about the present satisfactory marketing conditions; quite so, but what has been
said as to the reason?

These are not my words, but t.hey coincide with and confirm what I said
previously.
Undoubtedly the satisfactory conditions have
been brought about by the existence· of
the voluntary Pool. Were not the conditions
satisfactory before the war?
They were-to
the buyers. What could be more satisfactory
to foul' or five private buyers than the knowledge that by coming to mutual agreement
they could buy amongst themselves the Victorian wheat crop at their own price? There
was practically no competition before the war;
at any rate not during the flush of the season.

This letter practically confirms the
opinion of every wheat-grower. Oompetition was pl'actically eliminated at the
flush of the season until those unfortunate men were compelled to dispose of
their wheat. Then when the man who
could hold his wheat sold it, he got the
cream. I can demonstrate this, and .r
want to drive it home in this lIouse. The
question o~ Pool or no Pool is not the
reason why those who grow the wheat
support the Bill.
We w;ho grow wheat
have had it burned into our souls. Years
man delivered wheat at a railago, if
way station and he had nowhere to stack
it, it had to be put into the buyer's stacks.
That meant that we had to build stores of
our own. The actual experience wasand the honorable member for St. Kilda
may question it if he likes-that the man
who took his wheat to a railway station
and had the opportunity to get space in a
grain shed, invariably got a higher price
for it than the man who had no such convenience. The man who was forced to sell
got well and truly caned. vVe were forced
to build grain sheds and to endeavour,

a

friend's leltt-e'r.

The letter says-

Mr. McI..JAcHLAN. - What does that
prove~

}'fr. WETTENHALL.-I have given
the honorable member for Gippsland
North proof that 'there was no competition.
I told the honorable member
that I had space in a grain shed, and
I got a higher price in consequence. Is
that not evidence of organized buying?
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-But you have not
proved that the farmers in the Wimmera
are· in needy circumstances.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That was not
the point I was dealing with. I have said
that there was practically no competition
before the war, at any Tate during the
flush of the season. That is the important
part, because it unfortunately affects a
large number. I am not dealing with the
rich farmers of the Wimmera, but with
the battlers in the Mallee, the men who
are now in the position in which the wheat
farmers of the Wimmera were twenty
years ago-struggling for existence.
Those are the men who have to sell. He
further statesIn 1913 I offered 5,000 bags of wheat jn one
line to four buyers.

}.fr. EGG1~ESToN.-He was not very
poor.
}'fr. WETTENIIALL.-He was very
hard pressed. T am here to show that
there was organized buying. It is definitely stated in this letter, and it is true,
because we know it has happened in thousands of instances. This man had 5,000
bags in one line to offer to four buyers at
his railway station, and not one of them
would spring a farthing. He had ]]0 shed
to put it into, and they sat tight, and he
had to take 3s. 3d. a bushel. The London
price of wheat quoted in the A1'gUS of
that time ""vas 42s. to 43s. per quarter, up'yards of 5s. 3d. a bushel. They took the
difference between 3s. 3d. and 5s. 3d.
When the yoiuntary Pool was operating:;
the wheat. market was at the same figure.
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Let us examine the difference in the light
of that knowledge which, it has been said.
was not good for us. In 1923, when the
voluntary Pool was operating, the London
market was at 5s. 3d., but the buyers were
offering 4s. 2d.-3s. 3d. before, 4s. 2d. in
competitive circumstances.
Mr. CArN.-And freights twice as high.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Freights were
higher and general costs higher.
The
letter goes on'l'his was, of course, above parity, but they
were at that time making a determined effort
to smash the Pool, and this above-parity price
was an cndeayonr to lure buyers away from the
Pool.

I contend that practically all that
appears in this letter was dealt with by
myself or by other members of our pa:r;ty.
That was refused to the country people by
the press. I am not responsible for that.
However, he goes onA further matter which has not been stressed
in Parliament is the question of increase in
weight gained by wheat placed in the Pool.

That was expressed forcibly in this House,
and the advantages were set out by more
than one ,speaker.
A gain in wheat of 5 lh. a baO" over the
VIctorian wheat crop is something °prodiO'iollS,
which you will realize if you work it out. It
means a gain of 1,000 bushels to every 12,000
bags of wheat.
A thousand ,bushels at 5s.
very soon mount up.
Yet another matter
whieh has not been mentionea in Parliament
is the extra price which Australian wheat commands in the Old Country and world's market.

Australian wheat is always worth about
2s. per quarter more than w hea t grown
in any other part of the world.
In times gone by, the cable quotations represented the average price of wheat on the
.London market, not the Australian price. This
makes it well worth while continuing this Pool
for three years.
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notwithstanding that they are making a market
for themselves at the same time.

The ACTING CHAIRM.A.N elYlr.
COTTER).-I have allowed the honorable
member a good deal of latitude, as I
understand he was reading a letter; but
he is not going to make a second-readihg
speech now~
The question before the
Committ.ee is whether the Pool will be
continued for a certain time beyond what
is set out in clause 3.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I am dealing
with the advisability of continuing the
Pool for three years.
.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN. - The
honorable member is introducing matter
not relevant to this particular question.
If he continues in that way, I shall have
to caU upon him too stop.
lVIr. WETTENHALL.-I desire to emphasize the advisability of continuing the
Pool for three years. I apologize if I
have diverged from that point. I should
like to quote from the opinion of one of
those 'wealthy Wimmera farmers who
have been referred to, and who is now
travelling in America. This is ,,,hat he
says, as the result of his investigations
in America and Oanada:"Pools are the salvation of Australian
farmers," writes Mr. Lutze, of Coromby, in a
letter to Mr. H. Lutze, of Jung, relating his
impressions on a visit to America.
"Canada," he says, "has impressed me very
much, and only by travelling through it does
one realize its greatness. Last year the wheat
yield was 496,000,000 bushels; it was a record
for Canada. This year, the .prospects are not
so good, and the latest estimate of the harvest
is 250,000,000 bushels. In some districts we
travelled through it was very dry. Farming
is carried on much different here than in Australia. It i~ all cut with binder and then
threshed. We were able to get· right out on
the farms.
The farmers in the States have
had bad times the last two years owing to low
prices."

Now, do not say that I have not given you, I am showing why this Pool should be
some of your colleagues, something to talk
about on Tuesday. I am not in favour of it continued.
"Financial depression everywhere, and land
Government-controlled Pool. Particularly am
r opposed to one controlled by the present values down nearly 50 per cent. Farmers do
Government; but I maintain that the grower not know what their land is really worth. No
of wheat is entitled to all he can get from the on", will buy as things are so uncertain, and
sale of his produce, and I reckon one sellinO' more than half the farmers are in difficulties
and -chartering agency is desirable.
If th~ owing to low prices for their produce and high
growers would support their own corporation prices for what they buy. From all I have
up to the hilt, all would be well; but there are seen and heard here in the States and Canada,
so many - - fools in the world who cannot see the pooling of wheat has been the salvation
it, ,besides a fair percentage who are ever ready of the Australian farmer, and, personally, I am
to take advantage of what others are doing for Istronger than ever in favour of it, and I say
them, without giving any help themselves. it will be one of the greatest calamities that
Those who support the Pool are undoubtedly ever befell the Australian farmers if they have
carrying those who don't on their backs, and ever to sell wholly in the open market again.
hUman nature will Hot stand that for ever, Only while here in the States the speculators,
01'
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who are millionaires, and many others, have
made millions trading in wheat and inflating
prices when it is out of the farmers' hands."

That is part of a letter from a man with
practical experience, and I have quoted
it as showing the necessity for the continuation of the pooling system.
The
honorable member for Boroondara quoted
extensively from .a circular which came
from the Melbourne Chamber of Commerce j but I have a little portion which
he omitted to ·read. It is as follows:The merchant buys wheat as cheaply as he
can, and sells it as profitably as he can. He
is the connecting link between the ,producer
and the .consumer, ~tudying the resources of
the one and the wants of the other.

To complete this sentence, the words" and
the necessities of both" should be added.
There is no question that he does take
the fullest advantage of the necessities
of those men who are not in the position
and have not the facilities for withholding
their wheat from the market; and that
is another reason for the continuance of
You have been
this pooling system.
very good, Mr. Ootter, in allowing me
such latitude; but I hoped to' be able to
convince the honorable member for Gippsland North. I have shown that there is
a necessity for organized marketing, and
that this Pool is needed in the interests of
the poor farmers-those irnen who, in
ordinary circumstances, have not the
facilities for holding their wheat fOT any
length of time.
Mr. McLACHI,AN.-YOU say that there
are men in the Wimmer a and in the
Mallee who are in needy circumstances
and require assistance.
!1r. WETTENHALL. - There are
such men in the MalIee. "'The honorable
member for Swan Hill is absent through
illness. He can speak from his personal
knowledge of this matter better than I
·can. We regret his illness, and the cause
we are advocating is so much the worse
off because of his absence. People refer
frequently to the wealthy farmer·s of the
Wimmera. During the recent show at
Horsham, I met a man who knew the
conditions of farming in that part of
the State 40 years ago. He said the Wimmera was no good to him 'at that time.
M'any good men were then broken on the
wheel of fortune there. I admit that
those farmers who were fortunate enough
to carryon until better times came have
made money. But who begrudges it to
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them? Some of the older farmers will
tell you how they have carted wheat a
distance of 40 miles, using a two-horse
waggon loaded with 20 bags of wheat.
The farmers have worked hard, and put
brains, energy, and enthusiasm into their
business, and they are entitled to whatever profit they have been able to make.
The honorable member for Oastlemaine
referred to telegrams that hav-a been di~
patched from different parts of the State
with reference to this Bill.
I have a
whole bundle of telegrams here, every
one of which is in support of the Bjll.
They indicate that 90 per cent. of the
wheat-grower,g want a compulsory Pool.
Mr. OMAN.-Are those all the telegrams
you are getting?
l\{r. WETT.E.NHALL.-No; they are
coming in. There are lots more to come.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-How do you know
they are com·ing?
Mr. WE-TTENHALL.-Because the
flow of them stop3 only with the closing
Whenever we
of the telegraph office.
have an important measure before the
House, honorable members are flooded
with telegrams for and against the proposal.
As a rule, if one starts taking
notice of them he soon finds himself in
" Queer-street." We must not allow the
lllTOneOUS criticism of others to make us
suspicious of our own judgment. I have
weighed this matter carefully, and I am
acting. on actual experience of farming.
When practical men who understand
wheat-growing are giving their views, it
is up to those honorable members, who
speak only from -second-hand knowledge
and information prepared for them, to
sit up and take notice.
The Oountry
party is supporting the Bill because the
members of it have actual knowledge and
experience of what takes place. I contend that there is every necessity for a
continuation of this collective marketing
of wheat. It will not be in the interests
of the wheat-grower if we have a similar
period of uncertainty next year. I, therefore, hope the Minister will accept the
amendment.
Mr. OMAN.-I am opposed to the honC)rable member's proposal. It may be interesting to honorable members to know
that this compulsory Pool that is going
to do so much 'to increase the value of
wheat will control only 1 per cent. of th~
world's wheat.
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Mr. POLLARD.-What are you opposing
it for, then?
Mr. OMAN.-I am going to show that
the honorable member for Lowan, as
recently as the 18th September last, held
the same views as I hold to-day.
Mr. WETTENHALL.~That is not correct.
Mr. OMAN.-I am going to read from
the Wimmera Star~ of the 18th September last, a letter sent to Councillor Anderson, of Dimboola, by Mr. Wettenhall.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-A letter which wa::!
published some weeks after it was delivered to a private individual in COllfidence. N ow make what use you 1ike
of it!
Mr. OMAN.-The hOllorable member
for Lowan has read letters showing what
people thought of pooling, and what they
thought of the Labour party. He was
quite prepared to breach their confidence.
I think it is well within my right tOi read
a statement that appeared in a newspaper.
The honorable member represents an impOl'tant wheat-grQlwing province, where
there are few fa,rmers whOi are nOit able
tOi ca,ter for their own requirements.
They are not needy farmers by any means,
and I think it disgraceful that they
should be SOl described in rllis Chamber.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Who did describe
them as "needy."
Mr. OMAN.-The honorable member
for Lowan said there were needy farmers
in his constituency.
'.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I stand by that
statement.
Mr. OMAN.-The honorable member
created the impression that the great body
of farmers are needy, and that they require special treatment. I hold another
opinion. However, to get back to the
article containing the letter of the honorable member that appeared in the
W immera 8tar. It is headedMR. \VETTENHALL OPPOSES COMPULSORY
POOL.

II is A ttit1tde Explained.

Mr. WETTENHALL.-That is not mme.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-I ask the honorable member
member for Lowan to restrain himself,
and to respect the Chair.
Mr. OMAN.-The article states thatIn a letter sent to Cr. D. S. Anderson, of
Dimb00lu, Mr. M. K Wettenhall, M.L.A., de-

I
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tails his reasons for opposing a compulsory
Wheat Pool. The member writes as fo11ows:"In order that you, and wheat-growers generally, may understand my reasons for opposing.
the compulsory Pool suggested by the Government, as I expect to have to do, I am setting
out the information which came to hand
recently.
First: There can ,be no guarantee of the continuance of a compulsory Pool given for, more·
than one year. Its inception would mean the
winding up of the present W;heat-growers'
Corporation, with all its equipment and
organization.
In my opinion, there is no possibility of
having the Board controlling the compulsory
Pool as wheat-growers desire it, that is, the·
Government would insist on strong Government representation, and a ,consumers' representative. We would have tosubmi~ to pricefixing for home consumption. It is very doubtful if the farmers' representative could secure
a satisfactory basis. The Labour party standard-cost of production ,plus a fair l)rofit-'is, in my opinion; impossible of a satisfactory
solution, ,in that it varies with the season 'Which.
varies in the same State. The only fair price,
import parity, on which all labour is fixed, is
not attainable in the 'present Parliament.
vVb.lile these reasons would be sufficient, there
are more urgent ones. It would take from Two
and .a half to Three million ,pounds to finance
an advance of 4s. on a 32,000,000 'bushel crop.
The State Government, having agreed to the
control of the J.Joan Council (which consists
of the Federal Treasurer and T.reasurers from
all of the other IStates), as the Federal Trea·
surer has definitely stated they will not associate themselves with Icompulsion unless an
States agree, there is grave danger of the State
Government not being lin a position to finance
thiS' amount.
Three wheat-growing States-,South Australia, New South Wales, and Western Australia
-mave agreed to ,a voluntary Pool,and accepted the Federal Government's proposals for'
finance, as per the Argus of 3rd l:;eptember,
1924. The Federal Government are now awaiting Victoria',s decision to join to put through
the necessary Bill.
The Federal Parliament
\\~ill only be sitting for a further two or three
weeks, therefore the earliest 'possible decision
is necessary for Victoria to get advantage of
the terms offered.
I am satisfied, in view of all the circum·
stances, that the best course is to blow the
compulsory idea out as qUlickly as possible,
as the terms offered by the FedeTal Government
are acceptable to our vV:heat-growers' Corporation, and are the best possible other than a
uniform com.pulsory Pool over all the States.
This being impossible, delay is dangerous.
Already favorable charters for next season's
shipping have been missed by reason of the
Wheat Corporation not knowing where they
are.
It is urgent' that the Federal scheme be decided, and allowed to operate at the earliest"
possible moment for this reason."

I agree with the views expressed in that
letter.. It is very interesting to find that
such arguments were advanced by the

fVher-tt .
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honQrable member. If I challenge his consistency in face of that declaration to Qne
of his constituents it is a fair and reasonable thing to do. I cannot understand
some Qf the quotatians tha.t ha,ve been
given. vVe have been tQld that befOire the
compulsary Paol, 3s. 3d. a bushel was
o.ffered for 5s. 3d. wheat, and that after
the te'rminatian of t.he Paal 4s. 3d. wa,s
offered fo.r 5s.3d. wheat. If that is true
it daes nat mean that the buyer wauld get
any more than the actual freight an the
wheat to the markets of the world.
A
merchant may pay a purely speculative value and be prepared to hold the
wheat against the market. It is cantended that a compulsory poal will be
useless unless it is extended for at least
three years. If you have a Poal on the
basis 'of a 40 millian bushels yield of
wh~at, that will represent only 1 per cent.
of the world's productiO'n, and it is ridi··
culQUS to argue that, being in such a· position, we cau change the market by holdina wheat. We supply the great bulk of
th~ world's requirements in wool, and we
could hold our wool and practically "t:!all
our own tune." Here with only 1 per
cent. of the world's output in wheat we
are being asked to destroy the whole of
our marketing Qrganization.
Mr. SLATER.-A areadful crime!
Mr. OMIAN.-It. is a crime. We have
many people in this State engaged in
businesses who are not interested in this
question, because it does not immediately
tQuch them. The policy Qf the Government is to intrO'duce Socialism by illBtalments. The honorable member for Lowan
says that this form of Socialism would be
n9 good for one year, and he w.,?uld extend
the operations of the Pool for three years.
The Government nOi daubt will accept that
view. They would be' quite agreeable to
make the POQI permanent, and they might
go. fa,rther and introduce legislation for
State bakeries as a means of giving the
consumers a cheap loaf. I am absolutely
opposed to' a compulsory Pool for one
year, and I am mOire strQngly opposed to
it fQr any IQnger period. I do nOit attach
weight to the arguments that have been
advanced about prices. We know that
buyers sQmetimes operate Qn speculative
values, and it may be that 3s. 3d. a
·bushel was paid for wheat that was worth
58. 3d. a bushel. The merchant might
have, knQwn that when the wheat reached
-the market it would not be worth 5s. 3d.
Who will say that the wheat that is
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being bought to-day will, when it reaches
the market, be on the basis of 6s. 3id.
a bushel. I said last week that the,re was
a prospect of whea t rising in price and
that I was holding for 78. a, bushel. I
said also that in the late,r half Qf the year,
when the new crQP comes Qn to the market, there is no reaSQn tOi suppose that,
with a fair area ,of winter .sown grain,
we shall nQt get bacf to some,thing like
normal market values, unless the seasons
are adverse. If we have adverse seasons'
values may rise~ I agree with the, views
that have been expressed by the honQrable member for LQwan, which I think
were sound. 1-181 vQliced the feeling of his
party when he wrote the letter which I
have read, and it was because of that that
I expressed the opinion that the compulsory P~)QI was dead. I am not optimistic
enQugh to declare that a. Bill of this
magnitude is always going to run the
gauntlet of two lIQuses and tOo'be pas,sed.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Legislative Council
will respect the VQte of thel majority in
this House.
Mr. OMAN.-I said nothing about
the Legislative Council. I say that we
may in the late'r months of the year frQm
July on, sell wheat that we have held
a.gainst the market. I know that wheat
can be so.ld in millions Qf bushels at the
present market values, and I am nQt
going to say to the growers' that they
should hold their wheat. What I dO' say
is that there is no. reason why we should
be expected to hold some 7,000,000 bushels
until July, August or September next,
and take the then market value fQr it.
I say further t.hat if that market value
should be equal to the market value of today the growers who Pool their wheat will
be singularly fQrtunate. I speak as a, producer and as a man who. has had some
business training., I am astounded to
hear a representative of a, " blue ribbon"
constituency from a whea.t-grO'lwing point
of view like the Wimmera saying that the
peQple in his constituency are needy and
require this Pool.
Mr. WETT'ENHALL.-I rise to. a
po,int of Qrder. I object to that misrepresenta,tion. I ask t.he honorable member
fQr Hampden to. withdraw his statement.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
OOTTER).-Whut was the statement?
Mr. vVETTENHALL.-The hQnQrable
member fOir Hampden stated that the
honorable member fQr LQwan had said
that the members O'f his district were poo.r
and needy.
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The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-I do not know that I can make
~he
honorable member for' Hampden
withdraw that statement, but if the honorable member for Lo.wan objects to it
1 am prepared to allO'w him. to make a
personal explanatian afterwards.
Mr. OMAN .-There was na.thing further from my mind than to be affensive
to the honorable ~mber for Lowan, because he and I are good friends. I have
very great respect fOol' him. HO'we,ver, 1
know a great many men in the Wimmera,
and 1 knaw Ha'rsham fairly weU, and
while I am not gaing to dispute that there
may be an isolated case af hardship and
an odd needy man in the Lowan cO'nstituency, to put forward as an argument in
favour O'f a compulsory Pool the needs
of th<1t " blue-ribban " cO'll6tituencj is too
thin.
1\1:r. SLATER.-Your candidate gat a
"raugh spin" at the last election up
there, when you went up with him.
1\11'. Ol\iAN.-I am no·t dealing wIth
my candidate to-night, but I would na.t
be afraid to stand before a Horsham audience at any time' and express the views
I am nO'w expressing.
Mr. HOGAN.-You would not get many
votes from them.
Mr. OMAN.-I think I would get more
votes fram a Horsham town than the
honorable gentleman would.
Mr. CARLISLE.-N at from the HO'rsham
wheat-growers.
Mr. OMAN.-They are sensible men,
and they know full well that onoe they
surrender their freedam to contrO'I their
own praduct and place its control in the
hands of. a Bo'ard for three ye,ars, they
will not be able to regain their freedom.
If Sacialism is to' be accepted as the choice
of this House to-night by' a combination
af honarable members on both sides of
the House, there must be an e·xtensiQin a.f
that principle. Those who vote for this
pr~pasal must be prepared to accept that
view. It is folly, with a production of
less than 1 per cent. of the wheat of the
world in the VictOirian POIQ>I, to hope to
contrQiI the value of the WQirld's wheat.
The value of Victorian wheat will be
determined of necessity by t,he value of
wheat in othe,r parts O'f the world. You
may argue until you are black in the
face, but you cannot change that position. We could cantrol the WQlol position,
because we held the great bulk of the
production. We only hold a fraction of
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the wheat.. The arguments advanced in
favour of the amendment are too thin.
They will na.t hold. wat.er. I am not prepared to a.ccept the amendment Qif thehonorable member for Lowan, though I
believe he was right when he wrate a few
weeks ago in the. way to which I ha vereferred.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture,).
-lam prepared toO accept the amendment with the omission af the words,.
"having wheat in the 1924-1925 Paol."
The effect of the amendment as submitted by the honorable member far Lowan
WO'uid be that if a refe,rendum were taken,
say in 1925, only wheat-grawers who had
whe'at in the Pool this year wauld be
a~lowe~ to' va~.
We want to proVIde III the amendment, as we have'
provided in the Bill in the case
O'f a vote being taken at any time to
elect members of the Board or for any
Qither purpase, tha,t if there is
referendum any wheat-grolWer will be eligible to
vote. The de,finition. of the people eligible
to vote is covered by the definition of
" wheat-grower" that we have inserted
to-night. It reads-

a

" , ~Theat-grower' means any person or body
of persons corporate or unincorporate who or
which is a bona-fide grower of wheat."

All that will be accomplished if my
amendment on the amendment of the
honorable member for Lowan is accepted
will be that any wheat-grower will be
entitled to vote at any referendum or at
any electian of members of the Baard.
Mr. WEST.-I desire to oppase the
amendment now before, the Committee,
the effect of which is to' extend the term
of the compulsory POOil to three years, as
I th,ink it is ve,ry unwise to pledge the
credIt of the Sta.te for that periad, and
so remove the whole matter from the contrO'I of Parliament until after that period
has expired. The experience of the first
year of the compulsory PoO'I might be
such as to justify the House in refusing
to. continue it.
Therefore Parliament
should have the riglit to give expression
to. its views after the Pool has been in
opera,tioll a year. The amendment js very
ane-sided, as it binds the State, but daes
not bind the, whea.t-growers. The State js
absolutely bound to a period of three
years, whereas the wheat-grawers at the
end of each year will take a poll as to
whether the Pool shall be continued.
Mr. HOGAN.-Parliament would always
have the right to. amend the Act if it
desired to do so.
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tical legislatiO'n 0.£ this BOTt. Under the
the continuance of the
legislatiO'n will nO't be left to them
and their representatives here.
That
will be decided by a vote of the wheatgrowe,rs of Victoria.
FO'r the 'Government to accept an amendm~nt of this ~ind
in such circumstances will com,e ~s a shock
to the public mind. It is a departure to
alloW' a section of our citizens to determine
by a referendum that legislation shall be
continued.
I have never seen such a
thing proposed or accept.ed by a Government before. It means that this Legislative Assembly will be delegating its powers
in regard to this legislation to the wheatgrowers.
On a point of order I intend to submit that the amendment cannot be acoepted, because a Governor's
message was brought down for a specific
purpose, and that was the constitution oJ
a compulsory wheat Pool for one year.
The amendment means tha.t the Pool may
continue in operation. for another two
years.
Mr. HOGAN.--There was no message for
this Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I understand there was. Anyhow, as a member of this Assembly, I object to legislation on -these lines. Good gracious, where
will the thing end if such, ap amendment
is accepted 1 I have just been assured
that I was right in saying that there
was a Governor's message in connexion
with this Bill, and tha,t· the object wa
the creation of a. whea,t Pool fO'r this
financial year.
To extend it in the way
prO'Posed is, I contend, contrary to the
Standing Orders.
Apart altO'gethet·
from that objection, I say that euch
an amendment means an abrogati.on
of the rights of this House, and that
ive should not allow a small sec':
tiO'n of the citizens of this State to determine whether legislation shall continue
or not.
The Minister .3aid that if the
amendment is carried the Government,
if necessary, could bring in a Bill to
repeal this law next year.
My. answer
to that is that if it is thought deSIrable a
Bill should be bro,ught forwa.rd next year
extending the legislation for anot.her
If the point I have
twelve months.
raised is not sustained, I 'r3hall call for a,
division on the amendment.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-All
the Leader of the Opposition will compass by raising this point is a little delay.
It merely means hanging up the measure

contr~ct that it will carryon the Pool a·mendment

for three years it cannot very we~l ~et
()ut of that. That would be repudIatIOn
of an agreement it had entered into. .
Mr. HOGAN.-It is nO't an agreement,
but an Act of Parliament which can be
amended by Parliament at. an~ ·time.
Mr. \NEST.-Parliament wIll never
repeal an Act under which people have
entered into contracts.
Mr. HOGAN.-Pa.rliament has done it.
Mr. WEST.-The Pool should be for
one year only so. t~at the :a;ou~e could
have an opportunity of revlewmg the
position. The· wheat-growers can discontinue the Pool at any time by a poll, and
the House shO'uld be in the same position.
The State is asked to' pledge its credit
for three years, and I think that is undesirable. .
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOGK.-]
am totally opposed to the amendment.
I am opposed to the principle O'f the compulsory marke,ting of wheat, and I think
it is about time we drew the attention of
the public to the position. A general
election toO'k place on O'ther issues. To
be perfectly candid, the people we represent never anticipated that we would be
discussing seriO'usly a question for cO'mpulsorily dealing with the wheat of this
State. Even after the elections, and after·
the Government over which I presided
was defeated, there was no thought within
the minds of our friends on the other
(the Ministe.rial) side of the Housel, that
it was within the realms of practical
politics that a Bill of this kind would be
brought down. Now arrangements have
been made and amendments have been
accepted which make the prospect of this
House authorizing a wheat Pool seem
pretty clear. On behalf of those with
whom I am associated I protest, because
it can honestly be said that the
people outside whom we represent
never anticipated that we would be
dealing with a Bill of this nature.
Although it was in their programme, even
members of the Labour party never anticipated it. A Bill was brO'ught in to
establish a compulsory wheat Pool' fo·r
twelve months. Now, in Committee, we
are faced with a proposal for its continuance fOT three years. As the honorable men1be-r for (}ippslanrl South pointed
out, it is proposed to' a.pply the principle
for two years longer without Parliament
having any say in the matter. The people
of Victoria did not anticiuate any prac-
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fOir a few minutes, because we can get a
fresh message from the Go,verno(l". Even
if the hOllorable member succeeds fo,r the
moment, that is all he will get out of it..
'Va are.not abrogating the l"ights of Parliament at all. T'he GQlvernor's message
was in accordance with the Bill as Q1riginally introduced; but, if neeesary, ill
connexion with the amendment of the
measure a fresh message can be Q1btained.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-I understand that the Leader
of the Opposition asks fOir a ruling on the
point which he has raised. The GQlvernor's message certainly limits the Pool to
1924-25, and if the hO'norable member
persists with his objection, I must rule
that the amendment is not in o(l"der.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture').
- I ask your rulmg, Mr. Chairman, as
to whether the wQlrds "and fO'r other
purposes" will not cover what is required.
The ACTING
CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER) .- The message distinctly limits
the measure to 1924-25, and the worns
(' and for other purposes" could not be
regarded as cQlvering succeeding years.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I ask leave to
withQ.raw my amendment with a view of
having it dealt with at a later stage.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr:
COTTER).-The hOinorable member need
not withdra,w his amendment.
It has
been ruled out of order, and cannot be
prOiceeded with.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I suggest that the.
Ministe'r might postpO'ne this clause until
an amended message is received.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suggest that
prOigress be reported.
Progress was reported.
The House adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLYWednesday, October 8, 19f2-,!.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser) took the chair at 4.7 p.m.
RAIL\VAY DEPARTl\1ENT.
TENDER 'FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

1\1:r. PENNINGTON (in the absence
of :Mr. Lawson) asked the AttorneyGeneralIf, before the Victorian Railways Commissioner'> again tender for locollloti Vf' construc-
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tion in or out of Victoria, with or without
Ministerial direction, he will obtain the opinion
of the Crown Law authorities as to the constitutional power of the Commissioners to so
act.

:Mr. SLATER (AttOirney-General).~
I suggest that the Minister of Railways
.
should be asked this que.stion.
FINES IMPOSED UNDER ACTS OF
PARLIAMENT.
Mr. HAYES.-I moveThat there be laid before this House a return
up to the 30th September, 1924, in continuation
of the previous return, showing separately all
fines imposed under-(a) The Dairy Supervision' Act; (b) the pUl;e food provisions of the
Health Act; (c) the l!"'1actories and Shops Act;
(d) the Weights and Measures Act; (e) the
Bakers and Millers Act, specifying-Name of
person or firm fined; nature of offence;
amount of fine; locality where' offence committed; together with totals and. with summary of offences, fines, &c., under each Act,
as furnished in the return presented to this
House on the 27th November, 1~23.

The motion was agreed to.
BILL READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bill was brought in by
M;r. Bailey (lY.[inister of Lands) and
read a first time: .
Administration and Probate Bill.
AGRIOULTURAL

AND

DEVELOP~1:ENT

OOUNTRY
BILL.

Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands)
present.ed a message, from the GQvernOll' re,commeuding tha,t an a.ppropriatiou be made from the Consolidat.ed
Revenue for the purposes Q1f a, Bill tD provide for an Agricultural and Country
Development Bank.
.
A resolutiDn in accordance with' the
recommendation was passed in Committee,
and ado'pted by the House,
On the motion Qf Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands), the Bill was intrQduced
and relad a, first time.
WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
T.he House, went in to Committee for the
further consideration of t.his Bill.
Oonsideration was resumed of clause 3
-(Application of Act).
Mr. HOGAN (J.\iiniste'r of Agriculture).
-Pending another Gove~nor's message,
which has not yet arrived, I would suggest that clause 3 be postponed.
The clause was postponed.
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Clausel 4-(Providing 'inter alia)
(1) For the purposes of this Act there shall
be a Board (to be called the Victorian Wheat
Board) appointed by the Governor in Council
and constituted and incorporated as hereinttfter provided.
(2) The Board shall consist of(a) two members nominated by the Minister and
(b) three members elected by wheatgrowers as hereinafter provided:
~rovided that in the case of the first ap.llomtment thereof the Board shall consist of
five member~ of whom three shall be appointed
as representmg wheat-growers.

Mr. ALLAN.-Paragraph (a) of subclause (2) provides that two members of
the Board shall bel nominated by t.he
Minister. I moveThat the words" two members" be omitted
with the view of inserting the words " one member."

The Board as constituted under the Bill
will consist of two membeTs nominated by
the Minister and three members elected
by whelat-growers. In moving for the reduction Q1f thel numbelT of members to be
nominated by the Minister from two to
one, I want tOi provide that the,re shall be;
four members elected by the wheatgrQlwelrs instead of thre.e,. I do not want
to de'lay the passage of this Bill, because,
I look uPOIn time as the essence of the
cont.ract. If we are going to do anything with the wheat business, we must
do it immediately. If we are not going
to do anything, the1,1 the wheat-grower
should naturally get our decision in the
matter. Ho,wever, I and my party stand
for, a Board consisting of wheat-grQlwers.
I do not mean to say that we look at
other avenues of production as differing
in degree,. I have frequently stated in
the House that I want fruit-grQlwers and
butter producers to manage their businesses through their Q1wn Boards. vVe
want a Board for wheat-growers, so that
the wheat-growers may manage their o.wn
business with as little interference as
possible. It may be said that the State
is standing behind the Board financially.
In reply to that statement, I would point
out that the State has stood behind the
wheat marke.ting Poo,ls right back in the
past. That is to say, payments have been
guaranteed. It is a fact that the people
of VictOiria have ne'ver lost a single penny.
The Government has never been called
upon to put its hand into its pocket. We
can readily see that with a guarantee of
3s. 8d. per busbe,l-I am hop.e.ful that the
amount will be increased-and with
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wheat at slightly Olver 6s. a bushel, there
should be little if any risk to the banks.
There should be no risk whatever to the
Government. In fact, if an advance of
5s. were given against t.he next whelat
harvest, the Government would sustain
no loss.
can therefore take the
guarantee as being no risk whatever to
the State. In fact, looking at the matter
from a banking point of view, we have a
gilt-edged security. There is no' doubt
about that.. It has be,en urged that a
wheat-growers' Board might put wheat
up to such ,a price as to affect the consumer. Now the value of flour in the
loaf of bread, taken from a wheat point
of view, is infinitesimal; not more than
2d. wQirth. CQinsequently a little rise or
fall in the price of wheat will not affect
the prioe of bread at all. We have an
Qipen market Olver the river in t.he
Riverina, and an open market in Adelaide, and it stands to reason that it
would be absolutely impossible fo[" the
Board to fix the price of wheat at above
the world's parity. Consequently, there
can. be no danger from that source. Supposmg all the States we're in one Pool,
there would still be no danger, hecause,
under. this Bill, the Minister has PQiwer to
step m should the Board at any time
charge what he considers to be anexorbitant price for wheat sold to the mille,rs.
The,refore t the,re are abundant safeguards
to the CQinsumer. I have no hesitation
in saying that the consumer wil!" no.t be
adver~ely .affected in the slightest degree
by thIS BIll. It has been said that with
a compulsory Pool, and a Board composed
nf wheat-growe,rs, the iIiterests of the
poultry breeders would be affected. The
Minister of Agriculture stated last evening that there would be nQi restriction
upon the sale by farmers of wheat fo.r
fowl feed to qualified poultry breeders. I
want to S~Yl on behalf of my party, that
we recogmze eggs as a line of production.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The poultry breeders
did not get much sympathy from the
Bo'ard last seaSOiJ1.
Mr. ALLAN.-I quite realize that if
they wait for six months, by which time
the wheat is all stacked in the city, they
will have to pay t.he extra cost the Board
has been put to for handling the wheat.
Personally, I would place no restriction
on purchases by poultry breeders from the
farmer direct.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Bill contains that
power.

We
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Mr. ALLAN.-Wheat-growers are only
too pleased to be able to sell their wheat
straight out 0.£ the paddock to those
poultry breeders who desire to buy. It
is not a particularly uncommon thing for
an egg producer to buy a~ much as ) 00
bags of wheat from the grower. By purchasing straight out of the paddock the
egg producer can get his wheat somewhat
cheaper-certainly cheaper than by purchasmg wheat in small quantities at different times throughout t.he year. Any
one desirous of buying seed direct from
the wheat producer, Qiut of the paddock,
may do so.
The Country party
will
in
no
way
try
to
obstruct the Bill.
There are one or two
important amendments. This is Dne nf
them. Another relates to the way in
which the chairman shall be appointed.
I hope that the Government will see their
way to agree. to the amendment. That
will facilitate matters considerably, as it
would shorten t.he debate.
Mr. Ol\fAN.-I indicated, when the
Bill was at the second-reading stage, that
I was in favQiur of the present Board Qif
control. I refer to the BOlard that has
been in contra.) during the past three
years for the vOlluntary wheat Pool. We
have on that BOiard capable men who
have gained considerable experience. They
have handled the voluntary POlol in a
very satisfactory manner.
I indicated
that I was in favour of that Board being
the prOlvisional Board to control this compulsory POOlI, jf the Bill be1came ]aw. I
am still of that mind, and I hope the
honorable member fnr Rodney will agree
to amend his amendment so as to give
control to the old Board, whOl have
handled the whe,at during the past three
years in the vOlluntary Pool. The gentlemen I refer to are :-H. McClelland,
David H. Gibson, W. C. Hill, A. J. King,
and H. W. Pickering. These men have
had experience.
They understand the
wheat-marketing business' from A to Z.
Mr. ALLAN.--We could nOit put that in
the Bill.
l\Ir. OMAN.-We could, and the provisional Board would eO'lltrol the compulsory whela,t. Pool. I would pla.ce the control in the hands of this provisional
Board until such time as an election was
held.
At a later stage I will read a
quota60n from Mr. Sutcliffe's report to
show what, in his opinion, is possible
from a compulsory Pool. Mr. Sutcliffe
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held that a compulsory Pool would be
able to get wheat for the consumers· .on
more favorable terms than private buyers.
In regard to the constitution of the
Board I have no desire to split straws.
To ha,ve four growe.rs' representatives instea d of three would only be splitting
straws. If the members of the Farmers
Union party are prepared to make the
existing Board a provisional Board for
this year, and we know that its members
are men who understand their busine'ss,
I shall be prepared to votE: with them. If
the Farm~rs Union party are willing to
accept four representatives on the Board,
I see no reason why we should not accept
three. It is only a matter of degree, and
I have no intention of holding the Bill
up. It may be thought that in speaking
on the clauses as I am doing I am " stonewalling" the Bill. That is not .1n my
mind a,t all. I want an early decision.
We should know as soon as possible
whether we are to have a compulsory
Pool or not. The wheat is the property
of the farmers, and they should elect the
Board. Parliament can, by legislation,
the moment we get the wheat into a compulsory Pool, determine what shall be
done with it.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Parliament might
not be sitting for months.
Mr. OMAN.-If the necessity a~ose, I
presume that Parliament would be called
together to deal. with a matter of this
kind. The Leader of the Farmers Union
party has told us that there is nothing to
be feared from a "ring" and high prices.
lIe points out that wheat will be held in
two States under v:oluntary Pools.
It
may be necessary for the Government to
purchase wheat for local consumption
and to hold it. In such circumstances the
Government would be compelled to convene Parliament to deal with the proposition. It will be remembered that we
had to do that when the former compulsory Pool was in existence, and to buy
wheat at the world's parity, .which we did
with the full consent of the wheatgrowers.
]\ilr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
bought it six months too late.
Mr .. QMAN.--...:That is the point I
wanted the honorable gentleman to make:
The question with this Government is
not when the price of wheat is likely ,t()
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rise, but when it can be bought on the
most favorable terms in the interest of
the consumers. 'Ve .bought the wheat
to which I have referred, with the full
concurrence of every member of thfl
Board, growers' representatives, and Government representatives, and I never
offered any apology to the producers of
the country because wheat rose in value
and we had made a good bargain. The
growers got the world's parity for their
wheat just as did the men who sold a
month ag'o at 5s. and 5s. 1d. a bushel. I
could have bought bags at lOs. a dozen
earlier in the year, but I am not a gambler, and I thought I would wait until
I saw how things turned out. I am not
prepared to gamble with the wheatgrowers' product. If the Farmers Union
party are prepared t<;>· stand for a
growers' Board, and will move fOT the.
insertion in the Bill of a clause that will
make the Board that is controlling the
voluntary Pool a provisional Board to
control the compulsory Pool for this year,
my vote will go with them. If it is to
be a question of degree, and if they are
going to accept four representatives, I
say that three orr two would be just .as
effective. Two would have no controlling
voice. I am in favour of the chairman being elected by the Board, and
rather than accept the amendment I would
support the Bill as it stands.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-Are you in favour
of two members being nominated by the
Ministry.?
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, if we are not pre,
pared to appoint a Board of Control that
we can trust.
Mr. ALLAN.-This will be only a provisional Board.
Mr. OMAN.-The Board should be
composed of the five gentlemen I have
named. If the Farmers Union party has
advocated any policy in connexion with
this matter it has been the appointment
of a Board of Control by the wheatgrowers, and in that regard I am prepared
to stand in with them.
Mr. CARLlsLE.-Are you speaking for
the pat'ty, or I)nly for yourself?
Mr. OM.A.N.-I find it quite difficult
enough to speak for myself. I said on
the motion for the second reading and before a single honorable member, with the
exception of the Minister, had expressed
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his views on this subject, that I was in
favour of these five· gentlemen being appointed as a Board. for 1·he compulsory
Pool if the Bill were passed, and I should
have absolute confidence in them. If weare to ha ve nOi con trolling voice I am
not going to emba.rrass the Government
at all.
111'. DEANY.-It will not be their Bill
presently; it will be a priYate member's
Bill.
Mr. OMAN.-If the Farmers Union
party are not prepared to press for the
appointment of a Board that we can
trust, I am not going to 8 m barrass the
Government. I am fortified in coming to
that decision' by the speech that was made
by the honorable member for Mornington
last night. He said he was in favour of
Parliament
protecting the consumers.
can protect the consumers and will do so
should the necessity arise.
Mr. SNowBALL.-With the appointment of the old Boa.rd provisionally, in
what way would you propose to protect
the consumer?
Mr. OMAN.-The .obligation of doing
that will be thrown on the Government.
If wheat stands at 7s. a bushel in March
and April, and. can be sold at that price,
the obligation will be thrown on the GoT'ernment to purchase wheat.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
does not want protection for the consumer
just now; he wanted it yesterday, and he
may want it again to-mo-rrow.
Mr. OMAN.-If the amendment I have
indicated is not accepted I shall be prepared to support the appointment of two
members to the Board to protect the
Government.
Mr. ALLAN.-I should' like too remind
the honorable member t·ha.t if the proposal I have made is carried four
memhers of the present Board will be appointed to' the provisional Board. Mr.
~il1 is resigning, SOl that will clea.r the
aIr.
J\fr. Ol\1:.AN.-I only want tOi get the
contro1 into the hands of the farmer, and
I am prepared too accept the present
Board as a provisional BOlard. We could
not. get better men to cont.roll the business than the men who ha.ye controlJed
the voluntary Pool for the. past three
years. I would a,pporint Mr. Pitt as a.
member of the Board to protect the
public and the finances OIf the State. If
1
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wheat can be sold, and IS sold in other
States, at. 7s. a. bushel in l\'larch and
April next, is it. likely that those States
will hold wheat for the purpose of transferring ito to Victoria 1 Thel position may
arise,-I do, nOlt, say it will arise-that the
Government will be faced with the necessity of buying w hea.t then at 7s. per
bushel.
All the obligation that would
rest Q1n the shoulders of the' Government
would be to hold that wheat against the
da,y of delivery. The r:ost of the interest
and the holding charges would be added
to the purchase cost. of the 'vheat.. The
farmers would bel amply protected,and
no one would be injured. If this Bill
aims at holding in this State a,t the cost
of a limited sectioll of the people-some
20,OOO-sufficient whea.t for the' whole of
the people of this State, I am not in
favour O'f it. If whea,t can be sold at
7s. pel' bushel, and is worth that price in
March and .A pril next, no matter what it
might make in t.he second half of the
year, it would l?e the dut.y of the Government to buy wheat and hO'ld it for local
consumption.
Mr. WEAvER.-What. kind of Board
do you propose 1
Mr. OMAN.-Pel'sonally, I am 111
favour of a growers' Boa,rd.
Mr. WEAvER.-Four wheat-growers to
one 'Government nominee 1
Mr. OMAN.-H does not matter
whether there are four wheat-growers to
one Government nominee, or three wheatgrowers to two Government nominees.
Co,lonel BOURCHIER.-ViTould not a
Board consisting of three wheat-growers
and t.WO' Government nominees be a
growers' Board ~
Mr. OMAN.-Yes.
There is a, disposition to: poO'I the wheat and to place it
under compulsoTY control in t.he hands of
a TIoard. In my opinion, as a producer,
that Board should be a, produc€Il·s' Board.
Mr. BAILEY.-You said just now that
the Boa.rd proposed in the Bill will be a
produce'rs' BO'ard.
Mr. OMAN.-So' it. will be.
Why
amend the provision to provide for fO'ur
wheat-gro'wers and one Gove,rnment
nominee ~ Three wheat-growers and two
Governmen t. nominees would be just as
effective as fO'ur wheat-growers and one
Governmen t nominee.
I think the
Board should be a. producers' Board, and
I am prepared to vO'te to make it so.
Principles are worth fighting for, and if
there L~ one principle the Farmers Union
I

has stood for it is that the gro>wers sharI
control their own produee.
Mr. HOGAN.- Y ou fought them bitterly
fO'r many years, and would not allow
them to have one representative on the
Board.
Mr. OlVIAN .-1 was the representa.tive
of this State whOo introduced the system
O'f allowing the wheat-growers representation. I did that in the early stages of
my administration.
Mr. HOGAN.-For many years there
was no growers' representative at all.
lYIr. OMAN.-That was not during llly
period of administration.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN eM.r.
CO'l'TER).-I would suggest to, the honorable member that he address the Chair,.
and I would inform honorable membe,rs·
that interjections are diso·rderly.
l\1r. Ol\1AN.-I run in faNoul' of the
Board of control being the Board that
ha~ handled thIS business for the past
three years. The members of that Board
have gained a great deal of experience,
and they are men whose honour is aho,ve
suspicion. They have shown srutisfactory
management.
Mr. ALLAN.-V'7e ca.nllot herut you now.
Mr. OMAN.-It is difficult for me to
address the Chair and to address honorable members in the )1inisterial col'ne'r
as well.
The
ACTING
CHAIRlVIAN (lV[r.
COTTER).-It is not necessairy for the honorable member to look at me while addressing the Chair; but I expect some respect from him, and I also expect honorable members to .allow him to continue
his speech without interruption.
Mr. OMAN.-It is not easy to express
an orpinion whjle one is bejng shot at
from all sides of the chamber. I want
to see the Bill passed, so that it can reach
another place on Tuesday.
Mr. BAILEy.-Then let it go through.
l\1~. OMAN.-I want it to go through
in such a, form that. there will be some
proof to the peQlple of this country that
t.he members Q1f the Country party, who
have decla.red in season and out of season
that they stand for growers' cO'ntrol, still
stand by that declaration.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-We still stand by
it.
Mr. OMAN.-Then why the amelldment~

Mr. CARLISI"E.-T'he amendment is to
increase t.he· growers' representat.ion.
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Mr. OMAN.-Why do not members of
the Farmers Union party gOi the whoJe
distance-the distance they said they
would go~
Mr . .J:{OGAN.~You want them to. fall
Olver the bridge into the gulf.
Mr. Ol\iAN .-1 dOl not want them to
fall into any position at all. I want them
tOi observe hOinorably the promise tha,t
they made tOi the electors. That promise
was that if they had the opportunity
they would put the contrOiI of the wheat
in the hands of the growers.
Mr. HOGAN.-DOI you want tOi lead

them over the cliff, or to push them
over ~
Mr. OMAN.-The hOinorable gentleman
is not assisting me to close the debate. If
there is any pushing Olver the cliff to be
done, I think honorable members on the
Ministerial side will do it.
Mr. WEAVER.-We are asking for four
members 0'1 the Board out of five. The
four will be representa,tives of the
growers'. Will YOlu accept tha.t, or will
you accept three representatives of the
growers and two Government nominees ~
MI'. OlVIAN.-I will accept :fLve representa,tives of the growers and vote to put
that in the Bill.
If members of the
Farmers Union party are going to depart
from that, I do not see any reason why
I should embarrass the Government by
voting for four representatives of the
growers and one Government nominee, instead OIf for three representatives of the
growers and two Go·vernment nominees.
I am prepared to vote straight out for a
growers' Board.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-You admit that
it will be a grmvers' Board, whether there
are three representatives of the growers
or four ~
Mr. OMAN .-1 am not admitting anything at this stage, but simply submitting
facts. One fact is that the members of
the Farmers Union party have declared
that they are in favour of a growers'
Board. They have said that they want
the farmers to handle their own pro.duce.
1\ir. JACK.SoN.-The honorable member
does not want any, Govelrnment representation on the Board 7
Mr. Ol\IAN.-I say that Parliament
will have absolute control, and that the
:yfinistrv can determine the conditions
under ~~7hich the wheat is to be sold the
moment the Bill becomes law. The Government can determine the price of the
whea:t, too; under the Bill.
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Colonel BOURCHIER.-You have said
that a Board of three growers' repr~sen
tatives and two Government nonllnees
would be a growers' Board.
Mr. OMAN.-T'he controlling vO'ice
would be the farmers'. If that is to be
the case what objection is there to the
whole of the five members of the Board
being farmers, who know the job ~ 'W'hy
should we allo,w the possibility of wharf
labourers being put on the Board at fees
of £1 lIs. 6d. each per sitting? If absolute·
control is to be given to the growe,rs, is
there any reason why the Board should
not consist Qof five men who own whe,at,
and who yvould be representat.ive of the
Qiwners OIf the wheat in the Pool ~
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, there is a reasou.
Mr. OMAN. - I am not going to' preSs
the position. If necessary, I may move
an amendment after the third reading.
A lot of water will run under the bridge
before we get to the third reading, but
when we reach that stage I will take
the opportunity of submitting an am·e,ndment such as I am advocating now.
Honorable members re'presenting the
country districts say that if they cannot
get five representatives of the growers
on the Board t.hey will take, four. If
they cannot get five I dO' not see any
reason for proposing a variation in the
clause, because thel position will not be
changed.
Mr. LIND.-You have no objection t.o
the consumers having one' representative'.
1\1r. OMAN.~The consume,rs are e'nt.itled to representation, and they will
have it through the Government. When
we bought wheat at 7s. 6d. a bushel for
local consumption t.he consumers had reIpresentation through the Government
that was in power. I would point out
that 20,000 whe,at-growers are onlv a
fraction of the people in this country.
Are they to be considered before' the rest
of the community ~
If this whe·at were
bought straight out, and it be,came Government wheat, then the Government
could control it.
Mr. JACKSON.-Is not the Government
financing the Poo11
1\fr. OMAN.-Up t.o the, present the
Government has only been able to announce, that it can guarantee an advance
o.{ 38. net to the' wheat-~rowprC\. Well,
an advance of 3s. a bush€>l w0'l1lrl not e-et
whpat jnto a voluntary Pool if hv liny
chance a proposal for a, compulsory Pool
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failed. I waut to see a wheat-growers'
Board, and I am in favour of appointing
the men who have bee'll in control of the
voluntary Pool.
Mr. ANGUS.-I am and always
have been opposed to a compulsory Pool.
Seeing that the second
reading of the Bill has been agreed
to, I am now out to make it as broad
as possible in the interests of the producers. At every stage I shall vote, for
the broadening of this me,asure. I agree
with the honorable member for Hampden
that pending the election of a new Board
the, present BQard should have control.
I would gOo furthe.r, and provide that the
wheat-growe,rs should be empc"\vered to
elect thel whole of the five members. We
have nQ riglit to place thel cQntrol of the
f.armer's produce in any other hands. He
has difficulties enQugh to contend with,
difficulties associated both with the seasons and with the money market.
T
would point out that under the Bill
the.re will be a, difficulty in financing this
proposition. Tha,t difficulty will not be
made any lighter by thel socialism which
is be'ing introduced into the measure. 1.
advocate st.raight out the appointment of
the five members of the Board at present
in control of the voluntary Pool. If one
of those membe,rs resign I would go so far
as to say that it would be right to place'
the control in the hands of thel other four
pending an appeal to thel produ~e'rs for
the appointment of the five members of
the Board.
The Governme'nt have no
right at all' to any reprelsentation Qn the
BQard. We ha,ve financed the voluntary
Pool be,ca,use it is in the interests of the
whole State..
Incre,asea production ~f
wheat is not only tot,he advantage of the
farmers, but, like every othe'r primary
product, it enables the penple in the city
t~ live, and prnvideoS them with more emplQyment. Under this Bill the control of
the wheat would be taken out of the
hands of the men who are producing it.
Not only in this clause,. but in other
clauses, power is being faken for the
Gnvernment to control. this compulsory
PQol.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Is finance to have no
voice on t,he Board 1
Mr. ANGUS.-It has not had any
under thel voluntary syst.em, and why
should it be given in the case of a" cnmpu1.sqry Pool? The thing is wrong in
principle. There, are growers of wheat
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pioneering the outposts of the State. A
large number of the whe'at-growers ar&
a.way in the, Mallee.
Mr. LAwsoN.-While the voluntary
POQl was in operation, and the Government had given a guarantee from the,
banks, Mr. Pitt was unofficially attached
to the Board to advise the Gove,rnID.'leillt.
Mr. ANGUS.-The Government can
have an adviser there, but the Board
shQuld have control nf the purchase and
sale of wheat. The same provision may
be made fnr watching the financial posit.ion and warning the Governm,ent, but
the Gnvernment should have no right to
iute,rfere with what does not be'long to
them. That wheat is not the property of
the State, it is the property of private
individuals. Therefore, the Government
have no right to re'presentation on the
Board.
At e,very stage of this Bill I
shall vote with my friends of the Farmers' Union 'or any other section of the
House in order to make the measure
brQader iiI the interests nf the producer.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-At
this stage I thinl<: that the: Committee is
entitled to. hear from the Gove,rnment
what attitude it intends to assume. I
should like to. kno.w whether the Government is going to stand to its own Bill.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I was waiting to hear whe,ther the honorable Ir.e,r.abelr fo,r Hampden or th~ honnra,ble member for Allandale was spe1aking officially fo'r the Opposition, but appaTently my curiosity will noL bel satisfied
at this stage. By his amendment the
honorable member for Rodney desires
that the, Board shall consist of four wheatgro.w-e,rs and one repre,sen tative of the
Government.
On the other hand the
Bill fOol' which the Government is re~pon
sible provides for three whea,t-growers
and two Government r-epresentatives.
Those two Government representatives
~re' both for the purpose of sa~eguarding
the guarantele which has been given by
the State fQr the financing of the Pool.
It is an enormous guarant.ee carryin 0' an
b
enormous responsl.b'lIity, Lout, nevertheless, it is quite safe'. .
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Will there, be regard
for the, cnnsumers.' interests as wen 1
Mr. HOGAN.-The· people ha.ve a
great interest in this question. It is tho
people's credit. which is being utilized by
thel Government to get the money from
the banks to. fina,nee the Pool.
TheJ
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people deserve to be, considered, not only
in connexion with the tina'ncial backing
which they are making possible, but so as
to ensure that the wheat which they require can bel purchased by them at a fair
pricel,
To accomplish our purpose the
Government ha,ve ~:;ubmitted the clause in
i ts present form.
'Ye provide for a
growers' Bo.ard. The Bo-aId will consist
of five, members, thre,e of who-m are to be
e,lected by the wheat-growers,
Those
three ·will constitute a majority of the
Board.
Because of that it will be a
groweI's' Board. For twO' reasons, howeveil·, we want Governm,eut representation. One reaso-n is to safeguard the
financial issues that are involved in connexion with the gua.rantee,· and the oth€li"
is the protection of the people's interests.
rrhe honorable membeor for Hampden and
the honorable memhe,r for Gunbower
spoke about the wisdom of a, growers'
Board. What we have provided for in
this Bill is a growers Board, as the honorable member for Goulburn VaHey said.
This Board is to consist o-f five members
under our proposal; three o-f them will be
elected by the wheat-growers. Everybody
knows that with a. Board of five members
three will co-nstitute a majority, and,
therefore, so far as principle is concerned~
nothing is involved in the amendment of
the honorable member for Ro-dn€y.
1\11'. LAWSON.-Tliere are certain reserve powers in the Go-vernment and the
l\'Gnister.
1\1:r. nOGAN.-Yes.
Mr. OMAN.-The Minister will be able
to overrule everything.
lVlr. HOGAN.-Not at all.
Mr. WEAVER.-Will the present board
of the Victorian Wlieat-growers Corporation be appointed the provisional Board ~
Mr HOGAN.-I will come to that in
a moment. The honorable member for
Gunbower wants a growers Board. His
position, as indicated to-day, is inconsistent with the one he announced yesterday. I suppose he will change again
later.
Mr. ANGUS.-I am perfectly consistent..
I am trying to make this a Board which
will be in the best interests of the pro-ducers.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is what the Bill
provides, and I win accept ~he honorable
member's explanation.
The honorable
member for Hampden is absolutely opposed to the Bill altogether. There can
be no denying that, and every move he
l
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lll:=tkes is for the purpQse of defeating this
BIll. He has no idea of making the Bill
more effective than we propose in dealing with the marketing of wheat. All he
wants to do is to prevent this scheme coming into operation. Now, as to the wisdom
cf appointing thc BcU!'d v:hich at present.
manages the. Victorian Wheat Corporation: The ~oard consists of five members,
b.ut. there IS no Goyernment representatIve on it. That is one serious objection
to appointing this Board to provisionally
manage the Pool. The present members
were elected a little while ago by the
sh~r~holders in the cOJ:'Foration.
We
thmk that all the wheat-growers in Victoria are entitled to have a. vote in the
election of the Board to control this Pool.
JYIr. OMAN.-I thought that Board was
elected on the vote of men who had
wheat in t.he Pool.
M1'. HOGAN.-The first Board was,
but the present Board was elected only by
the shareholders in the corporation.
lY.h. M:cDoNALD (Polwarth) .--Whether
they are wheat-growers or not ~
:Mr. HOGAN.-I think so. What we
want to ensure is that the Board that
will control this Pool will be elected by
all the wheat-growers iIi Victoria.
lYh. OMAN.-W'hen will that Board be
elected '~
1\~r. HOGA~.-As soon as possible,.
1\1:1' . OMAN .-And after the election
they will start chartering ships and selling wheat ~
1\!f..r. HOGAN.-I hope that ,york will
be done before the permanent Board is
appointed. We are providing in the Bill
for the constitution of a provisional
Board. The honorable member for Hampden is asking tha,t the existing Bo-ard shall
be appointed.
.
~r . OMAN.-Merely to, continue acting
as It IS at present.
Mr. HOGAN.-We are opposed to
that. We say that every wheat-grower
in the State did not have a vote in the
election of that Board, and our principle
is that every wheat-grower should have a
say in this matter. 'That is what the
wheat-growers want, and what we are
giving them. The Board, as we- propose
it, will really be a wheat-growe,rs' Board,
because the producers of wheat will elect
the majority of the members. We adhere
to the provision in the Bill that the Government shall appoint two members. As
. far as the chairman is concerned, we arc
agreeable to the Board making its own
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selection. .A. n amendment to that e,ffect lay dQlwn that the people of Victo·ria.·
has already been announced. So that if should not have representation in these
our proposal is agreed to, the three re- circumstances. It is true that the Minispresentatives of the wheat-growers and ter will have certain powers if the Bill
the two members nominated by the . becomes law, but that will not meet the
Gov,ernment on behalf of the people will case. I should also like to point out that
no matter what may be said to the conelect the chairman.
Mr. OMAN.-When will the roll be pre- trary, this is a step in the direction of
Socialism. Although we are in normal
pared ~
. '
l\1'r. HOGAN.-As qUIckly as posslbl~. times, it is proposed to take away from
Mr. OMAN.-Will the roll consist of cedain people their products and. act as
members whOi put wheat into the POQlI, o'r their agents. That is a course that some
will there be others ~
of us are opposed to'. If the Labour party
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member at a subsequent election succeeds in securshould read the Bill. He will be eligible ing an absolute majority in the Parliafor election to this Board just in the ment of Victoria, there will be other. prosame way that every Q1ther whea~-grower posals in the direction of Socialism. Are
will be.
we 'going to lay down the doctrine that,
Mr. ANGUS.-Will that be irrespective in the management of these Socialistic
of the area a man has under wheat ~ ventures, the people of the State as a
Suppose a man has a few acres. of wheat, whole are to have no direct control in
which he grows for fowl food, WIll he have their management ~ The Minister is quite
the same vote as the men who make the right when he says that the State should
growing of wheat their principal be represented in an undertaking of this
business?
sort in the inte,rests of the finances as
Mr. HOGAN.-We cannot discriminate well as of the consumers generally.
in a matter of that sort.
Under the proposal of the GovernMr. CAIN.-He has the same vote for ment, wheat-growers will be amply
a member of this HQluse.
represented on this Board.
They will
Mr. HOGAN.-That is a detail which have a majority-three out of five .
. it is unne,cessary to go into at. this stage.
'Ve are splitting straws over a proposal
l\fr. OMAN.-The,re is more III that than
that is a fair one, looking at all the·
meets the eye.
Mr. HOGAN.-Perhaps there. is. We different interests to be recognized, and,
are pcr.-oviding that every wheat-grower despite the chaff of the !1:inlster, I will
shall have a vote in the election of mem- support the Government in this matter.
bers of this Board, and we will devise I will always support the Government
machinery to effect that desirable pur- when they are right, and never when
pose. When that Board is constituted we they are wrong.
!ir. Ll\.WSON.-It is rather interestshall ha,ve the best machine,ry possible to
carry out the work of the Pool. ~ ho~e ing to face the evolutlon of things in
we will nQlw proceed tOi deal with thIS relation to the proposed personnel of this
matter without any further delay.
. Board.
Originally, when a compulsory
Sir ALEXAND~jR· PEACOCK.-I am wheat Pool was rendered necessary by
glad tOi hear the statement of the Minis- virtue of war conditions, and the Governter. It seems tOi me that we are discuss- ment, after negotiations with other Rtates
iJlg at too great a length the constitution and a conference with the Prime Minlsof this Board.
The Government has ter,
decided
that
there
should
brouaht forward a proposal that the Board be a Pool, and tEat each State
shall::> conslst Q1f five members, three of should ha,ve its own Pool'ing orwhom will be e,lected by the wheat- ganization unde,r Sta,te control, it
growers.
The honorable member for
Foonev wants fQlur of the members to was provided that the dominant personal
bfl so ~lected. and the honorable member force and influence. the man really ref~r B::tmnden wants all five to be chosen sponsible for the Pool, should be the
bv the wheat-growers. 1 could support Minister of Agriculture, who ha.rl h18 own
nf,1thN .of those proposals. The pnblic jndividual responsjbility as a Min 1stp.1',
intf'rp~t has to be considered.
Great and whose responsibility was shared by
nn ~"r:; "1,1 rp~ponsibilitv will De incurred in his colleagueR in a ('orporate capacity.
br~11rr:r'" thi~ Pool into operation, ::tnd it' That responsibility, though to some ex-.
w()1.1 r1 1,0 Rn eytraord~nary doct.rinf' to tent one primarily to the wheat-growers,
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was a responsibility to the taxpayers and
the people of the State, who looked to
him for the faithful discharge of his
trust, for the due administration of the
Pool, and generally for the discharge of
the high duties which his office imposed.
Then there came the story of the agitation.
I t was urged: Why should a
Minister, why should a political party,
why should a Oabinet, have 'the control
of the wheat-growers' produce?
Eventually the demand. for a share in the
management of a Pool by direct reprt;sentatives of the farmers was conceded,
and there came to be associated with the
Minister in the discharge of his duties
representative wheat-growers. That was
the story of the Pool. But in the whole
story of the compulsory Pool we never
once departed from the principle of
~Iinjsterial responsibility. The J\finister
was responsible to this House, and he
was responsible to those people whose
moneys "vere made available by way of
credit for the purposes of the Pool. It
was recognized that there was a case for
State intervention in a time of. national
emergency and peril.
It ,was for the
public good that there should be a Pool,
to preserve not only the produce of the
wheat-grower, but to help him to market
his produce, to maintain the financial
stabili.ty and wealth of the State.
We
had to prevent the rotting of the farmers'
wheat, and so 011.
It was necessary to
keep the farmer in his business, I and to
keep the nnances of the State straight.
But it was not only in the wheat-growers'
interest that this was done. It was done
as a matter of public policy, for the
genoral welfare.
That was the position.
That was pure and undiluted Socialism
j n one sense, oxcept that the State did
There is the great
not grow the wheat.
distinction.
Honorable members ill the·
Corner say: "Look at wh"at your Government did in regard to Morwell."
Uut they fail to recognize the cardinal
distinction between the State enterprise
at J\forwell and the growing of wheat.
The electricity generated at :M:orwell is
a public utility, just as the railways and
the post office a.re public u£ilities.
]VIr. ALI,AN.-The electricity from Morwell will never be distributed over the
whole State.
Mr. J..A WSON.-It may not be, because it may not pay to do so.
But at
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::\[orwell y,'e haye a definite State underThe State has entered into a
taking.
business.
It manufactures electrical
power and distributes it. It does not do
so for the sake of profit. Profit, as far
as possible, is to be eliminated.
After
the interest on the capital invested and
working expenses are paid, the power
will be made available to m~nufacturer8
a t· the lowest possible cost. This will be
done in order that the public may enjoy
at a reasonable cost and without private
profit the advantages of a wide-spread
l:se of rlectricity in its yarious forms.
Mr. HOGA~.-That is Socialism.
lVIr. IutWSON.-Usillg tho
term
loosely that may be described as
Socialism. Using the term in the sense
ill which the late Sir Thomas Bent would
have used it, we should call it "safe
Socialism."
:.Mr. OLOUGH.--All Socialislll is safe.
:M:r. L..:\.WSON.-It is not. The Mor\\'011 enterprise is Socialism in the same
'sense as the, State railways, \vhich are
1"lm in ~h( interests of the community.
lllay be c:alled socialistic. There jg a
difference between the State owncrship
and direction of certain public utilitieswith which policy the Liberal party has
always agreed-and the socialisation of
the means of production, distributiou, and
exchange. Now where are vve :n l'2gard
tj) the present proposal? The w}li:lat is
P'OYIll b:y the individrull farmer for his'
own bcnefit. Incident::tHy, of courdCl, he
feeds the community. ;He does n. ;~reat
national service. But ne is in business
fot· the reward he gets out of it.
Of
(,OUl'SO, we are all in business, not
as
philanthropists, hut to get a prop.:r return
for the services we render.
Tho wheatgrowers render. an a.bsolutely vita.l and
necessary service to the community, and
are entitled to the reward of their labour.
Now I do not want to throw any bouquets, but I do say that those men who
go into the back-blocks, and make the land
productive, do a great national service,
and it is our oblj~ation to help them so
far as we can. We want to help them.
All this is incidental.
The ACTING OHAIRMAN (Mr.
OOTTER).-I thought that the honorable
member would come to the amendment
directly.
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Mr. LA WSON.-It is necessary to
explain the reasons for the attitude I am
taking up. I want to show why this
Board cannot be made purely and solelY
a whea-t'-growers' Eo'a,rd. I want to show
why it ought not to be done. It involves
a vital change from the old compulsory
Pool, which honorable members pre-viously suggested and fought for, anu over
which WA had an unhappy general ~lec~
tion, and, at different times, have had
unfortunate disputations and arguments.
J do not want to do anything that will
}.mt a wedge between honorable members
in the (Jorner and honorable members
sitting in direct Opposition. That is noL
part of my policy. That would be thtJ
policy of honorable members opposite.
It is the obvious policy of the J(l(m whu
uc.;cup.y the Goverlllllent benches. N aturally, they want to drive a wedge between
honorable members in the Corner and
honorable members sitting in direct Up"
position. ,But even the fact that, politically, it may not be expedient to take
up a strong attitude hostile to honorable
I.at:mbm·s sitting in the Oornel" -1' do not
want to do it by personal inclination·cannot change the position, and I should
be recreant to my o·wn political faith,
and untrue to the political principles thht
I hold, if I were to say that thjs Board
ought to be a growers' Boa,rd purely a,nd
simply. The growers are not Socialists.
This would be Socialism of the first water
-if the State undertook to grow the wheat,
to sell the wheat, to transport the wheat,
to market it, and to sec it through its
\Tarjou:; proce.:;se:,.
Mr. LIND.-We are not asking for a
full wheat-growers' Board.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable member is not, and if he saw the position in
its true light, he would stand up in
righteou~ indigllatioI1, and fight against
this proposal as·a breach of all his political faith.
l\1r. LIND.-My point is that we are
not asking for a full wheat-growers'
Board.
Mr. LAWSON.--As 'a matter of fact,
the honorable member well knows that
even the Government proposal is, as the
Ministe,r explained, for. a, growers' Board.
There are to be three representatives
(of the growers out of the five, and we
have to face 'the facts. I ask the honorable member for Jjka Jika how he is goins
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to explain his action in regard to this
matter to the consumers of Ivanhoe,
Heidelberg, and N orthcote.
Mr. CAIN.-I have done that preVIOusly.
Mr. LAWSON.-There is such a fundamental difference between the proFosal
that is now put up, and all other proposals which we have considered, that I
venture to predict that when this community absolutely realizes what a Labour
Government is doing their eyes will be
opened, and they will rightly and
righteously condemn the representatives
of the metropolitan and other consumers
who are imposing a scheme of this kind
upon them. This is the worst form of
syndicalism, and the proposal the Minister makes does not. relieve it in that regard. I could understand the Minister,
in loyalty to his political faith, advocating absolute S:tate control in the interests
of the community, and to give the producers their reasonable share of the proceeds of the wheat sales, but I do not. see
how the Minister can justify the proposal
that he has made-and made, it seems to.
me, for political purposes. It is a great
betrayal of principle, and I can only assume that it has been made in obedience
to the platform of the Australian Labour
Party.
Mr. HOGAN.-vVe took up the same attitude in regard to the Board in 1921.
Mr. LAWEON.-Whatever the honorablb member may have proposed then for
political purposes, the proposal now made
does not represent the real objective of
political Labour in Victoria, or in the
Commonwealth, of Australia.
It is
directly antagonistic to all the planks in
their platform.
I am speaking thus
strongly in order to endeavour to bring
that view of the matter under the notice
of honorable members.
lVlr. HOGAN.-This proposal is in our
platform. I will show it to you in a little
white book I have here.
Mr. LA WSON.-This is not, so far as
I am concerned, a matter of personal feeling against honorable members on the
Ministerial side of the House or in the
Opposition Corner. Nothing of the kind.
I find myself, from my political faith, at
total variance with them. I think honorable members opposite are surrendering
th~ political principles for which it was
generally supposed they stood.
Mr. CLOUGH.-We stand for the State
marketing of primary products.
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JYIr. LAWSON .-This is not State
marketing.
If this is to be a growers'
Board and the growers are to have all the
power and authority, it is a departure
from the principle of the State marketing
of primary products.
That is a point
that can be argued later.
It does not
matter, on its merits, whether the proposal is in accordance with the platform
of honorable:: members opposite or not.
"Vhat the Minister is trying to do now is
to secure the appointment of a growers'
Board, and this is " the dope" that is
being administered to the Opposition Corner.
In clause 24 there is a reserve
power which it might be necessary to make
use of in an emergency. A great deal of
inconvenient pressure might be brought
to bear on the Minister in the event of an
ou tcry being raised in places like Brunswick, Carlton, and Fitzroy as to the
workers having to pay unduly high prices
for their bread. We cannot reconcile the
two things-the cheap loaf to meet the
needs of the consumers and high prices
for the producers.
The Minister says
that he is going to do that.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, it has been done in
Queensland.
Mr. LA WSON .-If the honorable
gentleman can do that he is a cleverer
man than I thought he was.
:1\11'. BRowNBILL.-Is the honorable
member speaking for the speculators ~
Mr. LA WSON.-I understand that
the Minister is not averse to the wheat
scrip being made negotiable.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am aoing that because
we require more money than we can provide to meet the requirements of the
farmers.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN· (NIr. COTTER).-I would point out that the question of scrip does not arise under this
clause. '
:Mr. LAWSON.-I confess that my
reference to scrip was a lapse from strict
parliamentary decorum, for which I offer
an apology. First, we had a compulsory
Pool, and the wheat-growers were associated with the management of it.
Then
there was a voluntary Pool. The Government appointed to the Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation-the first board of
management-Mr. H. W. Pickering, Mr.
W. C. Hill, Mr. Hugh McOlelland,
and Mr. D. H. Gibson.
Su bsequently to that the Corporation ceased to
have Government backing and guarantee.
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It ceased to operate by virtue of the
statute that had been passed, and formed
itself into an ordinary company under the
Companies Act.
Directors were then
elected by all the wheat-growers of Victoria, and they have continued in office,
the directors being the gentlemen I have
named, \'lith t.he addition of ~f.r. King.
Mr. Hill, I understand, intends to resign
owing to the demands made upon him by
his Ministerial duties. But I think the
Minister could not do better than appoinu
these gentlemen as a, provisional Board,
and then push on t,he election as far as !1\j
can. If the farmers want the advantages
of socialisation in the marketing of their
wheat they will have to take with the
alleged advantages whatever disadvantages there may be, and one disadvantage
is the liability to Government interference, Government control and Government management. While I am willing
to help them in every possible and reasonable way, I hold that the wheat-growers
have no right to come to this Parliament
and say, " Give us certain immunities and
privileges; give us power to compel everybody to put his wheat into the Pool; give
us the right to forbid the Railways
Commissioners to carry any specified
whea.t, and give us
also· financial
backmg sO' that during the period
of wa.iting we
can get advances."
They have no right to ask for that, and
to say that they shall have entire control
of the Boa,rd themselves, without there
being any Government representation, or
anyone being there to protect the in. terests of the public, the taxpayer, or the
consumer.
As a matter of political
s~rategy, it might be a very sound thing
for me to vote with my friends in the
Ministerial corner, but I should be false
to my duty as a man who has to look at
the general public interest, and not nt
the interests of any section, if I were to
say that this was a case for the creation
of a Board representing the industry
cOilcel'ned, and no other interest at all.
Therefore, I find myself in the unfortunate position of being unable to accept
the suggestion of myoId-time colleague,
the honorable member for Hampden, that
Government representEtt.ion on the Board
should be (lone away with altogether. I
find myself equally unabh'l to support the
honorable member for' Rodney in his
proposal. There is a reserve power in
the Bill, so that the Government can act
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in the case of emergencies. The question
of who is to appoint the Ohairman of
the Board is neither here nor there.
That is only a question of what is the
simplest and the fairest thing to do.
The Ohairman, will not have any great
prerogatives, and will not have supernatural powers. He will merely be an
ordinary member of the Board, who will
lead and guide its discussions. I think
the proposal of the Minister that the
Government should have cnly two representatives on the Board is very modest.
The only set off ,I see against that
is that there is the great reserve
power I have referred to. I know
perfectly well that unless the Minister is able to administer a certain
amount of dope to his followers, he will
be in a difficult position. He may say
to them, "Now, boys, you keep quiet.
Let us dig in and consolidate the position
we have won.
Let us lure the farmel's
into this trap. Then we will give you
your share. We will deliver the goods
later 011." Perhaps the Minister will be
able to silence his supporters by a
plausible statement of that kind, but I
cannot imagine the electors of Brunswick,
for example, taking this thing lying down.
Mr, WETTENIIALL.-In connexioll
with the question of the appointment of
the Board, and the necessity of the
wheat-growers being fully represented on
it, I wish to say that we are acting witb
a full knowledge of the excellent manner
in which the members of the present
Board conducting the wheat business have
carried out their duties. I have no doubt
that one of the members nominated to
represent the Government will be one of
those men. Our object in providing for
four whea,;t-growers' representatives instead of three is to make certain of what
we think is a very great probability.
However, the question has. been raised as
to what right the wheat-growers have'to
come to Parliament' and ask for any such
protection and assistance as this. ,The
-question was raised by the honorable
member for Oastlemaine, and I do not
'know whether he was here last night when
a very important piece of information
was given to honorable members. I suppose that from every point of view wheatgrowing, which provides for the supply
-of an essential element of food for the
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community~ is one of the most important
industries there is.
A Victorian wheatgrower who is travelling' in America
pointed out to us what a condition the
whea,t-growing industry has got int.o in
the United States and in Oanada.
He showed conclusively that land values
had fallen 50 per cent., that wheatgrowers are in very severe financial
straits, and that wheat dealers have bt!come millionaires. I venture to say that
unless some measure of protection is prifvided for the wheat-growers in this State
a similar fate awaits them to that which
has overtaken the wheat-growers of
Oanada and the United States of America.
Mr. LAwsoN.-When I was in Canada,
I met the Premiers of three farming
States:
They were all agrarian representatives. They had met and considered
the question of Pools and had turned them
down.
Mr. vVETTENHALL.-That was,some
The effect of their turning
time ago.
down the Pools is now quite evident. This
g~nuine .farmer with actual knowledge of
hIS bUSIness, who is travelling for the
good of his health, tells us that undoubtedly the pooling of wheat has saved
the Australian farmers, and he has become more convinced than ever of the
necessity of its continuance.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Who is this gentleman ~
Mr.' WETTENHALL. - He is Mr.
L~tze, of Coromby.
Some years ago
h.I8 farn~ t~ok a prize in a competitIOn.
He IS one of the most efficient
farmers in the State. A. couple of years
ago a team of horses bolted, with the result that his leg was broken. He required
a rest, and was entitled to it. He is now
travelling. The statement I have made
, ~s "dinkum" in every detail. It is nut
In the interests of the State that the
wheat-growers should be exploited.
1f
they are doing well, the rest of the commu~ity is all right, and it is only by protectmg them from exploitation by the
formati~m of a Pool, judging by the
Oanadian and the United States experience, that we may provide for the welfare
That is why we want the
of the State.
wheat-growers to have the greatest
measure of representation on the Board.
We are not unreasonable.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-YOU are, if you want
four wheat-growers' representatives instead of three.
'
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Mr. WETTENHALL.-That is a matt.er of degree, and I do not know that we
shall fight over it, because we are endeavouring to be absolutely reasonable.
As the Minister has indicated to me that
he will allow the Board to elect its own
chairman, I, personally, am not going to
press too far for four wheat growers' representatives. In endeavouring to serve
the interests of the wheat-growers we are
not acting from a selfish point of view at
all, becliluse if we serve their interests it
will be in the interests of the whole of
the State. When they thrive the rest of
the corq.munity is prosperous.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Four members is
a very inconvenient number to have on a
Board, because the question of a casting
vote for the chairman is involved. Ques~
tions may arise which it will be very difficult to determine with a Board consisting
of an even number of members.
Mr. OARLIsLE.-We do not propose a
Board of four members, but a Board of
five members.
!-Ir. EGGLESTON.-I understood that
the proposal was to reduce the number of
members.
Mr. HOGAK.-N 0, the amendment is to
provide for four representatives of the
wheat-growers and one nominee of the Government.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - Possibly, people
who have not had a big experience of
company law and company practice and
the proceedings of boards of dire~tors
will attach a very much exaggerated
value to the influence of a minority on a
Board or to the influence of a minority of
shareholders. People in America, when
~hey want to acquire a controlling interest
.In a company, do not buy three-fifths of
the shares. If there are 30,000 shares in
the company they buy 15,001, and ,that
gives them a controlling influence.
A
majority of 15,001 against a minority of
14,999 is sufficient to ensure the control
A
of the company by the majority.
Board of three wheat-growers and two
Government nominees will be absolutely
controlled by the wheat-grq,wers, and will
be a producers' Board. If the farm-ell's,
by their unaided efforts, are unable to
secure an organization which protects
their intf're~ts, and they apply to
the State for the socialization of
their industry, I object strongly to
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their having the absolute control
of the product that is socialized.
It is quite contrary to all the principles
of Liberalism and all the principles of
Socialism that that should take place.
With the honorable member for Oastlemaine, I think the Labour party have
surrendered an essential principle of
their platform in permitting such a large
proportion of the produce of the country
to be controlled by a Board on which
the representatives of the people generally are in a minority. I do not suggest, although I do not think it would
be o~t of place to do so, that they should
In my
be In an absolute majority.
opinion the ideal position would be to
have a Board independent of political
contro,l on which there were representat~ves of the growers, say two, representatl ves of the consumers, say two and an
independellt chairman.
'
Mr. OLouGH.-And I quite agree ~ith
you.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Well,' the honorabl.e member is not following the leaders
of hIS party. I hope he will show his
agreement with that by his votes on the
various principles of the Bill.
I say
th~t !rom the Socialistic point of view
thIS IS a sham. It is an absolute surrender of Socialistic principle. It is also
a sham from the Liberal point of view
and 'a surrender of Liberal principle.
understand that the ideal of the Labour
party and the ideal of Socialism is that
all property is a trust for the community
and that that principle was held to ~
large extent with regard to land. Twenty
years ago, as an honorable member on the
ot~er (the Ministerial) side of the House
saId to me some months sinceeverv
L~bour member was a land refor~er, b1{t
wIth the grow~h of the l!'a:mers party,
and t~e necessity for catch.lUg the producers votes to secure the return of cand.idates in country djRtricts, that prinCIple has been sacrificed until. I presume,
the Labour party get an absolut.e majority in this House.
Here you ha\"e
a, case where, at the renuest of the farme:s, .the whole of the wheat prodn~ts are
sor.lahzed, and the power of the State is
to be used to compel thpm to be brollO'ht
~n~~ t~e Pool, thus interfering w~th the
l1uhabve of the f::Jrmers j" the control of
their own produce.
That creates a
monopoly of the produce, so that no one

i
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in the State can get it from anybody
else. Then it is said that the Pool shall
be controlled by the farmers themselves,
and the illusory principle is put forward
that they shall have majority representation on the Board. If this thing is
to be done at all-I s'ay it is wrong
from beginning to end-there must be
an independent chairman. I maintain
that a still further sacrifice of principle has been made by the honorable
gentleman in charge of the Bill giving
up the Ministerial right to appoint the
chairman of the Board. That is another
sacrifice of Liberal and Socialistio principles.
Mr. WARDE.-YOU talk about the sacrifice of Liberal principles, but you don't
like being prevented from appointing
your pals to positions.
Mr ..EGGLESTON.-The less the honorable member says about appointing
pals to positions the better.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-There has not been
a public institution to which you have
not appointed your own pals.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I challenge any
s.erious criticism o:f the appointments made
by the Liberal party in recent years. Its
apPO'intments have been a shining e.xample
of justice, fairness, and efficiency.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-When we sent requests from the trades unions in conllexion with an appointment on the ComJuission dealing with the prices of commodities you ignored them, and took the
nlall we cast out.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-We took a man
who was secretary at the Trades Hall.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-And he was afterwarus cast out.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-His crime: was the
accepting of the, £1,000. Under this Bill it
is proposed to appoint men a.t £500 a. year,
although they will work. for only about
two hours a week. Yet when this House
was asked to increase from £1.,200 to
£1,500 the salary of the chairman of the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works, who works seven days a week,
the proposal was knocked out.
But
when it is desired to get the votes of the
Farmers party members now on the Ministerial side of the Honse propose to
give £500 a year for perhaps two hours'
work weekly.
Mr. '7iTARDE.-Why, the chairman of
the :Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
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of Works has been cooling his heels all
over Europe for the last eighteen months.
What rubbish you talk.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The chairman of
that Board has done more work in the
last two years than the honorable member has done in the whole of his life.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-I would point out to the honorable member for St. Kilda that the
question before the Chair has nothing to
do with the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am sorry that
I have been led away from the amendment by disorderly interjections. This
is a Bill to rack-rent the community in
connexion with the price of wheat. It
is a measure to extract the 'utmost price
that can be obtained from the community
for that commodity.
~1r. WARDE.-This clause does not say
anything about fixing the price of wheat.
Why not discU6s the clause ~ ~
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 shall discuss it.
This Bill attempts to control the sale of
wheat, and I maintain that if a measure
like this is brought before the House to
try to' extract the highest price for wheat
from the, community, then the community
should be mO're adequa,tely repreGented
on the BO'ard. I say 'that two representatives on a Board of five: does not
do justice to the community.
~ir.
CAIN.-I have not seen any
ame'udment :from you to increase the
number of Government members.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No. I object to
the Bill altogether. There is no suggestion in this Bill that the remuneratior
of the farmer should be in proportion
to hir3 work or the cost of his wOTk.
There is nQl suggestiO'n that the price
that he should obtain should have any
relation to his' costs or his labour. If
6s. a bushel represents a profit of fro-m
50 to 75 per cent. on his costs, this Bill
is intended tQl secure it to him. It is
It device oJ the Labour party to' securf
for the farme'rs the utmost prO'fit for their
wheat.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-They are not
handed over to your friends, the speculators.
~1r. :EGGLESTON.-The speculators
are not my friends.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-You are their special
pleader.
o
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am nOot. The
last few years the farmers have got a
better deal from the speculator.s than
from the PooL
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Your Oown Premier, when submitting the policy speech
in 1918, said this-lVIr. EGGLESTON.-Is the honm-able
gentleman in Oorder, Mr. Acting Chairman ~
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (lVlr.
COTTER).-The honorable member fOor St.
Kilda has the Chair.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-T1i.e Bill prQlvides fOir the constitution Oof the Board
in such a way that the majority, which
consists Q1f whea.t-growers, wQluld be able
to hold up the wheat until the peak
pe-riod of the year.
They could then
'sell wheat fQor e,xport and leave the home
market bare.
Mr. MAcKRELL.-They could not get
the necessary shipping if they did that.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-Yes, they could.
Mr. JACKSON.-The-y are not going to
work at lOoggerheads with one another;
they will wQlrk in harmony.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - The farming
capitcdists are going to work in harmony
with the wc.rking classes of the community.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER) .-The honorable member is
going beyond the amendment now' befOore
the Chair, which is to reduce the number
o·f GQlvernment representatives from two·
to one. I trust he will come back to
the subject, as I have given him fair
sCQlpe.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I 'was PQlinting
out what things could be done by the
Board.
Mr. \VARDE.-You have been off the
track all the time.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Such a· course as
I have indicated could he taken by the
controlling authority of the Pool against
the interests of the consumers, and it is
absolutely essential that the consumers
should have the utmost possible re'prE'senta.tion on the Board. I think my remarks are in order as sho,wing what
could be done by this Board. It could
hold up the wheat until the highest
periQid of the year, and then fOTce the
millers to purchase what they wanted,
and pay the highest price that was obtainable for wheat.
Mr. MAcKRELL.-Would not that be
the case under private enterprise 1
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lVIr. EGGLESTON.-It has not been
proved to be so. PeQlple are always able
to purchase wheat at the current market price.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Then they hold it.
Mr. WALLAcE.-The honorable member is dealing with clause 24.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-I know hOonorable
membe,rs opposite do nOit like this SOoft
Q1f argument, but I have given reaSOIns
why the Board should be an independent
body with full repr~sentation of the consUD;lers.
The proposal Oof the GOovernment do,es not provide for that representatio'll.
What I have indicatea is
exactly what took place in 1922. When
we come to clause 24 I will prove my
statement out Qof the mQouths Q1f members
of the Labour party. I intend to quote
from eloquent speeches made by the honm-able member fOir Jika Jika, who showed
then that the prQovisions Q1f that clause
were absolutely inadequate to pTotect the
consumer. In 1922, the Board gave the
millers 24 "hours' l10tice to pay for
£100,000 worth of whea.t, which was then
selling at 5s. 8d. per bushel.
Subse-.
quently wheat was SOlId dQlwn to 5s. Sd.
and 5s. The consumers in Melbourne had
to pay for their bread Qon the basis of
wheat at 5s. 8d. -per bushe1. At the same
time, too, the BOiard was charging 6d.
per bushel mOire for local consumption
that fOir e-xport. It gave a rebate of
fr:om 3d. to Sd. a bushel. The GOovernment is doing nothing in this Bill to give
the consumers adequate representation
on the Board, or to give the GQlvernment
adequate PQlwers to protect, ~hem.
Mr. CAIN.-We have nQlw a GQovernment which will do things.
:Mr. EGGLESTON. - The honOorable
member who has just inte,rjected pointed
out on a previous occasion that the
provision in the Bill was inadequate in
the interests of the consumers. I am
going to ask the Committee to accept a
clause which will meet the situation in
that respect. The honorable memher for
Rodney said that the people who wanted
wheat from other States would be able to
get it. That is a moot point. The Bill,
as
originally
introduced, did give
peQlple t.he o~'Ortunity of purchasing
wheat in other States fQir ordinary purposes in Victoria, but an amendment
which has been given notice of by the
Minister cuts out that right. The opportunity of bringing wheat to Victoria from
the other States will be quite illusory.
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It will cost 9d. a, bushel for freight. It
will be suicidal for the Government to
cut down its represent.atives on this
Board. I should like to point out, however, that the Government representatives
will not necessarily be representatives of
the consumers on this Board. The Housewives' Associat.ion is asking whether it
can have, representation, and I should
like the Go:vernment' to intimate what is
its intention in regard to that request.
For the reasons I have given, I would,
if I thought there was any chance of
carrying the amendment, submit a proposal for more adequate representation
of the consumers on the Board than is
proposed in the Bill. The number certainly should not be reduced below two.
There should be a majority on the Board
in fa,vour of the interests of the consumer.
'Vith four representatives of
wheat-growers on the Board, the consumers will have absolutely no chance.
For these r~asons the Government proposal must be supported against that of
the honorable member for Rodney. If
I could get any encouragement, I would
·suggest the appointment of an independent chairman; but I see 110 chance of
tha,t.
1\1:1'. PRENDERGAST.-Y ou have the
chance, but not the courage to submit
such an amendment.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.--I have plenty of
courage.
Mr. \VEA VER.-I am really astonished at the aTgument. of the honorable member who has just resumed his
seat.
I always thought that the
Nationalist Government. was the friend
of the producer, and was out to develop
the country. It. seems to me from the
arguments we ha,ve heard during the debat,e on this Bill that thev are out in
the interests of the specuiator.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-There will be three
to two on this Board against the speculator. •
Mr. vVEAVER.-We were led to believe that the Nationalist Ministry would
consider the producer and the we,}fare of
the country as a, whole. I am coming
to the conclusion that I will have to
change my mind if we ht:ve more arguments like those we have just heard. We
are asking for an increase in the number
of the growers' representatives from three
to four to give greater confidence in the
Board. I can assure the Committee that
if the growers do not have grea ter CQlIl-
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fidence in the prospects of the industry
the area under grain will be reduced in
the future, and that will be a seTlOUS
matter' for this State.
Mr. OMAN.-That is what the Pool will
result in.
Mr.
WEA VER.-All the wheat..
growers are asking is that the,y shall be
a,"9le to put wheat on the world's market
and supply local people at. a reasonable
cost. The reduction in the area under
wheat would mean a very serious thing
for this State. Vve want about "7,000,000 •
bushels for local requirements, and the
remainder of the harvest has to be exported. It. practically takes the whole
of the wOOil clip to pay our interest bill,
and we have to look to other exports to
reduce the debt 0.£ this State. Until we
reduce the debt the country cannot pros-"
per aR it ought to. Therefore, it is necessary to give to producers of exportable
coonmodities the last pen:q.y that can be
got fOir them. It js to secure that end
that we are asking for four growers' representatives on the Board.
1\1.1'. 1\1cLACHLAN.-What objection can
there be to the Government's proposal
when yQiU have a, majority of wheatgrowers on the Board ~
Mr. "\VEAVER.-We want to gain the
confidence of the producers. They have
not the confidence in the Government that
they have in their elected men, who are
• all wheat-growers. Naturally they have
more confidence in these men than they
would have in, for instance, the honorable
member for St. Kilda, who is not a wheatgrower. It is quite true that the Board,
as at present constituted, has charged
local consumers from 2d. to 3d. a bushel
over world's parity on an average. Now,
had they charged 4-Qd. a bushel over
world's parity, it would have a~ounted
seeing that from eighteen to twenty 4-lb.
loaves can be manufactured from a bushel
of wheat~to id. a loaf. This would not
be a great amount after meeting the cost
of protecting the wheat from all the adverse conditions that may affect it. The
average family consumes five 4-lb. loaves
a week, so the additional cost would have
amounted to lid. a week, or 5s. 5d. a
year. But actually the increased charge
has been "~d. per loaf, or 2s. 8-}d.· per
annum. During the compulsory Pool,
local consumers were charged, on the
average, 4s. ll-}d. per bushel right
through the war, when in Britain the
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people were paying 9s. 3d. Therefore,
the honorable member for St. Kilda ):las
been talking tommy-rot. He has been
endeavouring to mislead the people, and
to raise Cain through the metropolitan
press. We want the people to know what
the growers have actually charged the
people. What is the use of "stone-walling" a Bill that has behind it the solid
body of the producers of. this country?
Mr. DEANy.-How do you account for
the fact that bread is cheaper in Great
Britain?
Mr. WEAVER.-The honorable member for ,V" arrnambool knows as well as I
do that wheat is sold more cheaply in
this countTy than it is sold in London. It
would be reasonable, therefore, to assume
that bread should be cheaper here. If
that is not the case, it is a matter for
the Commission inquiring into the cost
of bread to look into it.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-If you have three
wheat-growers on the Board, is not that
sufficient?
Mr. WEAVER.-Ther~· is not a great
deal of difference between having three
and having four representatives of wheat~
growers on the Board. The larger num~
bel' means greater confidence among pro~
ducers. If we have the Board that we
want: and a compulsory Pool that com~
mands the support of the people, we shall
have one recognized authority in each
yard. There will then be no incentive to
farmers to place inferior wheat in the
Pool to the people's disadvantage. All
inferior wheat could be put Q1n one side
to be sold as food for fowls and pigs. It
is necessary to have the wheat-growers on
the Board for that reason. They will look
after their business, and they will see that
inferior wheat would reduce the value of
wheat for export. Therefore, they would
llOt allow it to go into human consumption. At the present time, sellers of
wheat come along, and they come across
an odd farmer here and there who has
been unfortunate enough to get smut in
his wheat. A farmer may be unfortunate
enough to have 200 or 300 bags of smutty
wheat. In the past, competition has beel)
so keen that the agent has had to say to
an old customer, "I will try to get this
inferior wheat through the Pool for you.~
In such a case the inferior wheat gets OJl
to the world's market, and some of it goes
into loral consumption.
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Mr. OMAN.-Do you think a miller
would buy such wheat for gristing? Do
you think that his agents would be retained after such a transaction?
Mr. WEAVER.-I am satisfied that
agents have done as I say. The honorable membc,r for Hampden knows that
inferior wheat goes in at all stations.
The local agent takes the risk. Dockages
would be much fairer under one handling
authority than under a competitive sys·
tem.
The honorable member for St.
Kilda asks for an independent chairman
Q1f the Board. This again brings us to
the point that if we do not give the
growers control of their wheat we shall
not establish that confidence in the industry which is desirable. The honorable
member for. St. Kilda says that the Board
will hold up supplies. He knows that
the Board have not held up supplies ill
the past. Is he prepared to trust his
friends at St. Kilda, the profiteers whe
have their money in this business, men
who can obtain a corner in wheat-there
is nothing to prevent them doing itrather than trust the, wheat-growers'
Board? I am astonished that a man of
education and some intelligence should
put up.such an argument. The consumers
should have some voice in the management, though, speaking from experience,
I say it is not really necessary.
. Mr. EGGLESToN.-I am much better
prepared to listen to you now.
Mr. WEAVER.-Then I ask the honorable member if he would not rather
t.rust the growers' Board, which has dealt
so fairly with the people in the past? I
admit the power that was contained in
section 18 of the old Act and is· incorporated in this Bill as clause 24, but it
has not been necessary to use that power.
Would the honorable member for St.
Kilda s~oner trust the speculators, who
can Q1verload requirements, than the
growers' Board that has dealt so faithfully with the people in the past, and
has supplied consumers with bread at the
small increased charge of -gd. a loaf, or
2s. 8~·d. per annum extra to the average
family? It is ridiculous for a man of
average intelligence and good education
to put up the argument that the honorable
member for St. Kilda has done.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Who says I have
llverage intelljgence?
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Mr. WEAVER.-Inthis debate the
honorable member for St. Kilda has not
shown average intelligence, I am sorry to
say, in advocating as he has done a profiteers' or speculators' combine as against
the' growers' Board. I think it is absolute,ly ridiculous, and I trust the honorable member will amend his ways in that
regard.
The honorable mem ber for
Castlemaine said that the La bour party
were trying to drive a wedge in between
the two pa,rties on this side of the House.
I say to the honorable member and to
other honorable members on the front
Opposition bench,' vVhy do you allow
.them to drive in that wedge? Why did
not you give us this Bill ~ If yO'u had
done so, the Labour party would probably
not he in pow·er to-day."
Mr. EGGLES'l'ON.-We do not 'believe'in
the Bill.
Mr. \VEAVER.-=-No. The honorable
member does not recognize the needs
of the producing commuuity, and he and
hiS party have not listened to the voice of
the producers. vVha,t has been the result. ~
They have cO'me back with reduced numbers after every election, and they will
soon be wiped out altogether if they do
not mend their ways.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The honorable member's
party came back one less after the Wheat
Board election.
Mr. \VEAVER.-We aTe not going to
fight very solidly for the propO'sal we have
put forward.
We think it reasonable,
and in the best interests of the country,
that on the Pool Board the wheat-growers
should have four re'presentatives, and the
Government one representative. The GO'vernment will have a double,-barrelled gun
in cla,use 24, under which they can come
along at any time and say that a reasonable price is not being charged for wheat
for local consumption.
Mr. TouTcHER;-Does not the honorable membe,r want to knock that clause
(C

ouU
lVIr. WEA VER.-We will see about
that when we come to it. If we establish
a POOol in which the wheat-grOowers have
confidence. it will do far more tOo advance
the interests of the State than the haphazard system we have had in the past of
marketing our whea,t.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Various opinions
have been expressed as to hOow this Board
should be a.ppointed. One or twO' honO'ra.ble, members contend that the whole 0'£
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the members of the Board should be a ppointed QY the wheat-growers.
The
Government have made a propositiO'n that
they shan ha,ve twO' representatives and
the wheat-growers three, which would
give the wheat-growers a, prepQlnderance
of power.
I dO' not agree with that
propo-sal entirely. I think that when a
section of the people are to get a compulsory Pool-I do nQlt know yet whether
they are to get it, but it looks as if they
will-the Government should have at
least the balance of power, because the
Government represent the people. I see
no reason why the wheat-growers should
take exception to that proposal.
Mr. ALLAN.-Would yOoU have this a
Government Bo'ard ~
1\1r. McLACHLAN.-Can wei nOot trust
the Government to' dOl wha,t is fair to the
people 1 . They a,re doing wha,t a,ppa.rently
they conceive to' be a fair thing now in
introducing a Bill of this character.
I
stated on a previQlus Ooccasion that I would
vote for the second reading. There a,re,
however, very few wheat-growers in my
electorate, and I asked for certain information with respect to the financial
position of the wheat-growers in the
Wimmera and the 11allee. That information has nOit yet been given to us.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You vOited
fo,l' the second reading.
lVIr. lVlcLACHLAN.-I did so conditionally, and I was not giving a,way very
much. I was anxious to ascertain from
the.. representatives of the Wimmera and
the Mallee whether I could justify the
position I was taking up. I am quite
willing to give to any section of the community Government aid, and tha,t is what
i:t Pool means. if it can ,be shQlwn that that
section is in straitened circumstances.
:Mr. WETTENHALL. - Why wait for
straitened circumsta,nces ~
Mr. 1\lcLACHLAN.-There is nQl evidence, that the farmers in the Wimmera
and the Mallee are in' straitened circumstances. There, may be settlers in both
of thQlse districts whO' require assistanc.e,
and they should get it. But can the representatives of the whea,t-growers in
those areas say emphatically and conscientiously tha,t the cOondition of things
is such tha,t it is necessary that the
Go,vernment should come to the help of
the wheat-growers 1
Those hO'norable
members are new asking for sOimething
that is extraO'rdinary in the shape OIf cOompulsion. Compulsion should only be used
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in quite exceptional circumstances, as,
for instance, in a time of natiO'nal danger,
or when the producers are in absolute
ne'8d. I am not prepared to give my vote
on the information that is now befO're us.
It has not been shown that the settlers in
the Mallee have been made to pay too
much for their land. There are many
soldier settlers in Gippsland, who will not
come under this Pool, who have neither
roads nor railways, and' to whom no
assistance is being O'ffered.
Mr. VVEAVER.-A number of settlers
ha,ve left the north and gone to Gippsland.
Mr.
McLACHLAN.-I understand
that a great many have gO'ne to the north
and dO'ne well there. I make no complaint about that. I say, good luck to
men in all walks of life who are making
a success of their business whether they
are wheat-buyers or wheat-growers. But
a fair thing should be dono to the community. It has not been f:<hown that the
price charged for land in the Malle,e is too
high, nor tha.t thel farmers are subject toO
any heavy expense for haulage, nor that
through want of schools the cost of education is unduly incre'ased to them.
'N or
has it bee'll shO'wn that they cannot get
a fair deal from those who are purchasing
their wheat.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That has been
proved up to the hilt.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-The honor,able member seems to be sorry now that
he voted for the second reading of the
Bill.
1Ir. McLACBLAN.-I voted for the
second reading conditionally.
J\lIr. OMAN.-Some of the men who have
bought farms in the Wimmera could sell'
them now for thousands of Dounds more
than they cost.
•
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Doesn't that apply
to land anywhere?
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-That has happened in many parts of the State. Men
who bought well have sold out well.
Mr. ALI.AN.-Has not city land doubled
in value ~
Mr. McLACHLAN.-The people in
the city have done well. MelbO'urne'is a
remarkably wealthy city, but it is
probable that ,if ,Parliament does not
give consideration to the gradual influx
of population i~to the city, in the next
half century the Government will' be
saddled with a permanent unemployment
fund.
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1\ir. EGGLES'l'oN.-The influx must be
because there are too many country members.
lY1r. lV1cLACHLAN.-It is not. It is
due to the fact that Parliament is no.t
looking ahead.
Mr. CAIN.-This Bill will do a great
deal towards decentralization.
It will
build up Portland.
lYIr. l\lcLACIILAN.-The man on the
land is the backbone of the country.
Mr. HOGAN.-What difference does it
make whether there are two or three Government nominees on the Board ~
1\1r. McLACHLAN.-I do nO't think
the honorable gentleman_}s justified, as
a representative of the Government, in
giving the balance of power to a mino-rity.
I daresa y they are a very deserving
minority, 'but I do nO't think it is fail"
that the wheat-growers should ask for the
balance of powe,r. I think they should
have sufficient confidence to trust a
Board consisting of three GOlvernment
nominees and two representatives of the
wheat-grO'wer::s. 'T'hat is a re,asonable proposition, and OUb that I would support.
'1\11'. BROWNBILL.-Some members of
the Opposition wanted the Board to consist entirely of wheat-growers.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-That is sO'. Probably they had very little consideration
for the general body of the people. '
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-What do you want-a Board consisting of consumers ~
:Mr. 1\'IcLACHLAN.-NQ1.
The Government has power to appoint as its
representatives whom it likes. The Government represents the people for the
time being, and the present Government
will, apparently, be ip. o'ffi.ce fQ1r a long
time. Anything it does, I hopei, will be
done in the intere'sts of the people, and
not in the interests O'f a section of the
peo,ple. I do not know that it will be
here for long if it gives away powers
which it ought to retain. My opinion is
that the Bo,ard should consist of three
nominees of the Government, and two
representatives of the wheat-growers.
Under a Board of that character the
wheat-growers would have nothing what.
ever to fear. Is it to be assumed that
if the Government nominated a majority
of the members of the Board they would
turn round and do an injustice to a
deserving set of people'~ No Government
dare do that. A great deal of talk about
Socialism has been indulged in during the
consideration of the Bill. It has been
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said that this is the first instalment Qif
Socialism.
I suppose the suggestion is that the next instalment
will be the taking over of the variQius
sho'ps in this great city. Are honorrable
membe,rs who have said that the Bill is
the first instalment of Socialism prepared
to say that at a certain time the businesses in CQillins-street, Elizabeth-street,
and Qither city streets will be taken over
by the Government ~ That is not likely.
The GQivernment knQiw that the people
have not been educated up to tha,t point,
and the Government are not likeiy by
force to attempt to do any such thing.
They know perfectly well tha,t if they did
anything of the kind a,t the present time
the people, nQit being educated up to it,
would resent it by force.
lVIr. TotTTCHER.-Would you like to
have the people educated up to that
porint ~
1\11'. McLACHLAN .-1 believe in education, and if ever that day comes, it will
come in a peaceful way, and not by revolution. I do not regard the Bill as an
instalment of Socialism. It is a move on
the part of the Gove.rnment evidently to
fall jnto line with the views of the representatives of the wheat-growers. That
is the move, but I think it is not justified.
In c()fllclusion, I wish to remind honorable
members that I assisted to pass the second
reading of the Bill on thel condition that
I was informed either through thel Government Oil' the farmers' r.cpresentatives
that the people fOil' whom this Bill is designed, namely, the wheat-growelrs in the
Mallee or the Winllne,ra, a,re in needy circumstanoos. NQiw, those WhD represent
those areas are familia,r with an the localities, and also, I take it, with the people
who are there, so that is not an impossible
task.
I remember on one occa..q,lon in
this chamber a former Tre,asurer was
struck with 'thel pathetic way in which
the la,te member for Gippsland South described thel condition of settlers in his
district. That Treasurer said that nothing had ever appealed to him more than
that. At thel present time we are being
asked to give' the men on the land, who
might always be described as a very deserving section of the community, something that is out of the way, something
tha t is e,xtr aordinary .
vVe are in troducing the spirit of compulsion, which a.t
all times is dangerous. There is a great
deal of opposit.ion, of coursel, to a, force
of that kind, and natura.lly so. It means
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taking away from thel people that spirit
of independence which has built up the
British race. Right through our history
men have" through their independence
and thejr se,Jf-:reliance, made sacrifices in
times of peace as well as in times of war
for our race. When people ca·me to this
continent it was owing tOo their inde'pendence and self-re>liance that they we,re
able to, subdue thel opposition and overcome the nmnerous obsta.cles that they
had to contend with. If we are to take
that spirit of independence from theIp.,
and substitute a forcel to which therel are
so many objections, the'll good and sufficient reason should be given by those in
charge of this Bill, and those who are
mainly supporting it. If they fail be'fore this Bill is put through to furnish
the information that I have asked for,
I shall be compelled to take some' other
course than that I have taken in the past.
I asked fo·r that information, and I know
that those gentlemeifl are in a position to
give it.
Mr. WEAVER.-What are; you askjng
for ~
:rvfr. McLACHLAN.-I am asking
Ministers or members of the party to
which the honora,ble member bellongs to
furnish me with informa,tion as tOo the
conditions under which the farmers in
the 1\1aHeel and in the Wimmera are
working.
Mr. ALLEN.-I cannot speak about. the
Wimmera, but I can tell you tha,t they
have, a good many droughts in the MaHe'e.
Mr. McLACHLAN .-If the honorable
mem bel' can show that their land is too
dear, that the,y are subject to droughts,
that they are undelr disabilities as faT as
the salel of the,ir wheat is concerned,
apart from those thely sufferr in regard to
education and in other directions, I shall
be perfectly satisfied. I know the condition of some of the farmers in my .own
electorate. Those who grow potatoes and
those who grow maize are suffering
severely at the present time. There are
many mell, too, who have only a bridle
track and who have to use pack horses to
get their produce from one place to another. There are many unfortunatel settlers in that rough and undeveloped portion of the State. I do not know that the
producers in the Wirnmera and the MalIee
need this assistance.
It certainly has
not been proved to this House that they
do.
The Government have offered the
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wheat-growers the balance of power on
this BOiard. I think that balance should
be given to the Government nominees.
After all, the wheat-growers are only a
section of the producers, probably a de·serving section, but the Government represents 'all the people in the State. I
do not think wheat-growers have anything to fear from the Government. No
Government ·dare take an extreme course,
and, as a matter of fact, all Governments
in my experience have been entirely sympathetic with the man on the land.
Tho Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be omitted
stand part of the cla.use (Mr. Cotter in
thel Chair).
Ayes
37
:Noes
15
:Majority against the
amendment

22

AYES.

Dr. Argyle
Mr. Baile\'
Bond"
Brownbill
Cain
" Clough
Cook
" Deany
" Eggleston
" Farthing
Frost
Greenwood
., Hayes
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
Jackson
Keane
" 'Lawson
Lemmon

Mr. McAdam
McDonald
(Daylesford)
McLachlan
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Pennington
Pollard
" Prendergast
Slater
Snowball
" Solly
Toutcher
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Warde.

I

1'ellcl's :
Mr. Jewell
"
\Vebber.

NOES.

Mr. Allan
" Allison
" Angus
" Beardmore
Colonel Boul'chier
Mr. Bowser
" Everard
" Gordon
" Lind

. Mr. lVIackrell
McDonald
(Pohwl'th)
Walter
Wettenhall.

1'ellers :
Mr. Carlisle
" Weaver.

~fr. ALLAN.-In view of the division
that has been taken, it would be useless to
~o on with the two following amendments
In my name.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Sub-clause (2) of
<!lause 4 provides, in·ter alia, that-

The Board shall consist of(a) Two .member,s nominated by the Minister; and
{b) three members elected hy wheat·
growers as hereaJter provided.
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I moveThat in paragraph (b) the 'Word" three" be
omitted with a view of inserting "two" in
lieu thereof.

If this amendmen t is agreed to, it is my
intention to move the insertion of the following words :_cc and (c) the Minister
of Agricul ture, who shall be the chairman of the Board." As I indicated in'
my second-reading speech, I disapprove
of the principles underlying this Bill as
a whole. I do not think there should be
a compulsory wheat Pool. But should this
House decide that there shall be a compulsory wheat Pool, then I am of opinion
that it would be improper for us to- create
a Board in such a way as tOo hand over
the balance of power for the buying and
selling of wheat in Victoria to the growers
of the wheat; in other words, to create
a monopoly of those most interested, leaving the State i tseH, as well as the consumer, in a minority on the con trolling
Board. Inasmuch as the credit of the
State and many milliQons of money are
involved in the transactions of this Board,
it does seem to me that Parliament should
reserve to it.self the right of cO'ntrQolling
the Board, and that the proper person
to be chairman is the Minister of Agriculture for the day as representing the
Government. The Government represents
the people.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-This Government
does, yours did not.
Dr.' ARGYLE.-That is a matter of
opiniQon. I should express my own VIeW
of the matter differently.
However,
nothing is! to be gained by bandying
wQords. I wish my remarks to' apply to
this Government as well as to future GQovernments. If this Government is gQoing
to pledge the credit of the State it should
retaiI! control Qof the Board. I want to'
make it clear that such a BQoard as I
am suggesting would conserve the' interests
of the consumer, would conserve the interests of the people of the State
as a whole, and there would Ibe adequate
representation Qon the Board for those whO'
grow the wheat. In a matter of this
kind we shQould not think sectionally. We
are he're first of all, ,I take it, to protect
the interests O'f the people. If those interests clash with the interests of our
constituents, our duty lies first to' the
State and tOo our constituents afterwards.
It dQoes seem only right that we, as a
Parliament, should prese·rve' t.he rights of
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Parliament, and that we should also conserve the interests of the entire community and not merely a section of the
people. In moving this amendment I am
not actuated by any fooling of hostility
toward my friends in the Corner. I do.
not Io.ok at the matter ,so.lely through the
spectacles of the whe1at-grower.
I have
a broader stand-point. 1 do not think
the interests of the peOlple o.f the State
as a whole would be augmented by the
creatio.n of a bo.dy, that would be practically a monopoly, to control this important industry. I do not propose eithe,r
to try to make out that this is only a
matter of the food supply o.f the people.
It is not. We have here an industry, a
portion only of whose produce is required
as food for home consumption. The surplus is simply a marketable commodity for
which the growers naturally wa,nt to
obtain the best prices available in t.he
markets of the world. Anyth,ing I could
do to help the farmers to that end I
would do. We are, to.ld that there is not
much risk in pledging the credit of the
State in connexion with this :Pool. At
this particular period there appears to be
no financial risk whatever. But a proposal has been submitted that the Pool
shall be continued for a period of three
years. WhOo can say 'what the position of
the wheat market will be in three, years'
time, when a tOotally different state of
affairs may have been brought about 1

Marketing Bill.

Mr. ALLAN.-I object to anything of
that kind. The honorable member for
Castlemaine remarked tliat the Government was endeavouring to drive a wedge
bet.ween the Corner party and the party
occupying the Opposition benches. I tell
him now, distinctly, that it is he who is
trying to drive a wedge be,tween the Oppositio.n and the Co.rner party. That puts
the proposition the othe,r way round. I
am not going to deby the passage of the
Bill in any way. The honorable member
for Toorak said the credit of the State
was behind this proposed compulsory Pool.
That is quite true. The credit of the
State has been behind every POlol 'we
have had in VictOoria during the last five
or six years. The fact that we lost nothing
during the whole of that time is surely
an indicatiOon tha.t there is no danger of
a loss resulting fro.m the cre,ation of this
Pool. '''heat tOI-day is worth 6s. 8d. per
bushel £'0. b., and the advance to be made
under the Bill is only 3s. Sd. per bushel.
We shall certainly be as careful in the
future as we have been in the past whatever the price of wheat may be. Certainly
the banks will be careful not to make an
advance against any year',s wheat unless
it is an absolutely safe advance from a
banking stand-pOoint.
I just rose to say
that I am totally opposed to the amendment.
:Mr. HOGAN (lVIinister of Agriculture).
I desire to inform the honorable member
for T'oorak that the Government cannot
Mr. ALLAN.-I certainly must oppose accept the amendment.
The argument
t,he rt-mendment, :tIld I am going to say the honorable member submitted was
something now that I very much regret that because of the fact that the Governhaving tOo say, that is, the honorable mem- ment are pledging the credit of the Btate
ber for Toorak has mOoved this amendment in order to obtain the money required for
with the object of making the Bill so
the marketing of the wheat, they should
objedionable when it goes to another
have a majority upon the Board. I point
place that it will be thrown out.
out to him that the voluntary Pool has
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is absolutely un- during the last three years been financed
true. It never entered my head to do and gua-ranteed by the Gorvernment. In
anything of the kind.
1921 hono-rable members opposite opMr. ALLAN.-Well, that 1S my posed a volunta,ry or a compulsory Pool.
opmlOn. We were defea.ted, it is true,
Mr. OMAN.-That is not correct.
in the matter of the number o.f members
Mr. HOGAN.-During the election
of the Board who should represent the they did oppose a voluntary or a comwheat-growers. I said nothing about that. pulsory Pool, but after the election they
I do no.t propose to say anything about it. proposed a voluntary Pool, and underBut certainly we could not support an took to finance' it. They also made proamendment o.f this kind. I suppose it is vision in the Wheat-growers Corporation
hoped thai, qhould the amendment be Bill for the appOointment of a Board COllcarried, we will thrOow out the Bill on the sisting solely of wheat-growers' ~epre
third reading.
sentatives.
Mr. WEAvER.-That is what they are
Mr. OMAN.-The Government had a
aiming at.
reserve power.
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1\1r. HOGAN .-So they have in this
Bill. I submit that it is quite inconsistent for the honorable member for
To or ak., af~er having in 1921 supported a
Government that made provision for
financing a wheat marketing scheme,
and made no, provision for a Go,vernment
majority on the Board, to now contend
that it is indispensable that the Government should have a majority "on this
Board. The Government have announced
that they iutend to adhere to the proposal
they have made in the Bill-that the
Board shall consist of three wheatgrowers' representatives and two Goyernment representatives, and I ask the C'ommittee to reject the amendment.
Mr. OMAN.-I said earlier in the
evening that it" is only a matter of degree
whether the wheat-growers have three or
four representatives on the Boa.rd. \Vith
three representatives they will have complete control, and I intimated that I
would stand by the Government if they
adhered to their proposal. I hold the
view very strongly that if the Government have two representatives on the
Board one of them will probably be the
Minister of Agriculture, and I do not
think the Board would hesitate to appoint him as its chairman. As to the
question of the financial guarantee w~
may be quite sure that the Glovernment,
will take care to see that the position 1~
a safe one.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Do you think the
l\1inister of Agriculture \~ould have time
to sit op the Board ~
:1ir. OMAN.-I did that when I was
administering the Department, and I did
not miss a meeting of the Board. I had
other big Departments-those of Lands
and Immigration-to take charge of, and
I was one of the three m:embers of the
Executive who were consulted from week
to week on big and important questions.
The Government's proposal is that there
shall be tnree representatives of the
wheat-growers on the Board. I have indicated that I am in favour of that. I
assure honorable members in the OP"position corner that we on these benches
have no desire to drive a,ny wedge in
between the parties. They will filld that
in essential matters, where there" is no
sacrifice of principle involved, we shall
be quite as consistent as they are. At
a later" stage it is my intention to move
for the insertion of a clause which will
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give ('')utrol to the growers on the Pool.
I made that declaration earlier in the
evening, and I urge t.he honorable" member for T'oorak not to persist with his
amendment. I do not think it will serve
any useful purpose.
t again assure
honorable members of the Farmers Union
party: that there is no desire on the part
of honorable members sitting on these
benches to drive in any wedge. We want
to make the Bill one that will do substantial justice to the men whose interests are
affected by it.
1\1:r. ANGUS.-I oppose the amendment. I stated earlier that I was prepared to support anything that would
broaden the Bill in the interests of the
produ~ers.
I do not think the amendment will do that. I am sure that a
great majority of my farming constituents are against the principle of
the Bill altogether; but seeing that they
cannot obtain all they want, I intend to
do my best to put it in such a form that
it will serve their interests. I have gone
carefully through the petition that was
referred to last night---JI was not here at
the time-when doubt was cast on the
genuineness of the signatures. There are
316 names attached to the petition, and
I can vouch for nearly everyone of the
signatures as being genuine. As most of
these men have large families, the petition represents a voting power of
from 700 to 800, or a majority
of the producers in the constituency.
I know that they have protested
against the Bill; but if it is to be
forced on them they desire to have it
made as broad as possible. The honorable member for H,ampden has intimated
that it is his intention to move an amendment on the third reading. If he does
not do so I shall m.ove an amendment that
the Board shall consist of five members
representing country interests.
1\1r. LAWSON.-I do not rise to make
a speech, but to offer a personal explanation. I understand it has been said that
I opposed a voluntary Pool. This is absolutely incorrect. In 1921 I was favorable to a voluntary Pool. Before the dissolution in 1921 I said there should be an
organization of wheat-growers for cooperative. marketing, and that the Government was ready to offer financial
assistance in the wiy of guarantees for
a voluntary Pool. Anyone who says
that the Ministry I led after the election
was "opposed to a voluntary Pool makes
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a statement that is not borne out by the
facts.
:Mr. SOLLY.-The remarkable ,thjng
about it is that you did not do it.
Mr. LA WSON.-We did do it.
Mr. BAILE,y:-T'he honorable member
said that the marketing of wheat must go
back to ordinary trade channels.
Mr. LAWSON.-I said I was in favour
of trade following its natural channels,
and the:r:e is nothing inconsistent in that
with the system of a voluntary Pool. In
the House, before the dissolution, I said
that the Government was prepared to
assist in the creation of a voluntary Pool,
and to give it support. I am, surprised
that anyone should have the audacity to
deny that.
,
Dr. ARGYLE.-Did you take any steps
to protect the State funds?
Mr. LA vVSON .-There were two Go~
vernment representatives, not definitely
on the Board, but definitely associated
with the management..
One was l\1r.
Pitt, the Under-Treasurer, and the other
was Mr. H. J. Baker, a public servant
of the 8tate of Victoria.
The Minister
was not associated with the voluntary
Pool.
Mr. ALLAN. - The Gov8rnmen t officers
had no votes.
Mr. LAWSON .-N 0 but they were
there to protect the public interest. However, that was a voluntary Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-You did not appoint
them in your Act.
Mr. LA\VSON.-1 would point out to
t.he honorable gentleman t.hat there is a
vital difference betwe€ln that Act. and this
measure. Thel Act provided for a· voluntary Pool.
There was nOi interference
with the libert.y of the growers to market
the,ir p'roduoe in their own way. There
,vas definite encouragement given by
the, Minist.ry to growers to co-operate in
the ma.rkerbing of their wheat.
That is
what we did, and we protected the Government and the publio interest at that
time by definitely assOiciating with the
management of the Pool officers who were
charged with the responsibility of watching the, publio interest, and reporting
from time to time to the Premier and the
],finister of Agriculture,.
Mr. HOGAN.--You did that 'without
providing for it in your Act.
Mr. LAWSON.--It was not l~rovi~ed
for in the Act, but it IS Impossible to quote that measure as
a precedent.
The objection we' are
1,
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taking to this Bill is ou the compulsory principle. You must compare
li~e with like, and yO'll cannot compare
legislatiOon designed to create a voluntary
Pool with legislation under which the
principle of compulsion in enforced. Thut
is a vital distinctiou. The Act we passed
ouly prOovided a Pool for those who weJe
willing to suppa.rt a Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-But you constituted a
Board, and that Board was tOo consist of
four men wha.m yo:u named in yuur Act.
Neither Mr. Judd nOor Mr. Pitt was ODe
of the four.
IVII'. LA \VSON.-No, but if the Minister will read the speeches I made in submitting that Bill to the House, and in
explaining the position in the policy
speech I made to the House, he will see
that I said that the Government interest
was to be protected in that way.
11 r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Y ou do not seriously
mean that we should read your speeches ~
Mr. LAWSON .-1 do not want the
hOlna.rable gentleman to
r'e'ad those
speeches j but I point to them as evide,nce
of the truth a.f my statement, and as a
refutat.ion of the statement made by honorable memhe'l"s on the other (the Ministerial) side Oof the House that I, or the
Government I led at that time, opposed
voluntary pOOoling.
lVIr. ANGus.--We offered to the Farmers party a voluntary Pool before we
went to the country.
They said the
advance promised was not sufficient, and
when we came back \ve increased it by Is.
a hushe'l.
Mr. LAWSON.-There were negotiations as to the amount of the advcLUce.
Negotiations had to take place at that
timet, as they have had to take place on
this occasion.
:Mr. HOGAN.-Does the honorable member say that he advocated a voluntary
Pool' during the 1921 election campaign ~
Mr. LAWSON.-Yes.
:Mr. HOGAN.-He did nOot.
Mr . LAWSON.-I tell the hOHorable
gentleman I did. I made speeches on
many platforms in the State, and I said
that the Government was in favour of the
cO-Olperative marketing of the primary
produce,rs' products. I sajd that in' this
House, and I said it long before 1921 in
many speeches made in this House, and
in many parts of the State.
Mr. HOGAN. - I think I can prOlve to
you that you opposed voluntary pooling.
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J\lIr. LA'VSON.-The honQorable gentleman cannot.
Mr. HOGAN.-Y9u OoPposed" the volulltary Pool during the election campaign.
1\11'. LAWSON .-1 have been accustomed to deal with gentlemen who are
prepared to take anQother gentleman's
wQord. The honOirable gentleman does not
know what I have said. I know the belief that is in my own heart and mind.
I knOlw the principles fQor which I have
stood, and have enunciated and advocated.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
will realize that I remember the arguments clearly too.
]\tIl'.
LAWSON .-The arguments at
the time were against compulsory poolillg.
1\11'. HOGAN.-You stood for the 001'dinary trade channels in that election
campaign.
Mr . LAWSON .-Is 'cOl-operation ian
extraordinary trade channel 7
Mr. HOGAN.-Yee.
Mr.. LA WSON.-I dOl nOot consider it
as such. I consider it to be a normal
and natural trade channel.
1\ir. ANGUs.-\Ve had had co-operative
organizations for tW('nty years befOore
that.
11r. LA vVSON.-Yes, and our GOovernment. supported with direct lOoans, under
the Primary Products Advances Act,
numbero Oof cOI-Ooperative-organizations.
The 1\finister knOows that that infOormation js Oon Oofficial records. HOowever, I
shall come back tOo the personal explanation with which I Oopened these few remarks. My Government did not oppose
voluntary" poo,ling, and I ask hOonorable
mem berG to accept my wQord in regard
to that matter.
The, amendment was negatived.
Mr. ALLAN.-Sub-clause (5) provides
thatThe chairman shall be such member of the
Board as the Governor in Council appoints to
he chairman.

1 mo·ve-
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Sir ALEXA~DER PEAcocK.--The amendment will leave the BOoard untrammelled
in its selection of a chairman.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yes. The members of
the Board will appoint whom they like
as chairman. It is quite likely, I admit,
that they will select a. wheat-growe,r to
be chairman. I ma.y point out that the
chairman will be the link between the
wheat-growers and the Board. He will
be looked upon as the person whOo can
give the wheat-grQowers, in any district,
informa tion as tQi the business Oof the
Board. CQonsequently, it is really important that the chairman of the Board
should be a, wheat-grower and a wheatgrowerG' representative.
lVIr. HOGAN (Minister Oof Agriculture) .-As I annOounced earlier, the
Government are prepared to accept this
amendment.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. ALLAN.-Sub-clause (6) pro.:.
vides that(6) (a) Eyery elected member of the Board
shall be entitled to receive by way of remune_
ration for his services an attendance fee of
One pound eleyen shillings and sixpence for
each attendance at a meeting of the Board at
which a quorum is present.
(b) Every member of the Board nominated
by the iliinister shall be entitled to receive by
way of reUluneration for his services an atten'dance fee of such amount for each attendance
at a meeting of the Board at which a quorum
is present as is prescribed.
(c) The Chairman of the Board shall in addition to his attendance ,fee as a member of
the Board be entitled to receive by Iway of rennmeration for his ·services as Chairman an attendance fee of such amonnt for each attendance as Chairman at a meeting of the
Board at which a quorum is present as is pre_
scribed.
(d) The total amount payahle to anyone
member of the Board for attendance fees shall
llot exceed FiYe hundred pounds in any financial year.
(e) In addition to the attendance fees by
this sub-section payable" to the Chairman or
any other member of the Boa~d he shall be entitled to receive such travellIng allowances as
are prescri bed.

I move-

That the words "Such member of the
Board as the Governor in Council appoints to
be cha.irman" be omitted, and the words
"elected by the Board" be i]lserted in lieu
thereof.

That the words "an attendance fee of £1
Us. 6d. for each "attendance at a, meeting of
the Board at 'which a quorum is present" be
omitted, and that the words "a sum of £500
per annum" be inserted in lieu thereof.

The effect Qof the amendment will be
tha t the chairman Oof the Board "will be
elected by the members of the Board,
whOo will be elected by the wheat-grovvers
and apPOoInted by the Government.

lJIr. HOG A~ (:Minister of AgricultUl'e).-I suggest that the honorable member for Rodney should not move hila
amendment in that form.
Last night, I
asked the Parliamentary Draftsman to
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prepare a llew sub-clause to give effect to
what the honorable member desires.
Dnder the amendment as moved,it will be
seen that the five members of the Board
will have to receive £500 per annum, and
that may not be necessary with the nomi-'
nated members. The idea is that £500
should be paid to the elected members,
and that the other two should receive such
fees as are prescribed.
Some honorable
members suggested that the funds provided
by the 'wheat-growers should be protected,
and that there should be a provision ensuring that Board members should attend a reasonable number of meetings. If
it is desired to submit an amendment to
that effect, it will have to be done in this
sub-clause. Perhaps the honorable member for Rodnev will withdraw his amendment, and lllo;re an amendment in the
form suggested by the Parliamentary
,Draftsman.
Mr. ALL..ll.N.-I am quite prepared to
do what the :Minister suggests, and I ask
leave to withdraw the amendment as I
have submitted it.
The amendment was withdrawn.
Mr. ALLAN.-I moveTha t for sub-cIa use ((\) the follo\\"ing 81111clause be substituted:(G) (a) Each of the elected members of
the Board shall be entitled to receive a
'salary at the rate of Five hundred pounds
per annum, and each of the members of
the Board nominated by the :Minister shall
be entitled to receive such fees as are prescribed.
(b) The chairman shall 'be entitled to
receive in addition to his salary or fees as
aforesaid a salary at the rate of One hundred pounds per annum.
(c) The Chairman and each of the other
members of the Board shall be entitled to
receive ill addition such travelling allowances as the Board thinks reasonable.

That practically meots the case, and apparently it suits the idea of the draftsman,
better than that of which I gave notice.
Mr. 1fcDONALD (DayZesford).-I
would ask the honorable member for
Rodney to add to paragraph (a) of his
proposed amendment some such words as
these: "provided the members of the
Board attend 66 pel' cent. of the meetings."
I hHye in mind the fact that
some of tho members of the previous
Board did not attend a fail' proportion of
the meetings. I think it should be compulsory tha t they should be prescn tat
two-~hirds of the, meetings.
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:1'11'. ALLAN.-I should like to remind
the honorable member that, on one occasion, a membor of the Board was sent to
London .•
Mr. McDONALD (Daylesford).-In
such circumstances he would be excused.
The original idea in propo'sing £1 lIs. 6d.
for each a,ttendance was to safeguard the
interests of the wheat-growers. I dOl not
think that I have suggested too high' a
perce'll tage of attendances.
Mr. HUGHEs.-If a lllan cannot attend
that number of meetings, he should,not be
a membAr of the Board.
'
1\[1'. McDONALD (JJa.ylesf01·d).-Certainly he should not.
In some wa,y or
other the interests of the wheat-growers
should be safeguaTded in this, matter, and
I hope the honorable member for Rodney
will embody my suggestion in his amendment.
~fr. ANGUS.-I do not regard the
proposition of the honorable member for
DayleRford as at all reasonable.
The
wheat-growers are not going to elect any
man in whom they cannot repose confidenca to such a responsible position. It
is impossible to foretell everything that
may happen to a member. For instance,
we know that 1,,11'. Gibson was sent to
London. Then a member of the Doard
may meet with illness.
He may catch
cold while performing the duties of the
Board. During his absence his colleagues
would, no doubt, be able to carryon the
work efficiently. There is no doubt that
the wheat-growers· will elect men who are
above suspicion. The members of the old
Wheat Board never abused their privi,leges, and surely honorable members can
trust men elected by the farmers of this
State. I regard the suggestion which has
beeu made as a reflection, not only on the
men who are to be elected, but on those
who elect them.
The ACT'ING CHAIRl\1AN (Mr. COTTER).-I want to point out that members
are discussing something that is not now
before the Chair. The amendment is to
omit, certain words with the view of inse:rting other 'worrds.
The honorable
member for Daylesford has suggested an
addition that is not appropriate to the
amendment.
The question before the
Chair is that the words proposed to be
omitted stand part of the clause, and I
hope honorable members will keep to that
amendment.
l
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Mr. OMAN.-I am in favour Qif the
.amendment proposed by the hnnora.bIe
member for RQidney. The fee mentioned
in the amendment is to be given only to
the representatives Qif the wheat-grQiwers
Qin the Board. I am quite convinced that
they will attend a far gre·ater number nf
meetings than those indicated by the honorable member faT Daylesford. The addition he proposes is quite unnecessary.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOGAN {l\1inister of Agriculture).-PaJ'agraph '(c) of sub-clause (10)
prO'vides tha t -

in a few aores, or one who has a. large
area under cultivation. It may be that
the man who grQiWs a littlel wheat in his
back yard may claim to have a. vnte.
Mr. CLOUGR.-vVill not a. wheat-grower
mean a man who puts wheat into the
Pool ~
:Mr. ANGUS.-I have the misfortune
to be a member Qif the Elections and
Qualifications Committeel, and was not
present when this matter was discussed
last night..
I hope the. Minister will
pardon mo mentioning it nDW. I stan4
to be corrected, but I believe there is
The Minister shall as soon as practicable nothing in the Bill that defines a wheatafter the passing of this Act, and may ther~ grower. A man who has a quarter of an
after, when necessary, cause to be prepared a acre under crop may claim a vote..
roll of wheat-growers, and every roll so pre:Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have some wheat
pared shall be sufficient in law; and for the growing in my yard.
purposes of the preparation of such roll the
Mr .. ANGUS.-·The honorable member
Minister(i) may make use of any returns or infor- may be a candidate for electinn to this
mation relating to the names and Bnard. It would be a great drawback
addresses of wheat-gro'wers in thl'l to the farmers if he were elected. Howcustody of the Government Statist.
and the Government Statist is here- e,ver, joking apart, it is essential thaI
by authorized and empowered (not- this matter should be definitely deterwithstanding anything in the Statis- mined.
tics Act 1915) to furnish for the purl\:rr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
poses of this section £I.ny such information to the Minister or to any -Clause 2, which we de.alt with last
person authorized by the MinistlCr in night, had a definition of what constiwriting in that behalf.
tuted a wheat-grower. As the result of
the amendment we made, the definition of
1 movea wheat-grower is as follows:That the words "returns or"., (line 8), be
olllitted.

Mr. EGGLESTON.-vVhat is the reason
fOol' omitting them 1
Mr. HOGAN.-We desire tOo preparel a
roll of wheat-grQiwers who shaH vO'te at
the election nf their representatives to the
Board. The omission of the words "returns or" will facilitate the preparation
of the roll, and they are quite unnecessary.
Mr. ANGUS.~I was absent last night
when the CommIttee was dealing with
th? de.finition of a " wheat-grower." As
t~IS amendment deals with the preparatIon of the rolls, I may be permitted to
say now what I should have said last
night, if I could have been present.
There are a. number of small farmers who
put 8 or 10 acres under wheat fDr hay
and fOlWls' food. I hope, in view of this
fact, tha.t the GQivernment will have a
clear) definition of what constitutes a
wheat-grower included in this Bill. I
do nQit want to submit any amendment
myself, but I want to call the attentiDn
·of ~he Ministry to t?e necessity of making
a hne of demarcatIOn as to what constitutes a wheat-grower-a man WhD puts

" Wheat-grower" means any person or body
of persons corporate or incorporate who or
which is a bona fide grower flf wheat.

I understand the honorable member wants
a further definition as to what constitutes
a bona fide grower. I will take the matter into consideration and see if something can be done to meet his wishes.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. OMAN.-I should like to direct
the attention of honorable members to the
stringent penalty provided in paragraph
(d) of sub-clause (10) of Olause 4. That
paragraph reads -(d) Every voting paper, used by a voter for

the purposes of an election shall be
in the prescribed form and shall contain a declaration signed by the votei'
that he is at the time of the election
a wheat-grower and if any person
who is not a wheat-grower at the
time of the election votes at such
election he shall whether or not his
name is enrolled on the roll of wheatgrowers be liable to a. penalty of not
more than Fifty pounds;

What would the Government think of a
provision like that in the electoral laws
of this country? Surely if a roll of tho
kind indicated is prepared the decision of
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the men on the roll should be accepted.
The election would in all probability take
place when nO,men are growing wheat. It
may be in a non-growing period, February or March, and such a penalty is altogether unreasonable. If a roll is prepared
of persons entitled to vote, those persons
should b,e pe.rmitted to vote. , We should
not impose conditions against the wheatgrowers that we are not prepared to impose against any other section of the
people.
The clause, as amended; was agreed to.
Clause 5-(Power to contract).
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The legal aspect
should be looked into very carefully. ' We
should be careful not to constitute a body
that has no proper powers. This ·is the
only Bill that incorporates the Board.
The powers of the Board are those that
are indicated in this measure. The Board
will have no other powers than those conferred under the Act, should this Bill
pass. Really, all the powers of the Board
are set out in clauses 5 and 6.
Many
points are lacking. I think, for instance,
that the Board will require to own land.
There is no power to own property. A
corporation which has not that power
specifically given to it cannot hold land.
This clause gives the Board power to enter
into contracts and to do certain things"
but not the pO'wer to hold land.
Mr. BAILEY. - They are not buying
land, but are dealing in wheat.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Board can~
not get on without either leasing or purchasing land, because it will have to store
wheat. It does seem to me that this clause
is quite inadequate for the purposes of
the Board.
We have to consider the
policy of the Board in regard to the present Victorian Wheat-growers' Corpora·
tion. That corporation is a separate legal
entity, and may" stick up " the Board for
the lease it holds and the plant it holds,
and exact its own price.
Mr. HOGAN.-I do not think it has any
intention of doing that.
'
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is as well to
be on the safe side. I do 110t propose to
move an amendment to the clause, because
it js the responsibility of the Govf'rnment
to bring down a proper Bill; but I ha\'f:
serious doubts as to whether the c]ans8
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has 'been adequately drawn and as to
whether the Board is placed in the prop":l'
position to handle and use the plant of
the Victorian Wheat-growers' Corporation. That corporation has shareholders,
in relation to whom the directors are
trustees, and it is the duty of the director::;
to get the best value they can for the property that they hOold. It may be that that
property will be of no use except when
t.ransferred to the, Board. But the Minister will be acting very incautiously if he
does not see that t,he Boa,rd has some
arrangement with the old co'rporation to
secure the use of the laud and property
that it, has.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).It is, true that the powers Oof the Victorian
Wheat-growers Corporation were enumerated very widely. Clause 5 of the Rill
concentrates the whole of the powers
enumerated in section 6 of the Victorian
Wheat-growers Corporation Act in four,
lines.
The honorable member for St.
Kilda raises a doubt as to whether the
Board would have the power to enter into
contracts for the purchase of land. But
nothing could be wider than the wording
of this particular clause, which reads-.
The Board may enter into all such contracts
and do all such acts matters and things as are
necessary or incidental to the execution and .
discharge of their powers duties and authorities under this Act.

Surely to goodness that gives the Board
very wide power indeed.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - It is the Government's responsibility.
Mr. BAILEY.-And the Government
are satisfied that the clause gives the
Board the necessary powers.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 6.
Clause 7-providing, inter alia} thatFor the purposes of the satisfactory marketing of the Victorian wheat harvest of the season 1924-1925 and for the purposes of this
Act(2) The Treasurer of Victoria on behalf
of the Government of Victoria mav arrange with the Government of the .,Commonwealth for the repayment of ,any
moneys provided by the Government of the
Commonwealth pursuant to flub-section (1)
of this section for which the Government
of Victoria is liable; and any moneys payable by the Government of V ictoria under
any such arrangement shall be provided
out of moneys to be appropriated by Parliament for the purpose;
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Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul-

Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think it would
be dangerous if the Pool is to 'be extended, to give the Government power to
offer any guarantee they think proper.
The .Minister's interjection shows what
Later I propose to move the insertion of he is willing to do. He is willing before
the words "or by such bank or banks" the thing is printed to give a guaranafter the word" Commonwealth" where tee-Mr. IIoGAN.-N ot at all.
it again occurs. The sub-clause will then
readMr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
7. For the purposes of the satisfactory mar- gentleman quoted the action of the New
keting of the Victorian wheat harvest of the South Wales Government in giving 7s.
season 1924-25 and for the purposes of this 6d. a bushel before the wheat was planted.
ActThat could be done under this clause, and
.
.
.
.
.
.
(2) The Treasurer of Victoria on behalf I do not think ~t ought to be passed in
of the Government of. Victoria may ar- its present form. If it is passed and the
range with the Government of the Commonwealth or with any bank or banks f01' Pool is continued ,it will be an absolute
the repayment of any moneys provided by abrogation of parliamentary responsithe Government of the Commonwealth or by bility, and I hope the Committee will
such bank or banks pursuant to sub-section
bear that in mind.
(1) of this section for which the Government of Victoria is liable; and any moneys
The amendment was agreed to.
payable by the Government of Victoria
Mr. HOGAN (M~nister of Agriculunder any such arrangement shall be provided out of moneys to be appropriated by ture).-I movetur~).-I moveThat in sub-clause (2), after the word " Commonwealth" (lines 3-4), the words "or with
any bank or banks'" be inserted.

Parliament for the purpose.
~Mr.

EGGLESTON.-This is a vital
dause, . and the Committee should consider it very carefully, especially in regard to the continuance of the Pool beyond the present season. The Committee
should not agree to the clause if the Pool
is to be continued beyond the present season.
The Minister has sta ted what
the gua,rantee is to be" SOl far as
. this particular season is concerned, and
the Committee has acted on that information. But if this clause is passed the
Government can give any guarantee they
like, even up to 80 per cent. or 120 per
cent., and the sum will have to be paid.
:Thai is an abrogation of all parliamen.
tary responsibility.
Mr. NOGAN.-We do not propose to pay
80 per cent.
}tIl'. EGGLESTON.-They did in New
South Wales.
Mr. HOGAN.-~ o. At the beginning
{)f a wheat-growing season, the New South
Wales Government gave a guarantee of
7s. 6d. a bushel. That was done in order
to encourage the farmers to plant more
wheat.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It was done in
August and September. That is not the
planting season.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK-An election
was coming on.

T.hat ,aft~r the :word a ,Oolllll1on,wea,l,th, "
(line 6). the following words be inserted:." or by such bank or banks."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 8( 1 ) No person in Victoria shall except as
prescribed sell wheat to or buy wheat from any
other person in Victoria for delivery in Victoria before the first day of December, One
thoUJsand nine hundred 'and twenty-five, except
to or from the Board or persons authorized
~

U.

.

.

(2) Any person guilty of a oontraventIOn
of the provisions of this section shall ,he liable
t" a' penalty of' not more than Five hundred
,uounds.
, (:n 'The Board may exempt (either generally or in any particular case ) from the
operation of this section((£) sales or purchasers of seed wheat ,by
growers of wheat to or from
growers of wheat for bona fide use
by the purchasers in their farming
operations;
(b) sales by wheat-growers Dr purchasers
of wheat (of a quality lbelow that fit
for gristing into flour) from the
growelis thereof for bona fide use by
the purchasers as food for their
poultry and stock;
(c) sales or purchases of wheat grown by
any wheat-grower in areas of limited
production of wheat specified by the
Board; and
r
(d) such other sales and purchases as are
!prescribed.
( 4) The Board may at any time 'revoke any
such exemption.
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and that is by appropriating it to the Government.
If property is transferred
.from one State to another it cannot be
That in sub-clause (1) (lines 3-4) the words
"in Victoria for delivery in Victoria" be affected by our legislation. I notice that
the Government .follow our legislation
omitted.
slavishly, until they mee.t with difficulties,
The reason for this is that we are pro- and then they introduce a series of
posing to make an amendment in clause 3, amendments which do not meet the, situawhich ,vas postponed last night, but tion, but simply shirl{ it. The amendwhich we are informed by our legal.ad- ment to clause 3 simply says that nothing
visors 'will more effectively deal with this . in this Bill shall be deemed to affect freematter. The amendment to clause 3 is dom of trade.
in print, and is as follows:1\11'. HOGAN.-Our legal advise.rs say
that is the, best way in which to do what
" (2) N otwithstancling any provision of this
Act which may be construed to the contrary, we want to do.
such provision shall not impair freedom of
1\lr. EGGLESTON.-It is a way that
trade commerce and intercourse among the
is absolutely unsafe to the man who has
Btates of the Commonwealth of ,Australia
whether by means of internal carriage or ocean to find out what his rights are under this
))Rvigation and this Act shall be read and Bill. No wheat grower nor wheat buyer
could find out what his rights are unde·r
construed accordingly."
the Bill without going to a solicitor or a
'Ve are proposing. to do this on the advice constitutional lawver. As an honorable
of the Crown Law Department.
member say.s, he l;'ight have to go to the
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-We are not Privy Council.
dealing with clause 3 now. I would sug. Mr. SLATER.-He would without this
gest that we postpone. clause 8 until we
provision.
have dealt with clause 3.
1\11'. HOGAN.-If '.ve do that we may' . ~r. EGGLESTON.-The other procreate a difficulty, although I am not VISIOn may have been ambiguous, but it
opposing the, honorable membe.r's sugges- was an attempt to define in reference to
tion. \Ve are advised that the amend- each transaction what was the legal posiment we intend to move in clause 3 will t~~n: In the amendment proposed by the
more effectively deal with t.his matter of JYIllllster each of these attempts to show in
Inter-State trade than the words we reference to a particular transaction what
are. using in cla.use 8. Weare merely f 01- the rights of a man are and the 'course
lowlllg the adVIce of the Crown Law De- of action he should take ~re omitted and
partment and the Parliamentary Drafts- \\~e, have a drag-net clause proposed, ~vhich
man, and I think that we can safely do SImply ·sets . Qiut. that nothing in the measure shaH mfrlnge the Federal constituso.
lVIr. EGGLESTON.-The Crown Law tion. I say th~t it. is an absolutely wrong
Department is not entitled to, decide what me,thod of leglslatmg. This Parliament
legislation this House shall pa.ss. The should say w ha tit means, and not propound a legal puzzle to the fa.rmers of
proper person to advise the House is the
Attorney-General, and I warn the At- Victoria. This is a matter that does not
torney-General that if this Bill goes concern me at an. AB a matte'r of fact
through in this way it will very ~eriously it might be very .profitable to me if eve;
a.ffect his profess-ional reputation. It in I go~ any of thel wheat business, but it
a wrong method of legislation. I defy certa,lllly affects ve1ry deepJy indeed the
l
anybody to ~onstrue the Bill, unless he is farmers of the State, who ha,ve to find out
wha.t
their
rights
are
under
this
measure.
a· constitutional lawyer. It is a principle
of legislation that an Act should be clear I protest very strongly against this form
on its face. T~is Bill, as originally drawn, of legislation. It ma,y have been dra.fted
~v~s clem' on ~ts face.
It prohibited cer- by eminent King's Counsel, but what
,am transactIOns, and said that Inter- he has done is to carry out his instrucState transactions would not be prohibi- tions. In. such a case, he is probably told
ted. That led to some unfortuna.te com- to' make the position safe, and if he can
plication's, and it might. have caused dif- introducel a drag-ne.t clause, which brings
ficulty in controlling wheat under certain 8veryone in without definitely saying so,
ci~cumstances.
The Attorney-General he does it. This provision certainly prewll~ know that there is only one way in vents thel Bill from infringing the Federal
whIch we can control property in a State, Constitution, but it does not tell people
Mr. HOGJ:~N (Minister of Agriculture).-I move-
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what their rights are, under the Bill. It
is one of the most unfortunate methods of
legislation I.have ever seen. The questiQln of inter-Sta.te contracts comes ill ill
connexion with clause 8, clause 10, and
clause 11. I can quite see the purpose of
the amendments the Government propose.
Under cIa uses 10 and 11 as drafted, an
exemptiQln was made of wheat thel subject
of an Inter-State cont.ra.ct. It is quite' admitted that any wheat imported here from
another State cannot be affected by legislation passed by the State Parliament,
because thel matter is one of Federal jurisdictiQln. There is another point I intended
to make very clear by an amendment, and
that is that. once, wheat from another
State comes he're it always retains thel
eharaete,r of Inter-State wheat. Otherwise
nobody could import wheat here, because
immediate,ly he got it here it would come
within the scope of this measure, and that
would be agains..t thel meaning of certain
decisions which have be,en given by the
High Court and the Privy CounciL
In
order, possibly, tQl avoid the effects of
those decisions, the phrase relating to··
Inter-State, contracts is to be omitted
from clauses 10 and 11, and a dragne,t provision is to be added to clause 3
so that if any man impQlrts wheat
from anothelf State it will be immediately
pounced upon by the, Board, and the
Board will say, "Now that the. wheat is
in our State, we can contrOoI the gristing
of it, and the use of it." That rea.lly, in
efIed, affects freedom of trade between the
States, heicause when goods are imported
from another State to this State, they are
imported for the purpose of use, and not
for the purpose' of being handed to a
Board.
The Leader of the. Country
party said to-night that one of the protections that. the people of Victoria ha,ve
is that wheat can be imported from another State.
Mr. BAILEY.-A person who brought
wheat from anOother State could not sell
it her€l, but hel could grist it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That interjection
shows how much the honorable gentleman
knows about the matter.
Mr. BAILEY.-Clause 8 shOows distinctly
tha.t only the sale of whe·at is prohibited.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But clause, 9
specifically prohibits gristing without the
consent of the Board; and the phrase
which makes an exemption in the case of
Inter-Stat.e contracts, is to he omitted from
clause 10. Immedia,te,ly wheat is brought
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in from a.not-her State, the Wheat Board
can prevent it be,ing grist-ed. I ask honarable members whether the people whQl
wish for cheap bread are willing to give
the Board power to pre,vent the gristing
of wheat from othe,r States. The amendment is a· vital onel, although its meaning is concealed under legal phraseology.
It is, in my opinion, a. most iniquitous
amendment.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
profoundly disagree with the statements
made to thel Committe'e by the, honorable
member fQlr St. Kilda.
The: honorable
membe,r objected to thel omission from
clause 10 of sub-clause (3) which readsNothing in this or the two last preceding
sections shall apply to wheat or flour the sub·
ject of an Inter·State contract.

The honorable member referred to
the elimination of that protective subclause and the substitution in its place
of the general provision we propose
to add to olause 3.
It is hardly necessaJ.'y for me to remind the Committee that
nothing this Parliament did, either expressly or impliedly, O'r failed to do, could
a.flect the. questiO'n of an Inter-Statel contract.
Any Inter-Statel contract would
be amply prote'Cted by section 92 of the
Commonwealth Constitution Act. We. say
that the prot-ection that is given by section 92 of the CO'mmonwealth Constitution Act, which specifically provides for
freedom of trade, commerce, and intercourse between the States shall be retaine,d absolutely. Even if we' did not expressly provide that, the- Commonwealth
Constitution Act would prevail, as the
honOorable memb-e,r for St. Kilda knows.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We are making
doubly sure.
Mr. SLATER.-That is exactly what
we are, doing. The suggestion Oof the. honorable member for St. Kilda, that this win
give power to the Bo.ard tode,al with
whe-at that comes from another State" and
to control the. gristing of that wheat, is
not borne out by the law as it is to-day,
or as it is proposed under this BilL He
has suggested that the farmen:; of this
State, in order to ascertain their true
position, would have to resort to lit.igatiotll. After all, they will not be interested very considerably in either the buying or thel selling of Inter-State. wheat or
in Inte'r-State contracts. It seems to' me
that the honorable member for St. Kilda.
has put up a easel, not for the poor wheatgrower, but for some of those people
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against' whom, perhaps prDperly, thjs
measure is leveHed-pelOple engag€d in
the buying and selling of wheat, bDth
Intra-State and Inter-State.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-YDU must be very
poverty-stricken fDr a,rgument when you
have to impute motives like that.
Mr. SLATER.-The hono~a,ble member
cannot show that t.here is a conside,rable body of whelat.-growers who aJ.'€1 engaged in the buying or selling of wheat.
He knows that the wbeat-growers will not
be affeded.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But. the
Board will be a,cting on behalf of the
whole of the wheat-growers.
Mr. SLATER.-The Board will be
conscious of its legal obligations, and its
legal position, and it is not likely to run
riot with the whea,t-growers' mone,y by
invOilving itself in litigation.
There
will be nOi expensive litigation if
this measurel goes through in the
manner now proposed. The honorable
member for St. Kilda suggests that this
is a, dangerous a,mendment., and that it
has not been considered nor thought out
by the Government. The matter has been
seriously considered by the Government
and its legal advisers, and they have
taken the further precaution of securing independent legal opinion.
The
objections of the honorable member for
St. Kilda" as tOi the drag-net nature
oJ the Government's provision and alsO'
as to' the danger to' the wh€la,t-growe,rs
cannot be sustained when tne. whole of the
facts are, examined.
Mr. OMAN. - Sub-clause (1) practically prohibits sales of wheat except to or
by the Board before 1st December, 1925.
In sub-clause (2) a maximum penalty of
£500 is provided, and in sub-clause (3)
there are a number of exemptions. Now
this is the clause which really brings compulsion to bear, and it is interesting to
read what Mr. Sutcliffe had to say about
compulsion in his report on the prices
of bread, wheat, and flour.
Under the
heading "The Stabilization of Price of
Wheat for Local Oonsumption," he saidUnder a compulsory wheat Pool it would
he possible to stabilize the price of wheftt for
local consumption.
With a stabilized price of
wheat it would be possible to avoid the changes
in tM price of bread, which have been the cau.se
of such grea,t public dissati'sfaction.

1 just want to remind honorable members
intprestcd in wheat-growing that :Mr. Sutcliffe was appointe-d a Royal Oommis-
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sioner by the Government for a specific
purpose, and that was to prove to the
people of Victoria that bread was too
dear, and to recommend how the difficulty could be got over.
Mr. Sutcliffe
went on to sayIf a compulsory "V,heat Pool was in operation it would be possible to allocate that quantity each year for local .consump,tion at a
price 'which should be fixed after a careful
investigation as to the cost of production,
leaving the ba.lance for export, either as wheat
or flour, to be sold at the best prices available.

That pretty clearly sets out what is in
the mind of the Government. I remember how the Premier rushed into the
Ohamber with Mr . .sutcliffe's report in
his hand. Spreaking from memory, the
copy was typewritten, and the Premier
had read it to the House 'so that we should
get the truth straightway. Mr. Sutcliffe said that certain procedure was necessary, and that the price for local consumption should not be the world's parity
at all, but thai it should be based on the
cost of production. I would recommend
those members who represent farming
constitucncies to carefully peruse that report and give consideration to certain of
the paragraphs because they set out pretty
clearly what is in the mind of the Govern-

ment.
Mr. BAILEY\.-Will Mr. Sutcliffe be
running the Wheat Board?
Mr. OMAN.-Mr. Sutcliffe was running the Government.
They appointed
him a Royal Oommission in order to get
rid of some of the responsibility in connexion with the fulfilment of promises
made at the recent election.
Mr. Sutcliffe stated that cheap bread could be
obtained by' basing the price of flour on
the cost of production, leaving the balance to be exported either as wheat or
flour, and to be sold at the best price
That is the' position we are
available.
'in to-day.
We can sell from 20,000,000
to 23,000,000 bushels at the best price
offering.
The 12,000,000 or 1.4,000,000
bushcls requi~ed for local consumption
and gristing in this State will be held to
provide cheap flour for the people of Victoria, and the price, that is if Mr. Sutcliffe's renort is to be given effect to, is
to be bas~d on the cost of production.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Fourteen million
bushels will not be required for local consumption.
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Mr. OMAN.-Ten million bushels will
be required, but if you close your" mills
you know what an outcry there will be.
During the year just closed, the Government held" 7,000,000 bushels for gristing
purposes in the latter half of the year. We
have no better authority to submit to this
House than that representative of the
Government.
Mr. BAILEY.-YOU admit that he is the
.
best authority?
Mr. OMAN.-He is an authority who
suits me on this occasion.
He shows
clearly what is in his own mind. In my
opinion, what is in his mind is in the
mind of the Government.
I have heard
it argued night and day that. growers of
wheat should get the cost of production,
How many
plus a reasonable profit.
wheat-grower.g would there be in this State
if that policy were pursued? If we pass
this Bill we shall make that procedure
We have been warned as to
possible.
what if-! likely to happen by the Royal
Commissioner appointed for the purpose
of showlng how cheap bread can be proSo long as the
cured for the people.
farmers of Victoria, through their representative, know what the Government
have in view, and what is possible under
the provisions of this measure, they must
carry the responsibility.
}.t[r. HOGAN.---:Is what you are saying
relevant to the clause?
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, it is.
It appears
to be too relevant for the Ministe:r.
On
this clause one can make what is practically a second-reading speech.
Mr. I-IOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I rise to ~ point of order, 1\1r.
Chairman. I ask whether the honorable
member for Hampden has not to speak
to the clause before the Chair. I should
like to know whether he is doing that or
whether he is making another secondreading speech that will be about his
seventh on the Bill.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER)-The honorable member for
Hampden must confine his remarks to
the question under discussion. He knows
the rules of debate, so I ask him to
confine himself to the amendment.
}"fr. OMAN.-I thought that the clause
itself was under discussion.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I do
not know how other lay members feel
about this matter, but I myself am in
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somewhat of a difficulty after hearing the
honorable member for St. Rilda and the
I' think you were
Attorney-General.
quite right in your ruling, Mr. Chairman.
As a matter of fact, the honorable member for Hampden thought that
the clause as a whole was under discussion.
However, I think both the honorable member for St. Kilda and the Attorney-General were out of order because
they spoke, with regard not only to clause
8, but to clause 10, as well as to the
amendment which we had to postpone
last evening on clause 3. As a layman,
it strikes me that the whole difficulty is
due to the fact that this is a Victorian
compulsory Wheat Pool.
Previously it
was an Australian Pool in which the
various wheat States were interested.
}.t[r. EGGLESTo~.-They had a Federal
Act.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Yes.
Here is the difficuty as it appears to me
as a layman.
The Minister of Agriculture says that the Government have taken
the advice, not only of the Crown Law
officers, but of others outside. That is the
proper course for the Government to take
in a difficult problem.
The AttorneyGeneral supported the statement of the
l\1inister of Agric.ulture.
Now the responsibility rests entirely upon the Government.
\Ve have to take the statement of the Attorney-General, who has
heen digging intO' this matter. This question .is worthy of consideration at another
stage.
.
)\Ill'. SOLLY.---Are you speaking to the
amendment now ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-No, I
am not; but we have had a gene:rel discussion over the difficulty of the situation,
and I am trying to help matten. We must
remember that the Crown Law officers and
the Parliame.ntary Draftsmen have prepared this Bill to' provide fo'r acorn pulsory
whea.t pool in VictQlria. The Bill, which
has run the gauntlet of those officials, is
placed before us, and now the :Minister
of Agriculture proposes something which
materially alters the original provision.
As the honorable member for St. Kilda
has pointed out., the, Minister proposes to
take out certain words.
The la,ymen in
this House can presume that the effect of
this amendment has beeu thmoughly
lo,oked into, and the Attorney-Genera.! has
told us that the words prciposed to b~
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inserted will quite COlver the position, notwithstanding that cert.ain OIther words are
to be omitted.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-That. is the position.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Theu
the responsibility must be upon the Government. Weare told that the Government has not only taken the advice of its
own officers, but· of Q1ther cOlllnsel.
This
is not a, questiOin of Q1ne side Q1f the House
or the OIther, and I suggestl tha,t legal
members might talk the subject Olver, so
that we oan be quite certain what is the
exact pa.sition.
Mr. EGGLESTON.~I should like to
point out, that my Q1bjection to this amendment is that it will make it difficult for
a person tOi know what a,re his legal rights.
He will have to. interpret this Bill with
the Federal Constitution.
That is a
wrOing position for us to take up.
I say
tha,t in its present fOrrIn the pr0'P0sal is
illegal, but the position may be saved
by the drag-net clause.
1\ly objeotion
to it i~ that a. layman wanting to know
his position cannot ascertain it from this
Bill.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-As
I indicated before, I should like to ask
honorable members how many individual
wheat-growers will be interested in the
Inter-State problem.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCI{.-T'be Bo'ard
will be a.cting on their behalf.
Mr. SLATER.-The Boa,rd will do its
best in the circumstances. It has its own
legal advisers, and, I understand, that
it has standing counsel, who is following
It is
. every phase OIf this legislatiOin.
probable that it ha.s had legal advice as
to the effect of the proposed amendment.
The Board will know what difficulties may
arise, .and how to deal with them. The
position. is made perfectly clear.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But I am speaking
on behalf of individua,ls.
1\1r. SLATER.-And my reply is that
individual citizens will not be affected.
We are told that this is a Bill fundamentally affecting wheat-growers, and how
many wheat-growers in this Sta,te will be
interested in any Inter-State contract ~ If
thoy are not affected by any Inter-State
contract, they will have nOi difficulty in
determining their rights, because they are
transparen t.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If I cannot satisfy
the honorable gentlema.n I have no,thing
more to sa.y.
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Mr. SLATER.-If
the
honorable
member likes to dogmatize I am not
gqing to worry. It would not matter what
we did, we could noot impair t,he ·trade
and commerce power under the Federal
Constitution.
We a,re trying to' make
assurance dou.bly sure, tha,t nothing in this
Bill abrogates that power.
Thel amendment was agreed too.
l\1r. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-Sub-clause- 3 of clause 8 -provides thatThe Board may exempt (either generally or
in any particular case) from. the operation
of this section(0) sales or purchases of seed wheat by
growers of wheat to or from growers
of wheat for bona fide use by the
purchasers in their farming operations;
(IJ) sales by wheat-growers or purchases
of wheat (of a quality below that
fit for gristing into flour) from the
growers thereof for bona fide use
by the purchasers as food for their
poultry and stock;
(e) sales or purchase!:! of wheat grown
by any wheat-grower in areas of
limited production of wheat specified
by the Board; and
(d) such other sales and purchases as are
prescribed.
4. The :t3o~rd may at any time revoke any
such exemptIOn.

I moveThat after the word " Board" (line 1) the
following words be inserted:"upon such conditions and such payment
(if any) to the Board as the Board
thinks fit."

T'his is a. ma,chinery provisia.n tha,t will
ensure tha.t there will be some control over
the sale of wheat from one farmer to
anotherr farmel', or from a farmer to a
poultry-raiser. Without t.his amendment
there may be SOIlle trOUble.
Mr. OMAN.-Tha,t amendment is not in
conformity with last night's promise.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-This is one of the
ma.st astounding proposals I have ever
heard of. The BOlard is not only to have
the right too oontrol transactions in its
own wheat, but, where it exempts one
farmer from dealing with another farmer,
or 'a farmer with a poultry raiser, it is
to have the right too exact payment from
those who carryon these transactions. 1
do not know if fa,rmers are going to take
such a proposa.} lying down.
Although
the Board will' not handle this wheat in
any form) it is to' have power to extract
payment in regard to these transactions.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU know they will not
make a cha.rge.
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:Mr. EGGLESTON.-N obody should
be given a power to do that which
is wrong. I have no doubt that this proposal has been brought forward at the
dictation of the board olf the Wheatgrowers CQlrporation, and has been suggested to provide added power Olver the
whole of the transactions Q1f the people in
Victoria. Supposing a grower in N atimuk
wants to sell wheat to a poultry raiser
in Horsha,m, he cannot dOl so unless he
makes a. payment to the Boait'd. A fanner
may know where he can get the best seed
from, but he will not be able tOi obtain
it from another farmer unless he makes
paym en t tOi the BOlard.
The Board has
the pO'wer to impose a levy on him, although it does llot handle the wheat.
:Mr. OMAN.-I asked the Minister of
Agriculture last night whether we were
to be permitted the free sale of whe,at for
poultry feed, and he assured me that
that would be the case. N O'W, in violation o.f that promise, he has brought fOorward an amendment that gives the Board
power to impose a charge against the man
who sells wheat as po.ultry feed to a neighbour. It cannot be argued that a sale
made for such a purpose will injure the
Pool in any way.
Mr. SLATEl"{.-It is only a reserve
power.
Mr. OlVIAN.-I know.
It was in
operatio.n during the compulsory Pool.
Thousands of persons were precluded from
purchasing wheat in small quantities from
a. neighbour owing to the trouble that
would be entailed. There had to be a
notification to the Board, and a payment
to the Board, and who is gO'ing to take
such trouble merely to obtain a bag or
two bags of wheat from a neighbour ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I reo
collect distinctly the hqnorable member
for Hampden asking the Minister of Agriculture whether free sales of whea t would
be permitted for fowl freed.
1£ the
amendment is agreed .to the Board will
have power to impose any conditions they
like. I remember well the trouble thai
arose among poultry breeders with regard
to wheat supplies.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-They overcame the
cliflicul ty .
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.~They
did, but there was a lot of trouble in the
meantime. However, the Minister made
a definite statement last night in reply
to the honorable member for Hampden,
and I fail to see why the amendment
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sho.uld be regarded as necessary after the
:\lillister's prOlll1ise.
1\1r. OMAN.-\Vhat sort o,f trust can we
place in a Government that so readily
violates a pledge 1 Within twenty hours
of the making of a ple1dge we witness the
violatio.n of it.
Mr. SLATER (AttoTney-General).Afte.r all, this is only a reserve power. 1
think the Board wo.uld have to be protected. Without this power it would be
quite possible, under. the clause, for the
wheat-gro,wers to defeat the whole object
of the Bill.
lVIr. HOGAN (lVlinister of Agriculture).
-The purpose for which this amendment
is pro.posed is really to ensure that it will
be .possible for a record to be kept o.f all
the wheat that is grown in Victoria. It
is in the nature of a census. It is not in.
tended to exercise this pOlwer as far as
[lIlY sales under paragraphs (a), (b), and
(c) of sub-clause (3) are concerned.
Thnse are bona fide sales of seed wheat
frnm oue farmer to another, or o.f wheat
by a wheat-gro.wer to a po.ultry breeder,
or " sales o.r purchases of wheat gro.wn by
any wheat-gro.wer in areas o.f limited production o.f wheat specified by the Board."
It is not intended to make any charge
whatever to the gro.wers in those cases.
The idea is to ensure that sales cannot
even be made in that wav without the
kno.w ledge of the Board. ~
Mr. EGGLEs'roN.-The amendm~nt IS
lwt necessary fOir that purpose at all.
1\11'. OlVIAN.-It is a vio,]ation o.f the
promise made by the Minister last night.
1\11'. HOGAN.-The hono.rable member for Hampden is entirely wrong. All
the promising that was done last night
was done by himself. I said that he was
going altogether toOl "far" He was saying.
'( If I want to do this and that shall I
be in order ~" I made no answer. The
honorable member answered himself.
1\1r. OMAN. - You distinct! y said that I
could sell wheat to CL poultry breeder.
Mr. HOGAN.-So the honorable memo
bel' can, but he cannot sell f.a.q. wheat.
What the amendment means is this:
The Board would have a ]mo.wledge of all
the wheat that is grO'wn and sold in Victoria.
Any farmer who wanted to sell
wheat to a n60ighbouring farmer fo.r seed
would be able to do so, and to do it without making any payment to the BOlaI'd,
but he would have to notify the Board of
the transactio.n.
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Mr. EGGLES'l'ON.-The Board would be
lV1r. ANGUS.-I have had experience
able-in this matter. I know of cases where
Mr. HOGAN.-I wish the honorable growers wanted to buy seed wheat from
member would allow me to make my state- a neighbour. He had the 'wheat, and
ment in my own way. He may interject, it was good seed wheat, but rather than
.but he cannot force me to answer his in- be bothered to take thei vexatious course
terjections.
of asking fo[' permission fnr the sale he
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-You never interrupt allowed the wheat to go into the Pool.
It was then mixed with other wheat, and
anybody.
Mr. HOGAN.-No, I would not think in that way good seed was lost· to the
of db,ing such a thing. Take this posi- district. It is most. impnrtant that we
tion: A wheat-grower may not be content should have the very best grain for seed.
with selling seed wheat to a neighbouring It is a: recognized fact that unless a man
farmer, or with selling fowl feed to a suws good seed he cannot get. the best
poultry raiser, but may sell ten, or twelve, results. Why should the Bnard require
or twenty bagl:i o,f good wheat to a grocer. to know nf every bag of wheat that is
We are providing that that cannot b(' kept for seed. Is that necessary ~ If it
done except under such conditions as tho IS not intended to impose penalties, why
provide for them in the Bill. I dOl nnt
BOiard sets out.
1\[1'. ANGUs.-Does this clause exempt want to ·cause delay, but I am anxious
. that freedom should be given to people
seed wheat and wheat for fowl feed ~
:LVIr. HOGAN.-Yes, exoepting that a tv obtain seed from a neighbo.ur when
notification must be sent to the Board of it is available. The same freedom should
be given to' the poultry raiser who resales for those purposes.
Mr. ANGus.-I thought it gave to the quires wheat for feed. But it is about
Board the same power of restriction as it the seed wheat that I am more particnlarly concerned. I know that people will
previously had.
·Mr. HOGAN.-vVhat it ensures is not keep seeel wheat and sell it out in
this: That before the grower sells wheat small lots, even at a few pence
he must notify the Board and obtain more per bushel, if they have first
their permission.
As far as sales to obtain the' permission of the
of seed wheat from one farmer to another Board to the transaction. The wheature concerned, the Board will impose no grower is not like the ordinary
charge. As far as the sale of fowl feed to business man, and this sort of thing is
a poultry raiser is concerned, the Board vexatiDus to him.
1\1r. CARLISLE.-It worked all right in
wiJl impose no charge, but will want a
reeord of the transaction. What we want connexion with the first Pool.
to prevent is the possibility of a man goMr. ANGUS.-I do not suggest
ing through the country districts and sell- any amendment, but I ask the Minister
ing ten bags of whea t here and there on to look into the matter and see if he
the pretence that it is for seed, and a cannot do away with the provision that
further ten bags here and there on the require-s that the Board shaH be notified
pretence that it is for poultry feed. In Df any sale of seed wheat. I desire that.
the aggregate hundreds, Oil' a thousand every facility shall be given to the farmer
bags of wheat might be disposed of, and to SDW the very best seed he can obtain.
the Board would be unable to sa y where
Mr. OMAN.-Last night, when I was
he got it. He would say that he had dealing with this clause, I raised the
purchased under this provision (clause 8). po,int that the Bill provided fo:r the sale
Under the prese.p.t proposal the Board of certain wheat under f.a.q. conditions
will have knowledge of the sales of all fDr certain purposes. I asked whether
wheat. This ensures that the purpose Df the wheat-grower could sell wheat to a
the wheat Pool will be honored, and poultry raiser on an adjoining farm. I
that thelre will. be no illicit trafficing in had an assurance fro.m thel Minister that
wheat. Sales made und€'r paragraphs (a), that could be done.
1\1r. HOGAN.-Yes, and without any
(b), and (c) will still be immune from any
charges by the Board, notwithstanding charge.
Mr. OMAN .-That is not cnrrect.
my amendment.
The purpose of the
amendment is simply that the Board shall The clause as amended says, " upon such
have information regarding all sales of conditjons and such payments, if any, to
the BDard as the Bnard thinks fit." The
wheat in Victoria.
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moment 'this measure becomes law it will .seed, it is nOlt reasonable that he shOluld
bfJ beyond the contro,l of the Minister, be prevented from buying it from a
and under this clause we cannot sell any neighbour withOlut let OIl' hindrance: The
wheat without getting the cOlnsent of the Bill was ara,fted to stop the buymg of
BOIard in writing before the sale is wheat by merchants for sale overseas.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-HOIW do you know
e,ffected. vVhat grower is going to write
tOi the Hoard for its consent tQ sell, say, that~
l\1r. Ol\!IAN.-The Minister said that
five bags of wheat for poultry feed ~
Would it not be sufficient to provide tha.t he wanted to prevent the speculators from
not mo-re than a certain quantity of wheat getting any advantage. I am asking nOlw
could be, sold without the Board's consent ~ fOlr an honest observance of the declaraI do not care if the storekeeper is ex- tioll of the lHinister that the wheateluded. By this provision we are going grower could do cedain things.
to make it very difficult for the average
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Y au have made
farmer to dispose of wheat to a neigh- that statement se,veral times already.
bour for seed Dr for any other purpose.
Mr. OMAN .-The Ministe-r comes
He will nDt dOl it. Th~ wheat will go down to-night with an am,cndment to
intOi the Pool, and we will not get as strengthen the clause. I am opposed to
good' seed sown as would otherwise be the his proposaf, and I shall not allOlw it to
case. The average grOlwer will ha,ve to be passed if I can defeat it on division.
go' to the Pool and take wheat Df mixed I think the wheat-growers of t.his 8tate
varieties, from whieh he cannot expect to should have a reasonable opportunity to
get the best results. vVhen a farmer sells exchange wheat ..
wheat for seed he often finds it difficult
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YoU have said that
to get his cash. I know of cases in which sixteen times.
men have supplied fairly large quantities
Mr. OMAN.-I think it would take
of seed tQ growers, and ha.ve not recelived about sixteen repetitions to make some
a threepenny bit for it. The difficulties honorable members understand things
are sufficient now, without the Govern- clearly. I do not want to stress t.he point
ment stepping in. and imposing fresh con- any further.
ditions.
Several HONORABLE MEMBERs.-Hear,
Mr, HOGAN.-The term "such pay- hear!
ments" applies only to paragraph (d).
Mr. Ol\1AN.-I shall continue now. I
JYlr. OMAN.-It appears tOl me to ap- am within my rights in speaking ~o this
ply to the whole of the sub-clause. A proposal within my time limit, and I am
little while agQ the Minister pulled me not going to fo'rgOt my rights, even fo1'
up. I am nOlt gOling to pe1rmit any clause the pleasure of honorable members who
in the Bill. with which I disagree to pass may be particularly anxious to get the
without expressing my views regarding Bill through to-night. I put a question
it. I shall ha.ve another opportunity OIf to the Minister last night that he
speaking, and I shall be able to return answered satisfactorily to me. I appeal
the Minister's compliment with interest, to him to honour the assurance he gave.
and to show him what Mr. Sutcliffe says Sometimes a mistake may be madb, but
in his report about the cOPlpulsory wheat once a, promise is given it should be
Poo.}.
ho,nored.
Mr. FROST.-There seems to be a, disMr. HOGAN.-There will be plenty of
inclination on the part. of the Committee
time before morning.
Mr. OMAN.-I am not cOlncerned to accept the amendment as moved by
Perhaps the Committee
about tb.e morning. I am fighting fQr the Minister.
princi pIE*! and for the honest observance wjll accept it in a somewhat modified
OIf a promise that was given to me last form. I move,--That the amendment be amended by the
night. vVe ought to facilitate the exchange of seed wheat of known varieties omission of the words "and such payment, if
any, to the Board."
and good kinds, and we should not place
The amendment would then readdifficulties in the way of growers by comUpon such conditions as the Board thinks
pelling them to get pe,rmission from the
Board to dOl certain things tha t they fit.
should be free to do, and, in the interests
Mr. OMAN.-Put in the words "and
of wbeat production, they should be per- without payment," and it will be all
mi Hed to do. If a man desires tQ sow right..
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-I would point.
'out that the proposal of the honorable
member for Maryborough makes no
difference to the meaning of the Minister's
amendment, because "conditions", may
mean conditions as to payment or
any other conditions.
The 1\iinister explained that the amendment was merely
for the purpose of enabling records to be
made. That is not so. That is merely a
smoke screen. The records can be made
when exemptions are given by the
Board. The 1\1:inister's amendment doe~
not affect. or facilitate the recording of
transactions.
When an exemption is
given it has to b~ givell in writing, and
a record can be made of it. If there is
any abuse of an exemption it can be'
cancelled at once. The :Minister's amendment is only fOor the purpose of giving the
Board power tOo ex tract reven ue from
people who ha ve small transactions
between one another.
WIr. HOG AN (Minister of Agriculture).-The
honorable
member
for
i\faryborough proposes to delete from
my amendment the words" and such payment, if any, to the Board." I am prepared to accept his amendment, and my
amendment will t.hen read, "uron such
conditions as the Beard thinks fit." The
honorable member for St. Kilda says that
even then the Board will have power to
obtain revenue in connexion with the sale
of seed wheat from one farmer to
another. That is not so. I stated before,
and I repeat, that it is not the intention
of the Government that the Board should
extract payment when one farmer sells
seed wheat to a neighbouring farmer.
That is not the intention of the Government, nor of the Bill, and when I malce
that statement here I expe-ct that the
Board that will administer the measure
will honour it.
Mr. OMAN.-Tlie Board will not consider that.
.
1\1r. HOGAN.-In addition to that, I
consider it is the wish of Parliament that
if a farmer wants to sell seed wheat to
a neighbouring farmer all that should be
required is that he should advise .the
Board; but that he should not be reqUIred
to make any payment to the Board. That
is the promise I made to the honorable
member for Hampden last night. That
promise will be redeemed, notwithstanding my amendment. It is not intended
to make any charges under paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) of sub-clause (3). An
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we can do is to say what is the {lltention
and the wish of the Government, and in
dong that we interpret the wish of Parliament. I expect that. the Board will
administer the provision in the way 1
have indicated.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.This matter can be settled very eas~ly.
The honorable member for Hampden is
very determined, and SD is the Minister.
Both of them agree that. there should be
no payment, so why not put in the words
the honorable member for J-Jampden has
suggested 1
Mr. HOGAN.-There is paragraph (d).
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.The courts never look up Hansm'd to see
what promises were made.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Board will.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.Any body administering an Act of Parliament. has only to deal with what is in
that Act. The 1\1inister is quite honest
in his statement, but why does he not,
remove the fear that is in the mind of
the honorable member for Hampden, and
make the matter perfectly clear 1
1\11'. HOGAN.-There is paragraph (d).
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.I am trying to help you; but you won't
be helned.
l\1r. - SNOvVBALL.-So far I have not
interposed, but I think I can make :l
suggestion that may meet the case and
negative the possibility of payments being demanded.
1\-'Ir. I-IOGAN.-I have said that it lG
not the intention to make allY charges
for sales of wheat under paragraphs (a),
(b), and (c) of sub-clause (3), but thero
is another paragraph (d), and my object
is to cover that.
1),1:1'. 'SNOWBALL.-If there is no
intention to impose any charges, why not
make it clear '?
Mr. HOGAN.-You could specify that
there I.3hould be no payment, as far as
paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) are concerned.
1\11'. SNOWBA~L.-I am prepared to
do that.
1\11'. vVETTENHALL.-Vle should
make any payments apply solely to salea
under paragraph (d) by adding the words
"upon such conditions and payments as
the Board til inks fit."
That seems to be
the best way out of the difficulty.
l\fr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I ask leave to withdraw my
amendment, as I am prepared to accept
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the alterations suggested by the honorable
member fO'r Brighton, and the honO'rable
mem ber for LOWall.
The amendment. W3l3 withdrawn.
~1r. SNO\VBALL.-I mo-veThat after " Board" in line 1 of sub-clause
(3) there be inserted "as ~~ par.agl'aphs (a)
(b) and (c) upon such conclitlOns If any other
than payment. to the Board as the Board
thinks fit."

The amendment was agreed to'.
:1\1:1'. \VETTENHALL.-I move,That there be added to paragraph (d)
upon such conditions and such payments if
any to the Board as the Board thinks fit."

<C

The amendment was agreed to'.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think the
Attorney-General will a.cimit that a provieo saving existing rights should be
added to a clause which enables exemptions to be made and revoked. If' an
-exemption is granted, and transactions
take place, property is either sold and
changes hands or it is only sold. Then
the Board may step in and revoke the
exemption. 1 think that the rights acquired while the exemption is in force.
should be saved. If those rights are not
Gaved, there should be a provision in the
Bill for repayment of any sum of money
that haG been paid while the exemption
I do not think such
was in force.
a proviso could- possibly hurt the prin ..
ciples, which the Minister wishes to
serve, ill bringing in this Bill. If the
Mini6ter likes, I will consult the
Attorney-General about it.
:1\11'. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-As far as I can see, there is no
objection to' what the honorable member
for St. Kilda proposes, but I suggest that
we should postpoue the matter for the
time being, and he can confer with the
Attorney-General so that an amendment
can be inserted after the, third reading.
N[r. OMAN.-I was dealing a few
minutes agO' with the reports of l\1r.
Sutcliffe, and I
propose to read
the three of them, because I think
the Oommittee should be made conversant with the whole of the facts. I think
the Leader of the Oountry party was out
()f the House when I concluded the reading of paragraph (7) of that report. The
report sta tes tha t If a compulsory wheat Pool were in operation it would be possible to allocate that quantity each year for local consumption at. fI.
price which should be fixed after a careful lll\'ef'tigation as to the cost of production.
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:Mr. ,SOLLY.-I think the honorable
member is only wasting time, and therefore I move-That the question be now put.

The AOTING OHAIR~L~N (Mr.
OOTTER).-I understand that t~le pu~ting
vf that question to the CommIttee IS at
the discretion of the Ohairman, ,,,hD has
to determine whether the matter under
discussion has been fairly debated. The
honorable member was discussing the
clause whell I ruled him out of order and
bro~lght him back to the amendment.
He has not had an opportunity of disrussing t.he clause up till no\v, and he is
within his rights in doing so.
111'. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
should like to point out to you,. Mr. Acting Ohairman, that the hOllorable n~ember
for Hampden has made the delIberate
statement that he intends to read. these
reports.
~1r. O~L\~.-I may not do that after
tl~e ruling the Acting Ohairman has just
gIven.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It does not
matter what decision the honorable membor has come to, he has to conform with
the rules of this House.
~1r. O~L\.x. I said it 'vas my pllrpose-~Il'. PRENDERGAST.-N ever mind
what the honorable member's purpose is.
He deliberately set out to " stone-wall."
The AOTING OHAIH1IAX.-I shall
be glad if the honorable gentleman will
resume his seat..
I am wen able to control this debate, and if there is any attempt at "stone-walling" I shall know
how to deal with it.
Sir A.LEX1"-NDER PE1~OOOK.-May
I throw a little oil on the troubled waters?
The honorable member for Hampden was
a little perturbed because he \vas ruled
out of order, though I must say, Mr. Acting Ohairman, that your ruling was perfectly correct.
The reports to which the
honorable member for Hampden has referred are very interesting, but I suggest
that he should reserve dealing with them
until some other time.
\Ve have been
getting on very well with this nill so far,
and I have not attempted to block progress in any way. I, as well as the honorable member for Oastlemaine, intend
to deal with ~1r. Sutcliffe's reports, and
I think the honorable member for HampJen ·will be more likely to achieve the
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end he desires if he brings them up on
another occasion.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-He can deal with
them on the Budget.
Sir ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.There will be other opportunities of dealing with this matter, and the honorable
mem1:>er for Hampden will not get that
publicity that he desires if he purSlles this
question at" length to-night.
We will be
able to obtain a full discussion of this
matter on another occasion, and I ask him
now not to punish his old pals.
Mr. OMAN. - The ruling you have
given, Mr. 11cting Chairman, throws the
obligation on me to play the game.
I
am quite prepared to do that, and I 'will
not read the whole of the reports, as I
suggested I would.
The fifth paragraph
of the summary of the findings makes this
statementCompetition of wheat-growers olitside the
corporation is at present strong enough to ensure that the corporation will not exploit the
consumer in Australia.

That is a statement against a compulsory
Pool, and it shows that" wheat held by
people who have been referred to as
" black-legs" and" non-unionists" is sufficient to protect the consumers in this
State.
That is a finding by a Royal
Commission appointed by this Government.
The eighth paragraph saysTherefore in the interests of Jocal consumers
there should be a compulsory wheat Pool on
which the Government, as guardians of the
interests of local consumers, should ha.ve representation.

The next paragraph is as follows:The price of wheat for local consumption
should he based on the cost of production
rather than as at present on overseas parity,
which is often fixed as the. result of "corners
in wheat" and other unsatisfactory methods
of price-fixing. 'fhe reference to the fixing
of the price of wheat on the cost of prouuction rather than on overseas parity is a
vital. matter from the producers' point of
view.

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That is a part the
Govelrnment has not a.ccepted.
Mr. Ol\1AN.-To-da.y we are seHing
wheat at a, high level, and we know that
this Bill has belen designed to compel all
the wheat-growers to put their wheat into'
the Pool. That is to be the only avenue'
they a.re to. have for the disposal of their
wheat. I am absolutely opposed to compulsion. I conside,r that the man who·
grows wheat is capable of marketing it,
and should have facilities to market it in
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a free l country. TOo put fo.rward the a.rgument that th€tI'e a.re some men who cannot ma,rket their wheat successfully is not
a reason in fa,vour of a. compulsory Pool.
The compulsory S€lizure Oof elvery bushel of
wheat in the Sta,te wOould be justified if it
werel all required for local consumption,
but such a, seizure, which will prevent a
man who can ma.rkelt his wheat prOofitably
and has been doing so successfully, cannot
bel justified at all jn the present circumstances. Compulsion in this easel mea.ns
restricting the grower's opportunity to
obtain his e,a,rnings as wages for his whelat
in .one payment, and that is altogether
unfair. We might just as weU restrict
the opportunity fo.r a. wage-ea,rner to reoe~ve only po.rtion of his wages at the end
of thel month. If I have no ot.her income
than that which I obtain from the growing of wheat., wha.t I receive on the sale
of my grain is practicaHy my wages out
of which I must pay my debts. This Bill
provides that I shall not be able to do
that. It me'ans tha.t I shall have to' pay
my debts out 0.£ less than half of the
valu€- of my whea.t. It has helen demonstra.ted tha.t whe'at has belen sold a.t 6s. 2d.
a. bushel. Under this Bill the grOower will
receivei 3s. net.
Mr. BRowNBILL ........:......That is Oonly au instalment.
Mr. OMAN.-The: honorable member
might just as well be asked to' take his
wages in instalments.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Some have to' do
tha.t, and at times get no wages a.t all.
Mr. OMAN.-It ma,y be perfectly right
to impose restrictions on a man who is
doing something that is evil, but tha,t is
no argument to advance against the
whelat-grower who wants tOo remain out of
this Pool.
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you mean to' suggest
that the Pool will me'an cheap bre1ad to
the people 1
Mr. OMAN .-It is undoubtedly a step'
in 'that direction. That is in conformity
with the declaratio.n of the Commissioner
who was appointed by this GOovernment to
investigate thel reason why the price of
bre·ad was so high.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How long if! the
honorable member aJlowed to spea,k 1
Mr. OMAN.-I ca.n speak for haH an
hour. I am not repea,t,ing myself and I
am not brelaking my promise, eitheif. I
do not likel being put off the thread of my
a.rgument. I have no. intention of holding up the Bill, and I shall bel P.'lad to
see it disposed o.f before midnight.
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}\'Ir. POLLARD.-YOU are doing your
best to hold it up.
Mr. OMAN .-1 am not; but 1 am doing
my best to show that the compulsory
system is wrong in principle. I am not
opposed to a voluntary Pool with outside
-competition. Under the compulsory system every grower must put his wheat into
the Pool. It is quite safe to say that
there is a period in the year when the
mar ket will be firm, prices will be strong,
and the whole of the wheat could be sold.
I think that the wheat required for local
consumption should be compulsorily held.
But if it is so held, the people of this
country are in a position to pay its full
value to the. producers. It is in the interests of the State itself that that should
be done as it would stimulate production,
and that in its turn would cheapen bread.
There is always likely to be a shortage
in the wheat crop as the result of drought
conditions or of frost. One bad frost at
the end of October, south of the Dividing
Range, ~hat catches the wheat when it is
just coming into ear will decrease the
yield in some cases by four bags per acre.
I have known that to occur. There is no
occupation more uncertain than that of
the whea t-grower . Therefore, there is no
man more deserving of the full fruit of his
labour than the wheat-grower. I am opposed to this clause because it is wrong
in principle and against the best interests
of the State. I wish to emphasiz.e the
point that I made in a previous speech,
that the Victorian wheat crop represents
only 1 per cent.. of the world's wheat
market. It is absurd, therefore, to talk
about controlling the value of the wheat
in the markets of the world. Our 1 per
cent. contribution win not do that.
l\fr.
l\tcLACHLAN.-This
clausp
provides for a compulsory Pool, and
is the main provision in the Bill.
I have repeatedly asked for informatiC"n from those members of this
llouse
who
represent
the
wheatgrowers.
I made it clear, when the
Bill was launched, that I would not support a compulsory Pool unless it could be
shown to me that the farmers for whom
we were providing it were in needy circumstances. That has not been done.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Why the
honorable member voted for the second
reading of the Bill which affirmed the
principle of compulsion!
Mr. McLACHLAN .-Had the information for which I asked been disclosed to
me, I would have voted outright fOT the
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Bill, but 1 have not had that information.
It has not been shown that the farmers
in the Wimmera district a.re poor or on
the verge of bankruptcy ~d therefore in
need of this assistance. I intend to vote
against this clause which affirms compulsion. I'do so on the grounds that it has
not been shown that compulsion is needed.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It was not contended
that the Bill was needed for that reason,
yet you vowd for the se,cond reading.
Mr. McLACHLAN .-1 conceded that
much to the Gove,rnment and to the representatives of the farmers.
At the,
same time I asked that as the debatel proceeded information should be disclosed
that would satisfy me that a compulsory
Pool was needed. As that information
is not forthcoming I shall vote against
this clause, which is the main clause of
the Bill. If I am doing an injustice to
farmers in the Wimmera and in the, Mlallee it is the fault of the gentlemen who
represent those districts.
Mr. \VETTENHALL.-The honorable
member for Gippsland North asked for
the information he, has referred to, at
least three times. In reply to his first
request I devoted considerable time, in the
endeavour to convince the honorablfil
member that the Bill was needed. I did
not say that the farmers in t"he Wimmer a
were poor. I had no idea of conveying
any such impression. But I did show
conclusively that it is quite on the cards
that their position will become very much
worse in the same way as the position of
farmers in Canada and the United States
has become worse. I could not allow the
honorable member's statement, that he
has asked for information from the
. farmers' representatives in vain, to go
out without a protest as it might appear
that we' were indiffe,rent, or that we were
unable to present arguments.
I challenge the honorable member to go over
my speeches-he was present during part
of them-and then say that they contain
no argument. I think that is a. matter I
can sa.fely leave to honorable members.
It will, I think, be admitted that I did
put up a case. The honorable member
for Gippsland North may say I did not
put up a case. It is a matter that I
must leave to· t.he judgment of others. I
think I put up some very soFd arguments.
Mr. OMAN.-YOU have the blue r~bbol1
constituency of Victoria. .
.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-And t am
proud of the fact. But because there, are
prosperous farmers in my district it is
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nO't to' say that they should be explO'ited.
I admit that they are not like some men
in the honO'rable member's constituency
-feeding on rabbita.
Mr. BRowNBlLL.-Rabbits and bandicoots.
Mr. \¥ETTENHALL.-I do not want
to delay the measure, but I dOl protest
against the insinuation that the farmers'
representatives have not put up" a good
argument fO'r the compulsory PO'ol. We
are not gO'ing to repeat our arguments
every time we are asked tOo do so. I have
proved conclusively that what has happened in Canada and in the Unite~
States is almost bound to happen here. I
answered the honO'rable member for Castlemaine in that direction. The honorable member for Hampden has told us
that Victorian wheat is not a factor' in
the world's markets inasmuch as it represents only 1 per cent. of the· wO'rld's
wheat supply. He is only begging the
question. He knows very well that Australian wheat is a most important factor.
The millers must have it. W'hy does he
try to humbug the people by stating O'ver
and over again that it is nOot an important
factor. I say it is an important factor.
I do not want to keep repeating arguments. We are all sick and tired of them.
Let us get on with the business. ' If the
honorable member for Hampden said 1,001
times that our wheat is nO't an important
factor, nobody would believe him.
In connoxion with the free wheat, the honorable member for Hampden took a good
r:i.de on the backs of the Mallee farmers,
who wanted their' .cash, and expected to
get full value for their product. This is
what takes place in London. There may,
be a number of sales of wheat on the
London market, and there are a number
of sellers and a few buyers. The buyers
take every advantage of the sellers. They
go to one, and ask him-" What is the
price of wheat to-day~" He answers that
it is so much. The buyers say, "We can
get it for less from the other fellow," and
they go round and depress the market.
That was the position in London when
Mr .. Gibson went there to represent the
growers. Although the Australian wheat
was worth 2s. more than the Argentine
wheat, it was being sold for 2s. under the
Argentine price by reason of the competitive selling.
When, by collective bargaining, these sellers got together and
held their wheat for a week, the price
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went up 2s. over that of the Argentine
wheat. That is the effect of competitive
selling, and that is what we want to obyiate with our 1 per cent. of the world's.
output of wheat.
:1fr. SNOWBALL.-That is the effect of
cornerlllg.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-No; this is
not cornering. In the Old Country
the wholesale buyers are organized. Only
two or three of them go on to the Exchange, and there may be a dozen or
more sellers. They work the .sellers for
all they are worth, and this is done to
our detriment.
That is well known.
What is the use of talking about freedom 'when in this way it operates to the
injury of the great majority. What has
happened in the United States of
America and Canada will happen in
Australia if we do not have recourse to a
system of collective selling. There may
be men who have become wealthy, and
who have sold their land, but we c~n look
forward to the time when others will be
I'educed to a position resembling that of
many of the growers in the United States,
of America and Canada to-day.
:Mr. OM~t\..N.-I am under no obligation to give any reasons to the honorable
member in regard to the sale of my wheat.
I am under no necessity to explain to the
electors of Hampden why I held views
on the 19th September which are different from those I hold to-day. I have
not changed my position. I stand for
principles, and if 1 believe they are worth
fighting for, ,I do not write letters to my
constituents setting out my views on the
~,9th September, and then find, myself
under the necessity of explaining them in
this Hou se two or three weeks la tel'.
There is one thing I can say. There will
not be so many copies of Hansard sent to
the Wimmera this week as is usual. The
greater the number sent the better I shall
be pleased.
Mr. HOGAN.-Wliat has that to do with
this clause ~
Mr. OMAN.-There are a good many
people who would like to read H'ansard in
order to ascertain what clause 8 means.
I have, however, risen only to answer the
honorable member for Lowan. I do not
want to be personal, but I am not going
to allow any' one to make nasty assertions
about me without hitting back just as
hard as I can.
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dustry under the control of the new
Board. It prevents any gristing at .all
without the consent of the Board.
Mr. O:M:AN.-It is only another step on
'
the road to .socialism.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I wish to point
ou that not only the freedom of the
:Majority for the clause
farmer, but the milling industry and
a& amended
15
the bread of the people will be absoAYES.
lutely under the control of the Board.
}Il'. :lVrackrell
Mr. Allan
If honorable members on the other (the
McAdam
" Bailey
Ministerial) side of the House are preMcDonald
" Bond
( Day lesf m'd)
Colonel Bourchier
pared to swallow that, I have nothing
Mr. Brownbill
I " Pollard
further .to say.
,. Cain
I "
Prendergast
Mr. SLATER (Attol'ney-General)." Carlisle
I " Slater
It might be thought that there is some" Tunnecliffe
" Clough
\Vallace
thing very serious in the protest of the
" Cook
I " Walter
Frost
honorable member for St. Kilda, but this
" Hayes
very provision in identically the same
I Warde
\Veaver
" IIjorth
language was in two Acts passed by the
W etten hall.
" Hogan
Government representing his party. It
" ·Hughes
Telle1's:
" J'ackson
was all right to pass such a provision
. ~Ir, Jewell
" Keane
when it was done by his party, but it is
Lind
" \Vebber.
all 'wrong .when it is proposed by the
NOES.
Labour party.
l\ll'. Angus
l\Ir. McLachlan
Mr. O:M:AN.-That is ,vhat my friends
Dr. A.rgyle
" Oman
in the La.bour party will have to learn.
Mr. Beardmore
Sir Alexandt!r Peacock
}lr. Snowball
:Mr. SLATER.-This provision was in
" Eggleston
" Toutch'er.
" Farthing
the 1920 Act in exactly the same lanGordon
guage, and also in the 1910 Act. It is
Greenwood
'l'ellC1's:
an extraordinary attitude for the honorLawson
l\Ir, Groves
" )IcDonald
" Penningtoll.
able member for St. Kilda to take up
(PO~tC(l1't h)
to say that this is a vicious proposal that
is going to do everything that is wrong,
PAIRS,
seeing that Parliament passed a similar
MI', A, A. Billson
11'11'. Dunstan
provision containing exactly the same
Major Baird
" :Murphy
1. Mr. Everard.
" Solly
words three or four years ago.
The amendment was agreed to.
The clause, as .amended, was agreed to.
Mr. ANGUS.-I moveOlause 9-

The Oommittee divided on the question that the clause, as a.mended, be agreed
to-Mr. Cotter in the chair.
Ayes
31
Noes
16

(1) Any person who without the previous
written authority of the Board grists any
wheat (whether into flour or other p.roduct of
wheat) for any other person after the eommencement of this Act and -before the first
day of December, One th9usand nine hundred
and twenty-five, shall be liable to a penalty
of not more than Five hundred pounds.
(2) Any contract entered into (whether before or after the commencement of this Act)
which is in contravention of or inconsistent
with the provisions of this section shall be
void and of no effect.

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I moveThat the words for any other person" in
sub-clause (1) be omitted.
(C

Mr. EGGLESTON.-Honorable members should clearly understand that this
Bill places the whole of the milling in-

'That the words whether before or after the
commencement of this Act" in sub-clause (2)
be omitted, and that the words
after the
tenth day of October, 1924," be inserted in lieu
thereof.
.
(C

(C

If the date mentioned in my amendment
is too early, let the Minister agree to the
insertion of a later date, but it is necessary to insert some date or the provision
will lead to confusion and probably to
litigation. I am not so much concerned
about this clause as I am about clause 10.
.I would urge the Minister to accept the
amendment, so that no person will be put
in a false position.
1\1:1'. Ol\fAN.-I think the honorable
member for Gunbower might let clause !J
pass, and then we will have a fight on
da.use 10 on the big question of whether
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contracts made under the law are to he
broken, with the result that certain men
will be unable to fulfil the contracts they
have entered into for the supply of wheat
overseas.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricult~rre) .-A fitting place to test the questIon would be 'on clause 10. I do not
anticipate that an amendment of clause
10 will be carried, but if it were carried
'we would recommit clause 9, so that a
consequential amendment might be made.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Probably' the
Committee will be satisfied with the
:Ministel"s assurance that if clause 10 is
amended a consequential amendment
will be made in clause 9.
Some
millers may have made cOintra.cts fOil' fQlrward delivery of the next crop, although
I ha.ve not the slightest idea whe,ther they
ha ve done that 0'1' not. This Bill is not
yet law, and millers would be actmg
wisely in the interests Q1f the cOinsumers
in making their con tracts as early as possible. The marke,t is rising, and in order
to prOitect themselves and their customers
they may have made contracts.
1\1:r. CAIN.-Do you think that t.he c.nstomers will get the advantage of that 1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Why not1 It is
absurd to say that the price of bread is
not fixed by the price at which the wheat
is purchased. It may be that all the
fluctuations of the ntarket are nOit given
effect to in the price of bread, but by
and la,rge the prioe of purchase for wheat
must affect the price of bread. It is in
the inte,rests Q1f the consumers and other
classes Q1f the community that contracts
made up to the time Q1f the: passing of this
me,asure should be ra t.ified. This Bill is
introducing retrospective legislation, and
I have always regarded that as a highly
objectionable fmm of legislation. Even
when it was prQlPosed by my own party
I spoke against it in this HotUse. In the
present case. I think the prQlPosal is most
unjust. This Bill has had the effect of
bringjng about certain transactions up to
the present time. PeQlpledid nOit knQlw
the pro.per thing to do. The consumers
of the State are losing whatever chance
they have of getting wheat at the lowest
price possible. Only the producers and
holders of wheat who wanted to sell would
sell. Besides being a gross reflection o.n
the parties who entered into a contra.ct,
such a provision as that in the Bill is
also an injustice to the community as a
whole.
0
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Mr. ANGUS.-In the circumstances I
ask leave to withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was withdrawl!.
The clause,. as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 10, prQlviding, inter alia(1) Every contract made in Victoria on or
after the 26th day of August, 1924, so
far as it relates to the 5ale of Victorian
wheat or flour for delivery in Victoria
on or after the list day of December, 1924, up
to but not later than the 1st day of December, 1925, shall, when specified by the Board
in a notification published in the Government
Gazette, be and is hereby declared to be and
to have been void and of no effect so far as
s,uch contract has not been completed by dehvery at the date of such notification: Provided
that for the purposes of this section any sHch
contract shall be deemed to be severable,

1\1r. ANGUS.-I mo.veThat "the 10t.h day of October" be substituted for "the 26th day 'of August."

Some such alteration is a matte,r of
serious importance to many of the
farmers. I am not 'particular about the
effect of the. cIa use Q1n the purchasers.
vVhat I am chiefly concerned abo.ut is the
effect it may have on the transactio.ns on
sOime of Qur soldier settlers. Only about
a week ago. one of them told me that he
had purposely SOlId his wheat for forward
delivery so that he could buy some sheep.
With the expectation of meeting the bill
in that way he did buy sheep.
1\1r. OMAN.-And this Bill will n'ot
cancel the purchase of the stock t~
:Mr. ANGUS.-No., it will not.
Mr. LIND.-Will this not proted him
from buying a lot of dear sheep 1
1\1r. ANGUS.-It will not release him
from wha t he has done; and, a fter all,
it is a matter o.f judgment whether the
sheep are dear Q1r not. What right have
we to. say when and how a settler should
buy she'ep ~ In my opinion this is a dangerous clause. While I said I have no
great concern about the buyer, it is only
right and just that transactions entered
into up to the date Q1f the passing of this
Bill should be hornoured. I do nOit believe
that it is good policy fOT the GQlvernment
to ante-date the Bill. If the measure
was required earlier, honorable members
on this (the Opposition) side of the House
are not responsible fOir the delay in its
introduction. I was hopeful that the
Minister would accept the amendment,
beca use I cann ot see how there can be
any serio-us objection to it.
Mr. HOGAN.-There is serious objection.
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Mr. ANGUS.-I have yet tQi learn
what objection there can be. The Government might just as well have made
it retrospectiVe fQir threle mQinths. N 01
one knew what was in the Bill until a
week or two ago, and there has not yet
been time to' circulate it throughout the
State. FQir instance, people in the Mallee
have not seen it. I framed my amen~
ment with the object of preventing buyers
taking advantage of the Bill. I did nQit
propose a date far ahead, but I selected
about the date when the measure would
go through. I think I am only making
a reasonable request in asking the Minister to accept the amendment. I cannot
see why he is opposing it, and why he
wants to ante-date the measure, thus inflicting great hardship on a lot of innocent men.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I support the
amendment. The hQinQirable member for
St.. Kilda was perfectly right in what he
said abQiut retrospective legislation. Certain citizens may have entered into contracts, with their rights prQitected under
Acts of Parliament. If those contracts'
simply affected themselves, Qir if they
we,re only to be deprived of some future
profit, there might be little to say, but
this prQiPosal may easily bring a,bout very
definite loss Q1n others. I am not here to
advocate the rights of any particular section, but if citizens have acted under the
laws Qif the count.ry it is for Parliament
to protect them in what they have done.
There are two classes of' people who will
be affected by the passing of this clausethe sellers of wheat and the buyers.
So
far as the buyers are concerned, they will
prQibably have entered intO' contracts, and
freightage may have been booked. Obligations ha,ve been entered intQi with people
on the other side Qif the world.
Will
this clause free those people from the
obligations of their contracts? For Parliament with a.bsolute carelessness to force
these people tQi cancel their corntracts and
dishonor their obliga,tions is emphatically
wrong in principle.
The same thing can
be said with rega,rd to the seHer of wheat.
The passage Qif legislation of this SQirt is
going tQi engender in the community a
feeling a carelessness in regard tQi contracts
and alsOi a fee.Iing of restlessness. I pre~ume the Minister will say that the, people
had knowledge that this BiB was going
to be passed into law, and that they ha,ve
got busy in the mea,ntime, but it must be
remembered that firms which engage in
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the buying of wheat have heavy expenditure tQi meet..
They ha,ve had their emplQiyees at work, but the lVlinister evidently
e,xpected thenl to remain stagnant while
this Bill is being discussed. 'There is
nQi certainty how it will be amended,. and
we dO' not know what the final result will
be. The whole thing is absolutely unfair.
We have to be very carelful not tD aBow
the impression to get, abroad that Padiament is capable of legislating in an unfair
way.
'Ve are tQlld that there is a.lrea,dy
a feeling of cOllltempt for this Parliament,
and if we legislate in tliis fashion the
tendency will be tOI increase that contempt,
because we shall show that we are careless
in regard to the honQiring of CQintracts
and freedom of action unde[" the law the
people in this community have hitherto enjoyed.
We shall, as I halve s,aid, introduce a feeling of ca,relessness tha.t will not
reflect any credit on Parliament as an institution.
I urge the Minister to hesita,te before he rejects this proposal. 'Ve
understand thatl this Bill is to operate
from the 26th August, but still that does
not affect the positiolll to any grea,t extent.
The honorable member for St. Kilda has
referred to the fact that millers ma,y have
contracted for supplies of wheat at present,
prices, and the GQivernment immedia,tely
proposes to interfere with t~e delivery of
the wheat.' In the prepaJ"ation Qif this
Bill the Gove'rnmen t seems tOI have, entirely forgotten the rights of the oonsumers.
We have always been led to
understand that the Labour party was the
champiorn of the consumers of the community.
We were told that they were
the champions also of the people Iiving in
the densely populated a,reas, under conditions tha,t should ne,ver be allowed to exist,
but when it comes to a political situation
that needs handling, the La,bour party forgets all about the consumer. It is more
concerned with thel politica.l aspect o,f the
ma.tter.
Mr. HOGAN.-Did you hear the hornorable member fDr Hampden suggest that
wheat will be SOlId through the Pool fO'r
less than the open market price ~
Mr. GREENvVOOD.-I have heard
severa,l speeches that I think a great deal
more of than those delivered hv the honorable gentleman. We have already belen
informed that amendments will be proposed after the third reading, giving the
farmers complete control of this POIOL
Mr. HOGAN.-'Vho is going
them~

to move
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MI'. OMAN.-I have a. number of amendments to' submit after the third reading
Gn Tuesday, which will carry us on till
Wednesd~.y, a.t any rate.
Sitting until
after midnight now will not help the GO'vernment.
Mr. HOGAN.-The only member likely
to' move such an amendment as the honorable member for BOI'oondara suggests
is one who yoted against, the, proposal to'
give the wheat.-grO'wers four representatives.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-It will be interesting to know if the IVIinister intends
to' accept such a proposal as I have indicated.
Mr. HOGAN.-No.
Mr. GREENvVOOD.-Then at least
there will be some repre,sentation on the
Board sO' far as consumers are concerned.
I should like to submit strongly that we
cannot get away from the fact that contracts have been entered into under the
laws of this Parliament and the rights of
citizenship in this community. Now, without any cDnsideration, the Government
proposes to destroy those rights, and I
contend that if we go on doing this sort
of thing we shall cause definite harm to'
Parliament, and minimize the respect of
the community for this House.
M!'. HOGAN (M'inister of Agriculture).-I have already informed the hO'norable member for Gunbower that I canllOt accept his amendment, and I must
C'ontiuue that opposition, notwithstanding
the plea made by the honora~le member for Boroondara.. There is a substantial
reason why the amendment cannot be accepted, and I will give it to honorable
members. The object of this Bill is to
ensure that all wheat harvested this season
shall be marketed under its provisions.
Honorable members fully realize that.
On the 26th August, I gave notice in this
House of the. intention of the Government
to introduce this Bill, and I pre,sented a
message from the Governor.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Have you
the other message yet ~
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes.
The followjng
appears in II ansa1'd of the 26th
August:WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) presented a message from His Excellency the Administrator of the Government recommending
that an appropriation be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of a Bill
.to confer certain powers on the Government
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of Victoria in regard to the marketing of the
wheat harvest of the season 1924-5, and for
other purposes.
A resolution, in accordance with the recommendation, was passed in Committee, and
adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. HOGAN (Minister of
Agriculture) the Bill was introduced, and read
a tirst time.

That was a substantial intimatiO'n to
everybody concerned that this Bill would
be introduced and passed into law.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-DO' you think
that peO'ple knew what an intimation of
that sort meant~·
lvfr. HOGAN. - It was published in
8',rery newspaper in Victoria, and the
people knew all about it.
Mr. GREENWOOD.--YOU have got thousands of wheat-growers in the bag.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
is giving us credit for our sagacity and
statesmanship.
Mr. GREENWOOD. - Then I withdraw
the compliment.
1\1r. II OGAN. - The purpose of th~~
Bill is to ensure that all the wheat of this
season shall be marketed through the
Pool.
The amendment moved by the
honorable member for Gunbower would
prevent that.
Mr. ANGus.-There would be no serious
injury to the Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-There would be. Since
the 26th August purchases of wheat have
been made, not by millers, but by the
open market people.
Mr. PENNINGToN.-Darling is a miller.
Mr. HOGAN.-He is; he is also a big
wheat buyer.
Unless certain contracts
were annulled, there would be no safeguard against the making of other contracts and post-dating them. The honorable member for Gunbower's proposal jg
that the Bill should come into operatio:n
. a~ from Friday next. But this is the difficulty: We .want all the wheat from this
harvest to come into the Pool.
If the
amendment were accepted, that could not
be done.
There will be a considerabl~
quantity of wheat that has been
sold since the 26th August· that
will be flying about, and it will
be impossible to distinguish it from
wheat that was not sold prior to the 10th
October. If all the wheat is to be marketed
through the Pool, as we provide, all is
clear sailing; but if there is other wheat
that has be~n marketed already but win
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not . be delivered 'until the harvest is
garnered, then it will be quite possible for
sales to be made and the Board to be unable to distinguish between wheat sold
prior to 10th October and wheat sold
after that date.
Mr. GREENwooD.-The same argument
applies to wheat sold prior to or after the
26th August.
Mr. IIOGAN.-Excepting that we do
not think that any considerable quantity
was sold prior to the 26th August.
.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-How can you know
what was sold ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The open market people
do not do their business secretly. When
they are out to purchase wheat they act
openly. They send their agents into the
wheat-growing districts and they enter
into contracts.
All is done publicly,
nothing is done privately.
Mr. GREENWooD.-Have you information that contracts were not entered into
prior to that date?
Mr. HOG.aN. - As I have said, the
purchase of wheat is done publicly.
Mr. McDoN ALD (P olwarth). - Then
that knocks out your argument with reference to post-dating.
Mr. HOGAN.-N 0, and for the reason
that prior to the 26th August wheat was
not worth within 1s. a bushel of what jt
is worth to-day.
Mr. GREENWOOD. - Oan you show us
contracts entered into before the 26th
August?
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
for Boroondara is rendering himself
liable to a retort about contracts that I
do not wish to make.
. Mr. G~EENwooD.-If you want trouble,
you will get all you want.
Mr. HOGAN. - I do not want anv
trouble at all. But the word" contracts"
does not sound well from the mouth of tlw
honorable member.
I want to state, in
reply to the honorable member for Gunbower's argument, that there were certain
growers who. had sold their wheat for delivery, and who, subsequently to the
selling of the wheat, had entered
into arrangements to purchase sheep,
that these growers will not be disadvantaged by the cancelling of those
contracts for the reason that wheat today is worth 6s. 8d. a bushel. If they
SOlId wheat prior to this date, even just
only priQlr to it, they would probably have
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obtained only 5s. 6d. pe,r bushel in the
open mark-et. Had they sold a week 0'1'
two ago they would have obtained 5s. a
bushel. To cancel a contract fOIl' the sale
of wheat at 5s. a bushel, when we lmo,w
that the wheat is worth 6s. 7·~d. a bushel,
is certainly doing no injury to the gro,wer.
That is quite clear.
Mr. OMAN.-Do you think that those
people will be in favour of the compulsory Pool 1
Mr. HOGAN.-I do.
Mr. OMAN.-I do not think the Government should freel them from their own act.
Mr. HOGAN.-If a man has entered
into a contract to purchase sheep he is in
a beUer position to finance the payment
of those sheep. Those are the practical
reasons why we cannot accept the honorable memhe,r fO'r Gunbower's proposal.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - You are "stonewalling " your own Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-I have no wish to do
that. The honorable membe,1' for Gunbower submitted an amendment.
In
courtesy to him I am stating the reasons
why the Government cannot accept it.
The amendmelit would destroy the efficacy
of the Bill. We want to -ensure that all
t.he wheat fro111 t.his harvest will be marketed through the Pool. That cannot he
done satisfactorily unless we cancel the
contracts which have been made since 26th
August, when notice was given of .our intention to introduce the. Bill. The saIDe
principle was followed in previous wheat
Pool legislation. 'Ve are merely following the precedent established by the honorable members who are now in Opposition.
Mr. ANGUS.-I appreciate the courteous way in which the Minister of Agriculture has attempted to answer my arguments, but I think he has missed the
mark. In reply to him, I should like lo
tell a little sto'ry.
A young Scotchman
had made up his mind to migrate from
the Old Country to Australia. His good,
old mother said, ' , Now you are going out
to Australia, and IDy advice to you is,
when you get there, make money. Make
it honestly if you can, but make it." Now
it is a matter of g·etting wheat into the
Pool. Get it in honestly if you can, hut
get it in.
I do not think the Government's proposal is just either to buy('r
or seller. It is said of my own constituents, and I believe it holds true of country
people generally, t.hat their word is the,ir
bond. They do not wish the Government
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to enact legislatiO'n to enable them to get ever, times when this principle must
The
out of a sale. I am Jatisfied of that. I be, to some extent, modified.
of
the
principle
in
feel that the Government ar,c not doing modification
justice to themselves nor to the principles this Bill it3 not nearly so stringent
of the Labour party. Apart from the as in the almost identical provision in
inconvenience and the difficulty that may previous measures. Honorable members
arise O'wing to this legislation, I regret opposite then said that the proposal made
that the Minister has not seen his wav was all right. They said tha,t there was
to accept the amendment, and 1. intend no limitatiO'n of time to, the contract'3,
that it did not matter if a contract was
to' call for a division upon it.
Mr. McDONALD (P~lwarth).-I also made five years previously or what the
I admit tha.t
regret that the Minister will not accept rights of the parties were.
the
circumstances
then
we,re
different,
but
the amendment, because great injustice
will be done to sellers. I am not so the honorable members who were rem':lc~ concerned about the buyers.
The sponsible for those measure,3 did not take
MIlllster holds out as an inducement to into cO'nsideration the question of what
the cancelling of contract,3, that the the rights of the ,parties to the contracts
sellers will receive more money.
In were, or when the contracts were made.
re~a,rd to the sales that have taken place All we say in this Bill iG, that contracts
pr~O'r to the passing O'f the Bill, I would made subsequent to' the 26th August will
void.
That was the date of
p~ll1t out that many fa,rmers make ar- be
the
first
reading
of the measure.
rangement~, ~hen fallowing land, to put
sheep on It III the fonowing year, and The country knew then what was
The
the way the business is done i6 to get in the mind of the l\1inistry.
an offer of sheep off shears, probably two intention of the Government was anmonths before the sheep are shorn. Thev nounced in the Policy Speech, - and a
have to' make arrangements to. meet the{r desire was expressed by the wheat-growers
obligations, and to. do that if they have in every corner O'f the State, that a comwheat growing they sell it, and so o'rder pulsory wheat Pool should be established.
matters that the two things faU due Weare not very materially modifying
together. If this claUl.3e is passed in its this principle, to which I frankly admit
present form, it will render null and there- is a legal and theoretical objection.
void any contracts made after the 26th The people who ha,ve entered' intO' these
August, and persons who have entered contracts ha.ve had, if nO't actual; at any
into an arrangement such as I have rate, conl3tructive notice, and if they ran
described will be compelled to' put their the risk of entering into contracts after
wheat into the Pool. All that they are the date fixed they must to some extent
to be guaranteed is 3s. a bushel clear, take the blame. I hold that we ha.ve
and tha t will not gi ve them money not gone 'a.s. far as previous Government03
enough to' meet their obligations .. Thev went in agreeing to an almost identical
will not, however, be released from th'e provision.
lVIr. OlVIAN.-The argument of the
contract, to pur.chase the sheep. From
th~t, pamt oJ VIew the clause is, in my AttO'rney-General carries no weight. He0.r:>Illlon, most unfair. I do not say it jUGtifies this proposal on the ground that
wIll affect the quantity of wheat that a similar provision was inserted in the
goes into the Pool to any large exent. Bill I introduced in 1920.
Mr. SLATER.-It was not similar.
The peo'ple knew that this Bill was to be
Mr, Ol\1AN .-N o. Each yea.r a new
introduced, and probably very few sales
have been made, but where such sales Bill was introduced to cover the fonowhave been made the object O'f them was to ing year SO' that there was nO' oppO'rtunity
meet obligations incurred in the purchase for contracts to be made. VictO'ria. was
of stock to put on the land. I trust the only State in the CO'mmonwealth
the Minister - will reconsider the matter that each year passed a compul,30'ry
in the light of the facts I have stated.
wheat Pool Bill. In the other States
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).- everything that was necessary was done
It is -true that there is a, legal and under the War PrecautiO'ns Act. There
theoretical objection to' retrospective was nOI danger under the 1920 Act of
legislation, and I l:1.ppreciate the remarkl3 anybody being injured by the cancellathat have fallen from the honorable tion of contracts. During the last few
member for St, Kilda, There are, how- months thousand6 oJ sheep have been
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changing hands. Sa.les have been made
in O'rder that cash might be available to
meet obligations on the date O'f delivery.
Mr. LIND.-DO' yO'u say that these
peO'ple could not meet their obligations
by selling the sheep ~
Mr. OMAN.-I bought a. big line of
sheep two months agO', and althO'ugh I
paid cash for them fO'r delivery to me,
under the terms olf the contract, the
sheep are still the property of the
vendors. I could probably make a profit
on the sheep to' day, but I dO' nOlt want
to sell them, as I bO'ught them fO'r stocking purposes. I bought in good faith
a ha.rvester for £192 lOs. from Mr. R.
V. McKay, for the purpo3e O'f taking
wheat off my la.nd. I told the firm that.
had I known that this Bill was to' be
introduced
the
whea.t would not
have been sold. There are hundreds of
acres of land under wheat that will not·
be under wheat next year on account of
this cQmpulsory PQQl.
PQssibly there
will be a Bill introduced cQmpelling us to'
SQIW wheat.
Th~t is all part of the policy
Qf the GQvernment. It has been threatened, and I have nO' dQubt that if we
attempt to' dO' what I have indicated-I
will risk it-such a measure will be intrQduced, and heavy taxatiQn impQsted Qn
the farmers whO' dO' nQt cultivate their
land.
Mr. OARLIsLE.-That is all prQphecy.
Mr. OMAN.-I am Qnly stating the
cQntingencies that may arise during this
year. OQntracts have been made, and
freights have been chartered. Large quantiti'es of wheat have been sold. Sales have
been made by the grQwers to' merchants,
whO' have SQld to merchants Qn the Qther
The Bill frees the
side Qf the world.
farmer Qfany QbligatiQn, but it ends
there. We shQuld nQt at this time make
a measure Qf this kind retrQspective. The
Government have agreed that the Pool
shall operate for three yeaTS, and they may
make it permanent if SQme Qne suggests
that. Will it matter very much if the
PQQl d.oes lose a few milliQn hllshels Qf
wheat this year ~ The Qwners Qf the
wheat, by their Qwn act, have made sales
Qn a basis satisfactory to' themselves. Why
shQuld we free them Qf their QbligatiQn
to' deliver? The argument has been advanced by the Minister that the wheat,
when SQld, was wQrth 5s. per bushel, and
t.Q-day :is "wQrtn, possibly, 5s. 7d. per
bushel.
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Mr. HoGAN.-It is wQrth 6s. 'ld. per
bushel.
1\fr. O:MA.N.-It is wQrth 5s. 7d. at
country statiQns. The hQnQrable gentleman has said that wheat is being handled
very much mQre cheaply by the vQluntary
PQQI than it 'was by the (lId cQmpulsQry
PQQl.
1\1:1'. HOGAN.-Wheat is wQrth 5s. 11 id ..
at cQuntry statiQns tQ-day.
:Mr. OMAN.-SQme buyers have
bought Qn, the basis Qf 6s. 2d. per bushel.
I cQnsider that if a man has disPQsed of
his pr.operty in gQod faith, nO' GQvernment is justified in cancelling the sale.
Such a thing may cQmplicate the financial
Ria position may
position of a man.
have been SQund under the law as it
stQQd yesterday, but it may be insecw'e
if this measure passes. Whatever may
be said against the Bill if it. is made to
Qperate frQm the time of its passing, a
thQusand times mQre can be said against
it if 'it is made retrQspective. We are
gQing to' have a late sitting tQ-night, and
that isgQing to serve nO' useful purpQse.
If we sit right thrQugh tQ-night and tQmQrrQW, the third reading Qf the Bill
ca:q.nQt be taken at this sitting, except by
leave, as amendments have been made.
I will exercise all my privileges .on the
third reading. I am gQing to' restrain
myself at this stage, and say what I have
to' say Qn the third reading. At a later
~tage I shall prQP.ose to' amend the clause
by altering the date, The iron hand and
the cloven hoof are not going to help the
Go,vernment on this occasion. They may
put their heel dQwn and say, "We will
pass the Bill befQre the HQuse rises," but
the rules Qf the lIouse will nQt permit
that to' be doOne. They cannQt get the
third reading until Tuesday at the
earliest.
To-morrQw is set apart fQr
private members' business, and ,even if
the GQvernment make tQ-mQrrQW tQ-day
~hey will not be able to get the third re,ad .
mg.
Mr. SI,ATER.-After all, numbers tell.
Mr. O:MAN.-But the rules Qf prQcedure are Qf value Qn this QccasiQn. I
will VQte against the clause, but after the
third reading I will submit an amendment' in the directioOn indicated by the
honorable member for GunbO\ver, if he
does not dO' sO',
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should like to
answer the points made by the A.ttorneyGeneral.
As everybody knows, in the
first yea,!' of the wa,r, there was
a drought, and very little wheat indeed was reaped. The next year was a
year 'in which there was practically
no market at all, and the only offers farmers got 'were of about 2s. a bushel,
owing to a shortage of shipping. The
pooling system was established in ord~r
to help them. I do not know that, In
the Act of 1915, there was a retrospective provision similar to that in the Bill.
There may have been, but then there was
practically no open market. The Attorney-General has handed me a copy of the
1915 Act, and I see that this provision
was in it. After that, however, there was
no open market, and all the other Acts
depended on the first Act.
Mr. Sr.a\.TER.-But that principle was
maintained aU the time.
:.M:r. EGGLESTON.-Because there
was no open market.
111'. SLATER.-':"There was uncertainty
each year as to whether the Pool would
be continued or not.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not think
there was much uncertainty.
Mr. CARLISLE.-A lot of forward sales
were cancelled by the Act that established
the first Pool.
:Mr. EGGI.JESTON.-That was a war
measure. At the time the difficulty was
in getting freight. Freight had been
commandeered for war purposes.
PRENDERGAsT.-The AttorneyMr.
General did 110t succeed in convincing
you, although he showed you the proof of
his statement.
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-He did not show
me any proof. I am answering the statement he made, and I think he himself
will admit that there is a great deal of
force in my contention. It may be that
it is not possible to make the Pool absolmely secure without this clause, but in
order to do that the Government are inflicting damage to the extent possibly of
thousands of pounds on individuals. I
think that is a very vicious 'principle. I
understand the position is that scores of'
farmers have made forward sales at prices
satisfactory to them-in some cases for
6s. a bush~l.
Mr. SLATER.-Since the introduction of
the Rill?

l\,fr. EGGLESTON.-After the 26th
August, but before anyone knew what the
terms of the Bill were. I heard of a
maI.L i.n Horsham, T think i.t was, who
bought 3~,OOO bags of wheat, and probably sold the wheat immediately. I have
been told of other cases in which buyers
have re-sold the wheat at a small advance
on what they paid. What is the position
of those buyers if the persons to whom
they have sold are out of the State, and
are not affected by the Bill at all ~ . They
win have to deliver the wheat, and possibly pay an advance of 6d. or 9d. a
bushel on the price at which they bought.
That will mean several hundred pounds
on a sale of 5,000 bushels. Injury is
being inflicted on those individuals. Does
the Committee stand for a thing like that?
It is a most reprehensible thing. The
fact that the persons concerned are wheat
buyers or speculators does not affect the
question at all. The rule of justice applies to the criminal, the speculator, or
any other member of the community, and
if it were not a ,tradition of the Bdtish
Parlia~ent that there should be no retrospective legislation that would do harm
to individuals, it would have affected the
classes for which honorable members on
the other (the Ministerial) side of the
House stand. You cannot inflict a wrong
like this without affecting the whole of
the traditions of Parliament, and without
enabling legislation of a similar character
to' be applied, even in circumstances t.hat
would be far mQlre injurious to the whole
community than this may be. I think
this is a most. reprehensible thing to in- .
trQlduce.
Mr. CAIN.-DQI you think that in this
respect the Bill is worse than the Public
Safety Preservation Act ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Much worse. AI:!
a matter of fact, there is a similar measure on the statute-book in England, and
that has been used by the Briti~h Labour
party.
Mr. OAIN.-It is a different measure.
<

Mr. EGGLESTON. - There is little
difference.
I heard all the AttorneyGeneral said when that Act. was paooed,
but the difference between the two is so
trifling as not to be notice a ble.
Mr. HUGHES.-What ·does it feel like
to be " stone-walling" a Bill?'
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-Even if that is
Mr. EGGLESTON. -If the honorable
member cannot understand the import- so, it is not a very honorable thing to do,
ance of this principle he should keep his especially when you know that the man
tongue quiet. It is well; I think, to have to whom you have sold has re-sold and IS
on record the evil thing that is being done liable under the contract and will prohunder this Bill. It will inflict losses to ably have to deliver his wheat at an adthe extent of thousands of pounds on in- ~'ance of 6d. a bushel.
Mr. SLATER.-YOU cannot have it both
dividuals whose only crime is that for
years they have served the community bj ways.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-N early always a
competing for the purchase of wheat. No
evidence has been brought forward as t-) rapid rise in the price of wheat takes place
the suggested depredations of those indi- before a rapid fall. I venture to say that
viduals.
Everyone in this community . the picture will be very different in J auuThis spurt in the
has rights, and when Parliament says that ary and February.
a man shall be deprived of his rights be- market is obviously due to speculation in
cause an unsubstantiated charge is made Great Britain.
:Mr. SLATER.-A report published in tho
against him the 'whole principle of justice
papers one day is contradicted the next
goes by the board.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOll voted for that day.
1\11'. EGGLESTON.-I can show the
on the Public Safety Preservation Bill.
lVIr. EGGLESTON.-That was very .tl.ttorney-General a graph of the fluctua~
tions of the wheat market. In the last
different.
Mr. OAIN.-The only difference is that sx weeks it can be seen that the price Oft
one day is no indication of what it will be
it was against the working classes.
Mr. ·EGGLESTON. - That measure the next day, and this spurt may be folhad nothing to do with the sanctity of lowed by a rapid ~all. What, I ask again,
contracts. The interests of the working will the representatives of wheat-growing
classes are more bound up in the principle districts have to say to their constituents
of the sanctity of contracts than any 0thel' when they find that they have deprived
them of the best forward market there
dass.
Mr. SLATEH,.-Do you think there is any has been in the State? I do not think
any more important principle than this
difference between the clause in this meahas been debated nere. When the measure
sure and that in the original Bill ?
imposing the betting tax was before us I
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That was brought protested against retrospective legislain as a war measure. There was a small tion, even although it hit a class of which
number of forward contracts then because I am not very found,.
the peopfe were all holding off. In the
:1£r. HOGAN.-YOU voted for it.
first year of the war there was practically
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No.
no wheat sold, and in the second year the
price offered was so absurd that no on8
Mr. HUGIIEs.-Are you a wheat specuwould sell. It was with the consent of lator?
practically everyone in the community
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Except for fowls,
that the clause was inserted then. The I have not bought wheat in· my life. Does
circumstances are so different now that it the honorable member refuse to ~ake my
is absolutely absurd to make any compari- word?
son at all. What will the representatives
Mr. HUGHEs.-I am not so sure about
of farming districts say to their constitu- it.
ents who have sold wheat for forward de:Ml'. JVlcDONALD (Daylesford).-I am
livery at favorable prices if this clause is not surprised at members sitting in
ngreed to? Those honorable members may Opposition objecting to this clause. Ever
say that more will be got under the Pool. since there has been a possibility of a
vVho knows what will be obtained under compulsory Pool we know that wheat
the Pool? This Bill has destroyed the buyers have been Gcouring the country purmost favorable forward market in Vic- chasing as much wheat as possible. If
this 'were not a retrospective measure it
toria.
},III'. CARLIsLE.-They will ·be glad to would prejudice the Pool and mean that
the Pool 'would lTOt be so successful.
get out of their contracts.
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Mr. EGGLmsT.oN.--Supposing the Bill
does not go through?
Mr. McDONALD
(Daylesfo1·d).-Then I take it. that the contracts made will
stand. Since there has been a prospect of
a compulsory Pool the buyers raised their
price from 5s. 3d. tp 6s. 3d.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - According to the
London market.
1\1:1'. McDONALD (Daylesfo1'd).-In
the reports that we have had from other
countries there has been no warrant for
a rise of ls. a bushel.
Mr. ·EGGLEsToN.-There has beel!.
Mr. McDONALD.-(Daylesford).-No.
Had it not been for the prospect of a compulsory Pool the buyers would not have
been offering 6s. 3d. a bushel. I am not
at all surprised that the members of the
Opposition are trying to make out that
they are endeavouring to safeguard the
interests of the seller. They, however,
are trying to safeguard the interests of
their friends, the speculators in wheat.
The seller will receive under this POQiI at
least 3s. Sd. a bushel for a start. We
have been tQild tha,t a 'quantity of wheat
has been disposed of at Os. 3d. a bushel.
I am convinced that 99 out of every 100
wheat-growers who have made contracts
to dispose of their wheat will be pleased
to see this Bill pass into law. They know
that they have been rQibbed.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-We are getting
a.way from the logio of the whole position.
Charges have been made across the House,
and as some of them contain misstatements, they reflect upon the member who
makes them.
Mr. POLLARD.-Your colleagues say
" we are dOling this in the interests of the
consumers. "
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The
charges
made against honorable members on the
Opposition side of the House have be811
refuted, but members sitting on the Ministerial side will not accept our word.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Who said yOlur word
was not taken ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The honorable
member who has just interjected did not'
take it. The' stook argument of Ministerialists is that we are representing
Flinders-lane' interests. When a sta,tement is ma,de by a Ministeir and anyone
replies toO it, the retort is, "I am going
to say something about you." That sort
of thing ought not to take place in Parliament. The men who are he,re as representatives of the 'people are expected
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to keep up the dignity of this House and
not tOo adopt contemptible methods of
speech.
:Mr. HOGAN.-Do you remember your
speech at M urrum beena. ~
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Let us have the
speech at Murrumbeena. I do not know
what the l?-onOorable gentleman is talking
about.
Mr. HUGHES (tOo Mr. Greenwood).You Oought to be the last man in the world
to talk about dignity.
The ACT'ING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BROWNBILL) .-Order !
1\11'. GREENWOOD.-The 1\1inister
has said something about a speech at Mur·
rumbeena. Let him bring it along. FOol'
God's sake let him bring it Oout in a
straightforward way, and nOot by ;nnuendo. If he has anything to say, let
him get up and say it. If he wants to
make a oharge in an open and proper
way, let him produce the evidence. He
can bring forward anything he likes, and
I will mee,t him ,every time; but wh:1t
he is dOling is contemptible.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
BnowNBILL).-I think we had better go
to supper.
. J1he Committee adj011:1Yted for 'ref]'eshments at 11.55 p.m. The Acting Chai]'7lwn (1111'. Cotte]') resumed the Chair .1,t
1 a.m.
l\tlr. GREENWOOD.-I listened with a
considerahlel amount of interest to the
Minister's speech, and, as I undelrstood it,
the reasOon why he opposes the substitution of thel 10th Octobelr for the' 26th
August is t.ha,t that would prevent the
proper working o.f 1he Bill; tha.t the wheat
would not all come intOo the Pool, and
consequently matteTs would be confused.
The position is that it is now proposed
to continue the Pool fOor threl81 yea.rs, and
in view of tha,t, and in recognition of the
fact tha,t the Farme,rs Union pa,rty and
the Governmoo t a,re voting together on
the Bill, I think they can afford at least
to be just.
A further argument, used
in objection to this proposal, was tha,t
the fixing Oof the date would probably
lead to fraudulernt practices by the insertion in fresh contracts of a, datel prior to
tha,t on which they were made. It is
self-evident that there would be the same
possibility of fraudulent practices in connexion with contracts dated atteof the 26th
August. That argument, therefore, falls
to the ground. Another argument advanced by the Ministe,r was that in pre,-
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yions Bills' of the kind certain things had
been done. It is claimed that the conditions were then diffe1rent, but supposing
they were different and that a blunder
was made, tha,t is nO' reason why the position as it presents itself to us should not
be dealt with on its merits. Contracts
ha,ve be'en entered into in good faith. I
do not think that they can be very
numerous. The Minister stated that he
had information as to the number of COlltracts. I do not kno,w whether he could
tell us how many contracts have been entered into between 26th August and 10th
October. I personally think that those,
~ho had any knowledge of the Bi~l, partIcula,rly the wheat agents who mIght be
expected to keep a, very close watch on
such a, me'a.sure, would not, when they sa,w
that the dat,e was fixed as the 26th
August, be disposed to elTIter into fresh
contra,cts.
The
men
who
have
made contracts have probably blundered
into that position rather than got themselves into it by deliberate design. They
have acted in good faith, and Parliament
should not inflict an injustice upon them.
Unless the Minist€'r can show that a good
ma:ny cO'ntracts have been elntered into between 26th August and 10th October, the·
principal objection to the amendment
falls to thel ground. As the Government
are getting pra.ctically their own way in
connexion with the Bill, and the Farme,rs
Union party are in all probability securing a three years' Pool, they can afford
to dO' the fair thing. I make no apology
to, the Committee. Personally, I have no
knowledge Qof the agent~. I am nQot in
any way conc-erned in the trade, und I
have not been approached in refe,rence to
the Bill by a,nyone. I submit, however,
that the agents have a right to ha,ve their
case sta,t'e,d just as any other sedion of'
the community would have,. Contracts
have been entered into, proba,bly in all
parts of the State!, and the breaking of
those, contracts may be a serious thing.
The most oorious thing of aU is that this
Parliament will be breaking a contract
with them.
Any la,w that is on the
Statute Book is a contract with the
people o.f the State, and I say that these
people have a. right to carry out the, cop.tracts they have ente,red into under a,n
existing law. N ow they a,re going to be
driven out of business. V nmista.kably this
Bill will mean the end of the private
enterprise agents in the State.
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Mr. CLOUGH.-I remember you sup,
Po.rting a Bill that was a breach of contract.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The question is
whether this Bill is just or unjust.
The position is that fo.r many years private
enterprise has been operating faithfully
or unfaithfully. Private enterprise firms
have businesses erected, staffs emplo.yed,
and money at stake. All these now go
by the board. The question Qof emplQoyInent cOomes into the issue immediately.
A good many men who are at present employed by these firms will be out of work.
The firms will prohably lose money as a
result of the passing of this clause and
the carrying of the Bill.
Mr. HOGAN.-They will not lose any
money, but they may be prevented from
making some.
1\11'. GREEN"\VOOD.-It will mean
more than that. A firm in Victoria could
have an agent in London who might have
entered into contracts on the other side.
There is e,vidence that pri va te firms ha va
booked freight.
lVIr. HOGAN.-We looked into those
things and found that the charterers had
the option of loading in Victoria, South
AUr3tralia" Western Australia. or New
South Wales.
1\1r. GREENWOOD.-That may be so,
but a vessel that left this port might not
go to another State. It might go direct
to a port abroad. The point I was making is that in all probability these firms
have their London agents, whO' have entered into contracts Qon the o.ther sid'e:.
The London representatives of those firms
probably stand in the poeition that they
have to deliver the wheat.
I recognize
that they may g.e,t wheat ·elsewhere.
Mr. CLOUGH.-They simply took a
gambler's risk.
NIr. GREENWOOD.-If they took a
gambler'S risk they shQould at least have
a fair cha.nce O'f pulling it off. To my
mind it is quite undoubted that some of
the firms he,re' have, through their London
agents, entered into direct contracts on
the other side, and nothing in this Bill
can in any way protect them'. If there' is
a suspiciQon that hardship will be incurred,
if there is doubt as to the issue of justice, I claim· that this Parliament should
give the persons who would be penalized
the benefit of the doubt, and the small
consideration that is n01w urged.
The
whole structure of their business is to disappear. The Bill will pro.vide for a three
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years' PooL They might have kept their sub-clause (2) may act very seriously
machinelry for twelve months, but owing against men who have produced wheat. I
to t.he fact that the POQoI is to be fo'r three think we should seriously consider whether
years, there is not the slightest doubt that. we should impose aJI the restrictions prothe whole of their business st.ructure will posed. \Ve: are saying in effect that any
disappear. }'\uther than that a number contract made for the sale of wheat after
of buyers have come from the other side. 26th August is void. We a,re putting an
They have paid their fares out here, and obliga,tiorn on the man who has sold his
some consideration ought to be .given to w~e'a,t.
He will not be permitted tOf
them. This Bill, after all, has meant a handle it, a.nd the advance that will be
good deal to the Farmers Union party. Ipade to him by the Pool will be sO' small
They have go,t exactly what they have that he may not he able to' meet his enasked up to the present time, with the one gagements. I think we ought to see that
exception of the representation on the those who a,re engaged in the industry
Board they desired, and there are hono'f- aTe protected in this oonnexion.
In cerable members of this (the Opposition} tain cases, men have sQold wheat in good
party, who have intimated that they are faith, and other men ha.ve bought it in
going to move ill that direction. Apart good faith, and sold it in good faith over·
from that, Farmers' Union members ha,ve seas. If those facts can be established I
succeeded in getting the credit of the j'hink it should be left to. the honor "f
State pledged. Certainly, an advance of t he BOlaI'd to grant e1xemptio([}s in such
3s. 8d. per bushel is not very much, In cases. I hope that one oJ the legal memo
view of the present high price of wheat, bel'S will take up that phase of the quesbut the l\Iinister has intima,ted that he is tio.n, a,nd see that some amendment dealing with it is prepared before the thi rd
going to get. more advanced if lie can.
One has hardly time to deal
The ACTING CHAIRl\1:AN (l.vlr. reading.
with
all
these
things at the table.
This
COTTER).-The time allolwed the honorable
. Bill has been rushed through.
We had
111 em bel' has expired.
nO' time to prepare amendments after the
Mr. OMAN .-1 would direct the atten- Bill was read a, second time.
I thought
tion of honorable members to sub-clause that if an adjournment were grante,d at
(2), which provides that-10 o'clock to-night I would be able to' get
Any transaction or contract with respect to some amendments ready.
Any wheat or flour which is t.he subject-matter
of any contract or part of a contract which is
l\1r. l{oGAN.-I think you have moved
by this section declared to be void shall also
enough as it is.
.
?e "oid and of no effect, and any money paid
111 respect of any contract hereby made void or
:1\11'. Ol\fAN.-There are oppurrtunities
of any such trAnsaction shall to the extent to for others, and we will exercise the priviwhich t.he said contract or transaction is made
lege of submitting those amendments in
void be repaid.
If I had sold £5,000 worth of wheat and the proper form la,ter on. vVhile it may
had received from the agent an adva]~ce of be difficult fOil' the Opposition to contro'}
£1,000,. under spb-clause (2) I would be the position without having the numbers,
obliged to, repay to the purohaser of the we ~e proltected by t,he rules of the House.l
wheat that £1,000 forthwith. I do ]lO,t Under the forms and procedure of this
think honorable' members have given House we are protected ,- and it is a good
proper consideration t.O' tha,t phase of the thing to see the minority well protected.
question. :MQll1ey has been tight, and oer- If \ve are here to. discuss businelss I think
tain men have been very hard pressed in we should dOl it in a businesslike way,
order tOo gelt. advances to enahle them to and I should much prefer to do it in
carryon. If a man has accepted a price daylight. At any rate I wish the Minisfor his whea,t on condition that he received ter of Agriculture would put into practice
an a.dvance, under the Bill he will ha.ve tOo the principle that he so' strongly advocates
of an 8-hours day. I hopei that members
make good that advance to' the purchaser.
\;Ir. \VARDE.-He seems to be on velvp.>t. wnl give very close consideration to the
Mr. Ol\1:AN.-He will have to repay particular phase of the· matter, to which
I have drawn attention, that a man who
the mOiney.
Mr. \VARDE.-You . call1lO't always get has made a contract on the lines I have
indicated may be called upon to recoup
hutter out, of a dog's throCl.t.
Mr. OMAN .-This shows one of the,. the purchaser . We Ishould not render
difficulties in attempting to interfere with people insolvent simply because they have
'O'rdinary business.
I am convinced that entered into a contract 1n good faith.
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T~js is .one of those difficulties that always
WIll arIse when the State intervenes and
attempts to control the business activities
of the people. Theref ore I hope that the
clause will be amended.
Mr. SNOWBAL~.-I .feel grievously
concerned about thIs clause which deals
with contracts and their ca~cellation. I
~o hope that the Minister will patiently
hsten to any honest expressions of doubt
as to the wisdom 0.£ the clause and how
far it will go. What will be the position
of Inter-Sta,te contracts in regard to
wheat 'I
M.r. HOGAN.-They will not be affected.
1\11'. SNOWBALL.-If that be so how
is the Pool going to be protected ~' All
that buyers need do is to enter into contracts for the delivery of Victorian wheat
across the border.
Mr. HOGAN.-We are amendi~g subclause (3) in O'rder to safeguard InterState contracts.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It would be unconst~tutional for us to attempt to interfere
wIth Inter-Stat.e commeTcial contracts.
That would be a violation of the Commonwe<;tlth c?nstit~tion. Any contract entered mto m VIctoria with regard to
wheat delivered across the border cannot
se interfered with by this Parliament.
Such a contract must be held inviolate. It
is a fundamental principle that we cannot interfere with Inter-State commerce.
The Minister says he is going to conserve
to this Pool the! whole of the wheat for
the coming season. I wish to point out
the ext~nt to wh~ch we are out-Heroding
Herod m conneXlOn with this legislation.
The o:riginal measure for a compulsory
Pool In 1915 was not assented to until
the 30th December. No great harm came,
because that measure did not become law
un ti~ the whole of Decem bel' had gone by.
It dId not venture to interfere with contracts except those entered into after the
('oming into operation of the Act. Surely
that ~as an honest and fair recognition of
the rIghts and obligations that people
have under contracts ente'red into in
British communities.
:Thfr. IIoGAN.-Before or after the operation of the measure.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That measure was
passed after there had been wheat deliveries for a month or more. Deliveries
O'f wheat commence in November but
there are very rapid detliveries in th~ first
second, and third weeks of December:
Therefore large quantities of wheat must
[391
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have been delivered that season be.fore
the passing of the original Act. The onlv
compulsory Pool legislation was the Ac"'t
of 1915.
Mr. HOGAN.-Theret was another hI
1920.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-By the date on
which the Act O'f 1915 was passed large
quantities of that season's wheat had been
~,eli~ered at railway stati?ns t.O' the buyers.
lherefore our first legIslahon did not
affect the large quantitv of Victorian
whe~t already delivered that year.
The
passll1g of that l\..ct was a very serious step
to take. It was only taken under dire
necessity .in or~er .to protect the growers
an~ obtaJn shIppll1g a.ccommodation for
then' produce. Wheat was selling at 2s.
6d: a bushel at the time, and nothing but
rUIn faced the farmers, but we did not
venture to go to the extent proposed now
for the operation of this Bill is actually
being dated from the 26th August last.
Is that reasonable or is it honest ~
Mr. HOGAN.-I think we did it in the
Act of 1920.
1\£r. SNOWBALL.-Thet Act of 1920 .
w:as merely a continu.ation 0.£ the legislatIOn that had been In operation.
The
Acts passed year afte'r year simply C011.tin~ed in .operation the pooling system
InstItuted In 1915. They did not make
any material alteration. They merely
cured defects in the original measure
passed to deal with this kind of control.
The l\Iinister has shown me a copy of the
Act that we passed in 1920, but I may
point out to him that that Act merely
continued the operation of the Pool for
another year, and it provided that contracts for deliveries of wheat other than
to the Pool on and after the 1st December,
1920, up to not later than the 1st De'cember, 1921, should be void.
Mr. HOGAN.-But there are the words
" every contract made before or after the
commencement of this Act."
,
1\1:1'. SNOWBALL.-That Act merelyprovided for deliveries from the end of
t.he period covered by the previous Acts.
The Act we passed in 1921 came into
operation at the expiry of the period
covered by the pl."evious Act. Year after
year we passed legislation of this sort,
and no great harm was done because the
compulsory system was then in operation.
The 1915 Act did not affect the transactions that took place prior to the passinO'
of that legislation.
.
0
:Mr. CARLISLE.-Yes, it did.
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Mr. SNOWBALL. - The honorable
gentleman is asleep, or he would be if he
had the chance. The Minister in charge
of the Bill hasurged upon the Committee
the absolute necessity of securing the
whole of the wheat grown in Victoria for
this Pool. The Government take up the
attitude that if there is any loose wheat
about the Pool will be a failure. It was
not a failure in the first year after the
establishment of a compulsory Pool. Deliveries of wheat had been going on for
five weeks before the Pool was started.
The Minister must see that we will still
It will come
have loose wheat about.
from New South Wales and South Australia.
We cannot prevent it coming
into this State, and there will be tremendous difficulty in dealing with this loose
It will be impossible to distinwheat.
guish between that wheat and our own.
I know that there are growers who have
already received advances on their grain,
and yet it is proposed in this Bill that
money paid under the contracts so made
will ha,:e to be refunded. Are we going
to place many of these people in a position that will be ruinous without making
A man may
some provision for them?
have accepted, say, £250, to meet his
He has given a lien
pressing needs.
over his crop, and probably the money
has been spent. Yet it is proposed under
this Bill to say that a contract made in
that way is null and void. The Bill says
that money paid under any such contract
By whom? Will it
shall be refunded.
be demanded from a man who from dire
necessity has had to get money to meet
It has been suggested
his obligations?
that these contracts have been conceived
in wickednes~ but that is not the case.
They have been entered into because of
We
the need of the particular growers.
know of :these cases in the ordinary course
of trade.
I hope that honorable members representing the producers will even
now see the full possible effect of this
legislation and hesitate about placing in
such a position the men whom they represent.
I know they are anxious to
faithfully represent the interests of the
producers, but if this provision becomes
law they will be in a dreadful position,
unless we can provide some legislation to
give them relief. It is necessary to have
some proviso inserted in this clause to
protect such men. If we pass legislation
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providing that these contracts are to be
null and void, thE!.t means that a Court
will have to be resorted to to enforce the
consequences of such a declaration.
It
is easy to realize the difficulty there will
be in administering a section of an Act
providing for the cancellation of contracts and the refunding of moneys paid
under them.
I t will be necessary to
have some tribunal with discretionary
power to say which of these contracts
should in the peculiar circumstances of
the case be regarded as null and void, and
w~ether the repayment of the money:
should be enforceable or not.
I feel
that we are entering upon a sea of trouble
in this matter and placing in dismal ruin
men who have been compelled, even at
this stage of the season, to incur obligations. ·We have no right to do anything
of that sort. Is any dire necessity threatening the wheat producers of this State?
They are perhaps the most independent
. of our primary producers, having regard.
to the prospects before them and the fine
seasons they have had in the, past. T~ey,
more than all the other producers in the
State, can face the future with equanimity. I would be glad to ext.end protection, tv them or to any other section of
the producers if there was any necessity
to do so, but wheat-growers are in a wonderfully independent position in view of
the present state of' the markets of the
world.
Look at the producers of other
primary products.
Growers of potatoes
have thousands of tons rotting on the
ground because they cannot get a market
that' will pay for bagging them.
In all
the circumstances of the case, the time
that has been taken in discussing this
Bill, particularl~ this cancellation clause,
has been well spent.
Mr. OMAN. - The Premier of South
Australia has not attempted to enforce
compulsory provisions in the marketing
of wheat.
Mr. SNOWBALL.--,South Australian
grain buyers are active in Victoria. They
know that Victorian wheat, particularly
that grown in the Western Wimmer a, is
the finest in Australia, and they run after
it.
South Australian experts in the
bandling of wheat know where good grain
is to be found.
Mr. ANGUs.-The delivery of the
wheat could be enforced in South Australia, if not here.
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lfr. SNOW'"BALL.-"\Ve could not
hesitate about delivering in South Austl'alia wheat bought for delivery there.
That is the law under the Oommonwealth
constitution.

Mr. OMAN.-That will divel't the
Wimmera trade to South Australia.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There are in existence complicated agreements in connexion with the border railway traffic,
and we know, and the Minister of Railways knows, that we cannot interfere with
the delivery across the border of goods
purchased in this State for another State.
A serious difficulty confronts us. We cannot effectively legislate for a compulsory
system of marketing without the Federal
Government's aid, in view of the difficulties with regard to border commerce.
That is the position we are in under
Federation. We must have Oommonwealth assistance in controlling InterState commerce to effectively legislate i~
a matter of this kind. We had to do that
in connexion with our first attempt to
create a compulsory Pool.
The Commonwealth Government realized that, and
they have tried to devise a system to meet
the needs of the wheat-growers. A message from the Federal Government to t~is
State \vas read in the House by the lfInister. Mr. Bruce went into the matter
with the Wheat Board and the banks and
representatives of State Governments in
eonference. A statement on the subject
twas read in this House. The farmers'
representatives regarded the .Victorian
'compulsory wheat Pool as a thmg of the
past.
Mr. HOGAN.-That view was expressed
only by the honorable member for Hampden.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think the Leader
6f the Country party made a statement
in the House at that time.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-It was only because
they thought it could not be made final.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-And it cannot be.
All buyers have to do in Victoria i~ to sa!,
"I am buying this wheat for delIvery In
South Australia."
Mr. SLATER.-Delivery must be bona
fide there.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-God help Victoria
if all our wheat is to be taken over the
border! Our condition this season with
regard to our wheat is going to be ten
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times worse by reaSOn of this legislation
than it would be without it.
Mr. HOGAN.-If 'what you surmise
were correct, it would be only a case of
cutting off one's nose to spite one's face.
I t would not help the buyers to do as you
suggest.
Mr. SNOWBA.LL.-They could do
what they pleased with their wheat. Our
needs have to be satisfied, and our local
requirements would be dependent on their
goodwill.
Mr. HOGAN.-They could not give as
good a price for our wheat as the Wheat
Board would give.
Mr. ANGus.-There is the question of
the banks.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The banks cannot
finance the needs of our own local indus- .
tries and activities. They have called in
overdrafts, and said that the demands of
the Government for various things have
been so exacting that they have had to
stop financial assistance to many industrial institutions in our midst, and hands
have been dismissed.
Mr. ANGus.-I was told to-day by a
wool broker that they will probably have
to limit the sale of wool.
Mr. OARLISLE.-How are they going to
finance the open market buyer then?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Many open market buyers are stronger than the banks.
They have accumulated wealth behind
them that makes them independent of the
banks.
Mr. SLATER. -Are they stronger than
the State? Would the banks more readily
accept their guarantee than the guarantee
of the State?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We know that
some wheat buyers have power to control
millions. I could mention one or two
that can control £2,000,000 or ~3,000,000
each, foreign capital, too.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Where did they get id
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Ask a question
that is relevant to the issue.

Mr. JACKSON.-It is relevant.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is not.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-They made it out of
the sweat of' the farmers.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is flatulent
nonsense. Tripe of that kind cuts no
Ice.
Mr. SLATER.-Does the honorable
member say that tripe ever cuts ice?
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-This
Bill
is
fraught with very serious harm to a great
industry, and I feel that the representatives of the wheat-growers have been
rushed into this position without having
given mature thought to it. I think that
Mr. Bruce and the Federal authorities
have grasped this great problem in a way
we have not done.
Mr. O.i\fAN.-Dr. Page saw the dangers
ahead.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-They knew where
we .stood in regard to our State politics.
They saw the difficulties of control and
the necessity of the Oommonwealth dealing
with the matter. I say, without hesitation, that without some means of controlling our buyers that we have not got in
connexion with Inter-State commerce, we
are powerless to put into operation any
compulsory wheat Pool in Victoria.
I
feel that the Minister is trying to do
something that he thought, until now,
was really in the interests of the farmers.
The honorable gentleman admits that we
cannot control the delivery in other States
of wheat purchased in Victoria. Where
are we then? He says that to make the
Pool effective, and of value, we must be
able to put our hands on the whole of
our Victorian crop. It is an outrageous
abuse of power to say that we are going
back to 26th August, and to cancel all
cO'ntracts ente.red intO' subsequently.
Mr. OlVIAN.-We are going back to the
dark ages.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We have no right
to pass retrospective legislation of this
kind. A man enters into a contract, and
consequent OIn that, there is immediately
anOlther cO'ntract entered into, and so it
travels along. The farthe1r we go hack
the more difficultie.s we shall create.
Surely, we are nOit gOling to bring disaster
and ruin on a number O'f peOlple who have
entered into obligations that will compel
them to find considerable sums of money
.to meet their pressing needs. The representatives of t.he farme,rs knO'w ·that the
coming wheat crop has been financed to'
a considerable extent already, to meet the
obligations that will have to be met out
of the wheat to be delivered. Is it right
for us to attempt to pass' this reltrospec'tive legislation ~ If we are going to agree
to this Bill, let it come into operation
from the date OIf its passing, so that
'peO'ple can ente,r into contrt,tcts with the
full lqwwledge that it is the law pf the
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land. W €I made a grelat mistake in the
only retrospective legislation we ev€,r
passed, and the House hesitated about
doing it. Tha,t was in connexiOln with
gambling transactions. The position ~s
not the same in regard to our licensing
la,ws. The licensed victuallers know that
their position is dealt with from time t,O'
time by Parliament, and that really they
have only temporary licences, which are
always' subject to variation.
1\11' . OMAN . -The Minister has been
velry tender in regard to those two sections of the people.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The legislatiOln
passed within my memory has placed the
licensed victuaUers in an entrenched position such as they never occupied before
in t.his State. Their sales e'xceed anvthing thely ever had in the past. . I
earnestly hope that the Minister of Agriculture will see the danger that surrounds
the step he proposes to take, and that the
representa.tives of the men who are gO'ing
to suffer by it most, that is the wheatgrowers, will see the danger that is confronting them. If we make this legislation retrospective to the 26th August
we shall bring certain ruin on many persO'ns in cOinnexion with mo"neys that they
will be cOimpelled to refund. That· will
be a hopeless task to them. Weare asked
in cold blood to say that· that money
shall be refunded, and we are no,t to
inserL a proviso to meet bona fide cases.
The Minister says that the Bill has been
introduced to carry orut a promise that
was made. Promises are often hastily
made, and in this case we should hesitate,
and ask wha,t we are dOling. I thought
that it wQluld be a good thing to exercise
sO'me cOintrol over our overseas comme1rce,
but I did not cOintemplate the passing
of retrospectiv~ legislation OIf this kind
tha.t must bring ruin in its train. The
Attorney-General says that the Bill is
the same in this respect as the Act tha~
wa,s passed in 1915. It is nothing of the
kind.
Mr. SLATER.-On the questi9n of
equity, do you not think the purchase,r
ha,g had notice ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Not at all. What
notice had a farmer in the 1\![allee of a.
message from the GOIvernor ~
lVIr. OMAN.-I dare say there are 5,000
farmers in the State who do not know
that we are discussing this Bill to-night.
.' Mr. SLATER.--"\Vhere are they; i.n
Hampden?
lVrr, OMAN.-No.
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. Mr. SNOWBALL.-I dOl not think
the Attorney-General will say, with 'a'
se,rioua face, that what we did in this
House~receiving the message. from the
9-overnor and the passing ef a resolut.iqn
-conveyed to anybedy an intimation that
there was geing to be a cempulsory Pool.
The resolution said nothing about a CQiIllpulsory Pool. It was quite consistent
with a volunta.ry Pool. I think the Atterney-General will admit that there was
not a word in the resolution to show that
it was to be followed by the introduction'
of a compulsory Pool Bill.
The AOTING OHAIRMAN (Mr.
OOTTER).-The honorable member's time
has expired.
Sir ALEXANDER PE1~OOOK.-I
join . . . . ith ether honorable members in
Juaking an appeal to the Government in
reference to this clause. I have listened
with great attention to the debate, and I
have heard the Minister of Agriculture
and the Attorney-General. I have never
listened to a speech that appealed to me
more strongly than that delivered by the
honorable member for Brighton.
That
we should, at 2 o'clock in the morning,
be taking away the rights of people,
and that honorable members on the other
side should be prepared to blindly foll.ow
Ministers in this proposal, is a. travesty
on legislation. I feel my responsibility,
not only as a member of this Parliament,
but also as Leader of the Opposition. The
Government cannot claim that there has
been any undue delay in dealing with the
Bill.' The second reading was moved, and
we know that, in consequence of \our
friends in the Opposition corner being in
favour of a compulsory Pool, the Government have been anxious to push the Bill
through. I think it will come as a shock
to the people of the community that we
are dealing with a Bill .of the kind at this
hour of the morning, and cancelling contracts that .have been honestly made by
citizens of the State, who have a right, as
the honorable member for Boroondara
stated, to look to Parliament for protecti.o~. Although many honorable rp.embers
may be strongly in favour of a compulsory Pool, I am sure that they do not
approve of a clause that deliberately can.cel~ .·contracts.
.
~

;

'. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-How do you like
sittings?

~Jl..;night
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Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-~
do not like them at all. I do not think
the Premier can say that I have attempted.
to block the Bill. I am opposed to the
principle of it, and the clause noW' be-.
fore the Oommittee came as a rude shock
to honorable members on this (the. Oppo~
sition) side. The attempt to find a justification for this Bill in the. Act of 1915
has been completely answered. The cir-.
cumstances were then entirely different,
and the members of the Oountry party
were in favour .of that measure.
Let
honorable members think the matter over
calmly. Because, on the 26th August, a
message from the Governor was read with
regard to the introduction of the Bill, we
are to come down with a sword and cancel all contracts made from that date.
Surely we can find some means .of compromising in regard to such contracts.
Mr. PRENDE~GAsT.-What would you
propose?
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-I
am not prepared to say what would be a
suitable date. The Minister of Agriculture, with the enthusiasm of a man new
. to office, has made general' statements,
for which he has given no proof, with reference to the number of contracts entered
into since the 26th August, and because
that was the date of the presentatien of
the Geverner's message, has ste'pped in
with a, pro;yision to! cancel all the contracts entered into since then. Cases have
been brought under my notice' of cOllltracts
that have been entered intO'. I have not
heard of many of them, I a,dmit" because
I do not oome much in centact with wheatgrowers, and I a.m not speaking on behalf
of the agents, whom I de not know at
all. It is repugnant to anyone tha,t Parliament should step in and deliberately
cancel contracts that" have been made. bena
fide. It is as certain as t.hat the sun
will rise t,o-morrow that this Bill will have
to! ceme up for its third re'a,ding on
another da.y.
There will then· be the
biggest debate there has been in this House
for many years. It will be on the whole
principle of compulsery pooling, and this
particular clause will be deba,ted by members of the Opposition at the fullest
length the ferms of the House will allew.
I promise tha.t to the Government without
making any undue threat"
I approached
t.he Minister in charge of t.he Bill a. shert
time ago, and ~e did. not seem to think
there was .al:r. prospect of doing
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anything in the direction I have indica,ted. But I would sa y to. honorable
members. who are in favour olf compulso.ry
pooling, that in their Qiwn interests, a.nd·
the interests of fair play in bona fide
dealing, some date other than the 26th
..(\.ugust should be fixed by the clause.
The honorable member for Gunbower,
who represent.s a district where the wheatgrowers
predominate,
was
perfectly
frank.
He
circulated
his
amendment,
and
said
tha,t
he
was
not pledged to the 10th Octoibe'r
as the particular date tOi be fixed.
The
action o.f the GOIvernment would come as
a shock to. the community at any time,
but the co.mmunity will be particula,rly
shocked at the Government forcing the
provision through alt 2 o'clock in the morning, when members are not able to devote
their attention to their Parliamentary
duties.
The action of the Government
and t,hose who are supporting them will
have a boomerang effect.
I appea.} to
the Premier to agree to some co.mpromise
as to the date.
Mr. HOGAN.-Wha.t da,te dOl you suggest 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-An
ho.nQrable member has reminded me that
the Aot passed in 1915 nullified o.nly oontraots' made after the coming into operation of the Act.
If that were provided
in this Bill advantage might be tak~
Qif it, and peQple might enter into corntracts before the measure was finally
passed.
I WQiuld no.t suggest that that
prorvisiQn be inserted.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Contracts
have
been made tOl-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAGOCK.-I dOl
not want any advantage to be taken of
the Government, but I dOl not want to
see contracts, that have been ma,debQna
fide by citizens, cancelled, and innocent
people ruined.
Tha,t is foreign to our
principles as Britishers and AustraJians,
and is certainly foreign tOi the traditiorns
of this Parliament.
I apPeal to the
Government to offer a suggestion.
We
OIn this (the Oppositlion) side of the House
have been beaten on the question of a
compulsory Pool. We want to pass a good
workahle measure, but we do not want
to inflict gross injustice o.n people, as will
be the case if the clause is passed in its
pr.esent form.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-I am sure the
Minister must realize that some very
strorng points have been brought fo.rward
by thE' ho.nOlrabJ~ member fo.r Bright.on.
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and the honorable gentleman may require
a little time to consider them.
I think
that, a,t this hour o.f the morning, he
Qught to agree to. a.n adjo.urnment, SOl that
he might consider those points. I am quite
satisfied tha,t the Minister does nolt want
to. dOo any injustice, to any wheat-grower
or producer, nor to any purchaser or seller
who hals made a contract.
There is only
one fair thing the 11inister can do, and
tha t is to go l.n to t,he rna tter and see if
he cannot meet this (the Oppositiorn) side
of the House. Clause 10 provides thatEvery contract made in Victoria on or after
26th day of August, 1924, so far as it relates
to the sale of Victorian wheat or flour for
delivery in Victoria-

If contracts entered into. a.fter 26th
August fo[" delivery in Victoria are tQ
become null and void, what is the position OIf a miller who has entered intOi a
contract for expoTt sale ~ Under the clause,
so far as I can see, he is not protected.
If contracts made in Victoria for delivery
in Victoria are nullified, SOl sho:uld 0011tracts relating to exporl sales be nullified,
.SOI tha,t millers will not be placed in the
position of having to. fulfil oontracts that
they hav,e entered into in good faith.
Under the Bill a miller may he deprived
of wheat that he has contracted for fOif
the purpose of gristing it into flour. If
oontracts fOir delivery in Victoria are to
be canceUed, the same thing should apply
to co.ntracts tha,t have, been made in connexion with the exportation of flo.ur.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We have not power
to legislate in respect to deliveries abroa.d.
The Federal Parliament controls external
commerce.
Mr. PENNINGT'ON.-Well, we should
compensate these people if 'they are going
tOo lose by what we arel doing. They have
erntered into contracts in good faith.
I
am sure that the more flour there is
gristed in the State of Victoria the better
the Government will like it.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU are putting up a case
fOIJ" the miller.
Mr. PENNINGTON .-N01. The hono.rable gentleman might have bo.ught
wheat from me and sold flour for export
on the basis of the price he paid me.
Mr. CAIN.-If the contract, was null
and void I oould no.t sell the flour.
Mr.
PENNINGTON .-The
olaus&
would not protect t~e honorable gentleman. He would have to supply the flo.ur he
had sold for export. I am sure the l\Iinister of Agriculture does not want to put
millers in that Po.sition. If contracts a,re
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to be cancelled in cOonnexion with the purchase Oof whea,t, the Bill should relieve a
miller of the- 0'bligation of fulfilling any
contract he has made so far as export
sales are c0'ncerned.
Mr. HOGAN.-Every contra,ct made in
Victorria since 26th August, S0' far as it
relates to the sale 0'f Victorian whea,t
or flour, is cancelled.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-That is wherE'
the oontract relates to the sale of Victorian wheat 0'r flour. "f0'r delivery in
Viotoria."
Mr. HOGAN.-The words "for delivery in Victoria" will be cut out.
Mr . . OMAN.-\Vhy are you cutting
those w0'rds out ~ I t. looks as if you have
found out that there is a, weakness here
and there.
l\Ir. HOGAN.-No; we are putting an
amendment in clause 3.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-What will be.
the position O'f the millers in VictO'ria in
oomparison with those in 0'ther States
where there is a voluntary PooL As far
as the export trade is cO'ncerned the
milleTS in Victoria will certainly be
handicapped. Our millers will be able
to do the local trade, but little or no
export trade.
Consequently the mills
here will be wOorking only about haH
time f0'r the next twelve! mO'nths, and
men will be thrown out 0'£ employment.
Mr. OArN.-You know our millers will
get plenty of wheat.
]\1r. PENNINGTON.-But how can
they compete for the export trade with
millers in the other States who have been
buying up wheat at 5s. 3d. a bushel?
Mr. CAlN.-Millers have been buying
from the Victorian Wheat-growe,rs' Corporation fO'r the last twelve months.
Mr. PENNINGTON .-But this Bill
interferes with the contracts alrea,dy
made. We· are !lOW asking the Minister
to recognize such contracts. All that the
honorable member fOor Gunbower proposes
is that the Bill should not apply befO're
the lOth October. The Minister said tha t
it would mean a rush to buy wheat at
the present market value, and he does
not want to see that. The Minister has
stated that he is satisfied that thf? majority
of farmers in VictO'ria are in favour of
this measure. I do not think they arc.
To avoid tha,t rush and any accident,
why does not the Minister agree to make
the date the 17th October 7
Mr. HOGAN.-That is next week. You
are getting worse .and worse.
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Mr.
PENNINGTON. - There
is
another point I wish to bring forward,
and that is with regard to liens over
crops held to-day by stO'rekeepers or the
Closer Settlement Board. It is a matter
that affects many soldier settlers. The
Boa,rd will have· the first claim on that
advance of 3s. 8d. to' meet the obligations so far as it is concerned. If the
object of the Bill is tOI re,Jieve farmers in
poor circumstances it is likely to have
th~ opposite effect.
I am a stO'rekee'per,
and to-da~ I am standing behind a good
many returned soldiers in my district. I
know that there is a lien by the Closer
Settlement Board on their cr0'ps. The
Closer Settlement BOiard are going to
take the whO'le of that advance 0'£ 3s. 8d.
",There dOl I come in for the twelve
months' provisions that I have supplied 1
Some Q1f the men owe me £100 or £150,
and others up to £200. The Closer Settl~ment BOaJ'd is going to take the whole
of the advance. . I have either to stop
their credit as soon as the Bill goes
through or carry them, and I cannot
carry them in the circumstances. I am
not a financial institution. I am a merch·ant trying to carryon my business, and
I have to carry it on legitimately.
Mr: HOGAN.-That story has been put
up by a good few storekeepers, but I consider that it is a political argument.
Mr. PENNINGTON.-The Minister
knows that in Victorria, OIr in any other
State, if it had. not been for the' merchants acting through the storekeepers in
the country, a good many farmers would
not be on their land to-day. I think that
the 1\1inister will realize that the honorable member for Brighton made a strong
point tha.t is worthy of consideratiO'n.
I do not wish to lJlock the progress of
the Bill. I am only saying what is in
my mind with regaJ'd to the clause before
us, and I think that the lYIinister might
meet members on this (the Opposition)
side of the HO'use by extending the da.te
to, say, the 17th OctOiber.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-I notice that
we members sitting in this (the Opposition) corner, are coming in for a little
criticism for not expressing our views on
this partiCUlar clause.
I am quite
satisfied that previous Governments have
established this precedent that some honorable members are complaining about
so strongly.
Members sitting in the
corner would be prepared, I think, to accept the proposal that the date of the
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commencement of the Act should be fixed
as the 24th of September, the date on
which the motion for the second reading
of the Bill was submitted by the MSnister.
Mr. OMAN.-Why not nx the date as
the date when the Bill passes this House ~
Oolonel BOURCHIER.-The honorable member who has just interjected
wants a lot too much. He is unreasonable. We have to compromise in many
matters, and having listened to what honorable members have said from' the Opposition side of the House I am satisfied
that there is no desire to impose any condition that will not be fair and reasona ble. I hope the Minister will take into
consideration my suggestion to fix the
24th of September as the date for the
commencement of the Act.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I have been listening to members of the Opposition for
quite a long time shedding crocodile tears
over the woes of the private buyers, and
my mind has gone back to some years ago
when the Peacock Government, just before an election, passed a Bill fixing the
price of wheat at 9d. a bushel below the
market price. I went to my electorate
and fonnd a number of farmers who had
held their wheat very indignant at the
passage ,of that Bill. I told them not to
sell, but they felt they were bound by an
Act of Parliament. Some of the open
buyers were very active, and they bought
all the wheat that was available, sent it
overseas and put the 9d. a bushel in their
own pockets. After my constituents had
suffered a loss of 9d. a bushel, and the
election was over, the Peacock Government repealed the Act. There was no talk
about the injustice to the farmer, but we
have had a lot of talk to-night about. the
injustice of the open buyer. He is a man
who is quite capable of taking care of
himself, and we need not worry about him.
He is not going to lose any money over
this Bill. I think it would be reasonable
if the Minister accepted the suggestiol1 of
the honorable member for Goulburn Valley, and fixed the 24th of September as the
date fOol' the commencement of the Act.
Tha t was the occasion when the Minister
explained the provisions of the Bill, and
everybody in Victoria knew what were
the proposals of the Government.
Mr. HOGAN (M:inister of Agriculture) .-1 should like to remind honor-
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able members that, in this' clause now
under discussion we have followed the
phraseology of similar clauses in previous,
Acts, with one small exception that I will

explain.

In the Act of 1915, section 7

provides tha t ( 1) Every {!ontract which is made in Victoria, whether before or 'after the commencement of this Act, so far as it relates to the
sale of Victorian wheat or flour for delivery in
Victoria on or from the first day of December,
1915, up to 'but not later than the 30th day of
September, 1916, shall, when' specified by the
Minister .in a notification published in the
Government Gazrette, ,be and is hereby declared
to be and to have been void, and of no effect
so far as such contract has not been completed
by delivery at the date of such notification:
Provided that for the purposes of this section
any such contract shall be deemed to 'be severable.

Exactly the same words were used in
section 8 of the 1920 Act. As I have
indicated, we adopted the phraseology, except that instead of saying that every
contract which is made in Victoria
whether before or after the commencement of this Act shall be declared null
and void, we provide that every contract
made in Victoria on or after the 26th
of August shall be null and void. While
'we are only going back to the 26th of
August, the Governments of the day, in
1915 and 1920, annulled all the contracts
that were made before the commencement
of ,the Act.
Mr. SNowBALr~.-There had been at
least six weeks' delivery when the first
Wheat Pool was established. The law
did not touch deliveries that had taken
place up to the notice in the Gazett,e,
which, I think, was some time in January.
There were ten days of delivery in N 0vember and the whole of December.
1\11'. HOGAN.-What I am referring
to is what is in the, Acts of 1915 and 1920.
It was provided in them that all contracts, no matter how far back they had
been made, were cancelled. Those, however, were not the only occasions on which
contracts have been cancelled, as the honorable member for Brighton knows. In
the two licensing amending Bills, and
in the Bill referred to by the honorable
member for Benalla, contracts were declared null and void. We have also
adopted that course in our closer settlement legislation. Contracts that have
been made fDr the sale of land are annulled by the Closer Settlement Board.
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I know of a case in my own district where
the Board had in contemplation the purchase of an estate for closer settlement.
They were just thinking about it and
the owner sold it to another person. The
Closer Settlement Board took no notice
of that sale. That is only one of many
instances that could be cited.
Mr. SNowBALL.-It is only when the
Board gives an owner notice to treat that
it has power to enforce compulsory p~r
chase.
Mr. HOGAN.-The. notice to treat is
the machinery the Board utilizes.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The owner is given
the notice by registered letter that the
Board is going to buy his land.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is the machinery
by which they operate, it is true. That
machinery was provided 'by this Parliament, and if the owner of an estate is
thinking of selling his land to another
purchaser the Board has power to declare
void any contract that has been made.
I knorw a case in which that was done or
was contemplated. It is not as though
this were the first compulsory wheat Pool
to be introduced in Victoria. T'he prineiple is nO't a new one. It was approved
by this Parliament in 1915, and continued
until 1921.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-When it was stated
publicly that that was to be the end of
it.
Mr. HOGAN.-Stated by whom ~
Mr. S,NOWBALL.-By Parliament.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was st~ted by the
then Government and their supporters,
but not by members of the LabO'ur party
or by members of the Farmers Union
party . We stood for a compulsory Pool
in 1921, in 1924, and in all the jntervening time.
Mr. ANGus.-If that is so, seeing that
the Labour party and Farmers Union
party combined do comma.nd a majority of
this Roruse, how came it about that we
have had a voluntary Pool fo·r the last
three ye,ars ~
Mr: HOGAN.-\Ve did not have as
many members after the 1921 election as
we have had since the 1924 electiO'n.
Mr. ANGus.-No; but combined with
the Farmers Union party you had a majority. If the country were behind you,
why did you not have a compulsOTY Pool ~
Mr. HOGAN.-We were nO't the Government then, and there were not. as
mallY Labour members in the Hou~e as
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there are now. Those are important differences. After the election in 1921, all
the members of the Farmers Union party
were not prepared to support a compulsory wheat Pool. They are all supporting it nO'w. Consequently we have an
overwhelming majorit.y of members of this
House in favO'ur of the compulsory system.
We are not introducing a new proposal in
cla use 10 by providing for the cancellation of .contracts. We have simply followed the example set us by a preceding
Government, 0.£ which the hO'norable
member for Hampden was an Qirnamental
and very distinguished member.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I wonder that you
could see any gO'od in the legislation of
the past.
Mr. HOGAN.~This principle has been
tested by the wheat-grQiwers O'f Victorria,
and they have fO'und it to be a good one.
The Government, of which the honorable
member fQir J;Iampden was a member, refused to continue the compulsory wheat
POIOl. The wheat-gro,wers have clamoured
fO'r it ever since. Afte,r the 1921 eleotion
only six members O'f the Farmers Union
party were prepa.red to sUPfort the proposal for a compulsory Poo. There are
twelve of them prepared to support it
now.
And whereas there were twent.y
Labour members after the 1921 election,
there are 28 now. 'Moreover, there has
been increa~ed support frQiID the country
of the proposal fQir a compulsory PQiol. 11.
has been suggested that we should arrive
at a compromise. My propo')al was that
we should take as the date the 26th
August. It was then that I gave notice
of our intention to intrO'duce this Bill.
The suggestion has be,en made that I
should accept the date uPQin which I
actually mQived the second reading of the
Bill-24th September. The GQivernment
are prepared to acoept that cO'mpromise.
If the honorable member fO'r Gunbower
will withdraw his amendm.ent, I will give
an undertaking to mQive an amendment
myself in that direction.
I anticipate
that the L€ader O'f the OppositiOon, who
joined in the request that this should lJe
done, will meet my offer in the spirit in
which it is tend ered.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The e,ffect would
be that those farme,rs who sOold on the
lower ma.rket wO'uld have their CQintracts
validated, but that those who sold on the
higher market would nO't.
Mr. CARLISLE.-:-Then put the date back
a bit further the other way.
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Mr. EGGILESTON .-N 0; I say put it
forward to some time in OctOlbe'f. otherwise the p08ition will be nonsensical.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-'Vhat does it matt
ter whether we take as the date .24th September or the 10th October in respect of
these contracts if there is repudiatio.n ~ I
am glad to see that the farmers ~and the
Government can perceive that the-re is
repudiation.
Mr. HOGAN.-We do not see' that at
all.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-T'hen why compromise with a principle ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The compromise is suggested merely in the intetrests of sweet
reason.
lVIr. OMAN.-It is pleasant at this hour
of the morning to find that sweet reason
still prevails.
.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I think it is to
sweeten some of the farmers that the Minister chang-ed his mind an<;l altered his
principlei.
Mr. HOGAN.-Why, the leader of your
own party suggested the compromise.
Mr. SLATER.-And several honorable
members have asked for it..
Mr. TOUTGHER.-Some o,f the honorable members representing t?-~ farmetrs
will find, if they accord recogmtlOn to. the
principle of repudiatiO'n in this B.ill, that
it may be a boomerang that WIll com~
back and hit them with great fO'rc·e,.
I
do not see why there should be any co.m·
prOlIllise on a well-recognized principle.
The honorable member for Brighton madt
a forcible and telling spee1ch, in which h~
pointed O'ut the great injustices that. might
arise. 'Vhy take the 24th September 1
The man who made a contract up to 10th
October is just as much entitled to justice
as the man who made a contract prior to
24th
September.
The
amendment
may be an advantage to some people,
but it may be a disadvantage to
othetrs who, have sold· their wheat
at a low price and who will not get the
benefit of the repudiation of which the
Bill will permit. If there are growers
who have been forced to sell on account
of adverse circumstances, they should be
considered and protected. By goipg back
from the 10th October to the 24th September we shall be striking only the men
who are getting the lowest values, and I
do not think that wou.ld be fair at all. I
do not want to say anything disagreeable.
I um glad that the Minister has consented
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to an alteration in the date, but I think
that he ought to agree to the 10th October.
By the time this Bill is read a third time
we shall probably have got beyond that
date.
Mr. LAWSON.-I listened to the Minister's speech in which he acquiesced in
the snggested compromise as to. the 24th
September, but it is doubtful whether thi.8
is a matter that is capable of compromise.
There is a principle involved, and that is
whether we should make legislation of
this kind, in normal times, retrospective,
and whether we are justified in cancelling
contracts bona fide made and in respect
of which obligations extending fur beyond
the two parties to the contract and involving quite a number of subsidiary contracts, have been entered into on the faith
of the original contract. It is true that
in 1915 we did cancel contracts. A great
many things were done then, but undel'
war conditions.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was done also in 1922.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable gentleman knows that the aftermath of the war
was a greater disturbi:pg factor than the
outbreak of the war. We enacted, or reenacted, the compulsory wheat Pool i.n
1920 because the times had not become
normal, and it was not a suitable opportunit) {O1' de-control. In those circumstances, the violation of the principle that
legislation should not be made retrospective in character was probably justified.
More than that, the honorable gentlemau
knows that in 1915 the conditions were
absolutely abnormal. There was no shipping, and, practically, it may be said that
long before the Government had. introduced the Bill there had been conferences
and announcements by Governments in
all the States, and by the Commonwealth
Government, of the intention to create a
Pool. That was done in the early stages.
It was realized by the Government in
1915 that we were up against abnormal'
conditions and that the problem of marketing our wheat had to be faced. From
the beginning of the period when ordinarily contracts would be entered into
both buyers and sellers had ample notice
of the intention of the Government, while
the Bill gave effect to decisions arrived at
before by the Government and to which
full pub1i~ity had been given.
It was
only because of the fact that the Bill
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gave confirmation to agreements that had
been previously announced that it was
made retrospective. In actual effect it
was not retrospective, because notice had
been given. We did not say that contracts
made before a certain date should be cancelled, but we made the Bill apply to all
contracts and we made it run back to the
time when due publicity had been given
to the fact that it was intended that there
should be State marketing of this commo··
dity. The position is different in regard
to this measure. It may be reasonable to
say that from the time the second reading
of the Bill was carried in the House
people who have made contracts have dOll'3
so at their own risk. If they entered into
contracts after last night, or after allowing a reasonable time for the information
that the second reading of the Bill had
been agreed to to spread to the uttermost
parts of Victoria, we could then say to
them, "You have taken the risk and acted
in the face of the Parliamentary decision
of which due notice was given."
Mr. CArN.-Full publicity was given of
our intention to introduce this Bill.
Mr. LAWSON.-As a matter of fact,
the farmers do not know now that the Bill
will be passed by both Houses ()f thl3
I-iegislature. I have spoken of the differ·
(Jnce in the conditions in 1915. Publicity
had been given long before of the Government's intention. There was no buying
and selling of wheat in the ordinary way,
because people could not be assured of
shipping f~cilities. There was agreement
on all sides long before the measure was
brought into Parliament, and, as a matter
of fact, Victoria was the only State that
got Parliamentary sanction for its action.
The other States acted by Executive
authority, and Victoria was the one State
that put the matter of the pooling arrangements in order from a legislative point of
view. In the other States it went by universal consent, but there was no actual
legislation until a much later period. The
Minister also said that it was quite a
common practice for Parliament to pass
retrospective legislation and to cancel con·
tracts, and he gave the strange illustra·
tion of the action, of the Closer Settlement
Board. There is no analogy between the
action of the Closer Settlement Board and
what is contemplated in this case.
By
this Bill we are, by legislative authority,
-cancelling contracts that have been bona
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fide entered into by the contracting
parties.
In the case to which the
Minister alluded the Closer Settlement
Board gave the land-o·wners notice of
its intention to compulsorily resume
the land and to treat in respect of
the purchase price.
That is notice
~hat the. Board intends to buy that land
In exerCIse of the compulsory powers that
have bren given it by Parliament, and if
a lllao sells· his land after that he takes
the risk. He does it at his own peril.
He has received notice in legal form and
Jiu Hccordance with the law. In thi; case
there has been no notice, and, strictly
speaking, if we really stood steadfastly
to the principle that we will not annul
past contracts, except in case of national
emergency, or where unsual circumstances justify a departure from that
sound principle, we ought not to
annul
any contracts except those
made after the passing of this measure.
That, probably, would be going too far,
although the principle would be sound,
and, therefore, I suggest to the :Minister
that we .ought to fix a date not earlier
than yesterday, when we passed the second
reading of the Bill.
I think the date
ought to be a little later than that, to
allow for the news of the second reading
of the Bill filtering through to all parts of
the State, and all those pei'sons who are
interested. If the Minister aclmits that
this retrospective principle is a dangerous
principle, then he ought not to differentiate between those who haye made contracts before the 24th September and
those who have made them up to the time
when this particular clause, for example,
passes.
Mr. HOGAN.-There are throe dates.
On 26th August we gave notice of our
intention to introduce a Bill and produced a message from the Governor. The
second date was 24th September, when I
-moved the second reading of the Bill,
which then contained this clause.
I
stated then that every contract made after
26th August would be null and void.
That was reported in all the papers the
following morning. The third date was
the date of the second reading of the measure.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am not very well
acquainted with the technique of the business, or with the transactions that ha"\re
taken place, but the honorable member
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for St. Kilda says th~t the effect of making the date the 24th September would be
that o-rowers who have sold their wheat
at 5s~ and 5s. Id. per bushel will 'be
bound to honour their contracts, while
those who have sold at a much higher
price will have their 'contracts made null
and void.
Oolonel BOURCHIER.-There have not
been many transactions sinc~ 24th September.
]vIr. HOGAN.-Furthermore, any contracts made a.fter 24th September contain the condition that they will be
null and void if the Bill passes.
Mr. LAWSON.-If there is a condition of that kind in those contracts they
They would not be
are not affected.
affected if the Government accepted the
amendment of the honorable member for
Gunbower, or if they agreed to make the
date the 7th Octobel·. Except in the most
unusual circumstances, it is a bad parliamentary practice to annul contracts ~h::t
have been entered into bona :fide, and It IS
bad to introduce this retrospective principle into our legislation. There are a
few exceptional ca~es in which it has been
done but they are very exceptional. I
hope' the Go.vernment will not insist on
that principle in connexion with this measure, and win adopt the proposal I have
made that the date shoOuld be 7th October
or 1Oth October . We ought to stand by
the traditions that have been established
by this House. There are reason, force,
.equi ty and long experience behind them.
The 'honorable member for Brighton, 1
believe, presented the case in a most
lIe
eloquent and convincing manner.
convinced even the Minister.
lVIr. HOGAN.-I am a reasonable person but when the honorable member was
o've~ here, no matter how logical and
convincing nul' arguments were" they had
as much effect Qin him as water on a
duck's back.
:Mr. LAWSON.-So far as my example
was a bad one, I do not want the honorable
p;entleman to copy it; but I have observed
in a great many measures he has propoOsed
that well-established precedents have been
followed, nnd I suppose imitntion is the
sincerest form of flattery.
The honorable memhpr for Brighton sufficiently
convinced t·he l\tT~ni,,?,t8r to C;:luse him
to maKp. SOIDP nenarture from his original
propm:;n1. He hroOught the Minister up
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one month. If the honorable member's
speech was worth coming up one month
for, surely the speeches of other honorable
members are worth the addition of a fortnight.
Mr. HOG.AN.-They had all spoken,
and I made my offer in response to the
representations of all of them.
Mr. LAWSON.-I am informed that
the honorable member for Brighton was
in tip-top form to-night.
Mr. W ARDE.-I suppose you will now
remove his expulsion from your party.
Mr. LAWSON.-There is rio objection
to the honorable member for Brighton.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The Minister listened
to me, and you would not.
Mr. LAWSON.-There was no need to
listen to the honorable member. I did
noOt need converting. It was the Minister
he had to convert.
I have heard the
:Minister say, "Let sweet reasonableness
pervade the atmosphere and dominate our
actions," and I am going to ask him to
show sweet reasonableness by moving the
date a fortnight ahead of the date he has
proposed.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is unreasonable.
1\11' . LAWSON .-N0, it is far frnill being unre.asonable, if the contracts have in
them the condition the honorable gentleman has stated. If he can make the date
the 24th September, I do not see why he
I would
cannot make it 8th October.
urge him to accept that proposition. Will
the Minister agree to make the date the
7th October?
Mr. HOGAN.-No.
Mr. LAWSON.-If the honorable
gentleman will not do that, I shall have to
vote against the clause, support the
amendment of the honorable member for
Gunbower, or do something desperate of
that kind.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
feell that thel :Minister has gone a long
wa.y towards meeting the objections
raised on the Opposition side of the
Housel. He has come down to what I
felell is the irreducible minimum. In the
policy speech of thel Government, delivered by thel Premier in this House on
the, 26th of August, one of the foremost
announcements was that the necessary
legislation would be brought forward to
give e·fiect, without delay, to a scheme
On that.
for a compulsory wheat Pool.
very same day the Minister of Agriculture
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presented a message, from the Governor,
recommending an appropriation for the,
purposes of this Bill j a resolution was
passed in Committee' and adopted by the
House, and the measure was brought in
and read a first time. That was surely
something more than a mere gesture.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-At t.he time the policy
speech of the Government was dehvered,
there was a communication from the
Federal Government sta,ting that a, compulsory Pool was not possible,.
Mr. SLATER.-.And with tha,t this
Government joined i~sue.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-vVe were not told
that.
Mr. SLATER.-How can the honorable, member say that a,fter what appeared
in our policy statement and the adoption
of the resolution for an appropriation and
the introduction o.f the :B"ill ~ On the 24th
September, the Minister moved the, second
reading of the Bill. Members of the Opposition are claiming that contracts subsequent to the 24th Septembe,r should not
be' affected. On the, 25th September, the
proposal was known to the whole State.
There were references to it in the, whole
press. The A.Qe was very definite,. It
stated tha,t "contracts entered into afte,r
the 26th August this year would be, de:clared void, but this would not apply to
Inter-State contracts." How can honorable members say tha,t merchants or those
interested in the buying of whe'at did not
haNe sufficient notice of the Government's
intention ~ It cannot be suggested by
any stretch of imagination that they did
not get noticel. They. had the most e,ffective notice the Government was ca,pablAl
of giving on the 24th or 25th September.
It was published by the whole press of
the State by the 25th Septembe,r.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-You are making it the
24 th September.
Mr. SLATER.-It was on tha,t date
that the 1\1inister's second-reading speech
was made. In the evening pre'ss on that
day I am given to understand that the
Government's intention was made very
plain. As I indicated early in the debate,
I feel, as the honorable member for St.
Kilda, knows, that there is a, danger in
retrospective legislation. Let me remind
honorable members that a retrospective'
a,pplication was given to the Public Service Bill last year.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That was conferring
a, benefit.
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l\1r. SLATER.-Tha,t is so. I admit
candidly tha,t there is a, good deal of
le'ga.1 diffidence, about retrospective legisla,tion, and I ha,d no hesitation in saying
so earlier in the debate. Honorable members opposite will see that the Minister has
not been unreasonable, in extending the
date to the 24th September.
Mr. ANGUS.-I havel been asked by
the Minister if I will withdraw my amendment. N ow, I appreciate the kindly spirit
in which the Ministe'r has ende'a,voured to
meet us.
The ACTING CHAIR.MAN (Mr'.
BROWNBILL).-The honorable member for
Gunbower has already spoken twice on
the cla,use. He' oannot do, so again unless
he is making a pe,rsonal explanation.
l\fr. ANGUS.-That is wha,t I was doing. By leave of the Committe,e, I should
like to continue it. I do appreciate the
offer made by the Minister, but I do not
think it would meet the position. Retrospective legislation is wrong in principle.
I do not care whether the previous Minister made a mistake or not; it does not
justify us in making this measure retrospective. I would be quite willing to agree
to the 7th October, but I cannot endorse
the principle of making retrospective a
Bill that is of such vital importance to so
many produce'rs.
The am€lIldment to omit t.he words' 'the
26th day of August" was agree:d to.
Mr. ANGUS.-I movelThat the blank be filled by the insertion of
the words" the 10th day of October."

1\1r. SNOWBALL.-I should likel to
say a few words in reply to some of the
arguments used in connexion .with ret.rospe'Ctive legislation. The Attorne'y-General
and the Minister state,d that previous Acts
had been retrospective. I should like to
point out that the first measure was not,
re,trospective. Subsequent Acts did nothing but extend the period of operation
of the original Act. The Attorney-General said, by way of in"terjection, that Parliament, when dealing with Tariff legislation, never hesitated to disregard contracts. It is a well known fact, however,
that in every measure providing for alterations in the Tariff contracts are excepted, and those ,vho have entered into
contracts are allowed to pass on the extra
amount of dut.y.
Mr. SLATER.-I never made that statement.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Premier referred to the Hlteration:s of the Tariff as
instances where Parlia:qlent disregarded
contracts without hesitation, but that is
not the case. It is always provided that
those who have entered into a contract
shall be entitled if the duty is increased
to add on the extra amount of duty to
their prices.
Mr. HOGAN.-If a man has imported
some commodity, and the Minister for
Trade and Customs introduces a Tariff
Bill, say, on the 9th October, and the
commodity arrives here on the following
day, the higher duty will have to be paid.
Mr. SNOW.BALL.-And the contractor would be entitled to add on the increased duty provided by the Tariff to
That is always provided in
his price.
every Tariff Bill.· ParliamE!nt always
sacredly regards contracts that have been
entered into.
I hope the Minister will
go the full length and say that this legislation shall not be retrospective. It will
be manifestly unfair that contracts less
advantageous may be repudiated and
those that are most advantageous be allowed to stand.
Mr. HOGAN,.L-I have been informed
that nearly all the contracts that have
been made since I explained the Bill
have a condition that if this Bill is passed
the contracts will be voided.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If that is so, no
harm will be done in making the Bill
operative from to-day.
This is a vital
principle.
Mr. HOGAN.-N 0 harm will be done if
We fix the 24th September, because the
information we have is that contracts
made since then are subject to there being
no Pool.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-'-The operations of
this Bill should not be made retrospecThat is the only safe principle
tive.
to adopt. We should not permit of the
violation of contracts in this free and easy
way. Why should ~e, for the sake of a
fortnight, violate a principle of such great
im portance ? If the Minister insists on
. his proposal we may do something that
we may have occasion afterwards to re. gret.
The principles I have enunciated
have always been recognized.
Mr. HOGAN.-Oh no, they have not.
This Parliament did not recognize that
principle when passing licensing Bills.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Let us deal
with this matter on its merits.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-In the cases referred to by the honorable gentleman, the
position is entirely different.
Hotel
licences are always subject to legislation,
and those who hold licences did not suffer
by what we did. I ask the Minister to
recognize this principle, and not do a
flagrant wrong by our legislation. I am
glad to know that the honorable gentleman feels there is a great principle at
stake.
I do not think he can justify
his proposal, and I ask him and the members of the Farmers Union in this House
to yield to the earnest appeals that have
been made in this matter.
Mr. LAWSON.-The interjection of
the Minister a minute or two ago merely
shows that there is no danger in his extending the time until the date of tho
second reading of this Bill. He has told
us that all contracts entered into since the
24th September have a condition that
they will be void if compulsory poolin~
becomes law.
If that is so, there is no
power in the contract, and the position
would not be affected by the extension of
the period. We would, on the other hund,
be preserving a very definite principle
that we ought to recognize in our legislation. I think we will do honour to the
princi pIe we are espousing i( we fix the
time that has been suggested from this
(the Opposition) side of the House.
I
have no reason to doubt the statement of
the Minister that there is this condition
in the contracts, and I am at a loss to
understand his obstinate oppositIon to
what is proposed from this side of the
House. If the condition that he refers to
is included in contracts many cannot be
affected, and for the sake of these limited
numbers surely it is not worth while to
do .violence to a sound principle of legis:la hon.
I hope the Minister will listen
to the earnest appeal that has been made
by the honorable member for Brighton.
Mr. HOGAN.-I can assure the honorable member that I have listened to it.
~1:r. LAWSON.-Well, I hope the honorable gentleman will read, mark - and
inwardly digest the appeal that ha~ been
made. I am quite sure the honorable member for Gunbower would agree to the 7th
October as the date, and we could accept
that without a division. I do not want
to be guilty of wearisome reiteration, but
I say again to the ~Ii~ister that· many
contracts cannot be involved if there is
the condition that he has indicated.
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Mr. HOGAN.-They would not be can- Minister will be broken dOlWn; therefore there is no opPolrtunity for that
celled if we made this alteration.
sweet reasonableness of which he was
Mr. LAWSON.-They could be can- singing the praises a quarter of an ~Qo~
celled if there is a condition that the con- ago. I make a final .appeal to the MInIStract is void or voidable, if a compulsory ter to' reconsider the matter and to save
Pool is established.
this Parliament from committing a
Mr. HOGAN.-That is on the Act being breach of principle.
retrospective to the 26th August.
The Committee divided on the quest~on
Mr. LAWSON.-I did not understand that the words proposed to be inserted be
that that date was mentioned.
TIlere SOl inserted (Ml-. Brownbill in the chair).
would be no sense in putting that into a
~yes .
15
contract if it is definitely voided by Act
~oes
31
of Parliament.
There is no need to put
in a condition of that sort if Parliament
Majority against the
says that all contracts entered into beamendment
16
fore a certain date shall be voided.
AYES.
The contract can be voided if the Bill
Mr. McLachlan
is passed. Surely the honQorable gentle- Mr .. Angus
" Oman
man sees the distinction. If it is pro- Dr. Argyle
Beardmore
Sir Alexander Peacock
posed to cancel the contracts auto- Mr.
Mr. Snowball
" Eggleston
matically by ~ct 00£ Parliament or by
Gordon
" Toutcher
proclamation there is no need to put the
Greenwood
Tellers.
" Lawson
condition in the contracts.
Mr. Groves
" McDonald
Mr. HOGAN.-The people doing the
(Pol-warth)
" Pennington.
business knew that the Bill was to be
introd uced. ~nnouncements had been
NOES.
made tha,t contracts would be cancelled Mr. Allan
McAdam
I Mr.
as from the 26th August. But they put
" Bailey
" Mackrell
" Bond
" McDonald
a condition in the contract.
Bourchier
(Daylesford)
:Mr. LA WSON.-It would be can- Colonel
I " Pollard
Mr. Cain
celled without that. There would still be
Carlisle
" Prendergast
power to cancel the contract by the
" Clough
Slater
Cook
parties. Either party cQlUld cancel it by
" Tunnecliffe
" Cotter
" Wallace
virtue 0'£ the condition put in the cQonFrost
Walter
tract. In view of tha,t I cannot under" Hayes
" \Varde
stand why the Minister so persists in
" Hjorth
" 'Veaver
Hogan
adhering to a date which is a com-·
\17 ettenhalI.
promise one, but still does violence to " Hughes
" Jackson
Tellers.
the principle, when I have indicated ho'w
Mr. Jewell.
" Keane
the difficulty could be overcome. Surely· " Lind·
I " Webber.
we have convinced the Minister that
PAIRS.
there is not a great deal involved in the
Mr. Dunstan
way of contract; but there is a, very Major Baird
" Lemmon
serious infraction of an important prin- . Mr. A. A. Billson
" Everard
" Murphy
ciple that we all seek to honor in legis" Deany.
" Solly.
lation.
Mr. HOGAN.-Arguments were subMr. HOG-AN (Minister of Agriculmitted, and I was asked to agree to a ture ).-1 movereasonable compromise. Now I am asked
. That in place of the words "26th day of
to agree to something e,lse.
August," the words "24th day of September,"
1\1:r. L~ WSON .-Has not the honor- be inserted.
able gentleman done that sort of thing
The amendment was agreed to.
himself 1
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of A.griculMr. HOGAN.-I never succeeded.
Mr. LAWSON.-The honorable gentle- ture).-I moveThat the words for delivery in Victoria"
man did so with great success.
How.
ever, I raise my protest against this in sub-clause (1) be omitted.
breach of principle. A pparent.ly there As I explained t.o honorable members,
is no chance t.hat the stub1)ornness of the we are makjng further prOvision iD
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connexion with this matter by an amendment in clause 3.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Major Baird
has given notice of two amendments to
clause 10 which are of a legal nature,
and affect the question as to whether the
relation between the wheat-grower and
the Board is to be regarded as_ a contract.
I "'Tould suggest that we should be allowed
to confer with the }.{inister in regard to
these amendments, in the same way as
was done in reference to clallse 8.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-The Attorney-General will be
pleased to confer with the honorable member as to. those amendments.
I now
moveThat sub-clause (3) be omitted with a view
to the insertion in lieu thereof of the following:" No person shall be entitled to claim
or to l"eceive compensation whether from
the Crown or the Board by reason of the
enactment of this section or any matter
arjsil1g thereunder."

Mr. OMAN.-That is pretty warm.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is the usual indemnifying provision that is put into all
these Bills.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do n.ot think
the Minister is quite candid with the
Committee in reference to this matter.
Perhaps he
does not know the
legal position. The reason this Su?clause is being inserted is that thIS
Bill ,and many of its provisions apparently infringe the Federa~ Constitution. A drag-net clause IS to be
put in at the beginning that mayor may
not be effective. If things are done under
the Bill that infringe the rights that
ouO'ht to be protected by the Federal Gove~nmellt, this provision will give an indemnity to the Government and the
Board in respect of them. That is not
fair. If the action of the Board is wrong,
it should be liable in the same way as any
other corporation is liable.
Mr. Sr,ATER.-The Crown is not liable.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-N.o; but this
Board is to be an independent body; it is
to handle a large amount of property for
the wheat-growers, and is to get for them
the best prices obtainable.
If it does
things that are wrong and unconstitutional it should not be indemnified. W'e
'havr, l!ot had any ('xplanation from the
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ltttorney-General of any of the legal
amendmellts ill the Bill.
lVIr. OMAN.-I am .opposed to thid
amendment. I do not think it is fair.
If the Board, which is to be the manager
for the wheat-growers, does s9mething
that it is nOit entitled to do, and
that the Oonstitution does not permit it toO do, I
do not think
j t should be indemnified.
The people
have their constitutional rights, and the
Parliament should not place the Board in
a position in which it can evade its responsibility in a matter of the kind. I
hope the Government will not persist
with the amendment at this stage.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
think the reason fOil' t.his amendment is
very obvious.
vVe say in ve,ry definite
terms earlier in the clause that every
contract made a.ft.er 24th September shall
be VQlid, and we go on to say that no person shall be entitled to compensa.tion.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-There is no reason
for that. unless the Act is unconstitutiOinal.
1\11'. SLATER.'--It is necessary to have
this provision, SOl that any question of
doubt ma.y be remorved.
Mr. OMAN.-This really IS a do-ubleheaded penny isn't it. ~
Mr. SLAT'ER.-No. As the honorable
member fOil' St. Kilda knO'ws, the CrQlwn
is not subject to any liahility. We admit
that there is a, difference in the case Q1f
the Board, which might not be regarded
as an agent of the Crown and might not
have the same immunity as the Crowu
has.
lVIr. OMAN.-The Board is not entitled
tOI it.
Mr. SLAT'ER.-Tha,t may be a quesHQlwever, 1
tion, for a,rgument, too.
say that in Q1rder to make the posi tiOin
absolutely olea,r, we ha,ve proposed this
prQlvision, which makes it absolutely impossibl.e for any persOin to' receive compensation from the Board, nOit under general
coOnditions, but under the clause.
That
is where t,he hOlliorable member for St.
Kilda is befogging the issue. The amendment applies in regard to clause 10, and
it is only in regar-d to clause 10 that we
say nOi cOimpensation shall be paid.
lVIr. EGGLESTON.-There is another
point I should like to mention with regard to the sub-clause tha,t is to be
omitted. Strictly speaking, it. should not
be cut out. until the new sub-clause that
the l\1inister proposes 10 add to clause 3
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Mr. OMAN .-The object of the clause
is carried.
The two things are dependant on ea,ch other.
If the addition to is, of course to stop movements o.f wheat.
clause 3 is not carried, the omission o.f The aid of the railways of the State is
su.b-clause (3) of clause 10 will cause the to be invoked tOI prevent the people from
moving their wheat by rail. If I lived
utmost confusion.
The amendment to omit sub-clause (3) o.ver the border, in New South Wales,
I could send my wheat into Victoria,
was agreed to.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-1 and sell it to any merchant I pleased.
If cedain men on the South Australia.n
InoveThat the following new r,ub-clause be in- border felt keen to sell to a private purchaser, they could divert that wheat to
serted : (3) No person shall be entitled to claim or to South Australia, and sell it to a South
receive compensation, whether from the Crown Australian buyer.
But if I lived in the
or the Board, by reason of the enactment of centre of Victoria, and wanted to send
this section or any matter arising thereunder."
The amendment was agreed to, and the my whea,t by rail to Adelaide, which
would involve a very heavy charge, the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Railways Commissioners would be inClause 11Notwithstanding anything in the Railways structed ~ot to carry that wheat. When.
Acts or the law relating to common carriers, we had a complUlsory Pool before, wheat
the Victorian Railways Commissioners may, on was transferred from Melbourne to Adethe request of the Board, \"efuse to carry any laide in fair volume, so I know that this
wheat or flour or other product of gristed provision is inserted to prevent Victorian
wheat (not the subject of an Inter-State conI do
tmct) owned by any specified person in Vic- wheat passing over to Adelaide.
toria from any place in Victoria to any person not think the railways should be used by
in any other place in Victoria, or except as the Board to prevent the free Inter-Sta,te
prescribed, to deliver any such wheat, t1.our, or exchange o.f commodities.
product.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Don't you think
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General) .-1
this
is the very crux of the Bill ~
move-. That the words "not the subject of an
Mr. O~IAN.-The olause is inserted so
Inter-State contract" be omitted.
that a person living in the centre of VicIt is proposed to omit these words in COL.- tQiria who wished to sell his wheat in AdefOll'mity with the addition to be moved to laide, would ha,ve to send it by road with
da:use 3.
his own teams.
This is an impossible
Mr. OMAN.-I think this amendment proposition. If I sell wheat to an Interproves pre<tty clearly tha.t. the Govern- State buyeT, I should be permitted to send
ment ha~ been advised that something that whea,t to the buyer. If the clause
was attempted in the Bill tha,t was not will empower the Board to approach the
constitutional. vVe see recurring amend- .Railways Commissioners, and make an arments for the omission of the words (( not rangement by which farmers will be prethe subject of an Inter-State contract." cluded from transferring their wheat to
It was thought necessa,ry to include those other States, I am opposed to it, and I
words in the Bill, and the Committee consider t.hat it only goes to prove that
has not been fully a.dvised as to the rea- the compulsory pooling system leads to
sons for their elimination.
great abuse. We, know tha,t Mr. Gunn,
1\1:r. SLATER.-It is in consequence of the Premier of South Australia. having
the ameudment in olause 3.
the responsibility of do.ing the best he
Mr 01\1:AN-What is the necessity for could for the people
of his own
that amendment ~ Is it because the Par- State and knowing pOlssibly the difficulliamentary Draftsman, or counsel, has ties tha,t would confro.nt, him if he
advised tha.t the Bill is a.ttempting to int.roduoed a measure of this kind,
do something that cannot. be done con- decided to accept a voluntary Pool.
stitutiona.lly ~
Accordingly a voluntary Poo,l has been
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-T'hat was arranged there, and millions Oof bushels
virtually a,dmitted earlier III the sit- have been sold by some of t.he big nperating.
tors in that State. 'Ve have men in New·
lVIr. OMAN .-1 am not going to. press South Wales eligible, under the Constitufo.r a division on the amendment, but I tiOon, to s,e 11 in Victoria, and on the V icthink it is nearly timel fOT us to adjourn. torian border we have men eligible to sell
We have put in twelve hours.
in Adelaide. I could sell to a buyer in
The amendment was agreed to.
Adelaide, but under this Bill the railways
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would not transfer my wheat there,
even although I paid increased freight.
While the war was on I knew
that poor quality wheat was sent
from anQither State and consumed in
Victoria, and we introduced legislation to
prevent that sort of thing. We did not
want people here to use wheat that should
have been retained in anO'ther State.
The'refoTe, a prDvisiO'n was inserted so as
to prevent the destruction of the market
that we had here fO'r the sale of Qur damaged wheat as stock fQod. This clause,
however, is being used fQr anQther purpose, and that is to prevent an -owner" of
wheat from making an Inter-State cO'ntract, and transferring his wheat by rail
in fulfilment of that cOIn tract.
"~r. SLATER.-You included such a proVISIOn.
Mr. OMAN.-We did so fQr another
purpose. The object was tQ stOlP the transfer of damaged grain from South Auslia, thus destroying the market here fO'r
wheat Df the class that was used fQr stook
fQdder. In the present circumstances I
do not think we are justified in agreeing
to such a clause. In my opinion, the~e
wO'uld not be much wheat sent Qut Qf this
State, although there shDuld bel some.
Certainly I dOl nQt think the GDvernment
shQuld use the railways, which ~re the property of the people, fDr the purpose of
this clause.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You mean that this
loophole should be left in order to destroy
the GO'vernment POQl ~
1\I1r. Ol\UN.-I doubt very much
whether that CQiuld be done with Inter-'
State trade.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-If you have a
doubt why not leave the clause in 1
Mr. OMAN.-I do not wish to see certain producers having to test the validity
Qf the clause at their own expense. The
clause should meet with the strO'ngest opposition, and I intend to VQite against it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I rise to speak on
this particular clause, because, it illustrates
more clearly than the others the Qibjections that I have to the proposals 0'£ the
GQivernment in r'egard to the constitu·
bonal position. It is obvious to me that
the exemption 0.£ Inter-State contracts
from the original measure was Qbno'xious
to the GQivernment. They thought it
Pll7,ht provide a loophole to Inter-State
t.ransactions, whj0h they wish to' stop,
if possible.
Afte,r taking out from
each prQivision the exemption of In-
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ter-State contracts, they put III a
drag-net clause of unce,rtain' import.
An attempt will be made by them
to stOlP as many types of Inter-State CQntracts as they possibly can. That will put
all these contracts into litigation. People
will he subject to litigation and expense
without any persou being able to advise
them what the real position under this
measure is. I can tell honorable members.
tha t the posi tio'll has been discussed in
three big cases, and the decisiQlns of the
High Court went twice in one direction,
and once in the othel. What justificatiQin
can there be for putting citizelns to such
expense ~ It is a most serious thing, and
I do not understand why the AttO'rneyGenera.! cannQlt see it. ' If he had mOore
experience of constitutiOonal matters he
would see the vicious character of t.his,
legislation.
Why not make a clean
sweep of Inter-State coutracts, and
exempt them from the Bill. We kno,w
that the majority of Inter-State contracts~
probably all, should be exempted.
Mr. SNOWBALL.--The Bill says so.
Mr. EGGL.ESTON.-'fhat provision
has been taken out.
J.\.lr. SLATER.-And another prOovision
is be,ing put in.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Practically the
effect of that O'ther provjsion is that nothing in this me·asure qhall be deemed to
be against the Fed'eTal Constitution. For
years the Federal ConstitutiQin has been
deHberated on by very full High CQiurts,
and it is one Qif the most difficult 0'£ documents to construe.
Mr. SLATER.-Do yO'u seriously suggest
that there is any difficulty in the construction of the trade and commerce power 1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Remember the
wheat case. The,re is also the Queensland
meat case. There were dissenting judgments frQim each decisio'll. In the Unitecl
States of Amerlca there are hundreds Df
cases on a similar power. The poor benighted peo~le O'f Victoria are to be subject to litigatiQin. It is obvious to me
that the Board are not satisfied with the
exemption of Inter-State cOIn tracts , and
want. to get rO'und it oue way or another.
PeopIe wi]] not be allowed to make IntNState contracts that they a,re entitled to
make under the Federal Constitution if it
can possibly be prevented.
Mr. W~RDE.-What did you do in regard to St.at,e public servants and the railway empJoyees ~ You accept the Federal
Constitution onJy when it suits you.
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~'wir. EGGLESTON.-No,Dsense!
Of
course, there is another very vicious thing
about this, and that is the use of the railways. N olJ.-pohtical management has absolut,ely ceased, and the Minister is interfering in many directions.
:Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That IS not true.
You should give cases.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Now it appears
that the railways are to be used for the
purpose of co,rnering wheat.. The Department is to be direct.ed to refuse freight.
Yet this is a GQvernment that proposes to
reduce freights and fares. It is an absolute sham, t.he whole thing.
The clause, as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 12.
(1) :Ko action for damages for conversion or
for detention of any wheat shall be brought
aga.inst the Board, or any person acting under
its authority, by any person claiming to be
entitled to any mortgage, charge, lien (in<:hlding any lien on crops under the Instru-·
ments Acts or any corresponding previous
~nactmen ts ), or other encum brance wha tsoever
of or upon or over such wheat, or any crop
from which. such wheat. was harvested, or
claiming to be the true owner of such wheat:
Provided that any person who but for this
sub-section might have brought any such action
may adopt the delivery of such wheat to the
Board as a delivery thereof by him to the
Hoard, and lllay clallll accordingly for an account of the purchase money thereof.

Mr. HOGAN (Minister o.f Agriculture).
- I moveThat the words" an account of the purcha3e
money thereof" at the end of the proviso be
omitted with the view of inserting "the
amount of the purchase money declared by the
Board to be payable in respect thereof."

Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am compelled tOo'
rise to oppose this kind of legislation.
The amendment that has been submitted
makes the Board the judge of the amQunt
that is to he paid to various people. If
the Board does not give a declaration a
man will have no right of action under
this clause. This is the most extrao!rdinary propositiOin the House has ever been
asked to cQnsider. I should like the farme,r's representatives in this House to
wake up. Most of them are aB~eep, and
the others are half asleep.
This is a
matter that affects the individual farmer
in a vital way. He will have no right to
sue unless the amount is eertified by the
Board. In one way I WQuld just as soon
prefer this amendment to be made, because it will cause an immense amQuut
of irritatiQn to farmers, who will be quite
in the power of the BOoard.
Mr. HOGAN.-It will not. cause any irritation.
.
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:Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Minister does
llOt understand the provision.
I knOlW
whe,re it comes from. It has been copied
frQm the bank OIverdraft agreement, and
is a most perempt.ory clause. The manager Qf a hank can give a certificate as to
the amount of the overdraft, and l'he 001'tificate is to be taken as conclusive ~vi
dence that the amount specified is due by
the borrower to the bank. I can weH understand wha.t has happened. This Bill
has been sellt to t.he Wheat Board, which
has introduced this amendment to put
them in a ·position of absolute power to
declare what is OIwing to any individual
scrip-holder by the BQard.
I do not
know if the Minister is going to stand to
this extraordinary position.
It is more
objectiQnable than that cQntained in
clause 15. If a scrip-owner gives a morttage, t.he mortagee can sue oul y fOir the
amorunt declared to be due by the Board.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Minister, in
introducing this amendment, is emulating
the unjust steward who called his master's
debtQrs together, and after asking them
hOow much they owed, to,ld them to acknowledge something less. Surely it is a
violation of the principles of fair' dealing
that a debtor should be entitled to say
what is the amount OIwing by him.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Board will take delivery of wheat from the farmer and
make him a certain advance. As the
wheat is so,ld further payments are made,
and eventually all the money that the
Board realizes from the sales of wheat
will be distributed to the growers.
lUr. SNOvVBALL.-That is sO', but
suppose the Board receives 50 per cent.
more wheat than it accounts fQr. It may
allow rats, mice, ar..d weevils to destroy
some Qf it. The Board ought to pay for
ari ',he wheat that it takes.
nil'.
EGGLES'l'ON .-This amendment
win prevent an action fOol' negligeuce·.
7\1r. SNOWBALL.-It will relie,ve the
Board Qf responsibility.
Mr. HOGAN.-If the Board takes delivery of a man's wheat, ana, after giving
him a certificate, some portion of the
grain is destroy-ed by weevils, the loss will
fall equally on all wheat-growers, <JUnd
not on the particular individual whose
wheat is destroyed.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is not so.
Under this amendment the Board will
certify how much it is going t.o pay, and
the individual will be entitled to reCQver
only what the Board admits it owes. A
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man may be a.ble to prQive a claim fa,r in
excess of the amount stated by t.he BOIard,
but und.ea:- this amendment he will be
denied the right that ordinary pe-rsans
have in dealing with one another.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If that is
so, this is a most serious position.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is the fact.
The amendment makes the BOIard the
absolute judge of its obligatiOln to the
perso'll to whom it is indehted.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is only so far as
the BQiard's payments oa:- advances are
concerned.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is the e1xtent
olf the transactions between the parties,
who will only be able to claim as against
the Board the amQiunt that the Board
itself admits it owes.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Board will pay each
wheat-grower the same amount per
bushe.I.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Board will
have power to certify what it owes, and
that is a remarkable power to! give to
any body of this sort. It simply does
a,way with our Courts. The Board is to
be the judge.
Mr. HOGAN.-We know that the Board
will act fairly.
lVIr.
SNOWBALL.-The hO'llorable
gentleman suggests that we can say that
we know the debtor will always do what
is right. That is nQit a fair principle to
apply to relationships in commercial life,
and this is a commercial transaction. We
are going to say that the perso'll who
takes charge of the wheat, no matter
what neglect may take place, will be able
to say how much is owing. Is there any
sense or fairness about a proposal of that
sort 1 'Ve have Courts of La.w maintained
at considerable expense to decide issues
between persons having financial dealings
with one another, but this Bo'ard will be
superior to those Courts. The Railway
Department is not relieved from its obligation to stand up to its contracts, and
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works and other similar bodies ha,ve
to stand up to thelir obligations. Why
should this Board be relie:ved of responsibilities that are borne by other bodies ~
We provide that goods may be taken forcibly out of the possession of the owner
and handed over to the Board as custodians. and the Board will then have
the power to say what it owes to different
indiyidll!'l}:;. T never heard of Ruch a.
t}linp.; m my life, and the honorable
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gentleman should hesitate in standing upfOIl' legislation of this kind. The Board
is given absolute liberty and licence "to
do what it .. pleases. I ask the AttorneyGene-ral, who is a lawyer, not to smile
at wha t may be his own creation, but to
carefully examine this proposal. It is
nove,l to me, and I do not think it was
a lawyer who conceived it.
We ought
to hear from the, Minister something in
the naturel of justifica.tion of t.he proposed
alteration.
Mr. OMAN.-Sub-claus€1 (1) of clause
12, as originally drafted, provided that( I ) No action for damages for conversion or
for detention of any wheat shall be brought
against the Board, or any person "acting under
its authority, by any person claiming to be
entitled to any mortgage, charge, lien (includmg any lien on crops under the Instruments
Acts or any corresponding ,previous enactments)
<.Ir other encumbrance whatsoever of or upon or
. <.Iver such wheat or any crop from which such
wheat was harvested, or claiming to ,be the
true owner of such wheat:
Provided that any person who but for this
sub-section might have brought any such action
may adopt the delivery of such wheut to the
Hoard as a delivery thereof by him to the Board,
and may claim accordingly for an account of
the purchuse money thereof.

Thel proviso, as the Government propose
to amend it, will readProvided that any person who but for this
tiub-section might have brought any such action
may adopt the delivery of such wheat to the
Board as a delive~y thereof by him to the
Board, and may claim accordingly for the
!l.mount of the purchase money declared by the
SOUI'd to be payable in respect thereof.

It is going to place in the hands of the
Board the powe,r to _say a:bsolutely what
amount shall be paid. The clause, as
originally introduced, made it obligatory
on the Board to pay wha,t was dU'C!1 on the
whelat. This gives the Board an extended
power, and is a proposition tha,t should not
be entertained for a. mom€lllt. The ·clausf..,
as originally drafted, was to protect the
owner, and is all right. But this gives
the Board power to declare what 1s the
amount that, in its opinion, should be
paid to thel grower.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-Genera.l).-I
think ther€, is considerable misunderstanding in regard to this provision. I join
issue with the two lawyers who have
spoken. The provision, as dra.wn jn the
Bill, provided for a. clajm -for au account
That is, in other
of purchase money.
wo-rds, an equitable, action. The honorable member for Brighton Knows that that
is a. very expeillsive method of legislation.
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It ~a.s thought prudent to give the Board
this power of deda.ration o~ t~~ amoun~s
payable in respect of any lIabIlIty.. T~IS
is a similar provision to tha,t con tamed m
section 9 of the, Victorian Wheat-growers
Corporation Act of 1921. I think the
honorablel member for Brighton will~ on
refiedion, agree with me tha~ a, claim !or
an account involves an eqUltable' actlOn
and is an expensive, proceeding.
:Mr. SNOWBALL.-I differ emphatically
from the honorable- gentleman. A claim
for money is not an equitable action at
all. It is a, claim to establish a legal
right.
Mr. SLATER.-This powe.r has been
ve.ry carefully considered by the Parlia.mentary Draftsman, .and also there ~as
been independent adVIce,. J do not thmk
thel provision places on the Board an unnecessarily· wide powelr.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-In reply to· thel honorable member for
Brighton and the honorable, member for
Hampden, I would point out th.at the
effect of the provision will be tl~el sa~·el
as that of section 9 of the V Ictonan
Whea.t-groweTs Corporation Act, which
provides that( I) The purchase money for wheat bought
by the corporation shall be( a) Three

shillings and fourpence per
bushel (subject to such deduction as
the corporation may make for inferior quality of wheat and bags,
or either of them); and in addition
(b) such further amount per bushel as the
corporation determines to be distributable from the available surplus
arising from the operations of the
corporation, subject to such deductions as the corporation may make
for railway freight and for late participation.

Mr. OMAN.-That is a different matter
altogether. The reference is to the balance
remaining unpaid.
Mr. HOGAN.-Thel words "declared
by the Board to be payable," and the
words "determines to be distributable,"
are practically ident.ical in meaning. If
the honorab16 membe·r for Brighton pre~
fers the, words "determines to be distributable " to the words " declared by the
Board to be payable", he can have them.
I do not see that it. matters.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the Ministelr
will adopt the language he has just read
from the Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation Act., honorable members will be
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quite satisfied. The meaning is quite different.. One· gives thel amount that the
Board declare; to be, payable, that is,
so much per busheL 'l'he bIg principle
declared in the Victorian Wheat-growe,rs
Corpora.tion Act is that the amount shall
be so much per bushel on the whe'at he-ld
by the grower. The amount to bel distributed is the amount per busheL h· says
thel Board may ma.kel proper deductions
under certain headings. Thel growelr can
challenge the deductions.
Thel Board
would have, to show that its deductions
came und€lr the specific provisions of the
Act. There is no such obligation unde,r
the proposed amendment. The matter is
lelft entirely at la,rge without qualification a.t all. The Board is sole judge as
t.o the quantity of whea.t and the deductions to be made.
Mr. HOGAN.-As far as I can see the
meaning is the same in each case.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Under t.he corporation legislation the Board is held
responsible for the quantity of wheat it
has received, subject to certain deductions. Under this amendment the,re is no
limit at aU.
Mr. HOGAN.-vVhat do the other words
" dedared to be payable -" mean 1 The'y
mean t.he same thing.
Mr. SNO\VBALL.-The provision in
the Act re-ad by the Minister says you
have to pay the man sO' much 011 the
quantity of his wheat you receive, unless
you can show that there are! certain de··
ductions under one or other of the: headings given. I ask the Minister to give
us the provision in the Victorian Whea tgrowers Corporation Act in preference to
this amendment.
Mr. EGGL~STON.-The difficulty
about this matter is that the Minister
thinks he knows everything about this
kind of thing, whereas he, is absolutely
ignorant of the legal position. I think
the Bill is entirely defective. All Pool
Bills have been de,fective. I say this after
consultation with one of the leading
counsel of Melbourne, who has had more
to do with pooling contracts than any
other man in Aust.r~lia. He says that the
whole of the Pool Bins are wrong, because
they do not define the obligations of the
poo'ling authoritv to the individual
gTower, who puts his wheat into the Pool.
This Bill goes farther aqainst the grower
than any previous measure of the kind.
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Mr. HOGAN.-It does not go against
the grower at all.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-In his ignorance
the Minister thinks that that is so, but
he sho~ld t.ake his information from legal
authority.
Mr. HOGAN.-We have had legai
authority.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Legal men will
draw up any document. for, which they
are asked. I doubt whether this provisiorn has been drawn up by any legal
authority. It is, I am certain, the work
of officials of the Board, who want to
ma.ke their position safe. Is it to be suggested by the Committee or the Government, that if the Board that controls the
POOoI wastes the assets put intOo it, allows
them by negligence to be eaten by rats,
mice or weavils, or permits corruption in
the management of the Pool, no individual member is to have cause of action
against t.hem ~
Mr. SNowBALL.-Supposing ·that a few
hundred bags of wheat are stolen ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, that might
happen, or some person on the Board
might embezzle thousands of pounds. ,Is
there to be nOo remedy in a case of ·that
kind?
'
Mr. HOGAN.-Of course there will be a
remedy, .
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Minister says
that there will be a remedy, but he does
not tell us what it is. An action has been
brought in the South Australian Courts
for damages to the extent of £1,000,000
fOor the negligence of the Government in
dealing with South Australian wheat.
Mr. HUGHEs.-'Vas that a Nationalist
Government?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not think it
Wag.
The matter is nQlw before the Privy
Council.
The amendment tOo omit the words" on
account. of the purchase money thereof"
was agreed to'.
The Committee divided on the question
that the words proposed to be inserted
be so inserted (Mr. Brownbill in the
chair).
Ayes
Noes
Majority for the ~mendment

31
15
16
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AYES.

'Mr. Allan
" Bailey
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Cain

" Carlisle
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Clough
Cook
Cotter
Frost
Hayes
Hjorth
Hogan
Hughes
Jackson
Keane
Lind

Mr. Mackrell
McAdam
" McDonald (Da.yles-

ford)

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

Pollard
Prendergast
Slater
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Walter
Warde
Weaver
Wettenhall.

Tellers:
Mr. Jewell
" Webber.
NOES.

Mr.
Dr.
Mr.
"
"
"
"
"

Angus
Argyle
Beardmore
Eggleston
Gordon
Greenwood
McDonald (Polwarth)
McLachlan

Mr Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Pennington
" Snowball
" Toutc~er.
Tellers:
Mr. Groves
" Mr. Lawson.

The clause, as amended, was agreed to,
as was alsQl clause 13.
Clause 14-(Indemnity to Board for
payments in good faith, &c.).
.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I object -to clauses
14 and 15 on the ground that they introduce a principle which places the Board
in a different position from any other
debtor in the community. A man who
has had the property of another person
in his custody is bound to account for that
property, and he has to ta~e the, responsibility of handing it to the man who is
justly entitled to it.. If he gives it to·
the wrong person, then the right person
can ~ue him, and he is bound tQl pay him.
These clauses introduce an entirely different position. The Board is entitled to
pay whom it thinks right to pay, and if
it dOles SOl without negligence-nobody can
say what negligence means-the person
who ought to have received payment, but
has not received payment, has no remedy
against the Board. If a bank wrongly
pays a cheque through the signature being
forged in a, most perfect manner, it is
f01:ced to recoup the man whose account
has been drawn against. I do not see
why the Board should be in a different
position. It shQluld be in the position of
an ordinary debtor tQl a creditor. I venture to say that if the fa,rmers realize
that they are compelled to hand thp.ir
wheat over to a Board, and that that
Board can pay the, wrong person without
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the right person having any remedy so clares to be due. Clause 15 refers not to
long as the Board has acted without dividends, as the l\1inister mistakenly
negligence, they will require an amend- said in his speech, but to the fina,} balment. That applies to both clauses 14 ance. The Board are to be the only persons
and 15. Clause 15 is worse than clause to declare what the final balance is. Sup14, because o.f the principle that we ob- posing money had been filched from the
jected to in the last clause. Clause 15 Board the matter could be covered up.
centains a definition of "certificate," Any mistakes could be covered up, and
which if amended as the Government I do not think the fa.rmers of this State
want that position to exist. I am going
propo~e, will readto vote against the clause, but if it is
" Certificate " (a) means any certificate issued by or carried I will propose an amendment that
under the authority of the Board has been circulated in the name of the
certifying in effect that the party honorable member for Ballarat West.
named therein is entitled to any
Mr. HOGAN.-How can you do that 1
balance of purchase money declared
Mr. BAILEY (to Mr. Egglesto'll).-Your
by the Board to be payable in respect of any wheat purchased under amendment is to omit the' clause.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Perhaps I should
the powers conferred on the Board
by this Act and containing a state- move the amendment of the honorable
ment that it is issued under this member for Ballarat West at once. His
Act.
amendment is to. add a proviso to the
Tha~ is to say, the certificate is the only
cli;Luse. The Clerk informs me that in acthing that co.nstitutes the contract be- cordance with practice the addition should
tween the grower and thel Board. The be moved at a later stage of the proceedcertificate ~s a title, not to the amount o.f ings, so I shall content myself for t.he
the realization of a man's crop, but to. the present with voting against t.he clause,.
amount declared by the Bo'ard to be payMlr. SLATER (AttorIi~-General).
able to him. That 'is to say, the officials This clause is the identical provision withor the members of the Board are entitled out any difference in wording at all that
to. give their certificate as to! what is due has been in all the previous Acts.
to a man who has put his wheat into the
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Your amendment waf:
Pool.
That is the, whole contract be- not in them.
tween the wheat-grower and the Board,
Mr. SLATER.-We have no ame.ndand in beth clauses 14 and 15 you have men t on this cIa use.
the vicious principle that the Board is
Mr. EGGLESTON.-YoU have Oll clause
entitled to pay to the person to whom it 15.
thinks the amount is due the amount it
Mr. SLATER.-I am speaking of
declares to be liablb, whereas the person clause 14, which is now before the Comreally entitled to the money may be au mittee. It imposes upon the Board before
entirely ;different person, and the amount the indemnity operates the two conditions
due to him may be considerably more than that it has acted in good faith and withthe amount paid. That is the position out negligence.
the wheat-growers are forced into. by this
Mr. EGGLESToN.-That is not enough.
Bill. I do not think clauses 14 and 15
Mr. SLATER.-If it is not enough,
are necessary at all. At any rate, the first how is it that this identical provision went
part of clause 15 is not necessary. The through the House in previous measures
definition of "certificate" in sub- and was not discussed ~ I have taken
clause (5) of clause 15 is inadequate. It the trouble to look up Ii ansard, and I
should be much more specific than it is. find t.hat this clause, to which so much
M:embers of the Farmers Union party objection is taken by those who think they
voted against the last amendment we pro. have greater ability than we pO'or folk on
posed, though it was entirely in the in- this (the Ministerial) side of the House,
terests of the farmers. It would not have
went through without opposition. I do
afT·ected the "'alidity of the Pool nor its
working at all. Tpey simply yoted against not think that it has broken down, O'r
failed in operation. If the BO'ard acts
u~ hv force of habit. N ow they are awake
I f:hould like them to read these clauses bona fide, and without negligence, it
aTl~1 seC:' wba.t thev really mean.
It is a should have the benefit 0'£ t.he indemnity.
1'vlr. SNO,\VBALL.-The o.bject of the
SA~;OUS thing for· them to give up their
p"'Olprty to the Boaro on the contract honorable member for Ballarat West was
that the Bo:trd may pa:,/ them what it de- to add to' the clause a proviso that the
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Board shall not pay over money to a
claiman.t unless that claimant produces
the certIficate that the Board has given to
the rightful owner. Surely there call be no
objection to that. As it stands the clause
says that the Board oan pay anyone so
long as it does so in good faith.
The
amendment would enable the Board to say
that it will not pay anybody unless he
produces the ce,rtificate which it has given
to the farmer.. That is put in as a safeguard to protect the real owner of the
wheat in respect of the money owing to
him. Can the Government say that it is
an unreasonable amendment ~ As I say
it would not do any harm to the Board,
but would really put the Board in a strong
position. If you take wheat to a bonded
store you are given a certificate, and the
wheat will not be delivered to anyone
unless that certificate is produced. All
the honorable member for Ballarat West
suggests is that the Board will not deliver
the wheat until the person can produce a
certificate. The object is to protect the
farmer. 1£ there is proof that a certificate has been lost, and a declaration has
been made, the Board can dispense with
the production of the certificate. I ask
the Minister to say whether there is anything unreasonable in that request:
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).-l
think the honorable member for St. KiIda
is dragging a red herring across the trail.
The clause is quite simple and explicit,
the object being to protect the Board.
Let me give an illust,ration. A man and
his wife may be living on a farm, and the
farm may be in the name of the wife.
The husband may deliver the wheat to the
Board, and if the Board thinks it is his
farm and his wheat, it may in good faith
pay him for the wheat. Under this clause
the Board is indemnified against a future
claim by the wife.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Supposing the wheat
belongs to the wife ~
Mr. BAILEY.-The Board is not supposed to make a search of the Titles Office
to see who owns the farm. Why sh~uld
it he compelled to pay twice in such a
case 1 This clause safeguards the Board
in circumstances like those. It is quite
a reasonable prorvision, and the honorable
member for St. Kilda must know that it
is reasonable. I cannot quite grasp the
amendment of which the honorable member for Ba'llarat West gave notice. It
begins-" Provided that the Board shall
not make any payment of such purchase
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money unless the person to whom such
payment is made, shall produce the
original certificate" and so on. If the
Board cannot make any payment to him.
how can the person produce anything ~
Mr. EGGLESToN.-The two things are
done simultaneously.
Mr. BAILEY.-If I were drafting it
I should have said," To whom such payment is being made."
Mr. EGGLEsToN.~There is no difference
in the meaning.
Mr. BAIL~~.-As drawn the thing is
absurd! and the houorable member for
St. Kilda, who has been trying to block
this Bill at every stage, knows that.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I have had some experience in connexion wi th matters that
would come under this clause. The Board
never does pay by any chance unless the
certificate is produced.
M:. S~owBALL.-Then why not put this
prOVISO In 7
. Mr. CARLISLE.-I do not think there
IS any n~ed for it.
Thelre might bea
case of thIS sort: SOimebody had a lien on
~ crop in New South Wales, and that
hen was HOlt registered thelre. Until a
claim was made by the holder of the land
after the whelat had been paid fo'r the
BOiard did not knQlw that anyone' else
had any .right to it. When the matter
was brought be,fore the Wheat Commission-I think it was the honorable member fOir Hampden-it was adjusted and
the man had to refund the ~oney.' The
Board wQ.uld not pay unless a certificato
was produced.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-It can pay without
the production of a certificate ...
Mr. CARLISLE .-It cannot and I do
not see there is anything to be 'gained by
putting in this proviso.
The clause was agreed tOi.
Olause I5-providing, inter alia) thatIn this section, unless inconsistent with the
context or subject-matterCertificate"(a) means any ce~·tificate issued by or under
~he authOrity of the Board certifying
10 effect that the party named therein
is entitled to an account of any bal.
ance of purchase money in respect of
any wheat purchased under the
powers conferred on the Board by
this Act, and containing a statement
that it is issued Hnder this Act.
CC

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I moveThat the words C C an account of any balance
of purchase money" be omitted with the view
of inserting " any balance of purchase money
declared by the Board to be payable."
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"'\Vhile I am on my feet I may explain not for the individual grower. If the
t.ha.t this clause deals with c:ertificatea. Board pays the wrong person that person
There has been some cO'mment on the may be sued by the one to whom the
questiO'n whether certificates were to be money should ha ve been paid, but the
negotiable OT nO't. At an early stae-e in person who sues is not likely to' get mucu
the debate it was stated by honorable satisfaction. This power is going to cause
members that the purpose of this Bill a tremendoue amount of irritation.
and the intention of the Government to
Mr. HOGAN.-Wheat-growers will elect
stop speculatiO'n in wheat would be futile, the Board, and they will have confidenc~
because we we're allowing. the issue of in the men they elect.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-A man would not
certificates, and the sale of them would
anow speculation to cO'ntinue. I want sell wheat to Darling and Son, fool'
to inform honorable members of the fact instance, unless he had confidence that
O'f which they are apparently unaware, he would be paid for it. I can quite
that the' traffic in wheat certificates has see that a man will have no right of
practically ceased.
During the year action against the Board, except in re1922-23, 17,000 certificates were issued gard to the dividend that the Board
by the V icto,rian vVheat CO'rpO'ra.tion, and declares to be payable.
Mr. SLATER.-It means that no cerO'nlv 100 O'f them were eO'ld. For the
year 1923-24, 16,000 certificates were tificate will issue, and I think you are
.
issued, and only 60 were sold. These mlt3reading the provision.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-I do not think 1
figures prove that the arguments vf
honOirable members who said that specu- am.
Mr. SLATER .-Can you show how
lation would not be stopped by this Bill,
and that those whol previO'usly speculated wheat-grQiwers will be stQiPped from takin wheat wO'uld now invest in scrip, are lng proceedings ~
l\1r.
EGGLESTON.-Because
the
unfounded. We desire that the wheatcertificate
will
entitle
him
only
to
the
grower shall get the full return of his
wheat, and that nO'body shall be able to amount of purchase money declared by
step in and take part of the value of the Board to be payable in respect therein.
Mr. SLATER.-What is wrong with
his prO'duct by selling wheat or certifithat· 1
cates.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the honorable
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am nO't going
to argue this question again. This clause gentleman cannot see wha.t is wrong, I
practically says that the Board will ~m sorry for him. The whole position
IS wrong. The Board will pay a registered
certify to the amounts due by it.
owner on the certificate. There should
IVlr. SLATER.-That is not so. The be a register of certificates and a register
BOiard determines the amount too be dis- of assignment.
tributed.
Mr. BAILEY.-Do you think they will
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is wo-rse issue ce,rtificates without keeping a
than ever.
This clause eays that a. register 1
certificate means any certificate issued
Mll. EGGLESTON .-The register is
under the authority of the Board not valid like a register of shares in a
certifying in effect that the party named company. In order tQi make a certificate
therein is entitled to an account of any O'f title valid against all the world, it
balance of purchase money in respect of was necessa.ry to pass an Act Qif Parliaany wheat purchased under thel powers ment. I quite, admit that it is the fault
conferred. by the Board. There will be 0.£ previQius legislation that the Bill is as
nO' legal right O'f action beyond what the badly dra.fted as it is, but the GovernBO'ard admits is due.
ment is making it wOrGe by making the
Mr. SLATER.-That is ,vhat you are certjficate of the Board the final deterreading intO' it.
minatiO'n.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There is no other
Mr. SLATER.-We do not say that.
liability . to bel declared by the Board. That is your interpretation. We say
The whole of thiG legislation has been that no man will be stopped from legal
very badly drafted, and I have the prOiceedings.
.
authority of one of the highest lep'al men
Mr. EGGLESTON.-On the face Qif it,
in this State fO'r saying that the whOile he will be.
position is most unsatisfactory.
The
1\Ir. SLATER.-I dOl not see" any "Y)ossible
position is made safe for the Board, but objection to this provisiO'n.
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1\1r. EGGLESTON.-All right.
The amendment was agreed to, and
. the clause, as amended, was adopted:
Clauses 16 to 20 were agreed to.
Olause 21-providing, inter alia, that(1) The Board shall cause rooks to be proyided and kept, and true and regular accounts
to Ibe entered therein of all sums of money received and paid for or on account of this Act
or pursuant thereto, and of the several purposes for which sums of money have been received and paid.
(2) (a) The accounts of all moneys received
and paid as aforesaid shall be audited by some
person (whether a member of the public service
or not) nominated for the purpose by reason of
his capacity and experience by the AuditorGeneral; but the Auditor-General at any time
may, if he thinKs fit, and on the request of the
Treasurer, shall audit the said accounts, and
shall have with respect to such accounts all the
powers conferred on him by the Audit Acts.

. Mi". HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I moveThat in paragraph (a), sub-clause (2), after
the word "experience" the words "by the
Board and approved" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 22-(Balance of moneys required
to be subsequently appropriated by Parliament for the purpose).
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I should like to
know 'why this clause has been inserted
in the Bill. It readsAll moneys required for carrying this Act
into full execution shall, so far as the same are
not provided for out of moneys received by the
Board or under or pursuant to this Act, be defrayed out of moneys to be hereafter appropriated by Parliament for the purpose.
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Without this provision it is possible that
the banks would not entertain the guarantee.. In previous Acts an identical
section was inserted. It is deemed prudent
to have this provision in order to satisfy
the financial institutions.
The clause was agreed to.
Olause 23-providing, inter alia, that(1) The Governor in Council may make regulations for or with respect to(a) elections of members of the Board
under this Act;
(b) the purchase or sale or arrangements
for the purchase or sale of wheat
harvested during the season 19241925;
(c) prescribing the fees and travelling allowances of members of the Board
who are nominated by the Minister;
(d) prescribing forms which may be used
under this Act;
(e) all matters required or permitted by
this Act to be prescribed; and
(f) generally, all matters and things necessary or convenient to be prescribed
for carrying out the provisions and
the purlposes of this Act.

lVlr. CARLISLE.-This clause empowers the Governor in Council to make
regulations for or with respect to various
matters as set out in paragraphs (a) to
(I). Some of the matters enumerated
would be better left to the Board to deal
with. For instance, the Board would not
relquire to make regulations in respect of
paragraphs (b), (e), and (I). It looks
as if ·we were giving power to the
Governor in Council to interfere unduly
with the Board in the carrying out of their
functions.
I consider that paragraphs
(b) (e), and (f) should be omitted. .
Mr. SLATER.-But the Board have no
power to make regulations.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I should say
that the Board would prepare the, regulations and send them to the Governor in
Council for approval.
MY. CARLISLE .-Are not the Board
empowered to carry out all these arrangements without having to ask the Governor
in Council to make regulations in regard
to the matter ~ I should think they would
.be.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I f the honorable member for Benalla
will excuse me I will move an amendment
that would take priority of his. I move--

What moneys are referred to ~
Mr. BAILEY.-All moneys required to
carry out the Act.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-But this gives
authority to the Government to pay the
expenses of the Pool.
The clause is
vicious in this respect, that it enables the
Gove,rnment to pay the moneys without
authority from Parliament.
There is
provision in another clause for the guarantee, and I do not see what other moneys
can be paid by the Government in respect
of the Pool.
Mr. OMAN.-It is a fact that the
whole of the cost of running the Pqol is
to be a charge against the Pool. Therefore we should have an explanation from
That paragraph (b) of sub-clause (1) be
the Minister as to what the clause actu- omitted
with flo view of inserting in lieu thereof
ally means.
the words "Polls of wheat-growers under secMr. SLATER (Attorney-General).- tion 3 of this Act, including provision for
This is a very essential clause. In fact, voting by post."
'fhe amendment was agreed to.
upon it rests practic~lly the whole Bill.
J
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Mr HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) .-1 moveThat the words " and travelling allowances"
in paragraph (c) be omitted.

This is merely a verbal alteratiD'n, and
I intend to move fOir the insertion of
simila.r words at the end Q1f the paragraph.
The amendment waa agreed to.
Mr HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I moveThat after the word "Minister" in paragraph (c) the following words be inserted:"and the travelling allowances of member's of
the Board."
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would be impossible. I appeal to the
honora,bIe member not to press his amendment, because if it were agreed to, the
powers D'f the BD'ard would be seriously
crippled.
Mr: CARLISLE.-Very well, I withdraw
the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the clause, as ainended, was agreed to.
ClaUi3e 24-(Powers of Governor in
Council if the Board refuses to sell at
a reasonable price or unreasD'nably refuses
to sell wheat fOir manufacture fD'r. consumption in Victoria).
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I move-

The amendment WaG agreed to.
That at the beginning of the clause the folMr. CARLISLE.-I do not know what lowing sub-clause 'be inserted:the objection is, but D'bjection has been
"It shall be the duty of the Board to
raised by the Board managing the retain within Victoria up to the 31st day of
August, 1925, sufficient wheat to supply the
voluntary Pool to paragraphs (e) normal
requirements of the Victorian market
and (I). Is there any reason why they for consumption of wheat-flour and other proe~ould be r~ta.ined ~ Paragraph (e) will duct of wheat from time to time, and to sell
gIve the GQlvernor in Council power to the same to any person bona fide trading in
make regulations with respect to "all wheat for consumption in Victoria or in converting wheat by any process of manufacture
mat.ters required or permitted by this into commodities for consumption in Victoria,
Act tOi be prescribed."
or into flour for consumption in Victoria or
Mr. SLATER.-The object of that is to outside Victoria, at the fair market price at
g.i ve the Board power to make regula- the time of sale."
If this amendment is not accepted I intIOns.
Mr. CARLISLE.-lf the regulations tend to move fD'r the insertion o,f a new
were to be made by the BOiard, there clause, which is set out in the printed
would be no objection, but they are to list of amendments. HonD'rable members
be made by the GovernD'r in CD'uncil, and will recollect t.hat when the Victorian
might be made irrespective of the Board. Wheat-growers Corporation Bill was beA regulation might be drawn up requir- fore the HD'use in 1921, I took up the
ing the Board to submit prices to the position, that as the grD'wers were being
guaranteed by the Pool, some prD'tectioa
Minister.
Mr.
SLATER.-Unless
that
was should be given to the consumers, and
authorized by the Act it could not be I moved an amenament. That amendment. was discussed at considerable length,
done.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I have been a mem- but the Premier asked me to withdraw it
ber of this House for twenty years, and on the assurance that he WD'uid have it
A
I know that sD'metimes when we give a put in the Bill in another place.
power of this kind, regulations are made clause similar to clause 24 in this Bill
I did
that entirely alter an Act.
Probably was inserted in another place.
if they we're tested in the Court they not "like it, but I had to accept it. I
would be disallowed. I move' anticipated then that the proposal of the
Government would not be effective, and 1:
That paragraph (e) be omitted.
am going to show, by quotations from
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).- speeches made by honorable members now
It is very essential that. paragraph (e) on the Ministerial side of the House, that
should be retained, and after all it only the clause was not effective. I will read
provides for the making ~f regulations in first a statement made by the "honorable
reference to matters required or permitted member for Fitzroy on the 15th Decemby the Act. We cannot transcend the ber, 1922. He made reference to the
power at all. It will be the Board that acute position in COOlnexion with tbe flour
will submit the regulations, and they will
millers and the wheat Poolbe passed by the Governor in Council.
like a statement from the Premier
It seems to me that without this power, as I toshould
what his intentions are. . . A great
the proper functioning of the Board number of men have been unemployed • • •
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~he wheat-growers have charged the millers
more than they have charged, through the Pool,
the foreign buyers.
He went on to read the following ~tate
ment that had been given to him by t.he
mill employees:Our complaint is the Victorian Wheat Corporation were always above the parity, especially for the first four months of the season
(December to April). During May the price
went up for a few days only (called peak),
and at that "peak I ' period the Victorian
Wheat Corporation called the millers down,
and although previously they would not sell
more than a month's supply, they insisted at
the before-mentioned "peak" period that the
millers should buy the whole of their supplies
(approximately, six montbs in advance). The
millers protested (date, about. 16th May).
Matters were in abeyance for a;bout a fortnight,
and on 29th May the millers were given thirtysix hours to name their quantities at 5s. lld.
The market from this time on sagged rapidly,
but the Victorian Wheat Corporation refused
to alter their prices. The millers were complaining, and the position became so hot that,
the Government asked the Commission why
their price was so high; their (the Commissioners) contention was that there was not suffiThis
cient wheat for more than local trade.
was disproved by a census being taken by th~
millers and the results sent to the Premier.
Guarantees were then given by the millers to
protect the local consumers for necessary supplies. The Victorian Wheat Corporation thep
dropped the price to 5s. Sd., which was still
pence above the f.o.b. parity.
This wa~
proved conclusively, as the Victorian Wheat
Corporation a week later began to give Il.
special quote for oversea business at 5s. 5d.,
which f\Vl1'S. again reduced to ·5s. 4d.

Then the price went still lower.
The
honorable member for Fitzroy saidIt w.ould ap.pear to anyone who was not interested in the tr.ade, who has no axe to grind.
who is neither a miller nor a wheat-grower,
that if the price obtained by the Pool in London
was, say, 5s: a bushel, you ought to sell it to
the miller at the same price. It is very clear
that you do not, and that the miller does not
buy it. It is exported at that price, and you
get no more for the wheat than if you had sold
it to the miller.
The honorable member fO'r Jika Jika mentioned the. matte'r specially.
On ,22nd
August, 1922, he' saidThere is just one matter that I wish .to bring
under the notice of the Premier; . We passed a
Wheat Marketing Corporation: Act last session,
under which we handed ,over the control of the
wheat to a Board in coIijunction with the Go··
Vernment. It WftS understood that the people
were to be supplied with wheat and flour at the
London parity. Section 19 of the Act deals
'with that matter.
There is a set of circumstances working against the consumer.
Under the circumstances, it therefore suits the
Pool, town miHers, and bakers to keep up prices
'of wheat, flOHr, and bread respectively.
Be.tween the lot the consumer is shown no mercy.
Jf.r. Eggleston.
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Some of these remarks were made on motions for the adjourLment of the H;ou::.e,
which I moved myself. On another occasion the honorable membe,f for Jika Jika
saidThe whole thing was a compromise, and was
agreed to so that the present Government might
retain office. In order to protect the interests
of the people, section 18 was enacted; and now,
after twelve months, when it has been demonstrated that people have had to pay 6ti. per
bushel more for their wheat than they should
have, we find there is no real protection. The
Premier said no prima facie case has been" made
out. . . . Acts of Parliament might just as
well be tossed into the waste-paper basket if
they are going to be dealt with in this way.
The attitude of the honorable member for
Castlemaine, who was then Premier, ·was
defined by him at page 1537, vol. 164, of
Hansard as follows:Various statements of fact are made; the
millers claim one thing and the corporation
state another. . . . . This matter is very
involved. It is not so easy to take these statements and say, "The millers are right here,
and the corporation are right here."
.

I could quote from 11 ansard innumerable
extracts from speeches by the present Premier and the present Minister of Lands
in which they said that the basis
of the Act was that the consumer should
be ~rotected, and should not. have to pay
mo~e than the London parity for his
wheat.
Mr. WET'I'ENHALL.-We do not value
the wheat at London parity, and never
did.
Thlr. EGGLESTON.-l\1embers of the
Labour party said that. I say that in this
Bill they have adopted holus bolus a
provision which, in 1922, they and I, and
the th8Il honorable member for Essendon,
said was absolute1ly inadequate ~o protect
the consumeI.
In this Bill there is no
method of protecting the consumer but
that provision.
Mr. CAIN.-The only thing we complained about was that the section was not
utilized by the then Government.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that the
provision cannot be utilized. In the first
place, it only" enables steps to be taken to
make an inquiry after a complaint has
been made. That is to say, there must he
virtually an o,fience against the law befor~
you can take any action at ·all, and then
you can only fix a price for the wheat ; so
a very greatly enhanced price might have
-been charged for wheat pre,viously, and
tp.ere woul¢!. have been no power t{) sto'P i't~.
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In the second place, there is no definition
.of. the term" fair market price."
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The co.rporation
could always show that there had beell a
fair deal.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not the
case. Whether there was a fair deal or
not according to the honorable member's
ideas, the fact is that 6<1. a bushel mOfb
than London parity was being charged to
the local consumer.
lVIr. WETTENHALL.-But the~ were getting more than that price in other parts
of the world, such as South Africa and
Japan.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is another
point.
I
say that if you have
socialization o.f the wheat supply you are
bo.und to take a fail' market price based
on Londou pari ty .
1\11'. WE'rTENHALL.-Not at all. Very
often our sales have been heavier in the
East aud South Africa than in London.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-At so.me pe,riods,
but not as a rule. The basis of the price
is London parity, and it is o.nly when
other markets are temporarily bare that
the price is higher.
I say that if the
whe,at-growers are going to take advantage of a compulsory Pool-they may consider it an advantage-and get tho benefit of State credit, they must be willing to
give to the consumers in the State in
which their land is situated, which State
has provided a great de'al of capital for
the development of that laud, a fair deal,
and they are bound to take the basic
price of the wo.rld's market-the Londan
market.
Mr. VVETTENHALL.-That is not so.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suppose 80 per
cent. of the Victorian wheat goes to Londo.n. I am glad ho.no.rable members who
belong to the Farmers Union ]Jarty are
taking the positio.n that it is not London
parity they are bound by. The honorable
member fo.r Benalla is going to' suggest
import parity. I do not know whether
the Government are· going to accept that
amendment.
Mr. HOGAN.-We are not g\)ing to accept either his amendment or yours.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If that is the case,
the Government are taking a course in
connexion with the control of wheat that
they have frequently declared to he 111adequate. I am going to po.int o.ut how
it ris inadequate. In the first place an
action can only be taken after the higher
pric~ has been charged. i In the seconQ.
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place, inquiries have to bo made, and it
may be a month or two mouths before the
facts are obtained. It was two months
before the honorable member for Castle,maine, when Premier, obtained them.
Mr. CAIN.-He was considering the
matter for about six weeks.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No, he was tl'y~
ing to get the facts. He was getting one
section of facts put in by one lot, and
another section put in by another lot.
There is no power in the Bill to call witnesses to give evidence, or to put people
on oath.
There is no power to call f.or
documents.
.
lY1r. HOGAN.--T'he wise man has slipped
now. He is falling right into the chasm.
1\11'. EGGLESTON .-There is a power
in the schedule to the BilJ that is objected
to by the members of the Farmers Union
party, but even that is not satisfacto'ry,
because it is not only the vVheat Board
that can give the information required.
The whole of the necessary information
will not be in the Wheat Board.
The
crucial information will be outside the
Wheat Bo~rd, and if the Governm~nt only
take the \Vheat Board's version of the
price charged, as the Minister indicated-Mr. HOGAN.-I did not indicate ;tnything o.f the kind. I O'nly indicated that
your statement that we could not call for
documents was incorrect.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There is only
power to call for documents frOom the
Wheat Boa,rd. There should be power to
ca11 cO'nsumers and others engaged in
wheat handling, in order to get info.rm.ation as to the world's markets. Those are
the two respects in which the provision
has been found inadequate. The first is
that the inquiry is after the event and
it is not a satisfactory form of .inquiry,
and the second is that there is no definitiO'n of a fair market price.
Mr. ALLAN.-A net return from the
East might be very much better than
from London.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-As shown by. a
statement to the Premier. the Wheat
Board took a,s a basis for 'the local' price
not the lowest price 9btained for oversea~
consignments, but the highest.price. l'hat
is unfair. They might .sell a cargo. to
Japan at 5s. 6d. a bushel and. ten cargoes
to' London at 5s., .but, they woul~ t~ke
the overseas parity as 5s. 69- .• and charge
the consumer on that basis.
Mr. WETT.ENHALL.-That IS !lot the
case.
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1\11'. CARLISLE.--vVith organized sellMr.
EGGLESTON.
When
the
Premier asked them in 1922 they claimed ing that is what. they are, going to guard
tha t as a fair basis for their charges. against.
They took not the London parity, but
Mr. EGGL~STON.-They are going
the Ooverseas parity, which meant the to. force the consumers of this State to
highest they were getting in any part of pay for the greater portion of their wheat
the wOorld. I saiY tha,t the parity should at the peak price Qif the market, and I
be based on the average price o,f the say that is absolutely unfair.
largest market, which must be London,
~1:r. ALLAN .-They are not go.ing to do
because the London price is the basic that.
price 01£ the wodd~ and it is co-related
Mr. EGGLESTON. - That is what
with the Chicago price. If the,re is no they did in 1922.
definition of a fair market price, and
Mr. ALLAN.-They will do what they
political pressure is brought 0111 the Go- did last year, which was quite satisfacvernment, t.hey may fix tha,t price against tOory to the millers.
the farmers. It is dangerous fOor them
~1r.
EGGLESTON. - There is no
to acceprt this clause as it stands, because, gua.rantee of that. Last year there was
if pOolitical exigencies dictates, it may be a vo,luntary Pool, and they had to be
used seriQlusly against them.
careful of their actions. Here there is
Mr. BAILEY.-You are not concerned a compulsory Pool, and the wheatabout the consumer, then ~
grOowers
are
practically
responsible.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 say tha,t there There is no means under this clause of
is danger t,O' the consumer and danger to checking the evil of which I am comthe farmer. . It an depends on the plaing-tha,t is, selecting the peak period
political exigencies which is in danger. of the market and compelling the millers
It WO'uld be pure,ly an executive act by to take all their requirements then. I
a Gorvernment that was in a, precarious dOl not say that the wheat-growers should
position, and that was compelled by carry their wheat for the whole of the
political exigencies to try to' save its life. year. In my Oopinio1l 2 the 31st August is
The third objection tha,t I have to' the a fair date to fix.
clause is tha,t it dOles not prevent the
Mr. CARLISLE.-YOou are going to say
Board from ma.nipulating the sales to the that they cannot sell when they want to
public. I ha,ve read the statement that sell-that is, when the price is high.
the hOlllorable member fo.r Ovens subMr. EGGLESTON.-Not to the local
mitted tOi the HQuse. It sho.wed that at consumers. They can sell 80 per cent.
the peak period Oof the yea.r 1922 the, of the wheat which they expOort. When
Whe1at Bo.ard went to the millers Oof the consum.er is helping the wheat Pool
Victoria., and said, It You must take the by legislation and by finance, they have
whole Oof your requirements six months no right to hold the moolQlPoly position
ahead from us, at 5s. lId. a busheL" that they ha.ve 'created against the conAction was stayed for about a fQrtnight, sumer. If what the honorable member
hut in a fortnight they ga,ve the millers fo,r Rodney has stated were embodied ill
36 hours to pay fOor the whQle o.f the the Bill-that they should do what they
balance o.f their wheat for the year- did last year, and sell monthly to the.
that is to say, the millers had to buy millers' at the' monthly price, I would be
their wheat six months ahead.
quite- satisfied.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Whom did you expect
Mr. ALLAN.-I am satisfied that would
to keep that wheat? Did you expe'ct the be the practice.
fa.rm.ers to keep it and take a lower
:Mr. EGGLESTON. - There is no
price 7
guarantee of that, and in 1922 they did
Mr. EGGLESTON .-It has always not do SQ. I suggest that they should
been the case that wheat was a,vailable hold enough fOor local requirements up to
to the millers all through the yea.r. The the 31st August, and that they should
result has been that they h.ave been able sell to the lO'cal consumers at a fair
to keep their mills going all through.
market price.
Mr. ALLAN.-Because they entered
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Can you give any
into a contract with the Board.
reason why they should hold it at their
Mr. EGGLESTO~.-I am talking own e,xpense 7
Mr.
EGGLESTON. - Because the
about pre-Pool days.
There were
aJways a certain number of farmers who power of the State has been used to give
them a monopoly power and enable them
held their :wheat throughout the year.
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Mr. CARLIsLE.-We are the only people
to increase their bargaining power against
people in other parts of the world. That who seU on the London parity, and we
monopoly power should not be used have to. pa,y Melbourne pa,rity for eve,rything we buy.
against the people who gave it to them.
Mr. ALLAN.-Yoru are not giving us
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is because
the benefit of the duty that we could the wheat is produced in Australia.
get.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-And many of out
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Wha,t duty~
manufactured articles are produced in
Mr. ALLAN.-There is a duty of 28. Australia.
a cental 011 wheat.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Why should you member is assuming that fa.rmers do not
get a. duty on a. t,hing that yQU do not get any be,nefit from protection.
import and that you do not grow ~ That,
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Certainly, they do not.
I venture to say, is Qne of the most
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Of course they do..
ridiculQus suggestions that have been lt is protelction tha,t has brought the
made.
population to this State.
Mr. CARLIsLE.-We do import someMr. BAILEY.-Thelfe is nothing about
times.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Then we pay the protection in this Bill.
J\lIr. EGGLESTON.-I am answering
duty.
There is 110 ground for saying
tha,t we should imagine that we are im- questions, and I say that protection has
porting, and then charge a duty. on brought a, huge popUlation to Victoria,
and has enabled the fa,rmer to sell 75
things that we grow here.
Mr. CARLISLE.-Every time we had to per cent. of his product in the local market.
import wheat the duty was taken off.
Mr. WEAVER.-Nonsense!
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not think
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am ta.lking
tha,t is the case. At any rate it is very
ancient history, because many yeaTs ha.ve about the total products of primary production.
.
eJapsed since we had to. import wheat.
Mr. CARLISLE.-You a,re talking rubMr. CARLIsLE.-The last time we im.
po,ned whea,t the Government lost 6d. a· bish.
Mr.
EGGLESTON.-It
is a fact that
bushel on it. It was used to feed your
75 pelf cent. of the prima;ry products of
crowd down here.
IVlr. EGGLESTON .~The, supply of this Sta,tet are consumed by thel people
bread for the people is a very important in it, and if it were not for the secondary
factor. I hope the farmers will be able industries a good deal of land would go
to realize that any advance in the out of cultivation. If it we,re, no,t for the
selling price makes bread dea,rer to the local consumption and the secondary inconsume,rs and that helps to. put up the dustries in Victoria" a, lot of our primary
cost of living. Everyone has to. pay more products would be of no va.lue wha.t€lVelf.
and nQbody is any better off. If we ca.n I appeal to. the Committe'e to consent to
keep down the cost of commodities jt this amendment in the definition of a fair
will bel an advantage to an sections of ma,rket price. It is absolutely necessary
the community. The a,ttitude of some to protect the consumer, and unless the
h~)llorable members shows the one'-eyed Board acts diffe'rently from what it did
befor,e, the position will be made imposVIew they take Qf things, and their inability to appreciate eCOillomic facts. On pre- sible to the consumer and to the GQvetrnvious occasions members Qf the Labour ment. I may point out tha,t the clause
party ha,ve said it was necessary to. take I am now proPQsing is a better melthod
the LondQn parity. Tlie honorable mem- of dealing with the question than was the
ber for Jika. Jika, and va,rious other mem- case on a previous occasion. The object
bers of the Labour party, in speeches on of the clause is to! enable any person in
the Whe!at Corporation Bin in 1921, said the trade to obtain whea,t or Hour at a
they would only t\,gree to a. compulso,ry fair market price, and to insist on dePool if it provided for the London parity. liveries of it. . If a, person offers the
The clause which is now be'ing included money for wheat or flour he ought to be
in this Bill specifically avoids any refer- able to get what he wants, subject, of
ea:tce to the London pa.rity. The matter course, to certain restrictions as to the
is left in such an unfQrtunate position length of time the commodity is to be
that the Board eQuId fix the London held. If on the oth€[" hand, the Board
refuses to deliver grain a,t a fair market
parity or above or below it.
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price, it can be sued, and the, Court will
determine what is a fair market price.
That is a scientific way of dealing with
this ma.tt.er. It can be put into operation against. any peil'sO'ns whO' form a
cO'mbinel against t.he! int.erests of the purchase,r.
Mr. WEAvER.-Wauld yau put that
clause intO' e,ffect in regard to machinery ~
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-Yes.
Mr. WEAVER.-I da! nat think yau
would.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I dO' nat think
the hanorable membeil' shO'uld say that.
If the last Government had remained in
power, I intended. to' urge it to' pass legislation to' deal with the, combines of this
Statel.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.-The hanarable, membe'r far KorO'ng is not seriaus.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-He is the greatest humorist in the House.
I found
\vhen I introduced a, similar clause on a
prelvious accasiO'n tha,t it was tao eJaba'rate far honO'rable membeifs to unde'rstand,
and I have submitted an amendment naw
which is in a much simpler form.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister af Lands).The division af apinian amangst members
af the Opposition is most rema.rkable. On
the one side, wei ha.ve' the honorable member for St. Kilda" professing gre-a,t anxiety
for the consumers, who hel sta,tes are in
great danger under this particular Rill.
He is afraid that the consumer will be
charged an e,xcessive pricel. On the othe·r
side we have the honorable member far
Hampden, who has tald us that a, cheap
loaf will be the result of this PO'ol.
Mr. OMAN.-In the last half af the
year.
Mr. BAILEY.--,-With such a division
of opinion we can come to the· conclusion
that thNe, is nO' weight in the Opposition,
and we can keep to our own Bill. . I cansider this clause is in the interests of the
consumelJ.', and also' gives a, fajr deal~o
the prO'ducelr. The honorable member for
St. Kilda, said that a complaint could
not be made until after a, person had
bought wheat at an excessive price.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I did nat say tha.t at
all. I said that he could camplain after
a high price had heen charged.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is not the casel,
eit.helr. The cbuse provides tha,t whenever the Governor 'in Council is satisfied
that the Boa,rd has refused t.o sell wheiat
at a re:asonable pric.e" it can cause an inquiry to bel made intO' the matter.
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:Mr. EGGLESTON .-The refusal to seH is
the a.ppreciable offencel.
IVlr. BAILEY.-A miller will go to the
Baard with an offer to buy whea.t. The
Board charge's what the millelr conside·rs
an excessive price, and the miller thelll
makes a complaint' 'to the Board.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-But he cannot get
his whea,t.
l\1r. BAILEY.-I knaw that, but no
maney passes and there is a. limit in the
Bill as to what can be donel.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It will' take six
weeks to put this provision in to' operation.
Mr. BAILEY.-The honarable member apparently knows the elxa.ct time·.
Aft€r the Governor in Council has instit.ute,d an inquiry, as provided by this
clause, it can ta,ke ceiftain steps to see
that wheat is procurable by the miller
ata rel3.Sonable price. What is wrong
about that ~ The consumer expects to
obtain the produce a,t a reasonable price
only, and I believe that the Board would
be satisfied if it got a reasanable price.
The honorable member fO'r St. Kilda
talked for nearly an hour in the, attempt
to show that the cansumer would be robbed. His argument was that there would
be no safeguard far the consumer at all
under this clause, and that the consumer
would be charged high prices. The honorable membeif for Hampden says that
under the Bill the consumer will get cheap
bread. If an unreasona,ble price were
charged for bre,ad there is machinery in
the Bill to deal with that matter. The Governor in Council is the deltermining body
as between the Board and the miller. The
man who grows the wheat is entitled to a
reasonable profit. The cansumer is enti tIed to bread at a reasonable price.
There appears to be nO' honesty in the
arguments adduced either by the honorable member for St. Kilda or the honorable member for Hampden. The sole
purpose af those honorable members
seems to be to wreck the Bill.
Mr. WErrTENHALL. - In mol'C
favorable
circumstances I should be
prepared to debate, the clause for
some considerable time, but I realize
that after a couple of hours debate we
should arrive at no satisfactory cO'nclusion,
and I will therefore not detain the Committee. It can be argued very soundly
that the import parity is a fair basis
upon which to fix the pricel of wheat.
Workers are pratected by Wages Boards
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and Arbitration Courts, and manufacturers are protected in various ways. The
primary producer alQlne has to compete in
the world's markets to which he exports
his surplus products, and surely he is
entitled to some measure of protection.
I hope we shall have a brief answer to
the statements made about the Board
charging the local COonsumer a, highe·r pric(1
than the price at which wheat is SOlId Ooverseas. There is a good deal of misapprehension on the point. I have been infOfmed by the present Board that for
:mme weeks the average price charged to
the consumer in Victoria has not varied a
half-penny from the average price obtained for wheat overseas. That is the
latest information that can be obtained
in the matter.
1Yfr. OMAN.-In regard to this vexed
questiOon, I have already indicated pretty
clearly that in my opiniOon whea.t in the
early part of the year will be wOorth considerably mOore than in the second half of
the year. I have pointed out that the
wheat-grower is obliged to hold wheat for
the second half of the year fOor local consumption, and in my OopiniOon he should
get a fall" marker, valu\:: for that wheat.
vVe must ha.ve sOome regard for the fact
that the wheat has been held back for
local consumption. I do not urge that a
price injurious to the consumer should be
paid. The chances are that we could
arrive at a fair price in a simple way,
We could take the price of wheat from
January to June, and say that the average prIce fOor those months should be the
price to be paid for wheat in the second
half of the year. That would be fair t.o
the farmers. We sha.ll get into this position under this Bill j we shall deliver the.
monthly quotas and they will be delivered
at the 'market value, plus COost of holding
and interest each month. Under normal
conditions that will work well. But thp.
Board should not expect to make wheat
sold in the latter part of the ye~r less
valuable than if it had been sold in ~fay.
Mr. HUGHES.-YOoU do not a.gree with
any part of the Bill.
Mr. OMAN.-I have explained quite
clp.:\rlv why 1 do not agree with the Bill.
But if I can be instrumental in getting
anything into the Bill that will enable
the growe·rs to get the market value o.f
the wheat that will be harvested, I shall
have done some good. There' is a short'agoe. Prices will be high, 'and the prices
of necessities should be higher than world's
parity in the second half of the year in
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fairness to the producers. . We should not
aak the growers to supply wheat to local
consumers at less than they could obtain
for it in the overseas markets. The wheat
for local consumption should be purchased
by the State, and the cost should be
spread equally over the people of the
State and not be a charge, against
the producers.
I am in this position:
I cannOot see that any pro,
posals I may make will achieve what I
want. I am going to see if I can find
among the proposals that are put forward,
how a fair value can be obtained for the
wheat produced this year under favorable
conditions to the growers. I only want
the value of the wheat. I do not want
to penalize the consumer at all.
I am in favour Oof the wheat-growers
getting. a fair value for their wheat over
the year.
.
Mr. HUGIIEs.-As a wheat-grOower you
should be in favour of that.
]\,fr. OMAN.-The honorable member':!
interjection would indicate that it is the
policy of the Government, of which he
is a suppOorter, to get wheat for sOomething less than its value.
Mr. WARDE.-YOU w~t the highest
pri.ce that you can get.
Mr. OMAN.--I would take the average
price for the first six months of the
year.
I said in a previous speech
that the whole of the wheat could be
sold in the first half of the year, and,
t.herefore, the value ruling for the first
half of the year is t.he value of our
Australia crop to-day.
The way in
which to ascertain the value would be to
tal(e the average price for the six months
down t~ June, and that should be the
val ue paid fQor the second half Oof the
year. That is what I will try to secure.
1 have no desire to delay the Bill. If
we had walked Oout of t'he chamber at
11 o'clock to-night, and left honorable
members who are supporting the Bill to
settle this matter, the- same purpose would
have been se·rved. We have fOound the
numhers to be against us, but we hold
our principles strongly. Principles are
being '3acrificed to expediency'.
Mr. HOGAN.-Your principles are opposed to those of the honorable member
for St. Kilda.
Mr. OMAN.-I am here to represent
the people of my Oown electorate, and aU
that they ask for is t.he true market value
of their product. Thev dO' not want to
have wheat made available through a
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compulsory Pool in order that a cheap
loaf may be supplied to the consumer,
and they do uot believe that the Government can give a. higher price to the producer, and at the same time bring down
the price of bread. I have stated that
I am not in favour of holding wheat that
I could sell at 7s. or even 6s. 6d. per
bushel, from January to June, and of
making that wheat available in the second
half of the year at 38. 9d., 4s., or possibl)
4s. Gd. a bushel. That is all I have to
say, and I offer no apology to anybody
l\fr. HOGAN (1\1inister of Agriculture) - I hOope that honorable members
will allow U.3 to' get on with this Bill.
We have now nearly completed our task.
I def:.ire to info·rm the honorable member
for St. Kilda that we cannot accept his
amendment. The clause in the Bill prO'vides for a very equitable arrangement,
and represents a reasonable effort to meet
everybody's requirements.
Mr.
EGGLESTON .--You
complained
yourself about .this PO'wer.
1\1r. HOGAN.-1 do not remember
complaining, and I dO' not think the
honorable member quoted me. vVe are
quite satisfied that the interests of both
the growers and the consumers will be
conserved under clause 24.
Mr. ALLAN.-It is exactly the same as
the provision in the previous Act.
:Mr. HOGAN.-It is the same a.3 the
section in the Wheat-growers Oorporation

Act.
Mr. ALLAN.-Was it found to be effective ~
1\1r. HOGAN.-Complaints have been
made during this year that unfair prices
ha ve been charged to the Victorian consumers.
lVir. ALLAN.-The Minister had power
to step in.
·1\1r. HOGAN.-Yes. I do not think
there was any justification for the complaints made so far as the Victorian
Wheat-growers Corporation is concerned.
vVe have made inquiries, and these are
the facts. The price charged by the Corporation on the 1st July, 1924, to millers
under agreement, was 48. 1l.07d. per
bushel, and the overseas sales for the
same period realizeq. 5s. 4d. per bushel.
The honO'rable member for Lowan. was
quite correct when he said that, on the
average, the price obtained for the overseas sales was a little better than the .
price realized for the local sales. Clause
24, which is the people's safeguard, is an
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exact copy of section 18 of the Victorian
Wheat-Growers Corporation Act, which
was passed in 1921.
M"r. EGGLESToN.-That is your ouly
argument.
Mr. HOGAN.-I am pointing out
where we got that clause from. vVe got.
it from the Bill that was passed by the
Government of which the honorable
member was a supporter in 1921.
1\1r. CARLISLE.-You said t.here were
some complaints. Who made them ~
,Mr. HOGAN.-The hono·rable member
fOT St Kilda.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-What about the
honorable member for Jika Jika ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member for St. Kilda complained to-night.
That is the most recent complaint I have
heard. The answer to his complaint is
that instead of thE: Victorian consumer
being charged an excessive price he
actually got whea.t for Id. a bushel less
than it realized jn oversea sales.
The amendment was negatived.
1\1r. ANGUS.-The clause provides
that(1) Whenever the Governor in Council is
satisfied that the Board refuses to sell at a
reasonable price wheat for the purpose of converting the same in Victoria by any process or
manufacture into commodities for consumption
in Victoria, or unreasonably refuses to sell
wheat for the purpose aforesaid, the Governor
in Council from time to time(0) may cause inquiry to be made into the
matter, and, in particular, as to what
in the circumstances is a fair market
value of wheat on the basis of which
the Board should be required to sell
the same for the purpose aforesaid
and the classes of persons to whom,
the minimum and maximum quanti.
ties in which, the times and places at
which, and the terms and conditions
under which it is reasonable in the
circumstances to require the Board to
sell wheat for the purpose aforesaid.

I moveThat the word" may" (line 9) be omitted~
with a view to inserting the word" shall."

I intend to propose. further amendments r
so that paragraph (a) will readShall cause inquiry to be made into the matter, and in particular as to what, in the circumstances, is the fair value of wheat on the basis
on which the Board should be required to sell
tr) enable the wheat-grower to receive a fair
profit on his capital, and a fair living wage, any
deficit to be made good by the Treasurer.

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I. have to infa.rm the honorable member for Gunbower that we
canna.t accept his amendment. I would
point. out to the honorable member
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that in law the word "may" often
means " shall."
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-Not always.
~1r. HOGAN.-In any case, we have
announced that we intend to adhere to
the clause as drafted. The changes the
honorable member proposes are very farreaching, and it would be very unwise
to adopt them without examining them.
They are not in print.
Mr. ANGUS.-I will withdraw my
amendment, and move it after the third
reading.
Mr. HOGAN.-We will vote against it
if you are going to do that.
Mr. ANGUS.-I will withdraw the
amendment,and reserve tOo myself the
right to move it subsequently.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the clause was agreed to, as were the remaining clauses.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) .-Postponed clause 3 has yet to be
dealt with, and it is necessary to have
the Speaker in the chair, in order that
·a Governor's message may be presented. Therefore I ask that progress be
reported.
Progress was reported.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) presented a message from the
Governor recommending that an appropriatiOon be made from the Consolidated
Revenue of such further sums as may be
necessary for the purposes of any extension of the provisions of the Bill to confer certain powers on the Government of
Victoria in regard to the marketing of
the wheat harvest of the season 1924-1925,
and fo~' other purposes, to the marketing
of the wheat harvest of succeeding seasons.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in C;ommittee, and adopted by the House.
The House again went into Committee fOT t.he consideration of the
Bill.
Postponed clause 3-
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amendment that I indicated to be proposed. I now moveThat the following words be added to the
clause:.
"Provided that if the Minister is satisfied
that, at a poll of wheat-growers from whom
the Board has purchased wheat held for the
purpose (and for the holding of which the
Board is hereby required to arrange) at such
time, in such manner, upon such rolls, and
under the direction of such returning officers
as are prescribed, a majority of the persons
voting thereat votes for the extension of tlle
provisions of this Act so that they will apply
to wheat harvested dur'ing the two succeeding seasons, the Governor in Council may at
any time not later than the thirtieth day of
September, One thousand nine hundred and
twenty-five, by proclamation Jjutlished in tllf'
Government Gazette extend the provisions of
this Act so as to apply to wheat harvested
dUfling the two succeeding seasons with such
modifications specified in the proclamation as
are necessary; and thereupon this Act (with
the said modifications) shall apply to wheat
harvested during the season 1925-6, and to
wheat harvested during the season 1926-7.".

This is the form in which the Parliamentary Draftsman has framed the
amendment that we desire. It provides
that if a poll of the growers who have
placed their wheat in the Pool has been
taken, and a majority vote in favour of
the extension, the measure may continue
in o·peration for a further period of two
years. That seems to be an absolutely
fair a.nd reasonable' proposal, and should
commend itseU to the House. It amounts
to this: that the continuance of the Pool
will rest in the hands of the wheatgrO'Wers, but a poll is mandatory.
:Mr. SNOvVBALL.-This is inde·ed :1
novel way of legislating. I never heard
of such a thing in my life. Here we are
passing a Bill for a yea.r, and an an;Iendment is now proposed that, without consulting Parliament, the operatic'll of the
measure may be extended for two.
years, merely on the re·sult of a· poll
taken in a certain section of the community. Where is Parliament to come
in ~ This is over the odds. The amendment will enable the Bill, with such modifications as may be set out in a proclamation. to be continued for a further
period of two years. I do not think
Parliament will for one moment accept.
Save as otherwisE. e:Allressly provided this such a proposaL Where are we to come
Act shall apply to wheat harvested during in ~ Surely, in the interests of the whole
the season 1924-5, and not otherwise.
community, we must keep control of the
~h. 'VETTENHALL.-The consideralegisla.tion that goes on our statute-·
tion of this clause was postponed owing book. If an extension of this measure
to the necessity for having a further is desired it can be obtained by passing a
message from the Governor, to enable th~ short Act. 1 hope that t.he· Committee
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will not waste time in discussing the matter no,w, ,as there is nothing to' commend
it but everything to make us hesitate.
Mr. ANGUS. - I strongly protest
against an amendment like this being'
hrooght in under these conditions. It
WDuld be a mDst unreasonable thing to'
tie the hands Df the farmers of the
future in the way proposed. If a poll
of the wheat-growers were taken there
might be 2,001 in favDr of extending the
operation of the Bill and 2,000 against
it. That would mean that the Act would
continue in force for another twO' years.
This is certainly a shDcking exam.ple Df
bad legislation. A vote would be taken
as early 'as practicable, and it would
mean fixing conditions for the f.armers
in the future, and giving them no voice
in the matter. Old farmers are continually
selling out their prDperties, and new
ones are taking their places, but under
this amendment the whole O'f the 'wheatgrowers of the State would be tied to the
Pool for three years. I have never heard
of such an unreasonable proposition. TO'
bring down that amendment at this time,
and expect us to discuss it under such
conditions, is nO'thing short O'f disgraceful.
Mr. HOGA.N (Minister of Agriculture).-As we announced last night--or
was it the night before ~-we are prepared
to accept this amendment.
Mr. ALLAN.-It is the same amendment
as that given notice of by the honorable
member fO'r Lawan, Dnly it has been put
intO' its present fO'rm by the Parliamentary
Draftsman.
Mr. HOGAN.-I sent the propDsal to
the Parliamentary Draftsman, and asked
him to re-draft it so as to' make its provisions as reasonably s~cure as it is possible to dO'. During the debate which has
.taken place we' have had repeated requests, and even challenges, from members Df the OPP9sition to take a vote Df
the farmers on this question, and now that
we propose to do sO'. the most strenUDUS
opposition is advanced to it.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I never saw it
before in this form.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was printed and circulated, and, indeed, I think, moved O'n
Tuesday night. This Bill provides for
t.he marketing of wheat fDr this year, and
the amendment proposes that, if the Minister is satisfied after a vote has been
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taken that the wheat-growers desire the
PO'DI to' be continued fO'r the years 1925-26
and 1926-27, he will have power to continue the Bill in O'peratiO'n.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Without the consent
of Parliamen t ?
Mr. HOGAN.-That is so; but Parliament is here all the time, and the hO'nDrable member for Brighton knows that
we can amend an Act at any time. If in
a year's time, notwithstanding that the
growers ha ve expressed their desire to
continue the pooling system for two years,
it is found necessary to make amendments
or repeal the Act, it will be quite possible
for Parliament to do so. The Leader O'f
the Opposition has again and again said,
H Let us have a vote of the growers."
Sir Ar,EXANDER PEAcO'cK.-That was
on the question of a compulsory Pool.
The referendum the honorable gentleman
proposes is in regard to this particular
Bill. It is as plain as a pikestaff hDW
this matter has been rigged up.
Mr. HOGAN.-I give the Leader of
the Opposition my assurance that it has
not been rigged up at all. I knew nDthing
of the amendment until it was moved on
Tuesday night.
Sir liLEXANDER PEACOCK.-I accept
your assurance.
Mr. HOGAN.-I had intimated, however, at an early stage in the debate, that
the Government was no~ opposed to continuing the Act for some years, or making
it permanent. We believe in this system
of marketing wheat, and consequently believe in continuing the pooling system for
a longer period than one year.
Mr. EGGLESTO'N.-Don't you think the
whole of the peO'ple should be consulted ~
Suppose the consumers find they are
getting a bad deal ~
Mr. CARLISJ. .E.-What have they got to'
do with it?
Mr. HOGAN.-The CDnsumers have
their representatives here.
Mr. EGGLEsTO'N.-Parliament may not
be sitting, and private members have no
influence on the business of ·this House.
Mr. HOGAN.-It is now the 9th
October, and I can assure the honorable
member that, unless the 9th October, 1925,
is a. day on which we do nO't ordinarily
meet, the' House will be sitting this day
twelve months.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-What opportunity
have private members of dealing with a
rnn tter of this sort?
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Mr. ROGAN.-What the honorable
member wants to know is if Parliament
will be able to repeal this Bill next year.
If there is a majority of members who
uesire to do so they will be able to repeal
the Act, but if, as I believe, this Bill is
a good one, and will be approved by the
wheat-growers of Victoria, and by the
people of Vi"ctoria, then Parliament will
not desire to repeal it. I t will remain on
the statute-book as a permanent pie~e of
legislation.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-You assume that you
represent a section of the people.
Mr. ROGAN.-I assume that I represent all the people.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-You represent trade
union organizations, and that is all.
Mr. PRE:NDERGAsT.-That is an impudent thing to say.
Mr. ROGAN.-The honorable member
for 1St. Rilda may be surprised. to hear
that I
have made no
inquirie~
as to the numbe'I" of trade unionists
in the electora,te I represent, but
I would assumel that not more, than 1. 0
per cent of the electors of Warrenheip
are trade unionists. That, however, is
entirely irrelevant to this Bill, and I only
make tha,t statement in reply to' the very
foolish af'sertion of the honorable member
for St. Kilda.
Mr. SNowBALL.-If you take a referendum, let it be a vote of all the people,
and not a section.
Mr. ROGAN.-This proposal is by
no means new. We have already taken
a referendum to ascertain whether the
producers desire this form of marketing
their wheat or not. We had a referendum of wheat-growers in 1921.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-It was entirely unofficial.
Mr. HOGAN.-It was conducted by
the Royal ~t\.gricultural Society, and not
by the Government, but it was fairly
carried out.
lir. EGGLESToN.-N obody denies that.
Mr. ROGAN.-Mr. Schweiger, the
secretary of the socie.ty, has the reputation °of being a fair-minded man. There
would have been no difference in the reBUlt if it had been carried out by our
chief electoral officer. I trust honorable
members will support the amendment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
have been a long time a member of this
Parliament, and I never thought the day
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would come when legislation 'V0"!lld bl~
proposed in the way it is now before us.
Can this proposal have been seriously
considered by the Government? The
passing of a Wheat Marketing Bill is a
matter for Parliament to consider. The
Bill, as introduced, provided that the Act
should remain in force for t"welye months.
In the ordinary course of circumstances
there is no doubt that Parliament will be
sitting next year after the 1st July. It
would then be the proper thing to do, in
Hccordance with our Constitution, to
bring in a Bill to renew this Act for a
period of two years, or if the Government of the day wants to do so, it could
put it permanently on the statute-book
by ordinary legislation. To continue an
.Act of Parliament by proclamation issued by the Governor in Council, and to
make modifications in it on the vote of
a small section of the people, is contrary to anything which has ever been
pl'oposed in the political history of Australia.
Mr. CARLISLE.-You have brought in
Bills to be dealt with by proclamatiol1.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-Not
in the way proposed now.
Mr. PREND1<JRGAsT.-Factory legislation
is carried on from year to year.
Sir ALEXANDER l'EAOOOK.That is an entirely different matter. I
am astounded at this proposal.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You have done it
for three years.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
afraid the Premier has not read it. I
apologize for what I interjected to' the
Minister, and to the hQlnorable member
for Lowan just now.
But, really, it
does seem outrageous. The amendment
I
was circulated Ooll Tuesday night.
hardly know what day we can call this.
Mr. HOGAN.-This is Thursday.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
amendment gives power to the Government of the day to issue a proclama,tion
after a vote has been taken Q1f some
thQlUsands of our citizens that the Act-should this Bill find its way on to the
statute-book-is to' be continued. It is
probable that Parliament will be sitt,ing.
Whe're, then, is the necessity to insert
in the Bill such a provision ~ 'Vhy, it
would be a very simple thing to put a
small amending Bill through Parliament.
This matter will come as a shock to the
public outside.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Nonsellse! What
will shock the public is the way that
your party have acted in their opposition
to this Bill.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But
we have simply exercised our legitimate
right as members of Parliament.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-The big h'and of
influence outside is behind you j it stands
out clearly.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If it
were the desire of the Government that
this should be done, and they think it
such an excellent proposition, why did
they not provide originally for the operation of the measure to extend over three
years ~
J\tIr. HOGAN.-I will explain.-The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-These interjections are disorderly. I do suggest to Ministers and
to other honorable members that they
cease interjecting, and allow the Leader
of the Opposition to make his speech.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. Thank you, J\tIr. Acting Chairman. Let
the Gove,rnment cOIDje out fairly and
squarely in the matter. Let the honorable member for Lowan propose an
amendment that the Bill shall be operative for three years. But do not let the
conditions be put in in the way they are
in t,his ame;ndment.
A number of
honorable members ha,ve left the
cham ber . They did not think that this
proposal was to be brought forward.
l\1:r. ALLAN.-I do not know whether
the amendm~nt is contrary to practice or
not, but I do know that honorable members who have spoken on the Bill have
brought about the position. They said,
(I the wheatgrowers are against the Pool.
They ha.ve been sending do,wn petitions
and letters. Why do you not take a
vote of the wheat-groiWers ~" Personally,
I am sorry that we were unable to take
a vote of the wheat-growers before the
Bill was brought in. Nothing would have
given me mO're pleasure than to do that.
All tha.t is asked for is that before next
harvest cO'mes round a vote of the whea tgrowers shaH be taken.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It would have
been taken before this, but there was
not time.
Mr. AL.LAN.-Exactly. The, operatiO'n of the measure would not be cO'ntinued if there were only a slight majority in, say, a poll O'f . 2,000. If a majority of members of this House favoured
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this measure twelve months hence, its
continuance, could be made law whatever anyone might say ·about it. 'Even
if the wheat-growers do pass a vote in
favour o.f the' continuance of the Act, iii
wholly depends upon this House whether
effect will be given to' their wishes or
not.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N ot from
the way the amendment is drawn.
Mr. ALLAN.-Why, a majority of the
House could wipe out the measure altogether.
Mr. SNOWBALL .......:.SOIIlle private membe·r
would have to bring in a Bill, and he
would ha V€l (' Buckley's" chance of getting a hearing.
lVIr. ALLAN.-A majority in Parlia- ..
ment can do what it likes. This is only
another way of bringing the Bill before
the House. If the wheat-growers, by a
ve.ry large majO'rity, want the measure
again, it is only fair that it should be
brought up in the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-But that is
the very thing that is not provided for.
That is the whole point o~ the matter.
:Mr. ALLAN.-I say that if the ma.jority O'f the wheat-growers show unmistakeably that they do want it, it will
be brought. up in the House,.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N 0, what is
done is to be done by proclamation.
l\1r. ALLAN.-But tho House could
wipe the measure out altogether.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-And in the
same way it would be easy to bring ill
a measure to renew the Act.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-A proclamation can
vary the provisions of the Act.
J\tIr. ALLAN.-But would any Mjnister do that if he kne,w that a majo-rity
in this House were against i t ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-This is a.
most dange,rous precedent.
lVlr. ALLAN.-Not at all. The Minister has to inte,rpret the feeling of this
House; so alsOi has the Government.
Otherwise, out they gO'. It is certain
that if a Government brought forward
a propositiQ!n to' continue the wheat Pool,
and a majority in Parliament were
against it, it would gOOld-bye to that
Government. There is no doubt about
that.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-There is au
unnecessa,ry amount of alarm over this
amendment. One' of the disabilities in
the marketing of wheat-and it is particularly the case this year-is the un-
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certainty attached to. the \Vheat-growers
Corpo,ration. They have not been able
to. make provision for charterings and
other necessary matters in view· of the
seaSDn ahead. 'Ve see where we are today. \Ve have'reached nearly the middle
of October.
By this time the wheat
business, if the Pool is to get a prDper
rUll, should hE' in working order. It may
be that next, year the same conditiolls
will prevail.
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Mr. HOGAN.--We are now proposing
to provide for a three-years' wheat Pool,
but if, at a referendum of the wheatgrowers, they say that they do not want
a Pool that will be the end of it. If
there is any fault, the responsibility is
On the shoulders of the Leader of the
Opposition, who said, "Take a vote of
the wheat-growers."
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Ridiculous!
:Mr. HOGAN.-That is the interpreSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If it were a tation I put on the honorable member's
success" the Government would bring in insistent demand for a referendum.
8. Bill to. renew the Act.
N ow, in regard to the modification of
1lr. \VETTENHALL.-We have no the proclamation, all that can be done is
assurance that it would get a fair run. to alter the date in the Bill. The date
I t was resolved by our party, in con- in clause 3 as it stands is 1924-25, and
ference with the Wheat-growers CorpDra- if, after a referendum, the wheat-growers
tion, that this proposal was the right one, express their desire for a continuance of
and the, Minister has seen fit to accept the Pool, the Governor in Council will
it. The sole idea is that we shall know modify the proclamation by making the
in good time what the feeling of the dates 1925-26 and 1926-27.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The amendgrowers is, so. that the Pool shall be in
working order for the following season. ment does not say that.
'Ve want to. do. awa.y with the element
1fr. HOGA.N.-That is the meaning
of uncertainty. There is no desire to of it.
steal a march on anybody. We feel that
Mr. EGGLESToN.-The Parliamentary
we have had to go ahead this year with- Draftsman did not touch this.
out being first able to obtain the clearly
Mr. HOGAN.-When the honorable
expressed views of the whe,at-growers. member for Lowan submitted his amendThe voice of the wheat-grower has l.l.Ot ment on Tuesday we adjourned the conbeen definitely heard. We have had to sideration of it, and I sent the amendinterpret it. We believe that we have ment to the Parliamentary Draftsmau
interpreted it correctly. But next year with a request that he should consider
, we want the definite voice of the wheatit, and say whether the amendment was
growers to be heard in the matter. r..nd
we want that to be done in good time to correct in form. It has been returned to
enable their business to be carried on me by the Parliamentary Draftsman,
satisfactorily. That is all there is to and he advises that the only modification of the proclamation that will be
the matter.
ma-de will be an alteration of the date
:Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul- of 1924-25 to 1925-26 and 1926-27.
ture).--There is one point of explanation
I find it necessary to make in reply to Nothing else will be altered so far as this
the Leader of the Opposition. If we proclamation is concerned.
}'1:r. EGGLEsToN.-The amendment says
carry this amendment, we are rea llv
carrying the Bill for three years, but "with such modifications specified in the
with this proviso: That if next year at proclamation as are necessary." That
a referendum taken of the wheat-growers means necessary in the opinion of the
they by the-ir vote say they do not de- Minister; and he can make any modificasire the wheat Pool to be continued, that tion he thinks nece8sary.
~Ir. HOGAN.-The first lines of clause
will be the end of it.
3
remain
as they standMr. EGGLESTON. - The consumers
Save
as
otherwise expressly provided, this
would have no voice.
Act shall npp]y to wheat harveRtcd during the
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member season 1924-5, and not otherwise.
says that the consumers do not want the
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premicr).-I
Pool.
am astonished at the heat that h~s been
Mr. EOGLESTON.-I said nothi.ng of displayed by the Leadpr of the Opposition in discussing this amendment. I
t~~ kind.
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have always found him to be able to
grasp the meaning of a question and to
willingly recognize the fairness of any
proposal that is made. This is a Bill
to confer certain powers on the Government of Victoria in regard to the marketing of the wheat harvest of the
season 1924-25. Then we get in the interpretation clause a statement that
"blended wheat" means wheat of the
season 1924-25.
And in clause 3 we
have the words "save 'as otherwise expressly provided, this Act shall apply to
wheat harvested during the season
1924-25." It is obvious that we could not
continue the Pool after the year 1924-25
without altering the date. We must provide for the extension of the Pool over
the year 1925-26, a,nd that is all that this
amendment means.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It means
more than that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I hope the
honorable member does not suggest that
there is anything of a tricky nature in
this amendment.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-N 0'; what
I am 0 bj ecting to is an Act of Parliament being altered in the way suggested.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It is obvious that if the Pool is to be extended
we must alter the dates. If the honorable member can suggest any way in
which we can make the matter more
clear I am sure that the Minister in
charge of the Bill will consider what he
has to say, but I do not think that any
alteration is reauired. The Parliamentary Draftsman ~dvises us that this modification of the proclamation will apply
only to the date, and the Bill itself will
not. he al tereda tall.
Mr. SNOWBA.T.JL.-I agree that there
i~ no reason why we should get heated
f),hout this matter. but I dissent from the
Premier's statement as to what may happen. We dare not touch an Act of Parliament. Only Parliament itseU can do
t.hat. What will happen will be that the
Governor in Oouncil win issue a proclamation extending the provisions of the
Ar.t to the two following years.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We can only. alter
the date.
Mr. SNOWBALL. - Only Parliament could alter the Act either by repealing it or amending it. ,This pro-

clamation will simply mean an extension
of the Act for a further period of two
years. There is no doubt about that.
The whole thing is a legislative caper.
\Ve have never in the history of Parliament, attempted anything of the same
kind before, 'and I 'say that it is dangerous. Whoever said that the modification of the Bill would be merely a
striking out of certain figures and putting in others as to the years in which
it would. operate has misunderstood the
position. Nobody who' knew what he was
talking ,about could say such a thing.
The Minister in charge of the Bill ,s'aid
he has been assured by the Parliamentary
Draftsm'an that an alteration in the date
in the Bill is all that will happen. That
is a mistake. We can say these things
without giving evidence in proof of
them. The Bill cannot be altered, but
modifications in ''the Bill can be obtained by proclamation, and there is no
limit as to the modifications which
could be m'ade.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Modifications as
to date?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-N0, the Act could
be altered.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I am satisfied
tha t if we do not alter the date, and an
election is held, we shall come back with
a huge majority.
]'1r. SNOWBALL.-Let Parliament
legislate for an extension of the term of
th13 Pool instead O'f leaving the matrer to
a vote of a section of the community.
Tl1e whole of the population is going to' be
affected by this Bill. I suppose there are
only about 20,000 whea.t-growers.
Mr. OMAN.-There are about 20,000
wl1eat-growers and about 800,000 electors
for this House.
l\f.r. SNOWBALL.-The prolposal . is
preposterous. This is a matter affecting
thr. whola of the population of this State,
and the proposal to a.llow 20,000 people
to decide whethe,r there shall be a continuation 0'1' otherwise of this legislation
shnuld cause honorable members to alter
their minds. The proposal now belfore
the Committee is n0't that which was previously circulated.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-It was in a different form.
Mr. SNOWBA"LL.-NO' one can suggest that the twO' proposals are the same.
Parliament will have the power to' extend
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this legislatioll for another year or two
years if it wishes to do so. I apprehend
tha t the House would not legislate in a
matter Oof this kind fOor mOore than twelve
months, any mo,re than it would in connexion with income tax and similar
matters. It is quite foreign to a legislative body to hand over powers of control
to such a small proportion of the people
of this State as is prOoposed. I rose to
speak because I felt that the Premier was
mistaken as to the procedure tha,t would
be. adopted. The Minister said that all
that could be done by proclamation was
to alter the dates in the Act. That, too,
was a mistake. The Go,vernment in power
for the time being could make such modificatiOons in the Act as it thought fit.
1\i[r. HOGAN.-That is nOot our intention
at all.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (to Mr. SnOowball).
-1 will be bound to say you knOow that.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is an ungentlemanly and nasty insinuation.
The
ACTING CHAIRMAN (oMr.
COTTER).-We have been getting on very
nicely during the sitting, and I would
ask honorable mem bers to cease crossfiring.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think the Premier ought to withdraw his statement.
The
ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-What. was the Premier's statement~

lVir. SNOWBALL.-I think it shocked
most of us. The Premier said that I was
stating what I knew to be incorrect.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I did nOot say that.
at all. I told you that you knew that
our interpretation of the amendment was
yours, and that the only modifications
\\'ould be in rega.rd to dates ..
lVir. SNOWBALL.-In other words.
the honorable gentleman means that 1
misled the Committee.
The ACT'ING CHAIRMAN (Mr.
COTTER).-I am sure that. if the honorable
member for Brighton feels that the Premier has reflected on him, the latter will
be willing to wi thdra w.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I did not intend to reflect upon the honorable member
for Brighton at all. I gave him credit
for having sufficient perspicacity to see
the meaning of the amendment. That was
all.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It takes a very
great deal of perspicacity to read into the
amendment the meaning the Premier has
[41]
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given it, but I quite understand, after having a chat with the Parliamentary Draftsman, what is the intention of the Ministry.
I object to the Pool being continued on
the vote of one section of the community.
In order to make the amendment less
dangerous, and to declare its meaning
more definitely, I would suggest the insertion of the wordsWith such modifications specified in the
proclamation as are rendered necessary owing
to such extension.

That means that only modifications due
to the Pool being for diffe'rent years would
be inserted in the proclamation. That is
the intention of the Ministry.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-That the amendment be amended by the
insertion before the word "necessary" of the
word "rendered," and that after the word
" necessary" the words "owing to such extension" be inserted.

That will make it quite clear that the
only modification that can be made will
be to extend the d'ate from 1924-25 to
1925-26.
Mr. O~~RLISLE.-I have beell rather
surprised at the remarks of legal members. When I did understand what they
were talking about I was ;not impressed
with the knowledge that they had. . I
admit that I was responsible for drawing
the amendment to be moved by the honorable member for Rodney, and it has
been reproduced in typewritten· form by
the Parliamentary Draftsman.
The
honorable member for Brighton and the
honora,hle member for St. Kilda appear
to say that the draftsman does not
know his work, and tha.t the amendment
does not me,an wha,t he says it means. It
is a. reproduction of an amendment that
I drew myself, with some assistance.
I
consider that the amendment now before
the Chair does carry out the idea that
we had in our minds.
Mr.
Hogan's
amendments
were
agreed to.
The Oommittee divided on Mr. Wettenhall's a,mendment, as a.mended-Mr. Cotter in the chair.
Ayes
Noes
Majority for the, amendment

30
12

18
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AYES.

Mr. Lind

Mr. Allan
" Bailey
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier.
\\ir. Brownbill
Cain
Carlisle
Clough
Cook
" Frost
" Hayes
Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson
" Keane

"

Machell
McAdam
McDonald
Prendergast
Slater
rrunnecliffe
vVallace
Walter
Warde

"

Wettenhall.

"

"
"
"

"

'~Teaver

'L'elle1"s:
Mr. Jewell
" Webber.
NOES.

Mr. Angus
., Mr.
Dr. Argyle
"
~lr. Beardmore
"
" Greenwood
" McDonald
Mr.
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
"

I

Pennington
Snowball
Toutcher.
Tellers:
Eggleston
Grov(:s.

PAIRS.

Mr. Dunstan
Lemmon
" :Murphy
" Pollard
Solly

. Mr. A. A. Billson
" Deany
Major Baird
Mr. Lawson
" Everard.

1\1r. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I move-

.

That the following words be added to the
clause :-" Nohvithstanding any provision of
this Act which may be construed to the contrary, such provision shall not impair freedom
of trn.de, comDl~rce, and intercourse among the
States of the Commonwealth of Australia
whether by means of internal carriage or ocean
navigation, and this Act shall be read and
construed accordingly."
I

That ensures the protection provided for
in the Federal Constitution, and makes
up fol' the various deletions in Qther
clauses.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-1 do not wish +.0
discuss this matter again now, but I desire to repeat my protest that thIS is a
vicious form of legislation, and fraught;
with great danger to the community.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-1 moveTh9,t the following new clause be inserted : A. (1) Subject to the provisions of this section the corporation shall on demand by any
person, being a bona fide intending purchaser
of wheat, sell th.e same to him in the quantity
demanded on tender of the price for same.
(2) Such person .sha11 be bona fide enga~ed
in trading in wheat for consumption in Vi\!torin or in converting wheat by any process of
m~lllllfacture into commodities for consumption
in Victoria Of into flOllr for consumption in
Victoria or outside Victoria.
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(3) The price for any 8uc:h wheat shall be
the fair market pri~e therefor at the date of
the sale for delivery at any time and place
specified in the demand.
(4) Every demand .. under this section shall
be in writing and be delivered at the head' office
of the corporation in Melbourne, and shall set
out the quantity of wheat demanded, the time
or times anu place or places .for the delivery
thereof, and the price offered.
(5) Dehvery of such wheat shall upon
payment of the fair market price be made in
the quantities, and at the time or times and
place or places specified in the demand.
(6) Any demand under this section in which
the pluce of delivery is outside the metropolitan
area shall be delivered before the 30th April,
H)25, and the last time· for delivery specified
in any demand under this section shall not be
later than the 31st August, 1925.
(7) Any place for delivery specified in any
demand under this section shall be a railway
station within 3 miles from a flour mill.
(S) For the purposes of this section "fair
market price" means a price not exceeding
the price obtainable for Australian wheat on
the London wheat market, subject to the usual
deductions.

This is really an amplification of a clau8~
I mQved previously, but it was turned
down. I submit the new clause now for
the purpose of getting it recorded in
Hansard .
The new clause was negatived.
ScheduleColonel
BOURCH1ER.-Sub-clause
(2) of clause 4 of the schedule provides
that(2) For the proper conduct of his public
business the ~Iinister shall be entitled at all
times to put himself in direct communication
with any of the officers and employees of the
Board, and also to see all documents, papers"
and minutes which he requires either for Parliament or himself, and to be supplied with
copies thereof, and also to avail himself of the
services and assistance of any officer or employee.

I moveThat the words" any of the officers and employees of the Board" be omitted, with the
view of inserting "the Board or its manager.'~

The amendment was agreed to.
Colonel BOURCHIER.-1 moveThat the words "any officer or employee'~
at the end of the clause be omitted, with the
view of inserting ., any member of the Board
or its manager."

The amendment was ap'reed to..
The Bill was reported with amendments, and the amendments were. adopted.
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That the Bill be now read a third time.

Sir
ALE-XANDER
PEACOCK.Surely the Government does nO't intend
to take the third reading now. I understand that there is a possibility that certain amendments will be made as the
result of a conference between the Attorney-General and the honorable member for St. Ki1da.
Mr. BAILEY.-WhO' arranged that ~
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.It was arranged during the discussion ';ll
Committee. Surely we are going to have
a clean copy of the Bill before the third
reading is agreed to. Sometimes clerical
mistakes are made, and I object to the
third reading being taken now.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-vVe want to go on
with the measure.
Sir
ALEXANDER
PEACOCK.I certainly want to see a clean copy of
the Bill, and to know the result of the
conference between the Attorney-General
and the hO'nO'rable member for St. Kilda.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).If the Leader' of the Opposition objects
we cannot go on with the third reading
now.
The SPEAKER.-You may move any
amendmenta you 'desire.
l\1r. PRENDERGAST.-Yes, that is
supposing notice has been given of them.
The SPEAKER.-The House can go'
on with the consideration' of this Bill.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-We do Dot desjre to take advantage of any technicality, and the Leader
of the Opposition has apparently overloo,ked the riO'ht moment to make his
ohjection to f~rther proceeding with this
Bill. I understand it was an Q1versight,
but we might be able to deal with the
matters that are the subject O'f the conference between the Attorney-General
and the honorable member for St. Kilda.
Mr.
EGGLESToN.-The
AttorneyGeneral has been asleep.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I wish you had
been asleep toOl.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
have no objection to the amendments
being taken after the third reading.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Where are the
amendments 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Honorable members have given notice of their
intention to move amendments.
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Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Then they ought
to be ready.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-How
can they be ready. We have been up all
night.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-In view of the misunderstanding, I had
better withdraw the motion for the third
reading to be agreed to now.
The motion was withdrawn.
Mr. HOGAN (Ministe·r of Agriculture):
- I now move-

be

That the third rea,ding
made an Order of
t.he Day lor Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
ADJOURNMENT.
PRIVA'l'E .MEMBERS' BUSINESS-RAILWAY
DEPARTMENT: TENDER FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
Mr. PRENDERGAST
1110Ye-

(Premier).-I

That the House at its rising adjourn
Tuesday next.

until

:v.Ir. SNOWBALL.-WQluld the Premier
be prepared to make a statement regarding private members' business which
should have cO'me on to-day (Thursday).'
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-Are you prepared to go on with it ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Yes.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We are not
prepared to proceed with private members'
business to-day. But, in accordance with
the practice esta.blished by Governments,
we will afford an opportunity later in the
session for private members to bring forward their business. I desire to impress
,on honorable members that unless greater
progress is made with business next week,
we shall have to revert to Thursday night
and Friday sittings. There is a great
deal of business to be dQlne .. On Tuesday
next we will go straight ahead with the
Wheat Marketing Bill to its last stage. I
hope, therefore, that whatever amendments are to' be brought forward will be
circulated.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
moveThat the House do now adjourn.

Mr. LAWSON.-I had on the Notice
Paper to-day a question addressed to the
Attorney-General. The question that I
desired to ask wasIf, before the Victorian Railways Commissioners again tender for locomotive construction in or out of Victoria, with Ol.' without
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Ministerial direction, he will obtuin the opimon

Now I want to ask the Premier whether
the Government is prepared to have the
matter considered by the Crowll law
a.ct.
authorities in the light in which I have
I was somewhat late in arnvlllg at the presented it. As I have said, it is a .. matHouse to-day, 01' rather. yes~erCl.ay, and ter of considerable interest, and the House
the honorable member for Kara Kara is entitled to the expert advice and inasked the Attorney-General that que&tioll formation that is available at the Crown
on my behalf. Hel received from that Law Department. It is not a matter in
honorable gentleman a most curt reply which a membeT has a right to make a
to the effect that the question should be demand but it is a matter regarding
addressed to the Mimster of Railways. which the Premier has an absolute right
I consider that that was a gross breach to get information. I .think th~ House is
of Pa,rliamentary etique~te. It was out. entitled to ask, for the mfOormatlOn and to
of keeping with the tradition~ tha~ have receive it. At any rate, the member ask~
been established of the relatlOnshlp be- ing the question is certainly entitled to a
tween Ministers and honorable members, reply as to whether Oil' not the Ministry
and it was altogether an unwarranted will consider it. What is the use of a
insult for the Attorney-General. to answel' Minister saying, "Ask somebody else."
the question in that way. ~ confess to a That is childish and petulant. I urge
considerable amount of pam and to a that the Premier ought to tell me here
great amount of surprise~ that a young and now whether he is prepared to- have
Mlinister, such as the Attorney-General the investigation made. I subl!1it that
is-a young Minister for whom I have in fairness and in acco'rdance WIth Parthe greatest personal respect-should have liamentary practice he ought to get the
treated the matter in that way. I lodge information. If he is no-t prepared to do
my protest against. this ._depart~re so he ought to say that he will not do it.
f~om
practice.
The ~remIer,
WIth I hope he will not deny to honorable
his much longer ParlIamentary ex- members the benefit Oof the information
pe,rience, knows perfectly well t~at. that can be obtained in this way, and
If it does so happen that a member. a~klllg t.hat Oought to be made available for the
a question addresses the wrong Mimster, use of Parliament.
the Minister administering the departThe SPEAKER.-I may point out to
ment affected always answers the ques- the hono-rable member that it is entirely
tion. That has been invariably' done. within the discretion of a :Minister to
For instance, a question may be asked of answer, or not to answer, a question. I
the M'inister of Lands. But if it is a heard the reply of the Attorney-General,
Public Works matter, tlie 1\!J:inister of and, in my opinion, it did not show any
Public Works replies.
All I want to indication Oof petulance on his part.
know is whether the l\1inistry is prepared.
1\1r. LAWSON.-If you will allow me,
to have the matter referred to in my
sir,
I do not want to question what is
question considered by th~. Crown L~w
authoritie,s. I asked the Mllllster of RaIl- said from the Chair. The :Minlster did
ways, when I first bro~ght up the s?-bject not. answer the question at all, but said
of tenders for locomotIve constructIOn, a tha tit should be addressed to the Minisquestion, and I understood from hi~ reply ter of Railways. If the honorable gentlethat he proposed to have it consld.ered. man had stated tha.t he was not prepared
He said J "I am not prepared to dISCUSS to answer the question I should at once
that question at present," and I assumed have accepted his statement. The prac,from that, wrongly it appears, that the tice is that if a question is asked that
Minister intended to have the matter con- should have been addressed to another
sidered at a later stage. Subsequently I lVIinister, that MinisteT answers it.
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).brought the matter up on a motion for
the adjournment and endeavo:u~ed to ex- The last thing I had' in my mind was to
tract a promise from the Mmlster, but be discourteous to the honorable member.
did not succeed in getting an answer one I gOot the papers frOom the Crown La,w
way or the other. The'refore, as the mat- Department very late this aftern?on, a.nd
ter was one concerning the legal right Oof I had no opportunity of confeIT1J;tg Wlt~
the Commissionelrs to do certain things, I the Minister of Railways about It untIl
addressed a courteous request to the At- the last moment. I thought it to be
torney-General asking for information. a proper question for the Minister of
of the Crowll Law authorities as to the COllstitutional power of the Commissioners to so
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Railways to answer, and I did not think
that I was discorurteous to the honorable
member fOlr Kara Kara when I suggested
that the question should be addressed to
the Minister of Railways. Cedainly it
was in no spirit of petulance or.churlishness that I made the statement I did. I
replied courteously to the honorable member for Kara Kara.
Mr. LAwsoN:.-The honorable gentleman's reply was not so regarded on this
side of the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Certainly
not.
Mr. SLAT'ER.-I say .emphatically
that honorable members seem to have
misunderstood the manner and spirit of
my reply, and I am surprised that so
much has been made of the> matter.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (premier) .-1
was sitting alongside the Attorney-General when he gave his reply to' the question.
The pa.pers had come into his hands only
a little while be1fore, and certainly it was
a question the Minister of Railways
should have answered. The honorable
member for Castlemaine was not present
at the time, and what has been conveyed
to him has probably been a distortion of
what actually occurred.
The Speaker
sa ys that it is wi thin our discretion to
answer or not to answer questions, and
t know tha.t it ha~ been' the practice ,in
the House to re,fuse to answer legal questions at all.
Mr. HOGAN.-I have be·en prevented
from putting them on the notice-paper.
Mr. LAwsoN.-That is quite a different
matter.
IVlr.
PRENDERGAST.-I
answer
" Yes" to the question the honorable
member for Castlemaine has asked, but
I repeat that an honorable member has
no right to claim an answer from the
Attorney-General on a legal question. If
a question is addressed to the wrong
Minister, the mistake is corrected, but of
course questions are answered by Ministers in this House for Ministers in another
place. We will get the information for
'which the honorable member for Castlenluine has asked. There was no intention
to display any undue harshness in connexion with the ma'tter.
Mr. LAWSON. - I appreciate ilie promise
that has been made by the Premier. I
have asked for this information on three
occaSIOns.
[42J
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I again say
that an honorable member has no right
to put legal questions to the AttorneyGene1ral. That is in accordance :with the
practice of the past. I appreciate the
remarks that you, Mr. Speal{:er, have
made. If an answ.eI is required to a
question, notice should be given of it.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 7.45 a.m.
(Thursday) until Tuesday, October 14.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, October 14, 1924.

.

The PRE SID EN '1' (the Ron. Frank
Clarke) took the chair a,t 4.50 p.m., and
read the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORT'ED.
Australian Wine Licence (BailliestolJl)
Bill.
Club Hotel, Hopetoun, 'Licence Bill.
Children's vVelfare Bill.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
(Inscribed Stock) Bill.
J eparit Land Bill.
Richmond Land Bill.
Yarram Ya.rram l\1echanics' Institute
Bill.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (N 0 '. 5).
Audit Bill.
NORTH CARLTON LANDS BILL.
The Han. J. P. JONES (l\1inister of
Public Works).-I move---:That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a ve.ry simple measure. In t,he
year 1920 an Act (No. 3114) was passed
revoking the permanent reservation and
Crown grant of certain lands at North
Carlton as a site for market and other
municipal purposes, and closing portiQlns
of streets and certain rights-of-way, fo'r
the purpose of re-vesting the land in the
Crown, in o['der that certain portions of
such land could be set· apart in suitable
PQlsitions as reserves for market purposes
and publio educational purposes. Following the passing of the Act t,hese reservations ha.ve been made, but it is found
that another area, reserved fQlr a drill
hall, lying into the area set. apart for
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educational purposes, would prove a
dra,wback to the latter, and an arrangement was come to with the COommonwealth, subject to Sta,te legislative a,pproval, to transfer certain land, comprising 1 a,cre and 3 perches, and described in the Fourth Schedule-this is
land that was reserved fOor public eduoational purposes-to the Commonwealth,
with a view ·to the State receiving in
€xchange the area of 1 acre described
in the Third Schedule,. owned by the
Commonwealth,. subject to' the Sta.te of
V idoria bearing all costs in connexion
with the removal of the drill hall from its
present position to' an approved position
on the new site, the' State of Victorria
also to bear aU the elxpense of any necessa.ry fencing, &0. The Bill also prQiPoses
to close an unnecessary road and right-ofway Oill the present nQirthern, western,
and southern boundaries of the drill haH
site described in the Third Schedule.
The MelbQiurne City Council is a, consenting party to the closing Qif the rQiad and
the right-of-way. The MelbQiurne and
MetrQiPolitan Boa,rd of Works is also a
consenting party, prQivided the Board's
sewers be not built Qive,r. The exchange
is strongly fa,voured by the EducatiQin
Depa.rtment, as it will consolidate its
a,re,as and reHeve it from the noise arising
from drilling, whioh would.' be a detriment and disadvantage where the imparting of tuition to scholars is concerned.
It appears to me tha.t this is a very desira ble Bill to pass. It concerns a matter
tha.t the Departments have already dealt
with, and that they <Iesire shall be brought
to finality. Apparently all the parties interested are quite willing that the Bill
should become law.

Lands Bill.

ance 00£ the Minister tha,t the matter will
be attended to.
The mOotiorn was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
.
Clauses. 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3-(C10sing Qif right-Qif-way and
portions of streets).
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-The correspondence that I have already referred to
reads as follows:Town Hall, Melbourne,
2nd May, 1924.
Dear Sir.
Referring to your letter of the 10th ultimo,
asking if the city council has any objection to
the closing of the' remaining portions of Lang
and Holtom streets, on the north and south of
the drill hall, in section 33, North Carlton,
and of the right.of-way on the west side of the
drill hall site, I have to inform you that there
is no objection on the part of the council to
the proposal, provided that all road material
. laid by the council (kerbing, pitching, metal,
&c.), remains the property of the council.
Yours faithfully,
(Sgd.) W. V. MCCALL,
Acting Town Clerk.

On the 8th June the fQillowing letter was
received by the Town Clerk from the Department of La~ds and Sm;vey:With reference to your recent inquiry in respect of the above matter, I have to inform
you that the Education Department has been
notified that the Melbourne City Council has
no objection to the closing of the streets and
right·of.way in question, provided that all road
material laid by the council (kerbing, pitching, metal, &c.), remains the property of thn
city council.

The Hon. J. P .•TONES (Minister of
Publio WOorks).-There can be no doubt
but that the promise Qif the Lands Department will be carried Qiut.
I shall
undertake to draw attention to MI'.
Smith's statement, and have the matter
The Horn. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I attended to.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Has
oan see no reasOon for advising the House
to do otherwise than accept the statement the Minister the information regarding
made by the Minister. The municipality the exact arela in question, and can he
apparently raises no objection, and the give particular:s of the cost of the transfer
Education Department ask fOor the Bill. an proposed ~
T'he Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
I think It is in the pUbIlc interest that
Public Works).-I cannot spe,ak from
we should accept the measure,.
first-hand knowledge of .the are'a, but,
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-I agree according to the Bill, the elxact area in
with the Minister and the unofficial question is 1 acre and 3 perches. I have
Leader that the Bill is a very desirable a plan before me which appears to deal
one. The city council gave their con·· with a total a,rea of 5 acres, but the
sent conditionally. When the Bill is in amount of land actually involved is as I
CQimmittee I shaH read cOorrespondence in- have just stated.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Has the
dicative of the a.ttitude of the council,
and shan ask the Minister to agrele to Minister specific information regarding
a. certain course. All I want is the assur- the CQist of the proposed transfer, and
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what the land is to be used for 1 Is it intended simply to prOfVide a playground
for North Ca.rlton, or for the building of
some new schoQlI 1
The Hon.
J.
P.
JONES.-In
1920 .an. Act was passed invoking the permanent reservation of
a site for a market and other purposes, and for the purpose of re-vesting
it in the Crown in order that certain port.ions might be set apart as reserves for
market and educat.ional purposes. Following the passing of that Act those :reserva,tions were made, but another area
that had been reserved for drill-hall purposes, and that lay within the area set
apart for educational purposes, was deemed
to be a drawback to the, latter project.
Arrangements have since been made with
the Commonwealth, subject to State legislative approval, to transfer the 1 acre and
3 perches reserved for educational purposes to the Commonwealth, and for the
State to re,ceive in exchange the area that
I have already mentioned. The State is
to bear the whole cost in connexiOill with
the removal of the drill hall from its present position to an appro~ed site on the
new area. I have not the infolrmation desired regarding the actual cost of removal
O'r transfer, but I scarce1ly think that it
is likely to be heavy. The whole point is
whether the proposed transfer is of such
importance to the Education Department
as to warrant the cost of removing the
drill hall and of the orthelr minor matters
set out in the schedule.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT .-1 thought
that the Minister would have known t.he
whole of the particulars, as his constituency is involved.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-That is not
so. Mr. Smith ,and Mr. Cohen, I understand, are the representatives directly
concerned. In any case, the hall is only
a wooden structure, and the cost of its
removal should be comparatively light.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-This
business appears to me to be, so to speak,
buying a pig in a poke. I should like to
hear what the honorable members immediately conce,rned kno1w about· it.
The Hon. n. H. SMiITH.-All I know
is that all of the parties interested are
agreed upon the matter. I shoruld think,
however, that £1,000 would cover t.he
whole of the cost.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
the remaining clauses and the schedule.
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The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-Before the Bill is carried
any furthe,r, I should like to assure Mr.
Abbott that I will ask for the information
he desires.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I thank
t.he Minister, fOQ' it has appe1ared to me
that there was somewhat of a conspiracy
of silence, even on the part of honO'rable
membe,rs in whose constituencies I understand the matters under review are
placed.
The Bill was reported without amendmen t, and the report was adO'pted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Publio Works) the
Bill was read a third time.
MILK SUPPLY BILL.
The debate (adjourned from September
23), on the mOition of t.he Hon. D. L.
McN,amara, (Minister of Mine~s), for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed~

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This is a ve,ry simple BIll, the purpose o'~
which is to allow a municipal council not
only to sell but to deliver milk. In 1922
this same ma.tte1r was discussed in thIS'
Chamber, and an ame~ndment was moved
to the measure then under debate to the
effect that the councils should have not
only t.he right t{)l receive and store milk,
but to deliver it also.
However, the
amendment did not become law. On that
occasion I supported the prQlPosal for the
reason that at a municipal conference
about that time a motion had been moved
by a representative of the metrO'PoEtan
districts, and seconded by a milk supplier, in favQlur of the municipalities
having such 'po1we,r as is now sought. My
present view is that this measure is not
going to the root of the whole business.
Some people think that the danger of. the
introduction of impurities is chiefly at the
source of the milk supply-that is, at. the
dairy. To' my mind the chief cause of
trouble is in respect Q1f delivery to thel
homes, especially of the so-called working
classes, where the milk is placed in jugs
that are not clean or protected from flies.
I do not know that in any case any of the
municipalities will make use of this measure if it is agreed to' j and I doubt
whether, if they do undertake delive,ry,
they will make much of a success of :It. 1
think that we are likely to witness a repetition of the experiences of municipali-
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ties in Western Australia and Queenl:lland. I do not se,e that the people can
hope to be given a pure supply of milk
unless the delivery is in containers similar
to those provided by the Willsmere Company in our metropolitan area. There is
considerable importance attached to thIS
ma.tter of delivery, especially in the Interests of children and sick people. Unless the milk is properly delivered, of
course, it cannot be said that every precaution is taken from the source of
supply to the homes of the people, to provide against the intrusion of impurities.
The Bill will not be adequa,te from the
point of view of the producer nor of the
CDnsumer. I cannot a,ppreciate the argument Df the Minister that the purpose of
the measure.is to' give the produ,oor a better
price and the consumer a cheaper supply.
If the producer is to gelt a· belttell" price
for his milk, how will it be possible for
the, milk to bel sold at a, lower price than
it is now sold to the consumer ~
The Hon. R. WILLIAMS.-By a, better
met,hod of distribution.
The Han. H.F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not knQIW whether Mr. Williams agre'es
with the MinisteQ" tha,t tha,t result will be
, a,chieved by abolishing the so-called middleman. "Abolish the middleman " is a,
good old gag tha,t we frequently hear 1 but
in this case a municipality would bel the
middleman, and it could not distribute
the, milk without cost. I do not suppose
that any member of the Govell"nment will
cOontend for one instant that milk will be
distributed by a municipality at a less
cost than it is now. How, then, is the C011~umelr going to be supplied with milk a,t
a low& price, Oor t1ie prOoducer given a
higher price fOor his milk ~ We are well
awarel that a, cert,ain amount of waste goes
on in conne,xio.n with the distribution of
milk. It occurs in connexion with the
distribution of an food commo.dities. SeveQ"al milk ca.rts and bread carts supply
houses situated in the same street, but
you cannot compel consumers to takel all
their milk or all their bread from one
man. I fe€J sure that if a municipality
were to put this melasure into opeQ"ation
the same trouble would arise.
The Han. W. J. BEcKETT.-If the milk
were standardized, what diffeQ"ence would
it make whom you got it from 1
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-T'o
an extent milk is standardized nOlW. Pasteurized milk is supplied by large milk
distribtiters.

Bill.

The HOon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Is not
the, value, of the milk destroyed by pasteuriza,tion ~
TheJ Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-The
conientjon is that that is nOot so, and it
is said that pasteuriza,tiOon is nelcessary. I
do not think that anyone will deny that a
municipality wQluld require to pasteurize
the milk and cool it down. There would
be no end of expeillS€l, and the milk would
cost the consumer more than it
does at present.
If good clean
milk
is
supplied
to the
homes
Oof the people the lives Oof many
children will bel sa,ved j but I feel that
no good purpose: will be achielVed by the
Bill unless it is provided that if municipalities distributel milk they must deliver it in se,aled containers. Without
that we shaH nOot get to thel root of the
trouble, and thel Bill will not, do much
good.
Thel Han. H. H. SMITH.-I do not
know that I am in favour of muncipalitie,s dela,ling in milk I think the Bill is
a step in the wrong direction.
In
Ame,ric:a, they dOl things, in a diffell"ent way
from that which we ha,ve adopted here~
You nelVer gelt bad milk: the,f'8, and yet
the milk has to be ca,rried long distances
to be supplied to cities like Chicago and
New YQirk. We do not pay sufficieillt a.t- .
tention to the quality of the milk.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-They
sell thr'8e grades in America., do they not 7
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-I never
saw threl€l grades of milk there, but I
did not see any bad milK eithe,r.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I suppose you did
not go. looking for it.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-I did not
IOook for third-ratel milk. I always like
the be.gt of eve,rything. In Ame,rica the
dairies are inspected. If a dirty dairy is
found, unless there, is an improvement
vell"J quickly, thel keeper is not fined, but
the dairy is closed up. All the way from
New York to. San Francisco you can get
freshfmilk. It is supplied in bott.les. Milk
is obtainable in restaurants which are
graded in classes from " A " to " F," and
if at restauran~, is dirty, or does not move
from "F" class into "E" class it is
closed
up
pretty
quickly.
Very
effective measures are taken.
In
certain
of
the
States,
I
believe, defined districts are allotted to
vendQirs, and there is no overlapping.
That keeps down thel price of milk, and
the milk is always clean and pure. I
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think t,he powers O'f municipalities should
be confined to seeing that fresh milk is
supplied for infants and invalids.
J
do nQit belie,ve in municipal control. I
think it is a very gre'a,t mistake. It might
obta.in in Melbourne or South Melbourne,
and in an adjoining municipality there
might not be municipal control. I do not
know that in Western Australia or in
Weillington, New Zealand, wheJ.'e there has
been municipal distribution of milk,
it has bee'll supplied chea,ply. We want
milk to be supplied at the lowest possible
cost, and I do not think distribution by the municipalities will bring
t,hat
about.
Wherever
there
has
been
Government
trading,
whether
it has been in milk, fish, or anything eIsel, the results have not been good.
The experience, of Queensland shows tha,t
the results of Government trading aJ.'e'
ve,ry bad. I wish to give the municipalities power to control the milk supply properly, but I think the, House will make a
great mistake if it gives them po'wer to
retail milk in the way proposed in the
Bill. I am opposed to the measure.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-The issue
in this matter is an extremely small one.
It is not a· question of whether there shan
be .municipalization of milk control. The
position is simply that Parliament in its
wisdom thought fit to give to municipalities the right to' establish depots for the
tre'atment of milk, to sell that milk
wholesale" and to sell it retail at the
depots. Tha,t simply means that persons
who happen to be in the vicinity of a
municipal depot can get their milk thell"e,
but it is not open to' every housewife to
lea.ve her home and go for milk to a
municipal depot. Municipalities having
the right to sell milk both whO'lesale and
retajl, it seems to. me to be an absurd
limita,t,ion to sa,y that they can only sell
re,tail to' people whO' go. to' a. municipal
depot for their milk. As I said on the
two pre,vious occasions when the matter
was before the, House, if we give the municipalities the right to sell milk, wei should
give it to' them unsha,cI{led, SO' tha,t if
they think they can carryon at a prQifi t
by distributing the milk retail they shall
be at liberty to distribute it. The idea of
entrusting the milk to a municipality is
that it is thought that it will deliver
milk o.f a better quality, and if that be
so, there ought not to be any manacling O'f
the municipalities in this respect.
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An HONORABLE MEMBER.-Who is going
to supervise the milk delivered by a
municipality 1
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-At the present time a municipality may sell milk retail at its depot, and sell milk whO'lsesale
to' retailers who, in turn, deliver it.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Is that
done anywhere 1
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I do not
know whether it is or not. All I suggest is that if the municipalities ha,ve
powelr to. do. the one, thing, and think fit
to do the othe,r, theY,Qiught to have power
to dOl the· other-follO'w thel milk right to
thel homes of thel peQiple. They should
not simply be permitted to sen the milk
wholesale, and leave it to the pelf son who
purchases it from them tOi retail it in any
way hel thinks fit. The Bill is a natural
corollary tOi the powers we have already
given the municipalities. It is quite true
tha.t thosel powers have not. been availed
of, and are not likely to be very much
availed of; but if a municipality sells a.t
a depot, it should ha.ve t~e wider power
provided fOir in the Bill. FOir that reason
I intend to support the measure.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-It has been
said that this Bill is going to. bring the
produce,r and the consumer closeI!' togethell",
and that the municipalitie,s will act as in~
termediaries bet,ween them. We have been
told that the middleman will be entirely
done away with. I should like to know
what these intermeciia;ries will do. Is it
to be understood that the' milk will deliver itself to thel various liouses, or what
is to bel done ~ My contention is that the
cost of deJivery and administration genoca.lly will result in the people' who receivel milk from a, municipality having to
pay considerably mOTe than the,y are, paying under the present system. It ha~
been said tha,t by the establishment of the
block system an immense amount in overhe·ad chaJ.'ges will bel done away with. A
municipality would ha,ve to set up a large
r€ce'~ving depot, insta.!l expe,nsive, plant,
and engage an army of empl0'Yees to de,liver the milk. The milk would have to
be delivered betwoon the hours of 2 o'clock
and 8 o'clock in the morning, and
the men employed, OIf course under
Government conditions, would require
to be very much better paid than
those who a,re delive,ring milk at the present time. I quitel fail to. see where there
is to' bel any sa.ving to the consumer. I
understand that there, is one municipality
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that would be inclined to deliver milk
retail if it had the power to do so, and for
the sake of demonstrating to the people
of Victoria the bene,fits or otherwisel of
the system proposed in the Bilt, I should
like that municipality to be given the right
to deliver milk retail. It would mean
that the municipality would employ a
staff of men, and thel people would
. bel made tal take from those officers
the milk that the municipality provided.
N ow the whoole of the staff employed by
the municipality would be under the
control of the cOlUncil or other supervisors. Milk is a thing that is very easily
spoilt., .and it is a delicate thing to distribute and delivelr. If it has to be delivered in sealed bottles or other containers, the cost of keeping clean those
containers with all the appal"atus that
would be necessa,ry would run into a
large sum.
At the same time, there
would not be the personal supervision of
the employees that there is under private
enterprise. Therefore, by passing this
Bill, I feel that we should ~eally not be
doing any good. If a municipality take
advantage of the measure, the councillors
themselves could not .attend to the work
of supervision in any way. They usually devo,te some days every month to municipa,l
affairs, but, they have their own families
to keep and their QIWll businelsses to attend
to~ and they could not give anything like
the same a,ttention to the distribution of
milk as is possible under private enterprise now. I have not he'ard here, and I
have not re·ad in the report of the discussion in another place, any argument
why the municipalities should be allowed
to ent.er into competition with private
enterprise in connexion with the supply of
milk. It is all very well to place non-CQiIDpetit,ive concerns like the railways, the
tramways, and electric supply in the hands
of the GOlVernm.ent; but in cases of competitive enterprise such as the milk supply oof the metropolis, it is proposed in
this Bill to go far beyond what is required. We know that there a,re-I was
going to say cranks, in the community,
who think that this will prove .a wonderful success: but if any of the suburban
municipalities take advantage of this
measure., the ratepayers will knOIW it to
their cost, and they will be sorry
for
the day
when
it was introduced.
Then,
again,
it would
be impossible to better the position
very much, because it is not proposed to
Hon. G. M. Davis.
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cut out those who have milk rounds at
present. If a municipality exercises the
power conferred by this Bill, it is simply
going to compete with private enterprise.
The unofficial Leader oof the House referred to some of the great difficulties to
be encountered in connexion with a. satisfactory milk supply. The Q1nly way to
ensure the delivery of milk in as pure a.
condition as possible is to follow it all the.
way from the· dairy to the consumer's
home. In the first place, it will be necessary tOi ha,ve inspectors to examine the
places from which the milk is brought,
and see that, every care is taken .and
everything requisite done. At the outset, the milk must be properly cooled. I do
not know whether it should be pasteurized,
because ordina,ry brine cooling has been
sufficient in the winter months, at all
events, forr the city supply. If municipali~
ties a,re .SQl anxiolUs in regard to the welfare of the citizens, it would be better
for °them. to appoint inspectors in their
own localities, and have selected people
froin whom to buy milk, so as to ensure
tha,t everything is in a clean and sanita,ry
state, than for them tOi adopt any "wildca,t" proposal such as is cQlnt.~ined in this
Bill. I use the term "wild-cat" advisedly.
I am sure tha,t if any municipality undertakes the delivery of milk the expense
will be very m.uch greater than a,t present.
All the keenness, as well as the
incentive to supply a good article to
consumers, will be gone. On a milk round
the incentive to deliver milk regularly and
early will be largely cut out, and if a
customer wants redress he will simply
be referred from one officia,l to anothelr.
If the milk supply is made a municipal
concern in the way proposed, he will not
be able to get any satisfaction. At any
rate, if the Bill is passed I certainly think
that before any municipa.lity takes .advan:Itage o·f its pro,visions it should be mandatory too have a vote of the ratepaye·rs.
There is no su.ch condition in the Bill at
present. The Minister in charge of the
measure referred to a porrtion of the province which I have the honour tOi represent, .and said that there was a possibilit,y
of a corpqration the,re getting into touch
with a municipality here and supplying
tp.em with milk a,t ls. 4d. a gallon all
the year round, the idea being that the
municipality woruld be able to retail the
milk at 2s. a gallon. We knolW perfectly
well that is an impossibility, because the
overhead charges would be altogether too
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great. Tremendous expense would be inThe Hou. E. L. KIERNAN.volved in putting up the necessary build. If a poU is provided for they should
ings and providing the plant which would take a vote of all the consumers,
be required to carry out the thing in a and not merely of the owners o.f
satisfactory manner.
Then a host of houses.
Mr. ,Davis has raised the quesemployees would be needed in order to tion of the expense to the ratepayers
deliver a pint here, and half a pint there, if municipalities are allowed to distribute
and a quart somewhe're else. Under pri- milk I defy any member of this Chamvate enterprise we hear the milkmen on ber, or anywhere else, to prove in one
their rounds going for dear life. The case where a municipal concern of any
owner of a round is ca,reful to give his kind has been undeortaken that has been
best attention to it, and he often does a expensive to the ratepayers or that
grea,t deal in connexion with the delivery has not proved a great saving to them.
of milk himself. If an army of municipal I know of no bodies in Victoria that
employees has to be engaged in deliver- manage their affairs better or in a more
ing milk, there will :qot be the same in- business-like way, and with better respect
centive, and I do not think it will be in for the finances OlVer which they have
the best interests of the consumers. As I control, than the municipalities. The
do not believe t,hat any good can be' ob- work which has been done by municipal
tained from the measure, I hope that it cOIUncils throughout Victoria has been in
will not be passed.
the best interests of t,he people they reThe Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-This is present, and it has been carried out more
a very small Bill, and there is very little efficiently than when it has been handed
of a revolutionary nature about it, but it over to private people.
deals with a subject of the utmost importThe Hon. H. F. RICHARDSoN.-They
ance to the people. Milk is the greatest of have never attempted anything of this
all foods, and it is absolutely necessary kind beforre.
for the young. Unless there is a sure
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do not
and pure milk supply, the future of our mind whether it is road-making, o.r
race will be affected. If children of ten- quarrying, or anything else, wherever it
der years are given impure milk, or if,
owing to t,he high price, they cannot has been carried on by a municipality it
be given enough, they will be subject to has been doue efficiently, and the money
all sorts of dise,ases, ,and that will result of the ratepayers has been sa.ved. I say
in expense and loss to. the community. that the same thing would apply in this
The future of our race depends more on oase. The men elected to municipal
an adequate supply of milk for young positions are men of common sense, and
people than anything else we can adopt many of them are business men.
for the prevention of illness. As I have We can tru:3lt them to see that they will
said, this is not a very revolutionary Bill. notlinvolve the ratepayers in anything 'that
All that it asks is that when a municipali- is goling to be burdensome from a financi.al
ity desires to supply milk to the people, point of view .. Mr. Davis seemed to indi-.
it should be able to do so. It does not ca,te that this was a "wild-ca.t" proask for a monopoly, nor' does it compel posa.!. I notice tha.t Mr. Cohen supported
any municipal council to sell milk if it the Bill, and I b.a,ve not yet seen that
does not wish to do SOl. All the Bill honorable member chasin'g wild cats of
asks is that in an industrial area where any sort. I do not think he is doing so on
'people require a milk supply, and the t.his occasion. Mr. Davis should realize
municipal authority feels that it will be in that if this were a "wild-cat" proposal
the interests of the _people if it supplies Mr. Cohen would not support it. Mr. Davis
the milk, there shall be power for the has had cOlIlsiderable municip.al expericouncil to undertake the supply. While ence, and I am rather surprised, with the
it may not be necessary in any munici- the knowledge he has of the working of
pality in the province which Mr. Davis municipal councils, that he should fail
represents, there are other places where to trust them with the exercise of this
it is believed that it would be an advan- option. I have already expressed the
t.age for the councils to be empowered opinion that milk is the grea,test of ()Iur
to sell and deHver milk to ,t,he citizens.
foods, and it is necessary fo·r the people
The Ron. G. M. DAvIs.-Will a vote of this Stat.e to grapple with the question
be taken before it is introduced in any of securing a pure supply. It is a most
municipality 7
important matter in the interests of the
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community, and must be satisfactorily
set.tled. Dr. Robertson, the chairman of
the Health CommissiO'n, is a man who
speaks with some authO'rity, and he has
said ·that the present method of delivering milk allowed foi' contamination
at every step from production to distribution. I want to' read an extract from
an art.icle which appeared in the Age a
little while ago, O'n "Milk: Its Care and
Preservation." This article was written
by one who signed himself "Expert."
In the course of the a,rticle it is said
thatThe presence and the number of organisms are dependent on three factors- (a)
cleanliness in handling, (b) temperature, and
(c) the freshness of the milk. As an illustration, the following actual experiments are
illuminating :-A sample of milk was collected
under good sanitary conditions and examined
for bacteria. Immediately after collection, it
was found to contain 300 organisms per drop.

The, Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-Will
municipal control kill these O'rganisms ~
The Hon. E. .L. KIERNAN.Municipal control of the milk supply
will,
to
sorme,
extent,
help
to deal with thiSi matter. I may remind
Mr. Chandler that, a sample which contains O'nly 300 organisms per drop is an
excellent quality of milk.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I know.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The
article gO'es O'llThe sample was at once cooled to a temperature of 45 degrees Fahr., and maintained at
this temperature. After 24 hours, on further
examination, only 200 organisms per drop were
found to be present. At the end of 48 hours
the number had increased to 900 per drop,
and at the. end of three days, to 150,000. The
milk curdled on the sixth day.

These figures show how quickly milk can
deterior.a.te. Within three days the organisms increased from 300 per drop to'
150,000.
.
A second sample, collected in a dir-ty cowshed, under bad sanitary conditions, yielded
the following results :~Immediately after the
collection 2,000 organisms per drop were calculated.
The milk was, however, only cooled
to a temperature of 52 degrees Fahr., and
after 24 hours the number of bacteria had
risen to 6,000 per drop.

The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-What is the
size or a, drop 1
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Just an
O'rdinary drO'p.
At the end of 48 hours, ihe number was
245,000, and at the end of three days had
reached the enormous figure of 16,500,000. The
milk curdled on the fourth day.
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-It could
not have been liquid then; it must have
been pretty solid.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.The facts disclosed in this extract
show
the
precautions
that
must
be taken to secure a pure milk supply. We can achieve that end only by
adequate supervision.
I believe tha,t
giving municipalities even this small measure of contrOil will at least increase the
intensiveness of other dealers in supplying
pure milk. Mr. Davis suggested quite
the opposite picture. He said that if
municipalities were .allowed to distribute
milk in competition with other dealers,
the delivery would be late and the milk
would be impure.
The Horn. G. M. DAVIS.-I said the
delivery would probably be late, but. I
did not say anything abQlut impurity.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.The
honor,able
member
indicated
that the result of allowing municipalities to enter into competition
with the private milk dealers would be a
certain amount of ca.:relessness which, at
the present, time, was not manifest when
private dealers had not, the competition
that they will have if this Bill becormes law. I am inclined to, think that
the intensiveness th.at Mr. Davis has
sPOIken about would be increased if municipalities entered into competition with
private milk suppliers. l\1:unicipal councillors are necessarily anxious about the
health of the ratepayers, and I do not
think they would permit, anything tOi take
place which would h.ave any tendency to
bring about carelessness in the distribution of milk. Mr. Richardson suggested
that it would not be possible for municipal cQluncils to' give a higher price to
the producers and a,t the same time lower
the price tOi the consumers. . If I could
believe that in regard to this proposal
my faith in any reform tha,t ma,y be
brought ,about in the future would almost
go by the bO'ard, because I believe that
the O'nly method of improving the ~cono
mic conditions, of the people of this State
is by giving better prices to the producer
and reducing the price to the consumer.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-T'hat is, if
it can be done.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.All the ene,rgies 0'£ the politicians of thi8
State, as weH as of all those .who have an
interest in the health 0.£ the 'community,
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should ·be concentrated on grappling with
this particular question.
The Hon. H. F. R'ICHARDSoN.-Wha,t
has been the experience of Queensla.nd ~
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do not
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ing the health of the city. The following extract from the annual report of the Royal
New Zealand Society for the Health of Women
and Children will be of interest:"In spite of the hot weather during
the summer, there have been very few cases
of severe diarrhooa, and the nurses think
know.
this may be due to the improved milk
The Hon. H. F. RICIIARDSON.-I
supply under the city council's scheme."
thought you had a trip to' Queensland I cannot understand why members of
recently.
this House should take the slightest obThe Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I did jection to permitting councils to enter
l
not inquire into the milk question when upon the sale and the distribution of milk
I was there. I can tell honorable mem- if the,y desire to do so. If the're are munibers, however, that the block system in cipal councils which have no such desire,
Wellington saved £15,500 per annum to then they need not exelrcise the option
the people living in that part of New which is given by this Bill. All we are
Zealand.
asking is that places like Richmond and
The Hon. W. C. ANGLIss.-Where Collingwood, which feel the necessity for
did you get those figures from 1
municipal distribution of milk, may enter
The Hou. E. L. KIERNAN.-Those upon that work if they so desire. It
figures we're supplied by a member of the must be realized that members of munimunicipal council of Wellington in reply cipal councils are more in toruch with the
to inquiries made by Dr. Kent Hughes masses of the people and their needs than
and other members of the Melbourne City members of this House are, and they are
Council. They wrote to Councillor Dale, in a very much bette,r position than we are
of Wellington,. inquiring about these tOo decide what should be done in the
matte'rs, and an official reply was re- interests of the persons they represent. A
ceived and a copy was circulated amongst ye'ar or two ago we passed a Bill dealing
members of the Melbourne City Council.
with the milk supply which had a number
The Hou. W. C. ANGLIss.-What did of desirable provisions in it. We had
they charge for milk 1
great hopes that it woruld bring about a
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I do not considerable improvement, in the milk supknow. There was a considerable increase ply of this city. But what has been the
in the price between 1915 and 1921, but result ~ Notwithstanding all our efforts
no one knows better than Mr. Angliss the in considering that Bill and passing it
reason for the increase in the price. It into law, no improvement has taken
was the depreciation in the value of place in the milk supply nor in the health
mouey which to a very large exteut of Qtur community. We may say that the
ca used that.
Act has been practically a dead letter.
The Hon. W. C. ANGLIss.-Tha,t Municipal councils have not been in a
always happens when the Government fails position to take advantage of one single
in an undertaking of this sort.
reform that was suggested by the passage
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I of that Act. All tha,t we did in th~
should like to make a quotation from passing of that measure has been wasted
Councillor Dale's report.
One of the so far as the municipalities are conoe,rned,
because they have not been able to take
,questions asked wasWhether ·there has been finy improvement the slight€st advantage of its provisions.
in the health of the city since the council took So long as we refuse to permit municipaJicontrol, which can be directly attributed to the ties to sell milk retail, so long will we
improved supply?
deprive cO'nsumers of the opportunity of
The answer to that is as follows: getting pure milk. It, has been pointed
This clause, I am sorry to say, cannot be out that under our present social ,system
definitely answered inasmuch as there are people will not travel any distance to buy
no statistics that do not include the sur-, milk. They want it delivered at their
rounding boroughs within considerable distan.ce doors and we cannot expect women, esfrom Wellington; in o~her wor~s, .the statistics are based on Wellmgton DIstrict, not (n pecially those with babies and young
Wellington City. However, the ~umber of children, to be running to a municipal
complimentary letters I have receIved from depot to' buy milk in the morning. If
mothers of young children, and fr?m my eon- we give municip,alities. the opportunity of
ve'rsations with men of the medICal profes'sion, encourages me in the opinio~ t~at the delivering milk, I believe there are many
Department has played some part m Improv- women who would be glad to secure it
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in tha,t way. I am, satisfied that. the Act
we passed ,a, couple of yea,rs ago will be
a much better proposition fOir municipalities if they are given the· opportunity
of selling milk by retail which is
proposed to be granted by this Bill.
I trust that honorable members will allow
the Bill to pass, and in that way
give the Act placed on the statute-book
some time ago an opportunity of being
brought into life, and being made use of
in the best interests of the community.
The Hon. T. H. P AYNE.-After listening to, Mr. Kiernan I feel sorry that
the Government have not introduced a
Bill that will meet the requirements of
the milk consumers.
The only effect of
this Bill will be to substitute for, the
middleman the munici pal councils, and
we shall have no guarantee that the milk
supplied through them will be of any
better quality than that which is now distribu ted through the ordinary channels.
In my opinion, the municipalities will be
less subject to con~rol than the private
milk distributer.
Municipal councillors
have no special qualifications for the
handling of milk, and I do not think that
they should enter into trade in any form.
Their business is to attend to the matter
of municipal government, and to look
after the interests of the ratepayers geneIf ever the municipalities are to
rally.
give us a pure milk supply they will have
to start at the beginning, and see that the
work of dairy supervision is properly
carried out.
They should know where
the cows are that are yielding the milk,
and that they. are free from disease. The
cows on a dairy farm are constantly
being changed. It is only by careful inspection that it can be ascertained whether they are free from tuberculosis.
Under this Bill milk can be- bought from
municipal depots by the retail men, and
it will be just as likely to be contaminated in thel handling, as it is at
present.
I am strongly against this
power being given to the municipalities.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-In view
of the Milk Supply Act that we passed
two years ago, I feel I ought to support
this Bill, having regard to the fact that
the provision we then made for municipal action in the distribution of milk has
not been effective.
I know there is a
widespread desire that the community
should be guaranteed a pure milk supply,
but I do not see anything in this Bill
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that will give them that.
I agree with
the last speaker on that point. I think
the Government should have embodied a
clause in the Bill to make dairy supervision compulsory throughout the State.
That would hav.e been a step in the right
direction.
The Hon. R. H. S. AnBoTT.-Would
that improve the milk supply of l!l:elbourne~

The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-I am
certain that it would greatly improve it.
In my own district there is one factory,
of which I am a director, which sends to
Melbourne 100 cans of milk a day. The
proprietary factory next door sends from
100 to 150 cans, and there are a number
of met.ropolitan dairymen, in addition to
those with whom we trade, who obtain
their supplies of milk from that district.
I have received a circular, which has probably been sent to other honor,able members, with reference to the prices paid
for milk. It is rather misleading, but I
am quite sure that the gentleman who
has signed it, for whom I have the greatest respect, would not desire to wilfully
make any inaccurate statement.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-What is
the date of the circular ~
The H'on. M. McGREGOR. - The
26th September, 1924.
It is stated
tha,t the Melbourne price, de1ivered at
Flinde,rs-street in July, 1923, was Is. Sd.
a gallon, but the price the suppliers received in JUly of that year was 1s. 4~d. a
gallon; that in September the Melbourne price was 1s. 4d. 'a gallon, whereas the suppliers' price was Is. a gallon;
tha,t in October the Melbourne price was
1s. 1d. a gallon, whereas the suppliers'
price: ~as 9!d. a, gallon; that in November the Melbourne price was 1s. a gallon,
whereas the suppliers' price was 9d. a
gallon j and that jn December the Melbourne price was 1s. a gallon, whereas
the suppliers' price was again 9d. a gallon. We are receiving as good attention
from our agents in town as it would be
possible for any men to give us, and I
wish to emphasize the fact that the milk
supplied from the Ya.rracan district is
supposed to be the best that comes to
the Melbourne market.
The dairymen
are in a very bad position at the present
. time.
There is no other class of producers who are worked so hard, and the
only way in which they can~ay their
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way is by making slaves of their wives
and families.
If it is possible to introduce an element .of competition no harm
will be done, and I shall be quite prepared to assist in that direction.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-YOU want
the municipalities to become the buyers ~
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-Yes, but
I do not anticipate any great results from
that change.
In my opinion, private
ente,rprise could, can, and will, at any
time compete successfully with eithe,r
municipal or Government control. But
I say, le,t us have a free field. I am
rather surprised that the representatives
of private enterprise should have made
such a fuss about this proposal. Another
circular has been received that is not
signed by the same gentleman, an extract
from which I will readThe Government says it is g~ing to pay the
farmer a bigger 'price for his milk.
I say,
" Yes"; he is entitled to a bigger price, as my
scheme provides.
But the Government on the
plan suggested in _the paper will reduce the
price to the dairy ifarmer who now depends
on the dairymen for the outlet for his production.
In the papers it was suggested that
the milk be brought from Maifra, which is an
unreasonable distance to carry milk for' consUmJption-especially in. the SUDllIler ; th~t
the supply of milk is going to cut out some of
the nearer suppliers who must work in with the
dairymen if there is to be competition, and
assist them to down the council, that they
may regain their markets; therefore, in the
keenness of the competition, t.he buying must
be keen, the dairymen must and will fight even
if they have to sacrifice thousands of pounds
in -doing so; they have the customers, the
'Councils have got to get them. I predict a.
:great financial loss to the councils. They must
run the business at a. greater cost than the
private man. That is unavoidable. As far
,as the farmers are concerned, it would be robbing Peter to pay Paul.

A sta,temeut like tha,t is sufficient inducement to me to say that I am goling to
support thel Bill. I agree with most of
the remarks that have been made by Mr.
Richardson, more particularly in reference to the ha,ndling of the milk from
the time it is received in Melbourne until
it is distributed. There is no doubt that
a veiry grea,t loss in quality occurs thelre,
and it is a matte'r tha.t we should be able
to. deal with by legislation. I have been
much disappa.inted with the results a.f the
establishment of the Milk Supply Board.
. The principal fault in connexion with our
milk distributia.n is to. be found among
thel sman dairymen in the suburbs a.f
Melbourne.
Ma.tters may have been
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improved, but some t,ime ago when, with
others, I made a visit a.f inspectiO'n, we
found that the milk for sale in a small
shop was being cooled in a dirty bath.
How is it possible in such circumstances
for milk to be served out to customers in
anything hke a pure condition ~
The Han. T. H. PAYNE.-Where were
the inspectors 1
The Han. M. McGREGOR.-The honorable member had better address that
question to' the Minister a.f Health.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-To wha,t
Milk Ba.ard are you refe~ring ~
The Hou. M. McGREGOR.-The Milk
Supply Board that we established under
the Act we passed some time ago.
As I
think that good may result, I am perfectly willing to make the experiment, and
I will support the Bill.
The Han. "V. C. ANGLISS.-I have
listened with a. gre1a.t deal of attention to
thel debate on this Bill. If we are to
have a good milk supply we must place.
the Government and thel municipalities
in the position only of inspectors to
exercise control over the distributers a.f
the milk. We all know that when the Government or a municipal council enteirS
into any business there is nobody to wa,tch
ov€,r it and to see that it carries out
its duties efficiently and weH, with the
result that the producers suffer on the one
hand and the public on the other. That
is an absolute fact in regard to. what has
occurred so fa,r as Government and muni.
cipal trading in Australia is concerned.
Milk requires the greatest care in handling, and we must have as many checks as
possible, if we are to ha,ve any guarantee
at all that our milk supply will be pure.
We shall not achieve that result if we
place this business of milk distribution
in the hands a.f the municipalities. There
will be nobody to' wa,tch ovell" them. and
to prosecute them if they do wrong, and
in the end we shall probably get a worse
instead of a be,tteir milk supply. The .most
essential thing in connelXion with milk is
cleanliness in the dairy and refrigeration.
We ought to make refrigeration compulsory. If we take as an example the meat
supply we find t.hat it is at least 100 per
cent. better than it was 20 or 30 years ago.
It was quite a common thing 20 or 30
years ago to find in rights-olf-way on a
Mond.ay morning joints of meat spread
about the place. This was because the
municipalities and the bigger abattoirs
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had not provided refrigera,tors. The meat meet probably once a fort.night and dra:w
supply to-day is infinitely better t.han it £2 2s. for attendance.
w.as at that time. Now, the most essenThe Hon. E. L. KIERNAN-.-Their extial t,hing in connexion with milk is a. penses a.re going on.
proper system of refrigeration. In the
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-This
absence of that we cannot. hope to im- is a matter the Government might well
prove the milk supply. Tha.t is the first look into.
thing to be provided for. If priva.te enThe Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-They may
terprise failed to meet that need, it
be able to do something if this Bill is
would be time to say tha.t the duty must passed.
devolve upon the municipality.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-When I
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The was in Naples some years agO', milk was
Bill appears to me to be like a chip in supplied in rather a nOovel way. Whether
a mess of porridge. There is very little the method in vogue in that city made
harm in it and very littlel gOiod. I do ·not fOor purity is doubtful. Naples is nQltkno~ whether the Gove-rnmen t suppose or at all e,vents was not at that time-a
that through thel passing of this measure particularly sanitary city. We have all
they will be given credit for having solved he'ard the old saying, "See Naples and
t,he difficult question of providing a pure die." The visitOor to Naples could not
milk supply.
Maybe the measure is fail to apprecia,te the point in the saying.
merely the first instalment of the na- At certain seasOins of the year the visitor
tionaliza,tion of the means of production, was lucky to ge,t out alive. At the time
distribution, and exchange that is part of my visit the farmer would cOome into
'of the Labour party's propaganda. Look- the city driving his cows befOore him. He
ing at the Bill in that light, it would pull up at a house. The' lady of
seems to be a p'Oor thing, though, the house would let dOlWn her jug by a
possibly, it is in the right direc- string from an upper-stOiry window. The
tion. I certainly object to municipalities farmer would then milk a, cow into the
taking on these trading propositions. I jug, and go on to anothe,r house and rcdo not think it is pa.rt of their local go- pea,t the process. Frequently an arguverning functions. The preceding Go- ment would arise between the milk supvernment passed a Milk Supply Bill that pEer and the housewife as to whether
was going to revolutionize the whole busi- the jug contained the quantity of milk
ness. But I am not aware tha,t there has paid for or whether it was not largely
been any improvement in the milk supply filled with froth.
Sometimes the jug
Oof Melbourne or of any other city or would be let dOlwn again. The froth
town in the Sta,te. I do not kno,w that would be blOlwn off and the due amount
any m.unicipalit,y, or group of municipali- OIf milk supplied.
One would suppose
ties, have done anything to improve the tha,t the citizen got pure and unadulsitua,tion. I was surprised to hear Mr
terated milk as the result Oof the wQlrking
McGregor sa,y that something had been of such a system. But I doubt whether
done under the Act. I was about to re- that was the case. Human nature is.
mind the Government that they had a human nature all the world ove,r, and
good opportunity to put the Milk Supply Italians have as. keen an eye for the main
Act into opera,tion. Under section 7 of chance as any 'Other inhabitants OIf
that Act, the 'Governor in Council is em- Europe. However, that is apart from the
powered to appoa.nt a committee of eight subject. The La,wson Government ~er
members to be called the Milk Supply tainly made a great parade of domg
Committee. Perhaps that w.as what the something to improve the milk supply of
honorable member was referring to. Under Melbourne. It is useless to qUOote the
sub-section (5) of sedtion 7 the members example of Wellington, New ~ealand.
of the committee are .entitled to be paid WeUington has a p'Opulation Oof Oonly about
such travelling. expenses and attendance 80,000. One cannot compare a sma.ll city
fees as the' Governor in Council det,er- like that with a great metropo,lis such as·
mines, such fees nOot to e,xceed £2 2s. per l\![e,lbourne is.
I take it that l\!I:r.
sitting per member. We, have not been McGregor's statement did not refer to·
enlightened as to whether that has been' the milk supply of Melbourne as a whole,
done. I suppose that there is a Milk although he talked in thousands of galSupply Committee" the members of which lons.
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The HOin. 1\1:. McGREGoR.-The reference was to the milk supplied in a fe,w
streets Q1nly.
The HOill. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-M,elbourne has a pQopulation of 800,000. I
do nOit see what effect upon the milk supply for such a huge popula,tion this Bill
will ha,ve.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It enables
municipalities to sen milk.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I am
to. a certa.in e,xtent prejudiced against
this Bill, because an hono'rable member
in another place, had to take it orut of
the hands of the Government and largely
remodel it.
Of course, that hQonQorable
membe'r has kno.wledge of wha,t ought to
be dOine. He strQongly opposed this Bill.
He described it as a "twopenny halfpennl amen~e'~t of the Milk Supply
Act, and sald It was fraught with far
more danger than it was likely to do
good. Had the honOorable member for
Toorak continued in office as Minister Qof Public Health, it is quite likely
that an attempt would have been made
to deal. with the milk supply of the
metropolIs along more adequate. lines.
Whether anything would have been
achieved of value is ano,ther matter. I
think a municipal council the last cQoncern likely tOo be able to carry out well
the . work of supplying milk to the
publIc. The municipal council derives its
revenue from rates on Q1ne class of property only. I do. not think that a levy
on revenue so collected to enable trading
in I?-ilk, ice, bread, or any Qother commodI.tf s~o~ld. be. made: The rating of
mUlllCIpalItIes IS mcreasing day by day.
Some metropolitan municipalities have
reached their limit. I cannot see that it
is any more the duty of a municipality
than it is the duty Qof the Tramway
Bo'aId, or the Melbo.urne and MetrQopolitan BQoard of WQorks, either to deal in
milk Qor to be responsible fo[" seeing that
the milk is pure and wholesome.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It is nobody's duty, then ~
The HQon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I regard it as the duty of the Government
by means oJ inspectoTs ope'ra ting unde;
regulations, to see that pure and whQole'some milk is supplied to the public. I
would as soon vote against the second
reading Qof this Bill as not.
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-Generally
speaking, municipal trading, apart from
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utilities such as gas" light, water, and
sewerage is both undesirable and unwise
an~ shQould not be encouragea, but milk
bemg a foundation factQor in regard to
health can, in my opinion, be viewed differently from any other cQommodity.
There is some justification at least for
placing in the hands of the ~unicipahties
the right of distribution. It does, however,
seem tOo me that the €Ixisting powers of
the municipalities have nOit been, sufficiently exploited. It should have bet::n a.
c?mparatively easy matter fQor any muniCIpalIty desiring to distribute milk to have
arranged for contracts, co,vering a period
Q1~ years, with soone Q1f the large cQl-QoperatIve o'r ~,the.r companies for the supply Oof
pure mIlk m sealed containers. Having
done that they would have required to go,
only a step further-to license milk re-'
taile:s to distribute the milk they would
provIde., I am not at all impressed with
the argumeuts I have so Qoften heard here
an.d read in the press, that the result of·
thIS measure will be tOo give a bigger price,
to the producer and tOo reduce the price
to the cQl.nsume,r. T'he twOo things do not
g~ hand I~ hand.
I am chiefly concerned
WIth a bIgger aspect of the question
than .that,. and it is ~h~t, after all, cheapness IS qUIte a subSIdIary thing. What
we all desire to secure is a pure,r milk
supply. That shQould be our whole concern in connexion with this Bill.
We
s~ould get as near the producers as posSIble, b.ut that, as I have already pointed
Oout, mIght have been attained with the
pQowers already in existence. However I
am prepared to vote for this Bill. I c~n
not se~ that any harm is going to' accrue
from It. A great deal is being made of
the argument that the Bill will wipe out
competition. I do no,t for one moment
belie,ve that that will be the effect of it
?ecause I am s~tisfied that municipal trad~
mg wh~ther. m .milk or in any o,ther
commodIty I~ lIkely tOi be infinitely
mor~ expenSIve than private trading.
1\1unicipalities may ha,ve
no rates
or. ta~es to pay, but if they are
gQolng m for this business in a, la,rge
~ay they ~ill h~ve .t~ borrow money, and
lIke the pnvate mdIvIdual, to pay interest
thereoll .. The saving will be vastly more
~han offshot by the private trade[" adoptmg the usually mOore e,fficient method of
distribu.tion. An?th~r reasQo~ why I am
supportmg the BIll IS tha,t m connexion
with all such matters the ratepayers have
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a power of veto. We all know that if a
municipality desires to borrow money, a
,given number of the ratepayers can demand a poll by putting up a very ,small
,sum of money-I think about £20-and
one-fifth of those who exe'rclse the vote can
stop the borrowing of that money. I can
see no harm at all that will accrue from
the giving of this power to the municipalities, and I propose to record my vote
in favour of the Bill.
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-Like
sOime of the hOlnOirable members who have
spoken on this question, I feel that I cannot support this Bill, and my reason is
that the municipalities, as a whole, have
not asked faT it.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-They have
been asking for it for years.
The HOin. J. STERNBERG.-I have
nOit heard of many municipalities expressing a desire to eugage in this business Q1f
milk distributiou. SOime years ago' we
passed the Dairy Supervision Bill, and
tha t was the first legislation we placed on
the statute-book dealing with this subject.
But ye,ars before that I introduced a Dairy
Supervision Bill. The then Government
stated that it was tOiO important a Bill to
be introduced by a private member, particularly a.s it involved taxation. In the
circumstances the Bill was not proceeded
with, but the Gove,rnment agreed to appoint twelve inspectors for the State of
Victoria. Subsequently the Government
took the matter up again, and the Bill
that I had introduced was passed with
slight amendments. There was a desire
expressed fOT a Bin Q1f that kind, but ve,ry
fe,w municipalities have asked for this Bill,
and I do not intend to vOite for it.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I intend
to vOite for the second reading of the Bill.
I think it will prQlve to be a very useful
measure in cases in which the municipalities do desire to distribute milk. It has
been said by the last speaker that there
has been no demand for the Bill. I do
not think that we shall get any general
demand at any time from the municipalities for the right to take on a
Tesponsibility of this kind. For years
the administration of the Health Act
was in the hands of the municipalities, and they did nOot give that attentiOin
to the health of the community that might
have been expected from them. I ag'ree
that the municipalities have not made any
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general demand fOor these powers. At the
same time there are some municipalities
that are desirous of improving the milk
supply in their districts, and in the interest of health they should be given
power. to go into this business of milk
distribution. It has bee'll said that this
is a socialistic measure. If it we're I should
not be in favolur of it. It is an optional
measure. No municipality will be compelled to ca.rry out the pOlWers given tOo it
in regard to the distribution and the sale
of milk, but it will be free to do so if it
thinks prope'r. The amending section is
not, in my opinion, sufficiently wide. In
the original provision, power is given to
the municip'a.lities to deliver milk in certain cases, that is to dairies and factories
licensed under the Dairy Supe,rvision Act.
I do not think advantage has been taken
of that power. This Bill purports to
give the municipalities power to deliver
milk but it does not define what
delivery me'ans.
It may be taken to
mean the handing over, of some,thing.
In Oommittee, the Government will, I
hope, agree to an amendment to make it
more clear that the municipality will
have power to deliver to dairies, factories,
or dwelling-houses.
It has been said
tha t there is no possible chance of milk
becoming cheaper through municipal distribution.
I am of opinion, however,
that if a good business-like municipal
body is authorized to retail milk, it will
be possible, through proper organization,
to considerably lessen the cost of distribution. Persons already engaged in the
business might well be employed by the
municipalities. By lessening the cost of
distribution the cost to the consumer
couJd be made proportionately less, and
the community would benefit. In fact, it
would be a great boon. We know that,
whilst milk returns to the producer from
Sd. to ls. a gallon, the price to the consumer is 7d. or Sd. a quart. A great deal
of overlapping could be done away with.
The ratepayers would gain confidence in
the municipal council as a trader in
milk, and very shortly we should find the
residents of a street taking all their milk
from the municipal distributer instead of,
as now, splitting up their custq'm between
hal£-a-dozen milkmen. In this way, too,
the price of milk would be reduced. Altogether, I think there is a possibility of
the ratepayers receiving a great booD
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under this amendment of the Act. Pure
milk is necessary to infants. If we can
make the milk purer, and thereby lower
the infantile death rate, we shall be doing
go Old work. There has been a slight reduction in the number of deaths of infants,
but the infantile death-rate is still very
great. On the whole, I think the Bill is
one that should commend itself to the
House.
The Hon. R. WILLIAMS.-I think it
was generally recognized, when a previous
:Milk Supply Bill was before us, that the
powers proposed to be given to municipaliI, for one,
ties were unduly curtailed.
could not conceive of any municipal
c'ouncil erecting a depot for the purpose
of dealing in milk wholesale only. It is
certain that many municipalities desired
this Bill, otherwise the Municipal Conference would not have passed a resolution in its favour. We are proposing to
widen the scope of the powers of municipalities to enable them to deal in .milk
retail. The consumer will, I think, bene-·
fit by the increase of competition resulting from the entering of municipalities
into the business. It has been said that
a poll of ratepayers should be taken before any municipal council undertakes
milk distribution.
The trouble is that
such a poll wouTd be taken on the ratepayers' roll.
This question affects the
community as a whole, and if there were
a poll, it should be on the Federal electoral roll.
.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-And who
would pay the piper?
The Hon. H. WILLIAMS.-This is a
matter that affects the health of the community. Therefore, whatever vote might
be taken should be of residents, not ratepayers. A matter affecting the whole of
t.he people of a district should not be decided upon by a section of the people
merely.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I do
not think tJ.1is Bill will affect the producer
in any way at present. It may do so
years hence if the municipal distribution
of milk is ~ success. To a large extent, I
am here to do what I can in the interests
of our primary producers. I believe it is
the intention of the Milk Supply Board to
erect in each district brine coolers for milk
worked on the co-operative principle. All
the people who send milk to Melbourne
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will have to have it cooled .at the railway
station, or at a depot in the district whe,re
the milk is produced. That is an aspect
of the matter that I do not think the milk
producers have taken into consideration.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-That system
is in operation now.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-It is
not general.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-It is.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-I
say, no.
The Hon. G. M. DAVls.-They will not
take the milk unless it is cooled.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-They
are taking it in large quantities.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-N ot near
Melbourne.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-They
are doing so further away from. MelIf the municipalities
bourne, anyhow.
take up the distribution of milk in a
thorough manner, it will be a great thing
for the consumer.
If only one or twO'
municipalities avail themselves of the opportunity, and do not do the work in a
wholehearted manner, neither the producer nor the consumer will benefit. I believe that the Board· that was appointed
under the old Act intends, in the near
future, to bring in a regulation to compel
the sale of milk in containers. If this is
done, and the milk is handled properly
by municipalities, the milk supply of the
metropolis will be better than it has ever
been in the past. But I do not think that
milk will he cheapened in any shape or
form. I do not think that that is the object of the Bill. If anything, the milk
will be dearer to the consumer. As a setof! to this the cons~mer will be supplied
wIth much better mIlk. Therefore I win
;rote for ~he second reading. I d~ hope,
If the BIll becomes law, that the municipalities will not deal in a half-hearted
way with this business.
Especially I
hope that the municipalities in the industrial parts of Melbourne will take up the
business, and do so in a whole-hearted
manner.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a second time-Ayes
19
NOles

Majority for the Bill

10

9
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AYES.

1\11'. Beckett
"
"

Bell
Brawn
OhandLer
Cohen

."
."
."
"

Edgar
Goudie
Jones
Kiernan

" Crockett

, Mr. McGregor
}\{cN amara
" ,l\1en'itt
Richardson
" Saltau
" Tyner
Williams .
Tellers:
I lVIr. Disney
" Zwar.
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"

Abbott
An gli ss
Beggs
W. L. R. Clarke
" G. 1\L Davis
Sir A. Robinson

Mr. Smith
" Sternberg.

Tellers:
Mr. Bath
" Payne.

The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Olause l-(Short title, construction,
and citation).
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.During the debate on the motion for the
second reading of this Bill reference was
made by more than one m.em,?er ~o the
satisfactory result of the dIstributIOn of
milk in New Zealand. Mr. Kiernan read
an extract from a report that had been
received from Wellington, showing the
success this scheme had been in that city.
There is another side to this question, and
I want to quote the following that appeared in the H ~raldJ . on 2?th ~ uly, .In
the course of an InterVIew WIth SIr John
Luke chairman of the Milk: Supply
Board. He stated, amongst other thingsThat the retail price to the cons~mers is Sd.
per quart, which is higher t~an th~ average
price in Melbourne. To establIsh .theIr scheme,
Sir John said that £79,000 of capItal had to be
raised. As the popUlation of Wellington. is
about 50,000 this encumbrance on the ~Ity
funds is about 32s. per head of populatIOn.
You will !probably remember that 'some three
years ago, the then Government \If Vict~r~a
commissioned a special representative to VISIt
Wellington to make inquiry into the mer~ts of
that city's milk supply" scheme, and on hIS return he reported that the Wellington municipal
control was not a financial success, nor had it
resulted in a pure mi,lk supply, from the
hygienic stand-point.
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treated at any such depot or ice
manufactured at any such depot and
deliver such milk or ice."
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I :mg-

gest to the Minister in charge of this Bill
that the word "delivery," as provided in
the principall\ct, is not sufficiently wide.
We are told that municipalities are to be
authorized to " deliver" milk. That may
mean anything. It may mean delivery to
a, person who goes to a. depot to buy mille
If it is intended that municipal councils
shall have power to ,9,istribute milk to
householders it should be clearly defined
in this Bill.
Under the principal Act
municipal councils are authorized to
"deliver to dairies or factories licensed
under the Dairy Supervision Acts."
Those words are omitted in the Bill now
before us, and I think that is a mistake.
We want to make, perfectly clear what
is intended by this Bill, and the words
which are to be struck out should be left
in, with the addition of the words, "or
dwelling houses" after the word Acts.
That will make it perfectly clear that a
municipality will have power to deliver
milk to householders.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-It is perfectly
clear that the words in the Bill before us
do give that power.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-It does
not seem so to me.
The Hon. D. L. MoNAMARA.-There is
no doubt about it.
The flon. J. K. MERRITT.-If the
Minister in charge of the Bill is satisfied I do not want to submit an amendment; but I should like the position made
clearer than it is at present.
The Hon. D. L. MoN'AMARA (Minister of Mines).-Paragraph. (e) of section 5 of the principal Act provides that
councils may.
!Sell (whether by wholesale or retail) at
Isuch depot or sell by wholesale and deliver
to dairies or fa,ctories licensed under the
Dairy Supervision Acts milk bought by
any such council and treated. at any such
depot or ice manufactured at any such
depot;

I think it is only fair that honorable
members should be made acquainted with
that expression of opinion.
By this Bill that paragraph is repealed
The clause was agreed to.
and in its place we put the words contained in clause 2. The object is to give
Olause 2For paragraph ( e) of section 5 of the Milk a municipality complete power to sell and
Supply Act 1922 there shall be substituted the deliver anywhere within its boundaries.
following paragraph:Under the paragraph in the principal Act
" (e) sell (whether !by wholesale or retail)
milk bought by any such council and which I have just read, councils have
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to deliver ouly to dairies and fac- ment will not be persisted in. While its
torIes licensed under the Dairy Super- . originator may not have intended it as
such, i~ amounts to a. left-handed wa,y of
vision Acts.
placing
a strangle-hold on the Bill. Can
The- Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.Mr. Davis has asked me to submit on his any honorahle member imagine a matter
behalf an 'amendment to this clause.
I or municipal interest in which two-thirds
of the ratepa.yers, could be persuaded to
movegOo to a pon ~ Not even in a Federal
That the following words be added at the end
election is liIuch a prorport,ion of voters
of the clause:And, as fOor an
"but no such council shall sell by retail known in this State.
unless such selling by retail shall have election to this Chamber, 20 per cent.' is
been previously sanctioned by a majority considered a, big vote. The amendment
vote of the ratepayers at a poll at which would require 66 per cent. of the ratenot less than two-thirds of the ratepayers
payers tOo gOo to. the pon. A m unici pa.li ty ,
shall have voted."
in adopting the principle embodied in this
The Hon. G. :M. DAVIS. - I should
measure, namely, fo.r the establishment
like to give my reasons for suggesting of a milk-treating depot, would need to
:Mr. Kiernan made finance it by means of a 100an.
this amendment.
some' reference to my opinion of memThe Hou. A. E. CB:ANDLER.-And it
bers of shire councils. I may say that I would be a fairly costly proposition.
They
hold them in the highest esteem.
The Ho.n. D. L. McNAMARA.-It is
do a great deal of work, and spend a great estimated tha,t in such large centres as,
deal of time and money in the interests of fO'r example, South Melbourne, or Richthe ratepayers. I have not one word to mond, or COollingwood, whether for the
say against the personnel or the work that object of treating milk for delivery undelr
is done by municipal councils. With re.- the a.uspices o.f the municipality o.r othergard to the amendment, it is only fair wise, the expenditure in bringing about
that those who are going to have the re- stand€l,rdizatio.n would be anything from
sponsibility in the event of any munici- '£40,000 to £50,000. Before a municipality deciding to go in for the retail dis- pal body could incur such an outla~-and
tribution of milk to have a say in the it could only be by means Df a lo.an-it
matter before any expenditure is in· would have to comply with the approcUl'l'ed. The ratepayers will have to bear priate seotions of the Local Government
the burden, and they should be consulted Act. Before any municipal loan activity
before an undertaking of this sort is can be authorized, the ratepayers must
entered into. Unfortunately, our system have a say. They may call for a plebisof party politics is being extended to cite, and sOl defeat the project, as has
municipal councils, and in the event of a be:en dDne many and many a time. I know
certain party having a majority in a of no better saJeguard, indeed than is
council, efforts are at once made to intra. pro.vided in that manner by the LQical
I suggest that Mr.
duce a socialistic policy to some extent, Government Act.
Davis
withdraw
his
amendment.
without the ratepayers having the
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON. - The
opportunity of saying "yea" or "nay,"
po~nt that arises in the matter of rateThey should certainly be consulted before payers authorizing specifio loan expendiany expenditure like that indicated by ture is that those who oppose the project
Mr. Richardson is incurred. There is no must vote against it, while those who
doubt that a considerable sum of money favour it are no.t required to dOl so. Thus,
will be required to enter into an under· its opponents become marked men.
A
taking of this sort, and unless the rate- certain numbe,r of ratepayers can demand
payers are consulted beforehand a council the poll. They must furnish a deposit fo.r
may take such steps that it will not be the expenses o.f the poll. Wlhen the pan
possible to' prevent the undertaking being is taken the supporters need not vote j
entered into. It is only reasonable that but the o.pponents must dOl so, and onethe ratepayers should have a say before third must vo.te in order tOo defeat the
a novel proposal such as this is decided pro.po.sal.
I have known OIf instances
upon. I hope, therefore, that the Oom- where public feeling has run high, and
mittee will agree, to' the amendment.
men have been intimida,ted fQir ha,ving
The Hon. D. L. McNAl\1:ARA (Minis- exercised their franchise in opposition to
ter of Mines).-I hope that the a,mend- the matter in hand. Therefore, the poll
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is not a ballot. It is not possible for
a secrelt vote to be cast. That is the'
weakness of our local gOlvernment legislation.
All tha.t.( Mr. Davis desires, I
understand, is to provide for a, baJlot,
and I point out that he could dOl so by
st.riking out all the. "Cords in his amendment after the word "poll."
The Hon. G. M. DA VIS.-I would be
satisfied if hii.it the ratepayers vOited. I
dOl not feel disposed tOi withdraw my
amendment., especially in view OIf the
remarks of Sir Arthur Robinson; but I
ask lea.ve toO amend it, as he has suggested, namely,. by striking out the words
" a,t which not less than twOo-thirds of the
ra t.epayers .shall have voted."
The amendment was amended accQird~
ingly.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER.-In
my view the amendment is not necessary.
I think the safeguards prOovided by the
rei evan t sections of the Local Gc,vernmen t
Act are aIDple. There is, howelver, one
wa,y in which a municipal body ma.y olVercome hostility tOo a certain proposition.
In drafting a loan schedule, it may set
out and allocate an amount for a, certain
wQlI'k which is known tOi be unpopular by
pla,cing in the schedule with it amounts
ha.ving tOi dOl with other works which are
popular with the ratepa,yers. For example, a municipality, if it desired to
establish a milk-treat.ing depot, could
place on its loan schedule side by side
with the item Oof, say, £10,000 for the
depot, an amount of £20,000 for a new
town haH and another of £20,000 fOor
sorne other wQlrk which is popular with
the ratepayers. Naturally, the ratepayers
will see that if they vote against the 100an
schedule they will not only" turn down"
the milk depot, but will fail to get their
new town hall. I h01d'l personally, that
it is not altogether right to put ratepayers
t.o the expense of taking a poU in connexion with a, ma,tter such as is provided
fOir in the Bill.
The amendment was negatived.
The clause was agreed too.
The Bill was reported without amendment, and the report was adO'pted.
On the motion of the Han. D. L.
McNAMARA (Minister of Mines), the
Bill was read a third t.ime.
.
CENSORSHIP OF FIL1\1S BILL.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public: Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

Censorship of Films Bill.

At t~e .prelsent time" the censoring of
films IS m the hands of the Commonwealth GOIvernment, but, olf course, it can
only de-al with films tha.t are imporrted.
It cannot de'a.l with films that are produced in Austra.lia nor with advertisements printed in Australia relating to
fil;ms.. The measure provides that the
VIctorian GOovernment will be a,ble to
censor Australian films and alsOo advertise-ments for films. As honorable members knOow, advertisements which dO' not
cOorre,ctly and truthfully describe the
films to which they relate are frequently
publisihed. The·:y a;re frequently dra,wn
ill a way that mdICa tes tha,t there is a
good deal more to' be seen in the pictures
than there actually is. . They have a
veIJ:Y objectionable influenoe in cre'a,ting
i~ the minds O'f our young people paJ':
tIcularly, a kind O'f increased sexual fe;eling.
Thel advertisements of which' I
ha,ve spoken describe in a ve,ry elxaggerated and a very improper fOlrm the stories
that are really pOortrayed by the films,
and peopl~ go tOo see, the pictures because
of the, hIghly cOoloured advertisements.
~e Bill is fOor the purpose of endeavourmg to promote the prOoduCtion of mOlTe
wholesome pictures and mQlI'e whOolesome
a.dvertisements for pictures. Certain of
the a~vertisements that appear Olll the
h?ardmgs are very muoh worse than the
pIctures themselves. That is a doubtful
means Q1f securing pa,tronage fOT the pictures, and, in my opinion is not the
sort of thing we should enc~lUrage. The
Bill provides tha.t the Sta,te may make
a,n arrangement with the C'olll1Illonwealth
authorities whereby they will carry out
the censoring of advertisements for films,
?-nd alsol t~e censoring of films prO'duced
m AustralIa. PersO'ns interested in the
productiOin of pictures will ha,ve only one
autho·rity to dea,l with.
If there were
twO! conflic,ting eenSOITS, iQ!D.je under the
Commonwealth and one under the Gove'~ment of Victoria., difficulty might
anse, and we have, no desire tOi put difficulties in the way of the people concerned.
Although under the Bill the State can
enter into an arrangement with the Commonwealth with respect to the censo,rship
of the films and advertisements tOI which
I have refe.rred, the 8ta,te will reserve to
itself the right to. appoint its orwn censors
at any time. If the Government considers that the results of the Commonwealth. censQ['ship arel unsa,tisfactory, it
ean WIthdraw from the agreement, and
a,rrange for the censorship to' be carried
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out by its own officers.
I think, when object is to determine, this issue. It has
honorable members read the Bill, they been suggested by the L.aw Institute, •
will see tha,t it is a measure that is very and I think that also is a very cogent
much needed in this State. I consider reason why honorable members should
that it is long. overdue, and I hope that take it to their bosoms. The measure
it will meet with the approval of honor- . was introduoed by the last Government as
the privilege Bill, and Mr. Cohen hand-ed
a,ble membe,rs generally.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I it Qover to me, and asked me tD take very
would ask the Minister to agr-ee to the great care of it.
adjournment of the debate. The Bill has
The motion was agreed tOo.
been placed in the hands of hOinorable
The Bill was read a second time, and
members only to-night.
I a,m disappointed that it does not go further. It committed.
deals only with picture films produced in
Clause 1 wa·s agreed to.
Australia,.
In my opinion, the most
Clause 2objeotionable films coone from the other
side of the world. I mo,ve-For removing doubts it is declared that
That the debate be now adjourned.

The motiOin for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
REAL PROPERTY (ACCESS OF
AIR) BILL.
T'he Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Publio Works).-I mQove-That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill was introduced by Sir Arthur
Robinsoill. I am sure that I shall nQot be
able to mOlve the second reading in such
a oapable manne,r as he, but I suppose
the fa.ct that the measure has the honorable member's name on it will be a
guarante'e to honorable members that it
is absDlutely all right and quite safe forr
them to handle. I have not the advantage Qof the notes that a,re usually supplied to Ministers in c'Onnexion with Bills
of this kind, but I have made an examination Qof the measure, and I hope I have
a.rrived a,t the OO'l"rect interpretation of
it. SQome yea.rs ago we passed an Act
tha,t made it possible tOI acquire by use,r
a right of light. SOime doubt, I understand, exists as tOo whether that Act also
applies to air.
The Bill is introduoed
with the Qobjeot, may I say, of clearing
the air on the questiOin.
It makes the
Act apply to air as well as to light.
There is, I understand, some doubt as to
whether tlie right of air is an easement,
and litigation, with great benefit to our
friends at the Bar, has been engaged in
from time tD time fo[" the purpose of determining whether or not there is an easement created. This Bill is. introduced, I
suppose, to reduce the amount of activity
tha,t those gentlemen engage in with regard to this questiQon. At any rate, its

after the commencement of this Act no grant
of an easement shall be presumed ofi<1'm
evidence only of user or enjoyment of the
access of air to a defined aperture on the
dominant tenement.

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
understood that Mr. Cohen was going to
speak on the second reading of the Bill,
aolld therefore I did not rise', but I think
honorable members should be made acquainted with the fact that the Bill
takes away tD some extent the rights of
property-owners.
Under . the
Real
Property Act a person eaoll put up a
building, and if that. building remains for
twenty yea.rs no one can come along and
block his light or his air; but under the
Bill, whether a property has been built
fDr twenty years Q1r only for one year, a
person can come along and block the
light and the acoess 0'£ air through the
dooiI"S o:r windows of that building. I
want honorable membe'rs to understand
exactly what they a,re voting on. Whether
the proposal is right, or wrong is another
matter. It seems to me to be taking away
rights that property-owners have had
in the past. At any rate, that is how
I view the matter. N a doubt lVir. Cohen
will be able to say if that is not so.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I see no
difficulty whatever about this Bill. In
my opinion Mr. Jones gave an admirable
exposition of the measure up to the time
when he thought fit to introduce into his
speech a little hot air about the lawyers.
This Bill is not taking away any existing
rights. There is a doubt as to whether
t,his right of access of air still exists and
it is for the purpose OIf removing' that
doubt that the Bill has been introduced.
No harm of the nature suggested by Mr.
Richardson would accrue.
A previous
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measure has already dealt with the subject maUer to which he has drawn attention. It is only a proper thing that the
public should know precisely' how they
stand, and as this Bill removes a doubt
it should receive the assent of this House.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 3.
The Bill was re,ported without amendment, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works) the
Bill was read a third time.
BILLS READ A FIRST T'IME.
The following Bills introduced by private members were read a first time:Compulsory Voting Bill (the Hon. R.
Williams).
Municipal Elections (Proportional Voting) Bill (the Hon. E. L. Kiernan).
Local Government (Enrolment of
Owners) Bill (the Hon. H. H.
Smith).
Facto,ries and Shops Bill (the Hon.
H. H. Smith) ..
ADJOURNMENT.
WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-It was my intention to
have moved now "That the House do,
now adjourn," which would mean, of
course, that we should sit to-morrow.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
suggest. tha,t the Housel should adjourn
until next week. I understand that the
Wheat, Marketing Bill' has not yet come
up from another place, and we have no
other business tal deal with now. There
are a number of members who have engagements in country districts, and if it
is thoroughly understood that the Wheat
}\{arketing Bill will be discussed on Tuesday next, we can arrange for a full House
then.
The Hon. Vi.T. J. BECKETT.-vVill you
make arrangements for' a full Housel ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
will endeavour t.o do so. I think that the
GOIVernment will be studying the wishes
of members if they agree to adjourn the
House until next Tuesday, with the
understanding that the Wheat Marketing
Bill will come on then. That is, of
course, if it is not thrown out in another
place.

Leave of Absence.

The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I should like
to say tha.t I unde,rstand Mr. Richardson
to state that he will be prepared to go
on with the deba,te on the Wheat l\1arketing Bill on T'uesda y.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSoN.-That is
so.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Then I think
it is an admirable suggestion.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.~It is
understood, of course, that the Bill will
be distributed in the meantime.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-Quite so.
We will clist,ribute the Bill the moment
it leaves another place, so that honorable
members can read and understand its con,
tents beforehand. Then on .Tuesday next
we can take the second reading of the Bill
and go straight on. Originally, I thought
that if I moved that the House at its
rising adjourn until Tuesday next honorable members might then ask for another
da~ to read the measure. On the undelrstanding suggested by Mr. Richardson, I
move---That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
Tuesday next.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.10 p.m. until
Tuesday, October 21.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,
Tuesday, Octo'ber 14, 1924 ,

The SPEAKER (the, Hou. John Bowser)
took the chair a,t 4.34 p.m.
AUDITOR-GENERAL'S REPORT.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Treasurer) .presented the Treasurer's statement of receipts and elxpenditure, of the. Conso.Iidate.d
Revenue and other moneys for the year
ended 30th June, 1924, accompanied by
the report 0.£ the Auditor-General and
by documents specified in section 56 of
the Audit Act.
.
The. report was ordered to lie on the
table, and to be printed.
LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
Mr. ALLAN.-By leave, I moveThat leave of absence for one 'month be
granted to the Honorable Francis Edward
Old, the member for Swan Hill.
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The honQorable member for Swan Hill has SOome considerable time, but the Bill does
been seriously ill. I am pleased to say 'not provide for a State-managed Pool at
that he is recovering; but I ha,ve a let.ter all. From that poci.nt of view the Gofrom him tQi-day, in which he states that vernment and their suppo['ters have not
he will nQit be able to attend the House been faithful to the sta,tements they made
Qon the platform. It cannQit be said with
for at le,ast a month.
any degree Qif authority that there was
The motion was agreed to.
any mandate at the elections from the
people
0.£ this State fo[" a Bill o.f this
MELBOURNE ELECT'RIC SUPPLY
cha,racter. Certainly the question of a
COMPANY BILL.
Whea,t POIOI was referred to in the policy
Mr. PRENDERGAST' (T'relasurer) pre- of the Country party, and also in the
.
sented a message from the Governor, policy o·f the Labour party.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I used the word
recommending that an appropriation be
made from the ConsQilidated Revenue fQlr " compulsory" in the statement I Ipade
the purposes of a Bill relating to' under- to the electors.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But
takings of the Melbourne Electric Supply
Company Limited and fo[" Qother pur- the honorable ge~tleman conveyed to the
people the impression that he was in
poses.
A resolution in accordance with the favour Qof a State-managed compulsQory
recommendation was passed in CQlmmit- POtOl. It cannot be said that the Bill
provides for a State-managed compulsory
tee, and adOopted by the House.
On the motion of lVIr. PRENDER- PaOlI.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST.-I did not use the
GAST (Premier) the Bill was introduced,
words " State-managed."
and read a first time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Some
months ago the LabQour party asserted
WHEAT l\1ARKBTING BILL.
that the consumers were being badly
Mr. HOG AN (l\1inister of Agriculture), tre·ated, and said tha,t if ever it got into
- I move-power it would devise ways and means
That this Bill be now read a third time.
by which they would be protected.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I de- All we have had from the Ministelrs who
sire to make a few remarks befo['e the have been in charge of the Bill, particuBill goes to another place. I am glad to larly the, lVIiniste:r Qof Agriculture, is, as
see that honQlrable members are refreshed the honorable member for TOQorak reafter their rest following on the all-nigh'c marked in regard to· another me,asure,
sitting last week. We now have the Bill bOound up in the pious hope that the conbefore us in the form in which it left sum€[" will bel able to get a cheaper loaf.
Committee. I wish to reiterate on btl- The~ say that t.he present position ,for
half of hono['able members associated with marketing is chaotic, a,nd that t.hey are
me that we are opposed to the measure. going to. reform it in this way. By geltWe have shown by our attitude in Com- ting rid of the middlemen wheat, th€,y
mittee the position we take up in regard cont.end, will be a.vaila.ble at a lower rate
to many of its important clauses. We and the public will get the benefit.. If
are opposed to the exercise of compUlsion t.his Bill is nlaced on the statute-book
in the way prQoposed, particularly when we shall see-whether the pious hopes of
it is applied in respect of one of the the Minister of Agricultur,e are likely to
biggest of Qiur commodities, a,t a time be realized. N ow I do not profess to
when it cannot be said that those en- know what t.h€1 aspirations and hopes of
gaged in producing that commodity are the whe,at-farmers are. I can t.ell honorsuffering at all severely. The position is a,blel members, howeve.r, that. a number
entirely different from that which ob- of former constituents of minel who have
tained when compulsory Pools were estab- settled in thel northern areas have comlished in the war period. The Bill t,hat municat.ed. with me on the ma.tt,er both
is now before us fo[" its third reading is by telegram a,nd letter, urging mel to
an entirely different measure from that Qoppose the Bill. As a result of our long
which honQ.fable members on the other association t.hey knew my views gene(the Ministerial) side of the House advo- rally in this direction. As I pointed out
cated on the hustings. They claim that on the second reading, when the Federal
it has been in their party programme for Gove,rnment deCided that they would ha.ve
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nOothing tOo do witn a eompulsory wh€la,t
Pool, Western Australia, South Austra-'
Ii a, and New South Wales de,termined
not to' prooeed with the proposal. V ictoria, with the exoeption of Russia" will
be the only pa,rt of the civilized world to
adopt such a thing in nOormal times. This
State will present the unique spectacle of
follorwing the Soviet and peQlple of Russia,
whe:re the elxperi:rrwnt was tried with thel
results we know of. Since the introduction of this Bill, numbers of our fa.rmers
who wanted too gelt rid of their wheat have
been preveuted from dOoing so'. TOo some
extent the market has been paralyzed.
Yet 'in South Australia. and Western Australia and to a lesser degr€lel in the other
whea,t-growing State, New South Wales,
t·he farme.rs have belen ahle tOo dispose of
the,ir prOoduoe. in the open market. In
Victo'ria" how€,ve,r, the wheat-fanners have
been tied up until the final dete,rmination
of Parliament on the mat,tell" has been
secured. The experiment of trying to
run a compulsory Pool in Victoria
when similar legislation has not been
passed in the other wh e'a,t-g rowing
States will be full of difficulty and,
possibly, result in disaster. If this Bill
becomes an Act, I forecast that it
will bring nothing but, legal troubles to
many fa,rmers in this State. HonOorahle
members on this (the Opposition) side of
the House have fought detell"minedly
against the provision for canceUing existing cont,ra.cts. I a·m sorry that, the Government would not extend the immune
period beyond the 24th Se:ptembe1r. To
that extent this is retrospective legislation,
and' I object to Parliament stepping in
between citizen and citizeu in cOonnexion
with contracts tha,t, have been made. In
an exC'eUent spe€ch a,t 2 00' clock in the
morning the honorahle member for
Brighton dealt with an thel legal and
mOoral aspects of that provision. I shall
not burden honorable members with a
re1petition of the, a.rguments with which I
supported him. Newly e,leded members
may not know tha,t after the, third reading Df thel Bill there is a further DppOrtunity Df moving amendments. Eve,n at
this late stage I think the Government
would be well advised to reconside1r their
decision on tha,t pa,rticular matter. There
is another clause that is full of danger
and difficulty, and that is certain to
crea,te. complications. That is clause 3.
Originally the Government proposed to try
this compulsory Pool for twelve months.
Subse'quently the honorable member for
. Sir Alexander Peacock.
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Lowan moved an amendment extending
the period of its operation to three years.
That amendment t,he Government accepted. It is certainly a novel procedure,
as I pointed out at 6 o'clock on Thursday

morning, when t.he amendment was

CM-

ried by force of numbers withorut full discussion. It is not only a, novel, but it
is a dangerous provision. During my 35~
years expe,rience in this HQuse I cannot remember the same thing having been done.
Instead of the o-overnment taking the
ordinary parliamentary course and boldly
proposing that the Pool, which they originally intended should OP&'ate for twelve
months, should continue in operation for
three yelars, the,y aocepted the provision
which puts Parliament aside in a, way
that is contrary to all precedent. If at a
poll of the wheat-growers a majorityand there is no definition of what the
majority shall bet-is in fa,vour of the
Pool being continued for the two succeeding seasons, the Government by proclama,tiOon, can e,xtend it for two years.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Where do the consumell"S come in' <
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOC'K.-Yes,
what becomes of the rights of the COonsumers ~ What becomes of the rights of
t.he public ~ Roughly, there are 20,000
wheat-grOlWelrs in this Sta,te. If at a
referendum there is a majority of
them in fa.vour of the continuation
of the Pool the Executive Council
can pass an oTde,r Olver t,he head
of Parliament even although Parliament may be then sitting and extend the
operation o,f the Pool for two, yela,rs. When
the people of Victoria realize wha,t the
effect 0.£ that provision is, and the, dangerous precedent it will create, there will
be a great outcry against the Government
for accepting it.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-They will send us
back with larger numbers.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
visited the honora,ble membe,r's district
during the last e,lection-not that I did
much .good for our candidate-and I ·am
sure that the electors of Gee1long did not
think that their representative would
vote for a proposition of this kind.
Mr. HOGAN.-YOIU said he· was going
to be belate'll.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Possibly I .might have said that a,fter the
election it would be a case of "Willie,
we have missed you." HowelVe'r, I do
not want the MinisteT to lead me away
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from the track. I give the hQinorable
gentleman every credit for the way in
which he handled the Committee during
the long sitting. All through thel night
he was certainly very patient. vVhat I
wish to emphasize nQiW is the dangerous
precedent which is being crea,ted by the
amendment inserted in clause 3. I say
that the Government have made a great
error in parliamentary procedure, and
it is likely to' rebound against their party
in the years to' come, fo'r they cannQit
expect to be always Qill the Ministerial
side of the House.
Mr. WARDE.-When you see that it is
popular in the country, you will adopt
it.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-1t
is not popular. I certainly never thought
that I would see the honorable member
for Flemington, who has been one of the
staunchest supporters of constitutional
procedure, supporting a p~oposal of th~s
kind. If, after an expenment of thIS
nature has been tried, the Government
feel that it should be renewed, they 'could
bring in a simple Bill to extend its operations for a period of two years.
Mr. W ARD~~Surely you do not say
that this couise is unconstitutional ~
Sir ALEXA'NDER PEAOOOK.-I
do not say that it is unconstitutional, but
I do say that it is wrong in procedure.
At this stage I do not wish to speak at
any great length. Those are the points
I desired to e~phasize. In the first
place, there has been no mandate for this
measure.
Then, provisiQins that ha,ve
been incorporated in it during the Oo~
mittee stage are full of danger, and WIll
possibly lead to disaster. There is an old
saying about buying a pig in a poke. I
am sure that if this measure is placed
on the statute-book the.jarmers will find
that they have come: trito a lot of legal
difficulties. There win be a new industry set up, and the farmers will have to
consult the lawyers about the working
of these provisions. Again I wish to say
that I am against the proposed interference with the rights Qif individual citizens in regard to contracts already made.
I am opposed, root and branch, to clause
3 as amended. Even at this late stage
the Government would be well advised to
review their decision, and enact the measur for twelve months only, as they originally intended. With the legal aspects of
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various clauses I ,shall leave the honorable member for St. Kilda, and the honorable member for Brighton, to deal.
They gave us valuable assistance ill that
direction during the consideration of the
Bill in Oommittee .. I will call for 'a
division when the motion for the third
reading is put, so that the public m~y
know the attitude we are taking up on
this Bill.
Mr. O~1AN .-1 am sQirry that this
Bill has SOl far been approved by the
House that it has reached the thirdreading
stage, nQitwithstanding
the
arguments that have been advanced
against it.
The party ou the Ministerial side strougly favour the Bill
in the belief that it will result in a
cheap loaf. Those honorable members on
this (the Opposition) side of the House,
who a,re supporting the measure', do SOl because they think tha,t, under it, the wheatgrowers of this State will get a higher
price for their produce. It is strange
that both the supporters of the Government and those members sitting in the
Opposition corner should be of one mind
in regard to the Bill, and think that it
will result in dear whela,t and cheap bread.
That is quite impossible.
Mr. BAILEY.-:Members on your side of
the· House are divided in opinion.
Mr. OMAN.-The weight of the argument is in favour of those who oppose the
Bill. This measure is designed to destroy commerce. It is a sectional attack
-an attack on the wheat-grQiwers of this
State.
Mr. HOGAN.-On the wheat-growers?
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, it is an attack on
their freedom, their liberty of action,
their right to market their produce in
their own way.
,
Mr. DOWN\YARD.-Yet 12,000 voted for
a compulso,ry POQiI, and Qinly 1,000
against. it.
Mr. OMAN.-As a matter of fact,
that interjection cuts no ice. Under a
measure that I piloted through this House,
80 per cent. of the wheat grown in VictOl'ia was pooled. No one objected to
the management o'r coutrQiI of that PooL
The-re was not a complaint 0.£ mismanagement. To-day we find only 60 per
cent. of the wheat in the voluntary Pool.
Mr. HOGAN.-People complained very
bitterly against the creation of the voluntary Pool.
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Mr. O~IAN.-At any rate, there is in
existence a voluntary Pool, which provides those who want to market their
wheat.in a co-operative way with the op-

portunity of doing so. In the present Bill
we have a propos-al to coerce those who do
not wish to POiol their wheat into dO'ing SOl.
I can use nOi stronger argument than was
p~OIvided by the Minister in mOlving the
seoond reading of this Bill. He said, in
effect, that the measure was intrOiduced
because there was a. number of struggling
farmers who must sell their wheat in the
early stages of the season" and that their
action in doing so induced a. lowe:r level
in the market price. He did nOit say that
the strong men wOluld rush the markets.
In effect., he said tha,t they wo,uld hDld
their wheat and reap a.dvant,age from the
pooling system. In this way they would
obtain a highe[" price later in the year.
They would not be in any way responsible
for reducing the level of the price at the
opening of the season. The Government
may attack one section of the cO!lIilllunity;
it may destroy cOlIllmercial freedom, and
later it may attack other spheres of business. If the Government is to coutrol the
legisla.tion of this country, there can be
no question that Socialism will be extended tD other lines Df commerce, and
other sections of ·the cOlIlllllunity will be
affected by the passing of the Bill now
before us. There are a number of wheatgrowers in this Sta.te whOi do not emplDY
outside labour, and the result is that what
they get from the sale of their prOiduce is
their wage. Why should a, man, because
he grows whea,t fO'r his wages and because
of inefficiency in the disposal Df it, be
subject toO contrDI of this sort ~ It has
not been clearly demOlIlstrated tha,t the
majority Df wheat-grorwers are incapable
of marketing their whea,t satisfactorily.
It is not right tD say, because some
growers may be in a tempora.ry difficulty
in the disposal of their wheat" that all
the wheat grorwn in Victoria. should be
handled by the State. If one goes intD
leading cDmmercial horuses.in thi~ city, it,
will be found that vanoiUS .hnes a,re
written dO'wn for clearing sales, sometimes
as much as 50 per cent. below the
ordina,ry price.
Wihy should we nO't
make use of that argument as a reason
for the State introducing Bills tOo meet
the conditio'll of people whol have tOi deal
with their gDods in tha,t way ~
Mr. BAILEY.-The honorable membelr
is not showing how the Bill affects the
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whea,t-grmvers, but how it affects the men
WhD do not grD'w whea,t.
IVlr.
OMAN.-I
have
previo.usly
pointed out that there' a,re upwards of
1,000 men in this St,ate who have been
employed on country statiDns practically
all their lives in handling wheat. These
men a,re tD be ruthlessly displaced by the
actiOon of this Government without any
conside,ratioo at all.
They ha.ve been
can-ying out their duties hOonestly and
fairly, and should not be de,alt with in
such a summary fashion as the GO'vernment prOoPOoses. A gOOod deal has been said
about the huge profits made out of the
handling of whea.t. Honorable members
can realize wha t Id. per bushel means on
the handling of the 220,000,000 bushels
that were covered by the compulsory Pool
during the war period.
I should like
honorable members to point O'ut tOo me
the men in this community who ha,ve
made huge prO'fits in the handling of
wheat alone. It is true that there are a,
number of men whO' have failed beca.use
of their speculations in wheat and risking
the open market" but in every British
community the pra.ctice has always been
fer the GOovernment to intedere as little
as possible with people whol are working
Dut their own destinies hi trade and cemmerce. It is nOit tD be wondered at that
this Government has brought forward
this Wheat Marketing Bill.
It is in
favour Df compulsion against the section
whom I represent.
Mr. HOGAN.-Wha.t sectiOlIl is that ~
Mr. OMAN.-The section which believes in freedom of actiOin. Those in t~is .
section believe tha,t, if they grow wheat,
they should be allDwed to dispose of it in
the markets Df the world in their orwn
way. It was made to appear during the
course of the debate last week that the
electors in my censtituency were strongly
in favour ef this compulsOiry marketing
Df wheat. I have been in my constituency
in the interval, and I can say that nD
such feeling exists there. I dOl not think
there is such a feeling amDngst the
majority of the wheat-growers of this
Sta,te. I believe the majority is in fa,vour
Df handling the trade and commerce ef
this State in its own way. Those WhD
are supponing this socialistio enterprise
olf the present GDvernment cannot complain if the Labour party, when it gets
complete control, introduces compulsory
unionism.
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Mr. DOWNWARD.-Do you say that the The passa.ge of this Bill will be undoubtdried fruit growers are socialists ~
edly a blot on the title of every landMany honQorable
Mr. OMAN.-What I am saying is owner in this State.
now III this House will
tha,~ the Government might just as well members
introduce a. Bill for compulsolry unionism. recollect what is knQown as section
They will remember . how Mr.
I am not .opposed to unionism. I believe 69.
that men should join the organiza,t.ion of McKenzie lost his seat fighting fQor
There are men in this
the trade with which they are associated, that section.
if they want to dOl so for their own advan- HQouse to-day who are associated with the
t.age. I belie.ve in cOI-operaltion when men Labour party in putting this blot on the
can see that they can get advantage out titles of land-owners. Instead Qof increasof joining with others in their particular ing the production the effect Qof this meavVe knQow
caning, but toOl compel men to join unions sure will be to decrease it.
and cOI-operat.ive societies is against the what has been the effect on wheat protraditions of the ra,ce from which we have duction under Soviet rule in Russia.
Mr. HOGAN.-YQou might clear up the
sprung. I am convinced that, even if
the're is only a temporary gain as the re- point how Mr. MciKenzie lost his seat.
Mr. OlVIA~.-He suppQorted section 69,
sult of this Bill, and the LabQour party
cQintinues to hold the balance of power, we as the, honorable gentleman is standing for
shall have other measures introduced not depriving land-owners Qof freedQom of conto give wheat-growers the full market trol in regard to the marketing of their
value of their grain, but merely the cost wheat.
Mr. HOGAN.-You might teU us who put
of production, plus a reasorna,ble amount
.
of profit, the holders of wheat being section 69 into the Act 1
allowed to sell it overseas in the best
Mr. Ol\1AN .-N 0 Bill passed by this
markets Qof the wQorld. The present Go- House shQould contain a pro1vision cancelvernment appointed a Royal Commission ling contracts as is provided in this meato investigate this very issue, and the sure. I shall, at a later stage., submit an
Commissioner has indicated that that is amendment dealing with the clause which
the policy he would recommend.
cancels all contracts made before 24th
Mr. SNOWBALL.-What Commission was September . We should not debar any
man from maintaining any cO'ntract enthat ~
Mr. OMAN.-That was the Sutcliffe tered in to befOTe this Bill becomes law.
Commission. By adopting what he recom- To dO' so is contrary to our constitution
mended t.he Government would be able to and our practice. The GO'vernment has
make wheat a.vailable for local consump- endeavoured to get outside O'f our constition on the basis of the cost Qof production, tution, and to interfe,re with the freedom
plus a reasonable profit, allowing the pro- Qof Inter-State trade, and so this Bill will .
ducers to sell their wheat in the open prevent any grower from sending wheat
away from VictQoria if he desires to dO' so.
markets of the world.
Mr. VVEAVER.-You are out to reduce I intend to move that the clause dealing
with that particular matter 00 struck out.
the price to the local cQonsumer.
I have no desire to hOlld up this Bill, beMr. OMAN.-I am convinced that the
Government the honoTable member is cause I think we ought to send it to anot.her place with as little delay as possible,
supporting is seeking to gain one end,
so that it can be dealt with there,; but,
that is a high price for the wheat-growers. at the Slame time, those of us whQo are opof this State. He would have to support posed to this system Qof marketing wheat
a pQolicy oJ making whea t available fQor
should define our position clearly, and set
local consumption at the cost of producout the reasons why we are opposing this
tion, plus a reasonable profit, but not at Bill. I am opposed to this Bill, amQongst
its true value.
other reasons, because I beHeve that the
Mr. CARLIsLE.-Are you supporting promise of higher prices to the producer
that ~
cannQot be fulfilled. If the present GoMr. OMAN.-I am not.
vernment remains in power that is not
Mr. CARLISLE.-Then what are you the object it will have in view.
By
grQowling about 7
this Bill we are destroying freedom of
Mr. OMAN.-I am complaining that I contract on the part OIf men who have
shall not be permitted, because of this Bill, been engaged in this industry almost since
to give effect to the policy I believe in. the beginning of the history of the State.
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It is very risky to support such a proposal
even if it could be clearly demonstrated
that there would be a temporary gain from
its provisions. It cannot be shown that,
under present circumst.ances,· this Bill will
prove of any advantage to the wheatgrowers of this State.
I do nDt think
anybody can give satisfactory proof that
that it will be 0.£ even temporary advantage. I have already pointed out that
some members of this House were strongly
in favour of the policy I enunciated vn
19th September last. They are, however,
supporting this Bill, and I should like to
know why they have changed· their
opllllon.
Circumstances
have
nOit
changed; they a,re just the same as they
were Dn 19th September.
Similar proposals have nOit been brDught forward in
SDuth Australia where there is a LabDur
Government in power, neither have we a
similar proposal from New SDuth Wales.
Thase two States with VictOoria produce
the ·great bulk of the wheat of Australia,
and oue-third Df the productian practically CDmes from Victoria.
Even then
. what we grOow in Australia is only 1 per
cent. of the tOotal production 0''£ the world,
and how can it be imagined tha,t, by controlling 1 per cent. of the wheat, we can
increase the value of it overseas ~ It is
nOot going to do anything of the sort. 1
am convinced that the principle of this
Bill is nOot sound, and I intend to vote
against the third reading.
Mr. CAIN (Hanorary Ministelr).-I
have listened to the debates that have
taken place an this Bill, and I have also
heard what the honOorable member who has
just resumed his seat has had to say on
the motiOon far the third re,ading.
He
has attempted to paint a picture t.ha,t
he hDpes will at least be sufficiently attractive to' induce honorable members
sitting in the cO'rner to go
back
upOon what they hav~ already decided.
The honarable member has gane to some
length to point out the dangers assDciated
with this measure.
He has talked about
Sovietism, Syndicalism, SDcialism, and
every other "ism." We are all aware
t.hat what the hanOorable member does not
know abaut
Sovietism
and
Syndicalism-1\11'. BAILEY.-Would fill a wheat bag.
1\11'. CAIN.-Yes, would fiI! a wheat
bag.
The hanarable member has stated,
though that is not the opinian of many
of his colleagues, that as the result uf
the pa&3ing Df this Bill, the growers of
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wheat will receive a reduced price fOol'
their commodity.
Honarable members
who sit on this side of the House have
only one object in view, and that is to
get far the 'CDnsumers wheat at a very
much reduced cost, sO' that the consumers
may get their bread at the lowest possible
price.
Mr. TouTcHER.-If you stop all campetitiQtn, will you accomplish that ~
Mr. CAIN.-I will endeavour to
answer the hanDrable member before I
conclude. The hQinQirable member for St.
Kilda, and his colleagues who represent
metropalitan cOOlstituencies, not anly on
this, but Qtn a previous occasiOon when
the policy spe1ech of the GQtvernment was
befare the House, argued that we had
abandoned our industrial suppOorters in
the metralpolitan are,a, and that our policy
was one that was designed to assist the
farmers, and to secure their vDte.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The pOoint was that
yOou were not sincere.
Mr. CAIN.-Tht sincerity of our. desire to serve the ber3t interests Df the
community remains to be seen. We hope
to be here lang enaugh to be able t.a
convince the people autside that we are
in earnest in our endeavours tQi promote
their interest.
The honQtrable member
for St. Kilda paints a picture of how
this Bill, if given effect to, will increase
the price of wheat to' the consuming
After the electian af 1921, there
public.
was anQtther picture painted, and I remember it well.
It waa a picture of
what the party to which the honorable
memb.er belQings called "the cheap
loaf." The,re were put up Qin the hoardings. all over the meltropolitan areas,
"Vote for the Wheat Pool and Dear
Bread." "Vote for the Open Market
and Cheap Bread. ' ,
We have the
open market, and we still have dear
bread.
Let me paint aut the IDgic of
our pasitian.
I think it is recQtgnized
by ecanamists everywhere that in the distribution of any article of commerce the
necessa.ry thing is that the consuming
public shauld be able to get the article 313
direct as is humanly possible froom the
sQturce of praduction.
Bv elimina,ting
unnecessary expense in distribution, by
reducing the number of hands through
which an article must pass, bath the praducers and the coonsumers must be bemefited.
It does noot matter what line Qtf
industry we take, that principle applies.
I may quote the example of the Camman-
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wealth Woollen Mills which were recently
sold. l\{aterial from the mills was so.Jd at
lOs. a yard. It went into the back door
of a Flinders-street warehouse and came
out at from 25s. to 30s. a yard. There
was no additiQinal labour; there was only
the toll 'Of the middleman. The honorable member for Hampden has been trying to prove hQiw impossible it is for the
whe'at merchant to make big profits.
Mr. OMAN.-Did no,t the consumers get
cheap bread during the compulsory wheat
PoO'11
Mr. CAIN.-I" will come to that. The
honorable member has been trying too
prove, and the Leader Qif the Opposition
has adopted the same line O'f a,rgument,
how impossible it is to pay the farmers
reasonable prices for their wheat, and, at·
the same time, to give the consumers a
cheap 10'af.
The Government are not
senseless enough to think that if the
ma.rket value of wheat is high we can
give th~ consumers a cheap 10'af.
We
believe tha.t the producer is entitled to
the full value of his product.
Mr. OMAN.-Tha.t is not the view taken
in the Commissioner's report.
Mr. CAIN.-I am not responsible for
the COimmissioner's report.
The producer who grOlWs wheat is entitled
to th9 market value of his product,
but, on the other hand. if we can di6tribute that whea.t by a less expensive
method than is at· present adopted, the
prOiducers will not be injured, and the
consumers will be benefited.
It is our
duty, and it is also' the duty of the community, to eliminate unnecessa.ry expense
incurred with the employment of the
middleman, wherever that is humanly
possible.
Mr. EGGLE.sToN.-This Bill will not do
that.
Mr. CAIN.-The· honorable member
for St. Kilda heard the speech delivered
the other day by the honorable membE)'r
fQir Hampden-a wonderful speech-on
behalf of the unfQirtunate people who
spend their lives in this business; the
men whO' have been ruined, and thrown
out on a thankless world without any
compensation having been paid to them.
Thousands of wo,r king men are t.hrown out
every day without compensation. There
is one thing that the community, tha,t is
~f it is a. sensible community, cannot take
mto considera,tiQin, and that is the right
()if the middlemen, whose services may. be
dispensed with, to' any special treatment.
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The policy, not only of the Government,
but of honQirable members _sitting behind
the Government and in the Opposition
corner-and it is the policy, I may say,
of all thinking men in the House-is to
eliminate as fa.r as is humanly possiple
any unnecessary expense in the distribution of commodities.
I am prepared to
admit tha.t costs have been increlased. It
has, however, been shQiwn by the hono,rable
member for Rodney that the cost of the
wheat in a loaf of bread IS comparatively
small. The cost of production is' also
small, but. as the honQirable member for
Hampden knQiws, the cost of distribution
is approximately 2d. a lQiaf.
Mr. OMAN.-WouIrl the lo'af be che,aper
with State bake,ries ~
.
Mr. CAIN.-It would be cheaper if we
had scientific and Qirganized methods of
delivery. No sensible community would
think of dispensing with the present
me,thod of delivering letters by post. That
is a block system,. and there is no reasoo
why milk, meat, and bread should not be
delivered by some better method than that
at present adopted. Certainly the cost Qif
distribution is at present excessive.
I
know that it is difficult to bring these refo,rms about. We cannot dOl everything
at once. We are no,t a party of Soviets
and Revolutionaries. We are a party O'f
men and women marching along reaSQinable lines towards an ultimate goal. We
do nOlt shut our eyes, but we mOiVe by
steps as circumstances pe,rmit on to the
accomplishment Oof the object we have In
view. We can QIIlly achieve that object by
steady, progressive measures.
Mr. OMAN.-What will happen when
you have the balance of power ~
Mr. CAIN.-At one time the party to
which the hOonOorable' member belonged
had 40 supporters in the Roruse, but
they did not do very much. A party may
have too many members. Afte,r all, it is
not a matter of numbers but of education . . The honQirable member fOT Hampden would apparently allow the interests
Oof a few people to stand in the way of
justice being dOone to the many.
:Mr. OMAN.-That is no'nsernse.
Mr. CAIN.-It is not nonsense. In
the speeoh the honorable member delivered
in Committee in the middle of the all
night sitting he put up a case for the
middlemen.
Mr. OMAN.-They were employees.
Mr. C'AIN.-They we're both middlemen and employees. If the POQil is able
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to supply whelat to the consuming public
at a lower price than is at present demanded, it will have justified its existence. If it fails to do that, it will not
justify its existence.
Mr. OMAN.-You will have to reduce
labour costs.
Mr. CAIN.-In my opinion we can dispense with the middleman without reducing labour costs. The foremost; maker of
motor cars in the world is coming to Australia to conduct operations her-e.
He
pays 'his employees the highest wages, and
works them for the shortest hours.
He
gi ves the same rate of pay to both sexes.
Mr. TOUTCHEB .-And he ge-ts the most
he can out of them.
Mr. CAIN.~He produces an article,
and puts it on the markets of the world
in competition with all-comers.
The
success he has achieved proves that it is
not necessary to have cheap labour in'
o'rder to give the public cheap commodities.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Efficient labour.
Mr. GAIN.-The labour must, of
course, be efficient. What do we require
in this case ~ We do not want the farmers
to work for nothillg. They are producing
a necessary commodit.y in wheat, and they
should be paid for their labour. What
we
do say is that it is our
duty to see that their wheat is
conveyed as diredly and as cheaply
from the &Duree of production to the
source of consumption as is possible.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Under this scheme,
all the savings will go to the farmers and
not to the consumers at all.
Mr. CAIN.-The only difference is
that, under this scheme, fewer costs will
be incurred. The difficulty my honorable,
friend has in his mind is that the farmers
may get whatever saving there is rather
than the dealers or middlemen. Now, I
prefer, whatever the shortcomings and
misgivings of the farmers may be-and
we know that they are pretty consenrative-to let them have whatever bonefit
there is rather than that it should go to
middlemen.
We have been told that
competition means cheapness. But does
it? The honorable member for Stawell,
;vho used that argument, knows that in
this community we have comp~tition.
Take the grocery trade. There are hundreds of men in business as grocers.
There is certainly not a monopoly in that
trade.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-We' have elimin~tted'
healthy competition everywhere. The result is that we have monopolies and high
prices. We are paying "through the
nose" for the elimination of competition.
There is no greater -combine in the community than the grocery combine.
Mr. 01~IN.-The honorable member
for Brighton, who is a lawyer, knows that
it is more difficult to establish a combine
in a trade in which hundreds of people
are engaged, than it is in a business where
not above a dozen or so are concerned.
Now, in the wheat business of this country, there have for years been a halfdozen men, or certainly not more than a
dozen men, engaged as buyers.
They
have acted collectively.
Mr. EGGL~SToN.-Where is the evidence of it? l\1:r. Cl~IN.-The men engaged in the
wheat-growing industry are prepared to
The honorable
prove that that is so.
member for Benalla quoted f ac~s on this
aspect of the question the other night.
He showed that these people fixed prices.
Mr. HOGAN.-Mr. Oliver, of Ararat,
proved it before the Commission.
Mr. CAIN.-To come back to the
grocery trade, there is, or there certainly
a ppears to be, competition. My honorable friend thinks that competition reduces prices. He knows as well as I do
that competition is, in almost every industry to-day, a disappearing quantity.
Where there are no combines, there is an
honorable understanding.
We have the
great tobacco monopoly, which fixes the
price to the consumer and the profit to be
made by the retailer. This monopolistic
concern absolutely demands from the
community its own price. What I wish
to impress on honorable members is that
this Bill is an honest endeavour on the
part of the Governmen~it may not
prove to be as successful as we should
like it, it may be that there will be shortcomings, it may be that the Act will require amending-to give effect to our
desires, and to bring the producer
into touch with the consumer at the
least possible cost.
For that reason,
I commend the Bill. I believe that there
will be similar demands from other secti ons of primary producers as time goes
on. Possibly we shall have such demands
from other sections of the community. It
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is certain that legislation of this kind will
interfere with middlemen. But we cannot pass any legislation that does not
materially affect some individual or
other. Like John Stuart Mill, I beli.eve
in individual liberty.
But individual
liberty can be carried too far. We are
living in days of Collectivism.
:M:r. TouTcHER.-Communism.
Mr. OAIN.-The honorable member
fOol' Stawell can call it Communism if he
likes.
The position is this: You can
:qght your neighbour, or you can cooperate with him. In these days, people
prefer to co-operate, ·and this Bill is an
honest endeavour to bring those great
sections oJ the community-the producers
and the consumers-closer tOogether.
I
hope that the measure will shortly receive the sanction of this House, and
that it, will be passed by another pla.ce.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I was very much
. impressed, indeed, with the vigorous
speech we have just had from the Honorary Minister. I take it that he felt it
incumbent upon him to offer some sort of
explanation to his constituents for supporting a Bill of this kind, which does
not contain that measure of protection
to his constituents that he said he would
insist upon. I wish to deal only with one
aspect of that speech.
The honorable
gentleman thumped the table energetically when he claimed that, as a result of
this legislation, the consumers would be
benefited owing to the elimination of many
of the costs that intervene between the
producer and consumer by the present
method of distribution. If he only understood what the real effect of the Bill
would be, he would know that none of
the savings under this wheat pooling
scheme will go to the consumer at all. If
there is any saving in the distribution of
wheat, it will go to the producer alone.
I am not saying that that is a wrong
thing. I am merely pointing out that
there will be no saving to the consumer
because the wheat will be sold at the
world's price. No attempt is made-except possibly in clause 24-to protect the
consumer in this matter. There is no
attempt to give the consumer wheat at
less than the world's parity. If he pays
that, then all the savings in connexion
with the distribution of wheat will be
reaped, not by the -consumer, but by the
farmer. My main object in speaking is to
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summarize the position and to refer in detail to several legal points. I re,ferred in
Committee, during the all-night sitting
last week, to a number of those points. I
want tOo summarize my objections, because
r think the House has not sufficiently appreciated the impQortance of the points
that I raised. They are SQo important
that, even if I believed in the pooling
system in principle, I would reject this
Bill simply because it contains the objectionable provisions to which I am going
to refer. The most objectiQonable provisions were nQot contained in the Qoriginal
Bill, but are the subject matter of amendments brought in by the Minister in
charge of the measure, supported by the
Attorney-General. I venture to say that
these amendments were suggested by the
staff of the Wheat CQorporation, with a
view to making the position of the Board
more secure,. These amendments give the
Board a privileged position, a position that
is unwarranted; indeed, unparalleled in
any other public body in the community.
The Minister of Agriculture and the
Attorney-General do not seem to have
been aware of what was involved in these
amendments.
When t raised points
against them they simply hurried out of
the chamber, consulted the Parliamentaxy
Draftsman, returned and said, " The Parliamentary Draftsman has approved of
them."
Mr. BAILEy.-Why, you consulted the
Parliamentary Draftsman yourself.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that the
Parliamentary Draftsman's job is not to
deal with the principles of the Bill at all.
He does what he is told. He is concerned
only with form, not principle. My objections were not as to form but tOi principle
in regard to these amendments. It is not
fair to the Parliamentary Draftsman to
bring him into a discussiQon of this kind.
His duty is to clothe the proposals of
the l\1inistry in a legislative form,
and to do that in as clear a manner as possible
The most impQortant
thing in the Bill is the rela,tionshi p
created between the farmer, who is compelled to send his wheat into the Pool, and
the Board which controls the POOIL I think
it will be cQonceded that where a producer
parts with the possession of his propert.y,
even to a public or a semi-public authority, he should have with that authority
a properly enforcealile, contract by which
.he can call upon the authQority, to whom
he has committed his wheat or other produce, to account at law f.or the proceeds
l•

l
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from it. I have had a considerable, business
relatiQnship with farmers.
PrQbably I
have had closer business relations with
farmers than some honorable members
whQ represent farming districts have had,
and if I know the farmers aright, the1y
would be satisfied with nQthing else than
a properly-enforceable contract with the
authority to whom they committed their
produce. NQw, I WQuid like every representative Qf farmers tOo realize that there
it nQthing in this legislation anywhere
which gives the producer a prQper right to
enfQrce an account against the Boa.rd,
nor is t.here any substantial obligation 'Of
the Board towards them. This is the result of the amendments. In the original
Bill the farmer CQuld call for an account
that he cannot now call fQr. In none of
the legislation constit.uting wheat Pools
has the CQntract between tbe producer
and the ~ool been satisfactorily wQrked
out. The reason for that probably was
that it was hurried war legislation. The
GQvernment was, Qf cQurse, behind the
original PQQI, and the question did not
arise.
The position of mortgagees and
assignees under all the P.ools was unsatisfactory. But until 1920 there was always
a right in t.he person named in the certificate tQ call for an account Qf his property
from the Board. He CQuld, if necessary,
sue the Board and get an account 'Of the
proceeds from his wheat. TJie importance
and value Qf this provision is shown by
the fact that certificate holders in SQuth
Australia have sued the Government controlling the Pool for about £1,000,000
damages fQr negligence, in permitting destruction by mice and weather.
After
considerable litigation, in which the High
Court decided that the Government was
not liable, the Privy Council said that the
Government was liable. The people therefQre had a security. If the wheat were
damaged as the result of negligence by
pe,rsons cQnnected with the Pool, they
were able tQ recover damages from the
GQvernment. Under this Bill there cannot be an action against the Board for
negligence Qr even to compel them to' give
an aCCO'llD.t. I admit that in the 1921
Act, constituting the, Wheat-growers Corpora.tiQn, a section was inserted enabling
the Board to' determine the amQunt distributable out of the available, surplus.
But the position of the Victorian Wheat
Oorporation was different from that of
the Wheat Board, because of the relationship of the shareholders to the corporation. The latter had capital, and it was
Mr. Eggleston.
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a voluntary Pool. Moreover, there was
the right to compel the Board to distribute the surplus; and that was a very
valuable concession. I emphasize, however, that it was a voluntary Pool, and
that no one was compelled to put his
wheat into it. If the Pool did not treat
its constituents fairly, it did not get their
wheat. In the amendment proposed, all
the safeguards given to the owners of
wheat, according to the terms of the
earlier compulsory Pool legislation, are
swept away. Growers are compelled to
bring their produce into the Pool, and
neither they nor their assignees nor mortgagees have any power to compel the
Board in a court of law to account for
the proceeds, or any portion thereof.
With respect to clauses 12' to 15 of this
Bill, I would point out that, in the
original measure, there was the right for
a mortgagee to demand an a,ccount from
the Board by an action at law. In clause
15, which defines the wheat certificate, it
is set out that the certificate means a certificate issued to a seller of wheat to the
Pool, and it states that the wheat seller
has the right to' be given an account of the
wheat sent by him into the Pool. That,
however, is changed. N ow, instead of his
having the right to' claim such au account,
he can obtain. from the Board only the
amount declared by the Board payable to him.
I understand at this
stage, that the objectiQns that I have
taken to t.he measure have had such an
effect upon the Minister in charge that he
intends to present an amending provision
that will restore the terms of the 1921
Act. That does not dispose of my objections, however. Although I admit that
the use of the words "surplus available"
may give some rights to the owner of the
wheat, he has no right of action in respect of anything whatever except to be
informed of the amount determined by
the Board to have been distributable to
him out' of the surplus. That is a very
serious position. It is an application to
the wheat-owner of the old saying, "Gape,
sinner, and swallow." That is all he can
do. He cannot go before the Board and
complain that the amounts have been unfairly allocated; he cannot present a
charge that certain persons, having different qualities of wheat, have been paid
more than their due in comparisQn with
the sum that he should have been given
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for his superior quality of grain.
He
cannot complain of mismana"ement or
dishonesty.
Mr. BAILEY.-The poor lawyer does
not get half a chance.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the Minister
thinks that the Government has the right
to sacrifice the wheat-growers in order to
victimize the lawyers, he is entitled, of
course, to that view. However, the position, as I see it, is made much worse by
the wording of clause 25, which practically protect1:l the Board from any action for damage, except in the event of
its disobeying the specific injunctions laid
down in the Act. . Nowhere else in the
legislation of this State, I feel positive,
will such a principle be found. Even a
County Court Judge, even a justice of
the peace, even a policeman may be held
liable for his illegal acts; hut this Board
is prote·cted from any liability, except in
relation to actual disobedience to the
terms of the Act. In the Bill, there is
contained no specific obligation up·)n the
Board to d.o anything. Olause 25 protects it absolutely. I challenge representatives of farmers in this House to support a Bill which places the producer so
absolutely in the power of the BOoard. It
may be all very well to say that its members are honest men.
·Mr. BAILEY.-The Board will he in the
power of the growers.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I repeat that no
grower can obtain damages for loss sustained of any kind or in any way.
I
have looked through the Bill to ascertain
if there is any other protection. .And tht:
only right that I can see is the audit provision in clause 21. Audit, however, does
not protect anybody. The original Compulsory Pool Act provided for an audit
by the Auditor-General.
This measure
oi.·iginally provided for an audit by a person approved by the Auditor-General, but
as it has been amended, it will be for the
Board to appoint the auditor, and the'
Auditor-General can only approve or disa pprove. That is the only protection.
Mr. HOGAN. - The Auditor-General
may, himself, undertake an audit.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, but again r
say, an audit is no protection to anyone.
The Auditor-General has not the power
to call evidence; he has not the authority
to bring before him a grower who has a
grievance; he may make no decree; he
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may go no further than to present a critical report-which may be the end of the
whole matter. I hope that that point will
be thoroughly appreciated by the representatives of the farmers. Even the Government has no _power' to alter a determination of the Board. The responsible
Minister cannot say, "This distribution
is wrong; you must alter it." And there
is no appeal. There is no Board, Commission, Court, nor Government Department
that has the autocra,tic and irrespOonsible
position in which the Board is to be
placed. The whole situa,tion, therefore,
is contrary to the principles of legislation.
A body tha,t is not compelled to account
for its actioos is not likely to be efficient.
Under sections 14 and 15 the old
principle that a debtOor must pay the
right person at hiB peril is abrogated.
If the Board has ma,de a mistake bona
fide and without negligence, the person
who shQluld have been paid a certain sum
may whistle fOor it. It would be difficult
to establish negligence, and, there,fore,
the Board could not be brought to bOiok.
Every banking institution, insurance
company, and Gove,rnment Department is
required to pay the person to whom
money is due, if a wrong payment has
been made, or pa.yment has been withheld. This boody, however, is to be exempt. It is to be free of all obligations
tha,t an ordina,ry citizen, an ordinary
If a
business coon cern , is bou.nd by _
Board is appointed that-. can metaphorically place its fingers to its nose in the
direction of any person making a claim
Qir complaint against it, such freedom is
bound to milita,te against its· efficiency.
Responsibility, whethe,r by an individual
or Oon the part of a bOody, is a grea.t factOil'
in cQompelling efficiency.
If the
BQoard, thrQough negligence, failed to insure a cargo, for example, the onus would
nOit be taken by t·he Board, but would
be thrQown back upon the sha,rehQilders as
a body. If mice Qor weevils destrQoyed the
wheat the BQiard could not be blamed.
The position would be far different from
that in which the wheat-growers of South
Australia were placed in the early histQiry
of the Pools, when enQormcrus damage was
done by the plague of mice; the farmers
were able to sue for and obtain redress.
It is one ~f the defects of the pooling
system that the grower has to accept the
risks of the market. Here, in addition,
he must take the risks of such factors as
bad management and peculation. Summing up the position, I would say that
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a grower who puts his wheat into the Pool
has no right of actiol1 but fo,r the amount
that the Board declares to· be payable.
Such declarations cannot be appealed
against. The operations of, the Board can
be investigated by the AuditoT-Geueral,
but he has no power to increase any payment to the grQlwer Q1r to make a charge
against the Board. Therefore, gro,wers
would be com peUed to! withst.and losses
due to all those factQlrs that I have mentioned, namely, actual losses of wheat"
peculation, mismanagement, negligence,
and failure tOi observe business prelcautions, breach of trust, or fraud by members of the staff. Few people are concerned, when dealing with business matters,
with
the
exact
legal
terminOilogy.
Not until something goes
wrong is the phrasing Q1f a contract likely
to be very closely scrutinized. In legislation of this character we must closely
study the phraseology. Not only Ministers, but members especially, who are representing the farmers, should see that
there is no loop-hole for loss by the producer. In Q1rdinary business life individuals and bodies are not charged with
operatiOins involving large sums Q1f money
belonging to other people unless there is
every precaution against wrOing-doing and
mlsta,kes. and every prQlvision for calling
them to account. Constitutionally, the
situation is just as important. I have
had great experielnce in drawing up company articles in which precautions are
taken to protect the directors, but I have
never seen anything of the character of
this Bill. In fa.ct, a company, having
artjcles simil~,r to this measure, would
not be permitted to sell a share, nor be
recognized by the Stock Exchange. From
the constitutional aspect, I would point
out tha,t in the original Bill, in each
clause defining the powers and the scope
of the Board, there was a limitation showing that it applied only to Victorian
transactions.
The
limit.ation
was
o~itted by amendment, and a dragnet provision inserted in clause 3.
I contend that when an Act of Parlia,ment is passed to regulate the transactions of the community and the rela,tions
0.£ various members of it, those members
should be enabled to gather from the Act
wha,t their rights are. Clause 8 was originally dra,wn so that only sales by persons in Victoria to other persons in
Victoria fOir delivery in Victoria we,re
prohibited, thus homoring the constitutional rule.
But by ameudment the
Mr. Eggleston.
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limitation with respect to delivering in
Victoria has been cut out Q1f several
clauses, and those clauses themselves contain an absolute prohibition, and forbid
all transactions whatever, whether they are
Inter-State Q1r internal. The qualifying
phrase was taken out of each of those
clauses. They seem to be an absolute
prohibition of all transactions, and there
is only the drag-net provision in clause 3,
which says that nothing in the measure
shall be deemed to be in conflict with the
Federal ConstitutiOin. I veuture to say
tha,t thousands 0.£ porunds have been spent
on lawyers in interpreting the Federal
Constitution. Five Q1r six large actions
have been decided by the High Court,
and its decisions were, one way at one time
and another way at another time. The
decisions have been varied, and only in
1920 was there a, final decision, which sets
out the constitutional position under the
trade and commerce section. Honorable
. members know tha.t the trade and commerce section pre,vents State legislation
interfering with freedom Q1f intercourse
and of trade and commerce between inhabitants of different Sta,tes. Clause 8
in this Bill as it stands forbids all transactions in wheat by men in VictoTia, and
there is no limitation in it confining it
to the scope imposed by the Federal Constitution.
A person reading the Bill
would be puzzled to know what his powers
really were, and to ascertain wha,t his
position was he would have to go to
a la,wyer and get him to interpret the
Federal Constitution, and all the various
decisions that ha,ve been given upon the
subject., the principles of which are conflicting. As I have said pre1viously, this
is a viciQlus fmm IOf legislation. It really
means that the Government are asking
the High Court to dra.w up this Bill for
them. The reason, Q1f course, is that the
members of the B6ard' who are gOling to
control the Pool see very clearly that the
constitutiOinal limitations on the PQlwer
Q1f this Parliament are such that very
'serious 10lOp-holes will be made in the
Pool system. In fact, I very much doubt
whether, in view of t.he Federal ConstitutiQln, it is really worth while trying to
adopt a pOOiling system a,t all. I do not
think it is, but apparently the idea of
the Board is to make the prohibitions in
the Bill absolute, sOl that they can produce
the Bill to a peirson who wants to sell his
wheat abroad, and say, "The Bill says
you ha,ve to sell your wheat to the Wheat
Boa,rd." As a matter of faet, if the
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person looked at clause 3 and had it
interpreted by a lawyer', in view of the
terms of the Federal Constitution and the
cases decided, he would know that he
could sell his wheat to another person in
another State without interfe·rence by the
Board at all. The object of the Bill,
drawn in this way, is to enable the
Board to bluff peo.ple into selling
their wheat to. it,
tho.ugh these
people would like to. sell it to buyers
in other States. It was decided by the
High Court in 1\1cArthur's case, in
1970, that a Queensland Act, designed
to stop pro.fiteering, could no·t prevent a
New South Wales merchant sending his
tra.vellers through Queensland and selling
his goods aboiVe the declared price in
Queensland. If you apply that case to
the wheat Pool, the,re is nothing to prevent New South Wales or South Australian houses sending buyers throughout
Victoria and buying wheat from Victorian
wheat-growers. If McArthur's case IS
considered in relation to this Bill, I think
the wheat Pool is practically worthless,
and I venture to say that the eminent.
counsel who drafted the drag-net clause
was told to draft a, provision that would
conceal the effect of McArt,hur's case, and
ensure that the Bill would not be unc,onstitutional.
Mr. HOGAN.-McArthur's case was not.
in connexion with wheat.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-It was in connexion with the anti-profiteering Act ot.
Queensland.
Mr. HOGAN.-That judgment would
not have applied in respect to Queensland wheat.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-Yes, it would.
1\11". HOGAN.-Not under the Queensland Act.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-No Act of a State
Parliament can affect this Federal porwer,
nor make any impediment in the freedom
of commerce between different States.
The only other legal questions to which
I intend to refer at length are in respeevt
to the retrospective clause. I think that
is a most unjust clause, and aha a most
impo,litic provision, because it validates
transactiOlIls up to 24th September, when
the price was low, and invalidates those
afte·r 24th September, when the. price
was high. That is to say, it makes the
farmers who sold low stick to their contracts, and prevents the farmers who sold
high:, getting what they intended to get.
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Mr. \VETTENHALL.-I have not heard
of any who sold at the comparatively high
prices.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-Some of them
have sold at prices up to 6s. 2d. per
. bushel in the last three weeks. A case
was mentioned to me by a member of this
House, who, I think, was interested in
the matter, in which sales had b~en made
at 6s. 2d. per bushel. Of course, there
has been a high market. There has been
a big fall during the last two days. The
whole of the rise was occasioned by information that affected the Chicago wheat
market. The farmers of South Australia
ha ve taken advantage of the rise in the
most comprehensive way, whereas our
farmers are absolutely prevented from
taking any advantage of it at all.
My
other objection is to the pro,vision for the
oontinuance of t,he Pool. I object to that
most strenuously, because it is an abrogation of the rights' of Parliament. Parliament may be sitting at the time, and by
a vOlte of 20,t)00 electors the Minister may
saddle the whole c<?mmunity with the Pool
fOor two more years.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There may be a new
Administra tion theln.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not know
that the 1\iinister is bound to obey the
decisiOon of the 20,000 wheat-growers. I
am not sure whether it is not optional for
him to do so, and that is another objectionable thing, ~~cause it puts an enormous amount of pOlwe1r that can be used
fOor political purpo·soo into the hands of
the GOovernment of the day. I do not
wish to ta.ke up the time of the HOluse at
length, but I sho'uld like. to summarize
concisely the other objections I have to the
Bill on PQilitical and economic grounds,
because t.he debate has been so scattered, and the opport.unities of presenting
a consecutive case during the all-night
sitting were very restricted indeed. As I
have said, my object.ions to the Bill are
both political and economic, and the political objections to the. pooling system under the contro.} we have at p:!:e8ent are so
serious that even if I thought the Pool
would be of economic advantage to the
community o·r the farme·rs, I would be
against the Bill.
The ohje.ction to the
PaOlI is that it concentrates enormous
powers in the hands of the :Ministry of
the day. It gives them control Olver an
enormous quantity of the natural wealth
of the State, and I say it is dangerous to
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give them that control, because it places
enormous economic power in the hands of
the Ministry which it must be tempted to
use, and can hardly avoid using, to gain
political party advantages.
It practically brings politics down to the level of
an auction or a bargain counte·r. Under
clause 24 the Government has power to
interfere, by taking one action, to serve
e'llormous interests.
It can get all the
votes of the farmers in that way.
By
taking another actio'll, and reducing the
price of whe.at, it can appeal to the consumers.
1\1r. PRENDERGAST.-YOU got that sta.te
of affairs with the volunta.ry Pool.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honorable
gentleman would not support my amend. ment when the Bill constituting the
voluntary Pool was under consideration.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-Tha.t ;was only
natural.
Mr. EGGLESTON.~I am willing to
submit my amendment to any economist,
lawyer, or sociological e,xped, and I venture to say that he will agree that my
amendment would have cured the difficulty.
Mr. HOGAN.-Do you say we did not
fight for a compulsory Pool in 1921 7
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The La.bour party
fought in 1921 for a compulsory Pool
managed by the State. They have not
attempted to bring it into force when they
have had the opportunity to do so. They
have brought forward a compulsory Pool
in which the political aspect is ooncealed
and vague, so that they can in oe,rtain
cases act. They have given the farmers
a majority on .the Board, and yet they
take in cIa use 24 a reserve powe.r which
can be e.xercised in any way-Mr. HOGAN.-DOI you say that our proposal in 1921 would nOit have given the
farmers any representation 1
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-It would have
given them representation, but the Lab'our
party then said they were in favour of
State marketing.
1\1r. HOGAN.-How much representation
would we have given them 1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The honora,ble
gentleman did nOit say. He stood for
State marketing, and a growe.rs' Pool is
not State marketing.
In the second
place, the Labour party stood for protection to the consume'r, and they have not
provided that in this Bill, except in a
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clause to which I am going to refer. I
say the political control over this Pool is
vague and uncertain, and can be used
capriciously and irresponsibly.
In all
the amendments I have attempted to introduce in -this and previous Bills, I have

t
"-

suggested an eCOllomic basis, and that is

the fair market. value. The Government
do not bind themselves to give the farmers
the fair market value of their wheat. All
they speak of is "a reasona.ble price,"
and the definition Qif that term is a matter
fQir their own decision.
N either the
farmer nor the consumer is safe under
the Bill, because if politioal e,xigencies
dictate it, the Bill will be used either in
favo;ur of the farmers Qir of the consumers,
and this political power is, I think, one of
the most dangerous things that could possibly be given to a Minister. I have said
throughout the discussions Qin the Bill,
" If you have the e1em·ent of compulsiQin,
and the credit of the State to finance the'
Pool, you must have social contrQil," but
I say that such social control shQiuld be by
an independent body, which should have
an economic basis to work Qin. Tha,t basis
would be the fair market prioe. The fair
market price would be world's parity or
LQindon parity, whichever you thought
advisable. In answer to the Honorary
Minister eMr . Cain) , I would say tha~
the wheat-poQiling system does not give\,
to the consumer any advantage of saving '"'
by the elimination of any middlemeri. It
gives it all to the far~er. The price will
~e determined by world's parity, unless the Government step in under clause
24, and world's pa.rity will be thesame~'
wha.tever may happen to the middlemen.
By eliminating the middlemen you do not
save: the consumer anything at all.
Mr. ANGus.-The Bill is dra.fted SQ
that the Board can engage the present·
agents.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes, the,y can employ the present agents. Thel whela,t crop
is a very laJ.'ge proportion of thel annual
primary income of the community, but
suppose it was proposed that there
should be compulsory pooling not only ot
wheat, but of all agricultural and horticultural produce. Liberal policy has always
said tha.t this concentration of economic
powe:r is dangerous, and so hav€1 Labot~r
thinke,rs in the past. Labour in those
days kne·w it,' because it saw that
eCQinQimic
power
was
always
used
against it, hut now Labour is ~'eek
ing for th€1 concent·ration of econemic
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power to use it for political purposes.
The Libelral party has always said that
the concentration of economic power is a
tempta,tion to politica,l corruption. It is a
temptation that few Governments, even
Liberal Governments, can successfully
resist, and I say that the concentration of
economic powerr is one of the most vicious
things about this legislation.
I wish
briefly to summarize my objections to the
Bill on e,conomic grounds. They are not
that it is Socialism, nor that I have any
objection to co-ope'rative marketing, but
in the circumstances that exist I do not
think the case for a. compulsory Pool has
been made out, and I do not think that
it will result in any benefit either to the
consumerr or thel farmer. The Pool cannot, be justified as a. salvage operation on
account of any distress of the wheat
farmers. I am quite prepared to consider Pools as we considered them during
the waT~as salvage operations to pre,vent
se,rious damage being done.
But the
. whea.t-growe[13 aTel prosperous and will
this season, on present prices, realize about
50 per cent. abov,e their cost of production.
Mr. HOGAN.-On the ground of sa.lvage
you will have to agree too the dried fruits
Pool.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Tha,t may be so
or it may not·. I quite admit that the
case' for a· dried fruits Pool is immensely
stronger than the case for a wheat Pool.
The,' Government that introduced a wheat
Pool could not possibly resist the
demand for a dried fruits POQll.
The wheat farmers are the most prosperous section of the community, and this
season they will rea1ize about 50 pe,r cent.
i'above the cost .of production, that is
.:basing it on the figures given by the honorabe member for Benalla to the High
Cost of Living Commission. This season
the yield is high, so that the ave,rage cost
of production will be low. Then, I contend that this Pool cannot enable the Victorian farmers to secure a higher price on
the world's marknt. The theory held by
many farmers is that they can withhold
their wheat from the marKet for that purpose, and they ·say that they have dono it;
but, as a matter of fact, our production
amounts tOo only 1 per cent. of the world's
productiQln. TOo prove that this Pool js
economically justifiable its advocates must
how that open market buyers have been
~ iving less than the world's pa:rity, or
t at the charges under the private-buying
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syst-em are excessive.
All through thi~
debate the difficulty has been that no evidence has been given to the House of
either of these propositions. If they were
true it would be easy to' produce some evidence.
I once excepted the honorable
member for Lowan from that charge, but
on examination of the, speech which he
made I find that his figures are valueless.
As a matter of fact, he gives the buyers'
pre-war margin a·s Is. per bushel, which
would mean nearly £2,000,000 on a
36,000,000-bushel crop. That, of course,
is absurd. I dO' not know whether that
is intended to include freight.
If you
allowed 6d. foor freight and 2d. for
charges, it would mean about £600,000
clear profit.
Of all the get-rich-quick
schemes, wheat buying on those figures
must have been the best of all.
Talk
about a gold brick!
Mr. HOGAN.-It was pretty good.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It may have been
because there were ve,ry few people handling it, but they weTe working on a
narrow ma~gin. When we are unable to
get analyzed figures and facts, we are
asked to accept old wives' tales. .1 say
that there has been nOo evidence at all of
a combine of buyers being in existence,
and we hav·€: to rely on the probabilities.
I know that combines exist in other directions, but because of that it cannot be inferred that there is one in the wheat bus1ness. The, probabilities are, much against
it. One m.an who knows the wheat business-I cannot give his name-told me
that the firm of Darling and Son has
always stood out against a combine. It
is one of the complaints tha.t millers have
against that firm, that it will not come
into a combine. On the most autheolltic
information I am told that there is no
combine in the wheat-buying business: In
those circumstances, it is unlikely that
'the wheat buyers have been giving less
than the world's parity.
In the, first
place, there is keen competition between
the buyers.
Then there are very few
buyers in the market, and their number is
receding, showing that it is not such a
magnificent thing after all. If it be such
a profitable business, why is the industr·y
nOot swamped ~
.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-I thought you said, a
little while ago, that it was profitable.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I said. that if the
honorable member for Lowan's figures are
correct it would be a gold brick.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-In 1918 Mr. Lawsoon said in his policy .speech the cost of
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administration was one-tenth of a penny
compared with three-eighths of a penny.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-I think the Premier and I are comparing different things.
Under the pooling system the cost of administration consists of the salaries of the.
members of the Board and the immediate
staff. In a private buyer's office the cost
of administratiOon includes all the overhead expenses between the farmer here
and the buyer in England. Then again,
the buyers are all international firms
operating chiefly in other markets. As
far as the prices' of wheat are concerned,
th~y are more widely advertised than the
prlCes of any other commodity. They are
not only advertised in the newspapers by
independent cables, but they are authenticated by bureaus of international character. An yhow, if there are all these large
profits, a voluntary POool should succeed
an~ that is always the farme'rs' protection:
WIth regard to the' point raised by the
honorable member for Jika Jika, I say
that there are fewer intermediaries be·
tween the farmer in Australia and the
millel: in England, or between the farmer
in Australia. and the consumer here than
in any other trade. The reason i~ that
they are mainly international firms who
are eng~ged, and they do the buying in
AustralIa and the selling in other parts of
the world. They have ,only one set of
overhead charges. On the question of exp.ell~e to be saved by this Pool, the're is a
SlllllJar lack of evidence.
Nobody has
analyzed the figures. The Minister should
have done ,sO' if he wanted the Bill to go
through. On the probabilities, certain
facts stand Oout. In the first place the
Board's staff have no financial inter~st in
the result of the Pool and in saving expense. They a're exempted from all person~l respOonsibility.
They have to' get
thelr work done by agents on commission.
Ind~pendent a~ents are appointed for
bUylllg, charterlllg, and selling. All these
age~lts hav~ ~he'ir overhead charges, and
~heir commISSIOns. have tOo be paid. This
IS ll?t el~minating middlemen, it is
creatlllg nl1ddlemen .. Then again, in the
cas~ of the PO?l, wlieat. is held for long
penods and Intere,st IS accumulating
whereas the buyers usually pay cash. '
The SPEAKER.-The honorable member's time 'has expired.

:Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-I should like a
few minutes more in which to conclude
my remarks.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have no objection
to that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I wish to say that
a semi-Government Board governed by
directors without responsibility and with
no financial interest is like1y to' be less
efficient than private buyers. Generally,
a Board is a slow seller and loses the
benefit O'f a quick return. It hesitates to
take advantage of a marke,t because of the
criticism to which it may be exposed. I
also say that a Board often lose,s the peak
of a rising market and fails to quit on a
falling market owing to' fear O'f criticism
of its cO'nstituents. I could quote numerous instances where that has been the
case.
Quick actiO'n is necessary if advantage is to be taken of market fluctuations. Market fluctuations cancel themselves out, and on the average little is to
be gained from them. I have here some
particulars as to the result of the voluntary Pools that I should like published in
Ii ansard. They show the prices cha,rged'
by the Victorian Whe.at CorpOoration' to
millers for local consumption as follow:1922.
2nd January, old, 5s. 3d. trucks Geelong.
5th January, new, 5s. 2d. Melbourne; open
market, 4s. lId. (millers dissatisfied).
10th January, 5s.
1st February, 5s. O!d.
7th February, 5s. ld.
9th February, 5s. 31d.
11th February, 5s. 4d.
14th February, 5~. 4!d.
15th February, 5s. 5id.
16th Fe.bruary, 5s. 6id.
22nd February, 5s. 7id.
23rd February, 5s. Std.
24th February, 5s. 9td.
25th February, 5s. 10ld.
1st March, 5s. lId.
3rd March, 6s.
14th March, 5s. IOd.
24th March, 5s. 9d.
28th March, 5s. Sel.
4th April. 5s. 6d.
20th April, 5s. Sd.
21st April, 5s. 8~d.
22nd April, 5s. Sid.
24th April, 5s. 9d.
27th April, 5s. 10d.
28th April, 5s. lOld.
4th May, 5s. lId.
12th May, 5s. lOtd.
13th May, 5s. lId.
19th July, 5s. Sd.
1st August, ·5s. Sd.
1st September, 5s. 8d.
1st October, 5s. Sd.
1st November, 5s. Sd.
1st December, 5s. Sd.
Average on quotations, 5s. 7.97d.
Open buyers' price (average),
Pool realization (avera~e), 5s.
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1923.
1st January, not quoting to millers.
.
15th January, 58. 5d.
15th February, Corporation met and fixed
5s. 5d. again.
lith March, 5s. 5d.
16th April, 5s. 7d.
18t ~ay, 58. Sd.
16th ~ay, 5s. 7d.
June, 5s. 7el.
1st July, 58. 3d.
1st· August, 5s.
No change to end of year.
Average on quotations, 5s. 3.12cl.
Private buyers' prices (avei'age), 5s. 3!d.
Pool realizations (average), 4s. 9.78d.
1924.
4th January, 48. 7!d.
11th January, 4s. 10(1.
February, 4s. 10d.
18t ~arch, 4s. 9el.
2nd April, 4s. 9el.
30th April, 5s.
30th May, 5s. 2d.
June, 5s. 5d.
16th July, 5s. 7!el.
18th July, 5s. lOld.
1st August, 6s. 6d.
1st September, 6s. 3d.
1st October, 6s. 6d.
. Average on quotations, 5s. 4.301d.
Private buyers' prices (average), 4s. 6i d .
Pool realization (average), 4s. Std.

The only reason why the Board ever got a
higher realization than the private buyers'
price was that they held their wheat until
the end of the season. The wheat buyer
bought e1arly in the season and paid cash,
and the farmer gets his money at once,
whereas the interest has to be taken off
the realization of the Board. On the average of the three voluntary Pools the
wheat-grower would have got a penny a
bushel more through selling through privatebuyers, in addition to which he
would have got. his money in -cash and
would not have had to' wait long
for payment. That is worth a considerable amount, fully 2!d. a bushel.
I do not object to this Pool because it is socialistic, but because
on the balance of advantages I think
that the system is a bad one and that this
is not an apt and proper field for the experiment in Socialism that is involved.
If this were safe or business-like SocialIsm
I would support it. I was largely. instrumental in drawing up the Bill for the
acquisition of the gas monopoly, and I be, lieve in the nationalization of public utili'. ties, but this is drawing on the worst field
possible fOor such an experiment in
Socialism.
··Mr. ,\VET'TENHALL.-I doubt if
there is very much that .is fresh tOI be said
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in regard to this Bill, but as honorable
members who are opposed to it have taken
advantage. of the oppOortunity tOI summarize their views} and to discredit or
dra,w wrong conclusiorns from the remarks
made in favOour of it, I feel it is incum-·
bent upon me to say something at this
stage. I also want to' summarize those
points tha,t are essentially in fav{)ur of
the measure.
Considerable prominence
has been given to wha.t may be termed a
change of opinion on my part. N 01 one
needs to be reminded that it, is the
privilege and toO the credit of a wise man
to change his mind.
Circumstances
have changed altogether in this martter.
A few days befo.re the 9th September the
Federal Government. put forward a
scheme to guarante,e 80 per cent. of the
market value of the wheat as a first payment for seasons e,xt.ending over three
yea.rs.
When that scheme was turned
do,wrr, I had to review my position, and
so had the wheat-growers of this State.
The only chQlice they had was a voluntary
Poo,l, with a. maximum advance of only
3s. 8d., while open market buyers at the
time were offering 5s. 6d. and 6s. a.
bushel.
In the circumstances it was
more than human nature could stand to'
agree to a vQlunta.ry Pool, which would
be an absolute farce. Tha.t is admitted
on all ha.nds.
We therefore had the
choice of nQl Pool at all and going back
~o the open market cQlnditiQln, or acceptmg t.he proposal offered by the Government of this State.
I forund tha,t the
opinion I had formed as to the nature of
the ?,~vernme~t's scheme was based upon
~rovlslOns. whIch we,re varied very consldera,bly III the Bill as it was introduced
in this House.
Then the amendments
w~ich we have sucoeeded in making in the
BIll h~,:,e made it an entirely different
propO'sltIon from tha.t 0111 which I formerly
made my criticisms in the document tha:t
was, unfortunately, made publio. So far
as tha,t lette,r goes, I think I have
thoroug,hly justified myself in cha.nging
my opllllOn, Generally speaking, this
measure has been crit,icised as a St.ate
trading venture. I have already pointed
out that it is only by a great stretch
o!f thel imagina,tiou tha.t it can be called
anything of the sOlrt., I do not stand fo·r
State trading, and all we can say with
regard tOI the Bill now before us is that
the State is giving its patronage and
render~ng its assistance to wheat-growers
at a tIme of great difficulty. Considerable comment has been made on the fact
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that I represent the dnyen of the wheatgrnwing electorates. The farmers in my
district aore fairly weH off, but still there
arc those whO! require some assista,nce.
We ha,ve undoubted evidence from one
.of our own me,n that, in Canada and In
the United States of America, where
there has been no protectiOon Oof growers
frOom the open market system, those who
have gone in_ fnr the production of wheat
are in direl distress. The wo-rld's market
ha.s been the same for them as it has been
for us., Now, wha.t has made the difference between the growers in the count,ries
I have mentioned and those in Australia ~
The fact is tha,t we have been in a position to bluff the ma,rket buyers up to a
reasona.ble price. That ha,s been made
possible by men who have put their wheat
into the POOlI. Growers who have not put
their whe,at into the Pool have had the
advantage of a pooling system, and they
a,re welcome to it, but the fact tha,t'they
have not put their wheat intOi the vnluntary Pool has made it necessary for a
measur~1 of this SOirt to' be passed lntol la,w.
On theIr haa,ds will rest any criticism tha.t
may. be ma,de against the compulsory
poolmg system. The crux Oof the whole
wheat business is finance. I understand
from the best information I have received
that be,tween £6,000,000 and £7,000,000
will b~ available for the first couple of
months of the seaSOon. That will provide
fall' every grower receiving approximately
3s
8d. a bushel.
We understand
that, as mOore money is available,
further advances will be made later.
It does not matter who is going to market
the crop, whether a Pool or open market
buyers.
That is the total sum that will
be available to the producer during the
first two months of the season. The Pool
places every man on the same basis.
Ev~ry grower gets the full market value,
sellIng to the' best advantage, and as opportunity .offers. Nobody has attempted
to refute that.
Mr. TOUTCHER. - There is no opportuni ty if every man is tied down.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The honorable
member for Stawell has admitted that he
knows nothing about wheat.
1Ir. TouTcHER.-That is incorrect.
J\1r. WETTENHALL.-Then, whether the honorable member has admitted
it or not, it is a fact.
Mr. TouTcHER.-The honorable member for Lowan is a J?.onentity. He is
making incar.rect statements.
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Mr. WETTENHALL.-At any rate, I
know for a fact that the honorable member knows very -little about wheat.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-What does the honorable member know for a fact about
anything~

lir. WETTENHALL.-Having exposed the ignorance of the honorable
member for Stawell-Mr. T OUTCHER.-I was .only trying to
prevent the honorable member from making an ass of himself.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I proceed to
point out that if the open-mal,'ket buyers
have the 'whole business to themselves
they cannot give to any man a ret'urn
above a limited price.
The pooling system, however, puts every man upon an
even basis.
Every ~ pr.oducer gets a fair
deal.
As for the continuance of the
voluntary Pools in the other States
simultaneously with the compulsory Pool
in Victoria, I think it will be found that
before long wheat-growers in New South
Wales, South Australia, and Western
Australia will have to come in als.o to
compulsory Pools.
I am not very keen
upon this principle. If only the grovvers
would agree to pool their produce voluntarily, that would be the ideal condition;
but so long as human nature remains as
it is, such an .outcome would be impossible.
In the circumstances, therefore,
State interference, in the interests of the
majority, is essential.
With respect to
conditions existing .in the United States
of America and Canada the communication that has been quoted in this House·
is timely .• It demonstrated that the posi- '.
tion in those wheat-growing countries is
such that we must avoid it by every possible means. The dried fruits industry
in Victoria is imploring G.overnment assistance. The reasons for its asking for the
introduction of a Pool are almost identical with those that have moved the wheatgrowers.
And, in coming into a compulsory Pool, the latter are merely taking
steps in time to av.oid the unfortunate
state in which the dried fruit-growers
have been placed.
Concern has been
shown at various times for the con- /
sumers. In three years of the voluntary \
pooling system, during which period the,,'
price for local consumption was pra<}'tically dictated by the voluntary Poo1,
the consumers were given a fair deal.
There was no exploitation.
At tim.es,
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quite possibly, the price for local consumption was a few pence per. bushel
above that at which wheat was bemg sold
overseas; but, based upon a period of
several months, the price did not vary
more than a halfpenny a bushel in respect of the overseas and loc~l consu~p
tion quotations. On the basIs of a httle
under 3 lbs. of wheat in a 4-lb. loaf of
bread an increase of Is. a bushel would
mean only one-fifth of a. penny advan~e.
Propaganda has been actnrely engaged In
throughout the country
turn. the farmers against compulsory poohng.
It
has been asserted that the object of the
Goyernment is to provide the consumer
with a 4-lb. loaf for 6d.-" a cheap loaf
for the community, and down with the
farmer."
That is the cry that has been
raised by. the agents of the open-market
buyers throughout the wheat country. It
has been proved, however, that the cost
of a 4-lb. loaf, irre~pective of the price
of the wheat itself, is between 7d. and Sd.
Therefore, if the bakers could get their
flour for nothing? the loaf would. still cost
the consumer about 7~d. I was mterested
in the criticisms offel:ed by the honorable
member for St. Kilda in respect of
mismanagement and losses by peculation
and the like.- We have had several
years' experience of the pooling system,
and no such evils have occurred, nor has
there been obvious need for' legislating
against them.
Nevertheless, the honOl'able member's remarks gave me some
concern. I examined the Bill, therefore,
all the more closely, and I found that
every provision had been made for supervision by the Auditor-General.
:Mr. EGGLESToN.-But there is nothing
to enforce that.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The AuditorGeneral at any time can conduct an
audit.
1\11'. EGGLESToN.-He has no executive
power.
Mr. 'WETTENHALL.-According to
my reading of the Bill, the AuditorGeneral can at any time cause the affairs
of the Pool to be closely investigated. At
any rate, with the men whom the farmers intend to place on the Board, we
have not the slightest fear of wrongdoing, nor of mistakes involving losses.
The honorable member for St. Kilda remarked that I had said that open market
buyers, in pre-war days, charged 18. a

to
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bushel for handling. He interpreted that
statement to allude to their profits. My
remarks, however, could not be so construed. They deducted ls. from the f.o. b.
price, as a reasonable charge for handling and profit. I showed that by careful management under the pooling system those charges had been reduced to
Sd., including 4-}d. rail freight. That is
tantamount to a very cons-iderable reduction.
Fourpence a
bushel means
£800,000 per annum, which is a very con:"
siderable dividend to 20,000 wheat-growers
in this State. I mentioned the case of a
grower who, before the war, could not
get a higher offer than 5s. 3d. a bushel
in London, allowing 1s. a bushel freight,
and ls. for local charges. That is direct
ovidence, and should be admitted as such.
It has also been said in the course of
debate that there was no evidence of
combination on the part of the open mar.ket buyers. It is a well-known fact that
at the local stations there would' be only
one buyer on one particular day who
would be making a qUdtation above those
of the others. The price would be ·arranged in Melbourne, and telegraphed up
and down the land. On one particular
day one buyer would make a quotation a
farthing a bushel above the others, and
he WOlUld get all the wheat from all the
producers at that station at that time.
Then at another place. on another day
another man would be the sole individual
quoting above his competitors. Every
farmer knows that there was a combination, and' that there was price-.:fi.xing. I
have before me the report of a meeting
which was held at Horsham on Show
Day. A resolution was passed, and its
contents were telegraphed to me. I was
desired to oppose this Bill. The gen tle- '
man who was "running" the meeting
said to those present, in effect, that they
must remember that it was not the farmer who would handle the Pool; his representation on the Board could be altered
to-morrow. That was the ,argument of the
promoter of the meeting. He was telling
the people in the country, in effect, that
an Act of Parliament could be altered
by regulation.' In doing so, however, he
merely exposed his ignorance and his
anxiety to mislead. He told the meeting
further that the Government had to keep
so much wheat in the country, and that
it had been sta.ted by the Premier that
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the consumer must be protected. That
statement was contrary to fact. In the
Board that has been provided for the
growers will find full protection.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-What about the provision that any member of the. Board, at
any time, may be removed and his successor appointed by the Governor in
Council ~
Mr. WETTENHALL.-That would
be only in cases of vacancies arising.
. Mr. EGGLESToN.-It is provided that
" the office of such member shall thereupon become vacant."
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The Government can only appoint a member temporarily until an election can be held.
They may remove their own representatives, of course. However, that is by the
way .. I think we have shown conclusively
that the Pool system has reduced charges,
and is beneficial, and that every grower
will get the full value of his wheat. That.
being so, in the very difficult circumstances that exist as to finance, I hope the
Bill will have a speedy passage through
another place.
.
1ir. ANGUS.-I do not purpose to
speak at any length, because I do not wish
to " stone-wall" the Bill, though it dOles
appear that some honorable members who
are supporting it are desirous that its
passage through this Chamber should be
debyed. Howeve,r, I wish again to raise
my protest against putting on to the farming community a measure like this, without a vote of the fa,rmers first having
been taken on the. subje.ct. No official
re.f.erendum has ever been taken with regard to a whea,t Pool. The OInly poll
that was ta,ken was taken three or four
years ago by an outside body of people,
and we have no assurance that it was at
all accurate, but admitting that it may
have been accurate, only 12,000 wheatgrowers voted in favour of a compulsory
Pool. At that time there was a great de~l
of misrepresentation thro"Q.ghout the
length and breadth of the wheat-growing
ar'e,as about the advantages that would be
obtained from a Pool.
Promises were
made tha.t were not fulfilled in any Bill,
nor are they fulfilled by this Bill. At
that time a great number of the wheatgrowers refused to vote OIn a measur,e tha.t
was not put forward by the Government. I
venture to say, and I say it advisedly,
after having visited a good pO'rtion 0.£ the
wheat-growing areas, that to-day the great
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majority of the wheat-graw€,rs are opposed
a compulsory Pool. It is a most impropelI' thing to propose to put the burden
af a compulsory Paol on them without
having previously sought their approval.
Surely the plroduce of the farmer is as
much his own as is the prOoguce of any
othe,r section of the people its own, yet
without consulting him the Government
~re proposing tOo enact provisions to which
I have no hesitation in saying the majority
of the wheat-growers are opposed. Many
0'£ the statements that have been made in
support olf the Bill have been just as inaccurate as the statement Oof the honorable member fOil' Lowau, who said that
oue honorable member had misrepre.sented
the Bill to the people of his eledorate.
The report the honorable member
for Lowan quoted showed that the
position. had been put correctly. The
Governor ill Council has power to
dismiss any mem bel' of the Board,
and what is more, in the Bill. it is
proposed that the Governor in Council
shall have power to appoint the five members of the BOlard.
W'e have no
guarantee that the Government will not
appoint a farmer who has socialistic ideas.
Mr. HOGAN.-Read sub-cl~use . (8) of
clause 4.
1\1r. ANGUS.-The sub-clause provides
thatto

The GovernOl: in .Council may fill any vacancy
however occurrmg m the office of an appointed
member of the Board and any vacancy in the
office of an elective member of the Board shall
in any case not otherwise provided for be fill61d
by the election of a new member thereto.

I

was speaking of the first twelve
months. As far as I can gather frGm
the discussion, the Government do not
propose to take a ballot of the wheatgrowers until afte,r the coming harvest.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is not correct. 'Ne
propose to take a ballot to elect the wheatgrowers' representativ,es immediately.
Mr. ANGUS.-If the Government propose to take a hallot immediately for the
election of the wheat-grOowers' representa-.
tives, why do they not at the same time
take a ballot as tOo whetlier the wheatgrowers desire a cOompulsory Pool 001' not ~
I venture to say that if the wheat-growers
were given a choice Df a compulsory Pool,
a voluntary Pool, or frele marketing, an
overwhelming majority of them would
vote for a voluntary Pool.
Mr. HUGHEs.-What autho'rity have
you for saying that ~
.
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:Mr. ANGUS.--I have the authority of
the wheat-growers in my constituency. I
have come into touch with quite a number
of them. Many of them were strongly in
favour o,f a Wheat POQll three years agQl.
I have always been an advocate of a
voluntary PooL The prQlviso to sub-clause
(2) of clause 4 readsProvided that in the case of the first appointment thereof the Board shall consist of five
members of whom three shall be appointed as
representing wheat-growers.

,If t.hose members are to be appointed,
how can it be, said that they are to' be
elected ~ It is clear from the Bill that
the Government propose to appoint the
first Board. We hav'e no assurance as to
the time when an election will take place.
Mr. HOGAN.-You have an assurance.
1\1r. ANGUS.-1 a,m glad the Minister
is going to' give us an assurance,.
1\1r. HOGAN.-1 have given an assurance half a dozen time,s. As soon as the
Bill is passed we shall take immediate
steps to' have an election to: ele.;.C~ the
three wheat-growers' representa,tives on
the Board.
I have stated that several
T'o dOl the work
times in the House.
until that Boa,rd is appointed, there win
be a provisional BOIa,rd.
1)1r. ANGUS.-There has been ample
time to take a vote OIf the wheat-growers
nn the question of whether they are in
favour of a compulsory PQlol or not. I
am convinced that if a refe·rendum of the
wheat-growers were taken on tha,t subject
the proposal foll' a, compulsory Pool would
be defeated by an Ooverwhelming majority.
1)11'. BRO"\VNBIJ.,L.-YoU only surmise
that.
1)11'. ANGUS.-No, I make that stat,e
ment from knOowledge gained.
Mr.
T'OUT'CHER.-vVhile
I
am
against this measure, root and branch, I
ha,ve no hesitatiolll in complimenting the
1)1inister Qin the very able manner in
which he has handled the Bill. I believe
in giving honour to whom honOour is due,
and no matter Oon what side of the! House
we may sit, I think we like to see Ministers in charge Oof measures cOompetent to
handle those measures, and with a grip of
their subjects.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-A Minister's task is made very easy when he
knows he has. a majorrity.
Mr. TOUT'CHER.-1 suppose that
does make a difference. This afternoon
the Honora.ry Minister (Mr. Cain) delivered a very eloquent and oratQirical
i-
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outburst in favour of the Bill. With his
great skill in dialectics he was able to
obscure the issue, and made muoh of the
point that honorable members on this (the
Opposition) side Q1f the House were standing up for the middleman as against the
producer. He stressed t,he fact tha.t O'ne
of the objects OIf the Bill was to eliminate
the middleman, and to, give, to the produoers the best fruits of their labour.
Mr. HUGHEs.-DOIn't YOlu think tha,t is
cOorreot 1
Mr. TOUTCHER.-No. vVe are up
against the restriction OIf individual
liberty. We are agains:t the conscription
Oof men's labour.
Mr. CLOUGH.-You voted for it once.
1)11'. TOUTCHER.-1
have
never
vOlted for cOonscription of men's labour.
1\11'. HUGHES.-YOU voted forr the conscriptiOin of lives· once.
.
1\11'. TOUTCHER.-I may have done
that in the, hO'norable memher's interests~
when he was at the war.
However,
we dOl not want any red herrings to be .
SO' far as the
dra,wn across the trail.
elimination of the middleman is concerned, that is no, cOoncern of hono-ra,ble
members on this (the Oppositiolll) side of
the Ho,use. The middleman in his time
has played his part" and I think has
played a very ruseful part.
The honorable member for Lowan says that in the
past t.here has been no competition
amongst wheat.:buyers, and he professes
too be the SOlIe a.uthority on wheat production, and, in fact, on_ every~hing ~nder the
sun.
But, notwithstandmg hIS statement, I say that a,t wheat sidings there
was 'grea,t competitiQln, both on the platforms and by means of telegrams, amongst
the buyers.
I venture to say that very
many farmers will tell you that they received a very direct bene,fit from the
wheat-buyers, for many and 'many a time
when farmers ha.ve heen labQiuring under
most adverse circumstances in time of
drought they have been helped hy wheat
merchants in Melbourne.
Time after
time' those men ha.ve carried fa,rmers Olver
their stressful periods.
The honorary
Minister (Mr. Gain) tried to make out
that the object of the Bill is the elimination of the speCUlator-the wheat buyer.
.1 say that we are standing up for the
man who should have the fruits of his
la,bour-the man who tO'ils from early
morn until late at night on his farm.
Under this Bill he is not permitted to sell
his wheat in any market he pleases. He
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is! no,t, permitt.ed to deal with a, man with
whom he has been dealing for years past,
and from whom he has received the
greatest satisfactiQin.
If. a compu~sor.y
wheat Pool is so attractIve', how IS It,
that Labour Governments in other States
haiVe not gone in for compulsory whea t
Pools ~ I could. understan.d the Labour
Government here joining hands with the
Labour Governments of other States if
there was gQiing t.o be an Australian Pool,
but when we ha,ve big wheat-gro~ving
States like New South Wales and SOIuth
Aust,raJia, standing out, it means that the
farmers of thQlSe States will be at a decided advantage in companson with the
farmers of Victoria..
Shortly after our
Government agreed to a compulsory wheat
POQiI I heard a member of the South
Australia,D, Parliament say, "We are
going tQi get the best of the deal. .Ou,~
men will be a,bla- to sell at the best prIce.
Alrea.dy the price of wheat is beginning
to fall, and I suppose the longer things
'go on the greater the fall will. be .. After
all Victoria's wheat productIOn IS Qinly
1 per cent. of the wheat produc,tion of
the w()ll'ld. Are all the continental markets gOling to be influenced by that 1 per
cent ~ The idea is nO'nsensical.
I suppose the whole of the. wheat production
of Australia is only 3 per cent. of the
world's wheat production, 'and of that 3
per cent. 2 per cent. is grown in States in
which there will be voluntary Pools. I
should like to know where the consumer
The honorary Minister (Mr.
comes in.
Cain) said that it was the policy O'f the
Labour party to' consider the consumer,
and that the party was in favour. of
State ma,rketing.
The Bill dOles nOit
prOlvide for State ma,rketing at ~ll.
It means handing over the marketmg
of the wheat tQi the growers absOllutely.
In the Bill as intrQiduced,
it was provided that two members of the
Board were to be appointed by the Government, and that one of them was to be
chairman. In their desire to get the support of the Country party the Government have left to the Board the appointment of the chairman. This is a wheatgrowers' Board, and if the measure is design.ed to give the farmers the highest
price possible for their wheat, ~ want t.e
know where the consumers come In. If thIS
is a Bill to provide for State marketing,
there should be three members appointed
by the Government compared with two appointed by the wheat-growers.
Strong
Ml·. Toutcher.
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exception was taken by the Leader of the
Opposition to clause 3 as amended.
Under that provision if a majority of the
growers so decide, the compulsory Pool
will be re-enacted for an additional two
years. Thus we find the Labour party,
which has always claimed to stand for
democracy, is prepared to hand over the
interests of the consumers in this way,
and tie the hands of Parliament. However, a Government may come into power
and repeal that arrangement. Then the
wheat-growers would ·be able to talk of
repudiation, and say that they had a
moral right in the matter. Talk about the
three tailors of Tooley-street! In this case
it is proposed that a few wheat-growers
should be able to tie the hands of Parliament and of the people of this State. If
honorable members on the Ministerial
side of the House tell me that tha t is
democracy, then they are telling me some·
thing which I do not believe. When the
intelligent workers go into the whole question they will find out who their friends
are.
Mr. CAIN.-And vote Labour.
Mr. TOUTOHER.-Yes; because very
often they are deluded.
However, the
time will come when the scales will drop
fro~ their eyes, and they will realize
that a growers' combine has been set up,
and the Government have failed to protect the people of this country. On the
ground that they are evading one combine
they are making a worse one, and they
are leg-roping the people of this State.
Mr. McDONALD (DayZesford).-Do you
object to the farmers having a majority
on the Board?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Yes; if this is tc
be a State marketing scheme, and the
finances of the people are to be used to
back up the Pool. If the public credit is
behind the Bill, then every taxpayer is
more or less affected. From the point of
view of honorable members on the Ministerial side, the thing is humbug. They
are failing to carry out their platform.
The honorable member for Jika Jika
said, "That is our platform, and we are
giving effect to it." All I say is that it
is not the policy of the Labour party as
announced to the people. State marketing is altogether different from growers'
marketing.
Mr. BAILEY.-Any one would think
that you wanted State marketing of
wheat.
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}.{r. TOUTCHER.-I want to keep
honorable members opposite on the right
lines. I say that this amended clause is
opposed to the free and democratic rights
of the people of Victoria.
It is really
only a try-on and humbug, because later
on a Government with a majority can do
away with this pretence of tying the
hands of Parliament. I should like to
know how far the Country party will go.
Wh~re are they going to draw the line of
They are selling their
demarcation ~
birthright for a mess of pottage and the
time ",ill come when the questio~ of their
la~lds is per~aps being handled, when they
WIll regret It. We can see the writing on
the wall in various countries. We have
only to take a hop, step, and a jump into
New South Wales to see how the place is
permeated with Oommunism as far as
the Labour party is concerned.

entirely by its
growers.
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7. If ~ll wheat grown was marketed by the
corporatIOn, the wheat.growers would b~ able
to exploit the local consumer if so desired.
8. Therefore, in the interests of local con. !'-umers, ther.e ·should be a compulsory wheat
Pool, on whlch the Government asO"uardians
of the interests of Iocal consume;'s sh~uld have
representation.
'

It was not fOT him to say tha,t they should
. ha.ve the balance of representation, but
one can read between the lines and see
that, if it is desired tOi control an art.icle
of food which is a shuttlecock between the
growers and the consumers, then, if the
Latter are to .have a fair deal, they must
have a majority on t.he Board.
1\11'. JACKSON.-Do you not think that
the farmers' representatives on the Board
will give a fair deal1
Mr. T'OUTCHER.-They may.
EviMr. BROWNBILL.-YOU cannot say dently .the honorable member's party do
that.
no~ thmk SOl, because they :are, making
thIS a compulso'l'Y Pool.
Mr. Sutcliffe
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I do say it not- went Qon to saywithstanding the honorable memb~r for
'l'he price of wheat for local consumption
Geelong. We have heard something should
be based on cost of production rather
about a little yeast leavening the whole ~han, as at present, on overseas parity, which
IS
often
fixed as the result of "corners in
lump, but I understand that the price of
wheat" and other unsatisfactory methods of
bread is higher in Geelong than in any price
fixing.
pgrt of the metropolis.
I dOl not know ho,w the price of whea,t
}.{r. PRENDERGAST.-Would you like an under this Bill is to be fixed by the
election on this Bill ~
Boar~ .. ~he RQoyal Commissioner ·says
Mr. TOUTCHER.-An election would t~at If It IS tOi be on the basis of parity
not trouble me at any time. I may in- WIth the overseas market, then it is likely
form the Premier that I was present at the. to be in t~e interests of the growers, aolld
Stawell show the otlier day, and I ques- the guardIans .of the consumers will not
tioned every farmer I met about the pro- have very much say in it. He addsWhere price fixing is in force to the extent
posed Pool. I found only one of them in
shown by this association there are grave
favour of it, and I do not know that he possibilities
that the interests of the local concould nQit have been converted. A little. sumer may be ignored. Therefore, in this case
while. ago the Housewives' Association, also, there is urgent need for a proper price·
God bless them, were making a great-to-do ~xing authority on which the consumers'
about the prices of commodities, especially mterests can be conserved.
bread. 9n coming into power the Pre- If the Board is to be a price-fixing
mier decided to appoint a Royal Com- authority and the consumers have
missi~:m to investigate the position. He minority representation, how can it be
appomted for t.he purpose Mr. -Sutcliffe, expected that a reasonable· price will be
.a great .economIst, and a man highly re- fixed that will please the producers on
spected In the community. I have in my the one hand and the consumers on the
hand Mr. Sut'cliffe's first report.
He c;ther ~ The thing is all fudge and dope,
Just the dope honorable members opposite
.saysplace before t.he people when they are
3. The voluntary wheat Pool, known as the electioneering. This is the gentleman on
v\7heat·grower~
Cor,poration
Limited
has
proved of service to the wheat-growe~s and whom they "went nap'." Re practically
says tha,t, a,cco\l"ding to the Bill as it'
to the miller-so
4. At present it is handling about 60 per stands tOo-day, the GOlVernment are not
.cent. of the wheat grown, and is controlled considering the people generally, but only
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a, small section. In justice to that small
section, I will say .that they deserve all
the considera,tion tha.t can be possibly
given them, but they can be assisted by
a voluntary co-operative Pool, the Government lending them assistance as it
has done in the past.
Under such an
arrangement the farmers would ret,ain the
right to deal with their own whea,t.
I
would point out tha,t many share farmers
are anxiQlus to get money for their
produce because sto-rekeepers have been'
carrying them on. Under this Bill the
probability is tha,t thQse sha,re farmers
will have to wait fOor their money, and the
storekeepers will have to carry them on
longer, but they will nQot dOl SOl without
charging a certain amount of interest on
the money orutstanding.
This Bill is
against the interest Oof the poor man Qn
the land. Everything practically counts
for the rich man in this world. He wants
nOi legislation.
Mr. HUGREs.-That ought to suit you.
.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-It should SUlt the
I stand for
honorable, member better.
the poor man, whOo is battling on the
land, and I say that when whea,t, is rising
in price he Oought tOo be permitted tOo reap
the fruits Oof his labour.
This Bill will
Prevent him from doing that. The honorable member for Lowan said tha,t under
the Bill there wQould be the fullest opportunity to market wheat, and to get the,
highest price for it.
Tha,t is not SQ.
The market may faU at any time. N 0body can fOorecast with any degree Oof
precision what is likely to happen
in the wheat markets of the world,
but if there is a prospect of the
market falling, the grower will not
be at liberty tOo sell at whatever
price he can get. Sometimes a £5 nOote
is wOorth mOore to a. man than a. £10
note.
There are farmers who desire nOow
to buy sheep Qor cattle, but they have not
the means to make the purchases, because
this Bill forbids them selling one grain
of their wheat.
They are therefOore prohibited from getting the benefit Oof the
market.
That is a very dangerous position for a Government to take up.
I
stand here, to-day, ItS I always have done,
fOor the liberty that I treasure, the
liberty of being a free man. I am speakillg persQonally now, but I am speaking
also, I think, fQor a great many of my
cOonstituents whQ do. not want t.o be called
npon :tOo submit tOo any deprivation of tha~
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liberty.
They want in ma,tters of this
kind the fullest freedom. They do not
want to. have to stand oone day on one leg,
and on another day on twoo legs like a
jump Jim Crow. I ha,ve no' respect for
the man who is prepaTed to sell principles
that he has conscientiously held from decade too decade, simply in order to. put a
few extra shillings into his own pocket.
He betrays his conscience, and everything
that ought to be dear toO a persQon that
has any manliness in him, and he is not
much better than the histQoric individual
who accepted the 30 pieces o,f silver.
I
nOow COome to the qUeBtiQon of the price 0'£
bread. It has been said that there has
been a great dea.l of prOofiteering in
bread. I read the interesting report of
the High .Cost of Living CQlmmission. It
collected a large amount of evidence, and
the only result of it was to show that
there was about Qone penny in the balance; that after all it was only a storm
in a tea-c?-p.
I now want to co;me ~o
IVlr. Sutchffe, whOo, as an economIst, IS
able to deal with details mOGt accurately.
He saysThe cost of the 4-lb. loaf in England, as
quoted in the Ministry of Labow' Gazette, was,
up to latest advices received June, 1924, 8!d.
This is apparently the price over the counter,
and when the difference in milling practices,
the lower wages, and the, absence of delivery
costs' are taken into account, the price compared favorably, from the Victorian consumers'
point of view, with that being charged in
Victoria.
We have often heard t.he statement made
that bread could be bought cheaplv in
England, but here is this CommissiOoner
who has investigated the whole question
of prices and supply, and who comes to
the conclusion that after all there is very
little difference between England a.nd
Victoria. Charges are Ooften made which,
on inquiry, it is found cannot be sustained. BefQre concluding, I want 'again
tOo voice my protest against the infringement of liberty which this Bill pe,rmits.
I am against any measure that will not
allOow any person, consistenfly, of course,
with Oother people's rights, tOo market his
produce in any way he may desire. We
have no warrant for taking away
the liberty of any man. If I have
a property, and I' want to sell it,
and can get my price, be it high
or low, I should be free to do so.
If we are to say that the affairs of a,ny
section of the people are to be regulated,
perhaps from seHish motives, where are
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we to begin and to end ~ I WQiuld point
out to those honorable members who say
that this principle is good for the' farmers,
that there are landlesS! people in the com·
munity who want land, and would like to
have all land pooled. The time may come
when the men on the land who are assenting to this Bill will wake up and find that
they have been misled. They must do so
unless' they are blina to, their own interest3 and to the deep meaIl:ings of demQicracy. A Bill of this kind should be hateful to a free community, and it should not
be passed by a Government who are in a
minority, assisted, I am sorry to say, by
honorable members in the Opposition
corner, who have all their lives been
against the principles of Socialism and
tyranny. The party that is in power is
betraying its masters absolutely. When
its masters read of this base betrayal, they
will think very little of the gentleme~
who came into power for a little while.
and who, in or·der that they might remain
on the Treasury bench, held out a bait
of this kind to honorable membe'rs on this
side.
Mr. BAILEY.-You never did it!
:Mr. TOUTCHER.-No; we stood b J
our Bills.
:J\fr. HOGAN.-Which Bill ~

Mr. TOUTCHER.-The Redistribution
of Seats Bill, for instance, on which
we went to the country. Honorable
members on the Ministerial side are
slipping all the time; they are slipping on this Bill and they know
it.
I do not understand how they will
be able to go out and face the- democracy.
Will the1y tell the democra.cy of the great
things they did when they were in power 1
Will they say that then they were in a
minority in the House and ask to be returned to full powell' with the,ir wings wide
outstretched, so that they may fly over
the gre1at Sta,te of Victoria and scatter
the angelic blessings they have promised ~
I can understand the democracy being
very sOifry for ever having put them on the
Treasury bench.
Mr. McLACHLAN.. -In voting against
the. third reading of this Bill I do not
want to, do an injustice to the! wheat·grQiwe,r. I recognize that he is a valuable
asset ill developing the country and in
providing foodstuffs for the community.
It is difficult at. times to keep on
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the land some of the men who are
on the land in this State. In many
ways we are making an effort to
do so, but we are not always successful. The're is a, difference of opinion as to'
wheither the whe1a.t-gro,wers desire this
compulsory Pool or not. I do not know
what the constitutional position is. The
commodity gra.wn by these people has to
be expa.rted. I have, always taken t,hat
to be a Commonwealth, and not a State
matter.
Suppose the growers in this
State decline to enter a PooL 'Vha.t will
their position be ~
Oan they be compelled to put their produce into the
Pool ~ Is there to be no appeal? .The
law of the Commonwealth is paramount,
and I doubt whether even with the
existence of a compulsory Pool a grower
of wheat could be prevented from exporting his produce. I do, nQit, however,
know what the exact legal position is in
that re~ard. Passing froni. that subject,
as I saId on a former occasion, if it waS'
~hown to me .that the whea,t-growers are
m need of thIS Poa.l, and I take, this to'
be a non-party ques.tion; if it could be
s~own to me that they axe in distressed
CIrcumstances then we should come to. their
relief. If their members in the House'
ma.de representations of that cha.racter to
the Government it would be the duty of
th81 ~overnment to do what they co:uld
to aSSIst them. The supporters of this Bill
have not, up to the present shown that
there is any need for a. compulsory Pool,
or that the people fOil' whom the Pool is
desired are in straitened circumstances
If it co~ld .be proved that the land theY
are Cl!ltlvatI~g was. too dear in price, and
that It was Imposslblel fo-r them without
Government assistance to' live, that would
be a reason fOir coming to their aid. If it
c~uld be proved tha,t the,y had suffered
dlsaste,r from drought, or that from a
financial stand-p~int they were in urgent
ne~d of a Pool, It wa.uld be the duty of
the Government and of the Parliament
in an extreme case o.f that kind to d~
something on t,heir behalf. I n~w propose to read a quotation from an article
that appeared yesterday in the Gippshvnd
T~'1nes) published in Sale. On the 29th of
last month a "reso" train left Melbourne
and W~l1t through the country where the
wheat is grown.
The article evidently
has been written by a Gippslander·
although no name is attached to it'
I t~ke it th.at the write'r is unbiased:
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exchanged the tent for a hut. Later still,
he substituted for the hut a house, and
Resonians were impressed with the wonder- sometimes he progressed to the point
ful prosperity of the whole of the 'Vimmera. where he would erect a mansion. HowThe early pioneers were in a desperate state ever, as the writer says, the country
for want of water for their homes and stock.
In some cases the water had to be carted 30 people are well housedThere is nothing political In the article.
The writer says-

miles.

There are people in the way-back portions
of my constituency who hav:e to pay a
considerable amount to get the good:; that
they require brought to their homes.
These goods have to be carried for a considerable distance along a bridle track.
These people cannot engage in the production of commodities that would have
to be carried out. Although most of the
fla ts where their homes are are very l'j eh,
they have to be content with produ.c8 that
will ,valk out. Something has been done
in the way of providing roads for them.
The people referred to by tho writer of
the article aTe evidently in t.he same difficulty. They had to cart water 30 milesAll is now changed. It is ,stated that the
\Vil11mera-MaUee stock and domestic supply
scheme has no parallel of its kind in the
"·orld. It covers one-eighth of the State of
Victoria-an area of 10,000 square miles-and
has nearly 5,000 miles of State channels, apart
from private channels.

and' the smallest farmer has a motor car, some
two. Each far,m ha's telephonic COm>munication, and the whole district shows strong evidence of prosperity on all sides.
While at
Horsham, we visited the show, at which it was
estimated there were 1,500 motor cars.

Here again we have evidence of prosperity. Once more we see that the Bill is
not requiredWhile at Warracknabeal we were told that
at a semi-final football match in that town
£458 was taken at the gates, and that 1,000
motor cars were counted; whilst at a final
football match at Murtoa £500 was taken at
the gates, and it was estimated that 1,200
motor cars were :present.

It must be an area where great prosperity
prevails.
This goes to prove that the people in the
districts referred to are prosperous.
It goes
without saying that the business people are
prosperous also.
They are a virile lot of
people in the Wimmera--'Ilothing daunts them.

Independence is a sign of virility. If a
man gives away his right to sell his produce in his Own way, he is not acting like
t.hose virile people whom nothing daunts.

Mr. COTTER.-What has this to do with
Farming in the Wimmera was at one time
the Bill ~
heart-breaking experience, but with modern
Mr. McLAOHLAN.-It has· a great aappliances
and methods the farmer's IHe has
deal to do with the Bill from this point been changed to one of hopefulness and
of view: that it should be shown that the prosperity. It is a common thing to see ten
fine draught horses all abreast attached to a
Bill is necessaryThirty-three towns are reticulated by this
scheme; 70,000 persons depend on it for their
water supply. Water and a splendid system of
fallowing have completely revolutionized the
\ViIUlmera. Each of the towns visited is prosperous.

regular maze of swingle-trees, drawing along
an immense cultivator, the driver being seated,
not as of old, hanging on to a single-furrow
plough all day long for small results.

The
SPEAKER.-The honorable
member must keep t~ the question.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-I am endeavourIt does not appear from this as if the
people need assistance, and it must be ing to prove that the Bill is not needed.
borne in mind that we are using compul- Plenty of men have made a competen~y in the
sion. I disagree with the honorable Wimmera in five years, :but they work.
member for St. Kilda and the honorable There has been ample opportunity since
member for Hampden when they say that this measure was launched in the House
the gro,wers will gain no advantage from for proof to be furnished that it was
the Bill. In my opinion, they will gain needed. I regret to say that that proof
a distinct advantage. But that is not the haH not been forthcoming. 'I regret, also,
point.
There are people upon the land that compulsion is to be used. We should
who should ha.ve prior claimshave compulsion only in a time of
The country people are well housed.
nationa,l danger, or when a section of the
There is nothing primitive about their people is in dire distress. We have no
housing clearly. We know that, in the proof of anything of the kind. The wheatearly days, the settler cleared his land, growers are prosperous, and doing well.
Mr. W EAVER.-They deserve to do well.
and put up his tent upon it. Later, he
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Mr. McLAOHLAN.-l should not object if tbey did still better. But I do
object to wheat-growers receiving special
attention at a time when other producers are neglected. We all know what
is the condition of the potato-grower, and
the maize-grower and some of the
graziers. We are giving nO' attention to
them.
All the evidence we have had
shows that the wheat-growers are, nQot in
need Df the Bill.
Whatever they may
require in the future in the way of a
Pool, they dD not require it at present.
Those settlers, including soldier settlers,
WhD are scattered over the State and whO'
are in a struggling position, demand our
first attention.
Mr. WEAVER.-I am surprised that
the deba,te on the third reading of this
Bill is being so prolDnged. I thought
that practically: all the arguments for and
against the Pool were exhausted on the
secQond reading and in' the considera,tiQon
of amendments in Commiftee. I have
listened carefully to honorable members
during the debate', and I must confess
that I have nQot heard Qone decent argument against the establishment of a compulsory POioL I am open to liste'n to
such arguments. I should dOl so with an
unbiased mind, but apparently we are
to get nothing of the kind. The honorable member fQor Sta,well said we were
not, taking advantage of the benefits
offered by the market at present. I would
point out that private speculators have
to send their agents thrOoughQout the cQountry. When they have ga,thered up sufficient wheat fOor a shiplQoad they sell the
whea,t conjointly. They are under considerable expense in gathering the wheat,
and are nQot in the same position to sell
great quantities in a way that a Board
would be with a Pool in existence. We
shall have a 35,000,000, Qor, perhaps, a
40,000,000 bushel crop this year. Assuming we have a 35,00'0,000 bushel crop,
we cOould ,safely trade upon it.
If
12,000,000 bushels required fOor IOocal consumption were taken Qout for seed, flOour,
and feed requirements, it would leave
23,000,000 busnels fo~ shipping.
The
Board would be justified, if they were
satisfied with the market value, in saying, "We will sell 15,000,000 bushels."
No private firm c€luld hQope to dO' that.
Australia would benefit to that extent;
not only so, but the benefits would be
distributed among the men entitled tOo
them-the growers. The honorable mem-
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ber for Stawell stated that the Bill was
a curtailment o.f our libe.rties. He spoke
abo.ut the principles Oof liberty. What is
it that the wheat-growers hope to achieve ~
They want to keep out of the hands .of
speculators.
The wheat-gro,vers desire
tOo trade directly with the consumers. The
hono,rable member fQor Hampden has to.ld
us that some men-I think he said 1,000
-will be thro.wn out Oof employment.
Every Bill that we pass interferes with
somebody to some extent. If men are
thrown o.ut of emplo.yment it will be
necessary fo.r them to find e.rnployment
elsewhere. We dD no.t want a system that
increases the cost to the consumer whilst
it deprives the pro.ducer o.f a po.rtion of
the benefits that should accrue to .him.
A go.o.d deal has been said by the ho.nQor'able member for Gippsland North about
the lack of evidence that the wheatgro.wer is in need of the, benefits conferred by the Bill. I would ask him to
go into the north-weste'rn country. Sir
Alexander Pea.cock is, Qone of the few
members Df this House who were here
30 years agD, when consideration was
given to the question whether that country should no.t be fenced off as a droughtstricken area. Thanks to the grit and
determination Qof the men and women
who went into that country-the women,.
particularly, are deserving of unqualified
praise; in fact, I would give them VictOoria Crosses-the land has been reclaimed, and to-day the,re are 2,300,000
acres of whea,t under cultivation,
Dut of 2,600,000 in this
State.
I would ask honorable members who
imagine that whea t-growers do not lleed
some cOllsideration to go into that country and Sf,le how the men and women have
to live.
Some of them occupy huts
made out of manure bags.
Of course,
they are not all like that. Some of them
have got beyond that position, and they
deserve all the improvements they have
been able to secure for themselves.
A
lot has been said about the price to the
consumer.
I should like to know if the
nationalist members in this House are
prepared to trust the speculator before
the Wheat Board.
I am sorry to have
to repeat the statement that some members are still unconvinced of the fact that
the Board of the Wheat-growers Oorporation has supplied the consumers in this
State at a price between 2d. and 3d. above
the wo,rld's parity. As from 18 to 20
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4-1h. loaves of bread are made out of
every bushel of wheat, the cost to the
consumer is about a halfpenny a loaf, and
the supply has been guaranteed on just
that little cost above the world's· parity.
'This extra charge is simply for interest
.and insurance against fire, mice, weevils,
.and things of that sort. The extra charge
is .only just sufficient to recoup the Board,
"which is quite satisfied to supply' the
local consumer at that Tate.
That is
perfec"tly reasonable.
Would the speculator do that if he got control of the
whole of the wheat?
My memory takes
me back to 1914 when I was compelled
to sell wheat for 4s. 9d. per bushel. That
wheat was distributed amongst millers at
8s. 6-d.. a bushel, though s.ome of them
may have got it a little cheaper than
that. . How much consideration did the .
speculator show the consumer at that
time? N one at all. The Wheat Board
has shown the consumer far more con~
sideration than e~er the private speculator did, and it will continue to show
that greater considerati.on because it is
under some obligation for the financial
guarant6e of the country.
It is quite
reasonable that the consumer should be
charged the world's parity plus a certain
amount f.or handling charges. We have
been asked foil' evidence in favour of the
establishment of a compulsory Pool. I
hold in my hand 92 telegrams which I
have received to-day, all absolutely in
favour of this Bill.
They come practically all from the north-west country.
If anv one wants evidence in f.avour of
, this Bill, surely it is to be found in those
telegrams.
I have .one from Weeroona 1
which is in the electorate of the honorable
member for Hampden, in favour' of a
('ollipulsory Pool. Do honorable members think that those of us who are advocating a compulsory Pool do not represent the people ? We do.
Of course,
there is an odd man here and there who
may be against the Pool, but the majority
of the growers are in favour of it. I
told the House the other night that agents
were sending out petitions, and getting
them freely signed by people who got the
" wind up." They we:re told that this was
going to be a Government Pool. I regret
that the honorable member for Toorak
tried to make it a Government P06l. We
want a wheat-growers' Pool. I am sorry
to have to take up the time ,of the House
MI'. Weaver.
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at this juncture, but I must refer to the
fact that the honorable member for
Toorak tried to make this a Government
Pool. He wanted a Board, to co~sist of
two representatives of the growers and
two of the consumers, with the Minister
of Agriculture as the chairman. Tha t
'would certainly make it a Government
Pool, and we were not out for that, as
the honorable member for Toorak very
well kno'ws. So does also the press, which
is continually harping on the question of
a Government Pool. We are out for a
wheat-growers' Pool, in the interests of
the wheat-growers of this State. Some
honorable members have asked what need
there is for a Bill of this sort. We all
know that the man who goes in for the
cultivation of wheat has to spend money.
My own boys at the present time are fallowing, and they will not· get a sixpence
f.or their labour until January, 1926. Do
honorable members think that those who
are in that position d.o not need some recompense for their labour? What would
other classes of labourers think if they
had to wait eighteen or twenty months for
their wages? Wheat-growers are justly
entitled to the most they can get,
so long as they are not imposing
upon
other people.
I am really
astonished at the arguments put up
by those sitting on the front Opposition bench. I trust that they will come
to view this· matter from a business point
of view. I should like them to remember
that there are men engaged in this industry who are being pressed by their creditors, and we want to save them from that
pressure. We want to prevent them from
being pushed upon the open market, so
that they will be able to .get the world's
parity less the cost of handling for all
their wheat. They will be able to get
that through this P.ool, but not from
speculators, who take advantage of the
man who must sell, and in that way make
a profit out of those who can least afford
to bear it. I trust that this Bill will
pass its third reading, and that another
place will regard it in an unbiased manner. I hope the Bill will soon become
law, because it is a most reasonable propositi.on. We want a poll to be taken,
so that it can be proved beyond doubt
whether the growers want a compulsory
Pool or not.
Nothing coold be fairer
than a proposal of tha.t sort.
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Mr. WEST.-As other honorable mem·
bers have taken advantage .of this oppor·
tunity to again express their views, I am
going to add a few words. I intend to
vote against the third reading of this Bill,
because I believe that, although it may
confer a temporary advantage on the
wheat·gl'owers of this State, I am satis·
fled that the ultimate effect will not be
for the best interests of this community.
The vital principle of this Bill is the ques·
tion of compulsion~whe,ther the business
activities of this country can best be carried out by private enterprise or compulsorily brought under State control. I
admit that this Bill deals with only one
of O'ur primary products, but if we once
a,cce'pt the principle involved in this Bill
there is no reasonable o.r logical reason
why we, should refuse: to extend it, furihe,r
until thel whole business activities" of the
country are brought under the control o.f
thel Government and thel platform of the
Labour party brought into comple,te
€,ffect. As I consider that will not be a
good thing t.o dO', I am therefore not prepared to start a.loug a road when I am not
prepared to' follow it any great distance.
In other Sta,tes of the Commonwe·a1th they
have hadexperienc€l o.f the State entering
into trading 'opelrations and the result, in
nearly every instance, has been disastrous
failu~e involving hea.vy financial losses.
The results whioh ha,ve belen obtained are
not such as to encourage us to follow
their eoxample. Wh€tll a, man is carrying
on a business of his o.wn he has a direct
personal int,erest in it. He knows that
if he makes losses he will ha.ve to bear
them himself, but if he, makes a, profit it
will all be his own.
TherefQre he has
every incentive to efficiency and economy,
. d
t
.
.
an d every In ucement 0 etXeTCISe any Inv3ntive genius he ma,y have to reduce the
cost of production and distribution to
the fullest extent, so that he may derive
the greatest profit possible,. It is this
sort, of thing whieh keeps the wheels of
industry moving. It is on priva,te enterprise tha,t the wholel business of the Empire has been built up and carried on j I
mEigh~ add ntotthmeirbely .the bufsinehss ofhthe
mpIre, b U
e uSIn~ss 0 t e w ?'le
world. There may be evIls connected WIth
this system, but they can bel gradually
minimized, as they ha.ve been materially
during the last genera.tion.
These elvils
are mueh fewer than they would be under
any system of State control. Then again,
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in this particular case it has not been
shown tha,t there is any necessity for this
Bill. Circumstances may arise where it
is nelcessary for the State to ex:errcise such
powers as are contained in a Bill of this
sort. Such circumst.ances did arise during
the war, and theiJ may occur again under
other conditions. But we know that the
wheat-growers to'-day are al):lOngst the
most prosPeirous of our prima,ry produC€:rs.
They a,re well able to marke.t their own
goods, either individually or under some
system of co-opera,tion. There need be no
question about the middleman or thel
spe'Culator, because, the industry is quite
~trong enough to form a corporation of
It.S own, and market the grain effectively.
The:r'efor~, I ~m opposed to the principle
of the BIll j I am opposed to compulsion
in this particular instance, be.cause no
ne:ce<ssity has been sho.wn for it while
other branches of agriculture in this State
do deseTve morel consicie'ration than is
being given to. them.
The House divided on the question that
the Bill be read a third time.
Ayes
32
Noes
17
Majority for
reading

the

third

15

AYES.

Mr. Bailey
"Bond
Colonel Bourchier
}:ljr. Brownbill
" Cain
"Carlisle
"Clough
"Cook
"Cotter
Downward
:: Frost
"Hjorth
"Hogan
"Hughes
Jackson
.," Keane
"Lemmon

I

:\11'. Lind
Mackrell
" McAdam
" McDonald
(Daylesford)
Pollard
" Prendergast
" Slater
" Solly
" 'Vall ace
" "~alter
" 'Yarde
" 'Veaver
" vVettenhall.
Tellers:
Mr. Jewell
"
"Tebber.

NOES.

"Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
. J\fr. A. A. Billson
" Deany
" EEgglestdon
" jverar
Gordon
:: Greenwood

~1r.

Lawson
McLachlan
Oman
Alexander Peacock
Toutc,her
West.
Telle1·s:
1\:[r. Groves
" Pennington.

"
.,
Sir
Mr.
"
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Mr. Allan
" Allison
" Dunstan
"
"

Hayes
Tunnecliffe

I ::vIr. Beardmore
"
"
\

I

.,
"

Farthing
:l\'LeDonald
(Polwa1'th)

Morley
Snowball.
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men 'who make ,their living solely by that
means. We do not desire that a number
o~ "small men" should possibly swamp
the best interests of the legitimate wheatfarmer.

Mr. HOGAN.-N either should you wish
to deprive the genuine small farmer of
the benefits of a compulsory Pool.
Mr. ANGUS.-O£ course not, but my
" 'Wheat-grower" means any person or body
of persons, corporate or incorporate, who or point is that the" small man" indicated
whi<:h ,is ,a !bona ,fide grower of wheat.
by the Minister is not a genuine wheatfarmer. '\Vheat is only a side-line with
I moveThat the following words "with a minimum him; his interests are not wrapped up in
whea t-growing ,as are those of the man
area of 30 acres" be added ,to the definition.
who is farming 1,000 acres in the Mallee.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of AgriculThe amendment, as amended, was
ture).-While prepared ,to ,concede ,someagreed to.
thing in the direction suggested by the
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculhonorable member for Allandale, I think
tha t a smaller area than 30 acres should ture).--:-I moveThat in sub-clause (1) of clause 3, "Applibe provided for. In my district there
cation of Act," the proviso be omitted with the
are numbers of farmers who grow pota- view
of inserting the following proviso:toes, and who frequently plant 10 to 20
"Provided that if the Minister is satisfied
acres of wheat in between crops. 'They that, at a poll of wheat-growers (for the holdare genuine farmers and genuine wheat- ing of which the .Board is hereby required to
arrange) held for the Ipurpose at such time in
growers, 'and should be given every con- such
manner upon such rolls of wheat-growers
sideration. 'They should be permitted to from whom the Board has purchased wheat and
come within the scope of this legislation under the direction of such returning officers
just as are Mallee farmers who grow as are prescribed, a majority of the persons
vothlg thereat are in favour of the extension
1,000 acres.
of the provisions of this Act so that they will
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOR.-Ten apply with respect to the two succeeding wheat
acres would be ridiculous.
I will com- harvests, the Governor in Council may at any
time not later than the thirtieth day of Seppromise with 20 acres, and I ask leave tember,
One thousand nine hundred and twentyto amend my amendment to that effect.
five by proclamation published in the Gove1-nment Gazette extend the provisions of this Act
Mr. ANGUS.-I do not wish to move a so
as to apply with respect 'to each of the
further amendment in view of the fact said ·harvests with such modifications specified
tha t the Minister and the Leader of the in the proclamation 'as are necessary to make
Opposition have compromised; but 20 the provisions of this Act appHcable with reto the season 1925-1926, and with respect
acres is too Iowa minimum. A man who spect
to the season 1926-1927 and not otherwise;
is . relying upon wheat-growing for his and thereupon this Act (with the said modiliving should have a grtlater voice than fications) shall apply accordingly."
one who is just putting in a catch crop. A
The amendment was agreed to.
man who is growing only 10 to 20 acres of
Mr. O:ThiAN.-Clause 4 provides for the
wheat is merely putting in enough for his const.itution of thel Victorian "\Vhe,at
fowls.
Board, and in sub-clausel (2) saysMr. HOGAN.-He would need to have a
Provided that in the case of the first aplot of fowls to consume the produce of pointment thereof the Board shall consist of
five members, of whom three shall be ap20 acres.
pointed as .representing wheat-growers.
Mr. ANGUS.-A man who is growing I move.-a crop of wheat after potatoes would not
That after the word "wheat-growers" the
get much more than fowl feed from his following words be inserted :-" and who are
area. The minimum should be 40 rather . or have been members of the Victorian '~Vheat
than 20 acres. We do not wish to ex- growers' Corporation."
clude any wheat-grower from the benefits The obje,ct of this amendment is to secure
of this legislation, but we should legis- the a.ppointment to' thel Board of three of
late for genuine wheat-growers, for the the men who have .been cont.rolling the
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOR.~The
definition clause provides that-
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voluntaJ'Y wheat Pool, and who arel repre:senta.tive of the farmers.
Sir ALEXANDER. PEACOCK. - That is
peuding the election.
Mr. OMAN.-Thel memootfs of the
Victorian Wheat-growers CorpDration are
all men who have a full knowledge of this
work, and I think my amendment should
be acceptable to those honorable members
who have expressed the fear that the
Minister might appoint tOo the Board men
who were nQot representative Qof the
whea t-growers.
Mr. HOGAN.-The clause says they' shall
be representa.tive Qof the wheat-grDwe,rs.
Mr. OMAN.-Yes, but the Minister
might appoint to the, Board a man who
was a. grow€lr of only 20 acres of wh~a.t..
This amendment will ensure the appomtment of men who ha.v€1 been elected by
the wheat-growe.rs themselves.
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anything that will influence thel final
chOoice of members to the, permanent
Board.
Th€,re a·re fivel members of the
Wheat-grOowers
Corporation, and we
might have a difficulty in selecting three.
Mr. OMAN.-One of them is resigning.

Mr. HOGAN.-I have not heard yet
that he has resigned, but it would bel unwise to do anything that would influence
the election of the three wheat-growers'
representatives to the permanent Board.
It will be ne'cessary to' appoint a provisiona.l Boa,rd to do the work for a. brief
period.
Certain work will have to be
carried out, such as the charte,ring of
ships and the making of arrangements
for the stacking of the wheat. In appointing the provisional Board fa,vorable
consideratiQon will be given to' the claims
of the men who ha.ve been. discharging
these duties, but I can assure the hDnorable' member for Hampden that any Dne
lV1r. HOGAN (Minist€'r of Agriculture). who told him that we would not appDint
- I cannot accept the amendment. The' whea.t-growers' representatives has been
effect of it WQouid be tOo give the misinformed.
members of the Wheat-growers CQorlYlr. ANGUS.-I have an amendment
poration a legal right tOo be Qon
to move that would come before that
the, provisional Boa,rd, and that might
moved by the honDrable member fDr
considerably influence the elle,ction of the
Hampden.
It is to delete paragraph
members of the pe,rmanent Board. The (a) of sub-clause (2), which reads,
two
members of .the Victorian Wheat-growers members nominated by the Minister
Corpora.tion are very estimable gentlemen,
and ".
and they have performed their work weH,
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-Wha,t do
but SOl far as the first Bo'ard was concerned,
they were not elected by all the wheat- you want ~
growers. The'Y we,re, I think, nominated
lV1r. ANGUS.-I propose the'll to le·ave
by thei Gove'rnment, becausel their names the clause as it stands.- We arel dealing
were included in the first VictOorian with the product of thel farmer, and the
Wheat-growers Corporation Bill. Since fa,rmer is the only person who has any
then
the
Victorian
Wheat-growers right to be represented on this Board.
CorporatiOon has become' a. company,
l\fr. BROWNBILL.-You would have a·
registered under the Victorian Provident Societies Act, and only farmers Wages Board of employees only. ~
whQo were members of that company were
Mr. ANGUS.-This is nQot a Wages
entitled to vOote.
COonsequently a large Bo'ard. Is it the object of the Bill to
numbelr of whea,t-growers ha,ve had no create a Wages Board ~ The Government
vOoice in the, election of the members of have taken advantage of honorable memthe present Board. In this Bill we delfi- bers who represent the wheat-grQiwers, if
nitely provide, that three of the membe,rs they are to be put under the Commonof the Board shall be elected by the wealth ArbitratiQon CQiurt OIl' unde·r a
wheat-growers, and it is our intentiOon as State Wages Board. I am obliged to the
sOOon as the Bill is passed by another place honorable member for having given the
to take, immedia,te stelps to have the Board whole shQiw away.
elected that is the wheat-growers' repreThe SPEAKER.-The honorable memsentati~es. If we find that time is required to devise the necessary machinery ber can mQove his amendment now only by
fOor .the election, it may be necessary for thel courtesy of the honora.ble member for
the GQovernment tOo make provisiona,l ap- Hampden in withdrawing his amendpointments, but we dOo not desire, to do ment..
C(
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Mr. OMAN.-I will temporarily withdraw Illy amendment., tal enable the honora.ble member for Gunho-we.r to move. his.

il1.a'rketing Bill.
NOES.

Mr. Bailey
Mr.
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier
"
Mr. Brownbill
Mr. ANGUS.-I morveCain
That in sub-clause (2), after the words " the - " Carlisle
"
" Clough
Board shall consist of" the words " (a) two
"
Cook
members nominated by the Minister; and" be
"
"
Cotter
omitted.
" Downward
The a.mendment was negatived.
" Frost
" Hjorth
"
Mr. OM:AN .-Sub-clause (2) of clause " Hogan
"
"
Hughes
"
4 reads" Jackson
The Board shall consist of" Keane
(a) two members nominated by the MinMr.
" Lemmon
ister; and
" Lind
"
(b) three members elected by wheat-growPAIRS.
ers as hereinafter provided:
Mr.
Provided that in the case of the first appoint- Mr. Beardmore
" McDonald
"
ment thereof the Board shall consist of five
(polwarth)
members of whom three shall be appointed as
Morley
"
representing wheat-growers.
Snowball
"

I moveThat the following words he added to the
sub-clause :-" and who are or have been
members of the Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation. "

I would point out that the l\1inister of Agriculture has indica,ted tha,t he
has nQi purpose to serve otherwise than
to put representative wheat-grQiwers sm the
Board. I am convinoed tha,t the whe·a,tgrQiwers would prefer to! be represented by
men of experience and knowledge in the
initial stages of the Pool.
I therefore
strongly urge him to accept my amendment. I think it a sQiund proposal, and
one tha,t should meet with the wa,rm concurrence Oof members in the OppOosition
Corner. I have no ulterior mo,tive, but
simply wish to' make the Bill, if it is to
pass, as good as possible.
The House divided on t,he question
that the words proposed to be inserted be
so inserted.
Ayes
17
No:es
33
Majo~ity

against
amendment ...

t.he

16

AYES.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. A. A. Billson
" Deany
" Eggleston
Everard
" Farthing
" Gordon

Mr. Greenwood
" Lawson
" Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
1\1:1'. Toutcher
, " West.
Tellers:
:\fl'. Groves
" Pennington.
!

I

Machell
McAdam
McDonald

(Daylesford)

Pollard
Prendergast
Slater
Solly
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Walter
Warde
Weaver
\Vettenhall.
Tellers:
Jewell
Webber.

Allan
Hayes
Dunstan
Allison.

l\!Ir. HOGAN (l\1iniste:r. of Agriculture).
-Sub-clause, (5) readsThe Chairman shall he elected by the Board.

I moveThat the words "elected by the Board" be
omitted and the words "such member of the
Board as the Board appoints to be Chairman"
be inserted in lieu thereof.

The amendment was agreed tOo.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-In sub-clause (10) it is provided that
aU elections shall be conducted "upon
rOolls of wheat-growers compiled in accordance with this Act.' ~ I moveThat the word "compiled" be omitted, and
the word "prepared" be inserted in lieu
thereof.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-Sub-clause (3) of clause 8 reads(3) The Board (as to paragraphs (a), (b),
and (c), upon such conditions, if any, other
than payment to the Board as the Board thinks
fit) may exempt (either generally or in any'particular case) from the operation of this sec·
tion(a) sales or purchases of seed wheat by
growers of wheat to or from growers
of wheat for bona fide use by the
purchasers in their farming opera'
tions;
.
(b) sales by wheat-growers or purchases of
wheat (of a quality below that fit for
gristing into flour) from the growers
thereof for bona fide use by the purchasers as food for their poultry and
stock;
(c) sales or purchases of wheat grown by
any wheat-grower in areas of limited
production of 'wheat specified by the
Board; and
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(d) such other sales and purchases as are

prescribed upon such conditions and
such payment, if any, to the Board
as the Board thinks fit.

,M'a1'keting Bill.

(whether into flour or other product of wheat)
after the commencement of this Act and before
the 1st day of December, 1925, shall be liable
to a penalty of not more than £500.

I move-

I move-

That the words " (as to paragraphs (a), (b),
aBd (e), upon such conditions, if any, other
than payment to the Board as the Board thinks
fit)" be omitted, and the words " (upon such
conditions and, in cases under paragraph (d)
only hereof, such payment, if auX, to the, BOf!'rd
as the Board thinks fit) " be mserted III heu
thereof.

That" £500" be omitted with
serting " £100."

In Committee we had the discussion regarding the power of farmers tOi sell small
quantities of wheat for fowl feed and
seed. The amendment makes the agreement arrived at in Committee clearer.
The amendment was agreed to.
1\1r. HOGAN (1\1inister of Agriculture).
- I moveThat in paragraph (d) the words "upon
such conditions and such payment, if any, to
the Board as the Board thinks fit" be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-Sub-clause (4) of clause 8 provides
thatThe Board may at any time revoke any such
exemption.

I moveThat after the word "exemption" the following words "be inserted :-" Provided that
the revocation of any such exemption shall not
affect any right, privilege, obligation, or liability acquired accrued or incurred under such
exemption before the revocation thereof."
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view to in-

I know that the Government are not in'
favour of excessive penalties. In this case
the penalty is for a first offence, so I think
that they might accept my amendment.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-1 cannot accept this amendment.
Flour-millers will know full well that if
the Bill becomes law they should grist
only wheat that they purchase from the
Board. They could' not possibly make
any mistake about it. If they did otherwise, it would be' clearly wilful.
M1-. OMAN.-They may have bought
before the Bill comes into operation.
Mr. HOGAN.-They will be entitled
to grist wheat they bought prior to the
24 th September.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-That is not provided
for, and that is what I wanted to point
out a few minutes ago.
Mr. HOG AN .-If the honorable member desires to submit an amendment
to . cOover that, it will be a different matter; but, as
I
announced
earlier in the debat.e, on the Bill,
we took the penalty in this clause
from the originaJ wheat-pooling legislation. Our object is, not to enact a heavy
penal provision, but to deter anybody
from purchasing wheat in a way that he
knows to be an infringement of the law,
and then gristing that wheat into flour.
Mr. WARDE.-The words in the clause
are "not more than £500." The penalty
might be only £10.
Mr. HOGAN.-The maximum is £500.
If there are fiOo,ur-millers who wilfully and
deliberately purchase wneat fro.m people
from whom they arel not entitled t.o purchase it under the, law, provision is necessary to puni~h them, and to punish t.hem
severely. The magistrate would be able
to fine all offender any sum up tOo that
amount.
The amendment was negatived,
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is provided in
sub-clause (2) that--

The honOirable member for St, Kilda
spoke on this subject on Wednesday
night, and subsequently conferred with
the
Attorney-General
rega,rding an
amendment, which we undertook to accept.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The amendment
is that which was arranged with the Attorney-General. I may say that the Minister promised that if an alteration were
made in the date in clause 10 he would
also alter the retrOospective prOovisio~ III
claus.e 9.
1\11'. HOGAN.-We are not on that at
present.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-No, but I dOl not
want the honorable gentleman to go beyond clause 9 without doing what he pro,mised.
The amendment was agreed to.
contract entered into (whether before
Mr. OMAN.-Sub-clause (1) of clause or Any
after the commencement of this Act) which
9 provides tha tris in contravention of or inconsistent with the
(1) Any person who without the previous
written authority of the Board grists any wheat

provisions of this section shall be "oid and of
no effect.
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As the :Minister has nO't done, sO',
move-
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The House divided on the question that
the words proposed to be omitted stand
That the words "on and after the 24th day pa.rt of the clauseof September" be substituted for the words
Ayes
33
"whether before or after the commencement
of this Act."

Noes

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. 01\1AN.-Sub-clause (1) of clause
10 provides thatEvery contract made in Victoria on or
after the 24th day of September, 1924, so far
as it relates to the sale of Victorian wheat or
flour for delivery in Victoria on or after the
1st day of December, 1924, up to but not later
than the 1st day of December, 1925, shall, when
specified by the Board in a notification published in the Government Gazette, be, and is
hereby declared to be and to have been void
and of no effect, 80" far as such contract has
not been completed by delivery at the date of
such notification: Provided Lhat for the purposes of this section any such contract shall be
deemed to be severable.

I moveThat the words "on and after the 24th day
of September, 1924," be omitterl with a view
of inserting the words "after the coming into
operation "f this Act."

l\ifajority
against
amendment

Mr. Bailey
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier
Mr'. Brownbill
" Cain
" Carlisle
" Clough
" Cook
" Cotter
" Downward
" Frost
" Hayes
" Hjorth
" Hogan
" Hughes
" Jackson
" Keane
Lemmon

18

Mr. Lind
" McAdam
" McDonald
(Daylesford)
" Pollard
" Prendergast
" Slater'
" Solly
" Tunnecliffe
" 'Vallace
" 'Walter
" 'Varde
" vVeaver
" Wettenhall.

Tellers:
Mr. Jewell
" Webber.

I

NOES.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. A. A. Billson
" Eggleston
" Everard
Gordon
" Greenwood

Mr. Ol\IAN.-No. I contend that if
the operation of this compulsory Pool can
be extended O'ver three years no reasonable argument can be advanced why this
legislation should be retrospective. Contracts sho·uld be protected up to the time
Mr. Allan
of the passing of this me,asure.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister 0'£ Agriculture) .-It is questionable, I
think,
whether this amendment is in order at
this stage, but I am not. going to press
that point. In the clause that we have
just passed, the date fixed was the 24th
September.
This amendment prO'Poses
something different. It will be remembered that we debated this particular
matter ext·ensively in Committee last
Thursday mO'rning. Several amendments
were moved, and we determined the
matter quite satisfactorily from the point
of view O'f the majority of memhe,rs. As
a compromise, the 24th September was
substituted for the 26th August, the date
originally proposed. As that was the
determination in Committee, I think it
is unwise to attempt to alte,r it at this
stage. Anyhow, the Government cannot
agree to any alteration.

the

AYES.

On Thursday night I spoke at length on
this matter.
Mr. HOGAN.-Did you not mO've' an
amendment in Committee on it ~

15

"
"

Allison
Dunstan.

Mr. Lawson
., Oman
Sir Alexander Peacock
Mr. Toutcher
" 'Vest.
Tellers:
Mr. Groves
" Pennington.
PAIRS.

Mr. Beardmore
" Snowball
" Morley.

I

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-Sub-clause (1) of clause 10 provides thatEvery contract made in Victoria on or after
the 24th day of September, 1924, so far as it
relates to the sale of Victorian-wheat or flour
on or after' the 1st day of December, 1924, up
to but not later than the 1st day of December,
1925, shall when specified by the Board in a
notification published in the Government
Gazette, be and is herelby declared to Ibe and to
have been void and of no effect so far as such
contract has not been completed by delivery at
the date of such notification.

I moveTha t after the word "flour " the words "for
delivery" be inserted.

The amendment was agreed to.
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Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul- I moveture).-Sub-clause (3) of this clause
That the words "amount of the purchase
money declared by the Boarq. to be payable in
reads as follows:No person shall be entitled to claim or to
r'eceive compensation whether ,from the Crown
or the Board by reason of the enactment of thas
section or any matter arising thereunder.

I move--

respect thereof" be omitted, with a view of
inserting "net amount of the ,purchase money
determined by the Board to 'be distributable
§n respect thereof from the available surplus
arisillg from the operations of the Board under
tjlis Act."

That the sub-clause be struck out.

This is one of the provisions that w,as
debated at some length when the clause
was under consideration in Committee.
I promised to give the matter further consideration. 'Ve have given it the necessary consideration, and I propose this
amendment to improve the position.
Notwithstanding anything in the Railways
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The alteration
Acts or the law relating to common carriers
the Victorian Railways Commissioners may on d.oes not really improve the position at
the request of the Board refuse to carry any all, but I ,will nQlt debate the matter.
wheat or flour or other product of gr'isted The words proposed to be omitted and
wheat owned by any specified perSOn in Vic- those that the Minister wants inserted
toria from any place in Victoria to any person have practically the sa,me me-aning.
in any other place in Victoria or except as prescribed to deliver any such wheat flour or
Mr. HOGAN.-These wQlrds appear in
product.
the Whea,t-growers Corporation Act..
I moveMr. EGGLEST'ON.-That is the only
a,rgument that can be advanced in
That the clause be struck out.
This clause is designed to prevent the favour of them.
The amendment was agreed to.
movement of wheat over our r,ailways in
:Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculcertain circumstances. I t certainly is a
breach .of the Federal Constitution. We ture).-Sub-clause, (2) of clause 12 proshQluld have Inter-State freetrade" and if vides thatNotwithstanding anything jn the Instruments
any grower of wheat in Victoria desires,
in the fulfilment of a contract he has Acts or any other Act a person claiming to be
to any such mortgage, charge, lien, or
entered into, to. have his grain conveyed entitled
other encumbrance, or claiming to be the true
over the railw,ays, he should be permitted owner of such wheat, shall not be entitled to
to do. so. I do not desire to speak at great claim as aforesaid for an account of the purlength, as I have already indicated that I chase money of such wheat or any part of !luch
purchase money unless he has given notice in
am opposed to this prQlvision.
writing in the form and containjng the parMr. HOGAN.-I cannot accept this ticulars prescribed to the Board of such mortgage, charge, lien, or other encumbrance or
amendment.
claim of ownership, and then only for such
The amendment was negatived.
portion of such purchase money as has not been
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul- paid to other persons by the Board or any
ture).-Sub-clause (1) of clause 12 pro- person acting under its authority 'at the time
of the receipt by the Board of such notice.
vides thatNo action for damages for conversion or fof I move-What was desired to be covered by this
sub-clause is dealt with in clause 22, and
it is unnecessary here.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. OMAN.-Clause 11 provides
that-

detention of, any wheat shall ,be brought
against the Board or any person acting under
its authority by any person claiming to be entitled to any mortgage' charge lien (including
any lien on cr'ops under the Instruments Acts'
or any corresponding previous enactments), or
other encumbrance whatsoever of or upon or
over such wheat or any crop from which such
wheat was harvested or claiming to be the true
owner of such wheat:
Provided that any per'son who ibut for this
sub-section might have brought any such action
may adopt the delivery of such wheat to .the
Board as a delivery thereof by him to the
Board and may claim accordingly for the
amount of the' purchase money declared by the
Board to be payable in respect thereof.

That the words "an account," line 6, be
omitted with a view of inserting "the net
amount."

The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture) .-Sub-clause (2) of clause 15 provides thatIf prior to receiving notice of claim to any
certificate or to the chose-in-action or any part
thereof the subject-matter of a certificate the
Board has in good faith and without negligence
adjusted and settled with the person named in
such certificate for the money payable thereunder, the Board shall not incur any liability
to the true owner of such chose-in-action or
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any part thereof, or to any party claiming
Mr. HOGAN .(Mil?-ister of Agriculture).
through, under, or in trust for him. Provided_I desire to thank you, Mr. Speaker,
that the Board shall not be entitled to the protection of this sub-section in respect of any and honorable members for the courtesy
moneys remaining in his hands at the time of that has been shown to the Ministry and
receipt by him of notice of such claim or there- to' myself particularly throughout the deafter coming to his hands in respect of a bate upon this me-asure, and generally for
chose-in-action the subject-matter of such a the assistance that has been accO'rded in
claim.
I move-the passing of the Bill through all its
stages.
.
That the word "his," line 13, be omitted
with a view of inserting "its."
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
This is really a grammatica,l correction. also wish to" add t.hat I am thankful
The mistake occurred through foll0'\Ying especially to the Leader of. t~e Opposition
the phraseO'logy in the O'riginal compul- for the manner in which he has helped to
sO'ry Pool Bill. In that measure the Min- despatch this measure. Although it was
ister was the Board, and, na,turally, the of a strongly contentious character, and
word "him" was used.
His plaoe is he has had to express himself very plainly,
now being taken by ~ Board, and it would he has displayed a. uniform courtesy that,
not be crorrect to refer to' the Boa,rd as I assure him, has been much appreciated.
"him," so it is necessary to' subst,itute
the word" its."
The amendment was agreed to. with
ADJOURNMENT.
consequential amendments.
l\lr. HOG AN (Minister of Agricul- BALLARAT-GEELONG GOODS TRAIN-NoXIture).-Sub-clause (3) of clause 16 proOUS
VVEEDS--BoTANIC
GARDENS---SHORTAGE OF TEACHERS IN COUNTR'i
vides thatSCHOOLS-RAILWAY FROM SALE TO SEAAn employee of, or a carrier, teamster, or
other person contracting with another person
SPRAY.
(whether for reward or not) to deliver under
any wheat marketing scheme uny wheat as
l\1r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
wheat of the season 1924-5, who in good faith
and in compliance with the instructions of such movclast-mentioned person delivers old wheat or
That the House do now adjourn.
blended wheat as wheat of the season 1924-5,
shall not be deemed guilty of a contravention
Mr. BROVVNBILL.-About twO' weeks
of this section.
ago I brought before the responsible
I mO'veMinister an important matter, name.}y,
That the words "under any wheat market- that of attaching a passenge,r carriage to
ing scheme" be omitted.
the goods train which leaves Ballarat each
The amendment was agreed to.
evening at 10 minutes past 7 o'clock for
l\lr. HOGAN (Minister of Agricul- Geelong. A passenger train leaves daily
ture).-Clause 23 provides that. .at 3 o'clock fo'r Geelong, and thereafter
The Governor in Council may make regula- there is noue except the goods train.- Passengers----sometimes as many as fourteen
tions for or with respect to . . .
(c) prescribing the fees of members of the of them-are compelled to travel in the
Board who are nominated by the guard's van. On Fridays at present a
Minister and the travelling allowcarriage is !lut on the 7.10 p.m. train.
ances of members 6f the Board.
The Geelong wool sales will be comI movemenced to-mO'rrow week. In this relation
That the word!'! "and the t.ravelling allow- the Geelong VV 001 Brokers Association
ances of members of the-Board" be omitted.
recently wrote to me as follows:The amendment was agreed tn.
I am directed by my members to thank you
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture). for the action taken by you in connexion with
-Paragraph (d) of clause 23 provides that the attaching of a car to the 7.10 p.m. goods
regulations may be made also with respect train from Ballarat to Geelong. The attaching of this car would be of considerable value
to' " prescribing forms which may be used to the Geelong wool market, as it would enable
under this Act." I moveclients from the Wimmera and Mallee districts
That the following words be added to the to reach Geelong in the· one day.
paragraph :-" and such .form.s or fo;,ms to the
like effect shall be suffiCient m law.
At present, persons from those districts
cannot get right through to Geelong in the
The amendment was agreed to'.
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one day. They desire to be able to travel
direct thro.ugh Ballarat to Gee.Iong Q1n
Wednesday and Thursday of next week to
be ready for the sales, which will begin
on the 23rd October. Last year 101,168
bales of wool were dispatched to Geelong
by rail to be sold there. This year there
will be approximately 135,000 bales sent
over cur railways to be SOlId at Geelong.
So.me cc:msideratio.n should be afforded
those of the public who are interested in
the sales. It should be a simple matter
to attach a carriage each evening to the
gOQlds train. To depart at 3 o'clock from
Ballarat is too early to suit the arrangements of many persons, and it is not right
that there should no.t be another passenger train thereafter between two such centres as Ballarat and Geelong. I understand from the Railways Department that
one reason why it is held that a carriage
cannQlt be attached to the goo.ds train is
that the train wQluld require to be taken
into a platform at both cities. Surely,
however, that is a matter O'f little cQlmparative importance, and one that can
be overcome. I ask the :Th1inister of Rail~ays to give it his urgent personal attentlOn, and a,t least place the pr.oject upon
its trial until the end of the year.
Mr. l\1cADA:Th1.-I support the request
of the honO'rable member fO'r Gee1long.
This matter has been brought under my
notice at Ballarat in connexion with
traffic from up-country railway stations.
The situation at present is rendered the
mOIre acute because of the difficulty of obtaining accommodation in Ballarat, <?wing
to the South-street competitions.
l\ir. POLLARD.-I desire to draw
attention to the hardship that has been
created by the enforcement of the N oxiom!
Weeds Act in my constituency. The particular grQlwth to which I allude, namely,
gorse, or furze, is a very great curse in
certain areas. In the Act that was passed
when the latel Government was in office
it was declared to· be a noxious weed.
Under that, Act thel Sta.tel has been divided
into six areas, and the' repres€lIlta,tives of
the municipalities in each area werel empowered to' call a confe'rence.
At that
conference they declared gorse or furze to'
be a noxious weed. I do nO't think they
realized, when thely did that, that they
were bringing the law into force so fa,r as
he,dges werel concerned.
They probably
thought that the prohibition would apply
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only to gorse growing along roads, drains,
creeks, or out in the open paddocks, and
that when it 'was declared to be a no.xious
w€ied all that it would be necessa;ry for
the land-owners to dOl would be to clear
a.way the gorse as distinct from any he,dge
that, might be on their propeLrty. In the
Kyneton district therel is a gre'at amount
of open country, and if this Act is enforced it will mean that land-owners who
have grown gorse hedges to shelter stock
will havel to take them out, with the result that 50 per cent. of their lambs will
die in the winter in that cQlld bleak
country, and their dairy ca.tt.Ie will give
a reduced return. Thel valuel of the pasture will alsQl bel considerably deteriora,ted.
Honorable members who come from country districts will know i·hat grass which
has had the benefit of the shelter of hedges
in these co,ld districts is invariably two or
three inches higher than the grass out in
the .open country. I do not wish to offer
objection to anything which is of benefit to
the State, but I contend that thel declaration of gorse a,s a nQlxious weed in
this district is a, grea.t wrong. If t.he Act
we-re amended to providei that a gorse
hedge should not be more than 4 fe,et in
height, and 3 feet in widt'h, and tha.t no
growth should be a.llowed apart from a
hedge of those, dimensions, the Act might
then be rigidly enforced .without injury to
anybody. I do not belie-ve, that the men
who were the means of ha.ving this weed
declared noxious eve,r realized the great
ha'ldship and loss which were' going to
result to the Sta,t.e, and I hope the Minister will see- his way clear to grant some
necessary reJief in this respe.ct. We know
that in sOime districts-in fact, in all districts-thespread Oof this weed is a very
decided curse. I can speak fro111 bitter
experience.
If thel weed is aUowed to
grow over a number of years it gets out
of hand, and it may be bexond the landowner's ability to pay for its eradication.
But in the open country the benefit deri ved from gorse in hedges in protecting
cattle mOore than compensates for any
damage'it may do.
l\ir. JACKSON .-A st'ateni.ent has been
made with regard to our Botanic Gardens,
which, if true, requires investigation.
It has been said tha,t during the last
twelve months no less than 28 men employed in the gardens have been discharged. I take a ke,en interest in our
'Botanic Gardens, and it saddens me to
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see the condition in which they aJ:"e today. It has been apparent to: me for
some considerable time tha.t a policy 0'£
starvation has belen adopted in regard to
them, and unless some very drastic action
is taken to' make up leeway, the gardeills
are' not likely to' maintain the finel reput.a,tion they hav·e elarned, not O'nly throughout Victoria, but in other parts of Australia. I ask the Ministelf of Lands to'
take, into consideration the a,dvisability of
going on with necessary work in the gardens, and bringing them again into the
sta te Df perfectiDn theiJ welre in before
this policy of starva,tiDn was adopted.
The footpaths are in a dilapidated condition, and the ponds badly want cleaning out. I hope thel Minister will bA
,ablel to make, a, satisfactory sta,tement as
to the intentions of the Government in
this regard.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-We' all regret
that the Minister of Public Instruction is
indisposed. The keeping open of country
schools is of great impO'rtance to children
of school age, and pa,rents a,re viewing
with some concern the transfer of
tela,chers and the absence of teachers to
take their place1s. I understand tha,t the
Department is 40 teachers short.j that is
ra,ther serious. It is not the, fault of the
Department. I hope the GO'vernment will
endeavour to assist the Departmeilltl, and
to make' up the leeway as early as possible. There is also a ma,ttelr I desire, to
bring undell" the, notice of the Minister
of Railways. Some time ago the honorable gelntleman was In the Gippsland district, and a deputation waited on him in
referencel to a railway'line from Salel to
Seaspray.
The Ministelr said hel would
look into the evidence that was tendered
by delegates from various, parts of the
district, and determine whether it was
sufficient tOo justify him in bringing the
proposed railwa,y under the notice of the
Railways Standing Committee. I shall be
glad of any informaHon that the honorable gentleman can give me on the
subjelct.
Mr.
McDONALD
(Daylesjord).-I
rise to offea.- a fe'w remarks in reference to
the Noxous We~ds Act, but I do not proposel to go ove,r the ground that has beeln
covered by the honorablel member for
Dalhousie. This is a matter of vital importancel to my constituency. The Act
is not a, just one soo fa,r as the farmers
who have this noxious weed on their pro-
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perty are concerned. The correct interpretatiOon has not belen given tOo the Act.
VV €I ha,ve an inspector in our district who
se'ems to think that the only duty he has
toO perform is to prosecute farmers for not
eradicating hedges. That is not a proper
intelrpre,ta.tion Oof the Act.
Under the
Act the Minister has power to order the
fa,rmers to eraq.icate hedges, but I claim
that wei should not eiIlforce the eradication
of any hedges that arel beneficial as
shelters for cattle and sheep. Only yesterda,y one of my constituents was summoned for not eradicating a h€tdge on his
property. He has 128 acres of land, and
150 chains of hedge. The inspector issued
a summons, and he had tOo answer the
charge yesterday.
I should like the
Minister to ask the inspectors to use a
little discretion in instituting prosecutions.
Before long there will be strong representations from the country for an
amendment of the Act.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).The honorable member for Dalhousie and
the honorable member for Daylesford have
referred to what are 'burning questions as
far as the country districts are concerned,
but the Department is not wholly to
blame for the difficulties that the landowners are confronted with at the present
time. Parliament passed au Act in which
it made, provision for the State tOo be cut
into a number of groups. The representatives of municipalities were asked to
attend conferences in those particular districts, and to decide what weeds should
be proclaimed noxious weeds.
Repre,sentatives of various municipalities attended those conferences, and agreements
we,re arrived at with regard to proclaiming certain weeds as noxious. Therefore,
it became the duty of the Department to
see that the Act was carried out and steps
taken to have those weeds eradicated
throughout the State. What the honorable members object to, and what a
number of land-owner,s object to, is not
the eradication of the weeds that are
growing haphazard in various parts of the
State, but they dOl object to the eradication of what they call valuable she.Iter
hedges. These hedges are a great protection to the stock. There is a provision
in the Act that if' those groups of
municipalities-or any municipality represented in a group-make representations to the lHinister, the l\1inistel' can cOonvene a.notlier conference,
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where the matter may be re-discussed. If
the conference is then of opinion that the
proclamation of a particular weed as a
noxious weed should be altered, the weed
can be taken out of the list of proclaimed
weeds. But then trouble would arise in
this way: If gorse, or furze, were taken
out of the list of noxious weeds it would
spread broadcast, and there would be no
means of compelling the land-owners to
deal with it. There should be, a proclamation with regard to hedges. It could
apply in the same way as with boxthorn.
Boxthorn is a noxious weed unless it takes
the form of a hedge trimmed to a height
of 6 feet, and having a wi~th of 3 feet.
If a boxthorn hedge i~ so trimmed, the
weed is not a noxious weed wi thin the
meaning of the Act.
That provIsIon
should be made applicable to ,other 80called noxious weeds that are used as
hedges. Where a hedge is ,serving a useful
purpose, and is kept properly trimme,d, it
is detrimental to have it eradicated. I
will see if steps can be taken to comply
with the requests of the' honorable members. I think that the course laid down
in the Act will ha,ve to be complied with.
• A conference will have to be called.
My instruction to the superintendent administering the Vermin anLl Noxious
Weeds Act is to administer the Act sympathetically. To show that this is being
done, I may say that from the time this
Act came into operation there were during
the first twelve months fewe'r prosecutions
than for the previous twelve monthEl
under the Vermin Destruction Act,
which applied only to rabbits.
Now,
with regard to the question asked by the
honorable member for Prahran as to the
condition of the Botanic Gardens: This
matter was brought under my notice previously in consequence of a statement made
by an honorable member in another
chamber. That honorable member reflected on the gardens, and spoke of them
as being in a dilapidated state. An
inspection of the gardens does not bear out,
the statement tha,t was made,. In my
opinion, the,se gardens are a credit to the
State. I, being a country representative
and the Minister of Lands, look upon the
l\1elbourne j30tanic
Gardens
as
a
national recreation resort. The gardens
are enjoyed by residents of the country
as well as of the metropolis. Therefore, I
should be one of the last persons to
economize at the expense of the, gardens.
I called for a report from the curator of
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the Botanic Gardens, and he
ported as follows:-
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has

re-

With reference to the statements made by
Mr. Smith1. Re the Gardens.-Any competent observer
will admit that the Gardens generally were
never in a better condition. ·'Vith regard to
the weeds in the lake, this ma.tter has been
receiving attention during the past two or three
week& and will soon he overcome.
2. Re the Staff.-Three vacancies only have
occurred since 1st January last owing to resignations. Two of these were filled some months
ago and the other (a recent yacancy) is about
tG bt filled. These, with other recent promotions and transfers, will bring the staff up to
its full complement, i.e., 58.
3. Re Lawns.-Owing to the wet weather it
has not been practicable to keep the mowing
machines constantly at work, ·although at the
same time they are anything but overgrown,
and are in very good order.
4. Re Footpaths.-With the exception of one
or two very small spots they are in excellent
condition. All the paths a few months ago
were thoroughly repaired and asphalted.
5. Re Bridges.-This matter has been in the
hands of the Public Works Department for the
past few months.
.
6 Be the Gardens generally.-I would like
to point out that at this period of the year
when everything is bursting into life and causing a great increase in the growth of the grass,
as well as weeds, it entails a large amount of
labour, but the staff has worked well and have,
and are, still keeping the gardens in very good
order. Visitors are unanimous in complimenting us on their condition.

I will have the remarks
of
the
honorable member for Gippsland North,
with regard to teachers in country
schools, brought under the notice of the
lVlinister of Public Instruction.
The
other matter that he referred to' will be
brought under the notice of the Minister
of Railways.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).Regarding the matter raised by the honO'rable member for Geelong and the honorable member for Ballarat East, I may say
that the honorable member for Geelong
brought up the subject a week ago. As
we have been very busily employed during the last we,ek, I have been unahle to
devote attention to it. However, I will
go into the matter at the earliest opportunity, and will try to make the necessary arrangements for ·a carriage to be
added to the train from Ballarat to Geelong.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.44 p.m
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GENERAL ACCOUNT.
I shall speak first of the re~enue and
expenditure apart from the raIlways aud
the State coa,l mine.
The re,v'euuc
amounted to £10,083,794, and the, expenditure was £9,851,578, leaving a, surplus of £232,216.

1924.,

The SPEAKER (the Han. John Bowser)
took the cha.ir at 4.7 p.m.
VERMIN DESTRUCTION ACT.
1\1r. BAILEY (1\1inister of Lands), in
compliance with an order of the House,
dated October 7th, presented a. return
showing the fines and costs paid by landholders, and the expense.s. of rabbit .inspectors under the, Vermll1 DestructIon
Act from 1910 to 1922.
l

ESTIMATES.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Treasurer) presented a message from His Excellency the
Governor, transmitting Estimates of ~...
venue and Expenditure for the finanCIal
year 1924-25, in lielu of the Estima,tes· of
Expenditure for the first four months of
the. year transmitted on 8th July, 22nd
July, 27th August, and 24th ~e:ptember,
a,nd recommending an apprOprIatIOn from
the, Consolidated Revenue accordingly.
DISTINGUISHED VISITOR.
:LVIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
move, by leave~
That a chair be provided on the floor of
the House for the Honorable A. G. Ogilvie,
Attorney-General of Tasmania.

The motion was agreed to, and Mr.
Ogilvie was accommodated with a seat on
the floor of the, House.

The Budget.

RAILWAY ACCOUNT.
The railway revenue was £12,031,195,
and the expenditure was £12,020,941, the
surplus 'on ra.ilwa,ys: being £10,25.4,
which ha.s been appropnated to the RaIlways Sinking Fund in accordance with
Act No. 3309. The State Coal l\![ine revenue was £559,941, and the working exand. interest
cha,rges
were
. penses
£520,313. In accordance with the Coal
Mines Regulation Act the amount transferred to the Sinking Fund was £6,236,
a.nd to the Depreciation Fund, £33,392,
making a total expenditure of £559,941.

.

ApPROPRIATIo.N OF LAS'l' YEAR'S SURPLUS
ON GENERAL ACCOUNT.
Later I will submit a paper showing
how the surpluses have been appropria,ted
for the last eight or nine years.
A Bill will be introduced to appropriate £132,216 of last yeaT's surplus for the·
following purposes: -Caulfield Hospi tal
-Purchase money, £12,300 j renovations
and remodelling, £16,000; equipment,
&c., £15,700, making a total of £44,000.
For the sanatorium for trelai:ment, of
tubercular patients, £20,000; police
buildings, £15,000; increased accommodation for persons requiring mental treatment, £47,000; and Children's V\Telfare
Depa,rtment, additions ·to nur3es' quarters, £6,216. •

THE BUDGET.
CONSOLIDATED REVENUE DEFICIT.
The House ha,ving resolved itself into
The
ba,lance outstanding at 30th June,
Committee of Supply1924, was, £922,082. Under the authorl\fr. PRENDERGAST (Treasurer) pro- ity of Public Account Advances Act NOI.
ceeded to. submit the financial statement 3341, passed laSit session, £100,OQO, the
for the year. He said :-Mr. Chairman, balance of last. year's surplus not approI am very sensible of the high honour priated by Surplus Revenue. Bill refer~ed
conferred upon me in having to take the to in the last paragraph, WIll be. applIed
prime role of Treasurer and to submit tOl- towards the reduction of t.his a,moul1\ in
day the financial st,atement for the year. I addition to £25,000 appropriated fro.m
am deeply grateful for the r,ece'ption revenue making a total contribution this
accorded me by the Committee. I have year of' £125,000, thus reducing the dethe honour to submit for the consideration ficit to £797,082.
of honorable members the Annual StateCAPITAL EXPENDITURE.
ment of Public Accounts.
For the year just closed the ·expendiREVENUE AND EXPENDITURE, 1923-24.
ture of Loan Moneys amounted to.
The to,tal revenue was £22,674,930, and £8,873,000. The de,tails aTe, as follow:the expenditure, £22,432,460, the surplus Discharged soldiers-Land settlement,
being, £242,470.
£1,210,000; conctssions, £300,000; total,
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£1,5'- 0,000. Closer settlement, £1,021,000.
ttailways, £1,395,000.
Roads-Main,
£200,000 j
development.al.· £449,00~ j
Federal-State grant, £54,000; tounst
resorts
£16,000;
total,
£719,000.
Water' supply, £1,415,000; electricity,
£2,288,000. Education-State schools,
£337,000; technical and higher elementary schools, £49,000 j agricultural col··
leges, £9,000; unive'rsity, £23,000, a
total of £418,000. Immigration Bureaus,
purchase of building, £20,000 j wire netting, £26,000; Murray River bridges,
£20,000; remodelling Pe,ntridge, £19,000;
advance to RoyaJ Agricultural Society,
£10,000 j Maffra Beet Sugar Fadory, re
mode1ling, £5,000; Hospitals for Insane,
£3,000 j
advances to municipalities,
£3,000; miscellaneous works, £1,000.
Of
the
total
capital
expenditure
£7,37.4,000, or 83 per cent., was
spent
on
reproductive
works,
the
balance having been spent in the following manner ou works not directly re:productive :-Roads, £719,000; EducatIOn,
£418,000; Soldie'rs' concessions, £300,000 ;
Immigration, £20,000; Bridges, £20,000;
Pentridge, £19,000; Hospitals for Insane,
£3,000. The total of the expenditure
within the Sta.tel for the ye,ar, unde,r the
following heads, was :-Revenue-General account, £9,851,000; Railway account, £12,021,000; State Coal Mine,
£560,000. . Loan-£8,873,000. Surplus
revenue-£15,000.
Making the grand
total for the year, £31,320,000.
l
-

THE PUBLIC DEBT.
The State's loan liability at 30th June,
1923,· was £118,562,029: The ope'rations
for the year were>--Raised for worksIn Melbourne" £3,680,616; and in London, £3,247,900-£6,928,5]6. And for
redemption-In Melbourne" £18,633,166;
and
in
London,
£10,371,175£29,004,34l. Total, £35,932,857.
Deducting loans redeemed .during the year
-In Melbourne, £19,816,797; and in
London, £10,569,763-£30,386,560. The
amount raised is in excess of the amount
redelemed by £5: 546,297; ma,king the
public debt on t.he 30th June, 1924,
£124,108,326.
During the year the
capital e,xpenditure was £8,873,000; while
the public debt increased by £5,546,000;
the difference being mainly accounted for
by securities being paid off from revenue
and the redemption funds to the value of
£1,626,000, while loan cash in hand at
the commencement of last ye'ar was grea te·r
than at the close by £1,~81,000.
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REDEMPTION AND SINKING FUNDS.
Since' the establishment of the various
redemption and sinking funds the receipts
have amounted to £9,723,121. Of this
amount
revenue
(including
Mallee
land account £1,683,824) contributed
£5,707,258. For redemption of securities
the!re has been expended, £6,162,896 j
leaving a balance in the funds on the
30th June last of £3,560,225. Of this
sum there was held-In State securities,
£3,490,818; and in cash, £69,407. The
loan liability of the state at the 30th
June last was £124,108,326. Deducting
the redemption and sinking funds credit
of £3~560,225, we have a het loan liability
to the public of £120,548,101.
STATE INDUSTRIES.
I have classified these iud ustries in to
two grou ps : - ( a) Trading concerns; ( b)
Educational and e,xperimental undertakings. This is different from the previous
c1assifica,tion and I think honora,ble membelrs will appreciate the alte!ratien made,
because it places these industries under
their natural headings. Honorablel membe'rs are furnished with a summary of
balance-sheets of the industries, which, in
a comparative form, _shows aU the details.
The operations for the year ended 30th
June, 1924, were-Trading concerns:MaJIra Sugar Factory-Profit for the
year's operations, £19,016.. One thousand nine hundred and thirty-seven acres
were harvested for 29,512 tons of "beet,
which yielded 3,499 tons of sugar. The
accumulated profit amounts to £52,493.
The factory is to be remodelled, and Dr.
Cameron, Director of Agriculture, who
is now in America., has beeu autho-rized
to engage an engineer to supelrintend the
work. It has been decided to install a
600-ton plant instead of 0'ne of 400 tons
as previously proposed. State Accident 111suranc-e Office>--Pr0'fit, £10,094.
The
premium income of £57,748 shows an increase of £7,526, on previous year. Claims
in the same period, £38,258, show an
increase of £11,685. The expense ratet12.9 pelr cent.-is the lowest expense rate
of any Australasian Insurance Office.
Since the 1st February, 1923, the maximum weekly payment of compensation has
belen increased from ·£1 lOs. to £2, and the
total liability from £500 to £600. The
incre,ased beillefits account for the large increase in the claims. No increase in the
ra,tes of premiums charged on account of
the extra benefits has yeit been made.
State Coal Mine, Wonthaggi-Profit,
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£3,947. Thel output was 489,630 tons.
Most of the, coal mine,d is supplied to the,
railways, and the price paid for ~t is d.ete,rmined on the basis of the pnce paId
for first-grade, Maitland coa1. The total
receipts amounted to £559,899.. The expenditure amounted to £555,952.
This
sum included working expenses £510,760,
interest· £8,956, contribution to Sinking
Fund £6,236 and Deprecia,tion Fund
£30,00D.
Brown Coal Mine, l\1orwellProfit, £4,543. The minel was transferred
to thel Electricity Commission as from the
1st April, 1924, subject to the condition
that the Commission pay to the Treasurer
the sum of £7.. 500, at the, ra,t-el of 9d.
per ton as the coa,l is mined. The total
output from the mine since its establishment was 684,000 tons, resulting in a
net profit of £12,340. Statel Sa,w-mill,
N ayook-Profit, £2,03"8.
The mill has
nolW e,a,rn-ed a net profit of £5,082, after
making ample provision for depreciation
and interest.
Timbe1r seasoning works,
Newport-Profit, £64 . . The Newp~rt
kilns have consistently produced and mallltained a, high gradel of seasoned VictQorian
timbe,r. This method of timoo,r selasoning has been SQo stimulated that three
separa,te companies ha,ve established kilns
and othe[' companies have signified their
inteution of commencing' similar wQorks.
The activity .of these, wQorks could be, extended with great advantagel to the State.
Lighterage and storage of explO'sivesProfit, £1,871. The work connected with
lighteil'age', landing, and storage of explosives, which is carriea out und-e,r agreement with the explosives trade, has been
sa,tisfactorily' perfQormed during thel past
year. The net profit since the, inception
of the wO'rk in 1912 is £7,269. VictO'ria.
Dock Gool Stores-Loss, £2-7,275. Allow··
ing for th-e, ba.Iance of accumulated profits
the 10'ss since the Qopening of the stores, in
1914, stands a,t £9,919. The business
offering during the - past ye'aJ.' was verry
poor, but it must always be bornel in mind
that a la.rge portion 0.£ the extension 01
these store,s, representing a capital outlay of £232,430, or 72 per cent. of the
total capital e,xpenditurel, was undeil'taken
as an eme.rgency measure and cannot be
viewed in the same light as an etl1terprise
embarked on in normal times. Inquiry
will be ma,d€! as to whethe,r a mOl'e favora,ble result cannot be achieved from these,
stores. It must bel remembered, however,
that the policy of Statel encouragement to
country stores has militated against the
success of the Victoria Dock Stores. EduMr. Prendergast.
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ca,tiona.I and Experimental Undertakings:
-Rutherglen Viticultural Plantation and
vVahgunyah Nursery-D-e,ficiency, .£5,024.
Th€! loss on this activity is largely the
outcome of encouragement to vine-growers
to plant t.heir vineyards with phyllcxelaresist.ant stocks. The expenditure on propagation of resistant stocks has nev-er been
looked upon as a· cQommelrcia.l undertak.ing,
but as the subsidization of au industry
threatened with extinction by phyllQoxera.
This eLXpenditure must be regarded in the
light. of insuraucel against the destruction
of the dried grape industry. Statel Res~arch
Farm,
W e.rribeel ~ Deficiency,
£3,649. This institution, as its name implies, being established essent.ially for th·e
conduct of research work, is in nO' way a
comme'rcia.l euterprise. Its investigational
work embra.ces production of new and improved strains of whea,t, oats, barley, also
feeding tests with live, stock and compr~
hensive irrigation expe,riments.
Experlmental farm,
Rutherglen-Deficiency,
£2,499. The remarks made in connexion
with the ,\Verribee, farm apply -e'qually to
this farm. It was on this farm that the
first experiments in the. top-dressing of
pasture lands werel undeiI'taken in Victoria, and t.he results of these exp-e'rimeuts
have had a considerable influence in jncreasing agricultural prQoduction from
the grass lands of the State.
The
results of all these industries were:Trading concerns-Seven snowed a profit.
amounting to' £41,573, and one a loss of
£27,275; ma1{ing a net profit of £14,298.
Educational and expe'rimental undertakings-After prQoviding fOor interest and depreciation these undertakings showed an
exeess of expenditure over receipts of
£11,172. Wire Netting FactQory, Pentridge, not included in the above, showed
a deficiency of £1,880.
Last year 328
Extra mamiles were manufactured.
chinery was installed during the year,
and a much gre'ater quantity Qof netting
will be manufactured. during the present
year. Useful occupation has been afforded
to prisQoners by this factory.
THE CURRENT YEAR.

I proceed. now to deal with the proThe Government
posals for 1924-1925.
will eontinue tOo administer the affairs of
this State with due economy, but, having
in mind the fact that the State is .going
thrQough a cOontinuous proeess of expansiou we find that additional revenue must
be prQovided to meet the increasing p,xpenditure, which we claim is upon reason-
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able lines and not greater than the prospects of the State fairly demand. Proposals for additional taxation will be submitted for the approval of Parliament,
and these proposals I shall explain after
dealing with the estimates of revenue and
expenditure.
ESTIMATED REVENUE AND
EXPENDITURE.

The, revenue LS estimated at £23,682,055,
and the expenditure at £23,582,055,
showing a surplus of £100,000.
The
~stil11ated revenue on General Account is
£10,580,468, and the estimated expenditure is £10,491,468, the estimated surplus
being £89,000. This surplus will be available to meet the additional expenditure
occasioned by the recla.ssification of the
General Division of the Public Service
and the improvement of the junior te,acher
system, and to meet the Government contribution for the current year to the proposed superannuation scheme. The estimated railways revenue is £12,555,000,
and
the
estimated
expenditure
£12,544,000, the estimated surplus being
£11,000. This makes the total surplus
estimated £100,000.
The estimated revenue of the State Coal Mine is £546,587.
The working expenses and interest
charges are estimated at £543,875, and
the balance, £2,712, is appropriated to
the Sinking Fund.
BUDGET ESTIMATE OF REVENUE
PENDITURE,
1924-25,
ACTUAL, 1923-24.

AND Ex-

COMPARED

WITH

I propose to deal first wifh general revenue and expenditure" and I would ask
Department.

Special Appropriations
Chief Secretary
Labour ..
..
Education
Attornev-General
Solicitor-General
Treasurer
Lands
Pu hlic W orh:s and Mines
Forests ..
Water ..
"
Agriculture
Hoalth
"
Raihvay Construction

..
..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

£

3,847,000
1,686,000
28,000
1,927,000
140,000
8<1,000
626,000
230,000
623,000
87,000
214,000
253,000
94,000
12,000

..
9,851,000
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honorable members to bear in mind that,
in comparing the actual expenditure of
one year with the, anticipated expenditure
for the next, a certain allowance must be
made, for, in dealing with an expenditure of £23,000 2000, there will be variations on many of the items no matter how
carefully estimates may be framed. The
general revenue is in excess of last year's
by £496,000. On~ of the main items of
increase is income tax, £347,000. Before
concluding I shall explain how this increase is arrived at. Other main items of
increase are Commonwe,alth pe'!' capita
payment, £41,000; interest on loansState Electricity Commission, £71,000;
Discharged Soldiers' Settlement, £52,000;
and Closer Settlement, £48,000. Interest
on new 10'ans raised and higher rates on
loans converted account for this increase.
Further increases are-Repayment, by
Railway.Department of amount advanced
from General Account, £50,000; MafIra
Beet Sugar Factory, £13,000; Victoria
Dock Co0.1 Stores, £11,000; sundry receipts, £27,000. But, on the other hand,
there are certain decreases in the ·Estimates as compared with the revenue of
last year, the principal items beingMorwell Brown Coal :Mine, £62,000;
duty stamps, £37,000; betting tickets,
£41,000; and Territorial, £20,000.
The
net increase is as I have already ·stated£496,000.
Now, . turning to General Expenditure the estimated increase is £640,000,
and the following table shows the incre'ases in .the various departments:-

Actual, 1923-24.

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

1924.]

Estimate,

Increase.

1924-25.

£

£

4,146,000
1,685,000
:32,000
2,010,000
146,000
89,000
756,000
202,000
682,000
95,000
228,000
295,000
112,000
13,000

..
10,49].000

£

299,000

..

4,000
83,000
6,000
5,000
130,000

..

..

..

59,000
8,000
14,000
42,000
18,000
1,000

-

Decrease.

669,000
29,000
()40.000

1,000

..
..
..
..
28,000
..
..
..
..
..
..
29,000
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Special appropriations show an lllcreas€'
0'f £299,000. Interest on l0'an accounts
for £219,000 is apportioned among the
various works as follow:-Electricity
Commission, £71,000; wate.r· supply,
£56,000; discharged sQildie.rs, £35,000;
closer settlement, £27,000; country r0'ads,
£21,000; sundry public works, £9,000.
The am0'unt for redempti0'n of funded
debt sh0'ws an increase 0'f £54,000. This
is the statut0'ry provisi0'n, aJ;ld the increase
is due tOo the grOowth 0'f the public debt.
The c0'ntribution to the Police Pensions
Fund amounted to £25,000. Last year
the cOontribution was fOor only six months.
There were also increas·es in the grants to
the fire brigades, £5,000; university,
£3,000; and agricultural colleges, £2,000.
There are Oother small increases, but the
electoral expenses show a decrease of
£16,000, making
the
net increase
£299,000. The Chief Secretary'~ Department shows a decrease of ,£1,000. Owing
to improved conditions of employment in
asylums and penal establishments there
has been an increase in salaries 0'f attendants, nurses, warders, &c., of £32,000;
but, on the other hand, the expenditure
from the police votes shows a decrease 0'f
£44,000, owing to unusual circumstances
prevailing last year. In the Lab0'ur Department there was an increase 0'f £4,000.
Salaries, £1,800; and gratuities to poIice
for acting as inspectors of factories,
£1,900, are the principal factors making
up this increase. The Education Department shows an increase of £83,000. Salaries account for £66,000; grants-equipment, &c., technical schools, £12,000;
and maintenance of sch0'ols and allowances to students in training, £6,000. In
the Departments of the Attorney-General
and the Solicit0'r-Genelral there was .an increase of, £11,000. This increasCl is accounted for by increments and reclassification of staff. The Treasurer's Department shows an incre.ase of £130,000.
Payments to the Railway Department acoount f0'r £119,000 0'f this increase the
r~duction in freight charges being re~pon
s~ble fQir £114,000, loss 0'n n0'n-paying
hues and preference to goods of A ustralian or British manufacture for £3,000,
and passes to blind soldiers, £2,000.
Salaries account for £14,000 (Taxation,
£6,000.; Government Printer, £6,000;
Treasury, i:qcluding
Curator's office,
£2,000); contributions to the Charities
Fund, £20 l 000; grants .to the Geelong
Hospital, £8,000, and to the Ballarat
Mr. Prendergast.
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Hospital, £3.1000. The all0'wances to sufferers from mine,rs' phthisis were increased
by 100 per cent.., which necessitates the
provision of an additional £7,000, and the
advance of £6,000 to the lHaryborough
cool stores brings the total increase to
£ 177,000, or £47,000 niore than the net
increasel. Decreases are shown in brokel'age on Government securities, £21,000;.
stamp duty 011 transfers of stock in Loudon, £8,000; special building grants 10
hospitals" £7,00U; and tOo a lesser extent
on several other items. The Ipublic
W orIes and Mines Depa.rtments show an
increase of £59,000. The principal items
of increase in publio works are~wharfs,
jetties, harbors; &c., £18,000-the details of this exnenditure are ShO·Wll on
page 79 of the ~Estimat<es; police buildings, £9,OOO--this js in addition to the
provision to be made on the Surplus Revenue Bill previously . mentioned; hospitals for the insane, £18,000-detalls
are given on page 80 of the Estillla tes ;
Children's Welfare Department, £10,000;
reclamation wo·rks,
Port
Melbourne,
£12,000; manufacture· and supply of
wire netting, £9,000; road works and
bridges, £41,000-details of thjs item are
on page 86 of the Estimates; grants to
municipalities for repairing roads, bridges,
and damages caused by floods, £7,000;
towards erection of buildings fo·r mental
defectives, .J anefield, £5,000. There were
various items included in last year's expenditure which do not recur this year,
including the l\10rwell Brown Coal Mine
-£46,000; but the net increase is, as I
have already stated, £59,000. In the
Forests Department there was an .increase
of £8,000.
Salaries,
£7,000,
and
foresters' quarters, £1,600, account for
the increase. The Water Supply Department shows an incre1ase of £14,000.
This increase is principally due to the
expansion of the irrigation districts.
In the Department of Agriculture thE
increase was £42,000. The expenditure
at the Maffra Beet Sugar Factory has increased by £10,000.
A corresponding
increase in revenue is estimated. A sum
of £2,000 is provided for the fumigation
of citrus trees. Grant to the agricultural
colleges, £2,000; compensation to fruitgrowers fO'r 106ses sustained in connexion
with outbreak of fruit fly in Mildura district, £3,800; advances to poultry farmers
for eggs stored at the Victoria Dock Cool
Stores, £4,000; subsidization of herdtesting associa tions, £5,000; Victoria
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Dock Cool Stores, £3,000; and salaries,
£12,000, are the items making up this increase. The Health Department shows an
increase of £18,000. Extra expenditure in
ccnnexion with infectious diseases accounts
for the greater part of this increase. Details of this e.xpenditure are on page 104
o,f the Estimates. This completes the review of the general account.
RAILWAY DEPARTMENT.

I sha.ll now deal with the railways.
The actual revenue in 1923-24 wa.':l
£12,031,000, and the estimate for 192425, £12,555,000, an increase of £524,000.
In 1923-24 the actual expenditure was
£12,021,000, and the estimate for 1924-25
is £12,544,000, an increase of £523,000.
This increase in revenue is accounted for
as under :-Passenger traffic, £156,000.;
parcels, mails, &c., £30,000; goods,
£203,000; less estimated decrease, owing
to reduction in freight rates, £112,000£91,000; live stock, £51,000; less estimated decrease, owing to reduction in
freight rates, £2,000-£49,000; refreshment and dining cars services, £29,000;
advertising, £8,000; b.ookstalls, £62,000;
electric tramways, £1,000; telegraph,
rentals, and miscellaneous, £18,000; to
make good the loss due to the reduction
in freight rates, £114,000. Those items
account fo;r £558,000, and deducting
£34,000 for the sale of power, we
have the net increase of. £524,000.
The working e,xpenses are estimated at
£9,255,000, which, by comparison with
the ,results of last year, if; an increase of
£457,000. The increases in the respective
items of working expenses are shown hereunder : -Transportation
branch, basic
wage £66,000, other reasons £41,000,
total £107,000; way and works branch,
basic wage £29,000,
other reasons
£27,000, total £56,000; signal and telegraph branch, basic wage £2,000, other
reasons £8,000, total £10,000; rollingstock branch and electrical engineering
branch, basic wage £48,000, other reasons £172,000, total £220,000; refreshment and advertising services, basic wage
£1,000, other reasons £70,000, total
£71,000; gene1ral expenses, basic wage
£4,000, other reasons £7,000, total
£l1,OQO; electric tramways, basic wage
£1,000, other reasons £5,000, total
£6,000; railway accident and fire insurance fund, other reasons £1,000, total
£1! 000. The increases for the basic wage
amoun t to £ 151,000, and the increases for
[44J
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other reasons to £331,000, making a
grand total of £482,000. Deducting this
decrease-Repayment of advance from
public accollnt for the purpose of re-laying
railway lines, £25,000, there is shown a
ne,t increase of £457,000. Of the total
net increase in the estimated working expenses-£457,000-the amount due to the
higher wages payable under the determination of the Railways Classification
Board is estimated to be £151,000. The
balance of the increased cost of working
expenses, viz., £306,000, is due to-(a)
the cost of earning the increased revenue;
(b) the cost of maintai~ing the new lines
taken over during the year 1923-24 (but
not maintained for a full year), and to be
taken over during the current year; (c)
the cost 00£ working the additional activities undertaken as from the commencement of this year-book sta11s, tobacco
stalls, &c.; (d) additional mainte.nance 0';
the property. I will explain briefly the
various items of increase. The increased
expenditure of £41,000 fOor the transportation branch is due to the increased
traffic train mileage (e·stimated to be
553,000 miles) t.oe.arn the estimated increased revenue. The increase of £35,000
for the way and works and signal and
telegraph branches is due mainly to
the
additional
mileage
of
track
which will be open for traffic during
the current year, and to the additional
cost of maintenance of the property.
The rolling-stock and electrical engineering branches showed an increase of
£172,000.
The increased expenditure
under these heads is due to the additional
mileage necessary to earn the increased
revenue, to the increased price of coal,
to the additional amount provided for the
improvement of equipment, and to the
additional expenditure on the maintenance
of the property owing to the increasing
age of the transmission and distribution
systems and of the sub-stations. The refreshment and other services revealed an
increase of £70,000.
The .main reason
for this increase is that, as from the
commencement of this financial year, the
Department has taken over the management aud contra.} of the tobacco-stalls and
the book-stalls at the metropolitan stations. Since the Department took over
the refreshment services in 1919-20, a net
profit has been earned of £220,194, and
the estimated profit for the current
year is-ref reshmen t services, £52,740;
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tobacco-stalls, £3,900; and book-sta.lls,
£6,700. General expenses have increased
by £7,000. This is due mainly to the
increased cost of staff owing to the expanding activities of the Department.
The electric tramways have increased by
£5,000. This is due to the estimated increase in the tram mileage, and to the estimated exp€nditure ·on the reconstruction of the tracks. In addition to the
increased working expenses, t.here is an
increase in the Department's interest bill
amounting to £62,000.

The Budget.

issued locally £01' the State by the Commonwealth Government, the remainder
being raised abroad. The curtailment of
our loan operations causes difficulties to
Departments whose works programme has .
been interfered with. There is no option,
however. The loan money has to be made
go round as judiciously as possible; and,
therefore, it has been considered advisable
to ration the various Departments on the
principle that works for the development
of the State shall be proceeded with as
expeditiously as is possible. It is impossible to satisfy all demands, even
though they would be, in other circumstances, quite reasonable. The cessation
of the developmental activities of the
State is out of the question. We must
develop or stagnate.
The adoption of
the latter alternative would be disastrous
to the State. Certain expenditure of
loan money, therefore, must be continued
for the present. In order to make for
the economic handling of the railways,
certain improvements must be adopted;
and to make water conservation schemes
reproductive, it is necessary that the
works should be brought to completion.
To make a pause at this stage. in the electricity scheme would be costly. Provision must be made for opening up the
country by the construction of roads, and
schools and other public buildings must
be provided to meet the State's requirements. We must, therefore, go ahead;
but the serious question for consideration
is how to allot the money amongst the
various Departments. Recognizing the
necessity for giving preference to works
of developmental character, the Government h:;ts made the following allotment
of loan money for the current year :-

CURRENT Y EAR~ S LOAN PROPOSALS.
Weare passing' through times of unusual financial stringency. Owing to the
demand for money for local development
in many directions, there is difficulty in
raising sufficient to meet the State's loan
But for the. exchange
requirements.
position, our needs. could be met entirely
by resorting to the London market. Although cheaper money can be 0 btained
a broad than here, the adoption of this
course would aggravate the present position, and further penalize producers by
raising rates of exchange, and thereby reducing materially the value of the products they export. The present charge
of 92s. 6d. per cent. for discounting drafts
at 60 days on London is equivalent to a
tax of 3id. on each bushel of wheat exported. That rate, namely 92s. 6d. per
cent., has increased by lOs. only in the
last couple of days.
}Ir. MGLESTON.-It will be more than
100s. shortly~
.
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Then the
persons concerned will have a nice long
and secure run for their money.
}'1:r. EGGLESToN.-They are losing
money; so they say.
l\ir. PRENDERGAST.-So they say!
Railways
This matter has been under consideration
',Water supply ..
of tlie several Australian Governments,
Roads
(main, developmental,
and meetings ha.ve been held for the purFederal grant, and tourist) ..
pose of deciding upon amoUnts that can
Electricity scheme
Soldier settlement, closer settlebe raised locally and oversea,s without unment, and immigration
due disturbance of the financial equili- .
Schools
hri um, . and also f or the purpos:e of
Sundry public works
eliminating competition between GovernForests
ments in borrowing. A programme has
been adopted with a view of meeting each.
..
Total
'State's requirements as far as is practiMr. EGGLESTON.-I thought
cable. The ~otal loan expenditure agreed
upon for this State for the current year SlIm for roads was to have been
is £7,000,000, of which £2,325,000 will be and a half.

£1,875,000
1,200,000
1,172,000
810,000
1,200,000
400,000
318,000
25,000
£7,000,000

that that
a million
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honor-able member was guessing.

1924.J
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further decrease of £38,000, making a
total revenue lOBS of £150,000.

Rir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That was
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - You are
before the elections.
going to drop back tOo the old betting tax ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable member for Allandale knows all
a~out it. There is a general demand for
expenditnre on the class of works I have
enumerated.
Attention, however, must
be du'ected to our rapidly rising interest
hill, which is piling a huge burden on the
State.
Furthermo1:'~, loan expenditure
undoubtedly has the effect of forcing interest to a high rate, with a bad effect
on both public and private undertakings.
The immediate cessation .of loan €xpenditure would cause a dislocation of employment; but Parliament should take into
consideration the necessity of a progressively greater proportion of developmental
expenditure being charged to revenue.
This would involve increased' taxatioll,
but would be more conducive to the permanent prosperity of the State.
The
total of the estimated expenditure for
1924-25 is as follows:General Account
Railway Account
State Coal Mine Account
Loan moneys ..
Surplus revenue
Total

.. £10,491,000
12,544,000
547,000
7,000,000
132.,000
.. £30,714,000

TAXATION.
Last year the surplus on general account
\'\ as £232,,000. This year, without increased taxation, there would be a, deficit
Of £327,000, making a difference between
the two years Oof £559,000. I have dealt
with the ma,in items, which account for
this difference, but I think it as well fOol'
the information of Pa,rliament tOo recapitula te and summarize as fOollows : -On the
revenue side, there would be a shrinkage
of income tax of £53,000, owing to the
fact that last yea.r's receipts included· a
considera ble amount of arrears 0011 account
of previOous years which were cleared off
by a special effort. In addition, o.wing tOo
diminished activity in real e,sta.te, stamp
duties were expect.ed to diminish by
£59,000, and, Oowing to the expiration of
the betting ta..x increases, there will be a

Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; the present rates a,pply Oonly to the end of this
year. On the expenditure, side, excluding
increases for which there were corresponding credits, such as hlcreased interest on
soldier settlement IQla.ns, wei have suoh
items as-Interest on water supply, roads
and works, £86,000 j cOontributions to
police pensions fund" £25,000; Treasury
payme.nts to railways, £114,000 j increases
in Public Service, police, &c., £148,000;
increased charities vote, £32,000; public
works, &c., increases, £96,000 j and
redemption and sinking funds, £54,000;
making a total of £555,000.
This
makes. a total difference of £705,000. On
the other hand, the're are increases of
revenue or savings in expenditurp
amounting to' £146,000.
The principal
increases in revenue are-Commonwealth,
JJer capita, £41,000; railways repayment,
£50,000; sundry receipts, £40,000. Deducting the net result of these variations.
we account for the difference between the
two yea,rs of £559,000. It is clear that
if the State is to pay its wa.y and maint.ain
its credit, addit.ional reve,nues will be
llecessary. It is intended, therefo·re, to
submit propGsals to a,ugment orur income
as follo,ws: -By raising additional income
tax to the amount of £4.00,000 j by providing for stamping order cheques in cases
where nG receipt is issued, £15,000 j by
requiring stamps on receipts for payments
by the State, £1,500. This provides for
increased revenue olf £416,500.
INCOME T'Ax.
The, income tax proposals have a t.wofold object, namely, to give relief tOo the
po'orer class of taxpayers, and to place on
the mOore wealthy a fairer proportion of
the burden Oof taxation. The exemption
of £150 to! each taxpayer was established
in 1908. Since then, there has been a,
great decline in the purchasing pOower 0'£
money. What cost 20s. in 1911 now cost.6
38s.
Obviously the limitation of the
exemption to £150 becomes a class tax
which was not contemplated upon its
institution. It is proposed to remedy this
injustice and to resto,re tOI a certain extent,
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at least, the brea.d-and-butter ma,rgin
agreed to in 1908. To achieve this object.
:r, is intended to increase the general
exemption to £200, and also to allow the
n~arried

taxpayer a deduction of £100 fm"

his wife. The present allowance for children will be increased fram £30 to £50,
and will thus come into line with the
allowanoes given by the Commonwealth
and by the State of New South Wales.
These concessions for wives and children
will be limited to taxpayers with incomes
below £800. A married man, there,fQlre,
whose income does not exceed £3DO will
nOot pay tax, while a, married man with an
income nQlt exceeding £400 will not pay
tax if he has two children. As a result
of these prQlPosals, the CommissiQlner of
Taxes estimates that approxima,tely 60,000
persons will d rap au t a f the taxa,tian field.
1\tIr. EGGLEsToN.-That means .60,000
votes.
Mr. PRENDERGAS'l'.-To make up
the loss Qif revenue invO'lved by these proposals, estimated at £95,000, and to' meet
other increased requirements it is propased to increase the ra,tes Q1f tax for
individuals and to raise the present fia,t
;ate of taxation forr companies from Is.
m the £1 to' Is. 3d. in the £1. This rate
will still be the lO'west campany rate obtaining generally in the States, and also in
the Commonwealth.
I have a, summary
of the rates prevailing in O'ther State;,
which I may as well give to honorable
members.
The Victorian rate for companies, natwitlistanding t.he increase, from
~s ..in the £1 to Is. 3d., is, as I have just
mdlcated, much the lowest rate obtaining generally in the States. The New
South Wales rate for companies, after
allowing fO'r the reported reduction of 3d.
in t.ho £1, is 2s. 3d. Queensland has a
graduat,ed rate which ranges from Is. 3d.
in the £1 to 3s. in the £1, and in same
special cases 4s. in the £1, with a supertax of 20 pe'r cent. on the ahave rates.
Sauth Australia has alsO' a graduated rate,
ranging from 10d. in the £1 to 2s. 3d. in
the £1, with a super-tax af 25 per cent..
on the abo,ve rates. Western Australia
has a flat rate 0.£ Is. 3d. in the £1, with
a super-tax O'f 15 per cent., which brings
the rate up to' Is. 5td. The Tasmanian
rate is Is. 9d. in the £1.
1\1r. PENNINGToN.-That is why manufacturers are coming to this State.
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Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I have not
heard of many manufacturers caming to
Victaria,.
Mr. PENNINGToN.-What about Nestle's
and other manufacturers 7
Mr. PRENDERGAS1'.-We are trying
very ha.rd to get 1\1r. Fard to establish a
factory here,. The new schedule of rates
for individuals will not increase the present tax burden of those taxpayers ~ith
incames below £600. The minimum t.axable income will still be £201, but, i'n
place of the exemption allowed to all taxpayers whase incames aTe belaw £500, a
more scientific methad of t.he diminishing
exemption will be adopted. The exemption O'f £200 will gradually diminish on a
scale Qif £ 1 for' every £ 10 by which the
income exceeeJ-s £200, but it will be
limited to incomes below £1,200. It is
proposed to discard entirely the present
method of tax gradua,tion, and substitute
therefor the more scientific Federal system
af a, scale Oof regular gra,dua,tion, i.e., that
fo,r every £1 increase in the taxable incO'me the ave,rage rate of tax on the
particular income shall be evenly increased
by the particula.r small fractiona.l proportion adopted. I think everybody will agree
that this is the best fOorm of a,rranging the
rate, because a man can se,e at a, glance,
after ascertaJmng what his income is, the
exact rate O'f ta.xation he will have tOo pay.
He will nQit require to wait until the
Income Tax Office gives him the information.
1\1r. ,VE'l'TENHALL.-Are you adopting
the same fraction as that provided in
regard to the Federal income tax ~
1\1.r. PRENDERGAST.-Yes; it is
based on thel same system. The principle
behind this is that an the basis of " ability
to pay," the tax burden rises mO're regulady and evenly in proportian to the
increase in the income. This methad has
been adOopted by the Stat.es of Queensland,
vVestern Australia, and Tasmania, and
also by the Commanwealth.
It is the
principle recommended by the Commonwealth Royal Commission an Taxation
some three years ago, and it is an the lines
along which uniformity of methOod of rate
fixing throughout AustralIa, may reasonably be expected. The prO'posed schedule
af rates fOor individuals is one which for
incomes from persanal exertion commences
at 3d. in the £1 and rises with each £1 to
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income up to £3,000; from £3,001 to
£5,000 the rate will be Is. 5d. ill the £1
on the excess over £3,000 and above
£5,000 Is. 7d. in the £1 on the excess
income over £5,000. The tax on property
income will be 75 per cent. above the
personal exertion ta.x, instead of double,
as at. present. The minimum tax chargeable will be 2s. 6d. The effect of the
proposed changes in the Income Tax Acts
ma.y be set out as follows: -Additional
revenue through increases in rates,'
£495,000; loss through concessions,
.£95,000; net increase; ill income tax,
£100,000.
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901
COMPARISON.

It may be as well at this stage to show
how the proposed Victorian rates compare with those of the other States. I
have here two tables. The comparison
in table A relates to the "single" taxpayer. In table B the comparison is in
respect to the rates paid by a " married"
taxpayer with two children. The tables
are computed a.t the rates for personal
exertion. The present property rates are
double the personal exertion rates. In
the proposed rates the property rates will
he only 1~ times the personal 'exertion
rates : -

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TAXES PAYABLE IN VARIOUS STATES BY SINGLE TAXPAYERS
WITH CERTAIN STATED INCOMES FROM PERSONAL EXERTION ONLY.-A.

Yil-toriu.
Net Income
without
Exemption.

On Prcsent Rates.

Amount of
l'a.x.

On Proposed Rates.

Average
rate of
tax in
t,he £1.

Amollnt of
Tax.

------ --£
225
325
425
500
7fiO
1,000
2,000
3,000
5,000
10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000

..
..
..
..
..
..
......
..
..
..
..

£

8.

o 18

2
3
4
13
18
45
75
133
279
570
1,445
2,904

3
8
7
10
15
16
0
6
3
16
16
3

d.
1
1-l
2
2
4t
4t

el.
9
9
9
6
10
0
8
0
8
4
8
8
4

5!

6
6t
61
7
7
7

South AustraUa.
Net Income
without
exemption.

£
225
325
425
500
750
1,000
2,000
3,000
5,000
lO,Ono
20.000
50.000
100,000

.,
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Amount of
Tax.

£
1
44
7
9
17
28
97
170
316
807
l,9.iO
fi,388
11,117

8. d.
19 0
11 1
3 2
2 3
14 2
7 8
711
0 3
2 11
0 7
10 5
0 5
3 9

0
0
0
0
0
0

8. d.
0 7 0
2 0 1
4 o 10
5 16 6
13 5 8
23 2 0
87 10 0
178 2 6
316 11 8
701 3 9
1,470 711
3,778 0 5
7,624 1 3

£

Average
mteof
tax in
the £1.
8.

0
0
0
0
0
0

o
1
1
1
1
1
1

d.
Ot
It
2t
2£
415t
lOt
2t
3
41
5t
6
6t

d.
2
3t
4

41
5t
6i

o lIt
1 Ii

1 3
1 71
1 llt
2 1~
2 2!

Amount of
Tax.

s. d.
3 111
5 11 4
814 0
11 10' 0
23 10 8
30 15 5
146 12 6
320 11 3
869 13 9
2,:100 0 0
4,000 0 0
11,500 0 0
2;~,OOO
0 0
£

d.

£

8.

3
8
12
26
40
107
182
364
915
2,045
5,415
11,040

15
15
10

o

12
5
5
11
12
12
12
12

8.

0
0
0
10
6
10
10
8
6

d.

0 2£
0 5
0 6
0 8t
0 9£
1 Oil
1 2t
1 5t
1 10
2 01
2 2
2 2t

6

6
6

£

s. d.
3t
4
5
5?i-

7t

9t

5!

Ii
5f
7
7
7
7

£
3
5
8
10
18
28
87
178
316
701
1,470
3,778
7,624

d.
1 0
4 5
2 8
3 1
3 3
2 6

8.

10

U

2 6
11 8
3 9
711
0 5
1 3

8.

o 16

4 10
9 17
14 12
34 4
60 0
180 0
360 0
780 0
1,680 0
3,480 0
8,880 0
17,lijO 0

d.
0
2
5
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
1

8.

0
0
0
0

31

51
7
o 11
1 2t
1 9t
2 4i
3 It
3 7!t
3 5f
3 6t
3 7

CommoDwealth.t

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amonnt of
Tax.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

Tasmania.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
4
4
4
4

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

Western Alliltralla.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

8.

Quccnsl:tnd.

Ncw South Walcs.·

8.

0
0
0
0
0
(}

d.
31

£

o

3~

4-,!

3
6
18

4~·

5¥

6~

o lOt

1 2t
1 3!
1 4:1:
1 51
1 6
1 6}

jA""'"

mte of
tax in
the £1.

Amount. of
l'ax.

:n

120
246
G25
2,206
5,660
16.021
33,290

s. d.

s. d.

11 11

0
0
0
0
0
1
1
2
4
5
6
6

9
2
2
12
17
1
1n
19
1~
19
L4

2
5
8
9
8
7
10

0
0
0
0

..

,~

• It is reported that this will be reduced by 3d. in each £1 of taxable income.

t Dused on amended legblation of £300 exemption and 10 per cent. ndnction in tax.

Ot
2
3
51
7!
4
9'
9}
5
8
5
8
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF TAXES PAYABLE IN VARIOUS STATES BY MARRIED TAXPAYERS

Two

WITH

OHILDREN, WITH OERTAIN STATED· INCOMES FROM PERSONAL EXERTION

ONLY.-B.

Victoria.
Income
prior to
allowallce for
wife, children,
and. gcneral
exemption.

New South Wales.·

Queensland.

~et,

£
225
32.'>
425
GOO
750
1,000
1,500
2,000

Ou Present Rates.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

£

..

..
..
..
..
..
"

..

8.

d.

1 8
2 13
3 12
12 5
18 15
31 5
45 16

9
9
6
10
0
0
8

..

On Proposed Rates.

Amount of
Tax.

..

1
1!;-

Ii

4
4t
5
5t

d.

0 7
111
7 2
23 2
53 18
87 10

0
3
7
0
1
0

..

d.

£

..
at

O!t

"2t

5,t
8t

lOt

d.

8.

3 15 0
710 0
20 12 6
34 15 10
66 5 0
100 14 2

0
0
0
0

..
..

8.

d.

d.

8.

111 2
5 811
9 13 8
27 9 9
55 12 11
112 10 0
180 0 0

0
0
0
1
1
1

£

..
..

2

at

6t
8t
o 10?;
1 0

8.

0

d.

..1
3
4i
8i

Ii
6
9t

Commonwealth.t

IIAverage

Ayerage
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

Tasmania.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amotmt of
'.rax.

A,eragc
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
Tax.

Western Australia.

Average
rJ.te of
tax in
the £1.

Amount of
]'ax.

8.

£

d.

South Australia.
Xet Income
prior to
allowance for
wife, children
and general
excmption.

Average
rate of
tax in
the £1.

Amollllt of
Tax.

rate of
tax in
the £1.

I

£
22:;
325

425

500
750
1,000
1,;;00
2,000

£

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

8.

cZ.

d.

8.

d.

8.

o 17

3
7
8
6
5
0

0
0
0
0
0

£

It

1 3 5
3 15 6
6 7 7
8 6 8
17 14 2
28 7 8
60 18 9
97 711

2;t
3?;

4
8
19
34
66
117

,1

5!l61

9it

11;}

12
10
4
2
10
18

4

8.

d.

d.

1 19
4 9
710
10 3
18 3
28 2
53 18
87 10

1
0
0
1
3
6
1
0

2
3t
4t
4!}
5!}
6!
8t
10?;

£

d.

..

01
21
4
6
8
o lOt
1 2

£

..

8.

o 11

2
12
27
66
110

13
14
12
9
14

d.

11
7
9
8
9
9

8.

0
0
0

..
..

d.

01;

Ii

4

o 6!o 10!
1

Ii

• It is reported that this will be reduced by 3d. in each £1 of taxable income.

t Based on amended legislation of £300 exemption and 10 pel" cent. reduction in tax.
There is no difference in the amount of tax payable by married taxpayer:; or single taxpayers where the income
exceeds £800. ~.
. .
The last three grades of this table, therefore, appJy cqually to single taxpayers.

TAXATION UPON PRESENT BASIS AND
UPON
PROPOSED BASIS (PERSONAL EXERTION ONLY.)

Present property rates are .¢I.ouble the personal
exertion rates. In the proposed rates, the property
rates will only be 11- times the personal exertion
rates.

X,'tt

::'\Tarried 'raxpa.yers
with Wife allli
Two Chi drcn.

Singlf) Taxpayers.

Inf'o 1110
withollt

Exelllj)tion.

£225
£325
£425
£500
£7,50

Pre<;cnt
1'a.x.

PrN,cnt
l'ax

Propo3cd

£ 8. d. £
0 18 9 0
2 3 9 2
3 8 9 4
4 7 6 5
13 10 10 13

l1ax .•"

8.

d.

£

7 0
0 1 1
0 10 2
16 6 3
5 8 12

.Proposed
1'I1X.

8.

d.

8

9

..

13 9
12 6
5 10

£

8.

d.

7
1 11
7 2

0
3
7

0

..
..

SINGLE AND MARruED TAXPAYERS.

Xett lncorne
without Bxemp-

Present Tax.

Proposed Tax.

tioll.

£

1,000
2,000
3,000
5,000
10,000
20,000
50,000
100,000

£
18
45
75
133
279
570
1,445
2,004

8.

15
16

d.
0

8

0 0
6

8

3

4

16 8
16 8
3 4

£
23
87
178
316
701
1,470
3,778
7,624

8.

d.

20
10 0
2 6
11

8

3
7
0
1

9
11
5
3

I have a, note here in respect to the-GENERAL EXEMPTION .

This states thatThe general exemption of £150 allowed to
all taxpayers with incomes under £501 was
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very unscie~tific, and gave ri~e .to serious
anomalies wIth regard to' certam mcomes:For instance, a taxpayer with £500 income
from personal exertion paid £4 7s. 6d., whilst
a taxpayer with income of £501 from personal
exertion paid £8 7s. Id.
To conect this unsatisfactQry position, it
IS proposed to adopt the scientific method of
an exemption that will gradually decrease on
a certain scale as' the income increases.
This will mean that while the great bulk of
taxpayers with incomes below £{)O~, will not
hn.ve their tax increased, a small proportion of the "single" taxpayers in certain
grades between £400 and £500 will have their
tax slightly increased.
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belo.w any other State in the Commonwealth.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Tha.t is
what yo·u will do later.
1YIr. HOGAN.-The Leader of the Opposition proposed something like that
some years' ago.
l\lr. PRENDERGAST.-The Leader
of the Oppo~ition knows that taxation
should be paid by those who can afford
to pay it. As a rule, it is the well-to-do
man who complains.
The wage-earner
pa.ys mO're cheerfully.

Mr. WARDE.-When the taxpayers ge~
STAMP DUTIES.
used to t.he new r,ates, they will recognize
Attention has been directed in Parliathat you have let them off very lightly.
ment and elsewhere to· escape of duties by
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I think they the failure to issue receipts when chequel:!
will.
have been made paya,ble to order.
The
Mr. EGGLESToN.-The Treasurer must debtor feels that he has sufficient security
be surprised at his own moderation.
in the endorsement of the payee to protect
l\1r. PRENDERGAST.-I think it him against claims. This is particularly
will be generally conceded that the pro- the case in the payment of dividends by
posal is not. an unreasonable one.
companies. This me.thod of evading taxaMr. TOUTCRER.-How many men would tion is becoming increasingly popular. It
pay tax on an income of £100,000 ~
1S manifestly unfair that one class of
Mr. PRENDERGAST. - Not many, payee should make contributions to the
but supposing that only one paid the tax, revenue while another class whose circumit would be quite a consideration. It stances do not differ materially escapes.
would go some distance towards repairing An amending Stamps Bill will be subroads in the honora.ble member's district. mitted providing that in cases where reMr. GROVEs.-The figures show that ~eipts are not given upon the is,sue of
Victo,ria is the least taxed State in the cheques payable to order a duty stamp
Commonwealth.
shall accompany the endorsement if the
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-That will still amOlmt of the cheque is sufficient tal rebe the case if our proposed increase is quire a duty stamp in the event of a reacceded to.
ceipt being given. It is estimated that
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-After a few additional revenue from this source will
years we shO'uld be climbing up towards amount to' £30,000 pe'r allnum and the
the rate in Queensland, I suppose.
revenue from the 1st January next will
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The Leader be £15,000. At present, when the State
of the Opposition knows very well that pays its creditors stamps ar,Co not required
t.he proposal affects penple of means. On the receipts. There seems no valid
Those people are well able to pay the reason why' this favoritism to State crediincrease. \Ve have reduced the tax to tors should continue, and in the' amending
t.hose who, can least afford to pay it, and Stamps Bill provision will be made where- '
we have made allowances that ought to by stamps will be required in such cases.
meet with' general satisfaction in the This, it is estimated, will increase the
House.
revenue by £3,000 per annum, and for
Dr. AnGYLE.-Have you the company the remainder of the year the increased
figures l'
revenue will be £1,500, perhaps a little
1\fr. PRENDERGAST.-I read a more. This will yield during this year
statement in respect of increased taxa- an increase from stamp duties of £16,500.
tion of companies a few minutes ago.
FORESTRY.
The proposed company tax a.f Is. 3d. in
The urgent need for afforestation and
place of Is. is smaller than the corresponding tax in any other State. It has reafcrestatioll has been evident fO'r years.
to be recollected tha,t every penny of It is essential that the State should, as
taxation in this regard brings in £58,400. far as possible, be made self-:contained in
We might well propose an increase to the matter of its timber supplies. Further
Is. 4d. in the £1 and still be substa.ntially delay in this directiou should not be
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t.olera,ted. The control and conservation of
timbers on mountainous areas so that the
flow of the various streams supplying the
water storages of the State may be assured at an adequate volume demand immediate action. This is particularly necessa.ry with regard to the storage of the
Hume Reservoir in the Upper Murray
district. Many millions of public money
have been spent on irrigatiOon works without due regard being paid to the source
necessary for the gathering and supply Oof
water.
The Government recognizes the
need fOor placing our State forests on a
more satisfactory basis. A Loan Bill is
now in cOourse of preparati0'n, and will be
submitted during the session for the expenditure on forestry in VictOoria of a sum
of £500,000, spread over five, or six years.
It must not be taken that this is merely
a declaration 0'f intenti0'n. Provision has
been made f0'r the expenditure during the
current financial ,year 0'f £25,000 up0'n
the scientific treatment and improvement
of 0'ur native eucalypt f0'rests, and f0'r the
clearing and planting with suitable softwood timbers available areas of CrOWD
lands and forest reserves. The Government intends to pr0'secute a vig0'rous
fOorestry p0'licy. Any money now f0'und
for this purpose will be amply repaid in
the future.
PUBLIC SERVICE SUPERANNUATION.
Earnest consideration is at the moment
being given to the question of a superannuation scheme for employees of the
Public Service (including teachers), and
of the Railway Department. Officers of
the Tre,asury, in conjunction with the Go-'
vernment Statist, are now engaged w0'rking out details. Various schemes are being
examined and inquiries made as to the
effect of their operation.
The scheme
finally agreed upon must, of course, be a
'contributory one.
It is hoped that a
Bill dealing with this important matter
will be introduced at a very early date.
The claims of those persons generally
known as "twilighters" have not been
overlooked, and the question of making
equitable provis,ion for them is also having
attention.
RAILWAY SINKING FUND.
Although substantial contributions a,ra
made by the State towards its redemption
funds, no systematic effort is made for
the ultimate extinction of the State's
loan liability. Although a certain proportion of the redemption funds ha,s been
Mr. IJ 1·(!nde1"gast.
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invested and thereby continues to earn
interest, the greater part has been used
to meet loans on maturity, with the effect
that the taxpayer is merely relieved of
the necessity for paying interest on the
amount redeemed.
The only fund in
existence at present for the reducti0'n or
extinction of the railways loan liability
is the fund established under Act No.
3309 passed last year, under which the
surplus of each year is to be credited to
the fund. The tofal amount at credit of
this fund is now £11,852. Water conservation works may be regarded of such
a permanent nature that there is no vital
necessity for early extinction of loans incurred for their construction.
It. is
different, however, with railways, in
which case a revolution in transport
methods might serve to make the existing
system obsolete. Some substantial fund
should be built up to reduce the, railways
loan liability within a reasonable period.
For instance, a contribution out of the
Redemption Funds of ! per, cent. per
annum of the railway capital e,xpenditure
,invested at 4 per cent. would have the
effect of extinguishing the present liability
completely in 72 yea.rs.
This will receive consideration in the near future.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It will not be possible to do that now that the ra,ilway
freights have been reduced.
lVlr. PRENDERGAST. - We shall be
glad to have the honorable member's advice, on the subject.
THE COMMONWEALTH AND THE STATE.
The relations of the State with the
Commonwealth are perfectly harmonious.
Neverthe.}ess it cannot be considered that
financial relations are on a satisfactory
footing. The Commonwealth by it.s wart.ime entry into the field of direct taxation
hampered the States in their effo·rts to.
maintain adequately their various services. In view of the expansion of Cus~oms revenue, the Commonwealth should
consider t.he questi0'n of leaving certain
direct taxation to the States.' There
should be a line of demarcation between
systems of taxation. Duplicate and overlapping systems are unelconomical and
irritating to taxpayers.
Two Goverllments ope'rating over one territory should
not impose the same form of tax.
The
Commonwealth has made considerable reductions in its rates of income tax, but
line time is at hand when th8 State~ ean
claim the right to have a clear field for
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such taxation.
The State is inevitably
faced with heavy losses on its policy of
soldier land settlement.
These 10sse8
properly belong to the Commonwealth.
They are part of the cost of the war.
Special concessions, too, are made to soldiers employed in the Public Service who
are incapacitated from duty through illness. In these matters the Commonwealth
should recognize. its obligations. A Public Service superannuation scheme will
sensibly diminish the number of person!'
who otherwise would draw old-age pensions from the Commonwealth. Benevolent asylums, which are subsidized by the
State, receive no payment from the Commonwealth in respect of inmates who anI
granted old-age pensions whilst in the institutions.
The motor industry enables
the Federal Government to earn a substantial Customs revenue. It would be
most appropriate if this revenue were devoted to the States for road construction
or maintenance .. Numerous services are
rendered by the States to the Commonwealth fre·e of cost, such as the maintenance of courts in which Commonwealth
prosecutions are conducted. It is desirable that the Commonwealth should take
a broader view of its responsibilities to
the States, and representations to' this
effect will be made.
The continued
harmony of relationship must be affected
by the equitable nature of the allotment
of burden over the different parts of government.
CONCLUSION.

I have endeavoured to give a matter-offact account of our finances and prospects.
All parties are interested in the development of the' State, though there may· be
differences of views as to methods. I am
of opinion that it can best be conducted
along lines of equity and justice, and that
the promotion of content and removal of
injustice will be conducive to the advancement of the country. Our State has
boundless possibilities.
It must become
the industrial centrel of Australia.
Its
soil, resources, climatic conditions, and
situation are elxceptionally favorable.
There is no reason to believe that our progress will not be continuous.
There is
promise of a most bountiful season, and
oversea buyers are eagelrly competing for
our staple products. There is every reason
to believe that the prospects of the State
have never been more favorable than they
are at present.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Following the usual practice,' I presume that
the Premier will agree to an adjournment
of the debate for a fortnight.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.--Yes.
Progress was reported.
REAL PROPERTY (ACCESS OF AIR)
BILL.
~his Bill ~as received from the LegislatIve CouncIl, and, on· the motion of
Mr. SLATER (Atto,rney-General), was
read a first time.

FORESTS

BILL.

lVIr. CAIN (Honorary Minister) presented a message from the Governor recommending an appropriation from the
Consolidated Revenue for the purposes of
a Bill to amend the Forests Acts.
A resolution in compliance with the recommendation was passed in Committee,
and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. CAIN (Honorary
Minister) the Bill was introduced and
read a first time.
INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT
SOCIETIES BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Postponed clause 11(1) Notwithstanding anything in this Act or
any rules of a society, a society on the
WIthdrawal of any member from the society
~hall pay to him forthwith the sum representl.llg the value of the shares held by him in the
society, .and shall not as consideration for any
such WIthdrawal contract a loan with him
(whether by way of mortgage debentures or
otherwise) .
(2) This section shall have operation with
respect to all societies whether registered before or after the commencem·:mt of this Act
and every member of every sueh society.

in.

lVlr. SLATER (Attorney-General).This clause and two others were postponed so that a further opportunity
might be given for the examination of the
difficulties that were raised by various
honorable members. I feel that if clause
11 is looked at carefully it will be seen
that it does not, as some honorable members seem to think, make it mandatory for
a society. to agree to the withdrawal of
share capital. I submit that the whole
question is governed by the rules that a
society itse.Jf is bound to adopt. Clause 8
of the second schedule contains a pro,vision
for every society to ma.ke a rule dealing
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with the withd,rawal Oof share capital.
Societies can either restrain membersfrOom
withdrawing the'ir share capital, or determine the manner of withdrawal, subject to whatever cOonditiOons they like tOo
impose. I feel that that meets the Oobjection raised by the hOllOorable member
for Gippsland South. His objection would
be valid if no power were given to the
societies to meet the difficulty he suggested. But I feel that there is no real
danger in clause 11 being passed as
drafted, because I take it that e'ach society
will be careful, when its rules are drawn
up, to consult a legal adviser. He will
see that the society is obliged to make
provision for all, the matters set Oout m
the second schedule, the eighth clause ot
which specifically deals with the withdrawal of share capital. FOor that reason
I feel that the Committee should agree to
the carrying of the clause as it stands. I
agree with the hOonorable member for
Gippsland South and the honOorable member-for Brighton that if power we·re given
to members of societies to withdraw their
share capital. without any condition being
imposed, it would probably be dangerOous,
and might involve the wrecking of certain
societies, but a society can safeguard itself when drawing up its rules by dete'rmining the conditions under which share
capital may be withdrawn.
That is a
protection to the societies, and, in my
opinion, the dangers that certain hono.rable members have' pointed out are not
real. .
Mr. WEST.-Notwithstanding the explanation o,f the Attorney-General, who
bas shown a way out of the difficulty, J
am not at all satisfied as to the wisdom of
including this clause in the Bill.
He
pOoints out that there is a way of getting
over the difficulty, but why create a
diflicul ty that has t.o be got over ~
Mr. SLATER.-Each society must make
provision in its rules for the withdrawal
or non-withdrawal of share capital. It
is bound "to do that under cla.use 10, in
which it is provided thatThe rules of a society registered under this
Act shall contain provisions in respect of the
several matters mentioned in the second
schedule.

Mr. WEST.-But it is not said in
clause 11 that a society shall make provision for the withdrawal of share capital.
The clause states that-A society on the withdrawal of any member
of the society shall pay to him forthwith the
sum representing the value of the shares held
by him.
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That is a provision which it is quite impossible for a great numoer of societies
to carry out.
Mr. SLATER.-In framing their rules
those societies can specifically provide for
withdrawals.
Mr. WEST.-N 0 doubt it is possible
to get around it; but why is it necessary
to put it in this particular way when it
was not in the principal Act..
Mr. SLA.TER.-If you do not have it,
and a member withdraws, the society can
say, "We will not pay you in cash, but
we will issue debentures."
Mr. WEST.-The clause states that on
the withdrawal of a member the society
shall pay hini forthwith. That is what
I object to, because it may not be possible
to carry it out. As I have pointed out,
this provision is not in the Act, and, so
far, I have not been shown the necessity
for including it in this measure. From
such a provision members may get· the
impression that they are entitled to a
refund of their capital notwithstanding
anything in the second schedule.
Mr. SLA.TER.-All'societies must make
rules with regard to this eighth matter.
Mr. WEST.-How did theY.make them
previously?
Mr. SLATER.-The rules did not deal
with that before.
Mr. WEST.-From what the Attorney-General says, I am satisfied that any
society can make itself secure by means
of rules.
Sir ALI~XANDER PEACOCK.-Your fear,
I take it) is that at its inception a society
may not make provision in regard to it.
Mr. WEST.--l\~embers of societies may
get an altogether misleading impreesion
from the clause.
111'. SLATER.-If the honorable member reads Olause 10 he will see that the
societies must make provision for all the
matters mentioned in the second schedule.
Mr. WEST. - Does this apply to
societies already formed ~
Mr. SLATER.-Sub-clause (21) shows
that it does apply to all societies.
lIr. WEST. - Supposing existing
societies do not make any provision?
Mr. SLATER-They w{mld have to do
so.
Mr. WEST.-They may not hear of
this for some time.
Mr. SLATER.-All societies in operation
a t the present time had to make rules in
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conformity with the second schedule of
the· principal Act.
Mr. WEST.-As this clause was not in
the principal Act, they may not have
made provision for this particular case.
Mr. SLATER.-That is so. I admit tbat
is a danger.
Mr. WEST.-I do not wish 'to place a
society in the position of having to do
something that is impossible.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-If a society
were given a sufficient opportunity to
adjust its rules in accordance with the
second schedule that, it seems to me,
would remove the objection.
There is,
however, a very strong reason why this
clause should not become law f:'traightwa.y..
The Victorian' vVheat Growers
Corporation ,is registered under this Act,
and if shareholders could withdraw their
money on demand, they might at some
particular stage put it in a very awkward
position. Therefore, I suggest that the
operation of the clause might be deferred
until the various societies have had time
to deal with the matter in their rules.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK. - I
agree with the Attorney-General that
paragraph (8) of the second schedule
makes the necessary provision. His idea
is that when a society is being formed it
would naturally go to a solicitor for the
preparatio·il of its rules and that the
solicitor would call attention to this
matter.
The honorable member for
Gippsland South and the honorable member for Lowan point out that under the
clause existing societies might be placed
in a difficulty, because the present law
under which they have been working does
not contain such a provision as this. As
a result of this provision, members might
give notice of withdra,wal, and causel
trouble to the institution. Could not the
Attorney-General make. some provision in
regard to soci€lties a.lready regist.ered 1
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
. can see that the second difficulty raised by
the honorable member for Gippsland
South is a real one, because existing
societies, particularly" those recently
formed, might be unaware of this clause.
Working under the principal Act, they
could not have made provision in their
rules for it, and as the honorable member
has pointed out, a number of members
might withdraw. I think the position
would· be met if the clause were applied
J
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only to societies formed after the coming
into operation of this measure. I moveThat the word "whether" and the words
"before or" be struck out of sub-clause (2).

Major BAIRD.-I uuderstand that
under this Bill a shareholder is given an
opportunity of withdrawing his capital,
and that there is a fear in regard to the
position in the case of an old company
registered under the principal Act.
Mr. SLATER.-Under the present law
they have had to make provision for
withdrawals, but societies instead of paying cash could issue debentures for the
amount involved.
Major BAIRD.-Under this Bill I
understand that is prevented. What is to
hinder a company registered under the
Act passing ~ rule in conformity with
this clause?
Mr. WEsT.-Some of the old companies
may not take that action for some time,
and in the meantime shareholders may be
demanding their capital.
Major BAIRD.-The registrar could
easily. draw their attention to that matter.
Mr. WEST.-Why cause that trouble?
Major BAIRD.-Well, I think that the
Bill gives the societies great advantages.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Take the Victorian Wheat Growers Corporation. It
would 'not have an opportunity of, altering its rules except by calling a special
general meeting for the purpose.
Major BAIRD.-It would be only
necessary to make provision for a few
months. Under the Attorney-General's
amendment, all companies registered befor~ the coming into operation of this
measure would be excluded.
I do not
know that that is altogether necessary.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The operation of
the clause might be deferred for twelve
months to give the societies an opportunity to deal with the matter.
Major BAIRD.-I think it is a wise
provisio:q.· that members should be able
to withdraw their capital.
These are
poor men, and they may have' to. remove
at some time to another part of the State,
in which they would necessarily cease to
be shareholders.
Mr. SLATER.-The amendment would
exclude all the old societies.
Major BAIRD.-So I perceive; but
that should not be so. The shareholders
should be given an opportunity to withdraw their capital. I suggest that the
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Government withhold the proclamation
Postponed clause 64-(Fees, &c., in
of the Act until the societies have been respect to transactions, documents, &c.)
safeguarded. It would be better to take
lVIr. SLATER (Attorney-General).such administrative measures than to The fear was expressed by the honorable
make an alteration in the BilL
member for Brighton that the effect of
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I including this clause would be to permit
suggest that the amendment be accepted. societies to operate under the provisions of
This Bill has been through another place this Act, paying the necessary fees: and
then become registered as companies
on two occasions without alteration.
~Ir. SLATER.-Yes; and these points under the Companies Act, so evading the
that have been raised now were not de· payment of the higher fees required by
that statute. I can assure the honorable
·bated.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- member that his fear is groundless. No
With the amendment included, the Bill company would be able to make such a
would go to another place for considera· change and evade the fees demanded
tion, in the light of the fact that it had under the Companies Act. It would be
been so amended. Meanwhile, the At· bound by all the requirements of the Act.
Mr. WEST.--The point taken by the
torney-General would have had an oppor·
tunity to consult the Registrar, and noti· honorable member for Brighton was just
fications could be sent to the societies as the Attorney-General has indicated.
concerned making them acquainted with The honorable member expressed the view
the position. At .one stage or another, that, since the Companies Act involv8cl
the Bill has been between the two Houses the payment of higher fees than does this
for the last five years. Here is au oppor- measure, a society might register under
this, and pay the fees required by it, and
tunity to deal with it finally.
The amendment was agreed to, and be transferred subsequently to come within the scope of the Companies Act, and
the clause, as l:Lmended, was adopted.
so avoid the payment of further fees.
Postponed clause 25Mr. SLATER.-As I have emphasized,
( 1) On receiving satisfactory proof of the
death of a nominator, the committee of the that could not possibly be the case.
society shall, subject to the limitation on
The clause was agreed to, as were, also
amount hereinbefore provided, either transfer the schedules.
the pruperty comprised in the nomination. in
The Bill was reported with amelidmanner directed by the nomination, or pay to
every person entitled thereunder the full value ments, and the amendments were adopted.
of the property given to him, unless the shares
On the motion of Mr. SLATER (Attorcomprised in the nomination, if transferred ney-General), the Bill was read a third
as directed by the nominator, would raise the
share capital of any nominee to a sum ex- time.
ceeding Two hundred pounds, in which case
they shall pay him the value of such exceSR.

•

•

•

:1\1:1'. SLATER (Attorney-General).The objections which were taken in regard to this clause were consequential
upon those raised respecting clause 12,
which has to do with the registered office
of each society. The main point had to
do with th8 right of payment to a.nominee
by a society of share capital in cash, and
not in any other form. Having discussed
the matter with the Registrar, I am of
opinjon that the clause should be agreed
to.' It does not embody any new provision; that is to say, nomination was provided for in the Bills which came before
this Legislature at an earlier stage, and
nomination exists also in the similar English legislation.
The clause was agreed to.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAMW A YS BILL.
The House went into Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 2-(Abandonment of tramway).
1\11'. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).This clause me1rely provides that sedion
59 of the principal Act is to be, repealed.
Honorable members will recollect that·
when this measure was pre1viously before
the Housel I pointed out that section 59
of the principal. Act provided for the
abandonment of tramway lines that ar,a
non-paying. The idea of repealing section 59 is to enable the Board to abandon
line,s that are paying, as well as those
which are not. It may be that, some
time in the future, the, Board may find
it desirable, fo'r many reasons, to abandon
a line, some of which I mentioned on
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a previous occasion, and I do not want Board could be called upon too dO' would
to repeat them now. Unde'r the present be to cover the surface with the same
la w the Board could not a bandon a line material as that. on the adjoining pa.rt of
which was paying. I also emphasized the the roadway. The surface may be mere,l y
fact that at all times Parliament has the asphalt, but unless there is a good foundafinal say if a line is to be: abandoned or tion, covering the surface with asphalt
not, no matter whether it 'is paying or would 'nOot. stand the heavy traffic of tootherwise,. If the Board wants to abandoll day. The consequence would be that the
a line it will report the matter to Parlia- surfa.ce of the old tramway track would
ment which may by its silence give con- be a menace to traffic and very expensive
sent to the proposal. The principal Act to the local authorities. I think the, Millprovide,s t.hat when the Board propose,s to i~ter should take, this aspect of the quesahandon a line the Minister shall report han into consideration. vVhere the rails
the fact to' Parliament and the House are taken up the BO'aTd should be commay, within 24 sitting days after pelled to make the whole, of thel roadway
the report has been presented, carry of the samel material as that. used by the
a motion disagreeing with the proposed council on the parts adjoining the rails.
abandonment.
If Parliament does not 1\1erely putting 'on an asphalt surface
take any action the Board automatically without a suitable foundation would 1e
has authority to ahandon the line. I pro- no use at all in the metropolitan area.
:Mr. GREENWOOD.-The,re is sOome·pose to add something to section 59 of the
thing in what the honora'ble member who
principal Act, and I now moveThat at the end of section . 59 there has just resumed his selat has state,d. The
sha.ll be inserted the following new sub-sec- surface of the road adjoining the tram
tracks may be of some material only a
tion : (7) Where any tramway or part thereof is couple of inches thick, and if all the
abandoned pursuant to this section the Board BOoaTd is requireld to do, is to cover its
shall a.t its own expense remove the rails of
tracks with no' greater thickness then the
the track and reinstate the surface of the
track with material corresponding with the position will not be met at. all. I do not
know if the Minister has looked into this
surface of the adjoining road.
aspect of the question, but, I shall ha "e
This addition has been asked for by the no objection tOo the amendment if he will
,Melbourne City Council which has pointed give us an assurance that the position is
out that whilel the Board has power to sufficiently secured.
abandon a line there is no obligation upon
1\11'. vVEBBER (Honorary Ministe,r) .-it to take up the rails and put the road- I may remind honorable membe·rs that
wa y in a, proper state of repair. The there are. twO' systems of tramways in the
amendment will compel thel Boa,rd to re- metropolItan area-elect.ric and cable. The
move the rails on which the cars run and Board has an. idea, which has not yet
put the roadway in a propelr state of bee~ fully conSIdered, of some day getting
repair. I do not think it. ne,cessarily a dIff-eren t method of service altogether
means that the rails which form thelopen- in Collins-street.. Let us supposel by way
ing to the slot must alsO' be removed.
of illustration, that. the Board' has de~
Dr. ARGYLE.-V\That do you mean by cided to abandon the line in Collins-stre,e,t.
"prope,r state of rspair" ~
Does that The Board does not propose. tOo break lip
mean placing the tramway track in the the concrete fOoundation of the, present
sam-e. cOlidition as the remaining portion tracks. Honorable members are aware
of the thoroughfare ~
that. the cable tramway tracks are COlllMr. vVEBBER..-The amendment prOo- pose,d of the rails on which the cars ru n
vides that the Board must remove the and steel rails that enclose the opening to
rails and reinstate the surface of the track the slot. I refer to the steel rails throuoh
with mate·rial corresponding with the sur~ which the grip of the cable runs. Th~y
face of the adjoining road.
are kept up by steel hoops in a conMr . .JACKSON.-I do not think the crete foundation. That makes a stron O l"!'
Minist-er in charge, of this Bill has gone and a better road than the surroundrIl'!~
into this question as ca,refully as wei might roads. It is not proposed to break up
expect. Roads in the metropolitan area. that concrete foundation, but simply lo
generally spealdng, have a, concrete put the surface in proper order. That
foundation and have on the surface either means that in the centre track there will
wood blocks or some othe,f rna te,ria1. Ac- be a better road than we find in t.h,. r 1(cording to thel amendment all that the isting adjoining conncil roads.
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Mr. McDoNALD (Polwarth).-Would it
not be better to put blocks on top. ~
Mr. WEBBER.-That is already done.
What is proposed is .to take up the r.a.ils,
otherwise they would be a. danger to
traffic. The rails might get abo,ve or below the wood-blocks if not kept in proper
order.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Would you not fill
in the tunnel where the, cable runs 7
Mr. WEBBER.-There is no necessity
to fill in the tunnel. The rails, as time
goes on, get closer and closer together
and ultimately, jf steps were not taken
to keep them apart, the slot in between
would entirely close.
Dr. ARGYLE.-To carry that argument
to its logical conclusion, the effect would
be that after the rails came into contact
they would lift, and you would have an
obstruction on the road.
Mr. WEBBER.-There would have to
be very great pressure fo([' tha.t to oc~ur.
Honorable members may be aware of the
fact that in the modern construction of
tramway tracks a space is not left between the ends of the rajls to allow for
what we were taught in school to call
contraction and expansion through climatic conditions. In the tracks through
our main streets, the expansion is so
little as practically to have n()l effect.
Whilst this process of closing up takes
place, it is very gradual. The amount.
of pressure would not be sufficient to
make the, two rails buckle up. I am
only stating what the intention of the
Board is. The Board must put the surface in oroer. That is the· position in
regard to oue class of tramway track. I
now come to the other class-the electric
tramways. There may be some ambiguity
a.bout the amendment as to whet.her o'r
not this would mean making the tracks
of the same material beneath the surface'
as the adjoning roads are made.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-It is just as well to
avo'id ambiguities.
Mr. WEBBER.-The nonorable member, as a lawyer, knows very well that it
is just because Acts of Parliament do not
always express the complete intention of
Parliamen t that the men in his profession
thrive. Dr. ARGYLE.-Do they not also make
~heir living out of the siDvenly way' that
Acts of Parliament are prepared ~
Mr. WEBBER.-Why do honorable
members permit Bills to go through in a.
slovenly way?
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M,r. EGGL.ESToN.-The responsibility
lies with the Government.
Mr. WEB-nER.-With reference ro
the electric tramway tracks, there might
be a doubt as to· whether the reference
is to the immediate surface, twa. or three
inches or S(), or the track generally.
I
will have inquiries made in regard to that.
Mr. ,VETTENHALL.-Who' is going to'
clean out the drain ~ There might be a.
danger fro'm that source.
Mr. WEBBER.-That matter will be
looked into. We shall not take the third
reading of the Bill to-day. We could not
do so unless it were' the unanimous wish
of the House. I will cousult the Parliamentary Draft,sman and the tramway officials upon po,ints raised by honorable
members, and when the t.llird reading is
being ta,ken, I will advise honorable members in regard to them.
The amendment was agreed tOo, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 3The Eleventh Schedule to the principal Act
is hereby amended as follows : (1) In sub-clause (1) of clause 3 the
words "with such materials and in such
manner as the municipality concerned
directs and to the satisfaction of such
municipality" are hereby repealed.
(2) At the end of the said sub-clause
(1) there shall be inserted the words:
"Provided further that the Governor
in Council on the reque-st of the municipality concerned may by Order direct the
Board to carry out such repair with such
materials and in such manner as is specified in the Order."
(3) For the sub-clauses (2) and (3) of
the said clause 3 there _shall' be substituted the following sub-clause:"(2) If any municipality alters the
level of any road the Governor in Council on the request of the council of themunic.ipality may by Order direct the
Board to raise or alter the rails of any
tramway under its control and so much
of the roadway maintained by it as is
necessary to suit the altered level and the
cost thereof shall be borne by the Board
and the municipality concerned in such
proportions as are agreed upon or as in
default of agreement are determined by
the Governor in Council in manner provided for the determination of differences
under section one hundred and sixteen of
this Act.

Mr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister)..

r move--

That at the
inserted "and
clause (1) for
be substituted

end of sub-clause (1) there be
in the proviso to the said subthe word 'twelve' there shall
the word 'thirteen.'''

The principal Act provides that the
Tramway Board shall maintain the track
in good order and conditiO'n, and the
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track is defined as being the- whole surface between the two outer rails of both
the up and down tracks, 18 inches beyond
each rail. Tha.t, therefocr:e, includes the
space between the up and down tracks.
But where the space between the up
and down tracks is more than 12 fect.,
then the Board shall not. be compelled to
maintain the space between them, except
where a curve occurs.
On a curve a
larger space is left between the up and
down tracks . We are proposing in the
Bill to relieve the Board of the obligation to maintain its tracks in a certain
condition and of certain materials, Ullless the Minister so directs. That point.
was explained by me on the second reading. I t has been suggested that in the
city proper a centre pole system shall be
utilized instead of the overhead span. If
the centre pole system is used, it will be
necessary to have a greater space between
'the upper and down sets of rails than
the space at present provided for. So
that the Board cannot shirk its responsibilities this amendment -is proposed. It
is really a protection to the municipalities.
Dr. ARGYLE.-There is one point
that I should like to have made Clear.
Clause 3, which has reference to the 11th
schedule to the principal r\.ct provides for
the repeal of the words occurring in subclause (I) of clause 3 of the schedule,
" with such materials and in such manner
as the municipality concerned directs, and
to the satisfaction of such municipality."
The Honorary Minister proposes an addition to sub-clause (1). I want to know
what the position will be if a tramway
has been constructed of material different
from that of which the municipality has
constructed the road. If the road on
ei ther side of t.he track is of concrete is
it proposed to allo-w the Tramways Board
to lay down a track with a different
material ~
Mr. 'VEBBER (Honorary Minister).There are three sub-clauses of clause 3 of
the lIth schedule. Sub-clause (1) deals
with the question 0'£ the maintenance of
tracks. Sub-clause (2) deals with the construction of tracks, and that is the question to which the honorable member for
Toorak refers. The amendment that is
before the' Committee deaJs oniy with the
matter of maintenance, and pro·vides for'
the repeal o,f certain words. tJ nder the
existing law the municipal councils may
compel the Tramways Board to use any
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material they may direct in the work of
maintenance.
It could, for instance,
direct that a t.rack should be macadamized, or, to reduce the matter to an absurdity, that the work should be carried
out in concrete.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Or blocks.
lVIr. CAIN.-Or paved with gold!
~r. WEBBER.-Yes. We are proposmg to give a discretionary power to
t·he Minister .of Publio Works.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WEBBER (Honorary l\1inister).I moveThat the following new sub-clause be inserted : :' (3) At the end of sub-clause (2) of the
saId clause 3 there shall be inserted the
following words :-' unless the Board is by
Order of the Governor in Council wholly 01'
p.a~·tly exempted from compliance with the proVlSlOns of this sub-clause'."

If we agree to this amendment, and then
adopt the clause, the effect will be to
repeal certain words in the original Act,
and at the same time to add other words
to the original Act.
1\1r. SNOWBALL.-What check will there
be on the Governor in Council making
such an Order ~
Mr. WEBBER.-No more check than
there is at the present time under perhaps
11 couple of hundred Acts of Parliament
that confer certain powers on the GOovernor in Council. .
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Should not the municipality concerned have some notice that
the Board is about to approach the Government for an Order in Council ~ Other.
wise the Board may get an Order in
Council behind the, back of the municipality, and the thing is. dOone.
l\1r. \VEBBER.-The Governor in
Council will not move, in the matter until
asked to do so by the municipality. It is
the municipality tha.t makes the first
move.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is the Board that
~il1 move for exemption, not the municipality.
.
Mr. \VEBBER.-At the present time
\Ve are dealing with sub-clause (2) of
clause 3 of the Bill, but that relates t<l'
sub-clause (1) Oof clause 3 of the Eleventh
Schedule of the principal Act. Becaus2,
wei are dealing with sub-clause (2) of
clause 3 of the Bill, some honorable members are confusing it with sub-clause (2)
'of clause 3 of the schedule of the Act, the
provision which we prOopose alsQi to amend.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I see· two subclauses numbered "(2)".
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lVir. 'VEBBER.-That. is the difficulty. House. Finally we have to check both
"The whole trouble arises from the fact. wjth a series of amendments, no one of
that we are, proposing to amend sub-clause which is intelligible excepting by reading
(2) of clause 3 of the eleventh schedule the whole -thing. I am making this sugof the Act. At the present t.ime we are gestion in no' captious spirit, but in the
dealing with sub-clause (2) of clause 3 of in terests of the Bill. If the Minister can
see his wa,y to postpO'ne this discussion and
the Bill.
Mr. SLATER.-That is right.
re-submit the Bill with the amendments
::\1r. EGGLESTON.-It. is wrong.
Add inserted, it will be a good thing.
those words to sub-clause (2) of the Bill, . Mr. WEBBER. - That means going
and see, what sense they make.
through the' whole thing de novo.
Mr. WEBBER.-Let me explain the
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am satisfied that
position. Clause 3 of this Bill provides members on this (the OppositiOon) side of
the House would not raise any captious obthatThe Eleventh Schedule of the principal Act jections to the Bill being then advanced tv
is hereby amended as follows;exactly the same stage as it has reached
- (1) In sub-clause (1) of clause 3 the words now.
As we are, however, we are at"with such materials and in such manner as
tempting
to legislate upon something that
tIle municipality concerned directs and to the
satisfaction of such municipality" are hereby is almost incOomprehensible. Apparently,
I·epealed.
the Minister himself does not quite un'l'hat means that. we are striking out those derstand what he is seeking to do. The
words from sub-clause (1) of clause 3 of clause of the amending Bill, as amended,
t hl" eleventh s9hedule of the principal would readAct. Now we come tOo sub-clause (2) of
Provided, further, that the Governor in
c1ause ;) of this Bill, vvhich provides that- Council on the request of the municipality
concerned may by Order direct the Board to
A t the end or tile s:tid sub-clause (1)
carry out such repair with such materials and
-that is, at the end of sub-clause (1) Oor in such manner as is specified in the Order,
unless the Board is by Order of the Governor
clause 3 of the Eleventh Schedule- .
lliere shall be inserted tile words"Provided further that the Governor in
Council, on the request of the municipality
concerned, may by Order direct the Board to
C.ll"1'y out such repair with I;uch material and
in such rrnnner as is specified in the Order."

N ow I will read portion of the schedule
it will be amended by sub-clauses (1)
and (2) of clause 3 of this Bill-

Ufl

The Board, in the case of any tramway
under its management, shall at its own expense at all times keep" in good condition and
repair so much of the road whf>1'eon any such
tra,lllway is laid as lies between tile outermost
rails of the tramway and also so much of the
roarl as extends 18 inches beyond such outermost rails, . . . . provided that the Governor ill Council at the request of the mum·,
cipality concerned may by Order direct the
BortI'd to carry out such repair with such
III ttcl'ials and in snch manner as is specified
hy the Order.

Mr. EGGLESTON.-Bulj in your amendment you propose to add certain words to
that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I really think it would
be desirable fO'r an pa,rties if the, Minister
could see his way to embOody these amendments in thel Bill and re-submit the measure in a, proper fonn.
It is a most
com plica,ted matter . We have, to refer;
first of all, to the eleventh schedule of the
Pri nci pal Act. Then we have to! take the
mea-sure a:s originally presented to this

in Council wholly or partly exempted from
compliance with the provisions of this subclause.

It appears to me, however, t.hat that is
nOot what the :Minister desires.
11r. Sl'fOWBALL.-T'he purpose of the
Minister, no doubt, is to achieve clarity
with bre1vity. But he appears merely to
have brought about confusion.
Is t.he
real - purpose of the Minister to enable
the Board to evade its responsibilities as
laid dOown in the Act.1 On the one hand
we find that there is to be provision for
the Go,vernor ]n Council to adopt a request of a municipality, and, direct the
Board to carry out repairs with- materials
sPecified. On the Oother, there is to be
provided scope for evasion on the, part of
the Board, in that it may by order of the
GOlvernor in Council be " whOolly or partly
exempt.ed from cOompliance. ", At present
t.he Board is cha.rged with certain obligations, in respect of its tracks, that it
wants to get rid of.
l\1r. SLA'l'ER.-I do not think so.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-T'his, at any rate,
is not a fair wa,y of evading its obligations, and I think ,the Minister is bound
. to see the force of the objectiOon.. Are
we to pe,rmit the municipalities to be set
aside in this surreptitious manner 1 I
trust tha.t the Minister will consent to
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the -re-drafting of the Bill together with there, would be, a, row in this House. I
think the Govelrnor in Council may be
the amendments.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-Before the Com- trusted to act justly in a matter of this
mittee further discusses the substance O'f sort. The,re are many cases where that
this amendment it should be made clear authority does act in a. judical way and
exactly where it is to be placed with re- it does so sa tisf actorily.
spect to the schedules of the principal Act.
Mr.
WETTENHALL.-vVhen
we
The numbering of the clauses and sub- asked for an adjournment of the consideraclauses of the Bill chances to be practi- tion of the clauses of this Bill we did so
cally identical with the numbering of the on the strength of the, proposals then
sections and sub-sections of the schedules before us. I have since discovered, howin the Act. In sub-section (1) of section 3 eve,r, that the amendments which are nOow
of the eleventh schedule provision is made brought forward by the Minister seriously
for the " maintenance of tramway track." alter the. Bill as it was originally introIt is at the end of that sub-sectiO'n that duced. It is extreme,ly difficult for me
the Minister desires to add the words:- to come to any decision with regard t.o
Provided further that the Govf::rnor in Coun- these matte-rs without being able to refer
cil on the request of the municipality concerned to the principal Act and the' schedule. It
may by Order direct the Board to carry out is very difficult to say what will happen
such repair with such materials and in such
when amendments are, brought before us
manner as is specified in the Order.
in this way. It would not be sO' difficult
. Sub-section (2) of section 3 of t.he to understand what is meant by the proEleventh Schedule rea.dsposals in the Bill so far as they refer
Where any municipality forms, makes, or to the, principal Act, but the amendments
paves any road or such portion thereof as the which thel Ministe'r has circulated propose
Board is not hereby required to repair Wit:l
any material other than macadam, the Board something entirely different, and I have
at its own expense shall, if and when required had no opportunity of cOonsidering what
by the municipality form with such material. the effect will be. The matte,r' should be
and maintain and keep in good condition and simplified in some way, because I find it
repair to the satisfaction of the municipality extremely difficult. to give' an intelligent
so much of such road as by this section is
directed to be kept by the Boa.rd in good con- votel on the' ma,tter now be1fore us.
dition and repair.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I want to proIt is to that sub-section, I underst.and, pose an amendment to one of these
that the Minister desires to add the clauses, but I dO' not, know how I am
go,ing to submit it.
wordsSir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If I
Unless the Board is by Order of the Governor in Council wholly or partly exempted from may interrupt the honorable member I
compliance with the provisions of this sub- should like to make, a, suggestion. I can
clause.
quite, understand the difficulties honorable
Mr. WEBBER.-That is so.
membe'rs are in, particularly those who
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Then the Com- represent country districts. Vve arel not
mittee should clearly understand that, sO' much interested in this matter as those
and that the· amendment in sub-clause (2) who re'present metropolitan constituencies.
of clause 3 of the Bill is not to be read I have tried to. follow the proposals now
directly with and preceding the words to before, us, but I find it e,xce,edingly difbe added to sub-section (2) of sub-section ficult tOo unde-rstand what they meau with3 of the Eleventh Schedule. I do not out referring to the principal Act. I do
know that, I am altogether against this not think it would be fair to ask the
proposal, though it may be that a, muni- Minister to withdra.w thel Bill, but what
cipality may want the Tramway Board to I suggest is that we should agree to. the
comply with altogether unre,asonable re- amendments which have been prepared by
quirements. A council might ask the the draftsman and submitted to the CQomBoa,I'd to put down wood blocks or con- mittee by the l\iiniste-r. It is unfortunate
crete while ma,ca.dam is used on the sides that, having brought dQown a. Bill conof the road. I think the GovernO'r in taining certain prO'visiQons, thel lVlinister
Council ought to have :powe,r, when pro- has found it necessary to ciroulatel amendpe'rly approa,ched, to' glVe the necessary ments that considerably alter the proexemption. The Governor in Council in posals that were previously brought
exercising judicial powe,rs of this kind before us. I suggest that we should adopt
will give nQotice to municipalities Qotherwise the ,amendments that the Minister has
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circulated and ha,ve them incorporated in
thel Bill, but without in _any way committing ourselves to' their ultimate acceptance,.
Then the Bill could be again considered
after we get a clean copy, and hDnorable
members would be able to make any
alterations they think desirable without
rendering themselves liable to the charge
of ha,ving gone back on a previous decision. If we adopt that course e'verybody
will be helped, and we will know then
exactly what the Minister really prO'poses.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Will the Minister
promise to recommit e'very clausel1
. Mr. WEBBER.-Not e,ve'ry clause.
I
suggest that amendments might be made
a.fter the third reading.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOGK.-I do
not think that would be fajr. It would
be much better to adopt the course I
have suggested.
1\1r. WEBBER.-I could agree to recommit any particular clausel.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.. -ThB
trouble is all in clause :;.
Mr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).The suggestion that has been made by the
Leader of the OppO'sition commends itself
to me. There is really only one clause
that is at an complicated.
Dr. ARGYLE.-You agreed to the postponement of c1ause 2 for the samel reason.
Mr. WEBBER.-Oh, no. We carried
clause 2. TheTe is nQlth~ng complicated
in it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-We agreed to clause 2 on
the' distinct promisel that, you would look
in to certain aspects of the matte'r.
Mr. WEBBER.-I think the honorablel member misunderstands the position.
I, however, havel no' objection to
the recommittal of clause 2, though
that is nQlt the promise I madel.
I said I would lo{)k into the points
raised by thel honorable member for
Lowan and thel honorable member
for Prahran and, if thelre was anything
in them, I would bring the cla,use up
again for conside,ra.tion. I said that I
would halve the matter lo,oked into by
responsible officers, and that I wDuld consult the draftsman, and tha,t if there was
need fO'r an altera.tion I would agree to
amendmeuts beling proposed afte'l" the third
f'6ading o.f the Bill. However, it makes
no. diffe.rence whethelf t,he clauses arel recommitted o.'r not. I am agreeablel to thel
Bill being carried to. the report stage and
theln we can recommit it it necessa,ry.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-That will be
alright so long as wei have, the promlse
for the recommittal of the clauses we
desire.
Mr. WEBBER.-There is really only
cla,use 3 which will require further consideration. ClausB 4 is ve,ry simple.. I
admit that this Bill may seem co.mplicated
to the la,y mind. It took me some time
to get hold of wha,t was really meant, and
it is quitel possible that I do no.t know
so much about it as the draftsman. We
kno.w that the draftsman has an idea, in
his o.wn mind, and he tries to put that
idea into. elxpression by using certain
wo.rds that o.ther people will be able to
understand. I think the' position is plrun
to, me and to certain legal members o.f
this House,. I agree with what the honorable member for St. Kilda, said, that the
difficulty has arisen largely from thel fact
that thel figures denoting thel· clauses and
sub-clauses in this Bill correspond with
the same figures in the principal Act..
There is the further difficulty that there
are two. provisos} one in regard to subsection (1) and another in regard to
sub-section (2).
If honorable members will read the principal Act with
the amendments I ha,ve now submitted
they will be able. to see' the position
pretty clearly.
The honorable member for St. Kilda ,and myself appear
to have, been at cross purposes.
He
was right in his interpretatio.n and I
was right in mine, but I misunderstood
his views in the matter. The position is
that in future the maintenance of the
tra.cks will bel carri€,cl out in acco.rdance
with diredions given by the Gove,rnor in
Council. The material t{) be used in the
construction of the tracks will be determined· by what is used on the sides of
the road unless the Board gds authority
from thel Governor in Council to apply
so~e Dthelr, material.
That is provided
in sub-section (2) of sectio.n 3 of the
El€lventh Schedule of the principal Act.
Members. proba,bly are faced with a
difficulty in regard to' the two questions, one is that of maintenance,
which is dealt with in sub-sectio.n
(1) , and the' other tha,t of constructio.n,
which is dealt with in sub-section (2).
N ow we propose to. add a provisO' to subsection (1) and also. to Gub-section (2).
The original intention when the Bill was
drafted was to repeal sub-section (2). If
we did that it would mean tha,t the Board
would have power tQl construct its tracks
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of any material it liked, and nobody
could sa.y yea or nay. Certain municipalities objected to that. The Government agreed to add a proviso. to sub-clause
(2) which gives an exemption to the Board
under certain conditions. If my explanation appears to have been somewhat co~
plicated that cannot be- helped. But If
honorable members agree. to the amendments, that will not commit them to the
principle. I will agree to re-submit this
or any other clause at a later stage.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I think, before
we go further, we may accept the proposals in the Bill. We want to get some
Bill through. Vve want to dOl something
to facilitate the arrangement of matters
as between the municipalities and the
Tramways Board. The position now· is
that we are striking entirely new ground
and throwing the whole onus upon the
Governor in Council, practically, to direct
how these roads should be paved and how
they should be constructed . We are in
agreement with the main argument-indeed, the only argument that has been
used-as to the necessity of some action
being taken, in that the municipalities
could direct the Board to construct tramway tracks of any material whilst their
own roads might be made of inferior
material. They might ask for a concrete
track or, as was suggested, a track made
of gold bricks. But we are practically
putting the whole of this i!Sue in the
hands of the Governor in Council, and I
suggest that that is not necessary up to
the stage that the municipalities should
have power to direct the Board to build
their tracks of the same substance at
1east as has been used in the construction
-of their own roads. It becomes necessary only when they ask that the tracks
-shall be constructed of better materials
than are used in their own ·roads.
I
think we might allow sub-section (1) of
.schedule 3 of the principal Act to stand
to the extent at least of giving municipalities power to direct that these tracks
shall be made of the same material as
their own roads. That does away with
the necessity of bringing in the Governor
in Council. The present ~bjection is that
the municipalities can ask for tracks of
better substance than their own roads.
Mr. WEBBER. - The words are" construction of similar material to their own
roads. "
Mr. GREENWOOD. - The' Governor
in Council will be the deciding factor in
the whole issue. My amendment simp1y
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leaves the matter as it st,ands. That is to
say, the municipalitiee can direct the construction 00£ a track of equal quality in
~aterial, and so forth.
I would suggest
that my proposal offers· an easier way out
of the difficulty than do the proposals in
the Bill.
Mr. JACKSON.-We have heard the
argument as to municipalities asking that
the tramway tracks shall be of a composition bett-eT than the road on the side of
the tracks. That dOles happen, and wisely.
It frequently occurs that councillors have
vision.
They look ahead.
They know
that in the near future it may be necessary to alter the structure of their road
altogether.
The Tramway Board comes
along and wants to lay down its tracks.
The council says,- "Very well, but we
want you to do it in !!Iuch and such a
manner, because we contemplate, in the
near future, the reconstruction of our
road on each side of the tracks with
material of a certain character."
There
is nothing wrong about that. The whole
question, when boiled down, amounts to
this: It is proposed to take away from
the councils this powe·r to say of what the
roads shall be constructed and to vest it
in the hands of the Governor in Council.
I think it would be better to allow the
power to remain where it is. We know of
no great hardships that have occurred
because of the power vested in the municipalities. From my own knowledge, I
can sa,y that the councils and the· Board
have WOlrked harmoniously together.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr. WETTENHALL. - This clause
brings up the question of the construction
of streets. Now, when spe,aking on the
policy speech of the Government, I drew
attention to the necessity of co-ordination
of our roads system and transport generally. This Bill brings prominently before us the necessity of co-ordination in
respect to the construction and maintenanoo of roads in the city. For instance,
a tramway line runs through three muni.
cipalities. Under the old regime different methods 0.£ replacing the roads might
be enforced.. This Bill is going a step in
the right direction, inasmuch as it places
the method of reconstructing the roads in
the hands of the Governor in Council.
The whole of our transport system is very
complicated. The Bill, .1 think, emphasizes the. necessity. of co-o'rciinating the
control of our transport system under one
Minister, as has been done .in Great
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Britain. There, all these matters are dealt
with by the Minister of Transport. It is
clear, from reports that have appeared in
the press, that a great portion of the
Minister of Public Works' time is at present taken up with transport matters. We
have the country roads, the railways, the
tramways, the omnibuses, and all the rest
of our' transport facilities to take into
consideration. The time is overdue when
we should consider the question of the
n.dvisability of bringing into the one department all these great utilities. I desire, at this stage, when attention is
being drawn to city matters, to. point
out that the need for an improved system
is just as great in the country districts,
and I ask the Minister and honorable
members generally to, look at the
question from that aspect,. The time
is, I repeat, overdue when we, as
a State, should follow the British
example by placing all these utilities
under the control of one Department,
which can deal with them in a comprehensive manner. The subject is one of
such magnitude that it was found by the
Imperial Parliament that it would take
probably two years to bring the new legislation into opera,tion, and I am satisfied that we should require all that time
before we could establish an efficient system of unified control. I hope that at a
very early stage the matter will receive
the considera,tion it deserves.
Mr. vVALLACE.-Even with clause 3,
as amended, I do not think that we have
arrived at the most satisfactory way of
dealing with the question of the tram
tr.acks. The trams are at present being
subjected to a very considerable amount
of competition from the buses.
That
competition IS increasing. We know that
suggestions are being made as to the
imposition of further taxation on these
means of transport. In my opinion, the
Tramways Boa.rd is working under .a
ha.ndicap in that. it has not only to const.ruct the tr~,cks, but also to maintain
them. It has ot.her disadvantages to contend with, and this makes the competition of rival means of transport much
more serious than it would otherwise be.
I have a suggestion to make, but I do
not think that it will meet with the approval of a majority of the municipal
councils. In my opinion, only so much
of the track as is .absolutely necessary for
the working of a tramway should have
to be constructed by the Tra.mways
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Bo'ard. In the case of the cable trams,
it would, of course, be necessary for it
to construct the channel through which
the cable runs. Having done that and
put the track on the level required, all
the rest; of the wo.rk should be done by
the municipal council.
The municipal
council should construct the whole of the>
road with the exception of that portion
of it which is needed for the trams. In
the case of the electric trams it would be
necessary to lay fQoundations for the track
which would be strong enough for any
kind of vehicle that might travel upon it.
By making the provision I suggest We
would relieve the Tramways Boa.rd of the
responsibility and expense of maintaining
the roads in the way it has to do no'w,
and we would make the position more
equitable for it. As a. semi-public body,
controlling transport work in the city, it
should nQot have to carry unfair handicaps or to bear any undue expense.
I
realize, as I have said, that this proposal
of mine may meet with disapprnval from
perhaps a majority Qof the municipal councils, but that is a position we should be
prepared to. face. If effect were given t<? my
suggestion, it would certainly enta.ilmore
expense on the municipa.l councils, though
not a. very great deal, than they have
at present to bear.
The Tramways
Board sho-uld be placed in much the
same position as
the
MetrQopoilitan
Gas
Oompany,
or
the :M:elboul'lle
and l\1etro.poEtan BOlard of
vVorks.
Wha,t I mean by that is that if
it is found to be necessary for its own
purposes to break up a portion of a road
it should have to restore that portion of
the road tOo its former condit.ian. The
Tramways Board is also handicapped by
the amount o,f money that it has to take
out of the gross profits as a contribution
to meet obligations that should be provided for out of ordinary taxation. We
hear people say that the Tramways Board
IS incompetent.
I nold no brief for the
Board, although I approve of it on
principle. I am not prepared to' express
au opinion. as to the competence of its
members. That is not what is behind
the attack that is made on the Bnard,
which is much the same aR the attack
that is being made, and has been made,
on other public or semi-public bodies,
with a view of ~iscrediting them and
giving' private enterprise an opportunity
of reaping the profits obtainable from the
means of transport and other simniar
utilities. The Tramways Board should be
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placed in as favorable a position as possible to enable it to compete on equal
terms with any other set of persons who
may engage in transport work. If any
of its members were proved to be incompetent, that would be a. justification
for altering the personnel of the Board.
Befo,re anything of that kind is done, a
reasonable 0ppcTtunity should at least be
given to this body to carry out the work
that has been entrusted to it., and to do
so on terms fair to the travelling public.
Owing to the haudica p to which the
Board is subjected, the travelling public
are, to .a certain extent, penalized. Working men going to their daily occupations
have tOo pay a fare which is out of all
proportion to' the service rendered, and
which could, I think, be reduced if t.he
conditions under which the tramways are
run were improved. In ordinary circumstances the clause is onE) we might accept.
But in the exceptional circumstances that
exist a.t the present time, and are likely
to exist in the future, I do not think that
it quite fills the bill. Under my proposal
the metropolitan councils would in
the first place have to pay more
for the construction of roads, seeing
that they would have to pay the
whole amount, instead of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tram,vays Board
having to c:Jutribute portion of the cost.
However, I believe that in the long run
the councils would reap a benefit, for the
reason that at the present time" owing to
the heavy bus traffic which goes over the
roads, because the Board is handicapped
and cannot com pete with the buses on
equitable lines, the expense of the councils is greater than it would be if they
had to maintain the tracks for the trams
to run upon.
That would enable the
trams to compete fairly with other means
of transport. Though for the time being
the expense of the councils would be
greater because 'they would have to build
more of the roads, in the long run they
would gain because of the saving of tbe
expense occasioned by the breaking up of
the roads through heavy motor vehicles
travelling at excessive speeds over them.
I trust the Minister in charge of the. Bill
will give my views the consideration that
I believe they deserve. I consider that
the proposals I have made would, if carried out, do a gre,at. deal to overcome
many difficulties that exist in connexion
with our transport question at the present
time.
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1\11'. COTTER.-vVhile this Bill may do
a cedain amount of good, it is not a
great Bill that one would write home
abQout eulQogistically.
A good deal has
been said abQout the utility and ability of
the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board, but I do not think the Bill
relates to that matter at all. The measure practically provides that if in connexion with certain matters relating to
roads the Board wants to do one thing,
and a municipality wants to do something
different, the Minister of Publio
o-rks
shall be the final arbiter. The matters
at issue appear to be so trivial that I am
astonished tha.t it should be considered
worth while taking up the time of the
House in discussing a Bill to deal with
them. I have an idea that if a conference
were held between the Minister of Public
\V orks and the Chairman 00£ the Board a
satisfacto,ry decision would be arrive,d at
in about five minutes.
Mr. BnowNBILL.-What about the
councils ~
Mr. COTTER.-The Minister Qor Public
Works would look after the interests of
the councils as well as' t.he interests of
Parliament.
I understand that the
Chairman of the Board would be able to
meet him in a fair and friendly fashion,
and that the whole thing could probably
be settled in about five minutes.
The
object of the Bill is to enable diff·erences
that occur between the Board and municipalities in regard to the construction
and maintenance of roads, and the levels
of roads, to be settled. The Minister in
charge of the measure referred to Batman-avenue. I understand that after the
road' had been blocked, concreted, and so
forth, it was found that the 1\1elbourne
City Council was conside,rably out. in its
level, and the road had to be torn up
and re-modelled.
1\11'. BnowNUlLL.-At whose expense 7
Mr. COTTER.-I do not know; buL
under the Bill, if a municipal council
were to give the Me,lbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board a level, and that
level were discovered afterwards to be
wrong, the Board would be able to remodel the road at the expen~e of the
council concerned. My experience is that
municipal councils are not anxious to do
anything wrong to the Board, and that
the Board is always willing to meet the
councils reasonably and to do the fair
thing. The question in relation to leve]s
can be settled quite easIly. If a munici pal council makes a mistake in the levels
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it gives the Board, it is. fair that it, and
nnt the Board, should have to' pay· the
coat of re'-modelling the road. One of
the chief points with which the Bill deals
is the question of road construction whe,re
joint municipalities are concerned.. In
the lVIinisters constituency there IS' a
street that divides two municipalitiesVictoria-street.. The Richmnnd Co-uncil
ma~ decide to concrete its side of the road,
and the Collingwood. Council may decid~
to' wood-block its side. In such a case I
wonder what the Tramways Bnard wDuld
put in the centre of the road.
1\'lr. vVEBBER.-T'hat is one of the reasons why the GovernoT in Council is
gi ven discretinnary power.
,Mr. COTTER.-I dO' not kno-w whether
the Board would put a lawn dDwn the
centre of the road, or what wDuld result
if it did. It seems to' me that it is simply
wasting the time of .Parliament. to br~ng
a measure of this kllld befDre It, seemg
that everything could be settled at a
round-table conference. If a. rO'ad divided
twO' municipalities, and one nf them. decided to' concrete its side of the rnad,
while the other decided to' block its side,
under the Bill the Minister of Public
WDrks wnuld have oertain powers. This
appears to be a trivial matter fnr Parliament to' be o-ccupying its time upon.
I
do not think the conduct of ·the l\ielbourne and l\fertropnlitan Tramways Bnard
should c.ome up for review just now. I
have ce,rtain criticism that I intend to
level at the Bnard when the time is opportune. This is simply a short ~mending
measure to give the Board certain. facilities it has not gnt to-day. The Bill.may
be of vital interest to the Board, and to'
certain municipalities, but I am nf the
Dpinion that they cnuld mee~ and adj~t
their differences without Parhament be,mg
put to the bnther of passmg a measure.of
this description. I understand that the
Board is very anxious to know its posit.io:r:.
This proposition seems to be a very fau
one. I have gone through the Bill carefully, and I cannot see that we are c~n
ceding anything to the Board to' whlCh
they are not ent~t1ed, nr tha~ ~e are
giving away any Important prmClple as
far as the municipal councils are concerned. Experience h~s sh~n that c~r
tain anomalies have a1'lsen smce the prmcipal Act came intD~peration, and a li!tle
readjustment is reqUIred. I dO' not thmk
that there will be a halo around the head
of Parliament as a result of passing such
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a measure as this" but it will remedy cel-"hain things that require attention r . an.d I
have not received nor heard an,y obJectIons
to the Bill from municipalities.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-The Melbourne, City
Council are objecti:ng~
Mr. COTTER.-They have a habit of
dO'ing that. Next to the Geelong. Council,
they are the :w?rst I know. _J ust ~ow
there is a mUnICIpal conference In seSSIOn,
and if this measure were, going to' affect
the municipalities to' any great e::ctent and
deprive the people of any rIght.s, we
should ha:ve heard about it.
In my
opinion, the Bill will maKe things easier
for the Tramways Board on thel one hand,
and fDr the municipalities on the other.
Therefore, the,re should be no difficulty
a.bout its passing.
The clause, as amended' was adopted.
Clause 4The Twelfth Schedule to the principal Act
is hereby amended as follows:(1) In paragraph (d) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 2, for the words "one hundred yards" (wherever occurring),
there shall be substituted the words
"two hundred yards."
(2) In paragraph (a) of sub-clause (1) of
clause 3, the words ,. and in all
cases within four weeks at the most
(unless the municipality concerned
otherwise consents in writing)" are
hereby repealed.

Mr. WEBBER (Honora.ry Minister).-I promised to agree to au amendment in
sub-clause (2). As it stands, it means that
there would be no limit to the time that
the Board could have for reconstructiDn
or repair work.
At p~es~nt there i~ a
limit of four weekf'l. Wlthm that perIOd
the Board must complete auy such work.
While it is not probable that the Board
would leave the· work unfinished fDr any
lengthy period, because it ~o"?-ld not be
economical to dO' so, I am wl11mg to proI
vide a time limit of twelve weeks.
moveThat all the words after "clause 3" in
sub-clause (2) . be omitted and that the
following words be inserted .• for the words
• four weeks' there. shall be substituted the
words • twelve weeks.'''

Honorable members may, perhaps, understand the' amendment better when they
see a clean copy of the Bill.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
The Bill was reported, with amendments.
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GAME BILL.
The debate (adjourne,d from September 16), on the motion of Mr. Tunnecliffe
(Chief Secretary), for the second reading
of this Bill, was resumed.
Dr. ARGYLE.-vVith the avowed object Qf this Bill-to attempt to' preserve
the native game of Victoria-I am, of
If somecourse, in absolute sympathy.
thing of a, more a.ctive, nature, is
not done to' preserve the game that
is peculia,r to this State, and peculiar
to ~ustralia, I feel that it is only a question of a few years when there will be
nQne of Qur native game left. In England, where, of course, there is a large
population, the restrictions on the taking
of game have to be very severe indeed in
order to prevent the entire destructiO'n of
fish, fur, and feather". In the Old Country, therefQlre, very conservative game
laws exist. NO' one wishes to see in Australia quite such severe legislative enact. ments for that purpose, but, at the same
time, we must all agree that more stringent measures are necessary to' prevent the
wholesale destruction of our very valuable
native game~ As the Minister has shQwn,
opossum skins are exported from Australia in large· quantities, and thesel a·re extremely valuable .. The same remark applies to the marsupials, and generally to'
our fast disappearing fauna.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-KangaroO' skin is
one of the finest tanning skins in the
world.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes, and kangaroO's
are rapidly disappearing; they ar~ rarely
to be seen except in the remotest parts
of the State.
Such a measure as this
should cantain provisian fO'r obtaining
funds, to administer it. In the Bill
that I had the honour to present
in this Chamber in the last Parliament,
and that was passed, prarvision was included for the taxing of persons who used
firearms farr the destructian O'f game.
Mr. TUNN;ECLIFFE.-The whole O'f the
clauses relating to'· fire-arms have been
deleted. Otherwise, this measure is practically identical with that introduced by
the honora.ble member for Toorak.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Exact.!y, and it is the
excision of thosa portions relating to fire,arms that will destray the usefulness o,f
this measure. To place a. tax upon the
owner of a gun would restrict its who1esale and inesponsible use._ and provide rev~nue for the payment of inspectors to
enforce the legislation.
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~lr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There are still the
licence fees.
Dr. ARGYLE.-But they will not
materially affect the revenue of the Department.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The officials anticipate a considerable increase.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I hope that they may
be right. Even so, it is a mistake that
the gun-licensing provisians should hav~
been re'mO'ved. I do not wish to confine
the' destruction af game for sparting purposes to the wealthy classes, but if we
permit indiscriminate slaughter it will not
be long before all our fauna has disappeared. I can remember as a boy when
it was quite easy to get good sport with
game 'within a short distance of the city.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-YOU can get opassums in the Treasury Gardens na'w.
Dr. ARGYLE.-And you can get them
in the streets and gardens of Toorak. But
that does not affect my point. The disappearance of our game, of caurse, is not
due entirely tOo irrespansible sportsmen.
There are such le·ading factors as the
opening up of new lands, the clearing of
scrub, the draining of swamps.
"Vild
lif.e has been driven further and further
back, and certain species have became
more and mOore rare. The irresponsible.
parties are not those who shoot for the
market, but men and youths who will go
out· with a gun and destra,y anything with
fur Oor feathers.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-~'ram tamtits upwards.
Dr. ARGYLE.-All is fair game to this
class of individual, whom I would have
checked with the urovision for a g1.ln
licence.
..
Mr.
TuNNECLIFFE.-The
hanorable
member for Toorak will remember that
his gun-licensing clauses we·re struck out
in another place.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am quite aware of
that, and I knQlW what has actuated the
1\1:inister in refraining from re-introducing
them in this Bill. The Minister believes
that opposition from certan quarters that
one would not have expected prevented
the passage Oof my ineasure through another place. T'o ensure the passage af his
Bill he has struck out the cantentious gunlicensing clauses. I believe, as a matte,r
af fact, that he agrees with me, but that
he pe,rceives that he cannot ex~ct to
have the Bill passed with those provisions
included.· Clause 6 provides that the barre
ofa gun shall be at twelve bore or
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gauge. I am in entire sympathy with
that again, and I can only repeat
the argument by which it seems that I
persuaded an honorable member in the
last Parliament to withdraw his opposition to the elimination a~ a sporting
weapon of the NO'. 10 bore. We do not.
wish to inflict hardship upon persons having guns of No. 10 gauge, and who are
not pO't hunters or shooting fO'r the market.
I dO' not believe that there
are many possessors O'f this type of
gUll. I agree tha.t the No. 12 gauge· is
quite big enough. On the other hand, it
appears to be obvious that the amount of
harm that the O'wners O'f gUllS of No. 10
gauge could dO' to' our game would not be
great.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Provision could be
made for the registration O'f all 10-bore
guns.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That could be done,
although I dO' not care what steps the
authO'rities may take; for, after all, the.
matter is toO' small to fight over. I have
one other criticism to make. It is that
clause 12 of the Bill, introduced by myself, has not been inserted in this measure.
That clause, refers to the recovery 0.£ fines
and costs that may be imposed upon a
person committing a breach of the law.
The striking out of that clause will, to
a large extent, prevent the enforcement
of the provisions of the Act. I regret
very much that the Minister has ·seen fit
to exclude that clause from this Bill. It
pro.vided that:(1) The justices by whom ::my person is convicted and adjudged to pay a.ny sum of money
by way of penalty or compensation for any
such offence under the Game Acts shall adjudge that. such person shall pay the same
together with reasonable, costs to be fixed by
such justices either immediately or within
such period as the said justiC'3S think fit.
(2) In case such sum of money and costs
are not paid at the time so appointed the
same shall be levied by distress and sale of
the goods and chattels of the offender other
than those which are exempt from distress
for rent under the Landlord and Tenant Act
1915 together with the reasonable charges of
such distress; and for want of sufficient dis·
tress such offender shall be hnprisoned should
such justices see fit for a term of not more
than one month where the sum remaining unpaid (exclusive of costs) is not more than Ten
pounds, and for a term of not more than two
months where such sum is more than Ten
pounds.

I understand there is nothing new in that
provisiO'n, as it is part Oof the Just.ices
Act. It simply means that where a. man
is found guilty of an Ooffence under this

Act, or of distributing cyanide of potas,·
sium, which destroys valuable stock, and
he dOles not pay the fine, there is a
methOid of calling him to book. In the
Bill tha,t is now before us there is 110
power to' enforce the paym,ent of any
penalty, and without that power such a
law will be practically worthless. One
does not want to' see a person hanged,
drawn, and quartered for an offence under
the game' laws, but if we are going to
provide penalties for breaches of this
measure we must put ourselves in the
position of being able to enforce the law,
o~herwise it will be ~eld in contempt.
Those who have had any experience of
the conditions in the outlying parts of the
State know that the people whOo may offend against the provisions of this law
live tempO'rarily in a shelter made with
kerosene ti1!s
old bags, or anything
else that wIll gIve them some protection
frO'm the weather. For a bed they have
a stretcher cOonsisting very often of a
couple of bags kept in position with two
sticks. They have a few pots and pans
to' cook what is necessary to keep body
and soul together. They have nothing
on which to' distrain to enfOorce a penalty.
Clause 12 in the old Bill would deal with
s~ch ~' man if he f~iled to meet the, penaltIes Imposed by Justices.
For certain
O'ffences against the game la,ws a person
should be liable to' imprisonment if distress fails to satisfy the penalty that
might be imposed.
. ~r. TUNNECLIFFE.-Under such a proVISIOn the wealthy man would escape
every time and the poor man would have
tOo gO' to' gaol.
Dr. ARGYLE.-TO' some extent that
is so, but the Government would be able
to confiscate the wealthy man's valuable
gun. At the same time, I dOl not hold
a brief for anybody who might break this
law.
Mr. 1UNNECLIFFE.-I did not suggest
that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If we want to make
this Bill effective we must have the necessary machinery to enforce the payment of
penalties, whoever the offender may be. If
the Minister will lend a sympa.thetic ear
to what I have said in regard to the omission of the gun licence, the alteration in
the bore Oof the gun, and the Oomission of
the means of enforcing penalties, I think
we will be ,able to make the Bill more
effective, and give such power tha.t wo
shaH be able to preserve our native
game. If the Minister is willing to meet
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me I will do everything in my power to
give this Bill a speedy passage through
this House.
Mr. A. A. B1LLSON (Ovens).-I am
in hearty accord with the aims 'and objects of this Bill. I should like to take
advantage of this opportunity to commend the Minister for the action he has
taken-as I learned from the papers-of
putting an embargq on those people ~vho
visit the rookeries of the muttonblrds
every year and load themselves up with
large quantities of eggs.
I understand,
from what I read in the newspapers, that
the invasion. of these rookeries means that
within a short time the ground will be
entirely unsuita,ble for the making of
nests, and the birds will no longer visit
this State. The action of the :Minister
is another evidence that he is thoroughly
alive to what is necessary for the preservation of the fauna of this State.
Mr. SOLLY.-He is one of the intellectuals of the pa,rty.
Mr. A. A. :e1LLSON .-1 am pleased
tOI hear that.
I am satisfied that the
practice, which has been followed in this
State for 40 years, of destroying rabbits
by poisoning, is largely responsible for
the destruct.ion of a good deaI of native
game, as well as valuable stock.
Not-withstanding these losses and this damage,
the policy will probably be continued for
some time wit.hout materially reducing
the number of rabbits in this State. 1
recently read a most interesting statement furnished by a settler in opposition
to the system of poisoning rabbits. The
writer said:Five years ago there was a small property in Victoria teeming with rabbits, and
had been for years.
One-third of it was
dense bracken, tea-tree, and scrub.
It was
condemned by shire councillors, repatriation authorities, and closer set;tlement experts as valueless.
The boundary on three
sides was wire-netted. It was bought, however, by a foolish youth with more hope
than cash, hut a knowledge of rabbits.
In
the first twelve months some 6,000 rabbits were
taken off by trapping, first in the open,
secondly by systematic burrow setting. ,In
the second year the burrow setting was
continued, and to-day it is supporting well
and comfortably three families.
Its aggregate output will not fall far short of £1,400
per annum gross, and the Credit Foncier
is advancing twice the origin;)'l value of its
purchase fhe years ago.
Poison was foolishly laid' on it once, and
the main result was eight ewes valued at
£12, and perhaps a couple of dozen rabbits were destroyed. In spite of proclamations,
no time has since heen wasted on poisoning,'
because it was not desired to cope With the
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annual increase only, but to exterminate
the rabbit on this small block.
The moral
lies in this-that,
given
anything but
rocky country, which is more difficult, any
block even with half bracken and scrub,
can be entirely cleaned of lab bits by trapping by one man with an average of 90
traps to 500 acres in one year if the p.roperty is netted in, and that. proportIOn
can be carried on up to any sIzed block.
System is the only thing necessary.
In
the neighbourhood the
Vermin
Destruction Board carries on its yearly circle. of
poisoning a few of the surplus and leavmg
the rest to breed. There is no system, there
has been no system, and under the. Vermin Destruction Act there never Will be
any system.
It has been ludicrous to see,
on the annual proclamation of a general
poisoning day, sometimes with ~nches of
rain falling, poison carts going out to
carryon the good work.
It is pitiful to
see one department laying poison for rabbits while the next one protects opossums,
wallaby, kangaroo, and ducks.
Those opossums are going, also the wallaby, also the
kangaroo; quail and magpies die by the
dozen, and ducks have IJeen picked up
alongside a trench, but ~he rabbits. are perhaps decreased by two-tlurds of t.heir annual
increase.

This shows that poisoning is absolutely
ineffective. I think there should be ,a
clause in the Bill to provide for the imprisonment of persons convicted of using
poison. I ha,ve lived in the country most
of my life, and I have known parties to
go, out at, the o-pening of the duck season
to the swamps alongside the River Murray and slaughter ducks not by
the hundred but by the thousand.
'Ve have altogether been tOoO negle-ctful
in the past in not making provision for a
restriction Oof this kind Oof thing. The
district that I used to live in formerly
teemed with wild fowl and game Oof one
kind and anOother. T'o-day you can travel
for miles and miles there and find none
a t all. In a part of Beech wOorth where
formerly there w€tre flocks 0.£ beautiful
birds, there are hardly any. A man drew
my attention to this one day. He said,
I have walked miles and miles to-day
and ha ve not seen a bird." This de,struction of bird life has resulted from
the manner in which poison has been
spread ahout fOor the extirpaiion of rabbits. We know, also, that men who call
themselves sportsmen combine at certain
periods Oof the vear and go o-ut for the
purpose Oof slaughtering wild ducks. That
is a matter that I have' alwavs felt should
be rigorouslv dealt with. "It is only a
(luestion of time when all our valuable
birds will be gone. Where do we see the
wild turkey now 1 Once wild turkeys were
(C
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plentiful enough. They have gone. There
are some to be found in the back parts
of New South Wales. Even there they
are gradually being destroyed. All the

fauna of this count.ry should be vigorously
protect€d by the Gove·rnlllent. I am ~e
lighted that the Gove~ment are tab.ng
action. I hope they WIll press on wlth
this Bill, and when it is passed into law
I ho.pe that effective measures will be
taken in the interests of the prese,rvation
of the fauna o·f this State.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I have from
time to time given my suppart in this
House to measures brought forward for
th~ protection of our fauna. It is with
the greatest regret that we have heard
tha.t the platypus is an the verge af extinction.
IVlr. TUNNECUFFE.-lt will he a tra'gedy
to science if the platypus disappears.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Stringent measures sho'uld be taken to preserve those
wild creatures that are purely Australian.
The proposed limitation ill the size of the
gun is worthy of general support. The
honora,bIe member for Beechworth has referred to' men who call themselves sportsmen, and who go out with a "cannon" to
slaughter ducks. No measure would be
too strong to. suppress that sort o.f thing.
There is however, a disability under
which ge~uine sportsmen are suffering in
the northern areas. We ha.vo abundance
of quail. By the time the o.pen season
comes along these birds have migrated
to' the. are-as sauth af the Dividing Range.
It is a severe trial to sportsmen who protect these birds, that they are debarred
of any benefits in regard to them. Po.w~r
is given in the, Bill to the Governor. III
Council to alter the clo.se-seasan perwd
fram day to' day, and I hope that some
action will be taken to remove the disability o·f which these genuine sportsmen
complain. I have., myself, had the unfortun'a.te experience of witnessing the
migration af the birds just at a time whe.n
they would become of some profit.
My
neighbours in the Western District have
had the bl¥lefit af the birds. Quail and
wild duck in large numbers have migrated
into the honO'rable member for Hampden's district.
Mr. SOLLY.-You might s~nd a few
down to' Carlton ..
Mr. WETTENHALL.-It would be a
satisfaction to sportsmen in my district
if they could, without breaking the law,
derive some of the, benefit fram these
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'birds. I hO'pe the Minister will take ·this
matte,r into consideration, and, if possible,
make an alteration in regard to the close
season for these areas.

Mr. BRO'WNBILL.-I think we are
all in favour of doing what we can to pratect our native game. At present men
go out with guns and shoot at a.nything
they see.
.'
Mr. WARDE.-They' ~ometimes shaot
themselves.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-That is the t.ragedy af allowing people to' have guns
that they do not knaw how to use praperly. I rose more particularly to refer
to the destruction of homing pigeans.
We know that these pigeons are bred by
people in the metrapolitan area and in
most of the cities throughout Victoria.
Flights O'f these birds are arranged every
Saturday. On Saturaay last a flight'to.ak
place from Mildura to' Melbourne, Geelong, and Ballarat._ That was. a fa.ir
, " fly." Later in the, seas~n flIghts wIll
be arranged of 500 or 600 miles distance
intO' ather Stat-es. When these birds are
returning to their lafts they are shot at
by men who, go out with their guns to'
waylay them. Many are killed, others return home wounded. If this destruction
of valuable birds could be prev·ented by
proclamatiO'n, it would give great satisfar.t.ian to the O'wne,rs.
Large sums 00£
money are pajd fO'r importing homjng
pigeons. These birds arc good far many
purposes.
Mr. TUNNI'CLfFFE.-Pigeons are not
classified as game in the Second Schedule.
but antelO'pes are.
Mr. BROvVNBILL.-The Chief Secretary has such a wide viEion that I ~m
sure he will see the need faT the protectIon
of hOlnUlg pigeons, and, in fact, of othe["
I hOope that something will be
pigeons.
accomplished.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It might be done by
amending the Police Offenoes Act.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Perhaps it could
be' done in that way. :Men who waylay
homing pigeons on their homeward flight
are not spo,rts. These birds pro-vide a
lot of entertainment, and are of value in
many ways.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACO':K.-You ought
to' protect the poor "pigeons" who go
out to Flemil1l!ton.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-They are all
" doves" out there.
The motion war. agreed to.
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The Bill was read a second time and
commi tted.
CIa uses 1 to 5 were agreed to.
Clause 6For paragmph (c) of sub-section (1) of sec·
tion 3 of the principal Act, as amended by any
Act, there shall, as on, from, and after the 1st
day of January, 1925, be substituted the fol·
lowing paragraph:.
•• (0) having a tore of greater size than
the calibre now lmown as 12-bore or
gauge, or."
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, Octo'ber 16, 19f24.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 11.14 p.m.

MOTOR OMNIBUS BILL.
l\fr. "VEDEER (Honorary Minister)
Dr. ARGYLE.-I desire to ask the presented a message from the Governor
Minister to consent to an amendment in recommending that an appropriation be
the clause to meet the case of people who made from the Consolidated Revenue for
are in the possession of valuable 10-bore the purposes of a Bill to make further
guns at the time of the passing of the provision with respect to motor omnimeasure. I am not prepared with an buses and for other purposes.
amendment, but perhaps the Minister
A resolution in accordance with the re..:
would agree to a postponement of the comm€ndation was passed in Commit.tee,
clause.
and adopted by the House.
l\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-We could :meet
On the"motion of Mr. WEBBER (Honthe caBe by inserting in paragraph (c) orary Minister), the Bill was introduced
after the word "gauge" the words " o!, and read a first time.
unless the same be registered."
Dr. ARGYLE.-Then I moveThat after the word "gauge," paragraph
the words " 01' un\C!ss t.he saDIe be regis.
tered" be inserted.
(c),

I presume that the Minister will make
provision for registration later.
:Mr. \VEAVER.-I hOope that we are
nc,t going to allow the 10-bore gun to be
used.
Mr. TU~NECLIFFE.-The suggestion is
that there may be reputable "sports"
who are in possession of valuable 10-bore
guns, and that in such cases we should
allow them to register.
Mr. WEA VER.-No genuine" sport"
would use a 10-bore gun, and it ·would be
a great mistake to sanction the use of such
weapons. \Ve have to make sacrifices
sometimes, and we should do so now. It
is because of the use of the 10-bore gun
that our wild ducks are in danger of becoming extinct. We should not permit of
any gun larger than 12-bore.
The amendment was agreed to', and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 7 to 18 were agreed to.
The Bill was reported with an amend·
ment.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I desire' to" give notice
that after the third reading I propose to
move for the insertion of a new clause
that will be much the same as clause 12
III the Bill that I introduced.
I will'have
the clause drafted and circulated.
The report was adopted.
The House adjourned at 9 ..28 p.m.

HORSE BREEDL\T"G BILL.

1\1r. HOGAN (l\Iinister of Agriculture)
presented a message from the GovernO'r
recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Revenue for
the purposes "of a Bill to' amend the
Horse Breeding Act 1919 and fo,r other
purposes.
A resolution in a.ccordance with the recommenda,tion was passed in Committee,
and adopted by tJle House.
On the motion of l\1r. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture), the Bill was introduced and read a first time.
BILL READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bill was introduced by a
private member, and read a first time.
Day Baking Bill (Mr. Brownbill).
GRIEV ANCES.
The order of the day for the House to
resolve itself into Committee of Supply
was read.
Mr. BRO\VNBILL.-As a rule, I do
not like bringing the cases of individuals
before the House, but to-day, I wish to '
direct the attention of the Government to
the case of a man who was in the Public
Service for 29 years. He is John Fairbairn, of 54 Wentworth-avenue, Canterbury. For quite a number of years he
was a resident" of Geelong.
He retired
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from the Service in 1919, and, according
to the records, his conduct throughout hIS
period of employment was excellent. He
was Inspector of Works in t.he Geelong
and Western District for a great many
years. When a channel was being made
to carry water from the Gellibrand River
into Prillcetowll, ·on account of the contractors requi'ring a progress payment, he
had to visit the works to make some inqUIfles.
On the morning on which he
went there, the river was in flood. The
water wa.s 2 or 3 feet deep, and
he had to go into it to make
some mea.surements.
The result was
that he became paralysed.
He consulted many doctors, including Dr. Newman, of Geelong, and Dr. Stawell, Dr.
Sewell, Dr. McCallum, and Dr. lV[audsley. Of course, he had to retire from the
Service, and he did not receive a pension.
Al1 he got from the Department was three
months' leave of absence on full pay. I
do not ask that :Mr. Fairbairn should be
given a pe·nsion, but I really think he is
entitled to a compassionate allow.ance, and
therefore I ask the Government to give
seriotUs consideration to his case. I do not
think that a man w.ho has given faithful
service to the Government for 29 years
should simply have to. drOop out if he becomes incapacitated. Mi-. Fairbairn, when
he entered the Service, was a strong,
hearty man, and he left it as a wreck.
He cannot follow any employment at all.
If he had devoted the same amount of
zeal and energy to work outside as he
devoted to his work for the Government,
in all probability he would be in a much
better position than he is at the present
time. There are one or two other matters
to which I wish to refer. The first is the
provision Oof homes for tlie pe,ople. This
is a matter tha,t vitally affects the whole
of the people o·f the State.
In every
centre of population throughout the State
there is a great slhortage of houses. In
1915 or 1916, a Housing Cnmmission, of
which the honorable member for Carlton
was chairman, was appointed. That Com- .
mission made inquiries, not only in the
metropnlitan area, but in the cities
throughout Victoria, and presented a very
good repnrt. Some of its recommendations are worthy of consideration even at
the present time. I believe that one· of
the Committee's recommendations was
that the amount of £50,000, which municipalitIes were allowed to borrow for the
erectjon of homes, should be' increased tn.
£100,000. We know, however, that the
Mr. Brownbill.
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municipalities have not taken the slightest
advantage of the authority that has bee'll
given them to provide homes for the
people. When t.he municipalities will not
take on this work, I think the Government ought to take the matter into their
very seriotUs
considera,tion.
A
few
months ago, there was an election in South
Australia, with the result that a new Gove,rnment came into office. One of the
first things that Government, which is a
Labour Government, ·did was to make arrangements for the erection of 1,000
houses. The Government got its architects
to work at once, and called for tenders
for t.he erection of 1,000 homes.
The
lowest tender was £636 159. per house,
and the highest was £915.
Eight contractors put in tenders below £700, so it
will be seen that there was very good
tendering. The houses, for the most part,
were to contain five rooms, with aU conIn the
veniences, including sewerage.
case of a £700 hO'use the land was to have
a frontage of 50 feet and a depth of 150
feet.
That is a good-sized block.
I
notice that in Richmond they are discussing whether the minimum frontage
allowed should be 16 feet Qor 22 feet. With
a block measuring 50 teet by 150 feet it
would be possible to have a nice garden
all round the hO'use. In South Australia
the payments are to' extend ove:r 42 years,
and purchasers will have the right. to pay
off t.he whole of the principal owing at any
time. The repayments are not to exceed
17s. 6d. per week That includes principal, interest, and insurance.
1\1:r. EGGLESToN.-Have the houses been
erected yet ~
Mr. BROWNBILL.-I may inform the
honorable member fo.r St. Kilda where
they probably want some houses, that
tenders have been accepted, aud the work
o.f construction is going on. They are
gning to e·rect 1,000 hQouses in South AusThat speaks volumes fo.r the
tralia..
Labour Government, which has only been
in power a few weeks. Let me now turn
to Queensland, and show what is being
done in that State. Seme time age an Act
was passed there to pro.vide homes for
the people. The result. is that the workers
in that State are able to purchase comfortable homes at a minimum cost.
A
deposit nf only 5 per cent. of the value
Qof the house is required, and the building
will be erected according to' the design
of the purchaser.
The house is const.ructed by. the Government on land
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under the perpetual lease system, and it
is secured to t.he purchaser and his descendants fOor all time. A nOominal rent
of 3 per cent. is charged on the value
of the land, the capital value of which
is appr~ised every fifteen years. Every
purchaser must insure his life every year
to the extent of the balance Oowing Oon the
property.
Tha.t is a wise precaution.
Should the purchaser die while in Ooccupation of the prOoperty, the home at once
belongs to his descendants. Such a house
would cost about £500, and that is paid
off in 25 ye,ars at the rateOof 18s. 3d. a
week. In this State I suppose that a
similar house would cost something like
£750, because land for the purpose
would have to be secured in a different
way. On a £500 house in Queensland,
£5 has to be paid when lodging the a pplica,tion, £20 Q1n the signing 00£ the contract of sale, and £3 Is. fOor the survey
fee and lease fee, making t.he total
amount of cash required £28 Is. If a
house is erected by the State Savings
Bank of Victoria the purchaser has to
pay a depo.sit 'Oof 10 per cent. That, of
course, means £70 Oon a £700 house.
There aTe a great number of workers who
are not able to pay down that amount.
In Queensland, as I say, only a 5 per
cent. depo.sit is required. After deducting the deposit the unpaid mone,y works
out over 25 years, at 5 per cent. per
annmn, at £3 lIs. 3d. a month, while fire
insurance, repainting, 'repairs, general expenses, and rent of"~ the land co.me to
7s. lId., o.r a total of £3 19s. 2d., equivalent tOo 18s. 3d. a week.
We know perfectly well that in. any of the other
States, particularly Victoria, one would
have too pay 25s. or 30s. a week for such a,
property, and after living in it for a considerable number of years would walk out,
and have nothing to shOow fo,r what had
been paid in rent. By contributing 18s. 3d.
a week fOir t.he period specified a worker
in Queensland can secure a good, clean,
up-to-d,ate home 0.£ his own in healthy'
surroundings.
It behoves the powers
that be in VictOoria to make a move in
this matter, p~Tticularly as we have had
a change of Government during the last
month Q1r two. I think that our Government would be well advised if they took the
question into serious consideration. They
should co.nsider whether it is not possible
to have 1,000 ho.mes built by the Government in this State. Let me tell honorable members what the late Sir Tho.mas
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Bent did. When he was Premier of Victoria he began the building of workmen's
homes. In my electorate he built many
of them. For instance, there were nine
construct.ed along the COilac railway line.
Each of them cost only £231-the house
and the land together. Every house contained four rOQlms. All the workers were
called upon to pay was 7s. Id. a week,
and some of them have been paying that
even up to the present time. On going
into those houses they we,re supposed to
pay a deposit of £5. In one or two instances they did not pay a deposit at all,
but just walked right in and paid the
rent. The result is that having paid
7s. Id. weekly for twenty yea.rs, several
of them now own the houses. That is
particularly the case on the Breakwaterroad, where nine workmen's homes were
erected. The present GQlvernment should
see if it is not possible to have homes
erected for our people in Victoria. There
is anQlther matter on which I should like
to speak. Not. only in Victoria, but in
the Q1ther States, we find "Governments,
municipalities, and other public bodies
who are sending out Oof Australia for
mach inery that can he made locally . Just
lately we find that the Melbourne Harbor
Trust have' ordered a tug-boat and
dredges from abroad. We know that the
Trust have secured the Federal Shipbuilding Yards in Williamstown, and jt
would have been possible to have built
the vessels there.
When these shipbuilding yards were under the contrOol
of the Public Works Department of
this State some large dredges were constructed there, including tne John
N irnrno, which is one of the largest. in
Victoria.. The building of the vessels
now required would have given a considerable amount Q1f w01rk to our' own
people. At the present time we know
that the ironworkers are complaining very'"
bitterly beeause they have not much work
to do. IVlr. Holden says that in June
last the Trust decided to purchase two
bucket dredges, one clay-cutting and
large unloading dredger, and Oone tugboat, at a cost of £92,000. I think that
the Commission~rs on the Trust are a ppointed by the Go.vernment, and in my
opinion they should certainly have had
the work carried out in Victoria, thus
providing emplQlyment for our own people.
Mr. O'Halloran, the secretary of the
Ironworkers' Association, has complained
regarding this matter. I hOope that the
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Premier will soo if it is not possible even is inconsistent. Local firms considered that
the Government shoul~. give· theI~ more connow to ascertain whether the dredges can- sideration
when ordermg machmery.
Mr.
not be manufactmred in Victoria. Mr. Aird, of Thompson and Company (CastleHQllden does not, appear to be sympa.- maine) Proprietary Limited, said every effort
thetic, but I trust! that his view may be shou41 ·be made to keep work in Australia,
altered a.fter he has had an interview both in the interests of the manufacturers and
wage-earners. "If something practi(!a~ is ~ot
with the Premier. A little while ago the done shortly," he added, "many engmeenn,~
newspapers reported what wa.s described 'worl\:s will be compelled to close down.
" What .is needed is a better public conscience
as " An amazing Government admission."
This had to dOl with the fact that Aus- in these Illlatter's," said Mr. A. H. McDonald,
of lVIcDona.ld and Company, engineers, Stawell·
tralian manufa,cturers had been C001- street,
Burnley. "'W ages here are 2,00 to 300
pletely o,verlooked by the Federal authori- per cent. higher than in some foreIgn c~un
ties in regard to the purchase of ma- tries .raw materials are dearer,. and agamst
chinery for a. can-making plant. It could that' is the f~ct that we have a protective
tariff of 30 or 40 per cent. Yet, because our
have been made in this State, or in any tenders are a trifle higher, Governments and
of the others; but tenders were not cal1p.d public bodies go abroad."
in Australia, and the order was given to
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.~This Government,
an English tendere,r. Vlhell the matter does not send abroad for its machinery
w,as brOlught under the notice of the . requirements. These people are not tellFederal Government by a Labour mWD- ing the truth.
ber of the House of Representatives, t,he
Mr. BROWNBILL,.-I have alrea~y
responsible l\!{jnister 'admitted that the emphasized that -the Age is not referring
failure to call forr tenders in Australia to the deeds or misdeeds of the present
had been due entirely to an oversight.. Government. This a,rticle was written beThe EngliSh tender had. been accepted fOlre it had come into existence. Continuwithout an opporrtunity ha,ving been given
ing its series of interviews with various
to Australian competitors. The sum in- manufacturers, the Age states that:vQllved in the purchase of the plant was
Mr. J. A. Mitchell, of Mitchell and Comonly £2,948 18s. A principle was in- pany,
implement manufacturers, nWest Footvolved, horwever, and it w,as truly an scray, thought that some sort or preferen~e
amazjng Government admission of an should be exercised. Personally, he was III
extraordinary oversight. There are de- favour of a tariff high enough to enable decent
wages to be paid, but which would
partments and local authorities at the living
give the manufacture.l" who paid such w~ges a
present time which are sending out of ehance to compete WIth low-wage countnes.
the State fOir machinery wllich could, .and The manufacturers say that they are
should, be manufactured here.
anxious to pa~ gQod wages. They are
l\1r. BAILEy.-The honorable member is equally anxious,
na.turally,
to
be
referring to Commonwealth departments. given
fair
opportunity
to
COiJTIl\Ir. BROWNBILL.-Yes, and to pete
with
overseas . firms. '
ReState departments, as well as local go- cen tly the Ca ulfield City Council purverning bodies and ot.her authorities. Re- chased a road-roller from a.broad. The
cently, the Age, whjch plays so promi- Footscray Council-a IDore democratic
nent. a, pa,rt in giving a lead to public body, by the way-had intended to do
thought and providing public information the same. All the members of the counin matters such as this, interviewed cer- cil in fact, had decided that a steam
.. t,ain manufa,cturers. It stated tha,t:roller should be purchasea in England .
Local manufacturers or- machinery are dis- An Australian manufacturer of oilsatisfied and alarmed at the growing practice driven rollers wrote to' the council and
of Governments and public bodies in leWng asked tha,t a. test should be made of his
contracts abroad.
They declare that if a
greater measure of preference r.nd encourage- manufa,cture in competition with t.he EngHis. request was acment is not given to Australian manufacturers, lish steam roller.
many large and valuable engineering plants ceded to and a.fterwards the whole of
will 'be rendered unproductiv~. This will mean the coun~illors indicated that they were
the loss of employment to thousands of men
throughout Australia. Several manufacturers satisfied with the Vjctorian-made oilroller.
'Councillor
Thorne,
pointed out that they had found it impossible driven
to compete with overseas firms, and had been a La.bour member of the council, recompelled to import machinery similar to that markE'-d in the COlHse of debate upon the
which they had manufactured locally for many
years. Mr. E. P. Lewis, of Kelly and Lewis, ma.tter, that " Foo,tscray had a splendid
engineers, Bourke-street, considers the atti- opportunity of sett,ing an example to
tude of Governments letting tenders abroad other municipalities by o-rdering the local
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machine." He moved that the Australian
road-roller should be purchased.
He
added that other councillors who, pre. viously, had voiced disapproval of oil
machines, had intimated that they had
been converted. . I desire to say a few
wOI'ds now with respect to the Australian
woollen industry, with which my electora.te
is so closely concerned. Great quantities
of manufactured goods come into Australia to-day from abro,ad which could
and should be made here. In my district there are seven large woollen mills,
employing about 2,000 hands. All the
wool sent to· Geelong comes from the
Western District. My electorate is the
centre for the best wool, not only in Australia, but in the worl.d. Surely it is an
anomaly that the Commonwealth should
be able to produce the very finest woo·l,
and tha.t we should have factories which
are turning out the very best of materials
from it, and tha,t, at the same time,
there should be sent abroad many millions
of pounds worth of our wool to be made
into tweeds and worsteds and sent back
to Australia for Australian wear.
We have at the present time the great
Australian Exhibition in the adjoining
building. I have visited the exhibition
and have seen what the Australian people
are able to do in the way of manufacture.
I hop'':) the Government will make arrangements for country people. to visit this display so that they can get some idea of the
extent of goods being manufactured here.
Cheap excursion trains should be provided
so that our local manufactures should g:t
the best possible advertisement.
I am
convinced that we should do everything
we can to let the people know what can
be manufactured by our own people, and
we s1uould get this slogan running
throughout the length and breadth, not
only of Victoria, Qut of the Commonwealth-" Australian goods for the Australian people."
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I ha,ve
no particular grievance to bring before the
House, but I want to draw the attention
of the l\finister of Labour to a matter
which has been brought under notice by
several people. I hope the MJ.nister of
Lands, who is in charge Oof thel House, will
make a note Oof what I am going to say,
and bring the matter before his colleague.
In many country districts the practice IS
to carryon business on the SatUlday
a.fternoon. In some towns there is a halfholiday ou the Wednesday, and in other
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places Oon the Thursday. This year Christmas Eve falls upon the Wednesday, and
residents in certain towns in which the
Wednesday half-holiday is observed have
made the request that they should be
allowed to keep open on that day and
during the night, ou giving the undertaking that the employees will be given
the necessary time off sOome other day during the week. I understand that a concession of this sort has been granted on
previous occasions. It is probable that
the Minister of Labour will receive applications direct for this concession, Ztnd I
have brought the matter under notice now
so that consideration may be given to it.
Mr. JACKSON.-I have one or two
grievances I want to bring unde'r the
notice of Mlnisters. I should like honO'fable members to understand that Prahran, which I represent, is the second CIty
in Victoria.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It will not be for
long" as Caulfield is catching up very
quickly.
Mr. JACKSON .-Caulfield is running
a good race, but it is still in the second
place. I am greatly surprised at the conditions which prevail at the railway
station at Prahran. If a person goes on
to, the platform after dar,:k and wants to
ascertain the time he will have to strike
a match tOo enable him to do soo. The other
fLrrangemeuts about the slation are
equally disgraceful. For many years we
have been promised an improvement, but
nothing has been done, and I earnestly
appeal to the Minister of Railways to'
make inquiries into the condition of affairs
and see if improvements cannot be made
to the dilapidated building and the disgraceful RUITOUlldings under which the
staff has tOo work. I would advise the
l\,[inister to visit the station during the
daytime.
If be goes at night he will
scarcely be able to see what is required.
1\i{r. PRENDERGAS'f.-Is the station lit
by gas~
Mr. J ACKSON.-I think both gas and
electricity are used, but the illuminant is
principally gas.
I shOUld like to congratulate the honorable member for Geelong on his remarks with regard to the
housing problem. I intended to deal with
that matter at length, but, in view of
what he said, it will not be necessary for
me to more than briefly refer to it.
A
lot has been said by prervious Governments
about the responsibility of municipal
councils in this matter. It has been contended that it is tne duty of those bodies
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to take steps to relieve the present situation. It would be utterly impossible for
the city of Prahran to carry out any
great housing scheme. There is scarcely
. a vacant allotment in the whole of the
city. Other municipalities in the metropolitan area are in a somewhat similar
position, and I support the honorable
member for Geelong in his contention
that it is the duty of the Government to
deal effectively with this problem. It is
no use saying that the municipal councIls
have power to borrow from £50,000 to
£100,000 for the erection of houses if
they have no allotments on which to put
them up, and so the problem must be
dealt. with by some other authority than
municipal councils. I could tell honorable members pitiful tales about the extortion which is practised by many landlords in Prahran, and I have no doubt
the same thing can be .said with regard
to other parts of the metropolitan area.
l will give one instance by way of illustration. A few weeks ago I was asked
to visit a house for which the rent eighteen
months ago was 14s. 6d. per week. It was
increased to' 22s. 6d. per week, and four
months afterwards the landlord had theaudacity to put it up to 35s. There were
three rooms and a kitchen in this building. In the front room there was an
elderly lady who was a.waiting the end of
her life. She was lying on a bed, and
there was not another stick of furniture
in the room. The adjoining room was
occupied by the son, who, by the way, is
a casual labourer and supports his mother.
He had a stretcher bed, but there was no
other furniture.
The utensils in the
kitchen were exceedingly limited in numbe,r. These unfortunate people had had to
pawn their furniture to satisfy the rapacity of the landlord. Ca,ses of this sort
have been brought under my notice more
as a member of the Prahran Council than
as a member of Parliament.
Unfortunately, the' honorable member for Port.
Melbourne has been ill, and no opportunity has been provided him to deal with
the Fair Rents Bill which he propos'es to
submit to this House. I hope the Government will make a special effort to see t.hat
that Bill is passed into law with as litt]e
delay as possible, so that we can prevent
practices of the kind to which I have
alluded. I know that there are good landlords as well as bad ones, but there are
some very bad oues,~ I recognize also tha.t
a person who puts his money into property is entitled to receive a fair return
M 1'. J aclcson.
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on his investment, but we should see that
this return is limited to what is reasonable. I also agree with what the honorable member for GeelollO' had to say with
regard to the creation
an all-Australian
sentiment. 'Ve hear of people who claim to
be Australians and who seem to have suitable national sentiments. But, when it
comes down to bedrock, in actual practice
we find that £ s. d. speak very much louder
than words. As an Australian who belie,ves in his country, I claim that Australia must be, judged by her act.ions. Today we have a vast continent, the resources
of which are illimit.able. We have: e,verything here required to go to the, .making
of the finished art.icle. Wei have great
mineral resources and we are great in. respect of our primary products. It is
our duty as Australians to build up our
industries, primary and secondary. Our
aim should be to make, of Aust.ralia a
beacon-light to the rest of the world. We
must. begin by practising what we preach.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-In that case, why not
slipport a policy of immigration 1
Mr. JACKSON.-I do.
But coupled
with the policy of immigration there
must be a vigorous developmental
policy. It is useless to bring people out
unless we, can assimilate them in our industries, or place them upon the land. It
is essential to make, provision for these
people before their arrival. I recognize
as fully as the honorable member for St.
Kilda does, that Australia, needs a, larger
population, but we must take, gre'at care
not to add to the, uumbe,r of our unemployed. I am quite, prepared to support
a policy of immigration provided that we
can first ensure the whe,rewithal to place
the newcomers in employment. I am prepared to face a fair measure of expenditure in that direction. We must develop the
country and we, must proceed on safe and
sane lines. "Ve, do not want to follow the
lines of immigration that ~ave belen p~lr
sued hitherto. Anothe,r gl'le,vance I WIsh
to refer to is the condition of the Pra,hran
Police Station. Some little time ago I
made repr€,sentatlons on this subject to
the, Gove.rnment.
I visited the police
station the, other day and I found that the
station itself and the police barracies are
in a bad condition-I feel almost tempted
to say a, dilapidated condition, though the·
word "dilapidated" would perhaps be
too strong. I trust that the Government
will ta,ke this matter into consideratlOll.
Up to the ,present I have not been able to
induce the Government to spend a three'-
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penny bit on Prahran, and I think I am
entitled to somel consideration.
)VIr. EGGLESTON .-Most of the ne,w members have been treated very wen so far.
Mr. J'ACKSON .-Then 1 must be· the
black sheep of the family, because, so far
I have, got nothing.
1\lr. HOGAN.-YOU have not been here
very long.
Mr. JACKSON.-I know I havel not,
but I do not want to start behind scratch.
I want to be well up in the race. I draw
the. attention of the Chief Secre,tary to
the' fact that I have had no results so far
from the representatiuns I hav€, made·,
Mr. EGGLESTON.-You should have won
your seat with a narrow majority, then
you would ha.ve been better treated.
1\1r. JACKSON .-1, am waiting patiently, because I feel sure that I shall reC€,ive good treatment.
lVIr. PRENDERGAST (to lVIr. Eggleston).
-Did you notice how the majority at
Prahran crept up ~
1\1r. JACKSON.-The, other side is still
wondering how it crept. up.
1\1r. BAILEy.-It did not creep at all; it
bounded up.
1\1:r. J ACKSON.-There is another matter I wish to refer to. Some time ago I
made, repre.sentations wfth regard to the
provision of a high school at Pr.ahran. I
am aware that money is tight and all that,
but I do beEeve, that money withheld from
educational purposes is false economy. In
order that we shall build up OUf country
on secure foundations and ensure that it
shall hold a high position among the nations of the, €,arth, we must se'8 to it that
our system of education is built upon a
solid foundation. I belie,ve that we are
starting aright. It is important tha.t we
shall maintain our own in this regard. If
anything is done to retard the, development
of higher education, we shall be' pursuing
a policy of false economy. Now, the previous Government promised to give consjdeoration to representations for a high
school at Forest Hill. I do earnestly ask
this Government to give consideration to
the, question of the' necessity of proce.eding
at once with the Forest Hill high school.
I admit that it will run into a lot of
money. The officers in o.ur Edu?B:tion Department are imbued with the spIrIt of progress and they have planned a very fine,
structure. All that is new required is the
assent of the Government and the provision of ways and means. I hope, that
the Government will pay attentIon to the
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various matters I have brought forward,
and that they will ma.ke some concessions
to the, second city in Victoria.
Mr. KE ANE.-Therel are one, or two
matters that I wish to bring under the
notice of the Government. First, I proPOS'31 to refer to the lack -Jf trains on the
Coburg and Essendon lines. I was for
years a member of the Ooburg Municipal
Oouncil.
I and others frequently approached 1\1:1'. Clapp and the other Railways Commissioners and put ce,rtain requests before them for increased s-ervices.
Mr. Clapp on one: occasion said, "When
the traffic justifies it I shall be, c.nly too
pleased to run as many trains as it. is
possible to run there with safety. In
fact, I will run them on the same principle as trams a1"e' run. That. is to say,
without a time-table' at. all, but to meet
aU req uiremen ts." N ow wi thin the, last
five years the popUlation of Coburg has
trebled, yet we have, not enough trains
to meet· our requir-ements. Regulations
have been passed dealing wjth the transfer
of stock.
These regulations forbid the
packing of more, than a specified number
of animals in one truck. There is no
similar regulation in relation to the packing of human beings in compartments.
The result is that one freque'ntly notices
tha t a com partmen t designed to seat
twelve persons and be fairly weU filled
at that, has to carry as many as 27 individuals. ]n fact, I have seen as many
as 30 penx)l1s crowded together.
That
sort of thing should not be. I maintain
that. if the pe,aple can get no satisfaction,
but are' to be over crowded in the trains,
many of them will find other means of
transit. In that case the railways will
suffer a loss of revenue. lYlr. Clapp has
on many occasions assured deputations
that everything would be done to meet
the convenience of the tra,veUing public.
But as far as I can ses', all that Mr. Clapp
does when a deputation waits upon him is
to look wise and say as little as possible.
The, result is that the, people ar,c, continual1y clamouring for mOrE" train accom·
modation. I want also to ·direoct the attention of the, lYIinister of Railways to the
need for better platform accommodation
at the Coburg station. A request for improved platform accommodation has frequently been made, but so far without.
result. Wet have, now in that district a
popula,tion of 2'7,000, yet we have few
if any, facilities for handling goods, whilst
the, traffic, generally speaKing, on that linE'
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is of a. very unsatisfactory nature·. Mr.
Clapp has frequently been asked to provide a. subway at thel Coburg railway
station. At the Brunswick sta,tion there
are three subwa.ys, in Coburg not. one. 'Wel
ha.v€! two overhead bridges, which arel very
difficult for old people to negotiate. Thesel
pelop1t:: ha,ve to get Olver the bridge no matter how well UP. in yea,rs and infirm they
may be,. To people a,minted with rheuma,tism it is a real hardship. I contend that
a. subway should be constructed to meet
the convenience of the people'. The streets
at Coburg were mad·e· before thel railway
was constructed. As a result of the CGming of the railway thel communication be-·
tween the two ends of a street were closed.
Under the. circumstances I claim that the
Railwa,ys Commissioners are· bGund in all
honour to (Hmstruct subways to. enabl€! the
people to get backwards and forwa.rds
without inconvenience to' themselves.
The terminus 'of the line is 1VIerlynston,
al?-cl the fare from Merlynston to Coburg
is, I think, 9d. return first class, the distance being I} miles. I do no.t complain
of the fa,re, but I dO' ask that the train
service should be improved. I desire also
to call attention to' the lack of school
accommGda.tiGn in the Essendon electorate,
and particularly in Coburg.
The population of the district has been .increasing
very rapidly, but we ha,ve not now any
more schoO'l accO'mmodation than we had
six or seven years agO'.
The 1\1oreland
State schQiol was built tQi acconullodatp.
1,200 children; it now haG about 2,000
children in a,ttendance, and there are
pro.bably 500 waiting for admissiO'n. The
first business of a Government should be
to see tha.t adequate facilities aTe provided fGr the education of the children,
and that has not been done so far as th':)
~lectorate I represent is concerned. Having regard to the increase in the populatiGn, I am of opinion that two more
State schools are urgently required fO'r the
district to which I have referred.
In the
western part Gf Moonee Ponds there is a
Sta te schoo,l that would be a disgrace to'
any GO'vernment.
I do not blame the
present GQivernment, because they have
not been long enough in O'ffice tQi be in
any way respO'nsible for the cO'nditions that
exist.
At VVe6t 1\10'0nee Ponds there js
an old woO'den building attached tQi th,,,
brick building, and the outlying parts have
been built up to such an extent that wat.er
travels under it, with the result that it ~s
insanitary.
I hope that these matters
Jf1-.
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will receive the immediate attention o.f the
Minister .of Education, and ·that an effon
will be made to- provide for the education
of all the children of the district, many of
them bejng at present unable to get admission to the schools. The question of
immigration has been referred to, and th/}
honQirable member for St. Kilda made an
interjection fro111 which we may gather
tha,t he is under the impressio.n that if
we had more immigation we might be able
to- dO' away with unemployment. I take
the contrary view.
If it is carried out
on sound lines, immigratiQin is a go-od thing
for this country, and it would be selfish
to deny to· people in Britain, who. are finding it difficult to live, an opportunity of
cO'111ing here and taking' advantage of the
better conditionG which we are able to
My father and mother were
offer them.
immigrants frO'm the Old Country. They
came here to, " make good," and they did
so to some extent. That being SOl, I have
no o.bjection to' offer tQi immigration if,
as I have said, it is carried Gut on sound
At present, however, there are
lines.
large numbers of men and women out of
emplQiyment in Victoria, and our first duty
is to these people.
' Xl e '3hould not go
farther, so far as our poEcy of immigration is concerned, until we can see o.UI'
way to absorb our own people. If it is
sai~ that in this I am selfish, I plead
gUIlty.
Our firGt consideration should
be our own people. I have recently met.
many persons whO' have come here as
migrants from the other side of the
world; and, judging by their complexions,
sOlme of· them were, either Maltese or
Italians.
I have seen them going out
to' work at the brickworks and the factories in the Braybrook district, where
they are being emplQiyed to the exclusion
of our own men, who should I contend
be given the preference. These' peo-ple have:
of course, a right to live, but they should
be prepared to assist in maintaining the
industrial conditions which it has taken
us so many years to· build up in this
country.
Certainly they have no moral
claim. to. preferenCe" over our olWn people.
These men are brought out ostenGibly in
order that they may be settled on the
land, but a, great many of them hang
round the city, and, as I have indicated,
interfere with the employment of our own
people.
I read in the newspapers yesterday of a regrettable affair which occurred at Sandringham.
A quarrel t.ook
place in which a. number of Italians were
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concerned and a man-an Australianwas stabb~d by one of the Italians. This
man I believe is in a, 13erious condition.
r d~ not say that all the foreigners who
come here are treacherous, but, I do say,
and I think other honorable members will' a.gree with me, that, if
we are to have immigrants brought
here, we would rather have them
from the British Isles than from
foreign countries.
I am of opinion that
we should make an effort to secure, as
migrants, men with snme capital, who
\vould be prepared to go into the country
and settle on the land. Many of those
who come here ha,ve very little money in
their pockets, and some of them are for~
tunate and some unfortunate.
I could
give cases of men with whom I have
wQlrked who had a bitter experience in
this cQluntry, and were very much disgusted. It is cruel to bring such men here,
and it is cruel to Australian workers tOo
uubject them to the cQlmpetition of such
people.
Although we ha,ve Wal!os
Boards and a,n Arbitration Court, there
are many ways in which they can be
evaded. This can be, and is, I believe,
being done, by :cnllusion between employers and employees,
:Men go to tho
State Labour Bureau and are offered as
low as from 15s. to 25s. a week to work
in industries in the country diGtricts, tn
which Wages Board and ArbitratiQln
awards apply, and there is reason to believe that these awards are being evaded.
In oTdinary circumstances, I would not
offer any objection tQl immigration, but in
the present circumstances I do not think
that we are called upon to assist the Federal Government by providing a Labour
Bureau tQl find employment fQlr immigrants., The Labour Bureau should be
used for our own people, and they should
be given preference tOo whatever employment is olffering.
I desire to strongly
impress on the Minister of Public Instruction the necessity of giving his
earnest attention to the question of providing fnr adequate school accommodation.
If a nation is ever to make headway It
must study, first, the health and well-being
of the children, and, second, the education of those children, 1301 that they ma,y
be fitted for the battle of life, and be
c[lpnble of competing with the people of
ol1,er countries.
I appeal also to' ths
lVEllister of Railways to give attention to
the matters that I have brought under
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notice affecting his Department. I would
suggest that he should pay a visit to the
Coburg railway st.ation, when, I think.
he
will
recognize
the
necewity
of the impro,vements I have suggested.
The Commissioners say they are justified
in the position they take up, but in my
opininn, from the mO'ral stand-point at
least., they are nOot justified. They should
give early consideration to the question
of constructing an island platform at that
station, and should alsQl provide a, ramp
there for the convenience of the penple,
because. they practically closed the street
when they made the railway line across
it.
lVlr. l\lcDON ALD (DaylesfoTd).-There
are two or three matters I wish to bring
under the notice of the Minister of Railways.
To-day in the country there is 3demand for IO-ton trucks, and the
reason for that is that if a 15-ton
truck is supplied and a producer
has not sufficient produce to fill it he is
charged what is known as a, special agricultural produce rate, which is Is. per
ton higher than the agricultural produce
rate charged when the truck is rull.
There a.re quite a number of farmers whOi
have not produce sufficient tOi fill a 15-ton
truck, and they complain that they cannot get IO-tou t.rucks when they ask for
t,hem. In many instances farmers join
together and send their potatQles, chaff,
OT whatever pro.duce it may be, in a
15-too. truck, and thus get the advantage
of the cheaper rate. I would like the
Minister of Railways to take steps to
, ensure that instead nf the special agricultural produce rate being charged, the
same rate will apply in respect o,f a 15ton truck as in respect of a IO-ton truck,
provided the farmer has previously asked
fo.r a IO-ton truck. The present practice
is hardly fair if a man has 5 tons of
produce and has asked for a IO-ton
truck. FOir that 5 tons he will be charged
the "smalls" minimum rate, which is
higher than the special agricultural produce rate, and he is charged that simply
because he canno.t ge,t the truck he wants.
The Railways Commissioners have adopted
an unwise pnlicy in counexion with the
building o.f trucks.
They have been
building 15-ton trucks, but no,t IO-ton
trucks. The same thing applies in respect
of the building of carriages. AH hough
the l\1inister has given assurances that
on various country lines T'ait cars will
no longer be used, such cars are still u:sed
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on those lines, and I am led t·o believe
that the reason is that the Railways Commissioners have not sufficient corridor
cars to supply the demand for them.
'Tait cars are still used, simply because
"the Department adopted the unwise policY
of bU.ildilng only Tait cars and nO' corridor cars. As 1 have already said, they
have been building 15-ti:m trucks and not
lO-ton trucks. Another matter to which
I wish to refer is the train service between Woodend and Daylesford. ~ome
two years ago the afternoon train on
Tuesdays and Thursdays was dIscontinued. That meant that people. who
went to Daylesford on a Tuesday or a
Thursday could not get away the same
day, and had to stay in Daylesford.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcIL-That is Cl
good thing for Daylesford.
Mr. McDONALD (Daylesjord).-I do
not think it is a gOUt.i UHng 101' j)ayle::;ford. The Daylesford people· would be
pleased to have these trains reinstated.
In the House a fortnight ago I asked
the Minister what revenue was derived
from the Daylesford-Woodend line, and
what were the costs of running that line.
ne told me, in reply, that he could not
get that "information; but I know full
well that if the Daylesford-\Voodend line
were not a paying line the information
would have been forthcoming:
l\1any
lines have been declared to be non-paying lines, and as that has not been done
in the case of the Daylesford-Woodend
line, I take it for granted that it must
be a paying line. I wish to urge on the
Minister the .necessity of reinstating. the
Tuesday and Thursday ~fternoon trains ..
Perhaps I shall be told that in future
they will be run. As Daylesford is one of
the greatest tourist resorts! of the State,
from nOow on, nOi doubt, there will be
many tr,ains on Tuesdays and Thursda.ys,
hut, I want. the trains I have referred to
to be reinstated, not, only for the tourist
traffic, but fOol' the benefit of the Daylesford people. I do not want them to be
discontinued as soon as the tourist traffic
is over. I trust the Minister will give
the matters I have mentioned his serious
consideration.
Mr. COOK.-I desire to bring under
the notice of the, Minister of Mines o.r
his representative in this Chamber a matter 0.£ very great concern to constituencies
such as that which I represent. It is of
importance throughout the State wherever there are mining centres. IVr ost hon-
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orable members probably kno-w that a
good deal of the laud around a mlllll1g
city like Bendigo is regarded as auriferous,
or mining, country; and quite a large portion of that land up to the present time
has been cultivated by producers.
At
the present moment there is a very keen,
desire on the part of many people to
secure land in the Bendigo district,
mostly in small blocks, for market gardening purposes, but, unfortunately, the
~i1ines Department generally raises what
are known as mining objections. Just
what those mining objections are I have
never been able to discover, but I do
know that quite a great deal of produce
is grown in and around Bendigo on mining land.
I have before the Mines
Department at the present time about
half-a-dozen cases 0'£ people who desire
to obtain small blOicks Oof land frOom 1
acre up to, say, 20 acres, for gardening
purposes. For a considerable time Bendigo has been getting a great deal of the
vegetables it requires from the metropolitan area, but I understand that owing
to the subdivisions that have been go-ing
on in the outer suburbs of lVlelbOourne, a
large area of vegetable-gre-wing land IS
going out of production. It, is quite possible that if the Mines Department would
waIve its objections to the settlement of
the lands in Bendigo to which I have
referred, quite a number of people would
be able to obtain remunerative, employment by growing vegetables. I do not
know whether the Minister of Lands
comes into this questiOon at all, but I
shall relate the circumstances that obtained when the matter was first brought
under my notice. A block of land near
the Kangaroo Flat Railway Station, ill
my electorate, had been held out of use
owing to the so-called mining objec60ns;
but, fortunately, just about the time
when I brought the matter under the
notice oi the :Minister, the objections
were waived, and the result is that it is
now po-ssible fo,r about 50 acres to be
taken up by people who desire to use
the land. However, though the Mines
Department waived its objections, I
found on inquiry at the Lands Office in
Bendigo that unfortunately the Lands
Offi\3er had not been officially informed of
the fact by his Department. He is being
inundated by applicants for block::;
of this land.
Whether the Lands
Department has officially notified him
of the position up to. the present
moment I do not know. If the matter
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is within his purview I urge the Minister
of Lands to do all he can to release about
Bendigo land available for use by those
who are desirous of .producing something
from it. At the present time there are
acres and acres, sjmilar in quality to adjoining land, from which thousands of
pounds' worth of tomatoes are, being produced for the benefit of the community.
For some reason or other the Mines Department is refusing day by day the applications of people desiring to take up
those areas.
Therefore, I hope that the
Minister concerned will realize the great
necessity of releasIng, for production, all
the land available. There is another area
7 or 8 miles from Bendigo. To my knowledge there has been no mining there for
a great number of years, and there is
hardly likely to be any in the future.
Although there are industrious people
who are willing to take up blocks varying
from 1 to 20 acres, the Mines Department
is foolishly objecting to the land being
placed under cultivation. Anyone who
has worked in mining districts must be
struck by one significant fact, and that is
the tremendous amount of good which has
beeu done with areas entirely useless for
mining purposes. Industrious people go
on the land, and by their methods of cultivation are able to produce goods for the
benefit of the community. Unfortunately,
because an area happens to be in a mining
district, and there may be a few sticks
growing on the land, the l\iiues Department, on the assumption that the trees
are buitable for mining purposes,' is preventing people taking up land which could
be used for cultivation. This is a matter
of great importance to the city which I
represent.. Up to five or six years ago,
t.he population of Bendigo and its suburbs
had been dwindling by thousands, and
most of the people left that particular
part of the district devoted to mining.
Fortunately, there has been a swing back
to the land for the purposes of production.
If the Government give peeple
about Bendigo an opportunity of takmg
up, in small blocks, land formerly reserved
for mining, there will be an increase in
the population, and the wealth of the
city will increase by reason of the increased production.
There is a matter
which I should like to bring under the
notice of the Minister of Public Instruction and the l\iinister of Public Works.
Mine may be quite a common experience
for members of Parliament, but being a
new member·. I perhaps notice it more. It

IS this:
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From time to time I get noticf's
from those l\1:inisters that certain work is
to be undertaken in my electorate. On
making further inquiries I find, however,
t.ha.t between the two Departments nothing is done. If the Departments are not
prepared to carry out the things which
they say are necessary, it would be better
for them to say nothing about them rather
than " pull the legs" of the people concerned. I hope that the present Government will not pusue that po~icy of " legpulling." In connexion with the educational institutions in my electorate, as
well as in other districts, we have fine
bands of men and women acting as school
committees. They are trying to improve
the school sentiment in the community
and doing everything possible to benefit.
the scho.ols. From time to time they are
told that the Departments are going to
carry out certain works. Those works are
declared to be necessary by Ministers, but
very often we, have to wait a long time
before they are carried out. As far as I
am personally concerned, I would prefer
the Government to say nothing about a
job until they arc prepared to do it. That
would be very much better than the Education Department intimating that certain
works have been approved by the :Minister
and that they have been placed in the
hands of the Public vVorks Department.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Do not
blame the Education Department. Stir
up the Public Works Department.
1\l.'r. COOK.-I understand that it is
the Public vVorks Department that is at
fault. However, I was told at the Public
vVorks Department that it is a question
of money. If the Treasurer is concerned
in that he should say that it is not in the
interests of this community, particularly
of those helping our educational institutions, to tell them that certain things are
to be carried out if there is 110 intention
of doing so. If the Government have not
the money, why not be honest and say,
"We are not in a po:;ition to carry out
the work at present, but as soon as the
finances are improved we will be prepared
to deal with the matter" 1 That would
be fairer and more satisfactory to all concerned. I should also like to say a word
or two about the arrangements at the
Bendigo railway station, particularly in
connexion with the metropolitan departure platform, which is also the platform for the arrival of country trains.
Those country trains convey supplies of
food to the city of Bendigo. Some of it
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is for through transit, but I am spe~king
particularly wit? rega::d to goods for ~e
livery at BendIgo-mIlk, game, rabbIts,
and SOl .on. On the· arrival of country
trains those goods are, emptied out at that
platform and taken. on the footpath to be
loaded into the delIvery vans. They are
taken right on to the- footpath used by
intending passengers. All sorts of f0o?stuffs are mixed up. It is a most unsatisfactory arranaement, and I hope that the
Minister of Railways will make a note of
it. It should be easily re·ctified.
The
practice has been carried on for a number
of years, until it has. become an ab~olute
disgrace. In conclUSIOn, I should lIke to
say that I agree with the statements made
by the honorable memher for EssendO'n
and, I think, the honorable member for
Prahran regarding immigration. I am
also very pleased to say t·hat I stand behind the' honorable membe·r for Geelong
in regard to his remarks concerning a
housing scheme. There is nothing further
to be said on that subject, as far as I am
concerned, but I do trust that the Government will give some consideration to
it. There are other honorable members in
this House representing mining cO'nstituencies who can bear me out when I say
that when one looks at some of the houses
in a large centre like Bendigo-and it
seems to' be the same in every minipg
centre-he'is struck with the remarkable
housing conditiO'ns under which our
pioneers have lived for so long. In a. big
centre like Bendigo-and I _suppose it is
just as true, of Ballarat-there are hundreds O'f houses of a character not at all
what is desired in this community. It is
about time the Government took notice of
this particular question.
lVIr. HAYES.-I desire to bring under
notice a matter which affects my electorate--the unsatisfactory condition of the
police, stations at Bourke-street west and
West Melbourne. There are about 50 men
at Bourke-street west, and the conditions
under which they • have to live are very
unsatisfactory, 1 was surprised when I
was taken there last week and shown the
accommodation provided for the men to
sleep in.
They are practically herded
together Iilm a lot of sheep. Only recently
the rain came through the roof. l\1en who
had been working on niglit shift \vere
sleeping .during the, day when a heavy
storm came along and they were flooded
out. Apart altogether from experiences
of that kind, it, is bad enough for them to
have to sleep there in the day time, with
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all the heavy traffic that goes along
Bour ke-stre.et. During the last few da ys
the Police Commission visited the Bourkestreet

west

stati(l;J.~

and

t.hey

were

astounded at the state of the place and
the conditions under which the men are
working. One member of t,he Commission
stated openly that if the building had
been o.f wood the best thing to dOl would
ha,ve been to' put a match to' it .and burn.
it down. The station is falling down;
the dOlors aTe off; the windows are broken,
B,nd one has to walk carefully lest he
put his foot, through the floO'r. The Government will say, of course, that money
is short, but the health of the police
should be paramount.
Frankly, the
building is ro,tten; its renovation is absolutely urgent. The city council, '\vhich
~as taken upon itself the right, to park
its barrQlws in tha.t neighbourhood every
night, has them. placed actually alongsid~~
the kitchen a,nd dining room of the police
station. Honorable members do not 1'0quire much imagination to. a.ppreciate the
strength of the odour arising from those
barrows, pa,rticula,rly during the summer
months.
The city council appears to
have more money than the Chief Secretary, and shnuld be required to find
sO'me other place in which to store its barrows. The sergeant's residence also, js
unsatisfactory. When the occupants desire to ha.ve a, bath, they are' compelled
to carry water upstairs. The same criticisms .apply generally, thnugh not in
quite so: drastic a, measure" to the station
at West Melbnurne. I understand that
those premises are pri va,te property, and
that the Govermnent is merely leasing
them. It would be better to buy them
outright rather than continue to pay rent;
for them for years, and to put in hand
various urgent repairs.
.
l\ir. GROVES.-I desire to. direct
ministerial attention especially to the extension o.f the suburban radius. At present, the radius embraces Chelsea., on the
bay coastline, and Boronia, on the Fern
Tree Gully line. The fact of Chelsea. being within the suburban radius has developed that district enormously. I t has
given the working man an opportunity to
make his home further away from the
closely congested portions o.f the city. The
municipalities and residents both O'f Fern
Tree Gully and Carrum have been agita.ting for some time for the extension of the
radius to embrace their districts. If we
travel 26 miles on the northern line we
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c0111e to brOiad acres; but if we gOi for
the same distance along the coasta,l railway, we are still among fairly closely
PQlPulated districts. Enormous traffic is
carried over the coastal line, and the
figures which could be furnished to the
GQlvernment by the Railway Department
would justify the extension of the radius.
I support the remarks of the honOirable
member for Geelong in his plea, for something tOi be done on behaH of 1\11'. Fairbairn , whose case he has explained. I do
not know whether the nlatter is one in
which the Glolvernment could be compelled, a.s a legal right, to grant compensation; but there is a moral obliga.tion,
and I trust that it will receive sympathetic consideration. I very strongly support the request, of the honorable member
for Geelong.
lVIr. BAILEY (Minister of Lauds).-l
have listened attentively tOi the remarks
of honorable members, have taken a
note' of all the issues that have been
raised, and will see that the various l\1inisters interested are made acquainted with
them. Dealing first with the subjects
dealt with by the hOinorable member for
Geelong, I assure him that the case of
Mr. Fairbairn will be inquired into, and
that if it is found that that gentleman
has a claim entitling him tOi sympathetic
and practical consideration, such will be
extended tOi him.
I also took careful
notice of the remarks of the honorable
member respecting the building of homes
for the people. The Government realizes
that there is a great shortage of houses.
To cope with this difficulty a 1\iinister
has been a,ppointed especially, as 1\1inistel'
fo,r Housing, and steps aJ'e being taken
as rapidly as possible tOi provide a certain number of homes, SOl that the pressure may be relieved to some extent. Regarding the principle of preference fOil'
Australian manufacturers, the Government has already issued to the various
departments an intimation that, on no account must anything be purchased from
other sources that can be and is manufactured in AustraHa,.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-That, of
course, is in pursuance of a resolution of
P.arliament.
Mr. BAILEY. - Quite so!
The
remarks of the honorable member
for Ovens regarding the extension
of the late night for shopping in
specified areas which observe the vVednesday half-holiday, SOl that premises may
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remain open this year ou Christmas
Eve, will be placed befQlfe the lVIinister of Labour. The honorable member
for Prahran directed attention to' certain
railway matters, which have been noted
personally by the Minister of Railways.
The honorable member also referred to
the condit,ion of the Prahran police station and barracks, and in that regard
his request will be placed before the responsible Minister. Concerning his references to a high schoO'l for Prahran, at
FO'rest. Hill, I am bound to say that a
very large SlUIl ·Oof money is involved. I
understand that the project is est.imated
to cost nearly £100,000.
l\1r. J ACKSON.-I merely want you to
say that the Government is going on with
it.
1\1r. BAILEY.-The honorable member knows that the attitude of the Government is sympathetic, and t.hat its
intentions have been made known already. The honor,able member fo'r Essendon spoke of the train services in his
electorate. I may tell him that his cO'mplaints will be examined. He made specific reference to the provision of subways
at the Coburg st.a.tion, and to the need
for mOore acommodation for goods ,as well
as fOT the construction O'f an island platform.
The subject of school accommodation within the Esscndon electorate will be brought under the
notice of the Minister
of Pu blic
Instruction.
The honorable member
for Daylesford complained reg,a,rding the
failure of the Railway Department to
provide 10-ton trucks for the conveyance
of produce, and' of the fact that only
15-ton trucks are a,vailable gener,ally.
That matter will alsa. be brought under
the notice of the Minist-er of Railways,
together with the complaint. regarding the
continuation o.f the use of Tait. cars on
country lines instead of corridor cars. The
Minister of Railways will also consider the,
question of prOoviding additional accommodation betwe,en Daylesford and Woodend. The honorablel member for Bendigo
"Vest raised the question of issuing ga,rden
licences fOor Bendigo auriferous areas'.
There seems to be. some conflict between
the Lands and the Mines Departments in
t.his particular matter. These auriferouf:l
a.r€,as cannot be occupied except for mining purposes without. the consent of the
Mines Department.
As Ministe'r of
Lands, I will get into communicatiOon
with my colleague who controls the Mines
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Department. and S€.e if there is any possibility of land, which is not likely to
be, used for mining purposes, being made,
available. to those who may want it under
garden licence. It is d-esirable that. this
land should be put tOo some useful purpose,. I cannot unde,fstand hevv it is that
in cases where the, 1\1ines Department has
waived its objections to the use of these
auriferous areas, thel local mining officer
has not been notified, so that the land
could be, made available to those who
desire it. This matter will rec-eive my
immediate, attention.

1\1:1'.

HUGHES. -

Objection

by

the

Forests Department to' the, use of land
suitable for agriculture is worse' than that
of the Mines Department:
Mr. BAILEY.-That is one of the difficul ties of administering the Lands Department. ' Before making some land
available for occupation it is necessary
to consult. the Mines, or Forests, or the
Water Supply Department, and objections are raised which are, often irritating to the Lands Department.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Your Department is often blamed when the fault
really rests with other departments.
Mr. BAILEY.-That is exactly the
position.
The, honorable, membe,r for
BendigOo West also re,fened to the irrit.ating delay which take,s place in connexion
with work authorized by the Education
Department. An honorable membe'r is
informed that the Education De'partment
has a,pproved of certain works, and
that the m.atter has been sent to
the Public Works
Department for
the, work to be carried out. There is,
however, great delay on the, part of the
Public Works Department. I will bring
this matter under the notice of the Minister of Public Works, and will urge upon
him thel advisability of taking steps for a
speeding up b~t.we,en thesel tVXOo departments. I shall also ask the, Minister of
Railways to consider the question with
regard to goods being unloaded on the
passenger platforms at the' Bendigo railway station. Thel honorable, member for
l\1elbourne complainea of the accommodation for police at thel Bourke-street West
station.
The present Government believes that when it is necessary for men
to live in barracks decent, conditions
should be prOovided for them. If, afte·r
inspection, these quart€'rs are found to
be unfit for occupation by the police, immediate steps will be taken to bring about

the necessary improvement. The same
thing will be done with regard to' the
West 1\le.Jbourne, police station.
The
honorable member for Dandenong raised
the questiQin 0.£ e,xtending the suburban
railway radius which I understand now
stops at Chelsea, and Boronia,. He wants
the limit €xtended so that people will
have, thel opportunity of living further
from the centre, of the: metropolis, under
improved conditions sO' far as space is concerned. I will bring his rema,rks under
the notice of thel Minister of Railways,
and ask him to confer with the Commissioners to see if what hel desires can be'
brought about.
1\11'. JACKSO~.-I should like the, Minister of Railways to give me some information regarding the lighting at the
Prahran railway station.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister 0.£ Railways).I recognizel the importanc€of the, statement 'of the honorable membe,r for
Prahran as to the eminence of th~ city
of Prahran. I shall be glad tOo make
inqUlnes with rega.rd tOo his complaint
about thel badly-light.ed station. This is
the, first I havel heard about the insufficient lighting there.
Mr. JACKSON.-I understa.nd you nearly
broke your neck there one night.
Mr. HOGAN.-If I did I have forgotten all about it, and I should very
much regret that either I, the honorable member, or anybody el~e should meet
with an accident because of the bad light
at that station. I promi'se tha t I will se,e
what can be done to' improve thel conditions. The honorable member for Essendon brought under noticel the fact that
the, city of Coburg is ,.extending very
rapidly, and that the railway facilities are
not sufficient fOol' the, requirements of the
district. He said that more trains were
required and be,tter accommodation was
necessary at the, railway station. I will
bring this matte,r under the notice of the
Railways Commissioners, and I will take
an opportunity of acceding to his request
that I should visit the railway station
and obtain first-hand knowledge of the
requirements. I will then be able to see
what is necessary with regard to the, proposed island platform and the construction of a ramp, which apparently is
urgent. Thel honorable member for Daylesford has drawn attention to the great
inconv€nience farmers are subje,cted to by
being unable to obtain lO-ton trucks and
being compelled to USE: 15-ton trul!ks,
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although they have not sufficient produce to fill those with the larger capa,city.
He has my full sympathy in regard to
this matter, which has been brought forward on several occasions bv members
on aU sides of the House'.' It' is one that
I am familiar with, and I sympathizel with
thel complaint. I quite agrel8 with the
representations he has made. ThE:: t.rouble
is that the Railway Department. has built
a. large number of l5-ton trucks, but has
not a sufficient number of lO-ton trucks.
The result is that when people ask for a
lO-ton t.ruck the department is unable
to supply it, and sends along a l5-ton
truck, which means e·xtra e·xpense. to the
user. The only remedy is for the Department to build more, lO-ton trucks so that
the requirements of farmers, who have
not sufficient produce to fill a. 15-ton
truck, may be met. It is a ve,ry reasonable request, and I will do what I can to
ensure a larger supply of the smaller
trucks. The position with regard to corridor cars is much the same.
The Department for some time concentrated on
building Tait, ca.rs, with the result that
it has now not sufficient corridor' cars to
meet the requirements of country traffic.
The Department has already been made
acquainted with the fact that thel Tait
cars are most unsuitablel for long journeys,
and even for' short journeys in the cold
districts of the State. I shall take an
elarly opportunity of bringing this matte·r
unde·r the· notice of the Commissioners,
and asking them to provide corridor cars
for long country journeys, and even for
shorter journeys in the winter months of
thel year. We know that Tait ca,rs are
most unsuitablel for long journeys, and
e,ven for short journeys in cold weather.
They are dangerous to the health of the
community and should not be used as they
are at present. More corridor cars ~ust
bet built tot meet present-day reqUIrements. A re·ference· was also' made to
the need for additional trains on Tuesday
and Thursday from Daylesford to Woodend. I understand that at present if a
resident of Woodend' journeys to Dayle-sford on a Tuesday he has to remain there
over-night, belcause there arel no facilities
for him to return to his home the same
day. That is a great inconveni.ence and
one which the Department should endelavour to rectify. I will undedake to
go into this matter and see what can be
done.' I will also communicate with the
Railways Commissioners regarding the
l
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complaint about the handling of goods at
the Bendigo station. I may remark that
aU of the grievances so far as my depaTtme-nts are concerned rellate to the
Railway Department. Nothing has been
said .about the Department of Agriculture,
although I anticipat.ed that the honorable member for Geelong would have hadsomething to say on a certain matt€'r. He
has not refe.ned to it, howe.ver, but he
can accept my assurance that the grievance which is particula.rly troubling him,
bu t. which he did not refer to' to-cia y, is
being rectified.
Mr. LIND.-I regret that the 1Vlinistel' of Railwavs is nO't now in the chamber,
but I am pleased to see the Premier at
the table, ;lnd I am sure that he win be
interested in my remarks.
What I
desire to' direct the attention of the 11inister of Railways to' is the condition of
the service on the Gi pp6land line between Flinders-street and Bairnsdale.
The people travelling on that line are put
to a lot of inconvenience because of the
fact that that iG a single line almost the
whole way.
'We ha,ve f10'm time to
time, and when I say" we" I mean the
munici pal councils and public bodies
generally, appealed to the Railways Commissioners, and to past l\1inisters, to' bring
about as early ar3 possible a duplication
of that line.
Up to· the present we have
done so: without. result. The l\1inister of
Railways is now present, and I st.rongly
appeal to him to make an effort to
relieve the congestion, and to prevent the
losses that occur, which are tremendous,
that is, in perishable goods, particularly
fruit and vegetables.
I do not want
to go fully into the question of losses,
because I know the lVlini6ter will be
pleased to look in to. the matter, and he
can obtain all the information he desires
from reco·rds in the Department. But I
hope the Minister will give his serious
attention to the question of the duplication, or, if not the duplication, of the
electrification of the line. The big Morwell or Yallourn scheme is now on the
way to' compl8tion, and the people of
GipP6land are entitled to some considera~
tion in connexion with any benefits
accruing
from
it.
We
attach
first importance to the electrification of the line.
Probably, as a result
of electrification, we cO'uld do without
duplication fO'r a number of years yet.
To give the House an idea of the inconvenience to which passengers on that line
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a.re subjected, I wO'uld point out that on
three days a 'week we have a service from
the city O'f trains which leave at 7.3Q
0'1'
thereabouts, on certain mornings,
and on other mo'rnings at 8.38, ,and arrive
at Bairnsdale at 3.15 p.m.
On other
days we have a service of trains which
leave Flinders-street a.t 4.30 p.m., and
arrive at Bairnsdale at 12.13 a.m., or
midnignt.
HOllorable members will
llOltice that it takes 7 hours and 43
minutes to' cover a distance of 170 miles.
The service from Melbourne to WarrnamboO'l, which is almost an equal distance
from l\1elbourne-Mr. DEANy.-Look at the importance
of the place.
Mr. LIND.-Prohably it has been beca,use o,f the" jmportance " O'f the honol'.able member representing the district
that Wa,rrnambool has been able to get
so good a, service. It may be becauGe the
honorable Imembers representing Gippsland have been a bit slow that we have
not a better service. Weare not goin 0'
to' be slow in the future .. We hope th~
Minister of Railways, whO' I understand
has no intention O'f being slow, will do
something to expedite the l.3ervice.
Mr. HOGAN.-You were making a comparison with Warrnambool.
lVIr. LIND.-Yes.
WarrnamboO'l is
166 miles from the metrO'polis and the
train journey occupies six hour~ and five
minutes.
Although the distance from
the metropolis to Warrnambo'Ol is only
4 miles less than the distance fro~l
the metropolis to Bairnsdale, it beats our
serv:ice by 1 hour and 38 minutes.
Mr. DEANY.-The train to \Varrnambool runs express to' Geel~ng.
Mr. LIND.-If we allow eight minutes
for the 4 miles difference in distance we
are still Q1ne and a-half hours to the had.
Mr. DEANY.-It took Uf.3 30 years to'
secure our present service.
Mr. LIND.-Then there is hope for
us, but now that mo.tor tranGPort is
becoming sO' popular I dOl not think that
the peo.ple will be content to. wait for 30
years fOol' an improved service. We find
that mO'tO'rs are coming intO' cO'mpetition
with the railways.
Some time ago I
pointed out to' the Railways Commis6ioners
that in one section of the Gippsland line,
the sectiO'n between Bairnsdale and OrbO'st, the motor service was beating the
train service in respect to the passenger
traffic.
The Railways Commissioners
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recognized the seriousness of the position,
and installed a, mO'tor rail service between
the two districts with good results. I
congratulate the Railways Commissioners
upon the success that has attended theil
efforts.
The 'introduction of the motor
rail service had the effect of wiping out
the motor road service immediate,ly. On
the lines between Bairnsdale and Melbourne a good motor service is growing
up, with the result that the railwaYG are
losing many passengers. Even now the
trains are packed day after day, which
proves that the service is quite inadequate.
1\11'. I-IOGAN.-Do you want another
train ~
lVIr. LIND.-During the tourist season
it will be absolutely necesGa,ry to' have
several more trains. Even no'w, before
the tourist season has o.pened, we find
that it is almost impossible. for a person,
unlesG he is waiting on the platform, to
get a, seat.
I have seen peO'ple standing
in trains for miles and miles on the line,
and I am sure it is not the desire of the
Minister Oof Railways that that condition
of affairs should be allowed tOi continue.
Sometime.3 there are a few seats vacant
in the first class compartments, and
second class passengers take these, and
rightly sO'.
I will say, frankly, that we
who travel first claGs encourage second
class passengers, whOo cannOot find accommodation, to take afuy seats that are
v,a,cant. We raise the arm rests, and ill
that way we are able to' make rOoom for
four or five passengers in place of three.
That is going on day aJter day, even now,
when the conditionG are normal. Later
o'n, when the tourist, season opens, I do
not kno,w hO'w the passengers desiring to
travel to Gippsland are going to be accommodated with the present service. I
wOould point Q1ut here that the Q1ther end
o.f the ,line, that 'is the pOortion from
Stratford to Bairnsdale, has been shockingly treated in the past.
There are
night trains leaving IVIelbourne on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday, at 4.30
p.m., and they arrive at Bairnsdale at
12.13 a.m., O'r midnight. On three other
days in the week-l\10nday , Wednesday,
and Friday-it is impossible to' get to
Bairnsdale unless one is prepared to travel
by the 7.30 train in the morning. If we
do not travel by that train we cannot
get to Bairnsdale until the follO'wing day.
The train running on the three night.s L
have mentioned terminates a,t Stratford,
which is 33 miles frOom Bairnsdale.'
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1\1r. HOGAN.--Does the train stop at
1\1r. DEANY.-That would not be the
Stratford ~
reason for the train not going through,
Mr. LIND.-·It stops there, and then I suppose ~
nir. LIND.-No'; the boat service has
returns to Sale, leaving Bairnsdale and
the stations between Stratford and no
effect
on the
rail passenger
Bairnsdale without a servjce on that service at all.
It will
be 'Seen
night. If the Commissioners cannot man- that a district with a population
age to give Bairnsdale a service
the of 8,000, to say nothing of the
three nights I have mentioned, I ask stations between StratfoTd and Bairnsthe lVIinister to see if he cannot induce dale, and the districts beyond Bairnsdale
them to provide a service to Bairnsdale right on to Orbost, is denied something
::l'll Friday nights. Such a service would which a little district. with a population
be of distinct benefit, not only to Bairns- of 730 is granted. I cannot for the life
dale people who desire t.o return home of l1]C see whv that should be the case.
from the metropolis, but to tourists. r w~uld sugg~st to the Minister that if
There are great numbers of people in he finds it impossible to grant. a steam
the metropolitan area who would gladly train service to Bairnsdale on the nights
go to Bairnsdale on Friday night a~d I have referred to-the Friday night parremain there until Monday if the tram ticularly-he should consider the instituran right through, but as t,hey cannot get tion o(a motor rail service as quickly as
away from the city until Saturday morn- possible.
ing, the whole of Saturday is wasted. in
1\11'. KEANE.-BeUer than the' one you
travelling, and they are left only WIth
have
now.
Sunday to visit the various resorts in the
1\fr. LIND.-The· honorable member is
dist,rirt. Quite a large number of people
do not care to indulge in that sort of referring to the motor-rail service to
thing on a Sunday. They would rather Orbost. I met the honorable member in
take things quietly on the lake shores or the district the other day, and he had
on the beach. If the train were to leave travelled on that motor train. He may
Melbourne at 4.30 p.m. Oon Friday, people have travelled over the Orbost line when
who travelled by it would get to Bairns- the old steam seTvice ,"vas in operation.
dale at 12.13 a.m., and have the whole If so, he will remember that. there was
a mixed goods and passenger train, and
of Saturday to spend at the lakes and on
that
it took from 4 o'clock until 8.30
the mountains, or to visit the Buchan
o'clock to' get to Orbost. The motor train
Caves. They could do those things on
leaves Bairnsdale at 4 o'clock, and gets
Saturday and have Sunday free.
to Orbost at 6.30 o'clock.
Mr. J ACKSO:-;-.- Is there any fishing
1\11'. KEANE.-It is very uncomfortable.
there ~
1\fr. LIND.-Yes; but the mixed train
Mr. LIND.-Yes. Those who desired was most uncomfortable, because shuntto obtain pleasure by angling, motoring, ing operations were carried on at every
or visiting the caves could dOl so, and station. It was a most unpleasant exthose who desired to put in the Sabbath perience to tra,vel in that train, and whenin another way could do that, and still ever I could pick up a ride by motor
have a day on which they could enjoy car I did so.
The motor train serthemselves by visiting the various resOorts. vice is a. great .improvement on the old
The popUlation of Stratford, t.he te~' mixed-train service. I dOo not think t.hat
minus on three nights in the week, IS there is any necessity for me to say an.y
730, whereas Bairnsdale has a, popUlation more tOo the lYIinister with regard to thIS
of 8,000.
That does not include the matter, but I wish to say a, word or two
people at the four stations between Strat- in regard to the conditions that obtain
ford and Bairnsda.le.
at the \Varra,O'ul refreshment-rooms. The
Mr. HOGAN.-On what nights does the manaaement ~,f those rOOoms is tip-top,
train not run through to Bairnsdale ~
and the attendants· are undoubtedly most
lVIr. LIND.-On Mondays, vVednes- attentive.
days and Fridays. It is on Friday nights
1\1r. CAIN.-The building is the best
that' the through train is particularly refreshment-room building ill the State.
Mr. LIND.-It is a lovely building,
necessary.
. .
Mr. DEANY.-Is there a boat servIce'~
and the fact that it is now far toOl small
Mr. LIND.-A boat goes to Bairnsdale, bears out my statement as to the importtwice a week with goods from lVIelbo~rne. ance of the Gippsland line service. The
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building is large and up to date, but
it is not half big enough.
lYIr. HOGAN.-The trouble is that two,
trains get into the sta.tion at about the.
same time.
lVIr. LIND.-I am pleased to hear the
Minister make that remark, because it
shows that he has been interested in this
particular matter. As he says, a good
deal of the trouble is brought about by
the fact that sometimes two trains get
into the station at the same time. I
ha ve from time to time appealed to the
Commissioners to improve the situation
by holding one train back 0.1' speeding up
the other. As a result o.f my representations they did alter the time-table
slightly, but only aftered it to the extent
of about five minutes. That does help
when the trains are on time, but it .does
not help when they are running irregularly, as they have been lat~ly.
A
few miuutes after one traIn gets
into the station, while the waitresses
are going for their lives in order
to serve the""," people at the tables,
the other train comes in, the doors
o·f the refreshment-rooms are thrown
open, and in rush the passengers. The
staIr is not half as strong numerically as
it should be, and the result is that quite
a number of people are unable to finish
their meals before the bell rings, and
tliey are to.ld to hurry up as their train
is about to leave. They scramble out of the
dining room, and very often women leaye
only having had half a meal. On l\10nday there were two trains in together,
and thal happens very o.ften. When I
went to the buffet I fonnd a mass of
people at the counter. They were not,
one or two deep, but extended right back
to the wall all the way round. Of course,
the result was that there was a lot of
jostling. Men pressed iIi to get their refreshments, and many ladies were subjected to quite a lot of pushing about. I
do not know the reason, but it seems to
me that the attendants behind the
counter are inclined to' attend to' the men
before the women. In my opinion it is
due to the fact that the men kick up
more nO'ise. They demand attention and
they get it.. Honorable members will
agree with me that very often in a
scramble of that kind men get attention
much more readily than the other sex.
Mr. KEANE.-It was so on Monday
night.
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Mr. LIND.-I have found that ouL
from personal experience. I can say with
a clear conscience that I do think O'f the
ot.her sex on these occasions.
Mr. DEANY.-Is the ex-1finister responsible ~
1\11'. LIND.-I dO' not think he is. He
promised a deput.ation with wh.ich I was
a.ssociated that he would look mtO' these
things, but he did not ha.ve a chance:
lVII'. EGGLESTON.-You did not gIve
him a. chance.
1\1r. LIND.-I helped to' take it away,
but I am sure that he has forgiven me
for that .and would be with me in urging the" present l\1inister to improve th~se
conditions. I would like the present 11mister to know that we have been urging
that special conveniences should be provided fDr ladies whQi are travelling.
I
am told that something is being done in
that direction, and if so' I hO'pe the Minister will expedite the work. Provision,
I understand, is being made for a separate room in which women can get their
refreshments. I have not seen it with
my own eyes, but I believe some provis~on
is being made in a portion of the statlOn
building. As a matter of fact, I received. information over the 'phone about
half an hour ago, that provision was being made to enable ladies to gO' from the
ladies' w~iting-room into a small refreshment room. If there is any intention of
doing that, I hope it will be carried into
effect quickly, because the tourist season
it at hand. I wish again to· urge that
there should be a night service from
Strat ford to' Bairnsdale. If po~sible,
such ;,. servicE; should bo I)rovided eyery
night of the week. That would me.an
three extra services-on Monday, on vVednesday, and 'on Friday. I will be reasonable in the matter, and if the l\iinister
cannot manage to arrange the three, I ask
him to install EJ. servicb Oli Friday mghts.
I am making this request ill the interests
of the travelling public.
1\1r. HAYEs.-If they let the 4.33
Bairnsdale train go through every night,
it. would suit your purpose 1
Mr. LIND.-That is so.
::\1r. HOGAN.-Sale might have a· word
to' say about that.
l\Ir. LIND.-I do not want to say anything about Sale, but in comparison with
Bairnsdale I think Sale has done very
well. Bairnsdale and the surrounding districts deserve DIore consideration than
they have had from the Railways Cpm-
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nllSSlOners up to the preselit time. It is
an important district, important not only
to the people resi,ding there, but most.important to the people in the metropolItan
area. Undoubtedly it is one of the most
attractive tourist districts in the State.
The honorable member for Essendon 'went
as far as Bruthen last week-end. I think
I am justified in repeating what h~ said
to me on his returll-"Bruthen wIll do
me." Not only Bruthen, but Orbost, the
I~akcs

Entrallce, Omeo, and the Buchan
are most attractive places from
the tourists' point of view.
From
the Buchan Caves the Government
are getting annually hundreds of
pounds over and above the cost of
running them, although they are proCUYCS

It

viding an inadequate service there, while
the roads over which tourists have to
travel to get. to the Caves after reaching
Dairnsdale, are built and maintained by
the people of those districts. Hqwever, I
do not 'wish to ,obtrude that matter now.
The Government, are corning along with
a roads policy, and I will ha.ve
&omething to say about it then.
I
ask the 1\iinister to render a service not
only to the residents of the district, but
to the people of the metropolis, who· ,are
entitled to some facilities when they wish
to travel about for the improvement of
their hea.lth. In my district, they will
find pleasant scenes and obtain pleasures
which they cannot get in any other part
of the State, and obtain all the fresh
air necessary to build up their physique.
In conclusion, I would urge the Minister
to give me EOIDe indication, before the
House rises, of what may be expect.ed
from his Department.
Mr. HUGHES.-I have one matter in
particular which I desire: to emphasize today. I have dealt with it In the House
before, and have followed it up in the
Department concerned time and again,
but withOout success.
A settler in my
electorate, having an allOotment in the
forest area at Enfield, lost almost everything he possessed, including his home,
his out-buildings, his stock, and his fences
Oowing to forest fires in 1921. Recently
he has been enabled tOo get going again,
and he has renewed some of his fencing
to keep rabbits from entering frOom Crown
lands. He felt that, having lost all his
assets three years ago, .he should tal;:e steps
to clear an adequate wIdth round hIS allotment, and so protect his fencing and stock
from further fires.
I requested the
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FOorests Commission to allow the settler to
clear a strip of a 2 chain in ~vidth outside his fences. He was gracIOusly conceded a clearance of 6 feet. That is altogether inadequate and ridiculous. Overlappi?g the 6-foot strip and his fences are
great forest trees.
The first fire that
breaks Dut again in that forest area will
destroy his fences and sweep through his
block, and he is likely to lose such stock
as he has been able to accumulate. I cannot understand why the Commission
should not have granted the concession ot
It is preposterous
a ·~-chain clearance.
to say that. 6 feet I'S ample. '1'he Government should bring pressure to bear UPOl]
the Commission and force _it to permit
this man to safeguard himself.
l\1r. LIND.-In mountainous country 1
chain IS not sufficient. Even a 3-chain
break is sometimes insufficient to protect
fencing from forest fires.
Mr. HUGHES.-The Commission itself
insists upon a clearance round its own
plantation fences of 2 to 3, chains. The
Leader of the Opposition knows that if
there were only a 6-foot clearance around
the Creswick forest reservation such a
margin would be altogether inadequate.
It, is ridiculous for the Commission to
practise one thing itself and to preach
another where its o'\vn interests are not
concerned. I understand that 111 some
forest areas a w,idth of 1 cha'in' is clea.red
both inside and outside the fences to protect the plantation's.
lVIr. LIND. - With a 6-foot clearance
there would be limbs of trees Dverhanging
and breaking down a fence after every
wind storm.
l\h. HUGHES.-I am glad ,of the
hearty support, by interjection, of the
honorable member for Gippsland East,
WhD is fully acquainted with the conditions in forest country. Pressure should
be brought to bear by the Government
directly upDn the Commission. That body
should be made to grant my request in
the interests of the settler, not merely as
a concession, but as an absolute right.
The treatment which the Commission has
accorded in this instance is the best way
to drive settlers off the land.
.
1\1:r. LIND. - The Commission has the,
power to force a landowner, even though
surrounded bv heavv timber. to clear a
margin of 1 chain of all d'ebri~ to· protect
a forest area fron1 fire.
1\1r. HUGHES.-The Commission has
ample power to concede an adequate protective, width. Many Eettlers have made
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applications for land in the forest areas. Public Instruction so that he may filJ(1
In many instances they have sought to a way.
obtain cleared land. When their applicaMr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We would be gla.:l
tions have reached tlie Lands Department to' have yQour assistance.'
the Forests Commission ha.s been con1\1r. HUGHES.-I know the honorsulted, and the, reply generally rec.eived able gentleman wo~m, but I want him to
by thP, applicants has been to the effect bring the matter under the notice of his
that the Commission has objected. Why cQolleague.
I dOl nO't say that very much
does not the Commission set aside can be done in regard to' t.he transfer or
timbered country as forest reservations juniQor teachers.
I admit it iG a, diffiand permit the· settlers to go on the cult propositiQon.
At the present time
cleared land ~ It prefers to' say, "We these junior teachers, living away from
want this nicely-cleared land for forestry their homes, have a very 10'W remunerapurposes, and we will not allow any tion, and the sala,ry shou'ld be increased.
settler to cultivate it. Settlers may gD SOime means, hQowever, should be found
into the heavily-timbered forest country of dealing with thQose teachers whOi refuse
and carvel out allO'tments for themselves." tOt go to country schoOtls, ,and whQo, apparIf the Commission were to find work for ently: a.re quite oontent to rema~n in
the unemployed by getting ~hem tOo clear towns 1 and in that way blO'ck the rO'ad
timbered country in forest areas, that to their O'wn promO'tion.
There is Qone
would be an excellent way of using some other matter I want tOt bring under the,
of the money which the Government has nQotice of the Chief Secretary this time.
made a.vailable for forestry purposes. An- I am gla,d he is here tOt listen to what.
other matter which I desire to ventilate I have tOi say.
On the 27th August,
concerns the transfer of junior teachers. I brought under his notice the action of
In the last twelve months I have been re- tWOt licensing police in the city of Melquested sCOores of times to bring under the bounlel, Iwho h(l.,J., to my imind, been
notice of the Department the fact that, ha.rassing the licensee of a certain hotel,
after years spe.nt in the back-blocks, and giving more attention to' the prejunior teachers are prevented from trans- mises than was necessary.
I referred
ferring to t,he more closely-popUlated particularly to one night, when the policeparts of the State.
Young teachers. I men paid unnecessary attention to the
knOow, are loath to gO' tOI country schoO'ls, hotel.
At :that time the, son of ,the
but Gomebody has to take charge O'f them, licensee was in a dying condition in the
a.nd those who have the pluck, more par- Sale Hosnital.
The police cO'ncerned
ticularly the yO'ung femab teachers, to have evidently taken obiection to my
go into the back-blocks, deserve more statement and submitted a report to the
consideration than they have been receiv- Chief Commissioner of Police. I suppoGe
ing during tho last three yaars, at any they did SQo a,t the request O'f the Chief
rate.
These teachers gOI into the country Secreta,ry, but their report dnes not do
with the VIew. at SOlJ.lle rea~onable date credit either to the policemen O'r any Qone
after the service of twO' yea,rs required else who· had anything tOI do with it. I
by departmental regulations, of being include the licensing inspector and the
On this report is a
transferred to' mO're thickly-popula,ted senio;r constable.
parts of Victoria. We find, however, that. memorandum by the Chie,f Commissioner
the young teachers who ?bject to~O' too of PO'lice, as foUows:~ount.ry schools remain III the thlCklyFrom the attached report it will be seen that
populated parts of the State, and in this this hotel is receiving no more attention than
it
deserves.
wav block the transfer of those who have
gone.
The ho·tel I refer to is the RO'yal Arcadn
Hotel,
in Little Collins-street.. I did not
lVIr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-What dO' you sugmention the name on the previous
gest is the way out 0'£ the difficulty ~
occasion.
The Ilcensee is a widow,
has
held
the
licence
of
Mr. HUGHES.-I am not going- to who
During that
make any suggestion.
It would not, be this hotel for eight yea.rs.
taken any notice of if I did.
I am period, twQo convicions have been recordea
asking the MiniGter to find a way out 2.gainst her fO'r minor offences-havin~
She was fined £2
r;f the difficulty.
He is a member of men on the premises.
Yet the Chief Comt.he Cabinet, and I am asking him to on each occasion.
place this matter befoTe the lY.T.inister of missioner makes the statement that this
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licensee, after being eight years i.n .one
hotel, and ha,ving only t'WQl c~n:VIchons
recQlrded against her, is not receIvlllg any
more attention than is deserved.
I can~
not undemtand the Chief Commissioner
in trying to shield his men by making (\.
sta,tementof that SOTt.
Included in
the repQlrt is a recQlrd of the convictiO'ns
that were recorded against the licensee of
another hotel close by, fo'r which this
woman was in no way ~espousible.
"\Vhy
ehould another hotel come into this picture at all?
Reference is also made to'
the convictions reeorded against the hotel
prior to the present licensee takin~ charge
of it.
It a,ppears there were five COonvictions against the previous licensee, and
tho police have men~.joned t~a~ f~ct, a~
parentIy with a VIew O'f lllJuflng thIS
woman, 'or, at any rate, jTh3~.ifyillg t~e
attention they ha,ve been paylllg to th13
hotel. The 1\![inister can take my statement to the Chief COommissioner of PO'lice
that his answer is very unsatisfactory,
and I again repeat, the sta,tement ~hat t~e
licensing pO'lice are unduly harasl3111g thIS
licensee. No conviction has been recorded against her for the last two years,
and yet we are to,ld tha~ the ~otel is D.~t
receiving any more consldera.tlOn than It
deserves.
If tha.t is 60', why does nOot the
Chief Commissioner substantiate his statement by producing evidence?
What has
been s~id is certainly not 6ufficient to'
warrant the CommissiO'ner's memO'randum.
NO' evidence is forthcoming to
prove tha,t this woman is not conducting
her ho,tel as she shO'uld.
I intend to
have something mo·re to say about one O'f
the policemen con~erned in this matt.er,
more particularly III regard to an actIOn
of his during the last few months. He
was cOoncerned, with another PO'liceman
and two women, with a visit to
Bibron's hall.
I ask the Chief Secreta.ry to' furnish me with the name of
the two women whot accompanied the
police to that place.
Their names shOould
be diGclosed in fairness to the people of
this city, who want to' know whot the
wOomen are.
N 01 announcement has yet
been made on the subject, and it is up
to the Chief Secretary to disclose their
names without further delay.
I presume that it is not wO'rth while publishing their names, and, if that iG so, why
are they associated with the Force ~ I
again desire to' say tha,t the statement
which has been made in reply to' my
charges is entirely 'unsatiGfactory, and .l
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want more evidence than has been produced to satisfy me that the Commissioner's statement iG warranted.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-I do nOot want to
intrude Oon the unanimity of complaint
which has been lodged against this Government by its O'wn supporters to'-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCIL-I dO' not
know whether, as' has been said, the
Chinese beat their own Joss, but it is
certain that. the Governmen't has been
beaten by its own supporters to-day.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I always thought
that grievance day was a field day for
the Opposition.
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-But you have no
grievances.
l\1r. EGGLESTON.-It is not that we
have no grievances, but we have been unable to get in because of the rush from
Govirnment supporters. However, there
are Ol1e or two matters
which it, is my
intention to direct attention. I do so
more particularly because stat,ernents of
policy have been made by Labour lVlinisters since the Government entered o,ffice,
and I should like to know how those promises are to' be carried out. This is 'especially the case in regard to statements affecting the Budget. I do not want to criticize
the Budget, but I do want to know ha.w
those promises are to be fulfilled. 'When
the Ga.vernment came into power they
issued a weekly statement showing what
t.hey had done. That did not last long.
The statement was soon discontinued. I
suppose the next time that the Government do anything they will publish a
special bulletin no matter what day of
the week it may be.
:LVIr. WARDE.-Your Ga.vernment would
not have had occasia.n to issue many
statements if they depended upon what
you had done.
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-The' Government
. of which I was a member preferred to
do things and le,t it go at that.. The present Government have boasted about what
they were going to do, and they have
done practically nothing . We were told
that there wa.s to be a, YigO'rous highschool policy, that a high school would
not be erected in any particular district,
just because people there wanted it, but
that consideration wO'uld bel given to. the
question a.f what was a proper site fO'r
a high school. I understood that that
policy was to be carried out" and that
when the Budget was delivered a. stat.ement would be made in regard to the

to.
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matter. I expected that that statement
would show what high schGols would be
built during the year, and WGuld indicate
where they were to be erected. I think
the policy as adumbrated by the Minister
was the correct one, namely, that these
schools should be erected in the most suitable positiGn and in the mGst desirable
localities. To-day we appear to have no
high-school policy at all.
I hope that
the Minister will state whether there is
to be a develo'pment of the high-school
policy. It is necessary that such a statement should be furnished before we proceed to a discussion of the Budget proposals. In a similar way we have the
Minister of Public Works stating that it
is the intention of the Government to
adopt a policy of taxation in respect
of the maintenance, and posRibly the CGnstruction, of main roads. I have looked
through the Budget, but have not found
any indicatiQin of extra taxation beyond
t.he increase of income tax. N ow it is
almost invariable, I understand-I do
not know whether it is not absolutely
peremptory-for the Government to state
in the' Budget just what revenue they
intend t.o coUect.
Under the circumstances, it. might be assumed that the
Minister Gf Public vVorks was simply
giving vent to. hot air. That would be the
case if the Government do not propose to
introduce motor taxation or a wheel tax,
or something of the kind.
Mr.
TUNNECLIFFE.-YoU
introduce
motor taxation in a 1\10tor Bill, not in
the Budget.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I know. But it
is necessary to include in the Budget a
reference to all the revenue that is to be
raised excepting in respect of unforeseen
expenditure. Now, there is no statement
of any intention to raise revenue from
any ether taxes than those at present
operating, plus t.he increase in the income
tax and plus the increase in the stamp
tax.
:Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Is this a grievance
against the Go.vernment ~
:Mr. EGGLESTON.-NG. I am merely
asking fQir an explanatiGn. I think that
an explanation should be given to the
House. Now, with regard more to administrative matters, I should like to
know what the position is in connexion
with the Caulfield Hospital. I understood when the late Government left
Gffice, that the place had been bonght,
and that it was only a matter of a week
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or two when some attempt would be ,made
to relieve the c~ntral hospitals.
lVlr. TUNNECLIFFE.-When you left
office nothing had been done,.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not a
correct statement, because a. contract had
been entered into with the Federal 0.00vernment.
Six months have elapsed,
-and, apparently, we are as far off finality
as ever in regard to the Caulfield Hospital.
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-The work is proceeding as rapidly as we can carry it out..
lVlr. EGGLESTON.-I nOow wish to.
refer t.o the site in St. Kilda-rGad, upon
which it was suggested police barracks
should be erected. It was prGPosed in
the cOonstruction of the barracks to. use
the old bluestone from the jail. Tha.t
proposal seems to have horrified the
1\1inister.
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It was not that,
but it would be costly to use the bluestone.
EGGLESTON.-A
statement
:Mr.
appeared in the press to the effect that
the Minister would not have a. bluestone
building Gn that site, because it would
be so ugly. It was also stated that the
frGnt of the building would be let as
shops.
lVIr. TUNNECLIFFE.-That statement was
nOot correct. The original design provided for a brick building. The former
Chief Secretary (Dr. Argy Ie) suggested'
that ,as the jail was being pulled down
the ~tone could be utilized to advantage.
He made a recommendation to. the Chief
Architect, who embGdied in his specification a bluest one base for the new building. A consultation was held with him,
and he said that the bluestone would not
add to the beauty Oof the building-with
which I heartily agreed-and, in addition, that it would be costly, because
stonemasons were, difficult to get. 1\1 oreover, it would involve delay in the erection of the building.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It may fairly be
argued that from an aesthetic point of
view the use Gf bluestGne is not desirable.
Of course, an artistic use could be made
of the stone, in which case the building
,might, be made a very picturesque one.
The present 1\1ilitary Barracks, fOor instance, is one of our most pic,turesque
buildings.
1\1r. TUNNECLIFFE.~I was informed
that even jf the stone were given we
should be put to a greater expense, than
if we used bricks.
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1\Ir. EGGLESTON.-I am glad to get
the assurance of the Chief Secretary that
it was not the intention of the Government to let off the front part O'f the
building. It would be in the nature of
a disaster to' use such a splendid block
for anything but a public building.
lVlr. TUNNECLIFFE.-I heartily agree
with that;.
lVlr. EGGLESTON.-Last Grievance
Day I made reference to the Titles Office.
I suggested that the Titles Office could
be used for approved purposes, and in
reply I received a communication giving
a list of the purposes to which it was
intended the building should be put.
Nothing was said, however, as to whether
the work is nnw being put in hand.
l\:1r. TUNNECLIFFE.-You refer to the
work of the reconstruction of the Titles
Dffice ~
l\Ir. EGGLESTON.-Yes. There is a
good deal of vacant space that could be
"used for the housing of public officers not
at present housed in the Spring-street
building.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-There is a requisition in· that Department for £50,000 to
be spent on a new building. An inspection made by us revealed that there was
a considerable amount of unused space
in the e,xisting building that had been
specially constructed for a Titles Office.
This unused space had never been used
for a better purpose than the har houring
of lumber; in fa.ct, it was a lumber-rO'om.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The building may
bave been designed fo'r a Titles Office
in the dark ages. It was never designed
in such a way as to serve modern requirements in connexion with such an office.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Anyway, it should
not be used for lumber.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There are plenty
<>,f uses to which the unused space could
be put.
For instance, theTe is the
Master-in-Equity's Office. I do not know
that the Master-in-Equity would welcome
the suggestion, but it would he possible
to transfer his office to that building.
More suita.ble arrangements shou1d he
~ade at the Titles Offioe fQ(f receivin~
documents for registration.
That is
peeded. I should like to mention another
matter that comes under the Chief Secreta-ry's purview. I refer to the police
station at St. Kilda. This matter was
brought before Major Baird when he was
Ch~ef Secretary.
B~t, unfortunately,
\y~en ·h,e got there the Clerk of Courts

.'
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put in a requisition of an entire,ly different character fOlr better accommodation
at the Court House. I dOl not think that
was at all justified. The matter was hung
up.
I now a,sk the Chief Secret,ary to
consider the matter frOim the point of
view of the police station and look-up
itseH. The condition of the lock-up and
police quarters there is absolutely a.ppalling. It is one of t,he oldest buildings
in St. Kilda, next to the' St. Kilda railwa,y sta.tion, and it should be rebuilt as
soon as possible.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is nearly as bad
as the railway station.
lVlr. EGGLESTON.-I saw a, photograph of the railway station as it was in
1857, and it is practicaJly the same toda,y. I know tha,t in rega,rd to these ma,ttel'S the capital expelnditure is a difficulty.
I do not suggest tha,t out of the, present
year's loan requirements thel Government
should spend anything on the station, but
I do say that in cO'llnexion with this
station, and also the
stations
at
Spencer-street and Flinders-street, there
are opportunities for some splendid
business propositions.
Along Spencerstreet there are business blocks of
considerable extent and high value
which could be used for the, erection of
shops that could be readily le,t. This is
a question that should be thoroughly investigated, and expert advice should be
taken as to whether, if a proper building
schemel were ca,rried out, th€1 economIC
value, would nOit. pay the cost of the work
ne,cessary in the remodelling of the
stations. The same remark applies to the
St. Kilcla station.
It has a frontage
of 150 feet to Fit~roy-street, and that
land is probably worth from £75 to £100
a foot. There is alsO' a frontage round
the corner, and no use. is being made of
that valuable, land. The, matter is one
that dese'rves a.ttention. The, only other
question to which I desire to refer is that
of immigration, in regard to which I made
an interjection whilst an honora-ble membe,r was speaking. I had in my mind
the immense amount of loan money we
are raising in rela,tion to our population.
In ten years we' ha.ve increased our loan
liability by about £60,000,000, and during the last five years by £10,000,000.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-That illcludts the
war period.
.
lVII'. :tJGGLESTO!i.-Yes, b\lt not w.ar
expendi tUI'€I.
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lV1r. PRENDERGAST.-VV- e had nothing
to' do with it.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-No. When the'
late Government were formulating their
prOoposals for the- expeudit,ure of this loan

Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is not correct.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We had to start
feeding them.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There were 90ll

money it was expected tbat there would

registered, and there were many duplica,

be a large increase in population j and tions. Not more than 100 or 200 of thesewhat I say is that unless the,ra is a, large men were employable. I would like theincrease by immigration, we are not justi- Government to produce a daily graph as,
fied in spending even the limit.ed amount to unemployment.. On tne 30th June
we are ma.king available in development. the number registered was 900, on 14th
It is nOo use having a de!velopmental e,x- July 1,400, and at the, end Oof July 2,200.
penditure if the population is to· rema.in That shows the effect of Labour governthe same, or there is to be. only the ment on unemployment. There was an
natural increase.
increase of about 250 per cent. in six
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-We are moving in we·eks, but the numbe'r re'gistered went
a. "vicious circle."
dOown to 1,800 at the, end of September.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-vVe shall be un- We a.re raising enormous ·sums of money
less we have immigration. If we' are to for country development and putting theface, additional burdens we must have, burden on the shoulders of the people
additional resources. The la,te Govern- who aTe< here. At thel same, time we are
ment found it difficult to introduce people not getting the· kind Oof immigration that
to this country for anything but land is necessary if that money is to be exsettlement purposes.
pended to the best advantage in carrymg
Mr. WARDE.-And We' should sOoon be out works in the country districts. One
bankrupt if we went Oon as we have been reason why the late, GoveTnment, could
going. On closer settlement and soldier not expend an thel money they proposed
'settlement we arel about £4,000,000 in to raise was that the'y found it impossible
to get the work done. If they called for
arrears.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-That is due to the tenders they got nOo re'sponse" beca.use the
fallacy underlying this loan delvelOopmental men required we,re not available.
policy. If we have a huge loan develophonorable
Mr.
TUNNEcLIFFE.-The,
mental policy with a, huge loan expendi- member's argument is that ~here is so
ture, and dOl not increase the populatiOon, much work available, that we should imwe shall simply be, putting an a.dded bur- port men tOo do it.
den on to the backs of the pe,oplel who
Mr. EGGLESTON.-'Vhat I say is
The, honOorable member for that immigrants should be, obtaine.d to
are here.
Flemington suggests that it is expensive carry out the public works policy of the
to settle, men on the land. The only State. To enter upon a hugel incre,ase of
immigration we' ha,ve catered for up' to expenditure, on developmental work in
the present time has been that of laud present circumstances is ridiculous. We
settlers, and it has cost us about £2,000 ha,ve ne,ither the men nor the plant ,reto settle every person we have introduced quired, and it is necessary that we should
in that. way. ""hat I say is that if we arrange for immigration of the right
had industrial immigration the situation kind-industrial workers, navvies and
would be changed entirely, and that the othe,rs:
mone'y we, borrow could be spent much
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We have too many
more beneficially and mOTe economicall,Y. of them here, nOow. We are proposing to
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-Do you suggest borrow £1,400,000 less than the, late
that we should import workers when there Government prOoposed to raisel_
are no occupations fo,r them 7
Mr:EGGLESTON.-1'hat is so, and I
l\Jr. EGGLESTON.-I sav that oc- think it wise. We were attempting t~ do
cupa1 ions would be availabl~, for these too much. I got into office on about
additional workers. "Then we le.ft Ooffice the 27th February. I found the or~er
there was practically no unemployment had e'one round that as money cOould not
at all.
.
be raised, wOTk would have to be limited.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-When you left I thOought, "This will make things diffioffice there were 1,500 'Unemployed re- cult for our Ministers. There will be un,;.
gistered at the Labour Burea.u in Mel- employment in two o,r three months" and
bourne.
with an' election coming on it will be a
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very nice thing for Qiur opponents." As
a matter of fact, when we limited that
wOork and cut dQiwn our expenditure, there
w.as no more unemployment, the fact being that private enterprise took all the
men thrown off GOovernment works. Even
in connexion with men discharged from
the Railway Department there was no
real difficulty. I think that in t.hat Department 500 men were slackened off, but
they aJl got employment outside.
Mr. LIND.-All the tenders coming in
for works are consider,ably belo.w the estimates.
.
Mr. EGGLESTON.--Is that So.? We
are getting the, work do.ne because we are
not attempting tQi do more than it is possible for the country to' dOl.. I think the
reduction of the loan expenditure from
£8,000,000 to £7,000,000 has really been
Oof benefit to the country. We shall get
just as much work done for Qiur
£ 7,000,000 as we should have got done
fo'r our £8,000,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-You did not spend
£8,000,000 last year.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I know We did
not.
.
An HONORABLE MEMBER.--You could
not get the money.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I doubt whether
the Government will get £7,000,000 in
the circumstances tha,t exist. I knQiw they
have got £2,600,000, but other money is
required, and if they are not very careful about their bOorrowing in England
they ma,y have to. pay 6 per cent. fO'r exchange.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We do not pay
that on money with which we pay our
debts in Great Britain.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-But Victoria is
in rather an unfortunate position, inasmuch as she requires mo're money in
England than is required to pay her interest bill there. That lea,ds me to a suggestion I should like to. make to the Trea.surer. Other States a,re in a different
positiOl1. New South Wales has in LQindon an interest bill ofa greater amount
than she has to' borrow in London, and
she will have a surplus. The same thing
applies to Queensland. I fail tOo see why
there should not be an arrangement bet,ween Queensland, New South Wales,
and Victoria. I do not see why Victoria
should not be able tal pay New South
Wales her surplus instead of borrowing in
London.
.
.Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-We shall have
enough owing in Great Britain to take
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that money. Weare not gomg to pay
that r.ate of exchange.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-O~r interest bill
in London is £2,000,000 odd, and we
have to' borrow there about £4,000,000.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Tbere are a number o,f other credits.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There ib oue
matter in regard to which we must be
very careful. If we do not get British
immigrants we are bound tOo get foreign
immigrants.
Foreigners, and especially
Southern Europeans, come to the places
where the rates are higher. Even high
land values do not frighten them, becaus~
they can Ii ve on soo much less than an
Englishman tha,t they can a.£fQlI'd to pay
more for their land. The Japanese in
America can affo['d to pay 25 per cent..
more for their land than the Americans
will pay, because t.hey can live on so
much less. Therefo.re, we have tQ: be
careful to seek immigrants from Great
Britain.
I do. not. think immigration
from Great Britain will reduce our wage
sta.ndards, and I feel certain that it will
enable us tOI ca,rry out our public works
policy more efficiently and less expensively'
than we are dOling at present, because I
feel sure that, owing to our .asking the
country to do too much, we are paying
too highly for the development work we
are doing.
Mr.. PRENDERGAST (Premier).With regard to the questions that hav41
been raised by honorable members, I will
ta,ke the usual course in cases in which
replies have not been given by Ministers.
That is to say, I shall have their representations fo.rwarded to' Ministers, and replies will be sent to the honorable members concerned, as far as possible.
I
should alsOo like to say that if any honorable members wish tOo communicate 'xith
public officers on Thursdays, . arrangements will be. made by which those officers will be brought to this building.
Members can make arrangements in that
regard either through the secretaries to
Ministers, whO' will be here every Thursday, or through Ministers, and the officers
required will be summoned by telephone.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Railways).By leave. I wish tOo reply to the statements made by the honorable members
for Gippsland East and St. Kilda. The
honorable member for Gippsland East
asked for a faster train· service on the
Gippsland line, and compared the present
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servlCe on that line with that to Warrnambool. I will investigate the matter,
and see if the. Gippsland service can be
improved. I quite agree with the honorable member in regard to the a.ccommoda.tion on the train. I have travelled ou it,
and have observed that it, was overcrowded. The request is that there shQluld
. be mOore tra;ins prQlvided. I think that is
quite reasonable, and that can be done
without. duplicating or electrifying the
line. If the position can be met by the
provision of an additiQonal train, Qor a
longer train, the peQlple who purchase
tickets are entitled tOi be pro,vided wit,h
seats. We will see if that can be done.
I have taken a note of the honorable member's r~presentations regarding the train
service between StraHOIrd and Bairnsdale,
and particularly of the point he st.ressed
with rega,rd to the necessity for a train 011
Friday nights. I will go into the matter
with the Railways Commisioners, and see
if an improvement can be effected. The
overcrOowding Oof the refreshment room at
Warragul is an extraordinary development, because when that refreshment
rQoom was cQIllstructed only a. few years
ago, it was thought tha,t it was altoget.her to'o elabo!Tate, and tha,t the accommodatiOon would not be required. Already,
apparently, it is being taxed to its
utmost. When I last passed through that
station, I arrived in a train from Melbourne and went into the refreshment
room to have something to e,at. A few
minutes later another train travelling in
the opPOosite' direction arrived. I thought
that was an unwise arrangement" and
that it should be a,vOoided. If trains from
Melbourne and Ballarat pulled intOo
Bacchus Marsh station simultaneously,
the accommOoda,tion in the refreshment
room there ·would· be absolutely insum.cient.
I think .the representations of the honorable member for
Gippsland East are quit~ sound, and
that. it ought to be quite practicable to· remedy the matter he has referred to. I was nOot in the HQuse when
the honorable member foc St. KiIda
spOoke, but I understand he raised a question about Spencer-street r,ailway statiQn.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suggested a consideration of the economic value of the
site~ at Spencer-street, St. Kilda, and
Flinders-street railway stations, with a
view to building shops and Il1aking them
fay fOfl' the buil~ings.
.
Mr. Hogan.

.
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Mr. HOGAN.-Or the R,ailways Commissioners could use the shops themselves.
The honorable member suggested a mOore
effective utilization of the ground space.
r quite agree with the honorable member
in tha,t regard. There are quite a number of things the Railway Department
requires t.Oo do, but is unahle tOo do
through lack Oof spa,ce .
The motion for the House to go into
Committee of Supply was negatived.
GAME BILL.

On the motion of 1Ir. TUNNECLIFFE
(Ohief Secretary), this Bill was read a
third time.
Dr. ARGYLE.-In Committee, I intimated that I intended to propose, after
the third reading, the insertion of a new
clause. It deals with the question of the
enfQorcement of the penalties that justices
may jnflict on persons offending against
the provisions of the measure. I wish to
make it quite clear that I have no desire
tOo inflict imprisonment on anyone for a
trivial breach of this ]aw. Far from it;
but I do contend ~tha.t without the new
clause, Qof which I nave given notice, it
will not. be possible to enfOorce this measure
at all. Magistrates may inflict a fine, but
lhere is no way in which the offender can
be brought to book and be, compelled t.o·
pay the fine. 1\1y new clause is in two
partR. The first part provides that(1) The jm;tices by whom any person is convicted and adjudged to pay any sum of money
b.v way of pl~nalt.y or compensa,tion for any
offen co under tllP Game Acts shall adjudge
that such pel"s()l1 shall pay tlw same togAther
with reasonable costs to he fixed by such
justices eithC'r illlmediately or within such
period as the said justices thinl{ fit.

It simply allOows the justices tOo fix a time,
d necessary, for an offender to pay the
fine. If they consider that he is in the
possession Oof funds they may Qorder him to.
pay the fine immediately. I do. not think
tha.t the Minister can take any exception
to. such a provision as that. The secOond
part Oof the new clause gives PQwer tOo deal
wit,h the offender if, on the expiration of
the time sO' appointed, he has not COillp,leted payment of the fine. It is as fo1lOows:l

(2) ~n case ,:,uch sum of 1110ney and costs are
n.ot paid at th\'l tiro:e S9 appointed the sam~
shal\ be levied by distress f~l1d sale of the
goods and chattels of the offe~der together w\tll
the' reasonable ch arges of imch distress; and
for want of sumcient distress or in the discretion of sqch j lIstice!'l without IIl~kiJ;tg any s1,lch
distTess r,Ui!\l. .o~end~r sll~ll. re Imrri,So.(led foX;
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a term of not more than one month where the
sum reruain.ing unpaid (exclusive of costs) is
not more than Five pounds, and for a term of
not more than two months where such sum is
more than Five pounds and llot I:lOre than
Ten pounds, and for a term of not more than
sbc months where sllch sum is more than Ten
pounds.

Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-It is mO're drastic
than the clause in your O'wn Bill.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is supPO'sed to' be a
copy of the clause in the O'riginal Bill, but
I notice that an extra penalty has been
prO'vided.
I realize nO'w that the new
cIa use has been taken frO'm a wrO'ng CO'Py
of the, old Bill.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary).~May I be permitted to point out
that the clause in the Bill introduced by
the honorable member when he was Chief
Secretary differed from this.
The latter
part of it provided that-And for want of sufficient dist.ress such
offender shall be imprisoned should such
justiC'es !:lee iit for a term of not more than
one month where the sum remaining unpaid
(exC'lusive of costs) is not more than Ten
pounds and for a term of uot more than two
months where such sum is more than 'fen
pmmds.

That IS obviously faulty.
ThE:: secO'nd
amO'unt shO'uld have been £20. If the
honorable member for ToO'rak will agree
to move the new clause in the form in
which it appeared in the original Bill, but
with £20 substituted for £10 where it
last O'ccurs, I am prepared to accept it.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I regret that any mistake has been caused in the hurry, and I
thank the Ministe'r for his courtesy and
conside:ration. I will adopt his suggestiO'n
and moveThat the following new clause be inserted :--~1) The justices by ,. . . hom aHY person is COIlvicted and adjudgf'd to pay any sum 01 money
by way of penalty or compensation for. any
£'ffenc-t' under the Game Acts shnll adJudge
that such person ~hall pay the 'same together
with reasonable costs to be fixed by such
justices either immediately or within such
period as the said justices think fit.
(2) In case such sum of money and costs are
not paid at the time so appointed the same
shaH be levied bv distress and sale of the
gooe!::l and chattels- of the offender other than
those which are exempt fr0nl distress for rent
nneler tha Lnncllord and Ten:tnt Act 1915 togethE'r with the reasonable charges of such
distrN's: and for want of sufficient distress
such offender shall be imprisoned should such
ju~tices spe fit for a term of not more than
one month where the sum remaining unpaid
(exclusive of costs) is not more than Ten
pounds, and lor a term of not more than two
months where suC'h sum is more than Twenty
pounds.
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I should like to point out to honorable
members what is in my mind with regard
to the insertion of this particular clause.
r do not think that the principal offender
in these cases is the small man searching
for game in a district out-back.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-He is very often
the principal sufferer.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not want that,
because the real 'offender is the man who
makes money out of the skins and employs men in t.he back-blocks to get them.
They are men of straw with no assets, and
when the magIstrates inflict fines it is impossible to collect them. ThO'se men are
employed by nefariO'us people whose object is to make money out O'f the, very
precious fauna of this St.ate. The result
is that no one is punished, and the ·merry
work goes on. Ii'the new clause is agreed
to these persons may think twice befO're
they break the law.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Should there not be
,some penalty for the man who empbys
another to break t.he law?
Dr. ARGYLE.-It would be verv difficult t.o prove that.
If a clause could be
framed to meet the difficulty, I would
supPO'rt it.
My sole object. is to make
this legislatiO'n effective.
The new clause was agreed to. .
The Bill was ordered to be transmitted
to the Legislative Council.
.
ADJOURNMENT.
COMMITTEE OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS: ApPOINTMENT OF SEVENTH MEMBERVACANCY ON UNIVERSITY COUNCIL.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
mO'veThat the HOllse do now adjourn.

The SPEAKER.-I wish to remind
honora,ble members that O'nly six members
O'f the Committee of Public AccO'unts
have been appointed, whereas the Standing Orders require that seven shall be
appointed.
The motiO'n for the appointment of the six members was moved, by
leave, just before t.he rising of the Hous~
late at night, and the motion was put
and carried fO'rthwith.
When the copy
of the motion was handed in, it was
found that only six Iijembers had been
selected.
I feel that until the Commit.tee has been duly apPO'inted it ought
not to repo'rt uPO'n any matter; and, a.s
no steps have been taken for the appointment O'f the seventh member, I consider
it to be my duty to bring it before the
House_
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:Mr. PRENDERGAST' (Premier).In the constitution of the Committee there is prOVISIOn for the
selection, of four representatives from
the Government side of the House,
and three from the Opposition side.
If the nominations of the present
Opposition were accepted by the Government there would be four Opposition
members ;on the Committee and three
from the GO'vernment side.
I do not
desire that the Committee should be so
composed.
I dO' not wish that the financial proposals of tlie Government should
come within the critical purview of "Committee upon which the representativ..::s
from the Government side of the House
are in a minority. In saying t.hat I do
not desire to reflect in any way upO'n the
Committee.
I think it will be agreed
that the Government should not have to
take the risk of finding its financial proposals "turned down ,. by a CO'mmittee
of the House
The Government must be
in the dominant position. We must have
the majority upon th,at Oommittee so long
as we remain in power. If a change of
government occurred it would be no more
than right that the incoming Government
should have predominance within the
Committee. I would be prepared, in such
event, to agree to a re-casting of the personnel of the Committee to provide for
four Government representatives.
The
Committees of this House inevitably must
be of a party representative character. I
repeat, that at any time when we may be
remo.ved from' office, the incoming GQivernment should be given the balance of
power.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But that
would not be possible.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-It has been
done with other Committees, and it could
be done with this.
It is due to mv
objection to the Government being placed
in a, minority that the seventh member
has not yet been appointed to the Committee o,f Public Accounts.
I make a
perfectly reasonable p1roposition ,to' the
Leader of the Opposition.
It is that,
no ma.tter what Government may be in
power, it would be wrong fQir any Com~ittee of. t.he House tQi possess a majority
m OppOSItIOn to' the Government, and
that provision should be made to prevent
it.
The Railways Standing CO'mmittee
is nO't similarly placed. Ther.e,' the mem-
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bers are in equal numbers, with a chair.
man, and there is representa.tiO'n of each
chamber.
Mr. LIND.-A change cannot. be made
in the pereonnel of a Cpmmittee without
reference to. the House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-My proposal
is that steps should be taken at once
and, as it were, automatically tOo change
the personnel of the Committee with a
change of Government.
If there are
now to be fOour Government suppOorterswhich, I insist, is no mOore than fair1. undertake that, in the event Oof our
returning to the OppositiOon benches, the
majority upon the Committee of Public
Accounts shall remain with the Government side, so that its financial proposals
shall not be endangered from that source.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I am
glad, Mr. Spe,aker, that you mentioned this matter in the way you did.
The Premier has, courteously consulted
with me on different occasions in regard
tv this subject, and I think if he will
agree to allow the matter to. stand Oover
until next Tuesday I will consult my colleagues and see what can be done. His
proposition is absolutely fair. The Clerk
of the House has courteously referred me
to section 364 of our Constitution, which
deals with the appointment of the Public
Accounts Committee. The: matter is also
dealt with in 169A of our Standing Orders.
I was under the impression that this Committee was appointed for the life of the
Parliament, but apparently that is not so..
The standing order readsAt the commencement of every session of
Parliament, the Legislative Assembly, according to the practice of Parliament with reference to the appointment of Select Committees, shall appoint a Select Committee of
seven members, to be called the Committee of
Public Accounts, with power to send tor persons, papers, and records.

I hope the Premier will agree to let this
matter 'st.and over.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
will agree to that. By leave, I should like
to refer to the filling Oof the vacancy on
the University Council, caused by the
death of Sir John Mackey. I shall be
glad to consult the Leader of the Opposition about the filling of that vacancy.
The motion was agreed tOo.
The House adjourned at 3.51 p.m. until
Tuesday, October 21.
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The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.49 p.m., and
read the prayer.
ASSENT TO BILLS REPORTED.
North Oarlton Lands Bill.
Milk Supply Bill.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, received from the
Legislative Assembly, were, on the motion
of Ministers, read a first time:Wheat Marketing Bill (the Hon. D. L.
McNamara).
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill
(the Hon. J. P. Jones).
Game Bill (the Hon. J. P. Jones).
VERMIN AND NOXIOUS WEEDS
AOT.
The Hon. A. E. OHANDLER asked
the Minister of Public W orksIf any action has been taken to put into
operation section 23 of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act 1922; and, if so, with what result?

The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer to the honorable member's question is as follows:A Committee under the provisions of this
section has not been appointed, but negotiations between the State and the Commonwealth
are takiug place to have investigations made
by the Commonwealth Institute of Science and
Industry concerning experiments and research,
with a view to discovering the most effective
means of combating the growth and spread of
noxious weeds.

·WHEAT MARKETING BILL.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In support of the motion, I desire to
place before the House certain facts and
reasons why this branch of the LegislatUre should concur with the decision of
another place and allow the Bill to become an Act of Parliament. Wheat pooling started in Australia in 1915. The
wheat of the 1915-16 harvest could not be
sold by farmers at a price higher than
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2s. 10d. per bushel, and, in view of the
necessity of continuing the wheat industry, it was felt that some means must be
devised whereby this price could be increased.
Accordingly, the compulsory
wheat Pool was inaugurated, and, in spite
of the difficulties confronting it for its
first Pool, the net return to growers was
4s. 10!d.-over 2s. more than the price
which was available to the growers from
the merchants. The abnormal conditions
operating during the war, especially the
acute shortage of freight, prevented these
Pools being finalized as quickly as it
would be possible to finalize a Pool under
normal conditions; but, notwithstanding
the delay in declaring a final advance
upon certificates, when a referendum was
taken of wheat-growers in 1921 as to
whether the compulsory Pool should be
continued or discontinued, 12,000 growers
voted for its continuance, while 1,000
voted against its continuance. N otwithstanding this overwhelming majority in
favour of the continuance of the compulsory Pool, it was discontinued, and a
voluntary Pool was started, which was
financed by the' State Government, and
called "The V ictorian Wheat-growers
Oorporation." Since that Pool, this corporation has continued, and its finance
has been guaranteed by the Oommonwealth Government. : At the present
juncture it is felt, with every confidence,
that there is still an overwhelming
majority of wheat-growers in favour of
the compulsory Pool. Petitions have been
signed representing growers who have
12,750,000 bushels of wheat, and these
growers are strongly in favour of the compulsory Pool. I understand that there
are also petitions signed by growers
against the Pool, and I am informed that
in innumerable instances strong dissatisfaction has been since expressed by
growers as regards the methods adopted
to obtain their signatures. The Bill will
provide a method of marketing wheat
whereby every person who grows wheat
,,·,rill receive for it the actual market value
without any deduction whatever for profits. The small grower, who ordinarily
is forced to sell his wheat as soon as it is
harvested, a~d who, by reason of his circumstances, is obliged to accept whatever
price is offered, will be placed upon the
same basis as the more wealthy grower,
who is able to hold his wheat and sell it
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at whatever time of the year he considers the elimination of these fact()rs cannot be
best. It will be impossible for any of overestimated. It IS the intention of the
our returned soldier settlers to be forced Government to encourage the shipment of
into the position tOo sen to one particular wheat from Portland. The Government
person who' may have advanced him is also considering the advisability of
money, and he· will benefit greatly by allowing a freight rebate upon all wheat
being able to receive a fair value for his shippe~ at that port· from the country
wheat. The issue involved in this Bill north and west of M urtoa.· It has been
the policy of the voluntary Pool for the
is-" Are we in favour of securing to
last three years to Use that port, but diffigrowers the certainty that they will re- culty was encountered on account of not
ceive the full reward for their .industry?" having sufficient wheat available there.
The Government's answer to the question The compulsory Pool will enable a large
is, "Yes"; and this Bill will give effect quantity of wheat to he diverted to Portto our answer. This Government believes land, and so increase the total quantit.y
that haphazard marketing of primary as to overcome this difficulty. In all
products is inferior to organized market- other respects the voluntary POool has
ing, and that more benefit can be bestowed demonstrated that Portland is a satisfacon the farmer by abolishing haphazard tory port from eve'ry point of view, and
marketing and introducing a system of that it is safe even for large vessels.
organized marketing.
The haphazard Moreover, the voluntary Pool found that
method has had a long trial; it, has it w.as good business to ship from that
proved most unsatisfactory, and broke port. It will be noted that the Pool was
down completely at a time of crisis at the only exporter of wheat to' take adthe commencement of the war. The com- vantage of the facilities at Portland. The
pulsory Pool during the period of the war use of that port would tend towards deand the years immediately following it, centralization, and utilize the facilities
and the voluntary Pools conducted for the the Government has provided at that port.
last three harvest.s, have demonstrated that On the occasion of a visit to Portland
the whole wheat-growing industry can be two years ago, I found the people of the
district ve,ry enthusiastic ove'r the possimaterially benefited by the marketing of
bility of that port being utilized more
wheat through the medium of a Pool. It freque,ntly than it has been in the past.
is also demonstrated that a compulsory Portland is one of the finest deep-sea
Pool is a still more efficient means or ports in VictorIa. About £500,000 has
marketing than the merely voluntary been spent there in creating wharfage
Pool, which secures only a .percentage of and other facilities, and, as the Western
the whe,at grown in the State, whilst the District, within reasonable distance of the
compulsory Pool still further eliminates port, includes one of thr, great wheatthe chartering of freight in Victoria and growing beUs of the State, it is a sound
the sellers of Australian wheat in London. policy to encourage the carriage of the
It is intended, therefore, to inaugurate wheat to the nearest port rather than
a compulsory Pool, to be conducted gene- continue to convey It unnecessarily over
rally upon the hnes of the previOous Pools, many extra miles of railway.
and to be controlled by a Board. This
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-What has
Board will consist of five members, three that to do with the compulsory wheat
of whom will be elected by the wheat- Pool 7
growers of the State as their representaHan D. L. McNA1VIARA.-It has a
.tives, and two will be appointed by the great deal to do with it, because if the
Government to safeguard the interests of wheat is shipped at the nearest port the
the Government and the general public. cost will be less, and the finances of th~
This Board will have power to co-operate Pool will bene,fit. If Portland is within,
with the POool authorities in the other say, 100 miles of a big wheat~growing belt,
wheat-growing Sta,tes, especially in regard it naturally follows that the freight on
to the chartering of freight, and with any the wheat to that port will be much less
Australian selling organization. overseas. than If· it is conveyed to Melbourne or
This WIll enable the growers to receive Geelong, which may be 50 or 100 miles
t.he maximum benefit from the elimination further from the point of produ~t,ion.
of numerous charterers of freights and of
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-Would not
numerous sellers of Australian wheat in that be just as obvious with the volunthe overseas markets. The importance of tary Pool as with the compulsory Pool 7
Hon. D. L. McNamara.
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The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-In bushel upon delivery, but negotiations are
the absence o,f collective actiO'n, there is still taking place to have the amount of
.a. tendency not to send sufficient wheat to the advance increased to 4s. 4d. per
PO'rtland at one time to justify the bushel.
.chartering of a vessel to visit that port.
The Han. H. 1. COHEN.-Has the GaTo send a vessel to' Portland to reCNve . vernment any hope of achieving that 1
half a ·cargo would be foolish. But under
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA.~Many
this scheme there will be O'nly one mar keting authority, and when a vessel is char- honorable members w.ho are O'pposed to
tered to lift wheat at Portland, arrange- this Bill were hopeful that the banks
ments will be made fO'r sufficient wheat would not negotiate, with the Government
to be loaded there without unnecessary at all. But they did so at a time when
delay, and with consequent advantage to the price of wheat was less than it is now,
the produce,r. In anticipation of an ob- and the advance in price makes the projection that the labour facilities at Port- posed advance mO're justifiable from a
land will be inadequate, I remind the financial point of view. It is intended to
·Council that at the time when wheat was make an advance of 4s. 4d. per bushel if
previously shipped from that port suffi- the financial arrangements will permit.
cient local labour was available to handle The advance, of course, will be guaranteed by the GO'vernment. Owing to the
all cargoes, and not one hitch occurred.
high prices available at t.he moment, the
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Was that greater portion O'f the exportable surplus
under a voluntary O'r a compulsory Pool ~
O'f the harvest will be sold early in the
The Hon. D. L. McNAM~RA.---:Origi year, while the prices are high, and this
nally it was under a compulsory Pool. will enable a second advance of a subI am not sure, but I believe, that last st.antial amount to' be made in the early
year, under the voluntary Pool, little or months of next year. Under the Pool
no wheat was shipped from Portland, be- the 100cal consumers can be supplied on
·cause the whole Qif the wheat was not the whO'lesaLe basis ·direct from the
under the control of the Pool, and the farmers' organization, with all middlemen
amount available at Portland was not and speculators complete1ly eliminated.
sufficient to justify the chartering ofa There can be no questiO'n whatever that
vessel to call there. As a result of the with a Pool the public will be in a better
open :market, 40 per cent. of the wheat position in every way. The farmer is
grown in Victoria was not controlled by prepared to make available fO'r local conthe Po.ol ~
sumption aU the wheat required fO'r the
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-How much entire year at prices based solely on the
was sent that was controlled by the com- true overseas parity-that is, the price
that could be obtained overseas less the
pulsory Pool ~
The H·on. D. L. McNAMARA.-The cost O'f freight, exchange, insurance, and
whole of the wheat grown in VictoTia and O'ther charges, but plus, in the later part
Bome that came in from other States. The of the year, the cost of storage. Without
Government has no doubt that the results the Pool there is no certainty O'f the reof a, compulsory Pool at a time when there tention of sufficient whea.t for local conis no acute shortage o,f shipping, as was sumption for the year, and it wO'uld
the case when the last compulsory Pool never be the policy o.f a merchant to make
was conducted, will be most satisfactory wheat available here from month to month
from the point of view, not only of the throughout the year at a price based on
wheat-growers themse,lves, but also of the the true Qiverseas parity, and t.his would
general public. Under present conditions, be especially so if the price of wheat were
the Pool will be wound up within twelve high in the early part of the year. He
months of its inception. The voluntary would certainly never contemplate holding
Pool for the current year paid its first wheat for 100cal consumption unless he
advance immediate.Jy upon the, delivery were paid a higher price than overseas
of the, wheat, and the last advance was pari ty .
The history O'f previous years
paid on the 16th October inst. The Go- under the open market is that when the
vernment has arranged with the Common- world's prices 0'£ wheat were varying conwealth and the Associated Banks to siderably so much wheat was exported in
firiance the advance upon wheat delivered the early part of the year that long beto the Pool. An arrangement has alre,ady fore the conclusion of the year such a
been made for a·n advance of 3s. 8d. a scarcity existed that the price was based,
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not on the world parity, but on the cost
of impO'rtat,ion. This greatly enhanced
.price which had to' be paid by the local
consuming public did not benefit the
farmer in any way, as he had already
sold his wheat to the merchant, who re.
ceived the whO'le of the increased price.
The advantages gained indirectly from a
Pool are too numerous to enumerate. It
will suffice to' say that the gain in weight
of the whea.t received by five compulsory
PO'ols was 1,250,000 bushels--that is to
say, 1,250,000 more bushels of wheat was
sold and delivered by the Pool than was
actually received by it. The additional
quantity represented solely the increase
in weight while the' wheat was in store
and in transit.
The appreciat,ic:m in the
weight of wheat followir:tg its removal
from northern districts to the southern
ports was very great. Considerable appreciation also took place, during the sea
voyage. It was pointed out at the time
that, notwithstanding the enor'mous losses
incurred on account of mice, weevils, and
damage by weather, the whole, _of the
losses for the :five Pools were, made good
by the appreciation in weight. Those
wIlo have any dealings with wheat will
recognize that wheat produced at Swan
Hill or Hlopetoun in January, and stored
at the seaside" would show a considerable
increase in weight bv March or April of
the following year. This appre'ciation in
weight was more than sufficient to recoup
the losses that occurred ,during the season
1916-17 on account of the unprecedented
plagues of mice and weeviJ.s. Again, it is
estimated that the reduction of competition in selling overseas and in chartering
freight locally would effect a, gain of at
least £560,000 on a 40,000,000-bushe,ls
crop.
Statements have been made that
the Pool would eliminate speculatiQfll by
merchants only to bring light speculation
in certificates issued to growe,rs, but I am.
informed that of nearly 20,000 ce,rti:ficates
issued by the voluntary Pool last year
less than 100 were actually sold,
of
whilst for the, current year,
some 17,000 certificates issued not
more
than
60
have,
been
sold.
That goes to show, of course, that the
farmers, having more confidence in the
pooling system, would not part with their
certificates to speculators.
It would
thus appea,r tha,t, when the farmer knows
that a final payment will be made on
each certificate within twelve months of
its issue, the element of speculation in
Hon. D. L. McNamara.
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certificates is absolutely negligible. The
Bill provides for the operation of three
Pools-that is, for' the coming seasen
and the two subsequent seasons-but there
is provision- that if the majority of the
wheat-growers decide at a ballot which
will be taken next year that they -do not
desire the continuance of the Pool, the
Act will become inoperative immediately,
and in the two subsequent seasons the
wheat will ge sold in the ordinar;y
manner as formerly.
The main provisions of the Bill are to provide for the
const.itutic:m of a Board, tOt be called the
Victorian Wheat Board, and to endow it
with power to buy and market the wheat
of the season 1924-25 on the pooling
system. The sale of wheat, except to
or by the Board, is prohibited. Olause
2 gives the interpretation of various
words and phrases used in the Bill. Clause
3 makes the measure applicable only to
wheat harvested during the season
1924-25, unless, of course, at the referendum provided for in the Bill the
wheat-growers decide in favour of the
continuance of the pooling system. Then
the Pool will be operative for three years
instead of one year.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Without
Parliament having a say.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-Parliament will have a say to-day. Olause
4 provides for the appointment and election of the Board, and for the appointment of the five members thereof.
Olause 5 empowers "the Board to make
contracts, and generally to do those things
that are necessary. Olause 6 specifically
enumerates that the Board may buy and
sell wheat, and dO' everything incidental
thereto. The Board may avail itself of
the use of public officers with the approval"
of the Minister of the Department ~on
cerned, and the rights of such officers are
protected. It is intended that the services of the co-operative companies us
handling contractors will be used as
hitherto.
Olause 7 empowers the Minister to make financial arrangements, and
it is the intention of the Government to
cQl-Q1perate with Pools in other States, with
.a- view of having one joint-selling agency
in London and one joint-chartering committee. Olause 8 restricts the sale of
wheat, except to or by the Board, but
sales of seed wheat, inferior wheat, and
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wheat grown in areas where only a
limited quantity
is produced, are
allowed. That replies, of course, to the
argument that inferior wheat and wheat
only suitable for fowl feed may not be
sold except through the Board. Olause
9 prohibits any miller from gristing
wheat for any other persons without the
consent of the Board, and vitiates any
contract by a miller by which he undertakes to grist wheat for another person.
It also vitiates any contract relating to
the sale of wheat or flour to be delivered
ufter the 24th of September, 1924, and
before 1st of December, 1925. By clause
10 contracts entered into after 24th of
September, 1924, are declared void.
Olause 11 provides that at the request of
the Board the Railways Oommissioners
may refuse to carry wheat or :flour, and
clause 12 provides that no action shall
be brought against the Board for' conversion of wheat by it, but that the
rightful owner of the wheat may adopt
the delivery of wheat to the Board by
an unauthorized person.
This clause
also provides that the BoaI:d shall be
responsible only for such sum as is unpaid at the time of the receipt of notice
of claim by the rightful owner. Olause
13 provides that every vendor of wheat
which is subject to any encumbrance
shall give notice of such encumbrance
upon the delivery of such w~eat. Olause
14 provides that where the Board in
good faith and without negligence pays
the vendor delivering the wheat it shall
not be responsible to any person claiming
to be the owner of such wheat. Olause
15 provides that the Board shall not be
liable for loss caused by permitting a
transfer of a certificate where it acts in
good faith and wIthout negligence.
It
also exempts the Board from liability
where it pays the person named in the
.certificate in good faith, but it does not
prejudice the rights inter se of the payee
and the claimant. Olause 16 provides
the conditions under which old or
blended wheat may be delivered, and under
clause 17 it is provided that wheat not
branded in compliance with the preceding clause shall be deemed to be
wheat tendered as wheat of the season
1924-25. Clause 18 provides that the
tendering of wheat shall he evidence of
intention to sell it to the Board, and
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clause 19 provides penalties for offences
committed under the Act. In clause 20
the mode of recovery of penalties and
the conditions under which proceedings
may be brought for the enforcement of
the Act or the recovery of penalties are
provided. Olause 21 provides that the
Board shall cause books of account to'
be kept of all moneys received and paid,
and in sub-clause (2) it is provided that
the accounts shall be audited by the
Auditor-General or by some person
appointed by him. Sub-clause (3) -provides that the Board shall furnish the
Governor in Oouncil with a true copy
of the audit of accounts, and sub-clause
(4) that copies of the accounts, together
with~ a statement of the moneys received
by the Board of its expenditure, shall be
laid before both Houses of Parliament.
Olause 22' provides that all moneys required in the execution of the Act and
not provided for under it shall be
appropriated by Parliament for the purpose.
Olause 23 provides for certain
regulations to be made concerning the
administration of the Act, and clause 24
gives the Governor in Oouncil power to
inquire into any alleged unreasonable
price charged for wheat for local consump.tion, and to :fix the fair market
value.
This provision was included in
the Victorian Wheat-growers Oorporation Act of 1921. Olause 25 indemnifies
the Orown and any Minister and the
Board and its officers, and clause 26 incorporates the schedule to the measur€-!.
I think I mentioned previously that
petitions in favour of compulsory pooling have been presented from 3,328
wheat-growers, who have an estimated
yield of 12,500,000 bushels. I have also
in my possession another petition that
must have lost its way in transit.
It
is against compulsory pooling. It looks
as though a mountain has been in labour
and has produced a mole hill. This little
petition against the Pool has been signed
by wheat-growers with' but a small
acreage. From what I know of the
feeling of wheat-growers, as the result
of the present Pool and of past Pools, it
appears to me that they strongly' desire
that they should be able to market their
wheat uJ!der the compulsory pooling
system.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-What proportion of them?
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The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-There
was a very definite test in 1921, when
a referendum of the wheat-growers was
taken. At that referendum 12,800 wheatgrowers were in' favour of continuing the
compulsory marketing of wheat under the
pooling system, and approximately 1,000
were opposed to it. Even in the face of
that' the Government of the day did not
put a compulsory Pool into operation.
An election was fought, and the Government came back from the country in a
minority 'on that question .. However, it
was allowed to continue in office, because
it offered a voluntary Pool, with an
advance, which it had refused to give
prior to the elections.
If we want to
encourage the people upon the land, one
of our cardinal principles should be to
provide the greatest facilities possible fori
those people to market their products to
their best advantage. We deliberately
say that, so far as the wheat-growers are
concerned, there is but one way in which
their wishes can be complied with, and
that is to establish a compulsory Pool.
The Hon.' J. K. MERRITT.-That is
Socialism.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
honorable member can call it what he
likes, but the fact remains that when a
referendum of the wheat-growers was
taken by the Ohambel' of Agriculture, I
think it was, the result was as ~ have
stated.
Now Parliament is again given
an opportunity to allow the wheatgrowers to lIlarket their product in the
way they think is in their own best interests. .AJJy one who gives serious consideration to the question, and is not personally interested, can see that the collective handling of wheat must mean a
saving in the cost between the point of
production and the point of consumption,
and if any effective saving can be made
in that way it must necessarily be
largely in fa.vour of the growers.
N ow I wish to put another aspect of the
matter t.ha.t is not new to the House. I
spoke and wrote about it long before the
pooling system was adopted. If I had
the time now I could read some very significant statements from speeches delivered in 1920 by opponet;lts of the Bill
that was then before the House. My
own attitude on that particular occasion
was in support of a measure like that,
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because, as one who had been for so long'
connected with the farming industry, I
knew that commercial men frequently
take advantage of the small producerthe man least able to help himself. During the early part of the year, farmers
usually find that their bills are falling
due. In addition to the rent there may
be bills for machinery, artificial manures,
and various other things to pay. It is the
general experience in connexion with the
industry that such obligations fall due
el:lXly in March, and if the primary producer is not forced to put all of his produce into the market" he very often. has
to dispose of a considerable quantity of it
in order to meet those obligations. It
means that at that particular time there
is a sudden rush, and the normal flow
into the market is interfered with. The
astute speculator is in a position to takb
advantage of the circumstances in which
the producers are forced to sell.
Of
course, he himself is in a position to .hold
the produce until a later date, when .suPplies have e'ased, and a market is created
from which he largely benefits. To show
how keen th~se people are who deal with
the producers, I should like to quote from
a petition sent by produce agents in Brisbane to the Oommissioner for Railways in
Queensland. '
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-You
are going to a nice place when you go
to Queensland.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I will
give all my authorities, and, later on, the
unofficial Leader will be free to attack
them for all he is worth. I wish to mention this matter, because some of the
petitioners, at all events, were very prominent public men in Queensland. They
were leading produce merchants in that
State at any rate, and they asked the
Railways Oommissioner to refuse to allow
the publication of certain information respecting sales that took place in the
market on any particular day. At Bris-'
bane, the practice is to sell by auction on
the railway giding potatoes, hay, chaff,
grain, and other such produce. It was
my good fortune to spe~d one or two
mornings there to see how the sales were
conducted. Among those present was a
representative from each of the loeal
papers. The press· representatives knew
the price at which the produce in any particular truck was sold, and they were in
a position to find out the truck number.
I
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In that way the grower in North Queensland, or wherever it came from, was able
to ascertain the price that his produce
realized.
The merchants, particularly
those in Brisbane, which is the centre of
activity in Queensland, just as Melbourne
is in Victoria, thought that their clients
-the producers-were receiving just a
little too much information as to what
was taking place in regard to the sale of
their produce. Therefore, in February,
1903, they addressed a memorandum to
the Railways Commissioner. I may mention that amongst the petitioners were
Denham Brothers, and one member of
that firm subsequently became Premier of
Queensland. Others were J. Jackson and
Company, Howes Brother~ and Company,
R. Raine, and Robert Millar.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-Did you say
that the pe,tition was presented in 1923 ~
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-No, in
1903; and my object in referring to it is
to show that the merchants of Queensland
were nQit favorable to infQirmation leaking
out as to the actual sale price of produce.
rhe petition was also signed by Oharles
Taylor and Company.
lir. Charles
Taylor was afterwards elected to Parliament, and he became leader of one
branch of the Opposition-I forget
which. It would take rather long to read
the memorandum, but in effect it was a
request to the Railways Commissioner to
practically prevent the press from publishing the truck numbers. Every farmer
knew the number of t~e truck on which
his produce had been loaded, and he also
knew the day of its arrival in Brisbane.
Therefore, without any account sales he
\~as in a pos~tion t? obtain from the partIculars pubhshed m the press the price
at which his own. produce was sold.
The Hon. M. SALTAu.-Did they give
that as the reason why they wanted the
information withheld ~
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.--:...I will
read the petition.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-Read the
Auditor-General's report on the State
Produce Agency.
The Hon. D. L. :McNAMARA.-It is
wonderful how, surrounding a Bill like
this, there is an atmosphere in which one
sort of feels how it touches people. This
is the opening paragraph of the petition-
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mation with reference to eonsignments which
are sent to ·ourselves from time to time. W'hat
we allude to is the practice that the Courier
has made lately of publishing lists givinO' the
truck numbers from whence the trucks ~ome
and the prices that the goods are sold at. Of
co~rse, we are aware that you cannot do anythlI~g to prevent them going to the shed and
takmg down. the prices that produce brings,
but, on the other hand, you could assist us
greatly in giving such instructions as would
e~sure a little privacy in our Ibusiness -transactIons.

The Ron. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-That is
twenty years old.
The Hon. D. L. McNA~1:ARA.-No
doubt, but it is opportune to mention it
to-day,. when we are dealing with .the
marketmg of produce and the right of
r.he people who grow it to some say as to
the best way of dealing with it. It is the
element of co-operation with Government
assistance that we should encourage in
this country if we want to see the people
on the land get the best results from their
efforts.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Will you
apply it to all other industries ~
The Hon. D. L. MoNAMARA.-This
is a Bill dealing with the marketing or
wheat. In its way, the voluntary PooJ
of last year was a good thing, although
nQit so good as a compulsory POQlI, in which
all the produc.ers participate with one selling agency. Taking the whole year
through, the average payment made under
the vQilunt,ary Pool of 1923-4 was 4s. 8~d.
per bushel, less rail freight, while the
average on the open market was 4s. 4!d.
per bushel, less rail freight. That is a
difference of 4id. a bushel. On an
average yield in Victoria that difference
would represent a loss of £700,000 to the
growers. -In my opinion, it would mean
a lot more than that. Supposing there
had been no voluntary Pool in operation
the question arises whether the farmer~
would have rea.lized 48. 4!d. in the open
market for their wheat. In those circumstances, the private buyers would have
ha<;l a practically free hand, and could
have offered almost what they liked. If
there had been no voluntary Pool in existence that year, I do not think the farmers
would have received anything like
4s. 4!d. on the open market.
~~eHon. J. K. MERRITT.-That is suppOSItIOn.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-It is
We, the under,signed, would be thankful if
you would kindly take some action with re- nO.t supposition. Those figures were supgard to neWlSpapers getting the fullest infor- plIed me by the authorities in control of
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the voluntary Pool. If honorable members think that the figures are wrong, they
will be able to attack them in a proper
way.
,
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-Whose
figures are they ~
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-They
are supplied by the Victorian Wheat Corporation, who conducted the voluntary
Pool, and I believe that they are correct.
I should just like to make one or two
quotations to show under what a disadvantage many of the growers would be
placed if they were left totally to the open
market. It is recognized, of course, that
wheat has' appreciated in the world's
mar:)ret during the last two or three weeks.
Mr. W. Daley, of Warracknabeal, in a
letter dated the 6th October, states that
., John Darling bought wheat at Warracknabeal last season at 3s. lOd. and 3s. lid.,
and is now trucking it to Melbourne,
where it is selling at 6s. 5d."Honorable
members will see that the value of that
wheat almost doubled during the time it
was held by John Darling and Son. It
shows an enormous difference, although,
of course, that condition may not be general. ,It is safe to say that the cost of
storage and the cost of financing would
be very small. The appreciatiQin Qif the
wheat between t'IJ.e time it was bought at
Warracknabeal and the date on which
it was sold by the merchant would
pro ba bly provide the actual cost of
storage and other incidental expenses.
The only point I wished to make in that
regard was that this gentleman entered
upon a foolish bargain. If he had entrusted his wheat to the voluntary Pool,
instead of to John Darling and Son, his
product would have been taken over, an
advance would have been made against
it, and he would have been, paid the
whole sum due to him before now. And,
instead of receiving 3s. lOd. to 3s. lid.,
he would have been due for a considerable
increase-as was shown by the average
figures of the voluntary Pooll last year.
I have before me a letter from Mr. James
McGrath, of Lake Marmal, dated 9th
October, 19~4, and addressed to the
Minister of Agr,iculture. It states thatI would like to bring before your notice the
fact that the 24th Septemlber does not protect
the farmer that sold before the 24th September, in the open market, for 4:s. 10d. to 5s. 4d.
for his wheat. Why ~ot make it the 10th ~r
12th of August, and protect the farmer who
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sold ,for low prices, not knowing the Pool was
to be brought in 1 I sold .a;bout 4,000 Ibags to
Dreyfus at those prices, and stand to lose
about £700,' and the same i,s the case with
several of my neighbours.
Hoping you will
alter the date to lOth Aug:ust ,and thus save
the farmers who were misled and sold early.

I can only comment that here again a
foolish course was undertaken, and that
the grower Qibtained considerably less than
he m,ight have received. I have heard
arguments to the effect that wheat buyers
are always prepared to give substantial
rates, based upon existing market conditions. It has been emphasized that they
are not exploiters in any sense of the
term, but are real philanthropists, who
think of ,and act solely fQir the producer3.
As a matter of fact, they are ordinary
business men. They are out to buy in
the cheapest market and sell in the
dearest. With respect to present lQical
quotations for forward, delivery, new
season's wheat, to be shipped in January,
February, Qir March, and allowing the
highest charges for freights, &c., 6s. 6d.
is the value net f.o.b. Against that, I
am advised that in South Australia the
price in the open market to-day is 6s.
f. o. b., Adelaide. There is this a ppa.reu t
diffe,rence of 6d. a' bushel between the
value of the wheat handled by a Pool ,and
the price obtainable 'in the open market in
South Australia. The advantage obtainable by the whole of the growers under a
compulsory, as compared with a voluntary Pool, is that the former provides all
farmers-taking average quality grainwith the same price for their wheat
throughout the ·year. The small grower'
i8 not unduly hampered, nor unfairly
treated, because he has not a large
quantity to offer.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-Under what
clause of the Bill is such protection provided?
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
whole tenor of the Bill is to that effect.
All of the wheat produced goes into the
compulsory Pool, and there is no discrimination. On the basis of, the same'
quality the whole of the producers get the
same price.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-There is
nothing in any clause of the Bill guaranteeing anything of the kind.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-The
ho~orable member is entitled, of course,
to his own interpretation, but the spirit
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of the measure is as I have just indicated.
I desire to cite the case of a fruit-grower
in Mildura to show how unfair one man
can be to his fellow men ,when he is not
governed by compulsory legislation. Some
years ago I visited Mildur~ in conne~on
with an arbitration <{ase. At that perIOd,
and for a number of years pteviously,
there had been surplus crops. There was
not any such factor as an export market,
and the dried fruit over and above the
demand of the consumers was taken by
the distilleries. Let me say, for the sake
of argument, that the price for general
consumpt.ion through the grocers fo[' currants and raisins was 6d. a pound, and
that the qu.otation of the distillers was
only 3d. a pound in respect of the surplus.
The requirements of the consumers absorbed only about half the total product
of the industry. The net amount earned
by the fruit-grower, it will be seen, was
4id. a pound. There was one individual,
however, who stood outside the Pool.
When it came to selling his output, he
quoted a fraction of a penny below the
rate for, home consumption.
Thus, he
was able to get rid of the whole of his
pack on that basis, and, by so doing, reap
a much larger return than his fellow
growers, and take a very unfair advantage
of all of them. He was not man enough
to stand shoulder to shoulder with the
others and bear his proportion of the
reduced price for the surplus. Such conditions are operating in the dried fruits
industry to-day.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-They do not
exist among wheat growers. There is no
excess product for which a reduced price
must be taken.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.~y
point is in respect of the outlook of the
individual, and that the conditions applying to dried fruits apply also to the production of wheat. The farmers themselves have asked for facilities for marketing in a. certain way. This Bill is
intended. to grant them those facilities.
The measure is based largely upon the
Acts covering compulsory Pools in former
years. I ask honorable members to give
the Bill their earnest and most favorable
attention. I recall to them that it was
favored by almost a two-thirds majority
in another place.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-As
the Minister in charge has stated, this
measure is one to mak<e the pooling of
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wheat compulsory. This method is to be
in face of the fact that in the other wheatgrowing States there are voluntary Pools.
If the Bill becomes law the wheat-grower
will retain his privilege of planting the
seed and stripping the grain, but, thereafter, his privileges cease, and he is to
have his wheat sold for him by persons
over whom he will have no control, by
persons in whose selection he will have
no say.
HONORABLE MEMBERS.-T'ha.t is no.t
correct.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.There are to be men appointed to the
Board by the Government, in respect of
whose selection the growers will not be
consulted. The sale of wheat is, to a
great extent, a speculation. If the whole
business were con£ned to this State we
mightpe able to gain some idea of the
probable price a few months ahead, and
we would know fairly well the quantity
that would come into the market. However, the actual situ.ation is altogether
different. Our wheat is exported, and we
are dependent upon world's parity-the
world's demand and the condition of the
harvests all over the world-for our sales,
and for the prices we are given.
I sa,y
again that, so far as the purchase and
the sale of whe.a,t are concerned, the business is to a great extent a specula,tiOtn.
Whea,t-buyers are guided by the reports
tha,t they get from their agents in different pa.rts of the world. Reports app~r frorm time to time in the press as to
the possibilities of the crops in wheatgro,wing countries, and what the market
is likely to be. So. far as the purchase
of wheat is concerned, nOt individual or
body-whether it is, a, compulsory Otr any
other kind of Pooll-call say with any
degree of ce,rtainty wha,t the prices a.re
going tOt be in the future. It is hardly
possible to say what they will be a month
he'Il.ce.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-The buyer
takes good ca,re t()l be on the safe side.
The, Horn. H. F. RICHARDSON.Does he ~ I will give the House sorme information as to' the result OIf wheat-buying in this Sta,te. If the Labour party
wishe.s to assist the primary producers,
they should look after thoseJ who have
norw to' sen their crops at a oonsiderable
lO'ss. I do not know if it is a factthOfUgh there has been a hint-that this
Bill has been introduced in the interests
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of the consumer rather than in those of the land who a,re no't making a decent.
the producer. It is an attempt at pnce living, and we will have to pass legisla-,
fixing.
The Government might well tion which will gIve them the assistanoe
have attempted to. deal with other pro- they require.
i understand that it is.
ducts which are not in the satisfactory proposed tOo introduce a Bill for a composition that wheat is. Look at potatoes, pulso·ry Pool in dried' fruits. At the.
for instance. T'hey have been selling this present time there is a Pool, and
season at ra,tes that do not· pay for the the consumers in Australia ha ve to
digging. If the 'Government brought in pay, in consequence, a little more than
a Bill to say that pota,toes should not be they otherwise would for dried fruits.
sold under £5 per torn, that would be a Nohody objects to that, however. No
fair price. If the Gove-rnment said that one wants anything to be produced at a.
whea,t was not. tOl be, SOlId for le89 than loss. That is 0'f nQi advantage either to
4s. 6d. or 5s. a bushel, that would be a the producer or tOi the consumer.
The
fair price also" and if the Government in- fact tha.t potatoes ha va been at such a low
t,roduced a Bill to sa,y that OInions should price has not resulted in a.ny greater connot be sold for less than £10 per ton, it sumption than when they were much
would be a fair thing, from. the grOlwers' higher' than they are tQi-day.
.
point of view. I know that in the CO'lac
The Han. H. KEcK.-They have gone
district the price received for onions did up to £17 per ton.
not pay' for the digging for severjil years. . The. Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.Hundreds of tons were allowed to rot. I That may be so, but at the present time
will go further, and say that if the Govern- they axe selling at 25s. a toOn. I dOo not
ment brought in a Bill fixing the price of know whether the Labour pa,rty would
butter a,t 2s. a lb., that would be a fair care to introduce a Bill dealing with the
return for the dairy farmers, or if it price of pota.tOoes.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-That may
were to introduce a measure to say that
come
later.
.
eggs were not toO be sold for le'ss than Is.
The HOon. H. F. RICl-IARDSON.-It
6d. a dO'zen, that, would be all right.
Proposals of that S0'rt would be a help to is 0061 of the things that might come, and
the· primary producer. I know, however, that is one of the dangers in entering
tha.t the Labour party is going to recog- upon legisla,tion 0'f this kind. We all
nize the interests of the grea..t bulk of the know the splendid work tha,t was done by
people in the metr0'Politan districts wh0' the compulsOory Pool during the war time.
support them, and who would have some- Excellent services were alsQi rendered in
thing to say if price-fixing measures of the the disposal of our wOOil crop. The comsort I have indicated were brought before pulsory wheat POlOl was well managed,
Parliament.
I quite realize that it is and I believe we ha ve tQi thank Mr.
impossible f0'r Bills of that sort to be in- . Baker for the success that attended its
opera,tions.
I do not think 'his services
If anything can be done to
troduced.
would
be
available
for another Pool, as I
aS8ist the primary producer, I will be in
believe
he
has
left
the State Service. I
favour of it every time, but I do not be- .
I
lieve in fOOllish legislation of this kind. am not' opposed to a voluntary Pool.
have supPOIrted such a POOil j but eveu
There is eertainly no necessity f0'r the
then the greatest care has to be taken in
establishment of a. compulsory wheat
the handling of wheat. I want to read
Pooll at the prooent time, though there
wha.t was the result of a wheat Pool in
have been circumstances in the past New South Waleswhich made it necessary to do so. At the
The New South Wales La;Dour Government's
present time 'wheat-growers have the
of 2s. 6d. a bushel over .the Comopportunity of getting a decent price for guarantee
monwealth guarantee of 5s. a bushel on the
their grain j but if this Bill becomes law 1920-21 wheat harvest has involved a loss of
we will prervent thel sa,le of wheat just hetween £800,000 and £900,000 which will have
be borne by the taxpayers. In making this
now, and growers will not be' able to get. to
announcement, the Minister of Agriculture
money to pa,y their debts. I sh0'uld like (Mr. Ball) said that there remained some
the present Government, and all the GOI- outstanding accounts to be settled before an
vernments in the future, to do something accurate statement could be rendered of the
position, ,but that the loss would be between
to' assist the primary producer.
T'he these
amounts. In addition to this heavy loss
time is not fa,r distant when we shall have the State would lose approximately a similar
to recognize in some substantial way the amount through over-payments, &c., on other
fact tha,t there are· III number of men on Pools, and that altogether the total loss to
Hon. H. F. Richardson.
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the taxpayer from State management of wheat
Poo~s would be p~obably £1,500,000.
The
Cabmet has not decIded how this Bum will be
provided for. It is probable however that
the amount will be funded a~d thus become
part of the national debt. If this course is
Il:ot adopted provision will be made by taxatIOn.
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had to go. ~ack to ancient history to. get
arguments m support o.f his case.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-That may
ha,ve been a faked-up document.
The Ho.n. H. F. RICHARDSON.We do not r~qu~re to gOo ~ack even twenty
years for obJectIo.ns to thIS Bill. It must
be remembered that we> live in enlightened days, and I am satisfied that
~here are men in this House, as well as
In another pla,ce, whOi a·re able tOi take
a common-sense view of this matter in
the light of twentieth century experience.
This Bill is a.n attempt to plaiCe! the
wheat-growers of this State in the same
category as many producers in Queensland, whD are under some fo·rm o,r other
af oompulsion.
I dOl not knO'w if there
are many members of this House whO'
wO'uld like V iotoria tOi follo.w the Queensland e~ample in entering upon trading
enterprIses.
I should not like to have the
opportunity of seeing this enterprise earned out by the Queensland Labour party ~
We well know what huge deficits have resulted from socialistic enterprises in
Queenslaolld-the finest Sta,te in the C'ommO'nwealt~ if Oonly prapell'ly managed. I
dOl nDt thmk hanorahle members of this
HD.US~ ~re. anxious tOo capy any of the
SOCIalIstIc Ide.as that have gained popu'larity in the nDrthern State.
A plank
OI! the ~..Jabaur party js, II The sacializat~on O'f .m~ustry and means of productlO.rn, dIstnbution and exchange." That
be'lllg the case, I ca,nnot understand ho.w
any sensible farmer is prepared tOi support the L,ahour party's scheme for a
compulsory whelat Pool. Of course I am
well aware tha.t the·re, are very' many
wheat-grOlwers whO' are o.pposed to. the
Pool. I have here a· number of petitions
tha.t were very hurriedly prepared. They
haNe been signed by 2.442 wheat fa,rmers
who are producing wheat from 684,665
acres.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-Are the
petitions signed by farmers Dnly or by
the families OIf farmers 1
'
The Hon. H;. F. RICHARDSON.They are signed bv the farmers.
The HOon. R. iI. S. ABBo.TT.-Those
men were asked if they were in fa.vOour of
a compulsory POOll1
.
The ROin. H. F. RICHARDSON.Here is the fOirm the petition takes-

SOIuth Australia is also in trouble over its
voluntary whea,t Pool.
I beheve a. case
has been taken to the Privy Council
to settle some important matter" In New
South 'Wales, the Labour GoveTllment set
out tOi catch the votes of the farming community, with the disastrous results that I
have just indicated. I say, again, that if
the farmer.s want a voluntary' POiol they
m~y have It.
I am also in favOlur of cooperat,iOln. I have had some interest in a
co-operative society. I was for some time
a director o,f the Geelong and Cressy
Trading CDmpany. I ceased to be assOiciated with it because there was a prDposal to amalgamate with the Victorian
PrDducers Co-operative CDmpany.
I
told them that if they were gOling to
adOlpt any such scheme, . I wDuld nOit
continue my association with the cOlmpany. The amalgamation never tDok
pla,ce, and it is a gOiad jOib fOir the oompany, tao. It cert.ainly would not be in
the prosperous state that it is in to-day if
the propasal had been oarried Qut. I
r~cently ~e!ad some statistics dealing with
co-aperatlve concerns in Great Britain.
For the year ending 30th June 1923 28
British co-opera,tive societies 'shawe·d a
prafi~ ~maunting tOi £32,235, while the
rema.mmg 146 companies showed a loss
aggregati;ng £348,284:. The histOiry of
COl-operatIve concerns in Victaria does nOlt
seem tOi have beem. tOiO bri€!ht.
A few
y~ars ago we had in GeelQng a cOl-operative bakery, a cO-:OIperative gracer's shop,
a. co-opera,tive butter factory, as well as
OIthers. They have all failed. I see the
Minister of Public Works smiling a,t me.
I should like to ask him how it was that
the wOlrking olasses in Geelong did not
suppOirt the co-operative, bakery.
The
idea was that it would supply a cheap
10laf, but after it had been running a, few
years the shop was shut uP'. That must
have been because the people did nOit support the shop tOi the extent that was
anticipated. I was rather pleased that
the Minister in charge of the Bill did not
attempt to refer to biblical histoTY as
.We,. the !lndersigned wheat-growers of
his colleague did in another place·. 'The
Minister of Mines read a circular VlCtO~lI~', deSIre to express our determinHd
OppOSItIOn to the Compulsory Wheat Pool Bill
dealing with soniething that happened in now before the State House of Parliament and
Queensland twenty years ago, SOl that he to enter an emphatic protest against sam~.
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Among tlIe wheat-growers opposed to' the opposed to the compulsQlry wheat Pool
Bill are the following :-Lowan, 339 would be considerably greater. "
We
• farmers, cultivating 81.,857 acres; Gun- cannot get awa~ from the fact that
bower, 318 farmers, cUltivating 108,840 the chief mover for the .compulsory
acres; Borung, 267 fa,rmers, ClUltivating wheat POQlI is the Victorian PrQl89,021 acres j Waranga, 76 farmers, culti- ducers Co-operative Company.
One
vating 13,308 acres; Maryborough, 22 might a.lmost say that to tha,t company
fa,rmers, cultivating 4,834 acres; Eagle- the Bill is the blood of life. I do no't
hawk, 39 farmers, cultivating 7,695 know whether any farmett's are foolish
a,cres j Stawell and Ararat, 34 farmers, enough to suppose for a moment tha,t the
cultivating 7,590 acres; ROidney, 147 La:bour pa,rty are out to get a higher
farmers,
oultivating
31.,356
aores; pnoe for whea,t to be used for home conBenalla, 203 farmers, ClUltivating 52,139 sumption. We a.re all aware that the Goacres.; Korong, 324 farmers, cUltivating vernment recently a,ppointed l\1r. Sut97,188 acres; Gaul burn Valley, 182 fa,r- cliffe, a gentleman who has had wide exmel's, cultivating 46,248 a,cres j and Swan perience, RDyal Commission on the High
Hill, 214 farmers, cultivating 69,731 Cost of Living as fa,r as wheat, flour, and
bread are conce,rned. This is wha,t Mr.
acres.
The Hon. J. H. DrsNEY.-Will you Sutcliffe ha,s had t.o s;:ty abQlut compulsion
give us the numbers in favour Q1f the Bill in his r.elport on the prices of bread,
wheat, and flour. Under the heading
and the numbers against it ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I " The stabilization of the price of wheat
will le,a,ve that to Mr. Disney. In either fOil' local consumption," he said:Under a compulsory wheat Pool it would be
case we could dea,l only with a proportion
possible to stabilize the price of wheat for
of the whea,t-growers.
local consumption. With a stabilized price of
The Han. J. H. DrSNEy.-Are you wheat, it would be possible to avoid the
sure that most of those petitions were changes in the price of bread, which have
been the cause of such great public dissatisnOit signed in Geelong ~
faction.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.~I It can be plainly seen what he is aiming
do no,t doubt that some of the things got at. He is aiming at keeping the price
up by the Labour party ma,y be done in of wheat down in order that the couthat way.
But I can vQluch fo[' the ·sumer may 'obtain his bread at a lower
honesty OIf the'Se petitions.
They are cost. He further states in his reporthonest peti.tiDns from representative Vica compulsory wheat Pool was in operation
torian wheat-grDwers. We are alsD awa,re it Ifwould
be possible to allocate that quantity
that public. meetings have belen held in each year for local consumption at a price which
different pa.rts of the State!. In the Hor- should be fixed after a careful investigation as
sham district and in fllther large wheat- to the cost of production, leaving the balance
growing areas, reso,lutions expressive of for export, either as wheat or flour, to be sold
at the best prices available.
opposition to the Bill have been
We
can pretty plainly see what Mi.
ca,rried. Last week, when the Municipal Conference sat in Melbourne, Sutcliffe is after. As far as wheat for
I made it my business to CQlIl- local consumptiQlll is concerned, the farsuIt a number of farmers who are mem- mer is to ge,t the bare cost of productiQln.
bers Df municipal oDurr<.:ils. I did SOl in He is to ship away the balance of his
order to ascertain thai feeling on the whea,t and take his chances in the world's
matter in their districts. I found that in ma,rket. The Government ,are after a
a large number of oases they were: dis- cheap IQlaf. I have no intention of dealThe
tinctly Dppolsed to the orea,tion of a, com- ing with t,he clauses in the Bill.
pulsory wheat Pool. I coruld mention Minister explained the clauses rather
names, but perhaps I ha,d better not. The fully. I hop~e that we shall have no ne,ed
President of OIlle of the shires in what I to deal with the clauses. At any rate, to
consider to be the principal whea,t-growing include among the clauses a prQlvision
portion of the Wimmera, said to me, "I that all contracts made after the 24th
estimate, that at least 70 per cent. of the September shan be cancelled, and the
farmers are opposed to the compulsory further prQlvision that the railways are
wheat Pool." He also said, "If there not to carry the wheat of any person who
were not some shareholders in the! Vio- refuses to enter the compulsory wheat
torian Producers Co-operative Company PQlQll, amounts, in my mind, to unadulin my district, the percentage of farmers terated Bolshevism. We are living in a
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free country, and to say that the man
who grows the wheat shall nOit be allowed
to handle it as he t.hinks best, and that
the railways shall not carry the wheat
unless it is pooled, is a monstrous s~ate
of affairs. I never expected that legIslation of the kind would be proposed in any
free British country.
The onlv place
where the price of Australian wheat can
be fixed fOir local consumption is Australia,. For all whea,t that is exported we are
subject to the worla's parity. I ~now it
will be said by supporters olf the BIll tha.t
we are goi~g to abolish the wheat buyer.
T'hat is the great aim of the Governmenttal get ,at the wheat-buyer and the middleman. It is the good old gag that has so
often been heard on the Yarra bank and
in other places. I do not think it will
carry any weight in this House. To my
mind the wheat-gtowers ha,ve to thank
their stars that thev have the wheatbuyers. I know it is ·said that the buyers
have been making huge fodunes, that
they rull. the price of wheat d(llWn
as far as possible in order to make
1 propose to furnish
large profits.
the House with information from
which they will see that theTe is nO't
always a profit to' be made by the buyers.
By getting cash for his wheat through
the wheat-buyer, the grower is enabled
to settle his account with his sto:¥ekeeper
and his banker, and to make any necessary arrangement to increase the productivity of his land. Very often, a wheatgrower desires to purchase sheep to put
on his land. If he has to wait for perhaps twelve months until a Pool is wound
up he cannot make the purchase with
the small amount of money he has received as a first advance. I say, also, despi te wha t the Minister of Mines has
stated, that the establishment of a compulsory wheat PO'ol will mean .the throwing of a portion of the profits from the
sale of the wheat into the hands of the
speculator.
The Minister made reference to the small amount of money received during the last season from the
sale of wheat 'Scrip. We had, then, only
a voluntary Pool, and the man who
wanted cash did not put his wheat into
it. That is why the amount of wheatscri p sold was smaller this year than in
any of the previous seasons.
During
the period of the war, when it became
an absolute necessity to have a compulsory wheat Pool, 'scrip to the value of
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hundreds of thousands of pounds was
sold because the wheat-growers holding
that scrip could not wait until payments
were made to them from the Pool. There
are many small wheat-growers, and, particularly returned soldiers, on' the land
who are not in a position to wait for the
winding up of a Pool, and who did not,
therefore, put their wheat into a voluntary Pool. I take it that the figures
given by the Minister are correct, but
I think the reason why the amount realized from the sale of scrip was low, is
that I have stated.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-Growers
sacrificed their wheat because of necessity.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.I do not agreie that they secrificed
their wheat. I know that there are
returned soldiers on the land who
are practically on the verge of
starvation, the -country storekeeper not
being in a position to give them furth~r
credit. For that reason, these men dId
not go into the voluntary Pool, but sold
to wheat-buyers in order to get cash., I
have stated that, in my opinion, we are
fortunate in having in this State, strong
and reputable firms of wheat-buyers. Unfortunately, they are now comparatively
few in number. So far as the Australian wheat firms are concerned there is
practically only one left, that is John
Darling and Company, of Adelaide.
J-ames Bell haH ceased to be a buyer.
.Tohn Duml find Company, Adelaide,
clooed ye1aJ"s agOi. W. and A. McArthur
and Company, and R. Little, of Sydney,
closed down, and John Sanday and Company of England, after losing over
£3,000,000, also went out of the business.
Wheat buying is a speculation.
A buyer may dOl very well in one
season, ,and may lose money in the
ne,xt sf:lason. I do not know of any
mOore speculative business.
If huge
fortunes were made out of wheat buying
there would be plenty of competition,
but we know it is not so. The wheat
market fluctuates, and we have to look
weeks ahead in forecasting what the
prices will be. Prices go up and down,
and that is particularly so with wheat
that is exported. I have been told that
last year,. the Australian wheat-buyers
lost over £200,000, and the information
comes from a source for which I CftL
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vouch. I know of one firm that went
in for wheat buying and lost £50,000.
The Hon. R. W II.LIAMS.-This Bill
will save them from further disaster.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.It may, but I say that it will be a bad
day for the producers when there
firms.' It
are
no
wheat-buying
would be a great advantage if
there were many more such firms ..
We require competition. The present
wheat-buying companies in business in the
State are Dreyfus and Company, John
Darling and Company', ,and Bunge and
Company, and Dalgety and Company are
about to engage in the business. The
Minister, in introducing the Bill, referred
to the prices received by the farmer, and
argued that those who sent their wheat
into the Pools fared better than those who
sold straight-out to the buyers. There is a
good deal of difference of opinion on that
point. I shall submit to the House a comparison of the prices realized through the
Pool and through private buyers, and
they will show that, even without allowing
interest on the purchase price for the
period that the farmer had to wait for
his money, the comparison is in favour of
sales to the private buyers. From a circular sent to honorable members by the
secretary of the Mel bourne Chamber of
.Commerce, I quote this passage:It is stated that the merchant makes a profit
which would otherwise go to the producer.
No matter what channel is adopted, wheat
has to be railed to the seaboard and shipped
to its destination, and a .selling service has to
be organized. The cost of these, together with
interest, exchange, and other charges, has to
be paid by the producer in one form or another.
The average cost of the:se (excluding rail
freight) under the .compulsory Pools has been
stated as 5.146d. per bushel, and under the
voluntary Pools it is estimated at about 3,47ld.
per bushel.
The question is-do you get more economical
service from the private merchant than from
a compulsory pool? All experience shows that
if you remove competition you remove the main
incentive to efficiency. The voluntary Pools
were in competition with merchants, and they
were able to operate more cheaply than the
compulsory Pool. Remove comJ?etition and the
costs will again increase; it is mevitable. The
merchant gets his profit out of his efficiency,
and the producer ibenefits thereby. We have
no hesitation in saying that, if a compulsory
pool is established, it will cost the farmer more
to market his wheat than if there were an open
market.
,
The history of the voluntary Pools shows
that the farmer in every State is growing less
inclined each year to put his wheat into a
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Pool. The estimated percentage of wheat thus
dealt with in Victoria is-1921-2, 80 per cent.;
1922-3, 70 per cent.; 1923-4, 60 per cent..
(about) . If the compulsory Pool cost the
farmer nearly 2d. per bushel more than the
voluntary Pool, and he is losing interest in
the latter, is it common sense to say that he
wants to return to the compulsory Pool?
.
Australia is advantageously placed, compared with other countries, in the cost of
handling wheat. Whereas in Canada wheat has
to pass through three or four elevators before
it IS shipped (each of which operations means
overhead as well as handlinO' charO'es) in
~ustralia a proportion of the b crop i~ lo~ded
dIrect from farmers' waggons into railway
trucks, ·and thence into overseas vessels. This
means that there is in Australia a distinct advantage in marketing the crop as expeditiously
as possible, and, as the figures quoted above
show, the farmer who selLs his wheat for cash
at harvest time does better, on the average
than if he holds.
'
In a free ma,rket the farmer can sell hi~
~vhea~ for cash, and he kDows exactly what he
IS .gomg t? get.
In a Pool he gets the average
prIce realIzed after the whole of the wheat in
the Pool has b~en sold, 'and after paying the
costs of market mg. He has no control of hi.s
wheat after' it has been placed in the Pool. He
is dependent entirely on the judgment and skill
of the management of the Pool for his result.
He cannot sell his wheat or hold it· until the
Pool's operat~ons are completed, h~ does not
know what hIS net return is to be.
The following comparison may be given of
the average price actually paid by one of the
largest Australian wheat merchants and the
average price realized by the 'voluntarv
Pools:~
.
.
1921-22.
B.

PrIvate average.. 5
Pool average
.. 5

1922-23.

d.
B. tl.
1
.. 5 3l
1'847 .. 4 9' 78

1923-24.
B.

tl.

.. 4 61'

..

4

8t(est.)

So that the average. price paid by the private
merchant during these three years works out at
approximately Id. per bushel more than the
average price realized by the Pool.

Most honorable members have no doubt
received many inspired telegra~s. I hav~
received about 50 in which I am asked
to vote for this Bill. I would sooner go
out of pal'liamentary life than surrender
my own judgment in matters of this kind.
My vote shall never be cast for
Bolshevik legislation of this character.
In Russia, the Bolshevik Government
called upon the wheat-farmers to produce
wheat and hand over toO the Government
half their harvest. The farmers refused
to grow wheat upon those conditions, and
the consequence was that hundreds of
thousal?-ds of Russian people died of
starvatIon.
The Hon. J. H.DlsNEY.-The honorable member is prepared to hand thewheat over to speculators.
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
am prepared to hand it over to whoever
will pay for it. I suppose the next proposal will be for the establishment of a
compulsory freezing Pool, with a view to
the a boli tion of the various freezing companies.
.
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-This is one of
the freezing chambers that the Labour
party hopes to abolish.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The farmers have reason to be grateful
for the operations of the big private companies that handle their mutton and lamb.
I say nothing of the co-operative companies-I do not think- they have been
very successful-but I refer honorable
members to the experience of the Geelong
Harbour Trust. It expended between
£500,000 and £600,000, and over £200,000
in the erection of plant for the freezing
of sheep and lambs, but, unfortunately
for the Trust, the breeders would not
send their produce to those works,
and, had not Sims, Cooper, and Company come upon the scene, the works
would have been closed down. The
grower realized that he fared better by
dealing with private firms, and I prophesy
tha t that will be the experience of the
wheat-farmers if they commit themselves
to this compulsory scheme.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The honorable member would not speak in that
way of the Geelong Harbour Trust if he
were in Geelong.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The Geelong Harbour Trust is one of the
worst managed concerns that this State
has ever had, but the Geelong people are
not to blame. It is a semi-political body
brought into existence by the Government,
arid it has bungled its business and wasted
the people's money. I quote from a letter
-written by Mr. H. A. Sudho·lz, of Murtoa,
in reply to a letter from a :Mr. Anderson,
which was published in the ArgusWhat consolation can it bring Mr. Anderson
and the Farmers Union politicians that they
are robbing the farmers of Victoria of their
freedom to sell their own property as they
like, while the farmers of South Australia,
·Western Austra.lia, and New South Wales are
free to get the top of the world's market for
their wheat off the waggon, and thousands of
farmers want the money as soon as the harvest
is over? In .any case, I value more than a
penny or two a bushel for wheat extr31 the
freedom which is -being taken from us by
Lrubour with the help of the Farmers Union
lllembers.
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That puts the position in a nut-shell. I
have studied this proposal from all
aspects. I am opposed to the Bolshevik
principle of compulsion. Compulsion of
others is part of the policy of the Labour
~arty! and, therefore, I have no hesitatIon In recommending the House in the
int~rest~ of the wheat-growers a~d sane
legIslatIOn, to vote against the second
reading of this Bill.
. The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I should
lIke to have heard a little more argument
from those honorable members who are
opposed to the measure. So far I have
not .heard one. convincing reason ;dvanced
agaIlls! ~he BIll. Generally, :Mr. Richardson utlhzes his position as the unofficial
Leader of the Chamber to criticize impartially all measures that are submitted
to us, but he has not maintained his reputation to-night. I propose to place
before the Council the views of the wheatfarmers regarding a compulsory Pool.
We do not ask· for this measure on the
grounds of poverty. The wheat-farmer is
a hard worker, and if he is not in a state
of poverty t?-day it is not because of any
assIst::nce gIven to him by the Government III the past. He sees that in almost
every other industry there is an organized
attempt to control markets. Throughout
the length and breadth of the State commerce ~nd business are organized f~r the
pro!ectI~n of tho~e engaged in them. The
graIn merchants, too, are organized for
the same purpose. Unfortunately the
wheat-farmers have not had that or~ani
z~tion which is n~cessary fo~ the pr~tec
tlOn and. expanSIOn of theIr very import~nt Industry.
We have recognized
that III the past the lack of unity amongst
~he farmers has greatly. handicapped them
m the marketing of their produce. I
kn?w from personal experience that the
daIrY farmers have been endeavourinO'
for
0
many years to induce some of those facto.ries which were holding aloof to join
wIth the others il) working for the general
advancement of the industry, but the nonco-operation of those concerns has prevented the producer from realizing the
full results of his industry. The wheatgrowers fully recognize that the man who
~oes n.ot contribute to a voluntary Pool is
mtentlOnally or unintentionally breaking
down that organization whi.ch we consider
essential to the welfare of the industry.
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\Ve have also had very considerable experience in rega(l.'d to' the dried fruits

men engaged in grO'wing wheat in VictO'ria are in favour O'f a cO'mpulsO'ry Pool.

industry in this State, and in that case
we ha,ve found. that the men who would

On the other hand, we ha,ve four wheat
merchants asking, through honorable

nO't support a vO'luntary PoO'I have been a
source of weakness, and have disorganized
to a very large extent the local m~r~~t.
Seeing that O'n every other hand actlvltles
. have been O'rganized, we wish to have an
O'rganized system of marketing the wheat
harvest. of Victoria.
That can only be
done by a compulsory system of pooling.
We have tried the voluntary system, and
we can see that the man who has sunpO'rted the voluntary PoO'I in the past has
got tired of ca,rrying on his back the
other man whO' waits for the peak of the
ma,rket . and then sells.
The latter js
trading on the market that the other men
have made for him.
The, RO'n. G. M. DAVIS.-RO'w have
they made it fO'r him ~
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-The very
fad O'f the existence of the voluntary
Pool has stabilized the market, so far as
prices in Victoria are concerned.
YO'U
have not to go far to find substantiation
O'f that statement.
The Ron. \V. L. R .. CLARKE.-Everybody agrees that the vnluntary Pool has
done good.
The Ron. G. L. GOUDIE.-It has
stabilized the loca.! market. The wheatgrO'wers have nnt been out to exploit the
people.
I think every honorable member recognizes tha,t we are out .fO'r fair
dealing, and that all we want IS to' be
able to handle our produce in what we'
cnnsider the best way possible.
I have
it from the members O'f the Victorian
Wheat-growers Corpora,tion that though
last year they gO't only 60 per .cent. of
the total amount of wheat harvested in
Victoria that wheat represented 17,000
individu'al certificates. There are a little
nver 20,000 wheat-grO'wers in the State,
and 17,000 O'f them put their wheat into
the vO'luntary Pool. On ~he O'ne hand we
have those 17,000 men engaged in wheatgrnwing asking fnr a compulsory PoO'I-The ROlli. W. L. R. CLARKE.-You cannnt say that.
.
TheRon. G. L .. GOUDIE.-I claim
to be pretty closely in tQluoh w~th t~e
feeling of the wheat-growers III thIS
State, seeing tha,t my prQlvince represents
about one-fourth of' the State, and that
the big bulk of the wheat is raised in
that part of Victoria.
I can say, with
confidence, that over 80 per cent. of the

members, that this House should not support a compulsory Pool.
The HO'n. H. H .. SMITH.-What about
the men in W oomelang?
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE .-1 knO'w
the men in Woomelang, and I know who
are asking fOir a compulsO'ry PO'ol and who
are not.
I was saying that, on the O'ne
hand, we have 15,000 wheat-growers asking for this measure, and on the other
hand, the wheat merchants in Melbourne·
using their influence to prevent the measure going through the RO'use.
The RO'n. W. L. R. CLARKE. - You
knO'w that is nO't a fact.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I know it
is a fact.
The Ron. G. M. DAVIS.-You have no
evidence to prO've that.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-Are we,
as representatives of the people O'f VictO'ria, going to listen to the request of
15,000 or 16,000 wheat-growers-probably
mO're-Oir aTe we going tQi listen to the
representatiQins of those living on the industry ~
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-Whv are
you afraid to take a plebiscite of the
wheat-growers ~
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I am nO't
afraid to dOl SOl.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-YOU
would not, do it, though.
The Han. G. L. GOUDIE.-I am quite
satisfied that if a plebiscite of the farmers.
were taken, a very large majority of them
would be forund tQi be in fa,vour Qif a·
compulsQiry Pool. As fQir Mr. Clarke's'
sta.tement that we would not take a plebiscite, I say that we would do it if we had
an opportunity.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-This Bill
provides fO'r Qine.
The HOIli. H. F .. RICHARDSON.-Not in
respect of this year's Pool.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-Some honorable members objec.t to the Bill because
it prQivides fOir compulsiQin. Compulsiolli is'
necessary to prevent peO'ple brea,king the
laws of the State. In almost every walk
of life, compulsion is brought in to make'
people do the right thing.
I have gQine
intOi the matter very carefully, and I have·
in my hands Olver 300 telegrams, all, with
the exception of nine, advocating a compulsory wheat Pool. If that is not a con-
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vincing argument as to what the wheatgrowers w:ant, I do not know what is.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-What
proportion Olf the wheat-growers in your
province do those 300 telegrams represent ~
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-A very
large number of the telegrams are not
from individuals, but from branches of
t.he Fa,rmers Union, co'-opera,tive societies,
and meetings of fa,rmers in the northwest of Victoria.
I cannQlt speak for the
north-eastern part of the State, but I can
speak cQlnfidently for the nOlrth-western
part.
N 01 doubt, some of my colleagues
will speak for other parts Q1f the State.
It has been stated, by Mr. RichardsOln,
that this POool is a socialistic Pool-a Bolshevik PooL
I think it is an absolute
insult tQl the farmers of this State tQl can
them BQllsheviks.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-\Vho' has
c,alled them BOolsheviks 7 Ha,ve you '?
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-NOo, some
one else haJ3 done so.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I did
not call them anything of the kind. You
are giving yOourselves a,way to the Bolsheviks.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-I understood Mr. Richardson to say that this was
a BQlll3hevik proposal. Weare only asking
the State tOI allow us to market our wheat
in the way we think best. '
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-What about
the man whOi does not want tQl market his
wheat in that way 7
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE. - I am
.speaking fQlr the majQlrity of the farmers,
and it is a good democratic rule that the
majority should decide.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE. - Are you
'speaking fo·r the farmers Q1r the wheat:grQlwers 7
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-For the
wheat-growers. If a man is a farmer, and
he iB nOit. growing wheat, he is not interested'in this Bill a,t aH.
We do not ask,
nor does the Bill provide for the State
marketing of the wheat. What we are
asking the State to do is to give a guarantee with regard to the finance necessary
to start the Pool. The cost of marketing
the harvest will be very heavy. It will run'
into severa'! million pOounds, and all that
we are asking, and all that' the Government are asking in the Bill nOlW before the
Hoose is that the State should guarantee
the amount of money that will have to he
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raised to nnance the Pool in its earlier
stages.
The Hon. J. K. lYIERRITT.-Why shOould
t.he' Sta,te dOl so ~
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE. - Why
should it not? I wOould PQlint out that
the State and the Commonwealth in past
years have guaranteed whea,t POools, and It
has not cost the St.ate Q1ne sOilitary penny.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-It has cost
other Statoo a good many pennies.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-It has not
cost our State a sOolitary penny. I am not
concerned abOout Q1ther States. The Bill
provides f.or an elective Board. Men will
be elected by the farmers in whom; I think,
not only the farmers, but everybody must
have confidence .
We ma,y be sure that
thOose men will handle the Pool in Buch a
way tha.t the State will not, be, in. the
future, in any worse position than it has
been in the past.
I can confident.ly state
that the management of the vQlluntary
POOoI has been a success. It haB been gQling
Q1n fo'r two years nOow. We shall have the
same men elected by the fa,rmers to manage the cOimpulsory POool as have been
managing the vOoluntary Pool. The State
is .running no risk yv hatever in financing
thIS proposal. I do not see that the.re is
anything socialistic in it. All we are asking is that we &hall he given the opportunity to market our whea,t.
We may
make a failure of it. We may not get as
good a price, perhaps, as the open market
gentlemen are o,ffering, but still we are
quite satisfied to take the risk, and if we
are prepared to do that, it is no concern of
the gentlemen who are opposed to' a, CO!lIlpulsory Pool, seeing that it is our own
money that will be at stake.
The Hon. G. M. DAvls.-And their
money, too.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-NOo. There
is no risk, so fa.r as the State's money is
?oncer~ed. In the whole of the years
III whICh there have been Pools, both
vOoluntary and cOompulsory, in Victoria, the
State has nO't !ost a. sO'lit.ary penny by
them .. I sa,y WIth confidence that if this
measure is passed, and I hope it will be
passed, the State will never be called upon
to make good one' penny, so far as the
wheat-growers of VictO'ria are concerned,
Perhaps it may be argued that the only
advantage to" the wheat-grOowers in having
a, ,?ompulsory Pool is that, through there
bemg a monopO'ly, the consumer may be
called upon to pay a higher price for his
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flour than he would be if there were an
open market.
That has been used at) an
argument against the Bill, but past experience shows that, so far as both voluntary and compulsory Pools are concerned,
the consumer has always had a fair deal.
We have never attempted in any way to
exploit the lo'cal market. We ask for 11
fair deal, and we are always prepared
to give everyone with whom we come
into contact a fair deal alsD.
The
locai consumer need have no fear in
respect to exploitation on our part.
I do hope that honorahle members will
consider this proposal from all standpoints, and that they will pay particular
attention to its national aspect. In wheat
production we have a great industry, and
if we can encourage it by any measure or
assistance of this kind we should do so.
I ask honorable members· to consider how
the whole State must benefit if our wheat
production could be doubled.
In my
opiniGn, the passage 0'£ this Bill would
help the industry. It would enable the
producers by collective handling to place
. their produce on the market in the
cheapest possible way. I believe t.hat the
common sense of membe,rs generally will
recognize that this industry should be
encouraged.
It is worth millions of
pounds annually to Victoria,. At present
new country is being opened up, and no
doubt the settlers there require a little
bjt of nursing, but in a few years I dare
say that the wheat production of this
State will be doubled. All must recognize the gre1at benefit that the State wil1
reap if that is the case. Therefore, I
contend that we must try to assist the
industry in every legitimate way. If the
wheat-growers were asking fOir something
of a revolutionary character, something
that had never been tried in this State
before, something akin to Bolshevism,
as Mr. Richardson sa.ys, then I could
quite understand that honorable meIITIbelrs might take eocception to it. As a
ma.tter of fact., this proposed system of
'collective marketing has been tried year
after year here and has been found sa tisfactory. That being the case, no honorable member nee,d have a.ny misgivings as
far as this proposed Pool is concerned. I
should very much like to see the Bill
passed. I know that there is a great deaJ
of unrest among farmers because they do
not know exactly how things will go. . If
honorable members can see their way to
pass the measure, arrangements can at
Hon. G. L. Goudie.
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once be made in .regard to the cha,rtering
of freight, and things generally can be
put ship-shape for the successful handling
of the next :Q.arvest.
The Hon. M. l\1cGREGOR.-My ohje,ction to this Bill is due to its compulsory
nature. I do not think that a measure
which interferes with commercial freedom
and liberty is ultimat.ely in the be:st intere:sts of the primary producer or of the
community. Personally, I am strongly in
favour of a voluntary Pool. I quite recognize that the primary producer is quite
unable to get a fair return fOlr his labour
except under collective marketing. Still
when I take into account the many organiza~ions that are being controlled at the
present time by the farmers, such as the
Farmers Union, many co-operative companies, t.he Chamber of Agriculture, and
various local organizations i~ the country,
and remember the fine type of men connected with them, it see,ms to me that it
is not true to say that they are incapable
of carrying out their own business without semi-State contrQiI and a guarantee
frQim the Government. In proposing such
a Pool as this I feel t.hat the Labour party
are simply carrying out their own policy.
In fact, it is only what can be expected
from them.
Possibly it is like casting
bread on the waters-it may return a.fter
many days to the advantage of the caster.
As far as the primary producer himself is
concerned I do not think it is in his interests t.hat a compulsory Pool should be
brought into existence. I object to the
Bill on principle. To my mind the proposal has been sprung on the people without the conside:ration that such a matter
should receive. It is only within the past
few weeks that we have he·ard anything
in regard to the compulsory marketing of
wheat. The matter was not mentioned
during the elections.
It. is only since
there has been an alliance between two
parties that it has come about. N ow I
recognize the great work that has· been
done by the Victorian Wheat-growers
Corporation.
There is no doubt that
great advantage has been derived by the
growers from the Pools conducted by that
corporation. I quite admit that earlier
Pools were compulsory, but they were
conducted during the war, and it must be
remembered that transport and finance
we·re then under British control.
The
Minister stated tha.t the Chamber of
Agriculture conducted a poll of tn3
whea.t-growers on the subject of the Poo1.
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The HDn. G. L. GOUDIE.-No Dne can tricts throughout the winter and spring, and
in consequence the harvest of 1923-24 has
ta,ke exception to their poll.
proved to Ibe also a light one. Arrangements
The HDn. M. McGREGOR.-No dDubt have
been made with the majority of the local
their pDll was a good one. but the fact flour-millers which will result in the bulk of
that it was taken does not mean that the the Pool wheat being sold for gristing within
representatives of the people in Parlia- the State, -leaving but a small proportion tor
ment are no,t to use their own judgment . sale oversea.
The lower range of prices obtainable this
in the matter. To my mind the Chamber season
as compared with those prevailing dur0.£ Agriculture is a very fine body. Its ingseason 1921-22 wHl, of course, be reflected
members mainly belong to the Farmers both in the prices offered ~o grow.ers by open
Union.
I should ]ike to rew extracts market buyers and those hkely to be realized
the Pool, and the uncertainty and I1ucfrom the reports issued by the chamber by
tuating nature of the overseas market have
duri;ng the last three years. In 1922 it been a source of considerable anxiety to those
was statedentrusted with the .disposal of the large
quantity of wheat entrusted to the Corporat i 9n. These conditions, and the fllict that world's
pric~s have now declined to a point approximatwg very cJosely to the actual ClJst of {lIOduction, have 'empha;sized the necessity-in
order to secure to growers the full value of
their product--.for :continuing the co-operative
method of marketmg the wheat which the
pooling system alone l'rovides.
During the past y.ear the previous Pools
conducted 'by the Government were all finalized
at ~gures which can only be r'egarded as highly
slLtIsfactory when all of the circumstances are
taken into consideratioll.
Now that the era of Government-controlled
Pool,s has terminated, it is interesting to contemplate what would have been the position
wheat-.growers had no pooling been in operaIn the annual repOirt of the Chamber fOir bon durmg the past eight or nine years.
There is hardly any diversity of opinion but
1923 the following sta,tements we,re that
the wheat Pools proved to be the absolute
made:sa~vation of the wheat-growing industry, and
The eompetition of local buyers owing to thl~ Chll:mber can look back with pride and
the strong and loyal support accorded to the satisfactIOn to the 12th August, 1915, on which
Pool by the great majority of growers has date the proposwI:s for establishing the pooling
forced the local price well above the 'world's scheme were formally submitted to a conference of Ministers representing the wheatparity.
'With world conditions unsatisfactory, 8!nd. growing States of the Commonwealth.
the possibility of lower prices and lessened
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Those rereturns-with the consequent reduction of the
value of wheat lands-the absolute necessity ports do not support your case.
of maintaining the pooling system on a sound
The Hon. lL McGREGOH.-They do.
basis is evident. Government guarantees may
I
am
perfectly in accord with everything
not always be availlLble, and even if obtainable
may be accompanied by harassing conditions. I have read from the reports of those
The wheat industry has reached a stage in three years, but 1 would point out that
wbich the marketing section requires more than there is not one word about a compulsory
ever before the wisest guidance, the most careAs I said before the
ful thought, and the most loyal and united Pool in them.
support, financiaHy and otherwise, to ensure matter was not considered until ther~ was
a rea~onwble return to growers.
an alliance between two parties a few

The outstanding result of the formation of
the Pool is the way in which, in this State
particularly, a staple market has been maintained, and the generous and loyal support accorded by the majority of wheat-growers to
their own organization has compelled all ibuyers
on the open market to pay the full parity, and
in some cases a price in excess of the parity.
In view of all that has occurred and the
limitation of the present Act to this season
and the indefinite position regarding future
guarantees and control, it is most important
that urgent consideration be given to the question of providing for the establishment of some
organization which will ensure a continuance
of the beneficent support so urgently needed
by the great primary industry of wheat production.

In 1924 the following appeared in the
report:-'
'
The directors, feeling the necessity of making
provision to render the Corporation independent of Government guarantees at the earliest
opportunity have tak.en steps to raise capital
by the issue of ~hares to whea,t-growers, and
have met with a satisfactory response. '
Owing to the very unfavorable climatic conditions which prev,ailed during the autumn of
1923, the area put under wheat was much less
than was anticipated, much fa,llow land being
left unti,ued.
Unpropitious conditions continued over much of the wheat-growing dis-

ot

weeks ago. It is mainly {or that reason
that I am going to vote against the Bill.
As a primary producer who is strongly in
favour of co-operation, I felt that I was
bound to make my views plain.
The }Ion. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-What is
the honorable member's view regarding a
compulsory butter Pool ~
The PRESIDENT.-Order! This Bill
has nothing to do with a butter Pool,
and I ask the honorable member not to
discuss it.
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. The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-Hear, hear!
It is too slippery.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-Well, I
.shall refer to it only by saying that I
stand on butter just as I stand on wheat
-right on the top of the box, as on top
Qf the bag, .opposed to compulsory pooling. That is why I occupy at present
a not altogether enviable position.
I
find myself in opposition to some of my
oldest and best friends.
The Hon. J. H. DlsNEY.-And the
honorable member will be sorry, yet.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-No. I
have never had reason to regret any
public action that I have taken after
I
due consideration, as in this case.
have a clear conscience, although I reI
gret to :find myself placed as I am.
recently read a report in a newspaper
which is favorably inclined to the farming community. It is very illuminating,
and will interest honorable members I
feel sure. The report bears the following headings:"Labour Made Safe---'Compulsory 'Wheat
Pool Bill Appeals to the Farmer: His Confidence Obtained, He W,ill Give La"bour More
Support-Radical Farmers Win."

And it states thatThe passing of the C<?mpulsory Wheat Pool
Bill in the .state House will mean that the
unofficial understanding between the Country
Party and the Government will be strengthened. The measure ·has given the primary
producer confidence in the Labour Government,
whi::!h is now assured of Country party support
for any measure which does not prejudice the
farmer. The Compulsory Wheat Pool Bill is
a triumph for the left wing of the Country
party. It raises an interesting position ~n
State politics. The Country party is divided
into Conservatives and Radic'als, the latter at
present being, if anything, the stronger. The
Radicals urged the support of the Wheat Pool
Bill when it was considered by the central
executive of the Victorian Farmers union the
other day. Mr'. Allan, leader of the party in
the House, is not keen on bargaining with
Labour, but the radical wing had its way, and
the whole party is pledged to the Bill. It is
likely that Labour will not now be sel..jously
troubled by opposition in the HOlJlse ·for some
time. The Country 'party members are agreed
among themselves that Labour' is to :be supported in any measure that :benefits the farmer,
and is not to be opposed officially on other
Bills into which country interests do not vitally
enter. In such cruses the individual members
are to have freedom to vote as they think fit.
It is believed that in non-contentious matters,
from the point f)f view of the farmer', the
Radical wing of the Country party will give
Labour solid support, the Radicals' slogan being
a quid pro quo. The Country party radicals
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point out to the die-hoards in the party that,
as Labour seems to be proving a better' friend
to the farmer than was the Nationalist-Liberal
outfit, the Country ,party, must support the
Government. They .point out further that if it
does, then the "cockie" voter may turn
around ·at the next election and . support
Labour.
The consumer will !also benefit
against wheat market cornerers, and, eventually, if the farmer is satisfied with the compulsory Pool, may be disposed to support a
fixation of prices on cost of production, plus
a reasonruble profit, ~nstead of on world's
parity, as at present. Perhaps! Meantime,
the farmers are doing as well as if the Government were their own. The Labour Government
may now fairly ask the wheat-gr:owers to consent to a Wages Board to secure fair wages
Mr. Hogan could
for wheat tfarm han·ds.
pilot the Bill through."

That is practically a statement of my
own case. I do not believe in the Bill.
It was lWt considered seriously until a
few weeks ago, and then only because it
was the outcome of an alliance between
two parties otherwise radically opposed
in politics.
.
The Hon. W. P. OROOKETT.-The
honorable member who has just resumed
his seat set forth practically only one
objection to the Bill. In fact, .only one
has been raised by any honorable member,
and that is in respect of the word" compulsory." I think I have had more experience than any other honorable member of the pooling system. At Mildura
I took part in the inauguration of pooling, and I have been associated with the
system for about 24 years. It was not a
compulsory system, however, but honorable members who think that my recollections may not be altogether appropriate to this measure, will :find that my
experience .of voluntary pooling has converted m,e to the necessity for compulsion. In the early days we were satis:fied ,to operate on the open market.
After a number of years, however, under
this haphazard system we found that our
product was not returning its cost,_ and
the result. was that numbers of growers
in and a,bout Mildura in 1897 abandoned
their properties and left the district.
The lIon. W. H. EDGAR.-Had not
seepage a lot to do with it? .
The Hon. W. P. OROOKETT.Seepage wa~ one of our troubles, but was
by no means the main difficulty. If we
could have got value for' our produce we
could have carried on. We were quite
satis:fied that we could have got .out of the
land what the Chaffey Brothers had
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promised us at Mildura. However, the those men that have brOKen away to
prices for our fruit collapsed so that throw the whole of their production into
people could not even sell their pro- the 20 per cent. market provided by Ausperties. As a matter of fact, they could tralian COllsumers who have spoilt the
not give them away. I know of one in- voluntary Pool and caused us to believe
stance of an owner giving a workman in in the necessity for a compulsory Pool.
The Hon. M. MCGREGOR.-Why not
the town £10 to take over his property,
with its accrued liabilities of taxation " go the whole hog," and bring about Government control?
and the like.
The Hon. H. KECK.-Is it not a fact
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-We do
that that block ·had been planted with not want that. I am not in favour of
na tionaliza tion.
the wrong class of fruit trees ~
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-This Bill
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-It
had not been planted. I know the facts . would mean Government control.
The Ron. W. P. CROOKETT.- That
intimately, for I gave the man who had
been given the land and the £10-note is not so, but it would mean the stabilizaanother £30 for the fencing around the tion of our markets. We aTe essentially a
block. Eventually, however, we formed producing State; and, with our large area
a voluntary Pool. It took us two or three of agricultural land and our modern
years before we obtained the true com- machinery for the harvesting of our crops,
mercial value of our fruits; but after we can produce wheat cheaper in Vicabout five years we controlled 95 per toria than it can be produced in any
cent. of the fruit produced, and with country in the world, and nothing would
that measure of voluntary 'pooling we develop the wheat-growing industry
carried on successfully until after the quicker than stable markets. The people
war broke out.. I purchased a property would rush to cultivate the land, because
in 1897 for £10 an acre, and the improve- the value of their product would b~
ments upon it alone, in buildings, were stabilized through organization. Can you
valued at more than £2,000.
raise any objection to compellilJg a man
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Had not· ~o do the fair thing to his fellow men?
seepage something to do wit~ that trans- Is not co-operation in the interests of the
community? If a man will not volun~
action?
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-Cer- tarily join up with his fellow men he
tainly, we had trouble with seepage; but is not acting in the interests of the ~om
I repeat that our market had been de- munity generally.
The Ron. M. MCGREGOR.-Weare all
stroyed hecause of the haphazard method
of rushing our fruit for sale without out for our personal interests ..
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-We
any co-operation. For 21 years we went
ahead, improving the position for the can only develop by co-operative methods.
growers. The land that I had purchased If we have competition in a market, I do
at £10 an a,cre was sold fOol' £250 an not care what the produce is, we will
acre, and I may add that the purchaser destroy the value of it. If we have only
paid off the whole in three years less time one seller for· a product, we can at least
than he had been required to d~ under demand the commercial value of that
his contract, which shows that the value p~oduct wherever it is sold, because there
was not inflated. During those years the wIll be. no opposition except that of
industry had become so successful that . people In other parts of the world.
the Governments of the three States de- . Therefore, under a system of this sort
cided, after the war, to establish returned we will always get the commercial valu~
The outcome o! what we .produce. It was organizasDldiers as fruit-growers.
is that 20 per cent. of our production to- tlOn that bUIlt up Mildura. It does not
day supplies Commonwealth require- matter what price growers get for their
. ments, and 80 per cent. has to be ex- dried fruits; every man receives the same
ported. The people of Mildura are ask- value fOol' what he supplies to the assoing now for a compulsory Pool.
In ciation.
Every grower in the district
recent years there have been more defec- was interested in the organization, and
.tions from the voluntary Pool than in they all gradually came into line as we
the whole of its earlier history; and it is .developed the fixing of our prices.
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The Hon. E. J. WHITE.-YOU were Another reason why the growers should
able to exploit the public.
control the sale of wheat is that the grain
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-We grown in this dry climate of ours apnever exploited the public, and I can preciates in weight on the London market
supply evidence to that effect. When the 'more than wheat grown elsewhere. The
first Labour Government took charge of value of the appreciation. will pay half
the Commonwealth, we got the greatest the cost of selling the wheat. The grower
shock of our lives. We were afraid that does not get that increased value. The
the Government would do away with the merchant does. He' never sells wheat
duty on dried fruits. At the first con- under the overseas parity. No matter
ference we held in Melbourne, after the what price the merchant pays for the
Labour Government came into power, we wheat, he knows its commercial value,
invited l\ir. Fisher, the then Prime Min- and he charges that value for it. That
ister, and the late Mr. Batchelor, who' is how he mints money at the expense of
was Minister for Customs, to attend. the man who rushes in simply because he
Mr. W. B. Chaffey was the chairman. wants something with which to pay his
The whole constitution of our organiza- debts.
tion was placed before those two MinisThe Hon. H. H. SMITH.-Does the
ters, and they were asked if they had any speculator never have any losses? The
objection to it. We were told that they p~ice of wheat always goes up after he
had no objection at all, and so long as buys, I suppose.
we worked under that constitution, they
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-I
would be behind us all the time. That have neve,r known them to make selrious
.
is the strongest evidence that could be losses.
brought forward to show that we were
The Hon. G. M. DAVls.-They make
.
not exploiting the consumer. If we had serious losses.
been, the Labour Ministers would ha.ve
The Hon. W. P. CRo'CKETT.-Anturned us down.
other point made by Mr. McGregor was
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-There are. that the left wing of the Farmers Union
too many members from the country for party in Parliament was the strong party
them to be down on you.
supporting this Bill. If the honorable
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-The member had paid any attention to the
Labour Government looked after the con- debate that. took place in anothe,r place,
sumers very keenly.
he would realize that our party were as
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR. - Isf it looking strongly opposed to the Bill, as it was inafter them in this Bill ~
troduced, as he is to-day. We were opThe Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-There posed to a Government Pool. We wanted
is a provision in this Bill that if the a Bill to give absolute control of the comBoard fixes a price above the true market modity to the people who owned it. What
value of the article, it can be compelled fairer proposition could. be made than
that? We wanted to be in a position to
to sell at what is a fair price.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-This Bill have the .selling controlled by experts,
and then we could give our attention to
provides for a farmers Board.
.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-The production, knowing well that whatever
same provision was contained in a pre- price we received all the growers would
vious Bill, which a former Government get the same value. Is not that the
approved of. There must be some pro- fairest way that a man could deal with
.
tection against exploitation, and the' his own product ¥
The Hon. M. MoGREGOR.-Y ou will
clause I have referred to protects the
consumer. We do not want competition soon have a Government officer sitting on
in selling.
We want to produce an . a fence looking at you doing your job.
article, and sell it at its commercial
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-We
value. If we have no protection in this must have a Government officer in this'
direction, it simply means that the specu- particular connexion because we require
lator buys under the commercial value, financial assistance. I am hopeful that if
and reaps all the benefit by holding t~e we succeed in getting this Bill through
article until the market develops, and it will only be a matter of a few years
then making a big profit out of its sale. when we shall have made such a. success
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of organized selling that we shall be able
to do our own financing.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-Why did
you not do that when the good seasons were Dn 7
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-We
were not organized. When a man is
succeeding very well he ~ever IODks forward toO the day when there may be
faiIUl·e. He alway~ anticipates everything turning out all right. The shrewd
man, however, when he has go:od seasons builds up his resources agaJ.ust the
day' of trouble. I say. that this is. a,
most fortunate time to mtroduce a BIll
providing for a compulso,ry Pool. The
market is high to-day, and for that reason there will be a percentage OIf men
agaJ.nst it, who would not be so opposed
to this proposal if the market were flat.
Next year our position may be entirely
the reverse of what it is to-day; and
prices may be lo,w. It would not be possible then to organize a compulsory Pool,
because of the difficulty of financing it.
It is because of the high price of wheat
to-day that we can make the necessary
financial arrangements, and we will be
able to stabilize this industry against the
possibility of a set-hack in the future as
the result of over-production in otheT
parts of the world. Reference has also
been made to the number of meetings
tha.t have been held, at which Dpposition has been expressed to this Bill. I
have received telegrams intimating t,hat,
two meetings of farmers carried resolutions oppDsed to this measure. I made
it my business to inquire into these p.articular meetings to see how they were
convened and what the representation
was. I ~ill read to the House the re:
sults of one of my inquiries.
The Hon. M. McGREGOR.-I can give
you another one.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-The
meeting I am about to refer to was held
at Ya.rrawonga, and a resolution was
unanimously passed opposing this Bill. I
have received the follDwing in regard to
this particular meeting:The above meeting was held on Saturday,
the mover of the motion opposing the compulsory wheat Pool being Mr. Gorman, a local
farmer, who is a ,brother of Mr. Gorman, the
storekeeper.
The meeting 'vas convened in
the following manner, viz.:Two local farmers, who were anti-Poolites.
approached a local councillor, who was also
against the Pool, and asked him whether he
would take the chair at the meeting, which he
consented to do. The three then telephoned
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various farmers in the district who were
known to be anti·Poolites, asking them to attend the meeting, but no farmers who were
known to be in favour of the. Pool were
notified of the meeting. The meeting was not
advertised in the local paper. Although Mr.
A. Browning has grown more whea,t t~an any
other farmer in the Yarrawonga dIstrict during the last fifteen .years, he received no, notice
of the meeting, but happened to .be m the
town on other business, and hearmg of the
meeting attended and, accordi~g to. the paper,
protested against the short notIce gIven. There
were about a dozen present.

The Hon. M.· MCGREGOR.-Do you
take much notice of meetings of that
sort 7
The HDn. W. P. CROCKETT.-I endeavour to prove their true value. Those
who are opposing this Bill are doing ~o
in the interests of middlemen, .and not m
the interests of the whea,t-grower. It is
fo'r that reason that I feel so warm in
considering the prDposal now before. us.
In a little while we shall have submItted
to us a Bill for a compulsory Pool for the
dried-fruit industry. If this House turns
down the Bill now befDre us it will have
to turn down the other one, and that
will mean the breaking up of Mildur~.
I will use my influence to break up thIS
House before I will see Mildura brOoken
up. I am nDt in this House for my own
We know t~a,t th:e
personal interest.
Labour party is prepar~d t.o abohsh .th~s
House and if the LegIslatIve CounCIl IS
not going to support the men in the country, who make !t possible tor this great
city to be carrIed on, then I. ~ave no
time for this House nOT for polItIcs.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-Unless you
get your own way you ha.ve no time for
politics.
The HDn. W. P. CROCKETT.-It is
not ,a question 0'£ getting my own way at
all. If I' were not supported by the
majority of the people whom I represe~t
I would not be so bold nor so strong lD
my advocacy of this Bill. The members
o,f the Legislative Assembly are more
closely in touch with the electors than
we are. We go befDre the electors only
once in six years, while the members of
the Legislative Assembly, at most, have
nOit a. longer term than three years.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-We have to
vote ,accDrding to our consciences, just as
you have.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-I am
satisfied that if this Bill is rejected
farmers in this State will be thrown back
30 years.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Oh, no!
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The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-They
will be thrown hack 30 years. On the other
hand, if this Bill becomes law there will
be a grea.t demand for land to put under
wheat. Every man who is growing wheat
now will want to increase the size of his
holding. As I have already pointed out,
the growers of dried fruits have too
export 80 per cent. of their product, as
only 20 per cent .. is consumed in the
Commonwealth. Is not that an evidence
of what organized marketing will do fO'r
an industry 1 The vOiluntary Pool was not
a success belcause of the percentage of men
who would nOit join up.
Those men
thought they saw the opportunity of reaping advantages as against their fellQlws.
If the vOiluntary Pool is a good thing for
the producer, as seems to be generally admitted, is it any harm t.o compel t·hose
who wish to stay outside to come in? If it
is a good thing for the man that is in, it
is a good thing fOT the othe,r alsO'. Under
the system of organized selling we were
able to reduoe the handling costs a~ be,tween producer and consumer by 6 p~r
cent. strai~ht out. That was because we
employed just sufficient agents to handle
the product through the POiol. Under the
Oold system the agents charged us 10 per
cent. for handling.
Undoubtedly the
POlOl system will eliminat.e the heavy costs
that intervene between producelr and consumer.
That is true 00£ other products
besides wheat. Take our fresh fruits, particularly those grown at Mildura. vVe
are up against the placing of our citrus
fruits on the market profitably. We, the
grQlwers, cannot get Id. an orange, yet
the consumer cannot get a decent Q1range
unde'r 4d.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-That is
not correct. The Mildura fruit-growers
are getting 18s. a, case for their oranges.
Mr. Crockett knows that as well as I do.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-An ex.:.
ceptional case of oranges may realize that,
but I am referring to the average price
obtained fO'r the crO'p. If I could have
got Id. per orange net profit I should
have been on a splendid wicket. On Q1ne
occasion I had to visit 'a medical man in
COillins-street.
When he had made his
examination I asked him his fee, and he
said, "£1 ls." I told him I was pleased
it was not more. I had thought his fee
would be' £4 4s. Cor £5 bs. He asked me
where I came frOom, and I told him" Mildura."
He then said, "Had I known
you were a Mildura man, and doubtless
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making pots of money, I might h30 ve
charged YGU more.' Here is an Q1range fOir
which I paid 4d. It was grown III Mildura." I assured the doctor that I was
quite prepared to sell him as many similar oranges as he chose to take at ld.
apiece.
I have never received, on the
average, Id. per orange. The doctor told
me he was quite satisfied, after my explanation, that I was nOit a profiteer. The
great thing is to cut out the heavy charges
made by the men who come between producers and consumers. 1 do not prO'p06e
to de,tain honorable members further. If
they are re~onable they will realIze all
that orgamzed selling has done for the
producer.
The Hon. G. M. DAvIs.-Mr. Goudie
said the,re were 17,000 wheat-growers in
the volulLtary Pool Q1ut of 20,000.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKET'T.-Tha,t
is so.
The Q1ther 3,000 were made up
largely of wealthy prOiducers. These men
grQlw a lot of. wheat, and also buy a lOit
of wheat. For their own personal ends
they do not want to join up with the
Pool. They a,re making money out of the
present handling system.
Honorable
members must realize that if you get the
commercial value fOir an article that is all
you should get. There is no better way .
by which it can be done than by having
one organization.
Here we have one
seller.
The Hon. T. BEGGs.-And no competition.
The Hon. \V. P. CROCKET'T.-We do
nOit want mOire COimpetition than we already have. We have the competition
overseas and in the interstate marke1ts.
The Riverina is a great whea,t-producing
district. Parliament has no control over
shipping, and there is nothing to prevent
the shipping of wheat frOim other State~
to this State. It is impossible under the
pooling system to' exploit the public.
Thelre is the competition Q1f the world's
markets.
If the ViotoTian wheat prQlduce,r were placed in the position where
he could not carry on longer, we .should
have to import our wheat.
The HOin. T. H. PAYNE.-Would you
stOlP at whe,at 1
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-Every
producer ougbt to' organize the sale of his
prOiduct. Where we have tested the voluntary system and found that a section of
prOiducers are too selfish to join up in a
co-operative manner we should apply compUlsion. This .Bill, summed up, is simply
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compulsQlfy
co-operation.
Honorable
members of this House have expressed
themse<lves in favQiur of the co-operative
principle, and logically they ought to support this Bill. If the House turns down
this Bill it will have to turn down our
Fruit Bill, and that will mean that Mildura will be :Killed .. I would sooner see
this House killed.
.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-H that a
threat ~
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-I am
not in Parliament for myself. I am he,re
as the representative of the peQiple.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-And if we
do not dO' wha t you are pleased to ask us
to' do, we are gone.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-All
that I am asking the House is to' do the
fair thing by the producers of wheat.
Honorable members know that in 1.921,
when the Royal Agricultural Society took
a poU of the wheat-grDwers of the State,
upwards Qif 12,000 voted in favour of a
compulsQiry Pool, and only 1,200 against
it.. Is nQit that evidence that a great
majority of the wheat-growers desire an
organized service ~
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-The
farmers have changed their attitude since
then.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-They
have not. There has been nO' change in
the attitude of th~ wheat producers. The
N atioualist Government lost six seats at
a general election over this question. Our
party lost one se,at, but we IDSt that seat
to a man whO' was supporting the CDmpulsory PooL 'Ve therefore gained as far
as this issue is concerned. I am out to
benefit the farmer who is struggling Qiutback in the cQiuntry. I dO' nQit care what
party rules the roost as long as it gives
the country pe,ople a fair deal.
The
country demonstrated at the e,lection that
it desires this Pool. If the Bill is rejected it will be good'-bye to the N atiQinalist party in the country.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-There seems
to' be a good deal Qif evidence before the
House of the fact that there have been a
nUJ?ber 0'£ meetings in the country at
~hlCh farme·rs have been cajoled O'r bulhed, or threatened intO' voting for things
in which they dO' nQit believe. But, after
all, the most important meeting that has
been held in relation to' this Bill is the
p.resent meeting of the Legislative CDuncIl, .and I venture to' say, despite what
Mr. Crockett has said, that. when this
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Chamber has finished its deliberations on
this measure the country will say, " Thank
God for the Legislative CDuncil."
The HQin. W. P. CaocKE'.I;T.-Why did
the country not say that a,t the last election 1
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I listened
with great attentiO'n to what the Minister
of Mines, in introducing the Bill, read.
His speech was mainly read. It was a
very carefully prepared piece of special
pleading that I am not permitted to' say
he did nO't pronounce with since~ity,
hut that I am prepared to say he did not
pronounce with any de'gree of enthusiasm.
I have listened attentively for some justification of this Bill, and I have not found
any .. I suppose the guidlllg principle in
all legislation is-the greatest good for
the greaWst number. The Minister has
not taken us into his confidence. He has
nOlt told us whether this Bill is designed
for the benefit of the grower o,r whether
it is designed for the benefit O'f the consumer.
The Hon. Vl. P. CRocKETT.-The
wheat-grower has been demandjn~ it for
years.
The HDn. H. 1. COHEN.-The grower
has not, except in thE' person of Mr.
Crockett, been demanding anything. He
has nQit been demanding this Bill, and if
it had been demonstrated to' the House
that the growe-r has been demanding it:,
we have nO' right to' take a mandate from
any section whatsoever 0'£ the cjlmmunity.
We are here for the greatest good of the
greatest number, and that is the only
consideration which we can allow to
operate in our minds, in coming to' a
conclusion on this most impDrtant question, which affects e.verybcdy in the community. I dO' not subscribe, and I do
not believe that any other honDrable
members subscribe, to the dictum Df Mr.
Crockett, that because another place has
given its decision on this subject we must
say "yes" to it quite irrespective of.
what Dur own opinion on the matter
may be.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-Or the
opinion of the electors.
The HDn. H. I. COH~N.-We represent the electors. I am here to' represent
every sectiDn of the community, producers as well as consumers, to take part
in the deliberations Df this HDuse, and
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to d'o the best I can for everybody concerned. Before I delal with the few desultory notes I have made of the sp-ee'ch delivered by the Minister, I want to say
that even if I were satisfied with the principle underlying the .Bill I could not find
it in my heart to give elffed to the Bill as
presented to the House. In other matters
honorable members can speak with a good
deal more knowledge than I, can. They
can do so in relation to wheat-growing
and also in reJation to fruit-growing.
But there is one aspect of the question
on which I am perhaps better qualified
to speak than other honorable members,
and that is the legal and constitutional
aspect. Apparently ~t is recognized that
the success of the Bill depends not only
on drawing into the net every one of the
whea,t-growers in Victoria, but also those
who happen to be in' prescribed areas in
New South Wales and South Australia.
For that reason there has been introduced
a definition of "wheat" which reads" Wheat" means wheat harvested during
the season lQ24-25 and includes wheat harvested in New South Wales and South Australia in areas (to be defined by the Board
with the approval of the Governor in Council)
from which by reason of transport facilities
it has been customary to deliver wheat for
marketing in or from Victoria; and "Victorian wheat harvest" has a corresponding
interpretation.

Quite apart from anything in' section 92
of the Oommonwealth Oonstitution Act,
that particular clause is obnoxious to eriticism. No country has any right to indulge in extra-territorial legislation. It
can only legislate for itself; it cannot
legislate for any territory QlUtside its own
confines. To that extent this' measure is
unquestiona bly ultra vires . Apart from
that it is ultra vires by reason of the fact
that it is opposed to section 92 of the
Commonwealth Constitution Act, and the
promoters of the Bill recognize that
because they s'ay in sub-clause (2) of
clause 3Notwithstanding any provisions of this Act
which may be construed to the contrary such
provisions shall not impair freedom of trade
commerce and intercourse among the States of
the Commonwealth of Australia whether by
means of internal carriage or ocean navigation
and this Act shall be read fl,Od construed
accordingly.

I t is unnecess~ry for me to make any"
reference to section 92, because lthe
wording of it has been incorporated in
this sub-clause. As you, Mr. President,
Hon. H. I. Cohen.
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will know from your legal training,
it is a matter of supererogation to
attempt to put a clause like that int,o
It is, in effect, saying that we
a Bill.
recognize that this measure is invalid in
some of its prov~sions, but that so far as
it is invalid it shall have. no effect.
I
have never before seen legislation propounded in such a fashion.
It is idle
to say that in so far as it is invalid it
shall be regarded as invalid.
That is
no safeguard.
Th~ HOIl. W. P. OROCKETT.-Was the
same provision invalid during the compulsory wheat Pool period?
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN.-The honorable member is out of his depth.
Nothing analogous to this has ever bee!!
attempted before by any Minister or any
Parliamentary Draftsman. The whole
Bill is an abortion, and might as well be
consigned to the dust bin for all the
good it is likely to do to anybody. But,
first, I am attacking its COI;lstitutionality.
I say that the provision to which I have
referred will be of no effect.
If an
attempt were made to give effect to it
the persons prejudiced could appeal to the
Court, and the Court would soon decide
that the Bill was not binding upon a large
number of those whom it is designed to
bring into· the net.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-They
may ,come in voluntarily.
. The Hon. ,H. I. OOHEN.-If they
think fit. I presume that the persons
who dra.fted the Bill recognized that in
order that the scheme might be effective
it was necessary to have included, these
people in New South Wales a.nd in South
Australia, within a territory in each case
which curiously enough has not even yet
been defined. It is to be defined at some
time, which is' not stated, by the
Board, and to be approved by the
It must be
Governor in Oouncil.
obvious, even to the meanest intellect, that
if it is possible to legislate for a part
of New South Wales, it is possible to
legislate for the whole of New South
Wales, and if it is possible to legislate
for the whole of New South Wales, it
must also be possible to legislate for the
whole of Aust,ralia. The Sta,t-e of Victoria
has no powe[' to do anything of the kind.
The result of this provision, when taken
in conjunction with the decisions of the
~igh Court1 would be that if a person in
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New South Wales, whether he was in the'
defined area or not, desired to purchase
wheat from Victoria he would be at
perfect liberty to do so. And if a person
in Victoria desired to purchase wheat
from any part of the Commonwealth outside of Victoria he would be at perfect
liberty to do so, and he. could not be
prevented. How we are gomg to carryon
a compulsory Pool in these circumstances
heats me.
I do not desire to waste any
more time on a matter which appears
to me, speaking as a lawyer, to be perfectly obvious. I would, however, suggest to honorable members that even jf
they had any desire to give effect to a
measure of this kind they should not give
their assent to a Bill which must in its
results be nugatory.
-The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-Then the
honorable member sees no compulsion in
it.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The Bill
would result in a large number of people
being interfered with in their right to
dispose of their product in any way
they think fit, but I say that the whole
scheme breaks ,down because it attempts
to deal with people over whom the State
has no jurisdiction, and that any such attempt is declared to be ultra vires by the
Constitution and also by the decisions of
the High Court. The whole thing would
be futile, and the effect of it would be an
interference with a large number of people without any resultant good toO anybody, not even to the wheat-growers
in N e·w South Wales and South Australia., whom it is designed' to benefit.
I hope I do not take too parochial a
view of this matter.
But what right
have persons in these other States to rereceive finiLncial aid from this State?
Persons in this State who pay taxes and
are citizens of this State may in certain
conceivable circumstances be entitled to
financial backing from the Gove,rnment of
this State, but why should this State, if
called upon to bolster up anybody financially, bolster up wheat-growers in other
States to whom this State owes no duty
wha.tever ~
The Hon. D. L. McN.AMAR.A.-We are
spending millions sterling in constructing
railways to other States.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-We are
doip.g that for our own benefit, and no
greater benefit will accrue to this State
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than that which will come to us from the
Act which you, Mr. President, introduced with such great ability and effect.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Do you
deny that it is a benefit to this State that
the Victorian railways carry wheat that
comes in from other States?
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I do not
think the Bill will make any difference
in that regard.
These people use our
railways becalise it suits them best to do
so. But now that my attention is drawll
to the fact, I would say that the clause in
the Bill, which is designed to prevent our
railways from carrying wheat which
comes from other States, is unconstitu·
tional, as it is an interference with the
absolute freedom of trade and commerce
between the States which the Federal
Constitution provides. In whatever way
we look at the Bill we find it to be absolutely indefensible.
•
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT. - What
have you to say about a compulsory dried
fruit Pool?
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The honorable member reminds me of Mr. Dick and
King Charles' head. Wheneve:r and upon
whatever subject he speaks he must drag
in the fruit Pool. I am sorry that Mr.
Beckett is not here.
He is a much
travelled man, and when he was abroad
he kept his eyes open. When he came
back he told us anum ber o·f stories-some
long, some short, and some exceedingly
tall.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-And some
of them spicy.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN .-1 would
not say that in his absence. There was
one thing he told me which made a
greater impression on me than anything else he said, and I have not
got to the bottom of it yet.
He stated
that in England one could buy Mildura
dried fruits at about onel-third the price
we pay for them in Victoria. That is a remarkable thing. He,re is the country of
production; here is a land flowing with
milk and honey, and when we want our
milk and .honey we have to pay three
times as much for it as people who are
13,000 miles away. If that be the result
of a voluntary fruit Pool I must say that
it weakens my faith even in a voluntary
wheat Pool.
If we get a compulsory
wheat Pool I tremble to think of what is
Is
going to happen to this community.
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there in the Bill one single safeguard for
the community at large?
I think it was
Mr. OrQckett whO' said that there was a
clause in the Bill which dealt with the
"commercial value" Qf the commodity.
There is clause 24, which ,says that
whenever the Governor in OQuncil is satisfied that the BQard refuses tOo sell at a
reasonable price he may cause an inquiry
to be made into the matter, and the Board
mav be compelled tOo sell at a price based
on the fair market value.
T'he HOon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-T'hat is
provided for in the vQlunta,ry POO'I.
The Ho'll. H. 1. COHEN.-I daresay
it is. Suppose that a man requires for
his urgent necessities a, certain quantity
of whe'at: He applies to the Board, which
quotes a price he regards as unreasonable.
He cQmpla~ns to the Government, and,
after a cQonsiderable amolUnt of delay and
red tape, an inquiry is instituted. We
do not know how the Boa,rd Qf Inquiry is
to be cO!l1st.ituted, but we have enough experience of boa,rds to know that by the
time the inquiry is cQomple,ted the new
5e,ason's wheat will ha,ve become' Oold
season's wheJat. There is nOI guidance in
the Bill a.s tOI the meaning Qof t,he term,
t t fair maJ'ket value."
I was engaged in
a case in which the CQurts took some twO'
years to detelrmine the real meaning Qf the
wQrds " CIlirrent ma,rket price." There is
very little difference between that term
and the one emplQyed in the Bill. There
Me no criteria by which to' determine
what is a fair ma,rket price, and in ascertaining tha,t price we may expect an immensity of argument and a considerable
amount O'f difficult.y. MelanwhiIe, the unfortunate public will have to. suife'r. There
is abO'ut t~e Bill one thing which, Qf all
Qthers, should make the faJ'mers very suspiciQous. There is an O'1d Latin maxim,
" Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes-I fear
the Greeks even when they bring gifts."
I hope that honorable memoers will give
due application to that maxim when considering this Bill. When honorable members of the LabQour party offer something
to the members of the Fa,rme'rs' pa,rty, the
re'ceivers sh91Uld be erxtremely careful tOo
see what is behind the, gift.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-We will
take it with both hands.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The honorable memboc would 9wa,llow anything. 1
am sure that when he speaks tOo-night he
will do sal with his tongue in his cheek.
He is nO't. very enthusiastic about this
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Bill, and I may be permitteJd to doubt
whether he is entirely sincere, but there
is always a possibility of a member being
tabooed by the others of his party if he
does not vote as they wish.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-H oni Boit
qui mal y pense. When the honor a ble
member makes those asse'rtions he renders.
himself liable to a suspicion of insincerity.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN .-It is of the
essence of Liberalism that a man shan beentitled to hold his own o-pinion about
every matter that comes before the House,
and that opinion is supposed to coinoide
with the greatest benefit for the gre,a,test
number in the community. The Minister
who introduced the Bill said. that, it wasdesired by the wheat-groweJrs. I dOl not
know how that has been determined. But
even if it is desired by the wheat-grorwers,
this House is no,t concerned with the desires of the wheat-growers, or the fruitgrQlwers, or any Qther section o,f the com,...
muni ty . Our concern is whether the measure beJfQore the House is designed to benefit, and will benefit, the great majority
of the cOimmunity. It is idle of honorable
members to quote in support of the Bill
the wheat and wool Pools that we're operated during the currency of the waJ'.
Those POQls arose out Q1f partioular circumstances.
I know something of the
wQlol Pool, and the circumstanoes in which
it was incubated, At t.hat time the Australian wool-growers weTe faced with disaster. They ha.d plenty of wool) but there
was nOi opportuJ?ity of sending it abroad.
The British Government needed wool for
the Britjsh and a.nied a,rmies, and was,
able to provide ships to transPQrt it
abroad. In the previous se'asou, t.he wOiolgrowers had re'ceived lOd. per lb. for their
product in the open ma,rket, and upon
that basis the British Government offered
a flat rate Qof l5!d. per lb. for the wool.
One honOirable member interjects that
that was belQow the market value, but I
remind him that if the wool had remained
in Austra.lia it would have been absolutely
valueless, and there would have been, during that and succeeding seasons, an accumulation O'f wool that. would have meant
disaster tOi the Commonwealth. I remember that in the correspondenoe that preceded the format.ion of Bawra, the
British Government was very hesitant
about apprQlving of the' scheme,. British
publio opinion was and is strongly opposed
to anything in the nature of a trust or
combine, and the Imperial Go'vernment
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would not give its approval to the
proposed Association until
it received an assurance that there was
in Australia a law to deal with trusts and
'combil1es. This Bill violates three of the
most cherished principles of political
science and common law. In the' first
place, it is a first instalment of State
.socialism.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-That'is
ridiculous.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-Of course
it is; when the honorable member hopes
that the natural corollary of this Pool will
he the formation of a compulsory fruit
Pool.
Every word he uttered to-night
'Showed that that wish is uppermost in his
mind, and it is rather more than a coincidence that quite recently the Minister
.of A.griculture, the Attorney-General, and
;several other Labour members, accompanied by Mr. Crockett, paid a visit
to J\{ildura. I have not the slightest
·doubt that upon that occasion the formation of a fruit Pool was discussed in all
its aspects.
To-night Mr. Crockett has
threatened that if this House did not
adopt his advice he would be prepared
to break it up. He succeeded in "breaking up " the House when he told us that
failure to pass this Bill would set back
the clock 30 years so far as wheat-growers
are concerned. Not only does this scheme
Tepresent a first instalment of State
Socialism, but it sets up a combine OIr
trust against the creation of which the
community has always set its face.
If
I .mistake not, the Labour party has
-qUIte recently stated that it proposes to introduce legisla,tion to deal
wi th trusts and conibines.
If the
Gove,rnment does that, good luck to
it.
Legislation of tha,t kind will be
welcomed by everybody; but we cannot
a pprove of this Bill, that can only result
in the creation of a t.rust or a combine.
Ever since law has had sway in British
communities, it has been opposed to anything in the nature of restraint of trade.
Even in regard to co-operation, the law
scrutinizes every arra.ngement toO ensur~
that there is nothing in it that constitutes
restraint of trade, and a tremendous
volume of legal lore upon that point has
been accumulated.
Frequently cases
come before the Courts in which men ask
to be reHe,ved from co-operative agreements into which they had de1iberat.ely
entered with other persons, because they
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have found in the arrangement something
which unduly restrained them in the exercise of their right to trade. Yet, a,fter we
have built up through the centuries all
this legal learning, and made it a principle of public policy that there shall be
no restraint of trade, a Bill is introduced
which has for its very objective such
restraint. I am reminded of something
that Mr. Abbott said to me when in a
moment of aberration I entered a former
Ministry as Honorary Minister. On that
occasion he drew a harrowing picture, of
the then Attorney-General (Sir A. Robinson) and myself, and quoted the wellknown lines'l here was a young lady of R.iga,
Who smiled as she rode on a tiger.
They returned from the ride with the lady
inside,
And the smile on the face of the tiger.

I have not yet been swallowed by Sir
.Arthur Robinson, and I believe that if he
had tried to do so he would have found
me rather an indigestible morsel. But
I draw the attention of Mr. Abbott to
the fact that this Bill brings before us the
tiger of State Socialism. The Farmers
Union is looking forward to a glorious
ride, but in a little time it may find itself
swallowed by the tiger.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-As the honorable member did in connexion with his
electricity scheme.
The Hon. II. 1. COHEN.-It was not
my scheme; but I should have been very
glad WI have been the author of an undertaking that will in time transform the
face of Vicw,ria.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-It is still going
to transform the face ·of Victoria ~
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-If the honorable member will possess himself in
patience for a little longer, he will be
able, in the fulness of time, to appre·
ciate that utility.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-At ls. 3d. a
unitt
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The honorable member will be very glad to have
the service, wha,tever the price may turn
out to be.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIs.-There js
nothing socialistic about that.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-N o.
It
comes satisfactorily through a test that I
would apply to all legislation-the
greatest good for the greatest number. It
will benefit directly and indirectly every
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person'in the co~munity, and that is its
justification. If the Minister who introduced the Bill, and the members of the
Farmers party who have spoken in support of it, could satisfy me that it had
the same objective, or would have the
same result, I would vote with them; but
they have only succeeded in convincing
me that there are ulterior motives behind
this measure, and that it is not designed
for the benefit of the general community.
An 'attempt was made to correct Mr.
Richardson when he stated that the first
Board would be appointed by the Government. Nothing could be plainer than the
language in which that is stated in the
Bill. Naturally there is at· the present time no opportunity of determining who the electors, of the Board
shall be, with the result that it has
been necessary to adopt the expedient of
declaring that the first Board shall be
appointed by the Government.
That is
set out in plain terms in one sense, but
in very obscure terms in another sense,
because it is stated in clause 4Provided that in the case of the first appointment thereof, the Board shall consist of five
members, of whom three shall be appointed as
representing wheat-growers.

It is not even said that they shall be
wheat-growers, and it is quite possible
that when the Government attempt to
give effect to the clause they may appoint
three persons who may be anathema to
the wheat-growers.
They are at perfect
liberty to do so, and no one can restrain
them.
The Hon. n. H. S. ABBOTT.-Your
Government might 'have done that, but a
Labour Government will not.
The Han. H. 1. COHEN .-Farmerrs
Union members are apparently prepared
to do what one gentleman in another
place said-to gape 'and swallow everything that is submitted to them. That is
where they may fall in-inside the tiger.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-We have
got the tiger by the tail.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-The honorable member can tell that tale somewhere
else. I t will not go down with me. I
was saying that even supposing those
three persons appointed to the Board were
persons who commended themselves to
the wheat-growers, the Government may
come along in twelve months' time and
say: "Let us alter the constitution of
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the Board.
Let us have governmental
control of the Board, so that t.here shall
be three persons nominated by the Government and two farmers' representatives."
What would honorable members who represent the farmers say then ~ They
would say: " We cannot quarrel with the
principle of compulsory pooling, but we,
shall quarrel about it if the control of
this thing is taken out of our hands."
That would be a most selfish attitude
to take up, and I do not think this House,
nor any other House, would stand for it.
I am certain the community would not
stand for it, and yet there is the possibility that, having given the Farmers
Union members this one instalment of
what they' want, the Government will be
in a position to turn round and say:
" We shall alter the constitution of the
Board." That would leave the farmers
at the .mercy of this socialistic Government.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-l suppose you
would help us out.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-l could not
help th£ honorable member out of that
mess, though I have helped him out of
a few messes previously.
I am only
warning honorable members of what the
consequences of passing this Bill may be.
I really wish that there were more arguments in. favour of the Bill to answer.
I cannot find any real principle that is
the foundation of the measure.
The
Minister of Mines talked upon a number
of points which appeared to me to be
utterly irrelevant.
What has the port
of Portland got to do with this question ~
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Two votes.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-l bow to
the honorable member's experience and
say "'Nuff sed."
Again, what are
we to do with t.he suggestion that
the farmer is such a poor type
of person that he is the last man
in the community who knows anything about his own business?
Why
should that be so? I am looking forward to the time, which is not so very
remotEl, when the farmer will have broadcast to him everv luncheon hour, so as
to send him happy to his meal, information as to the price of wheat all over
the world.
There will not be any difficulty about that, and if he is as smart as
we know some of the farmers are, he will
be able to forestall the middleman and
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perchance gelt a better price than his nextThe Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-It is a most
door ne,ighbour.
important thing, as Mr. Davis, who is a
The lIon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-He will wheat-grower himself, will know. What
be able to listen to your legal platitudes. benefit would it be to any wheat-grower
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-I do not to better his class of wheat if, in point
pass an opinion as to whether they are of fact, he is not going to get any better
platitudes 0:1' not. At ~he presen~ moment· price that his next-door neighbour, who
I am talkmg somethmg that IS rather is indifferent to the class of his wheat?
for~ign to the honorable membe~-the
The Hon. Dr. HARRIs.-He never did
plam commonsense of the ?ase. FIgures get a better price. The standard is f.a.q.
have been quoted on both SIdes. We have
had figu~es that seemed to demonstrate
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-Although
that under a voluntary Pool the prices I do not pretend to know a great deal
obtained were better than the prices ob- about. wheat, no one can persu~d~ .me
tained in the open market, and we have that If a buyer went to two adJoIlllng
had figures that have seemed to demon- farms, ?ne that produced wheat that
strate the contrary, but I do not think could faIrly be called f.a.~., a~d the ?ther
we are in the least bit concerned about that produced wheat of Infimtely hIgher
What we are concerned about is quality, he would not be prepared to give
that.
that men who have a property in a a better price' for the higher quality
commodity shall have the right to deal wheat. Not very much has been said
with that property as they think fit. about losses that have accrued to States
There cannot be very much difference in from the management of Pools, ~ut rethe results of the two systems, otherwise ference was made to a recent case in the
it would not be possible for one set of. Privy Oouncil, in England, in which it
pleaders to bring forward figures that has been declared that the South Ausdemonstrate one thing, and for another tralian Government are responsible for
set to bring forward figures that demon- the negligence of those who had the manstrate the other thing. If a case were agement of the wheat Pool in South Austransparently made that there would be tralia.
a greater benefit to the wheat-grower by
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Quite
reason of compulsory pooling, it would right, too.
not carry the matter very much further.
The Hon H. 1. OOHEN.-I am inyYe would .still be. thro~ back on ~~at formed that that will mean a loss of
IS our maIn consIderatIOn-the pOSItIOn
£1,000,000 to the South Australian Goof the cons.umer and of t~e great body vernment. I am very glad of Mr. Abof persons In the commulllty. We were b , .
..
b
I h
I k d
al t ld b th Y' . t
f
f I
ott s mterJectIOn, ecause
ave 00 e
so.o
1. e IlliS er ~ a par ICU al through the Bill, and I can find nothing
k th B
d
'bl
case In whICh a man receIved what ap- i . t th t
peared to be a very low price for his tIl~' rna e~ e ?ar responsl e
wheat, and that, at a subsequent early
or neg: I~~nce 0 any kInd. It has no
· h
.
responsIbIlIty except for that money
d a t e, wh ea t brought a much h Ig er prIce
h' h .t
d I
f
b
in l\1elbourne. It is idle to take par- ~ IC 1 may . ec are a arme.r to e enticular instances of that sort. We have titled to,. a~d In the declB;ratIOn of, that
all heard of f.a.q. wheat. That wheat amount, It IS a.law unto. Itself. Honormight have been f.r.q.-fairly rotten ~ble members, If they ~sh to. serve the
quality. We dOl not know the cir- m.terests of the .farmer, wI~1 see If ever the
cumstances in which the man sold BIll should get mto CommIttee, that there
nor the particular class of wheat is introduced into it a sufficiency of safethat was sold.
When the wool guards to make it possible for him to sue
Pool was constituted, there was drawn for the money that is owing to him, and
up a table of limits which was the exer- to make the Pool bear the results of neglicise of an amazing degree of skill. No gence, peCUlation, and maladministrafewer than 868 different qualities of wool tion. But, in the way the Bill has been
were priced. I see not one single word drafted, there are no such precautions
in the Bill to differentiate between one taken for the benefit of the wheat-grower.
class of wheat and another class of wheat. I can only repeat "Timeo Danaos et
The Hon. G. Y. DAVIs~-That is very dona ferentes."
Dr. Harris, who hapimportant.
pened to be contemporary with me at
[48]
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the University, has a knowledge of Latin
that will enable him to appreciate the
a.pplica.tion of that quotation to the facts
of this case. I feel, to a certain extent,
that it is beating the air to argue against
this, Bill. I feel satisfied that there has
been nothing adduced 'that would lead ~
Liberal members to depart from the prin~iples that have always a~tuated them in
assisting to govern this cOlUn try.
The Hon. Dr HAR.Rls.-What about
Nationalist members ~
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-N ationalists and Liberals, so far as I am concerned, are one and the same. Although,
in the time of the war, in which Dr.
Harris himself did a certain amount of
service fOir which the State is eternally
grateful, we called ourselves N ationalists to distinguish ourselves from those
who were anti-nation, to-da.y we call
ourselves Liberals. We are going to live
up to that name, and one of the things
we are going to do is to save this country from the calamity of having the Bill
thrust upon it.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.--After
having listened to Mr. Cohen's eloquent
oration, the accuracy of which, I think,
was not too pronounced, I feel inclined
to say to him, Hom soi qui mal y
pense. He has been thinking evil of the
members of the Government, ~nd saying
evil of the members of the Farmers, party,
and I consider that he must have been
acting with malice aforethought in dealing with this subject as he did,
having regard to the fact that he
is a well-informed professional man
and
an eminent
King's
Counsel.
~n the first place, I should like to prick
this bubble of constitutionality that he
makes so much Q1f in connexion with this
Bill and its application. I may inform
him that the Government took the opinion
Qf several eminent counsel on that very
point, and their opiniQn w~ absQlutely
opposed to that wliich he has given to
this House. They say that the Bill is
qui~e sound constitutionally. And to the
ordinary observer of the application of the
measure in dealing with wheat it would
seem to be SQ. The constitutionality of
the proposal to go outside the State of
VictQria in connexion with this matter is
not affected by legisla t.ion of this
character at all.
It is simply a
proposal to enable people across the
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horder in New South vVales and
South Australia to take. advantage Qf
this compulsory Pool if they so desire.
If they dOl SOl, it will be a double advantage to this State, because> wheat will be
carried from the Riverina and the countryon the north-eastern boundary of
South Australia over our railways to Victorian ports, and that wheat will be
brought under the control of this Board,
which will be all the stronge.r because of
the increased bushelage that it will handle
during this particular season. I did not
intend to say much in connexion with the
matter, but I want to ask metropolItan
members to consider tlie> advantages this
measure will confer on the city in many
ways. It is quite patent to everyone of
us that the financial stringency which
exists at the present tim~ is be'ing felt
in various directions to tlie great disadvantage of this metropolis. More than
ever it is necessary to look into the causes
of that financial stringency, and see whether it is possible to get at the root of
the .trouble, and deal with it in a way
that will be. to the best advantage of the
whole of the people oJ Victoria. This Bill
is not an attempt at L,abour Socialism
by ilie GQiVernment of the day. The present Government are charged with being
out to introduce Socialism here willy-nilly
with the assistance Qf a party which, more
than any other party in the State, has
reason to fear Socialism, ,and will certainly oppose it in the strongest way if
ever legislation for' that purpose is·
attempted by this or any other Ministry.
The Bill is an attempt at organized marketing in the best inte·rests of the peQple
of Victoria. We in this State have certain
main products which it is necessary for us
to market overseas. Un61 this year probably our wheat was the most important
primary pro-duct we had to send overseas.
Two-thirds 0,£ the wheat harvested in
Victoria must go overseas, and be
realized oil overseas, and we must get the
money for it back into this State. Otherwise the city and its great manufacturing
enterprises cannot be financed and carried
on. We are right up against economic
necessity in conne,xion with these matters.
Here we have established a high basic wage
that cannot possibly be maintained unless
our primary products are marketed and
realized on to the utmost possible advantage,. We are considerably handicapped
in regard tQ whea t o.wing to the distance
we are from the prinCipal market in Great
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Britain. That, of course, puts us at an
added disadvantage as regards our competitors in the Argentine and America.
Consequently it is more than ever necessary for us tOI see that every possible
penny is obtained for our wheat in the
interests, not Oonly .of the growers, but of
the whole of the people .of Victoria. In
the peak period some years ago our whea t
production reached 70,000,000 bushels.
Last year it fell to 35,000,000 bushels.
With an exceptionally good harvest it is
hoped that this year the yield will amount
tOo between 40,000,000 and 50,000,000
bushels. It will be seen that every penny
that can be saved either through concentratiOon of our seUing power in marketing
or in the economy of handling and chartering should be saved for the benefit of
the whe,at-growers and the community
generally. Every penny a bushel represents a total .of between £170,000 and
£200,000. If by concentratiOon, and having for Victoria only one ~eller and only
.one charterer of ships, it is possible tD
effect Important savings, surely it should
be in the interests of members here to assist
in that particular matter. If we are tOo
maintain the standard of living that we
are so anxious to have here, and if we are
to con~inue our 'VVhite Australia poHcy, it
must be by Oobtaining from overseas the
highest possible price for all Oour marketable products to enable us to carryon in
the way that we all so much desire. There
is anotlier factor that is up against us in.
connexion with wheat all the while, and
that is the increasing price .of our land..
The pohcy Oof this cOountry has been i 0
buy land and closer settle it with peopie
whOo have little or no money, but who are
willing and anxious tOo labour and cultivate it. We are putting those men on
high-priced lands, and are_ asking tltem
to prDduce wheat when we knOow that Lhe
price which they will obtain fOor it lecl.ves
little Oor nD margin to maintain Lhem&elves
and pay the interest ana other charges
that we are asking them to pay. It is thf"
policy of this State which is being jeopardized by any attempts tOo prevent the
marketIng of Oour products to the best possible advantage. We know that the
Closer Settlement Board is particularly
interested in this compulsOory wheat Pool
going through. The Board is endeavour-'
ing to settle men in the Mallee country,
and we are pushing out railways westward from the Mildura line. We have
already connected that railway and the
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South Australian border by one line.
Between Ouyen and Murrayville something like 29,000,000 bushels of wheat was
produced from land that was absolutely
useless until it was Oopened up by the
labOour of those hardy out-back men who
have dOone so much in connexion with the
MaBee. It is' for those men we are appealing. The people in tne Goulburn
Valley, whom I represent, are not particularly interested in wheat now. They
have arrived at the stage in which they
are able to refrain from growing wheat.
They have gone in for wool and lambs,
and are making more, money than they
coula possibly make from wheat. Still the
people in the Northern Province are prepared in every possible way to assist those
elsew here whOo are struggling to grDw
wheat, as they themselves used to do before they had the water and other faCIlities to go in for things that are more
profitable.
I ask honorable. members
generally to think what would be the
position of our railway finances supposmg our farmers were unable to grow
wheat..
If we have a crop of between
40,000,000
and
50,000,000
bushels
this year the re·venue derived by
the railways will be about £1,250,000.
If. wheat is not grown, and the railways
fall to produce revenue to meet interest
charges upon railway loans, what will we
do to pay hack the money that we have
sunk ~ I hope that honorable members
will consider that factor before rejecting
this measure merely because it contains
provision for compulsion. I admit that
the compulsory sale of land or wool or
wheat or any other ·commodity has been
obnoxious to me at all times; and, but
for our economic necessity to-day, it
would be just as objectionable to myself
as to certain other honorable members
who have spoken. The price realized by
the wheat in the P~~II last year was, approximately, 4s. 8id.
I have been informed that 4s. a bushel is the cost of
producing wheat in Victoria to-d.a~.
What will the farmers get this season if
there is not compulsion in the sale of
their produce ~
Their bags will cost
them at the rate of 5d. a bushel j freight
to the sea will absorb 8d. a bushel; handling, storrage charges, and so forth will
" mop up " another 4d.,
and
exchange· will involve 3d. a bushel. That
is to say, the farmer's costs will be Is.
8d. So, if 4s. 8d. is to be the price, he
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will be left with only 3s. I invite honor- bacon and eggs was over £36,000,000.
able members to compare that with the Those particulars sum up t.he triumph of
estimated cost of 48. for production alone. 60 ye,ars of compulsory and co-operative
We have an opportunity now, owing to marketing in a county o'lle-si~th the size
the shortage of wheat in England, to of this State. We are arriving rapidly
realize ,a higher price than we could have at a sta.ge in Australia wherein we must
hoped for four or five months ago. The ta,ke every possible means for realizing
f.o.b. price for new wheat, January, is the highest price for our products,
expected to be about 6s. 6d. a bushel. whether by voluntary or compulsory
If we a,re to get a high net margin for Pools, or by any other method
our crop this season a compulsory Pool calculated
and
to
reduce
costs
must be formed to market it. It is all return the maximum for our labour.
very· wen to say that the open market I do not wish to say anything more except
buyer could do all t.hat is required, and that so far as this Bill is concerned the
that he would be able to finance the Farmers party had "Hobson's choice,"
marketing of our huge harvest. It has They had to acc;ept the Bill or nothing.
been est.imated that to finance the harvest When the {}overnment refused to accept
of the Commonwealth this season may in- the voluntary Pool which was proposed
volve £40,000,000. The Australian wool by the Commonwealth {}overnment, and
clip would have been in a parlous plight. brought in a compulsory measure, the
if a banking Pool had not been fo-rmed,
and if .the resources of the Common- Fa'i'mers party took the Bill and entirely
wealth, behind those o-f the Common- remodelled it, converting it into a wheatThey eliminated from it
wealth Bank, had not been placed at the growers Bill.
hack of the marketing. And now co-mes anything that might be said to be socialour wheat harvest. I invite the atten- istic or calculated to deal with the product
tiO'n of honorable members to the case of of the grower in what might be regarded
The whole control
a little country which has done mOTe with as an improper way.
organized marketing and compulsory co- of the compulsory wheat Pool is to be in
operation t.han any other country in the the hands of elected representatives of the
world. I refer to' Denmark, and I ha,ve growers, and all that the State {}overnbeen furnished with the following in- ment will have to do will be to finance thn
teresting particulars:Pool, and to give to the Board the advanToo much importance must not be placed tage of the assistance of two representaon the country's proximity to the British and tives of the {}overnment, who will advise
other markets.
Competitors were equally
favora,bly placed. If the Danes had not to them in regard to financial matters and
fight competitors with much larger land areas see that nothing is done that is detrimenth~y would probably have gone on in the old
tal to either the farmers themselves or to
way of everyone for himself.
t he consumers. At least £5,000,000 will
That is what some honorable members be required to finance the Pool. It would
desire to bring into operation in Victoria be impossible for any voluntary Pool
in place of a system of organized market- without the backing of the Commoning. But I emphasize that if we eliminate the Pool we leave the farmer with wealth or the State {}overnment to at" Hobson's choice." In Denmark it has tempt to deal with our wheat.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-We have
taken 60 years to organize a, practically
compulsory system of marketing. When the backing.
people talk here of small holdings they
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-We
think of farms of 100 to 200 acres. In shall not have it unless this Bill is passed.
Denmark the small holder has only from. Without the Bill it will be practically im1 to 25 acres. There are 109,000 holdings possible to carryon even a voluntary Pool
of less than 25 acres; 91,000 of fro-m 25 during this season, and the growers will
to 147 acres; and 5,300 of over 147 acres. be left absolutely at the mercy of the
Butter is erroneously deemed to be the wheat buyers.
They will have no proprincip.al product.
In 1921 the export
tection
whatever.
A voluntarv Pool
value of butter was £15,000,000, while
bacon realized £16,660,610, and eggs camiot be carried on without a Govern£5,455,373. In that year the number of ment guarantee.
The Ron. W. L. R. CLARKE.-Can
pigs was nearly 3,000,000 and fowls
20,000,000. The tot.al expo'rts of butter, they not get it ~
Hon. R. H. S. Abbott.
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-No.
The Government have announced their
policy to Parliament and the country, and
is it likely that they will go back upon it
because th~s House refuses to pass a Bill
which has received the assent of twothirds of the members of the popular
Chamber ~ The Bill contains provisions
that did not appear in any other similar measure, either for a compulsory or a
voluntary Pool.
Every farmer is to be
permitted to sell seed wheat to any other
farmer who may want it, with a view of
improving the quality of his product, and
he can sell it at special prices. Further,
if a man has wheat which is of a quality
below that fit for gristing intQi flour
he can sell it to the poultry raiser,
and poultry farming is a grQwing
He can dOl so at whatever
industry.
price the poultry raiser is willing to give
him, and without any interference from
the Pool Board.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIs.-They will get
their little " div." out of it.
The Hon. R. H. S. AnBOTT.-No.
The grower will be absolutely free to
trade so far as these two classes of wheat
are concerned.
I ask honQrable members to consider what is going to happen
if there is no compulsory Pool.
There
can be no voluntary Pool in -Victoria this
year, and we shall be brought back to
the good or bad old times, whichever we
like to call them, of twenty years ago, with
an absolutely open market. What would
be the condition of the country millers in
these CIrcumstances 1 A compulsory Pool
would so arrange matters that the millers
could obtain supplies of wheat monthly at
the current market price. They could
then regulate their own prices in C011nexion with the gristing of wheat and the
supply of flour, without any fear of incurring loss later on.
The millers at
Echuca and Bendigo say that unless, in
ordinary circumstances, they can secure
at the beginning of the season the whole
of the wheat they require for their mill,
and the wheat goes past them to the seaboard, they have to bring it back at a CO.3t
of 8d. a bushel to convert it into flour.
They say, further, that at the present time
when there is a phenomenally high price
ruling for wheat they could not take the
risk of laying in a twelve months' supply. From that aspect alone this is an
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important matter, and I sincerely trust
that the House will agree to the second
reading of the Bill.
In Committee if
any of the clauses are thought to be objectionable they can be eliminated or
amended. I am sure that the Farmers
party will be prepared to assist us in any
efforts we may make to improve any
clause that may appear to be inimical
either to the interest of the growers or
the general public, in Oother words, the
consumers.
In conclusion, I will only
say that I earnestly hope that the Bill
will not be contemptuously thrown out on
the second reading simply because it has
been introduced by a Labour Government.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I have
listened to the speeches that have been
made in connexion with the Bill, and I
am surprised that any honorable member
should suggest that if the Bill is rejected
the result may be the disruption of this
Chamber by some outside body. We have
had important measures before us Oll
many occasions, but it is quite unsual to
hear the statement made that if this
House refuses to consent to a Bill all sorts
of dreadful things are likely to happen.
Mr. Abbott tells us that the railways will
not have the wheat to carry, and that
their revenue win suffer. The revenue of
t '.:I.e railways has been increasing year
by year, and will continue to increase
whether this Bill is passed or not.
Do
honorable members seriously believe the
appalling forecast given us by Mr. Abbott
that if we do not establish a compulsory
wheat Pool our people will not continue
tQ grQW whea,t 1
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I said
that if the growers do not get profitable
prices they will not grow wheat.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-We have
arrived at a stage when we can all take
an independent and sane view of what is
likely to happen if our wheat is handled
by a compulsory Pool, or, in the ordinary
way, by private enterprise.
How has
this country been built up ~ Has it been
built up by compulsory Pools or by private enterprise? Who were the people
who opened up the wilds of the country
and made land available for the growing
of wheat ? Were those people subjected
t.o compulsion; were they driven by the
whip, or were they told, "You shall not
do this, and you shall nQit dOl that 'I"
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Thi.s gtei\t country and the privileges we
enjoy have come to us as a result of the
hard work, independence, and fearlessness
of our forefathers, and we have arrived
at a sO'rry time in our histO'ry if that
indepena.ent spirit in the community is to
be stifled and everything we do is to be
controlled by the GOIvernment. If the
GO'vernment is to' say to' the farmer that
he ,shall not. even dispose of the gO'O'ds
that he produces, it is the beginning OIf
a very serious state of affairs. Honorable
members will make a mistake if they are
influenced by the, thre,ats of honorable
gentlemen in the Corner, regarding the
dire results that will follO'W if we refuse
to agree to' this Bill. I have confidence
in the people of this State, and I believe
that private enterprise which has succeeded so well in the past will do even
better in the future if it is untrammelled
by Government control. Weare reading
constantly of demands upon the Go,vernment for boards, benefits, bonuses, and
other fOirms O'f governmental assistance,
and of which I do nO't approve. What is
the,re in this Bill to cO'mmend it to' O'ur
sane judgment ~ What benefit will, the
country as a whole get from the adoption
of this principle of compulsion ~
The
Labour party has control O'f the reins of
Government, but as it cannot continue to
carryon while in the minori:'y, it IS naturally 100iking for suppOirt in various
directions. The Government is perfectly
wise in its day and generatiO'n in holding
out baits to sections of the community.
I do not impute motives to anybody, but
a party that is in a minority is within its
rights in offering benefit to certain sections from which it is likely to get support. There is nQothing wrong in so dOling,
but we must consider what is best for tbe
community as a whole, and not agree to
a proposal merely because it will enable
the Government to get support from another B.ection of the community. That I
conceive to' be the main purpose of this
Bill, but I shall not be misled by it. I
cannot understand the divergent statements that have been made in regard to
the support that this prQoposal is supposed to be r~ceiving from the growers.
I have read a great deal about the
farmers' attitude, towards the Bill and
many letters from fa,rme,rs who bave
stated the case for and against it.
I
firmly believe that 60 per cent. O'f the
wheat-growers are opposed to the Bill.
Hon. J. If. Merritt.
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The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-How does
the honorable member arrive at that conclusion ~
The HQon. J. K. MERRITT.-It is
based upon data from various sources.
The follO'wing letter from a, farmer at
Lorquon appeared in the A rgusNow that the Compulsory Wheat Pool Bill
is before Parliament, it is time that the
farmers made their voice heard in opposition
to this form of Socialism. I ,have spoken to a
number of farmers who were formerly in
favour of Pools, and they, without e,xception,
have changed their opinions and realize that
the present system of marketing is an excellent
one. If a vote of wheat-growers were taken
on the present Bill, there would not be 20 per
cent. in favour of it. rfhere is no sane reason
why we should depart from the present system. We claim the right to dispose of the
result of our year's work as we think fit. 1'he
open' market buyers are at present offering
5s. 3d. cash on delivery, which is far better
than 3s., and a mere promise of more in the
distant future.

I have read many O'ther letters written in
the same strain.
The Hon. T. BEGGs.-The honorable
member does nO't believe that 3s. is all
that the farme:t will get for his wheat ~
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I do
not know what he will get ultimately
from this scheme, but the writer of that
letter says that at the present time the
private wheat-buyer is offering 58. 3d.
per bushel. That would b(j a bandy
amount Qof money for the farmer to have
at immediate ·command. It has been
stated that a certain firm is sellinO' last
year's wheat at 6s.' 3d. a bushel. Therefore the price appears to' be higher than
it was on 29th September. If the farmer
can get to-day anything like 5s. 3d. per
bushel, he and the general community
wil1 derive more benefit from that pay·
ment in cash than frQom a scheme that
will deprive him of his freedom, and prevent him from disposing OIf his prOiduct
as he chooses. Things have come to a
pretty pass when the grower of wheat is
to be told that he shall not dispose of it
as he chooses, but must hand it over to
a Pool.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA.-Parliament did that fOir six years.
The Hem. J. K. MERRITT.-Our attitude on this· measure can not be governed
by what was dOine in the past. This Bill
does not apply only to the immediate
future; it provides that if in the next
twO' years a majority of growers vote in a
certain way, the hands of Parliament will
be tied, a.nd it will have nO' say as to
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what shall happen in the next year or
the year following. That is provided
for in a clause in this Bill, so that it is
<}uestiona LIe whether any advantage will
be gaIned by Parliament in any case. I
do not know what is the price of wheat
to-day, but supposing it is 5s. 3d. a
busiel, it is problematical what advantage is going to be gained by the growers
,out of this Bill. We do not know what
the price will be in six months.
The
Minister drew a dreadful picture of a
grower who sold his wheat at 3s. lld., and
it was now being resold by Darling and
Sons at 6s. 3d. It may well be that in
six months the price may be down a
shilling or two.
The whole thing is
largely in the nature of a lottery. It is
absurd to say that a man can foresee what
will be the state of the wheat market, .or
any other market, in the course of a few
months.
If we had that foresight we
would be millionaires. We all have to
take a certain amount of risk, and some
obtain the benefit by striking the market
at the right time. Sometimes, however,
they make a mistake. Suppose the man
to whom the Minister referred had stuck
to .his wheat and declined to sell it at
3s. lld., we would have been given an
entirely different picture.
The grower
would have been congratulating himself
,on holding out for a few months and getting 6s. Tha t is the other side of the
picture; and instances of that sort are
just as likely to occur as that of a man
selling at a WI'ong time. This element
<>f speculation is the real spice of life.
Men who take risks of this sort are entitled to some benefit, and surely a man
is entitled to a reasonable return 'for his
efforts. Itis on that principle that this
country has been built up, and the prospect of success is always an incentive to
a man. I do not think men will have
any incentive if they are in a position
that they will not be able to do what they
like with their wheat after a certain time.
What happened in Russia? The people
in that country were told that the wheat
they grew, was going to be sold by the
Government.
The farmers declined to
grow wheat, and they not only lost trade
in that respect, but the railways suffered,
and the ~ountry was l'uined by legislation of this kind. I do not wish to impute motives, but I do not think the present Government is particularly pleased
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with this measure. It will, no doubt,
have some satisfaction if it becomes law,
because it may secure support from a certain quarter which it is anxious to get.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA.----:Why impute motives?
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT .-1 do not
think I have, but, if so, I will withdraw.
Dr. Harris referred by interjection to the
Morv,rell scheme as a Socialistic enterprise. I am entirely against Socialistic
enterprises, because they are generally a
failure. I do not say that the Morwell
scheme is going to be a failure, but I do
say that if it had been carried out by
private enterprise it would be much
more successful than it is likely to be
in the present circumstances.
There is
plenty of evidence to support the assertion that enterprises carried out by individual effort are generally more successful than those carried out by the Government. I am entirely against a Socialistic
arrangement of this kind, and I am going
toO vote against this Bill. I am not at all
worried with the dreadful threats which
have been uttered by Mr. Orockett as to
what is going to happen if we refuse to
pass this Bill.
The Hon. W. L. R. OLARKE.-What
we have to consider, in dealing with a
measure of thiB sort, is the interest o,f
the producer, and it is a thousand pities
that politics have been dragged into this
question and the farmer made the butt of
them. We know that wheat is now at a
splendid price, 6s. 6d. being offered for it.
We also know that we have had a most
successful voluntary Pool. If we had
another voluntary Pool farmers could
put their wheat into it, and be in a better
position than they have ever been. Now
we have a Socialistic scheme which is
going to prevent the farmers having the
advantage of the present high price. The
Government has thrown the wheat-grower
info the political arena, not caring a
penny what is going to happen to him.
The only way in which we can have cheap
wheat is to produce it in large quantities.
If we make the grower the butt of politics, we will find that a lot of land will
go out of cultivation. Nothing will do
the farmer more harm than to have useless restrictions placed upon his actions.
I do not think that those who are supporting this Bill understand a word about
it, judging by what 'they have said. Mr.
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Goudie advanced the argument that because 17,000 farmers put their wheat into
the voluntary P.ool everyone of them is
in favour of a compulsory Pool. That
argument answers itself, and the honorable member is well aware of the fact.
We have heard a good deal from other
honorable members about egg Pools and
fruit Pools, but they kept off the subject
of a wheat Pool, because they knew their
arguments regarding these other Pools
would not apply to the question now
Apparently there are some
before us.
honorable members of this House who do
not know that the Government is going
to appoint the first Board to Be constituted under this Bill. We all know what
the Labour party has done for the farmers
in the past. I cannot sit down without
saying tha t if the members of the
Farmers Union in this House are going
to use their influence to destroy the voluntary Pool they will do the wheat-growers.
more harm than good.·
The Hon. ¥. SALTAU.-To roy mind,
we have in t.his Bill complete justification
for a House of review. Seemingly, the
peculiar political position has encouraged
an attempt· t.o foist upon· this State
something tha,t is repugnant to the
opinion of a large majority of the
public, if not to the opinion of
an abs.olute majority of the people.· I
have examined very much that has
been said and written, but have beeJn unable to firJd any answer tOo mv mental
queries as to the justice, the wisdom, or
the necessity for this measure, and after
list,ening to the advoca,tes of the Bill tonight, I a,m perfectly ·satisfied to record
my vOite against it, because I have no,t
heard one legitimately strong argument in
favour of it. It seems to! me that it is
wrapped up in sectional interests, and
tha t they are the root and branch of the
whO'le matter.
It dOles not appeal to
reason, but to some supposed personal
ga,in, fostered, tO'o, by inte,rests that expect quite' a lot OIf money to fall into their
lap without their giving very adequate
service in return. It seems tOi me that
there are two schools of thought in connexion with this matter. First of all,
there is. the old parrot cry that the producer is to get more, and the consumer
is to pay less. N ow, the evidence and
the experience a,re all the other way.
Everybody knows-though probably some
honorable members are not prepared to
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admit it-that directly the Government
interferes with trade, it makes for neither
efficiency nor economy, but usually ends in
waste and extravagance. Then we have
on the other side OIf the picture, those
who are prepared not only to barter away
their birthright for a mess of pottage in
the sha pe of an extra penny or two,
but to drag at their heels, willy-nilly,
those who do not see eye to eye with them.
We have heard a great deal about speculati~n and middlemen, and Portland was
dragged in.
An HONORABLE MEl\fBER.-That should
appeal to you.
The Hon. M. SALTAU.-I stand here
an independent man, so far as my vote
is concerned. My principles a,re based O'n
something more than expediency, and if
it comes too the point of my having to record my vote from the expedient point of
view, I hope I shall he' prepared to drop
out of Parliament. once and for all. A
great deal has been said about speculation, as if the specula,tO'r always won. The
Pool itself will b8i a speculator in a very
large and definite .way. It will have to
sell wheat forward whether for March,
April, May, O'f earlier delivery, and if
it holds the' wheat, it will be nothing more
nor less than a speculator. We have been
told to-night that this is in the, interests
of the wheat-grower. T am keenly interested in the progress oJ the best interests of the producer. For the last 35
years I have handled. prima,ry products of
all kinds, except wheat, or, if wheat, only
to a very small extent, and I am not
conscious of not having rendered to the
producers full and ample service for all
that I have bought from them. That is
why I am SOl ready to break a lance in
favour of either the speculator or the
middleman, both of whom render useful
service to the community. As regards
Portland, if there is one man in the State
who, for the last 20 years, has advocated
decentraliza,tion by the develo:pment of
the outer POlrtS, I have done so, but I
cannot see for one moment that the advent
of a compulsory wheat Pool is going to
be a means of developing PO'rtland in the
way the Minister indicated to-night. For
the last two or three years we have had
a voluntary Pool, controlled by the farmers and for the farmers, and last year
not one bag of wheat was shipped by way
of Portland. vVe have been told that the
reason for that was that the Pool did
not control sufficient wheat at the ne'arest
l
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point of production. That, I am afraid,
is hardly accurate, because it would have
been within the Boa,rd's power to. have
sent at least sufficient wheat by way orf
Portland to, ha,ve filled one or two, or
perhaps mO're ships. But the trouble does
not just lie there. I f the Government is
so. keenly anxious to ship wheat by wa,y
of Portland, that can be bro.ught abo.ut in
a very sjmple and effective way, and that
is by alte,ring the railway ra,tes. If the
Go:vernment would reduce those rates
specially in favour of Portland, there is
nO't the slightest doubt that wheat would
be shipped from Portland, and probably
that would be dOone even more rapidly by
private enterprise than by any Pool, if
there was a saving to be made. The only
justification, to my mind, that could be
found fo.r a measure of this kind would
be if the farmers were in absolute1ly dire
necessity, or the safety O'f the country
were jeopardized in any way. None of
those conditions exist at present, and fO'r
that and the Gther reasons I have stated
I intend to vote against the Bill.
The Han. E. G. BAT'H.-This is a
Bill to confer certain powers on the GOI~
vernment. I do not know whethe,r it can
be taken that if the measure becomes law
there will be a Government Pool, but I do
not think many honorable membelrs, not
excepting those who have spGken in favour
of the measure, would he in fa,vour of
Government control of our primary pro~
ducts. The Bill is of particular interrest
to me. Pro.bably I am the only member
of the House who actually participates in
the growing of wheat. I am a wheatgrower, and I may say that I haive been
a pooler. At the: same time, I am not
bOlUnd by any organizatiO'n to. cast my
vO'te in a certain way. I am not afraid
to express my O'wn ideas Gn any Bill that
comes befGre the House, and although it
has been stated that the majority of the
farmeJrs are in favour of the Bill, that
has not been borne out by my experienoe.
Sinoe it was mooted that a compulsO'ry
wheat Pool was to be established, nine out
of every ten farmers who have spoken to
me on the subject have been against a
compulsory Pool. I am quite aware that
numerous telegrams have been received
by various honGrable members in favour
of a oompulsory Pool, and there have also
been petitions largely sigll(~d both for and
against such a Pool, but I am quite satisfied that behind the petitions, on both sides
there has been an influence that has not
been identical with the interests of the
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wheat-growers. When we realize tha,t the
petitions
have
nO't
sprung
from
legitimate wheat-growers" their effect on
this HO'use must be nullified.
It
seems to me that if this Bill is passed'
it will do away with the rights of the
individual.
As _' has been eloquently
pointed out by Mr. Oohen, Inter-State
rights will also be affected. That fact
should play an important part in the decision which we must come to in connexion with this Bill. Then a great deal
of wheat has already been pur,chased for
forward delivery by merchants in the
country. We should know very definitely
from those in a position to say, whether
those contracts can be nullified or not. It
has been. stated that a number of large
and influential buyers are prepared to
fight this question of the nullification of
contracts. As this is a House of review,
we do not want to have anything to do
with the passage of a Bill that, at a later
stage, may be set aside by law. I believe that the law of, not only the State,
but the Oommonwealth, would have to
be brought into force in dealing with the
matter. Then I notice that under the
Bill certain powers are to be given to the
Board to buy wheat. If the Board are
t-o 1000k after the marketing of wheat, what
right have they to become dealers ~ As a
grower, I do not want to take my wheat
from one middleman merely to hand it to
another. As I have pointed out, a great
number of contracts have been made
already. Prior to the 24th September,
contracts were entered into for the sale
of wheat at country railway stations in
my district for about 5s. 3d. a bushel.
After that date many contracts were
made in the vicinity of 5s. 9d. a bushel
at country stations.- Under this Bill it
is proposed to allow those sales at 5s. 3d.
a bushel to be carried out, but in the
case of a man who was fortunate enough
,to sell his wheat at 5s. 9d., the contract
is to be nullified. In my opiniqn that is
not a fair thing. Either all those contracts should be valid or none.
Then,
again, I have always understood that the
railways belonged to the people. Under
this Bill the Railway Department can
refuse to carry the produce of our wheatAre we going to accept a
growers.
measure that will not only prevent men
doing what they like, with the produce
that they grow, but prevent the railways
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that belong to them from carrying their
produce? I do not think for one moment
that the HQuse will tQlerate anything
like that. AnQther objection is that the
Minister is given too much power undel
the Bill. He has power to overrule the
Board, and he has also power to fix the
price, which is not in the best interests
I am a
of the primary producer.
primary producer, and I am very much
CQncerned with the wheat-grower in conneXIon with thjs Bill. While I am in
favour of poO'ling, and would like to see
the system cO'ntinued, I cannot bring
myself to vote fO'r a Bill that will take
frO'm the men who grow wheat the right
to' do what they like with it. Many gO'O'd
arguments have been used on both sides
to-night, and alsO' some weak ones. My
opiniO'n as a wheat-grower is that some
of the city men do not knO'w much abO'ut
the job. Still they are against the Bill,
and SO' am I. I think that the man who
grO'ws the wheat should have the privilege of disposing O'f it as he thinks fit.
With Mr. McGregor, I agree that the
PO'O'ling system is a goO'd one, but 1 want
those wheat-grO'wers who are of that
O'pinion to be allO'wed to go in for it
vO'luntarily.
They shO'uld not be cO'mpelled, in any shape or form, to' dO' what
their free will dO'es not allow. I cannot
vote fO'r the Bill because 1 cannot agree
to' anything that will take from a man
his right to dO' what he likes with the
produce which he has grown. N ow, a
word about the constitution of the Board.
It has already been pointed out that the
Government will have the power to' apPO'int the first Board. Three members
will represent the producers.
As a
wheat-grower, I say that if a Board is to
be apPO'inted fO'r the marketing of my
wheat, I want four representatives of the
producers, with one Government representative, to watch the interests of the
State. I would not be satisfied with any- .
thing less. I am not troubling about the
cO'nsumer under this Bill. I think that
the cO'nsumer is always able to' IO'O'k after
himself. In my O'piniO'n, a part frO'm the
representatives of the wheat-growers on
the BO'ard, there should be O'nly one member appointed by the GO'vernment. While
I am in favO'ur of the pooling system
and the O'rganized marketing O'f wheat,
I am nO't in favO'ur of the cO'mpulsO'ry
cO'nditiO'ns laid dO'wn by this Bill.
Hon. M. Saltau.
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The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-It is my intentiO'n to' support this Bill for the establishment Qf a cQmpulsQry PQQl. I believe
in the Qrganized marketing of QUI'
primary products when they are of an
exportable character.
In my opinion
that is necessary, O'n accO'unt of the tremendous organizatiQn that has Qccurred
in every country in connexion with the
markets of the world, since the great war.
Because Qf that great organization on
the other side Qf the world, I consider
that this House will be making a great
mistake if it does not agree to the second
reading of the Bill. As a matter of fact,
I know that the milling trade of liJ"(~at
Britain is so well organized that there
are Qnly three buyers on the Baltic exchange. Surely this House does not proPQse, to-night, to' place every farmer in
Victoria in a positiQn in which he will be
left absolutely by himself, to' market his
product against the organization that
I say exists on the Baltic exchange.
This House will make a great mIStake if it allQws the produce of
Qur wheat areas to be at the me,rcy
O'f the agents, 'who will be able to go out
and buy that produce in the different
areas of the State at varying prices.
I consider that for the good marketing of
the primary product wheat it is absolutely necessary to have a Pool. We know
from expe,rience that it. is nece,ssary. We
have had experience of twO' met.hods of
pooling. From 1915 to' 1920 we had a
compulsory system. The wheat was then
marketed to the best advantage-oonsidering that we wer·e at war.
It is,
therefore, idle for any hOnQrable member
of this House to' say that the farmer is
against compulsory pooling. When a refe'rendum was taken the farmers showed
that they were in favour Qf it. When an
election was fought on the compulsory
POQl issue, the Nationalist party, whO'
we,re in opposition to' the Pool, lost six
seats. The CQuntry party, that supported
it, lQst one seat. That seat went, not to
the Nationalist party but to' Labour, and
Labour alsO' is in favour Qf the Pool. I
cannot underst.and how honorable members Qf this House can ha.ve forgotten all
that. We have been tQld that telegrams
from the organizatiQns that. fought that
election have been " got up." In olther
words, they are nQt correct. r have in
my hand a i>,acket of telegrams, the contents of which would delight the opponents:
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of this measure. rthet'e are 40 of them.
Perhaps they have been" got up." They
oppose a CDmpulsory PDOL The boot is on
the other foot now. These 40 telegrams
came from the Yarrawonga district. They
are signed by individual persons who are
opposed to the Bill. I have also in my
hand six telegrams that have been des~
patched frem organizaiions in that district
-communities of people, Dne OIf which
guarantees 50,000 bushels OIf wheat. The
farmel1! who are guaranteeing 50,000
bushels of wheat for the Pool are in
favour of a compulsory wheat Pool.
I
do not draw attention t.o these telegrams
because they will influenoe my vote OIne
way Oil' the other. 'When I entered this
B.ouse as representative OIf the North\Vestern Province, I determined to use
my oown intelligence. I refuse to be influenced by advice that I receive by telgram to exercise my vOite in this directiorn or that. The Ministry in pOlwer has
determined to confe,r upon the peDple of
this State, and the .wheat-grower in particular, a compulsory wheat Pool. I believe in the compulsory Pool. The voluntary system has been tested. Each year
the quantity olf wheat going into the
voluntary Pool is less than in ~he preceding year. The reason for that is not far
to seek. 1'be unofficial Le,ader has told
us that some agents have started to buy
wheat against the voluntary PDOL
I!J:
order to get the wheat they have ofieTed
a highe'r price than world's parity.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I did
nDt say that.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-The hono,r~
able member made a statement tantamDunt to' that.
The Han. A. BELL.-,Speculation is the
essence of business.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-"\Ve do not
want speculation in connexion with our
primary prDducts. We want toO give the
man on the suil the full reward Df his
labour.
• The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-He gets the
highest price whatever you do.
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-He cannot
do SQ. If he does get a higher price than
fO'rme,rly it is because the voluntary Pool
organizes the market fo'r him. Had 60 per
cent. of our wheat not gone into the Poo,l
the price wO'uld not have been obtained,
a.nd the man who did not put his wheat into
the Pool would not have been benefited.
The HQIIl. G. M. DAvIs.-The world's
parity was there fOil' him.
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The Han. Dr. HARRIS.-Had the
farmer not been getting a better price he
wDuld not have put his wheat intO' the
Pool. The man who ha~ a product to sell
will sell in the best market. There are
a number OIf loyal farmers whO' believe in
pooling the whe·at crop.
They put
their wheat into the PQiol and thereby
created a firm market in Victoria,.
A
large number 0'£ farmers who were not
loyal to their fellow workers sold their
product in a better market to the agents.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-Can
you blame them 1
The Hon. Dr. HARRIS.-Yes, to t.his
extent--that it has broken the voluntary
Pool, and rendered necessary a compulsory POOiI. I blame them because had all
the farmers been loyal to the voluntary
Pool it would not have been necessary to
have a compulsory Pool.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSO'N.-Do you'
think the wheat-grorwer that stood Q1utsid.
~ould have got more money if he had gaul!
mto the Pool 7
The Han. Dr. HARRIS.-Yes. I pro.
phesy that if we do not have a Pool in
Victoria this year, there is going to be a
dark condit,ion of affairs very shortly in
the wheat market of Victoria. In creating a compulsory PaOlI the Government is
really doing nothing except to guarantee
the ba.nks the credit of the State until the
crop is marketed. The associated banks
have always been prepared to advance on
the value of the crop right at the inceptiO'n. Whichever way we gO', whether
have a compulsory Pool, a voluntary P<?ol,
or an agents' Pool, the wheat of the country is gQling to' be pooled. It always is
poo'led: it always has been pooled.
An HONORABLE lYIEMBER.-Do you say
there is an agents' PooJ ~
The HOin. Dr. HARRIS.-Yes. Under
the agents' Pool the wheat goes into a
storehouse Oil' a mill, or the agent charters
ships and takes it away fr~m the seaboard, according as he thinks fit.
But
under the agents' POQlI the farmer never
had an Dpportunity to market his wheat
for himself, and to the best advantage as
he saw it.
It must be an advantage
always to market frOim a national standpoint under a pool system. In giving
this measure my support I must add that
it is capa.ble of imprDvement. I ao not
agree that there should be two representatives of the Government on the Board.
The Minister of Agriculture, or some
Dther responsible Minister, should be the
sole representative of the people.· The
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Government is responsible to the' people
and can be removed at anv time if the
Minister were to permit anything wrong
to be done by the Board. The othe·r
four representatives should be directly
selected by the wheat-growers. However,
this is not the time to go into details.
I have stated the faith that is in me, and
I intend to vote for this measure. Before
concluding, I desire to point out that Mr.
Saltau quoted figures regarding the quantity of wheat shipped at Portland. I have
officiaJ particulars in this regard as follow:-In 1920-21, the Victorian Wheat
Commission shipped six full cargoes; in
1921-22, fourteen full cargoes; in 1922-23
five full cargoes; in 1923-24, nil.
The Hon. G. M. DAVIS.-My first
comment in stating my objections to this
Bill for compulsory pooling is that no
mandate has been given for it by the
people. Compulsion in respect of the sale
of any commodity appears to me to be
obnoxious. The method is designed to
prevent a man from doing as he likes,
when and how he likes, with his own property and at his own risk. The compulsory sale of a farmer's wheat is tantamount
to forcing him to hand over the product:
of his labour for sale by another party
in circumstances which that other party
may consider best. The farmer himself is
not to be permitted to do as he likes with
his own possession.
He is not to be
allowed to do as he has always been free
to do, namely, to take the best advantage
of the market as he sees it. The Board is
to be composed of five members who may
be expected to be endowed with special
prescience so that they will know the price
of wheat to-day, what it will be next
month, months ahead, and this time next
year. Mr. Crockett spoke of every farmer
getting full ma.rket value.
Compulsion
will mean that the farmer must take the
average market value, which the specially
endowed Board is to get for the whole of
the wheat grown in Victoria-estimated
to amount to approximately 36,000,000
bushels. The Board, it may be taken for
granted, will be an able businesslike body
of men; but can any five men be expected
to get the best. average price for the year
for a total output of a State in circumstances such as I have indicated ~ It is
against common-sense. These men will
have to decide when to sell. They may
dispose of the wheat of the Victorian farming community to-day or in three months
-a portion or the whole of it-or six
months ahead. They cannot tell whether
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the market will be 8s. or lOs. a bushel in
advance in twelve months' time, nor
whether the price will be down to 3s. 0:'"
4s. Yet the Board is to be presumed to
know the exact moment at which to realize. Seeing that the farmer has taken all
the risk of growing his wheat, he should
be permitted, if he desires, to continue
[0 carry the risk of selling it.
The farming community has been divided into two
classes, namely, the rich and the poor;
and it has been said, in the course of the
debate, that the poor farmer under existing conditiOfD.S does not get a fair opportunity. Therel are many wheat-buying
firms that are only too willing to receive
wheat and store it for three months free
of charge, and to make a reasonable advance, even up to half its present value,
if required, to meet the needs of any
poor farmer.
The latter himself can
decide on what date the firm shall sell
his whe!tt. If he prefers that it shall be
stored for longer than three months it is
held for him upon the payment of a small
storage fee. Those facts dispose of the
argument that the needy farmer cannot
get accommodation except by medium of a
wheat Pool. I have had some experience
in wheat-growing, and I propose to give a
few particulars to show how the farmer,
taking risks for himself, will sometimes
make a loss and sometimes speCUlate to
his advantage. My own habit has been
always to sell practically direct from the
pa.ddock, and experience has proved that
t~is course usually has been the best. InCIdentally, the large buyers of grain, with
all their experience, sometimes miscalculate the prospects to their own disadvantage. I had 900 bags of barley, and
decided on a certain date to sell at 3s.
4!d. a bushel. I advised a friend who
also had bar ley to ~ell to dispose of his
at the same price. He decided, however,
to "stick out" for 3s. 9d. Within a
fortnight the market had fallen very considerably-in fact b~ about Is. My friend
held his barley until the following year
and then sold at 2s. 3d. On another
occasion I had hay to sell, and I was
talking over the position with a friend
who also had about 200 to 300 tons to
dispose of. I told liim that I was not a
speculator and that I would be content to
sell at current market value. I did so,
at £5 per ton: He disposed of portion
on the same basis, but decided to. keep
more than half, and he sold it eventuallyduring a time of drought-at £7, £8,
and £9 a ton. That illustrates the other
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side of the picture, and I mention these
examples Df market fluctuations to show
what happens in commercial life and how
neither one side nor the other can hope
to be all wise in reading the market tendency. How can the proposed BDard be
expected to be any more successful than
the private firms and the farmer himself ~ The wheat-growing industry has
been in a very prosperous position, and
it does not require to. be bolstered up. A
compulsory Pool is not ne,cessary, and the
Bill should be rejected. To bring about
community PODls and GDvernment cDntrol
and rid the country o.f individual enterprise is tDtally against my cDnvictiDns. It
is o.pposed alto.gether to those qualities
that have done so. much to. de,velop Dur
CDuntry. Instead of Government coddling
we should· be prepared to. get along ruggedly for ourselves as did our fathers, the
pioneers o.f Australia. I would be quite
ready to. suppDrt a vDluntary PDOL We
have the world's parity always to go. upon,
and the effect o.f numbers Df farmers not.
entering the PODI will not be to break the
market. Owing to. the many modern facilities for the dissemination of information regarding the price of wheat, the
farmer to-day is by no means in a helpless co.ndition. It i~ idle to. say that he
cannDt be e,xpected to. know from day to
day the value Df his wheat, and that the
speculator can come alo.ng and buy at
verv much less than its true value.
The House divided Dn the questiDn that
the Bill be read a secDnd time.
Ayes
13
NDes
·17
MajDrity
against
secDnd reading

the
4

AYES.

Mr.
"
"
"
Dr.
Mr.
"

Abbott
Brawn
Disney
Goudie
Harris
Jones
Keck

Mr.
"
"
"

Bath
Beggs
Bell
Chandler

Mr.
"
"
"

Kiernan
McNamara
Sternberg
Zwar.
Tellers:
Mr. Crockett
" Williams.

j

NOES.

"

W. L. R. Clarke

"
"
"

Cohen
Edgar
McGregor
Merritt

IMr. Payne
" Richardson
Sir A. Robinson
Mr. Saltau
: " Smith
II
"
Tyner.
Tellers:
I Mr. Angliss
" White.
PAIR.

Mr. Beckett

I

Mr. Davis.
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ADJOURNMENT.
The Ho.n. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Wo.rks).-I mo.ve
.
That the House at its rising adjourn until
Tuesday next.

I ho.pe o.n Tuesday to be able to. pro.ceed
with the Melbourne Electric Supply
Company Bill and the Industrial and
Provident Societies Bill. If the measures are circulated in the meantime
honorable members will, I hope, be
prepared to. deal with them.
The mDtiDn was agreed to..
The House adjourned at 12.2 a.m.
(Wednesday) until Tuesday, Octobe,r 28.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBI/f.
Tuesday, October, 21, 1924.

The SPEAKER (the Ho.n. J o.hn Bo.wser)
tDDk the chair at 4.36 p.m.
NEW MEMBER.
Sir William 1\1urray McPherso.n was
swo.rn as member for Hawthorn.
CLOSER SETTLEMENT IN
GIPPSLAND.
Mr. WEST asked the Minister o.f
Lands1. What action, if any, is being taken to
establish group ,settlements in Gippsland under
the provisions of the Closer Settlement Act
1922 ?
2. If the Closer Settlement Board is continuing the policy of buying individual properties in Gippsland for the settlement of suitable applicants?

Mr. BAILEY (Minister o.f Lands).The answers to. the ho.no.rable member's
questions are as fDllDW:1. The Closer Settlement Board has recently
acquired 6,163 acres at Childers for the ,purposes of settling same under the provisions of
the Closer Settlement Act 1922 relating to
mountainous country. Offers were :made .to
purehase 3,045 acres at Gunyah for a mountainous district settlement, but the Board cannot obtain the land at what it considered to be
a reasonable price for that class of country.
The Board has also inspected at Jeeralang
6,741 acres, Jumbuk 7,299 acres, Callignee
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7,400 acres, Budgeree 2,355 acres. ConsiderNOXIOUS WEEDS.
able portions of these areas are suitable for
Mr. WEST asked the Minister of
settlement under mountainous conditions ..
Owing to the financial stringency, it is pro- Landsposed to proceed ,,,ith the development of the
If his attention has been drawn to the spread
area acquired at Childers only at present, so of ragwort in certain parishes in Gippsland;
far as South Gippsland is concerned.
if so, what action is ,being taken ·to check the
2. The Closer Settlement Board is not buying same?
individual Dr other properties at present ex:Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).cept in a few instances where it is practically
The answer is as follows:committed to the purchase.
The Chief Inspector for the southern portion
of the ,state recently inspected the various
districts in which ragwort is prevalent, and
FARRIERS WAGES BOARD.
instructed the inspectors concerned to take con:Mr. WEST asked the Minister of certed action in enforcing the Act. He reports
that in one inspector's district four men are
Labour-employed in the work of destroying the n.oxious
If he ·has received a request from the Master weed in question. Many notices have been
Farriers Association for the constitution of a served upon landholders whose lands are inCountry Wages Board foOl' farriers; if so, what fested, and the Crown lands are receiving attention.
action is being taken in connexion therewith?

Mr. LEMMON (Minister of Labour).
-In reply to the first part of the question, I may say that I have received tne
request referred to for tie constitution of
a Oountry Wages Board for farriers. In
reply to the second part of the question I.
wish to state that the strongest objection
made by the master farriers from the
country districts was in regard to the inconvenient hours of starting and' ending
work 'on each working day. Prior to the
objections being made, the Farriers Board
was called together at my direction to
consider the circumstances of the trade in
the country districts, and upon the 9th
inst. an amended determination came
into operation outside the metropolitan
district and the Oity of Sandringham.
In the amended determination, in place of
the hours for beginning and ending worlr
on each day being fixed, a maximum number of hours per week is fixed. I t is also
provided that the employer of a farrier
is required to pay such employee only for
the number of hours occupied at farrier's
work during any day of the working week.
In place of double time rates operating
for certain hours worked upon any working day, in the country districts time and
a half is to operate only after the weekly
maximum number of hours has been
worked. I have also directed that steps
be taken to have the employers and the
employees of the farriers trade in the
country districts represented upon the
present Board. In v.iew of the facts related, it is not my intention to set up a
country Bo·a.rd in addition to the Farriers
Board at the present time.

SUGARLOAF WEIR.
Mr. MAOKRELL asked the Minister
of Water Supply1. What is the estimated c.ost of the first
ullit of the Sugarl9af Weir?
2. What is the estimated cost of the second
unit of the weir?
'
3. What amount has been spent on the weir?
4. What will it cost, and how long will it
take to complete the first unit?

Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Water Supply).-The answers' to the honorable
member's questions are as follow:1. It is estimated that cost of making unit
of 300,000 acre feet capacity available will be
£1,260,000, but this includes much work which
would go towards second unit.
2. Assuming that by second unit is meant a
storage with additional c-apacity of 600,000
acre feet, being double that of the first unit, or
900,000 acre feet in all, the additional cost
would be about £1,500,000.
3. £1,017,192 at 30th of June, 1924.
4. £1,'260,000, and it will take, assuming
that conditions as regards floods are not abnormal, about two years to complete. The weir,
however, is already in use as a storage, and a
considerable quantity of water can be stored
this year.

A~SENT

TO BILLS RE'FORTED.
North Oar lton Lands Bill.
Milk Supply Bill.

MELBOURNE ELEOTRIO SUPPLY
OOMP ANY BILL.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

In submitting the measure, I may point
out at once that it received the endorse-
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ment of the previous Ministry.
Its
object is to ratify an agreement entered
into between the Government and the
IVlelbourne Electric Supply Company
Limi ted in regard to the purchase of the
works and undertakings of the company.
The Bill has no ot.aer intention except
in connexion with clause 4, which was
agreed to by the honorable member for
St. Kilda when he was acting as Treasurer, for the purpose of regulating the
payment in regard to loans. I have
taken the liberty of showing to the
Leader of the Opposition my notes in
relation to this Bill, for the purpose of
assuring him that there is no intention
in connexion with this measure to go outThe
side the text of the agreement.
position of the metropolis in the matter
of the supply of electric energy has received the attention of the State Electricity Commission, particularly in view
of the fact that the franchise held by the
:Uelbourne Electric Supply Company,
under the Electric Light and Power Act,
expires, so far as Melbourne is concerned,
in November, 1925. Because of this approaching expiry, the Commission took
steps to determine the most suitable action to be taken in order to ensure a satisfactory continuance of supply of electricity for public and private lighting,
and for domestic and industrial power, to
the greater portion of the metropolitan
area .. As a result of these deliberations,
the Commission submitted certain recommendations to the Government of the
day, and these, having received the endorsement of the then Government, legislation to give effect to the proposals was
prepared. At this point the rec!=lnt Government passed out of office, and the preMter
sent Government was formed.
close investigation of the proposals, this
Government decided to endorse, and to
recommend to Parliament that effect be
given, to the policy recommended. In
order that the objects of this proposed
legislation may be fully understood, it
will be necessary to briefly refer to the
provisions of the law in such matters, and
to describe the alternatives with which
the Government was faced, and which
led to the present proposals.
The
Statutes provide that the Government
may either purchase the whole of the
assets of the company and so terminate
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this undertaking, or else may grant an
extension of the franchise for a term not
exceeding 30 years, on such conditions
as it may think fit. A third possible
alternative, viz., that of refusing either
to acquire the assets or to grant an extension, cannot be seriously entertained,
as such a course would leave the community without electric services. In addition to its Melbourne undertaking, the
company also owns franchises, both fOl'
electric light and power supply and fOl
electric tramways, in Geelong and neighbOUl'hood, which latter franchises run for
periods ending at later dates. In Melbourne, the company's system of generation and distribution is "single phase."
While still suitable for lighting purposes,
this system has become obsolete and inefficient for the purpose of industrial
power. Much inconvenience and loss
have already been experienced by owners
nf electric moto1rs, aggregating 64,000
horse power, throughout the company's
area, and particularly in the rapidlygrowing industrial areas of Richmond,
Collingwood, and South Melbourne, and
these difficulties are certain to increase
considerably in the near future, in view
of the steadily-increasing demand for industrial power. It is, therefore, becoming very urgent that the company's system should be converted, in whole or in
part, to "three-phase," not only in order
to enable industry to obtain energy more
efficiently and economically, but also to
enable the company's rapidly increasing
requirements for bulk supply of energy
to be met from the State scheme, which is
designed on the modern "three-phase"·
system.
There is, :however, no obligation whatever upon the company to expend any capital upon such works of conversion, and the Government is not in a
position to deal in some alternative way
with this urgent situation unless and
until the main question of the future
existence of the company has been definitely settled in one way or the other.
The company at present caters, directly
and indi-rectly, for a populatiQlll. of ov~r
half a million; it has over 90,000 consumers, and its output during its last
financial _year approached 80,000,000
electric units. Moreover, the nublic de.t;nand has been growing, duri:ng the past
five years, at a rate exceeding 20 per cent.
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per annum, and there is no sign at pre- te1rms that it is prOoposed to impose upon
sent Q1f any diminution in this growth of the grant of such extended franchise, and
the demand.
This increase in the cOon- t.hat it is considered will adequately prosumption of electricity has invOolved the tect the public ipterest may briefly be sumprogressive investment by the company of marized as follow:new capital fOir the building of extensIOns
Extension to be for the authorized maximum
to its plant and distribution system, aver- of ten years, but with an optIon to the Governof acquiring the assets at the end of
ment
aging during the last five years £340,000
five or seven and a-half years, the
per annum.
This further capital the respectively
company to have the right, in certain circumcompany has rai6ed frorm time tOo time by staNces, of demanding that the Government
the issue Oof debentures. Similar further exercise its option· at the end of five years.
Acquisition, when effected, to be based upon
investments of new capital will have to
value of assets, i.e., upon original
be arranged for by the company for the "residual"
actual cost less a definite percentage depreciayears 1924 and 1925. It is estimated that tion for each year that such item of the plant
at least another £800,000 will be so re- still remaining in service has been in service.
quired befOore the cOimpany's prooent term This depreciation will average 3 per cent. per
comes tOo an end. Under the prolVisions of annum.
The company's distributable profits to be
the Electric Light and POower Act, the limited to 7 per cent. per annum upon its
price to be paid to the cOompany upon ordinary share capital, and to 8 per cent. on its
any purchase of its undertaking and assets 8 per cent. preference share capital. Any exis to be determined by arbitratiQln, and ~3 cess profits actually earned to be applied to
reduction of charges to the public.
to be based upou the then value of the
The company to carry out, when called upon,
whole of those assets. An investigation of all works of "conversion" and "extension"
the company's balance-sheets shows that, approved by and under the supervision of the
having also rega,rd.to the new expenditure Government, .and to purchase all its requirements of energy from the State scheme, as
in extensions for 1924 and 1925, its and
when the same becomes availu.ble This
capital account will by the end of will involve the closing down of the company's
] 925 stand at, roundly, £4,000,000. present "single phase" generating plant at
Richmond at a much earlier date than would
In view of the serious nature of a otherwise
be possible.
financial operation Q1f such magnitude
The company is not to iRsue any further.
as the ra.ising Oof soo large a sum within the shares, nor to raise any further capl talon denext year or twOo, the Electricity Commis- bentllres, except with the approval of the' Gosion deemed it necessary to cOonsider the vernment, which may, however, provide any
further capital required for extensions and conalternative Oof an extension Oof the com- versions, for which capital the company will
pany's franchiBe, prOovided that terms pay interest.
could be arranged which would adequately
safeguard the public interest. The main The arrangement proposed amounts t.o
considerations to such an end were, firstly, this, that the company will become, for all
that the cOompany must be prepared to practical purposes, the manager of the
accept" price contrOoI," that is tOo say, a undertaking ou behalf of and under the
strict limitation Oof its profits (it being control of the Go,vernment, receiving for
at present entirely free from any such its remuneration for such management,
limitation), and, secondly, that the com- and for the use of its share capital, only
pany must' agree to a basis of ultimate the prescribed interest returns; that a
acquisitiOon by the State, which wOould mOore favorable basis Oof ultimate acquisiplace the State in the most favorable posi- tion can be achieved, and the purchase
price fixed beforehand by simple accounttion possible as regards ultimate purchase
ancy methQlds, instead of by arbitra.tion,
price.
After protracted negotiations,
and that very urgent extensiOons and works
which were conducted by the Electricity
of conversion to "three phase" can be
Commission, the company accepted, in
undertaken
forthwith. The Government,
principle, these fundamental conditions,
therefore,
decided
to endJ>.rse and to
and has also, in principle, agreed to a
&lUbmit to Parliament legislation to give
number of subordinate and cons~quential
effect. to thjs policy. As regards the comstipulatiollB. In view of this, the Govern- pany's Gee]ong undertakings, it will be a
ment has decided that the public interest further cOondition of the proposed extenwill be better safeguarded by granting sion that all the control arrangements
such a conditiOonal extension of the fran- and other conditions applicable to the
chise than would the acquisi.tion of the Melbourne undertaking sh_all apply to
company's assets in 1925. The principal Geelong also, and further that any perIod
Mr. Prendergast.
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of the Geelong franchise remaining unexpired 0111 the date of the acquisition of
the company's Melbourne and Gedong
undertakings shall be surrendered by the
company. The Melbourne Electric Supply
Company has complete control of 90
square miles of the suburban area, and in
addition sells energy in bulk over another
60 square miles. The suburbs in which
control of supplie,s is in the hands of the
company are Richmond, South Melbourne,
St.
Kilda,
Fitzroy,
Collingwood,
Prahran, Hawthorn, Rew, Camberwell,
Malvern, Caulfield, Oakleigh, Brighton,
Moorabin, Mordialloc and part of Mulgra ve shire, while energy is sold in ,?ulk
in N orthcote, Preston, Doncaste1r, HeIdelberg, Nunawading, an~ Carrum. The
150 square miles over whICh the company
operates is supplied with nothing else
than single-phase electricity. The modern
standard of electricity, however, is three
phase, which is 'used in all progressive
countries. lYlorwell, Newport, and countrysupply schemes are three-phase. The fact
is no reproach to' the company, because
when they inaugurated their system 2::S
vears ago the single-phase was the best
;ystem. It is still quite serviceable for
domestic Qr street lighting purposes, but
is very unserviceable fQr industrial powel.
It IS not generally realized that of the
eleetricity consumed in the metropolIs
four-fifths is for industrial power, cons~
quently the company caters for but onefifth of its consumers adequately, and
serves the other four-fifths but poorly. If
the proposed legislation is placed on the
statute books, this condition will be remedied by the immediate commencement
of the installation of the three-phase
system of supply and distribution.
I wish to refer now briefly to the clauses.·
The preamble sets out that the agreement
has been made, gives a brief resume of
the circumstanoes affecting the company's
undertakings, and re·fers to the desirabIlity of making legislative provision for
the ratification of the agreement, including the extension of the company's franchise up. to the date of sale. Clause 2
deals with definitions. The material definitions are (1) the agreement: it will be
observed that this expression includes any
agreement made pursuant to the Act
modifying the agreement as it now stands.
(2) Tramway authority refers to a body
hereafter to be created to carryon the
tramways undertakings.
(3) Undertakings: provision is made in this definition
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for possible future extensions of the company's existing un~ertaki~gs. Par~gr.aph
3 of clause 2 prOVIdes that the nommee
of the Minister referred to in the agreement means the CommissiOill in reference
to electrical undertakings and the tramway authorities in referenc:e to tram-.
ways undertakings. Sub-clause (1) of
clause 3 overrules any provisions in the
various Tramways Acts and Electricity
Acts and any Orders in Council issued
thereunder which provisiQns would conflict with the operation of this Act. The
provisions principally in mind are 'provisions relating to municipal powers and
authorities. It also is necessary to exclude, as is done in paragraphs (d) and
(e), the operation of certain provisiQns
under the company's debenture stock, &c.
Sub-clause (2) provides that unless the
agreement is rendered void as because of
failure on the part of the company's debenture holders to ratify the agreement,
any perso'll or body will have no, right to
purchase any of the company's undertakings. Clause 4 validates the agreement by sub-clause (1), which, however,
provides for the postponement of payment
of the sum of £700,000 until the 31st
October, 1935, whether the date of sale
occurs in 1930, 1933, or 1935. This provision is maqe with the company's consent, and the £700,000 will bear interest
be·tweeln the date of sale and the· date of
payment at a rate not exceeding 7 per
cent. per annum. Arrangements were
made with the company for the postponement of payment of this sum by M'r.
Eggleston, as Treasurer, under the previous Government. They were made at
a stage too late to allow of their incorporation in the formal agreement, and
the opportunity is taken to ratify in this
Act the agreement then arrived at. Subclause (2) authorizes the public autho·rity
concerned to carry the agreement into
effect. Sub-clause (3) ratifies the agreement securing the temporary loan made
by the Government to t,he Minister in
March, 1924, of £150,000. Clause 5
gives power to the Minister to agree to
any modifications to the present agreement which may be found necessary to
give effect to the intention of this Act,
or to provide for the purchase of any approved extensions of the existing undertakings. With respect to clause 6, the
policy has been adopted in the agreement
of not entering into dire_ct contracts or
relationships with the deb~nture-holders.
The payments to be made by the Government are to be made to the company, and
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It IS the company's responsibility to pay
these moneys across to the debentureholde-rs as they fall due. Tlie company is
given the right to authorize, the trustees
for the debenture-liolders to collect these
moneys direct from the Government, and
clause 6 confirms this provision in the
agreement. Clause 7 states that the Minister is not bound to see that the company or the trustees for the debentureholders pay to the persons rightfully entitled to any moneys received from the
Treasurer. This is an ordinary provision
relating to the persons who pay money to
trustees. Clause 8 is a machinery clause
relating to the transfer after the date of
sale to the Commission of any consumers'
deposits held by it. Clause 9 provides for
the transfer to the Commission on the
date of sale of all the company's contracts
for the supply of electricity which are
then outstanding: Clauset 10 extends the
date of expiry of tEe company's Orders in
Council for electrical supply to the 12th
day of November, 1935, and similarly
provides for the company's tramway
Orders in Council to expire on that date.
Clause 11 enacts that the company may
be gra!lted authority to supply electricity
in approved areas wnich are extensions of
our existing areas, and by sub-clause (2)
it is provided that the cumbersome machinery of the Electric Light and Power
Act 1915 is not to apply in the granting
of such Orders. The machine-ry referred
to is intended to gOlVern the granting of
Orders over a considerable or an important
portion, if not the whole, of a municipal
district, and requires advertisements,
notices, and the hearing of objections of
various parties before an Order can be
granted. This provision is unnecessary
where the point at issue }8 only an approved extension of the company's
existing system to a limited area.
Clause 12 provides that if any further
Orders in Council for electrical supply or
for tramways are purchased by the company before the date of sale the Governor
in Council may insist on such purchase
being made subject to such conditions as
he considers expedient in the circumstances. The purpose of clause 13 is to
vest the electrical supply undertakings as
from the date of sale in the Commission,
and the tramway undertakings in the
tramways authorities. Such vesting w,ill
be free of encumbrances, and to the exclusion of other parties concerned. Clause
Mr. Prendergad.
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14 states that on the day of sale the company's power to supply electricity and
operate tramways will cease and determine. Clause 15 stipulates that no further Order be granted to the company to
supply electricity within the company's
existing areas.
Olause 16 gives the
Governor in Council authority to repeal
or vary' any of the provisions of the company's Ordocs in Council which '.may
hinder. or conflict with the agreement or
the Act, but that this power is not to be
exercised until the expiration of the company's pre.sent franchise, that is, 13th
November, 1925, without the company's
consent. Clause 17 is the usual dause
relieving the instruments of transfer to the
Commission or the tramways authority
from stamp duty. Clause 18 gives statutory authority to the provisions of the
agreement relating to Tariff control, and
inc~udes a ready means of enforcing them
and provides further that these provisions
shall supersede the powers, of the Commission relating to tariff control under
its existing Acts. Clause 19 gives power
to the Oommission to carryon the electrical undertakings of the company after
the date of sale, and also to carryon any
incidental activities in connexion therewith which have been carried on by the
company.
Clause 20, sub-clause (1),
gives effect to the company's promise that
whenever required after the 31st January
next it will cease giving a supply of elecSubtrici ty in bulk to undertakers.
clause (2) states that the company shall,
after the 31st January, 1925, take from
the Oommission all its requirements of
electricity in so far as the Commission
Clause
has such electricity available.
21 merges the electrical undertakings of
the company as from the date of sale in
the undertakings of the Commission.
Clause 22 provides for the payment of
moneys by' the Minister, under t he agreement, by way of loan, or as part of the
purchase price, and stmtes that the issue
of Victorian Government debentures, as
required by the agreement, may be made
after the 1st June, 1925, pursuant to
special authority in that behalf. Clause
23, sub-clause (1), provides that all payments by the company of principal or
interest on loans are to be. made to the
Treasurer. Sub-clause (2) p'rovides that
any other moneys to be paid by the com-
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pany under the agreement, such, for
example, as the sum to ·be fixed for annual
depreciation after 1925, are to be paid
to the Commission, and devoted to the
purpose of the undertakings. Clause 24
exempts from liability to income tax such
of the revenues of the company as are in
·excess of the fixed amounts, because these
moneys, 'by virtue of the agreement, are
to be handed over by the company to the
Commission,on bellaH of the Minister.
Olause 25 provides that the officials and
authorities concerned in making the
agreement, and in carrying it into effect,
shall not be subjected thereby to any
personal liability. Clause 26 is a safety
clause, to the effect that the Crown and
the public authorities concerned are not
to be liable for any compensation in
.respect of the agreement or this Act,
except such as is specifically provided for
therein. The agreement, and the three
schedules annexed to the agreement, are
~et out in the first schedule to the Bill.
The second schedule sets out· a list of the
various Orders in Council under the
Tramways Acts, pursuant to which the
·company operates its existing tramways.
I have given the particulars of these
clauses for the special purpose of facilitating the passage of the measure to
another place without delay.
I repeat
my assurance that there is no alteration
in this Bill that is not in cognizance
with the agreement arrived at by the previous Government wit.h all parties concerned, except in regard to an amendment-made entirely for the purpose of
achieving greater clarity-in clause 4.
The Bill, after all, is merely a machinery
measure such as has been suggested by
Sir John Monash and his fellow members of the Electricity Commission. The
agreement will be found upon closest
examination to be very favorable to all
parties concerned, including the people
of the metropolitan area.
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G.overnment. I am glad to hear that;
and I hope, by the way, that he will be
able to say the same of many other matters that he found in the Ministerial
pigeonholes upon taking over office.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-YOU cannot always
be wrong, you know.

Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOCK.I am really glad that the Premier admits
that much. The summary from which
the Premier has quoted is absolutely·
correct in its references to the earlier
neg.otiations.
The. franchise of the
English company will 'Come to an
end next year, and .there were certain
alterna ti ves to its renewal.
When the
Electricity Commissioners first commenced negotiations with the head office
of the company in London the honorable ~ember for Oastlemaine and Mald.on
~as Premie~: The Electricity CommisSIOners conSIst of the most capable men
who could have been selected for their
posts, and they went into the whole matter exhaustively, conferring with the
representatives of the company here and
continuing the negotiations with the head
office in Lond.on.
It is well that we
should be in a position to show the
public of Mell})ourne land the' :shaI'leholders in England that the Victorian
Parliament is prepared to do the fair and
honorable thing with respect to money
About twentyinvested in this State.
f our years ago the shareh.olders in the
En~lish company invested money in VictOrIa, and embarked upon certain works
,un~er the Victorian statutes. RepresentatIOns were made through the AgentGeneral to the head office, and terms
have been arranged to the satisfaction of
the investors, of the three Victorian Governments that have been involved in the
m~~ter, and the people, of thel meltropO~Itan. area.
rr:he legislator who was
p.r~marIly responSIble for all the negotiatI?nS was the fo;mer Attorney-General,.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.- Sir Arthur RobInson, whose name is
The Premier courteously supplied me attached to the agreement.
I am conlast Thursday with a copy of the notes vinced that there would have been
from which he has quoted, and with a something in the nature of a catastrophe
precis of the clauses. Thus, I have been ~nless steps had been taken upon the
enabled to refresh my memory regarding lll~es t?at have led to the drafting of
t~e different stages of negotiations. The
thIS ~Ill.
The financial aspect was a
Premier has intimated that his Govern- materIal factor. If we had gone in for the
ment endorses all that was done with re- purchase of. the undertaking at a period
spect to this undertaking by the previous' such as thIS, when money .is difficult
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to get, there might have been consider1 t will be seen, howable trou ble.
ever, that all interests have been protected,
including those of power users in the
metropolitan area who desire to develop
or extend their industrial' undertakings.
The Premier quot.ed the following:It is not generally realized that of the electricity consumed in the metropolitan area,
four-fifths is for industrial power, consequently
the company caters for but one-fifth of its consumers adequately, and serves: the other fourfifths but poorly.

N ow the company, as the agent for the
Electrici ty Oommissio)ners, is going to
increase the industrial power and will be
able to meet the requirements of those
who have invested capital in various
activities.
They will be able to take
advantage of what is known as the threephase system, instead of the single-phase
system. 1 commend this Bill to the sympathetic consideration of honorable members who can accept the statements which
have been made by the Premier. 1 support them, and 1 am sure that my colleagues in a former Administration
would also be able to supplement anything that has been said in favour of
this Bill. The matter has been very ex'~
haustively considered, and the SOlOner the
Bill is passed into la,w the better it will be
for all concerned. The' representatives of
the company here will be able to advise
the London shareholders that the Victorian Parliament has accepted the
agreement which has been entered into.
1 support the Bill, and 1 hope it will
have a speedy passage through this
House.
Mr. GROVES.-I want to support
statements made by the Premier and
the Leader of the Opposition.
This
Bill will give the Oommission power to
extend the current beyond the metropolitan area. The Melbourne Electric
Supply Oompany is already supplying
private companies in some of the outer
suburbs·with current for light and power.
These companies are selling to the consumers. Under this Bill the Oommission
will eventually take over all these undertakings, and that will be of great benefit to all the outlying districts. The
district 1 I-represent has received considerable benefit by the fact that the
Oommission has taken over the lighting
of Dandenong, and the extension of the
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powers provided by t.his Bill will enable
other towns to have benefits now enjoyed by those within the metropolitan
area. I hope the Bill will be speedily
passed by this House and become law.
It will be a means of development, so
far as electric light and power is concerned, in the outer areas.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Olauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Olause 4, providing inter alia that(1) The agreement is hereby ratified and.
validated as on and from the date of the agreement:
Provided that the agreement shall be read
and construed and take effect as if it were
provided therein that payment by the Minister of so much of the amount referred to in
pargraph (i) of clause six of the agreement
as is equal to the amount of the moneys bo!rowed by the company for the purposes referred to in paragraph (a) of clause seven of
the agreement between the date of the agreement and the thirteenth day of November.
One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five
from persons other than the Treasurer or the
Minister shall be postponed to the thirty-first
day of October, One thousand nine hundred
and
thirty-five, and such last-mentioned
amount shall bear interest payable yearly (between the date of. sale and the date of payment) at a rate equivalent to the rate paid
by the company, but not exceeding an average
rate of Seven pounds per centum per annum
over the whole of such last-mentioned amount.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier) .-1
have an amendment to move in this
clause. I moveThat the words " such last-mentioned
amount" Hnes 15-16 be omitted with a view of
inserting "the amount the payment of which
is postponed as aforesaid".
.

There may be some confusion in the use
of the words, " such last-mentioned
amount ", and the amendment will make
it clear that the payment is that which
is postponed.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 5 to 26 and the schedule were
agreed to.
The Bill was reported with an amendment, and the amendment was adopted.
On the motion of Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), the Bill was read a
third time.
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had not been available, as an alternative to
MOTOR OMNIBUS BILL.
the railways and tramways, very serious situaMr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister). tions would. have arisen which would have
given a victory to the strikers.
I moveFurther on the circular says, by inference,
That this Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill is an important one, and its that it is desirable to keep these motor
passage has been rendered necessary by vehicles in our midst, because both the
the introduction in recent years of motor vehicles and the employees working them
passenger buses.
It will be generally are potential strike-breakers. In other
admitted, even by the proprietors of these words it says that the members of the
buses themselves, that this class of Motor Transport Union are strike-breakers,
vehicle is causing considerable damage to and are ready to fight against their fellow
the roads in the metropolitan area, and unionists who are employed on our tramat the same time, it is seriously affecting way and railway systems. I do not know
the revenue of both the railways and the what the members of the Motor Transtramways. One of the objects of the port Union think of a statement like
Bill is to protect the assets of the com- that. I do not know what the employees
munity. A great deal of public money of the bus companies will think at their
has been invested in the building of our being characterized by their employers
railways and our tramways, and in the as potential strike-breakers. Members
construction of our roads. This Bill has of Parliament are, therefore, asked to
'been introduced for the purpose of con- allow these buses to continue in the pretrolling and regulating motor omnibuses sent unrestricted method, as they are
with a view to providing safeguards for ~lways ready to break up strikes. It
the travelling public, and of protecting IS suggested that this Bill has been inthe railways and the tramways from un- troduced because we desire to get rid
restricted and unfair competition. At of a weapon which is always ready in
the same time it will provide municipali- the interests of those who are opposed
ties with funds to assist them in main- to any strike that may' take place in
taining roads in their districts. The the future in our transport system. That
Bill applies only to omnibuses plying for is simply ridiculous, and it cannot be rehire within the City of Melbourne pro- garded in a serious light. at all.
Mr. JACKSON.-It shows a want of inper, and within an area of 8 miles from
the corporate limits of the city. Another telligence on the part of the people who
Bill will be introduced later, dealing issued the circular.
Mr. WEBBER.-There does appear to
wit.h passenger and comme·rcial vehicles
have
been the assumption that honorable
trading throughout the whole of the
State. It has been said by those members of this House have not a lofty
who are interested in motor omni- standard of intelligence. As a matter of
bus companies, that this is purely fact, ~his Bill has not really been initiated
a Labour party's Bill, and that the pre- by thIS Government. Legislation was prosent Government is' trying to destroy posed some time ago. In previous sessions
motor omnibus traffic. The idea, appa- Goyern~ents have promised to bring in
rently, is that we have some ulterior mo- legIslatIOn to regulate motor omnibus
In 1922 the then Minister of
tive behind our proposals. A circular traffic.
was recently sent to some members of Public Works (Mr. Frank Clarke) de,
this House-not to all members-and elared that the Government, of which he
when one reads it, one gains the im- was a member, intended to introduce a
pression that those who compiled it must measure for the purpose of regulating this
have a very poor opinion of the intelli- traffic, and of fixing t.he fees to be paid in
gence of members of the Opposition, to respect of motor omnibuses. We are all
whom they are particularly appealing. I agreed that some action must be taken in
have a copy of the circular, a~d although or~er that we ~ay put a st~p to the unI do not intend to read the whole of it, I faIr and unrestrIcted competition between
want to make one or two extracts. Here motor omnibuses and other vehicles in
our city.
At the same time something
is one of themThe motor lorry has been instrumental in should be done to provide funds to combreaking many transport strikes, and if they' pensate the municipalities through whose
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districts the buses run, f or the damage
done to their roads.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-Is not the value of
property enhanced by an omnibus service
running through a district?
Mr. WEBBER.-There is a great
doubt as to whether the value of property
is so enhanced. It may be that in some
cases it is. On the other hand, complaints have been made by residents in
certain localities that their property is

severely shaken by the traffic owing to the
weight. and speed of the buses.
There
have been complaints from South Melbourne and St. Kilda in that regard. In
addition to the damage to property caused
in that way, there is also, of course, the
damage to roads. At the Municipal Conference held recently certain recommenda tions were approved.
I t was asked
that legislation be introduced for the
purpose of regulating the bus traffic, and
of providing funds to meet the cost of repairs to roads. It is all a question of
how the regulation of the bus traffic is
One matter to be conto be effected.
sidered is the amount to be charged in
fees.
Everybody is agreed that something should be done. The only question
is: what ~ The matter unde,r cQIIlsideration may, therefore, be divided into two
parts: first, the damage done to roads,
and, secondly, the competition of buses
with trains and trams. I will deal first
with the question of the damage to roads.
For some time complaints have been
made by all the councils in the metropolis
of the damage done to their roads, not
only by the motor omnibuses provided for
in this Bill, but also by motor lorries and
other motor vehicles that will be dealt
with in a measure to be submitted later
in the session. A mode of redress against
the proprietors of these motor omnibuses
for the damage caused to roads has been
asked for. I have here a report prepared
by Mr. Kermode, engineer of the Department of Ports and Harbours, upon
the damage done by motor buses in St.
Kilda. It readsThe Secretary for Public Works.
Memo.
RE DAMAGE DONE BY MOTOR BUSES ON ST.
KILDA-ROAD.

Melbourne City.-Up to the present but
little damage has been done, but there is
evidence that the wood-Iblock roadway towards
the St. Kilda boundary is now being badly
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affected, and repairs are in progress which ;,vlil
cost approximately £400.
South Melbourne City.-During the last five
months £500 has been spent in repairing roads
damaged by heavy motor bus traffic, and £2,000
in reconstruction of· a portion of the road,
damage to which is attri,buted entirely to
motor bus traffic. It would appear that it will
be necessary to extend this reconstruction
through the whole length of St. Kilda-road in
the South Melbourne territory at an estimated
cost of £32,000 per mile, or £64,000 in all.
Even with this expenditure the road would not
be proof against unlimited loading and unlimited speecl.
St. Kilda City.-Repairs are now in progress
at the St. Kilda end of the St. Kilda-road at
an estimated cost of £500. The St. Kilda City
Surveyor informs me that to reconstruct the
whole of the roads to St. Kilda whieh are
traversed by the motor omnibuses would cost
not less than £500,000, and thi.s will be necessary unless some restrictions are placed both
on the weight and the speed of the motor
buses.
GEO. KERMODE.

The Tramway Board obtained a report
from its officers. They sayIn March last the Kintrak motor buses
commenced running along Wellington-.stTeet,
St. Kilda, and ,soon after ,the trMks commenced to break up in a way which has never
occurred before in 33 years. In the space between the two tracks depressions occurrled
in the wood blocking, and when opened up
the concrete has been .found to have cracked
and settled. In making the necessary repairs
owing to this damage the Board ,has spent £151
to date.
On the South Melbourne ca;ble line the buses
caused somewhat similar damage to the tracks
as in Wellington-street, and, in addition, a
number of manhole covers were broken. The
amount spent in repairs which would not in
ordinary circumstances be required is to date
about £150.
Within the last ten days ·buses ,have run on
the oable track at the south end of St. Kildaroad, whilst the side road is under repair, and,
although these tracks are in good order, it has
been necessary to commence repair work, and
within the last few days £15 has already been
spent.

Other instances could be given of damage
done to roads.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-The same thing applies in the country where other motor
vehicles ply for commercial purposes.
Mr. WEBBER.-I have already intimated, in reply to an earlier interjection,
that the Government proposes to introduce a Bill at a later stage to deal with
tha t aspect of the question. This Bill
_ refers only to the metropolis and to passenger omnibuses.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-You say only the metropolis. Does it include motor omnibuses
running, say, to Geelong?
Mr. WEBBER.-It does if those buses
apply for hire within the areas set out
in the Bill. If they take up passengers
in Melbourne for Geelong they are ineluded. If they start within 8 miles of
the corporate limits of Melbourne and
run outside the metropolitan area for 20,
30, or 50- miles, they come within the
ambit of the Bill.
That is the case
whereever these buses ply for hire within
the specified metropolitan area.
Mr. EVERARD.-This Bill does not deal
with motor trucks?
Mr. WEBBER.-N o. That matter is
left for another Bill. If a vehicle is engaged in Geelong to bring a party of footballers to Melbourne in order that they
may playa game, and to take the footballers back again, it does no,t come within
the provisions olf the Bill. In such a. case
it co,uld not be said that there is any
plying for hire in the city.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Even if the vehicle drives
over the 8 miles mentioned as "from
the corporate limits of the said city"?
Mr. WEBBER.-That is so.
Mr. W EST.-Supposing a motor omnibus that brings the footballers from
Geelong to Melbourne takes back a
different lot of passengers. Would th;t
(
bring it within the provisions of the Bill?
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes.
Mr. WARDE.-But if it stops short by
1 yard of the 8-mile limit it would not
come under the Bill.
Mr. WEBBER.-Buses that ply for
hire anywhere outside the 8-mile limit,
even though it is only 1 foot beyond,
would not come under the Bill.
It is
generally conceded that these vehicles
cause damage to roads.
I will, therefore, leave that aspect of the matter,
and come to the second question of competition.
Now, competition by these
vehicles is undoubtedly seriously affecting
the finances both of the Tramways Board
and the Railway Department~ The Railway Department estimates that its losses
amount at the present time to approximately £30,000 a year, whilst the Tramways Board say that their losses will come
to, approximately, £100,000 a year as the
result of the present unrestricted competition by motor omnibuses. Last year
the Tramways Board was compelled,
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owing to a shortage -in its revenue, to
draw upon its reserves to pay its way.
The Board had to pay into the Consolidated Revenue a sum of about
£93,000, this being th~ amount fixed in
the Tramways Act of 1918. The amount
drawn from reserves to meet the expenses
of the Board was £125,000. These losses
must be made up somehow. Either the
Tramways Board will have to levy a
general rate upon the municipalities, and
call upon the ratepayers to make up the
losses, or it will have to increase fares.
If fares are increased it will mean,
unless motor omnibus fares are also increased, a further loss to the Board, and
that will have to be made up.
People
who patronize the buses are sympathetic
toward the bus companies, because they
find those vehicles a convenience. But
they, as well as others, must realize the
position.
The damage to roads and
losses in tramway traffic must be made
up. The people will either have to pay
h
h
.
d
.. 1
t roug an Increase mUlliClpa rate, or
in the shape of extra fares.
It is as
well that the ratepayers should realize
that fact.
I have heard the argument
used by patrons of the buses that they
are brought into Melbourne on payment
of 3d., or 4d., or 5d., whereas the railway
charge from their suburb is 7d. the first
class fare. Whether tha,t is the case or
not it is certain that if the losses con·'1
d
h
tInue on ral ways an
tramways, t e
monegr to make those losses good will have
to be found, by the ratepayers. If municipal rates are increased it will mean
that the non-travelling public will have
to pay just the same as the travelling
public.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-Generally speaking,
is the motor bus cheaper than the tram
or train?
Mr. WEBBER.-No. In SOme cases
the bus fare is cheaper than the first
class railway fare from the same suburb.
Generally speaking, however, the bus fares
are a little higher.
Of course, the passenger often finds it a convenience to
come into the city direct without having
to change trams.
Mr. F ARTHING.-Moreover, the people,
and business men particularly, save Il
lot of time, especially in the early hours
of the day, by coming into town in a
motor bus.
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Mr. WEBBER.-Taking the St. Rilda
route as an example, the reason for the
saving of time is that the bus is able to
get a full load of passengers before turning into the St .. Rilda-road, and runs
into the city without stopping.
The
trams have to stop at various places to
take up and put down passengers.
Mr. WEAVER.-Motor omnibuses also
run at a greater speed.
Mr. WEBBER.-The proprietors of
those buses deny that.
They have
the advantage, however, of a straight run
without stops.
. Dr. ARGYLE.-Why, in some cases they
travel at three times the speed of the cable
tram!
Mr. WEBBER.-If they do that they
must attain a speed OIf 24 OIr 25 miles an
hour.
The bus proprietors have indignantly denied the assertion that they
do that.
Some OIne made a statement
to that effect in the press a little while
ago.
Dr. ~ ARGYLE.-If the omnibus proprietors deny that they travel at a
greater speed than the trams, their statement is incorrect.
Mr. WEBBER.-I am glad to have
had the testimony of the former Chief
Secretary that they do run at a greater
speed.
Mr. FARTHING.-There is a saving of
fifteen minutes on an outer suburban
journey as against the tram.
Mr. CAIN .-A journey of how many
miles~
,
Mr. F ARTHING.-The saving is made on
a 4-mile run.
Mr. CAIN.-That is sheer nonsenso.
There could not be such a saving.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-They might save ten
minutes on a '7-mile run.
Mr. WEBBER.-T,hat is a question
we can discuss later on.
Mr. W ETTENHALL.-The question of
speed is largely governed by th~ amount
0'£ the picking up and the putting down
of passengers that has to be done.
Mr. WEBBER.-In the past many
complaints have been made against. the
Tramways Board. It has been said that
the Board is rather slow in converting
the cable system to electrio traction, and
that the buses are necessary because the
Board have not put sufficient cars on the
lines to cope with the heavy txa.ffio during
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the peak-loading periods. Another com,
plaint is that the Board is dilatory in cons tructing new lines and serving new districts. Many other complaints have been
made. I hold no brief for the Board.
The probabilities are that, if I had a
say in the election or rejection of some of
the members of the Board, I would have
no scruples in throwing some of them out
and putting others in. There are good
business men amongst them, and they are
served by efficient officials; but, as I have
said, I hold no brief for them. I have had
some experience in tramway management,
and it is probably because of tha.t that I
have been entrusted with the handling of
this Bill. I know the difficulties facing
the Board in regard to the conversion of
cable to electric traction, and in meeting
the peak periods. Neither trams, buses,
nor trains will be able in their efforts to
cope with peak-loading to find a seat for
every passenger, and to make a paying
proposition of the business. Even the
buse~ are. overcrowded during the peakloadmg times, as many as' from. 50 to
60 passengers being sometimes in the one
bus.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-I have heard of as
many as 90 passengers being in one bus.
Mr. WEBBER.-Neither a private
company nor a public monopoly can
afford to have a large number of cars or
buses lying idle during the slack time and
. no money to pay .
earnmg
Interest'
on the
capital expenditure, merely that they may
have a sufficient number of vehicles available to give every passenger a seat during
the one hour or thereabouts of the peakloading period. Therefore, the two complaints lodged against the Tramways
Board can with equal force be made
against the bus companies-neither o·f
the~. can prOlvide seats for every passenger
desIrmg to tra,vel at the same faxes. If
they all want seats· they must pay higher
fares for the convenience. Some of the
complaints made against the Board are
justified; many of them are not. But
whB;tever complaint people may make
agamst the Board, that should not influence us in the consideration of this
question. It is a question that has to be
tackled from a different stand-point. The
whole position has drifted. The buses
came in a few years ago.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The tramways strike made the buses a success.
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Mr. WEBBER.-Probably that helped
them, but the original buses-the Trak
buses-were run prior to the tramways
strike. Probably the strike gave a fillip
to the buses, and the Tramways Board
probably realize now that the strike did
them more damage than was at first apparent in pounds, shillings, and pence.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-When will the employees realize that ~
Mr. WEBBER.-I am not an advocate
of strikes, except as, a last resource. As
an old Trades Union secretary I have on
many ocasions been instrumental in preventing men from going on strike. In
my opinion, there are better and more
economical means of settling a dispute.
But there have been cases in which the
strike was the only method the workers
could adopt. I do not, however, wish to
to enter upon
an
djgress,
and
a.cademical discussion on the subject
of strikes. The whole question of the
buses, of their control, or want of control, has drifted gradually into its present position and a sta,te of chaos
now exists. It is not nice for any Government to have to impose taxation on
any particular companies or individuals,
but the situation with which we are faced
has to be grappled with.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-It is easier
to remit taxation.
Mr. WEBBER.-Always. Some years
ago, another place refused to pass the
super-income tax which was introduced
by ~he honorable member, and I do not
suppose that he was very sorry. It is
easy for any Government to shirk their
responsibilities, but the situation with
which we are confronted with regard to
the buses has to be faced. The bus companies will have to pay for the 'use of the
roads, and the present unfair competition
must cease. What are the Government's
proposals ~ They may be divided under
two heads. First, the authority or authorities who will licence, control, and regulate the buses; and, second, the fees to be
paid. I will deal first with the question
of control.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-The puzzle is to find
the authorities.
Mr.' WEBBER.-If the honorable
mem bel' will studv the Bill he will find
the authorities. "
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is very difficult to
find them.
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Mr. WEBBER.-The honorable member will not find it difficult if he will
exercise the powers of discernment that
we know he possesses. Many suggestions
have been made to the Government, and
that is one of the causes of the measure
being held up for some time and its inThe Government
troduction delayed.
had to take into consideration the many
suggestions made. One suggestion was
that the Tramways Board should be the
controlling and regulating body, that
the power should be placed in their hands,
and they should be constituted a sort of
transport board or commission to regulate all transport services in the Clty.
The Government took the view that it
would be unwise, and probably unfair, to
give to one competitive body the right to
fix fees for, and to control, other competitive bodies and companies. That idea
was abandoned. Another suggestion was
that there should be some sort of mixed
commission representing the Government,
the mUnIcipalities, the railways, the tramways and the bus companies, each having
its member on the Board. That, again,
was dropped. Then there was a recommendation that was ~ade ,by a recent
municipal conference, that there should be
a municipal body appointed to undertake
this work-a body elected by the different
councils, the councils being grouped together in a way similar to the
grouping in the election of re.presentatives to other bodies like the Fire
Brigades Board and the Committee
of the Infectious Diseases Hospital.
Ultimately it was decided not to create a new Board. Vle have too much
government by Boards at the present
time. There has been a tendency on the
part of many Governments recently to
shirk Ministerial responsibility by appoin ting Buards, and placing on them the
onus and burden of controlling and regulat.ing public utilities.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-Was there anv
Buggestion made that the State should
take over the control and regulation of
the transport servic·es ~
Mr. WEBBER.-N o. I know that has
been a bugbear tothe honorable member,
but it would mean a complete reviSIon
of the Tramways Act of 1918. The Government are not disposed to bring down
a measure with that object, and ultimately they decided not to creat.e a new
Board, but rather to make use of existing
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machinery. The Bill places the administration of the Act in the hands of the
Minister of Public Works and of the
Public Works Department. The Governor
in Council will prescribe regulations as to
the rate of fares, ape,ed, stopping places,
&c. The Hackney Carriage Committee
will be the instrument of the Minister
or of the Public Works Department to
carry out the regulations and see to the
licensing of buses. That is a body that
is already in existence.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcoCK.-I can remember hearing honorable members on
the M1inisterlal side of the House condemning that committee.
MJr. WEBBER.-Probably we did condemn it. I would point out to the Leader
of the Opposition that the Hackney Carriage Committee will not have complete
power in the matte'r. Their duty will be
to carry out the regulations passed by
the Governor in Council on the recommendation of the Mlniste'r. They will be
the licensing and inspecting body, and
they have all the necessary machinery for
the work that will be entrusted to them
already in existence. They have also had
the right kind of experience. The cre1ation of another Board would only mean
further expenditure, because it would
immediately want offices, a secretary, and
a staff of clerks, and in that way probably
£2,000 or £3,000 would have to be taken
out of the fund to maintain this separate
body. The GovNnment decided-I think,
wisely-to leave it in the hands of the
Hackney Carriage Committee to larry
out the Act under the Minister of Publio
Works. I have .now dealt with the controlling authorities. I use the plural
term because the Minlste,r of Public
Works will administer the Act, and the
Hackney Carriage Committee will carry
out their duties under the direction of the
Minister.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Who appoints the
Hackney Carriage Committee 7
Mr. WEBBER.-It is appo'inted by the
Melbourne City Council.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Do you propose to
continue that ~
Mr. WEBBER.-Yes. The Ha,ckney
Carriage Committee will practically have
very little power, because all the regulations will be made by the Governor in
Council.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That means, by the
M'inister of the day.

BiZl.

Mil". WEBBER.-I have a vivid recollecti'on of the Leade,r of the Opposition
smiling when that remark was made to
him.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-You are following a
good exam pIe.
Mr. WEBBER.-I could not pick a
better. The fees will be fixed according
to the class of bus to be licensed, and the
buses will be placed in two classes-( a)
what will be knolwn as the regular
service buses, that is, those which
are maintaining a regular service 0'11
a fixed route,
like
the
Kintrak,
Trak Motor,
and other companies j
and ( b) the special service
buses,
which may be termed wandering or roving
buses, mostly chars-a.-banes that run for
picnics and to races, football matches, &c.
The fees which are set out in the schedule
to the Bill are as follow:.4.dditional Fees Payable on the Registration
and the Renewal of the Registration of Motor
Omnibuses under the" Motor Car Act 1915."
1. In the case of a motor omnibus for which
a. "regular service" licence is granted in
accordance with this Act for a prescribed route
in whole or in part within 3 miles of the
Town Hall in the City of Melbourne, the additional fee shall be(a) H the motor omnibus is fitted with any
tires other than pneumatic tires-a
fee calculated at the rate of Five
pounds ten shillings for each passenger the motor omnibus is licensed tc
carry; or
(b) if the motor omnifms is fitted with no
tires other than pneumatic tires-a
fee calculated at t11e rate of threefourths of the above-mentioned fee.
2. In the case of a motor omnibus for which,
in accordance with this Act(a) a "regular~service" licence is granted
for a prescribed route no part of
which is within 3 miles of the Town
Hall in the city of Melbourne; or
(b) a '~ special-service" licence is granted
-the additional fee shall be a fee
calculated at the rate of one-half
of the respective fees above mentioned, according to whether the
motor omnibus is ('r is not fitted
with any tires other than pneumatic
tires.

That is to say, what are. known as special
service or wandering buses, and buses
that ply for hire beyond the 3 miles
radius of the Melbourne Town Hall will
pay only half the fees levied upon regulat
service buses.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Does fhat include a
bus which runs to the Town Hall from
beyond the 3 miles radi us ~
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M'r. WEBBER.-It will pay a full fee,
but a bus acting as a reeder to the tramways or railways or running through
suburbs where there are no regular tramway S6'rvices will pay half the fees charged
to the regular service buses. ProV'isiDn
is alsO' made fOT buses that are registered
after the CDmmencement of the year to'
pay a, pro rata, fee. For instance, if the
Act CDmes intO' fDrce Dn the 1st January,
a mDtDr bus that applies fDr a licence in
February will pay eleven-twelfths Df the
fee, and one that applies in December
will pay Dnly Dne-twelfth.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACDcK.-Can the
Minister say whether the same system has
been adopted in any oilier part Df the
world that has the same problem?
Mr. WEBBER.-N Dt exactly the same
system. SDme time agO' the London Municipal CDuncil imposed a petrol tax, but
later a seat tax was substituted, but nDt
exactly on the same lines as the prvposal
now befDre the HDuse.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACDCK.-This scheme
is the Government's own invention.
Mr. WEBBER.-It is an Driginal
scheme propounded by Ministers on the
advice of officers and the Parliamentary
Draftsman. The prDpDsed fees will be
in additiDn to' the fees nDW payable under
the Carriages Act and the l\1otDr Car Act.
NO' bus Dr vehicle carrying less than eight
passengers will come within the scope of
this measure, but an eight-seater pneuma tic tired bus Df the type Df the small
FDrd buses now trading in th.e streets win
pay an additional fee of £33. 'rhe fee
under the Carriages Act is £2 and under
the MotDr Car Act prDbably £4. I say
probably, because the, fees under the
Motor Car Act vary according to the
horse-.power of the vehicle. In addition
there are the owners, drivers, and conductors' fees under the Carriages Act, and
the driver's licence fee under the MDtor
Car Act, which total 13s. 6d., making a
grand tDtal Df £39 7s. 6d. A fDurteenseater pneumatic tired bus will pay £65
12s. 6d., a 25-seater pneumatic tired bus
£112 3s. 6d., and a 33-seater sDlid tired
bus will pay under this measure £181 lOs.,
a licence-fee under the Carriages Act Df
£3, a registratiDn fee under the M;otor
Car Act of £5 5s. Dr £6 '6s., according to'
horse-power, and the Dther .small fees
amounting to 13s. 6d., making a grand
total Df £191 9s. 6d.
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Mr. EGGLESToN.-What is the estimate
of revenue ~
Mr. WEBBER.-It is difficult to calculate the revep.ue, because it would be
necessary to know the numbe'r of seat!'!
and the horse-pDwe,r of eve,ry vehicle. But
Lhe recent MuniCipal Conference, which
recommended the imposition of a fee Df
£6 per seat, estimated that the annual
revenue wDuld be £24,000.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-That wDuld pay fDr
the cDnstruction of two-thirds of a mile
of concrete road each year. This proposa.l will kill the bus trade, and will nDt
solve the transpDrt problem.
Mr. WEBBER.-We shall see later
whether or not it will: have that result.
The following table shows in great~r detail
the fees that will be paid by different
classes Df buses:For a motor omnibus fitted with tires other
than pneumatic tires, for which a '~r~gular
service" licence is granted to ply WIthIn the
whole of the metropolitan area. for the purpose of maintaining a regular service, the fees
would be as follow:Additional
I,icenceFeeof
Seating Registration
fcc under Total Fees.
£5 lOs.
Capacity Fee under
(per seat)
CaITiagc~
l\lotor
of
Act.
pa~'able on
Car Act.
Omnibus.
registration.

33
25
15

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.
5 5 0 181 10 0
5 5 0 137 10 0
5 5 0 8~ 10 0

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.
3 0 o 189 15 0
3 0 o 145 15 0
3 0 0 90 15 0

For a motor omnibus fitted with pneumatic
tires, for which It " regular-service" licence is
granted to ply WIthin the whole of .the. ~etro
politan area for the purpose of mamtaInIng fl.
regular service, the fees would be as follow:Additional
]~icenccFeeof
Seating Registration
Qapacity Fee under £4 2s. 6d. fcc nnder 'l'otall,'ees.
(per seat)
Carriages
Motor
of
payable on
Act.
Car Act.
Dmnibus.
registration,

33
25
15

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.
5 5 0 136 2 6
5 5 0 103 2 6
5 5 0 61 17 6

£ 8. d. £ 8. d.
3 0 o 144 7 6
3 0 o III 7 6
3 0 0 70 2 6

For a motor omnibus fitted with tires other
than pneumatic tires-(a) for which a "regular-service" licence is granted for a prescribed
route no part of which is within 3 miles of
the Town Hall, Melbourne; or (b) for which
a "special-service" licence is granted to ply
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for hire to places of public resort and recreation within the whole of the metropolitan area
-the fees would be as follow:Additional
Fec of
LicenceSeating Registration
Capacity Fee under
£215s.
fec UT der Total Fees.
(per seat) Carriages
Motor
of
Act.
Omnibus. Car Act. payable on
registration.

33
25
15

£ 8. d.
5 5 0
5 5 0
5 5.0

£ 8. d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
90 15 0 3 0 0 99 0 0
68 15 0 3 0 0 77 0 0
41 5 0 3 0 0 49 10 0

For a motor omnibus fitted with pneumatic
tires, for which - (a) a "regular-service"
licence is granted for a prescribed route no
part of which is within 3 miles of the Town
Hall, Melbourne; or (b) for which a " specialservice" licence is granted to ply for hire to
places of public resort and recreation within
the whole of the metropolitan area-the fees
would be as follow:Additional
Seating Registration
Fee of
LicenceOapacity Fee Wider £2 Is. 3d. fee under 'rotal Fees.
(per seat) Carriages
of
Motor
Omnibus. Car Act. payable on
Act.
registration.

33
25
15

£ 8. d.
5 5 0
5 5 0
5 5 0

£ 8.
68 1
51 11
30 18

d. £ 8. d. £ 8. d.
3 3 0 0 76 6 3
3 3 0 0 59 16 3
9 3 0 o .39 3 9

The statement has often been made that
the tax will kill the bus traffic, and the
companies themselves have said that a
licence fee of £5 or £6 per passenger seat
. is too high, and that if such a tax is imposed, they will not be able to continue.
I have here the prospectus of the Melbourne-Suburban Buses Limited.
It
makes provision for registration costs,
including a proposed Government tax of
£1,890 for eighteen buses, or £105 per
bll'S. The maximum tax under the Government's proposal is less than £200.
If we add the difference of £90 on to the
c:,] 05 for which provision is made in the
prospectus, the anticipated expenditure
llllder that heading would be increased
by only 5 per cent., and as the prospectus
shows that there is likely to be a dividend
of 221 per cent. on a capital of £37,400,
it would still be possible, after paying the
tax, to declare a dividend of 17 or 18
per cent.
Ei ther the prospectus is an
attempt to extract money from the public
11 pon false pretences, or the buses can
well afford to pay the proposed tax.
Either the company is wrong in saying
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tha t the tax will kill the bus traffic, or
the prospectus is an attempt to "take
down" the public. The prospectus further shows that eighteen buses will make
on week days 26 single trips, and on Sundays 22 single trips, with an average of
The
fourteen passengers on each trip.
distance from Melbourne to the terminus
will be in each case about 8 miles. It
has been estimated by traffic experts that
buses should do, approximately, 30,000
bus miles per annum.
If a bus does
that distance each year, the tax will
amount to only one penny per bus mile.
1 believe that the cost of operating a
bus is about 18. 8d. per bus mile, and if
tha.t is so, the tax would increase the running cost by only 5 per cent. If a. bus
averages fourteen passengers per trip,
and each trip averages about 8 miles, the
bus would have to pay an additional 8d.,
or just a fraction over a half-penny per
passenger per trip.
This would mean
merely an increase of an 8d. fare to 8id.
Therefore, a tax on 1d. per bus mile
should not kill the bus trade.
If the
buses are rendering to the public that
great service which is claimed for them,
the public will readily pay the increased
charge of 1d. per bus mile. The tramways are paying a far heavier tax thaE.
the Government is proposing to collect
from the bus companies. If the buses
cannot pay this charge, corroboration
will be given to the statement of the
Tramways Board and other authorities
that buses can never take the place of an
electric tramway system, and that they
will be useful only as auxiliaries or
;feeders to the tramway system. The bus
companies said that the buses would be
able to take the place of the tramways,
and some time ago, when the pr~vious
Government proposed to tax buses, the
companies said that they were not afraid,
that they could compete with the tramways, and that they would straightaway
place orders for more chassis and bodies.
But buses cannot take the place of a
tramway system if operating under the
same conditions.
During the tramway
strike, many" pirate" buses, in addition
to the regular hus services, were running,
and higher fares were charged than are
being charged to-day. All sorts of extra
motor vehicles were withdrawn from
their ordinary work, and
pressed
into the passenger transport service.
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As a result of these vehicles operating,
people said, " Buses can easily cope
with the traffic. The strike has shown us
that buses can take the place of trams."
But those people did not consider the
whole of the facts. They failed to realize
that the "buses were charging higher
fares, that many people were walking to
and from their work in the city, that
others were walking to the railway
stations, and that the railways were
carrying increased traffic and deriving
increased revenue during the strike
period. People were inconvenienced.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Every one was inconvenienced more or less.
1\11'. WE'BBER.-Buses did not take
the place of tralIl:s during the strike, notwithstanding the assertion of many
prople that they did. If buses a,re to' take
the place of the trams it will mean that
the public must be prepared to spend, approxImately, £5,000,000 in laying down
concrete or concrete and wood-blocked
roads suitable for carrying bus traffic)
and that they must be prepared to scrap
the existing tramway system, in which
many more millions of public money have
been invested. If the public are prepared
to scrap the tramway system, and to put
down suita"ble roads for motor buses, well
and good, but if they went into the facts
and found out the initial exp"enses that
would be incurred in providing such
roads, they would see that the cost of bus
transportation would be far higher per
passenger than the cost of tram transportation to-day. The buses are able to
compete with the trams simply because
thf') are in a far better position in regard
to taxation than the trams. The following ta.ble shows charges tha,t the tramway
~ystem has to pay:Cost per

-

Annual
payment.

£
Payments to State Consolidated Revenue
..
Municipal rates OIl tramway tracks only
..
Cost of street lighting ..
Cost of road maintenance
if no tramways existed
Interest and sinking fund
on extra cost of construction of roads if no
tramways existed
..

Cable and
Electric
Tramcar
per annum.

£

93,000

115

13,500
9,000

17
11

26,500

33

100,000
242,000

124
300
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With regard to the item for road maintenance, I may remark that the cost for
interest and sinking fund on the total
cost of the tram tracks is far more than
"£26,500, but what has been taken is the
estimated cost to the municipalities of
maintaining the portion of the roads used
by the trams, if tram tracks had not been
constructed. It 'Will be noted that the
Board actually pays annually, or saves to
the municipalities, £242,000, or £300 per
cable and electric tram car per annum.
The tax on the Board, therefore, is £300
per car per annum, and, as the average
seating capacity of the Board's cars is
42, the tax works out at £7 per seat,
whereas the tax proposed in respect to
buses works out at only £5 lOs. a seat.
The tram cars will still be handicapped
in comparison with the buses, but that is
not the only point. The buses pay nothing
towards the construction of roads, street
lighting, or the construction of tram
tracks, but the buses use the tram tracks.
The position is somewhat analogous to
that which would obtain if, on the poles
which have been erected in the streets by
one electric light company, another electric light company were to put its wires.
What would be said if that were doneW
I have not mentioned municipal rates Dn
the Board's buildings, because bus CDmpanies have to' pay municipal rates Dn
their garages, Dffices, and 'Dther buildings,
but they do not pay municipal rates Dn
tracks, and many people dO' nDt realize
that, in addition to' constructing its
tracks, the Board has to' pay municipal
rates on them. The maximum fees that
at present have to be paid by buses are as
fDllDWSRegistration as a motor
Hackney carriage fee
Owner's, driver's, and conductor's
.fees under Carriage Act
Driver's licence fee under Motor
Car Act

£

8.

6

6

d.
0
3 0 0

011 0
0 2

6

£9 19 6

I do not know whether the bus company
or the driver pays the driver's licence-fee.
Probably, in some cases the company
pays, and in others the driver pays. It
will be seen that the maximum payment
for a bus works out at £9 19s. 6d. per
annum, which is equal to only 7s. per
seat as compared with the tax of £7 per
tram seat. Honorable members will see
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the advantageous position that bus companies occupy in this respect.
No
wonder the buses have been able to compete against the trams:
Further, the
Board has other obligations to meet that
bus companies do not have to meet. It
has to make a part-payment for bridges,
and, in the case of the Ohurch-street
bridge, the cost to the Board was £20,000.
Buses do not pay anything towards the
constructiO'n of bridges.
The Board
will have to contribute £1,500 towards
the construction of Burke-road bridge,
and it also has to contribute towards the
re-grading of railway lines. It is proposed to re-grade the Olifton Hill line
that runs out to' Heidelberg and Reservoir. That will cost the Board something like £17,000. Tramway travellers
will be able to travel without the inconvenience of having to' change trams, and
traffic blocks will be prevented.
The
buses will get the advantage of not having
railway gates closed against them, but
they will pay nothing towards the cost of
In sO'me
re-grading the railw,a,y line.
cases the Board has to contribute towards
At one
the cost of widening streets.
time I was a member of the Trust, now
defunct, that controlled the tramway running out to Burwood. We bought property and pulled it down for the purpose
of making an easier curve, and in order
to provide greater safety for the travelling public. A bus has not to' cO'ntribute anything towards the cost of such
work as that.
In addition, the Board
make many concessions to the travelling
public that the motor buses. do not make.
For instance, they carry blind people free
of charge on the trams, also a certain
Then the
number of disabled soldiers.
Board carry school children at one-fourth
the adult fare, give concessions to technical school Ischolars, and issue workAs far
men's tickets at reduced rates.
as I know, none of these concessions is
given by all of the motor omnibus companies.
I doubt whether any of them
are given by any of the companies. The
Board estimate that altogether 7,000,000
journeys per annum are made by passengers under those various headingspersons whO' are either travelling free or
at the concesson rates.

Mr. WEBBER.-I did not mention the
police, because I understand that they are
also carried free on the buses. Some O'f
the motor bus companies may give some
of the other concessions, but I understand
that all or most of them make provision
They
for the police to' travel free.
probably consider, like the Board, that
it is good policy to carry the police free.
Supposing those 7,000,000 journeys
average 3d. each. It is hard to say just
what the amount would be, but I think
3d. is a low estimate. On that basis it
would mean that the Board give £78,000
per annum in cO'ncessions.
Mr. GRovEs.-They are pai~ something
for the workmen's tickets.
Mr. WEBBER.-I did not say that
workmen were carried free.
I said that
concession rates were given, varying
from one-fourth to a half of the ordinary
adult fare.
It does not follow that the
Board loses £78,000 by making those concessio~s, because they get a refund in
respect of \vorkmen's tickets, as well as
No doubt
of school children's tiekets.
many of those who are carried free would
not travel if they had to pay. A limbless soldier with a pass would probably
make more journeys in a year than if he
had to pay the ordinary fare.
Therefore the Board do not claim that they lose
Still they
the whole of that £78,000.
do make those concessions in addi tion
to the taxation and other 0 bliga tions
Many people
which have to be met.
forget that because the tramways are a
semi-public concern, continual demands
are being made on the Board for all kinds
of concessions which would not be made to'
a private cO'mpany.
There is no dO'ubt
that a private. company would not consider for one moment many O'f the applications nO'w made to' the Board.
A
motor bus company is fO'rmed not for the
sole purpose of giving the public service,
but in order to make profits for the shareholders.
Of course, a company cannot
be blamed for that.
Any of us who
invested his money in a private concern
would want a return for his ca,pital.
The tramways, being a semi-public concern, many concessions that private
companies would not make have to be
given by the Board. Then, again, there
is the question of non-paying lines. A
lfr. WETTENHALL.-Are not the p'olice company will not run its buses on a noncarried free?
.
If, after
paying route if it can help it.
Mr. Webber.
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exploring a route, it finds that its buses
are not paying, it can go to a new route.
:For instance, the route ,of :the South
Melbourne buses was changed on no fewer
than three occasions.
Ultimately it was
found not to be a paying proposition,
and the buses were taken off for the
winter, with the assurance that they
Once a tramwould be restored later.
way is constructed, the Board have to run
the cars on the line.
Under present
conditions, they can only abandon nonpaying lines with the consent of Parliament. In the case of a tramway, capital
has been invested in the track and the
overhead gear, but that is not so in connexion with the buses.
In many places,
too, the Board have erected shelter sheds.
The motor bus companies never trouble
to do that. The Board have also erected
special posts, commonly known as "Hail
lvIarieb," or they have fixed signs to telegraph poles.
The same stopping places
are made use of by the buses, or they
may paste a notice on to a post. Therefore, III many ways the Board have to
spend money where the bus companies
do not.
Several of the tram routes are
not paying, but the Board have to continue to run cars on those lines, because
they are there to serve the public.
Honorable members will recollect the
trouble with the old Melbourne Tramway
and Omnibus Company, which never constructed lines more than 3 or 4 miles from
the centre of Melbourne.
They would
not tap districts where transport facilities
were needed to enable the people to get
into the city.
To-day the motor buses
go only where the trade already exists.
There is no need for them to attempt to
When the Tramdevelop new country.
ways Board came into existence they had
to take over many non-paying lines that
had been constructed by municipalities,
and haoving done so they have to continue
operating them.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-The municipalities
specially asked for permission to make
t.hem.
Mr. WEBBER.-And: they got permission from Parliament because Parliament realized that those districts not then
served by trams had a right to be served,
and that it was in the interests of the
community generally to induce people in
the congested districts to go further out.
The bus companies only go where there
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are profits to be obtained.
That is the
disadvantage of allowing private concerns
to handle transport facilities in the
metropolis. Many of the lines to-day are
non-paying, notably, the Footscray and
Preston, and it will be some time before
they are financial propositions.
The
Board, however, had to take over and
maintain them; it could not help itself.
There are other matters that make the
competition between bus and tram also
The buses are
very unfair to-day.
" picking the eyes" out of the traffic. I
refer in -this respect more particularly to
the "mosquito fleet" or "pirate buses,"
such as are running to and from Clifton
Hill.
To-day they chop and change
about from one route to another according to where they can get the best pickings. Sometimes, for example, at the terminus of their route in the city-at
Spencer-street-those in charge may be
seen chalking up a new route on the side
of a bus. If there is some attraction to
a particular resort-a race meeting or a
football match-these people will set out
to cater specially for patrons of such
There is no such thing as runplaces.
ning to an all-the-year-round schedule.
Some bus proprietors will "layoff" in
the slaek periods and put their vehicles
into running again when the busy days
return. Many of these" mosquito fleet .,
buses are run by their owner-drivers, and
these men have no industrial restrictions
to meet.
They will work from 12 to 20
hours a day, according to their profits.
There is no requirement of payor conditions; there are no Wages Boards awards
to be observed. In that way they can compete altogether unfairly with the trams.
I remember on one occasion-it happened
to be Christmas morning-proposing to
travel to a certain place upon a bus which
was understood to run a 15-minute serNo doubt it kept to that schedule
vice.
during the busy days; but this was not an
occasion when there would be many passengers about; and, after I had waited for
25 minutes, I was compelled to take other
means of reaching my destination. The
Tramways Board could not have done
that sort of thing with its time-table.
Mr. ANGus.-Would it not be wise for
the Board to utilize buses to meet the bus
competition ~
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Mr. WEBBER. - It has already
entered into arrangements to work buses
in coalition with the trams.
Mr. ANGUS. - The Board has been a
long while thinking about doing anything.
Mr. WEBBER.-Some of these auxiliary bus services to be established by the
Board will be on non-paying routes. They
will be for the express purpose of catering
for the travelling public.
That is an
undertaking which the private bus-owners
would not think of.
On Burwood-road,
for example, a private bus service recently
exploited the traffic and found it was nonpaying. Therefore, the buses were taken
off. The Tramways Board, however, in··
tends to place buses on that road, knowing that they will not pay, but realizing
that it has a duty to the public to provide the service. Now, if the trams are
to be required to cater for the public i il
non-paying districts, they should be protected from irresponsible competition in
paying districts. No private concern
should be allowed to "collar" the traffic
over the busiest routes and' the best roads.
. If the buses claim the right to take a share
of the cream of the traffic they must be
prepared to put up with their proportion
of the skim milk. Regarding insurance,
the Bill proposes that bus proprietors
shall insure against injury to their passengers to the extent of £3,000 for each
bus.
That will be a minimum. If the
bus people care to insure for higher sums,
to protect themselves against all compensa tion claims, well and good. They will
be re,quired to make their arrangements
direct with private insurance companies,
and the matter will not come within the
purview of the Government except to see
that the requirements of the law are carried out: The Tramways Board to-day
is compelled to set aside approximately
£6,000 per annum towards an insurance
fund to meet claims for compensation.
The Bill proposes that a bus company
having more than five ·vehicles shall insure to a minimum extent of £15,000.
There is this further important consideration with respect to the Board's insurance
fund, namely, that being a public concern
it has the backing of the country.
If
some disaster should befall, and there were
not sufficient funds to meet all compensation claims, the State would have to come
to the assistance o.f the Tramways Board.
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To-day a bus is not compelled to take up
insurance against injuries to its passengers.
If a serious accident occurred to
a bus, involving a large number of travellers, and if the bus company had not
the funds with which to pay the compensation claims, it could go into liquidation; and that would be the end of all
question of compensation for the passengers. The clause dealing with insurance
in this Bill, therefore, is designed directly
to protect the travelling public. I might
add that numbers of motor buses now on
the roads are probably not yet paid for;
they are being purchased on the timepayment system, and the owners would be
very far from being in a position to meet
compensation claims.
Mr. ANGUs.-What would be the sum
required to be set aside per vehicle to
cover compensation claims in the case of
companies that would have to place a
minimum of £15,000 insurance 7
Mr. WEBBER. - That information
has .been found difficult to obtain. So far
as I know, there are no companies that
have compiled particulars of insurance
payments for injuries sustained by passengers.
I take it that the honorable
member desires to know what has been
found to be an average of the payments
made in compensation per vehicle by bus
companies. The matter is being investigated by an actuary on behalf of the
Government, and I expect to be in a position, when the Bill is in Committee, to
make the information a.vailable to honorable members.
Another important
question has to do with the way in which
mOoney raised by taxation fees will be disposed of. Statements have appeared in
the newspapers to the effect that Oone-third
of the total sum will go to the municipalities, and two-thirds to the Tramways
Board.
I do not know where the bus
Never
companies got their information.
at any time, however, has the l\.finistry
hinted that such is the intention. The
whOole of the money, less expenses of administratiOon, will go into what wil1 be
kno·wn as a Metropolitan Roads Fund,
and will be lodged in the Treasury. The
Minister Oof Public WOorks, after the 30th
June in each year, will recOommend to the
Treasurer the allocation of the sum that
has been collected.
The whole Oof the
money will go to the municipalities in
whose districts the buses are being run,
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to recoup them to some extent for losses
sustained by wear and tear upon
the roads. I propose to deal briefly
with some of the arguments and
suggestions provided by the bus companies. They have complained that
they are taxed at present, first of all,
through the Customs upon all that they
import, including their petrQlI and their
tires.
The argument cannot be combated; but there is no point in it, for the
same applies to the Tramways Board. The
trams are manufactured in Australia, thus
giving employment to Australian workmen, while most of the motor-buses are
impoded. The Tramways Board is compelled, however, to import certain of its.
material, both cable and electrical. Thus,
the complaint about taxation through the
Customs cannot be used as a comparison.
Another suggestion of the bus companies has been to impose a petrol tax
rather than a seats tax, and in this respect a circular has been sent to all honorable members conveying a copy of a
resolution carried in the HO'llse of Commons that-"This House is of opinion that the present
system of taxation of mechanically-propelled
vehicles is inequitable, in that it bears no relation to the use and consequent wear and
tear of roads, and recommends that a system
of taxation based, in the case of petrol
vehicles on the use of motor spirit, and, in
the cas~ of steam and electric vehicles, on the
weight of the vehicle, should be substituted
therefor ."

I took the opportunity to read the reports
of ' the debate upon that resolution in the
House of Commons, and I found that the
reason for the motion was not that the
seats tax was considered to be too severe
upon heavy motor vehicles, but that it
was deemed to be not heavy enough. It
was reckoned to be taxing the "small
man" running the " small car" far more
heavily in proportion to wear and tear
upon the roads than the big bus companies, with their many heavy vehicles.
Lieut.-Colonel Pownall, in moving his motion, said-="Furthermore, low-priced cars with moderate horse-power are paying far more than
their share under the present system. There
is one very well-known car, which I think is
23 horse-power, which is relatively a very
light car, and that has to pay £23 a year tax,
which I submit is an undue burden on that
particular make of car in view of the small
amount of harm which it does to the roads.
The heaviest vehicles pay relatively very much
less, though obviously they do most damage
:to the roads."
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In England~ as a matter of fact, the light
motor car is taxed to the extent of about
£20, while in this State the tax is only
about £4 4s. Supporting the motion,
Lieut.-Colonel Howard-Bury said"Nine-tenths of the damage to-day is done
by heavy lorries and omnibuses, which use the
roads day and night. Yet the private motorist
has to pay four times as much per ton per
mile as do the p~ople who cause nine-tenths of
the damage."

Thus, the circular sent to honc,rable mem·
bers was misleading, although it may not
have been so intended. Another sugges·
tion o,f the bus companies has been to tax
the tires. Following the example of the
Chief Railways Commissione,r, Mr. Clapp,
the buses adopted a slogan-" Tax our
tires and not our seats." If we were to
essay to do that there would be further
difficulties. One such difficulty was foreseen when we considered the matter of
taxing petrol. Not only would there have
been the delicate matter of discriminating
between petrQlI used fo[' motor cars and for
stationary engines, but there would have
been the cost of collection. We could not
make every shopkeeper pay a tax Q1n every
gallon of petrol sold, for it would cost the
Government more to gather such an
impost than would be got out of it.
We would have to collect the money
through the Customs, and we would find
ourselves up ~gainst a constitutional difficulty. Victoria has no right to impose
Oustoms or Excise duties, and the only
way to collect the money through the
Customs would be by asking the Federal
Government to impose a, tax on petrol
and be the collecting agency for the State.
We would also have to get all the States
to agree to recommenda tions in tha t
direction to the Federal Government. It
has been suggested that when the next
Premier's Conference is held, whoever
represents this State should bring up for
discussion the question of imposing a
petrol tax with the idea of seeing if the
Commonwealth will come to some agreement in the matter. As already indicated
there would be some difficulty in regard
to the petrol that is used for stationary
engines.
Mr. GROVES.-It would be necessary to
ha ve coloured petrol for those engines.
Mr. WEBBER.-But apart altogether
from that until some arrangement is come
to with the Federal Government, we cannot impose a tax on petrol. .' Then it hal

. i
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been suggested that we should impose a
tax on tires. A difficulty a,rises here 'as
to whether the tax should be collected at
the shops where the tires are sold, or at
the Customs House. If we tax tires at
t~e Oustoms House, only imported tires
would be subject to the impost, and the
Australian-:made tire would not pay any
tax at all. No revenue would be derived
on the sale of Australian tires. On the
other hand, if we imposed a duty by way
of a stamp' to be imposed .on the sale of
a tire manufactured here, there would
be 'some difficulty in collecting it, and we
might injure the locally-made article. I
am informed that. the imported tires
wear longer than those made in Australia.
That does not mean that the
locally-made tire is inferior to the imported article. If the same price was
charged for the locally-made tire as is
demanded for the imported article, the
Australian-made tire would probably be
made to last as long a's the others. If
we collected the tax at the shop, people
would' buy imported tires, because they
last longer, and so many tyres would not
be purchased, so that the revenue would
be interfered with in that way. I am
informed on good authority that the
buses, generally 'speaking, ,use imported
tires, because they last longe~. I am prepared to admit that a tax on seats will
not be a perfect system until certain difficulties are overcome, but it is the best
method. to adopt a,t the present time.
Another argument against the imposition
of a tax on these buses is that it will result in unemployment.
Those who are
interested in these buses say that if a tax
is imposed a number of men will be put
out of work. That is an argument, however, that has been worn threadbare.
Those who use it either do not understand
the economic position, or advance it for
the purpose of getting sympathy from a
certain class in the community. If we
do not pass this Bill, the Melbourne and
Metropolitan Tramways Board will
be compelled to dismiss a number
of its employees. As a matter of
fact, the Board proposed recently to
dismiss a number of men owing to
the competition by these buses, but at
the earnest solicitation of the Minister
of Public Works, it stayed its hand while
,the winter was on. It is well known that
Mr. Webber.
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during the winter time there is always
more unemployment than in the summer,
and the Board was asked not to take any
action until the summer months. If the
competition by buses is allowed to continueas at present, the unemployment will be
just as great as, if nOlt greater than it is:
to-day, because of the necessity of dismis-·
sing a number of tramway employees~.
Even if the present competition with the
trams ceases the probabilities are that the
motor bus companies will go elsewhere,.
and act as feeders to the railways and the
trams. It will be seen, therefore, that it
is no use to try to influence or intimidate members by talking a'bout unemployment. I should like to quote a part
of a leading article in the Age of the
15th inst. I do not often quote from that
paper, but I propose to do so now. The
Age saysThere is not the slightest pretence of consideration for the general good. Unless the
Minister is careful to do as he is being bid,.
some citizens may 'be thrown out of work.
Talk and tactics of that kind are reminiscent
of the kindergarten; they should not be indulged' in by grown men.
If Governments
were to yield to that form of threat, national
progress would come to a halt. The obvious
implication of the agitation is that all persons who may quite fairly 'be taxed should be
free to decide what must be the maximum:
amount.

Before I conclude my general remarks, I
should like to intimate that the companies
were warned years ago that legislation
of this kind was probable. One company
was written to by an ex-Minister of Public Works, and, as the result of the letter,
an order for chassis 'Was cancelled. Those
com panies that ha,ve undertaken this
business since that letter was written have
done so at their own risk, and they cannot claim any consideration or sympathy
from Parliament. They have been sufficien tly warned.
I .now propose to deal
with the various clauses of the Bill.
Olause 1 is the usual short title. Olause
2 provides the interpretation of various
expressions. It is declared that a motor
omnibus means a motor omnibus plying
for hire within the city of Melbourneand 8 miles from the corporate limits.
I was asked the question-I think it was
by the honorable member for Gippsland
South-as to the position of buses trading between Melbourne and Geelong.
He wanted to know if they would come-
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within the scope of this Bill. It is provided in the measure that this Bill will
apply only to those buses plying for hire
within the limits I have referred to,
;that do not charge mOll"e than 18. 6d.
per passenger. Vehicles running to Monbulk, Warrandyte, and other places, that
· charge 7s. 6d.,and perhaps more, will not
come wi thin the scope O'f this Bill.
Mr. GROvEs.-T'here are motor buses
· providing a daily service over a distance
of 16 or 17 miles.
Mr. WEBBER.-If they charge more
than Is. 6d. per passenger they will not
be affected. Vehicles trading in that way
will be dealt wi th in anDther measure to'
which I have already referred. This Bill
deals only with buses travelling to' the
city, and giving practically the same service as the tramways. They have regular
stopping places for picking up and setting
dDwn passengers.
Mr. WEST.-If a bus travels between
MelbO'urne. and Geelong and charges passengers, say, 2s. 6d., it will not CDme
within the scope of this Bill. although
it plies fDr hire in Melbourne 1
Mr. WEBBER.-N o. They will be
·subjected to license fees, as they are to·
day under the Carriage Act, Dr they will
pay the ordinary mDto.r fees under the
MotDr Car Act. Under the Carriage Act
the maximum fee is £3 per year fDr any
vehicle plying for hire. This Bill will nDt
apply either to' ordinary touring cars,
which carry fDur or five passengers, and
run to' the races, or from one part of the
city to another at the will of the passengers. The yellow taxis, for instance, will
not CDme under the provisions of this Bill.
Mr. GROVES .-This Bill really CDvers
Dnly those moior vehicles competing with
the trams 1
Mr. WEBBER.~Yes. The clause gives
the definition of a pneumatic tire, and
says that a passenger does nDt include the
·driver nor the conductor. Under clause 3
power is given to the Minister to investiga te every proposal for the running of a
motor omnibus service, and he has power
t.O' make recommendations to the Governor
in Council. The Minister will be able to
exercise power to prevent unrestricted Dr
unfair competition, and he will be able
to properly regulate the motor-bus traffic
in the metropolis. He will have to' make
inquiries before agreeing to any prDp0sed
route, and he will be compelled to confer
with the Railways Commissioners, the
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Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board, and the municipal cDuncils through
whose district the proposed service runs.
He can also confer with any other person
who he thinks shO'uld be consulted.
Mr. J·AcKsoN.-Will the Minister be
able to' override the autho~ity of muni'Clpal cOouncils in regulating this traffic 1
Mr. WEBBER.-A municipal council
has no pDwe,r to regulate' bus traffi.c at the
present tIme. It can. refuse to agree to
a stand fOol' a bus, but it cannOot do much
mO're than that.
Mr. JAcKsoN.-Will the Minister ha.ve
power to override a municipal council in
fixing a zoning area ~1 At the present time
vehicles are not permitted by some councils tOo stand within a certain distance of a
corner.
Mr. "VEBBER.-The Governor in
Council will have power .to :fix stopping
places, but be,fore that authority comes
to' a decision the Minister is compelled to
confer with municipalities, and he will no
doubt deal with matters of that sort in
consultatiOon with 'the councils interested.
Mr. WEsT.-This clause gives the GovernDr in Council power to prohibit buses
travelling along any route.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Governor in
Council will take into consideration the
question whether the travelling facilities
already provided are sufficient.
As a
matter of fact, pOlwers of this sDrt were
practically heM when the Melbourne
Tramway and Omnibus Company was
running the trams. They had to' go on
roads fixed by Parliament. They could
take their buses off as they pleased. This
provision will alsOo stop any cut-throat
competition between rival bus proprietoTs.
At present .one proprietor may develop a
line and anothe·r proprietor may come
along and endeayour tOo undercut him.
Mr. BROoWNBlLL.-It would end, perhaps, by the killing of both Df them.
Mr. WEBBER.-That would be quite
possible. Sub-clause (4) of clause 3 gives
POower tOo the Minister, Oor tOo the GOovernor
in· Council, to make a tempora.ry deviation
from any route. For instance, a road may
be blocked for repairs. Under clause 4,
licences will be issued yearly. They will
expire O'n 31st December. Assuming that
a licence was issued on 1st J an.uary, and
the Act did not corm.e into operation
until, say, 1st February, the pe.rson t.o
whom a licence W.as granted would be en- .
titled t.o a refundOof the proportional'
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~unt of the fee, which in the c~se cited
would be eleven-twelfths of the fee.
I
now come to clause 5.
There is a
proviso to paragraph (b) of sub-clause

(1). This is inserted to enable the

licen~

sing authority to properly regulate the
number of buses on each rorute. Otherwise,
A similar prooonfusion might arise.
vision is in operation in Sydney. Under
par~graph

(d) of the same sub-clause no

permit shaH be granted fOIl" more than 21
d'ays before the date of the snecial occasion for which it is granted. T'here are
speQial service or wandering huse's or
chars-a.-bancs that convey passengers to
football matches, race meetings, pic~ics, etc. In addition to paying a fee at
the beginning of the yelaJ:', it will also be
necessary for them to! get. a permit t()l ply
to the sports meetings, and shows. If
t.hey want to go to the Caulfield and
Flemington Cup carniva,ls they will get a
permit. The permit will be issued three
weeks before the event occurs. A permit
oannot be obtained for a. longer period
than three weeks. There will be no fee for
the permit. It is tOI preiVent roving buses,
in respect of which a smaller fee is paid,
frexm cexmpelting with the regular buses
on the regular r.outes. The reason why the
fee is fixed smaller fQir wandering' or
special buses, is that they are not running
all the year round as are the regular
buses. A part of the time they are in
garages. Some are, only taken OIUt 0'11
special G<CCasiOOlS.
Paragra ph (d) is to
a.llow the licensing authority to regula,te
this kind of traffic, and at thel same time
to deal justly with the various owners by
allotting a fair divisiOln of the number OIl
mot.or oannibuses to! be permitted to ply
on these special oocasiOlns. Sub-clause, (2)
of clause 5 deals with licences. As soon
as all fees are paid to the Police Department, the licence will be issued. This
is a procedure, easily arrange,d between the
licensing authority and the POIlice Department. The proviso at the end of clause
7 means that, if a licence for a. motor
~nibus is· granted with roopect to aJ
motor oar previously registered under t:Q.e
Motor Car Act, it will be necessary to
pay only a proportion of the additiOlna,l
fees fori the unexpired porlio'11 of the
year of registration. AS! an example, if
tl1e additiOlnal fee wez:e £100,. and the une;pired period of registratiolIl six :mouths,
tf;te addition,al fee would he £50. I now
eometo :·~ause 8. Pa.ragr,aph (~) of sllbe~W;81 .(~) .pif this, c1~use cP.rQ!Vid~s, that all
Mr. Webbtr.
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moneys received from fees under this JI!.e<lj~
sure, and from all other fees payabl~
under the Second Schedule to the Motor
C1il-r Act, 1915, shall in future go into
the metropolitan roads fund: At present
all registration fees undelr the Motolr Car
Aot are paid to' the Country Roads Board.
Paragraph (b) of sub-c1ause (2) p'rovides
for the pa,yment, less cost OIf collootion and
less expenses' of administration and ()If
prosecutiO'ns, of all moneys received by
the licensing authority as fees for licences
for motor omnibuses. Under the Caniage
Act the fees received for licensing hackney carriages are paid to the municipalitie. It is only right that the fees for
t.he licensing Q1f mOitor omnibuses should
revert to! municipalities to repair roads
damaged by motor omnibuses. I maly
mention here that ·under the, Bill the
Tramways Board will pay just the same
amount for any buses it may run as are
prescribed for private motOlr omnibuses.
In other words, they will be taxed just
the same ra,te per seat. Only, instead of
payments being made to the 'PO'lice De
partment, they will be made direct to
the Treasury. Under their present Act,
the BO'ard mightl run buses and pay nothing. The idea. is that they shall not be
allowed to compete unfairly with motor
buses any more than motor omnibus pro·
prietoTs shall be allowed to' cOlmpete unfairly with the Board.
Mr. GROvEs.-There are a number of
suburban race meetings. The ~oto.r omnibuses will not gO' intol t.he municipalities
where those meetings are held except on .
race days. The bus traffic on those days
will have an eff-ect OIn the roads of the
municipalities. Will any of thooe muni·
cipaJities rooeive revenue from the buses 1
Mr. WEBBER.-That is a matter 1
will look into. In cases where the charge
is over Is. 6d., the1y might come in under
a subsequent measure.
Mr. GRovEs.-The buses that cOlJIle in
under tha,t measure will not ply to therace meetings.
Mr. WEBBER.-I will look ·into thematter and make a statement when we
are in Committee. I now come to clause
9. This gives power to the' Governor in
COIuncil amongst othe'r things to make regulatiolIls in respect of4

(a) the

maximum height, length, and
breadth of motor omn~buses;
(b) the maximum weight of and the maxi·
mum load for motor c:.mnibusas;
(c) prohibiting the use. of tires other. t~
rubber ti:fes on motor o:m~ibw~eS'
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(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
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and regulating the thickness and the
condition of tires used on motor
omnibuses;
the design and constmction of motor
omnibuses so as to secure the safety,
comfort, and convenience of passengers and the public and to minimize
damage to roads;
the maintenance and repair of motor
omnibuses;
the provision and regulation of efficient
brakes and steering gear on Illotor
omnibuses;
the prohibition of advertisements on
the outside of motor omnibuses;
the furnishing to the Minister by
owners of motor omnibuses of such
statistics as are prescribed;
declaring what limit of speed (not exceeding 20 miles per hour for motor
omnibuses fitted with no tires other
than pneumatic tires and 15 miles
per hour for other motor omnibuses)
shall not be exceeded whether generally or in any specified locality or
any specified street or road or part
thereof by motor omnibuses; and
generally, all such matters and things
as are authorized or permitted to be
prescribed or are necessary or convenient to be prescribed for carrying
this Act into effect.
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Clause 12 makes provision for offences and
penalties. Clause 13 provides for the recovery of pe,nalties. Clause 14 is a most
important one. It provides for the repeal
of part of the present Melbourne, and
Metropolitan Tramways Act 1918, as
amended by section 10 of the Melbourne
and Metropolitan Tramways Act, 1923.
Section 53 of the Melbourne and 1Ietropolitan Tramways A~t 1918, as amended
by secti<1n 10 of the Tramways Act 1923,
reads as follows:(j) For the purpose of stimulating or developing or of aiding and relieving the traffic
of any tramways and as part of its tramway
undertakings carryon with the consent of the
Governor in Council the business of omnibus
or ferry-boat proprietors, and for the purpose
of carrying on any such business, purchase,
acquire, and use any vehicles, horses, boats,
motors, and things which, in the opinion of
the Board, are required.

Sub-clause (1) of clause 14, provides for
the amendment of the above by repealing
the following words :-" For the purpose
of stimulating or developing or of aidmg
or relieving the traffic of any tramways
and".' The omission of .these words
i-1:! simply to make it clear that the
Boa;rd has full power to ope,rate
omnibuses in any part of the me,tropolis.
The section as it stands leaves some doubt
on the subject. I now come to clause 14,
sub-clause (2). This clause provides for
the repeal of section 58 of the Tramways
Act 1918, as amended by section 12 of
the 1923 Act. Section 58, as amended,
reads as follorws:-

I have been told that some motor omnibuses have been offiCially timed and found
to be travelling at more than thirty miles
an hour. Proprietors of these buses have
denied that the buses ever trave.} at that
speed. I came down St. Kilda road on
a car that was travelling at twenty miles
an hour and a motor omnibus easily outdistanced me. The view is held by departmental experts that the limit of speed
provided should not be exceeded. The
If the Board carries on he business of
greiater the speed the greater th~ damage
omnibus proprietors it shall pay to every
to the roads. Clause 10 is an important municipality
upon the roads under the control
one. This clause provides for insurance by and management of which motor omnibuses of .
owners of licensed motor omnibuses. I the Board are run such contributions and for
have already explained the, purport of such periods towards th e construction and
of such roads as are agreed bethis clause. Clause 11 refers to general maintenance
tween the municipalities and the Board or as
provisions as to Orders in Council and in default of agreement are determined by the
regulations. It is the usual provision. It Governor in Council; and such contributions
when received by any such municipality shall
provides 'inter alia thatI

Nothing in this Act shall be taken as conferring on the owner of any motor omnibus
any right to the continuance of any benefits
arising from the grant in the future of any
licence for the same as a hackney carriage or
from any Orders in Council or regulations for
the time being in force under this Act; and
no person shall be entitled to claim or receive
a.ny compensation from the Crown or the
licensing authority or any municipality by
reason of the enactment or operation of this
A.ct or of anything arising thereunder.

This is to protect the Crown. It was doubtful whether the provision was needed,
but it makes assurance doubly sure.

be applied by it towards such construction and
maintenance and for no other purpose.

This section l)rovides that the BOiard shall
contribute towards the cost of construction and maintenance of roads upon which
the Board runs omnibuses. In view of
the fact that the BOiard will pay motor
omnibus fees to the same extent as outside bodies, it js only just, that the section
should be repealed, and the Board placed
in the same position as private motor
omnibus owners. As to clause 15, subcla use (1), paragraph (b), it is customary
for semi-Government bodies, S"!1ch as the
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Board, to pay direct to the Treasury,
hence this provision. In regard .to par~
graph (c), it will be seen by thIS provIsion that the Board is compelled to pay
into the Treasury the same amount as p~.
vate motor omnibus owners, but only
through a different channel. The ~che
dule to the Bill I have already explamed,
and I have pointed out how the fees will
. operate. In conclusion I. ask ~he House
to give their serious consIderatIOn to the
poo.ition in which the Tramways Board
stands to-day in rellatiOon to the motor
omnibus companies, to the amount of
money it has to pay, and what the bus
companies pay.
I put it to honorable
members: Could any private business con'cern be carried on under similar circumstances ~
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-The Railway Department complains of the cOompetition of
the trams.
Mr. WEBBER.-That is so, but I
would point out that both the railways
and the trams have to prQlVide their own
roads and tracks. The private b~ companies con,tribute northing towa,rds the
cOOlstruction Oof tracks. If we were to relieve the Railway Department and the
Tramways Board of the cost o~ const~~ct
ing roads and tracks, theIr pOSItion
would be very different from what
it is at present.
Some people say'
that it is the duty 0'£ the municipalities to construct roads that will
carry motor traffic.
If that were admitted would it not alsa be fair to say
tha,t the municipalities should cQonstruct
.the tracks for the, tramways ~ The present
competition between the Tramways Board
and the motor omnibus companies is admittedly unfair. Supposing the honorable
member fQor Borooondara were a publican-Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Y ou are asking us to draw Oon our imagination !
Mr. WEBBER.-Fancy :Mr. Edward
Greenwood M.L.A., as a licensed victualler in ~harge of an hQot.eI, and having
to close at 6 p.m.) when the,re is anQother
hotel opposite to him which is allowed to
remain open until 11 o'clock p.m. Would
not that be regarded as unfair competit.ion ~
Mr. GROVES.-If the honorable member
for Bo'roondara had a hartel he would not
open it at all.
Mr. WEBBER.-I have endeavoured
to explain the position as it exists tOo-day.
The competition the Tramways Board has
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to face is most unfair, and we desire to
place it and the motor omnibus companies
on the same basis. That is the object of
the Bill, and I trust it will meet with the
approval of the House.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
would suggest that the debate be adjourned for a week.
Mr. WEBBER.-I have no objection.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
TRAl\lW A YS BILL.
The Order of the Day for the considera.
tion Oof the Committee's report Oon this Bill
was read.
lVIr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).Honorable members will recollect that
when the Bill was in Committee we
had under disclAssion a very involved set
of amendments. The honorable member
for St. Kilda and the honorable member
for Brighton, who are bOoth legal gentlemen, were doubtful whether the amend·
menis I proposed had been properly
drafted.
I felt certain then that the
drafting was correct, but having a ba,ttery of legal men turned on me, I admit
that, as a; la,yman, I felt a, little doubtful
myself. We agreed to take all the amendments in globo, and to adjourn the considera,timf Oof them until the re'port stage,
when we "vQuId have a clean copy of the
Bill befOore us. I agreed to recommit any
of the clauses on which honorable .members
desired to move amendments, and I am
prepared now to do So'.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I think that clause 3 was
the one in dispute.
Mr. WEBBER.-Claus,e 3 amends the
schedule to the principal Act, and in the
prolViso to sub-clause (1) of clause 3 of the
schedule substitutes
for
the
word
" twelve" the word " thirteen." The object is to incre!ase the space between the
~p and down track to be maintained by
the Board.
Mr. JACKSON.-I undelrstood that clause
2 was to be amended so as to provide for
the relaying of a track with the same material as had previously been used.
Mr. 'VEBBER.-I promised to make
inquiries into tha,t question.
All the
roads on which the tramway tracks are

I
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built have stronger and firmer foundations in many cases, and in no cases
weaker founda.tions, than the adjoining
roads. Under the existing Act where a
municipal council has laid down a concret.e road the Board has to do likewise.
In no case would there be a tram track
with a weaker foundation than the road.
In Prahran the cable tram~ays have a
solid concrete foundation, with steel yokes,
and they are really stronger than the surrounding roads. When the tramways are
electrified I think that the tracks will be
found to be quite strong 'enough for the
heavier traffic. The rails will be taken
up, and the space where the rails are will
be filled so that there will be no gaps to
catch the heels of one's boots. The
honorable member for LOIWan asked a
question in regard to the refilling of the
tunnels.
I referred the matter to the
Board, and they consulted the engineers. I
understand that it is not proposed to fill
up the tunnels. To fill them with concrete would be a waste of money. The
. concrete could only be put in at the manholes and drawn through the tunnels or
mixed very thin and poured through' the
slits.
Both methods would be expensive
and slow. It is proposed therefore to
merely fill in the space between the rails,
probably WIth a steel roci and concrete. I~
the honora.ble member for Toorak satisfied with sub-clause (3) ~
Dr. ARGYLE.-I am not satisfied.
1\1r. 'VEBBER.-Then we had bette!
recommit the Bill.
I moveThat this Order of the Day be read and discharged.

The motion wa·s agreed to.
IHr. WEBBER (Honorary :Minister) ._.
I moveThat the Bill be recommitted.

The motion was agreed to and the. Bill
was recommitted.
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3--(Amendment of Eleventh
Schedule).
Dr. ARGYLE.-Will the Minister explain the effect of this clause, particularly
the reference to the Governor in Council
in sub-clause (2).
Mr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister).The effect of that sub-clause 1:9 to remove
from. the council the maIl_datory powe,r
to dIrect the Board as to the manner in
which repairs should be carried out. As
far as possible the Board and the council
will work amicably togethe,r, but in the
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event of ~ny dispute the Minister will
hava the discretionary power to step in as
refer.ee. For instance the council might
reqUIre the Board to maintain· a track in
wood blocks although the adjacent road
was only macadamized.
Such an occurrence is not likely, but it is possible, and
the two bodies might be at loggerheads.
.After all, the' Tramways Board is as much
a public body as is a municipal counCil,
and the amendment will take away from
the council the mandatory power to compel the Board to do something that might
not be considered rea,sonable. Sub-clause
(2) of clause 3 of the Eleventh Schedule
provides that where a municipality fOll'ms a
road of material other than macadam, the
Board shall at its own expense, if and
when required by thel municipality, form
and mamtain in good condition and repair with such material the portion of the
road for 'which it is responsible. We are
proposing to add these words, "unless
the Board is by order of tbe Governor in
Council wholly or partly exempted from
complying with the provisions of this subdause." The Board may be compelled
by the council to reconstruct its tr.acks
with the same material as that which
forms the adjoining road unless it obtains
from the :l\tIinister an exemption. The
Minister might consider that it would be
foolish to compel the board to construct
its track of the same' material. For instance there is a cable tramway in Vic·
toria-street, which divides the municipalities of Collingwood and Richmond.
The
Richmond council proposes to concrete i~
side of the tramway track. The Collingwood council intends to continue to use
macadam. Under the e,xisting law th6
Board might be compelled to concrete
that portion of its track which is in Richmond and leave, the other portion in macada:rp. This amendment will give to th(;
:Minister a discretionary power to handle
such a situation. Thel BOlaTd should have
the right to explain the circumstances to
1:he Minister and ,show cause for exemphon. No daubt the Minister would inspect the road and decide whether in the
circumstances it was reasonable to compel
the Board to reconstruct its track of the
same material as the adjoining road.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Sub-clause (3) is causing a good deal of anxiety in the metropolitan district-s through which tramways
run. The principal concern is in regard
to the proposed elimination from clause
3 of the Eleventh Schedule of the words
" with such material and in such manne~
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as the municipality concelrned directs and
to the satisfaction of such municipality."
If those words are repealed the council will
be deprived of the power of requiring the
tramway track to be maintained in the
Bame condition as the adjoining road. The
farcical circumstances mentioned by the
Minister aTe not likely to occur. Under
this Bill maintenance and repair of the
tramway track is to be left to the discretion of the Board rather than the Minister.
.
Mr. WEBBER.-The track must at all
times be kept in good repair. The discretiona,ry power is only in rega.rd to the
material toO be used.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is so, but the
point missed by the Minister is that if
the centre of the track were of concrete
and the side. of the road were of some
other material the Board might repair its
track with that other material.
Mr. WEBBER.-It would not be so
foolish as to try to repair concrete with
some other material.
Dr. ARGYLE.-This amendment is
taking away from the council the
mandato'l'y
powers
to
compel
the
Board to maintain a uniform track
through the municipality. That is a, power
that the municipality should have.
Mr. CAIN .-The power might be exercised wrongfully.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Of course the Board
might be compeUed to pave the centre of
the track with gold bricks.
Mr. CAIN.~The council is counsel,
judge, and jury in this matter.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes, but as the, territory belo ugs to the municipality and not
to the Board or the Government, the
council should havel reasonable powers to
ensure that the tracks are properly maintained. I suggest tha.t if the Minister
cannot agree to the elimination of" this
proposal it should be amended by an addition to the effect that the material used
by the Board should be simila,r to thaiYwith which the adjoining road is constructed .. I wish to preserve the right of
the municipalities and ensure that the
t.ramway tracks through its territory shall not be subject to the
will of the Minister of the' day. . At the
same time I do not desire that the Board
shall be hampered in its work.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable, member
knows tha,t some municipalities are antagonistic to, the Botard, and they may be m, clined at some time to abuse their power.
l
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Mr. WEBBER.-If it were made mandatory on the Board to effect the repair
with the same materials as were originally
used, that w()uld prevent it using better
materials.
Dr. ARGYLE. - No, that would be
quibbling.
It cannot be imagined thv.t
any council would object to the Board
put.ting in better materials. In reply to
the Minister's statement that where a road
divides two municipalities one-half might
be concreted and the other half macadamized, I would point out that that is a
question of construction, not of maintenance.
Mr. WEBBER.-Sub-clause (2) of clause
3 of the eleventh schedule deals with the
question of construction.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That sub-clause provides that where a road is made of material other than macadam, the Board
shall form with such material and keep
in good repair " so much of such road as
by this section is directed to be kept by
the Board in good condition and repair."
The clause in the Bill adds to that a
provision for aiJ. exemption of the Board.
Mr. WEBBER.-YOU have to read the
whole of the sub-clause.
The last words
,: in good condition and repair" are only
for the purpose of defining what parts of
the road are referred to.
Dr. ARGYLE.-It is not sufficiently
clear to my mind that only construction
The Minister referred to
is referred to.
a tram line dividing two municipalities,
and said that one-half of the road could
be concreted and one-half macadamized.
That is a good point, but the power is
taken away from a municipality to compel the Board to keep its portion of the
road in repair with the same materials 2:3
have been used in the other portion of
the road, and in such manner as
the municipality directs.
The power
is handed over to the :Minister of
Public Works. The whole thing seems
to me to be an infringement of the rights
of the municipalities, and as such I object to it.
Mr. WEBBER.-There must be some provision for cases where roads divide municipalities.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I should say it would
be possible after the third reading to draft
a clause that would meet such a hypothetical case as the Minister has meuo
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tioned.
In nine cases out of ten, so far
as tramways in the metropolitan area are
concerned, such a condition does not exist.,
Mr. WEBBER.-In many cases the tramway track is the boundary.
'
Dr. ARGYLE.-N ot in anything like
a great proportion of the cases. We are
dealing with the matter as a whole.
If
there are exception.al cases where two
municipalities might differ with respect
to the manner of constructing a dividing
road, it would be better to take the power
right away from the municipalities and
give it to the Governor in Council.
I
shall be compelled to vote against the repeal of the words "with such materials
and in such manner as the municipality
concerned directs, and to the satisfaction
of such municipality," unless the Minister
can see his way to meet me in some way
or other. Let us. provide that the intention of the Bill shall be arrived at without depriving municipalities of their right
to see that their own roads are maintained
in the way they think fit, and not in the
way some foreign body-the Board or the
Minister of the day-thinks fit.
Mr. WEBBER.-YOU would not call the
Minister a foreign body.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (to Dr. Argyle).-Would not the municipalities be consul ted first?
Dr: ARGYLE.-;-There is nothing in
the Bill that says so. It simply says that
the Governor in Council by order may
direct the Board to carry out repairs with
such materials and in such manner as 5s
specified in the order.
At any rate, two
very important municipalities have taken
except jon to this clause.
Mr. CAIN.-They have all taken exception to it.
Dr. ARGYLE. - They would not do
that without reason.
Mr. CAIN.-They would take exception
to anything.
.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I would not say that,
because I have respect for t!:te councils
in my district.
They do their work very
well, and make good roads. It seems to
me that there is something wrong about
this provision.
. Mr. CAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
know that the municipalities have raised
The principal
objections to this clause.
Act contains a provision which allows a
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municipality to determine in what manner the Board shall repair its portion of
a road. There are two parties concerned
-on the one hand, the Board that constructs tramways through a municipality
and runs trams on them, and, on the other
hand, the municipality. At the present
time the municipality can determine what
kind of road shall be constructed by the
Board, or, when repairs are being carried
out, what shall be done by it.
Though
there is a contract, it is all one-sided.
The municipality has all the power. I
have had some municipal experience.
Mr JAcKsoN.-Do not appeal ,to me,
because I do not agree with you.
IVIr. CAIN. - I would a.sk houorable
membe,rs
to put aside
for
the
time
being,
although
it
is
difficult to do so, any experiEilnce they
have had in municipal councils. Let them
imagine that there is a dispute between
t.wo public bodies-a munioipality and
the Board. The disagreement is about
a road, and they are both interested parties. The original Act gives the municipalitycomplete power to compel the
Board to do just what the municipality
wishes.
Dr. ARGYLE.-But if a provisi(}lIl such as
I have suggested were added, it would
meet the difficulty.
Mr. CAIN.-I think the Leader of the
Opposition, with his long years of political experience, will bear me out in ·say-·
ing that the Minister of Public Works
for the time being, whoever he may be,
will always do -the right thing in the interests of both parties. In this case, he
is to be the arbitrator, and I do not think
even the municipalities can offer any tangible objection to that.
They cannot
have it all their own way.
Mr. SNowBALL.-The trouble is that
there is power to make an Order ill
Oouncil without consulting the municipalities concerned.
Mr. WEBBER.-I have no objection to
an amendment to meet that.
Mr. OAIN.-I think the honorable
m~m?er for Brighton wilt agree with the
pnnmple that the arbitrator should not
be one of the parties to the dispute. I
am quite satisfied that no Minister of
Public Works, if he were called upon to
decide a dispute between the Board and
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a municipa.lity" would do so without first the obligations that should attach to' the
obtaining e,xpe,rt advice.
Board in connexion with its tramways
Mr. W ARDE.-Is he not the medium rUllning along public roads. N ow it is
for settling disputes between municipali- proposed to' give the Governor in Counties now?
cil power to wholly exempt the Board
Mr. SNowBALL.-But, under the Local from the operation of that provision.
Government Act, there has to be notice That seems to me a peculiar way to legisgiven to a council before an Order in late. I could understand its being proCouncil can be made. Tha t is not so in vided that, in the event "of there being
this case.
any dispute between the Board and a
Mr. CAIN.-The Minister has already municipality as to the carrying out of
indicated that, if the Committee desires the Board's obligations, either party
an amendment in that respect, he will not should be at liberty to appeal to the Minoffer any objection to it. That will not ister of Public Works, who should be emThat is
interfere with the principle that the Min- pOowered to' settle the dispute.
ister of Pu bEc Works should be the ar- all that is needed, but, strangely enough,
bitrator.
My own municipalities have by the clause we are giving the Governor
written to' me, asking me' to' vote against in Oouncil power to exem1?t the Board
this clause, and I know a number of hon- wholly from the operation of a proviorable members representing metro- sion in the Ele,venth Schedule' to
politanconstituencies have received simi- the principa,l Act. Honorable members
lar communications
There is nothing know ,that the Eleventh Schedule
unusual in that. In connexion with'very to the principal Act sets out in great demany measures the Melbourne Oity tail what shall be the obligations of the
Council and other councils send along Board in regard to roads. Why should
lengthy communications covering sheaves there. be power given to the Governor in
of foolscap, giving reasons for opposi- Council to wholly exempt the Board from
tion. They do that, no matter how good the obligations imposed by that schedule·~
a measure may be, if it does not happen \Vhy not let things stand as they are, with
to fit in with their desires in every detail. the further provision that where a muniWe have got to be above, the municipal cipality insists 'Oln cornditions that the
Gouncils. We have to do the right thing Board objects to in conneocion with any
in the interests of the municipalities on alteration of a road, 001' the maintenance
the one hand, and of, a public body ap- of a road, there sha.ll be the' right of
pointed by Parliament on the other hand. appeal-Mr. EGGLESToN.-Is not tha,t preoisely
I think by carrying this provision, we
shall accomplish that end. If I were to what the seotian says ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It states tha,t the
follow the wishes of the municipalities
in my ,constituency, I should be support- Governor in CO'uncil may, by order, wholl y
ing the honorable member £0[' T'oora~, exempt the Board from the operation Df
but., with all due de.ference to theIr the schedule.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-From one section of
opinions, I think I am right in disagreeit.
ing with ,them on this question. I am
Mr. SNO'VBALL.-From that section
further satisfied that no injustice will be
imposing
on the Bo'ard obligations with
done or attempted by any :M:inister of
Public Works. I feel that the Tramways regard to the maintenance of the tracK
Board does not want to evade its respon- Oor the road adjoining. Why shOould there
sibility in any way SOl far as keeping its he tha,t piOower ~ Why not let each case
tracks in repair is concerrred. I ask the be dealt with by the Minister ~ l am not
objecting to the principle o.f the thing at
Oommittee to accept the clause as an at- all. From' time to time conditions may
tempt .to do the right thing in the in- change, and therre may reasonably be a
terests of all concerned. If an adden- dispute between the Board and a munidum such as the honorable member for cipality as to' some partioular question of
Brighton has indicated is moved, I have maintenance or alteration in the condition
no doubt the Minister will accept it.
Oof the road. I cOontend that it is wrongMr. SNOWBALL.-I object to the in principle to say that an Order in Counway in which the dause is fra~ed. In cil may be made wholly exempting the
the principal Act, we carefully laJ.d do,wn Board from the operation of s11'ch a..
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provision.
I think that the Honorary
Minister will see the wisdom of doing only
what he says he wants to do so that where
a municipality is insisting on the Tramwa.ys Board ca,rrying out something which
the Board considers unreasona.ble the
Minister shall be the arbitrator between
them and settle that particular question.
We should not pass a provision
whereby an Order in Council may be
made, wholly exempting the Board in the
way proposed. I think tha,t the honorable mem'b€r fO'r St. Kilda will realize
the force of what I say. Of eOllITse, the
provision as to the making of an Order in
Counoil without notice to the municipalitv can be remedied, but why put. this in
at a111 Is it wise 1 The HonO'rM'y Minister in charge of the Bill does not want
anything unreasonable, but it seems to
me that this provision is both extraordinary and unreasonable. We should provide that where there is any dispute between the municipality and the Board as
to the carrying out of the provisions O'f
the Eleventh Schedule, the Minister
should be empowered to hea,r both parties
and settle the matter.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is that nOit done in disputes in regard to matters of drai~age ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Yes.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-In other
words, you suggest that if the Board and
a. municipality cannot agree, the matter
should be referred by both to the Minister.
.
Mr. SNOV\TBALL.-Yes, in the same
way as all disputes are referred to the
Minister under the Local Government
Act.
'Vhy include this extraordinary
power that, notwithstanding the provisions of the principal Act the Governor in Council rna y make' an order,
wholly exempting the Board from compliance with them ~ It. would be a dangerous thing to abrogate the provisions of
the prinoipal Act in that way. No reason
has been given for asking for that power.
Therefore, I ask the Honorary Minister to
give us time to frame an amendment to
this clause, SOl that the Minister concerned'
may act as arbitrator be.tween the pM'ties.
At times it is a matter invO'lving a good
deal of expense. Very often they are burning questions. Yet the Boa,rd is making
this extraordinary request. It is not what
the situation requires, and I hope that
an amendment will be framed to do all
that the Honorary Minister says is in~ended by the' clause, but which, in effeot,
It does not carry out
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Mr. F ARTHING.-If the Board were
placed at a disadvantage under the Act,
it seems to me that the municipalities are
being almost entirely ignored under the
present proposal. That is a thing wholly
undesirable.
'1"he, munioipalities must
have a great deal to say in the matter of
rOlad construction. When the Melbourne
and Metropolitan T'ramwa.ys Act was before this Housel, I remember that there
was a great deal of contrOlVersy with regard to the fifteen provisions of the
Eleventh Schedule, which was debated at
very great length. N ow it is proposed to
gOI to the other e,xtreme and take all pOlWer
from the municipalities.
Mr. EGGL.ESTON.-NOI.
Mr. F ARTlIING.-Practically. It is
proposed to place the power in the hands
of the Minister.
If the honorable member for Brighton's suggestion is accepted,
and the l\liniste'r is made: an arbitrator between the Board and a municipality
when any dispute arises, I think that the
Honorary l\1inister will achieve what he is
desirous of getting, and that it will be
possible to deal out even-handed justicebE:tween the two. Rightly enough, to my
mind, the municipalities are strongly ob. jecting to such a proposal. If time is given
tOi frame an amendment in the direction
suggested by the honorable member for
Brighton, I feel sure it would strengthen
the Bill.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.--I have a suggestion that I think will ca,rry Q1ut the ideas.
of the honorable member fOir Brighton~
His porint is, I think, quite a, good one,
that this proviso would enable the Governor in Council, by order, to e'xempt
the Board from compliance with the provisions of the schedule where it related to
any particular case or generally. That is
to say, that the Governor in Council could
practically repeal a section of the
schedule if he desired to relieve the Board
from compliance with it. I am certain
that the Minister does not intend that,
but that ea,ell case should be taken on it!!
merits, and that if exemption be given it
should be given in a special case. I would
not be a party to the Minister being able
to practically repeal a whole section of
the Eleventh Schedule.
Mr. WEBBER.-It would apply only in
a case wherel a municipality ,« forms,
paves, or makes a road of some other
material." It would not apply to the
whole of the Board's tracks at the same
time.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-Under the pro,viso
the Minister would have power to make
a. general order saying that the, Board
would no,t be bound to' comply with it at
a.ll.
Mr. \VEBBEn.-I do not think SOl.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think it is unfair for one public body to he given the
whip-hand Olver another in tha,t way. Subclause (3) provides thatAt the end of sub-clause (2) of the said
.clause 3 there shall be inserted the following
words :-" Unless the Board is by Order of
the Governor in Council wholly or partly ex.empted from compliance with the provisions
of this sub-clause."

I ffioveThat in sub-clause (3) after "'unless" there
be inserted " in any special case after hearing
the municipality", and at the end of the
clause there be inserted "in such case".

The amendment was agreed to and the
olause, as amended, was adopted, as was
clause 4.
The Bill was reported with further
~mendments, and the amendments we,re
a.dopted.
On the motion of Mr. 'VEBBER (Honorary Minister) the Bin was read a thircl
time.

ELECTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
COMMITTEE.
BALLARAT EAST ELECTION.

Mr.
SNO'\VBALL
(Chairman).-I
have to present a report from the
Committee of Elections and Qualifications upon the application o£ Robe'rt
Maxwell McGregor for a recount' of
the vot-::s at the electiO'n for the electoral distrIct. of Ballarat East, held O'n the
~6th June, 1924, together with the prO'ceedings of the Committee and the
minutes of evidence,. I mOV€1-That the report be read.

The motion was agreed to'.
The report was read by the Cler k as
follows:1. That the Clerk of the Legislative Assembly laid before your Commit~ee an applica
tion from Robert Maxwell McGregor, which
was lodged with the Returning Officer for the
electoral district of Ballaarat East, and forwarded by him to the Clerk .Jf the Legislative
Assembly, asking for a recount of the votes at
the election for the said distri.:;t, held on the
26th June, ]924.
2. Your Committee have Lhe honour to
further report(1) 'That the whole of the votes recorded
have been re-counted by your Committee.
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(2) That the informal yotes and the
votes objected to by the srrutineers have
been checked.
(3) . That the result of the recount is u.s
follows : William James McAdam
3,613
Robert Maxwell McGregor
3,609
Maj ority for William James
McAdam
4"
3. Your Committee, in making the re-count,
decided unanimously to allow the ballot-papers
which had been initialed on the back thereof
by the Returning Officer or his deputy, and suggest that a circular be isued by the Chief
Electoral Officer to all returning officers requesting them to have the ballot papers
initialed on the face thereof.
4. By a majority vote yOUi' Committee also
decided to allow those ballot-papers which had
not been initialed either on the face or back
thereof by the Returning Officer or his deputy,
but which had marked on their back the
corresponding number of the roll and also the
initial letters of the roll used at the election.
5. Your Committee recommend that The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915 be amended
by stating that a ballot-paper, if uninitialed
by the Returning Officer or his deputy, but
having on the back thereof the markings in
figures and letters required by the Act to be
placed thereon to show its authenticity, shall
be admitted in the scrutiny of the votes, provided such ballot-paper is at the conclusion
of the scrutmy required to make up the total
number of ballot-papers issued by the Returning Officer or his deputy and is not in excess
of that number.
6. Your Committee have to report that at
the recent Ballaarat East election there were
several grave irregularities, and to guard
against a repetition of these and to simplify
the procedure before the Committee on an
application for a recount of votes, it is recommended that The Constitution Act Amendment Act 1915 (No. 2632) be amended to provide that at a recount the Com;nittee shall not
have power to inquire into the correctness of
any roll, but shall have power simply to decide
as to the allowance or disallowance of any
vote objected to by a scrutineer at such re"
count for reason of the initialing of the ballotpaper or other markings thereon, the correspondence of the signature on the application
form for a postal ballot-paper with that on the
counterfoil of the ballot-paper, the witnessing
of the signature of the voter by an authorized
witness, the allowance or disallowance by the
Returning Officer or his deputy of any ballotpaper used for voting purposes, and the allowance or disallowance by a returning officer or
his deputy of an application for a ballot-paper
under section 53 of the Electoral Act 1923.
All other objections, including the identity of
the electors, the retention by them of a sufficient qualification, and whether their votes
(outside the foregoing ~rovisions) were i.m~
properly admitted or rejected, assuming the
roll to be correct, shall be inquired into by
the Committee only on a petition, and that the
deposit to be' lodged with a petition be reduced, to Fifty pounds.
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7. Your Committee further recommend that
written requests to an authorized witness to
attend at the place of residence of the voter
(or the place a.t which the voter is residing
temporarily or otherwise) to witness the signature of a voter to either the application for a
postal ballot-paper 01:" the ballot-paper shall be
posted to or delivered at the ordinary residence or place of business of the authorized
witness, and that a separate request to attend
o~ the voter should be made for the applicatIon for a postal ballot-paper and for the
ballot-paper, the one request being insufficient
to witness both documents. Further, that it
be mandatory that such written requests be
retained by the authorized witness for a
period of three months from the date of the
election, and that he shall produce the same
when called upon to do so by the committee.Legislative Assembly Committee Room, 21st
October, 1924.

The report was ordered to lie on the
table and to be printed.
OPTICIANS REGISTRATION BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE
tary) .-1 move-

(Chief

Secre-

That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short measure that has been
in the departm~nt for a considerable
period. Its 0'bject is, as far as possible,
to give a degree of status 0'r recognition
to those who are practising optometry in
Victoria. At present it is competent fDr
anyone to claim to be an 0'ptician, and to
practice the ordinary methods of sight
testing, and to ma:rlUfacture glasses with0'ut registratiDn or qualification of any
kind. Sometimes, however,j serious results a.ccrue to' those who have placed
themselves in the hands of nominally competent and experienced persDns and have
been supplied with :t!nsuitable glasses that.
have so affected their eyes as to have
brought about ill health. The difficulties
of the positiDn have been appreciated for
a considerable time, but there has been
~)lle main hindrance, namely, that the
oculists and opticians ha,ve be~m at war
among themselves regarding the sphere of
each branch. The oculists, whO' are-so
to spe'ak-the medical branch of the prDfession, have claimed that the testing of
the sight is a function pertaining to' them,
while the opticians have maintained that
theirs is the respDnsibility of sight testing. Because. of this impasse it has be€n
impossible to' pass legislation designed to
protect the public. As long ago as 1913
the ·late Hon. John Murray introduced a
Bill to. deal with the problem. It was read
a seco,nd time, but Dwing to' general criticism frDm Dutside, it was allowed to lapse:
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and nothing more has been dDne since-.
Representations have been made to various occupants Df the office tha.t I now
ha.ve the hDnDur to' hold, but until thel differences between the two branches mentioned had been resolved it was not possible for anything practicable to' be done.
During the regime of my predecessor, the
hDnorable member fDr Toorak, an understanding was arrived at, and I have befDre
me, bDth frDm the opticians and the
oculists, an agreement to the provisiDns
of the measure that is nOlW befDre the
House. The Bill, in thel main, l:S drafted
upon the same lines as the Nurses Bill,
the l\1asseurs Bill and the Dentists Bill.
I t aims a.t providing a BDard Df three registered Dpticians and two medical practitioners to constitute the first Registration BDard. This will have power to' impose fees and issue licences or permits to
persons who desire to' practice as opticians
or sight testers. Persons so registered will
have the privilege Df adding to' their
names the title of " registe,red " or " cel':
tified " optician." There is nDthing, horwever, Df a compulsDry naturel in the Bill.
The chief objection. raised to it by the
opticians themselves is that there is not
an embargo upon the use, of the term
"optician." The reason is that it is difficult, if not almDst impossible, to' arrive
at a, clear-cut definition of an optician.
The Boa,rd will be empowered to issue a
licence entitling the person so registered
to call himself Dr herself a registered
optician. This will g~ve the registered
individual a certain degree of status,
and it
is hoped that the opticians will gradually be able to
eliminate the less skIlled element and
build up a higher sta,tus for themselves.
Those, Mr. Speaker, are the main provisions of the ~ill, and 'there is very little
of a debatable character in it. The provisions generally are simple and embody
the idea Df creating a Board to issue the
necessary licences and certific'a tes which
will permit any person who is duly qualified tQ practise this profession.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK. - Did you
say that the oculists and the opticians
have agreed to the provisions of this Bill?
Mr. TUNNEOLIFFE. - That is so.
For the satisfaction of the House I will
read the correspondence that has taken
place hetween the ex-Chief Secretary and
the two branches of the profession. . Thn
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first is from the Victorian Optical Association, and is as, follows :Paton Buildings, 115 Elizabeth-street.
Melbourne, }.Oth December, 1923.
The Hon. Dr. Stanley Argyle,
Chief Secretary,
Parliament House, Melbourne ..
Re Opticians Registration Bill.
Dear Sir,
Together with this, I am forwarding this
day the dra.ft Bill with suggested amendments
attached thereto, as per advice from your Mr.
Di'ckson.
My council desire to express their bes~
thanks to you for the courtesy you have shown
in permitting the members to discuss the
terms of the Bill.
This has been carefully
considered and suggested amendments made.
'1.'he matter has been treated as strictly con·
fidential, as requested.
My council feel that the amendments as
. suggested and attached to the draf~ are essential to the best interests of the public.
Referring to clause 3 (a).-It is somewhat
difficult to comprehend the meaning of the inclusion of the pharmaceutical chemists. Does
this mean that the chemists have an equal
right with doctors to examine the eyes and
prescribe glasses ? We, the opticians, claim
that special training is absolutely essential to
the work of the present-day optician, and unless pharmaceutical chemists are thus trained
they should not be p'ermitted to prescribe
glasses for the public eyesight, as do certam
medical practitioners and opticians.
We therefore suggest that that portion or
clause 3 and clause 12 which mentions the
chemists in this particular be deleted. It may
be that the clause intends that pharmaceutical
chemists shall continue to use drops for the
eyes from'a curative point of view.
In reference to clause 4-election of the
Board, chiefly in connexion with membership.
\ Should no medical practitioners 'desire to take
seats on the first Board, there appears to be
, , no provision for the nomination of two per, sons deemed by the Governor in Council to be
competent opticians to take seats in lieu of
the two medical practitioners.
My council
would suggest that such provision be made, if
deemed essential.
I would draw your attention a,lso to clause
15, section 1. This clause, as it now stands,
effectually prevents any person from using the
name or title of "certified" or ee registered"
optician, &c., under the Act, but my council
is of opinion that the clause does not prevent
any p.ex:son from practising or doing the work
of an optician unless registered under this
Act. It is hereby suggested that words be
added that will prevent any person doing the
work of an optician for gain. Similar amendment is "'!uggested in respect to 6ection 2 of
this clause.
It is further suggested that a clause similar
to that obtaining in the South Australian
, Opticians Act 1920, to wit, cla.use 30, which
deals with companies, be included in this Bill.
There are in Victoria a number of companies
who employ competent opticians. - These companies, under the terms of the draft, would
not be able to continue to employ a certified
()ptician under the Act.
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It is quite possible that your Department..
may feel disposed to alter certain terms and.
phrases in the clause referred to so as to
adapt it to Victorian conditions.
It is fervently hoped and desired that this
Bill be presented to Parliament, if at all possible, this present session.
Again thanking you for the lively interest
you have displayed and for the many favours,
granted us in this matter,
I am, yours faithfully,
(Signed) HOWARD S. BELL,
Secretary.

This is the letter from the other section:4 Collins-street,
Melbourne, 27th Nov., 1923.
Sir,
I am returning the draft of the Opticians
Bill to you with many thanks. My sub-committee think this draft to be quite satisfactory
to the oculists, but would be pleased if you.
would let me know if any alterations are made.
I am, Sir, yours faithfully,
(Signed) F. J. B .. MILLER,
Hon. Secretary,
Eye and Ear Section, B.M.A.
The Hon the Chief Secretary,
Melbourne.

We can safely say that the two branches
of the profession most . intimately concerned with the passage of this Bill expressed their approval of its provisions to

a previous Minister. As a result of the
understanding with one another, this measure has been drafted with slight amendments that are purely of a formal char-

acter.
I present the Bill to the House
with the hope of its speedy passage. It
cannot by any possibility do any harm to
the community, and it is hoped that i~
will raise the status of those engaged in
this profession by the issue of a certificate that certain persons have the neces·
sary qualifications to deal with the matters with which they are professionally
concerned. It is hoped that it will ultima,tely work out with advantage to the
whole community, and particularly to that'
section that is unfortunately compelled
to use glasses of one kind or another. r

commend the measure to the consideration
of the House, and trust the Bill win be
speedily passed.
Dr. ARGYLE. - I hope the Minister
will consent to an adjournment for a reasonable time to enable me tG go through
the Bill and compare it with the original
draft.
¥r. T~NNE~LIFFE.-We will ~or;nall!.
adJourn It untIl to-morrow, but It IS not
likely that we will proceed with it then.

:-' '~,
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Dr. ARGYLE.-Adjourn the Bill till
'Thursday. That will give me an opportunity of showing a copy of the Bill to
those interested.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-All right.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

'The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Thursday next.
ADJOURNMENT.
DESTRUCTION OF NOXIOUS WEEDS-HosPITAJ~ ,ACCOMMODATION INSANITARY
CONDITIONS
AT
MORWELL PRIVATE
MEMBERS' BUSINESS.

Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
moveThat the House do now· adjourn.

1fr. FROST.-I want to bring under
the notice of the Minister of Lands certain matters in connexion with the administra tion of the Vermin and Noxious
\Veeds Act. Last Saturday a large deputation frDm Baringhup and Carisbrook and
the surrounding district8 waited upon me
in rega,rd t,OI notices that havel been served
und~f this Act.
It seems that Inspector
McKay has served a number of notices on
land-owners directing them to eradicate
three particular weeds within three week!:!.
One of them is the hoary -cress, otherwise
known as white-weed. It is absolutely
impossible for anyone to eradicate that
weed.
Farmers have tried every means
in their power, but have not been successful. The farmers hold that either the inspector or the Department should indicate hDW- this weed is tQi be eradicated. If
any proposal is made that is likely to be
effective the,y would be ol11ly too willing to
adopt it Dr any measures tha,t seem tOo have
a reasonable prospect Df suCICesS. Up to
the present, however, neither the inspector
nor the Department have shown how that
can be done.
The second weed is the
There has been great
saffron thistle.
controversy throughout the State as to
whether saffron thistle is or is not :1
noxious weed. Opinions differ in various
parts of the State. In some places it jM
held to be not a, noxious weed and should
not be destroyed. The third weed is the
star thistle.
Though the farmers who
interviewed me admit that this is a
noxiDus weed and should be dealt with,
they say that it is too early to attempt
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to eradicate it just now. The thistle hus
not yet commenced to appear above the
ground in a good many instances, and if
the farmers try to eradicate it now it
means that in a very little while they will
have to go over the ground again, thus
duplicating their work, which is not at all
fair. After 30 years of neglect it is absolutely impossible for these weeds to be
eradicated even in five years. I know of
land in the State, that could be had foc
nothing if an undertaking were given tv
eradicate the weeds, but it is an impossible
task. A number of farms have been put
up for sale by auction during the last two
or three weeks, and not a single bid was
received largely because of the harassing
to which land-myners are subjected by the
inspector.
I do not think Parliament
intended that the Act should be administered in the way it is. Members thought
that a certain amount of discretion would
be used, and land -owners would not be
asked to' dOl wha,t is absDlutely imIn view 0'£ the experience
possible.
gained since the passing of that Act an
amending Bill ought to be introduced tl)
remedy th~ defect8 that have been disI hope the
closed in the legislation.
Minister will instruct this particular inspector not to exceed his duty and impose
these harsh measures on land -owner~.
While, I am on my feet I ~hould like to
refer to a matter in which the Premier
is interested.
It 'has been forcibly
brought under his notice that there is a
lack of hospital accommodation in Melbourne.
I should like to ask him if he
has taken into consideration an easy way
in which the difficulty could be overcome,
that is, by taking advantage of country
There are many hospitals in
hospitals.
the cDuntry that have'not. only vacant
beds, but, in some cases, vacant wards.
We have splendid ambulance services, and
many of the less serious cases could be
taken from the city hospitals to those in
the cOlmtry with great benefit to the
patients.
They would be removed from
the polluted air of Melbourne and enjoy
the pure aii' of, the country. It would
improve their general health and would
assist in relieving the congestion in Melbourne.
I ask the Premier to take this
aspect of the matter into his earnest consideration as a method of immediate relief for this difficult problem.
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Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-I
have to come to the rescue, of the Govern. ment in regard to the complaint of the
honorable member about the service of
notice to destroy noxious weeds. Similar
representations have been made to me by
my constituents.
The Minister has a
very difficult task in administering this
particular law.
When we were dealing
with the Bill we recognized that we had a
big problem before us. It was admitted
that some 'legislation should be passed to
deal with these pests.
A meeting was
held in my constituency recently, and
complaints we!e made regarding the service of notices to eradicate certain weeds.
I may remind the honorable member for
}{aryborough that the inspector is onlY
carrying out his duty, and he is acting
under the orders of the head of his Department.
When I first introduced the
factories legislation it was thought that
inspectors might of their own motion take
action against employers and cause a good
deal of hardship.
Provision was made
in the law that authority for prosecutions
had to be signed by the Minister, so that
if there happened to be an officious officer
he would be checked in taking legal proceedings against those who were supposed
In the Vermin
to be breaking the law.
and N oxious Weeds Act prOVISIOll was
made that the Superintendent, who is
the Under-Secretary for Lands, should
_authorize prosecutions. If the honorable
member for Maryborough will call at the
Lands Department he will find that the
inspector has been authorized by the
Superintendent to give the necessary instructions for the eradication of weeds,
but nothing further can be done without
his authority.
I attended the meeting
in my constituency and informed them
what the actual position was.
Subsequently I waited upon the Minister and
the Superintendent, and I am pleased to
be able to tell the House that I was received most courteously.
The Superintendent is going to confer with my constituents and see how far time can be given
them to aqjust the troubles there.
I was in that part of my constituency last
Sa.turday, when l>'3atisfaction was expressed
at the action taken by the Minister in
arranging for a conference with the Superrintendent at the shire hall. Then with
·regard to the matter of bringing the hospital a9commodation in the cOluntry dis-
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tricts under the notice of the Premier and
Treasurer, I may say that I was in anOither
part of my constituency last Friday, and
I was very :RIeased to hear from the secretary of the Clunes Hospita.l that h~ and
others had been summoned to meet in
Ballarat to confer with the representative
of the BOlaI'd as to what available accommodation they had for cases such as were
referred to by the honorable member for
Mary.borough.
The secretary of the
Clunes Hospital told me tha,t the conference was a very satisfaoto~ one.
He
said that the Board was preparing a. report, and that there was a general coming
together on the liiles suggested by the
honorable member. I can say, therefore,.
that the matter has not been overlooked.
Mr. J AOKSON.-T'here is a matter
that I desire to' bring 'under the notice OIf
whateverI' Minister is responsible for the
administration of the brown -coal mine
near Morwell. I paid a visit to that district during the week-end.
.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-YOoU had a
" pleasant Sunday afternoon."
Mr.
JACKSON. Unfortunately,
owing to circumstances it was a most unpleasant Sunday afternoon.
Thel"e aremen employed at the brown-cOial mine who
are following a very arduous and dirty
occupation. They have to put up with
conditions that are deplorable and disgusting. I have been in mining campsin various :Rarts of A ustralia and New
Zealand, but n~ver have I been in a camp
where the conditions were so bad as those
I was brought into contact with at Morwell. The conditions under which men
and womoo and children are living there
are such that they should not be tolerated
by.a. civilized cOommunity. Men are .caged
up in cubicles 7 felet by 7 feet. Three
men have to sleep and erat in one of these
eu bioles.
I am informed on (reliable
authority that these ~en ha.ve no need to
come to Melbourne to witness races. TheJ
have races ervery day, races of bugs. Thebugs are racing all overr the place all daJ
lOong.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-And at night, too.
Mr. J ACKSON.-Especially at night.
That such filthy and disgusting conditions
should be allowed to obtain in this civilized State of Victoria is by no means
creditable to those who are responsible. 1
was .shown over the reside,ntial quarters
by a number of the citizens. There is no·
sanitation whatever. Garbage is scattered
all over the place,. The water for drink··
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ing and domestic purpos€s has to be
pumped from the Latrobe River. In one
instance I found that muddy water was
pumped into an excavation in the earth.
Surrounding it is a barricade to keep
people from falling in. It is exposed to
wind from all quarters. The wind blows
rubbish into the water. There are two
Water is conveyed from
parish pumps.
the clay hole by pipes to one of them,
whence it is pumped and taken home
by the peQlple. The other pump is a bit
bettelr. It is made of concrete. I do not
know whether all the tadpoles were assembled for my benefit, but they lay on
the surface of the water in great numbers.
Mr. KEANE.-They were there to welcome you.
Mr. JACKSON.---;Maybe they thought
I was out on a cleaning-up expedition.
It saddened me to think that my fellowmen-and there are wOrtnen and little
children there, too-who have to tQli]
for their living, should be compelled
to carry on under such degrading
conditions.
The residents also took
me to see the public convenience. I
refer to what we might call the wateroloset arrangements.
The convenience is
a. big ditch. There is a rail running along
it about 12 feet in leI;lgth. There are two
rails at the back to keep people from falling in. The convenience is about 18
inches Q1r 2 feet from the ground. It is
exposed to the view of the women an~d
children that pass. I understand that It
has been run by the Mines Department
of this country. We ought to be ashamed
of ourselves to ask men and women to live
at such a place without doing anything to
remove these primit,ive conditions.
I
hope that those who are responsible for
the present state of affairs will endeavour
to remedy them as quickly as possible.
Mention to-night has been made of health.
There are dirty drains at Morwell that
are supposed to form some part of a drainage scheme. They are green with slime.
There are stagnant pools in which old tins
have been thrQlwn. Health! If it were
not for the fact that the residents are living on the top of a hill, it is hard to say
what the state of their health would be.
I do nOit know what would happen to the
residents but for the wind. I felt it to be
my duty to bring these facts under the
notice of Parliament.
.
Mr. F ARTHlNG.-l wish to ask the
Premier when time will be given me to
introduce the Riot Damages Bill that
stands in my name. :ft was to have come
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on on the third Th'ursday of September,
but that day waS Show Day-a publio
holiday-and, of course, the House did
not meet. I was, therefore, deprived of
my opportunity. The matter is a very
important one. It deals with the question
of the unfortunate riots that took place
nearly a year ago-on 3rd November,
1923. Certain of our trades poople suffered
serious losses, and they feel a celrtain
amount of.. anxiety. The Premier assured
me, when I referred to the matter previously, that I should not be deprived of
my rights.
I should be pleased if he
would now tell me when I shall be able
to introduce the Bill for the consideration
of the House.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands).In reply to the complaint made by the
honorable member for Maryborough with
regard to the administration of the Vermin and N oxious Weeds Act, I wish to
point out that it is not the policy of
the Department to harass land-owners.
Of course, it is our duty to see that the
Act is administered. There is a provision in section 21, that where compliance
with the Act would entail hardship to
the owner or occupier of the land, all he
need do is to make application to the
Minister, who will give him time to eradicate any particular weed. To show that
the Department wishes to study the landowner in every way, I may point out that,
on the back of the notice that is served
upon him is a copy of that particular
section.
The owner or occupier of the
land can therefore see for himself that
he may apply to the Department for exemption.
Mr. FROS'f.-In this case, what they
want to do is to tell the man to get rid
of his weed.
Mr. BAILEY.-If the Department insisted upon owners and occupiers of land
eradicating the noxious weeds, a great
hardship would, in certain cases, be entailed.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It would be a great
good to the community.
Mr. BAILEY.-Eventually it would
be. It is a matter of time. We have to
recollect that the noxious weeds have got
a good grip of the State. It is impossible to eradicate them immediately.
What is required is that the owners or
occupiers of the land shall satisfy the
Department that they are taking reasonable steps to eradicate the weeds. They
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must be given some consideration. I~
some cases the land-owners might say to
the Department, "How are we to eradicate the weeds?" Huge sums of money
would be involved in certain cases. The
Department is now in negotiation with
the Oommonwealth Bureau of Science
and Industry with a view of the undertaking of chemical experiments. By the
application of chemicals to weeds, it
is
hoped
to e·radicate the
pests
more economically than by other
methods.
I can assure the honorable
member that the administration of the
Act will be carried out sympathetically,
without hardship to the land-owner, but
always having ·steadily in view the necessity of keeping noxious weeds well in
hand.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).Some years ago, the conditions obtaining
a.t l\1orwell were brought under my
notice by personal observation. I under, s,tood that the evil then complained of
liad been remedied. Apparently that has
not been the case.
The conditions described by the honorable member for
..Prahran are certainly very undesirable,
.and I will take steps to see that they are
remedied.
In reply to the honorable
member for East Melbourne, I may say
that I 'did promise that an opportunity
.should be afforded him to bring in his
R:iot Damages J?ill. Of course, I recognIze that no claIm could have been made
'upon me to provide time for that purpose
because the day set down for thc.=r second
Teading of that Bill was a public holiday. The business for that day thereby
lost its position on the notice-paper. It
is very hard to find time to deal with
;lnatters that have had to go over in this
way. However, I will try to do my best.
I hope to be able to offer a couple of
hours for the consideration of this question on a Thursday.
I do hoope that
honorabie members, when private busihess is brought forward, will not seek to
monop'Olize the time made available. Of
course, if one member monopolizes the
time afio'rded, he does so at the expense of
,others. What I suggest is that honorable
members will put their case to the
House as briefly as possible; that discussion will be brief, and that we shall be en-abled to come to a decision without any
,waste of time.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 10.15 p.m.

. Closet Settlem,ent Bill.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
TVednesday, October 22, 1924.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.4 p.m.
PRICES OF CORNSACKS AND
BRAN BAGS.
Ml·. POLLARD asked the l\1inister of
Agriculture-1. If he will cable to the Government of
India to ascertain the present price of cornsacks and bran bags f.o.b. at Calcutta?
2. The price of same one month ago at Calcutta?
.
3. If he can give any information as to the
extent of stocks of cornsacks at present held
in Victoria?

Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-The follo'wing are the answers to the
honorable member's questions:1. Cable inquiry .as regards cornsacks wa~
made on the 17th October. The reply received
was; "148. 9d. c.i.f. Melbourne, shipment November steamer subject immediate acceptance."
The price quoted for cornsacks here to-day is
15s. 6d. per dozen on rails Spencer-street;
bran bags, 8s. 3d. per dozen spot, 8s. 4td. to
8s. 6d. per dozen forward delivery.
2. Cornsacks, 13s. 3id. c.i.f. Melbourne;
bran bags,8s. c.i.f. Melbourne.
3. As far as can be ascertained, the extent
of stocks of cornsacks at present held in Victoria is sufficient for a normal harvest.

BILL READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bill was introduced by a.
Minister and read a. first time:Factories and Shoops 'Bill (l\1r. Lemmon).
CLOSER SETTLEMENT BILL.
Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lands) presented a message from the Governor recommending that an appropriation be
made from the Consolidated Revenue for
the purposes of a Bill "to amend the
Closer Settlement Acts and the' Discharged Soldiers Settlement Acts and far
other purposes."
A resolution in compliance with the recommendation was passed in Committee
and adopted by the House.
On the m{)tion of Mr. BAILEY (Minister of Lauds) the Bill was introduced and
read a first time.
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CATTLE COMPENSATION BILL.
The House went intO' Committee for the
further consideration of this Bill.
Clauses 2 and 3 were agreed to..
Clause 4(1) Subject to this Act, compensation shall
be payable under this Act in the cases and to
the extent and subject to the conditions hereinafter provided(a) to the owner of any cattle destroyed
(by or by order of any inspector of
stock pursuant to £my Act or any
regulation or order uDder' any Act)
because such cattle are suffering from
or' suspected of suffering from
disease; or
(b) to the owner of any carcass or portion
of a' carcass condemned under Part
XIII. of the Health Act 1919 at any
abattoir by a meat inspector as unfit
for human consumption because of
disease.
(2) Subject to this Act, compensation as
aforesaid.
(a) in cases of pleuro-pneumonia contagiosa
-shall be payable out of the Cattle
Compensation
Fund
established
under this Act; and
(b) in cases of tuberculosis or of actinomycosis-Twenty per centum of such
compensation shall be payable by the
Treasurer of Victoria out of moneys
to be provided by Parliament for 'the
purpose, and the remainder of such
compensation shall be payable out of
the said Cattle Compensation Fund.
(3) In section 10 of the Stock Diseases Act
1915 after the words •• and the owner thereof
shali," there shall be inserted the words " except as otherwIse expressly provided in the
Cattle Compensation Act 1924."

Mr. LIND.-I moveThat " pleuro-pneumonia JJ be inserted before
., tuberculosis" in paragraph (b) of sub-clause
(2).

In my second-reading speech I referred to
the fact that under this Bill the Government would provide 20 per cent. towards
the compensation fund from the Co.nsolidated Revenue, and I pointed out
that the cattle-owners who would benefit
most under the measure would contribute
least to' the fund, whilst the store cattle
men of this country, whO' wo.uld contribute
most, weuld benefit least. Now the l\1inister has stated that pleul'O'-pneumonia is
net cemmunicable to' human beings. That
may be so; but I ask him to. .look at the
thing broadly, and to' regard It from the
same point of view as other honorable
members and myself do. If he does that
he will see that the men whO' raise and
dispose of stere cattle, which are subsequently fattened en the lewer co.u~try
and sent to Melbourne for consumptIOn,
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will contribute very largely to' the fund,
while the consumers in. the metropelis
will merely be responsible for their preportion of the 20 per cent. allocated from
the public revenue. I do not wish to
delay the passage of the measure by reiterating statements made by other honorable members and myself a.t an earlier
stage, sO' I ask the Minister in charge of
the Bill to tell me now whether it is poosible for him to agre1e to my ameudment.
If he can give that assurance new it may
help him considerably in connexion with
the .{urther amendme'nt of which I have
given notice in regard to the stamp duty.
If, as I propose, pleuro-pneumonia is included, and store cattlemen are helped in
that way, I will be quite satisfied to drop
my amendment relating to the stamp
duty.
Mr. CAIN.-YOU say that if pleuropneumonia is included you would not
want to cut down the duty.
Mr. LIND.-That is so. If the Government are prepared to include pleuropneumonia in the diseases in respect of
which they will contribute, then I would
not move to 'reduce t.he duty, and the
fund would be built up very much more
quickly. As has been pointed out, not
only by the Minister in charge of t.he present Bill, but by the honorable member for
Kara Kara, who. submittea the previous
measure, a fund could be built up in the
course of a few years, by which time it
might be possible to relieve the stock men'
in the country from the payment of further taxation. Therefore, I should like
the Ministe·r to indicate in some way what
his intention is with regard to my amend- .
ment.
Mr. CAIN.-I cannot agree to' the pro··
posaI.
Mr. LIND.-If the honorable gentleman cannot assist me in this
direction I shall make every possible
effort to have the other amendment
to' which I have alluded carried.
I have a subsequent amendment in the
same sub-clause, namely, that the proportion of co.mpensation paid by the Government shall be 40 per cent. instead of
20 per cent. Ho.wever, I shall deal with
that when the proper opportunity is presented. I desire, further, to indicate that
in the event of the refusal of the Government to accept my proposal for the inclusion' of cases of pleuro-pneumonia, I
shall push wi th more de,termination
my proposed amendment of the schedule
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for the reductiQln Q1f the stamp duty from
ld. to !d.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I would point
out to the hQnorable member fOor Gippsland East that the amendment, if it werc~
. accepted, would necessitate the excision
Qf paragraph (a) Qf sub-clause (1) of this
clause. I support the proPo.sal fo,r the
inclusion Q1f pleurQl-pneumonia. The disease
is prevalent in this State, and it· affects
most severely the small ~tock-o'wner, particularly the dairyman. Of all the prevalent catt1e diseases, pleuro-pneumonia
is one which can be wiped oot the mOIst
effectively and in the shortest time if it
is' attacked thorQughly. That statement
is borne out by experience in Britain, the
United States of America, and in other
countries.
It will be the small stQlckowner, however, who will be the most
severely affected by system a tic and drastic
efforts for the destruction of every SQlurce
of infeoetion. I urge, therefore, that there
should be no differentiation made, regarding this disease merely because it is not
oommunicable to human beings thrQugh
the eating of meat. We should aim at
ridding the country o.f pleurQ-pneumonia
within thre,e years, and certainly in five
years.
Mr. LIND.-While the cattle men are
building" up a fund the Government will
be helping them to get rid of the disease.
Mr~
WETT'ENHALL.-That is so.
The individual outlay will be he,avy in the
first year, but there is no dQlubt tha,t
oompensation is the best policeman. If
we a,re determined to rid our stock of
pleuro-pneumonia, and if an adequate
compensation is provided, there will be no
question of stock-owners hiding an outbreak. The greater the compensation the
more quickly and effectively will the
. ,disease be stamped out. I hope tha,t the
:amendment will be acoepted.
Mr. WEST.-I do not Qbject to the
amendment to increase the Government
pro.Portion of co.mpensation, but I PQint
out that the matte,r is one Q1f finance. If
the financial provisions of the Bill will
permit, I shall supPOIrt the honorable
member for Gippsland East. It should
make nO' difference to the dairyman whether the proportion is changed Q1r no.t, because he will receive the same amount o.f
compensation.
lVIr. CAIN (Honorary Ministe:r).-I
cannOit accept the amendment for the inclusion of pleura-pneumonia with tuberculosis and actinomycosis. In the course
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oJ my second-re1ading speech, I empha~lzed
that the Bill prQlPoses to bring abQlut a
scheme under which the owners of stock
will insure against certain diseases prevalent. among ca,tUe.
Some hono,rable
members sought the inclusion of v~rious
other dise,ases. The number of stock lost.
owing to those others, however, is rela.-.
tively small.
The prinoipal complaint
heard in Victoria, and throughout the
Commonwealth, is that pleuro-pneumonia.
and the .o.ther two diseases play havoo
among our stock. We have examples in
all parts of the Statel where this disease
has got intOi a herd and practically annihilated it. The measure that was introduced by a previQlus Government dl:d not
include any contribution from the Consolidated Revenue. T'he whole of the fund
was to cornel from stock-owners, but the
present Government, in view of the ad-:
vice that was given by its experts-Mr. WETTENHALL.-And the experience
gained by the, discussion on the previous
Bill.
lV1r. CAIN .-NQI doubt that experience
had some effect. I am quite prepared to
give the prevIous Government credit for
what it did, but he is a fOOilish man who
does nOit learn from the mistakes of those
who precede him in the discharge of important duties. As I was saying, in view
of the advice of our experts, we decided
to make a contribution from the publlc
funds. The justification for that is that
the two diseases referred to in the Bill
are communicable to human beings. A
person who consumes meat from a beast
suffering from actinomycosis or tuberculosis is liable to be affected with the disease, whereas, on the, other hand, m~at
from a beast suffering from pleuro-p~eu
manIa will no.t communicate that disease
to. the consumer.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Still you would not
like to eat it.
Mr. CAIN.-I admit that. It has
been pointed out by the honorable member for Toorak that there is no risk to
human beings from beasts suffering from
pleura-pneumonia, consequently we do not
see any reason forr including it among the,
diseases in regard to which there should
be a Government contribution. In additIon to the 20 per cent. which the Government proposes to contribute for the destruction of cattle suffering from actinomycosis and tuberculosis, there are·
other expenses involved in carrying out
this scheme. The passage, of this Bill into
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Jaw will necessitate the appointment of
four additional stock inspectors, whose
salarie'S will total £884 at the present
rate paid to officers now in the Servi~e,
which is very low. It will be necessary
to appoint two veterinary officers at a
salary of £440 each, and the total estimated expenditure in this direction will
thus be £1,768. The travelling expenses,
it is estimated, will amount to £2,800, so
that over £4,500 will have to be
found by the Government, in addition to
the 20 per cent. contribution which is
based approximately upon half the total
payments under this scheme.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOcK.-That' £4,500
you refer to will all be additional expenditure on officers.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes; that expenditure will
be necessary if this Bill becomes law. I
may point out that the contributions from
the olWners .of dairy cattle under the
Dairy Supervision Act are incre'asing very
l'apidly. During the year 1921-22 the
number of dairy cows registered was
183,388, and the income £4,584, the
amount, ,as' "honorable members know,
being at the ra.te of 6d. per head. The
registrations during the year 1922-23
totalled 235,607, and the income was
£5,890.
In 1923-24 the registra,tions
were 283,634, and the income £7,090.
~1r. WEsT.-And you are still extending the Act to fresh districts.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. ' I think the Act
has been extended to some parts of the
honorable member's district during the
last 'Ve-ar or two. This Act is in force.in
localities that proiVide milk fGr the
metropolitan area and other large centres
of population.
Mr. WEST.-It should be enforced
wherever dairying is carried on.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so, and it is the
desire of the Government that the Act
shall be extended throughout thel whole
State. When that takes place the income
will be still further increased. This levy
of 6d. pe,r head is a direct tax on dairy.
men, but they certainly obtain some beneIn the circumstances I
fit from it.
am not justified in agreeing to the amendment that has been submitted.
It
would involve a great deal more expenditure than the Government proposes, and
we do not think the circumstances warrant the increasel of t.his liability. It
might be argued that tliere should be a
]arget' contribution from the public
funds fOil' the two diseases mentioned
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in the Bill, but I do not think there is
any justification for adding pleuro-pneumonia, nor any other disease, as suggested
by the amendment.
lVIr. LIND.-If the Government build
up a fund it may be possible to reduce the
taxation in the course of a few years and
you will be able t.o. lessen the penalty that
is now being imposed upon those who are
not going to benefit at all, or, at any rate,
to a very little extent.
lVIr. CAIN.-I should like to point out
to the honorable member that there is 110
desire to make a profit out of this scheme.
All that is aimed at is to cover the expenditure. Our advisers tell us that it
may be possible in the course of a few
years, when these diseases are well in
hand, to reduce the rate of taxation. I
hope the present Government will then
be in power, but, no matter who is controlling the affairs of this country, they
will have to take, this matter into consideration in view of the developments
that are expected, and be able to reduoe
the stamp duty.
}\Ill'. ANGUS.-I rise to support the
amendment. I realize that the inclusion
of pleura-pneumonia wiII not affect the
dairy farme-r as much as the dealer, but
still the dairy farmer WIll be benefited if
the amendment is agreed to. We, have
been told that there were about 2,200
cases of pleura-pneumonia. last year.
There is no doubt that the greater part
.of them were not dairy cattle, and were
not equal in value to dairy cattle. With
regard to tuberculosis and actinomycosis,
there were practically the same number of
cases, there being 500, roughly speaking,
suffering from each disease, compared
with 70 that were affected by other compl~ints.
This me,ans that about 1,000
daIry cattle aJ"e destroyed because thev
are suffering from actinomycosis Dr tuberculosis, compared with 150 cattle that
have had to be killed because they were
affected by other diseases. Yet only 20
per cent. is to be given toward meeting the
cost of the destruction of theee cattle.
I am in favour of increasing that amount
considerably.
We are dealing with a
~atter of public health. Seeing that thH
dIseased cattle are to be destroyed in the
interests of the community, the publiC'
should bear the cost. I t is at least a~
much in the interoots of the consumer as
of the cattle-owner that we are passing
t his legislation.
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Mr. CAIN.-The difference is that the
owner gets the cash, and the public do
not.
Mr. ANGUS.-I admit that.. It remains a fact, however, that the Bill has
been brought in in the intere~ts of public
health, and nOit so much for the benefit
of the farmer.
The farmer has the
beast, and he can utilize it if he is not
interfered with. But in the interests of
public health we come in and say that
the beast shall be destroyed. The proposed tax does not seem to me to be a
fait: one at all.
The dairying industry
will benefit, but it is the people outside,
the cattle owners, who have herds that
paSs thrQlugh the saIe-ya,rds, who will be
heavily taxed. The Bill is nOit fair in its
incidence.
I was not present during the
second .. reading stage owing to having to
sit on the Elections and Qualifica,tions
Committee.
Therefore, I had no Q1pportunity of putting this particular aspect of
the matter before the House.
I do think
the dairymen and the cattle-owners
sho.uld be put more on an equality.
I
urge the Minister to. reconsider the questiQln, and, later, we intend to urge him
to allow a greater percentage in regard to
actinomycosis and tuberculosis.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I had hoped
that the Minister would accept the
amendment, but, apparently, he is
not inclined to do so.
The ho.norable
member for Gunbower has made use of
most of the arguments I intended to adduce.
It is unnecessary to repeat them.
I regard the Bill as a health measure,
pure and simple. The Government would
have shown their sincerity with the cattle·'owner if they had said, "Weare prepared to make pro.vision for the diseases
to which cattle are most subject." There
are three deadly cattle diseases-actinomycosia, tuberculosis, and pleuropneumonia.
The Bill has not been
brought in in the interests of the cattleowner at all.
Its purpose is to confer a
public benefit. It does seem, therefor.e,
a fair thing to say that the public should
be prepared to stand behind the owners
of cattle who. have to destroy animals suffering from disease. The benefits of the
Bill will go largely to dairymen.
Mr. CAIN.-You do not argue that the
Bill will not benefit the cattle-owners,
surely ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-It will do so tOi
some extent. What I complain Q1f is that
the Bill is not equitable in its operations.
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Mr. CAIN.-It must help all cattleowners.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Some of them
a.re called upon to pay more than their
fair share.
It has been said that the
two diseases mentioned in the Bill are
communicable to. human beings, and,
therefore, cattle suffering from them are
likely to become a detriment to public
health.
I have been a butcher in my
time, and I have always understood that
the flesh of a beast that has been afflictedwith pleuro-pneumOinia, is wholly unfit for
human consumption.
If such flesh
were pa!3sed on to the public there would
be a great outcry.
I know that there
are certain authorities to.-day who say
that the beaBt would not be detrimental
to the public health.
However, I doubt
that very much.
I, for one, would not
eat it, even if we were on the famine line.
I have seen cattle suffering from pleuropneumonia.
I ha.ve seen the carcass of
such a beast, and have fQlund it to be a
mass of corruption. To say that it could
be eaten, and the consumer. not suffer in
health, seems very far-fetched to, me. ,
Mr. LIND.-It is certain that if thepeople saw the lungs o,f such a beast, they
would turn from the carcass with disgust.
Mr. BEARDl\10RE.-That. is so'. It
is too dreadful.
l\1r. CAIN .-·You do not see the lungs
when you go to a butcher's shop.
Mr. BEARDl\10RE.-No. But I waa
always of opinion that such meat had to
be rejected, and that a butcher selling it,
or exposing it for sale, would be heavily
fined.
Seeing that we are dealing with
a public health matter, I hope that the
l\lIinister will act generously.
It is not
too late for him to accept the amendment,
and to add pleuro-pneumonia to antinomycosis and tuberculosis, which are the
other deadly diseases that cattle are sub.ject to.
Mr. POLLARD.-I intend to opposa
the· amendment. The suggestion is that
public funds should be utilized to pay
compensation to. cattle-owners in .respect
of beasts that have died from pleuropneumonia. Those beasts are destroyed
solely in the interests of the owners themselves. Nobody with any knowledge of
veterinary science would maintain thali.
pleura-pneumonia is transmissible· to
human being€!. The proposal that public
funds should be drawn upon to compensate owners whose stock are destroyed
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solely in tht.·ir own interests, is one of circumstances permit meat affected by
pleuro-pneumonia to' go into human conpIracy.
.
Mr. LIND.-Then I hope you wIll SUl1- sunlption. I remember that in my disport an amendment that is lower down trict, before the association to which I
have referred was establishea, Qne dairyon the list.
Mr. POLLARD.-I am prepared t·G IUan went into the market and purchased
three or four head of cattle. One of the
<!onsider all propO'sals on their merits.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-" One step cattle was found to be, suffe1ring frO'm
pleuro-pneumonia, ~nd, being an honest
enough for me."
Mr. POLLARD.-Exactly! The hon- man, he reported the matter to the local
inspector, who wa.s a very efficient officerr.
orable member fO'r Benambra was himself
He in turn reported the case to the Goa member of a Government that either
vernment stock inspector, and after a conbrought in, or proposed to' bring in, a. ference they came to the conclusion that
Cattle Compensation Bill. Now, no pro- the case was one, of pleuro-pneumO'nia.
vision was made in that Bill for compen- That beast was shot, and in the- interest
sation from the public funds for beaats of the people of the district eighteen head
destroyed because of pleuro-nneumonia. of cattle altogether were shot, these cattle
Therefore, he is not acting consistently.
a.veraging in value £25 a head. There
Mr. BEARDMORE.-YOU are coming Qut was no measure of this kind in existence
as a real economist.
then, and the dairymen received no comMr. POLLARD.-It is for that reason pensation. I regard this as an admirable
measure, and it is my intention to dO' my
that I oppose the amendment.
lVIr. 1\1:cDONALD. {Polwa1·th).-I sup- . best to secure its passage. The dairyman
port the amendment moved by the honor- to whom I have referred was practically
able member for Gippsland East.
The rUIned, and the whole of the, dairymen
Minister has given no good reasons fO'r in the State are at present exposed to the
Should an outbreak of
the non-inclusion of pleuro-pneumonia same danger.
this disease occur amongst their cattle,
with other cattle diseases specified in the
they also may be ruined. The only cost
Bill. The reason that the Minister did
to the public-the dairy~en, as well as
give goes in the directiO'n of encouraging the cOJ?-sumers-of this protective meathe consumption O'f diseased meat. Now, I sure WIll be the 20 per cent. which is to
have had a vast experience of slaughter- be taken from the Consolidated Revenue.
ing cattle, and I say, with the honQrable T~at, I understand, is the proposal in the
member fQir Benambra, that I should be BIll-20 per cent. from the CQonsolidated
very sorry indeed if the carcass of an Revenue, and 80 per cent. from the fund.
animal that had died from pleuro- But the Bill, as it stands, apphes Qonly to
pneumonia were allowed to be. used for the two diseases mentioned.
In mv
human ,consumption. Like the honorable opinion, the amendment prQoposed by th~
member for Gunbowe'r, I was absent when honQorable member for Gippsland East is
the second-rea.ding debate tOQk place. I a reasonable one, and should be accepted.
was a,t a meeting of the ElectiO'ns and It would nQt mean a great deal to the
Qualifications Committee, and I regret.ted people of Victoria to have to pay the 20
that, as I desired to speak on the Bill. per cent., and they would be more than
In a part of my electorate" the great compensated by the benefit that they
dairying district of CO'lac, the need for a would receive. I would not hl any cirBill of this kind is recognized, and the cumstances permit the consumption of
dairymen have formed (' The Colac anq . meat affected by pleuro-pneumonia, parDistrict Co-operative Dairy Cattle Associa- ticularly in a State like this, where fat
tiO'n," with the view of providing an in- more stock are raised than we can consurance fund for themselves. I have here sume. For the reasons I have stated. it
a copy of the balance-sheet for the year is my intention to support the amend-ending 30th June, 1924, which shows that ment.
1\1:r. OMAN.-Honorable members who
during that year fees were collected on
8,844 dairy cows, which we,re registered, at have spoken t.O' the Bjll have missed the
the rate of Is. a head. A fund has been principal point in regard to pleuro-pneubuilt up, and last year the balance in monia. They say that it is not dangerhand was £790. It is now prO'Posed to' ous to the public. But why is it not danreduce the fee by 50 perl' cent., and pro- gerous ~ If I am the owne·r of a beast
bably next year it will be further re- that is clearly affected by pleuro-pneuduced. In my opinion, we should in no monia, I cannQt move that beaSt from my
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property and dispose of it in a saleyard.
That is why it is not dangerous. I can
sell cattle that are sufie,ring from the
other diseases.
Mr. McDoNALD (PolWUl'th).-If you
did sell a diseased beast th.e carcass
would be sprinkled with kerosene> and
would for that reason alone be unflt for
human consumption.
Mr. OMAN.-Of cour.S€, a man could
sell a diseased beast on his own property.
The amendment is, in my opinion, a reasonable Qne. If the Government had said
that they were not in favQur of a State
oontribution, I wC!uld have supported
them. The late Government introduced a
Bill Qn those lines. N ow that that principle is being departed from, I am not
in favour of making distinctions, and I
shall support the inclusion in paragraph
(b) Qr sub-clause (2) of the words
'c pleuro-pneumonia. "
Mr. ANGUS.-I now have the figures
'showing th{'J stock destroyed during the
year J923-24. In the case of pleuropneumonia contagiosa, the number of
cattle djseased was 539, and the number
of contacts 1,031-a total of 1,570. The
cattle that were CQntacts and that had to
be killed did not necessarily belong tQ the
man who owned the diseased animals. In
some cases they might have been in adjoining paddocks. We are prQposing to
penalize people whose cattle are ~illed in
the interests Qf the general public, and
they will haVE} tQ suffer the further handicap of having their farms quarantined
for some months. What is more, the
cattle will not be allowed to gO' into
human consumption. In regard to tuberculosiS, I find that the number of milch
cows prohibited by the Department in the
year 1923-24 was 564, and O'f O'ther cattle
57-a total O'f 621. Under the he'ading
of actinomycosis the number of milch
cows prohibited by the Department was
555, and othe,r cattle 56-a total of 611.
These figures show clearly that this Bill is
in the interests 'of the dairyman, and
rightly so, ttto. But the whole responsibility of raising the fund rests on others
than Qwners of dairy cattle.
Ml-. CAIN .-The honorable member
fails to realize that tne inspectors Qperate
in the dairying districts, and not in the
districts of which he is nOW speaking.
Mr. ANGPS.--'Most of the cattle go
t.o the abattoirs, and are dealt with there.
They would be destrQyed if they were
found to be suffering from disease. This
i,s a matter that I understand, and I re-
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gard the amendment as fair and equitable. The Bill is being passed in the
interests of the dairymen, and we should
extend the same consideration to other

owners o! ca.ttle by including pleuropneumo:ma. A~ I have said, the dairy,men WIll practIcally have to contribute
nothing to the fund. Of that I am not
c~m~laining. I have dairymen in my own
dIstnct, and I want to make things as
light as poSSIble for them' but as a matter of justice, I do say that 'the people
who contribute the larger part of the fund
should receive the same recognition as we
are extending to the dairymen. It is for
that reason that I support the amendment.
Mr. ALLAN.-I support t,he, amendment, beoause in my district, which is
under closer seUlement, the dairymen are
the people who suffer principally as a r&suIt of pleura-pneumonia. The Goulburn
Valley i~ p:etty well free from pleuropneumoma In a general sense, but it has
been brought there on several occasion'>
throug.h settlers ha,ving bought dairy
cattle In 'other parts of the State. In one
instance some heifers bought in the Dandenong market were placed on the block
of a settler in the Goulburn Valley. He
had a fine herd of dairy cows., and he
lost nearly the whole of them. As soon
as it. was fo~nd tha,t he had pleuro-pneumoma on hIS place, the dairy inspector
came along, quara~tined his holding, and
would not allow hIm to sell milk or anything els~ off it. This man, I think loot
two-thirds of his cows.
Pleuro-pneumonia is of particular import,ance so far
as dairymen are cQncerned. I am quite
willing to admit that big stock-OIWners,
particularly in the nQrthern districts, are
no,t concerned very much about it" because if a big stock-owner gets pleuropneumonia in. his herds he immedia,tely
isolates the affected oattle. He then gets.
a veterinary surgeon to inooula.te his
cattle, and possibly loses only half a dozen
head. That does no,t mean very much to
a big stock-owner; but if a dairyman
loses half or twol-thirds of his herd, and
his place is quarantined for several
months it means that he goes "broke.'"
The man to whom I refe,rred had come
out from England with some capital. Hevery nearly had toO go off his .holding as a
result of his ca,ttle having contract-ed
pleuro-pneumonia and his place having
been quarantined, and he has not been in
a satisfactory financial position since.
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Mr. CAIN .-That case shows the neces- that has pleura-pneumonia is infectious,
but I take good care not to drink such
sity for this Bill.
lVlr. ALLAN.-I am not objecting to milk.
l\1r. CAIN.-Not if you know it.
the Bill, but I am pointing o.ut that it is
an important matter to the State if dairy:Mr. ALLAN.-The Department of
lUen ar'e going to be wiped out when Agriculture takes care that such mill{ does
pleuro-pneumonia gets into their herds in- not go into consumption by the people.
st,ead of their being enabled to carryon. Evidently it is feared that there may be
lf the amendment is agreed to it will some danger of infection. I am supportsimply mean that ill the case of losses ing the amendment, particularly in the
through pleuro.-pneumonia the State will interests o.f the small dairymen. At the
pay 20 per cent. of the compensation, as present moment the dairying industry is
is provided in regard to losses from tube,r- in rather a difficult position. The costs
are high, and the returns are very litHe
culosis and actinomycosis.
Mr. CAIN.-If this amendment is agreed more than they were before the war. Any
to you will then want to increase the assistance we give to the small dairymen
State's contribution from 20 per cent. to will certainly be not only in their in40 per cent. Yon will want the State to terests, but in the interests of greater
pay the lot directly, and :you will wreck production from our dairy he,rds and of
the whole State. I hope the Minister will
the Bill.
Mr. ALLAN.-I do not know whether agree to the amendment.
Mr. CARLISLE.-I am sorry that I
honorable members want the State to pay
the whole of the compensatio.n, but the did not hear the 1\1inister's reasons for
matter is very important from the point lea;ing pleuro-pneumonia out of paragraph (b) of sub-clause (2).
In my
of view of the St,ate.
opinion
the
most
serious
disease
that
has
Mr. CAIN.-It is much mo~e important
from the point of view of the individuals to be coped with is pleuro-pneumonia. I
have not kno.wn any very heavy losses
to whom you have been referring.
through tuberculosis or actinomycosis, but
Mr. ALLAN.-I kno,w it is. I do I have known of very heavy losses from
not want small dairymen to be broken.
pleuro-pneumonia. "\Vhat would the posiMr. CAIN.-That is why we have intro- tion be if t.here were not sufficient money
duced the Bill.
in the Cattle Compensation Fund to pro:Mr. ALLAN.-Th~ previous Bill was vide compensation in cases of pleuronot so liberal as this measure, and it was pneumonia ~ I take it that pretty well
not carried.
We want to improve the four-fifths of the money will be required
Bill so much that it will be carried.
I to pay compensation in connexiou with
should like the Minister to accept the that disease.
amendment. I am quite sure that it will
lVlr. CAIN.-Less than half.
be in the interests of the dairymen and of
l\Ir. CARLISLE. - The honorable
the health of the people. It is all very gentleman is taking into consideration
well to say that pleuro-pneumonia cannot only the cattle that will be slaughtered,
be conveyed to human beings. I do not but there are other very heavy losses.
know whether that is correct or not, but One tenant of the Council of Agricultural
I do kno.w that if there is pleuro-pneu- Education had pleuro-pneumonia on his
monia on a holding the autho.rities will property twice, and it was quarantined
not allow milk, cream. nor any cattle to twice. The first quarantining cost him
go <?,ff that ho.lding. lf the disease is not over £1,000, and I do not know what the
infectious in the case of human beings, second is going to cost him.
Once a
why no.t allow the cattle to be slaugh- man's property is quarantined he cannot
terect1
do anything with his cattle except that,
1\11'. CAIN .-This Bill makes provision under supervision, he can sell them for
in certain cases for cattle to. be isolated immediate slaughter. If they are not in
good condition it means that he has pracand put on the market.
Mr. ALLAN.-That may be so, but at tically to give them away. That is a loss
the present time, if there is pleuro-pneu- due entirely to the fact that there is
monia on a block, all the ca.ttle on that pleuro-pneumonia amongst his herd.
Mr. CAIN.-In such a case, under this
block have to be isolated. There is no
doubt about that. The dairy inspectors Bill, a man will have power to isolate his
have been given those instructions. I do cattle, and get them into condition under
not know whether or not milk from a herd the supervision of the inspector.
9
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:Mr. BEARDMORE.-T'hat refers only to
contacts.
Mr. CARLISLE.-At present the
beasts that have pleuro-pneumonia are
isolated from those that are not affected.
As a, rule, the former are killed, but the
others can be sold. They a,re allowed
be sold and sent down to Melbourne for
immediate slaughter.
lVlr. LIND.-But they do not go into
consumption if they are proved to have
the disease.
lVIr. CARLISLE.-They are inspected.
Mr. McDONALD (Pol11Jal,th).-Did I
understand the Minister to say that they
at'e allowed to send di!Seased cattle down 7
Mr.
CARLISLE. - Not
diseased
animals, but contacts. that may prove to
be diseased. Anyway, I think that the
biggest bepefit to be obtained. from this
Bill would be in compensating for pleuro,pneumonia.
I see a difference between
pleuro-pneumonia and the other two diseases-there may not be enough money
to compensate for pleuro-pneumonia. In
my opinion, the amendment would not do
any harm. There are in my electorate a
great number of cattle that are not dairy
stOICk. The owners of those cattle will
contribute the greater portion of the
funds for compensation. They are always
selling and buying cattle, and they have
to contribute f!very time.
Owners in
dairying districts will contribute a small
amount compared with those engaged in
grazing and dealing.
Therefore, we
should like to have pleuro-pneumonia
provided for.
Mr. CAIN.-Your fear is that there will
not be enough in the fund?
lVIr. CARLISLE.-Yes.
Mr. CAIN.-If that is so prOVISIOn is
made for an advance from the Treasury
that will be recouped later on.
Mr. CARLISLE.-And, perhaps, next
year the Government will put the rate
up, and get back on my peoP.le tp,at way.
Mr. CAIN.-We would not think of dorng that.
Mr. CARL1SLE.-Well, I urge' the.
Minister to accept the amendment.
Mr. JACKSON.-\Vhile I may not
know much about cattle and their diseases,
there is one aspect of this question that
dooo strike me as significant.
I have
listened ,attentively ,to the speeches of
honorable members on the Opposition side
O'f the House, especially those interested
in cattle, but, up to now, I have faIled
to receive any information of a character

to
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that would induce me to vote for the
amendment.
I want to' say that if th&
amendment is carried, it is going to create
a dangerous precedent. AB far as I can
gather from the discussion, it is a position
that may a,rise in cotllnexion with any industry.
\Vhy compensate men for an
ordinary risk in ca,rrying out their avocation ~ vVhy not treat me in the same
way 7
l\fr. LIND.-YoU would be treated in
the same way if you were employed by
anyone.
1\1r. JACKSON.-To. me this seems an
ordinary risk attached to an ordinary
industry.
1\1:r. LIND.-Every owner of stock is
liable to. pay compensation to his em.'
ployees.
J\.1r. JACKSON .-Cattle-owners are.
entitled to compensation under this Bill
just in so far as the gene,ral welfare o.f the
public is a.ffected.
Mr. LIND.-Does not this affect the
general welfare ~
Mr. JACKSON.-Partly. It has been
admitted that it does not directly or indirectly affect the general welfare of thecountry.
Mr. VVETTENHALL.-Not the welfare..
but the health.
:1\1r. JACKSON.-1s not the health the
welfare 7
l\,1r. WETTENHALL.-N o.
Mr. JACKSON.-Then the honorable
member's definition of health is different
fr<;>m mine.
lYIy contention is that if
you are going to pay money out of the
revenue of this country, in order to' cover
the ordinary risk of an industry, you are
establishing a dangero.us precedent. Why
should not the same be done in my case
if I run a risk in my calling in life, no
matter what it may be ~
Mr. CAIN. - Even at the race,-course.
Mr. JACKSON .-Should.1 contract a
loss, why should not the country come to'
my assistance too ~ The risk I would take
in my bUt3iness wo.uld be much the same
as that taken by a man engaged in raising
cattle.
Take a casual labourer whO' is
liable to be thrown out of employment..
He has to' take that risk to-day.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-But the
owners of these cattle are contributing to
the fund.
Mr. JACKSON.-Not to that part
which they want to' take out of the revenue of this country.
Mr. LIND.-Yes. they are.

, ,I.".:
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}\tIr . JACKSON .-Only to a certain extent.
AnyhQw, that is how the amendment strikes me.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I should like to'
tlay a wQrd Qr twO' with regard tOo the remarks of the honorable member for Prahran in connexion with this measure.
rrhough a Collins-street fa,rmer, I know
something about the position of a man
who owns a herd affected by pleuropneumonia, or other disease. I know tha~
to-day, and it has been so for many years,
inspectora do not feel at liberty to do
what they think ought to be done with
such a herd in the interests of the community generally, because of the ruin
that may be brought on the owner. Many
a time ca,tHe Icontract disease through
contam with travelling stock, or SQme
other stock, and the owner is innocent of
any of the conducing causes that bring
about the development of the disease. In
my young days I had something to' do
with herds a,ffected with pleura, and I
was in touch with the Department when
it was a question of practically destroying
a neighbour's herd. It would have meant
ruin to that mall. Haw6fVer, inspectors are
human, and they are humane, too.
I
know, to-day, that pleuro-infected beasts
are. allowed tOo pass, and to continue to
supply milk to the community, because
there is nO' fund tOo enable the experts of
the Department of Agriculture to do what
they think should be done in the interests
of the oommunity.
Mr. HOGAN.-The Bill, as we submit
it, remedies that.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Y,es, and I earn~stl y hope that the Bill will pass, and
that the principle of a contribution from
the general revenue will be em bodied III
the measure.
:Mr. CAJN.-vVe are embodying it.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I know that; but
the honorable member for Prahran is denQuncing the principle that hi'3 own Government is recognizing. He says that jt
should not be allowed.
.
Mr. J ACKSON.-I do not say that.
Mr. SNOvVBALL. - The honOorable
. member says he cannot. see justification
for allowing the general re,venue to contribute 20 per cent. of the compensation in respect of cases of pleuro-pneumonia..
Mr. JAcKsoN.-The amendment propooes that the Government shall undertake a greatell' o~tlay, a;nd that is the
point of my objection.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-I can only stress
the reasons why I think we' should be pre. pared to recognize this principle. In the
Brighton district both the dairymen and'
the authorities have found considerable
difficulty in bringing about the destruction of cattle affected by pleuro.
We
know, howe,ver, that the disease can he
eradicated by. taking thorough and drastic action, just. as was the, case in connexion with the pig-raising industry. I
feel sure that in time we shall be able
to' eliminate pleuro in cattle. It shOould
ha,ve been got rid of years a,go because
of thet menace to public health.
Milk
frOom pleuro-infected stock is undoubtedly
a source of danger. We should be prepared., theref,ore, to allow the general
re'venue to contribute, a fair proportion of
the total sum of compensation, and I
hope that the Bill will pass, after years
of delay.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-In reply to the honorable membe·r for
Brighton, I direct attention to the fact
tha,t this Bill provides that the Consolidated Re,venue shall bear pa,rt Oof the
. cost of compensa.tiOon. All previous proposals.were that the cat.tle-owne,rs themselves should pay an insurance fee from
which the compensation would be derived.
Here, thet compensation is to be for the
destruction of cattle' suffering from tuberculosis, .01' from cancerous growth, because
th.ose dIseases are capable of being transmItted to human beings.
Since the
public health is involved, the, people-through the Consolidated RevenueshOould be, prepared to pay part of the
insurance. There is now a proposal, however, that pleuro-pneumOonia shall be
placed in the same, cat.egory as the other
two diseaS€s.
The Government cannot
agree to that fOor the, reasOon that there
would be a conside,rable additiOona1 expenditure from the, revenue,.
The Government, in providing 20 per cent. of
the compensation in respect of those
two named diseases, will pay £5,400 a
yea,r.
In addition, there will be drawn
from the' COonsoEdated Revenue the cost
of administra,tion .
Mr. SNOWBALL. - The' amount of
£5,400, of coUtrse, will ,diminish, and
eventually disappear.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is what we hope
for.
Mr. LIND.-The GOovernment should
re-enact the betting tax, and so have any'
amount of m~ney with which to protect
the public health.
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:Mr. HOGAN .-The Gov€,rnmeut has
committed itself to. this annual pa,yment
of £5,400. In addition, the administrative (;mtlay will be £4,568 annually. If
the. amendment were, agreed to, and
pleuro-pneumonia were removed from the
category in which it. has been plac.ed in
the' Bill, and brought within the scnpe
0.£ sub-clause (2) of clause 4, a further
est.imated sum of £3,600 per annum
would be~ dra.wn from the, Consolidated
Revenue, making the total amount more
than £13,500.
Mr. WALTER.-But would not the cost
of administration be me,t by the dairymen through the payment of 6d. a he,ad 1
Mr. HOGAN.-If t,he Bill bec()lmes
law, four additional inspectors and two
more veterinary officers will require to be
appointed, and salaries and tra.velling
expenses will involve, this further outlay
0'£ £4,568 a year. Tnere is on-el great
difference betwel€n cattle inf.ected with
pleura and those which a,re tubercular or
cance-rous.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Pleuro-infected stock
is condemned as 'beling unfit for human
consumption.
Mr. HOGAN.-lVledical testimoHr is to
the effect that cancer or tube,rculosis iIi
stock is capahle of being transmitted to
human. beings, while· pleuro-pneum:onia
is not.
Mr. LIND.-But dairymen with pleuro
in theQr herds aTe not permitted to sell
therir milk,
Mr. HOGAN.-I know that tha,t is so.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It is admitted that
pleuro affects the milk.
Mr. HOGAN.-The stock probably is
qua,rantin-ed for that reason. The honorable member for Brighton appears to be
under the impression that we are not
providing cQompensation focr.' the destruction of cattle affected with pleura-pneumonia. Th~ Bill, horweve1r, pro,vides tha,t
owners of cattle suffering from tha,t
disease will be compensa,ted.
Mr. 8NOWBALL.-I was referring to the
objection by the honocr.'able member for
Prahran to the Consolidated Revenue
bearing any portion of the compensa,tion.
.Mr. HOGAN.-I ask honorrable memWe
bers not to press this amendment.
have proposals by the honorahle memoor
for Polwarth, and the honorra.ble member
fOT Gippsland. East, that. the contribution
f~o'llJJ the ConsQlida,ted Re.v.enue towards
. ~pensa.ting OIWn~'rs of cattle .suffering
from these dise·ases should the increased,

.
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and I ma,y as well intima,te now that we
will agree to tha.t being done.
Mr. WETTE;NHALL.-Suppose the fund
is not sufficient to! meet the claims for
comp-ensa.tion, will the GOiVernment make
up the diffe·renoe 7
1\1r. HOGAN.-Yes, providing honorable members do not make amendments
in the direct..ion indicated in the o:ne now
before the Committee. We ara providingfor a stamp duty of 1d. in the £1, but if
that does not raise sufficient money tQ
meet all the claims for compensation the
GOiVernment will make up any shortage
there rna y be.
Mr. LIND.-T'ha,t is only in connexion
with tuberculosis and actinomycosis.
Mr. SNowBALL.-C'lause 10 provides
tha.t the gene'ral revenue shall provide the
necessary amount.
1\1r. HOGAN.-T'hat is wha,t we are
providing in the Bill. We are voluntarily
doing tha.t by the scheme n()IW before the
Committee.
I ask honorable members
noc toO persist in the amendment, and I
hope we will get on with the Bill.
The amendment was negatived.
Mr. LIND.-It is provided in paragra.ph (b) Oof sub-clause (2) that 20 per
cent. of the compensa,tion in cases of
tuberculosis and aotinomycosis is to be
paid out of the Consolidated Re.ven.ue.
I moveThat the word. "twenty" be
with a view of inserting " forty."

omitted,

The IVIillister has already indicated that
he, is prepared to he a little more liberal
t.han is proposed in the Bill in regard to
this oontribution. I hope the GO'Vernment will be libe·ral enough to accept my
amendment. During my second-reading
speech I expressed the opinion tha.t the
Gorvell'nment contrihution was not large
enough, and I was suppo.rted in that
view by the honorable member for Dalhousie, the honorable member fOT Daylesford, thel honora ble memher fo·r Bellamhra, and the honorahle member forr
Gippsland West. I pointed out that on
the basis of 20 per cent., the contribution by the Government, assuming oattle
to be worth £e; per head, would be only
£2,000 a year.
That is a miserable
contribution to! a fund of this sort .
Mr. CAIN.~It will be much mOore than
that.
Mr. LIND.-I was not including the
cost of the additional officers.
Mr. CAIN.-It is estimated that t.he
amount involved will be ,about £4:0,000,
and the Government will pay 20 per cent~
on ahOlUt half of tha.t tQlta,l.
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Mr. LIND.-The Minister of Agriculture ,pointed out that if my previous
amendment had been agreed to', the Government contribution would have been
about .£13,000.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is a fairly large
sum.
Mr. LIND.-The pDint I want to make
is that, assuming the value of the affected
beasts tOI be £6 per head, the GDvernment will prDvide Dnly £2,000 annually
as the contribu.tion towards this fund.
I should like to remind honorable members that the store ,cattle men, whom I
was trying tOt protect in the previous
amendment, will oontribute the greater
portion Df this fund and will derive the
least benefit from it. It is necessary fDr
people 'who breed cattle, and sell them
to fa.tteners, to turn over from 500 to
1,000 head Df cattle annually in Drder to
make a living. The hDnorable member
fol'1 Flemington said something to the
effect that men were making fortunes out
of this business.
Mr. WARDE. - I said that some men
did.
l\1r. LIND.-T'he honorable member
represents a c()lllstituency where, fat cattle
are sold. He does not know very much
about the store cattle blol.sl.ness.
If he
?id, he would know that, as I have just
~ndicated, it is impossible for men breedmg store cattle to makel any sort of a
living with a turnover of less than 500
head per year. There are honorable
members present who have had considera.ble experience in the handling of ,store
cattle, and they will belar me out when I
say that, if we take an average spread
Olver a nmnber Df years, lOs. per head is
about all that the owner will make frDm
his cattle.
Mr. WARDE.-Why, cattle-Dwners have
been getting up to about £30 fDr a bullock.
Mr. LIND.-As the result Df a severe
drought that took place after those high
prices were obtained, many cattle-Dwners
lost hundreds of head of cattle.
Mr. WARDE.-It is all speculation.
Every business man is hit at some time
Dr other.
Mr. LIND .-There are not many industries where men are cDmpelled to take
the same risks, financial and physical,
tl;u~.t the cattle-Dwners take.
To make a
~ltry £250 a year a man would have to
plTod'lllce and dispose of 500 head of c,attle
an.~:rually .
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Mr. SNowBALL.-Do you .say that the
average income Df a stDck-raiser is only
£250 a year 1
lVIr. LIND .-On 500 cattle', yes.
Ml-. WARDE.-The honorable member
for Gippsland East knows better than
that, or he wDuld not be in the business
himself.
Mr. LIND.-There are many men who,
like myself, have undergone the trDubles
of pioneering in the back portions Df this
State. We have taken up land and
undergDne hardships before we were able •
to own the few head of cattle that were
the nucleus of the herds that we built up
later. When we have grown the cattle
to a size when they are fit to' pass Dn to
the fattening country, we find that they
have nDt been worth more than lOs. a
head to' us.
Mr. WARDE.-The· cattle-owners have
done better than anybDdy else in the
eommunity, ye,t they are always making a
poor mDuth.
Mr. LIND.-The honorable member for
FlemingtDn is hardly seriDus.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Ten s_~illings a head
does seem belDw the mark.
Mr. LIND.-I am taking the average
spread over a term Df years. If we take
four years it is a fair ave'rage.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Last year 10d. was
nearer the mark than lOs.
l\1r. LIND.-The honorable membe'r
for Flemington seems to be of opinion
that the Bill was de,signed in the interests
Df cattlemen. I say emphatically that the
Bill has been designed in the interests of
the CDnsumers of milk and meat.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-And the cattlemen
will be bled.
Mr. CLouGH.-Then why not thro,w the
Bill out 1
.
Mr. LIND.-I voted against the second
reading.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Unless you' are reasDnable you will not get the Bill at all.
Mr. LIND.-I and those who think
with me shDwed sweet reasonableness just
now in regard to an amendment.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
was hardly correct when he stated that
the 20 per cent. contribution would cost
the Go·vernment Dnly £2,000 a year. It
will cost the Government £5,400 a year.
lYlr. LIND.-In respect of the two discases-actinomycosis and tube,rculosis ~
Mr. HOGAN.-If your propooal were
a.ccepted, the cost to the Government
would be £10,800.
w
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Mr. LIND.-Seeing that 53 per cent.
of the people of this State live in the

. metropolitan area, the Minister can,
surely to goodness, see his way clear to
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referred to that I should press this matter. The Minister must know what the
men I referred to have suffered. He must
realize that I have told only the truth.

make a larger grant than that. provided I do ask him to listen to ollie,r honorable
fo.r in the Bill.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Do not load the Bill
too much.
Mr. LIND.-We will not overload it.
Mr. WARDE.-Why, a bonus has been
paid on meat that has been exported, and
your people have fattened and battened
on it.
Ml-. LIND.-I am not refeuing to fatteners, but to the store cattle men.
Mr. HOGAN.-The thin fellows.
Mr. LIND.-Yes. I am fighting for
the cattle-raisers, and the cat.tle fatteners.
The fatteners are deserving of conside1ration, I admit. I want to impress upon the mind of the honorable
member for Flemington that tbe 53 per
cent. of our population living in the
metropolitan area, together with people in
othe,r urban areas, will contribute a paltry.
20 per cent. of the amount re'quired for
this fund, and· that only in connexion
with two diseases. These people will not
contribute one farthing towards compensation to owners in respect of the' other
disease.
Mr. WARDE.-You get a bonus for exporte,d meat to London just to keep up
the price to the local consumer.
Mr. LIND.-Did the honorable member ever see fat cattle sold at the market?
Mr. WARDE.-Ye-s, I have, and I have
been there when the cat~le were bringing
from £30 to £35 a head, and that happened day after day.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-When was that?
Mr. WARDE.-Three years ago.
Mr. LIND.-However, I do plead with
the Ministe,r to try to meet us. Our request is a reasonable one. We were
rather kindly disposed toward the Minister.
.
Ml-. HOGAN.-Do you not think tha.t
we are rea.sona ble when we offer 33 per
cent. 1
.
1'1:;11'. LIND.-I thought I was particu'lady modest in my request for 40 per
cent. I felt that it would be reasonable
to ask for 50 per cent,
Mr. HOGAN.-At 33 per cent. the cost
to the Government will be £9,000. That
is a generous offer.
Mr. LIND.-I propose to give other
honorable members an opportunity of expressing their vie,ws on my amendment.
I reel that I owe it to the' people I have

.members who will support my request. I
feel that he will then be prepared to
acoept my amendment.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I support the
amendment. I endorse the arguments
used by the honorable member for Gippsland East. I dare say some honorable
members do not understand the situation.
In the back country cattle are raised by
the thousand, and are sent down to the
10lwer regions to be fattened.
Mr. HJORTH.-Do you think 'cattle
would fatten in the lower regions ~
Mr. BEARDMORE.-It depends upon
t.he lower regions. I was referring to the
flat country, where the, cattle are sent.
The cattle-raisers will be called upon to
pay the gre·ater portion of the tax. Take
W odonga market, which is the largest
store market in the State by a long way.
Mr. CAIN.-Principally New Sooth
\Vales stock there.
Ml-. BEARDMORE .-Not at all. I
admit that some stock come over the
boundary from New South Wales, but
moot of the cattle are reared in Victoria,
and very many in my own electorate. In
my electorate much of the country is only
fit for cattle-raising. When they are old
enough the cattle are sent down to the
lower country, and are dispersed for grazing purposes.
Mr. CAIN.-YoU have good country
along the Murray.
Mr. BEARDlvtORE.-Yes, but the
best country is used for fattening only,
not for cattle raising. Honorable, members must recollect that more than 50
per cent. of our population live in city
areas. Surely it is a fair thipg then that
40 per ·cent. of the money required for
the payment of compensation in respect
of two diseases should come out of Consolidated Revenue. This is especially the
case when we bear in mind that the Bill
has been brought forward in the interests
of public health. If it were not brought
forward in the interests of public health
but to benefit the cattle-owners I should"
say that the cattle-owners should pay a
larger portion of the cost. If the C'.attleowners are to provide all the money reo
quired, less the 20 per cent. which is to"
be contributed by the Government to pay
the compensation in respect of cattle that'
are condemned because of, or that die
I
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from, certain diseases, surely it is a fair
thing to ask that the Consolidated Revenue shOould bear 40 per cent. of the cost
of the mortality connected with these two
diseases. I think we are very modest in
the request that we are making.
Mr. CAIN.-When the honor&ble member was in the late Government he did
not ask for any contribution from t.he
Consolidated Revenue.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I do not believe
in the Bill at all; but if we are to have
such a. Bill we should deal as generOously
. as we can with the people who will be
affected by it.
Take the c·ase of the
Wodonga market. At le,ast 2,000 cattle
are marke,ted there every fortnight, and
I have seen as many as 10,000 cattle
marketed in one day. If a tax has to be
paid on cattle every time the,y enter the
market, and are sold, it is not difficult to
estimate the very large amount that ~.
district like that I represent will have to
contribute under this compensation measure.
In the circumstances I think it
fair that 50 per cent. of the population,
who are to benefit by the Bill, should pay
40 per cent. of the cost incurred III counexion with the stamping out Oof these two
diseases.
.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member is
not modest.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I think I am.
Seeing that this is a public health measure, the Consolidated Revenue should
contribute 40 per cent. of the cost.
Mr. POLLARD.-I hope that the Government will accept some propOosal· to
increase the rate of contribution from
the Consolidated Revenue in respect of
cattle destroyed because of tuberculosis
and actinomycosis, because it has been
definitely established that these diseases
are transmissible to human
beings,
whereas that has not been established in
reference to' pleuro-pneumonia.
Where
beasts are destroyed on the orde,r of an
lllspector to protect t.he consumers in the
city and the rural districts, it is a fair
proposition that the Government should
make prOovision for the payment of a
larger amount than 20 per cent,. out of
the COonsolidated Revenue towards the
compensation to be granted to the owners
of the cattle. It has been said that this
is merely a measure to benefit the consumers of meat and milk in the metropolitan area. On examination it will be
found that that is nOot so. The Bill will
protect the dairyman against contagion
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among his he,rds and also against contagiOon frOom milk in the case of his family
and Oof people working in the district. It
is not, therefore, a measure of protection
to one class of the community only.
It
will afford pr~tection to the daIrymen in
two ways and" to the public in one way.
If the honorable member for Gippsland
East would consider these aspects of t.h.e
matter and p-ropose that the State· should
contribute one-third instead of 20 peof
cent., the Minister might be disposed to
regard the matte'r favorably, and hO'nor.
able members would, I think, .support
him. I trust that some amendment on
the lines I have indicated will be made in
the Bill.
1\1r. ANGUS.-I support the amendment. Unfortunately I was absent when
the previous amendment was withdrawn,
or I should have objected to tha,t course
being adopted. The stock-OIWners O'f the
State are not receiving sufficient conside,ration.
It has been abundantly
proved that this is a measure that is more
in the interest of the consumers, or the
general public, than the stock-owners. I
quoted to the Committee the figures in
reference to tuberculo·sis and actinomycosis.
In one case the number of
milch cows prohibited by the Department and destroyed,. owing to
disease was 564, and in the other case
555. This Bill will, therefore, mean a
fairly big levy on t.he stock-owne,rs of the
State, and, unfodunately, those farmers
whose stock are infected with pleuropneumonia are not to be granted the assistance that we sought to obtain for them
in the previous a~endment. Dairymen,.
however, will be assisted to the extent of
40 per cent. To my mind the provision
made is inadequate, and the position
should have been reversed. The general
public should contribute 60 per cent. It,
is not at all Just to throw upon the siock.
owner the responsibility of having to.
destroy diseased stock without giving him
adequate compensation.
Mr. HOGAN.-That responsibility rests
upon them now.
l\1r. ANGUS.-I recognize that, but
the fact that an injustice has been done
in the past is no excuse for doing an injustice uow.
Mr. HOGAN.-This is' a proposal to relieve them from injustice.
1\ir. ANGUS.-In a modified sense,
that is correct; but the Government are
not proposing to grant a sufficient measure of relief.
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Mr. WARDE.-The late GQovernment,
which you supported, did nDthing, a.nd
no'w you a,re blocking this Bill.
Mr. ANGUS.-We were not able to
do everything that we wished to do. The
honorable member for Fle~ngton has no
regard for the producers of the State. I
heard the statement he made in reference
to the abattoirs a little while ago.
Mr. WARDE.-What did I

say~

Mr. ANGUS.-The hono.rable membelr
is inva.riably wrDng when he makes a
statement in reference to the producers
of the State. In the interests O'f the producers, and particularly the poorer class
of dairymen, the amendment should be
a.greed to. The 0'nly ~bje~tion I have to
it is that the amount proposed to be contributed from the Consolidated Revenue
is not la.rger.
Mr. CAIN (HDnorary Minister).-The
Minister of Agriculture has already intimated that we are prepa,red to make an
effort to mee,t honorable members in regard to this matter. I would point
out to the honQorable
member
f0'r
Gippsland East ~nd the honoTable
member fQor" Gunb0'wer that the Government's contribution under the Bill
will be much higher than the~ appear
.to . think it will be.
The Department
estImates that the tQotal amount required
for compeI?-sation under this meat3ure will
be £45,000 in the first year. Under the
Bill, as presented to tlie House, the State
was to make a contribu~ion of 20 per
cent., 0'1' approximately £5,500, on about
.t:27,000 of that mOoney.
If the sugges"tIons of the honorable member for Gippsland East were carried out, the contribution Qof the State would be double that
.amount.
We are prepared to meet the
honorable member more than half way,
and to say that we shall increaee the contribution o~ the State to approximately
£9,000, whICh will be 20 per cent. of the
total amount estimated to be required
fo'r oompensation for the first year. The
contribution of the State will then be
one-third .bf the a,mount necessary for
compensatIon in respect O'f actinomycosis
and tuberculosis. The estimate of the
Department ill that £27 ,000 will be required fO'r compensation in connexion
.with those. diseases alone.
Mr. LIND.-Y~u ha,ve refused to make
.a. contribution in respect of pleuropneumonia.
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Mr. CAIN.-There are not two fundlJ
but only one fund.
Several ho:twrabl~
members have supported the proposal that
the Government should contribute 20 per
cent. 0'f the compensation required in respect of actinomycoois and tubercul06is.
They say that that is a. contribution in
the intere1sts of the health of the people,
and we propose to increase that 20 per
cent. to 33 per cent. The contribution
of ~he St~te will be approximately £9,000,
whICh WIll be one-fifth of the entire
amount required for cO'mnensa,tion
Mr. BEARDMoRE .....:..-Less than half the
population 'will have to provide the whole
of the balance.
Mr. CAIN.-The State will oontribute
one-fifth of the total amount. The cattleowners and raisers will put up the balance.
The p0'int the honorable member
for Gunbower has failed to make is that
~he whole of the £45,000 will g0' back
Into the pockets of the cattle-owners.
1\1:1'. LIND.-It will go back only to a
section of them.
Mr. CAIN.-It will go back to sOome of
them.
That is the first point. I now
cQome to the second point. For the sake
of argument, let us assume that there
may be a cattle-raiser in this State who
will pay thits contribution, and never draw
anything out of the fund. Does not the
~ame thing happen in connelXion with any
Illsurance scheme ~
A man does not insure J1is life in the hope that he will die,
but III the hope that he will live.
A
man may insure his wheat stack, his
motor, his house Dr his shed, but he
hopes that he will never have to draw
the insurance m0'ney .
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The poor cattIeraiser will ha,ve to pa,y 1,000 per cent.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member i~
trying to make us believe that there is no
disease in ca Ule in his district. In the
districts of ~odonga, Toowong, and Upper
Murray ShIre, there have been, approxi-",
mately, 300 head of cattle destToyed on
acco~nt of disease during the last eight
Oor nme years.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Of those cattle 75
per cent.- came from over the river:
. Mr. CAIN.-In such cases no compensation will be paid.
The complaint is
made that the money will go into the
po~ketl3 of the dairy farmers.
The objection is that a distinct advantage will
be given to the people in the southerD.
part of the State.
'
Mr. LIND.-We say the CQlllsumers wi.ii
get the benefit.
'
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Mr. LIND.-vVe are going to ask you
Mr. CAn~.-The Department estimates that, in the first year, 750 head of to do. that in this Bill.
Mr. CAIN .-1 think the desire of the
cattle, valued a.t £8 per head, will be
slaughtered on account of tuberculosiG· Committee is that. the right thing should
That will account for £6,000. It. is esti- be done. I would po,int, out, that pre.vious
mated that the figures in regard to' acti- Governments refused to make: any connomycosis will be the same. With respect. tribution. 'Ve are now Ooffering 33} per
to pleuro-pneumonia contacts the estimate cent.
Mr. LIND.-Why not try 40 per cent.
is 2,000 head at £5 per head, or a total
of £10,000. For pleuro-oneumonia the for t.welve months as suggested by the
.estimate is 1,000 head at £8 per head, or honorablel member for Brighton ~
Mr. CAIN.-We feel that we have
£8,000, and for condemnations at all
abattoirs the estimate is 1,500 head at gone halfway, and have dOone the fair
£10 per head, a total of £15,000. The thing. We have raised the contribution
from the, Consolidated Re.veonue from 20
grand total is £45,000.
per cent. to 33j- per cent., and the
Mr. ANGus.-Where did you get those extra 7 per cent. asked for by honora.ble
figures 1
members opposite would not make a gre'at
'Mr. CAIN.-They are supplied by Mr. difference.
Robertson, the veterinary officer of the
Mr. LIND.-That, is what wei think.
Department. The figures are based upon
Mr. CAIN.-We say that (We haNe
the present, notifications, which are made a fair and reasona.ble Qoffer. The
limited, because men are disinclined in Government arer trying to dO' the right
the present circumstances to notify that. thing, and in the.ir he·arts membe·rs opthey have diseased stock. The result of posite know that the compromise which
Our
that is that the Department does not we suggest is a re'asOonable one.
know horw many diseased stock there are, desire is to get this Bill through. It is
but O'nce this Bill goes thrO'ugh, a cattle- I a measure long wished for. It will, I
owner, knowing that he will be entitled ~ think, have the blessing and benediction
to compensation to the extent of three-: of a great numbe'r of pe.rsons in this comfourths of the value of his stock if they munity. In addition tOo the, benefits which
are destroyed on account of disease, will " will be de~ived by those engaged in the
have an inducement to notify the De-' cattle indust~y from the me'a8ure, it
partment immediately:) The inspector in ' should result in an improvement of the
his district. wiU at once visit his place, . gene'ral he.alth of the people. The action
of the Government in bringing it in will
and inspect his stock.
]\IIr. BEARDMoRE.-This is all in the in- be morel than justified.
Mr. LIND.--Do you realize tha,t if you
terests of public health.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. After all; the people he,lp to. build up the fund in thel wa;y we
who. have suffered most severely in this propose, you will be rid of the responsirespect are the unfo.rtunate individuals in bility so. much sooner 1
Mr. CAIN .-From the e,xperience and
all parts of the State who from time to
advice of our office,rs wei feel that the
time ha.ve had disease in their herds. As fund will be sufficiently strong, and honthe hono.rable member fo'r Hampden orable members need have no doubt about
knows, in his district the herds of cer- any claims for compensation not; being
tain dairymen have practically been met if the, Gove~nment contribute on a
annihilated. These men have been ruined basis of 33?~ per cent.
financially, and have practically been unMr. ANGUS.-I challenge t.he figures
able, to make a fresh start in life on the that the Minister has quoted.
They
land.
The Bill will pro,tect such people. are altogether inflated. I have been supMr. SNOWBALL.-It is felt that the plied with figures that werel given last
figures you have quoted are far larger year. The Minister has raised the numthan they should be.
ber for actinomyc05is from 550 to 750, for
1\1r. CAIN.-If that is so', the whole of tuberculosis from 566 to 750, and for
the amount we have estimated will not pleuro-pneumonia from 1,500 to 3,500.
be required.
The possibilities are that
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
jf what the honorable member for Gun- will know that last ye'ar no compensation
bower says is true, we shall be a,ble to r8- was provided. This year compensa.tion
duce the stamp duty from Id. to !d. next will be provided, and t.here will be more
year.
cases reported.
[50J
I
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Mr. ANGUS.-That is possible. Still, or £7. She costs the fa.rmer more than
officelrs have been going among the dairy that to' relar. In these circumstances it
herds during the, last two or three yea.rs would be advisable, fDr the. Government
thinning them out, and although I am t,D take some Ii ttlel risk, and agre.el to' make
not a prophet, nor the' son of a prophet., a larger contribution. I do not, want to
I venture to say tha,t the numbers will lose the proposal embodied in this Bill.
diminish every year.
They have been I do not wish to. come into conflict with
going thr()IUgh the most impo'rtant parts the Governmelnt a.t all. If it were not
of the Sta,te whe:re tuberculosis particu- tha,t cattle' a,t the present timel are the
larly is most se,ve,re. As the honorable worst possible, investment 'ithat a ma:n
member for Hampden knows, consistent ca:n possibly have, I would not press th~
action has been taken in the Western Dis- Government to' pay more. That is the
trict. In some places provision has been reason why I urge the Go.ve.rnment to
made locally for compensation,
and make, it 40 per celnt. for this year. There
it cannot be said that in future more cannot be any grc,at difference between
ease,s will be reported. 'On a 33~ per 40 and 33~~ per cent. It is nort prO'cent. basis the Government say that the posed that it should be paid for an time.
contribution from the' genelral revenue Next year a lower percentage, may be
will be £15,000. We contend that on a fixed. By then the value of cattle may
40 pe,r cent. basis tha,t contribution will ha.ve improved considerably. There is
not be anything lilm £15,000. Wei say no doubt" that therel will be. such an imtha,t figures have helen inflated by the provement as a result of the disconDepa,rtment, and are not accurate. We tinuance of rearing cattle .. If you went
are entitled to make that assertion, and through the Mornington Peninsula you
have as much proof fO'r it as thely haNe could not buy twenty calves. Sales
for theirs. At all ev;ents, let us haNe' a In the ' vVest,e1rn District must distrial of a 40 per cent. contribution from close the same position-that very
the gene'ral revenue for twelve months, few young cattle, unless O'f exhibiand then review the position if necessary. tion Quality, are being reared at .?Jl.
At this juncture I say that we should It will go much against thel grain and the
stand firmly for a reasonable contribution interests of cattle-O'wners if thely are
from the, Consolidated Revenue of the called on to pay a,ny excessive amount in
Sta,te, be'cause this mea,sure, ~is in the conneocion with compensation. The whole
inte,rests of the general public.
of the people of this State, are gO'ing to'
Mr. DOv"i7NWARD.-There :8 one benefit indirectly, at aU events, from the
aspect of this matter that I should like Bill. More than half the popula,tion of
the, Minister to bear in mind. One, good Victoria, live within 10 miles of the
All thosel people
reason why the Government contribution General Post Office.
should be" as large as possible is that will benefit, by getting sound meat and
cattle are· v'cry ullprofitable at the present also sound milk. You can see milk put
time.
No one knows better than the on the, trains in Gippsland at lOd. a
Minister of Agriculture, that that is so. gallon. That does not pa,y the, producer,
lt does not pay to rear cattlel at all. although I know that people' in the city
ApThey are far below the cost of production. have, to pay 7d. a, quart for it.
The owners do not know what other stock parently it ta.kes between two and three
to substitute for them. Sheep are e.xces- times as much to retail the milk as the
sively dear, and horses equally unprofit- man gets who has invested his capital in
able, so what are cattle-owners to do? land, and does all the, work before the
At clearing sales in Gippsland. you will milk is delivered in cans at railway staIn all these circumstance-s men
see that there have be,en O'ffered, plwhaps, tions.
30 dairy cows, 20 dairy he,Hers) and half can easily bel discouraged from keeping
a dozen calves. That proves that only the cattle at all. If a contribution of 40 pe["
calves of really good dairy cows are being cent. from the general rev-enue is found
kept. Thelre; is a wholesale slaughtelr O'f to be' burdensome, ~ftelr a, ye,ar's experiyoung stock. When a bad time comes, ence, and the expectation9 of the Minister
and stock require a little fO'od, the' posi- are r-e!alized that a far greater .amount
tion in that respect will be worse'. It is of compensa tio.n will ha,ve to be
one of the worst years, I think, people paid, the position can bel re,viewed.
have e,ve'r known in regard to cattle. You When cattle have increased in value the
will see a fairly good. cow selling at £6 proposed payment will not be SOl objec-
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tionable. I noticed, jn perusing sta,tistics dea.ling with ca,ttle in Queensland,
that the herds have been reduced, already
by 500,000, which shows tha.t it does nQlt
pay to keep cattle there in the existing
ciroums,tances any more than it does in
Victoria. The low price obtainahle fQlr
milk, and the small re,turns for stores Q1f
two and three years sent into' the market,
togeth~r with the comparatively low and
altogether inadequate price fQlr fat stock
tQl-da,y, all combine to' make ca,ttle-raising
unprofitable. In the circumstances, the
Government should meet our request.
Dr. ARGYLE.--In expressing my
support of the amendment, I wish to say
that the who.Ie subject is of such tremendous importance to all the' people that
all should be required to cQlntribute to
The difference bethe compensa,tion.
tween the amount involved in the Bill
and tha,t which would be added by the
amendment is not, a,fter all, considerable,.
Mr. HOGAN.-A matter of £5,400 a
year.
Dr. ARGYLE.-If the Government
paid double that amount, I would still
think that the benefit de,rived by the
whole of the people would be SOl great
that the public would willingly pay.
Mr. WARDE.-Why did not your Government do anything like this for the
peQlple ~
Dr. ARG YLE .-N 0' Government of
which I was a member placed a Bill of
this kind befO're the Housel.
One was
"on the stocks" but was not introtduced.
In every speech which I haNe
made in this chamber dealing with the
milk problem I ha,ve jndicated that the
cQlrollary tOl a pure milk supply is au
adequa,te Compensation Bill. I have said
mo're than O'nce tha,t I do not think it
fair tha,t the dairy farmers should be
called upon to pay the bulk Q1f the compensation.
Mr. WARDE.-I am not cQlncerned
with what you ha,v~ said, but with what
your Government failed to' dOl.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Bill is one to
which I gjve my strong apprQlval, but I
was not a member of any GQlvernment
whioh introduced such a measure.
Mr. GAIN.-Mr. Oman moved the
second rea,ding Q1f this Bill in 1923.
Dr. ARGYLE.-T'hat was before I
had entered the Ministry in September
last year.
However, that is not the
point.
In my second-reading speech
upon this measure I said that it, was very
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necessary that the Dairy Supervision Act
should be extended to cover the whO'le of
the State, and I added that if we were to
achieve effective legislation we would
need to ha,ve the dairy industry with us
and not against us. I understand that
during my tempo.rary a,bsence frO'm the
chamber a statement was made to the
effect that I had advocated the ea,ting of
meat fro111 pleuro-pneumonic ca,ttle.
I·
have never said a.nything of the kind.
I have said that pleura-pneumonia in
catt1e is not a disease which is com.municable to human beings.
Mr. CAIN.-T'he honO'rable member is
referring, I presume, tOI a remark o,f the
honorable member for Prahrau.
He,
however, neither referred to nO'r indicated the honorable member for Toorak,
but spooke O'f the medical profession having given expression to some such view.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I desire to make it
clear that I da. not advocate such a thing.
I take it for granted that the reason
which influenced the 'Government in not
including pleuro'-pneumonia in clause 4
with the other two diseases was that it
had been info'rmed authoritatively that
pleurO' in stoek was not communicahle to
mau.
Mr. \VALTER.-I lise to support the
amendment moved by the honorable memEer for Gippsland East. I do so because
I think it is a reasonable proposition. A
good deal has been said about the benefits
t'hat will accrue to cattle-owners and
dairymen from this Blll, but there can
be no doubt that the measure will also
l~rgely benefit the general community.
Weare asking for an increase from 20
per cent. to 40. per cent. jn the contribution by the Government for the destruction of cattle suffering from tuberculosis
and actinomycosi~. The increase will not
unduly affect any section of the community, because tho!Se who own the cattle,
as well as the consumers, are taxpayers,
and will contrIbute O'nly their quota towards this increased amount. It seems
reasonable to assume that thev will not
offer any objection to the raising of the
contribution to 40 per cent. The honorable member for Prahran has said that
industries should carry certain risks.. I
should like to point out to him that this
industry ha.s been carrying all jts risks up
to date. There have been considerable
losses, and in some cases individuals have
been very seriously affec~ed by. the dest,ruction oJ diseased cattle. The losspo.
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have been borne by the owners of cat.tle
in the interests OT the health of the community, and, in view of the fact that.
public health generally is to be benefited,
there should be no objection to a fair contribution from the Consolidated Revenue.
The loss of cattle owing to disease not
only affects the owner as an individual,
but, if a cow is producing, its destruction
means a national loss. I, t.herefo.r'e" claim
that the Consolidated Revenue should
bear what we are now asking for in connexion with these two dlsea,ses.
-Mr. HJORTH.-I do not desire to
delay the passage of this Bill further than
to say that, while I am
sympathy with
the principle of Government assistance in
matters of this s0'rt, I think the offer of the
Minister to contribute 33! per cent. of the
amount necessary to meet the, claims in.
connexion with the two diseases specified
is a fair one. The honorable member for
Gippsland East urged as a reason for increasing the contribution to 40 per cent.
the fact that the Government would be able
to build up a: fund; but, in my opinion,
no fund will be necessary in the course
of a c0'uple of years. I am not in favour
of building up a fund. All \ve should do
is to provide sufficient money to meet the
claims as they come in. I represent a
constituency in which dairying and cattleraising are important industries, and I
understand the hardshi TlS that those engaged in these industries have to endure.
While 1 am prepared to d0' all that I can
to safeguard the, interests of those peop1e,
I realize that in trying to do justice to
one section of the community we must not
do an injustice to another section. vVhile
we are acting fairly towards those who
are engaged in this industry, we' must not
compel the people of the State to con-tribute more than what is just. I am pleased
indeed that the Government ha,ve brought
in this Bill. It will give to a great a.nd
deserving section 0'f thel community some
relief from a burden they h~;ve long
laborured under.
Mr. :rvIcDONALD (Daylesfolrd).-I wish
to ask the Minister to accept the amendment that has been moved by the h0'norable member for Gippsland East. I think
that a contribution of 40 per cent. from
thp. Go,vernment is not too much.
One
purpose tha t this Bill serves is to protect
the chIldren of this State. It has been
proved tha,t tuberculosis is tra,nsmissible
from the infected cow, and is a grea t
cause of infantile mortality. If the Bill
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has the effect of saving human lives, whatever money the G0'vernment spend will be
spent wisely. I think that the honorable
member' for Gippsland East is making
quite at modest request. He is asking for
only a, 40 per cent. contribution. Personally, I should have preferred a 50 per
oont. contribution. I understand that the
extra cost to the Government woruld be
only £2,000, and it would be mon.ey well
~pe!1t. The Bill has been long needed, and
It IS now our duty to turn out the' best
measure we can.
We certainly do not
desire to penalize the men who breed
stock. By agreeing to the amendment we
shaH relieve the QiWllel'S of store stock to a
considerable extent.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-When this Bill
was before the Horuse I voted against the
second rea,ding. I did S0' for several
reasons, but mainly because the public
were not contributing a sufficient amount
to the fund. This is put forward as a
heaJth Bill. Health is a, matter tha,t C0'ncerns the community as a wh0'le. Therefore, the community should be contributers
to a much la.rger extent even thau is
proposed by the amendment. Milk and
·meat are two of our food essentials. We
are onl y beginning to r.ecognize tha t
grea,ter ca,re must be exercised over them.
The community are getting off very well if
they al'e asked to contribute only 40 per
cent. of the fund. There is little differen?e. between the ,offer made by the
lVhmster and the claim made by the honor~b~e member for Gippsland East. The
Ml111ster would act gracefully if he gave
way.
Mr. WEST.-I also suppO'rt the amendment. The Minister has intima,ted that
the Government a.re prepared to go from
20 per cent. to 33} per oent. The difference between 33i and 40 per cent. is so
small tha,t I think the Minister will be
prepared to go the whole distance. I am
convinced that 40 per cent. is only a fair
and reasonable contribution from the
public funds. I, therefore, join with other
honorable members in asking the Minister
to agree to the request.
M~.
LIND.-In supplementing my
prevIOUS rema.rks, I desire to ask the Minister to recognize tha,t we· did withdra:w
a certain amendment earlier in the debate
in order to assist the Government.
In
dOling that we felt that the Minister would
help us at a later stage.
I want the
Minister to help those people who are
represented by farmers in this House.
Mr. CAIN.~" Help us to help you."
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Mr. LIND.-Yes; only I would put it
this way: we want you to help us, and by
us I mean the men who contribute most to
the fund, and who will delrive the least
benefit from it .. I ha.ve already elaborated
tha,t point. I do not want to go olver old
ground, but I do a.gain appeal to the
1\1inister to grant my very reasonable
request. It has been suggested by honorable members on both sides of the
Chamber that my request is tOOl modest.
I am told that I should have asked for
50 OIr 60 per cent.
Mr. JACKSON.--I also wish to suppOort the amendment. I hOope the Minister
will accept it.
We a,re dealing with a
matter affecting the publio health, and it:.
is only right that there should be a reasO'nable contribution from the publio funds.
Mr. CAIN (Honorary lVIinister).-In
reply to' the' mO'ver of' the amendment (the
honorable member fair Gippsland East), I
ma,y say that I dOl not know that his
modesty is SOl extreme. It is true, however, as he says, that the difference
between wha,t the Government nO'w propose and what the honorable member is
urging is not great. A matter of about
£1,500 is involved. The Government fed
tha,t they would not be justified in jeopardizing the passage of the Bill fOir the
sake of £1,500. ThE~ Bill is a good one,
and we wish to get it through.
In the
circumstances, we ar,3 prepared to meet
the honorable member.
The a.mendment was agreed to; and the
clause" as amended, adopted.
Clause 5, providing inter alia that-
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I think it only fair to the Minister to
indicate a,t this stage that amendments
follOlwing this particular one will not be
mo'ved by myself. I have nOi intention of
gOoing on with those, but I do want the
Minister to concede this amendment. If
the amendment is agreed to, it will mean
that, where cattle are found to be
diseased, the full market value will be
paid, subject tOi such deductions as are
specified in the Bill. Instead of compensation to the extent of three-fourths being
given, the owners will be compensated to
the full value of the beast that is
destroyed, provided the beast is found to
ha ve been diseased.
1\11'. SNOWBALL.-The same as if they
are found not to be diseased.
:Mr. LIND.-Just so. 1\1y intention is
quite clear, and I think honorable members will agree with me that any person
insuring his stock in this way is entitled,
if the steck are destroyed because of disease, to receive the fun value fOor them.
I do not desire to labour the question,
because I think it must be manifest to
honorable members that the request I am
making is a reasonable one.
I do not
think that the Government can have given
very serious consideration to this part of
the Bill. I am sure that they are quite
prepared to give full compensation to
any persO'n who is compelled to suffer a
loss in this way. I have no intention of
going Olver the ground that has already
been traversed, as hOlnO'rable members have
indicated by the,ir remarks on other
olauses that they will suppO'rt an amendment of the kind I am moving.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-I hope that the
(1) Subject to this Ad the amount of compensation payable pursuant to this Act in Minister will consent to the amendment,
respect of cattle ordered. to be destroyed be- which seems to me to be a very reasonable
cause such cattle are suffering from or sus- one.
If a stO'ck-owner is cO'mpelled to depected of suffering from disease shall bestroy cattle because of disease, it is a fair
(a) if after destruction such cattle are
found to be free from disease-the thing that he should receive the full value
market value (subject to such dR· of them.
ductions as are hereinafter specified)
Mr. HOGA~.-Let us see how the Bill
of such cattle; and
works for a year or twO'.
(b) if after destruction f:.uch cattle are
Mr. BEARD1\:10RE.-No, let. us agree.
found to be diseased-three-fourths
of the market value (subject to such to pay the full value of any stock dedeductions as are hereinafter speci- stroyed, and if it is found that the.obligafied) of such cattle:
tion we have taken upou ourselves is too
Provided that in no ease shall the market great, we can reconsider the matter.
value of one head of any cattle be for the purNfr. CArN.-That is not the way the
poses of this Act deen:.ed to be more than
Twenty-five pounds.
honorable member would dOl business.
1\1r. BEARDMORE.-The stock-owners.
Mr. LIND.-I mOlveare to pro-vide the larger part of this
That in sub-clause (1) para,graph (b) the
They have quite enough to conwords "thrf>e-fourths of the" be omitted with fund.
a view of inserting the words "the full" in tend with at present, and if they have to
lieu thereof.
destroy stock b~cause of disease they
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amo>unt of the compensation from threefourths to the full value,.
Mr. HOGAN.-Or decrease the contribuwe cannot accomplish what we are aiming at we can reconsider the measure, tion.
Mr. CAIN .-If the cattl~-owners would
and m~ke any necessary reduction.
:1\11'. CAIN (Honorary lVlinister.)-I prefer it, we might decrease the contriwould appeal to' honorable members not bution, and perhaps that :vou1d be. the
more effective way of meetmg the vl.ews
to be unreasonable. If we overload the
of the honorable members who have Just
Bill we shall HO·t achieve the result at
resumed their seats.
Thejr contention is
which we are aiming. If we increase this
that the stock-owners will have to pay
payment to the full value nf the stock
the larger contribution, and a reduction
destroyed it is difficult to say what. ~he
in that rega.rd might be more useful to
cost of the measure will be.
ProvlslOn
them, at this stage, than an increase in
is made' that where a beast is destroyed
the amount of the compensation to be
and fnund to be free from disease the
paid to the full value.
That would be
full value shall be paid, and that where
particularly beneficial to the farmers in
a beast is destroyed and found to be suf- the back country, .who are raising sto,re
fering from any' of these diseases thr~e stock. If we leave the Bill as it stands,
fourths nf the actual value shall be paId, and at the end of the twelve months we
plus the residual value which fro'n;t t.he find that the fund is strong and sound,
point of view of the ave,rage farmer IS the we might make the payment on stock sales
value of the hide. If we make the alter- ~d. instead of 1d., as proposed.
ation suggested we shall be paying the full
Mr. OMAN.-The Hono.rary Minister
value, plus the value, of the hide. I aI? said that it is the intention to pay as comnot prepared to say offhand-the matter IS pensation three-fourths of the value of the
one for experts-ho,w many of the stock beast, plus the residual value.
I would
that are destroyed are found to be free point out to him that sub-clause (3) nf
from disease.
That will have an im- clause 6 says that the amount of any such
portant bearing on the financial side ()f residual value shall in every case be dethe question.
ducted from the amount payable as comMr. BEARDMoRE.-There are not a pensation.
great many.
Mr. CAIN.--That is in the Bill, but that
Mr. CAIN.-If ~ve increase this pay- is not the method that is adopted.
Mr. 011AN.-I would nnt have been
ment by one-fourth the cost will be increased hy over £11,000 on the estimated disposed to regard the amendment favorably if the honorable member for Gippspresent value.
land East had not intimated that it is
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-The money will really
not his intention to proceed with the
come out of the pockets of the owne,rs of
amendments 0'£ which he has given notice
the stock.
in re'e-ard to the fees. This is essentially
Mr. CAIN.-The scheme has been a compensation measure, and while it
worked out hy departmental officers,' and will be very beneficial to the people of the
after all, we have to depend largely on State, it will also be hene,ficial to the
them.
If we o-verload the Bill by pro- stock-owners whose cat,tle aTe condemned.
viding for the payment of the full value' I have already indicated that in my own
the whole thing \'lin break down. I would constituep.cy very (heavy condemnatiO'llB
ask the honorable member fnr Benambra have taken pla.ce, and no compensation
and the honorable member for Gippsland has' been paid. The belief is general that
East to look at the matter from ano,ther there will be a gradual decrease each yea.r
The reasonable course to adopt in the number of claims.
aspect'.
If the Minisis to start off with the payment of three- ter's contention is right, it may be tha.t
fOlUrths of the vaIue, of stock suffering there will be an additional call on the
from disease, and the full .value of fund in the first year to' the extent of
stolck not suffering from disease.
If we £8,000.
If the residual value were to
find, after one or two years-and this is be paid, in some cases it might mean that
the sensible, businesslike way of do>ing an owner would receive more than the
the job-that t.he fund is accumulating, full value of the beasts destroyed. That
we can then do either nf two things, re- was not the intention when the measure
duce the amnunt of the levy on stock sold was before the' Cabinet of which I was a
from ld. to ~d. in the £1, or increase the member.

should be fully compensated.

If we find

later that the cost is toq great, and that
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Mr. CAIN.-I asked Mr. Robertson
what was the present practice. He said
the owner got the skin of the beast if
it was worth anything, and that he would
get t.hat, plus the three-fourths O'f the
value of the animal.
We have no objectiO'n to the elimination of sub-clause
(3, of clause 6.
.
Mr. OMAN.-That would be a concesThis is not an O'ccasion on which
sion.
we find one side of the House in favour of
a me::l.sure and the O'ther side against it.
We are aU agreed that the Bill is necessary in the interests of the public and of
stock-owners.
I am nO't prepared to put
the Government in the posit.ion of having
to ma.ke heavy calls on the general revenue, but in so far as we can provide
fair compensation fo'r owners, I am prepared to' provide it.
When the honorable member for Gippsland Ea.st ap'reed to
withdraw his proposal for a reduction 0'£
the stamp duty imposts, I felt that the
Government might agree to' make the, concession now suggested.
I still think they
might make it, and if it means an additional call on the Government to the extent of £8,000 in the first year, they
must recognjze that we are all agreed that.
if compensation is to be paid the money
must be found.
There are honorable
members iWhol hold t.ha,t a charge per
head would be a fairer way of rail3ing the
money required. I would be quite satisfied with that, hut I kno.w that the imposition of a stamp duty is the most iuexpensive way of coUecting the money.
In any case I feel that after the Act has
been in operation, the House will be prepared tOI do' anything it can to meet any
cases of hardship that may arise.
I
know of numben3 of cases in which cattle
that were bought fo,r £15 per head have
been condeI).1ned, and soId, perhaps, for
£3 or £4 per head.
I would prefer that
where cattle are destroyed the full market
value, with a, deduction for the residual
value, should be allo,wed.
If an owner
skins a beast, the skin represents nothing
but the value of his labour.
If the Government get the fees provided for in the
Bill, I think they might make the concessio.n now asked for .
It is said
that the concession would cost £7,000 or
£8,000 in the first year, but it is expected
tha t in the next year the claims will be
less.
Substantial justice wo.uld be done
to the men who are compelled to destroy
cattle in the first year, and gradually a
fund wo'uld be built up.
I do not want
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to see an injustice done to men in the
initial stages of the scheme for the benefit
of stock-owners later on.
I want to see
justice done to poor men who are affected
'in the first years of the Bill's operation.
Our object is to make the measure a,s fair
and equitable as poasible to the poor men
who are interested.
This is not a rich
man's Bill.
A rich man would sooner
provide his own compensation. I appreciate the difficulties of men with leaseholds who' are breeding young cat.tle, but
at the same time the Bill will be of very
great advantage to' the peo.uIe of the State
as a whole.
It will be o.f considerable
benefit to men engaged in the dairying
indU!3try and the cattle industry.
Mr. HOGAN.-We ha.ve met honorable
members in regard to other matters . We
have agreed to, provide more of the compensation, and we are willing to' take subclause (3) out of clause 6,
Mr. OMAN,-I hope the Government
will endeavour to meet the honorable
member for Gippsland East in view of the
fact that he ig prepared to allow them
th~ fees necessary for carrying out the
measure.
Mr. SNOWBAIJL,-One of the prin·.
cipal hopes held by honorable members,
is that by the operat,ion of the measure
the diseases in cattle with which it deals
will eventually be eliminated altogether.
It is purpO'sed to stamp out those diseases,
and it ir3 believed that that can be done.
In the first place, to. achieve that end it
is necessary that there sho'uld be the
ready reporting of suspected disease in
stock.
You are not going- to encourage
an o'wner to report a case of suspected
disea.sc if he feels that he will be penalized by do.ing so.
He will say, (( If
these cows have pleuro-pneumonil1 or
tuberculosis, I will pass them on to some
O'ne else as quickly as I can, I am not
going to repO'rt the matter, because if I
do they will be destroyed, and I shall get
only three-fourths of their value. I must
try to get out of this trouble,"
There
should be no. differentiation between the
amount Qf cO'mpensation paid in respect
of cattle which are found, after havin!{
been destroyed, to be free from diseas'3,
a.nd those which are forund to be diseased.
"Ve want owners not to hesitate about repaorting suspected cases of disease in their
stodr, because therein lies the success Qr
failure of the measure, If the distinction
I have referred to is drawn, I feel that it
wj]], tOo a large extent, destroy the useIt. has b.eell found
fulness of the Bill,
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by experience that disease in oth€'T classes
of stock is being stamped out, and it is
reasonable tOo expect that, the operation
of this Bill will have, the same effect with
regard to diseases in cattle. I think the
Minister will recOognize that the first impulse of an Oowner of cattle that appear
to be diseased will be not to report the
matter if he will be penalized fOor doing
sOo.·
Mr. HOGAN.-But if we dOl what is
asked, we might have to pay more compensation than the premiums would provide fOor. A stamp duty of Id. in the
£1 might nOot be sufficient to meet the
claims.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That can be found
as a result of the operation of the Bill
for twelve months. The Government will
not hesitate about reconsidering this
scheme if it is found that it is going to
be a very costly one.
Mr. CAIN.-The other way is the, business-like method of doing the thing.
Mr. SNOvVBALL.-In my opiniou, if
we want the rpeasure to be a success, it is
not a business-like thing to draw a, distinction as to the compensatiou payable
betweeu cattle that turn out to be
diseased, and cattle tha.t turn out not
to be diseased after destructiOon. Tha t
will remove the prQibability of the Bill
being successful in the way intended. It
is hoped that in time there will be no
necessity to' compensate anyone, because
the owners of stock and the Department
will work so harmoniously together in
taking the steps necessary to stamp out
disease tha.t there will no lOonger be cattle
that require to be destroyed. I feel tha.t
that is a very important element
III ('onnexion
with this matter. This
is an experimental measure, and it·
is believed by e,verybody that it will
achieve its purpose, but it is less likely
to do so if such a distinction rem~ns.
The only amendment that would be required in the clause if my suggestion w re
adopted would be to' strike out paragra' hs
(a) and (b) altogether, and simply/ say
that the compensation to be paid for
cattle destroyed because such cattle are
suffering from, or suspected of suffering
from, disease, shall be the market value.
Mr. CAIN.-If you want to insure anything to-morrow you do nOot get the full
value.
l\lr. SNOWBALL.-That is true in
almost every instance, but I think it. is important that owners of stock should be
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encouraged to report the moment that
there is an appearance of disease, because
that is the time when it can be best dealt
with, and not when the cattle have been
sent on somewhere ebe befoore the evidence of the disease is sufficiently apparent to warn an innocent purchaser
that the animals are affected. We know
tha t sort of thing takes p~ace.
An
owner may notice his stock looking sick,
and believing that they are developing
pleuro, he may hurry them off to the
nearest sale-yard, where they are knocked
down to the highest bidder. The attitude
tha t we should encourage an owner to
take is this: "I t looks as if disease is
developing in my cattle, and I am going
to report the fact. It will be for the inspector to say whether that is so or not;
but in any case I will ge,t compensation."
Mr. BRowNBILL.-The honorable mem- .
ber for Benambra wants him to get the
full value.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would rather say
the market value. With a view to the
ultima te success of this expe rimental measure, it seems to me that there is abundant re,ason for asking that both classes
should be trea t.ed alike in respect of compensation for destruction.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-I should like
to support the amendment. Take thEl case
oof an outbreak of pleuro-pneumonia. TherE:i
may be one or two definite cases of the
disease, but in order to absolutely suppress the outbreak it is necessary to destroy the contacts. It is a matter of mere
chance whether or not t.he contacts have
actually contracted. :the disease at the
time.
Whether animals that are destroyed are diseased or not the loss to the
owner is just the same'. It is difficult for
me to see any reason foor this clifferentiation. Under the clause the greater the
number of animals that ha.ve actually contracted the disease the better· will be the
position of the owner as far as compensation js concerned.
Because hitherto no
provision has been made for compensation, it is stated that there have
not been as many animals destroyed as
might have been desirable in order to
make sure that an outbre,ak has been
As a result we have outsuppressed.
breaks recurring. V eterinary office~s trying to wipe out the disease admit that in
existing circumstances they ha ve not
taken quite as drastic measures as they
would have liked to. Therefore, there
are not the number of contacts destrOoyed
1
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tOI-day that would, in their opinion, be
,justified. When we are making a deter'mined effo'1;t to effectively deal with
disease in our herds we do not want anything of that sort to creep in. As the
honorable membe,r for Brighton said, if
full compensat.ion were provided for we
should know that the utmost was being
doue. As to the action of the Minister
in agreeing to increase the contribution
from the Consolidated Revenue to 40 per
cent., I can commend hmi for his astuteness. That increase has been made in regard to tuberculosis and actinomycosis,
which do not account for as many cattle
as pleuro-pneumonia. I hO'pe the hono,rable gentleman will also make the concession now asked for. It will tend, I
feel sure, to the success of the Bill, and
I do not think the extra amount involved
will be anything like what is anticipated.
My chief concern is the ultimate success
of the measure. That will follow if every
owner is encouraged to' report outbreaks
of disease. The widest-spread disease is
pleuro-pneumonia, and it causes the loss
of the greatest number of ca.ttle. If the
Government do what is proposed I am
satisfied that we can look forward to' having that disease wiped out in three years'
time. As I have said before, I would
regard the measure in a totally different
way if I were not cO'nfident that would be
the result.
1\1r. GAIN.-Do you not think it would
be better to reduce the stamp duty ~ We
might do that next ye,ar.
1\11'. vVETTENHALL.-It could be
done immediately the Department have
the disease under control. Immedia.tely
it is found that there is more in the fund
than is required, the stamp duty might
be reduced. lVIy contention is that the
. payment of the fullest compensation will
lead to the discovery and prompt. eradication_ of the diseases which we are endea vouring to eliminate.
Mr HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-The Bill has been balanced as an
,outcome of careful calculations on the
part of the Chief Veterinary Offic.er and
his staff. They have estimated the number of cattle that it will be necessary
to destroy, and they have approximated
the compensation, and made provision for
an insurance premium that will realize
enough money to cope with that comThe Government agreed to
pensation.
pay a certain portion of the premiun;;
and now, by accepting the amendment In
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clause 4 for the increase of the percentage
of compensation payable by the Treasurer from 20 to 40 per cent., it has extended its contribution from ~5,400 per
annum to £10,800.
If the amendment
moved by the honorable memb~r for
Gippsland East to this clause. is agreed
to the payments under the Bill will have
been increased by about £11,000 a year.
Thus, the balance arrived at by the officers of the Depa.rtment will ha.ve been
overthrown. /The stamp duty. of Id. will
not realize sufficient money to cope with
the additional annual liability,
It is
expected that it will return £45.,000. That
sum would have been sufficient ,to meet
the full value of cattle destroyed and
found to have been free from disease, to':
gether with three-fourths of the market
value of the ,cattle found, after destruction, to have been diseased. Assuming,
therefore, that the difference between the
'sum involved in three-fourths of the
value, and in the full value of cattle
destroyed is £l1,OOO~ we would not have
that money available. The Government
will agree, however, to a compromise.
Instead of being required to pay full
Vallie 'of diseased cattle, we will agree to
a:~basis of seven-eighths value. We will
agl~ee also to the representations of the
honorable member for Gippsland East
regarding residual value. If, instead of
paying full value for diseased cattle that
have been slaughtered, we are required
to pay seven-eighths of the value, the
sum of £5,400 additionally undertaken
by the amendment accepted in clause 4
will meet the case. It is only fair that
the owner of the cattle should carry some
proportion, at least, of the liability.
:Mr. LIND.-I appreciate the compromising spirit of the Minister, while reminding him that a sacrifice has been
made also by the abandonment of my
'proposal for the inclusion of pleuropneumonia. I agree to the substitution
of seven-eights for three-fourths, providing that the Minister will undertake
further to omit sub-clause (3) of clause 6,
dealing with the amount of residual value
to be deducted from compensation.
Th.e amendment was negatived.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).-I move.
That the words "'.three·fourths~' be omitted,
with the view of inserting the words ",seveneighths."
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The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 6, containing inter aliar(3) The amount of any such residual value
shall in every case Ibe deducted from the
amount paya:ble as compensation under this
Act.

Mr. CAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
move-That sub-clause (3) be omitted.

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clauses 7 to 14 were agreed to.
Clause 15In any p'roceedings against any owner or any
agent for any contravention of or failure to
comply with this Act or the regulations, the
burden of proof that the provisions of this Act
or the regulations have been complied with
by such owner or agent shall be on the defendant.

Mr. WEST.-This is a drastic clause.
It will be almost impossible for a person
who has sold cattle, and given 'a receipt
to furnish proof, for the document will
have passed out of his possession into that
of the purchaser. If at some subsequent
stage the vendor is charged, and the burden of proof is placed upon him to show
that he has stamped his receipt properly,
how can he furnish the evidence when
the document is no longer in his keeping?
lVIr. CAIN (HonOorary Minister).-I
especially referred to this clause when I
was moving the second re>ading of the
Bill. This clause puts the burden of proof
on the agent or the owner, but the difficulties are considerable. It i~ almost impossible to prOove a case under this particular provisiOon. I mentioned this fact
to the departmental officer, and I may say
that the prorvision has been inserted more
as an attempt to discOourage people from
breaking the law than as _ an effort to
secure a cOonviction afterwards.
Mr. LIND.-There will be a full description in the auctioneer's boOok.
Mr. CAIN.-That may be so. There
is one clause that makes prO'vision for no
compensation to be paid too people who
evade the Act. I was asked during the
course Oof the debate what would be the
result, so far as the payment of compensation is concerned, if a man broke, this law
or the Da.iry Supervision Act. I asked
Mr. Robertson fOir the depa,rtmental point
of view, and he has explained that evasion
means refusing to carry Oout the obligations impo'sed by the Act in respect of
the outbreak then current. That is to
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say that if a man evaded the . law twelve
months previously, it wO'uld not be used
against him in connexion with an outbreak that was then being dealt with.
M'r. WEsT.-That is in connexion with
. the payment of cOompensation.
This
clause refe>rs to proceedings for failure to
comply with the Act.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not think there is
anything to be feared from this clause.
Mr. WEST.-Except that under it a
man is deemed to be -guilty unless he
proves that he is innocent.
1\fr. CAIN.-I do nOot think there will
be any difficulty in that respect. The Department IS not likely to engage in any
hunting fOor previous evasions of the law.
Government Departments· are always
anxious to avoid legal difficulties and
Court proceedings. The honOorable member must know from his experience of
public Departments that it is Oonly as a
last resOort, and when people, flagrantly
~efuse tOo comply with the law, that there
IS an appeal to the COourts. I am satisfied
no injustice will be ,done>. Members knOow
that the Agricultural Department is
always administered in a sympathetic
manner. Stock inspectOors, vermin destructiO'n l~spectors, fruit inspectors, and
other~ are especially sympathe>tic in the
carrymg out of their duties.
. Mr ..OMAN.-They are, up to the breakmg pomt.
Mr. CAIN.-The hOonOorable member
for Hampden .knows all about it, and
when the honorab)e member for Gippsland South has as much Ministerial experience as the honorahle member for
H~mpden, .he will agree with what I have
saId. I think the clause will be' found
acce1?table to the House and tOo the people
of this State.
The clause was agreed to, as were
clauses 16 and 17.
Schedule.
. Mr. LINl?-I shOould like too say that,
m app;e~iatlOJ?- of the spirit displayed by
the Mmlster In charge of the Bill and
the way in which be bas met hon~rable
members in regard to the amendments
th.at have been proposed, I will not sub~Il1t the, amendments I intended to propose
m the schedule.
The schedule was agreed to.
The Bill was reported with amendments, and the amendments were adopted.
On the motion Oof Mr. CAIN (Honorary l\finister), the Bill was read a third
time.
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Mr. CAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
should like to thank honorable members
for the re,asonable way in which they have
discussed the prOovisions of this Bill. I
hope .that the result of Oour d.eliberations
will be Oof benefit to all sectIons of the
community.
FORESTS BILL.
Mr. CAIN (Honorary Ministe[").-l
move-That this Bill be now read a second time.

In 1918 the then Ministe,r Df Forests (M:r.
Hutchinson) brought forward a Forests
Bill under which we established the
FOorests Commission.
Since then that
CDmmission has been opera,ting throughout the State. I think it is safe to say
that the forestry question has not, yet
been given the conside["a,tion that it deserves. A ustralia-and particularly the
Sta,te of Victoriar-was at. Oone time
favoured in respect of its llatural forest
reserves.
The' a,verage member Oof the
community hardly appreciates the value
of our fOorests. A man takes up land,
and finds it thickly timbered.
His one
desire is to get rid of as much of the
timber as possible,.
Mr. LIND.-That. is his only hopei of
success.
Mr. CAIN.-I dOl not deuy that to
some e:xtent it may be justified'. But we
have reached the stage in Victoria, and
this is true largely of the Co~monwealth
as a, whole, when we have to consider
seriously the· future o~ our tim.ber re'sources. We ha,ve in this State appro'ximately 3,400,000 acres of reserved fo["est
areas that are under the direct control of
the Forests Commission, and that can
be excised only by Act of Parliament.
In addition, we ha.ve timber reserves of
750,000 acres, and protected forests
amounting to approximately a further
4,0'00,000 acres, liable to alienation,
making
a
tOotal
forest
area
of,
roughly,
8,000,000
acres.
Now,
8,000,000 acres represent 14 per cent. of
the area of the State. It is estimated by
experts in European countries that a.t
least 20 per cent. of a, country should be
under timbe'r. The.re are· ve,ry few countries to-day in the fDrtunate position of
being able to prOoduce more timber than
is required by the community. In Denmark, Sweden, and Montenegro, the
timber products are in excess of
demand.
We are very much below
the 25 per cent.' margin approved
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by experts. This measure is ail endeavOour tOo encourage: and aSSIst the Forests
Commission in increasing Dur forest
areas.
We' serek to serve the best interests of Dur peOople as a whole. The
result, of our labDurs in this direction will
not be immediately seen. Forestry does
not present the same alluremeuts tOo the
persons engaged in it that other industries present.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-It is a
. most inte["esting subject.
Mr. CAIN.-It is certainly that. But
most Australians-and othe,r people have
the same characteristic-like to see the
r~sults of their labour as quickly aspos~Ible. The fa,rmer who plants his wheat
III a good season sees the reslilts of his
labour befO're the year is out.
Dr. ARGYLE.-EspeciaHy when there is
nD Pool.
Mr. GAIN .-Or e,ve~n if there is a Pool.
The man who raises cattle eve,n in the
rem 0 tel parts of Gippsland, or awa,y in
the honorable member for Benambrar's
electorate, sees the result Oof his work
within a fe,w years.
Mr. BEARDMDRE.-PrO'vided the, cattle
do not die, and there, is nD drought.
Mr. CAIN.-Assuming that, of course.
But ~he man engaged in forestry, interestl~lg thO'ugh the, subject, may be, has
tOo waI1l. It takes 20, 30, or 40 years
for the tre'es to come to maturity.
The
plan~r is, the,refo:e, to a grelat exte,nt
wO'rking for pDst.enty. It is one! of the
sins of all Governments--pe'rha,ps I
should' hardly sa,y sin; we will call it a
ha~it-tor hand on to posterity many obligatI?ns and responsibilities. It is up to
us III our day and gene,ration to also
hand on to' posterity natural wealth in the
form of forests, for instance:. To· ensure
tha,t that shall .be done" it is necessary to
gelt t.o work rIght. now. It is no good
allowIllg the questIOn to slide.
It has
been allowed to slide, too long. During
the, last five ye,ars, as the result of th'e
creation of thel Forests Commission a
great work. h~s been ill: ste1ady prog;ess.
The CommISSIOn may Justly claim that
they have, done something fOor posterity
a,lreacly.
We intend to give them enlarged powers, and I hope we shaH have
the opportunity, before the sessiDn closes,
Oof bringing down a financial Bill in which
provision will be made for a loan of
£500,000, sprelad 'Over a number of ye,ars,
tD assist the Commission in the afforestatiDn of the State. The hDnora,ble membe.r fo!-, Ovens is aware 1r:hat a, good deal
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of planting is going on in thel Ovens
Valley. I will not go into t,hat aspect
of the matter to-night. When the loan
Bill comes along I will present that side·
of thel ca.se.
Mr. LIND.-Does this Bill provide
facilities for getting matured timbe,r out
of the na,tural forests?
Mr. CAlN.-This Bill will makel provision for elvelrything that is required in
forestry in East Gippsland.
Mr. LIND.-A railway will be neces-'
sary.
Mr. CAIN.-We are making provision
for ways and means in connexion with the:
handling of timber in all parts of the
State-East Gippsland and elsewhere.
Mr. LIND.-The good timbelr is grown
in East Gippsland.
Mr. CA TN.-Some of it is.
Good
timber grows in othe'r places, too. During the last five ye~rs the Commission has
received
in
revenue
a,pproximately
£719,000,
showing
net
profit
of
£100,000. I will quote a few figures to
show ho,w during this period the drain on
the timber resources 0'f the State has increased. For the financial year 1919-20
the output 0'f saw-mill timber was
79,342,238 super felet, while in 1923-24 it
amounted to' 107,989,425 super feet.
The growing demand for timbers for
imblic works, such as railway, construction and maintenance, e.Je'ctric supply and
postal tellegraphs, is shown by the, increased output of railway sleepers from
8,990,926 super feet to 14,531,306 super
feet, and of telegraph and telephone poles
from 111,996 sup€,r feet to 1,441,080
super feet during the years already mentioned.
Royalties on other principal
items of forest produce increlased as f0'llows:1919-20. 1923-24.
Beams,
Piles,
&c.,
£
£
(harbour works)
4,531
14,570
Firewood
12,654
18,727
Fencing timber
2,624
2,889
The honorable member for Geelong had
quite; a, field day some little time ago \In
the question of the, cultivation of wattle
bark. He knorws a great deal about that
subject, and I hope he·.will give the
House the benefit of his knowledge and
wide e:xperience. It is, I think, 0'ne of
our aspirations that. we shall produce
sufficient wattle bark to at least meet the
requirements of the perl'sons engaged in
the tanning industry of this country.
Tanning is a big industry. At praseut
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we are imp0'rting large quantities cf
wattle bark from South Africa where it
is produced under labour conditions that,
are n0't S0' elevating and satisfactory as in
this country. We have, however, been
able during the last few years to increasel
the production of wattle bark from 470
tons to 832 tons.· . The question of pr0'viding wattle bark for tanning and so
forth has been receiving cO'nsiderable
attention at the hands of thel Forests
Commission during the last ferW yeaTS.
Mr. WARDE.-Did not the South
Africans get their seed from here ~
Mr. CAIN.--Yes, and they are now
supplying us with wa,ttle baa.'k.
The industry is an important one, and is well
worthy olf considerati0'n. After all, this
is not a party measure. The establishment of the Forests Commission by the
Government of which Mr. Hutchinson
was a member was not made a party
matter, and we are only now seeking to encourage the Commission to
carry out the work it has commenced.
In connexion with wattle ba,rk, the poten~
tialities of this C0'untry are immense,
and it should be 0'ur aim to produce sufficient bark to enable us to do all our own
tanning.
The Forests Commission has
been moving in this ma,tter for some
time,. There are other important questions with which they hav,e bee'll dealing, and they have dO'ne very useful work
in extending and developing our forests.
I now propose to go through the Bill
clamse by clause, and I hope I shall be
able to make it plain to lionorable members what the intention of it is, and wha,t
the effeot of it will be on the future development of our State forests. Before
doing so I rna y, how ev.e r , sa,y that our
blackwood is looked upon by our furni~
ture makers as one of the finest woods in
the world, and cannot be surpassed for
depth of colour and beauty of form. 1
have often sat in this House and listened
to the ex-honorable membeT fOir Collingwood dilating on the advantages of Australian ha,rdwoods.
We all know that
our other woods, such as mountain ash,
are not so scarce; but our hardwoods
which are so valuable to us for so many
purposes--for sleepers,
bridge-building
beams,
&c.-are
disappearing
very
rapidly.
In tha.t conne,xion the State
will find itself up agajnst serious diffi~
culties if some provision is not made to
meet the position. Clause 1 of the Bil1
is the interpretation clause.
Clause 2
#'<
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makes provision for the exchange of land
within forest reserves which may be considered suitable for settlement for other
unreserved Crown lands.
On this subject, the two Departments have already
conferred.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-The other Department is the Lands Department ~
Mr. CAIN.-Yes.
The two Departments will have power tOi cOime to an
arrangement in regard to this matter.
~uch exohange will be properly sa.feguarded, both in the interests of settlement and fOirestry, and provisiQlll is made
for certificates from the Board of Land
and Works and the :Forests Commission
respectively, that the exchange is desirable in the publio interest.
Mr. LIND.-A very essential provlsIon.
Mr. CAIN.-It is very essential in the
interests of settlement. "Ve have to remembel .that , <lJp~t from the reserve
forests, there are sections of the forests
which are known as timber reserves and
protected forests. These two nections are
practically under the Lands Department,
and this is a most essential clause, which
will permit of the two Departments coming together and making this land available when that is necessary Q1r desirable.
Mr. McDoNAI. .n (Polwartlz. ).-Is there
any prQlvision made tal meet the case of
the Departments not ooming to a. decision ~ There has been friction.
Mr. CAIN .-The Departments have
not this power at present, and I do not
think there will be friction in the future.
The honorable member will proba.bly
agree with me when I say that possibly
the friction th~,t occured in the past was
due to the fact that the Forests Commission was a new instituticn. It came
intO' -existence in 1918 and it was given
certain powers whioh interfered, to scme
extent., with the powers of the Lands Department. TheTe may have been conflict but with this Government in office
and' with the present administrative
heads of the two Departments, I feel sure
that all difficultv will be overcome and
that the two Departments will be able to
work these matters out in a way that will
be satisfactory to themselves and to the
Government.
M:r.
:McDoNALD
(Polwarth).-Tllat
should be possible under any Government.
~a:,. CAIN.-I agree with the honorahlo member. Clause 3 provides for an
amenrlrn8n.t of g.e'~tjQon 52 of the Forests
Aci 1~lS, by suhstituting for the words,
" of any area Ilf)t exceeding 3,000 acres
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fDr saw-milling purposes," the words, " of
such area not exceeding 5, 000 acres for
saw-milling purposes as on the recommendation of the COimmission, the GovernOfl'
in Council (whether generally or i~ anx
particular case) by ordell" deternunes.
This provision affects people who are engaged in the saw-milling industry, and
WhD, for the most part, are go·od tenants.
They go; into the bush and spend la,rge
sums of money in erecting plant.
lVIr. LIND.-And they ha.ve' nOI protection.
lVIr. OAIN .-That is, SQo. This will
give the Commission power to extend the
area to' be used for saw-milling purposes,
and I think this is a most desira.ble provision. lVIy nQotes state that it will enable
larger areas in eastern Gippsland a.nd the
extreme north-east of the State, where
cDnsiderable capital will be required by
companies, to be allotted under lease. I
have no doubt tha,t the clause will meet
with the apprQoval of honQorable members
who represent districts where this industry is carried on. Clause 4 extends the
period of a sa.w-milling licence from any
term not exceeding Qone year to any term
not exceeding four years. This provisio.n
is also necessary when dealing with good
tenants who occupy grazing a,reas in
forests under licence.
lYlr. I ... IND.-Many tenants suffered loss
last yea.r because of the invasion af New
South "Tales graziers.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. We deal with the
que~ion of the invasion of the New
South Wales graziers farther on in the
Bill, and I hope tha,t when we reach the
Committee stage we shall have the hearty
co-operation of the honorable member
for Gippsland East. Clauses 5 and 6 ail"e
important provisions.
They deal with
the question of bush fires. The Forests
Commission, of course" are unlike the
majority of people who are interested in
the land. They look upon the advent of
a good season with considerable anxiety.
A good season brings in its train a very
healthy growth in the spring, and frequently, as was the case t.h~ year before
last, there is a very long, warm autumn.
As a result, bush fires become very prevalent. In connexion with this question the
following facts have been submitted to me
by :Mr. Galbraith, one of the Commissioners : l

Seeing how vital are the efi€cts of forest
destruction by fire, it is surprising the a.mount
of apathy displayed even by those of the com·
munity who are the most concerned. Last
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year the wet, moist summer tlf,lped to keep
the fire menace at bay in o~r forests, but ~he
previous season was a perIod of destructIve
forest fires in nearly every part of the State.
From December to the early part of May the
season 1922-23 was unusually dry. The. num-

ber of outbreaks of fire was ~65, covermg a
total area of 'over 529,000 acres.

Honorable members will see how essential
it is that the Forests Commission should
take every precaution to prevent fires.
Mr. LIND.-There- was a fire in my electorate 100 miles in length, reaching from
Orbost to the New South 'Vales border,
at Cape Howe.
Mr. CAIN.-I can quite understand
how these fires spread. Under the Act,
. the forests are protected from November
to lYlarch. We are asking for an ,extension of what is known as the dangerous
period SOt as to make it from September to
May.
11r. LIND.-Is provislOn made for
systematic burning to protect the treesl
1\:[r. CAIN.-No, but· we are making
provision for systema~ic. assistance from
the residents of the dls.tncts.
Mr. LIND.-Systematic burning is abs?lutely essential in order to prevent b~g
fires.
Mr. CAIN .-1 think the Commissioners
have all the power that is necessary in
that respect at present. We are also extending the distance from tJ1e boundary
of a forest within which a fire may not be
lit in dangerous weather from half a milE'
to one mile.
JYlr. BEARDMoRE.-Does that mean 'that
a farmer, wishing to clear land for cultivation within a mile of a forest, cannot
dOt so ~ After the month of 1\l:ay it is too
late.
Mr. CAIN.-We are extending the
dangerous period and the distance. ~n the
past people have been very careless In. regard to lighting fires, and that part~cu
IClxly applies to lessees in the forests. I
cannot give the honorable m~mber !or
Benambra a definite reply to hIs questIon
at this stage, but if a far.mer burns off
wit,hin a mile of a, forest 11l the months
I have mentioned, I think he will be
guilty of an offencel. . .
.
Mr. BEARDMOItE.-It IS not .falr thab
private owners should be pen,ahzed and
their land made practically valueless.
Mr. CAIN.-I do not think therel is
any desire to penalizel land-owners:
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-I am referrmg to
cultivable lands.
Mr. CAIN.-We have hundreds of
thousands of acres of valuable forests,
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and in those forests people hght fires
without taking reasonable care.
Of
course, the fires spread, and the result is
the destruction of a tremendous amount
of valuable timber.
Mr. BEARDMORE,.-But you are interfering with the vested interests a man has
in his private property.
lVII'. CAIN.-During the last few years
especially many dangerous fires have been
started just over the half-mile boundary.
Driven by hot winds they have quickly
swept over the half-mile strip and entered
and greatly damaged forest reserves. Subcl1luse (2) of clause 5 requires owners of
private land within 1 mile of reserved
forests to extinguish fires in dangerously
hot weather on their land when called
upon to do so by a forest officer. Under
the Bill the power tha,t a fOlrest officer
may now exercise within half a mile of
the boundary of the forest can be exercised bv him within 1 mile of the boundary or"' a forest.
There will be no hardship done.
The forest officers are not
out to harass people. They are out to do
their duty, and there must be some protection olf public timber reserves.
l\Ir. BEARDMORE.-If land-owners cannot clear their land until after the month
of May, a distinct hardship will be inflicted on them.
1\11'. CAIN.-They may have time to
do it before October. At any rate, no
hardship is being inflicted on them by the
Bill. All that is being done is to extend
the half-mile limitJ to which I have referred, to one mile.
Mr. McDONALD (Polwa1'th).-You are
extending the period also.
:Mr. CAIN.-The year before fast. there
was no rain until 12th May. Right up to
that date the weather was very warm,
Fires are lighted at the end olf March, ill
Apri.l, and in the e,arly part of May. If
there has been no rain a fire will spread
just as rapidly then with a go'od north
wind, or any other wind, as in February
or March. Honorable members who represent districts where there are forests
know the great damage that has been done
by fires that have belen lighted indiscriminately by people on the boundaries of the
forests, and have spread and have burnt
the wholle countryside. Clause 6 is a new
provision. It co:ntains a power that ha5
never before been in our forests legislation. A simlla.r provision is in operation
in Western Austra.lia.
The clause gives
power to forest officers to call jn the help
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of certain persons, on payment, whO' may
be living or working within 5 miles of a
dange'rous Dutbreak of fire. This power
is very necessary .
Th~ provision is i;n
force in another AustralIan State, and IS
a common provision in forest legislation
in the United States of America and
Canada. As I have said, it will give the
Commission or its officers power to call
uporn people for assistance who are living
or working within 5 miles of a dangerous
outbreak of fire.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-They will be autocrats.
Mr. C'AIN.-I know the general impression that exists, particularly amongst
country people, about Gove'rnment Departments, but honorable members, from
practical eXEerience. know that Government Departments are not despotic in any
shape or form. I am not arguing fO'r a
moment that Ministers of the Crown
might not be' despo,ts if they had sufficient
power.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-YoU are not 1'eferring to members of the present Ministry 1
Mr. CAIN.-No, I except present
company. But I do nO't think any Department can be accused of being despot:ic
in its administration. It cannot be saId
that the Departments have a desire to
harass people in any part of the .State
unnecessarily. Rather the reverse IS the
case. You, Mr." Speaker, know from
your long years of political experience
that the Departments are inclined to work
as amicably as pO'ssible with the public.
That is the natural inclination of men
generally. Eve'll politicians a::e inclin~ci
to do that. It is part of then stock 11'>
trade. I dO' not think tha,t there is any
danger in this provisiO'n. The objection
may be raised that a.ll and sundry may
be called in but I thmk that the words,
"without ,any apparent excuse " WI'1'J
prevent any hardship arising. If a person were sick, for instance, that would be
regai'ded as a reasO'nable ~xcuse. .In my
opinion these will be no dIfficulty III connexion with the clause.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Do you intend to'
erect workmen's homes in any of the forest
areas 7
M:r. CAIN.-We are not making any
such pro.visio.n in this Bill. If we had
forest areas near centres of population we
might co.nsider it.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-It is a feature in
other countries where forestry is given
co.nsiderable attention.
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Mr. CAIN.-At any rate no provision
is made in this Bill for it. In clause 7 a
fonnal amendment is made in the prin;'"!ipal Act with regard to the supply of
maps of diffe'rent scales showing t~e
chainage in forest bo.undaries to be certIfied by the Surveyor-General. Clause 8
relates to' the impounding of stock. It
provides that in cases of wilful trespass by
owners with their cattle and sheep, the
same rates as are now fixed as trespass.
fees in forest pounds shall apply when
live-stock are put in a shire pound. Where
municipal pounds are available they will
be utilized. That will save duplication.
Clause 9 provides that persons continuing
in illegal occupation of land in reserved
fDrests shall be guilty Oof an offence. It
alsO' provides that owners knowingly and
wilfully depasturing catt,le and sheep in
any reserved forest shall be liable to the
penalties specified'. This will enable cases
such as those talked· abo.ut by the honorable member for G~ppsland East to' be
dealt with. Cattle have been brought in
from New SQiuth Wales and illegally depastured on fo.rest areas.
Mr. LIND.-Last year they invaded a
great pDrtiQin of the eastern part. Df the
State, although. local Oowne,rs have, been
paying the Commission 2s. 6d. a month
fo.r the right to' lop ,sheoak or bullO'ak
trees.
Mr. CAIN.-Provision will be made to
deal with indiscriminate invasions o.f that
kind. The Commission want power to'
deal with the owners, and this clause will
give them that PQiwer. The Commission
point out that they have to fight many
enemies, natural and acquired, and probably one of the greatest is the grazing D:f
stock within the confines of the forest
bo.rders. Forests are usually in remote
districts and cOover many thousands Df
acres of country.
Accordingly, illelgal
grazing is practised to' a greater or less
extent. It is the, people who are responsible fOol' that they wish to catch. Clause
10 provides for returns fOol' sta,tistical and
recDrd purpDses of all timber cut in Victoria by saw-millers on public 0'1' private
lands.
Every saw-miller operating OIl
Crown lands or Dn private prope,rty
throughout the State will have to ·submit
a return each year as to the amount of
timber he has dealt with.
Mr. LIND.-Is he not asked to dO' that
nDw~

Mr. CAIN.-It is done to a certain.
extent, but this clause is very necessary
because it will furnish our statistician with
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·complete figures in regard to timber
throughout the State, whether O'n Crown
lands or on private property. All the
information thus obtained will be tabulated. In my opinion it is a very necessary clause. Clause 11 empowers officers
of the Commission at all reasonable hours
to enter upon any building or land and
make inspedions in connexion with fire
prevention and the spread of destructive
pests such as timber borers or tree parasites.
Mr. LIND.-Is this to be done at the
expense of the Commission ~
Mr. CAIN.-Of course, They can go
in and make inspections.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-Their officers can do
it.
Mr. GAIN.-Yes.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Is any power given
to the, Commission to purchase private.
land ~
.
Mr. CAIN.-No.' I could not sav
whether such a provision was in the Bi.ir
originally.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-You say that it em·
powers the officials of the Commission to
enter private lands and se·e if any trees
are diseased.
At whose expense will
they be eradicated 1
Mr. CAIN.-That is a question that
we have not dealt with. I am not too
sure about it, but I alll inclined to think
it would be at the owner's expense. The
real object of the clause is to deal with
imported timber. The gre,at difficulty today is that there is brought here from
abroad timber affected with various diseases. On giving 24 hours' notice the
CO'mmission would be able to order an
inspection of imported timber and see if
it were affected with any disease.
Mr. LIND.-You .mean inspect it in a
eommercial state, not in its natural con·
dition 1
Mr. CAIN.-It could do so in both
cases. There will be power to go into a
saw-mill where there is imported timber
or on to private property where diseased
trees rr..ay be growing. In my opinion it
it an essential provision, because of the
protection it will afford against imported
diseases. Certain ma,terial is imported
for the -making of cane furniture. In that
material there may be introduced certain
pests which may ultimately get into the
walls of the house. I ha,ve only a layman's knOow ledge of the matter, but
I understand that SOome of the pests
only live in the wood when it is
green and that when tha sap dries the
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pest disappears. That ~oes not apply in
the case of a pest from America which
will live in our Qown dry wood.
The
clause is essential, and I do not think
that any objection can be taken to it.
Mr. LIND.-Objection might be taken
to an official entering a private paddock,
destroying timber, and charging the cost
to the owner.
Mr. CAIN.~I shall undertake to inquire into the point, and, in the course
of consideration in Committee,make
known the particulars. Clause 12 provides that eucalyptus oil shall be included in forest produce.
Mr. WEsT.-I hope that the Minister
will agree to the exclusion of one item
from the category.
At present, stone
and gravel are regarded as forest produce, and municipalities and country
roads authorities are not permitted to
enter a fnrest and remOVe stone or gravel
without payment of a royalty.
Mr. CAIN - I cannot undertake, at
this stage, to promise anything· in that
relation.
Clause 13 extends the power
of the Commission to grant permits with
respect to forest tramways. The Commission will be enabled to acquire or construct what may be called a main trunk
tram route into a forest area.
Mr. BEARD1\wRE.-Through private
property?
Mr. CAIN.-Through its own property. In addition to the right of construction, it should have power to lease
so that there should be no unfAirness in
the granting of permits for working in
forest areas.
Mr. LIND.-This extension of power
·would serve a double purpose, in that it
would also tend to save the roads from,
being torn to pieces by the haulage of
logs.
Mr. CAXN.-Yes. Small millers would
be enabled to work on either side of a
main trunk route, and extend their activities. .A large miller or firm to-day
m~y .own a track, and may refuse to permIt Its use by a small competitor in the
same. neighbourhood Having power to
acqUIre and lease the track, the Commission would make it possible for all concerned to get fair play. Clause 14 amends
se?ti?n 18 of the Act by giving the CommISSIOn power to contract up to £1,000
instead of to a maximum of £500.
Clause 15 is inserted to safeguard the
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rights of ofrlcers of the Commission. It
is merely a machinery provision; the
principal Act and the Publjc Service
Act have a similar section. Clause 16
deals wi th the forestry fund for special
purposes. It extends the powers of the
Commission in regard to expenditure
along specific lines. In the All-Australian Exhibition, which I trust honorable
members have visited often, there is an
exhibit by the Oommission that, I think,
does it considerable credit.
Mr. PENNINGToN.-And there is a still
better one at vVe¥1bley.
Mr. OAIN~-I am glad to heal' it, although, unfortunately, I have not had
the pleasure of inspecting it My point
is that, legally, the Oommissio~ has not
the power to spend Ip.oney upon an exhibit such as it is showing in the Exhibition Building. This clause will extend
its scope; and I think that we need have
no fear that the added power will be
abused, for the Oommissio:Q. is a careful
and conservative body. Olause 17 repeals
various provisions at present in force,
and em powers the Commission to deal
with illegal ring-barking O'n Crown lands
~eld under grazing licence. This is a very
Important matter.
Honora.ble members
know that grazing licences are, granted
to individuals, and the natural tendency
for a man as soon as he enters into possession is to commence ring-barking the
trees and then to set fire to them, because the growth of grass is more satisfactory after a. fire.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Does that refer to
land under the control of the Lands Department or the Forests Department ~
Mr. CAIN.;-It refers to all land held
under grazing licence, and is included in
the 8,000,000 acres to which I ha.ve referred.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-But surely that
cl"ause will not apply to lands leased from
the Lands Department ~
:Mr. CAIN.-Yes, it will.
lVIr. FROST.-YOU cannot ring-bark
trees on land leased from the Forests
Commission.
Mr. GAIN.-It is not permissible to
ring-bark trees on land known as timber
reserves o.r protected forests held directly
from the Forests Commission . .
Mr. LIND.-This will not refer to
land held under selection purchase, leases?
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1\ir. CAIN.-Oh, no; but that kind of
holding is entirely different from the holding under grazing licence.
Mr. vVEsT.-The timber on land held
under grazing licence cannot be touched.
Mr. CAIN.-But the licensees are
dealing with it. There might be some
doubt as to the power of the Forests
Commission in this respect, hut the clause
in the Bill will place the ma~ter entirely
beyond dispute. We want to' prevent ringbarking on leased properties.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-On leased property
controlled by the Forests Commission ~
1\1r. CAIN.-No j on all leased property. It is provided a.t the end of para,graph (b) of. this clause that the words,
" notwithst.anding anything in any Act,"
are to be inserted in section 58 of the
principal Act. That will give the Forests
Commission full power to prevent the ringbarking of trees.
1\1r. PENNINGTON .-On Crown lands 1
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, on all lands in the
State.
1\1r. BEARDMORE.-Then you are interfering with the prerogative of the Lands
Department.
1\1r. CAIN.-But this is not a, Lands
Department preroga.tive.
That Department may control the land, but. it cannot
deal with the disposal of the timber on
it. The Commission wants to be able to
protect the timber, and I think it is
right it should be given that power. It
is the best judge of the value of the
timber.
Mr. WEST.-It is quite right to place
the matter beyond doubt.
Mr. CAI~ .-It will be put beyond
doubt by thIS clause. and the position of
the Forests Commission will be well defined.
Mr. 1\:IcLAcHLAN.-The trouble is that
the Forests Commission has not had sufficient. power to do what is necessary.
Mr. CAIN.-That is so.
Mr. PENNINGTON .-Will there not be
some trouble over dual administration ~
Mr. CAIN.-W e will get over it if
there is .. ~lause 18 contains an entirely
new prOVISIon. It reads as foHows:Where the Education Department has arranged for the establishment of plantations of
forest trees and plants (whether on lands
vested in the Minister of Public Instruction
or otherwise) and the planting and care thereof by State school pupils and teachers and
members of school committees under the Education Acts(a) the Commission may provide from the
nurseries of the Commission, free of
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cost, trees, plants, n,nd seedlings for
use in connexion with such plantations under such conditions as are
agreed upon by the Commission and
the Director of Education; and
(b) there may, notwithstanding anything
in the Forests Acts, be paid out of
the Forestry Fund any sums (not
exceeding in the aggregate in all
cases the sum of Five hundred
pounds in anyone year) towards
meeting the cost of obtaining materials required to be used in the
initial establishment of such plantations, and such sums may be expended for that purpose in such
manner as is agreed upon by the
Commission and the Director of
Education.

Mr. FRosT.-Is that sum of £500 to
cOlver the whole Sta,te 1
Mr. CAIN.-Yes. I suppose t.he honorable member wants it to be spent at
Maryborough alQine.
Mr. l\lcLAcHLAN.-Teachers and pupils
of State schools in the country are already
doing good work in this direction.
~1r. CArN.-An officer of the Education DepartII}ent has been attached to the
Forests Department for some time in
conne1xion with work that will be carried
out under this clause.
Mr. WEsT.-He is a good office,r, too.
Mr. CAIN.-There is no doubt about
tha,t. I shQiuld like to read to the House
what lVIr. Gay has to say on this particular question. I have a statement from
him, as follo'Ws:The Forests. Commission realizes that the
hope of breaking down that national apathy
towards forest progress with which, unfortunately, we seem imbued, and of successfully
establishing an intelligent public interest in
our forests, lies largely in our schools.

I quit.e agree with him, and it is safe to
add that there are many otlier things
whose progress lies largely III our
schools.
With the object of inculcating in the child
a love for the care and culture of the tree, a
knowledge of its value and importance to us
as a people, and of arousing that forest conscience essential for the solution of our forest
problems the Forests Commission, in co-operation with the Education Department, is encouraging the establishment of school endowment plantations.

Mr. LEMMON .-It looks as if you had
taken on my jo'b.
~1r. CAIN.-It sounds almost like one
of the Australian Natives' Association
conference speeches.
By these small object-lessons, planted !n
suitable localities throughout the State, wIll
be demonstrated how much of our waste
Crown lands, disfigured in many cases by
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mining operations and erosion, may be profitably utilized for the growing of timber-hard~
woods and softwoods. By this means municipalities and public bodies may be induced to
take on the work in a larger way and an impetus given to individual planting.
Procedure.--A school community desirous of
establishing a plantation, and having the land
available, makes application to the superyisor
of school plantations, who "is a joint officer of
the Commission and the Education Department.
After inspection and recommendation
of the block, application is made to the Lands
Department for the reservation of from 25 to
50 acres, for school plantation purposes.
Ji'encing.-In order to assist schools in meet·
ing the initial cost of securely fencing the
plantation, the Commission proposes to advance half the cost, the. commuhity finding the
remaining half.
Supply of Trees and Seed.-The Commission
proposes to supply from its nurseries, free of
cost, the trees necessary for ~uch plantations,
under such conditions as are agreed upon by
the Commission and. the Director of Education. Schools establishing plantations will be
required to establish also nursery seed beds,
for the purpose of raising their own seedlings
and, in time, becoming independent of the
Commission's supply.
Planting.-Th.e areas are heing planted by
the boys and girls with either softwoods or
native hardwoods, according to the nature of
the soil and climate, at the rate of from 1 to 2
acres per year.
Officers of the Commission
render advice on, and, where possible, super.
vise, the planting.
Revenue.-The approval of the Commission
is necessary before cutting shall proceed in
these plantations, and an officer of the Commission will supervise the work and render
the necessary information and advice.
The
revenue shall be utilized by the trustees, consisting, among others appointed by the resi.
dents, of (a) the chairman of the school. co~
mittee, (b) the head teacher, (c) the dIstnct
inspector, (d) the loc~l forest o~cer, for the
provision of scholarshIps, bursarIes, and such
educational facilities as are approved by the
Minister of Public Instruction.
P1'ogress .-One thousand two hundred acres
of waste Crown lands have been reserved to
date for school plantation purpo&es; 55 plantations have been established in various parts of
the State; 2,500 trees from the Commission's
nurseries were planted out in the school plantations during 1924, and· up to the present are
in almost every case doing well.
L"itemture. - To educate the children and
parents in forestry matters the Co~mi.ssion,
through the Education Department, dIstrIbutes
monthly 150 copies of the Aust1"aUan Ji'orestry
Journal to selected schools.

Tha,t, is what is be,ing done, a,t present.
This clause makes provision for an extension of the work, and permits the Forests
Commission to spend up to £500 per
year upon it. We, are," in this way promOoting, ill the country schools where the
plantations will bel available, a desire
the children
to understand
among
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fO'restry ma.tters. In other words, wei are
cultivating a tastel for forestry. As the
houO'rablel member for Ovens' said earlier
in thel e,vening, forestry is a most inte,resting subject. It is especially interesting
to the young.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-On what terms will
the land be procura.ble 1
Mr. CAIN.-In 3, majority of cases the
land is procurablel at very reasonablel
rates.
Mr. WEsT.-Thel local people providel
the laud.
l\1r. CAIN.-Yes. In addition, the,y
ha,ve been fencing and planting. This
£500 will be used towards fencing. I
discussed the maHer wit.h Mr. Galbraith,
onel of the Commissioners, and hel said
that possibly they would provide the fencing and trees, and do the, supervising.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-This is the way' to
create a forest conscience.
Mr. GAIN.-That is the point. This
It may be
is a, most valuable clause.
argued that the amount 'set down is insufficient. At least it will establish a basis
of assistance to the schools, and more
money will be provided as time goes on.
I now come to clause 19. This clause
gives power to ma.ke regulations in regard
to the eradication of tree, pests, diseases
in timber, &c. It aims at~
(a) securing the effectual treatment of
diseased trees in State forests and
the effectual eradication of disease
and of dodder therein and the
effectual destruction of any insect or
fungus or of mistletoe in State forests and the effectual· treatment of
timber affected with disease and the
effectual prevention ann eradication
of disease in timber whether such
timber is upon or in any State
forest or any land whatsoever (including any road or highway) or any
ship or vessel or any depot building
or place for the storaga or stacking
of timber (whether for seasoning or
sale or otherwise);

and prescribes penalties for the bre'ach of
any regulation under this provision. The
Forests Commission in their report for
1923-24 have dealt, with this question.
They point out thatInquiries have been made from us from time
to time concerning the ravages of the furniture
or powder post-beetle (lyctus bnmneus), and
the best preventive measures to be adopted.
It is generally recognized that our native
hardwoods, when cut at forest mills, are not
attacked by this insect, and that it is only
when the timber has been placed in position
in urban buildings for some time that itsravages appear. This beetle has been introduced
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from the East, chiefly in cane furniture, and
from house furniture it proceeds to attack the
constructional timbers of a building.
The
Government Entomologist of New South
Wales, who has closely investigated the life
history of the pest, conl'<i(~l:'r:s that the following treatment will render house timbers fairly
immune.

The, Bill gives po,wer to' the Commission
to deal with these diseases as they appear.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-Doe,s it give them
autocratic power to go on to a. man's
land 1
lVIr. CAIN.-I assume that it does.
Whether it is a matter of imported timher that contains disease, or whether it
IS a matter of diseased timber upon a
man's land, the Commission should have
power to deal with it.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-It should not have
powe,r to compel a man who has not the
means to deal with a disease.
Mr. CAIN.-This is the old argument
about t.he poor man. The position is that
we cannot takel intO' consideration the one
poor man in a multitudel.
l\1r. LIND.-All Crown land selectors
are poor.
Mr. CAIN.-Then we shall have to'
assist them. However, I am not dealing
with the matter from thel aspect of whether land-owne,rs or selectors are rich or
poor. What we ha,ve to consider is how
to eradicate disease' from timber.
We
cannot say that if the diseased timbe'r is
in a poor man's paddock it shall be left
there.
Mr. BEARDMORE. - The Commission
should bear the e'xpense.
Mr. CAIN.-That is a· question we can
deal with when the proper time for dealing with it has arrived. If we have not
power tOo deal with these dise,ases we
should have. The question of payment
will be a matter for consideration later.
Mr. BROWNBILL·.-The poor man will
be' poorer if his timber is all destroyed by
diselase.
Mr. CAIN.-That is thel point. We
have to use compulsion some·times in thE"
in terests of an indi vidual himself, and of
the cOUlmunity as a whO'le. There are
times when what appears at :first sight to
be undue interference is fully justified.
Mr. LIND.-The seledor we refe,r to i~
the man whO' takes up land, not for timber, but that does happen to' have timber
upon it that is diseased.
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:1\1r. CAIN.-We shall have to make
arrangements for the destruction of thRt
timber. I have now explained the, purport of the measure.
Many questions
have: been raised by iliterjection, and I
may not have, been able, to deal with them
all satisfa<Ctorily. I submit the Bill to. the
House in the beEef that it is one t.hat is
overdue. It is the, na,tura.! corollary to
the, 1918 Bill under which the Commission was creRted. We arel, I think, all
agreed that whilst the, Commission ma,y
not have done all that we expected of it,
it is operating along the right lines. After
all, it is a long road, this road of the
accomplishment O'f all that we desirel in
forestry. When the Bill comes up again
I will deal with the suggestiO'ns of honorRbIel membelrs. In regard to' this Bill,
as with a. previous Bill, the most interested
pa,rties appear to' be the honorable mem-!
ber fOT Gippsland East and the honorable
member for Benambra. I hope I shall be
able, to satisfy them a,nd nthe,r honorablE
members, and I trust that the measure·
will receivel the attention of thel HO'use
and be passed within a. reasonRblel time.
Mr. McLACHLAN.-Thel question of
wa,te["' supply is important.
Mr. CAIN.-It is of importancel. The
whole question of our timber resO'urces is
important..
11r. McLACHLAN.-You a,re looking
ahead here'.
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, eve,ry sensible Government 1000ks ahe'ad. When we start
looking ahead we get the, suppO'rt of my
friend, the honO'rable member fO'r Gippsland North. I recO'llect that in the early
days of his political caree'r that honO'rable member was always looking ahead.
We may be termed" dreamers." At least
we are attempting to give effect to legislatiO'n that will not only serve the best
interests of this generation, but will hand
on to posterity a heritage of which they
will be proud. I ask the House to give
the Bill the consideration it deserves.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I move:-
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mit that it is a very necessary measure.
It was framed when I was a member of
the late Government, but it was not circulated because a weapon often used in
the forests was brought to bear O'n the
l\iinistry, with the result t.hat the Bill
died a natural death, I think that an
adjournment until Tuesday will facilitate
the p3;ssage of the measure, as it will give
honorable members an oppO'rtunity of
studying it during the week end.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-We
have to' keep a.ur notice-paper moving,
and we canna.t go on adjourning Bills like
t.his for two or three days. If the debate
is adjo,ul'ned until to-ma.rrow, I will not
have the Bill called on if I can avoid it,
and I do not think it will be called on.
Mr. ALLAN.-I understand that a private member's Bill is to be taken tomorrow.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-We may ha.ve
to proceed with some of the smaller measures on the notice-paper, but we want to
have this Bill there. Vve have not dealt
unfairly with the House.
Mr. ALLAN.-Did not the Premier give
a promise that a private member's Bill
would be taken to-morrow ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-No. I said
that if time permitted we might take private members' business. But that would
only be done on the distinct understanding that there was to be no monopoly of
the time by' anyone measure.
Every
honora.ble member who has a Bill on the
notice-paper must be given his opportunity.
Mr. LIND.-I do not desire to harass
the Ga.vernment in any way, but I would
point nut that this is one of the most important me,asures that has come before
the House since I became a member of it.
I desire to help the Government with the
Bill, but I could not possibly be ready to
speak upon it to-mO'rrow.
l\ir. PRENDERGAs'r.-I will see that ·the
honorable member gets his opportunity.
That the debate be now adjourned.
:I\1r. LIND.-I am directly concerned
I hope that the Minister will agree to the with timber and the production of timber,
adjournment of the debate until Tuesday. and I could not undertake to deal with the
The Premier did whisper' to me tha t I Bill to-morrow, because it contains many
should ask for an adjournment until to'- clauses that vitally affect the timber inmorrow, but in view of the requests for dustry. I want to help, not only the Goinformation that were made when the vernment., but also the Forests CO'mmis:I\iinister was speaking a longer adjourn- sion. and if we are compelled to deal with
nH:mt should be grant-ed. The Bill em- the Bill to-morrow it will not be in the
bodies very important principles. I ad- best interests of the Government.

Adjournment.
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11r. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
Mr. HOGAN (Ministe,r of Agriculture).
oromise the honorable member tha,t he -The Government will make no distinc~ill have an Ooppo~tunity 0'£ speaking on tion between a compulsory and a volunthe second reading. I do not think it will tary Pool.
We shall be prepared to'
be possible to resume the debate to-mcr- assist the farmers by either means, so far
TOW, and we shall not do so if that will be
as a Government guarantee is concerned.
a cause Oof inconvenience to the honorable The matter of how that guarantee can be
mem bel' Oor to others.
furnished in connexion with a vOoluntary
The mOotion for the adjournment Oof the 'wheat POOlI will be discussed by the 'Cabidebate was agreed to', and the debate was ne,t. In fact, we are now dealing with it,
adjourned until the following day.
and will do Oour best to assist financially.
ADJOURNMENT.
MILDURA FRUIT INQUIRY.
PR.ENDERGAST (Premier).-I

Mr.
move~

That the House do now adjourn.

Mr. WEAVER.-Will the Minister Oof
Agricul ture be good enOough to lay on the
table of the Library the report of the
Board appointed to deal with the question
of the compensation to be paid to fruitgrolweIS at Mildura 1
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
- I shall ha.ve pleasure in laying the report on the Library table.
The motiOin was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 9.58 p.m.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
Thursday, October 23, 1924.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair :at 11.9 a.m.
VOLUNTARY WHEAT POOL.
Mr. ALLAN.-I desire to ask the
Minister of Agriculture a question without notice.
The SPEAKER.-Has the honorable
member the consent of the Minister ~
Mr. ALLAN.-I consulted the Minister, and I understand that he is agreeable.
Mr. HOGAN.-That js RO.
Mr. ALLAN.-In view of the defeat
of the Wheat Marketing Bill providing
for a compulsory Pool) I desire to ask
the Minister if the Go,,; :'rnment will be
prepared to finance a voluntary Pool;
and, if so, whether they will iDtroduce the
necessary legislation to have it carried.
ouH

BILL READ A FIRST TIl\IE.
The fOollowing Bill, introduced by a
:Minister, was read a first time.
Profiteering Prevention Bill (Mr.,
Prendergast) .
REAL PROPERTY (ACCESS OF AIR)
BILL.
Mr. SLATER (A tto'1'ney -General).I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short measure that has been
passed by another place, a.nd was intro'duced at the suggestion of the Council of
the Law Institute.
It is a declaratory
Bill, designed to make certain the law
dealing with the acquisition of rights of
access of air under the Real Property Act
1907.
Parliament determined in that
statute that no future rights of access to
light could be granted. It did not impair
the rights of ea.sement to light that could
be held, and were actually held and enjoyed at that period, but declared that no
future rights to light could be secured.
It had been thought that it fO'llowed as a
corollary that it would not be necessary
to have any declared legislation regarding
similar rights in respect· of air, but as
some conflicting opinions have been given
in the Courts in England it has been suggested-to prevent uncertainty and litigation in this State-that the decision might
be set out clearly by a technical legal
measure such as this. The Bill dOoes nOot
propose to interfere with easements
regarding air, but states that after
the passing of the Act there cannOot be acquired any rights as to air. I 'need only
add that the Bill met with the approval
of legal members of another place, and
that I do not. expect any criticism from
members of the legal profession in this
Chamber.
Mr. EGGLESTON.~Is it intended
that persons who have been in nOf"ession
of the a.ccess of air across a spac~, for example, for fourteen years-that is to say,
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just within a 'year of having completed
their title, assuming that the fifteen years'
period applies, which, I understand, is
d.oubtful-shall be deprived of their benefits becaus.e of this Bill ~ Is it not a fact
tha,t the,ir rights now would be cut off,
whereas pe'1"sons having had the benefit of
one a;dditional year wo,uId not be interfered with ~
Mr, SLATER,-That is sO',
The same
occurred when the declaratory measure
~·\fas passed in regard to light in 1907.
U nfQirtunately, it blocked certain people
who had nQit secured their rights, but that
was inevitable.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I was wondering
'Nhether the incho,ate rights acquired by
Lhose people could not have been preserved.
Mr. SLATER.-There has been no serious
objection tOo this piece of legislation. In
fact, it is the outcome Qif a deputation to
t;he Ga.vernment o.f representatives of the
Council of the Law Institute.
The motion was agreed to, and the Bill
was read a second time, and passed
tl.u·ough its remaining stages.
POLICE OFFENCES BILL.
l\Ir. SLATER (Attorney-General).-I
:nove~

That this Bill he now read a second time.
This is a, measure seeking to amend the
Police Offences Acts of 1915 and 1918.
A similar measure was before, the Legislative Council ill 1921, but. owing to the
2nd of thel session, it was not, dealt with
:n that Chamber. It was again brought
forwar,d in 1922. With some modifications this is a s·imila.r lllelasure to that introduced by previous Governments. Its
I)bject is to make more adequate, provision with regard to vagrancy ofi·ences, and
to make, more effective the existing la",
:n regard to disorderly houS>es. There i!
a. second pa.rt that delals generally with
Gruelty to animals. Most of the clauses
~n the Bill amend sections of the, existing
le,gisla.tion. In section 25 of the princi pa,l
Act provision is ma,de for' a penalty of
not more, than £5, or to imprisonment. for
not morel than onel montli, on persons convicted of behaving in a riotous, inde,cent,
offensive, threa,tening, or insulting mannero Courts 9f PeUy Sessions have found
that where the["e' has been a repetition of
anyone of these offences within a period
of twelve months, they have not the
:>owe,r to impose any greater penalty than

Offences Bill.

that I have, just mentioned. It has been
suggested, in re,ga.rd to some of these
offences, particularly those of riotous, in·
decent, .and threatening behaviour, that
the pena:Ities might be morel selvere, and
it is propose,d in this Bill tal give the
Courts gre.a ter discretion. If t.here is a
second offence within a period of twelve
months, the penalty may be incr€lased to
£10 or six months' imprisonment, and in
the case
a, third offence within a, yelar
a penalty of £20 or twelve months' imprisonment may be, imposed.
This increase in penalty applies only to three.
offences --..:. behaving in a ri~tous, indecent, or threatening manner.
The
other offences-offensiv,e and insulting behaviour, are c()lllsidered of minor importance, and it is not proposed to increase
the penalty in any way. It has been felt
that the,re can rightly be, a classification of
the'8e offences, and for the minor ones the
penalty will remain as at present. The
power to increase the penalties in regard
to the, other ofi'e,nces is felt to be justified
whme there has been a recurrence within
a pe·riod of twe,lve months. Clause 4 deals
with the question of prostitution. It has
been found as a. result of delCisions in the
Courts that the, existing law is not sufficiently tight. Section 26 of the principal
Act provides that any common prostitute
who importunes any person being or passing in or on any public plaGe. or within
the view or hearing of any person being
or passing t.herein or the,reon shall be
liable to' a penaJty of not morel than £5
or to imprisonment for a. period of not
more than one· month. Some' doubt has
arisen as to whether mere solicita.tion for
prostitution is sufficient t.O' justify a C()lllviction under the law as it stands at present, a,nd the police ha,ve been considerably hampered in their efforts to check
street solicitation.
The clause dealing
with this ma,tter in the Bill that was introduced in another House by a previous
Government went further than we are
prepared t.0I gOI, and we have eliminated
the word "a,ccQlsting >I tha.t appeared in
,the previous Bill.
Mr'. TouTcHER.-Can. a person importune without accosting ~
Mr. SLATER.-A person may a-ccost
without, importuning. The' mere. accost.
ing without importuning would not constitute an offence'. I think the Bill is suffi~
ciently strong as it is now submitted. We
provide a. penaUy fQir the soliciting or im~,
portunihg of any pe·rson in a, public place

or
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or within the view of a person in such
place'.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACoCK.-Can you e·xplain the diffe,rence be,tween " s0'liciting "
and "impo.rtuning" ~
Mr. SLATER.-They are fairly closelj
rela.ted. In view of the apparent weakness of the existing law an amendment is
proposed that, it is hop~d, will giye the
police better opportunty of de,aling with
this particular class of offender. Section
29 of the principal Act provide,s that,
where a woman or a girl is convicted of
certain 0'ffences, such as drunkenness, obscenel langua,ge, indecent 0'r offensive b&haviour, or soliciting prostitution, the
Court, instelad of imposing a penalty may,
with the consent of the offender, send he·r
to a reformatory home for nine or twelve
months. It has been felt that this power
migh~ be reasonably widened so that persons accused of be'ing idle or disorderly
may, with their consent, be sent to one of
these homes. I think it is wise to make
this change, because at the pre&emt time
many unfortunate women,' who are
brought before the Courts on charges of
vagrancy or of being idle, and disorderly
persons, must be a,rbitrarily sentenced to
a term of imprisonment.
In some instances the prosecutions take pla,oo to protect the individual as well as the corrnmunity, and there will be a. better chance
of reform if the. offender can be sent to
a home or an institution in the way that
other 0'ffenders can under the etxisting law.
And I think it is very necessary that the
Oourt should have the same power of
sending these unfortunate women to a
home or institution 'where some reform
might be possible. Olause 6 protects the
police from proceedings after a period
of three months. At the present time,
proceedings can be brought against tbe
police for trespass.
The position was
well illustrated in the case of Field 'versus
the Police some time ago, when, on technical grounds,· the police were mulcted in
damages. It is felt that they should be
given protection to the extent that, where
proceedings are contemplated ;lagainst
them, at least one month's notice of the
intention to take proceedings should be
gl ven; and that proceedings should not
be taken at a period greater than three
months from the time when the alleged
There is a
offence was committed.
protective power in sections of the
Act, and it is rightly felt that the police
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should have the same protective power
in regard to actions that might be brought
against them. I may say here that the
Bill modifies the position that was taken
lip by the former Government. I want
to do that in fairness to them, because
they brougJ.t down a )3ilI that sought to
widen sections 40 and 47 'of the principal
Act dealing with property suspected of
having been stolen or unlawfully obtained.
N ow, it has been felt in certain legal
quarters that section 40 of the principal
1\.ct is a very dangerous provision. This
section deals with the question of persons
having property alleged to be stolen in
their possession.
T 2ere is' no similar
provision in the English legislation, and
to some extent this whittles away the
power of trial by jury.
It has been
thought-and the Government has concurred-that any attempt to widen this
provision might be dangerous indeed.
'For that reason, we have not decided to
go on ,-with the proposal of the previol1s
Govermnen t to widen section 40 of the
principal Act. Olause 7 is, I think, one
of the most important clauses of the Bill.
Objection might be raised to it, and, in
fact, I -have heard the objection that it
places the unnecessarily severe power in
the hands of the police of dealing with
the whole question of persons consorting
with thieves.
Personally, I think that
there is a reasolluhle safeguard j'n the proyiso, which gives the accused person the
right of explaining why he has ber.n consorting with reputed thieves.
If that
reason is satisfactory to the B0nch, it is
an answer to the charge brought against
him.
An HONORABLE :M:EMBER.- Tl1<:.' person
so charged might not know that the people
with whom he was consorting were reputed thieves.
Mr. SLATER.-In that case, h u would
have the opportunity of s:-Iti~f.rlYl~ the
Court that he had had no onrortm. ity of
knowing, and, in fact, did not k'YlO''',,' the
character of the reputed thi(lVf~~ with
whom he was associating.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).- What is
the definition of "thid"?
}lIr. SLATER.-The words nr" " a reputed thief."
. Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovrms).-l, a reputed thief a man who has nrcvinn ·'v been
brought before the Court B.wl ['on~·i.cted?
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Mr. SLATER.-Such a man, if convicted of stealing, would be a reputed
thiet.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-We know
that there are many people in the community who ha~e been convicted and who
are masquerading as honest men.
Afr. SLATER.-It is a matter of evidence as to whether a person is a reputed
thief or not.
Mr. MORLEy.-Notorious persons have
been sent out of the State, yet there have
b~eu no convictions against them.
Mr. SLATER.-Persons cannot be sent
(lut of the State unless they have been
convicted.
Mr. MORLEy.-Some little time ago, a
man was released under a bond on condition that he went to another State and
did not return.
Mr. SLATER.-There is no power,
when a bond is entered into, of enforcing
such a condition. An amendment of the
Orimes Act will be brought forward later"
:md win provide that the Governor in
Oouncil may insert a condition in the
bond that the person who is being released
shall leave the State and not return. If
he does return it will be a breach of the
bond, and he may be arrested. But the
law at present makes no such provision,
and while we may insert the condition in
thf:: hond, the person may ignore it .. If
he does ignore it, we cannot enforce It.
Mr. WEsT.-What is a "reputed
thief" 1
Mr. SLATER.-That is a matter for
the Oourt to determine on the evidence
submitted by the police, or by t~ose w~o
are taking proceedings. I take It that If
a person were said to be a reputed thief
it would in all probability be shown that
convictiolls for larceny had been recorded
against him. Oertainly persons who had
heen convicted of stealing would be regarded as reputed thieves.
Mr. A. A. BILLSON (Ovens).-I take it
that a man would not be a reputed thief
if he had been brought on one occasion
only before the Oourt.
No doubt he
would be a reputed thief if he had been
cOllvicted several times.
Mr. SLATER.-Any person who has
been convicted of thieving might be held
to be a reputed thief.' If the police
claimed that the person against w~om p!"oceedings were taken for consort-mg wIth
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reputed thieves had been in the company
of A B arid 0, men who had been convicted f~r larceny and thieving, it would
be prima facie evidence that he had been
consorting with reputed thieves.
Mr. l\1:0RLEY.-What protection would
other States have against the dumping of
'reputed thieves? Supposing that, under
our law, as we have it at present, a
Judge' orders a .man to leave the State.
That mall goes to another State. The
authorities of that State will not have
him, but send him back. What would
happen then ~
}fr. SLATER.-W e cannot do that.
Tha t has been laid :down in a High
Oourt decision. It has been definitely
held that the game of battled ore and
shuttlecock cannot be played with a man
by tossing him from one State to
another.
111'. MORLEY.-We had a case where a
man was sent away by the AttorneyGeneral, and he came back.
Mr. SLATER.-In that particular
case the person was released on a bond,
one condition of which was that he should
leave the State of Victoria and not return. But under the Orimes Act there
is no power to insert that condition in
the bond.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Are you
providing for that?
.
Mr. SLATER.-Yes. In the amendment to the Orimes Act that will shortly
be submitted to the House, power will be
given to the Governor in Oouncil to insert a condition in the bond that the
person to whom the prerogative of mercy
is being extended shall leave the E'tate
and not return to it, and that if he does
reurn he may be arrested.
1ir. BROWNBILL.-Supposing the other
States will not have him.
Mr. SLATER.-They cannot refuse
him.
Mr. A. A. BILLS ON (Ovens).-Do I
understand that we are compelled to receive a person from another State under
such conditions?
Mr. SLATER.-It has been laid down
definitely by the High Oourt that we
cannot prevent his entrance. This provision has been strongly recommended by
the police, who say that the eXisti.ng
legislation is somewhat weak to deal wIth
this class of case.
The provision sets
out that. "any person who habitually
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consorts with reputed thieves or with
persons who have no visible lawful means
of support shall be deemed an idle and
disorderly person."
"Habitually consorts" ! Those wOTds aTe a safeguard.
The consorting has to be habitual.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-And that is
entirely a question of evidence.
Mr. SLATER.-It is undoubtedly a
matter of evidence.
The suggestion is
not consorting for one day, nor for a few
'hours of one day. That could not be
held to be habitual consorting.
And
there must be habitual consorting with
reputed thieves or persons who have no
visible lawful means of support. Then
there is the proviso which readsProvided that if any person eharged with so
consorting, on being thereto required by the
Court gives to the satisfaction of the Court a
good account of his lawful means of ·support,
and also of his so consorting, he shall be
deemed not to be guilty of the offence charged.

There may be some controversy over that
clause. There may be some doubt in the
minds of lawyers as to whether it is a
perfectly safe provision. Personally, I
think it is, giving consideration to the
fact that there must be habitual consorting, and to the proviso that the accused
person can give an explanation to the
Court as to how he came to be consorting, or was suspected of consorting, with
reputed thieves, or with persons having
~o v~sible lawful means of support.
It
IS qUIte understandable that a case might
,Occur where a man charged with consorting with these undesirable characters
could show that he had done SOl quite innocently. Such a case has been put to
me.
A shearer comes down from the
country. He commences .a drinking bout.
He does not know the character or repute
of the associates witb. whom he is drinking in hotels. He goes with them to a
house that they frequent. He may then
be brought within the provisions of this
clause. If such a case did arise it wo·uld
be competent for the person concerned to
explain the circumstances to the Court,
and that would be an effective answer to
the charge. TIle clause would throw that
responsibility on him, and I do not think
that, in the circumstances, it is unreasonable. Clause 8 deals with the matter of playing Oor betting at unlawful
games. Under section 72, Part III. of
the principal Act, those terribl~ games of
" two-up," hazard, and other minor
offences are brought within the range of
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the" rogue and vagabond" provision. A
person cOllvicted of a.ny of these offences
would be deemed to be a rogue and vaga. bond, and might be sentenced to imprisonment for any period not exceeding
two years. All this clause does is to remove these games from section 72 of the
principal Act. and to place them under
Part II. instead o.f Part III. j Part II.
dealing with the general police provisions
applicable to Victoria.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOClL-Vvhat will
be the effect of that amendme.nt 1
Mr. SLATER.-The clause provides
that any person playing <?,r betting at any
unlawful game shall be liable to a penalty
of not mo·re than £20, or to imprisonment
for a term of not more than one month,
or to both in the discretion of the Court.
Mr. MORLEy.-In other words, the object of this amendment is to make charges
of this kind respectable. Instead of the
person concerned being called a " rogue
and vagabond" he will simply be an
offender who, has played" two-up."
1\1r. SLATER.-That is SD. It has
be.en found that magistrates have sometimes been unwilling to convict persons
charged with playing such games as
" two-up" because the charge had to be
preferred under the section of the principal Act, which made such persons rogues
and vag.abonds.
1\I1r. JEWELL.-What happens to a man
who is held to be a rogue and vagabond ~
Mr. SLATER.-He is liable to imprisonment up to two years. Clause 9
provides that in sub-section (13) of section 72 of the principal Act, " after the
word 'warehouse' there shall be inserted the expression' factory' (including
a factDry within the meaning of the
Dairy Supervision Acts o'r the Dairy Produce Act 1919), store (including a store
within the meaning of the last-mentioned.
Act}, dairy." Under the existing la.w
it has not been possible to secure convictions against persons found in factories,
stores, and dairies, because they were
held not tOi be "public places" within
the meaning Df section 72, sub-sectiDn
(13). That sub-section providesAny person' found without lawful excuse
(the proof of which excuse shall be on such
person) in or upon any dwelling-house, warehouse, shop, coach-house, stable, or out-house,
or in any enclosed yard, garden, or' area, or
in or on board any ship or other vessel when
lying or being in any port, harbour, or place
within Victoria, or in or upon any mine or
claim as defined by section 3 of tIle Mines Act
1915.
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The effect of the clause will be simply
to widen the definition of the term
place."
Clause 10 deals with the
question of the suppression of disorderly houses.
Frequent complaints
are made that the sale of tobacco, soft
drinks, fruit, and confectiOinery is often
employed to conceal the true use to which
a house is put. It has been felt to be
desirable to discourage the letting of
houses faT immoral purposes, and it is
thought ,that the existing law would be
stre.ngthened by the a.ddition of the prQlvision' contained in this clause, which is
in substitution of section 81 of the principal Act.. Section 81 deals with the letting of houses for immoral purposes, and
it was originally based on a provision in
the Tasmanian Act of 1905. The substituted clause provideslC

L Any person who((J..) being the tenant, lessee, or occupier
I)t" person in charge of any premises,
knowingly permits nICh premises or
any part thereof to be used as a
brothel or for' the purposes of
habitual prostitution; or
(!); :)cing the lessor or landlord of any
premises, or the 'agent of such lessor
or landlord, lets the same or any
part thereof with the knowledge
that such pr'emises or some part
thereof are or is to be used as a
brothel, or is wilfully a party to the
continued use of such premises, or
:.1.lly part thereof, as a Ibrothelsludl i,:,~ ~iJ,()le to a penalty of not more than
£20,

We a,re re-e,nacting the old provisiOin with
Q1ne OT two amendments, and we are incorporating in our Act certain prQlvisions
of the English Acts of 1885 and 1912,
which are a considelrable improvement on
the original prQlvision in our own Statute.
After all, we are not proposing to do
mo.re than is done under the English
legislation O'f 1885 and 1912. There will
be power to terruinate the tenancy of any
house on the tenant being convicted Q1f
using it as a brothel. If the landlord
fails to termina,te the tenancy he will
himself become liable, but there must, of
CQlurse, be a conviction.
Mr, SNowBALL.-The clause means that
on a. cOlIlviction having been obtained, it
will be the duty O'f the landlord to get, rid
of the tenant.
Mr. SLAT'ER.-yes; failing to do
that, he "rill become an aider and abetter
Q1f the offenc.e. Clause 11 provides for an
amendment o.f section 124 and the third
schedule of the principal Act, by repeal-
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ing the words "commonly reputed and
is." The principal Act provides fo.r the
issue of wa.rra.nts to enter any common
gaming-house, but the difficulty precedent
to the issue Q1f the warrant has been
that the house had to be " commonly reputed" to be a gaming-house. It is suggested that these words can be eliminated
without any grave danger, and that It
will then be easier for wa,rrants toO issue
in these cases. The police may know that
a house is a gaming-house, but that is
not sufficient. Under the Act as it stands
the hQluse must be " commo.nly reputed"
to be a gaming-hou3e before ::t warrant
can issue. All the Q1ther protective safeguards aTe retamed, and all t.his clause
does is to' eliminate the words to which I
have referred SOl that if a house is believed
to be a gaming-hQluse, a warrant may be
issued. '1'h8 second part of thel Bill deals
with thel question of the protection of
animals. The Soci-e,ty for the Protection
of Animals waited as a d.eputation on the
then Chief Secretary, the hOinorable member for Ballar,a,t West, in 1922, and submitted very strong and cogent reasons for
the bringing intO' effect of legislation to
deal with the matters it raised. It is felt
that advantage should be taken of this
opportunity to submit to the House new
provisions dealing with the prO'tection of
animals,
Cla.use 13 contains thel following definition of the term "domestic
animal" : "Domestic animal" means any cattle or
sheep within the meaning of the Pounds Acts,
or any dog, cat, or fowl, or any other animal
of whatsoever kind of species, and whether a
quadruped or not which is tame or which has
been or is being sufficieRtly trained to serve
some purpose for the use of man.

Claus-e, 14 deals with certain acts or forbearances involving cruelty. Under paragraph (a) a person is guilty of an offenceIf

he

being the owner or the person
having the custody or control of any
dog habitually chained up fails or
neglects to exercise reasona'bly or
cause to be exercised reasonably at
least once a clay for a reasonable
time such dog.

Dr. ARGYLE.-\-Vho is going to be the
judge of that ~
Mr. SLATER.-This may seem an extraO'rdina.ry provision, but it has already
been adopted in the English and the
W.estern Australian Acts. It se:ems to
me prima, facie at least, that the habitual
chaining of a dog without exercising the
animal is au act which involves considelTable cruelty.
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Dr. ARGYLE.-YoU have not shown how
the prQlvision is enforced either in We,stern Australia or in England-that is the
only point.
Mr. SLATER.-I am thankful to the
honorable member for tha,t interjection.
The deputation that waited on the Chief
Secretary in 1922 suggested that the
society would not take pro0e,edings under
this provision, but would issue notices that
would serve, as warnings. They considered
that if dogs well'e found to bel habitually
chained up in circumstances involving
crue,lty the issue of a notice by the society
or the police would have the effect. of
securing reasonable· exe,rcise for the'
animals.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-What about little pet.
poodles in cages ~
Mr. SLATER.-I dO' not know anything about them.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-This will be a punishable offence, so the statement of the
society that it would only issue warnings
is nQlt of much value.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I thought
some dogs kept on chains had any amount
Qlf exercise by running around and barking.
.
Mr. SLATER.-The secretary of the
society, Mr. Latham, in submitting the
case to the then Chief Secre,tary, saidThere is a similar provision in the English
and Western Australian Acts. My idea is not
to prosecute, but to exhibit notices warning
people that this is an offence.

As the honorabl€J me,mber for Brighton
has said, the clausel crea.tes an offe,nce that
would be punisha.ble, and it would be
competent for the police officer on whom
the power of prosecution is conferred by
a later provision, independent of any
warning suggested by the secretary of the
society, to institute prQlceedings.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERsoN.-Did the.
deputation bring forward e,vidence as to
this pra.ctice being preyaJent 1
Mr. SLATER.-Yes, they submitted
that it was fairly gene,ra1.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERSON .-Any one
who kee,ps a. dog is generally fond of jt,
and looks after it.
Mr. SLATER.---..:...That is so, but in
some instances dogs are chained almost
continuously without .any €ocercise at all.
I submit tha,t on the fa,ee of it that is an
act involving cruelty.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There is no doubt
a,bout that.
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Mr. SLATER.-'-:'If a. dog is chaine,d up
from one year's end to another, and nev&
given any exei}~ise at ian, it js gross
cruelty.
Mr. BROWNBILL.-The clause prOV1GleS
that ,a dog must ha,ve one run a day.
Mr. SLATER.-We want to provide
tha,t he shall have relasonable, exercise,. H
it is felt that the provision shO'uld be
amended, that can be done in Committee.
Paragraph (b) contains a, provisiO'n fo:r
which the honorable member for Brunswick has fought fO'r very ma,ny years. It
provides that a person snall be guilty of
an offe,nceIf he uses on a horse a tight head-rein
or other contrivance or device forthe purpose of causing the horse t.c
move or t.rave] wit.h his hea.d elevated in an artifical or unnat,ural
manner:

There is the following proviso:Provided that nothing in this paragraph shan
prevent or prohibit the use of tight head-reins
or other contrivances or devices aforesai(t In
the case of horses' used for or engaged :m
racing or trotting competit.ions.

Dr. ARGYLE.-Are tight head-reJTJS
used now ~
Mr. SLATER.-Yes.
Mr. MORLEy.-Only III the case of
champion trotters.
Mr. SLATER.-The proviso. makes an
exception with respect to' trotters. It is
because these things are done t.hat the
Society for the Protection of Animals
made representations, and feels strO'ngly
that. the law should be amended.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERSON.-Whv i'JJ,e
trotting horses to be exe.mpted ?
•
1\1r. SNOWBALL.-It is just as crue,:! 1,0
use tight· he·ad-reins 0'11 them as on any
other horses.
Dr. ARGYLE.-But, you see, they belong to the racing fraternity.
Mr. SLATER.-I am not interested in
trotting. I do not suppose I ha.ve seen.
two trotting races in my lilel, and I ha.ve
nO' personal know ledge' of this practice
either in connexion with trotting horses
or any other horses, but in reply to the
hO'norable member for Toorak, I will say
that probably the re,asou there, is an
exception with regard to_ trotting horses is
tha.t the reins in question are used on
them only for a very shO'rt time,.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERsoN.-Why not
make the use 0'£ bearing reins mega}
altogether'
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Mr. SOLLY .-Anyhow, it was a Liberal
Government that granted the conC€ssion
to the Trotting Association.
Mr. SLATER.-Paragraph (c) of this
clause will interest the Leader of the Opposition, because he will r€membe,r an
interesting discussion that took place on
the. subject with whic~ it delals at the
last conference of the, Australian Natives
Association, which was held at. Warrnambool.
The, paragraph provides that a.
person shall be guilty of an offenceIf he shoots at or attempts to shoot at
any pigeon or pigeons liberated by
hand or by trap contrivance or other
means for the purpose of being shot
at at the time of such liberation; or
if he promotes, arranges, conducts,
assists in, receives money for or
takes part in, any meeting, competition, exhibition, pastime, practice,
display, or in any event whatever at
or in the course of which pigeons
are liberated by hand or by trap
oontrivance or other means for the
purpose of being shot at at the time
of their liberation; or if he being
the owner or occupier or person in
charge of any premises permits such
premises or property or any part
thereof to be used for any of such
purposes;

It is felt tha,t the practice, indica,ted involves gross crue,lty. This provision has
been adopted in both English and Weste.rn
Australian legisla,tion.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Is it not just as cruel
to shoot starlings ~
Mr. SLATER.--It is felt that a pigeon
is more in the 'nature of a, domestic bird
than a starling. The, Leader of the' Opposition will recollect that at the Australian
Natives Association C'onference the; attitude of the board of directors was nQot
favorable tOo a, similar proposal that came
from the :BQoor of the conference. He will
remember that conference particularly,
for the :BoQor of the conference was overwhelmingly in favour of it, the Board
having been ignominiously defeated.
Very strong arguments were adduced by·
members of the association, who knew
the cruelty involv:ed in the shO'oting of
pigeons from traps. I kno,w that it is a
controversial matter.
Mr. SNowBALL.-There is no doubt
about the cruelty, but is there not just
as much in shooting starlings frem
traps ~
Mr. SLATER.-Not having spOTting
propensities that run in that particular
direction, I cannot speak with first-hand
knowledge on the questien, but I under-
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stand that. a p~geou has not the same
chance as a starling_
Sir WILLIAM McPHERsoN.-The point
is that a bird is confined in a trap and
then liberated.
Mr. SLATER.-Well, I am nOot averse
to the provision being widened to include starlings.
Mr. BRowNBILL.-And if you include
starlings, why not sparrows~
Mr. MORLEY.-It would mean that
you WQould stOoP all such shooting.
1\.1r. SLATER.--Wit.h pigeons it is not
a case of shooting wild birds. They are
tame birds, which have been kept in
captivity.
Sir WILLIAM l\1cPHERsoN.-Why can
they no,t release balls for shooting at, as
is done at Monte CarlQo ~
1\11'.
SLAT'ER.-Certain
societies,
which cannot secure supplies of pigeons
release what are known as clay pigeons.
In trap shooting, I undeTstand that there
is a considerable difference between starlings and pigeons.
Personally, I feel
t1;tat the shooting Qof pigeons certainly
does involve some measure, Oof cruelty. For
that reason this prQovisiorn has been inserted in the Bill.
Mr. ALLAN.-Is there anything to regulate the sale ,of birds, say at the Eastern
Market ~
There is a lot of cruelty in
cQonnexion with that.
Mr. SLAT'ER.-A late,r prQovision deals
in general terms with cruelty to animals,
but I do not know whether it is wide
enough to include birds.
Mr. HUGHEs.-What about coursing 1
Mr. SLATER.-It is not included.
Mr. HUGHEs.-Do yo.u not think It
sho.uld be ~
Mr. SLATER.-We have enough in
the Bill now. I t will also be regarded
as an act of cruelty to administer poison
to an animal entered in any race, in.
other words, to dope a racehOorse. There
have been instances where ho.rses have
been doped, not with an injection
through the medium of a needle, but
t.hrough the placing of poiso'n in the
animal's mouth.
Charges in connexion
with such offences have not been successful in the courts.
Consequently the,re
is provision fOol' making the doping of
horses an offence.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is there a clause in this
measure making it an offence to dope
members of Parliament ~
lYIr. SLATER.-·Not yet.
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:Mr. HUGHEs.-Wo.Uld you consider it
cruelty if a horse were given whisky before a race ~
Mr. SLATER.-I am not competent
to express an o.pinion on that point, unless, of course, whisky is rega,rded as
The honorable member may
poison.
know better than I do about. that.
Mr. HUGHES.-It is done practically
every day.,
1\1r. SLATER.-I hear jt suggested
that the honorable member for Boroondara might be asked whether whisky lS
a poison.
:Mr. l\lcLAcHLAN.-vVith the view o.f
checking doping on the coursing field, the
National Coursing Club recently sent well
known veterinary men to the meetings.
Mr. SLATER.-Weare gDing further
than that in this Bill. We declare that
the administration o.f poisons and drugs
in that way is an offence under the Act.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Is th~re any special penalty for do.ping animals, or is it an
o.rdinary offence ~
Mr. SLATER.-There is an o.rdinary
penalty.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Would it no.t be wiser
to provide a special penalty ~
To deliberately drug a horse that is going to
cDnte,st a race seems to me to be Dne of
the most serio.us offences tha t can be
committed.
Mr. SLATER.-It may be more
serious than other offences mentioned in
the clause, but that is a· point that we
can discuss in Committee.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Under this provision
only the o.wner "vould be punished.
Mr. SLATER.-Either the owner or
any other person. Clause 15 deals with
a person placing poisoned material on
land other than his o'wn.
That is a
very serious 0'ffence. The honorable member for RDdney and othe1r country members know that frequently poison is laid
on country lands, and valuable dogs,
sheep, and cattle are as a result dest.royed.
This clause provides for an offence being
created by any person not being the
owner, lessee, or lawful occupier placing
pDisoned material on land without the
CDnsent of such Dwner, lessee, or lawful
occupier.
Mr. ALLAN.-That is a very desirable
prDvIsIOn.
Cattle and sheep a.re very
often destroyed~
Mr. SLATER.-To my own kllOWknowledge that is so.
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JYlr. BROWNBILL.-It is laid on other
people's land ~
1Hr. SLATER.-Yes. Clause 16 relates to the sale of decrepit animals. It
will prevent persons buying for re-sale
instead of fo.r slaughtering animals that
are really unfit f0'r w0'rk. In Western Australia, there is legislation of a similar
ch'aracter.
Mr. BRO,\YNBILL.-Do they buy the
animals as curios ~
Mr. SLATER.-The animals are supposed to be bought fDr slaughter, but,
as a matter of fact, they are re-sold to
be worked.
Dr. ARGYLE.-vVho will decide such a
case~

Mr. SLATER.-It would be determined by the Court, 0'n the evidence submitted.
l\1r. SNOWBALL.-The clause says that
the production of a certificate from the
buyer, given at the time 0'f sale to the
auctioneer, that the animal is being purchased for immediate slaughter, shall be
a sufficient defence.
Mr. SLATER.-That protects the
seller.
1\11'.
SNOWBALL.-You
cannot
go
further than that.
1\11'. SLATER.-N o. It seems to me
a reasonable safeguard.
It is based on
the Wesfern Australian Act.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Supposing a man buys
an old horse fQr light work, and someone says that the case would come under
this clause, who will decide?
1\1:r. SLATER.-ThE! magistrate.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The case will have to
go to Court?
1\lr. SLATER.-That is so.
Clause
17 places on owners 0'f animals the duty
of exercising reasonable care to protect
those animals.
The deputation that
I have spoken of said that was one of
the strongest claims they were making,
and that unless the Act were widened
to throw on the owner of an animal the
duty of exercising reasonable care, it was
utterly impossible to take proceedings
against him.
Under the c~ause, if an
owner has failed to exercise reasonable
care and supervision in respect of the
protection ·of the animal from an act or
fo-rbearance involving cruelty, or has
failed to lake reasonable steps to prevent
any unnecessary pain or suffering being
caused to such animal, he shall be liable.
There is, however, a provision that where
an owner or person having custody
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or control of the animal is convicted
of an offence under' Part 'II. of the
Aot by reason only of his having failed
to exercise such care and supervision,
he shall not be liable to imprisonment
without the option' of a penalty.
lY.I:r. ALLAN.-I take it that the Court
would define what is reasonable care.
Mr. SLATER.-Undoubtedly.
The
pe·rson concerned would endeavour to
satisfy the Court that he had exercised
reasonable care, and if t.he case for the
prosecution indicated that he had nOlt
done so the Court would ha.ve no option
but to cOllvict.
Mr. ALLAN.-\-Vould not the Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals be
the body to launch a prosecution ~
1\1r. SLATEH.. -No. That body asked
for power for one of its officers to jnstit.ute
proceedings, but t.he Government considered that it would be wiser to leave
such matters to an oftlcer of the poEce.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-Hear, hear.
Mr. SLATER.-Clause 18 relates to
that specific maUer.' It gives the Court
power to deprive a convicted person
of the ownership of an animal, and to
. make any order that it may deem expedient in the circumstances regarding its
disposal.
There is the proviso that no
o·rder shall he made unless it is sho.wn, by
evidence as to a previous conviction or as
to tho characte,r of the owner or otherwise, that the animal, if le,ft with the
owner, would be likely to be exposed to
further cruelty. Clause 19 empowers the
police to enter at any reasonable time in
the daytime into any place where' animals
are usually sold or kept for sale, and to
inspect. the animals and their accommodation. Then there is. provision fQlr the
infliction of a penalty for obstructing or
hindering the po.Jice.
1\1r. BRowNBILL.-Would such places
include the markets ~
Mr. SLATER.-Yes.
Mr. HUGIIEs.-Will the police have the
right under this clause to enj,er stables 1
Mr. SLATER.-Only if animals are
kept there for sale. The measure can be
divided into two parts. The first deals
with general amendments of the Police
Offences Act, and the second introduces
new legislation respecting the protection
of animals.
I\1r.
l\1:CLACHLAN. - Respecting the
clause having to do with doping, has the
Government received any deputa.tion
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either from racing clubs o'r coursing bodies
asking that the provision be included '?
:Mr. SLATER.-The departmental files
do not show that there have been any
deputations.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
nloveThat the debate be now adjourned.

As a layman, I am obliged to the
Attorney-General for the clear way III
which he has explained the clauses. I
have followed his comments with considerable inte.rest, and shall be prepared to
deal further with the measure on Tuesday.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, October 28.
RIOT DAl\1:AGES BILL.
Mr. PRENDER9-AST (Premier) .-As
this measure involves the expenditure of
money, a message from the GovenlOr will
be necessa.ry; and, in order tha.t the honoral!le member for East Melbourne may
have an oppo-rtunity of proceeding with
his Bill, I have taken steps to get a message from His Excellency. I would point
out that that, of course, does not involve
the support of the Bill by the Go'Vernment or by any party or any hQlnorable
member. I now present a message from
the Go,vernor recommending that an a ppropria tion be made from the Consolidated Revenue for the purpose of a Bill
rela,ting to riot damages and for other
purposes.
A resolution in acco1rdance with the
recommendat.ion was passed in Committee,
and adopted by the House.
!-1r. FARTHING.-I m.ove-That this Bill be now re~d a second time.
Before proceeding to deal with the Bill
itself, I should like to express my thanks
to the Premier and to the Government for
their courtesy in obtaining a Governor's
message. It will be within your recollection, Mr. Speaker, and that of other
honorable members, that just about this
time last year there was a disruption in
the Police Force that was regrettable.
Into the merits or demerits of what took
place I do not propose to enter, nor is it
necessary that I should do so. Following upon inadequate police protection
for the City of Melbourne on 3rd November last, there were regrettable riQits which
ended in considerable .damage to property
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and loss .of goods by certain shopkeepers
in the metropolitan area.
The events
are well within the recollection of honorable members, and I do not propose to
make a long speech in submitting this
Bill, because I suppose pretty well every
honorable member is cognizant of the
facts, and has made up his mind how he
he is g.oing to vote. However, there is
certain information that should be given
to the House. It will be recollected that
the first trouble with the Police Force
occurred on Thursday, 1st November.
On the following day minor riots occurred, and caused a great deal of uneasiness. The Government of the day .of
which the honorable member for Oa~tle
maine was the Premier, is very much to
be sympathized with in the unfortunate
occurrences which took place and I
would like to pla,ce on record' my sympathy with the then Premier who was
in a responsible and most ~nfortunate
position. There was .one thinO' which had
a great deal to do with the bunfortunate
I
happenings on the Saturday night.
refer to the notice which appeared in the
A1'(JUS, under the authorization of the
~retn~er, on .the . Saturday morning, The
I l'emIe~, a~tmg. In the best of good faith,
and thlnkmg It necessary to issue a
ukase of some kind, had an announcement published in the Arg1l.s .on the
Saturday morning that the. position was
wel~ in hand, and people could carry
on 1lL a normal "17"Uy. I do not want to
cnst any reflection upon the making .of
that announcement, but I do say that it
had a great deal to do with the unfortunnto occurrences on the Saturday night.
People who are tied up to their businesses during the week generally like to
get away at the week-end to the seaside
01' to go s~ooting or golfing, and whe~
they read In the Argus that announcemen t on. the. Saturday morning they
thoug.ht It qUIte safe to adopt the usual
practICe.
Mr. WEST.-Do you think that made
any difference at all?
Mr. F .ARTHING. - Emphatically
yes. !he men who remained in charg~
?f theIr property on that particular evenmg suffered ~o loss. It was the people
who were not 1Il charge of their businesses
who suffered the greatest -amount of
damage.
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~r. OAIN.-If they had been given
adVICe to stop at home they w.ould have
saved their property.
Mr. FA.RTHING.-Probably. Anyway, the unfortunate riots took place,
and damage was done to the extent of
£18,700. The number of persons who
are making claims total about 100. It
has b~en urged t~at these people should
~ave ;tnsured theIr pr.operty against loss
In thIS way, and I would like to deal
with that particular aspect of the matter.
It was absolutely impossible for them to
effect insurances against damage resulting from riots.
The company that
governs the insurance world is Lloyd's of
London. After the Irish disturba~ces
in 1921, Lloyd's, and the associated insurance companies of Great Britain
laid it down tha,t damages from riots and
civil commotions could not be the subject
of insurance. I want to clear up one
matter that has arisen on this point. Mr.
Cohen, R.O., a member of another
place, had submitted to him for opinion
a policy issued prior to 1921.
That
policy did. not exempt riots and civil
('ommotiolls, and !fr. Oohen advised his
clients that they had a good claim against
t~e insurance. compaI?-Y for compensatlOn for the rlOts whICh took place in
Melbourne last year.
He found out
afterwards tha,t a policy issued prior to'
.1921 had been submitted to him, and,
when he came to examine those which
were in force after the year I have just
quoted, he f.ound that insurers had no recO~lr~e against the companies.
This
OpInIOn was afterwards borne out by
:Mr. Lat.ham, R.O., and another "Cminent
counsel, Mr. Cussen. I should like the
members of this lIouse to get the fact
dearly in!,o their minds that, except in
very few 1l1stances where people had insured with Australian companies, they
had. no recourse to recover damages resultmg from riots and civil commotions.
Sir WILLIAM: MCPHERSON. - They
could have insured with Australian companies.
~1r. FARTHING.-There may be one
or two who would have taken the risk.
. 1fr. SNOWBALI:.-The 'people you refer to who were msured were those who
llad policies issued prior to 1921.
Mr. FARTHING.-That is so.
The
people who had policies issued prior to
1921 w.ere insured against riots, but
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after that year a condition was inserted
in the policy protecting the companies
against damages from riots and civil
commotioI1S. The condition reads as follows:Provided further· that this indemnity doe!:!
not extend to breaka.ges arising directly or indirectly from or in consequence of fire, gas,
heat or explosion~ or by earthquake, hailstorm,
windstorm, or· other act of God, or !by riot,
civil commotion, insurrection, war, military
or usurped power, or any a.ct of the King's
enemies.

Mr. TUNNEcLH'FE.-That does not
leave out very much.
Mr. FARTHING.-I want to emphasize the point that the people au
whose behalf I am acting were not .in a
position to recover for damages caused
by riots and civil commotion.
Dr. ARGYLE.-How many applicants
are there who come under that proviso ~
:Mr. FARTHING.-About 90 per cent.
of them.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That means that 90 per
cen t. were not covered by insurance?
Mr. FARTHING.-That is so.
Mr. CAiN. - Has anyone who is
covered by insurance made a claim?
},III'. FARTHING. - No.
It was
thought at Oone time that the people
who suffered damages might have
been able, tOo make a claim under
the Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, but opinions from eminent King's Counsel showed that to be
practically impossible. Mr. Leo Cussen,
whose advice was sought, said the Government should nave put the Unlawful
Assemblies and Processions Act into
operation. Unfortunately, it was not put
into operation. It would have been almost impossible to secure that justice
should be done had it been put into
operation, because it would have thrown
the onus of making up the loss on to
The
residents within a certain area.
levy would not have been made upon
t hose people who are big property
owners. Let me give a familiar example: The people in GOordon House,
who are poor-they pay only a few
shillings per week each for the rooms
they occupy-would have been levied on
under the Unlawful Assemblies and Processions Act, whilst the people in Collins
House, who are all wealthy, and who live
out in the suburbs, could not have been
levied upon at all. Therefore, that Act
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was quite an impossible one to invoke.
Parliament should, at an early date, take
that position into consideration and bring
the Act up to date. We had two deputations to the former Premier (Mr. Lawson) and he was very sympathetic. On
onc occasion he mentioned a certain sum
of money that might possibly be used
to compensate the business people who
had suffered losses through the riot. But,
owi11g to t2e various disruptions that
took place in this House last year, no
Certain
decision was ever arrived at.
nrguments have been used for the purpose of showing that these people should
not receive compensation. One of the
arguments that I have already dealt
,vith, was tiat the persons should have
'had their property insured against
damages by riot. I have shown that it
was almost impossible for these people
to be so insured. Another argument was
that they were wealthy people and could
easily afford to do without. any compensation. That is one of the mORt fallacious
arguments that could be put up. What
I am asking for is an act of pure justice.
If these people are entitled to compensation they ought to get it. If they' are
not entitled to it, then no power on earth
should give it to them. But I do assure
the House that a great number of the
firms that suffered during the riot were
not wealthy. They could not afford the
loss of £500, £600 and up to £2,000which were the amounts of damages in
certain cases. .some of the firms were
The proprietors had only just
new.
gllne into business. They had been put
to an enormous expense in converting
shop premises to meet their requirements,
in furnishing those premises, and in
stocking them. These firms were very
seriously embarassed financially through
losses sustained ill that unfortunate riot.
I am convinced that the common sense
of this House will cast that argument
aside almost instantly. The other argument that was used against granting
compensation was, that these firms did
not make adequate provision themselves
f or protecting their own goods. Weare
told that they had lights in their windows,
that their windows were composed of
large sheets of plate glass, and, generally, tbat they offered thereby a temptation to the public. It is quite untrue
that these firms did not make adequate
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provision for protecting their goods. I
have here a diagram of the shop window
of one of the principal losers in this unfortunate occurrenoo.
Mr. OArN.-What is his name~
Mr. FARTHING.-Mr. Salamy, who
has a jeweller's shop in Bourke-street, a
few doors from Swanston-street. Mr.
Salamy had done all that could be reasonably expected of him to ensure the
safety of his goods. He. had had put
up a heavy steel door, made of expanded
metal, with heavy steel pillars let down
into the concrete on the footpath, and
also embedded in the masonry above.
I have seen this gate, as it may properly
be called, and I venture to say that there
are no three members of this House who
could shift it with their combined
A~ inner door was locked
strength.
with, I am informed, five different locks.
The gate, or outer door, was locked with
three separate .locks. Moreover, in order
to be absolutely sure that there should
be no temptation to thieves, it was the
custom of Mr. Salamy and his staff to
remove the more valuable jewellery from
the window at night. Every Saturday
night, all the goods were put safely under
lock 'Rnd key.
Here we have a case
where the window is clear, the doors are
securely barred and bolted, and there are
110 less than eight different locks. Surely
no business man could take greater precautions for the security of his stock-intrade. One would not expect, in a civilized country, such as ours is, that any
man would be called UPQin to take .greater
precautions to insure the inviolabulity
of his property. This man puts everything of a tempting nature out of his
window. Then he bars his premises with
a steel gate and an inner door, having
eight different locks in all, to prevent
anybody from getting in. , Yet, what
happened?
That unfortunate business
man had 'his window broken open. The
gate was wrenched from where it was
embedded, the locks were broken, and
goods were removed and cast jnto the
centre of the street. Mr. Salamy's loss
'vas, he assures me, in the neighbourhood of £2,000. Moreover, he was put
to an expense of over £300 in having his
shop re-secured in the same way as before. I do not say that this is a typical
example of the damage done to premises.
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Mr. TOUTCHER.-How can these men
prove their' loss;s ?
Mr. FARTHING.-They can do that
from their books. I will refer to that
aspect of the matter later.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Would you not go so far
as to say that the precautions taken by
l\1r. Salamy for the protection of his
goods were exceptional?
Mr. F ARTHING.-I have said that
it was not a typical case. It may even
be an exceptional case.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Granted that all you say
is correct, are there not other cases where
no care was tEj,ken at all?
Mr. FARTHING.-I do not think
there was any 'case where no care was
taken. There may be cases where there
were lighted windows, and all that.
Mr. MORLEY.-We know that all the
business men do that. Why shouldn't
they? They pay big rents.
here
Mr. FARTHING.-Anyway,
was a case where extreme provision was
made for the protection of goods, yet it
proved to be absolutely useless.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-It shows how useless
it would have been for others to attempt
to protect their property by locks and
bolts.
Now,
Mr. FARTHING.-Exactly!
I happened, on that particular evening,
to hear the first window broken. I was
working with the Police Association that
afternoon. I was framing a certain motion for the association to pass-a mot.ion that had an important bea.ring afterwards on the strike. The motion was
published in the evening papers that
evening. When I came out of the association's rooms, I walked, in company
with a friend, along Bourke-street. It
ha ppened in this way that I was on the
flcene when the first window was broken.
It has frequently been stated that the
riot damages were done by certain Melbourne "pushes." It has been asserted
tha t the members of these "pushes" were
under the influence of liquor. I was a
specta tor of the riot. I personally wi tnessed the breaking of windows. I say,
positively, and my statement can be borne
out by a number of other witnesses, that
the persons who committed these depredations were not under the influence of
liquor.
Moreover, they were not
"p\lshes," in the ordinary acceptation of
the term. They were well-dressed, and
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to all appearances quite respectable peoThey were just as respectable at:;
ple.
the people one sees in an ordinary crowd
on be streets of l\felbourne. This only
shows how thin the veneer of our civilization is, and how absolutely necessary
it is to have adequate police protection
in Our metropolIs.' The same thing is,
of course, true of every other big city.
If it were a fact that one or more of the
" pushes" of Melbourne were responsible
for the deplorable occurrences of that
night, there might be some excuse for us
as a community.' But I say that the
" pushes" were not concerned in the
matter af that time. '.I;'hey came along
afterwards. They were the jackals that
followed the lions. They got busy about·
10 or half-past 10 o'clock, when they saw
that they could "get away" with what
they were doing.
Mr. TouTcHER.-Would you say that
t J.ey were criminals ~
Mr. F l~RTHING.-I would not call
them anything else. Whether they became criminals on the spur of the moment or not is another matter. Oertainly
at that moment they were criminals. I
saw a man who was as well-dressed as
any man in this chamber, standing in
the window of the Leviathan Stores and
throwing articles out into the street. A
friend who was with me said, "If I had
a gun I would get to so and so." That
was the state of affairs then existing.
N ow, the citizens of Melbourne, the ratepayers of Melbourne, the electors of Melbourne, in common with other people
throughout the State, are· called upon
to pay rates. They all pay taxes. What
~o they pay them for?
Surely they pay
In order that they may have adequate
pro~ection.
They pay for police protectIon.
N ow, at that particular moment-I wil~ not allocate blame to anybody; I say It was an unfortunate occurrence----:-the police protection of the city
~ had faIled.
It was no longer adequate.
These people were led into a false sense
of security, and they suffe,red in consequence. It is recognized in Great Britain
that if a few people suffer from the
misdeeds of a mob or of rioters they
should be compensated by the whole of
the people. There were dock riots in
London in. 1886. They were not very
se·rious, but an Act was passed to provid.e "for the payment of compensat,ion
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for damage done during a certain riot in
the metropoli tian district."
Tha tAct
was brought in on the 16th April, 1886·,
O'r t.hree months after the riot occurred.
It was a special Act to compensate the
people who lost property in the metropolitan area, and a few months later a general
measure, called "The Riot Damages
Act" was introduced in the House of
Commons which made the provisions of
t,he Act of 1886 applicable to the who,le
of the U ni ted Kingdom. I am stating
these facts f0'r two reasons.
I have
moulded this Bill on the first measure',
which is known as "The Metropolitan
Police C,ompensation Act-," and I want
to show that in Great Britain within two
or t.hree months from the time when a
similar riOit occurred a special measure
was intro,duced, and was passed. which
granted compensation, and that after that
another measure was passed which was
made applicable to the whole of the
United Kingdom. I will give the Houseone 01' two examples of how that Act has
operated. In 1911, the English Police
district paid £31,786 to 983' claimants
in. respect of damage caused by riots.
In 1911, in Ireland, the Police District
paid £3,898 to 413 claimants. In connexion with the more recent, or comparatively reeent Irish riots, the' Free
Rt-ate Government bOirrowed £10,000,000
from the British Government iIi. order to
oo·mpensate the sufferers from riots in
Ire,land during the last few years. Therp.
are three precedents, and I could quote
111Q1re if necessary, t.hat show how this.
. matter is regarded in Great Britain. One
of the arguments that have been used in
regard' to the disturbance in Melbourne
was tha,t this was not a riot, but a lega,l
definition has now been obtained in the
HQluse of Lords of what a riot is. On
the 25th J'une, 1921, four armed men
entered cert.ain premises in the City of
Dublin and committed a burglary. They
got awa~ with £1,250 in money.
The
owners sued the insurance c0'mpany, who
refused payment on the ground that it was
a riot. Arbitrators were appoint.ed, and
they said that it was a riot, and that the
plaintiffs were not entitled to any money
from the defendants under the policy.
The plaintiffs appealed against that finding, and the case was taken to the King'S'
Bench Division in Ireland, with the result
that the King's Bench Division said it, was.
nOit a riot. The case was then taken to
the Irish High Court of Appeal, which
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affirmed the last finding.
It was then
Mr. SLATER.-Why should they be recarried on to the House of Lords, and thp. imbursed ~
five sitting law Lords-Finlay, Atkinson,
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-They will
Summer, Blanesburg, and Darling-a have received the premiums.
strong Bench-were unanimous in reversMr. FART'HING.-I am glad that
ing the judgment of the Irish High matter has be·en brought up. I only inCourt, and concurring in the award of serted that clause in the Bill because I
the arbitrators that the insurance com- desire to follow closely the English Act,.
pany was not liable. We 'cannot get ,If object.ioll is taken to it I shall be agreeaway from; the fact that the disturbance able to its dele,t.ion.
that took place in Melbourne was a
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
riot within the meaning of the term as expected that before I rose to speak to
now defined. With regard to the Bill this Bill I would have heard more from
I have introduced, all I want to do is to honorable members in defence of it. Persay that Parliament shall provide money sQinally, I am against the payment of this
to compensate these people, because from money. I base my objection to the: payno fault of t.heir own they suffered serious ment of compensation solely upon the
loss, not only Qif gQiods, but also of trade. a,ttitude taken .UP by Mr. Leo. Cussen
They are amongst the most seH-respecting who gave a legal opinion to the Riot
and most reputable of MelbQiurne's busi- Sufferers' League when the Lawson Goness people. - Some of them we,re '.ve'althy, vernment was in office. What, that opinion
and some of them were not by any means was is shown in the following:wealthy. T'hey should be compensat.ed,
In effect, counsel advises that there is no
and what I propose in this Bill can be legal liability upon the Government, but there
I want to is a very strong case for compensation upon
described in a few words.
grounds based upon the Government's
·establish it as a fact that the sufferers moral
failure to maintain order and to invoke the
from this riot are entitled to be paid CQim- provisions of part 4 of the Unlawful Assempensation out of money to be provided by blies and Processions Act 1915.
the Parliament. The machinery by which All I have to say regarding that is tha:t
such money shall be paid and allocated a lawyetr is not generaUy asked for an
will be dete,rmined uPQin practically by the opinion on mQiral grounds.
He is a pChief Secretary, in whose department the pealed to on legal grOounds, and Mr.)
matter comes.
.
Cuss en said that OIL legal grounds there
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Ho!w is the was no case for compensation. The, exsum of £18,700 made up ~
Treasurer knows tha,t the principal partl
of
the timet of the Treasurer of the day
Mr. FARTHING. - The amount is
fixed in the Bill at not more than is taken up in resisting claims which ha,veIn quite a numbe,r of
£18,700, and the data on which' that no legal basis.
estimate has been made has been carefully cases that comel before me I would, if I
prepared from the books of, and from par- could afford it, pay the money asked for
ticulars supplied by, the people who have out Oof my own pocke,t. In connexion with
,
suffered. Every claim has been made the a, number of cases thel appe als that are
made
are
touching,
but,
the
T'reasurer
has
subject of a statutory 11eclaration, and
added together the claims come to the to act as custodian of the public interests,
amount I have stated. I promised that and unless there is special provision made
I would be as brief as possible in com- he is bound to. ha.ve, regard to thel la,w
mending the Bill to the House.
I am when dealing with claims.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERSON.-Then yO'll
merely asking the House to do an act of
abstract justice, and I hope that the,re will wi thdra w some of the hard things you said
not be any further delay in granting com- about, me~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-I do not withpensation to the people who were so
severely hit by the riot that took place draw any of them. I havel paid some of
the claims the honorable member turned
at. the time of the police strik~.
down because I thought it was right to do
Mr. SLATER.-Why is it prQiPosed to
so. A reflection that I hesita.te, to refer
reim burse the insurance people ~
to', becausel the matte,r is at present the
Mr. FARTHING.-In the English Act subject of an inquiry by a, Roy.al Comit is laid down that where the insurance mission, has been ma,de on the Governpeople have' paid, the Government shall me.nt that was in office when the' police
reimburse them.
strIke occurred. It has been said that
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that Government encour.aged a seuse of
.security that did not exist. It seems to
me that that is the only ground the
'peQople who are claiming compensation
ha va fo·r their claims.'
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The Government of
-the day gave that e,xpression of opinion in
p€rfect good faith.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-People could.
not base, a claim ou that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST .-1 am not going
to allow a claim based on that grQound
only, and tha,t is the only reason given.
The people .who remained in their shops
at the time, of the, riot did not suffer any
loss at all, or Qonly very little loss. So far
as my recollection of what appe,ared in the
newspapers goes, one .gentleman . who
claimed to have lost a considerable, amount
handed out his goods to people, who were'
standing on the footpath.
lVIr. MORLEY.-1 never heard of that
case.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-1t was related
in the press.
Mr. MORLEY.-1 say that there was no
such man.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The honorable
member does not know anything about it.
Mr. MORLEY.-1 do, for I was there.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-The following
f'e'port appe,ared in the Age of the 23rd
J anua,ry last relative to a. Cabinet mee,ting on the previous day: The Premier said the question of riot compensation as set out in a letter from the Secretary of the Riot Sufferers' League had been
fully considered. It was eventually decided
that if there were any cases involving dire
hardships the Ministry would be prepared to
Look sympathetically into them. But it must
maintain its attitude of "no responsibility."

At that. time the Ca.bine,t based its declsion on the purely legal aspect of the,
case" and that is the, basis of my Qopposition to the, measure.
The people who
suffered loss .have no legal claim, and they
are not entitled to compensation.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Had that not been the
legal position there would be no need for
this Bill.
Mr.
PRENDERGAST.-Mr.
Cussen, who gave an opinion to the, Riot
Sufferers' League, stated that there' was
no legal ground for compensa.tion.
Mr. MORLEY.-We admit that.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-1 am not
going to pay compensa.tion on mora 1
grounds. If the House is determined to
expend £18,000 in paying compensation
to these pe,ople, it is going to basel the
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payment ou something other than the
legal grounds. The legal position is that
the money should not be paid. It appe'a.rs to me that persons whQose premises
have been burgled at any time' in the
past have as strong a, claim to compensation as the people who are now appealing
to the House. As I have said, I am
strongly opposed to the payment of compensation. I am against. the measure, and
would not make it retrospeCtive, in any
way. If it is tOo be passed, let its application be to future cases only. I hope
that a decision will be arrived at on the
melasure to-day, inst.e,ad of its mere,ly
being discussed.
Mr. SNowBALL.-Would you consider
individual cases of hardship ~
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Hard cases
make bad la.w.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-In dealing with
this question, I think it is necessary to
realize that the damage that was suffered
by the citizens Qof Melbourne on the occasion refe.rred to stands entirely apart
frOim the Qordinary damage that is provided against by the citizen in his daily
life.
That has been so recognized in
British legislation throughout all time.
It is based on the fundamental duty of
the Government to prQovide for the protection of property in exceptional circumstances, such as civil disorder Qor riot.
That is undoubtedly the position, and I
submit, with great respect, that it is not
the duty of the citizen to ignore that
fact in his usual precautionary methods
of insurance.
N or is it the duty Qof the
insurance companies to say that thev are
going to provide for what the British
people have always recognized as the duty
of the Go.vernment: that is, to make provision in respect of the wholesale destruc. tion of property which takes place, or is
liable to take place, during civil disorde·r .. That is the principle upon which
the provisiQons of our U nla wful Asand
PrQlcE;ssions
Act are
semblies
based.
Therefore,
it
is
provided
that, wherever a district is in a state
of civil disorder Qor riot, the obligation
rests upon somebody to prQlvide for damage doue if effective means are not taken
by the Government fOir the time being to
prOitect property in that district. I do
not think that can be disputed. Honora ble members will remember the provisions of our legislatiQon on the subject.
It is stated that wherever in any district
proclaimed to be in a state of disturbance, civil disOirder has arisen, "the
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value of any private or public property,
whether real or perSonal, which is wilfully
and unlawfully injured or destroyed"
after the date at whicli it was found that
the district became disturbed, shall be
assessed in the manner provided for. A
jury has to be summoned and sworn in,
and provision made for the payment of
comEensation. It is an instance in which
we have strangely tried to fit into altered
conditions English legislation which is inapplicable here, and it se,ems to me to be
the duty of Parliament, without delay,
to remedy it.
vVhere conditions have
arisen calling for t·he exercise of this
duty of the general community to provide fo,r compensation in such cases, I"
think that it is the duty, and that it
will be the will of Parliament, to say,
, , We are not going to ignore the fact
t,hat our foolish legislation overlooks the
difference between the conditions here
and those in England, Ireland, and Scotland, where the cost of providing protection for property in every district rests
upon the local authority."
There the
cost of police administration an"d maintenance, whether for the ordinary or
special constabulary, is provided out
of the local revenue.
So our Unlawful
Assemblies
and
Processions
Act a ttem pts to make
here
the
same provision for compensation as
there is in England.
It says that a
jury shall sit and assess the damages,
and that those damages shall be provided for by local taxation.
Special
Acts were passed recently in regard to
Ireland where civil disorder extended
over the whole territory, and provision
was made for the payment of compensation from the general revenue.
Previously where damage was done in Ireland the districts concerned were called
upon to pay special taxation, and
contributed their £10,000 or £15,000
for damage which took place locally.
But when it became nation-wide, the Parliament
said,
" We
will
borrow
£10,000,000 to recoup those citize~s who
have sustained losses by destructlOn of
property during civil disorder."
That
is elementary in dealing with such matters, and is an effective answer to the
contention of the late Government, although it was not persisted in until the
end, namely, that this was a matter for
insurance.
With regard to the factor
of individual insurance, the authorities
in England said that even wheoo an in-
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surauce company had accepted p"remiums
and had paid compensation in connexion
with civil disorder or riot, the State
would recoup it.
:1\1.1'. SLATER.-Would the honorable
member go so far as to support such a
claim?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-:.No; I am not in
favour of any clause having to do with
that point.
I think that we have experienced our last civil disorder. This
community is not built that way.
Therefore, we need not set out to
amend the Unlawful Assemblies and
. Processions Act to make such proVISIOn.
There can be no 'question that
the persons who suffered loss in the
riots in Melbourne are entitled to be,
recouped. The Government should consider the fact that that is a matter of
general public opinion, and is shared, I
feel certain, by all honorable members
\vho have given any con$ideration to" it.
M.r. Leo Oussen, who gave a legal opinion
011 the subject said, I think, that it was
the duty of the Government either to
have taken steps effectively to protect
the property of citizens, or to have pu~
into operation the provisions of the Act
which calls for compensation out of public funds.
"
Mr. SLATER.-Did that gentleman
suggest that there was a legal duty UpO~1
the Government?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-When fine distinctions are drawn between legal and moral
claims, honorable members are liable to
say, "Where is the Act of Parliament
which could authorize such a claim?"
Mr. SLATER.-I am not raising that
point. I am merely asking for the information.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Under our existtng legislation it pannot be said that
there is a legal claim. Had there been,
we would not now have been discussing
this matter.
It is because the parties
who suffered recognize that there is no
legal claim that they have asked Parliament, in view of our ill-considered
legislation in respect of providing public
protection, to affirm that there iR something more than moral right. I thiuk,
personally, that there are legal )'ig'.1t~,
bas!:'d on the common law of England,
which sets out that there shall be a duty
on the Government to provide protection of property, and that where it cannot do so the general community shall
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bear the loss sustained by suffering
citizens.
A section of the Unlawful
Assemblies and Processions Act states
where damage is
definitely, that
done during a period OIf disorder
it shall be assessed and provided
It would be unfair to ask the
for.
citizens of Melbourne in a particular
area to bear the whole of the cost of
compensation. It is riglt that sufferers
should look to the general revenue, because those riots followed an upheaval
in the Police Force of the State, and
were not merely the outcome of a local
trouble. The matter was not one which
the citizens of Melbourne could have
avoided. It was a Government affair,
w:hich had to be met or the consequences
borne by the general community and
paid for from general funds. The statement of the late Government, made at
the time of the riots, was a clear recognition of responsibility.. The then Premier (Mr. Lawson) said, "The Government is taking proper precautions for
the protection of life and property in the
community." Could a more clear and
simple notification have been given ? We
do not blame the late Government for
the circumstances which arose. I take
it that it was in the mind of the Premier at the time' that his public announcement was a recognition of the responsibility of the State, and of the
whO'le o.f its citizens.
Now, merely
because the Unlawful Assem bEes and
ProcessiO'ns Act was nO't put into
operatiO'n In
the course
of
the
riots, are we to say that advantage
shall be taken of that fact to deny to
citizens who suffered loss the protection
tv which they were entitled?
It wa~
suggested that the Act should be pnt into
operation following a decision by loca}
magistrates in a particular district that
a i'tate of disorder existed. It will not
be denied that wl2ile the disturbances
lasted it was proposed that application
should be made to the magistrates to take
steps to deal with the outbreak. I think,
however, that they were tOild tha,t there
was no necessity for such a course because the situation was in hand. Even
Jf the Act had been put into operation
the Government would have been quite
right to say that the Statute did not
apply to existing circumstances. We could
not have sai~ that any particular citizens
Mr. Snowball.
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should bear the respon.sibility. The Act,
therefore, was wholly inapplicable; yet
it contains a definite assertion of respon.sibility to the community.
Mr. SLATER.-To a section of the community.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-The responsibility
of a section of the community to bear the
cost .of police protection doe.s not apply
in this case. That is only following the
English practice, where the payment for
police protection is borne by local taxation, and not by the general revenue.
We took a clause out of the English Act
and incorporated it in the Unlawful
Assemblies and Processions Act, though
the conditions were not the same.
Mr. Sr,ATER.-At the time when Parliament passed that Bill the conditions
here were entirely aifferent from what
they were in England.
Mr. SNOvVBALL.-I thought I had
made that clear.
.
Mr. SLATER.-Parliament passed that
Act fully cognizant of the different
methods 'of paying for police protection.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-In many of our
statutes there is a clumsy attempt to
apply legislation copied from other parts
of the world to conditions which do not
exist here. No Government could reasonably have said that it was putting info
operation provisions of the Unlawful
Assemblies and Processions Act, because
the local conditions are not the same as
those which prevail in Great Britain
from the statute-book or which tha,t Act
was copied. When we passed the Unla.wful Assemblies and PrQlcessions Act
we overlooked that fact, and it is hard
to understand how the draftsman took
that part of English legislation and
embodied it in a Bill to' apply to this
State.
Mr. MORLEY.-It was never expected
that the police would go on strike.
Mr. W.ARDE.-The police are continually going on strike according to the honorable member for Bendigo East.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We know that
strikes to some extent have become the
fashion.
When the English Act -was
passed it would probably have been a
transportable offence for anyone to go
OIll strike. The honO'r.able member for
Flemington may say with indignant
wrath that the whole trouble was the
police. st.rike.
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Mr. V\r ARDE.-Idid not say the trouble
was the police strike. What I said was
that people left 9ff paying insurance
when they thought there were no prospects of trouble of this sort, and now they
want the State to bear the burden.
:1\1:1'. SNOWBALI..I.-That is not quite
fair. A citizen is not called upon to
insure against risk 'w-hich rests on the
shoulders of the community.
Mr. W ARDE.-But numbers of them
did, and then dropped paying the premiums.
Mr. SLATER.--The whole system of insurance against burglary would fall to
the ground on tha,t hypothesis.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-This is not burglary in the ordinary way. There is a
distinction between burglary and wholesa,]e dam.age which is caused by riots and
civil commotions. A citizen does not look
to the community for protection against
-cases or ordinary burglary. He can get
protection from insurance companies; but
ordinary burglaries are quite different
from those now under notice.
Mr. WARDE.-Numbers of these men
obtained cover during the wharf
labourers' strike, but when that was over
they stopped paying premiums.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I should like to
Bmphasize the point that under the
policies which were in existence prior to
1921, insurance could be obtained
against riots. Honorable members know
that insurances run for a number of
years, but no fresh policy is issued. Since
1921, however, the insurancEl companies
have included a condition in their policies
that they do not take risks for damages
caused by riots. In cases where the old
I.orm of policy was allowed to continue,
and the premiums ,are paid, the insurers
are protected. "1'hose are the cases referred to by the honorable member for
East Melbourne, in which certain people
were covered against loss by insurance
companies. In those cases, however, the
companies had not taken the prec~mti,on
to call in the old policies and issue fresh
ones with the new condition ,attached.
:1\1:r. WARDE.-The manager of an insurance company told me that some of the
insurers cut out this risk, because they
did not want to pay the extra premiums.
. Mr. OLOUGH.-It seems a kind of repudiation on the part of the insurance
<companies.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-No. It is part of
tlle policy of the insuranqe companies.
:1\1:1'. WARDE.-The Leader of the Opposition ought to be able to confirm what
I say. He is a director of the company
the manager of which spoke to me.
I
presume the manager knows something
ahout the facts.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I never
heard anything of that s o r t . ,
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There is a comprehensive policy which covers all sorti
of losses practically without limitation;
but the premium is very high.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Suppose a fire
occurs through incendiarism.
Do you
think the Government should be responsible for the loss?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the incendiarism is caused by the insurer, no compensation is paid.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-It may result
from the absence of police protection.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If the incendiarism is caused by a stranger, the insurance company would have to pay.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-But suppose the
man was not insured, would the Government have to pay then?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-No; the Government w(luld not be asked to do so, because
it would be correct to say that in the
ordinary course of commercial life ~he
person concerned could have insured
against fire. That, however, is an entirely different kind of loss. It seems to
me'that the claim made in this Bill
justified, because it deals with losses that
have always been recognized as falling
npon the shoulders of the community.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Supposing a man
puts up a special kind of door to his premises, and thinks that is sufficient protection, so that there is no need for him to
take out all insurance policy. If he finds
that it does not protect him, can he rely
on the State to make good his losses?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Some of these
wonderful contrivances to prevent hurglary seem to be more advertisements
than anything else. However, burglary
insurance is a recognized risk taken by all
insurance companies, and we are entitled
to, ask those concerned to pr,otect themselves against losses of that sort.
I
want to again emphasize the fact that
the law has always recognized a distinction between an ordinary r.isk of that'
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kind, which may not be of great magnitude, and the losses incurred as the result
of civil disorder, where the whole of a
man's stock may be stoOlen or destroyed.
The mere fact that our law says that
police protection is provided out of local
taxation-overlooking the fact that the
expenditure on our Police Force is not obtained from such a sOource-is no reason,
to my mind, why Parliament should turn
down the claims of people who are entitled to look to the general community
for protection. I would not support this
claim if I thought tha,t there was any
~leme?t of unfairne'ss or imprOopriety about
It. In my opinion, the claim is based on
elementary principles of justice in COllnexion with British law and the re,cognition of obligations that we cannot turn
aside from.
Therefore, I do ask the
Hous·el to' accept the Bill. We may strike
out th~1 clause pro'viding for recompense
to the lllsurance companies for any money
~hey may have paId over in respect. of
losses.
We may provid-e, if honOorable
membelrs desire it, the most exactinp'
means of insisting upOon thel 'fullest proof
of losses sustained. That would prevent
persons .from coming in at large and advancing claims. I would gOo as far as the
ex-Premier was, I thjnk, prepared to go. j
that is to say, that the GOove,rnment shall
meet to somel extent the losses that we,re
sustained. I think thel ex-Premier asked
those concern~d whethe,r they werel prepared to say If they would be satisfied If
a sum 0.£ -:£10,000 were provided to meet
all the claIms. Mr. PRENDERGAST.-vVhom do you mean
by thel ex-Premier 7
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I mea.n the gentleman whom we will refer to a.s the exPremier.
Mr. VVARDE.-Why, theT€1 are two exPremiers in the House at the present
moment. What elX-Premier are you referring to 1
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I said "the exPremier," but I referred to 1\11'. LawsOon.
He was -Premie'r at the time the trouble
arose, and I recollect him saying that the
matter had been befo-re Cabinet, and he
asked those whC? we're petitioning fOol' relief
whetheQ" a sum of £10,000, to be divided
between them under Govelrnment control
towa,rds meeting the losses sustained
would meet requirements.
'
. M:-. BROWNBILL.-They were considerIllg Ita long time.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-Tt was, perhapst
the fault 0.£ thel honorable member that
the mattell' was nOot finalized.
Mr. WARDE.----.:Oh! Find something else
to put fOorwa,rd.
Every ex-Minister is
prepared to apOilogize fOir his own want of
action by blaming the ex-Premier.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-My remark was
not directed tOo the hono'rable member for
Flemington. I was answering an interjectiOin by the honora.ble membelr for
Geelong, and what I said was obviously
said jocularly. However, I feel sure, if
the honorable member for Flemington
we,re in cOontrol, he would feel, after summing up more carefully all the matteTs
incidental tOo this particula,r incident, and
after welighing the declared policy of the
British GQlvernme,nt when dealing with
claims of this sort-and giving duel recognition tOo the responsibilities that attach
to gove,rnment and tOo the rights of citizenship in a well-ordelred community as
declaJ"ed on our statute-book-tha.t it was
only fair tOo recognize the obligation of the
Gove,rnment to payout of general revenueto some €Ixtent, if not wholly, an amount
towards meeting thel IQsses that were, sustained by these business men. I cannot
say m0're. But I do feel very strongly
indeed that· the claims nQow made dO' call
fQor l'elc0'gnition from the Gove,rnment in a.
very substantial way.
Mr. WARDE.-One reason that would·
ca.u,se mel nOot to considelr t,he claims at all
is that these people oughtl to ha,ve made
provision by insura.nce.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Had the hOonora,ble
member been in control at thel time, and
had said to thel business people whO' were
al~rmed, and whOo had come to him to put
the position befOore hjm, II Gentlemen, goabout your ordinary a.vOoca,tions; the situation is well in ha.nd; the GOovernment
ha,ve taken all the 0'rdinary steps to protect your property," he would look at the
matter differently.
After the disaster"
had ocourred in spite of the precautions
taken, hel would, t think, ha,ve been prepared to' recQognizel the, claim that these
people had upon the State. I feell very
strongly that it is our dut.v to meet the
claim, -and I hO'pe that ho'norable, membelrs will assure t.he G0'Ve'l'llInent that they
will stand be'hind them if the~ decide t()
give it recognition.
Mr. HAYES.-The honorable member
for East MelbO'urne:, in submitting his
Bill pla,celd the case ve,ry plainly bef0're the
Housel. The questions we have to con-
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Bider are--" 'Vho was responsible for the
position that, came about~" and "Who
was responsible for the payment of compensation~"
The point has been raised
that. the insurance companies are, responsiblel.
Mr. Gohen, when asked for his
opinion nearly twelve months ago, stated
that in his opinion the insurance comLater it was
panies were' responsible,.
ascertained that the, policy, as submitted
to Mr. Cohen for his opinion, was not the
actual policy tha.t was in force at the
time of the rio,ts. Further legal opinion
was obtained from three prominent
lawyelrs-Mr. J. G. Latham, Mr. Leo
These,
Cussen, and Mr. Stanley Lewis.
lawye,rs said that in their opinion the insuranoo, companies could not be called
upon to pay for the losses sustainerdby
business men as a result of the riots. It
would, there,fore', appear that the responsibility should devolve, upon the Government of the day. I think that the pre~nt Government should see that something is done, and should shoulder the
~esponsibility of a pre,~rous Gove,rnment.
In order to meet the situation that arose
out of the strike by the, police, the. con-~tituted authority raised a force of about
8,000 sp€lcial constables. After these men
had done their work they were paid -off
~nd compensated.
In my opinion, the
business people whose premises were
damaged during the riots that occurred
should also be cO'lllp€llsa,ted. It has been
urged that these people did not take adequate steps to protect their own property.
That poin t is got ove,r by the sta temen t
made by theex-Pr€!It1ier (Mr. Lawson)
that these peopJ.e could go home, as e·verything would bel all right. To my mind
that relieved these business men of much
of their responsibility. It has been stated
that these people should ha,ve insured their
prope,rties against rioL But now we find
that tha,t is a, matter of impossibility.
There.fore, such an argume,nt will not
stand.
The Government made use of
their power to bring forward recruits to
look afteil" the inte:rests of property owne,rs.
I think the Government should also have
put into operation tha,t section of the, Act
which allows compensa,tion to be paid to
these people. The principle belhind this
matter is fairly clear.
What we are
really asked tQl cQlnsider is: Who is responsible for the, payment of compensation ~
I hope that the present Government will
give fair and careful consideration to the
claim that is made by the business men.
l
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whOI suffered losoos.
They are' at 'least
entitled to some consideration. The Bill
that has been brought forward by the
honorable member for East Melbourne
may not meet the whole, situation. The
Gov€,rnmelnt may not be in a position to
see their way clear to grant the full
amount required to cover the losses that.
wer·e sustained. But I think some, arrangement could be come to whe,r€,by the
Governmen t would set asidel a certain sum
of money frorm which some compensation
would be paid. I hope, that the Government will se-81 that some,-Ehing is done toward satisfying these peoplel. The, case
has been put very clearly before us by
the honorable, member for East l\1~.l
bour1!€!. I think the Gove-rnment would
be justified in saying tha t ~s these people
could not obtain compensation through
ordinary channels,. and in view of the fact
tha.t a, previous Gove,rnment we-re' by their
action to a certain erXtent r-esponsible for
the position that arose" they will " carry
the baby" for the previous Governmen~.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
should like to explain to the House and
to the people outside way the honorable
member for Castlemaine, whose name has
been mentioned, is not present. He was
Premier at the time Q1f this unfortunate
trQluble. It was intended that this Bill
should be introduced on the last private
members' day, but as we sat all night
on the Wednesday, the Premier adjourned the House until the fo 11 ()IW in I-!
Tuesday. The honorable gentleman pro.
mised that an opportunity would be given
to pri va te mem bers who had Bills on
the notice-paper to proceed with them.
That is how it has cOime about that this
Bill has been called on to-day, to 1;h6
surprise of some honorable members.
I
was aware of the arrangement made, and
I sent a message to the honorable member for Castlemaine. He had, hQlwe-ver,
left fQlr his home, on public business, and
he is una.ware that the Bill is being discussed to-day. The honorable member
fQlr Castlemaine was Premier at the time
of this unfortunate. disturbance, and I
was a member of ·the GQlvernment.
I
take up the same position as the present
Premier, and, in my opinion, no other
attitude can be adQlpted. Every Q1ne regrets the incident that occurred, and
sympathizes with those who suffered. We
should like to blot all reference to the
incident out of our reco['ds.
:Mr. MORLEy.-What is the good of
sympathy ~ It· will nQlt buy a bun!
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Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-It
was an unfortunate occurrence j and one
of the reasons given at the time fO'r the
claim for compensation, and it has been
stressed by the honorable member for
Brighton, is the statement that was made
by the honorable member for Castlemaine, as Premie,r, on the Friday night,
and that was announced in the newspapers on the Saturday morning. It was
a definite and distinct statement, and it
was quoted by the deputations that
waited on the then Premier, and also in
connexion with the demand tha,t was
made for the payment of compensation
to those who had suffered.
That the
,statement was made, the hO'norable member for Castlemaine does no,t deny.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-We are not seeking
to hold him pelrsonally responsible.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-One
of the arguments put forward by the
business people who had suffered loss was
that by the sta,tement made they ~ad
'been lulled into a false sense olf secunty.
The situation was well in hand when the
honorable member for Castlemaine made
the ~statement, 'and also when the statement was published on the Saturday
morning.
Mr. FARTHING.-The honorable member for Castlemaine thought it was, but
it was not.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Will
the honorable lllem ber please allow me to
state the position from my own point of
view. The si tua tion was well in hand,
and mO're police 'were being brO'ught into
the city ~y the train by which I tra.velled.
The trouble arose primarily
owing to the action of the mounted police.
We had the assurance on Saturday morning that a cO'nsiderable number of the
mounted police were at the barracks, and
that they were all ready for duty.
It
was because they failed us at the critical
time that the disturbance occurred in the
streets. The situation was well in hand,
and if the 120 mounted police had remained lo,yal, there would have been no
trouble on the Satur"day afternoon.
Mr. MORLEy.-The people who suffered
are not responsible for that.:
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Is
it to be contended that the State is to
be res,ponsible for the consequences of all
outbreaks of disO'rder~. I can give a, case
in point. In a certain town in the country there was only one policeman, and it
was . fe~n'ecl that he ,would join the

strikers.
One gentIeman, a reputable
citizen, asked him what he was going
to' dO', and he answered, in effect, "1
am going to do what I like,." The citizen said that he was anxious to know
what his intentions were, because he did
not want his wife and children to take
any risk. Suppose that trouble had ocClIrred in that town, and the hoodlums
had destroyed property. Would it have
been said that the whole community wall
responsible ~
Mr. SNowBALL.-In the instance to
which you re,fer, the citizens would havo
taken steps to protect their own property ..
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-If
they had failed to protect themselves, or
to obtain protection, and damage had
be,en dooe to property, could t.hey hav.
reasonably asked that . compensation
should be paid to them out of the public
funds ~
.
Mr. MORLEY.~W e do not get big
mobs in the country.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Th.,
honorable member for East. Melbourne
said that the crowd that assembled in
Melbourne was respectable and well
dressed.
Is the State to be asked to
father all these troubles ~ At times citizens find themselves in distress from
various causes, it may be frpm a drought
or a bush fire and the Government may
come to their assist.ance.
If there are
hard cases the Government may, after an
investigation has been made, help the
sufferers financially, but t.hey do so only
O'n t.he condition that any amount of
money granied to them shall be repaid.
Speaking entirely from memory, Mr.
Lawson said that if there were any cases
of that kind they would receive consideraSome of the people who are put-·
tion.
ting forward claims are amongst our
wealthiest citizens, but I admit that
there may be otherrs who are financially
embarrassed. Is it to be cont.ended that:
it is the duty o,{ the State to pay com-'
pensatiOll to persons who suffer from a
visitation, it may be of the Almighty, or
of men ~
Is the State to bear all the.
expense in connexion with such occurrences ~
The honorable member for
Castlemaine said, and I repeat that I am,
speaking entirely from memory, that if:
on investigation the Government were
satisfied that some pe,rsons had been finan-l
cially embarrassed or ruined, .the Govern-,
ment would give sympathetic -Gonsidera-J
l,
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tion to any claim the.y made for assistance, any amount granted to be repaid.
That is the position, and we have to
-consider the interests of the State as a
whole, and to be careful not to establish
what might prove to be a very dangerous
precedent.
It is all very well for the
honorable member for Barwon to say
that sympathy is of no use.
I admit
that" but we have to recognize our duty
to .the citizens generally.
Mr. MORLEY.-You are only . offering
8ympathy.
I suppose that is all you
have got.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-We
ought not to be asked. to take money
from the taxpayers to meet claims of thIS
kind.
It has been pointed out that
some of these people could not insure
their property, because the terms .of the
policies had changed since 1921. I was
unaware of that.
I think that the
attitude taken up by the Government IS
thecorrect one. I have been chaffed for
expressing sympathy, but we represent
the public as a whole, and if we acceded
to these claims we do not know where the
demands that would be made on the State
revenue would begin and end. \Ve would
probably be asked to consider large numbers of past and future cases of a similar kind.
One of the arguments put.
forward is that these people were lulled
into a false sense of security, and that
therefore they did not take the steps that
were necessary to protect their own property. The Government did everything
that was possible, and, as I have already
.stated, the unfortunate disturbance would
not have occurred if the mounted police
had remained IOlyal.
1\ir. FARTHING.-DOl you think that
;any business man in Melbourne could endanger his position and credit by going
cap-in-hand to the Government and
(( pulling a poor mouth 7"
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-If
there is an individual in that position,
and he' considers that this is going to
affect his credit, I can only say that he
IS taking a high and mighty stand.
There are hundreds of citizens in this
State who at times when they have been
in financial difficulties have not failed to
approach other citizens or the Government
for assistance. I think that to give assi5tance in cases of hardship is as much as
the Government could do in mitigation of
the unfortunate trouble that occurred.
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- Mr. MORLEY.~I do not wish to take
up the time of t.he House by covering the
ground that has already been traversed,
but I have taken a great interest in this
'subject, and from the very start I have
felt that the people who suffered loss
through the riot were morally entitled to
compensation from the Government. I
dOl not know anything about the legal
aspect of the case. The honorable member for Brighton stated the English law
on the subject, and the House listened to
him with interest. I know SOlme of the
people Vf ho sufie,red loss, a~d one or two
of those I know are not III too good a
positiOln financially. At times when there
have been bush fires and floods Governments have assisted persons who havesuffered loss. It was through no fault of
the shopkeepers that the riot took place.
But far the fact that the then Premier
had sta.ted through the press that everything was going weU, the shopkeepers
would have been present to look after
their OIwn property. Nothing could have
stOlpped the riot.
The Lea.de1r of the
Opposition spoke about what might ha.ve
happened in the country, a.nd referred to
a case in which OIne man in a country town
went to the one policeman there and inquired whether or not he was going to remain on duty. The cases are not at -all
parallel. In a country district the people
all know one another. On the night of
t·he riot in Melbourne a mob consisting of
thousands of people surged along the
street and lifted tram-cars and everything
that \vas in front of it . No police could
have stopped the mob. I s'ay that we are
morally responsible £nr the riot, and t.hat
the shopkeepers who suffered loss should
be compensated. I do not say that they
should be pad the £18',000 that is
claimed. In the Bill it is provided that
the Chief Secretary shall decide what compensation is to be paid. I would not b('
surprised if, after the qhief Secretary has
gone through the claIms, the amount
were to be cut down to £6,000 or
£8,000.
1\11'. SLATER.-Insurance company assessors might cut it down a bit further.
Mr. l\iORLEY.-I would not he surprised if they did, but whether the
amount is £100 or £1,000., we are morally
responsible for paying it. If the Chie,f
Secret.ary finds that certain claimants
should get nothing, he should cut them
right out, but in the case of men 'Who took
all the precautions they could to protect·
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their property, and who have been
brQlught to ruin by what occurred, as I
know one or two have been, it is up to
the Government of the day to offer help.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Goven1l11ent cffered
that.
Mr. MORLEY.-That is so.
A bia
deputation waited on the hunorable me~~
ber for Castlemaine when he was Premier, and his reply was reported as follows : .Mr. Lawson said the Ministry sympathized
those who had suffered. The lady mentIOned had a strong moral claim for compensation.
•
\~lth

What stronger claim had she than the
other shopkeepers ~
The then Premier
admitted that she had a mQlral claim
because she took some of th~ rioters into
her shop. He went on to say that he
'.vas not making any admissions .
.',lVfr. ~VARDE.-YOU said the lady took
rIOters mto her shop ~
, Mr. MO~LEY.-I meant special constables.
However, they were all the
s~me on that night.
They were all
noters, and you could not tell who were
the" specials" and who were the rioters.
, Mr .. SLATER.-Were the "specials"
having as good a time as the rio,ters '?
Mr. MORLEY.-Not all oJ them.
Some of them may have been. I say we
are morally bound t,o assist the people who
suffered loss, and I ask hQlnorable members to support the Bill. J... et the Chief
Secretary decide who is to be paid compensa tion. I hope we shall never have
another riot, but I feel sure tha,t legislation will be intrQlduced to provide that
should damage be caused by riot in
future, persons who have insured their
property will be entitled to ca.rnpensation
under their policies.
Mr. TOUTCHER.--In regard to this
lamentable affair, I think it is the duty of
this Government, OIl' of any Government
that may succeed it, provi~d the present
Government has not sufficient time to do
what is required-Mr. SLA'fER.-Is that a portent ~
I\1r. TOUTCHER.-Not. at all, but
with human institutions, as with human
beings, life is uncertain.
Mr. WARDE.-YOU might couple with
your rema.rks ·the quotation, "Hope
springs eternal in the human breast."
Mr. TOUT'CHER.-I was about to
say that it is the duty of the present Government, or will be the duty of some
future Government, to introduce a
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measure tha,t will provide a sui tableremedy should such an unfortunate, sta-te,
I
of affairs occur in the future.
have a great deal of sympathy with the
persons who suffered loss, and though
upon legal grounds the Premie'r and the
Leader of the Opposition appear to be
taking a firm stand, I would urge that
there are moral considerations that should
be regarded. The shopkeepers have a.
very strong ma.ral claim to compensation
because the riot was an attack upon
society, and that attack upon society was
occasioned by what might be termed a;
natiornal outbul'st·.
The police of this
country had sworn to do their duty, and
were paid to do it, and nothwithstandjng
all the threats that were made, nobody
contemplated that they would leave their
posts and abandon the unfortunate.
people 'in business in the city to the Cll'cumstance6 of the time. A big racing
carnival was being held in Me,lhourne,
and, as a result, what might be described
Cl:S the worst forces of society were concentrated in the city. The Government
of the day in the best of faith ga.ve an
assurance that everything was well in
hand.
It was not contemplated for a
moment that the police were going to
lea.ve their. duty, and abandon e,verybody
to the penIs of the day. T'he Leader of
the Opposition refelrred to a place where
there was one poJiceman, and his being
asked whether or not he was going to
strike; but I venture to say that no one
contemplated that there would be such
a riot as o'ccurred in Melbourne. I think
that t'::te Government would be well advised to give some consideration to this
claim. I do not contend that the whole,
of the sum specified should be disThe amount to be paid would
bursed.
rest with the Ohief Secretary. In view
of the interjection of the Attorney-General about assessors, it would be quite competent for the Chief Secretary to call
in practical and trained men to investigate fully the losses of the persons making the claims. It is certainly a strong
moral claim, and such claims have never
been resisted in this House. Time after
time, when devastations have taken place,.
our practical sympathy has been evoked.
In this case certain people have suffered
through one section of society not doing
the duty which it was supposed to perform.
They suffered through
the
caprices of particular persons in the
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Police Force.
They did not take any
special precautions, believing that as a re,suIt of the payment of governmental ,and
municipal taxation they would get what
might be expected in any lawful, community-the full protection of those paid
to safeguard the lives and property of all
,citizens. In this case they did not meet
the situation, because it was never expected that they should do so. If m~r
tial law had been declared, Oor the RIOt
Act read, everybody would have been endowed with the right and authority to
take means to protect himself from such
dangers as developed on that particular
occasion.
This unfortunate happening
was really national in character. Therefore, the comparatively few people who
suffered on that occasion are deserving
of consideration, and especially those
least able to bear such losses. I do not
suppose that you can .very well draw
the line between the man who has and the
man who has not, but surely the man who
has not is entitled to some consideration.
The honorable member for East Melbourne, who introduced this Bill, is perfectly willing to give the Executive the
power of distribution after the fullest
investigation. I appeal to the Government to reconsider their decision, and to
give to these sufferers that consideration
which was said to have been almost given
by the then Premier C~Ir . Lawson). If
Mr. Lawson said the sum of £10,000-Mr. SLATER.-Where is there any re('ord of that?
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I have no record.
Mr. SLATER.-That statement has been
.denied by your own colleagues.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-Of course, I was
not a member of the Government then.
Mr. W ARDE.-People will say anvthing when they are after boodle. Y;u
know that as a commission agent.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-What I know
about business is straight, and I hope
that the honorable member for Flemington always acts upon the same principle.
Mr. WARDE.-Plenty of them do not.
We know that from our courts.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-There are exceptions in all sections of society, but we do
not follow bad exceptions.
I wish to
appeal to the Premier for re'consideration of the case. He regarded this questiOon in a cold, legal way. He is not a
legal gentleman, but being in power he
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looked upon the matter with that cold,
critical eye which, I suppose, distinguishes people who are in positions of
great responsibility. He was probably
taking a lead from the Government wiich
has passed away. That Government was
associated with the unfortunate matter
that brought about this trouble.
The
Government did what they believed to
be right, and t~ey were supported by this
House, including myself. It was really
a national calamity, and no section of
the people could meet the set of circumstances that then arose. Rightly or
wrongly these people were warranted in
believing that the Government of the
day had the matter well in hand. We
have been told by the Leader of the
Opposition, that had it not been for
those 120 mounted men who quite unexpectedly left their duty at the last moment, the position would have been met.
With 120 troopers any such position
would have been met in Melbourne at
that or any other time, because a riot,
thank God, dOles not extend to a large
section of the people, although there was
a large enough section to get out of hand
that night when no policemen were on
duty, and there were only the special constables who had been sworn in within
a few hours of the trouble. As this has
been an attack on society by men wh~
had sworn to do their duty, leaving the
shopkeepers and everyone else at the
mercy of the criminal instincts of a certain portion of our people, why, I ask,
should a small section of society have to
bear all the losses? Society, as a whole,
has been affected by this trouble, yet
one small section has to suffer. In the
past the Premier has often taken notice
of strong moral claims. From time to
time he himself has advanced suc 11
claims on behalf of certain sections of
society.
We are advocating a moral
claim now. As I say, we do not ask
the Government to pass the whole amount
stated. All we wish to do is to affirm
the principle, leaving a blank fOol' the
sum. That blank can be filled in by the
Chief Secretary after the fullest investigation has been made ,vith the aid of
assessors.
I say that this Parliament
and the :Ministry are morally bound to
meet just and deserving claims such as
those that 'have been presented by the
honorable member for East Melbourne.
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Mr. MoLACHL. A.N.-W..hile I will
give consideration to any claims made
by men in necessitous circumstances, I
am not prepared to support this Bill. If
Parliament is going to admit its responsibility in connexion with metropolitan
people, it must do so in the case of people
in every part of the State.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If this trO'uble had
occurred in any other part of the State
the position would have been the same.
It is not a metropolitan matter.
lir .. MoLACHLAN.-According to
legal authorities, these gentlemen have
no claim upon Parliament.
It is unfortunate that the insurance societies did
not see their wa y clear to' pa y them
compensatiDn. In my opinion those are
the bodies that should have done so. It
has not been the policy of Parliament,
o.r the expressed will o.f the people, sO'
far to meet cases of this kind. In connexion with the trouble -there was the
case of Mr. LDbley, a farmer from the
district of Newry.
He visited 1\1elbourne fo.r Cup week, and wit.nessed the
running o.f the Derby. That evening he
came in to the ci ty while thel distur banoes
were occurring, and was struck ~n the
he.ad, with fatal consequenoes. He was a
reputablel citizen, and was in no way coucerned in the riots. I understand tha,t
he, was ove,rheard to say, "It is a pity
to see men brea:king these windows," and
the moment he made tha't remark he was
struck do,wn.
Hel lingered for several
days, but died in hospital, lela,ving a, wife
and family by no means in comfort.able
circumstances.
I appealed to' the Government to consider the case, but nO'
notice was taken of my claim. Although
the,re is now a different Govenlment, I
think thel observa,tion holds good tha,t if
the authorities can give no consideration
to the, factor of human life" .they can
scaJ.·cely bel expect·ed to conside,r compensa tion for damagel to property.
I am
bound to say that the claims of that
family were very much stronger than a,re
those of the business suffere-rs.
Mr. MoDONALD (PolwaTth).-I support the, second re,ad-ing, with a view,
however, of having an amendment made
in clausel 3 to reduce thel sum there, set out
by £10,000. Citizens were lulled into a
feeling of f al&81 security,. no d?u bt, by
statements madel at a, parbcula,r Juncture;
and had the same set of circumstances
rem~ined, probably nothing would have

happened. However, the mounted police
roelfused duty, and city' business premises
were a.t, the mercy of the mob. For that
reason thel suffere,rs aJ"e, entitled to some
compensation, but not to' comple,te repayment' for losoos sustained, for they would
not, get that even under an insurance
policy.
Mr. McLACHLAN. - By leave, I
desire to add one comment respecting
the case of the family of the man whose
life was lost. That i's, that the scope of
the Police Oonunission should be extended
to permit it to consider the whole of the
circum~tances.,
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LOCAL GOVERNlVIENT BILL (No.2).
Mr. EVERARD.-I llloveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

r

regret that circumstances arose last week
which prevented my bringjng forward this
Bill; and, as the hour is now Jate, I will
make my remarks as brief as possible.
\Vhen I have finished we may, perhaps,
be able to arrive at some understandjng
with the Government to ensure something
being done to determine the rateability
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of prope'rties vested in the Melbourne and
MetropOolitan Board of vVorks. This is a
shOort Bill, containing what I regard as an
equit'able proposal. I hope it will co~
mend itself to hono'rable members, as It
is based on the principle that where a
body receives a large income from land
the property should be subjected to municipal taxatiOon on the unimprOove~ value.
This Bill exempts from taxatIOn the
capital expenditure on the watershed
areas of the metrOopolis. It is O'nly the
unimpro,ved value that is to be taxed. The
greater pa,rt of the areas comprising the
Yan Yean reservoir and its surroundings
were in the early days purchased from the
New South vVales Government.
Had
these lands remained private property, a
~ast sum of .money would have accrued
to the municipalities within whose
boundaries they are situated. Last year
the Board obtained, roughly speaking,
£1,000,000 in water and sewerage rates.
The daily average consumption of water
in Melbourne and suburbs is about
48,000,000 gallons, of which 36,000,000
gallons is pumped at Spotswood to
carry the sewage to the farm at We,rribee.
This leaves about 12,000,000 gallons fOor
consumption by the public.
In other
words, three OlUt of every four gallons of
the daily consumption is used by the
Board in conne,xiOon with its sewerage
system. Last year the BO'ard decreased
its rates thereby relinquishing revenue to
the extent of £100,000 per annum ..
Mr. JEWELL.-It is the most conservative bocty we have.
Mr. EVERARD.-It sticks very closely
to any determination it arrives at. I have
nothing whate,ver to say against the members of the Board personally.· Most of
them are elected by the various municipal
cO'uncils. There is no doubt that it has
a very conservative line Oof thought. The
chairman is a courteous gentleman and
will receive you very kindly.
He will
show you to a comfortable chair, and ask
you to have a smoke. He will speak very
nicely to you, and he reminds me Oof the
boa constrictor, which slobbers over its
victim before it, swallows it.
In the
Board's annual report for the year ended
30th June, 1923, it is shown that the rates
totalled Is. 3d. in the ,£1, as against
Is. 8d. for the year 1914-15, showing
that there has been a reduction of 25 per
cent. on pre-war taxation fO'r the services
it renders. The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of 'V"orks is, perhaps, the
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only institution in this cOountry that has
brought down rates belOow those obtaining in pre-war time.
It has reduced
pre-war charges 25 per cent. This shows
that the management of the Board js
efficient. There is no doubt about that.
I congratulate the Board upon its management. On the preceding page of that
report it is stated that the Board reduced the sewerage rate for 1923-24 from
Is. to 9d. in the £1, notwithstanding an
increase in the loan interest charge fO'1"
the year Oof £37,000.
Now, as the expected total rating under this Bill will
be only about £5,000 a year, the
people in my district are wondering
why the BO'a,rd should raise any
'objectio'll to paying it.
Seeing that
rates are being reduced by £100,000,
it is a matter fOor wonde,rment to the
peOople in my district why the Board
should be: so indifferent to the well-being
Oof those parts of the country from which
it derives its w,ater supply. We kno,w
that had these watershed areas no,t been
held by the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works they would have been
held for agricultural, grazing and residental purposes, - and t.here is no doubt
tha,t the variO'us shires would have' O'btained considerable revenue, seeing that
the land is valuable, although the Bo.ard
made a statement to' the contrary last
year.
I may also state that there are
several la.rge areas that the BOoard has
acquired from various private owners who
used to' pay rates, and on these lands
the Board does not now pa,y rates at all,
making it very hard on the people contiguous to' those areas,· as they have by
increased taxation "to make good that loss
of rates. It makes it difficult faT the shires
concerned tOI get enough money to' provide the people with roads and other
facilities for getting their produce to market.
As a matter Oof fact, not one Oof
these shires is in a solvent oondition, on.
account of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of vVorks, and, to a small extent, the Forests Commission having been
freed from paying municipal rates. Let.
me instance the road from vVhittlesea to'
Kinglake, that was constructed at a cost
of from £20,000 to £30,000. This road
runs its full length within a mile or two
of the Board's reserve.
Consequently
there is only a strip of privately-owned
land from which rates can be Oobtained.
These ratepaye,rs are rated up to th(~
maximum of 2s. 6d. in the £1, plus a rate
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of 6d. fO'f the Country Roads Board's
work, and they cannot bear additional

remains that the lives of these people
were threatened, and I took kelen excep-

ra ting for the purpose of keeping their
.side-roa.ds in orde,r. We contend that

tion to it in the House last yea.r .
Mr. JEWELL.-It wa§l a shameful thing,

t~e people who live in these areas are
entitled to fair consideration from this
House. I am pleased tha't the Govern-

ment recognize tha.t the country must get

a fair share of support from them. The
people who live in these areas canno't
understand the atotitude of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board 00£
Works.
We know that a part of my
elector~te-the
Whittlesea shire-has
been pu t . to big e1xpense in legal
proceedings with the Board In regard to closed roads.
It will be
r~con~cted. that
I raised an objectwn III thIS House to the action. of the.
Board in sending up officers of the law
to prevent the men who live in my district from taking a piece of fencing away.
This fence was put across the road bv
the officerso·f the Board, and to prevent
the people from taking it away they sent
up (( limbs" of the iaw, who positively
threatened t.he people with revolvers if
they would not desist froom their design'3
on the fence.
The Board stated tJlat
they did not au thnrize these men to, carry
revolvers.
The fact remains that the
m~n did carry revolvers, and that they
fnghtened the people with their gunplay.
Certainly they did not frighten
them so much, but that when the Booard
again put up a fence they took it down.
They did so because they wanted the
privilege of taking their produce to market by the nearest cut, instead of going
a further 10 miles.
'
Mr. FARTHING.-Are these
fences
across the road 1
Mr. EVERARD.-Yes. They were
put across the road to prevent t.hese
people from taking their produce to' market by the nearest route. In order to
enforce this act of prevention, the Board
sent up men who carried revolvers. The
revolvers were presented at the heads of
the men out in the country who sought to
remove the fences.
The officerR threatened to shoot these men if they did
not put up their hands. The BO'ard denied that the responsibility for that lies
on their heads. They put the blame on
to the Chief Commissioner of PO'lice.
He denied t·he responsibility. and said
that the Board were responsible.
Howeve,r, whether the Board or the Police
Commissioner were responsibie, the fact

anyhow.
Mr. EVERARD.-It was a disgraceful action. No notice was taken of it
by the Government or anybO'dy else.
The.men who were threatened put in their
protest, and the only words spoken on
their behalf were spoken by me on the
BOIo,r of this House. I succeeded in preventing any repetition of that action. We
are told tha.t we are to get a main roads
or an arterial roads Bill.
Although
these people will be near enough to pay
special rates under that measure, they
will get no relief, because none of the
roads in my district are marked arterial
rOlads.
Therefore, I am making an appeal to' the House to see that the MeJ·
bourne and l\1etropolitan Board O'f Works
pay the rates I have referred to, in order
that relief may be given to those people
who will not have any benefit from the
artetrial rooads Bill. These people will
be rated to a greater extent than the
people in any other municipality around
Melbourne, unless that relief is given.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Are these roads
that are leading thrO'ugh the Board's
territory to shires on the other side 1
Mr. EVERARD.-Yes.
In Healesville the Board do cO'ntribute towards
the upkeep O';{ the Black Spur-rO'ad. The
reason for that· is this: There was a
tO'wn called Fernshaw. T'he1y bought the
whole township up.
That tow:p.ship was
pa,ying rates to the Healesville shire. That,
town was demolished, and as a q'uid pro
quo the Board promised to keep up the
Black Spur-road for a certain distance
from Fernsha.w.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-Are there many
main roads 1
Mr. EVERARD.-Not perhaps gO'ing
through the Board's CO'untry, but contiguous to it. The Whittlesea-road to Kinglake 'W est, which cost £20,000, is for its
full length of 8 or 9 miles, within
a mile or less from the area held by
the Metropolitan Boat'd of ~Vorks. In the
matter of roads, the' Board have, done a
certain amount of work in improving the
Black Spur-road. A few years ago they
gave the Whittlesea Council a small
amount to keep in relpair a road that is
used by their own employees, but with
that exception the1y have, done not;hing
0
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for the council except put them to
great expense in legal proceedings.
Clause 2 of the Bill deals with the
capital value of the land in the
watershed areas, and says that in respect of the land described' in Part II. of
. t.he Third Schedule to t.he Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1915,
thel improved value and the unimproved
capital value respectively shall be deemed
t.o be' £15 an acre. That is about £5 an
acre less than the value of the land contiguous tOi that part of the district. To
show that th:is is a low valuation, I may
point out that within the last few months
a block of land at Flowerdale" up the
King Parrot Creek, was sold for £3,700,
or o,ver £16 an acre. That block comprised about 227 acres. Although it had
some flats in it the price paid was a fair
one. If under the hammer land right up
near Flowerdale fetches £16 an acre, we,
are quite saJe in saying that the land
at Yan Yean is worth much more than
the amount stated in this Bill. The Board
has issued to honorable membe,rs two
circulars against the Bill. One circular
that was issued about a year ago made
it appear that I had said that the Kinglake land was unsuitable for settlement
because thel pe.ople ,were leaNing their
holdings. What I said was that people
werel leaving the district on account of
bad roads and inadequate railwa,y communication, but rOoads are now being constructed at conside,rablo' cost to the State
and to the councils interested.
The
country on to Yea" is very hilly, and it is
essential that good roads should be~ provided. At present they are in a. lamen. table condition; but with the expenditure
of the £20,000 they will be put into a
fairly good state, up to the, top of the
mountain. Some months ago the, Railways Standing Committee recommended
the construction of a line, as far as Mittons
Bridge, and the Closer Settlement Board
now has it within its powe.r to settle
pe,opla on the, land.
The Minister of
Lands, Mr. McIver, and myself intend
shortly to visit the district with the, view
of promoting the settlement of people from
overseas and ·of our own people.
That
should dispose of the argument that this
IS not land that can be, worked.
There
is some of the finest land in Victoria. in
the Kinglake Ranges.
The Railways
Standing Committee visited the district
twelve months ago, and were, very much
impressed with the fe'rtility of the soil.
[52]
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I am ple,aged to be able to say tha.t the
Railways Standing Committee did sple,ndid work in this country, and that they
ha,ve recommended the cOonstruction of a
line provided C€'rtain Crown lands are set
aside for closer settlement. The re<:oent
circular of the Board is full of anomalies
and inconsistencies. .Thel Board says in
that circular that it did nOot voluntarily
agree to have its land at Werribe€, rated;
that it only did so under duress.
The
Minister Oof Lands, in speaking tOo a, de,putation from Werribee thel other day, said
it was disgrace,ful that the Board did not
pay full ra~es for the land it used at Werribee, because it derived a ~mbstantial
revenue from those lands, whilst it gave
a me,re pittance to the local shire.
He
pointed Q1ut, also, that the, Board was
entering into compe,tition with the farmers, but was not paying any reasonable
share of the cost of the work which had
. to be undertaken. The Board says that
it· consented to have its lands at Werribee
rated unde,r duress. What I am asking
is not that the Board shall pay rates
under duress, but that the Parliament
shall agreel to. a resolution to the effect that
the, Board's territory shall be rated in
order that the, people of the district who
have to put up with very bad roads may
get something in re.turn for the service
they render to the metropolitan watershed area.
Mr. JEWELL.-Does the- BQiard usel the
roads 1
Mr. EVERARD.-They use. the roads
in the Black Spur and Whittlesea districts.
In their circular they would le·ad one to
suppose that the,y contribute to thel upkeep of the Whittlesea-road, but they do
not contribute. They gave a pittance a
few years ago in order that a short
length of road to Toorooroung Reservoir
gates might be repaired, but that road
is used exclusively by the Board, and by
its members who go out fishing and enjoyiD:g themselves.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-What
Board cont.ribute now 7

does

the

Mr. EVERARD.-Nothing, with the
exception of what it has given as a quid
pro quo for the destruction of the township of Fe,rnshaw.
It has promised to
maintain the road from a cert.ain point
beyond Healesville up to the Black Spur.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Have you had any
confe·rences with them V
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Mr. EVERARD.~Yes; I have had
chats, and I have smoked cigars with the
chairman.
Hel is a most courteous
gentleman, but immediately a Bill is
brought in which affects the Boa,rd, he
sends ,out a circular condemning it fore
and a.ft, and lie says, "We will seel tha,t
they do not get Is. of our mone,y." It is
true that the Board ha,ve made, a reduction iu the rates in the metropolitan area
equivalent to £100,000 a ye,a.r, and fo'r
that I admire them, but they refuse to
give a. " widow's mite" to be distributed
amongst these fQiur or five shires. They
are a mOost conserva.tive set of .men, but I
admit that they a,re good managers. It
is, however, thelir duty to do what they
can to assist the poor settlers, and in that
l'eSpect they have failed. fhel men who
live be'YQind N arbethong cannot get their
produce to markelt, and cannot make their
farms pa~ because the MeltropOolitan Board
of Works refuses to allow us to make, a
deviation when, instead of having to go
up the Black Spur with a gradient of 1 in
5, we would ha,ve a, gradient of only 1 in
32. Thel reason of their Oobjection is the
danger of pollution to the watershed, but
there should be less pollution with a
gradient of 1 in 32. The ex-Treasurer,
Sir William McPherson, visited the
district,
and
his
heart bled fOor
the settlers.
Thel Railways
Standing Committee visited the
district,
and they recommended the cOonstructiOon 0.£ a line on certain conditiOons.
The conditions CQiuld nQit be complied with
by the people there, and they have lost
both the line and the road. Not only
will the people in the Marysville district
have to use that one-in-five grade road
unless som,ething is done, but so also will
the people in the north-east. That is t.he
main highway between the nQirth-east and
Melbourne, and the people will have to
come down the terrible Blacks' Spur-road
perhaps for the next decade unless some
Government says that the Melbourne and
l\ietropoolitan Board of 'V CTks and the
Forests Commission must build a road in
order to facilitate settlement in the
northern areas. It will be seen that the
Bnard is doing as little as it can. We
must admire it for its good bookkeeping,
and for reducing the rates of the metropolitan people by £100,000, but we cannot admire it fOor refusing the paltry snm
of £5,000 to the shires in my district
when the money is wanted in order that
the unfortunate settlers might get their
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prnduce to'market. The Bo~rd does not
say that the valuation placed by the Bill
on these watershed areas is excessive. It
says nothing about that. It does not say
tha,t the amOount of £5,000 is excessive,
nor that it cannQit afford to meet that
ann ual tax. All i t says in its circular is,
that it should not be called upon to pay
any taxation, notwithstanding its enormous annual income of £1,000,000.
Although it has a revenue of that amount,
it refuses to pay a paltry £5,000 in order
that impove'rished shires 'may receive a
little well-deserved halp. The Bill should
be passed to affirm the principle of taxing
the catchment a,reas held by the Board.
It has been suggested that the .Minister
of Publio Works would be willing to meet
representatives of the shires interested,
a,nd also of that august body, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
Perhaps after hearing the representations
made at that conference the Minister
might say tha.t £5,000 was far tOoo small
an amount, and that he would make it
£10,000, but I am sure that he would
not go under the £5,000. At the recent
Municipal Conference helld in Melbourne,
which was attended by representatives of
both metropolitan and country councils,
a resol u tio'll was unanimously carried declaring that power should be given to
ra.te the Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works on property owned and
controlled by it in any municipality. That
is an endorsement of the principle o.{
taxing the Board's pro-perty. I would not
tax its works in my constituency, but only
the unimproved value of the land it holds
there. I have a list here of the lands
controlled by the Board in my constituency, and though I shall no,t weary the
House by reading it, I should like the
Premier to peruse it. I sincerely regret
that on account of the all-night sitting the
week before last I . was not given tho
opportunity of bringing the Bill on in a
full House.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You ought to be
thankful that yQiU got an opportunity
this afternoon.
Mr. EVERARD.-Then I should be,
thankful for very little. I like all duck
or no dinne,r.
I do not thank anyone
for giving me the opportunity to bring
the Bill on at half-past 3 on a Thursday
afternoon, and telling me to hurry up and
get through my speech, because members
are tired and want to go home. I want
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to impress upon the Premier the necessity of carrying out a policy for good
roads surrounding the metropolitan area
at least. Unless something is done by the
Government or the Board to give relief
to the shires I have mentioned that are
now impecunious, I shall have to move
the adjournment of t.he House every n0'W
and then in o'rder to urge on the Government the necessity of seeing that those
people who Ii va in the back areas are
treated a bit more decently than they
ha.ve been in the past. I have had this
Bill on the notice-pa per f0'r several
sessions, and unless it is passed the people
will look upon it as a hardy annual. One
of the reasons I have introduced the
measure is that the areas he,ld by the
Board are a breeding place fo'r vermin 0'f
all descriptions. Those vermin eat out
the surrounding country and reduce the
income of the farmers. In doing so they
reduce the rates payable on the properties
of the farme,rs, because the value of the
land is decreased.
Theref0're, in more
ways than one the Bo'ard should be held
responsible for the areas it h0'lds. I should
like the Premier to allow the Bill to go
through its second reading. I think the
honorable gentleman gave me the hint
that the Minister Oof Publio Works would
be willing to meet representatives o,f the
Board and O'f the four or fives shiTes con··
cerned, together with myself. Any suggestions that might be made by such a
conference I should be quite willing to
insert in the Bill. If any fair arrangement cOould be come to with the Board,
I am sure it would satisfy the people who
live in the districts concerned. I have
curtailed my remarks in order not to keep
hono·rable members hero longe,r than
i~ necessary.
I know they want to get
away. I think it was a little unfair of
the Premier to give me only half an hour
for the consideration of the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST.-If you had not
been given a chamce to-day, you would
nOot have got another this session.
Mr. EVERARD.-It was good of the
honorable gentleman to give me a chance
to take this chance, but what is the good
of the chanc~ if I am not gOoing to get
anything by it ~
I ask the hO'norable
gent1eman to let the second rea.ding of
the Bill go through. Will he do that ~
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-I will tell you
when you sit down.
.
Mr. EVERARD.-I may not have the
opportunity Oof rising again.
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Mr. SOLLy.-Don't " stone-wall" your
own Bill.
Mr. EVERARD.-I should like an
assurance from. the Premier that he will
do what he promised me outside.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Anything I. have
promised to do I will do.
Mr. EVERARD.-That is satisfactory.
I trust the House will take a sympathetic
view of the Bill, and will see that not
only the people in the areas to which I
have referred in my constituency, but
that people in contiguous areas are treated
in a much better way than they ha,ve been
during the last decade. As the Board
has control of all that territory, and pays
no rates, I hope that the House will recognize the justice of my claim, and
agree to the second re,ading of the Bill.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
ha.ve listened attentively to what the honorable member fOol' Evelyn has had to
say, and I cannot understand at all
why the l\1elbourne and Metropolitan
Board Oof Works have not been prepared
to' pa.rley with the local authorities on
the question Oof the maintenance of roads.
It is quite evident that the shires are
put to immense expense in connexion
with the r0'ads that run through t·he
territory of the Board j and if the honorable memhe:r for Evelyn will agree to
the adjournment Oof this debate', I will
embrace' the Oopportunity of submitting
the question to the Minister of Public
WOorks, with the request that he shall call
a conference of representatives of the
councils and the Board, and also the
member for t.he district, with a view of
arriving at SOome amicable arrangement.
In connexion with ro'ads, it seems to me
that the Board is not d0'ing its duty,
and that is the gene,ral complaint 0'£ the
shires. I recognize that the property of
t.he Board is not rateable, but there is a.n .
equity in connexion with the matter.
Large portions of those roads on the ot.her
side of the waterwOorks territo'ry are impassable.
tf the Minister of Public
Works calls a conference such as I suggest, it 'can consider whether some equitable .arrangement cannot be arrived' at.
H the Bo·ard will not agree to an equitable arrangement, the Government will
have to consider the necessity of bringing
in legislation to deal with the matter, so
that the shires instead of being bankrupt will have sufficient money av.ailable
to d~vote to roads elsewhere, for th'o
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purpose of carrying on their business.
On that understanding I moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Sir ALEXANDER' PEACOCK.-I
was called away to interview some of my
constituents on a very urgent matter,
and I did not hear what the honorable
member for Evelyn had to say. I welcome the statement that the Premier has
made, and I support his suggestion for
calling a conference.
Some years ago
there was a similar situation in connexion
with the ·a.rea under the control of the
Melbourne and MetroPQllitan Board of
Works at '\Verribee. Deputations waited
upon me in connexion with the matter,
and I adopted then the same course as
has been now suggested by the Premier. A
conference was held, and the result was
that an arrangement was made. I will
not say that that a.rrangement was entirely
satisfactory, but a mutual agreement was,
a.t any rate, reached: When I was Minister Q1f Public Instruction, I had oeca.sian to make several trips to the district
of Evelyn, and I know how keenly the
honorable member and his constituents
fe'el on this matter. Although I did not
hear the second-reading speech, I am
familiar with the positiQln, from. what was
brought under my notice on those occasions, and I think that the Premier's
suggestion is a satisfactory one and that
good may accrue from the holding o,f a
conference.
Mr. TOUTCHER.-I cQlngratulate the
honorable member for Evelyn ou getting
such a satisfactory assurance from the
Premier, with a· view of ha.ving this matter settled in a ve,ry harmonious way. The
circumstances are such that the honorable
member is entitled to the greatest. sympathy from the Board. Like other Go'vernment activities, hQlwe,ver, the Board
do not contribute by the payment of
rates, and if a vote were taken on the
second reading, many members might
take the vie,w that the Board should not
be placed in an exceptional position. Consequently, I think that the position can
be better met by harmonious action, such
as is proposed by the Premier. 'As a result of a talk around the round table, a
little sweet reason may prevail, and an
amicable arrangement be arrived at.
Mr. EVERARD.-I accept the assurance of the Premier.
I thank him for
having given me the opportunity of
.bringing the Bill forward, and I hope
that some good will accrue from it. Conl,
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sidering that the revenue of the Board is
£1,000,000, and that during the last
twelve months they h~ve wiped out rates
to the. extent of £100,000, it is surely
only reasonable to expect that they should
contribute £5,000 a year in return for
the. splendid services which they are rendered in my district.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until November 11.
The House adjourned at 4.7 p.m. until
Tuesday, October 28.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
Tuesday, October

~8, 19~4-.

The PRESIDENT (the Han. Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.52 p.m., and
read the praye'r.
BILLS READ A FIRST TIME.
The following Bills, received from the
Legislative Assembly, were, on the
mOotion of Mlnisters, read a first time:Me,lbourne Electric Supply Company
Bill (the Hon. J. P. Jones).
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill (the Hon. J. P. Jones),
Cattle Compensation Bill (the Ron. D.
L. McNamara).
VOLUNTARY WHEAT POOLFEDERAL GUARANTEE.
The Ron. W. L. R. CLARKE asked
the Minister of. Public WorksIf the Government intends to introduce a.
Voluntary Wheat Pool Bill for this year, and
take advantage of the guarantee offered by the
Federal Government?

The Han. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answer to the honorable member's question is as follows:The Government intends to introduce a Bill
providing for the State Government guaranteeing advances to a voluntary wheat Pool.

INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT
SOCIETIES BILL.
The Han. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I moveTh'at this Bill be now read a second time.

Honorable members will recollect that a
similar Bill was before them in the last
Parlia.ment, when the Hon., H. 1. Cohen,
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who was in charge of the measure, furnished them with a minute and in every
way excellent explanation. In view of
that fact there should be no necessity
now for me to traverse extensively what
will be practically the same ground.
This measure, I am advised, is the same,
with probably only one or two very sligh.t
amendments, as the other. The Act that
it is proposed to amend is of a very important character in that a great numbe,r
of compa;nies and co-operative organizations has been constituted under it. I
understand that the Act has not been
materially altered since 1873.
The
English law, as expressed in Acts passed
in 1893-a consolidating measure-and
1913, has been taken as the basis
for the Bill before the House.
No
doubt, honorable members who were
here at the time will' recall that a Bill
dealing with this same matter was introduced in 1912 by Hie late Hon. J. D.
Brown. It was discussed at considerable
length, but did not become law. The present measure, undoubtedly, is a much
better one. There are, I am informed,
100 societies operating to-day under the
Act. 'fie amending Bill is designed not
only to protect those societies, but others
that may be registered in the future.
The Act provides an e,asy and convenient
procedure for persons who wi~h to come
together to carry on business, either
wholesale or retail, or to become associated in a. co-operative spirit. I think
that was the original intention of the Act
in England-tha,t it would give people an
opportunity to come toge1ther and carry
on a business without the great expense
that is attached to the formation of a
company.
The principal Act is called
U
The Provident Societies Act," but by
this :Bill it is proposed to changel the
title to "The Industrial and Pro1vident
Societies Act." The change of name will
not operate SOl far as existing societies are
concerned. I am. not quite sure why that
is so, but apparently it has been thought
the proper course to take.
The Bill
pro.vides fOor the ca.rrying on of any busi11ess except banking, which it is thought
wise to! exclude from the operations of a
law of this sort. No man may hold mo·re
than £200 wOTth of shares, and five per.Bons will be necessary before a society can
be registe-red.
Thel Registrar will have
power to refuse registration, but his decisio.n will be subject to an appeal to the
Supreme Court. The Registr.ar will also
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have power to cancel or suspend the registration of a society; and again there is
the right o.f appeal. There is a provision
in this Bill which, I understand, does not
exist in the principal Act, and that is.
that a society must pay any member the
full value. of his shares on his 'giving intimation of a desire to. withdraw fro.m the
society. Honorable members may know
that this provision was debated at some
length in another plaoe, and it may give
rise to deba,te in this House. It is an
important part of the Bill, and for that
rea9OD. I have drawn attentio.n to it.
Societies will have power to make rules
and regulations with regard to the withdrawal of capital.
This prO'vision will
nort apply to existing societies. It will
apply only to. those that are registered
after this Bill beoomes law.
T'he Bill
also provides that the auditor must be a
duly qualified person.
That is an imPO'rtan t provision, because I ha ppen to
knO'w that in the present ciroumstances
any m.an may act as auditor to these
societies.
I regard that as dangerous,
because a very grea,t deal may depend
uPO'n horw the books of these societies are
kept, and there can be n()l successful
checking unless the work is carried out
by a thoroughly qualified auditor. Even
to' that extent, this Bill is valuable, because it provides protection in a vulnerable spot in the working of these societies. Annual returns and balance-sheets
must be filed together with statements ·on oath and other statements.
A copy of the balance-sheet
must be sent to every member of
the so,oiety, and may be sent to' a creditor
upon his application.
A person above
the age of sixteen ma,y be a. member of
one O'f these societies, but nOI one under
the age of 21 can hold O'ffice. A society
may lend money to its members, but not
upon the security o·f the shares held by
them. Clause 41 gives power to a society,
with the consent of the Minister, and
upon the application O'f one-tenth olf the
members, to appoint an inspectO'r to
examine and report upon. the affairs of the
society. That also appears to be an impOTtant provision, because many of these
societies are composed of men who are
not what one might describe as being well
versed in commercial enteTprise,. and it
is necessa.ry to safeguard their interests in
every possible way.
Cla,uses 43 to 45
provide what can be done by way of
special resolutiO'n, and clause 46 stipu~
latea that nothing done in that way will
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be effective until t.he resolutions are
registered. T'here is alsOi provision in the
Bill tOI preserve certain rights of creditors,
and power is given for the dissolutiQlIl of
societies.
Another clause imposes the
duty u:pon the Registra,r to report
breaches of the Act, to the AttorneyGeneral. That is alsol an important proVISIon. It aims at protecting the interest~ OIf members from the result of bad
management. or dishonesty.
I believe
the present law is defective in many respects, and this Bill will improve matters
very considerably, because it makes improvements in those provisions that have
been found in practice tOi be defective.
I believe the measure- is an honest attempt to achieve that end. I was very
glad when Mr. Cohen introduced the
Bill last session, b80ause I had felt for
some years that the existing Act required
amendment in the direetion this Bill proposes. It is desirable that the law should
be improved, because, the,re are a number
of men and women who ha,ve put, all their
savings intOI these co'-opera,tive societies,
and unless they are proteoted in every
possible! way they are- liable to lose their
money. T'he Bill is more a measure for
discussion in Committe-e.
T'here are a
number of clauses, and I have lengthy
expJana,tions of them, but I do not think
I should weary the House by going over
them just now.
T'he proper place to
make these explanations is in Committee.
T'he Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON .-1
dOl not think that honorable members will
desire- a postpone'ment of the discussion
of this Bill, for the reason that it was
fully debated, as We have been already
told, during last session. I feel, however, that some amendment should be
made in clause 11, which deals with the
withdra,wal or{ capital.
The, Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-It
should be eliminated.
T'he Han. 'H. F. RICHARDSON.-It
shoruld either be- amended or eliminated.
I dOl not think there will be sufficient protec,tion for creditors of these so'cieties if
that olause is allowed tOi remain as it is
in the Bill now before- us. I am willing
to admit that sub-olause (2) has so'mewhat met the objedions that were raised
when the Bill was last before us. It is
pro'vided that this particular provision
will apply only to societies registered
after this Bill becomes la,w. By the Bill
that was introduced last session it applied
to all societies, and the're was very con-
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siderable discussion 0IJl that provision in
this House.
A number of members
thought that creditors of these societies
would not be properly protected with
such a provision.
Sub-clause (1) of
clause 11 provides thatN otwithstanding anythin~ in this Act or
in any rules of a society a society on th~
withdrawal of any member from the society,
shall pay to him forthwith the sum representing,
the value of the shares held by him in the
society, and shall Dot as consideration for any
such withdrawal contract a loan with him
(whether by way of mortgage debentures or
otherwise) .

T'he Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-----!t does
nGit say if the payment is to be on the
face vaJua of th61 shares or on any other
basis.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.~No
provision is made "in that regard.
It
may be t,hat shares in some societies may
not be worth anything like the face value.
I t is alsOi possible that members of the
Board and some others may have an inner
know ledge of the state of a pa,rticular
society, and knowing that it is not in a.
prosperous condition demand the withdrawal of their capital. Creditors might
suffer, and the! position would be unsatisfactory.
On notice having been
given fo[' withdrawal o'f capital, a, solCiety
might purohase goods, seU them at a.
profit, and get sufficient money to pay the
valUle of the siharesto be- withdrawn.
T'he unfortunate persons from whom the.
goods were purchased might never get
their money, as it might all be used ro
provide fo[' the withdrawal of capital,
and the,re would not be' sufficient assets
left to meet other liabilities. I dO' not
think it, is fair that any member of a
society of this sort should be in a position to demand the return of his money,
and that a society shoruld "pa,y tu him
forthwith the sum representing the value·
of the shares held by him in the society."
Tha,t olause will have to be amended, and
I have no dorubt that when the Bill is
in Committee other amendments will be
suggested. I agree with what the- Minister said-that to a great extent this is a
Committee Bill-and I shall say nothing
further than to intimate that I intend tosubmit an amendment on clause 11 for
the protection of the creditors. of these
societies.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I intend to
vOite for t,he! second reading of this Bill.
It is, to all intents and purposes, similar
to that whioh I had the honour of introducing to this House last sessiOlJl. The-
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only alteratiolll I can see is in regard to
clause 11, to which Mr. Richardson has
referred. Curiously enough, he seems to
regard tha,t olause as one that will prejudice t,he oreditors. The fact, however,
is tha,t it was designed to protect the
creditors. I dOl not· propose at this stage
to explain hoiW that is sO', but when we
are considering the clause in Committee
I think I shall be able tOI demonstrate to
honorrable members' that its purpose is the
protection of creditm's, and so far from
the prOltection being in any way limited,
as suggested by Mr. Richardson, it should
,be extended, and will prO've advantageO'us
to' them.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I am
pleased that the Government have
brought in this Bill. I am open to be
enlightened by Mr. Cohen with regard to'
the effect of claUSEll 11, but a,t the present
time I do not like it' at all. I think it
is most dangerous. The faot that a person is entitled to withdra.w his capital,
whether it be from a provident sooiety
of this sort 0Ir any OIthe'r sort of partnership, may easily prrejudice the creditors.
A demand might be made at a time when
payment would involve· the society in
great difficulty. It, is not always possible
for a company, or a partner, to immediately raise capital to meet a demand of
this sort.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-It will be
wise tOI wait until this olause is being considered in Committee.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-That
may be SOl, but I agree with Mr. RichJudson, and unless strO'ng proO'f is fO'rthcoming in suppOort of this clause, I shall
be inclined to vote for striking it out.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The law
unde'r which these soocieties operate has
not been taken advantage of to' any
great extent by farmers, but miners, who
are alwa.ys good unionists, have worked
under its provisions to a oonsiderable, extent. Thely have joined together to' purchase. supplies of groceries and other
cO'mmodities, and quite a number of these
societies are being successfully conducted
in mining districts a,t the present time.
Clause 11 will mar the usefulness OIf the
measure. Certainly anything that would
make fo,r the destructiOin of an organization cOilild nOot be said to be of benefit to
the members Oof it. This Bill is essentially
a democratic one. I take it t.hat demooerats, including the supporters of trade
unions and the Labour party generally,
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are men who are prepared to insist on
having their Oown way at all hazards. It
it a matter Oof commOon knowledge that the
shareholders of these societies quarrel
among themselves, and your true democrat, if he could not get his own way,
would be quite prepared toO wreck a sOociety
by cDmpelling the management to return
him the money he had put in. He would
do that even if it meant that the society
would t'hereby be compelled to go intO'
liquidation. From the point of view of
the creditor, the sOociety should certainly
be stable. If the unofficial Leader takes
action in regard to this clause, he will, I
think, get considerable support.
The motion was agreed tOo.
The Bill was read a secood time, and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 10 were agreed to.
Clause 11(1) Notwithstanding any thins in this Act or
in any rules of a society a SOCIety on the withdrawal of any member from the society shall
pay to him forthwith ~he sum representing
the value of the shares held by him in the
society, and shall not as consideration for any
such withdrawal contract a loan with him
(whether by way of mortgage debentures or
otherwise) .
(2) This section shall have operation with
respect to all societies registered after the commencement of this Act and every member of
every such society.

The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.There is a good deal O'f dissatisfaction with
respect to this clause. I moveThat the words " shall pay to him forthwith
the sum representing the. value of the shares'
held by him in the society" be omitted.

I wish to' repeat the statement that I made
.on the second ·reading, that the provisiOlIl.
gives an unfair advantage to those persons who are managing these societies, and
who have an inner knowledge of the working of them. For instance, certain persons concerned with the management may
kno,w that a society is in a bad way. A
shareholder who is a memher of the committee may say, "I am going to draw
my mOoney out of this cOoncern." Under
the Act, should this Bill pass; the society
will have to 'R,ay him forthwith the amount
that he may have at deposit with the
society. The society may not have sufficient funds available to pe,rmit of the payment of the amount.
The management
may say, ' , We will arrange to purchase
goods."
Goods are purchased and SOlId
again. The money is obtained.
The
shareholder is paid out. The unfortunate
creditor from whom the goods were purchased may have t.o whistle for his mOoney
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when it becomes due. I do not think that
pOower Oof this kind should be granted.
There is no such power under the Companies Act.
A person cannot demand
forthwith the repayment of the sums he
may have deposited with a company. It
is unfair to give a director, Oor person concerned with the management of· any
society of the kind dealt with in t.he Bill,
the opportunity of getting an a<;lvantage
over others.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-What
would be the aJternative 1
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-The
shareholders should stand together. Let
me put the position in this way:
You have shares in a society.
You
say, "This society is in 8. bad way.
I
want to withdraw the mOoney that I have
put in." You can go along and demand
that that morney shall he repaid to you.
~t may afterwards be found that you had
mner knowledge. You knew the society
was in a rotten state; that it was likely
to go into liquidation. You ma,de use of
the inner knowledge that you possessed to
get your mOoney out. The other shareholders have got. to whistle.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-It might
easily force a society into liquidation.
The Ho'll. H. F. RICHARDSON.Cases will prQohably arise where lt would
have that effect. Of course, it would not
matt-er to the person who got his money
back in such circumstances whether the
. society. went into liquidation or not.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-Would nQot
the omissiorn of the worrds indicated by
Mr. Richardson make the clause meaningless ~
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-If
the effect of the omission of those words
would. be to make the clause inope'rative,
we mIght adopt the alternative course of
striking out the clause altogether ..
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN .-There seems
to me to be a good deal of misapprehension in regard to this clause. The clause
has nothing whatever t.o do with withdrawab~lity of money from a society.
I
pQomted out on the last occasion that this
Bill was befQore the House that that
is a matter fo,r internal domestic arrangement be,tween shareholders themselves
when the society is being formed.
If
~onorable members will look at clause 8,
In the second schedule, they will see that
provision must be made in the rules of the
society for "determination whether the
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shares-or any of them-shall be with·drawable," and· the clause goes ·on to
stateand subject to this Act provision for the mode
of withdrawal and for payment of the balance
due thereon on withdrawing from the society.

It may very well be that when a cooperative society is formed it will be provided in the rules that in no circumstances
shall money be withdrawable.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSoN.-Then
why insert clause 11 at' all'?
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-If ].![r.
Richardson will listen I will explain. All
that clause 11 provides is, that if money
is withdrawable then it shall only be
withdrawn in circumstances that protect
the creditors. If honorable members will
cast their minds back they will remember
tha t on the last occasion that I spoke on
this matter, I furnished an illustration of
what might happen. ·It was to circumvent that that this particular clause was
designed. Some years ago an ingenious
individual hit upon a scheme that
. was, no doubt, an exceedingly good
one from the members' point of view.
The suggestion was that
all
the
members should withdraw their capital, and give it back to the society
secured by debentures that gave a first
charge on all the assets of the. society.
Everything appe1ared to be going Qon exactly as before. The creditors saw particular individuals, all associated with the
society, and apparently in full membership thereof. However, when the society
got into financial straits, and the creditors came along in the hope of getting
some return for the money that they
had lent to the society, they found that
the members Oof the society, by reason of
their debentures, had a first charge on an
the assets of the societ.y, and the creditors
went lamenting. The-reason for clause 11
will be seen. It has nothing to do with
the question of withdrawability.
The
factor determining whether capital can be
withdrawn 0'1' not is the rules of thesociety. N ow there are a number o,f existing societies that have a rule permitting
withdrawability.
This Bill cannot, of
course, interfere with them. In such a
case persons are entitled to withdraw
their money. Of course, the Bill cuuld
provide, if honorable members so d~sire,
that in no future case shall memberb of a.
society be at liberty to withdraw theirmoney. But there are particula.r circumstances in which it might be very unfair
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to say that money should not be with-

drawn. Supposing a man is a member of
.a co-ope,rative society in a country district. He removes from that district.
N Qtt merely so, but he may remQtve to as
distant a place as Western Australia, or
Even England. Are we to insist that that
man, who has no longer any interest in
the society, nor in any of its operations,
shall be compelled to remain a mem~er Qtf
that 'Society ~ He may desire to get out
fQtr a pedectly legitimate purpose.
The
sQtciety may be entirely solvent. All his
fellow-members may desire to release him.
He may desire to transfer his shares, Qtr
he may desire for anyone of a number of
legitimate reasops to get out of the
society. Yet if we make' a hard and fast
rule he would be unable to do so.
The
most we can do, 1 think, is tq provide, as
we do in the second sched ule to the
measure, that the rules shall state specifically whether or not money shall be withdrawable, and the conditions under which
it shall be withdrawn. Those rules have
nOow to be registered, and creditors who
deal with the society will know perfectly
well whether money is withdrawable, and
under what conditions it may be withdrawn.
The Hon. A. BELL.-Will the rules
supersede the Act shOould this Bill pass ~
The HOon. ·H. 1. COHEN.-The rules
will not supersede the Act, but every
society that is formed must register its
rules. A creditor, if he is a wise man,
will consult the rules before lending his
money to the society. '1 do not want honorable members to be under any misapprehension with reference to the clause. It
was explained on a former 'occasion when
the matter was before the House by Sir
Arthur Robinson, and he knQiWS the reason why this prQtvision was adopted as a
safeguard.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Does the
honorable member think it should be imperative ~ The clause says" shall pay to
him forthwith."
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-That means
that if he has asked to withdraw from
the society his mone,y shall be paid to him,
but the society is not to' bull-doze
the creditor by making it appear
that he is still a member of the
society.
I am sure that Mr. Richardson's one objective is to protect the
credi tors.
If he is successful in getting the words referred to eliminated, the
societies which have a clause in their rules
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enabling members to withdraw their
money, will be bound to pay them that
money in cash, but any member withdrawing can adopt the expedient of putting his money back into the society, remaining apparently a member of it, ::md
leading the creditors to believe that he is
still a member of the society, and that his
money is still in it, whereas he is, in
point Qtf fact, in a position to entirely ove,I'ride the creditors should the society fall
on evil times. If the decision of the Committee is that withdrawability is to be
prevented, when they come to the second
schedule they should say something to the
effect that in no circumstances shall money
be withdrawable. If they desire to say
that, well and good, but 1 do nQit ·want
them to alter this olause under a misapprehension. 1 hope 1 have made matters
plain. 1 think that honorable members
followed what 1 said on a former occasioon, when t'hey adopted the clause as it
then stood. The clause, as amended in
another place, would apply not only to
societies formed in the future, but also to:
societies at present in existence.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABDoTT.-What
clause does this amend 1
The Hoon. H. 1. COHEN.-It is an entirely new clause, and it was designed to
prevent creditors frQtm being defrauded by
an operation similar to that which was
carried out a few years ago in our own
State. The difference between this provision and the provision that was passed
on a previou's occasion is that another
place has eliminated from Bub-clause (2),
before the word "after" , the woo-ds'
"before Dr". The' previous - sub!..clanse
read.
This section shall have operation with. 'respect to all societies registered before' or after
the commencement of this Act,' a.nd every member of every such society.

1 take it that that must have been done
under a misapprehension. The amendment would practically make the provision nugatory, and would take away the
p'rotection to the creditors which Mr.
Richardson is so anxious shall be allowed
to stand.
The Hon. FRANK' CLARKE .-1 have
endeavoured to foUo:W Mr. Cohen in his
efforts to connect clause 11, sub-clause (2);'
with clause 8 of the second schedule, but
with deference to his legal knowledge, 1
do not read those provisions in the same'
way as he does.
Clause 10 of the' Bill
provides that certain rules shall be drawn.
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up by a socie1ty as set forth in the
schedule. Sect,ion 8 of the schedule says
that rules may be drawn up by any society
prDviding fDr transferability 0'1' ~on
transferabilit.y with various pelrmutatlOns
of these two ideas. The society is .to publish t,hese rules, submitting them to'
the pelOple who are gQling to invest their
funds, and the investor will be able to see
clearly whether under. the rules he can
withdraw his money In the future, or
whether he is prevented frOom doing .so .. It
will be clear to him whethe,r the SOCIety
has rules which suit him Oor not. Now,
suppose the rules drawn up according to
the second schedule say that the shares
shall not be transfe,rable in any ciroumstanoes-and the sQlciety will have power
to say that-I want to ask tlie Minister
whether the words at the beginning Oof
clause 11 would Ooverride the rule in the
schedule. I refe'r to the words, "N Ootwithstanding anything in this Act or in
any rules of a society," and. then, para:phasing it anybody can WIthdraw hIS
money.
Suppose tha,t in sectiOon 8 of the
seoond schedule a society has obtained a
rule under which nOobody can withdraw,
and a member comes along, asks for his
money, and refers the society to clause
11 under which he claims that he can
withdraw "notwithstanding anything in
this Act or in any rules of a society."
The words used in clause 11 that a societ,y
shall pa.y to the member desiring to wi~
draw the mOoney "the SUlll_ representmg
thel v,alue of the shares held by him in the
society," are very loose, and I thi~K .require amendment.
There are SOCIetIes,
suoh as building societies, whose shares are
quoted on the Stock Exchange. A share,
the face value of which is £1, might be
qUOoted at lOs. or £3, but there is nothing
in the clause to'indica,te whethe·r the shareholder is to ge,t the faoe value or the market value. If the Committee decides to.
retain clause 11 that is a matter that
should be made clear. The pDint to which
I wish to draw Mr. COohen's attention is
that whateve,r rules a society may make
in accolfdanCie with section 8 of the second
schedule 'as to its members not being
allowed to withdraw their mO!l1ey, such
rules wOould necessarily be overridden by
olause 11 if in its wDrding it remains as
it stands.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I think the
President has misread clause 11. It does
not give any power whatever to withdraw
mDney. Of cDurse, it might be very much
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plainer by reading into it, as I do inferentially, the words "in cases where a
member is ent.itled to withdraw." Then
the clause would readNotwithstanding anything in this Act or in
any rules of a society, in cases. where a mem.ber
is entitled to withdraw, a SOCIety on the WIthdrawal of any member from the society shall
pay to him forthwith the sum representmg the
value of the shares held by him in the
society.
Tha~

is clearly what it means. 'Fhe clause
does not give any power of wlthdrawal,
whioh must be determined by the rules
of the socielty, but. it says t~at even although the rules may . prOVide that. 0111
withdrawal a member WIll have the rIght
to receive' the money, nevertheless he must
be paid out once and for all, and
shall not as consideratiDn fo,r his withdrawal be allowed to oontract a loan,.
either by way of mortgage, debentur.es, or
otherwise. The issue of debentures IS one
expedient whereby the creditors may be
defrauded. If Mr. Richardson wants to
make the position clear, I would suggest
the insertion in the clause of the words I
have already indicated, "in cases where
a member is entitled to withdrawal.'" It
is diffioult to put into a clause of this
kind a definition of the wDrd " value."
I should say that it means neither face
value nor market value. I would suggest
that it means such value as may be determined by the auditor of a society.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-Would
not arbitration be better 1
The Hon. H. L COHEN.- Not by
any means.
.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-I agn~e
that this clause does not by itself
givo a member the r.ight to withdraw from a socie,ty. That right, if it
does exist a.t all, must be dependent on
the rules Oof the sDciety. If the rules provide for withdrawal, and a member exercises the right Oof withdrawal, he has to be
dealt with in aocordance with this clause.
I desire to say, however, that I oannot
help feeling tha,t t.he clause is rather more
in the nature of a pious aspiration than
a prDvision of any great practical value,
because the lawyer whO' could not drive a
coach and four through, round, and under
this clause would be hardly fit fo'!" his 11rDfession. It states that on the withdrawal
the society sha.ll pay to the member fort.hwith the sum representing th~ value Df the
shares held by him in the society, a.nd
shall not, as oonsideration for any such
withdrawal, cDntraot a loan with him,
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whether by way of mortgage, debentures,
Of course, the society
()r otherwise.
would not contract a loan by way of mortgage as consideration fO'r a withdrawal.
That would be to open an evasion. The
withdrawal would take place, and the debentures would be issued following it, and
as a consideration for the withdrawal.
The clause might have a depressing effect
on some of the small sooieties, but it
would have very little effect, if. any, on
the big societies. I know the mischief
which it is the object of the clause to prevent. Several years ago a certain sociery
had a large numb.3r of shareholders
who desired to withdraw their money.
They did withdraw their money, and
tOlOk debentures in exchange fO'r it.
Shortly afterwards the crash carne, and
the creditors fOlund that the shareholders
had turned themselves into debentureholde·rs. As debenture-hQlders the shareholdelrs stood in undisputed possession of
aU the assets of the society, some of which
had been bought from the creditors and
not paid for. The object of the clause
is to prevent a society acting in that way
and thus defrauding its creditors. While
the. object is entirely praiseworthy, whether the result desired is gQling to be
achieved seems to me to be velry doubtful.
If I could not defeat the clause myself
I think I should get out of business
straightway.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I have
listened to Mr. Cohen's statement, but
I am still of the opinion that we ought
to de,lete the clause. Sir Arthur Robinson has snown that it would not prevent a society granting debentures to a
shareholder in some way or other and
thus defrauding the creditQlrs.
Therefore, the clause is not going to achieve
tlie end desired. If it were defined more
strictly that a withdra.wing shareholder
should be paid the value of his shares, it
would make the position worse. Take a
case in 'which the marke·t value Q1f shares
issued at £1 had risen to £2 or £3. A
withdrawing shareholder would be able
to demand from the socielty the full market value O'f the shares.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN .-If the rules
permitted.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-A
sharehQllder, knowing that the society was
.in serious.o straits, and that the market
value of the shares was false, would be
able to' turn his shares into money, and
get out of the society to' his own benefit,
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but to the detriment of other people. If,
on the other hand, the shares had gone
down in value to' lOs., what would the
position be 1 A shareholder would apply
for the, withdrawal of his capital. Would
any society in
those circumstances
publicly. announce that its position was
so bad that the value of the shares was
only lOs., and pay the applicant only
lOs., or would it pay him the nominal
value of the shares SOl as to avoid advertising the state of the society, and let
him get Q1ut ~ A form of blackmail could
be carried out, because a shareholder
'would be certain that he would be able
to obtain the amount that he had put in,
as the directors would not dare tQl say
that the shares were worth only half the
amount paid fQlr them< They ,would prefer to submit tQl the blackmail and pay
the full amount.
The Ron. H. 1. COHEN.-It would be
a private transaction.
The' Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.---:.lt
might not be. As Mr. Frank Clarke has
pointed out, persons who join a society
are fairly guarded by clause 8 of the
second schedule to the Bill. They can
learn from the rules Q1f the, society whether or nQlt their money is withdrawable,
and if the money paid into a society by
members is not withdrawable·, t.hey pay
their money in at their own risk. I do
not think any society would have much
chance of getting people to put money
into it if their money were not withdrawable. The rules that must be made
under cla,use 8 of the second scheaule will.
tell any peirson who is asked to put his
. money into a society whether or not he,
can withdraw it at some future· time. In
the circumstances there is not much necessity to consider such a man.
The Hon. H. L COHEN.:-We are.
thinking of the creditors.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-I 'am
thinking of the members. The creditors,
as Sir Arthur Robinson has pointed out,
may be beaten whe,£her or not this clause
becomes law. The honorable member has
stated that, quite· apart from the clause'
at all, a society can give a shareholde~ a
debenture over the assets of _the society,
so the creditors will 'not be protected in
any way.
I have r~ferred to the possibility of a form of blackmail being carried out. I have in mind the case of
a boot ma.nufacturing company in which
there were· four shareholders. One, see-'
ing that things were, not going as weH as
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No matter what the rules of a society
may be, that provision will prevail.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON .-That provision gives a member of a society the right
to withdraw his capital only if the rules,
of the society allow that.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-If
the rules do not provide for the withdrawal of share capital-.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-Then a shareholder has no right to withdraw his capital, and this Clause cannot come into
operation.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-A
' society may not make a rule in this regard. Then under the clause any' member can demand the withdrawal of, his
capital.
Sir ARTHUR RoBINSON.-Not at all.
The Hon .. H. F. RICHARDSON.The honorable member has stated that
the clause is very ambiguous, and that
a coach and four could be driven through
it. I think we should postpone its consideration. I agree with the action of
another place in providing that the clause
shall not apply to societies registered in
the future. Why should. we not, simnady
deal with existing societ.ies 1
The Ron. HI. 1. OOHEN.-It is not a
right, but an obligation.'
.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The clause gives the right to a member of
a society to withdraw the capital he has
put into it. What else does it mean?
There is a reference to " the value of the
shares held ,by him."
As has been
pointed out, those shares might be worth
nothing. In such a case, a member of a
society might say, II 'fhese are £1 shares,
and I want my money." He would be afool to say that he' wanted a mortgage or
debentures. If it is wrong that this provision should not apply to societies not
already registered, why is it right that it
should apply to societies registered
a.]ready ~ I think the clause should be
postponed.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I
thi~k the clause IS an absolute negation
of the Bill, and any rules that may be
made under it. It could quite easily be
argued by Jegal members, if they fe,lt so
inclined, that the clause will practically
impose a statutory obligation on a society
Notwithstanding anything in this Act or in to allow a shareholder to draw out his
any rules of a society, a. society on the with- money in spite of any rules to the condrawa.l of any member from the society shall
pay to him forthwith the sum representing trary.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-I should be
the value of the shares held by him in the
lIociety.
very sorry to argue that.

they might be, decided to get out, and per..
suaded the other three shareholders to
give him promissory notes for the amount
of his sha.res. Shortly after he went out
of the business the company went into
liquidation. He is now coming on the
three shareholders who remained in for
the payment of the promissory notes
which they jointly and severally made.
Th,e man is hoping to get his money back
without any loss, whe'reas the three shareholders who remained in the business
have to sacrifice everything. I cQnsider
that the clause is distinctly dangerous,
and that it does not give' any safeguard
to the creditors of a society. U nleas we
can amend it in some way SO' as to ensure
that debentures shall not be gIven in any
case to a shareholder of a society, it
would be better to omit the clause.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
listened with very great attention to M~.
Cohen's remarks, and, as a layman, I
hardly like to discuss this matter, but
still, as one who understands a little
about plain English, I must agree with
Mr. Frank Clarke. Under the Bill a
society has power to make rules with respect to certain matters. Under clause
5 of the second schedule one of those matters i's as to " whether the shares or anv
A
of theml shall be transferable."
society may make a rule in that regard or
not as it sees fit. It may also make a
rule a,s to " whether the shares or any of
them shall be withdrawable."
Some
societies may be formed with the idea of
,taking advanta.ge of their creditors, and
may make no rule at all with regard to
notice being given to creditors of the
withdrawal of share capital. The second
schedule provIdes only for the rules of
societies. The rules will not be part of
the Act, and a society will be able to
alter its rule,s as it sees fit.
The Hon. E. L. KrERNAN.-A society
has to publish its rules.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.The honorable member knows that the
rules of these societies are never published in newspapers. He is probably a
shareholder in a good many companies,
and how l!lany of the rules and regulations of those companies has he read 1
We cannot get away from the fact that
in clause 11 it is provided that-
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The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOT'l'.-I certainly think that any member of a society
who wanted to withdraw his money
could say, "I appeal to clause 11, which
says that any rule designed to prevent
me getting my money out is ultra vires."
The clause practically destroys the value
of the Provident Societies Act, because
no society could exist if its shareholders were allowed under its rules, or
under the law, to wit4draw their money.
There have been quite a' number
of societies that have got into the
position where members thought all the
while that, under the rules, they had the
power to withdraw when they liked and
get their money out; but the condition of
the finances of the societies was such
that they could not get their money. In
one particular case, there was a large
society which operated very successfully
.in Bendigo for a number of years in con:"
nexion with jam and other fruit products, but owing to contracts entered
into, and the high price of tin-plate, it
reached a position where it not only
could not carryon, but could not pay
any money out to the shareholders. The
shareholders were always under the impression that all they had to do was to
give notice, and they could get their
money out. If we pass a measure with
such a mandatory clause as this, we are
practically getting people to pay money
into societies under conditions that will
be very unfair, and, perhaps, very disastrous to them.
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-And make a
lot of work for the legal profession.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I do
llot think that we should have such a
provision in a measure relating to provident societies. Sir Arthur Robinson
said that any legal practitioner could
drive a coach and four through it 'any
way he liked.
Therefore, I should like
to see the clause struck out. I think
with the rules registered under this measure that the principal Act will be absolutely operative, and those rules will
most probably provide that money can
only be drawn out 'by shareholders at·
the discretion of the directors. In some
cases of mutual societies under the Building Societies Act, it is provided that only
a certain proportion of the assets of the
society can be used for such a purpose
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during a .specified period. Unless something definite like that is provided, the
value of the whole of the Statute will be,
I think, practically destroyed.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-The simplest
thing would be to omit the clause altogether.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Yes;
and then the regulations will apply.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-It seemS
to me that, in certain ciroumstances,
there should be a provision to allow members to get their money ·back, but I do not
like the phrase "shall pay to him forthwith." That seems to imply that if any
member says, "I want my money back,"
the society has no option but to pay him
forthwith, whether it is in a position to
do ,so or not. I suggest that "may"
should be substituted for "shall," and
that "forthwith" should be omitted .
That would enable a society to pay if it
were in a p'Osition to do so. If such a
discretion were vested in a society, it
would be possible for anyone leaving the
district to get his money back. ~y
passing the cla~~e in that form, it would
prevent anyone wanting to wreck the
society coming along and simply ci.emanding money and backing out, whether
the society wlas in a position to payor
not.
The. Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-You would
achieve the same result by deleting the
clause.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Perhaps
I would; but I think, if the clause were
amended as I suggest, that it would meet
the case!
The Hori. W. L., R. CLARKE.-In my
opinion, the wishes of all 'honorable
members can be satisfied by the omission of the words "shall pay to him
forthwith the sum repr~senting the value
of the shares !held. by him in the society
and." In that form the clause will accomplish exactly what Mr. Cohen wants.
It w()uld do away with the possibility of
cases occurring of members withdrawing
and then having to take up debentul"es.
If the clause were amended in that way,
it would have the effect of protecting
the creditors without inserting a provision which would be objectionable to
everybody, ,and which would have no
other value than to create a great many
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cases in the I.Jaw Courts. If the unofficial Leader of the House will allow me,
I should like to move that amendment.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-In
my opinion, it would be better if the
clause were struck out altogether. It is
very contradictory as far ,as section 8
of the second schedule is concerned.
Leave it to the shareholders themselves
to make their own rules and regulations,
and work under them.
Why have a
clause in the Bill to contradict the powers
they would have to make their own rules
and regulations? I do not see any reason -Why the clause should be there, and
I ask leave to withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. H. 1. 'COHEN.-I am not
wedded to the clause, and I do not care
whether it remains' in the Bill or not.
What I do want honorable members to
understand is precisely what the legal
position is. Mr. Richardson is usually
one of the most acute minded men
in this Chamber; hut, for some
reason m' other, he will not a pprehend what the real position is. As
Mr. Frank Clarke, and Mr. Kiernan
haVe! pointed out, clause 10 prov~des
most clearly. that the rules of a SOcIety
shall contain provisions in respect to the
several matters mentioned in the second
schedule. That is to say, every society
shall register its rules, and they shall say
whether there is to he withdrawahility 011'
not. Assuming the rules of a society
stated in clear terms that shares should
not be withdrawable, then clause 11
could not possibly override that, and was
not intended to override it. It is worded
in a way that is perfectly sensible. It
merely says that, even if the rules of a
society provided that, as consideration
for any such withdrawal, the society co,uId
co,ntract a loan whether by way of mOTt-gage debentures or otherwise, this clause
would not permit it to be done. If Mr.
Russell Clarke will permit me to say it, I
think he has suggested the solution of
the whole difficulty.
The amendment
which is suggested would override all the
objections. If he ,himself is prepared to
move that amendment, I think it should
be acceptable to the Minister in charge
of the Bill, and I shall be very glad to
support it. It would leave out .the provision that members should be paId forthwith; it would get over the difficulty as
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to what is meant by the value of the
shares; and -it would e.ffect what is the intention, to prevent a mOirtgage debenture;
Qr something of that sort, being given as
consideration for money withdrawn.

Sir

ARTHUR

ROBINSON.-I

wQluld point out that the diffioulty in regard to the positiorn of creditors is largely
met by clause 36. The trouble that arose
in the oase I mentioned to the Committee
Was due to the fact that there was no
notification and nO. registration of the
mortgage 0'1' charge' con.,stituted by the debentures. This Bill provides that a debenture or mortgage given by a society
registered under this Act must be
registered in exactly the same manner
as is necessary under the Companies Act.
Partioulars of suoh registrations are published in the T1'dde OirC'1-blarr every day,
and the result is that creditoll's a,re amply
notified. On refleotion, it does seem to'
me that the clause can be dispensed with.
It is more a matter of pious hope and
expectation than real benefit. I do. not
wish to interfere with the Minister's Bill,
but I do not think it is worth while
holding it up any longer over this clause.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister
of Public Works).-After having looked
into the clause, I think it· is 'all' right.
At the same time, I do not think that
any great ,harm will result if we accept
Mr. Russell Clarke's suggested amendment.
Afte,r all, the object of the
clause is to prevent a societ.y, as a. result
of a man's determinatiOin to withdraw,
eutering into a contract with him by way
of loan. That, I take it, is the object,
the desire being to get Olver the difficulty created in connexion with that wellknown co-operative society in Melbourne
some years ago. No doubt, as far as
the clause reads, it all depends on the
wOIrd "withdrawal" in the second line.
The object therein disolosed is that,
where the rules of a society provide for
the withdrawal of money, irrespective of
any rule, a member may be able to withdraw, ,.md that he can withdraw his
mone'y in cash. Horwever, I admit that the
clause is pro,ba,bly difficult to underst.and,
and there appears to have heen difficulty
over it in another place. That is why
I drew special attention to the provision
in moving the second reading of the Bill.
In the other House, the original clause
was limited in its application to existing
societies. That was an indication that
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they were a little bit concerned about it
there.
If the clause is passed in the
form suggested by Mr. Russell Clar~e,
it will, apparently, serve all that Its
originators desired tha.t it sho:uld.
The Hon. W. L. R. CLARKE.-I
moveThat the words "shall pay to him forthwith
the sum representing the value of the shares
held by him in the society and" be omitted ..

The HOon. H. F. RICRARDSON.-I
still think that the clause is unnecessary.
There is provIsIOn in
the secOond'
schedule for the societies to frame their
own rules and regulatiOons.
Mr. Cohen
referred to the great advantage that that
will be to the societies, but this olause
provides that, notwithstanding anything
in the rules of a society, a member who
desires to withdraw his capital may do so.
We must, nowever, protect the creditors,
and I urge the Committee' to delete the
clause.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (l\1inister of
Publio Works).-I hope that Mr.
Riohardson win nOot persist _in his desire
to strike out this clause. The debate has
shown the need for SOome protection of
this kind, and the clause appears likely
to be very useful. If it serves no useful
purpose, it certainly will ·do no harm. As
amended, It provides that whatever the
rules of a society may say, it may not
make any arrangement to lend money to
a member as consideration fOor his withdrawal.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I see no
reason for differentiating be,tween existing societies and those that may be
formed or registered in the future.
Therefore, and in or4er to restore words
that. were eliminated in another pla.ce, I
move-That after the word "registered" in subclause (2) the words" before or" be inserted.
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Tho Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This clause provides that every society
shall, amongst other things, have its registered name, toge1ther with t~e wo~ds
" registered under the law relatmg to industrial and provident societies" in
legible characters on " all. notices,. adyertisements and other offiCIal pubhcatlOns
of the sdciety." In order that Qreditors
and othe,rs may knOow that they are dealing with a society registered under this
measure, and not under the Companies
Act I moveThat the word "stationery" be inserted
after the word "advertisem~nts."

The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause as amended was adopted,
Clause 14-(Audit).
nie HOon. R. H. S. ABBOTT .-Thb
clause provides that the' accounts of a
society shall be audited by "an auditor
licensed by the Companies Auditors
Board under the provisions Oof the Companies Act."
In what way do such
auditors differ from other auditors ana
accountants'
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The Com ..
panies Auditors Board is the Oonly authority that can license such an auditor. At
present a society need not employ a
licensed auditor.
The clause provides
that in future it must do so.
The HOon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-What
is the difference between a compames'
. auditor and a municipal auditOor 1
The Han. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-A licensed auditor must
have passed a prescribed examinatiOon,
and the tendency now is for all auditing
to be done by licensed men. Often in the
past, the' auditing of the accounts of industria'! and provident societies was done
by unqualified persons, and a balancesheet was some,times certified as having
been audited by a man who was barely
able to add two and two tOogether. I regard this clause as very desirable.
The clause was agreed to.
Clauses 15 to 22 were agreed to.
Clause 23-

About 100 societies are registered at the
present time, and under sub-clause (2) it
would be . possible to defraud their
creditors in the manner mentioned during
this debate. The sub-clause gives pro(1) All moneys payable by a member to a.
tection to creditors of Oorganizations to be society shall be a debt due from such member
registered in future, but nOot to the to the society and shall be recoverable as such
in any court of competent jurisdiction.
creditor,s of societies already registered.
(2) A society shall have a lien on the shares
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-The amend- of any member for any debt due to it by him
ment will strengthen the Bill, a~d I and may set off any sum credited to the member thereon in or towards the payment of such
think the Committee should accept it.
debt.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. FRANK CLARKE.-I
The clause, as amended, was adopted.
should like to have an explanation regardClause 12 was agreed to.
ing the exact meaning Oof sub-clause (2).
Clause 13-(Publication of name).
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When first I read it, it appeared to be
plain upon the surface that it contemplated a case wherein a shareholder had
paid only portiQin of the amount due upon
his shares.
I t seemed to be reasonable
that the society should have a lien
upon
the shares until the whole
amount due had been paid upon
them. Upon examining the sub-clause
more closely, however, it appeared to
me to imply that there would be a perpetual lien upon all shares, whether fully
paid up or not., and that--whe,ther the
company or society required only a half or
any other portion of the liability to be
paid up-there might be a contingent liability which,.in all probability, would be
called upon only in case of emergency.
Taking the case of a man who has paid up
100 pelr cent. upon his shares, it does not
seem to be reasonable that the company or
society should have a prior lien for all
time uPQin those shares. A man in busi-·
ness occasionally needs to obtain a working overdraft, and, in order to secure it
from a bank, he has to' be able to tender
reasonable securities. If the society has a
prior lien upon the shares for all time,
even though they be entirely paid up, no
bank or other institution could ever accept
those shares as security,. because at any
moment the society might step in and
exercise its lien. I do nQit think that the
section of the Act cQintemplated such a
thing. A man, having paid off the whole
O'f the liability upon his shares, should
have the entire control O'f them, and be
free to' do with them as he wishes, within
reason.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Ministe·r of
Public Wo.rks).-The nO'tes supplied to me
regarding this clause are to the effect that
it is exactly similar to one o.f the sections
of the Act-the arrangement only having
been altered.
Reading sub-clause (2),
without having examined . the related
portion of the principal Act, I should
say that Mr. Frank Clarke's comments
are justified.
Apparently, however,
a society has a lien upon a man's
shares to the extent of any debt which
may be owed to him by the society.
The Hon. FRANK CLA.RKE.--I have
referred to the fact that a por-tion of the
money due may be still unpaid upon a
share or shares, and have admitted that it
js reasonable that the society should retain its lien until payment has been made
in fulL But many of the so'cieties are
trading companies, and it is quite possible
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that a shareholder might stand in a dual
capacity towards the company. He might
be a subscribing shareholder, and alsO' a
purchaser of the goods of the society.
Do«*! this clause mean that if he has paid
20s. in the £1 upon his· shares, but owes
£10 12s. 6d. for goods bought from the
society, in his relationship as a purchaser,
the society could seize upon his shares, by
virtue of its prior lien, and so force him
to pay in full foT' the whole of his purchases ~ I do not believe t.hat the Act
contemplated the recovery of small debts
by such measures. I have another question to ask, although that which I have
just stated is obviously t·he more important. I wish to know exactly to what
the word "thereon," in sub-clause (2), refers. It may have reference to "lien,"
or " sharea," or " menlber," or "deht.'·
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOT'T.-From
my kno.wledge of the working of CD-operative sO'cieties, I may say that it is a common practice-in the case of societies
wherein the payment for a share entails
not more than £1 O'r up to £5-that as
SDon as a person has taken up his shares,
in order to get the benefit of the cooperative supply he proceeds to run up a
debt, and so get his money back. This
clause is similar to a provision in the Act,
and is to' enable the company, i.n the case
of a shareholder seeking to withdraw his
money by the method which I have indicated, or to obtain the benefit of any profits which have been credited to his shares,
to exercise a prior lien and secure payment
of the debt.
This prio'r claim of the
society, by the way, naturally' often operates to the disadvantage of other creditors
of a shareholder.
Sir ARTHUR ROBINSON.-lj we
refer to the history of t.hese co-operative
societies we shall perceive the reason for
the clause. Mr. Abbott has given a practical application. The societies arose out
of combinations of small groups of people
in various back rooms in back streets of
certain tOlwns in the north O'f Englandindividuals of very small means, who desired to acquire the necessities and some
of the small comforts of life at the minimum expenditure. The method was for
each shareholder to put a small sum in
a common pool. In the e,ar liest days of
the cO-Dpe.rative sDcieties the same things
occurred in England as Mr. Abbott has
related, I take it, of local societies. When
a. man had put in £5 Dr £10 heseemed
to. regard the sum as a.
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bank deposit, and would proceed to
obtain credit from the institution
up to the amount paid in.
From the
co-operative point O'f view, it may .be
argued that he was entitled to' dO' so j but,
from the view-point of the society as a
trading organizatiOon, and O'f j ts other
sharehOolders, it became obvious that. t.he
society should have a prior lien upon the
shares for the recovery of debts due to it
by shareholders.
The marginal note to
the clause shows that it was taken
originally from the English Statute. In
England there are relatively far more provident and industrial societies than in
this State, and the trade O'f certain of the
English societies--which are excellently
managed-runs into millions 0'£ pounds.
The clause was agreed to, as were also
the remaining clauses and the schedules.
The Bill was reported with amendments, and the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. J. P.
JONES (Minister of Public Works) the
Bill was read a, third time.
MELBOURNE ELECTRIC SUPPLY
C01\1:P ANY BILL.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Publio Works).-I moveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is an important and rather voluminous measure. It was endorsed by the
previolUs Gove·rnment j in fact, it would
be more correot to saj tha,t it was prepared by the previous Government,
which went intO' the whole matter very
fully.
It is of the utmost importance
that this Bill should be passed with as
little delay as possible. The urgency of
doing so was brought under the notice of
t.he present Government, which examined
the proposals in the Bill with a critical
eye.
After careful investigation it was
agreed that it was very necessary to submit this measure to Parliament.
As a
matter O'f fact, there is no alternative
but to pass it into law if we are to preserve the rights of the company and the
interests O'f its customers. The franchise
of this company expires in November,
1925, and that is one of the reasons for
the urgency in dealing with this particular measure.
If the matter were: postpo:ned, it would lead to considerable
difficulties, arid it might be found almost
impossible to cure them and to secure
the agreement which this Bill sets Q1ut to
make possible. Under the existing law
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the Government may purchase the assets
Q1f the Melbourne Electrio Supply Company, or may grant an extension of the
franchise for any period not exceeding
30 years.
It may refuse to acquire the
assets, but of course it is easy to understand ·thll.t it would be quite impossible
fOor the Government tOo take up that attitude.' If the Governm~nt refused to extend the franchise, 0[' to purchase the
assets of the company, it has been said
that the company would simply step out
Oof business, and that that would be the
end of the matter. It is not quite so easy
to do that as appears Oon the surface. If
the cOompany were not permitted to carry
on its operatiOons a great portion of the
metropolis would be without light, and
many of the industrial suburbs would be
deprived of power.
The company has
also a franchise to operate in Ge'elong for
lighting, power, and tramwa,y purposes.
That franchise does not run out for very
many years, and we are not particularly
cOonce'rned just now with what takes place
a,t Geelong.
One of the fadors which
makes this Bill urgent is that the company supplies what is knoIWn as the
single phase system, which is quite obsolete so far as industrial requirements are
concerned. It is unnecessary for me to
spend any tim€l in suppoTting that statement. The single phas'e\ for industrial
purposes is not economical. T'he current
which is now being obtained from Yallourn is what is known as the three-phase
system, which is recognized all over the
wo,rId as t.he most modern development in
the supply o,f current,.
The single-phase
system can be used for lighting, but it
cannot be used ~cono'Illically for poIWer.
Consequently, those who obtain current
under this system for industrial operations are put to un"necessary expense. Industrial suburbs lik€l Collingwood and
Richmond take a considerable amount of
power, and the use"rs are paying much
more because of the use of the single
phase'.
T'he company cannot be blamed
fO'r that, for the simple reason that it
could no't be expeoted to stand the expense which would be incurred in adopting the three-phase system unless it was
given some compensation in the wa,y of
an extension of its franchis€I, or some
other arrangement. made to enable it to
carry the financial obligations which
would be necessary to substitute the
three phase for the single-phase system.
It is desirahle that the present system of
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t.he company should he converted either
wholly Dr in part to' the t.hree-phase
syst.em jn the interests of efficienoy and
economy.
The adoption of the threephase system would enable a greater
amount of energy to' be supplied from
Morwell, which, of course, we are anxious
to' secure, beClause we want tOi make that
scheme a financial success. There is nO'
ohligatioo under the existing franchise
fOir the company to convert their current
frOim the single too the thr8ie-phase system,
and it is desirable that the la,w should
be alter.ed so that the change can be
brought about with as little delay as possible. . At the present time, the company
caters fOir abO'ut 500,000 people, and in
recent years the increase in the demand
has been at the rate O'f 20 per cent.
per annum. It will be seoo that la,rge
sums of further capital are essential to'
meet the gro,wing demands 0!Il the company. N aturaJly, we could not eXpeJct
the company to invest the nec~ssary
m<m.ey without some reasona,ble fiXIty of
tenure. In the present circumstances, if
the GOIvernment took Olver the undertaking, the am aunt ~o b~ paid wauld be determined by a;rbltration, and the value
of the assets at the time of taking over
wauld have to be fixed, SOl that if the
Government said that it would take over
the undertaking we would ha.ve too proceed to a castly system OIf arbitration, and
would ihave to' pay the company whatever
was determined as the value of the assets
as they exist at the time O'f the investigation. An examination of the cO'mpany's
balance-sheet shows that; having regard to' the new expenditure for the
year 1924-25, the capi11a1 accaunt would
be about £4,000,000. If the GO'vernm~nt
determined to take over the undertakmg
it wauld ha.ve to find that £4,000,000,
and the difficulty of raising suo~ a ~a;rge
sum af money at the present hme IS so
obvious that it, is quite unneiC'essary for
me to make, any further re~e~ence to. it.
The State Electricity CommISSIOn, havmg
knowledge of all the facts and the _difficulties of the situation, set to wOlrk to
find out SOIJl1.e way by which the whole
matter could be satisfactorily settled. It
investigated a number of scheme,s, wi~
the result that the agreement set out m
the schedule to' this Bill was arrived at.
The Melbourne Electric Supply Oompan y is pre~ared ~o submi t, to w~a t. I
might call pnce fixmg cont:ol, or lImItation of the prarfits. That IS to say, the
Hon.. J. P. JCYnes.
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campany will be under strict conditions.
with regard to the price it can charge for
current. The agreement also. sets out the
terms o.f acquiring the concern at the end
of certain periods, and the carrying out
of this a,rrangement will place this State
in a very favorable pasit.ion. The principal terms that it is praposed to impose
upon the grant of such extended fran-'
chise, and that it is considered will adequately protect the: public interest, may
briefly be summarized 'as follow:Extension to be for the authorized maximum of ten years, but with an option to the .
Government of acquiring the assets at the end
of respectively five or seven and a half years,
the company to have the right, in certain
circumstances, of demanding that the Government exercise its option at the end of five
years.
Acquisition, when effected, to be based upon
" residual" value of assets, i.e., upon origina.l
actual cost, less a definite percentage depreciation for each year that such item of the plant
still remaining in service has been in service.
This depreciation will average 3 per cent. per
annum.
The company's distributable profits to be
limited to 7 per cent. per annum upon its
ordinary share capital, and to 8 per cent. on
its 8 per cent. preference share capital. Any
excess profits actually earned to be applied
to reduction of charges to the public.
Honorable members will see that when
the profits exceed the amount which is
necessary tal pay the dividends to which
I have just referred, the company will
have to" return the amount of the excess
in the form of a reductian in the charges
to the public forr current.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBO'TT.-----Have·
they to' take the YallOlurn current at a..
price in excess of what they could produce it at themselves 1
The HO!Il. J. P. JONES.-I shall be
glad to endeavour to answer the honorable member's question in Committee. I
am under the impression that the Yallourn
curren t will be prod uced much mor&
cheaply than current i~ naiW produced by
the company.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-There is
no hope of that.
The Han. J. P. JONES.-It must be
recognized that the Yallaum" current is
three-phased.
I want to stress t:h.e
great importance O'f the conversion to the
three-phase system, "as withaut it our
industrial activities are going to carry a.
heavy burden.
It i~ certain that the
Yallourn three-phase curren twill b«::
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much chelaper than the single-phase curl"ent now suppliedThe company to carry out, when called upon,
all works of "conversion" and .. extension"
approved by and under the tiupervision of the
Government, and to purchase all its requirements of energy from the State scheme, as
and when the same becomes available.
This
will involve the closing down of the company's
present single-phase generating plant at Richmond at a much earlier date than would otherwise be possible.
The company is not to issue any further
shares, nor to raise any further capital on debentures, except with the approval of the Go\Ternment, which may, however, provide any
further capital required for extensions and con·
\Tersions, for which capital the company will
pay interest.

The arrangement proposed amO'unts to
this: That the company will become, fO'r
a.ll practical purposes, the manage.!' of the
undertaking on behalf of and under the
control of the Government, receiving fqr
its remuneration O'f such management
and fO'r the use of its share capital, only
the prescribed interest returns; that a
lU9're favorable basis of ultimate acquisition can be achieved, and the purchase
]i}rice fixed beforehand by simple account.ancy methO'ds, instead of by arbitration,
.and that very urgent e.xtensions and works
()£ conversion to three-phase can be
undertaken forthwith. The Government,
therefore, decided to endorse and to
'Submit to Parliament legislation to give
effect to this pohcy. As regards the cO'mmany's Geelong unde,rtakiugs, it will be a
further condition of the proposed extension that all the control arrangements
and other conditions applicable to the
Melbourne undertaking shall apply to
Geelong also, and further that any period
().f the Geel_<?ng franchise remaining unexpired on the date of the acquisition of
the company's Melbourne and GeelQll1g
undertakings shall be surrendered by the
company. The Melbo~urne Electric Supply
Company has complete control of 90
square miles O'f the suburban area" and in
additiO'n sells ene,rgy in bulk over another
()O square miles.
The suburbs in which
control of supplies is in the hands of the
company are Richmond, South Melbourne, St. Kilda, FitzrO'y, CO'llingwood,
Prahran, Hawthorn, Kow.. C'amber well ,
Malvern, Caulfield, Oakleigh, BrightO'n,
Moorabbin, MO'rdialloc, and part of lVIulgrave shire, while energy is SOlId in bulk
in NorthoOite, Preston, Dooncaster, Heidelberg, Nunawading, and Carrum.
The
150 square miles O'ver which the company
operates is supplied with nO'thing E:lse
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than single-phase electricity. The modern
standard of electricity, however, is three
phase, which is used in all progressive
The Bill appeCJ,rs to be one
countries.
that Parliament should pass, and I
have no doubt it will pass. It was acThere are a
cepted by another place.
great number oJ clauses, but I think it
would be better to deal with them when
we have reached the Commi ttee stagel. No
doubt honO'rable members will desire to
have explanations in regard to, them.
They are practically all of a machinery
character.
The preamble se,ts out that
the agreement has been made, gives
a brief 1'i;smnc of the circumstances affecting the company's undertakings, and refers to the desirability of making legislative provision for the ratification of the
agreement, including the extension O'f the
company's franchise up to the date of
sale.
The clauses deal with definitions
and with the various powers to be taken
under the B~ll. The matter of borrolwing
and everythmg necessary to effectively
c:arry out t,he intentions of the measure are
dealt with .. I do not want to we'ary hO'norable members by explaining the clauses
a t this ~tage. I shall be happy to gl V€I
explanations of them when we are in Com.
mittee. I cO'mmend the Bill to hO'norable members.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This is a very import.ant Bill, and as it
has O'nly just been placed before honorable
members, I ask fOir an adjournment of
the debate. A conference is being ealled
011;1 Thursday of the metrQPolitan sectiO'n
of the Municipal Association. That conference will consider the Bill in its
relation to municipalities. When the
measure ,again comes up for discussion the Minister will, I hope
be in a position to inform the Hous~
as to whether the tramway extenEions in Geelong will be affected.
The
'J}"amway Company have agreed to three
lmes--one to BelmOlnt, one to Chilwell,
and one to N O'rth Geelong-and I want to
get an assurance from the Ministf'lr that
t.hO'se three lines will nQt be jeO'pardized in
any way by the passing of tl~is legislatiO'n.
The HO'n. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-By leave, I
was
hopeful that the Bill would be debated to some extent, at any rate
to-night.
Mr. Richardson might defe~
his speech, and other honorable members
may be prepared to proceed.
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The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I have
objection to othe'r honorable members
discussing the Bill. All I want at this
stage is an a~surallce from the Minister
in regard to the tramway lines I have
mentio.ned.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I have been
advised that the Commission will not withhold its consent to the tramway extensions Mr. Richardson has refe,rre,d to. As
a matter of fact" the tramway extensions
are being nroceeded with now, and lhe
Tramway Company is anxious to go on
with them. There will be no interferernce
whatever by the Electricity Commission. A great deal of work has alrea.dy
been carried out on the tramway extensions at GeelO'ng, and no time will be lost
by the company in cO'mpleting them .. The
company will be at libe,rty to borrow outside, and in doing so to provide for E:;Xpenditure on those tramway extensiorns.
Neither the Government nor the Commission could prevent the work going O'n except 'by the GO'vernment refusing an
Orde'r in Council.
Of course, the Government will nOit do that. I do not want
to burke discussion of the Bill, but I do
wish to stress the importance of it.
We
are anxious to get the Bill through so
that proceedings can be carried on with
regard to the agreement. Of CQlurse, I do
nOit think that the Bill should be taken
further than the first clause in Committee.
I wish the municipalities to have an opportunity of putting forward their views
on the Bill. Mr. Richardson might speak
afte'r the Municipal Conference has taken
place. It would save time if other honor·
able members were to discuss the measure
to-night. Howeve,r, I leave the matter in
the hands of honorable members. I wish
to m~et their wishes, whilst at the same
time I am anxious that the Bill should
pass as e1arly as possible.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-The
impOirtance of the Bill is such that we
should ha,ve time to consider it. in all its
phases. As no other honorable member
a ppears to be inclined to speak on the
second reading to-night, I mo'Ve110

That the debate be now adjourned.

The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-Mr.
Richardson has. raised a very important
point with regard to the Municipal COonference, which affects the whole metropolitan area. Under the circumstan.ces I
should not feel justified in addressing myself to the second reading of the Bill. and
I therefore support the adjournment.

Oompany Bill

The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-I also sup-'
port the motion for the adjournment .of
the debate.
The Town Clerk of Melbourne requested me to try to secure the
adjournment. In the circumstances I
think the debate should be adjourned.
The Hon. J. P. JO,;NES (Minister or
Public Works).-I am quite agreeable tothe adjournment.
The H.on. J. STERNBERG.-I hope
that when the Bill com(~s on again the
Minister will be prepared to supply whatever information honorable members require.
The mO'tion for the adjournm.ent of the:
debate was agreed to, and the debate was.
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
GAME BILL.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I move-.
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is very simple in its object. As
time has gone on .it has been found that
sufficient provision has not been made to
ensure the preservation of our native
birds and animals.' On this subject thebird lovers and other national societies
have made a laudable endeavour to i~
part education to the children attending
our State schools, and in that way the
attention of the people of Victoria has
been directed to the importance of the
subject. We thought that we had in the
principal Act a very good and effective
measure, but experience has proved that
there are many defects in that legislation,
which we are now asking the Parliament
to remedy. We are proposing to' do so
by tightening up the penalties provided
for. When the original Act was passed
the penalties then fixed were considered
to be adequate, but skins and feathers are
now a valuable asset to those who ,are ,able
to acquire them, with the result that there
is a natural tendency to take advantage
of any weakness that is discovered in the
law. Honorable members will recollect
that we had an amending Bill before Parliament last year. It was debated at some
l~ngth in this Chamber, but largely beeause of a cIa use it contained relating to
gun licences, it was " shot." I am hoping
that nothing contentious will arise in
connexion with this Bill, and that it will
become law at an early date. One of
our native animals to which importance
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may be attached is the opossum, the skins'
of which have of recent-years become very
valuable. When I was a boy it was a
common pastime to go out opossum
hunting, and I suppose there ar~ ma~y
honorable members present who In theu'
early days, or it may be in middle ~ife,
amused themselves in the same fashion.
But in those days the skins of the
opossum were ,almost valueless: from 5s.
to 6s. per dozen was all that could be got
for them, whereas to-day they are worth
from £5 to £6 a dozen. The changes that
have taken pla.ce in this and in othe~ !espects have entirely altered ~he po.sltlon
in regard not only to our natlve anImals,
but also 'our birds, and it is to ensure
their preservation that this measure has
been introduced.
Another matter that
has to be dealt with in the Bill is that of
the extent to which poisons are being
used, and the kind Qf poisons. These
poisons are very ~estructive, a?d the q~es
tion has from thIS aspect a wIder bearing
than that of the preservation of our wi!d
animals. Owing to the careless way In
which the poisons are laid, cases have
occurred of prize stock having been destroyed as the result of their use.
I
have a note in my papers in regard to a
farmer in the Kerang district who lost
in that way valuable prize bulls and stud
rams, and his experience is not u~ique.
In de·ahng with the use of such pOIsons,
Parliament should be favolrable to the impooition of penalties that would make an
offence of this kind very rare, if not
almost impossible,
There is another
phase of the question to which attention
may be drawn. Since the original Game
A.ct was pas~ed, a great deal of settlement has taken place, and many wide
stret-ches Qf country that were sacred to
our native birds and animals have been
thrown open, which has had a tendency to
make their destruction much more easy.
There has also been a great change in the
matter of rapid means of transport by the
use of motorcars, which enables sportsmen to-day-perhaps they are not all
sportsmen-to readily gelt to places where
native game is to be found. That also
has contributed to the destruction of our
animals and birds, which we are anxious
at least to check. In passing, I may say
that it may be argued of opossums that in
l!Iome districts they are a cause of annoyanee' Qr, in other words, that the natural
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increase has become so great that they are
not only a pest, but a nuisanct. The~e .districts are few, and where such condItIOns
do exist provision will be made f.or the
issue of permits for the destructlOn of
opossums and also to enable the people
concerned to realize on the skins to the
extent of 80 per cen.t. of their .value.
The Bill also deals Wlth the questlOn of
the class Qf guns to be ~ed. Guns, .like
everything else, are' b81ng modernIzed,·
and the old single-barrel gun is now out
of date. We hav~ guns with which a man
can discharge five or six shots without
. reloading, and during the next few years
these weapons may be further improved.
These are all things which operate
against the preservation of our birds and
animals, especially when the sportsman
is out after wild ducks O'r O'ther birds.
Provision is made for specific seasons for
sportsmen, and that is not being interfered with.
It is in regard to the
methods that are being used to<-day to
destroy our native game and birds that
we are asking Parliament to tighten up
our legislation. In this respect, we owe
something tOo pesterity. We should do
whatever we can to ensure the preservation, and therefore the co<ntinuance of nur
native birds a.nd ,animals. It would be
a calamity were they to -disappear frQm
our country altogether.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Are you
proposing .to prohibit the use of doublebarrelled guns?
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA.-No.
We dO' very little for posterity except lQad
it up with debts. If we dO' what we can to
preserve the wealth we possess in not
only our native birds and animals, but
also o<ur fQ'rests, we shall have e,arned
the gratitude of future generations. The.
Bill is a very short one, and its provisions
are familiar to honorable members, because it has been before _us on other
occasions. I do not propose to weary the
House by explaining it in detail. It contains nineteen clauses. I propose only togive honorable members a bare outline of
the clauses, and in Committee, if necessary, I will be prep.ared to explain them
more fully from the extensive notes that
I have in my possession. Olause 3 is the
substitutiQn of a new section for the section in the principal Act, the effect being
to increase the penalties for the destruction of native game. The present maximum is £10, and 5s. for each bird or-
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animal . destroyed.
The penalties proposed in the Bill are £10 maximum for a
first offence, and not more than £50 for
a subsequent offence, in addition to not
less than 5s. nor more than £5 for each
bird or animal destroyed. Olause 4 is the
substitution of a new section for section 9
of the principal Act, and provides increased penalties for the possession of
skins or feathers 0'£ na,t,ive game illegally
killed. The old penalty was a maximum of £5 for the first offence, and from
£10 to £50 for a subsequent offence. The
new penalty proposed is from 5s. to £5
for each skin.
Olause 5 increases the
penalties for using poison to kill game
or native game from the present maximum of £10 to a maximum of £20 for
a first offence, and to imprisonment for
not more than six months for ,a second or
subsequent offence. Olause 6 deals with
the size of sporting guns. At present,
sjngle-barrel guns of 8 gauge, 'or doublebarrel guns 0'£ 10 gauge" are legal. It is,
proposed to reduce this to 12, which is
the ordinary standard size for sporting
guns. Olauses 7 and 8 tighten up the law
regarding the possession of illegal guns,
such as punt guns, by verbal ,alterations
in the principal Act. Olause 9 remedies
a defect in the powers of search given by
the principal Act by authorizing inspectors ,to go on private lands in search of
offenders, or' of skins illegally in their possession.
Clause 10 makes more w()ll'kable the provisions of the law regarding
the
seizure
of
sporting
guns used illegally to destroy game
or native game in
close season.
There is an important provision dealing
with the authority to prosecute for
offences under the Act. There are many
people throughout the State who at present are regarded as honorary inspectors,
but it is thought advisable that the prosecuting authority should be some person
with a more definite knowledge of the
Act and the responsibilities that are
placed upon a prosecutor. By the Bill,
prosecutions may only be undertaken by
pe,rsons _specially appoint.ed.
At the
present time a person who institutes a
prosecutiOl1l is entitled to a very large
percentage of any fine that is imposed.
That provision is rep,ealed by thIs Bill,
and the whole of the penalty will revert,
to the Crown. This is more a measure for
conside,rati'on. in Committee, and I would
ask honorable members to give it their
Hon. D. L. McNamara.
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favorable consideration. We owe it to
the community to' take every precaution
lio protect our native birds and animals
so far as it is possible to protect them
without doing an injury to any section
of the community.
The Hon. H. F. RICHIARDSON.-I
quite agree with the Minister's remark
that we should protect native birds an~'
animals, providing they are not doing any
injury to any per,son in the community.
I cannot follow the argument of people
who say that because the skins of some
native animals are very valuable they
should be prote,cted. Opossums are doing
an enormous amount of dama.ge in some
districts. On the rich river flats in the
Moorabool Valley in the Geelong district
opossums have always been pretty numerous, and fruit-growers have frequently
complained about tlie damage that they
have done to the crops.
A fruit-grower
has to wait a whole twelve months for
his crop, and possibly in one, night opossums will come in and ruin the whole of
the fruit. I understand that that is the
experience of producers in other parts of'
the State. At the Municipal Conference
about twelve months ago, one of the councils in the Dandenong district asked
that property-owners should be given the
right to destroy opossums without ha,ving
toO appeal to tlle Government for permission to do so and having to pay 20 per
cent. of the value of the skins. It was
desired that no contribution should have,
to be made at all. Althou,gh a very large
num]:>er or delegates present had no personal interest in the question, the motion
that was submitted was agreled to practIcally unanimously. I wish it to. be provided in the Bill that fruit-growers shall
have the right to destroy opossums when
they are doing harm without having to
apply for permission to destroy them. I
see no re,a·son why any person .should be
injured in any way by any animal or any
bird. When the representatives of the
municipalities waited on the ex-Minister,
ana. submitted thel request that had been
agreed to by the ~ Municipal Conference,
he referred to the enormous value of
opossum ~lcins. I suppose it could be
argued tliat rabbit skins are of great
value. Thousands of pounds are being
brought. into Australia through the sale
of rabbit skins, nut I do not think any
one would suggest that rabbits should be
protected for that reason.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I did
not suggest that opossums should be pro-
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tected Dn accDunt Df the value of their
skins.
The HDn. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
know that the honorable gentleman has
nDt done so,_ but that was the argument
put forward by a previous Minister as a
reason why opossums shOluld not be killed.
I am very glad that the Government hav:e
not incluCled in this measure the provIsion fOir the licensing OIf all guns
in the cOluntry districts, which was
the principal bon~ of contention when
the last Game Bill was before us. The
Minister has been sensible enough to' recognize that w,e would not allow a clause
of that kind to go through. If a man
in the country is nDt going to be allowed
to have a gun without being licensed, we
are coming to' a strange state Df affairs. I
think I said on a previous occasion that,
to a farmer a gun is almost as important
as a plough. The proposal in this CDnnexion that was cDntained in the previous
Bill did not receive much support, and I
think there were some honorable members who we,re prepared to thrDw the
measure Dut holus bolus on account of
its inclusion. I am wi1ling to' prDtect
reasDnably native birds and anim~ls, but
I am nDt going to' prDtect birds and
animals that are dDing harm. I was in
Gippsland a few months ago, and a man
growing maize there told me that kangaroos had come into his maize crop and
pretty wen ruined half of it. I suppos'e
Bome people wDuld be horrified at the
idea that kangaroos should be exterminated, but I have no sentimental feeling that birds or animals that are doing
harm to our primary producers should be
preserved because they are Australian.
There, is a IDt of sentiment abDut passing
legislation for the protection of animals
that are doing harm. When the Bill is
in Committee I hope honQlra.ble members
will agree to give extra powers tD fruitgrowers and others who want to destroy
opossums without having to obtain permission to do so from any Department.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-The Bill
simply tightens up ce'rtain prorvisions that
have already been in force, and introduces some Dthers which may have a beneficial effect. Mr. Richardson has referred
to' the destruction caused by some protected animals, and the losses sustained
by settlers through their depredations. I
~hink that as far as native birds and
animals are concerned they should have
every protectiDn that we can reasonably
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give them. They do little Dr nO' damage
far as the agriculturist, the orchardist,
Dr the viticulturist is concerned; but
Dpossums, kangaroos and wallabies have
in the past dDne an immense amount of
damage to the crops of settlers, and that
has represented a great economic loss
to the State. It seems to' me a most
remarkable thing that the Government
should be anxious to place settlers
on new country for the purpose of
producing wealth for this State and
at the same time should ;hold a protective hand Olver animals which make
it almDst impossible for the settlers to
carry Dn. You place a man on the outskirts of civilization in new country and
he is surrounded by forests. He has not
the means, perhaps, of enclosing his little
bit of cultivation with a fence sufficiently
high to prevent the incursion of animals,
with the result that he loses perhaps the
whole Dr a very large portion Df his crop.
That is a terrible handicap to a man,
more especially in the struggling years
when he is pioneer~ng. It means that
he is struck at a time when he cannot
afford to' be struck.
If the State is
going to insist on the preservation of
native animals, and more particularly of
kangarDos, wallabies, and opossums, and
is going to' prevent settlers from destroying them, it is only righ t tha t the
taxpayers should be prepared to pay
compensation to' the settlers whO' lose their
prDperty as a result of the depredations
of the animals. I cannDt let this opportunity go without vDicing my protest on
behalf of the outback settlers against the
present state Q1f affairs, and in Committee
I intend to' move an amendment with the
object Df ensuring that the settlers will
be treated at least as liberally as the
animals. People who have not come into
close touch with the matter would be surprised tD learn that a few kangaroos in a
piece of standing crop can in a cDuple
of hours dO' an immense amount of damage by jumping about and swishing their
tails round like sickles. I have seen a
small mob of kangaroos go into a crop,
and, in a couple of, hours, ruin perhaps'
2 acres of it through jumping about.
It is not what the animals eat so much
as what they destroy that matters.
Now a word or two about opossums.
I sold a man a small orchard in the
MaBee district. There were about 3 acres
of trees coming into full bearing at thetime. A couple of years ago I asked him
BO
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how' the orchard was getting on.
He
said, " I did not get any fruit at all; the
opossums got t.he lOot"
Now that man
had devoted a lot of time to his orchard,
but his labours were nullified by the oposBums.
His property was only about a
mile away from a town where there was
_ q, local inspector under the Game Act.
If that orchardist had started shooting
the opossums indiscriminately the inspector would have soon made inquiries about
it. Had the man lived further away
perhaps hel might have broken the law
with Impunity. I am inclined to think
that I should have been tempted to take
drastic action if I had been in that position. While it is desirable that various
species 0.£ our native animals should be
preserved, I think the scientific way to do
it i!: by the provision of proper sanctuaries.
With the march of civilization
and the spread of cultivation we must
all recognize that the range of those
animals is yearly becoming more and
more· curtailed. It may not be many
years before practically the whole of their
range has disappeared. But it seems to
me, if the State recognizes that because of sentimental and other considerations it is necessary to pre·serve our
native animals, the Government should
set aside certain areas and maintain proper sanctuaries for the purpose.
No doubt it would be a pity if a
lot of our native animals became extinct,
because they are unique in character,
and on that account are much sought
after by zoological societies throughout
the world. I maintain that the only way
to prevent them becoming extinct is to
establish sanctuaries for them. At the
present time there is a sanctuary at Wilson's Promontory, and it is quite feasible
that other such reserves where the animals
would be properly protected might be
established. We have also a sanctuary
in the Mallee. A few years ago an area
of 30,000 acres was reserved for the protection and prese,rvation of native animals
and birds.
In that case I do not know
that the action then taken was well advised. I had a lot of complaints and protests from farmers in the district who
wanted t.o get some of that land to cultivate. They also objected' on the ground
that it was becoming a sanctuary for
more than merely native game.
It
was becoming a sanctuary for foxes,
,,,ild doers. and rabbits.
I venture to
say that from that point of view it is
Hon. G. L. Goudie;
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going to be a considerable menace to
settlers in the vicinity.
If the State
wishes to have a reservation of that sort
it shOould be fenced in such a way that
the animals cannot become a pest to
people living in the neighbourhood. Such
a haphazard system should not appeal
to anyone-protecting animals where
they are in a position to do harm and inflict loss on surrounding settlers. If the
matter is to be dealt with in a fair and
common-sense way, the only thing to do
is what is done in America and other
countries, and provide suitable sanctuaries.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-It would be
difficul t to keep animals like opossums
in an enclosure.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-That is so,
for the opossum is a broad ranger. 1Iany
years ago in the Mallee I had about 150
bags of wheat stacked on a stand in order
to keep it away from the mice. However, about May of that year the opos~ums began to visit it.
They gradually
mcreased in numbers, and, although the
e:tack was only about 10 chains from my
house, it was almost impossible to sleep
because of the music they made
from 9 o'clock in the, evening until early
in the morning. Where the opossums had
been fighting to get at the favorite spots
th~ bags were covered with blo~d.
They
fimshed up by eating about 40 bags of
wheat. I thought it was necessary to
make some provision against visitors of
that sort, and I purchased a large tinlined box to keep my fowl feed in. I
put a lid on it, but unfortunately I did
not provide a lock. I thought that the
lid would prevent the opossums getting
into the box. In the morning, however, I
found that the opossums had lifted the
lid and that there were six of them inside. It proved a tragedy for the opossums, because t!tey did not get out of the
box alive. I have related that experience
to show honorable members that the opossum is very insistent and will travel a
long distance. As proved by the track
they made through the grass, those
opossums traveJled over 3 miles to get to
my wheat. Although an orchard may riot
be very close to forest country where the
opossums are plentiful, still they will
trave1 long distances to get to the fruit.
It seem~ to me that we should be very
careful what we do when attempting to
preserve our native animals, so that we
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should not inflict too much' hardship or
loss on settlers, .who are very much more
important to this community than the
animals are. If we deal with the matter
in a reasonable way, we can prevent our
native animals becoming extinct. In
Committee, I intend to move an amendment to give effect to what I desire.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-In
making a few remarks in support of the
very interesting speech that :1\1.'1'. Goudie
has just made, I wish to strongly emphasize my opinion that opossums in the fruitgrowing areas, especially in my province,
are absolutely ver~in. As vermin ~hey
should be 'as stringently dealt with as
rabbits. In place of protecting them and
providing that a man may be fined £5
because he tries to poison them, I think
that there should be a clause stating that,
notwithstanding any of these drastic provisions, if any man finds opossums or
other native animals detrimental, he may
destroy them on his own land without reference to anybody at all. I have no
sentimental reason for protect.ing absolute vermin.
Now, opossums are of no
use for eating, and they are n~ ornament. The only thing about them of
value is their skin. It seems to me that
the Department is simply out to col1ect
more revenue.
It would practically encourage the destruction of opossums provjded it got its 20 per cent. of the value
of the skins. That is what I think will
be found to be ~appening in certain
areas ·in reference to the licences. I can
say with absolute assurance that in the
Colbi:cabbin district it is impossible to
grow fruit on acco.unt of the 0T?ossums.
Mr. Hill, the present Minister for Works
in the Commonwealth Ministry, has made
that statement more than once in my
hearing when referring to o·possums and
the use of cyanide, which is the only
thing found effective in dealing with them
in that particular area. A great set is
being ma.de against the use of cyanide for
the purpose because some one in the
Kerang district lost a valuable bull. I
myself lost a valuable bull because I was
trying to poison some timber. It is quite
easy for animals to pick up poison, and
I presume that it is not proposed because
of that to prohibit a man from poisoning
trees in densely-timbered parts of the
country. It does not take much arsenic to
poison an animal, and I am particularly
careful to take all cattle and sheep
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out of a. paddock before
I
begin poisoning timber with
arsenic.
The kangaroo is useless except for its
skin. Nobody would think of eating
kangaroo meat nowadays, but a great
many years ago I was served with kangaroo chops at refreshment rooms along
the Government railways of Western
Australia.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-They were·
not bad!
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-They
were not good; I would sooner eat goat
flesh any day. I am surprised at a Labour'
Government introducing a Bill for .the
protection of game. In the old days in
England the Labour party was very
9.ntagonistic to the landholder who protected game for his own advantage and
sport. Poachers were regarded as almost
worse than highwaymen, and many really
good men were transported to Australia
for merely killing a rabbit or a hare.
In Australia, however, rabbits have been
declared vermin, and their destruction is
insisted upon. I hope that opossums will
be put in the same category as rabbits,
and their destruction made compulsory.
They are a menace to fruit-growers and
others, and even in the outskirts of Melbourne there are many opossums which
do great destruction to gardens.
I d()
not believe in the doubling and trebling
of the penalties, and the imposition of a
minimum fine of £5 and a maximum fine
of £50, with imprisonment for default.
I am astonished that a Labour Government should introduce such proposals,
because the shooting of game is a popular form of amusement for people in the
towns. I do not say that a farmer cares
to have city sportsmen walking over his
land witli a gun and shooting indiscriminately. I have heard of many soculled sportsmen who, in the absence of
game, do not hesitate to shoot a lamb and
take it away with them. An attempt was
made to deal with this evil, but the pro- .
blem is surrounded with difficulties. It
is the case with a great deal of
our legislation that in endeavouring
to cope with one evil we create
another that is worse.
I object t()
the provision £0'1' the arregt of an· individual without warrant, because some
inspector policeman finds in his possession
the feathers or remains of a protected
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animal or bird. The Bill also empowers
those officers to enter upon ,any land if
they think there has been a contravention
of this law. I doubt if any measure
-other than the Licensing Act confers
wider powers or imposes heavier penalties
for offences that are not against the
commonweal. I hope that Mr. Goudie
will move the amendments he has indicated, and if he proposes that opossums
shall be declared vermin I shall give him
my whole-hearted support.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-It was my
duty to introduce this Bill during the last
sessi'On. It was a heritage to me, and I
·did not at the time claim that it was a
heaven-'sent measure. But I tried hard
to persuade honorable members to allow
it to reach the Oommittee stage, ·because,
as one honorable member remarked, it
was like the curate's egg, " good in parts."
I thought it would be possible to save
the good parts and to throw on the scrapneap those provisions which were not
worth retaining. On that occasion the
clause that was most obnoxious to honorable members, particularly those representing country districts, was that which
obliged a farmer to take out a gun
licence. I did not insist upon that provision, but honorable members rose in
their wrath and ,declared that because
that clause was included the Bill should
not pass. The House is indebted to Mr.
Goudie for his instructive remarks,
which were ably supplemented by the
speech of Mr. Abbott. Those honorable
members seem to think that we may
be a ble to get some good out of this
measure, but I think they overlooked the
provisiOons of the Ve-rmin and N Ooxious
Weeds Act, which provides that in any
of the areas defined by the Act,' a meeting of municipal delegates may make la
recommendation that any particular
animals may be declared vermin.
The Han. G. L. GOUDIE.-That is
after the dam'age has been done.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-No, befOore
the damage has been done. To-morrow a
meeting of municipal delegates in the
area represented by the honorable member may submit a recommendation to the
Minister that opossums 'and kangaroos
should be declared vermin. If the Minister thought fit not to submit the recommendation to the Governor in Oouncil it
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would he obligatory upon him to report
to Parliament within fourteen days, or if
Parliament was not in session within
fourteen days of the next sitting, his reasons for so refusing. That I submit is
the safeguard for which honorable members are looking, and they need not fear
that this. Bill will give undue protection
to opossums. There is the widest possible oppo['tunity under the existing law
to declare any animal to be vermin. That
being so we can set aside. the objections
that have been r·aised in that regard, and
consider the Bill on its merits. I do not
propose at the present juncture to go
into its details. I agree that. some of the
provisions are extremely drastic, and it
may be that we should consider the Bill
carefully before we pass it in its present
form. All we are concerned with at the
present moment is that it shall have fair
consideration in Oommittee, and for that
reason I shall support the second reading.
The
Hon.
A.
BELL.-Anybody"
who is connected with country interests is aware of the depredations committed by a num'ber of these animals.
But if, as Mr. Oohen has said, the munici pali ties ha ve power to declare any
animals vermin, the remedy is in their
hands.' I w.as glad to hea~ the Minister
say that we owe a duty to Australia, and
I ask him to give practical effect to that
policy. Many years ago Ballarat established Zoological Gardens for the housing of Australian animals only. A large
amount of money was expended upon its
establishment and maintenance, but when
we appealed to the Treasurer for financial assistance we were scoffed at. Since
then we have been 'carrying the gardens
on at our own expense.
The HOon. J. STERNBERG.-And carrying them on very well, too.
The Hon. A. BELL.-I am glad to
have t:p.at testimony from the honorable
member. The gardens ·are in the centre
of a large population, land are a valuable
means of educating the young. So far we
have received no assistance from the Government, but I hope that Mr. Jones will
use his endeavours to ensure that we fare
better in future.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
committed.
Olauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
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Clause 3For section 7 of the principal Act there shall
be substituted the following section:"7. Any person who during the close season wilfully kills or destroys any native
game or uses any instrument, net, or any
other means for the pur:pose of killing or
destroying any native game, shall be liable
to a penalty of not more than £10 for a
first offence and to a penalty of not less
than £10 and not more than £50 for a
second or subsequent o~nce, and in every
such case to an additional penalty of not
less than 5s. and not more than £5 for
each bird or other animal destroyed."

The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I consider that the penalties proposed are too
severe. The clause shQluld be omitted so
that the fines set OlUt in the principal Act,
~hall be retained.
The HOin. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of lVlines).-The present penalties
pravidel a maximum Q1f £10, and O'f 5s. a
head Q1r skin fO'r each bird Q1r animal destroyed. Those now prQlPosed are £10 for
the first offence, and not more than £50
for a .subsequent Q1ffence; in addition, a
penalty of not less than 5s., and not more
thari. £5 fOT ,each bird QIf animal detroyed. The existing penalties have been
found to be altogether ina,dequate for the
protectiOin of our native fauna" particularly Q1f game with valuable furs.
In
Tasmania, and Queensland the amounts
range from £1 tOi £20, and an additional
fine Q1f £2 for each bird o'r animal
destr0'Yed.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.I do not think that we should do
away with all penalties, but these are
too severe. We will be having sen timental gentlemen on the bench who
are very keen on the protection of
our native game, and who will fine
an unfortunate man £50 in some country place when he has been merely
protecting his property.
I was informed
only a few weleks ago of the depredations
of deer in a certain locality.
The animals had encroached upon private pro,perty and caused considerahle damage to
crops.
I would exterminate them rather
than that a prO'ducer should have his
CTO'}JS hanned.
They were brought to
Australia only because somebody wanted
to hunt them, just as were the foxes.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-If the
penalties are to be in any way
amended the Oommi ttee should consider the advisableness of making the
penalty for a second offence greater
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than that for a first offence.
As
the Act stands, there is a penalty not
exceeding £10 fOir any offence, and an
addition~ fine O'f 5s. per head. The Bill
proposes that for an additional offence
there shall be a penalty ranging between
£10 and £50, and tha.t in any case theJre
shall be a penalty of from 5s. to £5 f9'r
each bird or animal slaughtered.
I do
not think that the Act should stand as
it is.
Very often a man will err thrOfUgh
ignorance upon a first olccasion, and he
should not be subjected to a, severe fine.
For a rmbsequent offence', hOiWever, there
should be provision for the infliction of
a grea te,r penal toy •
The Hon. J. STERNBERG.-I should
like to see the penalties remain as at present. They are severe enough. There is
vermin in certain districts that should be
destroyed.
The Hon. W. P. OROOKETT.-In
certain circumstances the prOVIsIOns
for .the infliction of penalties are
essential. Offences should be restricted
to such areas as Orown lands, parks,
and reserves, or such places as have
been declared to be game sanctuaries.
A man who kills game on his own
property does so beca use the vermin
is doing him injury.
He should not be
penalized, but I would penalize the individual whOi goes out into' the bush to
shoot everything and anything fOir sport.
The game is of no cOimmercial value" a,nd
the purpose Q1f the GQlvernment is meTely
to prevent the vario'lls species of fauna
from becoming extinct.
The Hon. M. SALTAu.-What would
the honorable member do in the case of
Crown lands a.butting on -private property 1
The Hon. W. P. CROGKET·T.-Why
should ga,me be preserved at the expense
of the produceJrs 1
The Hon. M. SALTAu.~There is game
and game.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKET'T'.-Wild
duck are a SOfUrce O'f trouble in many
districts.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDsoN.-And so
are the black swans in others.
The Hon. D L. McNAMARA (MinisteJr of lVIines). - I hope that honorable
members will not confuse the issue in regard to opossums, for example, which dOl
harm at certain times in various districts .
Section 31 o·f the principal Act makes
adequate provision for the granting of
permits to deal with game where it
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has become a nuisance,
and
is. never do the slightest harm.
I think,
destroying property.
Hundreds of therefore, we ought to leave a fairly wide
.permits are issued every year, and in no range of penalties to the discretion of
instance is t.here a refusal whe.e animals those who may be called upon to deal with
are shown to be doing damage. I. should cases under the Act. We should not do
think that a communication to the De- anything to prevent the penalty being
partment, even by telegram, in cases of made to fit the crime. At the same time
urgency, would be sufficient to cause a we ought to make the penalty sufficiently
penni t toO be issued.
drastic to meet those people who ruthHONORABLE l\iEMBERs.--:-That is no,t so. lessly destroy our beautiful birds for no
It is diffiqult to obtain .a permit.
prolper reason at all. Having regard to
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.- the fact that opossums and kangaroos can
'Officers of the Department, of course, be brought under the Noxious Weeds and
would ha,ve to make inquiries as to the Vermin Destruction Act, I think the obgenuineness of an application.
But if jection of those members who have rethere have been numbers 'of applications ferred to these animals is fully met. I
from one district, it would be obviou.s would like to suggest that the maximum
that the game was causing trouble,
,and the permit would be granted. penalty for the second offence be reduced
to £25, and that the penalty of £5 for
There is also provision to issue trappers'
each bird or other animal destroyed be
licences to deal with opossums when they
reduced to £2. That would be mild and
are rapidly increasing in a particular dis- temperate, a.nd at, the same time leave the
trict to the detriment of the residents. penalties sufficiently drastic to meet cases
I hope honorable members will keep that which are abhorrent to every member of
aspect of the matter free from discus- the community.
sion on this particular clause, which is
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-designed to make the penalty so severe
that people will be discouraged from re- This clause deals with the destruction of
,peating the offence. The matter is in the native game out of season, and we are
discretion of the Court whether the maxi- dealing with birds that are protected.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-Some bird.s
mum penalty be imposed or not.
It is
only in very rare cases where circum- are protected all the year round.
stances warrant it that the maximum
The lIon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
penalty is imposed. Noone wants to up- know that. I feel inclined to agree to
hold a man who is continually flouting the amendment which has been suggested
the law, whether it is that relating to by Mr. Cohen.
game, or to any other subject on which
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I mOVflwe legislate. I ho'pe this c!a.u.se will be
That the word "ten," line 8, be omitted
considered on its merits, and that mem- with a view of inserting "five," and that the
bers will agree to the penalties which word "fifiy." line 8, be omitted with a view
have been suggested by officers admi,nis- of inserting" twenty-five."
tering the Act, and who. have found that Later, I will move that the proposed
the existing penalties are not sufficient to penalty of £.5 fO'r each bird or animal
prevent the law being broken.
destroyed be reduced to £2.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-The whole
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-I think we
matter is wrapped up in the statement uught to have another clause dealing with
which was made by way of interjection certain birds that have been mentioned.
that there are game and game. If hon- We do not want egrets anCl. lyre birds
orable members look at the third schedule killed, but at the same time opossums are
of the principal Act they will see that a nuisance. In East ~{elbourne, a little
certain game are protected.
I am sure while ago, I had to get an order to allow
everyone will agree that no penalty could me to· destroy opossums there. They got
be too drastic on those persons who see in to a room, and did £60 worth of
By the time I got the order,
fit to destroy egrets for the purpose of damage.
providing an ornament for women's mil- they might have done .damage up to £100
linery, or who destroy lyre birds and satin or £200. It must be remembered that, in
birds, which are amongst the most beauti- the country where so much destruction
ful we have, and which, so far as I know, is taking place, only a certain number of
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'Opossums or other animals which are
causing trouble can be destroyed. It is
people who are being affected by these
animals who will suffer by these heavy
l)enalties. We could have another clause
dealing with egrets and lyre birds, which
are valuable, and are not doing any harm.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I want
tv omit the word· "game" from this
clause with a view to inserting "bird."
There are a number of birds, including
those mentioned by Mr. Cohen, that can
well be protected as they are not doing
any harm. The ibis, for instance, is one
of the most valuable birds we have in
dealing with insect pests after irrigation.
On further consideration, I find that if
we strike out the word" game," and put
in "bird," we will protect the cockatoo,
which is neither of use nor ornament. I
think it will be better for the Oommittee
to strike out the clause altogether, and
leave the position as it is in the principal
Act, which provides thatAny person who during the close season wilfully kills or destroys any native game, or uses
any instrument whatever, net, or any other
means for the 'purpose of killing or destroying
any native game shall be liable to a penalty
()f not more than Ten pounds, in addition to
the sum of Five shillings for each bird or other
animal destroyed.

The Minister might consider the question
<>f redrafting this clause in a way which
will meet the wishes of honorable members
and the officers of his Department. There
is a consensus of opinion ag.ainst the increase in the penalties as proposed in this
BilL It would be a good thing for the
Minister to report progress, and have this
matter further considered.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I am prepared to aceept the amendment moved by ~Ir.
Cohen.
There will still be the higher
penalty, which can be imposed if t~e evidence warrants it.
The Hon.· G. L. GOUDIE.-I am
sorry that the Minister does not see his
way clear to report prog·ress.
Native
birds have no stauncher champion than
I am, and no one is more sorry to find
so many birds which are very valuable in
country districts being destroyed. I should
like to have the opportunity of further
eonsidering this clausei. I cannot see my
way to vote for it, a.nd even the ame·ndment of Mr. Cohen does not quite meet
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the situa.tio'll. I suggest that the Minister agree to report progress.
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I am anxious to meet
the wishes of honorable, members. At
the same time it is advisable to make
whatever progress we can with the Bill.
If we are not careful we shall gelt a congestion of business at the end of the
session. I suggest that we agree to the
clause in a.n amended form, and then
make what progress we can with ot~er
and non-contentious clauses.
Subsequently, if Mr. Goudie desire's to have,
the clause, recommitted, I shall raise no
objection to the adoption of that course.
I ask the Committee' to a,ccept the
amendment, and to pass t.he clausel in
the amended form.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-It would be
bette·r to postpone the clause.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-Very
well.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN .-1 temporarily withdraw my amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn, and
the clause was postponed.
Clause 4-(Re-enactment and amendment of ·No. 2658, section 9, as amended
by No. 2893, section 6. Penalty for buying, selling,
consigning, or having
feathers, &c., of game or native game
killed in close season).
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Section 9 of the original Act, as amended by
section 6 of the Act of 1917, reads as follows:Any person who buys, sells, consigns, or
knowingly has in his possession, house, or
control any flesh, feathers, or other portion of
any game or native game killed or destroyed
during any period in which such killing or
destroying was or is prohibited by this Act or
by any proclamation thereunder, shall be
liable for a first offence to a penalty of not
less than £10 or more than £50.

Is there any difference in the penalties ~
I think the Committee is entitled to an explanation from the l\iiniste'r as to what the
Government are trying to do.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister o.f l\l:ines) .-This cIa u&e is tho su bstitution of a new section for section 9
of the principal Act, and provides increased penalties for the possession of
skins 0'1' feathers of native game, illegally
killed. The old penalty was a maximum
of £5' for a first offence, and fl:om £10
to £50 for a subse.quent offence.
The
new penalty proposed is from 5s. to £5
for each skin, and is similar tOo t.hat in
force in New South Wales, Tasmania,
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a,nd Que,ensland. The new prO'vision also
tightens up the law and remedies a defect in the present Act regarding the
poosessio'll of rare birds, such as egrets,
and their feather~. lt was the intention
of the 1917 amending Game A.ct to make
the possession of such feat.he,rs illegal, no
matter where, obtained.
The. Hon. G. L. G01.JDIE.-The
cl au sel refers to' a "penalty O'f not less
than 5s. and not morel than £5 for the
flesh, skin, feathers, or ot.her portion of
such bird or animal." vVould the leg of
a Ma,llee fowl be considered flesh within
the melaning ~f the clause 1
A. child
might pick up the leg of a MaBee few1
and take· it home, and the parents, apparently, would be liable to be fined.
The, Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-It would
be very im prebable tha.t tha t would
ha,ppen.
Thel Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-vVhy has
the word "flesh" be€n inse'rted ~
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-A lot
of things a.re included in t.his proposed
new selction that. are not in section 9 of
the old Act. Sub-clause (3) saysThe Governor in Council may by. proclamation extend and apply the provisions of the
last preceding sub-section to any bird or other
animal specified in sueh proclamation and mentioned or included in the second schedule or
the third schedule to this Act (whether taken
or killed or destroyed in Victoria or elsewhere,
lLnd whether so taken or killed or destroyed
before or after the date of such proclamation),
and to the flesh, skin, feathers, or other portion of such bird or animal.

"In Vicrtolria or elsewhere." Is that
a constit.utional phrase ~ Surely this ~s
bringing us outside the Constit.ution ~
The Hon. H. 1. COREN.-It is not
outside thel Constitution, but gives very
wide' powers,
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-Birds
may be killed in Ne'w Sout.h Wales and
portions ef them be found in Victoria.
The finders would be liable to a penalty.
I want Mr. Cohen to explain the constitutional aspect of the question.
The Hon. H. 1. CeREN.-Do not risk
beling foound with stolen property' from
New S'outh Wales.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-But
this is not stolen propelrty.
The Hon. H. I. COREN.-You may be
illegally in possession ef something in
Victoria, and that is what the offence is.
The Hen. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-We
have, in Victeria most drastic legislation
dealing with a man found with gold in
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his possession. The same man has only
to' step a.cross t.he Murray, and he can
ha va ~irgin gold in his possession, and
do what he likes with it. In some of our'
gold-mining districts fleet motor cars are
kept for the purpose of running gold
across thel boorder.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I would not
knoow toO' much about tha.t..
The Hon. R. R.. S. ABBOTT.-It
does appea,r to' me that we are trying to
overreach the laws of another State, and
we ce,rtainly have 1l0' right to' do that.
We should not make, use of the words " in
Victeria or else,where."
The Hon. D. L,. McNA1\IARA (Minister of Forests) .-1 think it will be as
wen too report progress. I hope that honorahle members will look into the points.
that ha,ve been' raised before thel Bill
COU1€S en again, and that we shall ma.ke
better progress.
Progress was reported.
MELBOURNE AND
METROPOLITAN TR~t\..MWA.YS
BILL.
The Hon. J. P: JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-I move-'l'hat this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a short Bill to amend certaj n
provisions of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways A.ct, and it provides
for power for the Tramways Board to
a bandon tramways, deals with the repair
of roads bv
the 'Board, the obligations of
u
the Board when the level of any road is
altered by any municipality, and the
breaking up of streets necessary in carrying out any tramway works. Its object
is to correct anomalies that have been
found to' exist, and to promote more economic construction. As the Bill simply
provides for amendments of the existing
law, perhaps it would be better if I gave
some details as to its provisions. Olause
2 has reference to the abandonment of
tramways. The Tramways Board has
power under the Act to abandon tramways that are net paying, but it has not
power to abandon tramways that are paying. This Bill provides that the Board
may abandon any tramway whether it is
paying or not. I understand that it is
particularly designed to meet the case of
Oollins-street. It is anticipated that at
some time in the future, Oollins-street
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will be freed from tramways, and the object of this provision is to enable the
Tramways Board to abandon them although they are carried on at a profit.
Under the Bill, when the Tramways
Board has abandoned tramways it will
be compulsory on it to make good the
surface of the road. In other words, it
must take up the rails and reinstate the
surface with material corresponding to the
surface of the adjoining road. This is, I
think, a fair and reasonable proposal.
Clause 3 has reference to the maintenance
-of tramway tracks, and it has given rise
to a considerable amount of activity on
the part of the municipalities. I mention this, because it is only right that
honorable members should be made acquainted with the facts.
The present
Act provides in sub-clause (1) of clause
3 of the. eleventh schedule that the
Board, "in the case of any tramway
·under its management, shall at its own
expense at all times keep in good condition and repair with such materials and
in such manner as the municipality concerned directs and to the satisfaction of
such municipality" the part. of the road
on which the tramway is laid.
The
Tramways Board desire the elimination
oOf the words, "with such materials and
in such manner as the municipality con-eerned directs and to the satisfaction of
such municipality," and it" will be seen
that they are not in the clause as it appears in the Bill. The clause will give
the Tramways Board some freedom of
action in the matter. The municipalities
think that by this amendment they will
he losing certain powers which they now
possess, but on the other hand the Tramways Board say that it is not fair that
it should be in the power of the muni~ipalities to compel it to put down just
the kind of track that they want. The
municipalities will be protected, because
sub-clause (2) provides for the insertion
at the end of the sub-clause referred to, of
words to the effect, that the Governor in
Council, on the request of the municipality concerned, may by order direct the
Board to carry out such repairs with"
:such materials and in such manner as is
specified in the order. That will give
the municipalities an opportunity to put
their case before the Governor in Council,
and those of us who have had experience
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will feel quite sure that they will get a
fair deal. We can quite understand that
in some cases the municipalities-especially outlying municipalities-might ask
the Tramways Board to do work that
would make the tramway track the only
part of a road that would be fit to travel
on, and that, of course, would not be to
There are many roads
its advantage.
around :Melbourne of which the tramway
track is the only decent part, and very
often men with motor cars prefer to follow behind a tram rather than travel on
the rough side of a road. That is onH
of the faults of our existing system.
Olause 3 (1) is an unimportant provision.
It simply provides for the widening of
With the conversion t.o eleotracks.
tricity and the placing of the tramway
poles in the centre of the tracks, it becomes necessary to widen the tracks from
12 feet to 13 feet, and that amendment
has been made at the request of the cit~
council.
Clause 3 (3) provides for the
insertion of certain words at the end of
sub-clause (2) of clause 3 of the eleventh
schedule. Sub-clause (2) is as follows :-Where any municipality forms, makes, or
paves any road or such portion thereof as the
Board is not hereby requir~d to repair with
any material other than macadam, the Board
at its own expense, shall, if Cl,ud when required
by the municipality, form with such material
and maintain and keep in good condition and
repair to the satisfaction of the municipality
so much of such road as by this section is
directed to be kept by the Boat'd in good condition and repair.

To this it is proposed to add the words,
"Unless in any special case after hearing
the municipality the Board is by urder of
the Governor in Council, wholly or partly
exempted from compliance with the provisions of thi3 sub-clause in such case."
No order call, therefore, be made without
the municipality being heard. There is
another sub-clause which deals with
alterations to the levels of roadways. If
the level of a street has been fixed by a
council, and a tra~way constructed, it
would be only fair that the cost of altering the level of the tramway track should
be borne by both the Board and the municipality as set out in the Bill. At the
present time the Tramways Board are
compelled, if the level of the road is
altered, to alter their track at their own
expense. A glaring instance of the unfairness of this provision occurred in my
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own district of Carlton where the municipality, after a tramway had been constructed, altered the levels and involved
the Tramways Board in an expenditure
of £10,000. That is an uneconomical way
of managing things, and the object of the
amendment we are making is to protect
the Tramways Board. Clause 4 (1) provides for an amendment of paragraph (d)
of sub-clause (1) of cl~use 2 of the twelfth
schedule by substituting "two hundred
yards" whenever occurring for "one
hundred yards," and this has reference
to the length of opening streets for tI:a~k-·
laying purposes. The· present provIsIOn
is the cause of much inconvenience and
exp€nse, and the Tramways Board has
asked for this amendment. I do nOot
think that there can be any objectiOon to
it.
The HOon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-DOoes
that mean that they' can absolutely clo·se
a road without making any provision for
an y crossing 1
The HOon. J. P. JONES .-No. For
the informatiOon of honorable members
perhaps I had better quote the provision
as it stands in the principal Act. It is
as foHows:(d) It shall not, without the consent of the
municipality concill'ned, open or break up at
anyone time a greater length than 100 yards
of any road which does not exceed a quarter of
a. mile in length, and in the case of any road
exceeding a quarter of a mile in length it shall
not, without the like consent, leave a less
interval than a quarter of a mile between any
two places at which it opens 01' breaks up the
road, and it shall not without the like consent
open or break up at any. one time at any such
place a greater ,length than 100 yards.

It has b~en found that it is not always
practicable or economical tOo confine the
opening of the roadway for track-laying
purposes to 100 yards, and that is why
this amendment is proposed. Clause 4 (2)
has reference to the duration of opening
streets for track-laying purposes. It provides for the repeal of the words "four
weeks" in paragraph (a) of sub-clause
(1) Oof clause 3 Oof the twelfth schedule
to the principal Act, and the substitution
therefor Oof the words
twelve weeks."
The clause mentioned provides that when
the Board has, under the powers cOonferred by the Act, opened or brOoken up
any portion of any road, it shall "with
all practicable speea, and in all cases
within four weeks at the most (unless the
municipality concerned otherwise consents in writing), complete the work on
t(
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account of which it opened up or broke
up the road," &c.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-May
not this extension of time be a cause of
serious inconvenience 1
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-I do not
thmk so. In modern tramway cOonstruction, where concrete is used, compliance
with the requirements of the Act is not
practicable, and the amendm~nt is de·
sirable in the interest., not only Oof the
Tramways Board, but Oof the ratepayers.
The Board apprOoached me with a long
list of amendments, and I told them that
it was not likely that Parliament
would be prepared to swallow anything for which they
might
ask.
I advised them tOo confine their requests to what they considered 'to
be absolutely necessary and reasonable.
I said, " If you will confine yourselves to
the provisions that are absolutely necessary, I will endeavour to get Parliament
to agree to those provisions, but do not
put anything up to Parliament unless you
are in absolute need of its being done.
I feel sure that if that is the case, Parliament win be prepared to consent to
any proposed amendments."
The Bill,
therefore, is limited in that regard, because it contains only amendments of the
Act that the Board is extremely anxious
to get through in order to make more economical the construction, the reconstruction, and the, conversion, as the case may
be, of its tracks. I feel that we ought to
~ive the Board the amendments of the
Act for which it has asked. The only
one I know of that has caused any concern at all is that in clause 3, to which I
have referred. A deputation waited on
me to-day regarding it, but I am told
that a number of municipalities are not
worried very much on the subject. However, I know the municipalities did have
t~e matter brought befo.re another place,
where it was debated at some considerable
length.
As a result of the representations made, the Bill was amended to give
the municipalities the further safeguard
to which I have already referred.
The
municipalities need have no fear. Tliey
will be very well protected by the Minister, who will see that the fair thing is
done. I think that it is very unfair for
them to ask that they should have power
to compel the Board to make a particular
kind of tram track that would take th~
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whole of the traffic on a road. The con- commendation of the Attorney-General on 12th
1924?
tinuous traffic on the tram track would September,
2. What was the crime of which the said
wear the track out, and the other portion Scheffer Ie 'Was convicted,and the sentence
of the road would not be used at all. That imposed?
3. What were .the grounds of the recomis not only wrong in principle, but it is
mendation of the Attorney-General' rus aforeIf the full width of a said?
uneconomical..
road is used, it will be very much better
4. Wbat were the conditions of release?
from the point of view of economic road
construction:: I trust the Bill will meet
Mr. SLATER (Attorney-General).with the approval of honorable member~. The answers are as follow:1. It would be inexpedient and unusual to
On the motion of the Hon. H. F.
RIOHARDSON, the debate was ad- lay papers relating to the release of prisoners
on the table of the Library, as such .papers
journed until the following day.
contain advice tendered to )lis Excellency the
Governor in connexion with the exercise of the
Royal Prerogative of Mercy.
ADJOURNMENT.
2. Schefferle was not convicted of any crime.
The Hou. J. P. JONES (Minister of He was in 1921 presented for trial on a charge
Publio Works) .-1 moveof murder, found not guilty on the ground of
That the House do now adjourn.

If I could, I would avoid bringing honorable members to the House to-morrow,
though we now have some business that
we can discuss, but it will be necessary
for them to deal with a Supply Bill that
will come up from another place. As
the House will not be sitting next week
it will be necessary for it to pass the Supply Bill to-morrow night ..
The motion was agreed to, and the
House adjourned at 10.35 p.m.
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insanity at the time of the commission of the
offence with wh,ich he was charged, and
ordered to be kept in strict custody until the
pleasure of His EiXcellency the Governor be
known.
. 3. The grounds of or reasons .for the recommendation, are( a) The . reports of the Government
Medical Officer, as under30th June, 1921.
"I have to-day examined Ernest
Albert Scheft'erle and find he is now free
from his previously exhibited condition
of complete loss of memory of the
tragedy, and of the mental dullness and
depression which was apparent prior to
his trial, and I am unable ·to detect any
indication of insanity. I cannot, therefore~ recommend his being placed in a
mental 8JSylum; and in view of the
finding of the jury, I advise that he
continue under medical observation,
under care and control, for a period
which must at present ,be indefinite.
(Sgd. )
CLARENCE G. GODFREY,
Government Medical Officer."

I

The SPEAKER (the Hon. John Bowser)
took the chair at 4.36 p.m.
NEW MEMBER.
Mr. Samuel Barnes was SWOTn as member f or Walhalla.
OASE OF ERNEST A.
SOHEFFERLE.
Mr. MORLEY asked the AttorneyGeneral1. If he will lay on the table of the Library ,
the file relating to the prisoner Ernest A.
Schefferle, released by His Excellency the
Administrator of the Government on the re-
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20th March, 1922.
"On the 2nd in st. I further' examined
Ernest A. Scheft'erle and could find no
mental abnormality. I also questioned
those in charge of him, and could obtain
no evidence suggestive of Schefferle 'being
mentally unsound. I am, consequently,
unable to vary my report of 30th June,
1921, other than ,that a further report
·be made in six months' time.
(Sgd.)
C. G. GODFREY,
Government Medical Officer."

"I have this day examined prisoner
E. A. Scheft'erle at Geelong Gaol. I am
unable to find any indication whatever
of mental unsoundness, and he is in perfect physic~l health'.
I have also examined the officials in immediate c,harge
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of him, and they state that his conduct
and conversation have been normal in
every sense for more than a year past.
There is nothing to indicate the liability
of a mental breakdown in the future, but
I cannot at present advise that the
period of supervision find observation
under secure conditions be discontinued.
(Sgd.)
C. G. GODFREY,
Government Medical Officer.
12.10.22."
•.. L'

Re Prisoner Schefferle.
15.6.23.
This man has heen under my observation and freqlUent examination in the
Ga.ol Hospital (Melbourne) for some
mont,hs past. He has been mentally
normal in every respect f'Or the wh'Ole
period. ,As ,far as I can discover ,by
observation and examination, there is no
obstacle, mentally, to his release, ,but
before expressing a definite opini'On, I
should be glad if statements be 'Obtained
-setting f'Orth the evidence on which
I they
are afraid that he may commit
further murders'-fr'Om 'the pe'Ople in
the district,' ·and als'O a statement fr'Om
the father 'Of the b'Oy (~clntyre) regarding 'the threats he has made.'
(Sgd. )
C. G. GoDFREY,
Government ~edical Officer.
21.8.23."
H

.• 1

Ernest A. Sclu-fferle.

(b) Rep'Ort of the Inspector-General of
Penal Establishments, as under:"Schefferle is a trustworthy prisoner
and a relia·ble worker."
(Sgd.)
J. A. AKEROYD,
Inspector-General.
6/8/24.
(c) .Roeport 'Of Governor 'Of P,entridge,
as under:"This man was received into Melbourne GaQI on the 19th December, 1922,
while I was in charge there.
I left
~elbQurne GaQl 'On the 1st NQvember,
1923, and Schefferle was still there.
During my time there he was employed
as CQQk in the hospital. He performed
his w'Ork in a very pl~asing manner,
giving every s·atisfactiQn to the Medical
Officer and hQspital attendants. I saw
him nearly every day, and frequently had
him under my 'Own personal supervision
w'Orking in my garden after the 'Other
prisQners were l'Ocked up.
I always
fQund him perfectly rational in his ,behaviQur. He was received here' on the
11th July last, ,and is now employed in
my garden wQrking well, and is in the
same mental state as when I left him
in the ~elbourne GaQl.
This man is well
kn'Own to Dr. Godfrey, the Government
Medical .officer.
(ISgd.) H. BARCLAY,
G'OvernQr.
4/8/24."
4. The conditi'Ons of release are:That fQr a periQd 'Of five y.ears he( 1) shail not return to Suther land's
Creek or the surrounding district;
(2) shall refrain fr'Om any viQlatiQn 'Of
the law, and 'be of gQQd behavi'Our;
(3) shall abstain f·r'Omthe use 'Of intoxicating liqu'Or, and shall not
frequent .places where int'OxicatinCJ'
"
.liquors are sold ; and
(4) shall within the first fortnight of
every succeeding period of six
months subsequent to his release,
except the first of such periQds, re'PQrt himself' t'O and submit him.self f'Or medical e:x;aminatiQn' by
the Government Medical Officer or
such 'Other medical practitiQner as
may frQm time tQ time be named
by the Att'Orney-General, until the
said Ernest Albert Schefferle be
released from such conditiQn ·by
'Order under· the hand 'Of the
AttQrney-General.

Re Prisoner Ernest Schefferle.
"F'Or several months past, Schefferle
has been under continu'Ous 'Observation in
th«: Melb'Ourne Ga'Ol H'Ospital, and my
'Opmion of his mental conditi'On, based
there'On, does not differ in any respect
fr'Om that ,formed by me 'On previ'Ous
'Occasions, and rep'Orted fr'Om time to
time since his trial. I have carefully
examined the attached evidence of those
residents of Sutherland's Creek wh'O are
alleged ,to havec'Omplained of Schefferle's
threats. It will be seen that, apart
fr'Om Donald Mdntyre-father 'Of the
victim-and William Wishart, not 'One
'Of those who were interviewed admitted
being threatened.
Wishart states that
after a quarrel with Scheffer.le, the latter
said, 'I'll chuck y'OU in the waterh'Ole.'
I do not regard this as definite evidence
of a h'Omicidal intenti'On. All appear t'O
agree in their opinion that he was not
insane, but merely quarrelsome. I do
nQt regard Schefferle's release as being a
danger tQ the public 'On the ground 'Of
insanity. Should he be .liberated, I SUo.Mr. T'OUTCRER.-Who was the medical
gest that it be carried 'Out under a bo:d .
excluding him from visiting the district officer who .'pronounced him to be inof Sutherland's Creek and such 'Other sane ~ .
I'Ocalities as may be d~emed advisable
SLATER.-The Jury brought in
u~der . penalties . si~ilar to thQse pr'O~ a"'M:~.
verdict
of " N Oot guilty " on. the ground
vided III recent sImIlar cases 'Of liberated
of insanity, 'and these reports o,f the· Goprisoners under 'Governor's Pleasure.'
vernment medioal officer ha.ve a.ll indicated
(Sgd.)
C. G. GODFREY,
his sanity.
. '
Government Medical Offi~er."
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STATE SAVINGS BANK LOANS.
Mr. PRENDERGAST (Premier), in
compliance with an order of the House
(dated September 30), presented a return
relating to 'loans made by the State Savings Bank.
PUBLIC SERVIOE SALARIES
BOARD BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE .(Chief Secretary) presented a message from His Excellency the Governor, recommending
tha.t an appropria.tion be made from the
Consolidated Revenue fO'r the purposes of
a Bill to provide fora Salaries Board
for certain classes Oof persons employed
by the GOovernment of VictOoria.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation was passed in .Committee,
and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. TUNNECLIFFE
(Chief Secreta.ry) the Bill was introduced,
and read a first time.
SUPERANNUATiON BILL.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary)
presented a message from His Excellency
the Governor, recommending that an appropriation be made from the COonsolidated Revenue for. the purposes of a
Bill to provide for superannuation benefits for persons employed by the GOovernment of Victoria" and to make prorvision
for the families of those persons.
A resolution in accordance with the
recommendation, was passed in Committee, and adopted by the House.
On the motion of Mr. TUNNECLIFFE (Chief Secretary) the Bill was
introduced, and read a first time.
HORSE BREEDING BILL.
Mr. HOGAN (Minister of Agriculture).
-ImoveThat this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is the outcome of some defects in
the principal Act: which have o(!casioned
a little inconvenience to the people concerned during the last fe·w years, and for
some time remedial legislation has been
on the tapis, and has been promised on
various occasiOons to deputations. So far
as we are concerned, about three months
ago a deputation from the Royal Agricultura,l Society waited on me in connexion
with a case that had been the cause of
a great deal of controversy, known as the
" Intent" case.
In addition to the
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representations they then made, the
Royal Agricultural Society submitted certain requests to the Gorvernment with a.
view to the introductiOon of legislation to
remove difficulties tha,t had arisen frOom
time to time. The object of this Bill is
to remedy those defects, and we think
that it will have the effect of improving
the administra.tion of the la.w as it at
present exists. In additiOon to doing. that,
it will provide fOor the payment oJ cOompensatiOon for staHions that are condemned.
I will explain the proposal
made in.respect of compensation. Heavy
losses have been caused owing to
stallions which have been passed by
the veterinary officers having been
later condemned.
Under the Bill, the
owners of all stallions will be required
to pay a certain sum every year
into an insurance fund, and from that
fund mOoney will be a,vailable to compensate those owners whose horses are
subsequently condemned.
In explanation of the Bill, I may say that it is the
outcome of experience gained under ·the
principal Act, and, further, of a request
made by horse breeders throughout
the State. The Act as a whole has stood
the test of criticism fOor five years, and
it is admitted on all sides that the result
has been satisfactory, and the class of
horse now available is of highe.r standard
than heretofore.
Certain weaknesses
ha.ve, ho,weve,r, been noted, and as the
outcome of a meeting of hOorse breeders
and ce-rtain recommendations through the'
Chamber of Agriculture, the present Bill
is submitted to improve the industry.
The method or making appeals has been
alt.ered, and a :Bat ralte of £10 is to be
the cost. Under the principal Act the
cost to' the owner in distant centres was
excessive, while the near by Oowner could
appeal for approxima.tely £6.
If on
examination a stallion is found unsound,
two courses will in future be open to the
owner-he may accept the verdict, and
Oon evidence that the horse has been castrated obtain compensation as provided;
Oor he may appeal against such decisiorn to
a panel of three veterinary surgeons.
If the appeal fails the owner will still
have the option of compensa,tion. At
present the Appeal Board consists of
three veterinary surgeOons appointed by
the Minister on the recommendation of
the Chief Veterinary Officer. That is'
being 'vari~d, and the new. Board will
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consist of one veterinary surgeon nominated by the owner, one nominated by the
Ohamber of Agriculture, and the third
will be the Ohief Veterinary Officer.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-What amount do
they pay a,t present ~
Mr. HOGAN.-The amount varies according to the distance the owner may
be from the metropolis. " This Bill .provides fOor a flat rate, and all the owners
of stallions will ha,ve to pay the same
amount.
Mr. GAllLISLE.-Is there any difference
drawn bet~ween unsoundness" and defe'cts
in confOirmatiOon ~
Mr. HOGAN.-That also is dealt with
in the Bill.
The new prOoposal is that
there shall be a flat charge of £10 for an
appeal. At present the cost to sOime appellants is a lot mOore and to others less,
but we consider that all Oowners shOould be
placed Q1n the same fOooting so fa,r as the
cost Q1f appeals is concerned.
Mr. BEARDMORE.-A charge .Q1f £10
seems fairly harsh.
Mr. HOGAN.-We are prOoviding fo·r
compensation.
Mr. BEARDMORE. -- But that £10 will
come out Oof the compensation.
Mr. HOGAN.-In reply to the point
raised by the honOorable member for Benana, in so far as type Oor conformation is
concerned, the present procedure is to
examine a stalliOin eve,ry ye,ar until he is
five years Oof age. The Bill will alter this.
Clause 5 prOoyides that a stallion having
once been passed as fit for service under
this heading, shall not be subsequently re··
jected. If the stallion is rejected when a
three yea,r old as being belOow a suitable
standard the owner may appe'al to a
Board constituted as I have stated, or, if
he profers time to allow the st-allion to
deve,lOoP he may, in writing, u;ndertake
not to use the stanion for stud purposes
and submit him fO'r examination again the
following year, or uutil the horse i.3 five
years old, at which age the owner must
a~cept the decisiOon of the e1xamining
officer or appeal.
. Mr. ALLAN.-Is it compulsory to bring
a stalliOin up for examinatiO'n every year
until he is five vears O'ld 1
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, clause 9 provides
for that; but if the owner thinks that
the stallion has only .a defect of conformation that can be remedied, he oan
put him aside and bring him along twelve
months later for examination.
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Mr. ALLAN. - He must not use the
stalliO'n fOol' stud purposes ~
"
Mr. HOGAN. - No, not during that
period. That is provided for in clause 9.
Mr. W ALTER.-Is not the breeding of
a horse taken into consideration at all so
far as type and cOonformation are cO'ncerned ~ It se'ems that he may be put
out for twelve mouths, whether he is bred.
decently or not.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, but that is not
final. The Bill is designed for the purpose Oof making the conditions less hars~
than they. have been in the past. The
measure is intended to smooth out a number of the provisious that have proved
irksome,.
Mr. LIND.-Am I to take it that conformatiOon is com:idered befOore pedigree 1
Mr. HOGAN. - BOoth are considered
side by side, but even if a hO'rse is very
well bred, if he is altogethe,r lacking in
conformation, Q1r, in Oother wO'rds, notwithstanding that he is well bred, is a
,. scrubber," the Appeal Board would
prO'bably reject him just as readily as :the
veterinary officer had rej ected him in the
first place. There is this great difference
between the Bill and. the Act: Under the
Act, if a veterinary office,r inspects a
hOorse and rejects him, the only appeal
the owner has is to three Q1ther veterinary
Q1fficers nominated by the Minister. Tbey
would, Q1f course, be se,lected from a panel
submitted by the agricultural societies'
throughout the State, but the owner
would have no right to nominate anyone
who WOould take into consideration points
that he considered of .importance.
In the Bill it is provided that the
owner may nominate O'ne member Oof the
Appeal Board. As I have explained, the
Chambe,r of Agriculture will nominate
another membe,r and the Chief Veterinar),
Officer another. That is cOonsidered to be
fairer than the present provision.
Mr. WALTER.-That Appeal Board will
be appoint.ed subject to the veterinary
Oofficer reporting that at an age of three
years the type and cOonfm.·mation of a
stallion are not satisfactory ~
Mr. HOG AN .-If a hOorse is rejected
en . account of conformatiOn, under the
Bill the owner can decide whether he will
appeal straightway, or wait for a year
and appeal then. That alte!native is not
offered to him under the Act.
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Mr. WALTER.-The point I want to get
.at is whether the Appeal Board will be
.appointed when the horse is three years
·old if the owner so desires 7
Mr. HOGAN. - Yes, and, as I have
.stated, he has the option of waiting for
.another year, but he has to give an
undertaking that the horse will not be
used for stud purposes during that period.
Mr. WALTER.-If an owner once asks
for an Appeal Board and that Board rejects the horse, that will finalize the matter. He will have no alternative but to
refrain from using the horse for stud purposes.
Mr. HOGAN.-The honorable member
will find the position set out in clause 2.
As I have explained, if the owner prefers
time to allow a stallion to' develop he may,
in writing, undertake not to use the stallion for stud purp~ses and submit him for
examination again the following year, or
until the horse is five years old, at which
age the owner must accept the decision of
the examining officer or a ppeal.
An
owner may wait if he likes until his horse
is five years old, but he must then accept
the decision of the Appeal Board if the
horse is rejected.
Mr. WALTER.-Do you mean to say
that an owner can appeal against a rejection on the ground of conformation
and type, when his horse is three years
(')ld, four years old, and five years old?
Mr. HOGAN.-He can appeal in regard to conformation only once, but he can
choose the time when he will appeal.
There has been some agitation for the establishment of Boards of Examiners, consisting. of the Government veterinary
surgeon, one judge of draught horses,
and one of light horses.
This is not a
practical proposition for the reason that
there are four veterinary officers conducting examinations for four months, and it
would be necessary to find eight judges
to give up their ordinary business for the
same period and travel with the veterinary officers.
The cost in fees and
travelling expenses would be very heavy,
and it would be necessary to provide that
the owner had the right of appeal, and
since, under present conditions, the right
-of appeal is not often accepted, the expense would be unwarranted. It is considered best, in the interest of the industry, for the veterinary officer to work
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single-handed when making the prelimi- .
nary examination. The result of appeals·
1S set forth in the report under the Horse
Breeding Act for the past year. That
report has "been published and is avail-·
able for the information of any honorable
member.s who desire to see the results of
the appeals that have taken place. Clause
4 provides that if a stallion is rejected
and the owner does not desire to avail
himself 0'£ the compensation. clause, but,
for sentimental reasons desires to retain
the rejected stallion, it will be necessary
f.or him to pay an annual fee of £1 in
order that we may keep trace of horses
which have been rejected. Clause 6 is
a new clause to overcome the difficulty
owners experience in the importation of
stallions. The clause would apply particularly to such cases as that of " The Intent," with which the honorable member
for Gippsland West is familiar. Under
"the Act it is necessary for imported stallions to be examined on arrival in Victoria. The new clause gives powe,r to the
Minister to nominate ve,terinary surgeons
in countries overseas whose certificate will
be accepted when the horse reaches Victoria, as if the examination had been conducted by one of the departmental
officers. Many honorable members have
no doubt heard about the case of " The Intent," which has caused a great deal of disquietude. As a result of that case representations have been made to the Department by people ronnected with the horse
and also by agricultural societies and the
Ohamber of Agriculture. Olauses 7 to
11 provide for compensation, and the
owner when making application for registration must forward such fee as is
prescribed, but not exceeding £3. This
money will be put into a compensation
fund, and will be used to compensate
owne·rs who have a stallion which, once
having been registered, is on some subsequent date refused registration on the
ground of unsoundness. The amount to
be paid in compensation has been difficult
to determine, but it is considered by representatives of the breeders and the
Chamber of Agriculture that an allowance of £30 per annum for each year of
the horse's age should be sufficient where
the owner has bred the stallion. It must
be noted that, in addition, such owner.
will have received .stud fees for the
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seasons the horse has been standing, and
will also have the horse after it has been
castrated.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-What is the fee
under the pre'sent Act?
Mr. W ALTER.-It is £1 a year.
Mr. HOGAN.-It will now be an additional £3.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.~That is a flat rate.
Mr. HOGAN.-Yes, but it is to provide a fund from which any owner whose
horse is reject.ed will be compensated a,t
the rate of £30 for each year of the horse's
age. If.a horse were not rejected until
'he was five years old, the owner would
receive £150. I am referring to cases in
which the rejected horses have been bred
by their owners. If a man purchased a
Clydesdale, horse, notwithstanding that
the animal had been inspected previously
and passed, if he were subsequently rejected, the owner would receive the full
.
price 'he had paid.
Mr. BEARDMoRE.-Do you think the
fees will be sufficient to provide the compensation?
Mr. HOGAN.-It is estimated that
they will be sufficient. There are not
many horses rejected.
Mr. McDoNALD (Polwa'rth) .-Paragraph (b) of sub-clause (8) provides that
where a horse is rejected that the owner
has purchased, only 75 per cent. of the
purchase price shall be paid to him.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is so. I made a
mistake in saying that the full value
would be paid.
So far as racing
thoroughbreds are concerned, honorable
members will realize that the value will
not be assessed on the purchase price.
Mr. CARLlsLE.-The Bill does not refer
to thoroughbreds.
Mr. HOGAN.-It does, but only so far
as their use for stud purposes is concerned. Olause 9 makes it a condition
that no compensation shall be paid unless
a stallion has been registered in each year
following the first year of registration.
If this were not stipulated, horses could
be examined as three-year-olds in Victoria and registered. They could then
go to other States and stand for any number of years and, on being found unsound,
could be brought back to Victoria in order
to get compensation. I do not desire to
take the Bill right through to-day. Of
course, honorable members have not seen
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it previously. The measure is of some
tonsiderable importance, because there
have been some very heavy losses to individual owners owing to present conditions. For instance, Mr. Payne purchased
a Clydesdale horse in Scotland for
about £1,000.
The animal was inspected there by a veterinary surgeon,
and passed. He was immediately sent
to Victoria, and on arriving in Victoria
he was condemned by our veterinary
officers for unsoundness. The result was
that the owner "was unable to use the
horse for the purpose for which he had
brought :him to this State. Heappealed~
The Appeal Board was a ppointed, the
horse was again inspected, and the decision of the veterinary officer who
originally examined the animal was confirmed.
Mr. ALLAN.-If this Bill is passed, I
presume that steps would be taken to'
, appoint a veterinary officer in Scotland.
Mr. HlOGAN.~Whena man buys a
valuable horse in Scotland he will
acquaint the Department of Agriculture.
Then the Department, by cable, will
nominate .some one there to examine the
horse, and his certificate will be sent
out here. On the arrival of the horse
here we will accept that certificate in
the same way as if the animal had heen
examined by one of our own officers.
Mr. ALLAN.-Supposing the horse was
a three-year-old, would he have to comebefore our own veterinary officers for the
next two years?
Mr. HOGAN.-That is a matter that
we can consider in Committee.
The
point is that on the arrival of the horse
from Scotland he would 'not have t()
come up for examination then, but would
be in the same position as a horse in::!pected here and passed. If in the course
of one or two years unsoundness developed" and he became, perhaps, a roarer.
the position would be the same as in the'
case of any horse bred in Victoria.
The Bill provides ~,hat after a horse
becomes a five-year-old there is no need
for further examination, whether the
animal is imported 'or locally bred. In
the past it has been necessary to bring up
Ihorses for examination each year.
I
commend the Bill to the favorable consideration of the House, and ask honorable members to allow us to get it
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through as soon as possible, because it is honorable member for Dandenong r,aised
a measure that has been asked for by the a point as to the position of municipalipeople concerned, that has been recom- ties outside the metropolitan area. He
mended by the Departmental officers, and asked if they would get any share of the
tha t will remedy certain grievances revenue from the buses. I :find that the
wlhich have been irksome, particularly Bill does not ;provide for it; but an
amendment will be moved in order to get
during the last few months.
During the
On the mottion o,f Mr. ALLEN, the de- over that little difficulty.
last few days there have appeared in the
bate was adjourned until Tuesday next.
press a number of misleading statements,
whidh may confuse honorable members.
MOTOR OMNIBUS BILL.
The Bill has been represented as being
The debate (adjourned from October far more rigid and drastic than it really
21), on the motion of Mr. WEBBER is. I should -like to refer to one or two
(Honorary Minister), for the second of those statements.
Mr. Lambert J.
reading of this Bill, was resumed.
Cole, general secretary of the CommerMr. WEBBER (Honorary Minister). cial Motor Users Association, is reported
-By leave, I desire to make a short to have saidstatement, because, apparently, some misThe Minister in the House made the startling
apprehension exists in regard to the taxa- revelation that the Tramways Board would be
tlxempt from insurance as the State was. standtion proposals and other provisions of ing
at its back in the case of any claims.
the measure. It is just as well to clear
up' any doubts before honorable members N ow, I did not say that, and Hansard
start their second-reading speeches. shows that I did not say it. Wh~t I did
In the :first place, the contention is that say was that the Board paid £6,000
~ll motor 'omnibuses pay at the rate of towards an insurance fund to meet claim.s
£5 lOs. per seat, which is v~ry misleading for compensation; 'but I added that as it
and erroneous, and far from the inten- is a public concern, the people realize that
tions of the Government as set out in the there is the guarantee of the State beschedule to the Bill.
It will be seen, hind it; so that the position is similar
upon reference to the statement of fees tiO that in connexion with the railways.
in the Bill set out in detail in Hansa1'd, I :find, 'how~ver, that since the Board took
and now circulated for the information over the electric trams the average
(If honorable members, t.hat the £5 lOs. umount set aside has been £10,000. The
refers only to a motor omnibus plying on payment of £6,000 applied only to the
prescribed routes within the whole of the period when the Board had control of the
metropolitan area and :fitted with tires cable traIlllWays. Mr. Cole also saidA glance at the last clause in the Bill i:s
other than pneumatic tires. The number
to convince any unbiased individual
of t'hese solid-tire buses does not exceed :sufficient
that it has been inserted un the direction of
35 out 'of a total of 909 motor cars the Tram'ways Board so as to make doubly
licensed as motor omnibuses. The fees sure that whatever may have been missed in
payable by buses :fitted with pneumatic, fa.vour of the Board's buses in the preceding
clauses the Board's monopoly will be amply
tll'es plying for hire ou the same pre- Rafeguarded
by the concluding clause.
scribed routes is only £4 2s. 6d. per seat,
and for buses :fitted with pneumatic tires That is the clause stating that the
plying for hire on a prescribed route, no Hoard's buses will not come under the
part of which is within 3 miles of the regulations made by the .Governor l.n
That provision was not inT,own Hall, Melbourne, the fee is only Oouncil.
one-half, viz., £2 Is. 3d. per seat, as serted by the direction of the Board,
aga,inst £2 15s. per seat fo,r solid tires. which :had nothing to do with the matIt will, therefore, be readily seen that the ter.
As a matter -of fact, it was the
£5 lOs. fee is not general in its applica- draftsman's wording, because the drafts..
tion, and applies only to a few buses man said that the Board's buses were al:fitted with solid tires, and those buses, ready covered by other provisions, and
it must be admitted, do considerably that there was no need to include them in
more damage to roads than is done this clause.
Another statement which
by buses with pneumatic tires.
Dur- has appeared in the press is to the effect
ing D?-Y second-reading speech, the that the Minister must get the approval
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of the Railways Oommissioners, the
Tramways Board, and the municipal
councils in regard to routes.
That is
nO't correct. What the Bill says is "that the
Minister must consult them. It does not
necessarily follow that he must first get
their approval. According to the Act the
Minister must consult the Board and the
municipalities in regard to various matters now, and, as a matter 'Of fact, in
connexion with the laying of open ballast tracks in Flemington-road the Minister gave his decision against the Board.
Mr. WARDE.-I am not too sure whether
it was a good decision.
Mr. WEBBER.-That mayor may not
be so, but it shows that the Minister does
not always do what the Board wants. The
clause says that the, Minister must consult them, but it does not necessarily follow that he must have their approval. In
another communication to the press,
signed by Mr.. Fred Knight, it was
sta ted---:Yet at any time, according to the Bill, and
a.fter private enterprise has created the goodwill, the Tramways Board may say, "We can
now provide the transport that is required on
that private route," and the licence is thereupon cancelled.
.

The licence cannot be cancelled by the
Minister. That is another wrong statement. The licence can only be cancelled
by order of the Court. Ruch statements
as these which have been appearing in
the press give the impression that the Bill
contains many things that it does not contain. Apparently, those who have written the letters to the press have not examined the Bill closely, and I hope that
honorable members in discussing 'the measure will not base their remarks on those
statements. As the Age, in its sub-leader,
says, the bus owners are naturally biased
and are doing their best to put their own
case in the most favorable light, but they
should not misquote the Bill.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-At the outset I
should like to pay a tribute to the sincerity and ability of the Minister who
introduced this measure to' deal with Qone
particular phase of the problem of metropolitan street traffic. As everybody is
awar~, the honorable gentleman knows a
very great deal about municipal problems,
,and his ideas on some of them are akin
to those held by most members of the
House, who have had any close experience
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of the municipal work of the metropolis.
At the same time, I regret that for some
rE}ason or other, whether it was timidity
in approaching the larger problem or
whether lack 'Of experience of legislative
provision for a problem of this kind, the
Bill does not take a broader outlook of
this important question. As a ma,tter of
fact, it does not really tQouch more than
the fringe of the problem.
There are
other phases of the problem that, are of
equal importancer, and that reany affect
the validity of t.he SQllut.ion proposed.
Yr. CArN.-We will deal with those
other phases later on.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say that we
should not be asked to deal with this particular phase until we know what the proposals of the. Minister with regard to
other phas~s of the problem are. I suggest that, after other honorable members
who wish to speak at the present time have
spoken, the debate on the second reading
of the measure should be postponed until
we can get details of those other proposals.
Mr. CArN.-Procrastination killed your
Government, ltnd it is not going to kill
ours.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Reckless dealings
wi th partial problems are more likely to
kill this Government than procrastination is. This is a fragmentary Bill.
Mr. WEBBER.-Did the honoTable member see the provisions of the Bill prepared by the Government 0'£ which he was
a member1
Mr. EGGLESTON .-'Our Government
did not consider a Bill dealing with this
subject.
Mr. WEBBER.-I have seen such a one.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-The l\1inister may
have seen the proposals of one former
Minister, but no Bill was submitted to
Ca.binet.
The Government has promised
that further Bills relating to' traffic problems will be introduced, and I submit t.hat
t.he House should see the details of the
related measures before it is asked to pass
this one.
The provisions of this measure have not been well considered. The
Bill proposes to set up numerous authorities, and only one int€rest is tOo be represented.
Those authorities will not have
the ca,pacity to handle this problem satisfactorily.
If this House agrees tor the
second reading of the Bill it should be
only upO'n the condition t,hat the who,le
question shall be referred to a Select Com ..
l
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mittee-.
The traffic problem involves
many technical cQiD.siderations that could
be better investiga,ted by a COommittee
than by the H.ouse.
The Minister has
not furnished us with material sufficient
tOi enable us tOo judge of the merits of this
prOoposal and to: legislate upOon the gene.ral question of metropolitan street transport.
"Ve are told that the Government
will introduce a Greater Melbourne
Bill that will be referred to a Select CQommjttee.
The Greater Melbourne Bill will
involve questiOins of policy only, and the
Ministry might well accept responsibility
fQor it.
This Bill, because of the technical considerations involved, could more
.appropriately bel referred to a Select Committee, which I believe could cQome tOi a
decision in eight weeks.
That procedure
~ould be- better than attempting to deal
with a minute' phase of" a big problem
upon insufficient evidence.
The Liberal
policy in regard to metropOolitan road
transport is well defined and offers a more
satisfactory solution than does this Bill.
We proposed a general policy of taxation
for the purpose of obtaining money for
the- making and maintenancel of rOoads,
and if the last l\1:inistry had remained in
office our Bill would have been at the
same stage a,s the measure nQlw befOire the
House.
We also intended to extend the
functions of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board Q1f Works tal enable it to deal
with the key prOiblems of street transpoTt,
viz., the main arte,rial roads and the
bridges across the Y a1'ra.
If those proposals had received parliamentary sanction they would have done more towards
the sQllution of the problem than this Bill
-will do.
Mr. WARDE.-If the previous Government had not messed about for soo long a
new bridge would have been built over
the Yarra by now.
The present Government is putting forward a pra.ctical proposal, and the honorable member desires
·to refer it to a Select Commit,tee in Q1rder
that it may be delayed for a ye-ar or twO'.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I dOo not wish to
delay, the solution Q1f this problem, but
this Bill does not offer any prospect of
'tha,t.
It merely proposes to' tax motor
buses, Q1ne agency in metro~olitan street
transport, in such a way as tOi drive them
off the roads without getting us out Q1f
Q1ur transport difficulties. It will nOlt raise
a sufficient amQlunt Q1f mOiney to be worthy
of co~sideration by the municipalities.
'The Minister has not tQold us what rov~nue
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these proposals will produce.
Some
peQlple have estimated £40,000 and others
£20,000, but neither sum will be sufficient if the municipalities are to be compelled to make roads suita,ble for motol
bus traffic.
That fact indicates the fragmentary character of the Bill. Taxation
of commercial vehicles and Q1rdinary mOotor
cars, as well as motor buses, might realize
a sum sufficient tOo be of assistance to' the
municipalities, but we have not be,en advised of the Government's complete
policy. We must know what the Govern. ment proposes to dOl be.fO'fe we can give
an intelligent vOite upon this Bill.
The
Government is proposing to. tax the mOotOor
buses mercilessly, but it has no,t submitted
any proposal for further ta,xing other
vehicles that dOl equally as much damage
to the ro'ads.
This Bill will nOlt a ppreciably assist the aut.horities that will have
the responsibility of making and maintaining the roads.
About four authorities will have a' right to "deal with
vehicles.
A.s the Hackney Carriage
Committee may be appointed by the MelbOiUrne City Counoil, and its personnel
may be changed every year, we shall have
no control Olver its membership a,nd no
guarantee that it will have the skilled
knowledge and experience that would
qualify it to carry out the duties to be
entrusted to it under this Bill.
The
Public Works Depalfment also, will have
oertain rights and responsibilit.ies under
the Bill, and there is no evidence that
it will have the necessary technical knOowledge.
Mr. CAIN .-The previous Governments
allolWed the Hackney Ca.:rriage Committee
to operate for 25 years ..
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The buses are not
hackney carI·~ages.
'
Mr. WEBBER. - They are under this
Bill.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-T'he Public WOorks
Depart~ent"' is to be given considerable
advisory Bnd administrative powers under
this measure, but it may llot have a
skilled staff competent to handle this job.
The Bill is apparently based upon British legislation, but the fact is overlooked
that in England there is a skilled transport committee· that deals with railways,
tramways, buses, and' all other fOirms of
transport.
TaxatiOon upon a' seating
basis has been adopted without any consideration of a,lternative methods.
I do
not know whethe,r a tire tax is possible or
whet.her it would conflict. with certain'
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provisions of the Federal Constitution,
but taxation upon other bases might be
considered.
Mr. WEBBER.-Can the honO'rable
mem ber suggest other forms of taiXation 1
, Mr. EGGLESTON.-The tax ,mi;ght.
be regulated accO'rding. t.o the welight or
speed of the vehicle. The purpose O'f the
tax is to eoca.ct a" contribution towards
the upkeep of thel roads.
The fact is
rightly recognized that thel uselrs of the
roads, as well as thel prope1rty owners,
have a liability too COontribute too the cost
of their constructiOon and maintooanoe.
Mr. McLAcHLAN.-What about the
heavy motor lorries ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-They dO' just. as
much damage as do the motor buses, but
the Gorvernment has no,t atltempted to
dea.l with them.
Mr. GAIN.-Thel honorable member
wants evelrything done in six months,
although his part,y did nothing fO'r twenty
years.
'
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The mOotor buses
have been running fOor only about six
months. What is ne,eded is a, comprehensive survey of thel whole prO'blem O'f
strelet transport.
Mr. CAIN.-1n orde,r to dela,y this legislation.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 am desirous
that the problem should bel dealt with
as soon as pO'ssible, but the revenuel tha.t
will be' raised by this Bill will bel SOo small
as to be' ,uselless to any ,municipality.
What will be thel gOOod of dividing, say,
£24,000 between 28 municipalities ~ I
quite a.grele that all phases of transPQirt
should bel considered as one sooial and
economic problem affecting an the, municipalities and thel people in the metropolitan are'a,.
TransportatiOon Oof the
citizens may be carried out -by diffe,rent
agencies, and by different methods-we
may have mOoto[l' bus companies, Tramway Boards, and Railways Commissioners
-but all ~e,ir activities must be CQiordina,ted and a uniform policy adopted.
We have too consider the efficiep.cy of the
various Q1rganizations, the se'rvioes they
render, and their cost to the community
-not only the direot cost in the fo'rm
of fares, but also the indirect cost in
damages to ro~ds and other community
property. It IS all ve1ry weH fOir 'the.
Gov~rnme~t to str~s t,he advisability of
deahng WIth onel lIttle phase at a, time,
'but piece-meal le,gislation is bad when it
does not aid in the sOolution of the bigger
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problems that. a,re associated with it. We
must provide for the efficient trausport
of the peoplel in the metropolitan area,
and for the co-O'peration and co-ordination of thel various organizations engaged
in that. servi~.
We lDjust eHminab.e
waste, and pay due rega.rd to the necessities of the community, particula.rly in respect O'f delvelopment.
Tramways and
railways have a particular value as
develOlpment.al agencies.
The develOlPment that has taken place in' the outer
suburbs would never ha,ve been, brought
abOlut by motor buses. PeOlple will build
houses along tram rOlutes, but would not
think of investing their monery in localities served only by motoi' buses, beeause
the,y know that at any tim€) buses may be
transferred to more profitablel routes. I
repeat that there must be CO-Olrdina,tion
?f .transport servioes. qne big problem'
IS Involved, and the eVIls of the pieceme,al and ha,phaza.rd POllicy 0'£ the past
can be seen on all sides. Whilst compe,tition is of great value in other phases
of commerce, it has a lesser value in re:..
gard to a public utility which must be
in the nature of a, mOlnopoly. When a
service is esta,blished compet.ition is valuable only in SOl far as it may reve,al the in ..
e.fficiency 0'£ the old method, and empha.
Size mode,rn develoDments.
Mr. McLAcHLAN~-Would not that, be'
an argument. in fa,vour of bringing all
transport serVICes unde·r one) authority ~
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 would like the
H~usel to consider the advisability of
domg that. We should have evidence
of the n~mbel' of passengers carried by
the vanous t.ransport agencie,s, the
damage they do to' thel roads, and other
information.
Mr. CAIN.-Does thel honorablemember think tha,t a Select Committee would
lear~ ~or~ .t.han is already known by the
mUnICIpalItIes that have daily experience
of the effects of diffelTent classes of traffic 1
We can see them fO'r ourse,lves.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If t.he HonO'rary
~nister has any knowledge on the subJect., I hope he will give, it to' the House.
The Minister in charge of the Bill' gave
us no definite informa,tion of the extent
of the damage done to' the roads by the'
motor buses.
Mr. WEBBER.-I did.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Well, it does not
seeJ? to ~e to have been adequate. Compeh~lO~ III a matter such as this is only
of lImIted value. In an activity of this
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kind, which lends itself to a monopoly,
and is both cheap and economical, we
eliminate the duplication of overhead
charges, and do away with the difficulty
()f outlying transport requirements being
ignored. If the tramways service is
shown by modern developments to be unsound and uneconomical, we are not protecting the property of the people if we
adopt legislation designed to perpetuate
that unsound system.. My point· is that
the Minister has not shown that the tramways system, viewed under modern conditions, is economical.
Mr. OAIN.-The honorable member is
.arguing, then, that the railways system
is not modern.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I made no re· ference to the railways, but I ~mphasize
that if modern developments show that
an existing form of transport is not the
best and cheapest, and therefore most efficient, we should not hesitate to scrap it.
One of the evils of the public control of
transport agencies is that there is a tendency on the part of those responsible to
object to the encroachment of new
methods.
Mr.
W ARDE.-But the Tramways
Board is not making any such objections.
It is substituting electric trams for the
cables.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-It is a. question
whether it is not doing so now when it
may be that a still better method of pub· lie transport is being developed.
The
best way to ascertain whether existing
services cannot be improved upon-whe· ther they are not becoming obsolete-is
by the collection of all available evidence
· on the subject.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Has the honorable
member gone along St. Kilda-road and
counted the ruts ~
lIr. EGGLESTON.-N 0; but there is
· a procedure by which I suggest that all
evidence from every appropriate source
could be obtained. This House has frequently 'appointed Select Oommittees to
deal with various public utilities and in. terests, and the reports furnished by those
Committees have proved to be of value,
and have furnished the Parliament with
a guide on which to base legislation. The
Parliament has been able to come to conclusions that could not have been possible
in the c!lse of a Bill introduced by a Min-
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ister representative of a party on one side
of the House, and criticized by members
of another party.
Mr. WEBBER.-How does the honorable
member travel home? By bus, or tram,
or train?
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I adopt all three.
I am impartial. There are seven buses,
as a matter of fact, plying within a mile
of my home; and how they are going to
carryon, I do not know.
Mr. OAIN.-The honorable member's
principal concern appears to be how the
buses shall continue to carryon.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-My concern is
for the best service for the people.
I
have a solution .of the difficult problem,
but it can be of no value until after the
Parliament has been furnished with all
the information obtainable.
The Ministry has not sought to provide that evidence.
The whole of the information
can be gathered, however, without difficulty or loss of time. If a Select Oommittee were appointed, and it sat for six
weeks, it could ascertain all the facts, and
furnish a comprehensive report without
delay, We should scrutinize the various
agencies that exist to-day for metropolitan transport, and ascertain what are
their values and disadvantages. I propose to review concisely those various
agencies, and· to show what part each
plays on behalf of the people of Victoria.
.First, there are the railways, which are
under Government management.
They
cater for an enormous number of people
every day; they are very rapid; they
transport the public over long distances,
both cheaply and in comfort; and, since
the electrification of the system within
the metropolitan area, they have been
more popular than ever. One of the
main advantages is that the travelling
public is protected from the weather to
a greater degree than is afforded by any
other form of transport, and is provided
with the greatest amount of comfort.
, The disadvantages of the railways as a
sole means of transport are that the distances between stations are . comparatively great, and that there is a marked
lack of accessibility. Means can be
adopted to make the railway service more
accessible, but 'it could not be a substitute
f or the .street agencies of trallspo~t,
namely, the trams and the buses.
The
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trams are a metropolitan municipal re.sponsibility, and not a Government concern-as the Minister in charge would
appear to have suggested. Their advantages are that they provide a street form
of t.ranspO'rt... The~ are very cheap and
easily accessible, and they carry huge
numbers of people.
I do not suppose
that there is any part of t.he wO'rld,
except Glasgow-certainly not any portion of the new world-in which so cheap
a form of street traffic service is known.
Moreover, our trams are very efficiently
run. But they have their disadvantages.
One of these is that the tram tracks are
not nearer than a mile apart, which fact
necessitates long walks for many citizens j
and they have not proved to be popular
for long runs.
.
Mr. J.ACKSON.-Is the honorable member justifying the existence of the· buses ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.~I am not justifying anything, but am engaged in a review of the whole problem. Portion of
the tramway system-I refer to the cable
service-is slow. And there is a lack of
Hexibility; the trams do not come into
the kelrbs to pick up passengers, and allow
them to alight; and, to' a certain extent,
they are exposed to the weather. The
value of the trams as a means of street
transport has been ·somewhat vitiated by
criticism that has grown and developed
against the Tramways Board.
Many
people severely criticize its efficiency,
which is rather unfair. The Board has
been accused of lack of enterprise, notably because of its tardiness in substituting electric for··cable traction. There has
been a certain amount of hostility also on
the part of the municipalities. Regarding the question of the Board's lack of
enterprise, it must be admitted that the
Government itself has not had a declared
poli'cy respecting street transport either
in regard to methods or finance.
Also,
financial burdens have been heaped upon
the Board for the sake of appealing to
certain sections of this House. To a certain extent, there has been reason for
criticism, because of the apparent failure
of the Board to establish auxiliary motor
bus services.
An important factor for
consideration is that the Tramways
Board constructs a. very large portion
of the roads through which its trams run.
Yr. YcLAcHLAN.-And well it might
'do so. It is "on a good wicket."
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-The fact seems
to have been forgotten that the Board is
as much a public utility as is that governed by any other public authority, and
is running, not for profit, but to provide
the people with the full benefit of an efficient transport service. I propose now
to review briefly the position of the buses~
and to set out their advantages and their
disabilities.
First among their advantages is the rapidity with which they
travel, and the fact that they furnish a
through journey. Then there is the matter of their flexibil.ity and their capacity
to cater for public transport in the blank.
spaces between tram and train line, as
well as to feed both trams and tr~ins.
Mr. OAIN.-Which they are not doing..
Mr. EGGLESTON.-To a certain extent, they are. The buses pass railway
stations, and traverse various tram
routes. They appear to be capable of
carrying the people for greater distances
than the t.rams. As for the disadvant.ages
of the buses, they are probably more expensive to run, and they carry much
sm.aller loads. Moreover, there is a lack
of certainty and of permanency in their
operations. A bus service may be e,stablished along a given route, and people
ma.y build thereon, perceiving that their
transport is being provided for, and then
they may discover that the bus route has
been changed, and that they are left
without a traffic service.
Another notable disadvantage is the discomfo'rt, if"
not the actual danger, from overcrowding. The comparative lack of protection
of travellers is a very serious thing.
Generally, there is but the one entrance,
and this is placed well forward, near tothe engine; and in the event of a bus
overturning, there is likely to be acute·
~ill

.

.

Mr. WEBBER.-In :the Olifton Hill district, there have been five cases of buses
overturning in the last few weeks.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-They are far
more liable to be overturned, of course,
than is a tram; and the instances of collision with other vehicles are very frequent.
The greatest disadvantage of all, 40we,ver, is the damage that the buses cause·
to the rOlads.
Mr. McL.AcHL.AN.-Does the honorable
member think that the motor buses ar.e·
heavier than the big motor lorr~es ~
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-No; and .1 complain that the heavy motor lorrie$ should
not be affected by this Bill while the buses
are to be so seriously concerned.
Now
comes the question of unregulated co~pe
tition. This matter ,of over-competItIOn
between buses is very serious, and may
have the effect of crippling the whole
of the motor bus services.
Tha t is
one of the effects of unregulated competItIOn.
There is no authority to
direct the routes that are to be served
by buses running on parallel road.s, with
t.he result that neither of them WIll pay,
and eventually they will go out of the
business. That is a serious problem.
There are seven buses running within
a mile of my house, f our running
north and south, and three east
and west. That practically brings a
bus to every man's door.
I t is
an attractive position, but I se'riously
doubt whether the buses can continue to
run under these conditions. This unregulated competition may easily result in
higher fares being charged on the buses
=Iond also on the trams, because of the inability to carry the traffic with their present overhead charges. The cost of such
unregulated competition will come on ~he
community, and it may mean the entire
obliteration of motor buses. Another
question that has to be considered is
whether suffi.cient provision is made by
the motor bus companies for depreciation.
I have serious doubts whether 15 per
cent. will prove sufficient to make the
necessary replacements after three or
four ye,ars of traffic. In New York the
life of a motor bus is supposed to be
about flv,e years, and that will mean a
replacement fund of 20 per cent. I do
not see how it is possible for our bus companies to continue on a 15 per cent. ·basis.
Mr. WARDE.-What does that matter 7
Somebody will have to " carry the baby,"
and the present shareholders will have
gone out of the companies by then.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-If the honorable
member's suggestion is borne out, the
shareholders will have lost their capital,
and people in this community will not be
se,rved.
Mr .. WARDE.-SUPpose they sell when
the shares are at a premium; how will
they lose their capital 7
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I think there is
only one company that h~s shares on
the market at the present tIme.
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Mr. WARDE. ___It, all depends upon tl;t.e
dividends whether the, shares will be at
a premium or not.
Mr-. EGGLESTON.-That has nothing
to do with this matter,
Mr. WARDE.-It has everything to do
with it. At the time when the heavy repairs must be made t~e present shareholders will have left the company.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-The honorable
member and myself are making the. same
point, but he is doing so by way of mterjection.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member for
Flemington is making the same point as
you, but you are not doing it so well.
The SPEAKER.-Order! The honorable member for Flemington has no business to make a point at all a,t this stage.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-It is quite obvious that the roads as at present constructed will not stand the present motor
bus traffic, and municipalities will not
tackle the problem of dealing with the
roads while the motor buses a.r.e using
them. That applies particularly to the
outer municipalities. I have a case in
my mind of a municipality that has a
"Dotor bus running along a road. The
municipality has on its loan schedule a
sum 'of £5,000 for re-sheeting half a mile
of the road, but it will not spend the
money, because if the mortor bus traffic
is to continue the value of the expenditure will be lost in a few months. SOl the
question of the cost of making and maintaining roads must be considered in dealing with this particular traffic. Unfortu-nately, the expenditure must be huge. It
is estimated that it will cost as much to
make a road capable of bearing motor bus
traffic as to make a tram line. I can well
imagine, too, that the cost of repairs will
be considerable. These are' all problems
that have to be worked out, and co-ordinated in one solution of this great ques~
tion.
.
Mr. CAIN .-You are making a good
case for the Bill.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I am not supporting the Bill in its present form.
Honorable members will realize that the
trams run over a selected portion of the
road, whereas motor vehicles run over the
whole of the surface.
Mr. WEBBER.-You admit, then, t.hat
the competition 'is unfair.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Yes. I am dealing with various phares of t.his problem,
and working up to a conclusion. As a
matter of fact, the cost of making and
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repairing roads at the- present time is
thrown upon the Tramways Board to' a
large extent, and it is now asked that
the motor bus people shall bear their proportion of the expenditure. The real
problem is the division of the cost
as between the ratepayers and the
road-users.
The suggestion has been
made by Mr. Oalder, chairman of
the Oountry Roads Board, that the
ratepayers should provide the capital for
constructing a road, and the users should
prorvide the capital for its maintenance.
In any case, ratepayers in the metropolitan area will have to look forward to an
increase in the rates whateve,r method is
adopted of dealing with the construction
and the maintenance o.f roads that .will be
suitable fQir motor bus traffic. I hope I
have not wearied honorable members, but
what I have been trying to. emphasize is
t,he Importance o.f finding a comprehellsive solution of the whole problem. We
have not merely to consider the taxing o.f
a particular agency nor the pro.tection of
the Tramways Bo.ard in giving people the
facilities that they need for street transport at thel lowest possible cost, with the
greatest efficiency. The problem to a
certain extent is a techni'cal one, and that
is why I suggest that tliis Bill shoUld be
referred to a Select Committee. I do
not think peoplel will tole,rate any legislation that will drive motor buses off the
routes on which they are now travelling
without giving them SO!Ine equally convenient means of transport. The motor
buses are now carrying 69,000 people per
day, and that shows how popular this
method of tra.velling is, and the fact that
it is serving a great public need. Motor
hus companies deserve a great deal of
credit for their enterprise in meeting the
needs of the people in this way. I am
inclined to think, however, that they- will
be of the best value to the community
as an adjunct. to other methods of transport. I do not think it is advisable to
build any more tramway lines unle.ss the
circumstances a.re elxceptional. On the
othelr hand, if motor. buses are to be useful to the community we must put an
end to this unregulated competition, and
they will be better employed in acting .as
feeders to other means of transport. The
buses to which I have referred run withing half-a-mile of one anQither, and within three minutes of a railway station.
Their routes are parallel with thOISe of the
tramways, and sometimes are on .the
l
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tramway lines as well. The1re is no doubt
that mQitor buses with other motor
vehicles must contribute to the cost· of
making and maintaining roads. The Bill
provides for the colleetion of about
£24,000 pelr annum, while the charge on
the municipalities is estimated at about
£250,000.
.
MI'. WERBER.-Do you think the motor
buses should pay more than we propose 1
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not say that,
but we want to. co-ordinate a scheme of
taxation that will include all the agencies
damaging the roads. It is pretty clear
that if this Bill becomes law the t.axes
will drive the buses Qiff the roads altogether; but if we can adjust the taxation
equitably between motor buses and commercial vehicles and ordinary motor cars
e may be able to come to an arrangement
m favQiur of the motor buses, and in this
way enable them to oontinue to. supply
transport fa,cilities for the people. We
must. build roads that will be capable of
carrymg these motor buses without undue
destruction, and we ought to. try to. arrive
~t sOlIlle means of taxation whereby the
mterests of an will be properly CQinserve~. AlthQiugh it may not be the ideal
solutIOn, the logical way out o.f this diffioulty is to. constitute one traffic authority
to. cQintrQiI both the trams and the mQitor
buses, and work one in with the other.
That is to say, we should have a Metropolitan Street Transport Boa,rd if we are
gQiing' to recognize the trams and the
motor buses as publio ut.ilities. I think
the argument in fa.vour of the esta.blishment Qif such a Boa.rd is unanswerable.
It may be suggested that the idea is
socialistic, but such a BQiard was constituted 30 years ago, when the Tramways
Act was passed ... The Tramways Board
should run the buses; that is the logical
position. If the present Board had .that
pow,er, and exercised it, they CQiuld run
the buses off the streets in a short time.
Mr. W EBBER.-:...lf we place the Board's
motor buses on the same footing
as the others it will ha,ve to bear the same
taxation.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.-This Bill provides
that the motor buses run by the Board
shall pay such charges as the Governor in
Council lays down.
.
Mr. WEBBER.-The cha,rges are fixed
in the Bill.
.
Mr. EGGLEST'ON.~I d{d' not ~nder
stand that.
Mr. CAIN.~I am surprised at. you not.
knQiwing that ..
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. Mr. EQQLEST'ON.-1 have read the
Bill through carefully.
Mr. WEBBER.-There are other parts
that you do not seem toO have read very
. carefully, according to what you have
been saying.
Mr. EGGLESTON .-1 may have read
through this Bill much more carefully
than the honorable gentleman thinks.
The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works should be the main road authority, and if we put it in that position
it will be a simple way of dealing with
this matter. In putting forward that
suggestion I am merely e'xpressing my
own personal views on this ma.t,ter. ~e
main objection I have tD the extenslOn
of the functions of the Tramways BO'a.rd
is that under the present regime labour
uniDns seem to be always willing to a.ttack
public utilities and to leave priva,te
enterprise a]one. A good many strikes
have taken place against public utilities.
Mr. GAIN .-Give us an example.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The,re is the recent tramway strike.
Mr. W,EBBER.-That is only O'ne Instance.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - There is the
threatened railway strike, and many
others could be mentioned.
Mr. WEBBER.-YO'U ha,ve named .only
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lines of my suggestion, then they must
give better consideration to the authorities' to be set up to deal with the whole
question of transport. I do not think
the Hackney Carriage CDmmittee satisfactory; neither has. the Public Works
Department the skilled officers that are
necessary to frame the legislation desirable under an Act of this kind.
Mr. WEBBER.-YOU would set up
another Board ~
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Nationalist
party has, in the main, adopted the principle of the public control of public utilitles by non-political authorities.
I do
not see why the same course should not
be considered in this respect. However,
I do not want to commit my party to
anything of the kind. I merely put it
forward as a suggestion to be considered
by a Select Oommittee. If the Government do not do that they must devise a
better system fO'r the framing of regula~
tions in connexion with the administration of the measure. T1he Public Works
Department have not the skilled officers
lle('.p,s~;ary, 1101' is the Hackney Oarriage
Committee of such a representative
character as 'would enable it to select the
routes and do all the judicial and other
work provided for in the Bill. For these
one. ,
reasons I suggest t.hat we agree to the
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-There was 8econd reading of tine Bill, on the undert.he gas strike.
Mr. WEBBER.-That is nO't a public standing that the other two Bills mentloned by the Minister. are circulated, and
utility. That is private .enterprise.
Mr.' JACKSoN.-The honorable member that the three Bills shall be referred to a
tOl St. Kilda is drawing on. his imagina- Select Oommittee, which will consider'
the whole transport problem.
I quite
tion.
,
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I say the're is a realize that the appointment of a'
dIstinct tendency for lab .our unions to Select Committee is not altogether
It do.es take
use their political power agai~st public a desirable method~
utilities, whether it leventuates in a strike away from the responsibility of the
Government; but, owing tOo the fragor not.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACocK.-There is mentary nature of this Bill, and the fact
the WO'nthaggi strike.
that it only deals with a small section of
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There IS' nD the problem-a section that should not be
doubt that there is a tendenoy to use considered apart from the remaining
political pO'wer in the direction I have aspects of the problem-the only satis.indicated. That is the .only reaSDn why factDry method of dealing;with it 'is
I wDuld fJJ.esitate about suggesting the through a Select Oommittee. That Oomcontrol of buses and trams by a general mittee might produce its report before
authority.
.
the end of the session.'
Mr. OAIN.-There have been a dozen
Dr. ARGYLE.-What are the o,ther two
other strikes for every strike you can problems~
mention in relation to a public utility.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I understood the
Mr. EGGLESTON.-There have been Minister to say that a second Bill would
If the Govern- deal with commercial motor vehicles in
some trifling strikes.
IDfmt do not go the whole hog along the the city, and a further Bill would deal
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~ith commercial motor vehicles In the
eountry.
Mr. WEBBER.-There will be only one
other Bill, not two.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-In answer to an
Interjection, t'he Minister said that a Bill
would be introduc.ed dealing with commercial motor vehicles, and in answer to
a further interjection he said that the
Government intended to introduce a Bill
covering the point raised.
Mr. TUNNEcLIFFE.-And so it was a
case of one interjection one Bill.
Mr. EGGLESTON. - That would
rather carry out the Labour method.
Mr WEBBER.-You have dealt with
the probable damage to roads by motor
buses, but you have not dealt too well
with the questiQin of the competition between buses and trams. You have not
shown whether the present competition is
faIr or otherwise, nor have, yQiU suggested
a remedy, or indicated how they could be
placed on the same footing. You said
it might be found when the other Bill
was examined that the tax could be
spread over all motor vehicles in suc'h a
way that the tax on passenger vehicles
would not fall as heavily as is proposed
by the Government. But if that were
done, and the tax were lowered by half
or a quarter of the amount proposed in
the Bill, the buses would still be able to
compete on unfair terms with the trams.
The Tramways Board has to meet a
host of charges. .
Mr. EGGLESTON.-The Minister
claims that the Bill protects the Tramways Board from unfair competition. But
the whole point is this: .What is fhe best
method of transporting the people in the
metropolitan area ~ The mere, protection
of the Board from competition is not the
real issue.
We desire that the best
method of transport should be adopted.
If the Tramways Board has an inefficient
method of service, it should be scrapped.
According to the theory propounded by
the Minister, we should put burdens on
!=Inother agency in order to bring that
agency to t'he tramways level, whereas the
real solution of the problem might be the
removal of the burdens from the Tramw,ays Board.
Mr. WEIlBER.-It would be as bad if
we put the burdens on the buses, because
they could not then compete with the
Tramways Board.
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Mr. EGGLESTON.-I. do not think
this House should take into consideration
at all the question of the protection of the
Tramways Board from competition. We
should deal with the efficiency of the·
v[~rious methods of transport, and endeavour to find a solution of the problem
through co-ordination. Each method of
transport should take its proper share in
this great problem. The activities of all
should be co-ordinated to the best advantage of the people.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Bill proposes that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not t'hink
it does.
Mr. WARDE.--The Bin is the first step
towards that.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I do not think
" one step at a time" the proper method
of dealing with this problem.
Mr. C.AIN.-We are an evolutionary
party.
Mr.
E.GGLESTON. - Since
the
Labour party obtained office they have
evolved nothing.
Mr. JAOKSON.-I regard this as a
most important measure, and I hope that
the House will give it the consideration
that it deserves. I would ask honorable
members what is the motive for the Bill;
and I cannot do better in that connexion
than quote the words used by the Honorary Minister' (Mr. Webber) in introducing it, as I think they will serve the
purpose of removing some of the misa pprehension that prevailsThis Bill has been introduced for the purpose of controlling and regulating motor omnibuses with a view to providing safeguards for
the travelling public, and of protecting the
railways and the tramways from unrestricted
and unfair competition. At the same time it
will provide municipalities with funds to assist
them in maintainmg roads in their districts.

I do not think that any honorable member
can quibble at the Bill.
It has been
brought in to meet an emergency. A
new industry has come in to being, and it
has created a new set of conditions with
which it is necessary that the Govern-.
ment should deal. The honorable member for St. Kilda spoke at considerable
length, and I do not know for the life
of me on which side he is, whether he is
for or against the Bill. I believe that his
attitude is that of " Yes-No," the attitude
that he usually adopts. He used to criticize,as I saw from my reading before I
entered this Chamber, even the actions of
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the Government that he supported, and in
()l'der to quieten him, they put him into a
position in which it was not convenient
for him to use his tongue so freely. ~
.am surprised that he has not given this
matter more consideration. It is not my
desire to do anything that will drive the
buses off the roads, and what I have to
say with regard to the Bill will not be
said with that object, but with the object
-of endeavouring, as the Honorary Yini5ter put it, to bring about a system of
.co-operation and organization in" regard
tv the regulation and control of the traffic
-of this city. The honorable member for
St. Kilda said that he could not understand the haste of the Government in
introducing the Bill. He is probably
annoyed' because the Government have
introduced the Bill; their actions
speak louder than words. The honorable member would probably have been
better pleased if the Government, instead
-of displaying activity had displayed inactivity. Yay I draw his attention to a
report that was presented by a Committee
appointed by the municipalities in the
metropolitian area? The municipalities
evidently regarded this question as important, and -they appointed a Committee
that held a conference and agreed to the
following resolution:That this conference, representing metropolitan municipalities, wait upon the Government
as a deputation and urge the immediate introduction of legislation to enable motor omnibuses and other heavy transport vehicles to be
properly regulated and controlled as to the
manner in which they shall use public roads,
with further power to charge an adequate
licence-fee to reimburse the municipalities the
cost of road construction and maintenance.

That resolution shows that the municipalities in the metropolitan area are
seized of the vast importance of this subject,. :and recognize that if the motor
industry is to continue in operation it is
essential that the municipalities shall
take into consideration the question of
whether the roads are in fit and proper
conditiori to carry the extra traffic. For
this reason they made arrangements for a
conference, and that conference made certain recommendations. I make this statement in reply to the honorable member
for St. Kilda.
Mr. SNowBALL.-There are other aspects of the matter than that of the municipalities to which the honorable member
referred.
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Mr. JA.,CKSON.-The honorable member for St. Kilda was surprised.
He
wanted to know why the Government were
in such haste in introducing the Bill at
this juncture, and he asked why could
not the Bill wait until the other measures
contemplated, and having relation to it,
were before the House. The Government
looked upon this as only one cog in a
gl'ea t wheel.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-One cog will not work
unless the others are working with it .
Yr. SLATER.-The vital point is that if
the buses are not registered this year they
·will escape the payment of taxation next
year.
Yr. JACKSON.-Yes, and nearly all
the municipal councils are anxious to
know what amount of money they are
likely to derive from this taxation.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-How much will they
get?
Mr. JACKSON.-I do not know exactly. It is estimated that £24,000 will
be obtained from this source. That
amount of money will not go far in building roads to carry motor buses, but it will
pay the interest on a very large sum of
money, that will enable municipalities to
make a start in building roads. As a case
in point, I may state that, owing -to the
wear and tear caused by the motor bus

traffic in Prahran, it is probable that the
municipal rate will have -to be raised by
3d. in the £1. We are anxious to know
how much money we are likely to get
back from the taxation to be imposed to enable us to maintain the roads.
The honorable member £'or St. Kilda laid
stress upon tht matter of the tramways
strike. I know that that is a favorite
weapon with honorable members on the
other side when they are criticizing the
members of the party to which I belong
but it "cuts no ice." That' honorabl~
member knows very well that the buses
were in operation before the tramways
strike.

When honorable members stoop to

subterfuges of that kind in an effort to
mislead the people of this country, it does
ILOt speak very highly for their intelligence. I have stated that 'the object of
this Bill is to deal with the motor bus
traffic, and I think that every honorable
member must agree that legislation on
that subject is urgently. necessary.
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Another statement was made b;)' the honorable member for St. Kilda that I was
surprised to hear.
Mr. OAIN.-Do you know on which
side he was speaking?
Mr. JAOKSON.-No. I was surprised to hear the honorable member say
that he was not very much concerned
about the tramways. The tramways are
a public utility owned by ,the people of the
metropolitan area, an~ th.ey 'Yere. the
pioneers ,of transportatIOn In thIs CIty.
Mr. CLOUGH.-N 0, 'cabs were the
pioneers, and before them coaches, and
before them wheelbarrows.
Mr. J ACKSON.-That is so; but I am
referring to 'Organized transportation. I
was surprised to hear the honorable member say that he was not very much concerned- a-bout the tramways. The honorable member 'must know tha't if heavy
losses are caused by the competition of the
motor buses, and by 'Some of the tram'ways not paying, the Tramways Board
has power to levy on the ratepayers along
the tramway routes.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-I not only know it,
but I said it in my speech.
Mr. J ACKSON.-I did not hear the
honorable member say it. Here we have
a public utility that is owned by the
people of the metropolitan area, and t~e
honora ble member is prepared to saCrlfice it in the interests of the motor buses
or of private 'enterprise.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Of the peQople.
Mr. JACKSON.-We have to conside['
what is a, just and proper method to
adQopt: I am not going to sa,y that I
agrele with every littlel thing that is in
the Bill, but I do. not for one moment
think that the Minister is not open to
re,oea.ve suggestions. We should all tackle
the problem, and end~avour t? makel the
Bill a good me,asure 111 the 111 telrests of
everybQody.
I reoognize tha,t thel buses
are here to. stay, but tlie,y cannot have
an unrestricted swa,y.
Mr. CAIN.-The honora,ble member fQor
St. Kilda says they will not stay if this
Bill goe,s through.
Mr. JACKSON.-We havel he,ard that
the' buses will go' right off the roads ~f .the
Bill passes, but I am not Qof that oplllwn.
I beHeve that even if a tax o,f £5 lOs.
per seat is imposed, the buses will still
run. Many me,thods .of taxation ~ave
been suggtlllted. One is a, ta,x on tIres,
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and the buses are placarded with the
slogan, "Tax our tires, not our seats.
I am firmly of thel opinion that a tax on
tires is not a proper method of raising
revenue for the purpose f6r which we requir€, it. In the first plaool, in connexion
wit,h the coUedion of the, tax, there would
be difficulty, belcause it WQiuld be neeessaTY to enter into negotia,tions with the,
Federal Government with regard to imporrt€d t.ires, and cOonsideration would
also have to bel given fo the method of
collecting the tax Qin locally manufactured tires. Then regard would ha,ve to
be paid tOo thel fact that tires are retreaded.
Altog€lther the difficult.ies in
thel way of collecting a, tire tax aTe such
that I beHevel them to be insurmountable.
Personally, I am in favour of a ~eat tax.
I believe such a tax would be the best
regulated, the most easily adjusted, and
thel easiest to collect. A pe,trQiI tax has
been suggested, but thel difficulty of collecting it would be very grela,t. Thel tax
I would adopt next to a 'seat ta,x would
be a tax on the tickets issued by the
buses. It seems to mel that that would
be the easiest ta,x to colle'ct, and the most
elquitable that could be imposed.
-Mr. CLOUGH.-I think' you arel right
about a, ticket tax.
Mr. JACKSON.~A ticket ta,x COIIlmends itself to me very much. It would
be simple to collect, and just as effective
as a seat tax.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-If there were a
seat tax would you not charge anything in
respect to passelngelrs who stand 1
Mr. J ACKSON.-A lady or gentleman
whol ~tands in a, bus deserve,s a free ride.
I have be,en' observing very closely the
ove['crowding of buses, and I have come
to the conclusiQn that something radical
will have to be done :In that regard. I
do not blamel the bus people for it, but
thepassengerrs themselves. On Saturday
night ] ,was standing _ at a ,cla'rner in
Prahran, and I know that the conductors
we,rel endelavouring to keep the people off
the buses, but they would not keep off
them. On that, occasion the' conductors
could not be blamed foil' the ovelrcrowding.
Mr. DEANY.-The same thing applies:
to the trams.
Mr. JACKSON.-Yes.
I am not
going to say that I am entirely in favour
of the' me,thod of cQontrol proposed in theBill. I agre,e with the honorable member fQor St. Kilda" and he a,grees with the
J)
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Labour party, that a, greater Melbourne
,scheme will have to be tackled. ' That,
to my mind, is t.hel only solution of the
transportation problem in the metropolis.
When it was brought forward years ago'
:by the party to which I have- the honour
tQi be1long, the grea.ter Melbournelscheme
was pooh-poohed, but every day brings
us closer to the realiza,tion of the fad
that such a scheme must be brought into
operation. I am pleased to' know that
'the Government are going to introduce a
..Bill with that end in view. Probably
.as a temparaiy expedie1nt the Hackney
Carriage Committee is the right body to
place in control of the licensing of
buses, but it is not an ideal body by
any means, and I think some other
body should be created.
Probably
this matter can be left over until the Bill
,to deal with O'ther motor traffic is brought
forward. Then a body tha,t will have
control of these operations may be e,stablished. I believe, that SOl far as fares,
rates, and all the other items are concerned, the buses should be on a par with
the trams.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-The trams pay a
tax of £7 a seat.
Mr. JACKSON.-l think that if the
buses were to contribute. to all the things
the Tramways Board has to contribute to,
they would not ge,t out or it a,t £7 a seat.
The Board makes its own tracks, lights
them, pays ra,tes on its properties, and
helps to regulate traffio at the busy city
'-corners. It runs trams on non-paying
routes? and helps to keep do'wn taxes by
its contributions to other institutions.
The tramway undertaking is owned by
the pe-ople, and aU the profits go to the
people. It employs men a,t decent rates
and under decent conditiO'ns. The pay
and conditions might be better, but still
they are decent. It maintains its own
tracks, and helps to provide funds for the
building of bridges to span our rive:rs. It
builds waiting sheds, and do8'S many other
things that should be taken into considera,tion. The buses do hot provide any
tracks, no,r do they light the streets. In
comparison with the Tramways Board,
,the bus companies have no rates to pay.
They' give no help to charities, and will
'not run buses on unprofitable routes.
They cause more congestion, and pocket
a11 the profits.
Mr. CAIN.-They give no concessions to
blind people.
l
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1\1r. JACKSON.-That is so. There
are many othe'r things t.he Board has to
do that the bus companies do not do.
Mr. CARLISLE.-The buses go to places
to which the tramways and railways do
not go.
1\1r. JACKSON.-l quite agree with
that remark, and, in my opinion, the
buses are going to be of grea.t help in
that connexiQin. If we could get regular
hus traffic as a feeder to the tramway
service it would be most useful.
The
buses run on tracks which have been built
by the Tramwa,ys Board. Would a. private firm aUow a cQimpetitor to use the
roa.ds it had provided in order to compete with it ~ Would privater enterprise
a.How 'the Government or any public
body to do that ~
I do nQit think it
would. It is manifestly unf.air to' allow
the buses to go Olver j.he tracks pr.ovided
by the Board without contributing anything towards the maintenance of those
tracks, or their lighting.
Mr. WEBBER.-It is impudence, as a
matter of fact.
Mr. JACKSON.-The Bill provides
for the' regulation and the cp-ordination
od: the ~treet tr,ansport system of the
metropolItan area:, and if it is only a
small pa,rt of a bIg scheme that is going
to come, I think the Government should
be commended for the,ir action in introducing it.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON .-1 support the honorable member fOlr St. Kilda
in his contention tha,t this measure
should be referred to a Select Committee.
1 thi.nk the House is under an. obligation
to hIm fQir the careful way in which he
has studied the Bill and explained it.. I
can~ot say whether the taxes proposed to
~o Imposed on buses are high or low, becau~e I have no means of making a. companson. At a glance they seem to me to
be high. I have just returned from the
Old Countr:y, and I may say that the
bus traffic In London and in Paris is
growing apa,ce. The people of those cities
. are now looking to the buses to minimize
the tro~ble tha,t is caused in the streets
through the immense amou~t of traffic
tha,t there is, .and the buses are doing
wonderful work. Every day t.heir number is being added to. . It a.ppe'ars to
me that the world over motor buses are
recognized· as affording an up-to'-date
means of transport, and in a young COUlltr,r like this we want to adopt the ne,w
thmgs. I do not want to do anyt.hing
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tha,t will prevent any enterprising people
coming to this city and' pro,viding a
public convenience .. I endorse the suggestion of the honorable member for St.
Kilda tha,t the measure should .be referred
to a Select Committee, that would go into
the subject exhaustively, and ten us
whether the taxes prop05ed are fair or
not.
Mr. WEBBER.-T'hat would mean that
.u()thing would be done t.his session. .
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON.-A
proposal like this should not be hurried
through. One member on the Ministerial
side said, "If you do not do it now
you will miss twelve months."
Mr. WEBBER.-It was procrastinatioll
tha,t put you where you are now.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON .-1
kno,w the se~ts oill this (the Opposition)
side Df the House are not very comfortable, and I hope I shaH not be SItting in
Opposition much longer. In introducing
the Bill, the Minister said a good deal
about unfair compe.tition. I should like
to know from the honorable gentleman
what he considers unfair co:t;npetition.
Supposing a fare of 4d. is being charged
on a tramway: does he .consider it
would be unfair for a company to come
along with- a great fl,eet of buses and
charge only 3d. ~
.
Mr. WEImER.-The bus companies have
not to meelt the same expense,s.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON .-Like
other people~ they have to pay rates
and taxes,.
No doubt the tramway
people ha,ve rights over the streets in
connexion with the tracks for which they
have ~o pay. However, the other people
pay their rates and taxes, and in that
way contribute to the upkeep of the
roads.
Mr. WEBBER.-They pay £10 a bus ~s
compared with £300 for a tram.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON.-They
pay all that, is demanded of them. \Vh~H
we pay rates and taxes, do we not expect
that the roads will be kept in or.der so
that we can use them ~ I am a rati~'Payer,.
and if I want to gD fDr a drive I expect
the municipality to keep a road on which
I can do so.
Mr. WEBBER.-If your competitors in
business were allowed to keep open until
10 o'clock at night, and yQU had to c10se
your establishment at 6, would you not
consider that unfair competition?
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON .--There
is no' analogy between the tWD cases. No
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doubt there should be some authority to.
regulate the speed' of motor buses and
provide for the safety and comfort- of
passengers, but surely it is not necessary
to have a board to insist that they
must charge a certain fare. If the bus,
people can provide the community with
conveniences and facilities of transport at
a lower rate than the Tramways Board,
why not allow them to do ,so ~ Why step
in and say, "You are not allowed to·
charge a fare of 2d. to St. Rilda. Y DU
cannot charge less than 3d." What kind
of an age are we living in if that sort of
thing must be done 7 I think that thesuggestion made by the honorable, member for St. Rilda is a wise one, especially
as furthe,r legislation to deal with other
heavy motor ve,hicles is to be brought in.
I myself saw evidence of the damage
which those heavy vehicles are doing in
up-country districts. Honorable· members
should know what the Gove'rnment think
those vehicles should pay. In my opinion~
the amount which the buses have been
paying in the past has been toOl low. AU
the same, I dOl not wish the Government
tD rush in and fix charges without getting
any evidence as to what is considered fair
in other parts of the world.
. Mr. WARDE.-While you were away
the municipal confe,rence· thought £7 a
seat would be a proper cha.rge. You wen.~
always in with the municipal crowd.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON.-I do
not know what
the1y
based
their
estimate on. The tramways have a
great organization.
The oapital ~nvested
runs
into
£7,000,000
or
£8,000,000. Fancy a big conce'rn like
that complai:p.ing because buses' comealong and take some of their trade! What
would a. big business firm do in such circumstances 7 Would they not set about
providing better cQnveniences, and meeting the competition, instead of sitting
down and crying out to the Government
to tax the buses out of existence ~ I have
heard references. to the overcrowding Qf
buses here. In London they do not have
·that trouble. If a bus is licensed tD carry
30 passengers the busman will not allow
any more. In that way every passenger
gets a seat. Of course, the traffic in
London is better regulated, and the peoph
there are more amenable to discipline.
There they have only to be fe,la, "Tbebus is full, and you cannot get. on." HHe
on a Saturday night some of t}}cm J11igh!
almost rush the busman and pitch him
off.
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.' Mr. PRENDERGAST.-You know that
there are nQ trams in the· city of London
at all.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON.·--'rhat
is so. The trams go only to the edge of
the city. All I was saying was that Qivercrowding Qif the buses is not allQiwed.
Mr. PRENDERGAsT.-Here special roads
are provided by the tramway authorities,
and the buses use them for nothing.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERSON .-Surely
a road is open to every one. I shall be
very sorry if this House does anything that
will in any way stifle competition. I do
not know any of the bus people, and 1 am
not a shareholder in any company. It
does not matter 6d. to me what becomes
of them, but I have seen what is taking
place in ot·her parts of the world, and I
ask honorable, members not to do anything that will prevent the people getting
more facilities and conv·eniences in the
way of transport than they have at the
present time.
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Whether or
not this Bill will fulfil the hopes of the
M:\iniste'r in regard to the regulation and
control of the motor bus, I am going to
say right here that the time is overdue for
something of the kind .. Alre~dy t~is
session we have had a BIll deahng WIth
the relations of the tramway authorities
and the municipalities in regard to the
roads' of the metropolis. N ow this measure is submitted to us, and we are also
promised more measures connected with
the question of roads and transpo~t. At
the beginning of the session I pointed out
that the whole of our legislation in connexion with the railways, roads, and
tramways of the State is becoming
chaotic. The controlling bodies are becoming so numerous that we are g~t~ing
into a state of muddle. In my OpInIOn,
the suggestion which has been made by
the honorable member for St. Kilda is
worthy of the serious consideration of the
Government. A Select Committee should
be appointed to go into this matter, and
recommend some uniform control for the
metropolis which would eventually mergl~
into one controlling body for the Statf.
in connexiolll with transport. I admit that
the need for control of motor bus traffic
is urgent, but, it is nort more urgent than
the control of motor lorries and other
heavy vehicles that are just as destructive. What is required is a 'comprehensive controlling body for the whole of
Victoria. The proposal in this Bill setl,
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ting up the Hackney Carriage Committee to control motor bus traffic in the city
is not, in my opinion, satisfactory. I do
not wish to hang this measure up, but all
the same I trust that the Minister will
see the desirability of obtaining a proper
body to regulate this traffic. There are
other matters to be considered besides
the damage done to the roads, although
that is a very important matter. I am
certainly in accord with the idea that
buses should not be allowed to run along
the tram tracks. Then the speed at which
some buses run is undoubtedly excessive.
Mr. CLOUGH.-Do you think that the
slow traffic is the dangerous traffic ~
Mr. WETTENHALL.-Sometimes the
exceedingly slow traffic is very dangerous.
In certain circumstances it is very dangerous for an old man to go along the
street. I am afraid tliat if overcrowded
buses are allowed to travel at an excessive speed over rough surfaces and around
corners, there will be some unf ortuna te
episode. None of us desires to put back
the clock in connexion with transport
facilities. In that direction we all want
to see progress and improvement. It will
be necessary to have specially prepared
roads for the heavy traffic. It must not
be forgotten that it is only during the
last eighteen months or two years that
the motor buses have come into demand.
They were slightly in evidence before the
tramway strike, but it was during that
trouble, when the cars ceased running for
a couple of weeks, that the buses received
such a great fillip.' During that time the
people got to like them. However, the
point is that the roads to the city have
not been built to carry vehicles of such
weight travelling at so high a speed. It
is unreasonable that those vehicles should
have uncontrolled use of the roads until
the roads have been put into a fit state
to carry them. For the welfare of the
city it is essential that the weight and
speed of the vehicles a,s well as the routes
on whioh they travel should be regulated.
Until the roads are made to carry such
traffic the buses must be built of a size
and character to suit the r()ads. In this
connexion, I commend the suggestion that
vehicles with solid tyres should be more
heavily taxed than those with pneumatic
tires. Undoubtedly much less damage is
done to the roads by pneumatic tires than
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·by solid tires. Time will be required to
"put the roads into proper order for such
heavy traffic, and it is going to cost a
mint ·of money. During the evolutionary period, it is only common sense that
conditions should be laid down in regard
io the buses in accordance with what the
roads will carry. At present we see the
buses travelling down the tram tracks.
I kno,w of one road, tha,t from Glenhuntly-rO'ad to Point Ormond, that was
made almost impassable, and the buses
That
have changed to another route.
sort of thing is wasteful and costly, and
should be stopped at the earliest possible
moment. To have one street after another destroyed in that way until there
is hardly a decent thoroughfare ill tho
\\']}1)1<:' of the suburbs is something th:tt
C,aJlllOt be tolerated.
I agree with the
h'Hlol'able membor for St. Rilda when
he said that the construction O'f roads is
a matter for the municipalities~
I
would say that there should be
one controlling authority for greater
Melbourne.
On a short run of 7
or 8 miles to Oakleigh one passes
through sevell different municipalities.
The cost of maintenance is all that
shoruld be charged against, the users' of
t~e vehicles.
In regard to! the cOiillJpetitwn O'f buses with the tramwa,ys, the
Tramways Board has been subjected too
much unmerited criticism, whioh did not
have regard for the whole OIf the oircumstances.
The Board has been said
. to be obsolete and asleep.
I t had no
autho·rity to construct or operate buses
until 1923.
It is true tha,t the BOiard
could havehad authority whenever it asked
for it" but until recently there was no
special demand fOT bus transport. As soon
as the necessity for it had beien demonstrated, the authority was asked for and
granted. It is nOit the fault of the Board
t.hat the demand for this fo'rm of transport has increased beyond its capacity to
supply.
The Board is now preparing to
opera,te buses where necessary as auxi. liaries. to the trams.
In regard also to
the de:lay in the conversion ~f the St.
Kilda-road trams tOi electric traction, the
Boa,rd has been unfairly criticized.
For
.some time the Board. 1;las been doing its
best tOi bring about this con~ersion, but
·th~ various authOlrit.ies cannot agree as to
whether t.he tracks should be laid on the
sides or in the middle of the road; thereforra, the Boa.rd cannot be blamed for the
Mr. WettenhaU.
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delay in electrifying that ser:vice.
The
people in the suburbs expect from the
buses a great de'al mOore than is warranted
. by experience in otherr parts of the world.
At the present time the, buses are new and
running over comparatively good roads,
but the position will be vastly· different
when they are becO'ming worn out and the
roads haNe been reduced to a state of
disrepair. I prophesy that six months
hence the patronage of the buses will be
much less than it is to-day,' while they
and the rOoads are in fairly good Oorder.
Bus traction is new to Melbourne, and it
is fair in the circumstances to have regard to the experience in other pa,rts Qf
the world.
I ha,ve here some notes from'
an authority on trans·port problems, and
I shall willingly submit to corrrectiOon \ if
any O'f the statements I shall quote. are
considered by those who ha,ve recently returned froon the other side of the world
to be inaccurate.
London has the
greatest omnibus system of any city in
the world; it has upwards OIf 4,800 buses.
No trams o'perate in the central area of
London, which comprises approximately
five bqua.re miles.
That area is surrounded by the terminals OIf all the great
rati~waty s,ys~ems and tra,mways!.
The
only competitors within the area are the
underground railways, which are coordinated with the buses.
Indeed, it is
a feature of all the big cities of the worrld
th~t the varying systems O'f transport are
oo-OIrd~nat.ed, and that is the outstanding
nece.sslty In ~onn~xion with the transport
serVIces of V wtorrIa. The railways, tramways, buses,· and all commercial vehicles
plying for hire must be co-ordinated and
~hat can be dOone only when all tra.n'sport
IS cont.rolled by one authority. The buses
and tubes olf LondO'n have undisputed
control over the greatest traffic movement
area of .any oity in the world, but so congested IS that area tha,t in leading thoroughfares the buses are ahle to maint,ain
an average speed of not more than 4 to 5
miles an hour. Sometimes the speed falls
as low as 3 miles per hour. Some people
a·re proud of the speed t,hat the buses of
Melbourne .are able .to develop to-day, but
I draw theIr attentIOn to what must happen when the number of buses increases
considerably.
The experience of London
has been that proportionately as the traffic
has ;ncreased the speied has decreased, sOl
that LondOn which a few years ago had
the fastest transpo'ft o,f any great city,
the average speed being about 9,:rriiles per
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hour, has now the slowest" transport. It
must be apparent to anybody that while
there is only a limited numberr o.f buses
they can speed up and get through the
traffic much faster than will be possible
when their number has greatly increased.
In no. other city in Great Britain dOl the
buses engage to any extent in street passengetl' traffic.
During the conversion of
the tramway system of Edinburgh from
cable to electric traction, 84 buses were
operating, but less than half of them
are in use to-day, and the number
is still diminishing.
J3uses are employed by numerous tramway systems
in Great Britain merely as auxiliaries to tramways, and to deal with
rautes that are tQlO sparsely populated to
main tain a tram wa y se'rvice. In no case
do they compete along the same routes
with tramways. They are also used for
inter-urban services, and as feeders to the
tramway systems. On the Cantinent none
of the large capital cities use buseG as
the principal instrument of passenger
transpart. The only city where buses are
used in a large way is Paris, where the,y
are restricted to an a,rea aborut I! miles
in length by three-quarters o.f a mile in
width, traversed by the great boulevards.
These boulevards faHa1w the line of the
old fortifications, and are exce,edingly
wide. They are a fashianable shopping
area of Paris, and f or the sake of
amenity trams have not been allowed
into this part of the city. That was the
case in Vienna also prio.r to the war. The
number of buses in Paris is abaut 1,100,
of which a large number perfonn interurban services. In no case, however, are
they run on tramway rorutes, except to
augment tramway services at times of
rush traffic. In Paris the tramways do
not trave,rse the central business area;
the extent of it, however, is not so gre,at
as ,in London. In Berlin over 90 per
cent. of the traffic is carried by tramways.
The route mile1age of Berlin tramways is
110 miles, and there are abaut 15 miles
of bus lines. The next largest bus system
to that of Paris is the 5th Avenue Coach
Company of New York, which in 1923
employed anly 290 buses. The .ne,xt in
order in the United States far the same
periad was the Chicago Omnibus Company, with 50 buses. In the United
States of America, whilst the tramways
carry per annum ne,arly 1,600,000,000
passengers, the transport by buses would
probably not exceed 250 millions. 'l:ha,t
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dOles na,t, howe1ve,r, take into accaunt
inter-urban se'rvices.
There' are many
small bus services that perform interurban and tourist transport, but are in
no way engaged in the mass transpo.rt of
a large city. It can, therefore, be said
with confidence that for mass street transportation, with the exception of London
and Paris, no Oother city relies upon buses
for this im portan t function. In Manchester it is estimated tha,t it would cost
61 per cent. more per annum to substiute motor buses for tram cars.
San
Francisco and Los Angeles, the two
largest cities '0'11 the Pacifio Coast of the
United States of America, each with a
populatian very similar to tha,t of Melbaurne, rely ,almost entire1ly upan their
street railways, buses beling used only for
light traffic and as feeders to the
railways. T'he same position obtains in
Chicago, Kansas, St. Louis, Philade.lphia,
Bastan, and Washington. Throughout
America an transport services are regulated and co-ordinated. Wasteful and
unnecessary competition are eliminated.
For a while" jitneys" did a great deal
of harm to tramway services, but they
have now been eliminated, and no longer
are a disturbing influence in street transpOirt. Throughaut the world it is recagnized that whilst motor-Oomnibuses can be
an impartant adjunct to street railways,
they can never supelrsede them.
The
wonderful improvement of road surfaces
both in the cities and in rural districts
throughout the United States of America
has created a new demand fOor mass transport in matalr vehicles fOor the benefit Q1f
people who cannot affard their own motOor
cars, and it is this class of bus service
which accounts fOir the expansion of motar
buses in the United States Q1f America.
Privat~ enterprise which seeks for profit
only selects as its field of operation in
transport those r~utes which will give
the quickest return. Therefare, instead of
causing an even development of a city,
buses help to attract the business and
r:esident populatian to the line of transport where the highest returns are to be
secured, and s'o are a great factor in
creating and accentuating congestion.
Here is a short· extract from the
report of a Rayal Commission which
inquired into the traffic transPOIrt prablem for the City of Detroit, which, in regard to the evalution of its traffic, is i~
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a similar position to the City of MelboumerThe street car and the present or future
motor bus are held to be essentially surface
vehicles, each with its proper place in the
scheme of surface transportation of great
cities.

Undoubtedly e-ach has its prO'pe,r place,
and nobody would be so silly as to endeavour to drive the buses off the roads
Under proper control the
altogether.
bus can be a useful factor in the development of a city. Thel report of thel Commission continuesAt the present time in Detroit the motor bus
and' the street car are, to a large extent, serving two different purposes, and are each aiding
the other, even though in some places their
l'outes occupy the same street. The motor bus
is a smaller vehicle, giving a seat to every
passenger, making fewer stops to take on and
discharge a full load, and, consequently,
giving a faster service between points. For
this limited or special service ihe rider pays a
special and higher rate of fare. The street
car does not guarantee a seat, but it does
stand in the position of giving to Detroit its
mass transportation until construction is authorized and completed upon a real rapid transit
system. It is, and must continue to be, the
backbone of the city's mass transportation
until such time as it can be gradually relieved
by underground train operation. For the absence of a guaranteed seat the street car gives
a ride at a lower rate of fare. The importance
of the motor bus as an element of urban transportation upon the surface is being recognized
more and more every day, and it is destined to
play an increasingly important part in circulating and distributing the population of our
cities in the future. By admitting this fact,
the conclusion that the motor bus is now ready
to supersede all other means of urban transportation is wholly unjustifiable. The motor
bus must still pass through many stages of development before any city can afford to consider seriously substituting the motor bus for
the street car for its first step in mass transportation. They (the members of the Commission) are quite in accord with the idea that there
should be more buses, as this would avoid the
cost of the less important extensions to street
railway lines that would otherwise be necessary, pending the construction of a rapid transit
system; but they do not advise an increase in
buses for the purpose of aisplacing the surface
car system. The motor bus is still in an
evolutionary stage, both mechanically and as a
surface transportation medium. It has a se r .
vice to render as an aid to the street car
system, but not as substitute for it.

These, particulars are of especial interest
because they deal with a city which
is, in many respects, similar to Melbourne, e,xce'pt that the Victorian capital
has thel best system in tEe warld far the
rapid transport of the suburban public
over a long run fram the, he:art af the
metropolitan area. I relfer to aur elecMr. Wettenhall . .
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tric trains.
The:refore!,
whe,re t.he bus
plays an important part in certain cities
there is no caJl fO'r it he-reo I do not
w~sh it to be thought that I am antagonistic to the buses.
They ha,ve their'
place in passenger transport, just as have
the trams and the railways. The gteat
need is for one co-a·rdinating autharity,
to state wherel each shall se'rve the cammunity, and to insist that each shall kee.p
within its sphere. The request of the
honorablel member far St. Kilda is absolutely reasonabie. A Select Cammittee,
having examined the, whole situation,
could make practicable suggestians which
wauld causEli this measure to become reasanably warkablel, and 0''£ unquestioned
advantagEli to the public.
l\lr. SNOWBALL.-I .f'ee,l f1hat the
Hause is not in a pasitian a.t present to
consider the main feature of the Bill,
which is summed up in the question,
"What shall be a re,asauable cantributian by thel buS€,s far permissian to cantinue, to cater far passenger traffic in the
me,tropolis ~" I am convinced that the
modern motor bus is essential to the
handling af mass traffic.
The Government, I apprehend, wauld nat be a. party
to ta,xing t·his farm of transport out of
We 'are dealing with modern
existence.
conditions. All past investigatians, by
Royal Commission and otherwise" having
to' do with metrapalitan passenger service,
are inapplicable to-day.
The, Gavernment is to be cangratulated upon ha.ving
attempted to gra.pple with thet prablem
of the construction and maintenance: of
modern roads, and to provide for modern
means of traffic. We have nO', right to
chidel the Gavernment far ha.ving introduced this Bill, because, no mattelr what
Gove,rnment might ha,ve been in power,
it would have been compelled to endeavour to cape with what has become too
great a problem far our municipal bodies.
Present conditions of transport competition a·re unfair in that the buses are not
required t.o contribute tOI the construction
and upkeep of the roads, which are
utterly essential for the,m. As a matter
af fact, thel roads are more nelcessary than
the ve,hicles themselves, far without gaad
roads the, motor buses wauld shake to
pieces very rapidly. This House, however, is nat capable of saying whelthe,r a
ta,x of £5 lOs. a, seat upon a motar bus is
a re'asanablEli contribution to ro'ad con ..
struction and maintenance. I am able
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to speak with appreciation of the' S€lfvices
which the buses have rendered to residents of outlying suburbs.
The buses
have pioneered the transport service for
certain parts of the metropolitan area.
Mr. WARDE.-And they have sunk up
to their axles in some of your Brighton
dis~rict roads.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is so, and I
have already said that it has got beyond
the financial capacity of the municipalities to fully cater for construction and
maintenancel.
There are outlying districts along the Brighton line' which could
not have, been developed but fQir the
buses. They have served certain of the
areas in question for three or four years,
and ha,ve be€n running actually a,t a loss.
There had been urgent need for tramway
extension in t.hose districts. The extensions ha;d beoen delayed; where,forel, the
buses we,re asked to come and supply the
people, with t.ra,velling facilities. An imposition of anything like £5 lOs. a seat
WQiuld tax those buses. out of existence.
Mr. CAIN.-Buses catering for the
outer suburban traffic are not to be, required to pay anything likel that amount
of tax.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I admit that the
Bill prov.ides that they shall not be so
heavily taxed as bus companies having
vehicles running from congestoed suburbs
into the heart of the city: The Trak
Company's first venture, I might state,
was in the Brighton district.
Mr. WE,BBER.-Yes, and' they (( pulled
out" because they did not pay.
Mr. WARDE.-And Ido not blame
them for that.
What is to stop them
from doing so 7
. 1\1:r. SNOWBALL.-These 'Companies
are criticized for having seJected the best
routes. Are they to be blamed 1 The
King's highway is for thel usel of every
one who wishes to travel ove,l' it, and
neither the Tramways Boa,rd nor any
othe,r body can claim to have exclusive
rights. Trade and commeirce and settlement aU belnefit by good roads and ra,pid
me'ans of transit. A, municipality benefits very conside,rably from the opening
up and development of districts by bus
services. What is required, however, is
some authorized body to considelr t.he
whole question and arrive at a reasonable basis for taxation. We must discriminate between buses dealing with
mass transport and those working in
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sparsely settled districts.
Here, however, there is to be no discrimination.
Mr. CAIN.-Tha.t shows that the honorable member has nOlt studied thel Bill;
there is to be discrimination.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Honorable meO:Inhers, when they axe asked to decide upon
an 'exact. sum o·f taxation, have not the·
capacity, and are not acquainted with
the whole of the facts in ordelr to deal
with the problem.
Mr. CAIN.-That is a reflection upon
honora ble members.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-They cannot be
expected to settle the question without
having been given the, benefit O'f expert
evidence. The Housel of Commons passed
'a resolution stating that t.he seat tax
system was inequitable.
Mr. W EBBER. -Did thel honora ble
member read the debate in the House of
Commons, and so inform himself of the
reasons why· the motion was agreed to 1
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I know the form
of the resolution which was passed, and
I know that such a method of taxation
must bel harmful, and, indeed, prohibi ..
tive.
There, should be a Select Committeel. It need not delay consideration
of the Bill.
Mr. CAIN.-It would do, so.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-Therel has been
too much delay already. That criticism,
however, does not apply to the present
Government, for it is to be commended
for having brought in at so e1arly a stagf'
a measure seeking to grapple with the
whole problem.
The point is that we·
cannot. deal with it compreheusive,ly.
While considering the matter of road
construction and maintenance wei must
deal with t.he motor lorry. Daily, we see·
huge and he'a.vily laden motor ve,hicles·
travelling at high speed, and tearing up
newly constructed roads.
This matterr
cannot be dea.lt with in this haphazard
fashion.'
Mr. SJ~ATER.-How long do you think
a Select Committee would take?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-There is no reason
why a Select Committee should not be
limited in the time in which it is to return a report. Members of this House·
might well be employed in giving the·
whole of their time to the consideration
of this matter as a Select Committee, and
report to this House, as has been the case·
on previous occasions where a matter was,
considered urgent.
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Mr. JACKSoN.-Does the honorable
member suggest that the Oommittee should
deal with the whole traffic?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-With all motor
traffic. Honorable members must recog~
nize that we are not only dealing with
traffic, but with road construction .and
maintenance, and all these problems have
to be considered. It is imperative .that
motor vehicles should contribute a reasonable sum towards what is required for
l'oad construction and maintenance. I 'am
in hearty agreement with that proposal,
and I hope the Government is not, going
to be unduly harassed in dealing with this
legislation, but we should do what is necessary in a rational way. There are motor
vehicles running between North Brighton
and Brighton BealCh which will have
to ce,ase: opera,tions if this measure is
passed, and we will prevent people in
spa,rsely-po'pulated portions of the metroPOilis getting the transport facilities
they desire. These motor buses are rendering splendid services to the community,
and they ought to be encouraged. We
must consider, first of all, the convenience
of the people. We can do nothing better
to prevent the congestion in the city than
to provide rapid and cheap facilities for
the people to get into the outer areas
where they will be able to live under conditions which will improve their health.
We must consider the best means of providing rapid travelling facilities which
will meet the needs of the people, because
that should be our first consideration. The
system of control is a minor matter. The
first purpose of this Bill is to impose
taxation on a certain kind of transport
which has become absolutely necessary. It
has established itself in the patronage of
the community, and whether we are going to lose ,it or not is another matter.
To say that these vehicles have no right
to run over tram tracks is absurd in the
extreme. The Tramway Board has the
exclusive use of its tracks, and it is compelled to maintain them, not only for its
own use, but for the use of other vehicles
which may pass along the road in which
the tracks 'are laid. Notwithstanding its
liability to keep the tracks in order for
ordinary vehicles' it has no right to order
other means of transport off them.
Mr. WEBBER.-Why is ,it that the
Tramway~ Board has to pay municipal
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rates while the motor bus companies have
not?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-That is ,a matter
which. does not touch this question at all.
Mr. WEBBER.-Why should 'One pay
and not the other?
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I am quite prepared to admit that the competition is
not fair at the present time. Nobody denies that, though I understand the honorable member for Hawthorn did say that
the competition was not unfair at present
in this sense, tha,t the Tramways Board
has to contribute much 'more generously
to the maintenance and construction of
suitable roads than the motor vehicles do.
Even the owners of the motor vehicles
admit that the com,petition is unfair,
and they say that they are prepared to pay a. reasonable contribution to the revenue. They say
they want better roads, as their vehicles
are being shaken to pieces. They are
equally interested in the construction and
maintenance of the roads with the rest of
the community, and they are continually
pleading with municipal councils to give
them better roads to run on. They hav("
gone so far as to warn councils that unless certain roads are repaired they will
have to change their routes. This motor
bus service is of immense value to the
people of the metropolis, and I hope honora ble members will not be prepared to
tax them out of business.
Mr. WARDE.,--We have no desire to do
that. All we say is that they should fairly'
contribute to ; the cost W kteeping the
roads in good repair.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I am in favour of
that, but by this Bill we are imposing
taxation which is not only unfair, but will
be prohibitive. I am satisfied that there
has been some desire on the part of the
powers that be to regard this competition
as irksome and encroaching on the privileges they enjoy, but if these powers cannot keep up with modern requirements,
and do not provide for the transport of
the people in the way which is desired,
then they should go out of business. They
have no right to impede progress because
they find they cannot compete with
privately-owned vehicles.
Mr. WEBBER.-Melbourne has more
miles of tramway per 100,000 of the
population than any city in the world.
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Mr. SNOWBALL.-There is no reason why we should not scrap the trams if
they cannot keep pace with the times.
Mr. KEANE.-Is there nOit room for
both trams and buses ~
M·r. SNOWLBALL.-Yes.
Mr. KEANE.-T'hen why suggest scrapping the trams ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I£ those who are
now running the trams cannot meet public requirements then the trams should be
scrapped. I do not know that there is
any necessity to in terf ere with the fares
that are charged. We should allow them
to be ~ettled as the result of c0mpetition.
Mr. HOGAN.-What would you say if
the roads were so destroyed that vehicles
could not travel on them at all ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I would have the
buses pay a tax which would be a reaSQnable contribution towards the construction and maintenance of the roads.
Mr. HOGAN.-That is what the Bill
provides fQr.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-No buses will run
if this rate of taxatiQn is insisted Qn.
Mr. WEBBER.-Do yQU know what it
amounts to-frQm id. to' !d. e~ch ticket.
Mr. S.NOWBALL.-The suggestion
t.he honorable member for Prahran appealed to' me, and I think a system of
taxation on tickets would be easier to' collect and fairer than a tax Qn seats. HQW
can we support a system which gives no
consideration whatever to the extent to
which a vehicle is being used, and which
insists upon a cQntributiQn Qf so much per
seat per annum, nO' matter whether the
vehicle is in commission for the whQle
year or nOit.
Mr. WARDE.-The Tramwa.ys Board
has tOI pa,y about £7 per seat.
~fr. SNOWBALL.-I doubt the CQrrectness Qf that figure.
~1:r. CAIN.-The figures are here and
are Qpen to' examinatiQn.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I have read the
figures, but I do nQt think they give a
fair estimate Qf what the BQard has to'
pay.
Mr. WEBBER.-It is a very conservative
estimate.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I know that
owners Qf motor buses have said-and I
believe it is true-that they CQuld not
afford to run their buses and pay the
taxes imposed by this Bill.
There are

of'
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motor buses in my district which dO' nQt
return more than sufficient to pay rea...
sQnable wages. These buses do nQt belQng to wealthy companies at all.
Mr. WARDE.-Did you read the prospectus of a company which said that it
was expected they could pay up to 17 per
cent. in the way of dividends ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-If they said they
were gQing to' pay up to 27< per ·cent.
that WQuld not alter the position. I do
not know that the statements in a prospectus need carry very much weight in
the matter now before us.
Statements
are made in them merely to tempt people
to take up shares. We knQw t:p.at several
motor bus cQmpanies have gone out of
business because they were not paying.
I am convinced that this taxatiQn will be
too severe Qn motor bus companies, and
further than that, members of this HQuse
are not in a position to judge the position
accurately.
Parliament is not in the
habit Qf imposing taxatiQn without being
satisfied as to the facts.
Mr. WARDE.-Every Government which
has the numbers forces its opinion on the
House whether the Opposition likes it or
not.
~fr. SNOWBALL.-I hope this GQvernment is nQt gQing to im.pose to'o great
a burden on its supporters.
Mr. W ARDE.-This Government will
listen to reason.
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I think the majority of members in this House are of the'
opiniQn that we should hasten slowly in
this matter.
The proPQsed system of
taxatiQn dQes nQt appeal to' me at all, and
I am gQing to' supPQrt the prQPQsal Qf the
hQnQrable member fQr St. Kilda, to' refer
this 'matter to' a Select CQmmittee fQr the
purpQse Qf inquiring, not Qnly into the
system Qf taxatiQn, but also into the whQle
questiQn Qf prQviding transPQrt facilities,
thQugh I WQuld nQt dela.y the presentatiQn Qf the repQrt as a result Qf CQnsideratiQn Qf the secQnd questiQn.
}fIr. SLATER.-W QuId yQU suggest that
the Committee shQuld repQrt twelve
months hence ~
Mr. SNOWBALL.-I WQuld nQt hesitate to limit the CQmmittee to ten days
Qr a fQrtnight. 'In LQndon it was prQPQsed to' impQse a tax Qf £2 lOs. per seat
Qn .mQtor vehicles. The matter came befQre the HQuse Qf CommQns, which, after
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due consideration, decided that that rate
was unreasonable for the services rendered. That Parliament would not pass
such a resolution without giving the matter full consideration. I have no desire
to destroy this means of transport because
of its value to the people. I may say
that I. am not interested in any shape or
form in any of these companies. We
should not, however, agree to impose
taxation without proper inquiry. The
opinion which has been expressed by some
of the municipalities is rather one-sided.
I do not blame the municipalities for desiring to raise money from motor bus
traffic, but they are looking at this question from their own point of view. I
hope that we will not adopt this form of
taxation without due inquiry by a Select
Committee of this House.
. Mr. OAIN (Honorary Minister).-I
have listened with attention to what has
been said by members of the Opposition.
It is safe to say that all those who have
.spoken are agre.ed that something is
necessary for the control of street traffic.
Twelve months ago the Government then
in power prepared a Bill which was almost ready for presentation to the House.
I am not quite sure whether it was made
.available to the House. I know that conferences were he~d in regard to the matter
just about twelve months ago. Time has
gone on, and the pro.blem has become
more acute:. The Government felt that
it was its duty to take, hold of the' problem of street traffic in this great metropolis. It has been accused to-night of
not having grasped the question firmly
enough. It has been said that the Government has gone only half way. The
former Treasurer (Sir William McPherson) says he does not believe in the restriction of this motor traffic in any shape or
form. He thinks that the proprietors of
motor buses have a perfect right to compete with the Tramways Board without
payment of any fee.s whatever.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not think the honorable member for Hawthorn said that.
Mr. CAIN.-I listened to him attentively, and I have good hearing.
My
impression is that the honorable member
for Hawthorn made his position quite
clear.
I compliment him upon his
straightforwardness. We all know just
where he stands. He does not min0e matters. I have listened also to the honor-able member for St. Kilda, and I do. not
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yet know whether he belie,ves in the Bill
or not. He may have his own idea, but
I am convinced that no other honorable.
member of the House knows just where
he stands.
Mi". EGGLESTON.-! do not believe in
the Bill.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
did not say so. He talked all round the
measure. He spoke about eve'rything but.
the Bill-from pitch-and-toss to manslaughter. H,e left the Bill where he
found it. The time has arrived for
action. Whether the life of this Government is long or short, it is determined to
let the country know just where it stands.
Whether the negotiations that are in progress outside this room are successful or
not will make no. difference to the attitude the Government has taken up.
Whateve'r happens, the Government hae
brought down the measure in all good
faith. It has done so after being advised
by experts. The present Minister of
Public Works, who is responsible for the
production of the Bill, has taken moretro.uble in the preparation of it than probably has been taken on any similar Bill
in the past. Mr. Jones did not take up
the problem in the' same way as his predecessor (Mr. Cohen), who talked in season and out of season.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Mr. Jo.nes has done
a. fair amount of talking.
Mr. CAIN.-I know he has. But he
does more than talk-he acts. Mr. Cohen
talked in season and out of season. A
great deal of matter appeared in the
press as to what he intended to -do with
the transport problem in the me1tropolitan
area. The honorable member for St.
Kilda was a Cabinet colleague of ~1'r .
Cohen.
The honorable member now
-comes along and preaches the old gospel
of procrastination. He says, " Let us not
do to-day what we can possibly put off
till to-morrow." I hope this Gove'rnment
will not procrastinate. _
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-They have done a
fair amount of it.
.Mr. CAIN.-The public outside is the
best judge of that.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-Where is the Gas
Bill 7
Mr. CAIN.-That will be brought forward and put through befo·re Christmas.
My honorable friend sat on a Gas Committee that lasted three months.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-Tt lasted only eight
weeks.
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.Mr. CAIN .-Surely the honorable
member for St. Kilda will not make me
,out a liar over a matter of four weeks.
At any rate, the Gas Committee sat for
e~ght weeks.
1£ we have a. Select Committee to consider the transport problem,
a.nd it sits for eight weeks, we shall not
be able to cleal with the, question this
year. . There will be a. recess of six
months, and a year at least will elapse
before the Bill can pass. God only knows
what may happen in the meantime!
Mr. EGGLESTON.---:-Why did you not
bring down a good Bill ~
Mr. CAIN.-We have brought down a
good Bill. The honorable member for
St. Kilda objects that it goes only half
way.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-And that in the
wrong direction.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
saia that tp,€I Bill was not comprehensive
enough-that it dealt only with those
motor buses that were carrying passenger
traffic, and· ilid not deal with the all-important problem of motor transpOort generally in the metropolitan area. I, by
interjection, said that a general rOoa,ds
Bill, dealing with the motor traffic as a
whole, would in due course be submitted
to the House. We have tOo deal just a
little differently with vehicles plying for
hire than with cOommercial vehicles. The
problems are different.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Not from the point
.of view of taxation.
Mr. CAIN.-There I cannot agree with
the honorable member. The honorable
m,ember for Brighton referred tOo a resolution that had been submitted in the
House Oof Commons. The resolution was
-circulated by parties interested in motor
buses. He did not know what reason lay
behind it. He appeared to argue that the
House of Commons had passed a resolution, and were trying to abolish the tax.
I will show t.hat what lay behind that
resolution was that the' method was
deemed unsatisfactOory, and that the tax
was too low. Now, with regard to the
<}uestioll of divided control.
This Bill
makes provision in respect of mot.or buses
plying for hire' in the metropolitan area
'Only. It does not deal with motor transport in any other part of the State.
Mr. GREENwooD.-Why should it not 7
Mr. CAIN.-The prOoblem is acute in
the City of Melbourne, and tha,t is whe,re
we should make a start .. It may be neces'S~ry to bring in big towns like Ballarat
and Ge'elong. We felt that the metro-
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politan area was big enough in itself
for one Bill.
It has belen sta,ted that
there is so much in the Bill that ho'norable members cannot deal with it. We
are told that Oonly e'xperts, men with technical knorwledge, can grasp its details.
Had we embraced the whole Sta,te in the
Bill honorable members would not have
been able to deal with it a,t all. The
second Bill dealing with mOitor vehicles
and traffic generally will apply to' the
whole State.
Mr. GREENwooD.-All classes of motOor
vehicles ~
Mr. CAIN.-Yes, and, perhaps, Q1ther
vehicles. I think that hOonOorable members
whe are inclined to be reasonable will
. agree that it was necessary to deal with
the problem in two sections.
Dr. ARGYLE.-We have no Oobjection to'
that. The trouble is that you have not
brought the Q1ther Bill along.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-You are crea,ting a
fund for the assistance of municipalities
in regard to' roads. You provide funds
from one source, and it is necessary to'
know ho'w funds are to be provided in
respect 0.£ the other maHer.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
for St. Kilda is evidently afraid that the
municipalities will get too much. Why
did he not say so ~ Why dOles he want
a Select Committee ~ Why not say, " Let
this Bill stand over until ne,xt week, and
in the meantime bring down the other
Bill " ~ Quite a number of honorable
members have spoken in fa,vour of the
appointment of a Select Committe'e.
They tell us that we should have brought
down the two Bills.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I suggested that both
Bills should be brought down, and that
both should be considered by a Select
Committee.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
desires to kill the measure.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-That is nonsense.
The only thing you can de is to' impute
motives.
Mr. CAIN.-I am not imputing motives. The honorable member fo,r St.
Kilda has not been here very long, but
he has already been on a,t least one important Committee~the Gas Committee.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-I have been on
three Committees.
Mr. CAIN.-Then the honorable member has been fortunate, or unfortunate,
in that respect. He knows that the Committee would not be able to deal with the
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two pro,blems III time to etllab~e the Government to finalize the matter befolre
the Christmas vaca,tion. Why is he not
candid in the matter ~ Why does he not
say straight out that he is against the
Bill 1
Mr. EGGLESToN.-I have not praised
it.
l\fr. CAIN.-Wha,t IS the honorable
member's objection ~
Mr. EGGLESToN.-That it deprives the
community of the buses without solving
the road problem.
Mr. GAIN.-If I had made that
statement, the honorable member would
immediately have asked me for evidence
in support of it. What evidence has he 1
He makes the statement that we propose
to deprive the community of motor transport by reason of the fact that we are
imposing a t,ax of £5 las. per seat on
buses with hard tires opera.ting in the
metro'politan area, that we impose a tax
of £4 2s. 6d. a sea,t on buses with pneuma tic tires operating in the same area,
and that we impose a tax of £2 Is. 3d.
per seat on buses opera,ting outside. a
radius of 3 miles from the post office.
I propose to read a' letter from a promoter
of a bus company. I venture' to suggest
that the writer is, or ought to be, as
gre'at an authority on the subject as the
honora,bIe member for St. Kilda,.
Mr. WARDE.-There never was such an
authority as the honorable member for
St. Kilda-Mr. CAIN.-I agree wit,h that. The
letter was written to the Honorary Minister (Mr. W ebb err )i in regard to taxation, and the writer saysReferring to above, instead of the £5 lOs.
per seat tax for buses of any size, I think the
proper basis for taxation for road maintenance
would be on the £1 per ton per axle load per
seat per annum. This would work out as follows : 45 passenger bus, 6! tons, per axle £227
lOs. per annum, maximum speed 12 miles
per hour.
33 passenger bus, 5 tons, per axle, £165
per annum, maximum speed 15 miles per
hour.
33 p~ssengers at £5 lOs. per seat (your
basis), £181 lOs.
30 passengers at £4 per seat, £120, maximum speed 20 miles per hour.
24 passengers, 3 tons, per axle, £72, maximum speed 24 miles per hour.
16 passengers, 2 tons, per axle, £32, maximum speed 25 miles per hour.
For road revenue and tax for use of road
this is the fairest way. Some buses are enormously heavy, and narrow tires and the high
a.xle load and blows at high speed is more
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detrimental in a day or week from the Trak
type (5-6 ton loads) tha~ a year of 3-4 ton
axle loads.
Solid tires (or non-pneumatic) should be4 inches wide for every ton, or at least 3 inches
wide for every ton on that tire.
Pneumatic tires should be subject to a 25 per
cent. less taxation and 25 per cent. increase in
speed.
The concessions regarding to operating
within the city, 3 miles, .and elsewhere as you
propose, to be as you suggest.
The axle load tax is desirable for lower road
maintenance and desirable for bus operators,
as too many buses are so teriffic heavy, and·
this will result in consi4erable development in
lighter buses or the heavy single-axle load
being (lividecl into two load-carrying axles.
On this bitsis I, on behalf of contemplated
service of a fleet of large six-cylinder stepless
45-passenger buses of far superior type to any
ordinary buses, are agreeable to above basis,.
which, at 4-ton axle loads, would work out at
£180 per annum, or 5 tons at £220, or 3t tons
at £157 lOs.
This proposal is subject to a.llocation to road
contribution after safeguarding capital and.
debentures on rolling stock.

rfhere is I3.lStatement by'a promoter of motor
bus companies. There is no justification
for the assertion, and I do not think it is
true that a pneumatic-tire bus cannot
pay £4 2s. 6d. per seat per year when
operating in the metropolitan area and
£2 1s. 3d. when operating outside the
metropolitan area. The Tramways Board
has been charged with being obsolete.
The trams may not be as modern as we
would like them to be. The reason that
so' many of them have remained cable
trams, probably, is that we have not encouraged the Board to make a change.
There is a decided feeling in the community in regard to the introduction of
the electric system.
The Board has,
acted, perhaps, slowly, but, nevertheless,
the cable system, with all its shortcom-·
ings, is, I think, the cheapest tram service in Australia to-day, and possibly the
cheapest tram service in the world.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The ;honorable gentleman would not say that it is the most·
efficient.
Mr. CAIN.-I am not saying that. I
am maintaining that it i~ the cheapest.
system.
It has been suggested that if
this taxation is imposed on the modern
system of transport which has come intocompetition with the trams, it will have
the effect ultimately of hunting the buses. ,
off the road. At present the Tramways'
Board-and the figures lam about toquote are authentic-has to make certain.
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'Contributions which were, perhaps, never
justifiable from a tramways point of
view. Last year £93,000, or £115 a car,
was paid towards the maintenance of the
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and
the Infectious Diseases Hospital, and in
respect of the Licences Equivalent Fund,
and £100,000, or £124 a car, represents
the saving to the municipalities by the
.Board constructing its own tracks.
Mr. GREENwooD.-The former provi.sion should not have been in the Act at
all.
Yr. CAIN.-I am stating the facts.
T;he honorable member for Boroondarra
{Mr. Greenwood) might say that the
oa ble tramways should not be here, but.
they are here, and he was a supporter of
the Government that introduced the
Tramways Act.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I opposed that provision.
Mr. CAIN.-Tn the case of the two
items I have mentioned the buses pay
nothing. The saving to the municipali.ties by the Board's maintenance of roads
or tracks is £26,500, or £33 a car.
Under
the Motor Car Act each bus pays a fee of
from £4 4s. to £6 6s. The municipal rates
on tracks amount to £13,500, or £17 a car,
and the buses pay nothing. The cost of
street lighting to the Tramways Board is
£9,000, or £11 a car, and to the buses nil.
The fees under the Carriage Act aretrams, nil; and buses, £3 11s. 6d. The totals
are-trams, £317,000, or £300 a car; and
buses, £7 15s. 6d. to £9 17s. 6d.a bus.
In addition the Tramways Board is
charged with contributions to the cost of
Vlarious works in respect of which the
-competing buses carry- no obligation, and
also grants many concessions. The honorable member for Hawthorn has built
up a magnificent ironmongery business.
What would he say to a man who wanted
to take over his plant 'and turn out the
stuff that Ihe manufactures? He would
say, "What nonsense; start as I started."
He wants to allow the buses to come in
and pay nothing.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERsON.-If a man
took over my business he would have ·to
pay the usual charges.
Mr. CArN.-We are' not proposing to
ask the motor bus companies to expend
large sums of money or to pay exorbitant
. fees, but we say that they should pay a
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fair tax in the interests of the municipalities, who have to maintain the roads, 'and,
after all, this is the problem of the age,
not only here, but also in the Old Country.
Dr. ARGYLll:.-This Bill will not solve
it.
Mr. CAIN.-The honorable member
held a portfolio in the late Government,
and he did not attempt to solve it.
Dr: ARGYLE.-It was not in my Department.
Mr. CAIN.-The late Government
drafted a Bill. We are trying to pre!
sent a reasonable proposition in regard to
motor transport plying for hire, and we
have another Bill to introduce.
The
money obtained by this method of taxation will go into the hands ot the municipalities in which the buses ply for hire.
I would 'ask honorable members to put
aside the question of trams versus buses.
Let us for a moment, if we can, look at the
Bill from a motor bus company's point
of view. The proposal is that the whole
of this money shall be spent on the roads
over which the buses ply for hire.
I
venture to suggest that, even in the case
of the most wealthy municipality, if some
more money is not provided the roads
must of necessity get into disrepair.
Dr. ARGYLE.-They have got into disrepair already.
Mr. CAIN.-Then they will get into a
worse condition of disrepair. The honorable member for Prahran stated that his
municipali~y was proposing to increase
the municipal rate to make provision for
the maintenance of the roads. T,hat applies to other municipalities, and I speak
with ten years' metropolitan municipal
experience: Only one of two things can
happen. We must either make the roadusers pay, or a levy must be made on the
geneval body of, ratepayers. I think it
reasona ble that the road users should
pay.
In the Old Country the motors
contribute £15,000,000 out of the
£40,000,000 required for ro:adconstruction.
The honorable member for Brighton
made reference to a resolution that was
passed in the House of Commons. It was
moved by Lieutenant-Colonel Pownall,
and is as follows:That this House is of· opinion that the present system of ,taxation of mechanic~lly-pro
pelled vehicles is inequitable, in that it bears
no relation to the use and consequent wear and
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tear of roads, and recommends that a system
of taxation, based, in the case of petrol
vehicles, on the use of motor spirit, and, in the
case of steam and electric vehicles, on the
weight of the vehicle, should be substituted
therefor.

Lieut.-Colonel Pownall saidLow-priced cars with moderate horse-power
are paying far more than their share under
the present system. There is one very wellknown car, which I think is 23 horse-power,
which is relatively a very light car, and that
has to pay £23 a year tax, which, I submit, is
an undue burden on that particular make of
car, in view of the small amount of harm
'which it does ,to the roads.
'rhe heaviest
vehicles pay relatively very much less, though
obviously they do most damage to the roads.
'1'0 give a case in point, I understand that the
London General Omnibus Company were
licensed at a certain rate when their cars held
only 34 passengers, and now, with. the large
type of omnibus, holding from 50 to 55 passengers, they pay exactly the same amount of
duty.
With their greater weight, and great
earning power, the heavy new motor omnibuses
ought to pay more tax than the type of four
years ago.
Under a system of taxation of
petrol they would do this, but under the present system they do not. If you allow for
weight and also mileage, you will find the
SI.verage motor bicycle or light car pays four
times as much as an omnibus or a four-ton
lorry.

So much for the Sllccess of the motor
omnibuses in London.
Dr. ARGYLE.-What is the exact
amount paid by each 33-seat bus in London to-day?
Mr. WEBBER.-A bus seating not more
than 32 persons pays £72.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERSoN.-That is
about half what the Government
propose to make them pay ~here.
Mr. OAIN.-The complaint made In
England is that the motor omnibuses do
not pay sufficient.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERSON. - Everyhody is complaining.
Mr. OArN.-Last year the honorable
member complained, and said that it
would be necess·ary 'lo raise further taxation. If a car plies for hire more than
3 miles from the metropolitan area in
pl aces where cars are a great asset to the
public and the municipalities, because
they feed the railway stations 'and the
tramways, it would pay a tax of £2 1s. 3d.
per passenger per seat. That would mean
that a car carrying 20 passengers
would pay a little over £40 a year
tuwards the construction of the roads.
I can quite understand the honorable
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mem ber for Ha wthorn saying that this
Bill is extreme. He does not believe in
any taxation. He wants to let thp. motor
buses go free.
Sir WILLIAM McPHERsON.-I am
satisfied that you want to drive the motor
buses off the roads.
Mr. OAIN.-We are not trying to d()
that. The honorable member does not
know what is in the Bill. He has been
reading what has appeared in the newspapers, and they, we know, are very
much interested in this matter. Every
big motor firm. is interested, and so is
the Vacuum Oil Oompany.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Why are they ill-'
teres ted ?
Mr. OAIN.-Because they supply the
oils and other materiais required.
Dr. ARGYLE.-The Bill will not make
any difference to them, unless it drives
the buses off the roads.
Mr. OAIN.-That is perfectly true;
but they 'have an idea in their minds that
'the Bill may restrict their operations.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Your argument is
, against yourself.
Mr. 01-~IN.-Of course, we know that
unless some legislation is passed buses
will come in and operate indiscriminately. Every motor truck that was on
the road a few months ago is now a
motor bus. The companies I have reterred to are big advertisers in the newspa pel'S, and they are in behind the fIght
for the bus people.
At present E;lach
Trak motor bus averages 26 single trips
a day, equalling 9,490 trips a year. Deducting, say, 990 trips (about 40 days)
for repair time, leaves 8,500 trips a year.
Sir WILLIAM McPHER8oN.--What are
you trying to prpve?
Mr. OAIN.-I am trying to prove
that the honorable member has been misled by a lot of stuff that has appeared In
the newspapers.
I, am surprised at a
man of his long experience accepting
their statements without reading the Bin.
He has not looked at the Bill, and yet h~
has the audacity to ask me what I am
trying to prove. I would point out that
8,50U trips, averaging 15 passengers a
trip, equals 127,500 passengers a year.
One half-penny on each passenger would
yield £265 a year extra revenue. That
means that an increase of a farthing per
passenger ~ould yield the amount required for taxation under the Bill.
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Dr. A.RGYLE.-YOU contemplate the
l'aising of bus fares?
Mr. OAIN.-That is a matter for the
bu::; companies to decide. I do not care
what the ~bonorable member thinks about
it, but this problem required to be faced,
and the Government have faced it. If
the I{ouse wants to deal with the problorn, it has to give the Bill consideration.
Sir -VVILLIAM McPHERsoN.-That IS
fail'.
l\fr. G.A.IN.-I did nut think t2e honorable member was fair when he was
speaking.
The Opposition have asked
t11at the Bill should be sent to a Select
Uommittee. First of all, they said they
would not let it go through because it
was a tec2nical Bill, and then they said
t.hat they would not let it go through
until the other Bill dealing with motor
traffic is introduced.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHERsoN.-We want
to know more about it.
Mr. OA.IN.-I agree that the honorable member does want to know more
about it; but the Bill was circulated a
week ago, and when we were in the cold
shades of Opposition he brought measures down, and, with the numbers behind
him, forced them through.
Sir WILLIAM MCPHRRSoN.-vVe "rere
very kind to you.
Mlr. OAIN.-We are trying to be kind
to the honorable member. We are trying to 'put a measure on the statute-book
that will serve the best interests of the
people. Honorable members can discuss
the Bill as it goes through Oommittee. If
they think that a tax of £5 lOs. per seat is
too high they can move to reduce it, or
if they think it is too low they can move
to increase it. I ask them not to try to
kill the Bill by sending it to a Select
Oommittee for eight or nine weeks. It
is within the right of every ~honorable
member who does not want the Bill to
pass to speak and vote against it, but
I ask honorable members not to' hunt. it
away to' a Committee that will not bring
in a report before the Horuse gets into
recess. We want the measure to' be given
effeot to'.
We a.re not pa,rticular ly bound
to all its provisions. I t is n€IW legislation so far as this country is concerned,
but it follows 0'11 the lines of legislation
in many Qothe-r coruntries.
Members of
t.he Farmers UniQon pa;rty know that
£500,000 a ye:ar has been paid by the
[54]
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Government for the benefit, of motor usel'S
of country ro'ads. The metropolitan :roads
are getting into the same state as the
country roads.
'Ve, knorw that between
Ballarat and Geelong, Melbourne and
Geelong, lVlelbourne and BendigO', and
" lVlelbourne and "Ballarat, the roads are
being cut up by huge motor vehicles, each
of which caJ.Ties 5 or 6 tons of picked
lines of which the Railwa,y Department
is deprived.
If the hO'norable member
for Ha,wtho'rn were, T'reasurer he would be
in despair, because he would have tOI think
about raising taxation from his wealthy
friends.
vVhateveiI' may be said about
the out-o'f-date trams in "Melbourne, no
one can sa,y that we have an out-of-date
railway service in this State.
We' ha,ve
the best railway service in Australia" and
possibly the best suburban railway service
in the wQorld.
The people are blessed
with this me,anSi of tra,velling," and if honorable members are prepared to help the
municipalities and to carry out a scheme
fo,r the prolvision Q1f the rO'ads tha,t are
needed throughout the whole State" they
will support the Bill.
T'he honorable
member for HawthOorn kno'ws that during
the last five or six years approximately
£6,000,000 or £7,000,000 has been spent
on country ro'ads.
Owing tOI the' lack or
prQlvision fOol' maintaining t.hose rQoads they
haNe got into a deplorable st.ate.
Roads
that were made four Q1r five years ago a;re
now almost out o,f sight. They ha,ve gone
dorwn into the mud, and are, almost impassable.
Yet members of the Opposition talk of prOicrast.inating, and want to
put off till to-morrow what they can do
to-day. That is not the policy of this
Go,vernment..
Mr. EGGLESTON .-But you do nothing.
1\11'. CAIN. - Nonsense.
When we
bring a Bill down here to deal with the
matter the honorable membe,r wants it to
he sent tOI a Se,lect Committ.ee fo,r seven
O'r eight. we'eks.
Mr. EGGLESTON.-All t.he Bill provides
is £24,000 a yeaJ'.
Mr. CAIN .-That is better than nothing.
It means on the a,verage at least
£800 for a, sta.rt for each municipalit,y
conce'l'lulid.
Mr. GREENwooD.-They might nQot, get
it.
Mr. CAIN.-I am sure the, honorable
member does not want to' imprute motives
to the Public W'orks Depart,ment or the
Government.
The whO'le of the mO!l1ey
will gO' into the hands of the munioipa.li.
ties to be spent on roads, and while
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£24,000 may be a small cont.ribution,
and may not go far, it will a.t least go a
long way further than the amount the
municipalities are getting at present.
• Sir VVILLIAM McPHERsoN.-Tihey won't
want it, because there won't. be any mo,t.o'r .
buses when yO'll have done with them.
1\1r. CAIN .-Tha,t is a matter of
op1ll1on.
The honorable member pits his
expert knowledge against that of the
manager of a bus company, from whom I
read a letter, in which he pointed out.
that he could afford to pay a tax of £165
on a 33-passenger bus.
Dr. ARGYLE.-VVhat company is t.hat ~
Mr. CAIN.-A company that is to be
promoted.
This man is the promoter of
a bus company, and is a resident of Ivanhoe. We have submitted the Bill to the
House in good faith.
If mem;bers are
going to refer it to a eelect ComilIlittee it
will· mean that it will be done with for
this session, and the responsibility will be
on the House. If thely are going to allow
nothing to be done for another twelve
months, although £24,000 might not go
very far now, it will go a long way less
then.
The hOinorable member for St.
Rilda. said tha,t one municipality had
£5,000 to spend, but wOluld not spend it
at t,his stage on a road where a bus company is a,t present operating, because it
felt that in a few months' time the £5,000
would be done and the road would be as
bad as ever.
'Ve know that the revenue
provided by the Bill will not be sufficient
to! meet aU the requirements ·of the municipalities, but at least it will be the
means of collecting some fees from the
users OIf the roads, and, with an additional tax on OIther· vehicles operating
throughout the Sta,te" the reven'ue from
which will be alloea,ted to the improvement of roads, we shall have established
the nucleus of a scheme to deal with the
roads problem instead of allowing things
to go on as they have been year after
year.
1\1r. EGGLESTON.-How much revenue
will the municiualities get from the next
Bill?
Mr. CAIN.-I cannot tell the honorable member that; but I can assure him
that a portion of the revenue derived
from the taxation it will impose 011
v.ehicles that to-day are taxed very
hghtly, and that carry very large loads
in many cases, will be given to the municipalities for the maintenance of roads.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAcocK.-'Vhen will
the other Bill be introduced Z
J.
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Mr. CAIN.-I cannot say definitely.
The Minist.er of Public Works has been
pushing it along.
He has nOit yet got it
from the draftsman, but it will be here
in a week or twO!.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-You cannot
expect the House to pass the second reading of this Bill unless it knows what is in
the other Bill.
Mr. CATN.-That is only an excuse.
r accepted that statement from some of
the junior members of the Opposition
with the feeling that perhaps they
thought they were taking up the right attitude, but I am surprised at my O'ld experienced friend , who. has manoeu vred
more Bills through this House than probably any other member, saying such a
thing.
However, the Opposition can at
least give us thei second reading OIf this
Bill, whatever else thely may do..
.
Mr. EGGLESToN.-Agree to the postponement of this Bill.
Mr. CAIN. - ",Ve dOl nOlt want to do
that.
We want thel second reading at
least.
If the Leader of the Opposition
uses his magic wand oln some of his colleagues, he will have nOI difficulty in getting the second reading fDr us.
.
Mr. EGGLEsToN.-He is thel Leade~ OIf
the Opposit,ion.
Mr. CAIN.-I know he is, and he oan
a,lways lead the honorable member fairly
successfully.
The Leader of the Opposition knows that the request -we are
making isa reasonable one, and in view
of all the circumstances I ask him to give
it favorable and fair consideration.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I ha.ve listened with
great interest and, no doubt, some benefit
to the speech O'f the Honorary Minister
(1\1r. Cain). There was a great deal of
sound and fury in it, and I really do not
knOlw why he gets so heated on sOime of
these questions. We are now trying to
discuss a matter which is of great importance to the community. As fa.r as
the principles of this Bill are cQncerned,
I can say that, speaking generally, it is
a desirable measure,; but, when I go into
details I find myself in considerable difficulty. The HonOirary Minister who has
just spoken seems to. think that there is
some attempt, or a desire, on the part of
honora ble members en this (the Opposition) side of the House to kill the Bill by
adjourning it s·ine (rie. I assure him that
is not so.
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Mr. 'VEBBEH.-The honorable member
for St. Kilda suggested adjourning it for
six or eight weeks.
Dr. ARGYLE. - He said nothing of
the kind.
Mr. WEHBEH ..:.....-.He said that the Committee could repOtrt within six or eight
weeks.
J\1r. EGGLEsToN.-What I said was that
it might take six or eight weeks.
Dr. ARGYLE.-'Vell, ·1 do not suggest that this matter should be hung up.
The question is too vital to the city of
iVlelbourne for us to dream of shelving it.
It should not be regarded as a party measure at all. I regard the incidence and
amO'unt of the taxation to be imposed and
the solution of the road problem as the
crux of the whole question.
The very
essence of the matter js how far this Bill
will deal with the complex problem which
is facing the autho-rities, not only here,
but all alvei' the world. The traffic prob1em of each city is peculiar to itself.
Here we have got ahead of road construction in th~ class of vehicles that, are beling
run. Day by day our roads are beiug cut
to pieces. Something will have to be done
to put them in order. It will be necessary
to provide means of control and some
system of raising mOLey fO'r the maintenance 0.£ ro-ads after we have spent the
capital necessary for tbeir proper construction. Our present roads will have
to be entirely altered in' character if
these vehicles are to remain in use
to any great extent.
It is a very_
complex question, and I feel at a great
disadvantage in considering how to
vote on the taxation proposals in this
Bill. I feel that the motor bus, if it is
kept in its proper place, has come to stay.
I also think that the tramway or fixed
rail system of transit is necessary for
every great city. Before long I think that"
Melbourne, like Sydney, will be faced
with the necessity of underground conWe are told what the motor
veyance.
buses. are dojng in London. Honorable
members know perfectly well that the
streets Qof London are very narro·w as compared with our streets, and that if the
traffio of London had to be dealt with by
mO'tor buses alone the congestion would be
so great that there would be practically
no flow of traffic at all. However, London
has Qovercome a great deal o-f t.hat rl.ifficulty by what is known as the" twopenny
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tube" system. We may have to face the
need for introducing something of the
same kind here.
However, that is a
matter foreign to this Bill. The position
at present is that if we allow the mQoto'r
bus traffic to go uncontrolled in the
streets of this metropolis we shall have no
streets left before very long.
I am in
sympathy with the 1\1inister there. MOitor
buses are public conveniences and supply
wants that the tramways do not supply.
They haNe been put. on t.he st.reets by private enterprise, and the question arises
whe,ther they are to be driven off the
streets or not. I am not going so far as
to say that the taxation proposed in the
schedule of this Bill will drive the motQor
buses off the roads.
I simply do not
know, and I do not think that the Minister, nor any other speaker on the :1iinisterial side of the House, has put forward
sufficient evidence to show that the buses
cannot st~nd up to such taxation. They
may be able to do so, but, as I say, I do
not know, although I want to know. It
is all very well to discuss the expenses of
the motor buses at present running in the
metropolis.
Those who do that do not
know how long the buses will stand up on
existing roads. Of that they have not. the
faintest idea. I would not be surprised
to find the wear and tear on those vehicles
will be so great, and t.he consequent depreciation so high, that in the course of
two o-r three years they will not be of
much further use. I think that the honorable member fO'r St. Kilda said that the
present allowance fO'f depreciation is 15
per cent. If that is so it is ridiculous.
In my opinion 30 per cent.. is ridiculous.
I do not believe that the buses will last
three years unless concre.te roads are provided. If, as I think will be necessary,
concrete roads, whether faced on the surface with blocks or not have t.o' be constructed, the cost is going to be enormous.
Not only St. Kilda-road and the main
streets of . the city, but all the great
avenues leading into 1\1elbourn8 will have
to be constructed in the same way, and
certain definite motor roads will have to
be provided for. I do not know that t'.1e
hOllorable member for St. Kilda is not
right when he s;tys t.hat the cost of constructing a proper road for motor buses
will be as greaj· as, and probably greater,
than the cost to the Tramways Board of
putting down steel tracks.
However, ,.J
am a layman and do not profess to an~wer
these questions. All I do know js tha,t
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the whole problem is bristling with difficulties.
The Government think that it
will be all right if they gelt £24,001) a
year from the buses. I know that that
will be a beginning, and that half a loaJ
is bettelr than 110 bread; but how far will
it go, after all ~
"Vill that solve the
problem ~ As far as I can see, it will not..
Worked out at present ratea of interest,
£24,000 would provide only a few hundred thousand pounds. Why, it would
cost millions of pounDs to construct the
streets of 1\1e·lbourne in such a way that
they will be able to carry this type of
traffic. As I am no·t an expert, I do not
know how many millions. Surely the Government will see that it is a reasonable
request that members of the Oppositjon
are put~ing up, that we should have all
the information available before we do
something that may deprive the people
of Melbourne, and incidentally a large
number of the constituents of the Minister in charge of the Bill, of the conveniences they now have in the form of
motor buses.
Mr. WEBBER.-They do not run to the
industrial suburbs.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Yes they do. Even if
they did not it would be all the worse
for the honorable gentleman's argument.
Does he mean that the convenience of
the people of the non-industrial suburbs
is of no ·consequence ~
Mr. WEBBER.-People in those suburbs
may probably be willing to pay a little
more to have the luxm;y of the buses
coming nearer their doors.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Some of the industrial
suburbs have not only an excellent tram
service but an excellent train service. In
the outlying parts they are not so well
As the honorable member for
off.
Brighton pointed out, there are buses runnin,g that do not come into the metropolis.
}([r. WEBBER.-Then they will not be
taxed so heavily.
.
Dr. ARGYLE.-That is so but they
,,,,ill be taxed up to £76 6s. 3d. ~er annu~,
the same as a motor bus is in London.
Mr. WEBBER.-Itis complained that
they are not taxed enough there.
Dr. ARGYLE.-I do not offer an
opinion on the rights and wrongs of the
taxation in London. I am quite satisfied that in Melbourne the trams cannot
be• replaced with buses, but if thinO's
conb
tmue as at present we are going to have no
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roads. Certainly a vast expenditure will
be necessary to put them right, and taxation will have to be applied, but it must
not be such taxation as will deprive the
people of Melbourne of the important
conveniences to which they have now become used. I think the Honorary Minister (Mr. Cain) said that practically .
every truck in the metropolis had been
turned into a motor bus. I do not know
whether they can all be dignified with
such a title, but what will they be in two
years time ~ They will have been shaken
to pieces and have almost ceased to exist.
~ have been twitted by Ministers because
I was a member of a Government that
did not bring in a Bill to deal with this
question. Because of that I was told
that I had not giyen consideration to the
matter and had no right to criticize them.
However, the Government of which I
was a member, had given the matter·con~ideration and was bringing down a Bill
to deal with the question of the taxation
not only of motor omnibuses, but commerPoi al vehicles as well.
The present Government intend to bring in a' measure
to deal with other classes of vehicles plying, not only in the metropolis, but
throughout the length and breadth of the
State. At the present time the motor
t~xpayers of the metropolitan area proVIde the gre1at bulk of the motor taxation
that goes to the maintenance of country
:oads. If a new measure is to be brought
In, we want to know how much of the
money raised under its provisions is to be
applied to country roads, and how much
to metropolitan roads, because some of
t.hat heavy traffic runs over metropolitan
roads. This is a matter which has to be
viewed from different angles. From almost every man you speak to you will
~et a different opinion.
Ministers have
been imputing motives to members on
this (th~ Opposition) side of the House.
We are told that we are merely mouth~
pieces of the bus proprietors. . I do not
know that I am acquainted with any of
them.
Mr. WEBBER.-I did not say that.
Dr. ARGYLE.-Well, it has been said.
T am speaking in what I believe to be.
the interests of the public. If I were
~onvinced that this Bill was not going to
inflict an injustice I should be willing
to vote for the second reading, but, in the
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circumstallces, 1 do think I am entitled
to more light aud information, and, in my
opinion, tbe suggestion of the honorable
member for St. JGlcla should be adopted.
I do not want to hold the measure up for
eight ,,,eeks.
I think that would be a
ridiculous thing to ask for, but I do urge
the Government to give the House all the
information that it pm;sesses so that, not
ollly the interests of the owners of these
buses, but the interests of the people who
use the vchicles, and the interests of the
taxpayers who will have to foot th.e bill
way be properly studied.
1f we
drive the trams 01f the· roads-and the
Board is using its reserve funds nowthe people of the metropolitan area. will
have to' find thel money to pay. interest
011 thel capital of about £5,000,000.
If,
on the other hand, we do not take a broad
view of this matter, and gelt dO'wn tQi basic
principles so tha.t wei can all co-operate
ill evolving a solution of a very difficult
probleul, we shall not be- doing our duty
to the peoplel whom we represeillt.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-Is the Governme,nt
prepared tOi adjourn the deba.te 1
1\11'. PRENDERGAST. -N 01 ; the second
reading must be carrield toO-night.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.--If thel Government will consent tQi the adjournment
of the debate I shall see what I can do to
help t.hem to-morrO'w. I dOl not wish to
block the Bill.
Mr. WEBBER.-That. seems to' be the
desire..
The honorable member knows
that the Budget d~bate will be resumed
to-morro.w, and then a Supply Bill will
ha ve to be passed.
Sir ALEXANDER PE1\OOOK.-The
hO,norable member for Jika Jika appealed
to me, as Leader of the Opposition, to
assist the Government in disposing of
the second reading, but he did not
say that it was desired that. that stage
should be concluded tOo-night. Members
of the Farmers pa,rty a.rel discussing now
their attitude towa.rds the second re.adiug. Before the Bill is allowed to proceed furthe,r I desire to' knQiw wha,t contributions are to. be received from Qother
sources. The £24,000 whicl;J. this Bill is
estimated to produce will be, a mere drop
iu a bucket. It is unreasonable to. elxpect a Bill which will alter'. the, whole
transport system of t.he metropo.litan area
to be passed after o.nly a brief seco'lldreading debate.
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Mr. PRENDERGASTI.-1''he Government
cannot co.nsent to thel a,djournment of the
debate at 10 o'clock in t.he evening. Does
the Leadelr of the Opposit.ion wish to
take the business out Qof the. hands o.f the
Govelrnment 1
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-The
Premier said t:ctat he wanted the second
reading to-night.
1\11'. PRENDERGAST.-We want it badly,
and for obvious reasons.
Wei have
trea.ted t.he Opposition very generously.
All the informatiQon of valuel in reJa.tiQon
to the, Bill has been circulated, and honorable members ha,ve had plenty of time'
to consider the pro.gJsal. I canno.t consent to the adjournment of the debate
at this elarly hQour of the evening.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-As
the honorable member for Boroondara is
prepared to speak I shall not move the
adjournment of the debate at this stage.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I listened with
considera,ble interest to the speech of the
Honorary Minister (Mr. Cain), who said
that the proposal of the honorablel me,IDber for St. Rilda to refer thel Bill toO a
Select Committee would mean its po.stponement for twe,lve months.
If J
thought for a moment tha.t that would
happen, I would assist. thel Gove,l'lllllent
to carry the Bill intO' Co.mmittee, and
there submit or support amendments
which I thought would make it less obj ectionable.
Mr. SLATER.-The honorablel membe,r
knows that an inquiry by a, Seled Committeel wo.uld take selVeral weeks.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-To-mo·rrow we
are to. deal with the Budget and a, Supply Bill. If the deba.te takes the, usual
CQourse it will occupy about three weeks.
There a.re othecr:- me,asures of equal importance to be· dealt with.
Thel Gas
Bills which have been before the House
for many months have, never be,em
finalized. Whilst it is true that the're. is
great need for this Bill to' be dealt with
promptly, the same a,rgument can be applied with equal force, to the, Gas Bills.
If thb Go.vernment would accept the suggestion from honorablel members on this
(the Opposition) 'Side, and our offer to
co-operate in passing a satisfactory measure on non-party lines, the passage of
this legislation would be expedited.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-The Go.vernment
which the hOl1o-rable member supported
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appointed a Select Committee to de,a.l
"with the Gas Bills, and then ignored its
recommendations.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-That may be
so, but that does not· affect the logic of
my aJ.·gument.. The best means of e,xpediting the passage of this Bill is to
refer it to' a Se,lect Committee. During
the. three weeks that will probably be
occupied in the discussion of the Budget
and Supply th.e Committee could be sitting, 'and the other Bill relating to
motor transport generally could be introduced. Even if t~is Bill passes the
second reading to-night, the Committee
and third reading stages cannot be taken
before the Budget is dealt with. Therefore the Bill cannot be passed in less than
three weeks or a mouth, and I doubt
whether it will take longer for a Se,lect
Committee to consider and report upon it.
There is unanimity of opinion that something must be done to solve the present
transportation problem; the only difference is as to the basis of taxation. The
Gas Bills were much more complicate,d,
and if the Select Commift.ee was able to
report upon them in eight weeks, another
COmJmittee could deal with this Bill in
four weeks.
Then the House would be
fortified with the evidence taken by
t~e Committee.
I do not believe that
the Government is desirous of doing
any injustice.
I make no suggestion tJ.at it is endeavouring to crush
the motor bus companies.
There
is a crying need for legislation on this
subject, but the Government will not lose
anything by accepting the proposal of
members of thel Opposition and their
promise' of assistance in expediting t.he
passage of the Bill a.ft.eT it has been inquired into by a Select Committee. Even
if the s€lcond reading were agreed to tonight, the.re must be a. delay of three
weeks or a month while the Budget is
under consideration, and then the whole
discussion on t.hel Bill will be revived in
Oommittee 01' O~l tJ.e third reading.
Afterwards the measure will have to
pass through another place.
The Govermnent has promised to introduce
another related Bill, but if it should
be included amongst the slaughtered
innocents tJ.is measure alone will
have passed, and the "whole problem
of road construction and traffic control
will still be in t.he· air. The £24,000
that will be yielded by this Bill will be
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insignificant in proportion to the, road
construction requirements of the metropolitan area. I urge the Go,ve,rnmbnt to
reconsider its attitude, and not. to impute
wrong motives to honorable, memberi) on
this (the Opposition) side of the
House.
The Leader of the Opposition gave an undertaking that the
handling of t ~le Bill would be expedited in every way possible. I t.herefore ask the Government not to attempt
to f<;>rce the measure thro'ugh the House,
and sO' possibly do an injustice to one
section Oof the community. If the ot-her
Bill which the Government has promised
is not finalized, all that the Govelfnment
will have achieved will be the taxation of
one section of road users.
Mr. CAIN.-There is already taxation
of other sedions.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-The ordinary
motor tax does not meet the, situa,tion.
This Bill is imposing a supertax. I have
always been opposed to sectional ta.xatiOIl. Wei have, tha,t in the Tramways
Act. The charge of £100,000 upon tramwa,y passengers is wrong in principlel, and
before W€I know where we are we shall be
imposing sectional taxation upon bus proprieto-rs who carry the public, while the
people who caTry their goods will escape
taxation. That will be illogical and inconsistent. The honorable member for St.
Kilda put forward his proposal in good
faith, and with. no d€,sire to- hinder the
passage, 0'£ the Bill.
No bod y has attempted tOo refute, the. main argument as
to thel necessity for this measure.
Mr. TUNNECLIFFE.-One spea.ker on
the Opposition side said that ther·€! should
be no taxation of the' buses, and another
suggested that the Bill sliould be referred
to a Select Oommittee.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-There is no desire on the paTt of honorable, .members
on this (the Opposition) side of the
IIouse to prevent an effective Bill being passed this session.
Some time
ago I introduced to the Minister of
Public \iVorks a deputation from the
motor bus-owners, and they stated their
case so fairly that none of their arguments ",vas opposed by the Minister,
or regarded by him as unjust to the
community •. They did not attempt to oppose taxation. They admitted that, for
the sake of the buses themselves, good
roads were necessary.
They were prel
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pared to pay what was fair by way of
taxation.
They proposed a different
method, namely, a tire tax, rather than
a tax on a seat basis. Eurely they should
be given full opportunity to state why
they oppose the method set out in the Bill
and prefer another.
Mr. OAIN.-How would the Government be able to collect a tax on tires ~

lir. GREENWOOD.-It would be for
the motor bus people to explain to a
Select Oommittee. At the deputation
they argued that, under the seat-tax proposal, some of the motor buses would be
doing 500 to 1,000 miles a \veek over
metropolitan roads, while others-having
the same seating capacity-would be using
the roads only one-tenth as much; yet all
would be paying the same amount of taxation ..
JYIr. OAIN.-That is provided against
under the Bill.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I cannot see
how the matter can be covered effectively.
They argued that with a tax on tires they
would be paying in accordance with the
weight of the vehicles and the wear and
tear on the tires due to the mileage
covered. Thus, the heavier vehicle, taking greater toll on the roads, and earning
so much more income, would pay more
taxation. We should apply the fairest
possible methods of taxation. I have r.ead
with considerable interest the clause which
sets forth the powers of the Minister. The
matter is one which should be examined
most closely by a Select Oominittee. By
clause 3 the Minister may keep buses off
a certain route. The Minister may revise
both the time-tables and the fares, and
may prescribe the maximum number of
buses which may be licensed to ply over
any prescribed route. That is to say, the
buses shall be taxed; they shall be made
to pay their annual fees, and then they
may find themselves" up against" a Minister who will fix their fares and their
routes, and will take steps in fact to
make it im possi ble for them to carryon,
so ruining in a month or so the whole
l'ystem of bus transport.
.Mr. OAIK.-In other words, instead of
these pO'wers being vested in the people,
through the Parliament, and through the
:\finistry, which may be remo\'ed at the
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will of the people, the honorable member
would prefer that they should be vested in
a number of private capitalists.
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I am not sug·
gesting that.
:M:r. WEB13ER.-Perhaps the honorable
member would suggest that the Tramways
Board should be given control. I do not
think that the bus people would like that.
111'. GREENWOOD.-I submit that
the powers to be given to the Minister
are such as to form another very urgent
reason why the whole position should be
examined by a Select Oommittee. It is
not right that this Bill should be restricted merely to the metropolitan area.
Are there not motor buses tearing up the
roads of Ballarat, Geelong, and Bendigo ~
Are the country districts being excluded
in order to gain support for the Bill from
country members ~ The same problems
are facing the authorities in the larger
country towns.
Mr. SLATER.-Not nearly so acutely.
1fr. GREENWOOD.-That may be so,
but there is no reason why the matter of
State-wide provision for the taxation of
motor buses should not be ·dealt with comprehensively in the one Bill. The Tramways Board is preparing to run buses.
That shows a recognition of the public demand for them. We should be prepared
to help the buses to the best of our capacity without being unfair to government
or privately-owned means of transport.
Mr. WEBBER.-The Tramways B.oard is
practically compelled to construct the
roads over which its vehicles run. The
buses are not required to do so. The
honorable member wants to perpetuate
such conditions.
1fr. GREENWOOD.-I merely desire
to- have the whole of these problems placed
before a Select Oommittee. We are faced
with a difficult problem in the matter of
road construction and maintenance
throughout the State. To-day the money
for such work is raised from a number ,of
sources. First, the ratepayer contributes,
through municipal taxation, for the COllstruction of municipal roads. Secondly,
there is an allotment of money annually
from motor fees.; and, incidentally, a disproportionately large percentage of these
fees is allocated for the maintenance of
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r.ountry roads. Then there is provision
for the ralsmg of loans specifically for
road constructioli
and
maintenanc(:;
throughout the State. An important issue
has to do with the upkeep of arterial
roads. This should come wi thin the purview of Parliament itself.
The whole
problem, indeed, should be dealt with as
a whole by Parliam,ent. The buses are
doing no more harm than commercial
motor vehicles, but the Government is
singling out one form of transport in one
particular portion of the ·State, and is not
attempting to cover the problem as a
whole. There is only one right principle
in taxation, and that is that the citizens
should be called upon to bear their share.
The Government, in its income tax proposals, would remove 60,000 ta.xpayers
this yoar from the sphere of taxation,
many of whom do not consider it
just that they should be released.
If, beca.us,e of the way it is proposed to
remi t taxation these people ha,ve to go
without schoo,ls o,r police protection, they
will be the first to cry OIut.
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t.o arrive at a proper conclusioll. In that
way the debate will be prolo.nged. If
the matter is referred to a Select Committee that body will collect evidence
and present it to the House. In these
circumstances I ask the Government to
reconsider its attitude on this proposal.

Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-I
sho:uld like to make a suggestion to the
Leader of the Government. He and some
of his colleague·s seem to think that members of the OppositioiJ.1 want to delay the
passage 0.£ this Bill. That is not correct.
An appeal was made to me by one of the
:Thiinisters to agree to the second reading
of this Bill to-night.
The hono'rable
member for Boroondara has pointed out
that if the second reading were agreed
to we could then consider the question of
the appointment of a Select Cornmittee,
and if one were appointed it would be
able to carryon its inyestigations while
we were debating the Budget proposals.
The Premier consulted me courteously
earlier in the evening in regard to the
passage of a Supply Bin through this
House. It is essential that we should
Mr. T'uNNEcLIFFE.-Are yo.u debating pass such a Bill to-day, so that it call
the Budget or the :Th10tor Omnibus Bill go before the 6<ther House to-mo.rrow.
now~
Country members are anxious to know'
something about the proposa,ls o,f the
Mr. GREENWOOD.-I am illustrat- Government with regard to the taxation
ing some of the proposals in t.he Budget on motor vehicles that travel along the
and the method of dealing with motor roads of this State. It is part of the
buses as provided in this Bill, tOigethe,r whole scheme of road cO'llstruction and
with the who.le question of road construc- maintenance. I think the Government
tion in this State. The Government pro- will find generous support in proposals to
posal will allow a big section of the road raise money by way of taxation on motor
users in Victoria to escape taxation. I vehiclES generaUy. It is well known that
am su)Jmitting that that is wrong. I roads in the country districts, which have
am concerned with the position of the been constructed at great expense, are now
tramways and the omnibuses at the pre- in a deplorable condition as a result
sent time, and I am trying to find a of heavy motor traffic. It is expected
solution of the difficulty.
that £24,000 will be. raised under this
Mr. LIND.-Will you help to rope in Bill. We want some information as to
wha t is likely to be raised by the taxation
the other fellows lat.er ~
to be imposed on other motor vehicles.
lVIr. GREENWOOD.-I urge the Go- I suggest to the Premier that this debate
vernment to deal with this proposal in should now be adjourned, and that we
the way suggested by the honorable mem- should pass the, Supply Bill to-mOifrOW to
ber for St. Kilda,. No delay will be enable it to be dealt with by another
caused by referring this matter to a place. This Bill can be then brought on
Select Committ.ee. If anything, the pro- instead of resuming the· debate on t.he
gress of the Bill through the House will Budget after passing the Supply Bill. If
be facilitated. On the other hand, if the Budget debate is resumed it will have
the proposal to refer this Bill to a Select to be adjourned after some speeches have
Committee is no.t agreed to, members sit- been made. Thursday is private memting o.n the Opposition side of the House bers' day. and Tuesday is Cup day.
On
will have to go into the matter for them- Wednesday we could begin the Budget
selves, and collect evidence to enable them debate, and continue it, and in the mean-
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time the Select Committee, if one were
appointed, could carryon its investigation while the Budget debate is proceeding. Of course, I am assuming that the
House will agree to the appointment of
a Select Committee.
Mr. I-IocH_N.-ViThy can we not test the
feeling of the House on that question
no'w ~
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-Because a number of members want to
speak, and we are entitled to more infor·
mation than has been given to us. The
Bill was circulated last week, and the
Honorary Minister, in moving the second
l'eading of the Bill, gave a long and informative speech.
1\11'. "TEBBER.-Apparently I did not
give enough information.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-The
honorable gentleman certainly gave us :l
most informative speech, and I think he
made out a good case for the taxation of
motor buses. Before the House agrees to
the second reading of this Bill we should
get some indication as to how additional
reveuue is to be obtained on the taxation
of motor buses generally. If we were
given some idea of the Government's proposals country members would have an
indication as to what was to be expected
to be raised towards the maintenance and
construction of roads in the country districts. I make this sugges~ion in good
faith, and I hope the Premier will see
his way to accept it, in the interests of
public business as well as of the Bill
itself .
Mr. PHENDERGAST (Premier).-I
appreciate the honorable member's desire
to facilitate the dispatch of busin lSS, but
I want to point out to him that the question of the reference of this Bill to a
Select Oommittee cannot be considered
un til after the second reading has been
agreed to.
,Sir ALEXANDER PEACOOK.-Hear, hear!
Mr. PHEKDERGAST.-That is a rule
of the House. Af tel' the second reading
has beell agreed to the question of referring the measure to a Select Oommittee
can be considered.
Sir ALEXANDER PEAOOOK.-W e want to
get information as to possible accretions
to this particular fund.
Mr. PRENDEHGAST.-A week's adjournment after the Minister's speech on
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the second reading of the Bill is the average time which is agreed to, and we want
the second reading of this Bill to-night.
:Mr. TOU-TORER.-If we agree to the
secolid reading of the Bill to-night will
you give us an assurance that the measure will be referred to a Select Oommittee?
:1\1:1' .. PRENDERGAST.-WOe cannot
discuss that matter until the second reading has been agreed to.
Sir 11.LEXANDER PEACOCK.-vVe are entitled to furth~r inf.ormation than has
been given us.

:1\11'. PRENDERGll.ST.-We want the
second reading of this Bill agreed to tonight to facilitate the dispatch of business. The speeches of honorable members
of the Opposition, so far as they amount
to anything, have been in the direction of
referring this Bill to a Select Oommittee,
and if they consent to the second reading
being agreed to they will be brought appreciably closer to discussing what they
desire thall if this debate is continued.
We want to get on with our business. I
acted towards the Leader of the Opposition as he has frequently done when I
occupied a similar position, in calling his
attention to the fact that I wanted a
Supply Bin put through this House tomorrow. I did not want to interfere with
the Budget debate, because there is nothing
which is so much interrupted as that.
There never is continuous debate, but honorable members know that as soon as that
debate is concluded and the Estimates are
passed, the House rises almost immediately. We do not intend to conclude
this session until we have passed some of
the legislation which is now before us.
Members of the Opposition are quite
within their rights in debating this Bill,
but we want the second reading passed
to-night. We want to have charge of the
House, and we are going to have charge
of it. When we want a debate to be adjom'ned we will consider the matter and
present our vie-ws to the House.
Sir 11.LEXANDER PEAOOOK.-I
am sorry that the Leader of the Government has not seen fit to adopt my sugges~
tion which was made in good faith. I
theref ore moveThat the debate be now adjourned.
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The House divided on the question
" that the debate be now adjourned."
Ayes
20
Noes
30

the
Majority- against
a,djournment of the debate

10
AYES.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. Barnes
Beardmore
" A. A. Billson
" Deany
" Eggleston
" Everard
" Greenwood
" Lawson

Sir Wm. McPherson
Mr. Morley
" Oman
Sir Alex. Peacock
Mr. Snowball
.
" rroutcher
" West.
Tellers:
Mr. Groves
" Pennington.
NOES.

Mr. Bailey
" Bond
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Cain
Carlisle
Cook
Cotter
" Downward
Frost
" Hj orth
" Hogan
" Hughes
Jackson
Keane
Lind
McAp.am

Mr. McDonald
(Daylesford)
McLachlan
Pollard
" Prendergast
Slater
" Solly
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Walter
Warde
"Veaver
"Vebber.
Telle'/'s:
Mr. Jewell
" Lemmon.

Mr. McLACHLAN.-While I intend
to vote for the second reading of this
Bill, I regard the proposed rates of taxation on motor buses as unduly severe. It
looks to me as if the taxation is going to
, wipe out the buses.
.
Mr. TouTcHER.-You have just voted
for it.
Mr. l\1cLACHLAN .-N ot at all.
I
was not prepared to take the business out
of the hands of the Government, and
that is why I opposed the adjournment
of the de ba,te.
All the same, I recog·
llize that this is a, very important measure'.
Its interests a,re, certainly confined largely to the metropoljtan area.
Still, it is a matter on which a country
member can express 'himself, and I consider that the taxation which it is proposed to impose on these buses is unduly
severe. , In my. opinion, the effect of
that taxation will be to wipe the. buses
Ol:t.
That brings up. the question of the
transport service of t 1is State, and particularly in the metropolitan area.
Complaints· have been made that the munici-
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palities have to pay a sum of money into
certain institutions every year. So- they
have, but those municipalities agreed to
do that. It was part of the bargain. From
the discussion here it would appear
that this thing was forced on the municipali ties. I am prepared to vote to-day
or to-morrow for the handing over of the
t.ram services to the State.
Ever since
I came into this House I have advocated
that. I do not appreciate the attitude
of the municipalities, who are at the
bottom of this Bill, which has not come
from the Government. I do not think,
considering the boon that has been conferred on them, that the municipalities
should have a monopoly, or mainly a
monopoly, of the transport service of t iis
State. If people are enterprising enough
to run buses, which have proved a great
public convenience, they should be permitted to continue, but the buses should
make some contribution for the right to
run, not to the municipalit.ies, but to the
State. The claim that is made is that
the ta~ation is imposed for the purpose
of paymg for the roads. In my opinion,
the heavy moto'r lorries are doing as
much damage to the roads of. this
city as the motor buses will do.
If
you are going to impose taxation of this
cha,racteT on motor buses that. are
merely ruil as a business enterprise,
you must impose some taxation on
motor lorries.
Nothing of that. kind
ha,s been mentioned in connexion witr
this measure.
I dOl not wish to again
go over \\That I have said in the past
wi th regard to t'.1e transport service of
the State, except to say that a great injustice was done to the whole State when
Parliament handed over those tramways
to the !nunicipalities of Melbourne. They
are raIlways. The buses, however, can
run where they like. The policy of the
State in connexion with our ordinary
railways is that they shall be Stateowned. These street railways should be
State-owned also, and the two should be
run together as is done in New Sout '.1
Wales. From what I can learn, the tax
that a bus has to pay in Sydney, where
the trams and the railways are one, is
som,ething like 69. 8d. a seat.
I do
not know whether that is correct or not.
I do know, 'however, that the taxatiqn
nroposecl here is excessive. However, the
injustice to which I have referred was
done to the State, and we are suffering in
c
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consequence.
The metropolitan area is
provided with a cheap transport service.
The people in the country, however, 'have
to pay dear fares as well as dear freights.
Hecently the Government have made a
slight reduction in our freights.
How-ever, we know that from time to time
those freights were raised, and it was said
when it was done, and when the State
lost the tramways, that it was bound t()
have a detrimental effect on the country.
That was the greatest political robbery
-ever perpetrated in this House-the handing over of our stre:et railways to. the
municipalities of J\ielbourne. As I have
on morrel than orne occasion reminded the
House, the late Mr. Donald :1\1cLeod got
a clause carried 'here when :Mr. Lawson
was in charge of the 'l"ramways Bill.
\Vhen that. cla.use was carried I expected
that the then Government would ha,ve
resigned, because it was badly defeated
twice'.
However, some influence was
brough t' to bear, and by some meaus 01'
other lVlr. l\1cLeod was induced to drop
that clause. The result was that the tramways 0'1' street railways 'were handed over
to the municipalities.
Now the municipalities that practically have a monopoly
in an immense city like this, with a greattraffic, are seeking to deprive the bus proprietaries of the right to run this motor
service, that the public so appreciate. In
Committee I shall do my best to considerably reduce the amount of the proposed
tax. I believe that something should be
done in the way of taxation, but not along
the lines indicated in the Bill.
The House divided on the queshell that
the Bill be now read a seccnd time.
Ayes'
30
Noes
16
1\1ajority for the
reading

second
14

Mr. MCDonald.
(Daylesfol'd)
" McLachlan
I
Pollard
" Prendergast
Slater
" Solly
Tunnecliffe
Wallace
Walter
Warde
Weaver
" Webber.
Tellers:
Mr. Jewe'll
" Lemmon.

I

I
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NOES.

Mr. Angus
Dr. Argyle
Major Baird
Mr. A. A. Billson
" Deany
" Eggleston
" Everard
" Greenwood
" Lawson

Sir
Mr.
Sir
Mr.
"

Wm. McPherson
Oman
Alex. Peacock
Toutcher
West.

1.'elle1's:
Mr. Groves
" Pennington.

The Bill was read a second time.
Sir ALEXANDER PEACOCK.-A
short time, ago I suggested a certain
course which the Premier did not see his
way clear to adopt. He then said that
if the second reading were agreed to an
oppoil'tunity would be afforded those who
wanted a Select Committee to, move ill
that direction. I do not propose to move
that a Select Committee be appointed at
this stage, and it cannot be done if we
go into Committee.
}\IIr. PRENDERGAST (Premier).-I
'want to. keep my promise to the Leader
of the Opposition to the last letter. ,The
Government do not propose to support
his proposition. vVe told him_ that hi3
opportuni ty would occur after the
division on the second reading.· He will
have that opportunity, and we, hope to
defeat him in ree-ard to tha,t also,
The Bill was o;"dered to be committed
at the next sitting of the House.
INDUSTRIAL AND PROVIDENT
SOCIETIES BILL,
This Bill was returned from the Legis.
lative Council with a message intimating
that they had agreed to the same with
amendments ill which they desired the
concurrence of the Assemblv.
The message was ordered to be taken
into consideration to'-morrow.
The House adjourned at 11.7 p.m.
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AYES.

lVIr. Bailey
" Bond'
Colonel Bourchier
Mr. Cain
Carlisle
" Cook
" Cotter
Downward
Frost
Hjorth
" Hogan
Hughes
Jackson
Keane
Lind
McAdam
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The PRESIDENT (the Hon. Frank
Clarke) took the chair at 4.55 p.m., and
read the prayer.
UNIVERSITY HIGH SOHOOL ..
The HOll. H. H. SMITH asked the
Minister of Public W orks~'
','
(a) Have plans been prep.area\!i9~' the University High School?
' '>"'.:
'
I,

(b) What is the estilll!:ttecl coa-V:M the struc-

ture?
(0) 'When is it

be commenced Y

,,' o·,~.r,' .~..." , " '.
ex:pec.t,~4 ~l,i,~~ "_~~~.::'''ork,~vnl
.. , ."
,..
,
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The Hon. J. ·P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The answers areCa) Only sketch plans 'have been prepared.
(b) An estimate of the cost has ibeen made,
but it is not the practice to divulge the
amount ,pending tenders being called for the
work.
(c) The time of commencement cannot be
stated until provision is made by Parliament
to carry out the work.
PINE TREES IN FOREST
NURSERIES.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT asked the
Minister of Forests(a) What varieties of pine trees are being
planted at Port Campbell, Creswick, and elsewhere?
.
(b) What is the reply of the Forests Commission to the criticism of the Hon. A. M.
Zwar that 'Pinus insignis at the Kew Asylum
and at Ararat, although 40 years old, were unsaleable ,for any commercial purpose?
(c) Does the Commission ,propose to continue ;planting ,pinus insignis if they are of no
cOIllJIllercial value?
'
. The HQon. D. L. MeN AMAR.A (l\1inistel' of Forests).-The answers are:(a) Pinus linsignis (Monterey Pine), Pinus
Laricio (Corsican Pine) , Pinus ponderosa
(Western Yellow or Bull Pine), Pinus ipinaster
(Cluster Pine), Pinus Canariensis (Canary
Island Pine), Pseudotsuga Douglassi (Oregon
Pine), Cupressus macrocarpa
(Monterey
Cy'press ), and many others.
(b) Great quantities of foreign pine timber
are being imported ~nto the State at the present time. Another reason is that trees grown
for shade and .shelter purposes are full of
knots, and are not of such commercial value
as those grown under plantation conditions,
where timber is .produced free of this defect.
(c) It is of commercial value.
CATTLE COMPENSATION BILL.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I moveThat this Bill be itow read a second time.
This Bill provides a scheme of compensation for cattle found to be suffering from
certain diseases an d destroyed in the
public interest.
As the Bill is a teohmeal one, I shall adhere somewhat closely
to my notes. Any scheme oj compensation must be compulsory on all cattleowners.
Many graziers will complain
that, as they dOl not suffer loss
from pleuro-pneumonia., they should
not contribute to
a
compensation
fund.
They
must
be
made
to
recognize that the slaughtering of an
animal affected with the disease in the
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sOouthern areas is in their interest, just as
much as or more than in the interest of
the owner, who has to bear all tile inconveniences of quarantine in their interest.
vVhen the disease does a.ppear in the grazing areas it is usually severe, a.s was illustrated by the case of one owner whose last
act" with his stock quarantined a fe,wyears
ago, was to shont 100 head o,f cattle in a
back paddock. Compensation is suggested
fOor three diseases-pleurOo-pneumonia,
actinomycosis,
and
tuberculQosis-and
all animals slaughtered at abattOoirs
and condemned for the last-named
disease. are
to
be
paid
for.
Such anim,als cQome from gra.ziers,
and the loss under this head is, approximately, 650 head per annum in the metropolitan area. T,he number of carcasse~
condemned at abattoirs for tuberculosis
approximates
1,000.
The
number
slaughtered by officers of the Department
of Agriculture averages about 1,000 per
annum. Under a system of compensation,
there wQould be many cases reported which
are not now heard of, and for the first
few years it may be estimated that condemnations would be double that is
4,000 head.
Given an ave;age valu~
of £15, which is high, and if seveneighths of the value be paid, this will
require £40,000. The original intention
was to pay tWQo-thirds of the value, but
the amount was increas.ed by the Ass~m
bly to seven-eighths. But as the Gove,rnment contribution to the fund has been
increased from 20 per cent. tOo 40 per
cent,., the estimate remains ,a,pproximately cQorrect. Most of the carcasses of
anima,ls slaughtered ha,ve a residual
value-many killed on account of
pleuro-pneumOonia being fit fQor consumption, .and many being affected
wit,h localized disease only.
The residual value would be pa.id into. the
fund; therefore, something less than
£40,000 would be required - about
£30,000.. During the first year of operation, the fund would probably require to
be subsidized. Three methods of collection have been proposed, namely:(l) Stamp Dutyr-Not exceeding One
:penny per £1 value of all cattle sold;
(2) TaaJ on Municipalities.-The number
of cattle in every shire is known to
the Government· Statist. As soon a'S
the totals are ·available, the shire to
pay Sixpence :per head, less a perC'.entage to cover cost of collection
from individuals in the shires which
they would do, along with the rates;
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( 3) Direct Ta:c.--,sixpence per head on ail
cattle held by every owner on a given
date.

The Government ad~pted, as the most
suitable method, a stamp duty on the
sale Oof stock. My notes point out that
each method is open to objection, and
no ideal m8lthod has yet been evolved.
Theoretically, the direct tax is the best
method, as every owner should contributb
according to the number of cattle heldthere being 1,500,000 head, this would
mean a revenue of £37,500. Practically,
the objections would be-(l) It would be
anober return for the stock-owner to
make j (2) a large number would fail to
make return~ In Tasmania, where this
system is in operation, and where every
policeman is an inspector Q1f stock, and
where there are only 214,412 heaa of
cattle, tax is paid on only 53 per C'ent. or
the caUle he,ld by 3,623 owners.
Any
owner of three head, Q1r less, is exempt
from tax. Forty-severn per cent. of cattle
are, therefore, nOlt paid for. T'he po'pulation of 'r'a,smania is 216,751. If the 3,623
owners are deducted, there are 98,012
head of cattle held by the balance of the
popula,tion, 213,128, an average Oof 2k per
head, which is absurd, and clearly proves
that all cattle are not paid for.
The
penalty not exceeding £5 for not making
the return is, therefore, not sufficient compulsion. T aere is no r~ason to believe
that any greater percentage of owners in
Victoria would forward· their returns;
therefore, the revenue to be expected
would be only £19,875, unless a heavy
minimum penalty were provided for
failure to make return, or a staff of inspectors were employed, which would be a
heavy charge against the fund. Although
a specific method Q1f collection was
decided upon by the Government,
I have mentiOoned the other methods
to show tha.t we investigated the
merits of other avenues of arriving
at the, desired result.
With regard to the cost of collectiolJl under
the system
I
have just referred
to,
there would
be
the printing
and distribution of forms, postage
on receipts and correspondence with
defaulters.
A staff of at least four
clerks would be necessary to check returns
and search through other records of the
Department of Agriculture for defaulters.
The municipal tax woruld have an
advantage over (3) in tha,t there
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would be nOI direct east of collection other than, say, 15 per cent.
allOowance to muniCIpalities for the
routine work; and the revenue would be
£31,885. The disadvantage would be imposing further work on municipalities to
collect from individuals, with the possibility that they ·would be unable to collect
as much as they contributed on the
Statist's figures. One way of overcoming
this difficulty would be to increase the
rate by such sum as "vould cover the contribution. T,his would mean that each
landholder, whether he owned cattle or
not, would contribute-a feature which
has some merits, since condemnations for
tuberculosis is of benefit to the population. On the other hand, the large cities
would not contribute anything since there
would be no cattle in their boundaries.
.A.s regards the cost of collection, since the
routine work would be carried out by
shires, one clerk should be sufficient. The
revenue under the stamp-tax systenl can
only be roughly estimated, and no record
of sales can be obtained.
Probably
750,000 cattle change hands annually. A3
SOO,OOO ,are slaughtered annually, and
the majority of these have passed through
a sale-yard, there remain 450,000 head
to be sold as stores or dairy cows. The
average number of cattle which pass
through the corporation yards at Newmarket is 200,000, and of dairy cows at
the cattl81 market, Sydney-rolad, 60,000.
The number dealt with in country yards
and clearing Mles by private sales must
exceed this. The estimate is, therefore,
not high. If a low average value of £10
per head in normal years is given, then
the revenue would be £37,500. There is
a possibility that stamps would not be
used in private sales. An effort to overcome this difficulty is made in the Bill by
providing that the vendor must attach
and cancel the stamps on the receipt or
invoice j and, unless the purchaser can
produce his receipt or invoice duly
stamped and cancelled, he forfeits all
right to compensation. It is, therefore,
tOo his advantage to see that his receipt is
in order; and there being two parties to
the transaction, the chance of evasion is
lessened.
The only cost would be the
printing of stamp~ and commission to
agents on their sales. The grf'at contrast
between the first and the last method i.
the cost qf collection. Under the direct ta~
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it would be heavy, and under the stamp
duty negligible. Under direct tax there
would be more evasion than under stamp
tax. Under direct tax the dairy farmers
would pay the greater proportion of tax,
as these are already under some control,
and known, whereas the grazier would be
the principal defaulter; while under the
stamp duty the grazier would pay the
greater proportion, as some dairymen
make few sales. This is not so unjust as
at :first sight appears, for statistics show
that the gl'azier cbtaining compensation
for animals condemned for tuberculosis
will obtain as much compensatiOon as the
dairy farmer, and he will be making a
contribution tOo the latter, who, whilst
suffering losses from pleurOl-pneumonia,
will assist in keeping the disease
from the grazier at· a cost greater
than
the
recompense - from
compensa tion, which will nOot be the full
value, and will not compensate for loss of
business and depreciation whilst in
qua.rantine.
The deduction of half of- 1
per cent. on sales by stamp tax would be
small on individual lines, and not
felt to the same extent as a lump
sum contribution under a direct tax.
Apart from the cost of collection, there
must be an 1ncrease in the Rtaff of tbe
11\'0 Rtock division. of the Department.
It is estimated that there will be reqllired
four stock inspectors at £221 a year, or
£884, and two veterinary officerR at £442,
nr £884, a total of £1,768. Travelling
expenses would be, heavy, as the, six offi~
reI'S ,vould be almost continually on the
movo, and there would be an increase in
travelling for other members of the staff.
These expenses are estimated as follow:-Six officers at £200 per annum,
£1,200; 10 per cent. increase for staff,
£1,600; total, £2,800, making the grand
total £4,568.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-That would
mean an additional staff.
The Hon. D. L. :M:cNAJ\1ARA.--Yes,
the expenses of the Department would be
increased to the extent of £4,568, and
tha.t will be provided by the GOovernment
in addition to its contribution of 40 per
cent.
The Hon. A. BELL.-What. IS the
salary of the inspectors?
"
The Hon. D. L. McNA~IA.RA.-There
will be four inspectors at a salary of
£221 a year, with travelling expenses.'
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The HOll. A. BELL.-That
painter's wage.

IS

not a

The lIon. D. IJ. 1YlcNA}\I[ARA.-I aumit that it is low. The number of stock
now condemned by Government officers
annually is:-Tuberculosis, 300; actiIJ.ornycosis, 350; pleuro-pneumonia, 700;
pleuro-pneumonia contacts, .1,QOO.
In
addition to these approximately 1,000
head al:'e condemned at the city abattoirs
for tuberculosis. The approxiIl?-ate sum
needed to meet requirements would be
£<1:5,000. That is a provision that will be
made for the first year, which will necessarily be a "peak" year.
As diseased
cattle are condemned and destroyed, the
expenditure under the Bill will be considerably reduced. The principle of the
Bill is well understood by honorable
members representing country districts,
and particularly those districts in which
this trouble is acute. I think I am not
unreasonable in asking the House to give
the measure its favorable consideration.
It will have the effect of relieving the
owners Oof stock from the hardship and
loss 'which they now 'have to suffer. If
there is a localized outbreak of disease
in a herd, the owner of the stock may
have to incur very serious loss, for which
he will obtain no compensation.
The
Bill will ensure to him the payment of
compensation, and it will also afford protection to the public. I propose to give
only a brief explanation of the clauses
of the Bill. Clause 4 has reference to
the compensation payable in the cases
which are set out in paragraphs (a) and
(b)' of sub-cla use ( 1 ) . These cases are
those of cattle destroyed because they, are
suffering from, or are suspected of suffering from, disease, and any carcass or portion of carcass condemned at any abattoir
as being un:fit for human consumptioll
because Qof disease.
In sub-clause (2)
the question of how the compensation is
to' be payable is dealt with.
In
cases of pleurOo-pneumonia contagiosa
the compensation is to be paya~le
out of the cattle compensation fund, and
in cases of tuberculosis or of actinomycosis 40 per cent. of the compensation is
to be payable by the Treasury of Victoria out of moneys prov:ided by Parliament and the remainder out of the
cattle compensation fund. Clause 5 deals
with the ·amount of compensation payable
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in respect of cattle ordered to be destroyed. If, after destruction, the. cattle
are found to be free from disease, the
0"\vner will be paid the market value, and
if, after destruction, the cattle are found
to be diseased, the owner will be paid
seven-eighths of the market value, but in
no case is the market value to be more
than £25 per head. Clause 6 deals with
the determination of the value of cattle
destroyed as being diseased, and provides
for arbitration in the event of any dispute. Under clause 7 the application for
compensation must be made within
21 days a.fter the destruction of the
cattle 011' the condemnation of the carcass. Clause 8 has reference to disease
that occurs in localized forms. In such
cases an inspector of stock, instead of
forthwith destroying the caale, 01' ordering them to be destroyed, may, in his discretion, require the owner to retain the
cattle "under such conditions as are
prescribed."
This refers to cases in
which disease affects, say, only the head
of an animal, and the rest of the carcass
is not unfit for human consumption.
Olause 10 deals with the establishment of
the cattle compensation fund and the
stamp duties, and in sub-clause (4) it
provides for payment of any difference out of the Consolidated Revenue,
when that is necessary, any such
sum tOI be treated as an advance
to the fund. In the first year the call
on the fund will probably be greater than
in subsequent years, and it is not anticipated that any very great use will, after
the initiatory period, have to be made of
t.his provision. There is one other matter to which I desire to call attention. In
another pla.ce a. prQlvision dealing
with the question of residual value
was elimina,ted from the Bill.
It
is proposed to ask the House to reinstate
that sub-clause. The principle involved
is this : Under the Act as it stands, provision is made for the payment 9f compenRation equal to seven-eighths of the market value of the beast, and the residual
value is to accrue to the owner of the
stock.
That has been a very common
practice. It may be said generally that
,,·hen a boast is diseased, and is destroyed,
the on 1y value is in the hide, and no one
would worry about that. On the other
hand, under this Bill, without the subclause to which I have referred, an owner
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might not only l'eceive compensation to
the extent of seven-eighths of the value
of the beast destroyed, but also be able
to claim the residual value. \Vhere a
beast was ordered to be destroyed for
disease of a localized form, the carcass
could still be sold, and the full value of
the beast might be realized in the market.
The Hon. A. BELL.-That is the practice now.
The Hon. D. L. l\fcNA:MARA.-Yeg;
and it is felt that, in such cases, the owner
should not be entitled to claim the full
residual value, because if that were
granted, he might get twice the value of
the beast. Those arc the general prin~
ciples underlying the Bill, and I ask the
House to give it their serious consideration, and to assist the Government to get
it passed into law as speedily as possible.
The lIon. II. F. RICHARDSON.-I
do not wish to in any way delay the passage of a measure of this kind, becaus6
it has been for many years asked for by
stock-owners, and especially dairymen.
Tn the Western District, it is within my
knowledge that dairymen have lost very
heavily owing to pleuro-pneumonia and
other diseases affecting stock that have
had to be destroyed, and in respect of
which they have received no compensation. As has been stated by the l\1inister,
stock are destroyed in this ,vay, not ouly
in the intErest of the stock-owners but
also in the interest of the health of the
community. In no circumstances should
we allow diseased stock to be SOlId
for human consumption, but there
is no reason why the stock-olwners
should bear the whole loss caused by the
destruction of diseased stock. The· Bill
will probably be discussed very fully in
regard to the provision that is being made
to obtain the revenue necessary to pay
the compensation to stock-owners.
It
seems to me to be a somewhat complicated
method to raise money by stamp duties.
The Bill has been placed in the hands.
of honorable members only this afternoon, but I am prepared to give it my
hearty support without attempting to
deal at present with the question of how
the money required to pay the compensation to the stock-owners is to be raised,
or of the manner of its distribution.
That is a. matter that requires some· con·
sidera,tion.
It is a matter of opinion
whether the Bill will carry out exa,ctly
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what the stock-owners fairly ask for, and
whether it will be in their interests and
the interests of the health of the community. There is rather a. thin House
this afternoon, and as member·s representing grazing districts and other country
districts are absent, it would no doubt be
advisable to adjourn the debate. As far
as I am concerned, I give the measure my
hearty support.
The Han. A. E. CHANDLER.-I
moveThat the debate be now adjourned.

Hono-rable, members representing Gipps.
land, who are keenly jnterested in the Bill,
are absent. Some of thel provisions of the
measure require amendment. I am not
prepared to speak to-night,' and other honorable members who wish to speak are not
here.
The Hon. W. H. EDGAR.-I support
the motion for the adjournment of the debate. I feel that the estimatel of expenditure given by the Ml'nister is altogether
too low. It seems to me that the Government are going to set up a. new Department and appoint a new .set of O'fficers,
thus increasing the cost of carrying on the,
country. The Bill is of vital importance
to the, whole of the ·community.
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of M(ines).-I think that the request
for an adjO'urnment is velry reasonable,
but I hope that when the: measure next
comes up for c:onsideration
honorable
members will be prepared to keep closely
to it so that it may be gO't through as
quickly as pO'ssible.
They will have
over a week in which to study the Bill.
The motion for the adjournment of the
debate was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until the next day of meeting.
G Al\1E BILL.
The House went into Committee for
the further consideration of this Bill.
Clause 4-(Rel-enactment and amendment of No. 2658, section 9, as amended
by No. 2893, section 6).
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I have
circulated a, new clausel with the object of
allOowing a man to protect himself if he
finds that animals or birds are destroying
his crop. If the llew clause is passed the
drastic provisions in the Bill will not matter so' much.
The CHAIRIVIAN.-The n€w clause
. will be taken when the Commitb~e has disposed of the other clauses.
The clause was agreed to.

Clause 5-(Alteration 0.£ penalties, &c.,
for laying poison for game or native
game)~

The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-It
is pro·vided by this clause that in s·ection
11 of the principal Act as re-enacted in
and amended by section 7 of the Game
Act 1917(a) for the words " to a penalty of not more
than Ten pounds" there shall be substituted
the words "for a first offence to a penalty of
not less than Five pounds and not more than
Twenty pounds and for a second or subsequent offence to imprisonment for not more
than six months";
( b) for the words "the sum of Five shillings" there shall be substituted the words
"a sum to be determined by the court upon
the conviction of not less than Five shillings
and not more than Five· pounds";

A penalty Oof not less than £5 in the ca,se
of a man who lays poison to' get rid of
animals Oor birds that are .doing injury
to his crop is too severe altogether. I
move'l'hat the word "less" (line 4) be omitted
with a view to inserting the word "more" in
lieu thereof.

If Oonly persons who make a. business of
laying pOoison for animal·s or birds in order
to obtain their skins or feathers were concerned, the penalty proposed in the, clause
might be reasonable; but the provision
applies to all persons, whether they are
professional killers of animals or birds,
or private persons who want to. protect
their own property. We hea,rd a. lot last
night about the protectiOon of native
animals and birds, the beauty of the lyre
bird, and so on. We want to protect the
lyre bird, and a number of other birds
that do no. harm, but the·re is the
cOockatoo.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-The cockatoo
is not protected.
The HOon. H. F. RICH.ARDSON.-If
a person lays poi,son for the purpose of
destroying cockatoos he will be liable to
a pe!lalty.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-That is not
so. The provision relates only to game or
native game" and the cockatoo is neither
game nor native game.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
will drop the cockatoo and get on to
other protected game. Dee·r are protected
game.
The Hon. D. L. ],fcNAMARA.-No, they
are not.
They have long since been
omitted from the list. .
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-What are
included as game 1
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The Hon. D. L. lVlcNAMARA.-They are
enumerated in a schedule to the principal
Act.
The Hou. H. F. RICHARDSON .-In
that schedule the names of a number of
birds that do considerable damage to
crops are included, and I say that no man
who lays poison fO'r the protection of his
property should he liable to the penalty
provided iu paragraph (a). It sets forth
that the penalty shall be nO't less than £5.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-YO'ur
amendment would actually reduce the
penalty under the present Act, which
provides for a penalty O'f not more than
£10.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-At
.present the Beuch has the option of im·
posing a fine of any amount less than £10.
As I have said, paragraph (a.) provides
that the penalty shall not be less than· £5.
The Hon. D. L. l\1cNAMARA (1Vlinister of :Miues).-I hope the amendment will nO't be carried. It would reduc.e
the penalty that is provided in the Act of
1917.
Section 7 provides tha t any
penalty may be imposed up tOI £10.·
U uder this Bill the maximum for
a first offence is fixed at £20.
:Mr.
Richardson wants to reduce the existing
maximum from £10 to £5. If a serious
offence has been' committed the. Bench
should have an opportunity of inflicting
a fitting penalty. If it is not a serious
offence, then the Bench will be able to
impose a suitable fine. Generally speaking it has been found that the penalties
provided in the existing law are not sufficient to prevent a recurrence of these
offences.
.
The Hon. J. K. lt1:ERRITT.-Is that because the justices ,vill not fine offenders
up to £10?
The Hon. D. L. MeN AMARA.-N 0;
it is because the amount of the penalty in
the Act is not large enough. Of course,
the object is to tighten up the penalties
so tha,t the law can be enforced in its
entirety.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Are there
many cases of second offences ~
. The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA. - I
should say that there would be a number
of them. "For the most part the offenders
are not' the land-holders.
The Hon. J. K. lVIERRITT.-I think a
good deal of it is due to the leniency of
the Bench.
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The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA.-The
experience is that the existing penalties'
have been found insufficient.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-I understand that Mr. Richardson is afraid that
an offender may be fined £5 for a trivial
offence. Perhaps it would satisfy both
Mr. Richardson and
the
Minister
if it were provided ,that for a first
offence the penalty should be not
mo're than £20.
That would leave
it open to the Bench to impose a small
penalty to suit the circumstances of a
pa.rticular case.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT. - I
should like to point out that the men
charged with these offences are usually
in very poor circuU18tances. \\Then they
come before the Bench, and are charged
with killing an opossum or some other
protected animal, the magistrates are not
unduly impressed with the enormity of
the o:ffence~ and they consider what the
offenders are in a position to pay. If
a man is not able to pay a big fine the
justices do not se"e much use in sending
him to jail. Therefore, if the penalties
are too high I think the measure will
overreach itself.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-Then how
are you going to protect the game?
The Hon. R. H. S. ltBBOTT.-I am
not sure whether under the present law
some game has not been protected to· such
a.n extent tha.t it has become a pest. I
think that has been the case. I may jnstance opossums and kangaroos.
We
have arrived at the stage when we havr.
to consider whether land-owners whose
growing crops are destroyed by kangaroos, or whose fruit suffers throu~h
the ravages of opossums, should not be
able tOI pro,tect themselve:s without ref erence to the Act.
The Hon. T. H. P A YNE.-This deals
wi th the laying of poison for game.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
provision has been specially dra,vn up
with a view of preventing the use of
cyanide for poisoning purposes. I notice
that there is· a new method of eradicating
rabbits by blowing a very fine preparation of cyanide into the burrows.
That
immediately produces a gas that destroys
the rabbits.
I read particulars of the
trials' carried out by Professor Quayle in
X ew Zealand. ,Judging by the photographs of the results, the methocl is not
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only simple but effective. If .we make
such a set against the use of cyanide for
destroying opossums we may perha ps be
preventing the employment of. that
method for the destruction of rabbits. I
do not think that cyanide is more deadly
than a.rsenic Dr strychnine.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I do not
feel disposed to auppo:i't any very heavy
penalties in connexion with offences of
this kind. I quite admit that as far as
possible We should protect our native
game. That is a most desirable thing;
but I do not think that this Bill deals
with the matter in the right way. Areas
should be set aside .for sanctuaries such
as. that a,t Wilson's Promontory.
Then:o
mIght bel several such reservations in different parts of the State. Mr. Abbott has
referred to the class of people who commit
these offences. In !llost cases they are
persons 'who cannot afford to, pay a fine
of £5.
Take a small farmer whol kills
native game in order to protect his property.
The lIon. D. L. McNAuARA.-What
game do you suggest?
The Hon; J. K. MERRITT.--.What
varieties are referred to in this clause?
I do not care what sort of game it is.
Yeu can hardly expect a man to stand
by and see his crops destroyed and his
living taken away without endeavouring
to protect himself in some way. In suen
circumstances a settler may destroy game,
and it is not a very serious offence. If
he 'were brought before the Oourt the
justices, and even the Minister himself,
They
would probably be sympathetic.
would come to the conclusion that it W3,S
no use imposing a fine of £5 when he had
no ready money on which he could lay
his hands in the world. For killing game
that destroyed his crops a fine of £5 01'
imprisonment for not more than six
months seems a heavier punishment than
the offence would warrant. To some extent I am in sympathy with what the
unofficial Leader of the House suggested,
but I think that the Act as it stands
provides a sufficient penalty-a maximum
fine of £10. Justices of the pl3ace in the·
country would. have sufficient common
sense to impose a suitable penalty for
any given offence. If a man who .administers justice in the country is not good
enough for the job, let us get some one
better. Until that is done, however, we
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have to trust our justices.
If, a~
the Minister says, the administration of the Act has not checked
these offences,
I
think
we must
look fOT the cause in another direction. There may be a good deal in what
Mr. Abbott says, that certain sorts of
destructive game have been allowed to increase too much, although I suppose
opossums are not referred to in this provision. The best thing is to leave the
penalty to the discretion of the Bench.
In such a case as I have mentioned, it
would be a dreadful thing tOi fine a man
£5 Q1r send him tOi ja,il for six months.
IT nder the existing law the bench could
for a serious offence fine a person £10. If
the offender had not shown criminal intent the Bench could make the fine £2.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-There is
one aspect of this matter that I should
like to place before the Minister.
The
clause is apparently drawn up to prevent the indiscriminate use of poisons for
the destruction of native game. My experience is that when either strychnine
or arsenic is used for rabbits a certain
number of opossums are killed, and in
districts where kangaroos are plentiful
a number of them also fall victims to the
poison. It is possible that an officer visiting the district might see poisoned kangaroos and oposs~rns lying about, and
might lay a ~harge against the owner of
the land who had merely laid the poison
to destroy rabbits.
I agree with Mr.
:M:erritt and other speakers that if we insiston heavy penalties they may "hit up"
men who really have no intention of destroying. native game.
Therefore, we
should be very careful in. dealing with the
matter. I do not see any necessity for
the clause. In my . opinion, it would be
just as well to adhere to the Act. If no
other member intends to do so, I shan
move for the deletion of parao-ra,phs (a)
and ( b ) . '
o .
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.If paragraphs (a) and (b) are deleted,
I understand that the law will remain as
it is at present, ~nd that would get over
the objection I have raised. Therefore.
I ask leave to withdraw my amendment.
It is monstrous that there should be
power to imprison a man merely for
having sought. to protect his own property. I am surprised that the other
branch of the Legislature should have
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agreed to anything of the kind. I am
well aware that the Department is intent
upon the protection of our native anima}
and bird life. That is all very well, hut
the interests of the primary producers
should be paramount.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-I moveThat the words "not less than Five pounds
and" be omitted from paragraph (a).

The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA (Minister of ~fines).-I am prepared to agree
to the amendment. It would be very unwise to' omit the whole clause. ThrO'ughout the debate the opossum a'nd the kangaroo have received the greatest attention. They have been described as the
causes of the largest amount of destruction. I can only emphasize that. there is
ample provisiox in section 31 of the
principal Act for permits to be granted
to land-holders to deal with game which
has practically become vermin.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-To deal
with it in what manner?
The Hon. D. L. lvIcNA1vIA.RA.-By
allowing the land-holder to destroy the
binls or animals.
The H on. H. H. S. l~BBoTT.-Bnt he
lIlust not use cyanide.
Tle Hon. D. L. l\'icN AMARA.-Supplementing the remarks which I made
last night upon the subject, I am informed that there need be no difficulty in
obtaining permits.
.A property-owner
may apply to the local constable, and
there should be no delay if his need is
urgent.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-Why
should a man who desires to protect his
o\vn property be required to go to anybody?
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA.~Why
should we have any laws at all? No man
may be a law untO' himself. Incidentally,
Mr. Richardson places himself in a new
light when he advocates disregard for
law and order. Then there is- another
protective provision to which Mr. Cohen
has directed attentlOn. Under the Vermm and Noxious Weeds Act,' gaI?e
may
be regarded in certain CIrcumstances as vermin; and, upon
representations being made by local
g.overning bodies, an area may be proclaimed virtually as vermin-ridden, and
all protection may be suspended.
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The Hon. T. II. PAYNE.-I am inclined to support the Minister in his suggestion that the clause remain, with the
minimum penalty eliminated. We have
to look, not only to the actions of the
land-owner in protecting his crops, but to
those of the trapper, who may make a
very large sum out of the destruction of
native fauna before he is detected and
convicted. It is altogether wrong that
o.wners of stock sho:uld have to run grave
rIsks because of pOISO'n having been laid
indiscriminately.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-There is
something in the suggestion that the
minimum penalty should be deleted; but
it would be a great mistake to leave out
the clause.
Unfortunately, there a,re
species of our unique Australian fauna
which have been very seriously reduced
and, in sO'me instances, actually exterminated. vVithin the. next ten or fifteen
years others o,f our fast-disappearing types
of native life may have been lost for ever.
This is more than a merely local or Australian matter. There is a world-wide
interest in our native fauna. Thus, there
arises a factor which is of greater impurtance even than the safety of a few
head of ~tock.
The Hon. }vI. SALTAU.-Not to the individual.
The Han. E. L. KIERNAN.-It.
should be.
vVithout doubt, farmers
and stock-owners who have h€en familial'
all their lives with native game
fail
to
appreciate its
importance
and· value scientifically; and there
is grave danger that,
owing to
their indifference and the ignorance of
others, our belated efforts at preservation
will have been in vain. We should take
vigorous steps to protect those species
that still remain.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-No
matter what it may cost the propertyowner?
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The property-owner will not be penalized by this
It is the ignorant vandal who
clause.
is doing all the damage.
It is a misfortune that scientists have not succeeded
i~ educating the people to an appreciatIon of the value of Olt"r fauna.
The Hon. ~4.... E. CHANDLER.-I support the amendment. A minimum of £5
may be a very heavy fine for certain
offences, while a maximum of £20 may
l
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be insufficient in respect of others.
Mr. Kiernan advocated the preservation
of some of these animals. I t is certainly
not necessary to preserve opossums in
some districts.
The Hon. E. 1. KIERNAN.----,Too much
has been In ade of the opossum in this
country.
The Hon. A. E. OHANDLER.-The
honorable member treats lightly the destruction of crops. He forgets that these
crops mean a living to' farmers and
orchardists, and they should not be compelled to submit to the destruction of
their means of livelihood by any animal.
The greatest cause of trouble is trespass
by the trappers on private land for the
The Bill
purpose of laying poison.
would be greatly improved by the insertion of a clause to impose a heavy penalty
on any trapper who goes upon private
land 'without permission for the purpose
of poisoning game.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-Such
a person would be a trespasser, and could
be arrested. .
The lIon. A. E. OHANDLER.-Yes.
If Mr. Oohen's amendment is agreed to,
it will achieye wha't Mr. R[chardson
desires.
.
The lIon. J. K. MERRITT.-The
adoption of the amendment proposed by
Mr. Oohen will not do much good, because the :Uinister has admitted that in
the past the maximum penalty of £10 has
not deterred persons from laying poison
for the destruction of game. The reason
is that the Bench does not impose' the
maximum fine.
The Government proposed that the fine should be not less than
£5 and that indic:ates that the fines in
pa~t have been less than £5. The maximum of £10 would be sufficient if the
magistrates were more severe, but an increase of the maximum to £20 will not be
of any advantage if the magistrates continue to impose very small fines.
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN.-If a man can
get 300 opossum skins by an infringement of the law, he does not mind a fine
of £10.

The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-The
chief offenders are those who trespass on
private lands and make a living by so
doing. It might be well to provide that
any offender, not being the owner. of the
property upon which the offence IS committed, shall bear a very heavy penal€y.
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If, however, the Minister is satisfied to
increase the maximum fine to £20, I will
support him, but I am afraid that will
not influence the Bench to impose heavier
nnes than in the past.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. W. TYNER.-Imprisonment for not more than six months for
the second offence is a very heavy penalty.
The Hon. H. I. OOHEN.-It is the
maximum penalty.
The Hon. W. TYNER.~There is a
vast difference between this proposal and
the provision of the original Act. In my
opinion, there should be sanctuaries for
native game. At the same time, the primary producer must be protected against
the destruction of his crops. As I consider that the penalty provided for a
second or subsequent offence is too severe,
I moveThat the 'word ".six" in the last line of
paragmph (a) be omitted and that the word
" three" be inserted in lieu thereof.

The amendment was agreed to.
Tlhe dause, a.s ~mended, was adopted.
Olause 6For paragraph (c) of sub-section (1) of
section 12 of the principal Act as amended by
any Act there shall, as on from and after the
first day of January, One thousand nine hundred and twenty-five, be substituted the following paragraph:" ((:) having a bore of greater size than
the calibre now known as twelve
·bore or gauge unless the same be
registered or."

The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I moveThat the words "unless the same be registered or" be omitted.
.

Those words are unnecessary.
The amendment was agreed to.
The Hon. D. L. MeNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-I now move- .
That at the end of the clause the following
new sub-clause be inserted:" (2 ) Notwithstanding anything in
the
Game Acts, any person having in his possession any gun or fowling-piece the bore of
whic-h is of the calibre now known as ten bore
or gauge, but which in other respects is not a
swivel or punt gun within the meaning of
Rection 12 of the principal Act, may register
the same in the manner prescribed by any
procl3Jmatiol1 nnder the Game Arts at any
time up to and ineluding the thirty-first day
of March, One thousand nine hundred and
twenty-five; and if such gun or fowling-piece
if; so registered any person l1aving the same
in his possession or using the Bame shall not
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,luring the period of .five years ending on t.he
thirty-first day of December, One thousand
nine hundred and twenty-nine, be liable in reo
spect of such gun or fowling-piece t.o any
penalty under the Ga-me Acts for ~aving in his
po;,;session or using a swivel or punt gun."

The fact was mentioned in another place
that there are still a few 10-bore guns in
nse, and to obviate the difficulty of compelling the owners to dis00ntinue the use
of them, this sub-clause was drafted. I
understand that the 12-bore gun is now
used by 99 per ce:ut. of sportsmen.
The lIon. A. BELL.-Why consider the
other 1 per cent.?
The lIon. D. L. ~{cNAl\:fARA.-This
clause will permit, them to use the 10-bore
guns for :five years, provided that they
register them ..
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
10-bore guns have been forbidden in every
State except Victoria.
The average
sportsman is opposed to the use of a gun
of that gauge, and I therefore think that
the law should remain as it is.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-I shall
not press the proposed new clause if the
opinion of the Committee is against it.
Tie Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-Seeing that
weare not getting on too well with this
Bill, the :Minister might agree to report
progress, and we could then get on with
other business.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-We are
getting on very well.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-We are
making very slow progress, and I think
time would be saved if we devoted our
nttention to the Consolidated Revenue
Bill.
The Ron. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).:-I am not keen
on the amendment that is now before the Chair, and ha ve no desire to
p~ess it.
I was anxious to get a few
words taken out of the clause, because
they were unnecessary. There are only
a few guns of the bore that has been mentioned; and, with the consent of the Committee, I will withdraw the amendment.
The amendment was withdrawn.
The clause,. as amended, was agreed to.
Clause 7In seetion 13 of the principal Act. the words
or with any gun other than such guns as are
habitually raised at arm's length ~nd fired
from the shoulder" are hereby repealed.

If
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The Hon. H. F. RICHAl1DSON.-I
shall be glad if the Minister will explain
the reason for omitting the words referred
to in the clause.
The Ron. D. L. MeN AMARA (Minister of Mines).-Clauses 7 and 8
tighten up the law regarding the possession of illegal guns, such as punt and
swivel guns.
The Hon. G. L. GOUlJIE.-I tuke it that
the words that are to be struck out of the
principal Act are unnecessary.
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA..-That
IS so.
The clause was agreed to, as was also
clause 8.
Clause 9-(Power to seize game, &c.,
in illegal possession on private land).
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-What
is the object of this clause? Does it
mean taat an inspector can go on private
land?
The Ron. D. L. MeN AMARA (Minister of lVlines).-This clause remedies
a defect in the powers of search
Act by
given by the principal
authorizing inspectors to go on to private
land in search of offenders, or of skins
illegal1y in possession. It gives no power,
however, to enter or search a private house
without a special warrant.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-Do I understand t'.:tat an inspector may go on to private land to make a search, but cannot
enter a house ~
1'he Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.-That
lS so.
The olause was agreed to, as was also
clause 10.
Clause 11-(Power to .arrest persons
offending against game Acts where name
and address not known).
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-This
clause giv.es an inspector the right to
arrest a person without warrant. That
would be permitting action to be taken
t'.:tat is very much against the liberty of
the subject. Does the Minister think
that is a proper thing to do?
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-It seems
extraordinary to give a game inspector
power to arrest a person without warrSl:l1t.
I think that is going too far.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-It gives au
inspector the same power as a policeman.
What is an inspector to .do if there is no
poFceman within miles of the place t
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The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-The inspector could take the name and address of
anyone who was infringing the Act.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Suppose he
gives a wrong name and address, what
then?
T;he HOll. G. L. GOUDIE.-I haye
kliown of many instances where game inspectors have taken the names and addresses of people who have been violating.
the Act, and in only one instance was a
wrong name given. T'he police, however,
found out who the man was, and he was
dealt with.
The HOll. D. L. l\1cNAMARA.-This
clause will apply only in cases where the
person is unknown to the inspector.
The Hon. G. 1. GOUDIE.-Is that
specified in the clause?
The Hon. H. 1. COREN.-The same
power is given in the Fisheries .A.ct, and
it has operated all right.
T,2e Hon. H. F. RIOH.A.RDSON.This clause seems to give pretty wide
powers to an inspector. Supposing a man
is fishing, and the inspector does not
know him, he can arrest the man if he is
violating the law.
The lIon. H. I. COREN.-There is
already that power under the :Fisaeries
Act.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.What! To arrest the man?
The Hon. H. 1. OOHEN.-Yes.
. The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-Suppose a
rr. . dtor ~ar load of people travelle~ to a
place from Melbourne, and the inspector
was assaulted ~
The Hon. H. F. RICH1~RDSON.
If they assaulted the inspector they would
be liable to be fined.
T.he Hon. E. L .. KIEHN AN.-The inspector has power to arrest the men.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-Thc
cla use provides that if the inspector, or
his assistant, does not know the person,
he can arrest him and take him before a
justice of the. peace to be dealt with
according to law.
I think it is
going too far. If a stranger goes into a
country district and in the pursuit of
sport infringes th~ law, .it should not be
possible for an aSSIstant mspector to come
along and say to him, "I arrest you."
We should not give the inspectors power
to arr~st. The proper thing to do is to
issue a summons.
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The HOll. D. JJ. M1cNAMARA.-A
stranger might gIve a wrong name.
The Han. H. F. RICHARDSON.That occurs in other cases where there is
a breach of the law. If the man gives a
wrong name a warrant can be issued. We
should not go out of our way to brand
as criminals persons who commit some
trivial offence.
The- Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-This
clause gives drastic power to a number
of inspectors who may be honorary assistants appointed by the Chief Inspector.
A man can be arrested without a wa-rrant,
and he must be taken before the nearest
justice of the peace. The justice of the
peace does not hold a court in his own
house; therefore, it would bel necessa.ry to
take the man before a court of petty
sessions.
A considerable' period might
elapse before the man could be deaJt with.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-The man
would be detained in the same way as thB
man who travels without a railway ticket
is detained until such time as it' can b~
ascertained whether he has given his right,
name and address.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-·The·
offences likely to be committed under this
Act will take place in the back country
remote from raI1ways or towns. An inspector may arrest a. man without due
cause. He may act with excessive zeal.
The man might have a perfectly good
answer.
The Hon. T. H. PAYNE.-'~7hat 'would
be the position of the justice of the peace
who signed the warrant. in a case of that
kind ~ An action might lie against him.
TIle- Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-That
opens up another point. of view. I do
not like statutes that operate against the
liberty of the subject in this 'vay. If a
man is to' be brought before a court it
should be by summons or by a. warrant.
'Ve certainlv should not give an inspector
power to take a man bv the scruff of the
11eck and say, "I arre'st you."
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-This is not
new legislation. Similar legislation has
operated in New South Wale,s, and I find,
on reference to the Fisheries Act 1915,
section 30, which goes back to 1890 at
least, that there is a. provision to this
effectI

The inspector of fisheries or any assistant
to such inspector or any membel' of the Police
Force may at any time with or without warrant seize any net or nets or boat which' any
person found offending against this Act may
be using, and also may with or without war-
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rant apprehend any person whose name and
address are unknown to him, and who is
found offep.ding against any of the provisions
of this Act.

This Bill has the additional safeguard
tha,t the person shall be taken before -the
nearest justice of the peace and dealt with
according to law. It does seem remarkable that we should make a distinction
as between fish and game. 'Ve are making "fish of one and fowl of the other,"
and that is going directly against the old
proverb.
The Han. R. H. S. ABBoTT.-Under
the Fisheries Act the inspectnr has power
to stop and search any suspected vehicle.
Some people regard it as an indignIty to
be so held up.
The Han. II. 1. COHEN.-If a man
is wrongfully arrested he has his remedy
in the courts.
It is not likely that
~m inspector will act in an
arbitrary
fashion. If ·he does he takes a risk. \Vith
these additional safeguards we ought to
adopt this clause.
The lIon. G. L. GOUD1E.-I do not
think the clause necesE·ary. I have had
a good deal of experience of the Game
Act, and it has rarely been violated.
The Ho'll. E. L. KIEllNAN.-The power
given to an inspector under the Fisheries
Act has never been abused.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-How can
the honorable memuer know that ~
The Hon .. E. L. KIERNAN.-Therc ha3
been no genera1 complaint.
The Hon. G. L. GOUDIE.-"\Vhy make
such a drastic amendment to the Act
when it is unnecessary ~ I could understand it if there had been continuous complaints from inspectors of violations of
the Act. It has not been shown that they
have insufficient power to enforce their
authority. We have no evidence of that
kind before us.
The Hon. R. II. S. ABBOTT.-The
Government are assuming that two-thirds
of the sportsmen who go out with a gun
are rogues and vagaLonds.
Such an
assumption is not. good ground on which
to base legislation. We have had no evidence that penalties have been insufficient,
or that so much damage has been done
as to require such a drastic provision as
this. We are seeking to eh"minate many
of the creatures that attract sportsmen.
It does appear as if 've were engaged
upo-u a. wo'rk of sl1'perer0gatiQln in t hjs· soc::! ned tighteninp,' of the Act. I rep-ard
the
as ca~m(mfl.age, the real int.enbon heing to give ~Gme· officers something
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to' do-something that will make them
appear to be vigilant.
The Committee divided. on the clause.
Ay~
8
No~
8
AYES.

1'111'. Chandler
" Cohen
" Disney
Jones
" McNamara

Mr. Merritt.
1'ellel's:

Mr. Kiernan
" Tyner
NOES.

Mr.
"
"
"
"

Abbott
Angliss
Bell
Goudie
Payne

I Mr.

Richardson.

I Mr.

Telle~'s:
Crockett
Smith.

"

The CHAIRl\iAN.-The votes being
equa,l, I give my casting vote for the
" Ayes" in order that an opportunity
may be affolrded for the further consideration Oof the clause.
The clause was agreed to.
Clause 12-(Penalty and cost to be
paid within any time ordered by convicting justices) ..
The' Ho'll. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-Thi~ clause provides
that in default Q1f payment and of sufficient distress the offender may be imprisoned.
should sucl; justi~es see fit for It term ~f not
more than one month where the sum remain. ing unpaid (exclusive of costs) is not more
than Ten pounds, and for a term of not more
than two months where such sum is more
than Twenty pounds.

I moveThat the word "Twenty" be deleted with
the view of inserting the word "Ten." ,

The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT".-T11a.t
will mean that the money penalty will be
reduced to £20, but the imprisonment
will still remain at two momths.
The
effect o,f that will really be to make this
provision mOlfe severe. .
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I would
suggest that we shOould substitute "one
month" for "two months." 1'hen the
penalty would be one' month's imprirm'l1ment Oil' £10. The difficulty is that in
the clause as it stands nOo provision is
made fQlr cases between £10 and £20.
The HOll. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines) .-1 have no objection to
that amendment, and· I move accordingly.
i\ menc1mente substituting "OnC!" fQlr
" Two,," and "Ten" fOir "T'wenty"
were agreed t.o.
The clause,. as amended, wa,s agreed
V:"I. rtl:! was a.lso clause 13.
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Clause 14-(Licences to dealers in skins]
&c., of opossums).
The Rom. H. F. RICHARDSON.-l
understand t.hat Mr. AbbOltt intends to
move an amendment in this clause with
a view of exempting the owners of property, and if we pa.S8 the clausel now we
shall be do,ing SOl on the understanding
that an opportunity will be afforded to
the horrwra,ble member.
The Horn. D. L. MeNA1\t[ARA (Minister of Min8's).-In my notes I find the
follo\ving statement in refere:nce to the
question of the issue of licences to take
opossums: -Fees for such licences and for
the roya.lty per skin are to be fixed by
proclama tion. Dealers in such skins are
to' be licensed.
Provision is ma,de fQr
exempting from thel licence provisions
furriers and dealers in made-up furs.
These provisions will not affect the issue
of Rermits to land-holders 'to kill animals
when they become a, nuisance by oausing
serious lOGS and annoyance by damage to
frui t, &c. , in orchards.
T'hese permits
will still be issued under sectiO'n 31 O'f the
Game Act 1915.
Opossums have increased very considerably in many localities, and the skins are very valuable.
At, the present time fair quality skins are
selling up to 120s. per dozen, and two or
three: ye'a,rs agQ reached 180s. A large
revenue could be seoured from this matter
and at the same time relief given tQ landhQlders where the, animals have become a
nuisance.
Permits to trap would only
be' issued in 10lca.Iities where they are
plentiful. The follQwing States have pro'vided fQr the licensing of trappers a,nd
hunters :-vVesterll Australia"
Queensland, South Aust.ralia, Tasmania, and
New Zealand.
In Tasmania, last year
the revenue from this source amounted to
£20,000, and in vVestern Australia to
£15,000. Here we OInly propose to
licence trappers of opossums.
In the
Sta,te8 mentioned the hunting and killing
of all marsupials is allowed.
T'he clause was agreed tQ, as were also
clauses 15 and 16.
Clause 17-(Proclamation) .
The, Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.This clause provides that, the Governor
~n Counoil, by proclamation published in
the OOVer1~1nent Oalzette;may regulate or prohibit the use of any
method or any substance for taking, killing, or
11tlnting, or for attempting or assisting to tal,!"'
kill, or hunt native game; and (without affecting the generality of this power), may prohibit
generally or in any specified locality the use of
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the substance known as bird-lime or allY other
similar substance or mixture of any kind whatsoever for the taking or capture of any bird
(whether game or native game or not);

A great many orcha,rdists use bird-lime to
ealt.eh birds that are, destructive to their
fruit crops, a,nd under this provision
they will not be allowed to do that.
T'he Hon. D. L. l\ieNAMARA.-What
game or na,tive game are likely to do
damage in our orchards 1
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.T'he clause sa,ys " whether game or native
game OIr not.." The Governor in Council by
proclamation published in the Go've1'1lment Oazette ·will be empowered to make
these regulations, and the Patliament
will have no say in the matter.
The Hon. H. I. COHEN.-I would suggest that the words " or not" be deleted.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
move-That the words " or not" l)e omitted.

The Hon. D. L. l\ieN AlVIARA (l\1inistel' 00£ lVIines).-I understand t.ha,t there
is good reaSQn why this provision should
be retained.
The Hon. H. I. C'oHEN.-What is the
reasorn 1
T'he Hon. D. L. MeNAlVIARA.There are a number Qf small birds that
should nOit be destroyed, but that are
caught, when bird-lime is used indiscriminately.
Its indiSicriminate use
might have the effect of killing a large
number of small birds that it .is in the
interests .of orchardists to retain for the
purpose of destroying insects.
The amendment was agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as wer~
clauses 18 and 19.
Postponed clause 3For section 7 of the principal Act there
shall be substituted the following section:" 7. Any person who during the close
season wilfully kills or destroys any l1ative
game, or uses any instrument, net, or any
other means for the purpose of killing or
destroying any nath'e game shall ihe liable
to a penalty of not more than £10 for a
first offence, and to a penalty of not less
than flO and not more than £50 for a
second or subsequent offence, and in every
Ruch case to an additional penalty of not
less than 5s., and not more than £3 for
mLch bird or other animal destroyed."

The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-I llloveThat "£10," line 6, be omitted, and "£5"
ue inserted in lieu thereof; that "£50" be
omitted, and "£25" be inserted in lieu thereof; and that" £5" be omitted, and "£2" be
inserted in lieu thereof.
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The Hon. D. L. lVIcNAMARA.-I am
prepared to accept these amendments.
The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopt.ed.
The HOll. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
propose the following new clause:A. Notwithstanding anything in the Gal1lA
Acts, or in any other Act, the owner
Ilf oet'upier of a Jly land used for the purposes
uf farming or for growing any crops or gfaS~Cl:i,
ur a" a ,"ine.vard or on'hard, may at any time
:;nd without obtainin.g a licence under the last
preceding section, kill or destroy any opossums
upon I:'llch la,n<1.

f\ome honorable members may desire
t.hat in the circumstances referred to'
in the new clause the destruction, not.
Qnly of opossums, but of kangaroos and
wallabies, should be allQlwed. I am speaking on behalf of the fruit-growers in my
pro\'ince, and generally throughop.t the
State. It is a fact that opossums do an
::n1111('nse amount of damage. In favour
of their protection the value of their
~killS has been mentioned. To my mind,
that is a matter of very small consequence. No matter how many thousand
pounds' worth of opossum skins may be
sold, that is of small importance in comparison with the immense amount of
damage that is done by opossums to the
crops of fruit-growers. I refer particularly to the orchardists adjoining the
timbered portions of the State.
In the
Moorabool Valley there is a large number of orchardists, and in that valley
there is a great deal of red gum timber
in which the opossums take refuge during
the day-time. In the night, time! they go
down to the orchards and do an immense
amount of damage. When they get into
a fruit tree they practically ruin all the
fruit on that tree.
The same kind of
thing is experienced in other parts of the
State.
~n my second-reading speech, I
stated t.hat at the' Municipal Conference
last year, where there were over 200 delegates from all the municipalities in the
State, an orchardist submitted a motion
to the effect that some protection should
be given to fruit-growers in connexion
with the depredations of opossums.
A
very large majority of the municipal representatives realized that the claim made
by that delegate was a. fair Q1ne. I say it is
our duty, in view of the importance of
the fruit-growing industry, to protect the
fruit-growers by giving them the right to
destroy opossums without having to ap-..
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ply for permission to' do ·SQ. I can see no
reason at all why ~an orchardist, if his
property is being damaged by opossums,
shou ld ha VG to go to a policeman to get
permission to destroy them. I would go
further than the new clause docs, and say
that not ollly should he be entitled to
destroy the opossums, but to dispose of
the skins to the best advantage without
contributing anything wha.tever to, the' Go·vernment. I see no reason why the Government should get anything at all out
of this. A. property owner should be allowed to protect his property from the
depredations of any animal, and should
not be required to apply to any Government Department for permission to do so.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT~-I support the new clause most strongly. I dO'
so because in some of our most important
fruit-growing areas land alongside creeks
has been settled.
On that lund fruit
trees have been pJauted, and there are
llOW situated there some of the most impOl'tant orchal'ds in the State. A lot of
the rangy country adjacent to the fruitful areas alongside the creeks has been
reserved for forest purposes. In one particular shire that I know there' are
80,000 acres of such lands reserved for
forests, and the land alongside some
seven or eight creeks that are, perhaps,
from 10 to 12 or 15 miles in length, is
settled from end to end and planted with
fruit trees. The rangy country reserved
for forest purposes has become in some
places' almost impenetrable sci·ub. That
is the kind of country in which not only
opossums and kangaroos are to be found,
but other vermin, such as foxes, and they
do a great deal of damage to the crops of
the orchardists. When a man finds that
opossums are attacking his fruit, from
which, after having waited twelve
months, he expects to get some return for
his money and his labour, he wants to
be able to get right to work and deal
with the pests immediately.
The diffic:ulty of getting a licence to kill opossum~
or kangaroos that are getting very numerous in a great many places is such that
a man is very often tempted to preak the
law. I do not think he ought to be put
in the position of being haled before a
court and fined £10 for a first offence,
and £25 for a second offence, for having
taken act.ion to pl'otect his livelihood from
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animals that the State should not protect
when they become a mena'ce.
The Han. D. L. McNAMARA (Minister of Mines).-The new clause practically proposes to take out of the hands of
the authorities administering the Game
Acts the power they should have, and I
ask the Committee not to accept it. I
have already laid a good deal of stress
on the fact that, in any place where opossums become a mena.ce, there is power to
deal with them in a diffe,rent way. Section 31 of the principal Act provides
thatIf it is proved to the satis~action of the M~n
ister that any game or natIve game have. mcreased in such numbers as to lead to serIOUS
damage to any vineyard, orchard, or garden,
or to any crops or grass upon any land owned
or occupied by any person the Minister may
by authority in writing authorize any person
to kill or capture any gUime or na.tive game
upon such land in such numbers and upon
such conditions as may be set forth in such
authority, and may at any time revoke any
such authority.

I would point out, too, that, with regard
to opossums in particular, the local police
are authorized to issue permits without
reference to the head office. I make that
statement in reply to the argument that
there will be great delay in issuing permits.
The Hon. E. L. KIERNAN.-How long
does a permit last?
The Hon. D. L. McNAMARA.--That
would depend on the circumstances. It
would continue to operate while the opossums were sufficiently numerous to be a
menace to the district. Again, under the
provisions of the Vermin and Noxious
Weeds Act, if opossums or kangaroos
become so numerous as to be a
menace in any particular district, the
municipal council of that district
can make representations to have
them declared vermin. I think that
provides
a
very
fair
safeguard.
If it is kno.wn that a permit can be o.btained almost at a moment's notice no
strong exception should' be taken, and in
districts where! the animals ha ve be1come
particularly plentiful there is power under
the Act that I have mentio.ned to. declare
the o.Possums vermin. In districts where
they are not numero.us I think it would
be a pity to take the protection of the
animals out of the hands of the Department. If the new clause becomes law an
owner will be able to shoot opossums
although there may be very few in the
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district. Therefore" I hope that the Committee will not accept the new clause, but
will rely on the very definite statement
made by the departmental officers that
every facility will be given to. propertyowners and other,s to destroy opossums
where they become too plentiful, and are
doing damage to orchards and in other
ways.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER. - 1
think it would be better to insert the new
clause of which notice has befln given bv
Mr. Abbott than that moved by Mr.
Richa,rdson.
Anybody will be able to
kill o.Possums whether they are doing
damage or not if Ml'. Richardson's .clau~e
is agreed to. In so.me part~ of Victona
the opossums axe becoming very rare, and
in such places it is just as well to leave
them alone.
In other districts where
they have become a menace and a.re really
vermin it is wise to kill them. However,
I do not thInk it would be a good thing
to allow land-owners to destroy opossums
where they are not doing any damage ..
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-It has
been stated by the Minister tha,t there
will be ample facilities fo.r obtaining permits from the police. In an area comprising about 300 square miles in my province there is not a single policeman. All
the stations that used to. be manned in
that country have been pra,ctically shut
up, and owing to the good behaviour 0 f
the people everywhere the pollee ha ve
been withdrawn. and brought to Collingwood, Richmond, and other metropolitan
districts. Possibly Mr. Crockett can tell
honorable members of larger .are'as in the
Mallee where there are no policemen.
The flon. W. P. CROCKETT.-You do
not wa,nt any licences in such places because you are taking no. risk.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-The
Government are taking power to appoint
local inspectors, and they may o.btain the
as,sistance of busybodies who are desirous
of making a hit a,t some one wlio has annoyed them. I intend to vote for the new
clause propcsed by l\ir. Richardson, and
if tha,t is carried mine will not be necessary. If Mr. Richardson's new clause is
lwt ado~'ted I hope the Committee will
support the principle of the thing, which
is that a man shall be ablel to protect the
fruits of his labour without having to' go
20 or 30 miles to find a policeman and get
a permit.
·rhe Han. H. 1. COHEN.-P.ersonally.
I should like .a judiciou~ blend of Mr.
Richardson's new clause and tha,t of which
Mr. Abbott hM given notice.
I sug-
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tha,t Mr. Richardson should add
his clause these words, "dOling
damage to such crops, gr,asses, vineyards,
and orchards."
Then a land-owner
would DOlt be at liberty tOo go shooting th{j.
opossums on sight.
If, however, he
tJ?ought that damage was ~eing done to
his crops he could exercise the right of de~
stroying the animals without_ a permit.
The, Hon. A. BELL.-On his own judgment.
The: Han. H. 1. COHEN .-If there is
no damage or apprehension of damage
he should nQit he at liberty to' shont the
animals.
.
The Hon. W. P. CROCKETT.-He could
easily do damage himself if he wanted to
destroy them.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Thel onus
of proof that damage had been done by
the opossums would be on the owner of
the land. In some districts opossums are
becoming more and more rare, and the
damage they would do would be inconsequential. I think that if the wOords I
have mentioned were added to Mr.
Richardson's 'clause, and the words, "or
in any Act" were omitted, it would have
the support of the whole COommittee.,
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
am quite agreeable to dOo what Mr. Cohen
suggests. All I want is to protect owners
of Oorchards .that are damaged by opossums. Mr. Smith has referred to a case
in the suburban area where 'opossums did
£60 wOorth Oof damage to furniture in a
house.
The Hon. J. K. MERRITT.-I have had
to get up sometimes and chase them out
of the bedroom.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.Vl ell, orchardists have a pretty hard row
to hOoe, and they are entitled tOo tliis protection.
The
HOin.
A.
E.
CHANDLER.Woruld it not he as weH tOo cut out the
word ee grasses "~
The damage which
op06sums do to grasses is nOot worth talking about.
The Hon. H. F. RICHARDSON.-I
accept the suggestion which has been
made by lVIr. Co,hen, and I nQlw propose
the new cIa use in the follorwing form:to

A. Notwithstanding anything in the Game
Acts the
owner
or occupier' of
any
land used for the purpose of farming or of
growing any crops or grasses or as a vineyard
or orchard may at any time and without obtaining a licence under the last preceding section kill or destroy any opossums upon such
land doing damage to such crops vineyards
grasses and orchards.

The new clause was agreed to.
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The Bill was reported with amelldme-nts, a.nd the report was adopted.
On the motion of the Hon. D. L.
McNAIVIARA (Minister of Mines), the
Bill was read a third time.

CONSOLIDATED REVENUE BILL
(No.6).
This Bill was received from the. Leg!slative Assembly, and, on the motion of
the HOin. J. P. Jones (Minister of
Public WOIrks), was read a first time.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Publio Works).--I mOlve, by leaveTha.t this Bill be now read a second time.

The measure is a very brief one, hut it
deals with a relatively large sum of
money, namely, £'1:274,211.
It is the
ordinary Supply Bill for the purpose of
carrying on the services of the country fnr
an additional month. The period covered
by the previous Supply measure will bilVe.
expired on Friday, therefore, it is essenI ial that this Bill should pass without
delay.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second 1),me and
committed.
Clause 1 was agreed to.
Clause 2----(Sum available for the purposes voted by Legislative Assembly).
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-For the
starr and office of the Agent-General in
London the sum of £824 is set down as
covering the period of one mouth to ~Oth
November. I do not wish to criticize the
Agent-General's Department nor to ca~:t
aspersions upon any of the gentlemen who
have acted as Agent-General for this
State. I know from what I have seen in
England the good work that they have
done. There is one great fault, however,
namely, that the duties oJ the various
Agents-General for the A ustralian State~
are not co-ordjnated. Indeed, we' find
those officials actually competing with one
another in the interests of the individual
States. There should be a, combination of
forces; for Australia to-da,y is poorly advertised bOith in England and on the continent 00£ Europe, and the Commonwealth
needs all the aid it can get in connex1ml
with the sale of its produce abroad. Today, we hear the people of Mildura complaining that they cannot sell their dried
fruits. There is an eno'rmous nUy]:}(j in
England that is being ea.tered fOT by the
people of the eastern Mediterranean,
whose produce is soJd far more cheaply in
England than that from Australia. Pc::J't
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of the fault is due to our lack of cc:-

is said that there are not sufficient police
for the protection of the city and subthis country as a whole" Steps sh()uld be urbs; and if the report in this morning's
taken to remedy such a state ()if aJfai "S.
newspaper is correct-The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTltt.-T'he
The Hon. J. H. DISNEY.-It is "'a good
item of £43,500 fO'r police salanes hl~d argument for the reinstatement of the
ordinary expenditure reminds .ne that the ex-police.
Royal Commission that has been {:"'lgaged
The Hon. H. H. SMITH.-It is not.
in considering the recent police stril{e IS
still a,ctively -at work and does not ap- It merely shows that we have not suffipear to be coming to the end .1J its cient police protection. Will Ministers
labours.
Can the Minister of Public say that the new constables have not
I understand
Works say when the Commission is l.ikf.!y done their duty well?
to end, whether it has achieved the ].mr- from a reliable source that the new men
pO'se fO'r which it was appointed, or are doing their work as well as it was
whethelr the Government proposes that. it ever done, but tha,t the,y are handishall be allowed to carry on fO'r scme capped by insufficient numbers.
That
further indefinite period.1
is one of the reasons why crime has inThe Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of creased. We read every day of stolen
Public Works).-I cannot say 'vhen t~le property having been found.
Crime
Commission is likely to be tenuinawd. I must be put down, and if more police
thought that it would have ended 115 iu- are necessary, they must be enrolled. I
vestigations long ago. The case on behalf trust that the Minister will give an asof the fonne.r police was closed some w~eks surance that steps will be taken by the
ago, but the number of witneflses called Government to minimize crime.
by the Police Department has p~o';ed LO
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
be cO'nsiderable, and it is entirely due to
that fact that the inquiry has Lecome so Public Works).-The honorable member
protracted. There could not have been seemed to regard the statement published
many witnesses on behalf of the €x- in the press that £4,000 worth of property had been stolen this month as an
policemen, because-The HOin. H. I. COHEN. ~ There was indication that crime has been increasing,
but he cannot form that conclusion unnothing much to be said for them.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-If that be less he knows how much was stolen in
I understand that
so, it is a pity that the other side has previous months.
taken such a long time in stating its case. crime has decreased in Victoria. There
If th(\re was nothing for the last Govern- will be no difficulty in getting accurate
ment or the Department to answer, the statistics; but I will not undertake to
inquiry should have been finis4ed weeks supply the information until I have conago. It is costing the State a considerable sulted the Police Department. I do not
amount of money because, owing to the know whether or not recruiting has been
insistence .of members of the last Go- stopped; but I should say that it has
vernment, counsel had to be provided for not. When I was at the new police barthe Department, and we all know that racks a few days ago, I was told by the
when counsel are engaged they see that officials in charge that the number of re. every " t" is crossed and every
i " is cTuits there for training purposes at the
dotted. I confess that the inquiry is tak- time of my visit was about normal. From
ing an inordinately long time, but the ex- that, it 'wouldappear that recruiting
has not stopped.
oonstables are not responsible for that.
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.---J:.ast
The Hon. H. H. SlVIITH.-The Minister stated tha,t there had been less week we dealt with the North Carlton
crime since the present Government came Lands Bill, which provided for the closing
into office; but I read in a newspaper this of certain streets, and for an area of
morning that during this month there land upon which a drill hall had been
had been 122 crimes in and about Mel- erected, to be transferred to the Educabourne, and that over £4,000 worth of tion Department, which would pay the
goods had been stolen.
I understand. cost of removing the .hall. I asked in
that recruiting for the Police Force has the House a question concerning the cost
been stopped-why, I do not know. It of removing the drill hall, and in reply
Q1rdin~tion in "boosting" the output of

l
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I have received a letter from the Minister stating that the work of shifting
the drill hall was completed on the 25th
March, 1923, at a cost of £1,181. .That
was eighteen months before any BIll to
authorize the work to be done, or the expenditure to be incurred, was passed. I
hope that this Government, w.hich is supposed to be an irresponsible Labour
body, in which many people of the
Nationalist persuasion have no confidence, will prevent further expenditure
of this kind without a proper warrant
from Parliament. T.he Minister may be
able to assure the Oommittee that the
Nationalist Government acted properly
in permitting that expenditure to be incUlTed in advance of parliamentary
authority. T'wo Budgets have been presented to Parliament since the date mentioned, and no legislative sanction was
obtained for the work. How the expenditure passed the auditor is beyond my
comprehension. That incident does not
conform to my ideas of the procedure tha,t
should be adopted in connexion with GoYernmellt expenditure. If any country
office took the risk of expending £1,100
on an important work without first getting approval, it would find itself in
trouble; but, apparently, when Melbourne
interests are involved, the Departments
can do as they please. I should like a
statement from the Minister of the Government's policy in regard to charities.
It is patent to everybody that t':le charities grant is quite insufficient for the requirements of city and rural districts.
The Board that was formed has done
valuable work in trying to relieve the
congestion in metropolitan hospitals by
classifyillg country institutions and ar··
ranging for the transfer of city patients
to them. It is also proposed to establish base hospitals in country districtsone at Ballarat, one at Bendigo, and
another at }Vlooroiopna. The expenditure
in each case will be about £20,000, and
the local' people are to be asked to find
half the money by public subscription, or
in some other way. I notice that generous
promises of assistance to certain institutions in Melbourne have been made by
the Government. No doubt those institutions are worthy of every consideration; but I hope that the Government
will provide sufficient money to give the
Charities Board a fair start, and enable
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the system they are endeayouring to introduce in the country to be satisfactorily
launched.
The Hon. J. P. JONES C~1:inister of
Public Works).-I cannot say that the
(Jovernment has drawn up any definite
scheme, but it intends to render every
possible assistance to the hospitals and
to the Charities Board.
I know nothing
of the promise of special assistance to
Melbourne institutions, to which Mr.
Abbott referred.
The Hon. W. T'YNER.-I notice there
is an item of £12,000 for "exceptional
expendi ture" in the Treasury Department. In three other places there are
similar items, and there is also an amount
for "unfo'reseen expenditure."
Those
items do not convey much information,
and I should like to be enlightened in regard to them. I hope that in these days
of financial stress, economy will be the
watchword of the Ministry.
Weare
told that extra taxation is to be imposed,
and I trust that the Government will carefully scrutinize every item of expenditure.
Business men and financiers are not
launching out at the present time, but are
restricting their expenditure to. the ordinary channels. I do hope that the Go'·
vernment, while meeting reasonable expenditure, will see that economy is observed in all Departments.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of
Public Works).-The item "unforeseen
expenditure " oceuTS continually in the
list of Supply. There is n'othing special
about the item to which the honorable
member has referred. It probably deals
with the question of bringing money from
England. In most of the Departments
there is an item providing for exceptional
Oil' unforeseen expenditure.
It does not
necessarily follow that the amount stated
will be paid away, but we seek provision
in the event of the exceptional expenditure being required.
The Hon. A. E. CHANDLER ....:.-During the last Parliament we passed a Bill
revoking the trust on which certain land
at Dandenoug was held. It was known
as
The Po,lice Paddock." The area is
at the present time in a bad state. \Vhen
the trust was revoked it was thought that
the land would be e,ither leased a.r sold,
but nothing has been done with it, a.nd
CC
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it is now overrun with blackberries and and that the only purpose for which the
\¥atsollia.
These weeds a,re not only land could be used would be for cvcle
spread all over the paddock, but the seeds races. However, I see by the daily p7ress
are being carried by the Dandenong that the company to whom the ground
Creek and in other ways for miles around has been leased for cycling apparently
this particular paddock. In a mouth Qir claims
the right to let it to
two the blackberries will he in fruit, and whomso'ever they choose ,and for any
Football
starlings will carry j.he seed for many purpose that is desired.
miles.
The country
as far as 20 clubs have made application fOT the use
miles from this paddock is be,ing in- of this ground during the whole of the
fested by the weeds which are growing football season. I do not know precisely
thm·e. I hope the Minister will do scme- wha,t agreement has been made by
Department with Mel. thing to relieve the farmers in the district the Lands
from the difficulties they are no"\-\' suffer· bourne Carnivals Limited. I do not suging under as the result of the spread Qir gest for one moment that the. agreement
these noxious weeds. I thought the lana should no.t be honoured, nor do I suggest
would be cut up into areas varying from that in carrying on its sports the com;) to 20 acres, and those entering into pany will act othe'rwise than in a pe,rpossession would be able to keep do,wn the fectly legitimate manner. I do think,
weeds, but the present condition of the however, that we ought to see that the
paddock is practically the same as it has purpose for which that ground was set
been for the Jast_ twenty years.
The apart should be carried out. I yield to
Lands Department has been communi- no one in my desire to' fost.e,r sport of
cated with by surrounding municipali- every kind, but we must be fair to all
ties, and they are told that no money is sections of the community. The larger
the younge'r
generaavailable to cJear this area of noxious proportion of
in
this
community
prefers
weeds. That is the only answer they can tion
get. Farmers in that locality have the amateur sports, and we ought to enthem
in
that
direction.
right to expect the Government to take courage
steps to prevent their holdings from being We ought to see that their rights
overrun with blackberries. They are com- in regard to that ground are not infringed
pelled to destroy noxious weeds, but be- in any degree, and I hope the l\1iniste:t
cause t.he Police Paddo'ck is a Government will look into the matter and find out
reserve, nothing is done in that direction. what is the position. l\ielbol1lrne Carvinals
I hope the l\'1inister will see that some Limited should be kept strictly to the
attention is :Daid to this paddock immedi- purposes for which they were to have the
ateJy.
Jease of that ground, and they should not
be permitted to allow it to be used for
The Hon. J. P. JONES (l\1inister of
any o.ther purpose than oycling without
Public Works).-I have made a note
the permission of the authorities and the
of
the
hono'rable
member's
statebody in whose interests the ground was
ment, and a copy o,f his speech will be originally set apart. It is desirable that
taken from Urmsw·d and forwarded to this matte,r should be dealt with immethe Lands Department.
When I get a dia.t€ly, before a~y persons may claim to
reply I wil] send it. on to him. '
have obtained vested interests in the
The ITon. H. 1. COHEN.--I \\hould ground. I am always willing to do everylike to draw the att.ention of the ·Min.i!:>ter thing in my power to assist in making
in charge of this Bill to' a matter Which the best possible provisiO'n for the carrymore particularly relates to the Lands :Ce- ing on of cricket and other sports under
partment. I refer to the, Amateur Sports proper auspices. I think a great. deal
Ground.
So' far as I understand the of benefit accrues to the community by
posit-ioil, this is the only enclosed the fostering of clean sport, and I hope
ground which is available for amateur that the lVIinister will see that the interathletics.
I heard some time ago ests of t,hose who go in fOtr purely
that t.he ground had been leased amateur SpOTt are protected in every
to a company which proposes hold- way.
ing cycling races. I then made inquiries,
The £Ion. J. P. JONES· (lVlinister of
and I was led to believe i·hat the interests
of the .A.mateur Athletic Association Public 'Vorks).-I will look into this
would be safeguarded in every particular, matter and see what is the position and
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what has been done in regard to the Ooccupation o:f the ground by the company to
which the honorable member has referred.
V\Thatever arrangements have been made
must have been entered into some time
ago. I was very much surprised when I
heard that a company had been allowed
to lease that particular ground.
I remember the fight we had many years ago
to secure that ground for amateur sports,
and I .agree with Mr. Cohen that that.
kind of sport should receive all the assistance "ve can render it. It is certainly the
cleanest sport to look at. I think the
arrangements ,,,ith the company must
have been entered into two 0-1' three years
ago-.
The Hon. H. 1. COHEN.-Not so long
as that..
The HOll. J P. JONES.-I think so.
I .was asked, two or three years ago, to
join a cQlmpany which proposed to secure
a lease of this ground, and I ref.used.
That company failed and disposed Oof its
interests to another company, which also
failed. That company SOlId its interests
to the .present Oone .. However, I will have
inquiries made and see what is the position.
The Hon. A. BELL.-A sum Oof £1,032
is provided far the Botanic Gardens in
lVlelbourne.
I am once more going to
press the claims Q1f the Ballarat Gardens
to Government assistance. The ratepayers
of Ballarat have a 6d. rate to maintain
the gardens and the lake.
The Hon. J. P. JONEs.-Look at the
fame you derive from them.
I have
heard your gardens mentioned i.n England.
The Han. A. BELL.. -'Ve get no assistance from the GQlvernment in maintaining those gardens, and t.hat is not fair.
These gardens are visited by people 100
miles and more from Ballarat.
I am
bound to keep pressing the claims of these
gardens to Government assistance.
The Han. J. H. DISNEY.-How much
dOo you want ~
The Han. A. BELL.-'Ve want all we
can get. I ask the Minister to take notice
of this claim and see if he cannot induce
his colleagues to open their hearts and
make us ,a grant.
Flowers from the
Ballarat Gardens are sent to the Tourist
Bureau in l\1elbourne e,very week, and I
would advise honO'rable members to go
and see them. We are asking Q1nly for
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what is fair and reasonable. The Government maintains the Botanic Gardens in
Melbourne without any cost tOo the (!itizens.
The Han. II. H. SMITH. - The MelbOourne City Council spends a lot of
money on gardens.
The Han. A. BELL.-So it may, but
what it does spend is a small matter fOol'
such a wealthy city. It is nO't fair that
the Gove,rnment should provide all the
money for maintaining the Botanic Gardens in :Melbourne and refuse to contri.
bute to the fund necessary to maintain
the gardens at Ballarat. I know the Minister sympathizes with my claim, and his
heart is big enough to embrace it and
other things as well.
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-You have my
sympathy.
The Hon. A. BELL.-We want s~
pathy in a practical way. I do not know
of any city in Australia, or perhaps in
the world, which had bigger-hearted men
and women than t.he early pioneers of
Ballarat. They set a splendid example,
which their successors are living up to;
and I say it is only fair th~t the Government should contribute to the maint.enance of these gardens.
The Han. r. P. JONEs.-I gave you
£6,000 the other daX.
The Ho'll. A. BELL.-The amount was
£5,250, and we are spending all o.f it.. It
does not concern Ballarat only ..
The Hon. J. P. JONES.-It will benefit
Ballarat.
The Hon. A. BELL.-It will benefit
the whole district. I hope the ::Minister
will give the matter his earnest consideration.
The Hon. H. F. RIOHARDSON.-I
should like to ask the ::Minister whether
the Government intend to take any steps
to place the Geelong Harbour Trust on a
better financial footing. The ::Minister
is well aware that the Geelong Harbour
Trust owe the Government £100,000 in
back interest. I do not know whether the
Government intend to allow this matter
to drift. If so, it is, to say the least of
it, very unbusinesslike of them. There
has been a good deal or talk as to what
the intentions of the Government are with
reference to the Geelong Harbour Trust
and the port of Geelolllg. I am not going
to say one word in favour of the Geelong
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Harbour Trust Oommission.
I have
The Hon. J. P. J ONEs.-Perhaps they
already expressed my views on the un- are working for nothing.
satisfactory way in which they have dealt
The Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-I want
with the business entrusted to them. The
to know how the Electricity OommisGeelong Harbour. Trust Oommissioners
sioners are carrying on their tremendous
The
were appointed by Goyernment.
Geelong people ha,ve had no say in the opera,tions in the absence of such a, vote.
appointment of any of them from the They ,are dOling useful work in lighting up
first to the last.
lllthough something the Western District.. They have put in
like £600. 000 has been expended by the 20 or 24 installations. One of them is
Geelong Harbour Trust Oommissi~ners, at Warrnambool. A lot of money must
and they owe the Government £100,000 be spent on offices, inspections, and so
in interest, necessary works at Oorio Bay forth. They are carrying on the North
have not been carried out, nor have works l\1elbourne trams, and that must involve
The exbeen carried ont at Barwon River that a good deal of expenditure.
the people of Geelong desire shall be planation that suggests itself to me is
done. The Geelong Harbour Trust has that the whole of this expenditure is
been endowed with very valuable lands, being ca,rried on out of loan money, and
and these works ought to have been will be debited to capital account. It
attended to. I should like to know whe- means that the Government have no conther the Government will make inquiries trol ove,r this bQidy. The sooner the GointQi the position 0'£ the Geelong Harbour vernment dOl assume control, and ascerTrust, and if the Oommissioners are un- tain "vhat they are doing, the better. I
able to carryon, whether they Ivill put noticed from a newspaper report that a
the, Trust on a sound financial fooiting. number of Germans ha.ve arrived here to
I know that this is one of the matters operate the briquetting machinery. Some
left over by the previous Government. little time ago we had a discussion on
The Labour ,Government appear to have the fuel requirements of the city, and the
been dealing with Qither questions that Electricity Oommissioners apologized for
should have been ~ealt with years ago, the delay in manufacturing briquettes and
and perhaps they wIll devote attention to explained that they had to await the
arrival of machinery from Britain. We
this.
The Hon. J. P. JONES (Minister of were informed that the Germans who
Public vVorks).-I have made a note of came out to work the machinery had rethe remarks of Mr. Richardson, and I turned home. It is surprising to :find that
Pro- more Germans have been brought out to
will have the matter looked into.
bably I shall take it to Oabinet for con- operate this machinery. The Electricity
sideration.
.
Oommission appears to be outside the conThe Hon. R. H. S. ABBOTT.-An trol that should be necessary. I cannot
item is missing from the list of Supply. find that the Public Service Board conIt is item No. 70, and should refer to the trols them in any way. They appoint
"Electricity Oommissioners - Salaries what staff they like, and pay what salaries
and Oordinary expenditure."
they like. During the administration of
The lIon. H. I. OOHEN.-They have the previous Government we had the extraordinary position of the electricity
been electrocuted.
affairs
of the State being under the conThe Hon. J. P. JONEs.-They certainly
trol of the Attorney-General. I never
appear to have been short-circuited.
could understand why the law Minister
The Hon. H. H. S. ABBOT'T'.-I should should control a great industrial concern
be pleased to hear that the Government like that. Since then we han~ had a
intend tOo give them shQirt shrift.
I
change of Government, and I understand
have the lists of Supply from July prac- that the Premier is endeavouring to keep
tically up to date, and not a penny has some sort of check on this body.
been set down in anyone of them for the
Electricity Oommissioners-Salaries and
The OHAIHMAN.-I would remind
ordinary expenditure. There has been the honorable member that we have alno such item since the last election of ready dealt with the Premier's DepartParliament.
ment.
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Lines, 1626, 1629
Charities-Government Policy, 1185.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1863, 1870,
Children's Maintenance Bill, 2044, 2045.
1873.
Cohuna District-Seepage, 1189.
Senate-Vacancy in, 36
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No: 4), 134, 138,
Spencer-street Bridge, 575, 2325.
146, 161, 162, 165, 166.
Standing Orders-Revision of, 1853.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1682,
State Savings Bank Bill, 281, 284, 285, 288.
1689, 1690, 1691, 1694, 1695, 1699
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1969, 1971
Couptry Roads Loan Application Bill, 1978.
Titles Office-Accumulation of Business, 10,
Crimes Legislation-Sta.tement of Attorney65.
General, 9.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 67, 70.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 33, 34, 1708,
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1974,
1856.
1975, 1977
Direct Taxation Imposed by Commonwealth,
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
563.
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1314.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2351i.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1445,
Electricity Commission-Expenditure of, 65,
1450.
1188; Vote for "Salaries and Ordinary
"'Wheat Marketing Bill, 982.
Expenditure," 1188;1 Yallourn and Morwell
Wire Netting Bill, 2032, 2035, 2036, 2037,
activities, 1675
2038, 2040, 2041.
Expenditure in Town and Country, 574.
Forestry-Pinus Insignis, 1168.
Forests Legislation-Municipal control of
Adjournments of the House-Statement by
roads and trees thereon, ]495.
Mr . Jones re adj ournment through lack of
Game Bill, 1117, 1119, 1121, 1122, 1172, 1173,
business, 587, 852, 993; by Mr. Richardson,
1177, 1178, 1179, 1181.
588, 852; adjournment over Cup Day, 1189;
Geelong vVaterworks and Sewerage (Borrowin consequence of no-confidence motion,
ing Powers) Bill, 1972.
1320; motio~ by Mr. Richardson for adGovernor's Speech, 34
journment at close of session, agreed to,
Horse Breeding Bill, 1950.
2388.
Income Tax Bill, 2342.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1099, Agent-General-Statement by Mr. Smith re
united action by States, 1183.
1104, 1107, 1108.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramwa.ys Bill, Aldermen Abolition Bill, first reading (Mr.
Kiernan), 481.
1509.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill, Amateur Sports Ground, Melbourne-Statement by Mr. Cohen, 1186; by Mr. Jones,
1456, 1876, 1886, 1890, 1892, 1893, 1902;
address by Sir John Monash, 1457.
1186.
Melbourne Electric Supply Compo.ny-Go- Appropriation Bill-From Legislative
Asvernment Advance, 64; Agreement with
sembly, first reading (Mr. Richardson),
Government, 1675
2386; second reading, 2386; agreed to, 2386;·
Milk Supply Bill, 844.
Bill read second time and passed through
Mines Department-Assistance to Mining
remaining stages, 2386.
Industry, 576; Taxation, 576, 577.
Art Galleries-Statement by Mr. Abbott
Ministerial Responsibility, 574.
Bendigo Art Gallery, 161; by Mr. Jones,
Motor Omnibu8 Bill, 2070, 2074, 2077, 2083,
161; by Mr. Abbott re Country Art Gal2085.
leries, 1689; by Mr. Bell, 1689; by Mr.
New Ministry, 59
Richardson, 1689.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 834, 835; expen- A.ssent to Bills, 31, 133, 276, 465, 833, 951,
diture on removal of Drill Ha.ll, 1184.
1311, 1411, 1495, 1624.
4302.
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·Audit Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first
reading (Mr. Jones), 557; second reading,
585; agreed to, 586; in Committee, 586 ;
third reading, 587.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) BillFrom Legislative Assembly, first reading
(Mr. McNamara), 465; Bill treated as
public Bill, 472; second. reading, 472; debated, 472; agreed to, 472; in Committee,
472; third reading, 475.
Hon. William (Southern Prov.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), )702,
1704.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2374.
Income Tax Bill, 2340.
Milk Supply Bill, 843.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2376.
Personal Explanation re Boroondara Election,
476.
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2382.
State Savings Bank Bill, 287.
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1315.
Wire Netting Bill, 2035.

ANGLIBS,

BATH, Hon. E. G. (Nelson Prov.)
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1963.
Governor's Speech, 4.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2365.
Horse Breeding Act-Cost of Administration,
1495, 1625.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1948, 19,57, 1958, H)·59,
.1960, 1961.
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1315, 1320.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 989.
Wheat-Transactions of Corporation, 1625.
Hon. W. J. (Melbourne North Prov.)
Censorship of Films Bill, 2045.
Close of Session, 2388.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1518,
1676, 1679, 1684, 1686, 1689, 1701, 1705.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1428, 1856, 1942,
2095, 2327.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2356, 2372.
Electricity Supply Doan Application Bill,
2379.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1942.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2359.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1947, 1954, 1955, 1966,
1957, 1959, 1960, 1961.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 471.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1507.
•
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1414, 1433, 1883, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1893,
.
1896, 1902, 1904.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company-Government Advance, 8; Personal Explanation, 2041
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2055, 2376.
Railway
Department-Clifton
Hill-North
Fitzroy line, 1459.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1872.
Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanAmendments-J.mposing charge or burden
on the State, 2040, 2366; constitutionality of amendment moved on clause
16 of Motor Omnibus Bill, 2092.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2325.

BBCKETT,

Hon. VV. J.-continued.
Standing Orders-Revision.of, 1853.
State Savings Bank Bill, 292.
State Electricity Commission-Proposed Ex·
penditure, 2319, 2356.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1966.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1976.

BECKETT,

Hon. Theodore (Nelson Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1501, 1504.
Children's Maintenance Bill, 2044'.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 2095.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2356.
.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1946, 1953, 1954.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2060, 2075.
Stamps Act Amendment BiU. 2881.

BEGGS,

Hon. Alexander (Wellington Prov.)
Ballarat Gardens, 1187.
Censorship of Films Bill, 1518.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4), 14~, 164.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1689,
1695, 1698.
.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1427, 2096.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1962.
Game Bill, 1118.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrow•.
jng Po~ers) Bill, 1972.
.
.Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2367, 2369.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1508.
. Yelbourne Electric Supply . Company Bill,
1456, 1875, 1896.
Ministers, New-Congratulations of, 1417 .
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2083.
Railway Department-Tait Cars on Country
Lines, 12; Return Tickets on Country Lines,
1628.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1871.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2325.
Wire Netting Bill, 2039, 2041.

BILL,

Billl! Negatived-Justices of. the Peace Bill,
472; Wheat Marketing Bill, 993.
Botanic Gardens-Statement by Mr. Smith,
563; by Mr. Richardson, 564; by Mr. Bell
re salaries and ordinary expendIture, 1695.
BRAWN, Hon. F. W. (Wellington Prov.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1704.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2375.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1951.
Railway Department-Return Tickets
Country Lines, 1629.

OR

Bridges-Statement by Mr. Merritt re Hawthorn, Victoria, and Spencer-street Bridges,
566, 572; by Mr. Cohen, 567, 572; by Mr.
Jones, 568, 571, 574; Iby Mr. W. L. R.
Clarke re bridges in country districts,
568; by Dr. Harris, 568; !by Mr. Abbott,
574; by Mr. Kiernan, 575.
Business, Despatch of-Statement by Mr.
Richardson re important meaSures to be
dealt with, 1457.
Business, Order of-Statement by Mr. Jones
re urgency of passing Supply for August,
61.
Capital Punishment-Statement by Mr. Smith
re Bill to abolish same, 139.
Capital Punishment Abolition Bill, first read~
ing (Mr. Kiernan), 481.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Carter-Statement by Mr. Richardson re case
of Mr. D. G. Carter as Justice of the
Peace, 133, 154; Iby Sir Arthur Robinson,
150, 159; by Mr. Disney, 155, 161.
Casting Vote-On clause 11 of Game Bill, 1179
Cattle Compensation Bill-From Legislative
Assembly (~fr. McNamara), first reading,
1096; second reading, 1168; debated, 1171;
debate adjourned, 1172; debate resumed,
1496; second, reading agreed to, 1501; in
Committee, 1501; third reading (Mr.
Goudie), 1504.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No. 2)-From Le~i.
lative Assembly, first reading (Mr. GoudIe),
2386; second reading, 2386; agreed to,
2386; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 2386.
Censorship of Films Bill-First reading (Mr.
Jones), 559; second reading, 850; debate
adjourned, 851; debate resumed, 1515; debate adj ourned, 1518; debate again resumed, 2045; second reading agreed to,
2048; in Committee, 2048; third reading
(Mr. RicharcTson), 2053.
Chairman of Committees-Motion by Sir
Arthur Robinson that the Hon. W. H.
Edgar be reappointed Chairman of Committees, agreed to, 3; statement by Mr.
Richardson, 3; by Mr. Edgar, 3.
Ohairman of 'Committees (the Hon. \V. H.
Edgar)Casting Vote-Game Bill, 1\79.
Chairmen 'of Committees, Temporary-Appointed, 1941.
Hon. A. E. (S.-E. Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, '1172, 1496, 1501.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1684, 1689,
1694.
Gamo Bill, 1175, 1182.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2366, 2370, 2371.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1951.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 471.
.
Land Pur.chased for Closer Settlement by
State RIvers and Water Supply Commission, 2030, 2353.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1510.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1415.
.
Milk Supply Bill, 847, 850.
Motor Omn~bus Bill, 2066, 2072, 2077, 2084.
Police Paddock at Dandenong, 1185.
Railway
Department-Cost
of
Railway
Stations at Poath-road, Dublin-road, and
IIeathmont, 557, 584.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1862.
Railways Standing Committee-Appointment
on, 1443.
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2382.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission,
purchase of land in Berwick Shire, 1495.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act, 951.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 71.
Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill, 2384.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1450.

CHANDLER,

Children's Ma.intenance Bill-From Legislative
Assembly, first reading (Mr. Crockett),
1624; second reading, 2042; agreed to,
2043; in Committee, 2013; third reading,
2045.
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Children's Welfare Bill-From Legislative Aslembly, first reading (Mr. Jones), 46lS;
second reading, 475; debated, 476; agreed
to, 476; Bill passed through remainiDff
stages, 476.
Children's Welfare Department-Statement by
Mr. W. L. R. Cla.rke, 9.
CLARKE, Hon. Frank (Northern Prov.)
Horse Breeding Bill, 1954.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1101,
1107.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1509.
State Savings Bank Bill, 286.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1976.
CLARK~

Hon. W. L. R. (Southern Pro.,.)
Bridges in Country Districts, 568.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1611,
1685, 1691, 1693, 1696, 1699, 1700, 1706.
Hume Reservoir-Progress of Work, 1615.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1106,
1107.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 466.
Melbourne Electricity Supply Company Bn~
1457; address by Sir John Monash, 1.57
Melbourne Observatory, 9.
Minister of Public Works, 568.
Ministers, New-Congratulation of, 1411.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2064, 2071, 2076, 2076.
Neglected Children, 9.
Parks and Gardens, 564.
Public Libraries and Picture Galleries-Government Grant to Country Institutions,
576.
Rail~vay Department-Improveme.Qt of Country Train Services,
583 ; Petrol Rail
Motors, 583; Differential Railway Rates,
1514; Return Ticket on Country Lines,
1625.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1867.
Roads, 63.
Tramway Traffic-Motor Bus Competitio,
62.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 69, 71
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corpontion Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1314.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1446,
1451, 1452.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 987.
Wheat Pool, Voluntary-Federal Guarantee,
1096.

Close of Session, 2386.
Closer Settlement-Question by Mr. Chandler
re land purchased by Water Supply Commission, 20, 30, 2353; reply by Mr.
Richardson, 2030, 2354.
Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
McNamara), 465; Bill treated as public
Bill, 475; second reading, 475; debated,
475; agreed to, 475; Bill passed through
remaining stages, 475.
Hon. fl.!., K C. (Melbourne Prov.)
Amateur Spot ts G~ound, 11·86.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,
473, 474.
Business-Order of, 33.

COHEN,

,
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Hon. H. I.-continued.
.' Cattle Compensation Bill, 1502.
'Censorship of Films Bill, 1518.
Close of Session, 2386.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 140, 149.
Crime Epidemic-Alleged Advice of Chief
Commissioner of Police, 32.
Crimes Legislation-Statement of A ttorneyGeneral, 10.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 33, 1707.
Election of Senator at Joint Sitting, 9.
Game Bill, 1118, 1119, 1120, 1173, 1175, 1178,
1180, 1182.
'
Governor's Speech, 34.
Hawthorn Bridge, 32.
Hawthorn, Victoria,
and
Spencer-street
Bridges, 567, 572.
Highways and Vehicles Bill,2358.
Industrial and Pro'\Tident Societies Bill, 1098,
1100, 1102, 1106, 1107.
Income Tax Bill, 2338, 2350, 2352, 2353.
Local Government Bill, 2331.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
"Bill, 278.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1507, 1510.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1892, 1898, 1901.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company-Government Advance, 8.
Melbourne Observatory, 9.
Metropolitain Drainage and' Rivers Act
10.
'
Milk Supply Bill, 837.
Ministerial Changes, 31.
Ministers, New-Congratulations of 1416.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2054, 2069, 2071, 2073,
. 2077, 2078, 2085, 2087, 2090 2091 2375
New Ministry~ 57.
" .
Police, 10.
Rai~way Departme:nt-r:r:ait Cars on Country
L~nes, 12 ; ReslgnatlOn of Co.mmissioner
l\~hscamble, 12; Differential Railway Rates
1514.
'
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1861.
Real Property (Access of Air) Bill, 851.
Senate-Vacancy in, 35, 36.
Services of Sir Arthur Robinson as Attorney-General, 31.
Stand~ng Committees, 34.
StandIng Orders-Revision of 1852.
Statute L~w Revision Committee, 34.
State SavIngs Bank Bill 280.
Titles Office, 10. 65.
'
Tramway Traffic-Motor Bus Com}Jetition
32.
'
Unofficial Leadership, 31.
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill 1312 1316
1317.
'
,
,
Wheat Marketing Bill, 975.

COHEN,

Consolidated Revenue Bill
(No. I)-From
Legislative Assembly (Sir Arthur Robinson), first reading, 7; second reading, 7;
agreed to, 8; in Committee, 8; third reading, 12; Bill assented to, 31.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-From
Legislative Assembly (Mr. Jones), first
reading, (11; second readin.g, 61; debated,
fil; agreed to, 61; in Com,mittee, 61;
third reading, 64.

Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 3)-From
Legislative Assembly {Mr. Jones), first
reading, 64; second reading, 64; debated,
64; agreed to, 64; in Committee, 64; third
reading, 66.
.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4)-From
Legislative Asembly (Mr. Jone9), first
reading, 133;' second reading, 133; debated,
133; in Committee, 134; third reading,
167.

Consolidated Revenue Bill· (No. 5)-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Jones), 557; second reading, 560; debated,
560; agreed to, 560; in Committee, 560;
third reading, 585.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 6)-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Jones), 1183; second reading, 1183; agreed
to, 1183; in Committee, 1183; third reading, 1189.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 7)-From
Legislative Assembly, first. reading (Mr.
Richardson), 1518; motion by Mr. Richardson for second reading, 1518; motion objected to by Mr. Beckett, 1519; objection
upheld, 1519; second reading moved (Mr.
Richardson), 1676; debated, 1676; agreed
to, 1685; in Committee, 1684; third reading, 1707.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Goudie), 1942; second reading, 1977 ;
agreed to, 1977; in Committee, 1977; third
reading, 1980.
Crime Epidemic-State by Mr. Abbott, 9;
question by Mr. Kiernan re alleged advice
of Chief Commissioner of Police for citizens to protect themselves, 32; statement
by Mr. Cohen,' 32; by Sir Arthur Robinson
1'e recent increase in crime, 136; by Mr.
Jones, 136; by Mr. Merritt, 137; by Mr.
Smith, 139; by Mr. Keck, 140; questIOn. by
Mr. Smith re robberies under arms and law
relating to possession of firearms, 1495;
reply .to Mr. Richardson, 1495.
Hon. W. P. (N.-W. Prov.)
Children's Maintenance Bill, 1624,
2045.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2356, 2372, 2375.
Game Bill, 1119.
Mildura Electricity Loan Bill, 2380.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 970.

CROCKETT,

2042,

Hon. G. M. (Gipp·sland Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, ]497, 1502, 1503,
1504.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2364.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1949, 1956, 1957.
Income Tax Bill, 2343.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 466.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1899.
Milk Supply Bill, 837, 849, 850.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2060, 2079, 2084, 2088,
2094, 2376.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1866.
State Savings Bank Bill, 283.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 69.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 992.
Wire Netting Bill, 2034, 2038, 2040, 2041.
Yarram Yarram (Mechanics Institute) ~ill,
481.
'

DAVIS,

'LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Deputy President-Appointment of Mr. Edgar
to position 'during absence of President
through illness, 2319.
.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement B~ll-From
Legislative Assembly, first re~dmg (Mr.
Goudie), 1624; second ~eadmg, ~961;
motion agreed to, ]962; III ComIUlttee,
1962; third reading, 1965.
DISNEY, Hon. J. H. (Melbourne Prov.)
Censorship of Films Bill, 2046, 2050, 2051.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 155, 161.
Consolidated Rcvenue Dill (No.7), 1693,
1700.
Days and Hours of _Meeting, 2095, 2327.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2388.·
Just.ices of the Peace Bill, 470 ..
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1508.
_ Metropolitan Drainage and Rivers Act-Administration of, 10.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2068, 2070, 2071, 2083,
2087, 2093.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1870.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2322.
Standing Orders-Revision of, 1853. '
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1970.
Divisions in the House'On Mr. McNamara's motion for the second
reading of the Justices of the Peace Bill,
472; on Mr. McNamara's motion for the
second reading of the Milk Supply Bill,
847; on Mr. McNamara's motion for the
second reading of the Wheat Marketing
Bill, 993; on Mr. W. L. R. Clarke's motion
for the adj ournment of the House to discuss
answers given by Minister to questions 1'e
restoration of return tickets for country
passengers, 1630.
Di visions in CommitteeOn Mr. Abbott's suggested amendment in
clause 4 of State Savings Bank Bill, 292;
on clause 11 of Game Bill, 1179; on Mr.
Richardson's amendmf'nt. in clause 19 of
Melhourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1903; on Mr. Bath's ~mendment in
clause 2 of Horse Breeding Bill, 1958;
on Mr. Kiernan's amendment in clause
10 of Censorship of Films Bill, 2050;
on Mr. Jones's amendment in clause 12
of Motor Omnibus Bill, 2083; on Mr.
Smith's amendment in same clause of
same Bill, 2084; on Sir Arthur Robin. son's amendment for an addition to
clause 13 of same Bill, 2089; on Mr.
Cohen's amendment in clause 16 of same
Bill, 2094; on Mr. Smith's amendment for
recommittal of same Bill, 2094; on Sir
Arthur Robinson's amendment in clause 2
of Income Tax Bill, 2350; on Mr. Cohen's
suggested amendment in clause 5 of same
Bill, 2353; on Mr. Cohen's suggested amendment to omit the schedules of same Bill,
2353.
Dried Fruits Bill-From Legislative Assembly,
first reading (Mr. Crockett), 2356; second
reading (moved, by leave, by Mr. Crockett), 2356; debated, 2356; -procedure objpcted to, 2356; second reading moved,
2372; debated. 2372; motion agreed to,
and Bill passed through remaining stages,
2375.
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EDGAR, Hon. W. H. (East Yarra Prov.)
Advertisements on Tramways Tickets, 1412.
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1172.
Children's WeHare Bill, 476.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1681.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 471.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1112, 1415, 1454, 1457; address by Sir John
Monash, 1457, 1458.
New Ministry, 58.
Railway Department-Return Tickets on
. Country Lines, 1628.
Railway Loan Application Hill, 1861.
Reappointment as Chairman of Committees,
3.
Senate-Vacancy in, 35.
Standing Orders-Revision of, 1624.
State Savings Bank Bill, 281.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1967.
.
..
Victorian Wheatgrowers CorporatlOn LImIted
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1315.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1446.
Wire Netting Bill, 2030.
As Deputy President:
Close of Sei3~ion, 2387.
Education Department-Statement by Mr.
Richardson re proposed exclusion of wOrr
references from School Paper, 133, 144,
147; by Mr. Keck, 144; by Mr. Bell, 144;
by Mr. Tyner, 145; by Mr. Abbott, 146;
by Dr. Harris, 147; by Mr. Jones, 147,
149; by Sir Arthur Robinson, 148; by Mr.
Kiernan, 149; by Mr. Merritt, 149; by Mr.
Cohen, 149; question by Mr. Smith re
University High School, 1167; reply by
Mr. Jones, 1168.
Elections and Qualifications Committee~An
pointed, 3.
Electricity Commission-Question by
Mr.
Beckett re proposed expenditure, 2319,
2356; reply by Mr. Richardson, 2356.
Electricity-Question by Mr. Merritt re charges
by Melbourne City Council and State Electricity Commission for current, 133; reply
by Mr. Jones, 133; statement by Mr. Ab·bott 1'e expenditure of Electricity CO,mmission, 65, 1188; question by Mr. Abbott re
"ctivities of Commission at Yallourn Ornd
Morwell, 1675; reply by Mr. Richardson,
1675.
Electricity Supply Loan Application BillFrom Legislative Assembly, first reading
(Mr. Richardson), 2377; second reading,
2377; debated, 2379; agreed to, 2379; in
Committee, 2379; third reading, 2380.
Finance-Statement by Mr. Tyner re exceptional and unforeseen expenditure, 1185;
iby Mr. Jones, 1185; by Mr. Beckett r~ income taxation, 1680; by 1\1r. Abbott re
loans for public activities, 1682; by Mr.
Abbott re Ministry's taxation proposals,
1682; by Mr. Abbott re exchange difficulty in trading with other countries,
1691.
Footscray Land Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. McGregor),
2383; second reading, 2383; motion agreed
to, 2383; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 2383.
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Forests-Question by Mr. Sternberg re firebreaks in Bendigo district, 60; reply by
Mr. Jones, 60; statement by Mr. Keck re
timber supplies, 579; by Mr. Zwar re pinus
insignis plantations, 580, 1704; by Mr.
Brawn, 1704; question by Mr. Abbott re
commercial value of pinus insignis, 1168;
reply
by
Mr.
McNamara,
1168;
question :by Mr. Abbott re municipal
control of roads and trees thereon,
1495; reply by Mr. Richardson, 149'6;
by Mr. Smi th re tree planting, 1703; by
Mr. Keck, 1703; by Mr. McNamara, 1703;
by Mr. Bra.wn, 1704.

Governor, His Excellency th~ (Lord Stradbroke) .-Speech on opening session, 2;
statement by the President, 4; motion by
Mr. Bath for Committee to prepare Address-in-Reply to Governor's
Speech,
agreed to, 4; Address-in-Reply brought up,.
4; motion by Mr. Bath for adoption or
Address-in-BRply, 4; seconded by Mr.
Saltau, 4; debated by Mr. Richa,rdson,
6; Mr. Sternberg, 7; Mr. Abbott, 34; Mr~
Cohen, 34; Order of the Day for con·
sideration of report of Committee dis·
cha.rged, 167.
Hop. Dr. J. R. (N.-E. PrO'V.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 147.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1695.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1708, 1943, 2095
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1964.
Election of Senator at Joint Sitting, 9'l.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1952, 1958, 1959, 1960.
Income Tax Bill, 2352.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 466.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways (Inscribed Stock) Bill, 477.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,.
1875.
Mines Department-Encouragement of Mining, 578.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2065.
Railway Department-Excursion Trains for
School Children, 582; Return Tickets on
Country Lines, 1628.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1868'.
Roads and Bridges-Flood Damages, 568.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1968, 1971.
Taxation Offices-Amalgamation of, 660
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 68.
Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill, 2385.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1452.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 990.
Wire Netting Bill, 2031, 2040.

HARRIS,

Game Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first
reading (Mr. Jones), 951; second reading
(Mr. McNamara), 1112; debated, 1114;
agreed to, lll8; 'in Committee, IllS, ll72; ,
third reading, 1183.
Geelong Harbour Trust-Statement .by Mr.
Richardson, 1187; by Mr. Jones, 1188.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrowing Powers) Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (1\fr. Richardson),
1942; second reading, 1971; deba,ted, 1971;
agreed to, 1972; in Committee, 1972; third
reading, 1973.

GoUDIE,

Hon. G. L. (N.-W. P.,·ov.)

Advertisements on Tramway Tickets, 1412.
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1496, 1501, 1502.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.2), 2386.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1699.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1942,
1977.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1428, 2327.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1624,
1961, 1963.
Game Bill, 1115, 1121, 1122, 1174, 1177, 1178,
1179.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2357, 2369, 2370,
2371.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1955, 1957.
Land Taxation-Division of State into Districts, 561.
Local Government Bill, 1942.
Melbourne Electric ,Supply Company Bill,
1485, 1883; Address by Sir John Monash,
1458.
Mines Department - Prospecting - of New
Areas, 577.
Minif,ters, New-Reply to Congratulations,
1418.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1624,2053, 2068, 2069,
2074, 2075, 2077, 2082, 2083, 2084, 2085,
2090, 2093, 2094, 2332.
.Municipal Endowment Bill, 1707, 1944.
Port of Mel.bourne-Light and Port Dues,
1624.
Railway Department-Differential Railway
Rates, 1513, 1514.
State Savings Bank Bill, 290.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 68.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) 'Bill, 1942,
1973, 1975, 1976.
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1316, 1318.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 965.
Wire Netting Bill, 1851, 2030, 2036, 2037,
2040, 2041.

Ha.wthorn Bridge-Statement by Mr. Merritt,.
32; by Mr. Cohen, 32. .
Hea.lth Department-Statement by Mr. Merritt
re venereal discase, 580; by Mr. Jones~
580.
Highways and Vehicles Bill-From Legislative
Assembly, first reading (Mr. GQudie),
2357; second reading, 2357; debated, 2358;
agreed to, 2366; in Committee, 2366; third
reading, 2371.
Horse Breeding Act-Question by Mr. Ba.th
re cost of administering Act, 1495, 1625;
reply by Mr. Richardson, 1495, 1625. .
Horse Breeding . Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. McNamara)~
1311; second reading (Mr. McGregor),
1944; debated, 1946; agreed to, 1953; in
Committee, 1953; third reading, ]961.
Hospitals and. Charities-Statement by Mr_
Abbott re Government policy, 1185; by Mr.
Jones, 1185; by Mr. Chandler re salaries
and ordinary expenditure in connexion
with Hospitals for the Insane, 1689; by
Mr. Richardson, 1690; by Mr. Beckett r6
Royal Commission on Kew Idiot Asylum,
1689; by Mr. Richardson, 1690.
Hume Reservoir-Question by Mr. W. L. R~
Clarke re money expended upon, 1675;
reply by Mr. Richardson, 1675; statemen~'
by Mr. Richardson re visit of Parlia.mentary party, 1675.
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Income Tax Bill (No. I)-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. Richardson),
2095; second reading, 2333; debated, 2338;
agreed to, 2344; in Committee, 2344; Bill
repor,ted with suggested amendments, and
report adopted, 2353.
Income Tax Bill (No. 2)--From Legislative
Assembly, first reading (Mr. Richardson),
2388; second reading, 2388; agreed to,
2::188; in Committee, 238i;; third reading,
2388.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Jonesj, 951; second reading, 1096; debated,
1098; agreed to, 1099; in Committee, 1099;
third reading, 1109.
Immigration-Statement by Mr. W. L. R.
.
Clarke re immigration policy, 1696.
Jepl\rit Land Bill-From Legislative Assembly,
first reading (Mr. Jones), 465; secon.d reading, 477; debated, 478; agreed to, 478;
Bill passed through remaining' stages,
478.

JONES, Hon. J. P.--continued.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramwa.ys (Inscribed Stock) Bill, 476.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company-Government Advance, 66.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1096, 1109, 1887, 1892.
~felbourne Harbour Trust-Filling of Recent
Vacancy, 565.
Ministerial Changes, 31.
Ministers, New-Congratulation of, 1416.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2069, 2070, 2072, 2073,
2075, 2079, 2081, 2084, 2088.
Motor Traffic, 60.
Mt. Buffalo Chalet-First·aid Outfits, 276.
Municipal Rating, 277.
New Ministry, 57, 59.
North Carlton Land Bill, 5n7, 833.
Police-Royal Commission, 1184; Crime, 1184;
Recruiting, 1184; Police Paddock at Dan·
denong, 1186.
Railway Department-Book Stalls, 65; Kyneton Refreshment Rooms, 66; Cost of
Stations at Poath-road, Dublin-road, and
Heathmont, 557; Return Tickets on Coun·
. try Lines, 1627.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1861.
Real Property (Access of .Air) Bill, 851.
Richmond Land Bill, 465, 480.
River Yarra-Snagging of, 277.
Roads, 63.
Roads and Bridges in the Country, 571.
Senate-Vacancy in, 56, 60.
Services of Sir Arthur Robinson as Att.orneyGeneral, 31.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2319.
Standing Orders-Revision of, 293, 1853.
State Savings Bank Bill, 133, 278, 288.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1966.
Taxation Offices-Amalgamation of, 561.
The President-Absent Through Illness, 2319.
Titles Office-Accumulation of Business, 65.
Tramway Traffic-Bus Competition, 63.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act, 951.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 66, 67, 68,
69, 70.
Victorian Loan· (State Forests) Bill, 2385.
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1311, 1316,
1317, 1318, 1319.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 852.
Wheat Pool, Voluntary-Federal Gua.rantee,
1096.
Wire Netting Bill, 2037.
Yarra.m Yarram CM.echanics' Institute) Bill,
465, 481.

JONES, Hon. J. P. (Melbourne East Prov.)
Address-in-Reply to the Governor's SpeechOrder of the Day'discharged, 167.
Adjournments of House-Through Lack of
Business, 5S7; Over Cup Day, 1189; In
View of No-con.fidence Motion, 1320.
Amateur Sports Ground, 1186.
Audit Bill, 557, 585, 587.
Business-Order of, 61.
Cetlsorship of Films Bill, 559, 850.
Charities-Government Policy, 1185.
Children's Maintenance Bill, 2043, 204~.
Children's Welfare Bill, 465, 475.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 61.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 64, 66.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 133, 134,
135, 136, 147, 149, 161, 162.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.5), 557, 560.
Consolidated Revenue Bill ( No.6), 1183,
1185.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1685,
1693, 1699, 1700.
Davs and Hours of Meeting, 72, 1707, 1944.
Education
Department-Univ.ersity High
School, 1168.
Election of Senator at Joint SittingNomination of Mr. J. F. Hannan, 93.
Electricity-Charges, 133.
Federal Parliament Reserve, 564.
Finance-Exceptional Expenditure, 1185.
Forests-Firebrea.ks, 60.
Game Bill, 951.
Justice, Administration of-Motion by Sir
Geelong Harbour Trust, 1188.
Arthur Robinson for suspension of StandHawthorn, Victoria,
and
Spencer-street
ing Orders Nos. 127 and 131 during a
Bridges, 568, 574.
. personal explanation, 1428; debated, 1428;
Health Department-Venereal Disease, 580.
agreed to, 1428; statement by Sir Arthur
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2362, 2366,2368,
Robinson, 1428.
2369.
Justices of the Peace Bill (Mr. Jones), :firs~
Income Tax Bill, 2348, 2351, 2352.
reading,
133;
second
reading
Mr.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 951,
McNamara), 292; debate adjourned, 293;
1096, 1106, 1108.
debate resumed, 465; second reading nega·
Jeparit Land Bill, 465, 477.
tived, 472.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 133.
Kew Asylum-Destruction of Trees, 65.
KECK, Hon. Herbert (Bendigo Prov.)
Land Taxation, 56~.
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1499.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 140, 144,
Bill, 133,' 277.
164, 166.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1703.
1096, 1122, 1506, 1509.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1978.

(8)

INDEX.

Libraries and Art Galleries, Public-Statement
Hon. Her-bert-oontinued.
by Mr.· W. L .. R. Clarke, 576.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 2095.
Licences Reduction Board-Statement by Mr.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2374.
.
Tyner re annual report, 1686; by Mr.
Forestry, 579; Roads in Strathfieldsaye Shire,
Richardson, 1686.
579.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill, Light and Port Dues-Question by Mr. Merritt, 1624; reply by Mr. Goudie, 1624.
1508.
Mines 'Department-Furtherance of Industry Local Government Bill-First 'reading (Mr.
Goudie),
1942; second reading
(Mr.
in Bendigo, 576.
Richardson), 2327; agreed to, 2328; in
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2064.
Committee, 2328; third reading, 2332.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1866.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 71.
Bill-From Legislative
Assembly (Mr.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1975.
Jones), first reading, 133; second reading,
Victorian W1;leatgrowers Corporation Limited
277; debated, 277; agreed to, 278; passed
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1314, 1319.
through remaining stages, 278.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1447,
1451.
Wire Netting Bill, 2035, 2036.
MCGREGOR, Hon. Martin (Gippsland Prov.)
Audit Bill, 587.
Kew Asylum-Statement by Mr. Merritt re
Election of Senator at Joint Sittingsdestruction of old trees, 65; by Mr. Jones,
Nomination of Mr. Plain, 95.
65.
Footscray Land Bill, 2383.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1944, 1953, 1955, 1956,
KIBRNAN, Hon. E. L. (Melbourne North Prov~)
1958, 1959, 1960, 1961.
Milk Supply Bill, 842.
Aldermen Abolition Bill, 481.
State Savings Bank Bill, '290.
Australian Wine Li{!ence (Baillieston) Bill,
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
473.
(Government Guarantee) Bil~ 1315.
Capital Punishment Abolition Bill, 481.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 968, 97u.
Censorship of Films Bill, 1518, 2048, 2049,
Wire Netting Bill, 2033.
2050, 2051, 2052.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 143, 149.
Crime Epidemic-Alleged advice of Chief McNAMARA, Hon. D. L. (Melbourne East Prov.)
Commissioner of Police, 32.
Australian ·Wine Licence (Baillieston) BUI,
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1708, 1857, 1943.
465, 472.
Electricity Supply Loan Aplllication Bill,
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1096, 1168, 1172,
2379.
1504.
Game Bill, 1175.
Censorship of Films Bill, 2049, 2052.
Hawthorn,
Victoria,
and
Spencer-street
Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill, 465,
Bridges, 575.
475.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1956.
Cohuna District-Seepage, 1189.
Income Tax Bill, 2351.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 164.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill,
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1702.
1099, 1103.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 2327.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 467.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1962,
Land Ta.xation, 562.
1963.
Local Government Bill, 2331.
Game Bill, 1112, 1119, 1121, 1122, 1173, 1175,
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1176, 1179, 1180, 1182.
1875, 1887, 1897, 1899, 1901, 1903.
Edenhope-Kanagulk Railway, 559.
Milk Supply Bill, 839.
Forestry-Pinus ins ignis , 1168.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2065, 2072, 2073, 2074,
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrow2076, 2078, 2080, 2084, 2089, 2333.
ing Powers) Bill, 1971, 1972.
Municipal Elections (Proportional Voting)
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2366, 2367 ..
Bill, 852.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1311.
Railway Department-Book Stalls, 65.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 292.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1869, 1873.
Local Government Bill, 2328.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2324.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
Standing Orders-Revision of, 1853.
1509.
State Savings Bank Bill, 286.
Milk Supply Bill, 465, 478, 848.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1969.
Mines Department-Encouragement of MinTramway 'rraffic-Motor Bus Competition,
ing Industry, 578; Abandoned Shafts in
32.
Bendigo, 579; Ta.xation, 579
Victorian Loa.n (State Forests) Bill, 2384.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2080, 2081, 2083, 2086,
2093.
Railway Department-Differential Railway
Labour Government, Administration of-Statement by Mr. Beckett, 1679.
Rates, 1514.
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2382.
Land Tax-Statement by Mr. Tyner re notiVictorian o-overnment Loan Bill, 68.
fication forms regarding change of ownerVictorian Loan (State Forests) Bill, 2384.
S3hip, 1694.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1448.
Land Tax Bill-From Legislative Assembly,
Wheat Marketing Bill, 951.
first reading (Mr. Richardson), 2381 ;
second reading, 2381; agreed to, 2381; Bill
read second time and' passed through re- Manifold, Sir Walter-Retention of title
"Honorable," 3
maining stages, 2381.
KElCK,
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Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BillFrom Legislative Assembly, first reading
(Mr. Jones), 1096; second reading, 1122;debate adjourned, 1125; debate resumed,
1505; second reading agreed to, 1506 in
Committee, 1506; third reading 4lMr.
Goudie), 1510.
MelJ:>ourne and Metropolitan Tramways (Inscribed Stock) Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. Jones), 476;
second reading, 476; debated, 477; agreed
to, 477; in Committee, 477; third reading, 477.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company BillFrom Legislative Assembly, first reading
(Mr. Jones), 1096; second reading, 1109 ;
debated, 1111; debate adjourned, 1112;
debate resumed, 1412; debate further adjourned, 1415; debate resumed, 1433.; debate adjourned, 1443; debate resumed,
1452; debate adjourned, 1457; statement
by Mr. Edgar re attendance at House of
Sir John Monash to furnish information,
1~57, 1458; by Mr. Richardson, 1457; by
Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1457; by Mr. Abbott,
1457; by the President, 1457, 1630; by Mr.
Sternberg, 1458; by Mr. Saltau, 1458; by
Mr. Goudie, ]458; debate on second reading resumed, 1875; motion agreed to, 1883;
motion by Mr. Goudie for committal 'of
Bill, 1883; amendment by Mr. Beckett for
reference of Bill to a Select Committee,
1883; debate, 1886~ amendment negatived,
1886; motion for committal of Bill agreed
to, 1886; Bill in Committee, 1886; third
reading (Mr. Richardson), 1904.
Melbourne Electric Supply CompanY-1Question by Mr. Abbott re agreement with,
1675; reply by Mr. Richardson, 1675.
Melbourne Harbour Trust-Statement by Mr.
Merritt re recent vacancy, 565; by Mr.
Jones, 565.
Hon. J. K. (East Yarra P1·Ol'.)
Censorship of Films Bill, 2047.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 137, 149,
165.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1696.
Election of Senator at Joint Sitting, 96.
Electricity-Charges, 133.
Federal Parliament Reserve, 564.
Game Bill, 1174, 1176.
Hawthorn Bridge, 32.
Hawthorn,
Victoria,
and
Spencer-street
Bridges, 566, 572.
Health Department-Venereal Disease, 580.
Income Tax Bill, 2338.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1105.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 467.
Kew Asylum-.Destruction of Trees, 65.
Local Government Bill, 2330.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1413, 1880, 1886, 1890.
Melbourne Harbour Trust-Filling of Recent
Vacancy, 565.
Milk Supply Bill, 846, 848.
M.otor Omnibus Bill, 2058, 2068, 2069, 2070,
2072, 2074.
Port of Melbourne-Light and Port Dues,
1624.
River Yarra-Snagging of, 277.
Roads, 63.
:State Savings Bank Bill, 285.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 985.

MEItRJ1'T,

Metropolitan Drainage and Rivers Act-Statement by Mr. Disney, 10; by Mr. Cohen,
10.
Mildura Electricity Loan. Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. Crockett), 2380; second reading, 2380; agreed
to, 2380; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 2380.
Milk Supply BiII--'-From Legislative Assembly,
first reading (Mr. McNamara), 465; second
reading, 478; debate adjourned, 480; debate resumed, 835; second reading agreed
to, 847; in Committee, 848; third reading,
850.
Mines Department-Statement by Mr. SternIberg re abandoned shafts at Bendigo, 64,
577;. by Mr. Abbott re quality of explOSIves supplied for mining, 134; by
Mr. Abbott re position of gold mining industry, 162, 165; by Mr. Keck, 164; by
Mr. Bell, 164; by Mr, McNamara., 164; by
Mr. Keck re encouragement of mining industry, 576; 'by M1r. AJbbott, 576;
/by .Mr.
Sternberg,
577;
by
~.
GoudIe, fl77; by Dr. Harris, 578; by Mr.
McNamara, 578; by Mr. Abbott re salt
trouble f'lt
Cohuna, 1189; by Mr_
McNamara, 1189; by Mr. Angliss re need
for economy, 1702; by Mr. Sternberg, 1702,;
by Mr .. Sternberg re abandoned shafts at
Bendigo, 1702, 1703; by Mr. McNama.ra,
1702.
Ministeri!l'l Chanses-Statement by Mr. Cohen
re hIS appomtment as Attorney-General
and Solicitor-General, vice Sir Arthur
Robinson, resigned, 31; by Mr. Richardson,
31; by M~. Jones, 31; by the President,
32.
Ministry, New-Announcement by Mr. Jones,
57; statement by Mr. Richardson, 57; by
Mr. Cohen, 57; by Mr. Edgar, 58; by Mr.
Ab~ott, 59; by Mr. Jones, 59; by Mr.
SmIth re rule by Labour party, 139; announcement by Mt. Richardson, 1411, 1417;
statement by Mr. Jones, 1416; by Sir
Arthur Robinson, 1416; by M.r. Cohen;
1416; by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1417; by
Mr. Edgar, 1417; by Mr. 'Bell, 1417; by
Mr. Goudie, 1418; by Mr. Beckett re Com- .
posite Ministry and previous changes df
Ministry, 1676, 1679, 1687.
Motions for adjournment of the House to discuss public questions-By Mr. White' r"e
Edenhope-Kanagulk railway, 558; by Mr.
W. L. R. Clarke re restoration of return
tickets to country travellers, 1625; by Mr.
Jones re statement of Premier that
the Spencer-street bridge would be built,
2319.
Motor Omnibus Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (M.r. Goudie), 1624·
second reading, 2053; .debated, 2054~
agreed to, 2068; in Committee, 2068; third
reading, 2094; statement by Mr. Goudie
apologizing to Mr. Smith in regard to
a misunderstanding as to an amend,ment
2332; by Mr. Smith, 2332; by Mr. Tyner,
233·2; by Mr. Kiernan, 2333; message from
Assembly intimating that they agreed with
all Council's amendments except 'one, 2375;
motion by Mr. Richardson that the· amendment objected to be· not insisted on, 2375;
debated, 2375; motion amended and· agreed
to, 2377.

INDEX

Motor Traffic-Question by Mr. Sternberg re
legislation to prevent accidents, 60; reply
by Mr. Jones, 60.
lH. Buffalo Chale~Question by Mr. Sternberg re first-aid outfits, 276; reply by Mr.
Jones, 276.
Municipal Endowment Bill-From Legislative
Assembly, first reading (Mr. Goudie),
1707; second reading, 1944; motion agreed
to and Bill passed through remaining
. stages, 1944.
Municipalities, Rating of-Question by Mr.
Richardson, ;277; reply by Mr. Jones,
277.
North Carlton Land Bill-From Legislative
Assembly, first reading (Mr. Jones), 557;
second reading, 833; agreed to, 834; in
Committee, 834; third reading, 835; statement by Mr. Abbott re cost of removing
drill ha'H, 1~84.
Observatory, Melbourne-Statement by Mr. W.
L. R. Clarke, .9; by Mr. Cohen, 9.
Parks
and Gardens-Statement by Mr.
Richardson re Government grants, 563; by
Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 564; by Mr. Sternberg, 565; by Mr. Bell re Ballarat Gardens, 1187.
Parliament (Federal) Reserve-St/ttement by
Mr. Merritt re condition of, 564; by Mr.
Jones, 564.
Parliament-Opening of the Session, 1.
Parliamentary Elections (Railway Employees
and Civil Servants) Bill-First reading
(Mr. Williams), 481.
Hon. T. H. (Melbourne· South Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1501, 1503.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1678.
Game Bill, 1175.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1950; 1958, 1959, 1960.
Milk Supply Bill, 842.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1870.

PAYNE,

Personal Explanations-By Mr. Angliss, 476;
by Sir Arthur Robinson, .1428; by Mr.
Beckett, 2041; see also Justice, administration of, 1428.
Pioture Shows-Statement by Mr. Richardson
re objectionable films, 134; by Mr. Jones,
134.
Police Paddock at Dandenong-Statement by
Mr. Chandler re condition of, 1185; by Mr.
Jones, 1186.
Police-Statement by Mr. Abbott re assaults
and robberies, 9; by Mr. Cohen, 10; by Mr.
Abbott re statement by Attorney-General
6S to political influence of criminal class,
9; by Mr. Cohen, 10; by Mr. Richardson
re appointment of Royal Commission to
inquire into police strike, 13n; by Mr.
Jones, 135, 1184; by Sir Arthur Robinson,
,135, 142; by Mr. Merritt, 137; by Mr.
Abbott, 138, 1184; by Mr. Smith, 138; by
Mr. Keck, 140; by Mr. Cohen, 140; by Mr.
Richardson, 143; by Mr. Kiernan, 143 ;
statement by Mr. Smith re increase of
crime, 1184; by Mr. Jones, 1184; by Mr.
Beckett re Cabinet decision regarding
'Police Commission, 1686, 1689; by Mr.
Richardson, 1688; by Mr. Abbott re
police engaged on point duty in Melbourne,
1690; by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1691.

Ports and Harbours-Statement by Mr. Salta1.l
re W arrnam bool port, 566; by Mr. Merritt
re charges imposed at port of Melbourne,
1696; by Mr. Smith, 1698; by Mr. Bell re
work done by Melbourne Harbour Trust,
1698. (See also Light and Port Dues.)
PRESIDENT, The (Hon. Frank Clarke)-Rul~ngr.
and Statements ofAlluding to debate in another place during
same session, 1679.
Circulation of amendments on Bill, 1518.
Declaring his belief that a motion is carried
on the voices, and a division having been
subsequently called for, 1629.
Differential railway rates-Amendment of
Mr. White's motion, 1513.
Discussing adjournment of Bill when no
motion to that effect before the Cha.ir,
1413.
Discussing details of Bill on second reading,·
1447.
Discussing loan flnance on Consolidated
Revenue Bill, 1682.
Discussing matter irrelevant to Bill, 1678,
1679.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 3.
Examination of witnesses at Bar of House
.by President, 1457.
Governor's Speech, 4.
House empowered by Standing Orders to decide on question of urgency, 1943.
Ministerial Changes, 32.
No discussion allowed on personal explana.tion, 1428.
.
Objection to second reading of Bill, by leave
1519.
'
Position of "Unofficial Leader," 32.
Reading irrelevant extract from newspaper
1680.
'
Senate, Vacancy in-Procedure .for election
. of Senator, 36; joint sitting, 66, 67.
Senator, Election. of-Appointment as PreSIdent of joint sitting, 92; rules of procedure,
93, 97; nomination of candidate for
vacancy, 93; nominations received, 96;
issue of ballot-papers, 96; reports from
scrutineers, 97, 98; acknowledgment of
vote of thanks for presiding, 99.
Services of Sir Arthur Robinson as Attorney-General, 32.
Sir Walter Manifold-Retention of title
"Honorable," 3.
Standing Orders-Approved by the Governor,
1941.
Temporary <?hairmen of ()ommittees, 1941.
Variation of Order by Ministers in which
Bills are taken, 1972.
President, The-Absence through illnessMotion by Mr. Richardson that Mr. Edgar
fill the office temporarily and fulfil all the
duties of the President during his absence,
agreed to, 2319.
Primary Products-Statement by Mr. Abbott
re prices obtaining and exchange problem,
1683.
Racing Permits-Statement by Mr. Richardson
informing Mr. Bath that a reply had been
received to his question dealing with permits granted for horse racing, 2388.
Railway Department-Statement by Mr. Tyner
re resignation of Commissioner Miscamble,
11 ; by Mr. Cohen, 12; by Mr. Kier-
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Railway Department-continued.
nan re book stalls, 65; by Mr, Jones,
65, 66; by Mr. Merritt re proposed reduction of freights, 165; by Mr. Keck,
166; by Mr. Abbott, 167; by Mr. Tyner
re loss likely to accrue from reduction
of freights, 1692; by Mr. Richardson, 1693;
by Mr. Jones, 169~~; by Mr. Disney,
1693; by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1693, 1705;
by Mr. Merritt re bonus system for employees, 166; by Mr. Abbott re Kyneton
Refreshment Rooms, 65, 1n6; by Mr. Jones,
66; by Mr. Abbott re service of light refreshments on trains, 167; by Mr. Abbott
re return tickets on country lines, 167 ;
question by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1625;
reply by Mr. Richardson, 1625; motion by
Mr. W. L. R. Clarke for adjournment of
House to discuss the answers given by the
Minister, 1625; statement by Mr. W. t. R.
Clarke, 1625; by Mr. Abbott, 1626, 1629;
iby Mr. Jones, 1627; by Mr. Bell, 1628; by
Dr. Harris, 1628; by Mr. Edgar, 1628; by
Mr. Brawn, 1629; by Mr. Richardson, 1629 ;
by the President, 1629; motion carried,
1630; by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1.703, 1706;
by Mr. Ri.chardson, 1706; question by Mr.
Chandler re cost of new stations at Poathroad, Dublin-road, and Heathmont, 557,
584; reply by Mr. Jones, 557; statement by
Mr. 'ryner, 585; by Dr. Harris re excursion
trains for children, 582; by Mr. Richardson
re Tait cars, 11., 582; by Mr. Sternberg, 11.,
582; by Mr. Bell, 12; by Mr. Cohen, 12; by
Mr. W. L. R. Clarke re country train ser·
vices and petrol rail motors, 583; by Mr.
Saltan, 585; by Mr. Tyner re 10-ton trucks,
583, 1706; by Mr. Saltau, 585; question by
Mr. Beckett re re-Ievelling line between
Clifton Hill and North Fitzroy, 1495; reply
by Mr. Richardson, 1495; statement by Mr:
Smith re drunken men travelling on suburban' trains on Sundays, 1685; bv Mr. \V.
I). R. C1n.rke, 1.685; by Mr. T)'ner, ]686.
Railway Loan Application Bill~From Legislati.ve Assemhly,
tirst reading
(Mr.
Richardson), 1624; second reading, 1857;
debated, 186]; agreed to, ]868; in Committee, 1868; third reading. 1875.
Railway Rat.es, Diffl'rential-Motion by Mr.
'",,"'1hite for the abolition of differential
mjleage rates on wheat ratea,ge operating
a?/tinst Portland. 1510; motion altered on
snggesti.on of President, 1513; debated,
151:~; n,greed to, 1515.
Railways, Proposed Edcnhope-Kanagulk LineMotion by MI'. White for the adjournment
. of the House to discuss the desirability of
constructing line, 558; debated, 559; motion
negatived, 559.
R&ilways Standing Committee-Motion by Sir
Arthur Robinson for the appointment of
Mr. Bell and Mr. Richardson as members
of the Committee, 3; statement by Mr.
Sternberg, 3; motion agreed to, 3; statement by Mr. Richardson, 4; by Mr. Bell,
4; statement by Mr. Richardson re vacancy,
1416; motion by Mr. Richardson for the
a.ppointment of Mr. Chandler as member
of the Committee, 1443; statement by Mr.
Stern.berg, 144.3; by Mr. Chandler, 1443;
motion by Mr. Richardson providing Committee be allowed to sit during sittings of
the House, agreed to, 2030.

(II )

Real Esta.te-Statement by Mr. Edgar re inflated values of, 1681.
Real Property (Access of Air) Bill (Sir Arthur
Robinson), first reading, 2; second reading (Mr. Jones), 851; agreed to, 851; ~n
Committee, 851; third reading, 852.
Hon. H, F. (S.-W. Prov.)
Adjournments of House-Through Lack of
Business, 588; in View of No-Confidence
Motion, 1320; at Close of Session, 2388.
Appropriation Bill, 2386.
Audit Bill, 586, 5H7.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,
472.
Bw:;iness, Dispatch of, 1457; Order of, 1980.
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1171.
Censorship of Films Bill, 851, 1515, 2048,
2050, 2052.
Chairman of Committees, 3.
Children's Welfare Bill, 476.
Close of Session, 2386.
Closer Settlement-Land Purchased by State
River!:! and Water Supply. Commission,
2030, 23M.
Club Hotel (llopetoun) Licence Bill, 475.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 8.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.2), 61.
Con.solidatcd Revenue Bill (No.3), 64, 66.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 133, 135,
143, 144, 147, 154, 160.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.5), 560.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.6), 1187.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1518,
15]9, 1676, 1684, 1686, 1688, 1690, 1693,
1705, 1706.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 33, 72, 1427,
1707, 1708, 1855, 1942, 1943, 1944, 209'5,
2096.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2356.
Election of 8cna.tor at Joint Sitting, 97, 98.
Electririty Commission-Yallourn and Morwell Activities, 1675; Proposed Expendi.ture,

RICHARDSON,

2~n9, 2:~56.

Electricity Supply Loan Application Bill,
2377.
.
Forests Legislation-Municipal Control of
Roads and Tree Thereon, 1496.
Game Bill. 1114, 1119, 1120, 1172, 1174, 1177,
1178, 1180, 1181, 1183.
Geelong Ha.rbour Trust, 1187.
Geelong Waterworks and 8ewera.ge (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1942, 1971, 1972.
Governor's Speech, 6.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2368, 2371.
Horse Breeding Act-Cost of Adminis,tration,
1495, 1625.
•
Hume Reservoir-Progress of Work, 1675.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2388.
Income Tax Bill, 2095, 2333, 2348, 2352.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1098.
1099, 1104, 1106, 1107.
Jeparit Land Bill, 478.
Just.ices of the Peace Bill, 293, 465.
Land Tax Bill, 2381.
Land Taxation-Division of State into Districts, 561, 562.
Local Government Bill. 2..~27, 2330.
Local Government (Melbourne and GeeloDg)
Bill, 277.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1125, 1505, 1507, 1510.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tram~aYI!I (Iascribed Stock) Bill, 477.
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ROBINSON, Hon. SIR ARTHUR, K.C.M.G. (MelRICHARDSON, Ron. H. F.-continued.
bourne South Prov.)
Melbourne Electric Supply Company-Agreement with the Government, 1675.
Administration of Justice-Personal ExplanaMelbourne Electric Supply Company Bill.
tion, 1428.
1111, 1112, 1412, 1414, 1456, 1886, 1889,
Chairman of Committees, 3.
1890, 1891, 1892, 1893, '1897, 1901, 1903,
Consolidated Revenue 'Bill (No.1), 7.
1904; address by Sir John Monash, 1457.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 135, 142,
148, 150, 159.
Milk Supply ~ill, 480, 835, 848, 849.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1(i88.
Ministerial Changes, 31.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 2006.
Ministry, New, 1411; Reply to CongratulaIncome Tax Bill, 2344.
tions, 1417.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 1102,
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2070, 2072, 2079, 2080,
1106, 1108.
2092, 2375, 2376, 2377.
Justices of the Peace Bill, 468.
Municipal Rating, 277. .
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
New Ministry, 57.
1413.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 834.
Milk Supply Bill, 849.
Parks and Gardens, 563.
Ministers, New-Congratulation of, 1416.
Racing Permits, 2388.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2075, 2076, 2077, 2079,
Railway Department-Tait . Cars on Country
2085, 2088, 2090, 2092, 2094, 2377.
Lines, 11, 582; Clifton Hill-North Fitzroy
Railways Standing Co,mmittee, 3.
Line, 1495; Differential Railway Rates,
Real Property (Access of Air) Bill, 2.
1515; Return Tickets on Country Lines,
Senate, The-Vacancy in, 2.
1625, 1629.
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2382.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1624, ]857,
1869, 1870, 1871, 1873, 1874.
Railways Sta:1ding Committee, 4, 1416, 1443,
SALTAU, Hon. MARCUS (Western Prov.)
2030.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2375.
Real Property (Access of Air) Bill, 851.
Edenhope-Kanagulk Railway, 559.
Richmond Land Bill, 480.
Governor's Speech, 4.
Roads, 63.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2370, 2371.
Robberies Under Arms, 1495.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
Senate':""'Vacancy in, 35.
1458; Address by Sir John Monash, 1458.
Services of Sir Arthur Robinson as AttorMilk Supply Bill, 845.
ney-General, 31.
Ra.ilway Department-Ten-ton Trucks, 585;
Spencer-street Bridge,2319.
Motor Trains for \V.arrna,mbool-Hamilton
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2381, 2382.
Line, 585.
Standing Orders, Revision of, 1626, 1851,
Warrnambool Harbour, 566.
1855.
Wneat Marketing Bill, 988.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
-Purchase of Land in Berwick Shire, 1495.
State Savings Bank Bill, 279, 284, 291.
SealSide Resorts-Statement by Mr. Smith re
State Savings Bank (Insurance) Bill, 2382.
rowdyism on Sunday nights, 1685; by Mr.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1674, 1965, 1971.
W. L. R. Clarke, 1685; by Mr. Tyner, 1686.
The President, Absent through Illness, 2319.
Senate, Vacancy in-Message from Governor
, Unofficial Leader of the House, 1416.
presented by Sir Arthur Robinson, 2;
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 67.
motion by Sir Arthur Robinson for con,Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill, 2383,
sideration of message, 2; motion by Mr.
. 2385.
.
Cohen for postponement of consideration of
Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
message, 35; debated,_ Mr. Richardson, 35;
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1312, 1313,
Mr. Edgar, 35; Mr. Cohen, 36; Mr. Stern1318.
berg, 36; Mr. Abbott, 36; Mr. Jones, 36;
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1443,
Mr. Cohen's motion agreed to, 36; motion
1448, 1451.
by Mr. Jones for Council to meet Assembly
Wiheat Marketing Bill, 852, 959.
to choose a person to fill the vacancy in
Wheat-Transactions of Corporation, 1625.
the Senate caused by the' death of Senator
Wire Netting Bill, 2037, 2040.
Stephen Barker, 60; agreed' to, 60; state.Yarram Yarram (Mechanics Institute) iJill,
ment by the President re joint sitting,
481.
66; further statement by the President re
result of joint sitting, 67.
Rlohmond Land Bill-From Legislative As- Senator, Election of-Joint Sitting-Joint sitting in Assembly chamber for eleetion of
sembly, first reading (Mr. Jones), 465;
a person to fill the vacancy in the Senate
!econd reading, 480; debated, 480; agreed
caused by the death of Senator Stephen
00,481; Bill passed through remaining
Barker, 92; election of President of Legisstages, 481.
lative Council as President of joint sitting,
Roads-Statement by Mr. Smith re taxation
92; rules of procedure, 92; announcement
for maintenance of roads, 61 ; by Mr.
re receipt of nominations, 93; nominations
iW. L. R. Clarke re eondition of roads, '62,
received, 93, 94, 95, 96; proposals debated,
63; 'by Mr. Richartlson re construction
96; issue of ballot-papers, 96; scrutineers'
and maintenance of roads, 63, 161; by Mr.
reports, 97, 98; vote of thanks to the PreJones, 63, 162, 1699, 1700; by Mr. W. L.
sident, 98; acknowledgment by the PresiR. Cla.rke, 1699; by Mr. Abbott, 1699.
dent of vote of thanks, 99.

LEGlSLA'l'lVE COUNCI L.

Sessional Arrangements-Days and Hours of
Meeting-Motion by Mr. Cohen re aa.ys
and hours of meeting and order of business, 33; debated by Mr. Abbott, 33, 34;
by Mr. Richardson, 33; by Mr. Cohen, 33;
agreed to, 34; motion by Mr. Jones for
adjournment to enable the new Ministry
to prepare their policy, 72; debated, 72;
agreed to, 72; motion by Mr. Richardson
for Government business to take precedence of all other business, 1427; debated,
1427; agreed to, 1428; motion (by leave)
by Mr. Richardson for adjournment until
following day at 11 a.m., 1707; debated,
1707; leave refused, 1708; statement by Mr.
Richardgon re earlier meetings of Council
to conclude sessional business, 1708;
motion by Mr. Richardson for alteration of
days and hours of meeting, 1855; debated,
1856; agreed to, 1857; motion by Mr.
Richardson rescinding provisions in . Sessional Orders that no business be taken
after 11 p.m., 1942; debated, 1942; debate
adj ourned, 1944; debate resumed, 2327 ;
motion agreed to, 2327; motion by Mr.
Richardson for meeting of House at 11
a..m. after all-night sitting, 2095; debated,
2095; agreed to, 2096.

SMITH, Hon. H. H. (Melboume Prov.)
Agent-General's Department, 1183.
Botanic Gardens, 563.
Censorship of Films Bill, 2045, 2048, 2050,
2051.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 138.
Consoliaated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1685,
1698, 1703.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1977,
1978.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1428, 1708.
Education
Department-University
High
School, 1167.
Factories and Shops Bill, 852.
Game Bill, 1120.
.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2364, 236-8,
2370, 2371.
Local Government (Enrolment of Owners)
Bill, 852.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Bill, 278.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways- Bill,
1508.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1112, 1413, 1452, 1895.
Milk Supply Bill, 836.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2061, 2070, 2074, ~079,
2080, 2083, 2084, 2094, 2332.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 834, 835.
Police-Crime, 1184; recruiting, 1184.
Robberies Under Arms, 14!J5.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2323.
State Savings Bank Bill, 289.
Tramway Traffic-Motor Bus Competition,
61.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1974,
1975.
Wire Netting Bill, 2038.

80ldier Settlement-Statement by Mr. Edgar
re Royal Commission, 1681.

Spencer-street Bridge-StRtcment by Mr. Jones,
1699, 1700; by Mr. Dtsney, 1700; by Mr.
Beckett, 1701; question by Mr. J onj;lS "e
statement by Premier that he would give
instructions for bridge to be built, 2319;
reply by Mr. Richardson, 2319;· motion by
Mr. Jones for adjournment of House to
discuss the question, 2319; debated, 2321;
motion negatived, 2327.
Stnmps Act Amendment Bill-From Legislative
A.ssembly, first reading (Mr. Richardson),
2381; second reading, 2381; debated, 2381;
amendment by Mr. Beggs that the word
" now" in the motion be struck out, 2382;
amendment withdrawn, 2382; motion for
second reading negatived, 2382.
Standing Committees (Mr. Cohen), appointment
of, 34.
Standing Orders-Motion by Mr. Jones for reference of Standing Order to the Standing
Orders Committee re advisability of alterations or additions, 2!J3; motion agreed to,
293; report brought up, 1624; motion by
Mr. Richardson postponing consideration
of report, 1624; motion agreed to, 1624 ;
motion by Mr. Richardson for adoption of
report of Standing Order Committee, 1851;
debated, 1852; motion agreed to, 1855;
motion by Mr. Richardson for submission
of report for approval of Governor, agreed
to, 1885; announcement by the President
of the Governor's approval.
State Rivers and Water Supply CommissionQuestion by:Mr. Chandler re purchase of
land in Berwick Shire, 1495; reply by Mr.
Richardson, 1495; statement by Mr. Edgar
re purchase of land in Hallam district,
1681.
State Savings Bank Bm-From Legislative
Assembly (Mr. Jones), fil'st reading, 133;
second reading, 278; debated, 279; agreed
to, 284; in Committee, 284; third reading,
292.
State Savings Bank (Insurance) Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Richardson), 2382; second reading, 2382;
agreed to, 2382; Bill read second time and
passed through remaining stages, 2383.
Statute Law Revision Committee (Mr. Cohen),
Appointment of, 34, 133.
STERNBERG, Hon. JOSEPH (BendifJo Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1501, 1502.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1702,
1703.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1979.
Children's Maintenance Bill, 2044.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 2327.
Election of Senator-Motion for Appointment
of the President a'3 President of Joint Sitting, 92.
Forests-Fire break, 60.
Game Bill, 1119.
Governor's Speech, 7.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1509.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1112; Address by Sir John Monash, 1458.
Milk Supply Bill, 846.
Mines Department-Abandoned Shafts. 64;
Encouragement of Mining Industry, 577.
Motor Traffic,60.

INDEX.
STERNBERG,

M:Ount

Hon. Joseph-continued.
Buffalo 'ChaJet-First-aid

Outfits,

216.
Parks and Gardens, 565.
Railway Department-Tait Cars, 11, 582;
Freights and Fares, 582 j Differential Railway Rates, 1513.
"Railway Loan Application Bill, 1867, 1874.
Railways Standing Committee, 3, IH3.
~8enate-Vacancy in, 36.
State Savings Bank Bill, 281.
Victoria Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1976,
1977.
Wire Netting Bill, 2036, 2038.

t

Surplus ,Revenue Bill-From Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr. Richardson),
1674; second reading, 1965; debated, 1966;
a.greed to, 1971; in Committee, 1971; third
reading, 1971.
Taxation-Statement by Dr. Harris re a.ma.lgamation of State and Federal Taxation
offices, 560; by Mr. Jones, 561; by Mr.
Richardson, 561; by Mr. Abbott, 563; by
Mr. Richardson re division of State into
districts in connexion with land taxation,
'561, 562; by Mr. Gouqie, 5:61; by Mr.
Kiernan, 562; by Mr. Jones, 563; by Mr.
Tyner ,-e increased taxation and need for
economy, 1706.
Thri'ft Deposits-Statement by Mr. Abbott re
eircular issued .by Bank, 1694.
Titles Office-St!ttement by Mr.· Abbott re
delays and disabilities, 10, 65; by Mr.
Cohen, 10, 66; by Mr. Jones, 65.
~ra.mway Advettisements-Statement by Mr.
Tyner -re advertising Carlton ale on
tickets, 162; question by Mr. Edga.r, 1412;
reply by Mr. Goudie, 1412.
ITramway Traffic-Question by Mr. Kiernan re
loss of passenger traffic on Bourke-streetClifton Hill tramway owing to motor comipetition and re electrification of the line,
:32; statement 'by Mr. Cohen, 32;1 by Mr.
,smith re competition o( motor omnibuses,
61; by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 62; by Mr.
Jones, 63.
Treasurer's
Advance-Statement
by
Mr.
Beckett, 8; by Mr. Cohen, 8; by Mr.
Abbott, 64; by Mr. Jones, 64.
Hon. WU,LIAM (S.-E. Prov.)
Audit Bill, 586.
Consolidated Revenue Bill-" Exceptional
Expenditure," 1185,
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.4), 145, 162.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1686,
1692, 1694, 1706.
Country Roads Loan Applicf\tion Bill, 1978.
Finance-Economy and Taxation, 1185.
Game Bill, 1176.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2067, 2083, 2332.
Victorian Government ~oan Bill, 69.
Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation Limited (Government Guarantee) Bill, 1318.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1448,
1449, 1450.
Weights and Measures, 560.

TYNgR,

TYNER, Hon. WILLIAM-con.tinued.
Railway Department-Resignation of Commissioner Miscamble, 11 ; 10-ton Trucks,
583; Stations at Heathmont and Dublin
Road, 585.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1871.
Wire Netting Bill, 2035.
Unofficial Leader-Statement by Mr. Cohen,
31; by the President, 32; by Mr. Richardson re vacancy, 1416; by Mr. Beckett re
legal adviser to Unofficial Leader, 1684;
. by Mr. Richardson, 1684.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act-Question by
Mr. Chandler, 951; reply by Mr. Jones,
951; statement by Mr. Chandler re appointment of additional inspectors, 1694;
by Mr. Abbott re destruction of blackberry bushes, 1695; by Dr. Harris re extirpation of rabbits and destruction of
noxious weeds, 1695; by Mr. Abbott in
favour of abolition of t:abbit inspectors,
1695.
Victorian Government Loan Bill-From Legislative Asembly, first reading (Mr. Jones),
66; second reading, 67; debated, 61;
agreed to, 68; in Committee, 68; third
reading, 72. .
.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Goudie), 1942; seconq. reading, 1973; agreed
to, 1974; in Committee, 1974; third reading, 1977.
Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill-From
Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Richardson), 2383; second reading, 2383;
debated, 2384; agreed to, 2385; in Committ6e, 2385; third reading, 2385..
Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation Limited
(Government
Guarantee)
Bill-From
• Legislative Assembly, first reading (Mr.
Jones), 1311 ; second reading, 1312; debated, 1313; agreed to, 1316; in Committee, 1316; third reading, 1320.
Water Supply Loans Application B~ll-From
Legisla.tive Assembly, first readmg (Mr.
Richardson), 1443; second reading, 1443;
debated, 1445; agreed to, 1448; in Committee, 1448; third reading, 1452.
Weights and Measures Act-Statement by Mr.
'ryner, 560.
Wemb1ey
Exhibition-Statement
by
Mr.
Angliss re supervision of Victorian exhibits, 1704; by Mr. Beckett, 1705; by Mr.
Richf\rdson, 1705.
Wheat Marketing Bill-From Legislative As-.
sembly, first reading (Mr. McNamara),
951; second reading, 951; debated, 959;
motion negatived, 993.
Wb.eat, Voluntary Pool-Federal GuaranteeQuestion by Mr. W. L. R. Clarke, 1096;
reply by Mr. Jones, 1096; question by Mr.
Bath re unsold wheat and final payments'
by Wheat Corporation, 1625; reply by Mr.
Richa.rdson, 1625.

WRITE, Hon. E. J. (Western Prov.)
Cattle Compensation Bill, 1500.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1979.
Edenhope-Ka.nagulk Railway, 558.
Railway Rates-Differential, 1510.

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Hon. ROBERT (Melbourne Weit
Prov.)
Censorship of Films Bill, 2049, 2050.
Compulsory Voting Bill, 852.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2374.
Election of Senator at Joint Sitting, 96.
Milk Supply Bill, 847.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 2062.
Parliamentary Elections (Railway Employees
and Civil Servants) Bill, 481.
Spencer-street Bridge, 2321.

WILLIAHS,

Wire Netting Bill-From Legislative Assembly,
first reading (Mr. Goudie), 1851; second
reading, 2030; debated, 2030; agreed to,
~035; in Committee, 2035; third reading,
2041.

Wireless Broadcasting-Statement by Mr.
Chandler re wireless apparatus in House
to broadcast speeches, 1684.
Yarra River-Question by Mr. Merritt re
snagging of, 277; reply by Mr. Jones, 277.
Yarram Yarram (Mechanics' Institute) BillFrom Legislative Assembly, first reading
(Mr. Jones), 465; Bill treated as public
Bill, 481; second reading, 481; deba.ted,
481; agreed to, 481; Bill passed through .
remaining stages, 481.

ZWll, Ron. A. M. (N.-E. Prov.)
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1704.
Da.ys and Hours of Meeting, 2095.
Forestry-Plantations of Pinus Insignis in.
the North-Eastern DIstrict, 580.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1966.
Wire Netting Bill, 2031, 2036.

, l'
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•
Abandoned Mining Shafts.
( See Mines Department.)
• A.ddress-in-Reply. (See Governor, His Excellency the.)
Adjournments of the House-In consequence
of death of Mr. Thomas, M.L.A. 40; to
enable Prendergast Ministry to prepare
policy, 90, 91; for municipal elections,
130; for Royal Agricultural Society's
Show, 461, 557; for Melbourne Cup, 1229.
(See also Motions for Adjo'Ulrnment of the
House.)
Administration and Probate Bill-Brought in
by Mr. Bailey and read first time, 734.
Agent-General-Statement by Mr. Brownbill,
1795.
Agricultural and Country Development Bank
Bill-Governor's message brought down
and resolution for appropriation adopted,
734; Bill .brought in by Mr. Bailey and
read first time, 734.
Agriculture, Department of-Statement by Mr.
Weaver re vote for scientific research
work,2266. (See also Dai1'ying Ind1tstry,
Fruit Fly Damage Oompensation BOOJrd,
and Fruit Industry.)

Mr. JOHN-continued.
Public Accounts Committee, 1709.
Railways Standing Committee-Sittings of,
2096.
Soldier Settlers-Appointment of Royal Commission, 1825, 2029.
Speaker, the-Election of, 13, 14.
,Speaker's Mother-Death of, 2096.
State Savings Bank Bill, Ill.
Unemployed, 2315.
Victorian
Wiheat-growers~
,Corporation
Limited (Government Guarantee) Bill,
1283.
Votes on Account, 544.
Wages Boards-Farriers' Determination, 544,
1197;) Country Hospital Attendants, 545;
Gas Workers, 545; Butter Factory Employees, 545.
Watershed Areas-Conference
Rateability,
1427.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 541, 627, 662, 693,
735, 755, 756, 759, 760, 826.
Wheat-Voluntary Pool, 1065.
Workers Compensation Bill, 517.
Yarrawonga Bridge, 1427.

ALLAN.

on

ALLISON, Mr. DAVID (Bo1'ung)
Close of the Session, 2318.
Mr. JOHN (Rodney)
Corn sacks-Price of, 2258.
Adjournment of the House-Royal Agric,:!lHighways and Vehicles Bill, 2214.
tural Show, 463.
,Wheat-Bulk Handling, 2258.
Billson, Mr. J. W., M.L.A., Leave of Absence,
1825.
Amateur Sports Ground-Question by Mr;
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 1036.
Snowball 1'e lease to Mellbourne Carnivals
Close of the Session, 2316.
Limited, 1826.
Cornsacks, Price of, 1981.
Anderson's Inlet and Lower Tarwin Valley
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1524, 1526.
Connecting Railway-Report of RailwlliYs
Dried Fruits Pool, 1426.
Standing Committee !brought up, 1229.
Dunstan, Mr. A. A., M.L.A.-Leave of Absence, 1259.
ANGUS, Mr. HENRY (Gunbower)
Election of Senator, 94.
-Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 615, 1033,
Fishermen's Bend-Housing Accom,modation,
1036, 1043, 1045.
1427.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 211S.
Fruit Industry-Wages of Pickers, 1198.
Discharged ,Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1567,
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage- (Borrow1568.
ing Powers) Bill, 1824.
.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2222, 2230.
Governor's Speech-Want of. Confidence
Forests Bill (No.2), 1736, 1840, 1841, 184'6.
_ '
Motion, 42.
Governor',s Speech-Want of Confidence
Herd Testing-Government Grant, 1427.
Motion, 48.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 1630, 182'6, 2028,
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2013, 2143, 2189,
2120, 2123. 212~ 2149, 2151, 2169, 2177,
2190, 2192, 2215.
2181, 2188, ~191, 2192, 2193, 2200, 2207,
Income Tax Bill, 2167.
2,211, 2214, 2215, 2253.
Irrigation Works, 1423.
Immigration-Influx of Foreigners, 2314.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1239 .
Irrigation Works, 1427.
•
Ministry's Policy-Scope of Percentage ReLocal Government Bill -( No.1), 1239.
ductions in Hailway Freights, 132.
Ministry, the----Change of, 1418.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1715, 1721.
Ministry's Policy. 182, 1458, 1461.
Murray River Works-R'ume Reservoir, 81.
No-confidence Motion, 1311, 1321.
No-confidence Motion, 1380.
Obituary-Mr. W. E. Thomas, M.L.A., 3S.
Police Com;mission-Maximum Expenditure,
Old, Mr. F. E., M.L.A., Leave of Absence,
852.
363.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1621.
Police Commission-Maximum Expenditure
State Savings Bank Bill, 109.
1.190; ~r~sentation of Report, 1199.
'
State Savings Bank-Loans, 58S.
~ohce-FIllmg Vacancies, 1199.
Votes on Account, 81.
Private Members' Business, 1426.

ALLAN,

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Mr. Henry-continued.
Water Supply. Loans Application Bill, 1466.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 669, 740, 757, 760, 761,
770, 777, 778, 781, 801, 82'2, 824, 872, 882,
883, 884.
'Workers Compensation Bill, 529.

ANGUS,

Anzac Day Bill-Brought in by Major Baird,
and read first time, 514.
Apprenticeship Bill-Brought in by Mr. Lemmon and read first time, 168; statement by
Mr. Browll'bill re failure of Allan Government to proceed with Bill this session,
1801; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 1802.
Appropriation Bill-Brought in by Sir Alexander Peacock, and read fhst time, 2286;
second reading ,moved ,by Sir Alexander
Peacock, 2312; debated, 2312; Bill read
second time, 2315; considered in Committee, 2315; third reading, 2315.
Ardmona Co-operative Company-Statement 'by
Mr. Eggleston re proposal to substitute
canning for dehydrating plant, 1195; by
Mr. Hogan, 1203.
Dr .. S. S. (Toorak)
Assault on Taxi Cab Driver, 2315.
Baby Bonus, 252.
Bank Branches~Staffing, 1553.
Budget, 1297.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 601, 1047.
Censorship of Films Bill, 2218.
Children in State Schools-Medical Inspootion, 2272.
Ohildren's Maintenance Bill, 1622, 1623.
Children's Welfare Department-Allowances
to Foster ::\1others, 1801; Training of
Children, 1801.
Deaths in Child Birth, 250.
Economic Losses from Disease, 25,3.
Electoral Bill, 119, 419.
Fines Imposed under Acts of Parliament,
1458.
Fishing Industry-Use of Long Lines, 1799.
Game Bill, 419, 919, 923, 948, 949.
Government Motor Cars-Cost of, 1800.
Kew Asylum-Accommodation, 1800.
Kew Asylum Commission-Findings, 1800;
Publication of Report, 1905; Dismissed
Employees, 2107, 2109; 2114, 2314.
Legislative Asse,mbly Chamber AcoustioC;s,
1799.
Local Government Bill (No.4), 2305.
Masseurs-Registration of, 2272.
Maternity Hospitals, 252.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
911, 912, 1019.
Mental Hospitals-Eight Hours Day, 41.
Milk Supply Bill, 123, 370, 404, 408.
Ministry's Policy, 194.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1158.
Newhaven Boys' Horne, 2313.
Night Soil-Di,sposal of, 1519.
Nb-confidence Motion, 1392.
Obstetrics, Proposed Chair of, 252.
Opticians Registration Bill, 1026.
Oyster Cultivation, 1800.
Police Commission-Maximu,rn Expenditure,
341; Alteration of Terms of Reference,
1639, 1640.

ARGYLE,

Dr. S. S.--()ontinued.
Police-Recruiting, 1196; Su,mmer Uniforms, 2314; Transfer to Plain Clothes,
2314.
State Insurance Office, 1799.
State Savings Bank Bill, 109.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1773.
Tuberculosis-Cases of, 2272.
Vital Statistics, 2272.
Wh~at Marketing Bill, 6Ql, 755.

ARGYLE,

Assent to Bills--40, 99, 205, 398, 665, 994,
1259, 1321, 1418, 1524, 1630, 1905.
Audit IH.r -Brought in by Mr. Prendergast,
and read first time, 482; second reading
moved by Mr. Prendergast; 514; debated,
515; Bill read second time, 515; considered
in Committee, 515; third reading, 515.
Auditor-General's Report-Presented, 852.
Australian Manufactures-Statement by MI'.
Bro'Wll'bill re preference, 9,25; by Mr. Jackson, 928; by Mr. Bailey, 935; statement
,by Mr. Brownbill re Australian stea,rn
roller for Footscray Council, 926; re local
manufacture of woollen goods, 927; statement by Mr. Mackrell 're visits of eountry
scliool children to All-Australian Exhibition, 1200; by Mr. Lemmon, ]206 (see also
Imported Goods for State Departments.)
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) BillBrought in by Mr. Tunnecliffe, and read
first time, 107; second reading moved by
Mr. Tunnec1iffe, 365; debated, 365;1 Bill
read second time, and passed through remaining stages, 366.
Baby Bonus-Statement by Dr. Argyle, 252.
Bags-Question of price of potato bags from
India discussed in Committee of Supply,
2258. (See also Oornsacks and Railway
Department-;Goods Traffic. )
Mr. H. S. (Port Fairy)
Administration and Probate Bill, 734.
Agricultural and Country Development Bank
Bill, 734.
Australian Manufactures-Preference, 935.
:BotallicG-ardens, 891.
Christmas Eve Trading in Country Towns,
935.
Closer Settlement Bill, 1030.
,Dandenong Lands Bill, 2116.
Dimboola and Horsha,m Water Supply, 462.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1557.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2227.
Education Department-Forest Hill High
School, 935.
I
Fairbairn, Mr. John-Case of, 935.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1734.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2IT5, 2189,2208.
Housing Accommodation, 935.
Jeparit Land Bill, 107, 369.
Lands Department-Settlement in Miining
Areas, 935; in Gippsland, 993.
Local Government Bill (No. 1), 1243.
McDonald, Mr. John-Case of, 335.
Members Taking off Coats in Chamber in
Hot Weather, 1840.
. Murray River Work,g-Hume ·Reservoir, 84.
No-confidence Motion, 1382
North Carlton Lands Bi1l~ .500.

BAILEY,

,

;'
(

IND1jlX.

BAILEY, Mr. H. S.-continued.
Noxious Weeds, 890, 994, 1029.
.obituary-Mr. W. E. Thomas, M.L.A., 38.
Parks and GardenB---'Grants, 1822.
PoHce-Bourke-street West and West Melbourne Stations, 9:36.
.
Police Com;mission-Maximum Expenditure,
1192.
Public vVorks Department-Delays, 936.
Railways Standing
Committee-Proposed
Railways, 1752.
Richmond Land Bill, 205.
'Soldier Settlers-Appointment of Royal Commission, 1825, 2232, .2238, 2244.
Sugarloaf Weir, 994.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction Act,
892.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 762, 812, 820.
Wire Netting Bill, 1834, 1839.
Yarra.m Yarram Mechanics' Institute Bill,
205, 450.
BAmD, Major MATTHEW (Ballarat West)
Anzac Da,y Bill, 514.
Election of Senator, 94.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2006.
Industrial and Provident Societies BiH, 907.
Mary.borough
Cool
Stores-Contractor's
Claim, 1201.
Ministry',s Policy, 328, 335.
Police Commission-,Maximum Expenditure,
359.
WJteat Marketing Bill, 656.
Workers Co,mpensation Bill, 521.
Ballarat Ea-st, Representation of-Report of
Elections and Qualifications Committee on
application of Mr. R. M. McGregor for recount of votes at general elections, brought
up, 102·4.
Ballarat Water Com,missioners Bill-Brought
in by Mr. McAdam, and read first time,
168.
'
Banks-Statement Iby Mr. Hughes, 1'e adequate
protection of officers, 1553; by Mr. Prendergast, 1553; 'by Dr. Argyle, 1553.
Mr. SAMUEL (WaUuz,lla)
Railways Standing
Committee--Proposed
Railways, 1756.

BARNES,

:Mr.

(Benambra)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 59·6, 1034,
1042, 1049.
Election of Senator, 95.
Electric Supply Loan Application Bill, 2293.
Highways and Vehides Bill, 2002.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1288.
Miners Phthisis, 41.
Mines Department-Abandoned Shafts, 41.
iNoxious Weeds, 2241,.
Wire Netting Bill, 1838.

BEARDMORE,

HENRY

Bee-keeping Industry-Statement by Mr.
Frost re legislation for registration of
bee-keepers, 2266.
Bendigo Freezing Work~Statement by Mr.
Clough, 1'e closing of work,s, 1424, 1552.
Bendigo Railway Workshops.
(See Railway
Department-Workshops. )
Betting Tax-Motion .by Sir Alexander Peacock fixing rate of tax, 2299; debated,
2299; negatived, 2303.

Bills Discharged' from the Paper-Forests
Bill (No. I), 1605.
Bills Rejected on Second Reading.-Riot Damages Bill, 1090.

J\fr. A. A. (Ovens)
Adjournment of the House-Royal Agricultural Show, 463.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,
365.
Beechworth Gaol, 2255.
Christmas E-ve Trading in Country Towns,
927.
Close of the Session, 2318.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1525, 1526.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1567.
Election as Chairman of Committees, 104.
Electoral Bill, 426, 4·54.
Electricity Supply Loan Application Bill,
2292.
Forests Bill ( No.2), 2306.
Forests Depart;ment-Royalties, 264.
Game Bill, 921.
Kew Idiot Asylum--'Objection to Suspension
of Standing Orders, 2114.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1234.
Ministry's Policy, 316.
Mount Buffalo Chalet-Tranilfer ofCQntrol,
79, 259, 1610.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1713.
Police Commission---<.Maximum Expenditure,
3'63, 1193.
Public Service-Fortnightly Payments, 21.
·Railway Department-;-Tourist Traffic, 263;
Re-arrangement of ,Spencer-street Station,
482;' Country School Excursions, ·547.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1610.
Railways Standing Co.mmittee-Proposed
Railways, 1751.
Rulings and Statements M Deputy SpeakerDebate-Motion for Adjournment of House
must involve the administration of the
Government, 1980.
Vermin and Noxious 'Veeds Act--Adminiitration, 263.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 88.
Votes on Account, '21, 79.
Wihisky-Importations of, 514.
Workers Compensation Bill, 532.
(See also Chairman of Committees.)

BILLSON,

Billson, the Hon. J. W., M ..L.A.-M;otioll by
Mr. Prendergast for leave of absence,
agreed to, 1825; statement ·by Mr. Prendergast, 2316; by Mr. Toutcher, 2317.
Births, Deat'hs, and Marriages--State,ment by
Mr. Brownbill, re statistics, 2269; ·by Dr.
Argyle, 250, 2272.
Black Rock to Beaumaris Electric Street Railway Bill-Brought in ,by MI}". Eggleston,
and read first time, 1982.
Mr. E. E. (Glenelg)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), ~13.
Dairy Supervisors-Salaries and Allowances,
2269
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1590.
Ed uca tion Department--Promotions 1809.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2021, 2i27, 2188,
2215.
-Municipal Endowment Bill, 1719.
Railway
Departmen t--Hamil ton -Colera.ine
Service, 550; Rebates on Murtoa Line,
2279, 2283.

BOND,

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

l\:t;r. E. E.-conf-inued.
Roads, vVorks, and Bridges, 2256.
Soldier Settlement-Royal Commission, 2251.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1772.
W!heat Marketing Bill, 684.

BOND,

Border Railways~Statement ,by Mr. Carlisle re
ear lr construction of Oaklands to Yarrawonga line, 2276; ,by Mr. Eggleston, 2283.
(See also Railways Standilng Oommittee.)
Boroondara Election Circular-Question by Mr.
Greenwood re instructions to police,. 428;
statement by Mr. Greenwood (on motion
10r adjournment of the House) re "the
dntervention of the Chief Secretary in the
;matter of an investigation into an infringelDent of the Printers and Newspapers Act,
and other matters ·connected with the administration of justice," 428; subject discussed, 433.
Botanic Gardens-Statement -by Mr. Jackson re
reported reduction in ,staff, and condition
of gardens generally, 889; .by Mr. Bailey,
891; statement 'by Mr. Murphy re wages
paid to employees, 1819; by Mr. _Downward, 1824.
Colonel M. J. W. ( Goulburn
Valley)
Agricultural ~esearch, 2269.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 609.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.2), 2305.
Cornsacks-Price of, 2269.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1709, 1905, 2218, 2224,
2228, 2231, 22152, 2253.
Wheat-Bulk l-l'andling, 2269.
W-heat Marketing Bill, tHO, 795, 830.

BOURCHIER,

Mr. JOHX (Wangaratta)
Speaker, The-Election of, 13.
(See also Speal.:er, The.)

BOWSER,

Bread. ( See P'riccs of Bread, Wheat,
Flour Oommission.)

a;nd

Mr. 'VILLIAM (Geelong)
Agent-General's Office, 1795.
Apprenticeship, 1801.
Assembzly Chamber-Ventilation of, 1851.
Australian Manufactures-Preference, 925.
'Children's Welfare Bill, 367.
Day Baking Bill, 923.
Da,ys and Hours of M~eting, 1530.
}]lectoral Bill, 424.
Fairbairn, Mr. John-Case of, 923.
Game Bill, 922.
Geelong Waterworks -and Sewerage (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1940 ..
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2008,2120, 2180.
Hous,ing Accommodation, 924.
Income Tax Bill, 2164.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Bill, 130.
'
Neglected Children's Department-Alteration
of Name, 546; Allowances to FosterMothers, 1207, 1798.
Obituary-Mr. W. E. Tho,mfuS, M.L.A., 38.

BROWNBILL,

Mr. WILLIAM-continued.
Parliamentary Elections (Railway Employees
and Public Servants) Bill, 105.
Private Members' Business, 1420.
Railway Department-Electrification of Mel-bourne-Geelong line, 547, 1554;· BallaratGeelong Passenger Service, 694, 888.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1614.
Railways Standing Co)nmittee-Proposed
Railways, 1753.
-Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1766.
.
Vital Statistics, 2269.
Wages
Boards-Country
Determinations,
2285.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1468.
Woollen Industry, 927.
"Vorkers Compensation Bill, 528.

BnOWNBILL,

Budget, The-Brought down ,by Mr. Prendergast, 892; debated, 1211, 1260, 1297; statement by Sir Alexander Peacock re adoption
by Allan Government Qf amended income
and other taxation -proposals, 1546, 1550;
by :Mr. Prendergast, 1549; by Sir William
McPherson, 1551; de'bate on the Budget
continued, 1649.
Business-Order of-~1otions by Mr. Prendergast re order of Government business and
pri vate memhers' Ibusiness agreed to, 104;
statements by Sir Alexander Peacock, 418,
515; ·by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 419; ,by MT.
Eggleston, 516; question by Mr. Snowball
re private ,members' business, 831; statement Iby Mr. Prendergast, 1030, (See also
Sessional .'i1-rangements.)
lVIr. JOHN (Jika Jika)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 490, 615,
1032, 1044, 1049, 1050, 1054, 1055.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1529.
Forests Bill (No.1), 905, 1055.
Forests Bill (N.o. 2), 1725, 1848, 1849.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2014, 2128, 2141,
2168, 2202, 2214.
Income -Tax Bill ( No.2), 2312.
Kew Asylum-Dismissed Employees, 2102,
2303.
.
Melbourne and )1etropolitan Tramways Bill,
1021.
Mental Hospitals-Eight Hours' Day, 41.
Milk Supply Bill, 411.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1152, 1483.
Newhaven Boys' Home, 2312.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1611.
'''heat :Marketing Bill, 858.
Whisky-Importations of, 514.

CAIN,

Mr. J. J. (Benalla)
Border .Railways, 2276.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 609, 1037.
Electricity Commission-Current for Victorian Towns, 1207.
Forests Bill ( No.2), 1743.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2204.
Soldier Settlement-Royal Commission. 2244.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 14:70.
Wiheat Marketing Bill, 631, 796, 812, 814,
815, 829.
Yarrawonga Brid~e, 1421.

CARLISLE,

.',

. I
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Carter (J.P.), Case of Mr. D. G.-Question by
Mr. Lawson re papers relating to appoint·
ment, suspension, and re-appointment of
Mr. Carter as Justice of Peace, 167. (See
also Mi'l1list1'Y, '1'he.)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No. I)-Resolution
fixing rates of stamp duty, 427; Bill
brought in by Mr. Hogan and read first
time, 428; Governor's message brought
down and resolution for appropriation
adopted, 428; second reading of Bill moved
by Mr. Cain, 490; debated, 588; Bill read
second time, 614; considered in' Committee,
614, 1031; third reading, 1054.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No. 2)-Brought in
by Colonel Bourchier and read ·first time,
2305; second reading moved by Colonel
Bourchier, 2305; debated, 2305; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 2305.
Censorship of Films Bill-Received from Legislative Council and read first time, 2218.
Ohairman of Co,mmittees-Mr. Solly appointed
Acting Chairman, 20, 73; motion ,by Mr.
Prendergast that lVIr. A. A. Billson he
appointed Chairman of Committees agrp,ed
to, 104; statement by Mr. Clough, 1426.
Cha.irman of Committees (Mr. A. A. Billson)
-Rulings and Statements of-Members
taking off coats in hot weather, 1840;
directing member to put on his coat, 1849.
Chairmen of Committees (,Temporary) -Appointment of Messrs. Cotter, Downward,
Everard, Farthing, Greenwood, Slater, and
Solly announced, 15; resignation of Mr.
Slater and appointment of Mr. Brownbill
announced, 167; resignation of Mr. Downward announced, 2096 ; appointment of Mr.
Morley announced, 2218.
Oharitable Institutions.
(See H ospital8 QIIld
Oharities. )
Children's Maintenance Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Tunneclitfe and read first time,619;
seeond reading moved by Dr. Argyle, 1622;
Bill read second time, 1623; considered in
Committee, 1623; third reading, 1624.
Ohildren's Welfare Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Tunnecliffe and read first time, 107; second
reading moved by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 366;
Bill read second time, 367; considered in
Committee, 367; third reading, 368.
Ohildren's Welfare Department----State,ments ihy
Mr. Keane re rate of payment for boardedout children, 1206, 1555;' .by Mr. Brown.bill,
1207, 1708; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 1208; by
Mr. Prendergast, 1210; hy Sir Alexander
Peacock, 1555; by Mr. ,Murphy, 1799; 'hy
Dr. Argyle, 1801; statement by Mr. Webber
re training of boys and girls at Royal Park
Depot, 1798; Ihy Dr. Argyle, 1801. (See
also Ne.gleoted Children's Department.)
Close of Session-Statement by Mr. Allan,
,2316; by Mr. Prendergast, 2316; :J:Jy Mr.
Cotter, 2317; by Mr. Toutcher, 231~; by
Mr. Allison, 2318; by Mr. A. A. Billson
(Ovens), 2318; tby the Speaker, 2318.
Closer Settlement---lQuestion -by Mr. West re
group settlements and purchase of individual properties, 993; statement. by Mr.
Everard re convenience's for settlers at
ThO,mastown and Pound Bend, Warrandyte,
·2234; re subdivision of land in Kinglake
district, 2234; statement 'hy Mr. Solly re

Closer Settlement-oontinued.
expenditure on repurchase of land, 2245.
(See also Soldier Settlemernt and Tresco
lVest S ett lem ent. )
Closer Settlement Bill--Governor's messa..ge
brought down "and resolution for appropriation adopted, 1030; Bill .brought in by Mil'.
Bailey and read first time, 1030.
l\1'r. L. J. (Bendigo East)
Bendigo Freezing Works, 1424, 1552.
Country Industries-Govern,ment Advances,
1424, 1552.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1526.
Discharged Soldiers' Settlement Bill, 1567,
1584.
Education
Department-Junior Teachers'
Pay, 1810; Bendigo 'Technical School, 1810.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2122, 2173, 2186,
2189,2190, 2191, 2205.
Local Government
(No.1), 1247.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1720.
New Ministry-Allotment of Portfolios, 1425.
Railway Department-Removal of Moulding
Shop from Bendigo, 40, 2280; W oodendMacedon Service, 2279; Transfer of Doubleheader Miller, 2280.
.
Secondar~ Industries-Development of, 2280.
Speaker and Chairman of Committees--Sugge.sted Resignation, 1425.
State Enterprises, 1424.
.
Union of Anti-Lwbour Parties, 1423.

CLOUGH,

.ill

Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill-Brought
in by Mr. Tunnecliffe and read first time,
107; second reading ;moved iby Mr. Tunne-·
diffe, 366; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 366.
Coal. (Soo Eleotrio Supply and State, Coal
Mine.)
Committees (Standing) -Appointed, 123.
Oonsolidated Revenue Bill (K o. 1) -Brought in
by Sir Alexander Peacock and passed
through all stages, 24.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No. 2)-Brought in
by 'Mr. Prendergast a.nd passed through all
stages, 86.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3 )-Brought in
,by Mr. Prendergast and passed through all
stages, 87.
Oonsolidated Revenue Bill (No. 4)-Brought in
,by Mr. Prendergast and passed through all
stages, 129.
Consolidated Revenue Bill ( No. ,5 ) -Brought in
,by Mr. Prendergast and passed through all
stages, 557.
Oonsolidated Revenue Bill (No.6) -Brought in
. :J:Jy Mr. Prendergast and passed through all
stages, 1211.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7 ) '-Brought in
by Sir Alexander Peacock and passed
through all stages, 1556.
COOK, ·Mr. A. E. (Bendigo West)
Housing Accommodation, 934.
Immigration, 934.
Land Settlement in Mining Areas, 9'32.
Miners' Phthisis, 41.
Mines Department-Abandoned Shafts, 41.
Public Works Depart,ment-Delays, 933.

LEGISLATIVE .ASSEMBLY.

Mr. A. E.-continued.
Railway Department-Unloading Goods on
Passenger Platforms, 933; Fire at Big Hill
Tunnel, 1709.
Railway Loan A})plication BilI, 1620.

COOK,

Oornsacks-Price of-<Question by Mr. Pollard,
1030; statement by Mr. '\Vettenhall, 1980 ~
question of price of bags from India discussed in Committee of Supply, 2258; statement Iby Mr. Frost re local manufacture
of bags, 2265; by Mr. Hogan, 2267; by
Colonel Bourchier, 2269.
(See also
Wheat.)

Mr. E. J. (Richmond)
Close of the Session, 2317.
Electoral Bill, 46l.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2146, 2185, 2206.
. Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2312.
Medical (Dentists) Bill (No.2), 168.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
917.
No-confidence Motion, 1341, 1406.
Obit.uary-Mr. W. E. Thomas, M.L.A., 40.
Pensions-Fortnightly Payments, 546.
Police-Women Agents, 126; Press Photographs, 127.
Richmond Land Bill, 414, 415.
Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanLimitation of Bill by Governor's lllessage, 734.
St. Kilda.-Beaumaris-road-Country Roads
Board Responsibility, 2256.

COTTER,

Country Roads Board.

(See Road8.)

Oou~try Ro~ds Loan Application Bill-Brought
III by SIr Alexander Peacock and read first
time, 1709; second reading moved by Sir
Alexander Pearock, 1939; Bill read second
time and passed through remaining stages,
1939.
Crimes Bill-Statement by Mr. Slater re report of interview with Sir Arthur Robinson containing allegations against certain
members of. Labour party. in connexion
with amending legislation, 29; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 30.

Dairying Industry-Statement by Mr. West rB
application of Dairy Supervision Act to
whole State, 549, 2269; re salaries of dairy
supervisors, 550; by Mr. Bond, 2269. (See
also Herd Testing Associations).
. Dandenong Lands Bill~-Motion by Mr. Downward for leave to mtroduce Bill, 2115; debated, 2115; withdrawn, 2120.
Day Baking Bill-Brought in by Mr. Brownbill
and read first time, 923.
Days and Hours of Meeting. (See Sessional
Arrangements.)
Deaf and Dumb Institution. (See Hospitals
and Oharities.)

J. D. (Warrnambool).
Governor's Speech, 16.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2027, 2121, 2123,.
2133, 2140, 2174, 218l.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1250.
Ministry's Policy, 303.
Railways
Standing
Committee-Proposed
Ra-ilways, 1760.
Returned Soldiers-Preference to, 204.

DEANY, Mr.

Deaths in Childbirth-Statement by Dr.
Argyle, 250.
Dimboola Water Supply. (See Water Supply
Department.)
Discharged Soldiers' Settlemen't Bill-·Governor's message brought down and resolution
for appropriation adopted, 1463; Bill
brought in by Mr. Downward and read first
time, 146:3; second reading moved by Mr.
Downward, 1556; debated, 1557; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 1592.
Divisions-in Committee-On Dr. Argyle's
amendment in clause 2 of Milk Supply
Bill, 412; on Mr. Allan's amendment in
clause 4 of Wheat Marketing Bill, 755; on
clause 8, as amended, of same Bill, 777;
on Mr. Angus's amendment in clause 9 of
same Bill, 803; on Mr. Hogan's amendment
in clause 12 of same Bill, 810; on Mr .
Wettenhall's amendment, as amended, ill
clause 3 of same Bill, 829; on motion fixing fees under Motor Omnibus Bill, 1490;
on Mr. Eggleston's new clause AA in same
Bill, 1598; on new schedule in same Bill,
1603; on Mr. Hayes's amendment that vote
for Chief Secretary's Department be reduced by £5 as a protest "against the
failure of the Government to make provision for a Superannuation Bill for the
Public Service and railway employees,"
1789; on Mr. Webber's amendment that
vote be reduced by £3 as a protest against
"the Government's inactivity in regard to
a Public Service Board," 1790; on Mr.
Lemmon's amendment in clause 5 of Income
Tax Bill, 2166; on clause 13 of Highway/:!
and Vehicles Bill, 2175; on Mr. Hogan's
amendment in clause 16 of same Bill, 2187.
Divisions-in the Ho.use-On Mr. Prenclergast's amendment on motion for adjournment of House to emphasize position of
Peacock Ministry as result of general election, 29; on Mr. Tunnecliffe's motion fixing
maximum expenditure of Police Commission, 364; on second reading of Cattle
Compensation Bill, 614; on second reading
of Wheat Marketing Bill, 715; on third
reading of same Bill, 881; on Mr. Oman's
amendment in clause 4 of same Bill, 884;
on Mr. Oman's amendment in clause 10 of
same Bill, 886; on second reading of Riot
Damages Bill, 1090; on Sir Alexander Peacock's motion for adjournment of debate on
second reading of Motor Omnibus Bill,
1166; on second reading of same Bill, 1167;
on Mr. Allan's motion" that the Government does not possess the confidence of
this House," 1410; on Mr. Webber's
amendment on Mr. Allan's motion extending days and hours of meeting, 1531; on
Mr. Tunnecliffe's motion for adjournment
of House re scope of Police Commission,
1648; on Mr. Tunnecliffe's motion for adjournment of House 1"e dismissal of Lunacy
Department employees, 2115; on third reading of Income Tax Bill, 2168; on Sir Alexander Peacock's motion for adoption of
resolution fixing rates of tax for Income
Tax Bill (No.2), 2310.
Divorce Bill-Brought in by Mr. Snowball and
read first time, 514.
Domestic Economy, College of. (See Public
Instruction.)

INDEX.

Mr. ALFRED (Morning ton)
Am-ateur Sports Ground, 1826.
Botanic Gardens-Pay of Employees, 1824.
Budget, 1272.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 1046.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 2115, 2117, 2119.
Daylesford Springs, 2313.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1530.
Diseharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1463,
1556, 1564.
Echuca Land Bill, 1982.
Election of Senator, 94.
Noxious Weeds, 1493, 1494.
Parks and Gardens-Grants, 1824.
Soldiers Settlers-Arrears, 2235; Royal Commission, 2236.
Speaker, the-Election of, 13, 14.
'fresco West Settlement, 1709.
Walpeup West Lands Bill, 1556, 1648.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 707.
Wire Netting Bill, 1524, 1832, 1839, 1851.

DOWNWARD.

Dried Fruits.. (See Fruit Industry.)
Dried Fruits Bill-Brought in by Colonel
Bourchier and read first time, 1709; second
reading moved by Colonel Bourchier, 1905;
debated, 1911, 2218; Bill read second time,
2224; Governor's message brought down
and resolution for appropriation adopted,
2224; Bill considered in Committee, 2224,
2252; third reading, 2253.
Echuca Land Bill-Brought in by Mr: Downward and read first time, 1982.
Education Department. (See Public Instruction.)
Mr. F. W. (St. Kilda)
Ardmona Co-operative c.ompany-Conversion
of Dehydrating Plant, 1195.
Audit Bill, 515.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,
365.
Bla.ck Rock to Beaumaris Elactric Street
Railway Bill, 1982.
Border Railways, 2283.
:eoroondara Election Circular, 434.
Budget, 1262, 1661.
Caulfield Hospital, 944.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Weekly Sittings,
552.
.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1922, 2226, 2227, 2231, 2252.
Electricity Supply. Loan Application Bill,
1531, 2288, 2294, 2295.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1840.
Gas Regulation Bill, 490.
Great Ocean Road Lands Bill, 1982.
Immigration, 945.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 231!'i, 2316.
Loan Expenditure, 947.
Local Government Bill, 2253.
Maffra Beet Sugar Industry, 553.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
500. 615, 913, 1023, 1722.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
2286.
Metropolitan Gas Company Bill, 1556.
Metropolitan Railway Works-Report of
Railways Shmding Committee, 2218.
Mildura Electricity Loan Bill, 1556, 2296.
Milk Supply Bill, 390
Ministry's Policy, 214.

EGGIJESTON,

Mr. F. W.-cqntinued.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1132,. 1472, 1473, 1489,
1490, 1491, 1492, 1493, 1592, 1595, 1598,
1603, 1605, 2287.
Pensions-Fortnightly Payments, 552. .
Personal Expl~nation, 58t!.
Police-Service of Summonses and Executions
of warrants, 553; Barracks on St. Kild&road, 944; St. Kilda Station, 945.
Police Commission-Maximum E:xpenditure,
352, 1191; Alteration of Terms of Reference, 1646.
Policy Statements by Ministers, 943.
Railway Department-Removal of Moulding
Shop fro'm Bendigo, 41, 2283; Bonus a.nd
Butty Gang Systems, 554, 2282; St. Kild&
Station,
945;
Utilization of Station
Lands, 945; Trucks for Firewood, 155.5 ;
Electrification of Geelong Line, 1556; Fire
at Big' Hill Tunnel, 1709; Transport Delays, 2282; Interstate Sunday Trains, 2282;
Promotions, 2282; Coburg Station, 2283;
Freight on Bags, 2283; Return Tickets,
2283; Portland Rebates, 2283.
Ra.ilways
Standing
Committee-Proposed
Railways, 1751, 1762, 1764.
Real Property (Access of Ail') Bill, 1065.
Redistribution of Seats, 1258.
Selling Newspapers on Sundays, 1259.
State Electricity Commission (Sheppa.rton
Purchase) Bill, 2029.
State Savings Bank-Loans, 588.
State Savings Bank Bill, 112.
Titles Office-Accommodation, 552, 945.
Treasurer's Advance, 398.
Unemployed, 696.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 89.
Wheat Marketing Bill. 641, 717, 722, 725,
747, 762, 763, 764, 768, 772, 773, 777, 778,
784, 797, 804, 806, 807, 809, 810, 813, 814,
815, 829, 830, 861, 885, 887.
Workers Compensation Bill, 516.

EGGLESTON,

Elections
and
Qualifications
CommitteeSpeaker's warrant laid on the table, 15;
resignation of Messrs. Prendergast and
Warde announced, 73; appointment of
Messrs. Clough and Murphy, 99; members of Committee sworn, 243; motion by
Mr. Prendergast re sittings of Committee,
agreed to, 243; resignation of Mr. M urpby
and appointment of Mr. Wallace announced, 334; statement by Mr. Snowball
re consideration by GO¥ernment of recommenda.tions in Committee's report on Ballarat East. recount, 1258; by Mr. Prendergast, 1258. (See also Bnllarat Enst, Be-'
presentation of.)
Election Circular- (See n oroondam Election
Oircular. )
Electoral Bill-Message from Administrator of
the Government brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 107; Bill
brought in by Mr. Tunnecliffe and fread
first time, 107; second reading moved by
Mr. Tunnecliffe, 115; debated, 419, 454,
50.2; debate adjourned, 513.
.
Electricity Supply Loan Application BillBrought in by Mr. Eggleston and rea.d first
time, 1531; second reading moved by Mr.
Eggleston, 2288; debated, 2292; Bill read
second time, 2295; considered in Committee, 2295; third reading, 2296.
-
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Electric Supply-Statement by Mr. Carlisle re Fairbairn, John, Case of-Statement by Mr.'
Brownbill re compassionaLe allowance, 923;
supplies for Cobram, Albury, and Corowa.,
by Mr. Groves, 935; by Mr. Bailey, 935.
1207; by Mr. Prendergast, 1210; statement
Farriers
Wages Board. (See Wages Hoards.)
by Mr. Jackson re unsatisfactory sleeping
accommodation for brown coal miners at
Yallourn, 2254; re price and quality of .I<'ARTHING, Mr. A. A. (East Melbourne)
brown coal briquettes, 2254; by Mr.
Adjournment of the House-Royal AgriculMurphy, 2254; statement by Mr. McDonald
tural Show, 463.
(Dltylesford) re protection of workers ,from
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2026.
live wires at electricity stations, 2255;
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
statement by Mr. Webber re new system of
1023.
charges for' current to householders, 2255;
Police Commission-Maximum Expenditure,
sta.tement by Mr. Webber re employment at
361.
Yallourn of migrants frl)m Southern and
Private Members' Business, 1029.
Ea.stern Europe, 2255.
(See also MelRiot Damages Bill, 105, 1074.
bourne Electric Supply Company Bill, MiLdura Electricity Loan Bill, Morwell, Rail- Fines Imposed Under Acts of Parliament-Reway Department-Electl'ification and State
turn ordered on motion of Mr. Hayes,
Electricity Commission ($hepparton Pur734; presented, 1458.
.
.
cha8e) Bill.)
Fisherman's Bend-Statement by Mr. Murphy
Emily
McPh~rson
College
of
Domestic
1'e building of houses on leasehold prinEconomy. (See Public Instruction.)
ciple, 1420; by Mr. Allan, 1427.
Erosion. (See Forests Department.)
Fishing Industry-Statement. by Mr. Murphy
Estimates-Estimate of expenditure Jor July
re deep·sea fishing and use of long lines in
brought down, 15; Supplementary EstiPort Phillip Bay, 1792; by Dr. Argyle,
mates brought down, 15; estimate of expen1799; statement by Mr. Murphy re developditure for August brought down, 73; estiment of fish and oyster industries, 1792; by
mate of expenditure for September brought
}Jr. Argyle, 1800.
down, 107; estimate of expenditure for' Floods--Statement by Mr. Everard re damaged
October brought down, 542; estimates of
roads and bridges, 694, 2256; by Mr. Prenrevenue and expenditure for 1924.25
dergast, 695.
brought down, 892. (See also Supply.)
Flour. (See Prices of Bread, Wheat, and
PlOUT Commission.)
EVERARD, Mr. W. H. (Evelyn)
Footscray Land Bill-Brought in by Sir Alexander Peacock and read first time, 1982;
Betting Tax Bill, 2301.
second reading, 2304; third readillg, 2304;
Closer Settlement Development of Kinglah District, 2234.
debated. 2304; agreed to, 2305.
Country Reserves and. Gardens-Grants, 1819. Forests Bill (No. l)-Governor's message
Dandenong Lands Bill, 2115.
brought down and resolution for appropriaDeplltations to Minister of Public Works,
tion adopted, 905; Bill brought in by Mr.
267.
Cain and read first time, 905; second readDischarged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1591
mg moved by Mr. Cain, 1055; statement by
Dried Fruits Bill, 2219, 2253.
Mr. McLachlan, 1200, 1294; by Mr. PrenElectricity Supply Loan Application Bill,
dergast, 1210; Bill discharged from paper,
2293.
1605.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1738, 1843, 1847, 1849.
Forests Bill (No. 2)-Governor's message
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 1999, 2120, 2139,
brought down and resolution for appropria.
2175, 2202, 2203, 2215.
tion adopted, 1605; Bill brought in by Mr.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1244.
Mackrell and read first time, 1605; second
Local Government Bill (No.2). 105, 1090,
reading moved by Mr. Mackrell, 1724; de·
1096.
bated, 1725; Bill read second time, 1750;
Mental Home at J anefield, 266.
conl;lidered in Committee, 1750, 1840, 2306;
Metropolitan District Fruit·growers' Associaprogress reported, 2306.
tion-Grant, 2268.
Forests
Department-Statements
by
Mr.
Milk Supply Bill, 396.
McLachlan re proposal of Peacock Ministry
Pound Bend Settlers, 2234.
to set aside £1,000,000 in the- interests of
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1618.
forestry, 22, 76; statement by Mr. McLachRailways . Standing
Committee-Proposed
lan re provision of homes for StaLe forest·
Railways, 1752.
.
ers, 23; statements by Mr. McLachlan re
Ringwood-Proposed Borough, 268.
erosion of river banks, 22, 76, 124; by Mr.
Roads-Bundoora, 266; Warrandyte. 268;
Hogan, 83; statement by Mr. McLachlan
Damage through Floods, 694, 2256.
re serious condition of Flooding Creek
St. Kilda Foreshore-Grant. 1819.
through erosion, 76; statement by Mr.
Thomastown Settlement, 2234.
McLachlan re planting of soft woods in
Watershed Areas-Conference on Rateability,
Gippsland, 124; statement by Mr. McLach1420.
lan re proposal of Prendergast Ministry to
raise. £500,000 to cover period ~f five years,
:Factories and Shops Acts. (See Labour De124; by Mr. Prendergast, 127 ; by Mr.
partment.)
Hughes, 128; statements by Mr. Hughes re
Factories and Shops Bill-Brought in by Mr.
application of Enfield settler as to fire
Lemmon and read first time, 1030.
break, 128, 941, 2257; by Mr. Prendergast,
Fair Rents Bill-Brought in by Mr. Murphy
129; statement by Mr. A. A. Billson
and read first time, 105; statement by Mr.
(Ovens) re royalty charged on timber to
Jackson, 928.
hops and tobacco growers, 264; statement
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Forests Department-contirnted.
by Mr. McDonald (Polwarth) re agreement
with Lands Department as to settlement of
land in forest country, 270; by Mr. Prendergast, 273; statement by Mr. Mc.Lachlan
re relationship of forestry and agriculture,
and importance of stopping erosion, 1200,
1294.
(See also Victorian Loan (State
.Ilorests) Bill.)
FRos'r, Mr. GEORGE (Maryboroug~)
Adjournment of the House-Royal Agricultural Show, 462.
Beekeeping Industry, 2266.
Cornsacks-Price of, 2265.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1737, 1845, 1847.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2145.
Hospital Accommodation, 1027.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1245.
Noxious Weeds, 1027.
.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1617.
State Accident Insurance Office, 1791.
Tuberculosis-Cases of, 2270.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 771.
F'ruit Fly Damage Com,Pensat!on Bo~rd
Motion by Mr. Tunnechffe fixmg ma:xImum
expenditure, agreed to, 205; que~tIOn by
Mr. Weaver re Board's report, 1065.
Fruit Industry-Statement by Mr. Allan r.e
. application of employees to Federal ArbItration COLlrt, 1198; by Mr. Lemmon, 1205;
statement by Mr. Hogan re Compulsory
Dried Fruits Pool Bill, 1420; by Mr. Allan,
1426; statement by Mr .. Everard re vote
for kerb markets, 2268; by Mr. Hogan,
2269.
(See also Ardmona Co-operative
Company and Dried Fruit~ Bill:)
.
Fruit Packing Sheds RegIstratIOn B~ll
Brought in by Mr. Old and read first tIme,
105.
Game Bill-Brought in by Mr. Tunn~cliffe and
read first time, 107; second readmg mov~d
by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 415; de~ated, ~19; BIll
read second time, 923; conSIdered m Committee, 923; third reading, 948; amendment
after third reading, 949.
Gaols. (See Penal Rstablishments.)
Gas Regulation Bill-Brought in by Mr. Tunnecliffe and re'ad first time, 107; second reading movcd by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 484; de~ate
adjourned, 490. (See also M etropohtan
Gas Company Bill.)
.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrowmg
Powers) Bill-Brought in by Mr ..Allan and
read first time, 1824; second readmg moved
by Sir Alexander Peacock? 1939; debated,
1940 . Bill read second time and passed
tlrro~gh remaining stages, 1940.
Glenel er
Representation of-Death of Mr.
rn~:mas announced, 37; election of Mr.
Ernest Edward Bond announced, 99; Mr.
Bond introduced and sworn, 99.
Gormandale District Railway-Statement by
Mr. West, 1202; by Mr. Hogan, 1204.
Mr. JOHN (Waranga)
Election of Senator, 95.
Gov€!rnment Policy. (See Ministl'Y, The.)
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1718.

GORDON,

Governor, His Excellency the (the Right Hon.
the Earl of Stradbroke)-Motion by Mr.
Deany for adoption of Address-in-reply to
HIS Excellency'S speech on opening of session, 16; seconded by Mr. McDonald (Polwarth), 18; amendment by Mr. Prenderga.st
to add to the Address-" We desire to inform your Excellency that upon its general
pulicy the Government has lost the confidence of the electors and of the House,"
42; debated, 42; amendment agreed to, 56;
Address-in-Reply, as amended, adopted, 56;
presentation of Address-in-Reply, 72. (See
also Ministry, The.)
Great Ocean Road Lands Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Eggleston and read first time, 1982.
GREENWOOD, Mr. E. W. (Boroondara)
Boroondara Election Circular, 428.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1930.
Governor's Speech-Want of Confiden08
Motion, 51.
Health Commission-Letter to, 1750.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2022.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
617, 909, 913, 915.
Ministry'S Policy, 235, 238.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1161.
State Finance, 1779.
Superannuation Scheme for Publio Servants,
1777.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 660, 665, 779, 786.
Grievances, 243, 259, 923, 1294.
GROVES, Mr. FRANK (Dandenong)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 608.
Fairbairn, Mr; John-Case of, 935.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1243.
McDonald, Mr. John-Case of, 335.
Medicine for Government Institut.ions, 513.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
1000.
Milk Supply Bill, 377.
Railway Department-Extension of Suburba.n
Radius, 934.
Soldier Settlers-Appointment
of
Royal
Commission, 1258.
Workers Compensation Bill, 526.
Hampton Bank Robbery-Statement by Mr.
Hu~hes, 1553; by Mr. Prendergast, 1553;
by Dr. Argyle, 1553.
Hansard-Statements by Mr. Prendergast re
accommodration 'in L~iglative Af'fsembly
Chamber, 1765, 2317.
Mr. THOMAS (Melbourne)
Fines Imposed under Acts of Parliament, 734.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2180.
Poli~e-Bourke-street West and West Melbourne Stations. 934.
Railway Department-Employees' Holidays,
461; Bonus and Butty Gang Systems, 2274;
Powers of Chief Commissioner, 2274; Promotions, 2275.
Riot Damages Bill, 1084.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1765.

HAYES,

Health Department-Statement by Dr. Argyle
re economic loss from disease, 253; question by Sir Wm. McPherson re date of
operation of section 2 of Health Act in
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Health Department-continued.
connexion with disposal of night-soil, 1519;
statement by Mr. Greenwood re letter to
Health Commission as to provision of sugar
spoonR in city restaurants, 1750; by Mr.
Toutcher, 1751; statement by Mr. Brownbill
re health statistics, 2270; by Dr. Argyle,
2272; statement by Mr. Murphy re additional district medical officers, 2271. (See
also Births, Deaths, and Marriages.)
Hepburn Springs-Statement by Mr. McDonald
(Daylesford), 1823; by Mr. Jewell, 2313;
by Mr. Downward, 2313.
Herd Testing Associations-Statements by Mr.
West re Government grant, 82, 1202, 1423,
2269; by Mr. Hogan, 84, 1204; by Mr.
Allan, 1427.
Highways and Vehicles Bill-Governor's message brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted. 1630; Bill brought III
by Mr. Allan and read first time, 1630;
second reading moved by Mr. Allan, 1826;
debated, 1982; Bill read second time, 2028;
considered in Committee, 2028, 2120, 2168;
Bill reported with amendments, 2215 ;
motion by Mr. Allan for suspension of
Standing Orders to allow report of Committee "to be considered this day," 2215;
debated, 2215; debate adjourned, 2218;
motion agreed to, 2253; amendments
adopted, 2253; third reading, 2253; amendments after third reading, 2253.
Mr. R. T. (Bulla)
Cattle Compensation Bill .(No. 1), 1048.
Soldier Settlers-Royal Commission, 2248.

HJORTH,

Mr. E. J. (Wal'renheip)
Ardmona Co-operative Company-Conver.sion
of De'hydrating Plant, 1203.
Assault ()n Taxi-cab Driver, 2315.
Betting Tax Bill, 2302.
Border Railways--Extensio.n to Oaklands,
167.
Budget, 1658.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 427, 610,
1039, 1053.
Cornsacks and Branbags-Prices of, 1030,
1980, 2267.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1527.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1911, 2224, 2227, 2228,
'2252, 2253.
Dried Fruits Pool, 1420.
Ferntree Gully and Lilydale Railways, 293.
Forestry; 83.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1746.
lIerd Testing-Government Grant, 84, 1204.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 1991, 2136, 2173,
2192, 2193, 2194,/2200, 2202, 2214, 2254.
Horse Breeding Bill, 923, 1127, 1291, 1292,
1293, 1294.
Kew Asylum-Dismissed Employees, 2108.
J. . ocal Government Bill ( No.1), 1235.
Maffra Beet Sugar Factory, 83, 556.
- Metropolitan District Fruit-growers Association-Grant, 2269.
Metropolitan rrramways-Motor Bus Competition, 84.
Mildura Fruit-growers-Compensation, 1065.
Milk Supply Bill, 107, 119', 400, 401, 410.
'Ministry's Policy, 3?0.
Motor O,mnibus Bill, 1480.

HOGAN,

Mr. E. J.-continued.
Mount Buffalo Chalet-Transfer of Controlp
83.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1717.
No-confidence Motion, 1347.
Police Commission-Alteration of Terms of
,Reference, 1636.
Primary Products Advances Bill, 1193.
Railway Department-Charges for Trucks,
83; Motor Competition, 83; Proposed Reduction of Freights, 131; Milk Deliveries,
273;· Tender for Locomotives, 273, 694;
Employees' Holidays, 462; Re-arrangcment
of Spencer-street Station, 482; Revenue
from Woodend-Daylesford Railway, 482;
Sale-Melbourne Train, 513; HamiltonColeraine Service, 556; Bonus and Butty
Gang Systems, 556, 2272; Ballarat-Geelong
Passenger Service, 695, 891; Prahran Station, 936; Coburg and Essendon Requirements, 936; 10-ton Trucks, 936; Tait Cars
on Country Lines, 937; Daylesford-Woodend Service, 937; Unloading Goods on
Passenger Platforms, 937; Gippsland Service, 947; Warragul Refreshment-room,
948; Utilization of Station Lands, 948;
Transport . Delay, 2272; Workshops at
Spotswood, 1321.
Railways Standing 'Committee-Proposed
Railways, 91, 1753.
Sale to Seaspray Railway, 1203.
'Soldier Settlers, 84.
Victorian Wiheat-growers Corporation Limited
(,Government Guarantee) Bill, 1260, 1277,
1285.
Votes on Account, 83.
Wheat-Compulsory Pool, 204; Voluntary
Pool, 1065.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 104, 532, 672, 692,
720, 722, 725, 732, 734, 740, 756, 759, 761.
763, 764, 768, 769; 772, 773, 777, 778, 780,
796, 803, 804, 807,809, 812, 814, 8Ui, 82,2,
823, 824, 827, 829, 830, 831, 853, 882, 883,
884, 885, 886, 887, 888.

HOGAN,

Horse Breeding Bill-Governor's message
brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 923; Bill brought in by Mr.
Hogan and read first time, 923; second
reading moved by Mr. Hogan, 1127; debated, 1285; Bill read second time, 1291;
considered in Committee, 1291; third reading, 1294.
Horsham Water Supply. (See Water Supply
Department.)
Hospitals and Charities~Statement by Mr.
Lawson re ,Govern,ment grants and Charities Board,' 243 ~ by Mr. Prendergast, 254;
statement by Mr. Murphy re State eubsidy
to ·orphanages, 264; by Mr. Prendergast,
272; question 'by Mr. Groves re dispensing
of medicine for Government institutions,
513; ,statement ,byl\1ir. Eggleston re position in regard to Caulfield Hospital, 944;
statement by l\fr. Frost re sending city
patients to ·country hospitals, 1027; by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 1028; amendment by
1\1:1'. :Murphy that vote for Treasurer's Department be reduced Iby £5 as a protest
-against inadequate Government grant to
orphanages, 1818; debated, 1818;' wIthdrawn, 1819; statement ,by Mr. Hughes 'Ttl
railway concessions to parents of children
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Hos·pita1s 'and Charities-oontinued.
attending Victorian Deaf and Dumb Institution, 1819. (See also Maternity Hoopitals J' Ministry, The; and Newhaven Boys'
Home.)

I

Hospitals for the Insane-.Question >byMT. Cain
re eight-hour day for employees, 41; statement by Mr. Tunnecliffe re Royal Commission's inquiry into charges made by employees at Kew Idiot Asylum, 1795; by Mr.
Solly, 1796; by Mr. Hughes, 1797; by Dr.
Argyle, 1800; question by Mr. Tunnecliffe
re laying on table Royal Commission's report, 1905; statement by Mr.' Tunnecliffe
(on motion for adjournment of House) re
.. Dismissal of three employees of· the
Lunacy Department for the part taken by.
them in connexion with the recent inquiry
before the Royal Commission," 2097; subject discussed, 2102; petition requesting reconsideration of case of dismissed men
presented, 2303; statement by Mr. Prendergast, 230~; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 2303, 2313;
by Dr. Argyle, 2314; statement by Mr.
Solly re accommodation for and treatment
of patients, nurses, and attendants, 1796;
by Mr. Hughes, 1798; statement' by Mr.
Hughes 1'e charges against warders at
Ballarat, 1798.
(See also Mental Hospitals.)

House Committee-Appointed, 123.
Hous:ing Accommodation--'Statement by Mr.
Brownbill re shortage of houses and need
for Government action, 924; by Mr. Jackson, 927; by Mr. Cook, 934; Iby :Mr. Bailey,
935; statement :by Mr. Jackson 1'e high
rents at Prahran, 9·28.
(,see also Fair
.Rent8 Bill, Fi8hermtm'8 Betld, and State
Savings Bank.)

Mr. ARTHUR (Grenville)
Adjournment of the House-Royal Agricultural Show, 463.
Bank Branches---iStaffing, ] 653.
Deaf and Dumb Institute-Guard·ians' Train
Fares, 1819.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Hill, 1568,
1574.
Education Department--Junior Teachers'
Pay, 942, 1803, 1980; School Buildings and
R.epairs, 1816.
Election ,of Senator, 93.
Forestry-Fire Breaks, 128, 941, 2257.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1739, 1844, 1845, 1847.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2170, .2181, 2190.
Kew Asylum-Report of Commission, 1797;
Dismissed Employees, 2107.
Mental
Asylums-Assault
on
Ballarat
Patient, 1798; Ballarat Warder's RecO'rd,
1i98; Rest AccommO'dation :for Nurses,
179t8.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1715.
No-confidence Motion, 1378.
Personal ExplanatiO'n, 225.
Police---.Women Agents, 128, 942;' Lieensing
Police, Visits to Hotel, 128, 942; Appointment of Licensing Inspector's Son, 128;
Summer Uniforms, 2314 ; 'Transfer to Plain
Clothes, 2314.
Railway Department-Promotions, 2278;1 Return Tickets, 2278; Medical Examination
of Applicants for Employment, 2279';
Ballarat-Melbourne Morning Train, 2279.

HUGHES,

Mr. Arthur-continued.
Soldier Settlers-Co,mmission and Appeal
Board, 1820" 1825, .2029, 2233, 2243, 2248.
-Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants.
1776.
Vermin Destruction Act-Return of Finea
and Costs, 606.

HUGHF..8,

Hume Reservoir-iStatement .by Mr. Angus ,.e
strengthening foundations and increasing
capacity, 81; by Mr. Bailey, 84.
Huwhinson, the Honorable ,\Villiam, Death ofStatement !by Mr. Al1an, 2316; ,by Mr. Prendergast, 2316; hy:M'r. Toutcher, 2317; by
Mr. Allison, 2318; by the Speaker, 2318 .
Idiot Asylum at Kew. (See H ospital8 for the
Inswne. )
Immigration-Statement 'by Mr. Jackson, 928;
by Mr. Keane, 930; ,by Mr. Eggleston, 945;
sta.tement by Mr. Old re training farms for
overseas settlers, 2,2.33; statement by Mr.
Solly re expenditure on immigration and
repurchase of land for closer settlement,
2245; statement by Mr. Prendergast 1'e
influx of foreigners from Europe,2284; :by
Sir Alexander Peacock, 2284; statement by
Mr. Webber re influx of ,migrants from
Southern EurO'pe and A'sia, 2314; .by Mr.
Allan, 2314. (See also Eleotric Supply.)
Imported Goods for State Departments--Returns presented, 205, 1630, 1904. (See also
Australian M an'll factures and Melbourne
Harbour Trust.)

Income Tax-Statement by Mr. Morley re increased office 'accommod'ation,694; by Mr.
Prendergast, 69·5. (See alsO' Budget, The.)
IneO'me Tax Bill (No. 1 )-MO'tion by Sir
Alexander Peacock fixing rates of tax,
21,51; debated, 2152; agreed to, 2163; Bill
brought in by .sir Alexander Peacock and
read first time, 2163 ; second reading moved
'by Sir Alexander Peacock, 2163; debated,
2163; Bill read second time, 2165; con'sidered inOommittee, 2165; third reading,
2168; ,message frO'm Legislative Ooundl re
suggested amendment, 2286.
Ineome Tax Bill (No. 2)-Motion 'by Sir
Alexander Peacock fixing rates of tax,
2306 j debated, .2308; agreed to, 2310 ; resolution adopted, 2310; Bill brought in by
Sir Alexander Peacock and read first time,
2311; second reading moved by Sir Alexander Peacock, 2311; debated, 2311; .Bill read
second time, 2311 ; considered in Committee,
2311 ; third reading, 2312; amendments
after third reading, 2315.
Industrial and Provident Societies BillBrought in by Mr. Slater and read first
time, 205; second reading moved by Mr.
Slater, 441; debated, 447; Bill read second
time, 447; considered in Committee, 447,
905 i Bill read third time, 908; amendments
of Legislative Council dealt with, 1257.
Insurance.
(See State Accident InstwQ1nC6
Office and State Savings Bank (l1tBW1"attce)
Bill.)

J AOKSON, Mr. A. oR. (Prahran)
Australian Manufactures-Preference, 9·28.
Botanic Gardens, 889'.
Cattle Compensation Bill (NO'. 1), 1038,
1049.
.
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Mr. A. R.-continued.
Coal-mine Rescue Stations, 2281.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 2117.
Education Depart,ment-Forest Hill School,
5512, 929, 1554, 1816; Junior Teachers' Pay,
1809; Caretakers' Pay, 1814.
Electoral Bill, 504.
Electricity Supply Loan Application Bill,
2293.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2134, 2179, .2183,
.2192.
Housing Accommodation, 928.
Immigration, 928.
Income Tax Bill (No.1), 2165.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
909, 915.
Milk Supply Bill, 376.
Ministry'ls Policy, 1540.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1140, 1482, 1595.
No-confidence Motion, 1395.
Police-Prahran Station, 928.
Railway Department-Prahran Station, 927.
St. Kilda Foreshore-Grant, 1824.
Ventilation of Mines,2282.
y al1ourn-Em ployees Accommodation, 1028,
2254; Briquetting Plant, 2254.

JACKSON,

Jeparit Land Bill-Brought in ·by Mr. Bailey
and read first time, 107; second reading
moved 'by Mr. Bailey, 369'; debated, 370;
BUI read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 370.
Mr. J. R. (Brunswick)
Daylesford Springs, 2313.
Masseurs-Registration of, 548, 2270.
Noxious Weeds, 1493

JEWELL,

Joint Sitting of Legislative Council and Leg.islative Assembly .for Election of Senator,
00.
Jung to Wlallup Railway~Report of Railways
Standing Committee Ibrought up, 1458.
Justice Administration of-Statement by Mr.
Eggleston re increase in number of court
days in suburbs or appointment of more
police magistrates, 552. (See also Boroondara Election Circular; Cnrter, J.P., Case
of Mr. D. G.; and Schef/erle, Ernest A.,
Case of.)
Mr. FRANK (Essendon)
Boarded-out Cbildren-Allowance, 1206, 1555.
Education Department-Moreland School,
930, 1809; West Moonee Ponds School,
930; Requirements of Essendon -District,
1809.
Electoral Bill, 510.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2133, 2183.
Immigration, 930.
Milk Supply Bill, 397.
No-confidence Motion, 1366.
Penal Establishments-Discharge of Prisoners, 269; Transfer of Prisoners, 269.
Railway Department-Service to Northern
Suburbs, 269; Coburg and Essendon Requirements, 929, 2276.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1618.
Soldier Settlement-Land Purchases, 2247.

KEANE,

!rew Idiot Asylum.
sane.)

(See Hospitals fO,. the In-

Labour Department-Statement by Mr. A. A.
Billson re opening of country stores on
Christmas Eve, 927.
.
Lands Department-Statement by Mr. McDona.ld (Polwarth) re agreement with Forests
Department as to settlement of land in
forest country, 270; by Mr. Prendergast,
273; statement by Mr. Cook re garden
licences in mining areas, 932; by Mr.
Bailey, 935.
(See also Amateur ~por~s
Ground, Closer S ettlemen t, and Vermm
and Noxious Weeds Act.)
Land Tax Bill-Motion by Sir Alexander Peacock fixing rate of tax, agreed to, 2296;
Bill brought in by Sir Alexander Peac?ck
and read first time, 2297; second readmg
moved by Sir Alexander Peacock, 2297 ;
debated 2297; Bill read second time and
passed through remaining stages, 2297.
Mr. H. S. W. (Castlemaine and Maldon)
Carter, Mr. D. G., Case of, .167.
Compulsory Wheat Pool, 203.
Election of Senator, 96.
Emily McPherson College of. Domestic
Economy, 244.
Hospitals and Charit~e~ Gra.nts, 243 ..
Ministry, 'l'he-AdmiDlstratIon durmg Adjournment, 78.
Ministry's Policy, 105, 242, 294; Effect on
Railway Revenue, 105.
.
Police Sllrike-Reinstatement of StrIkers,
78; A.ppointment. of Commission, 105;
Maximum ExpendIture, 349 ..
Railway Department-LocomotIves for Other
States, 167, 246, 694, 695, 734, 831.
.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 692, 696•. 742, 757,
798, 802.
Votes on Account, 78.

LAWSON,

Leave of ABsence-Mr. Barnes, 15; Sir Wm.
McPherson, 15; Mr. Pennington, 15; Mr.
Old, 852; Mr. Dunstan, 1259; Mr. J. W.
Billson, 1824.
Legislative Assembly Chamber-Statement by
Mr. Prendergast re improvement of acoustics, 1765, 2317; by Dr. A~gyle, 1799; Ruling of Chairman of CommIttees re .memb.er
removing his coat, 1840, 1849; subJect d~s
cussed, 1849; statement by Mr. 'BrownbIll
re ventilation of chamber, 1851; by Mr.
Prendergast, 1851; by the Speaker, 1851.
Mr. JOHN (Williamstown)
All-Australian Exhibition-Visit of Country
School Children, 1206.
Apprenticeship, 142~.
Apprenticeship Bill, 168.
Education Department-Hyde-street School,
1552; Junior Teachers' Pay, 1807; Schola.rships, 1813; Pig Market Site, 1813.
Election of Senator, 97.
Emily McPherson College of Domestic
Economy, 258.
Factories and Shops Bill, 1030.
Footscray Land Bill, 2304.
Fruit Industry-Pickers' Wages, 1205.
Governor's Speech-Want of Confidence
Motion, 42.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2218.
Income Tax Bill {No.1), 2163, 2165, 2166.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2309.
Ministry's Policy, 313, 1422.

LEMMON,

:q
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INDEX.

~,E.M:MON,

Mr. John-continued .
. Motor Omnibus Bill, 1597.
Wages Board-Country Board for Farriers,
994, 1204.
Wheat-Bulk Handling, 2258.

Library Committee-Appointed, 123.
Licensing Law. (See Australian Wine Licence
(Raillieston) Bill, Club Hotel (Hopetoun)
Licence Bill, and Police.)

A. E. (Gippsland East)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 593, 615,
10.31, 1040, 1048, 1049, 1053, 1054.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1531.
Forests Bill ( No. I), 1064.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, ,2009, 2127, 2132,
2170, 2176, 2191, 2213, 2214.
I~ocal Government Bill (.K'o. 1), 1245.
Milk Supply Bill, 378.
Railway Department--Gippsland
Service,
!)37;' 'Varra",oul Refresh.ment ,Room, 939.
Roads Policy, 1422.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1471.

LIND, Mr.

Local Government Bill ( No.1) -Brought in by
Mr. Pollard and read first time, 105; second
reading moved by Mr. Pollard, 1230; de,bated, 1231; debate adjourned, 1257.
Local Government Bill (No. 2)-Brought in by
Mr. Everard and read first time, 105;
second reading moved 'by Mr. Everard,
1090; debate adjourned, 1096; statement
'by Mr. ]j}verard 1"e conference between representatives of Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Workls and Shires, 1421;
by Mr. Allan, 1427.
Local Government Bill (No. 3)-Brought.in by
Mr. Murphy and read first time, 105.
T~cal Government Bill (No.4 )-Received fro;m
Legislative Council and read first time,
2253; second reading moved by Dr. Ar'gyle,
2305; debated, 2306; Bill read second timE}
and passed through remaining stages, 2306.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Bill-Brought in ,by Sir Alexander Peacock
and read first time, 15; second reading
moved by Mr. Webber, 129;\ debated, 130;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 130.
Lunatic Asylums. ( See Hospitals for the Insane and 11fental Hospitals.)

W. J. (Ballarat East)
Ballarat Water Com,missioners Bill, 168.
Country Roads-Construction of, 2256.
Electoral Bill, 506.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2120.
Railway Department-Ballarat-Geelong PasRengel' Service, 889; Trucks for Firewood,
] 554; Country Expenditure, 2277; Way and
\;Vorks Branch, Ballarat,2277; Pensioners,
2278.
'Vages
Boards-Country
Determinations,
W30, 2284.
vVorkers' Compensation Bill, 529.

MCADAM, Mr.

Mr. E. J. (Upper Goulburn)
All-Australian Exhibition~Visit of Country
ISehool Children, 1200.
Cattle Compensation Bill, 599.
Country l\oads--Expenditure, 78, 1201.

MACKRELL,

\

\

~UCKHELL,

Mr. E. J.~continued.
Forests Bill (No. I), 1605.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1605, 1724, 1840, 1841,
1845, 1846, 1847, 18,50.
Local Government Bill ( No.1), 1252.

Milk Supply Bill, 381.
, No-confidence Motion, 1362, 1364.
'State Savings Bank Bill, Ill.
State Savings Bank-Credit Foncier Opera.tions, 78.
Sugarloaf Weir, 994.
Votes on Account, 78.
Mr. JAMES (Daylesford)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No. I), 1048.
Discharged S.oldiers Settlement Bill, 1573.
Electricity Commission-Safety of Employees,
2255.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1845.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2138, 2169, 2179,
2180, 2188, 2204.
Noxious Weeds, '890, 2235.
Parks and Gardens.-Grants, 1823.
Railway Department~Revenue fro;m Woodend-Daylesford Railway, 482, 932; Supply
of 10-ton Trucks, 931; Tait Cars on Country Lines, 931; Woodend-Daylesford Service, 2279; Return Tickets, 2279.
Soldier Settlement-Royal Commission,2246.
'Wheat Marketing Bill, 713, 760, 785.

McDONALD,

Mr. JAMES (Polwartk)
Cattle Co~npensation Bill (No.1) ,1035.
Governor's Speech, 18.
Local Government Bill (No. I), 1251.
Railway Department-Milk Deliveries, 271.
Riot Damages Bill, 1090.
Settlement of Forest Country, 270.
Wages Board,s-Farriers Determination, 546.
'Wheat Marketing Bill, 782.

JioDONALD,

M1'. J. W. (Gippsland North)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No. I), 613, 1048.
Circulation of Bills in Recess, 1421.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1566,
1568, 1570.
Education
Department-Resignations
of_
J un ior Teachers, 23; Shortage of Teachers
in Country Schools, 890.
Electoral Bill, 503.
Forestry, 22, 76, 124, 1200, 1294.
Governor's Speech-Want of Confidence
':Motion, 54.
Local Government Bill (No. I), 1249.
Mafl'ra Beet Sugar Factory, 76.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
,618.
Milk Supply Bill, 394.
Ministry's Policy, 336, 1544.
Motor Onmi'bus Bill, Il66, 1487.
No-confidence Motion, 1404.
Railway Construction in Gippsland North,
76; Sale to Seaspray, 890, 1200.
.
Railway Department-Sale-Melbourne Tram,
513.
Riot Damages Bill, 1090.
R,iverls--Erosion of, 22, 76, 125.
Roads Policy, 1421.
SolcHer Settlement, 1200.
State Savings Bank Bill, H2.

:MoLACHLAN,

lEGISLA'l'lVE ASSEMBLY.

Mr.J. \V.-continued.
Superannuation Sche,me for Public Servants,
1554.
Votes on Account, 76, 124.
~.'ater Supply Loans Application Bill, 1468.
W'heat ::Vlarketing Bill, 685, 752, 775, 877.

McLACHLAN,

Sir W. M. (Ha'wthorn)
Budget, 1219, 1551, 1654.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1921.
Education Department-Junior Teachers'
Pay, lR08.
Income Tax Bill ( No.1), 21M).
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2312.
Interstate Railway Trains-Sunday Service,
2273.
],I1!otor Omnibus Bill, 1143.
Night-soil-Disposal of, 1510.
No-confidence Motion, 137.

MCPHERSON,

Maffra. Beet Sugar Factory-Statement by Mr.
McLachlan re remodelling of factory, 76;
by Mr. Hogan, 83; statement by Mr. Eggleston re marketing prospects, 553; by
Mr. Hogan, 556.
.
Mru'ine Board-Statement by Mr. Tunnechffe
re transfer of control to Commonwealth,
1794.
Maryborough Cool Stores-S~ate!nent ,by Major
Baird re unsecured credItor s claIm, 1201;
by Mr. Prendergast, ]208.
Masseurs Board-Statements by Mr. Jewell re
Mr. Saunders' application for registration,
548, 2270; by Dr. Argyle, 2272.
Maternity Hospitals-Statement by Dr. Argyle,
252.
Medical (Dentists) Bill (No. I)-Brought in
by Mr. Snow~ball and read first time, 10?
Medical (Dentists) Bill (No. 2)-Brought III
by Mr. Cotter and read first time, 168.
.M~ I bourne and Metropolitan Board of Works.
(See Local Government Bill (No.2).)
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BillBrought in by Mr. We?ber and read first
time, 427; second readmg moved by Mr.
Webber, 497; debated, 615; Bill read second
time, 619; considered in Committee, 908,
1019; third reading 1024; amendment of
Legislative Council dealt with, 1722.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways (Inscribed Stock) Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Prendergast and read first time, 482; second
reading moved by Mr. Prender&ast, 482;
debated, 483; Bill read second tl1ne, 483;
considered in Committee, 483; third reading, 484.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company BillGovernor's message brought down and
resolution for appropriation adopted, 853;
Bill brought in by Mr. Prendergast and
read first time, 853; second reading moved
by Mr. Prendergast, 994; debated, 999;
considered in Committee, 1000: third reading, 1000; amendments of Legislative Council dealt with, 2286.
Melbourne Harbour Trust-Stat.ement by Mr.
Brownbill re importation· from abroad of
dredges and tug-boat, 925; statement by
Mr. Murphy re wages paid to painters,
2256.
Member, Death of-Mr. W. E. Thomas, 37.
Members, New-Swearing of members returned
at general election, 12, 481, 993, 1125; Mr.
E. E. Bond, 99.

(29)

Members. (See Leave of Absence.)
Mental Hospitals-Statement by Mr. Everard
re mental home at Janefield, 266; by Mr.
Prendergast, 273. (See also l:lospitals lor
the Insane.,
,
Metropolitan Gas Company Bill-Brought in .
by Mr. Eggleston and read first time, 1556.
Metropolitan Tramways. (See Tmmways.)
Mildura Electricity Loan Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Eggleston and read first time, 1556;
second reading moved by Mr. Eggleston,
2296; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 2296.
Milk.
(See Dairying Industry and Railway
Department-Goods Traffic.)
Milk Supply Bill-Brought in by Mr. Hogan
and read first time, 107; second reading
moved by :Mr. Hogan, 119; debated, 370;
Bill read second time, 397; considered in
Committee, 397, 400; third reading, 413.
Miners' Phthisis-Question by Mr. Cook re
financial assistance to sufferers, 41.
Mines Department-Question by Mr. Cook re
abandoned shafts, 41; statement by Mr.
Cook re Departmental objections to garden
licences in auriferous a1'e38, 932; by Mr.
Bailey, 93/).
Ministry, The-Amendment by Mr. Prendergast on motion for adjournment of House
to emphasize position of Peacock Ministry
as a l'esult of the elections, 27; negatived,
29; amendment by Mr. Prendergast declaring want of confidence in Ministers, 42;
debated, 42; agreed to, 56; formation of
new' Ministry by Mr. Prendergast announced, 73; statement by Mr. Lawson re
acts of administration during) propos~d
five weeks' adjournment following formation of Prendergast Ministry, 78; by Mr.
Prendergast, 85; statement of policy of ~ew
Ministry by Mr. Prendergast, 99; mot~on
by Mr. Prendergast that statement of poltcy
be printed, 101; debated, 102, 105, 168, 206,
238. 294, 335; agreed to, 339: statem~nt
by Mr. Everard re appointment of ASSIstant Minister of Public Works, 268; statement by Sir Alexander Peaco~k. re record
in Government Gazette of MlIllsters present at Executive Council meeting, 544;
statement by Mr. Eggleston re policy statements by Labour Ministers,. 943; notice of
motion of no confidence ill Prendergast
Ministry given by Mr. Allan, 1311; motion
by Mr. Allan" That the Government does
not possess the confidence of this House,"
1321; debated, 1328, 1364; agreed to, 1410;
statement by Mr. Allan re personnel of
new Ministry, 1418; by Mr. Lemmon, 1422;
by Mr. Clou~h, 1423; state~~nt by Mr.
Allan re pohcy of new MIlllstry, 1458;
motion by Mr. Allan that statement of
policy be printed, 1461; debated, 1461,
1531; agreed to, 1545.
Mr. EDWARD (Barwon)
Betting Tax Bill, 2301.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1527.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1733.
Highways and Vehicles Bill. 2139, 2194.
Income'Tax Office-Accommodation, 694.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1248.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1716.
Osborne House, Geelong, 1552.
Parks and Gardens-Grants, 1820.

MORLEY,

INDEX.
MORLEY,

Mr. Edward-continued.

Queenscliff Life Saving Crew-False Alarms,
398.

Riot Damages Bill, 1087.
Schefferle, Ernest A.-Case of, 1125.
State Savings Bank Bill, 111.
Training College-Advances on Salaries,
1806.
McDonald, Mr. John, Case of. (See Soldier
Settlement.)
Morwell-Statement by Mr. Jackson re insanitary conditions, 1028; by Mr. Prendergast, 1030.
Motions for the Adjournment of the HouseProposed to enable honorable members to
discuss public questions-By Mr. Morley re
firing of rockets and false alarms to Queensr
cHff life saving crew, 398; by Mr. Greenwood 1'e Boroondara election circular, 428;
.by Mr. Tunnecliffe re scope of Police Commission, 1631; by Mr. Tunnecliffe re dismissal of Lunacy Department employees,
2097.
Motor Cars for Government DepartmentsStatement by Mr. Tunnecliffe re hiring of
cars for State work, 1795; by Dr. Argyle,
1800.
Motor Omnibus Bill-Governor's message
brought down and- resolution' for appropriation adopted, 923; Bill brought in by
Mr. Webber and read first time, 923;
second reading moved l;>y Mr. Webber,
1001, 1131; debated, 1132; motion by Sir
Alexander Peacock for adjournment of debate, negatived, 1166; second reading
further debated, 1166; Bill read second
time, 1167; motion by Mr. Eggleston fixing
fees chargeable under Bill, 1472; debated,
1475; agreed to, 1490; Bill considered in
Committee, 1490, 1592; third reading, 1605;
amendment after third reading, 1605 ;
amendments of Legisla.tive Council dealt;
with, 2287.
Motor Traffic-Statement by Mr. Wettenhall_
f'e damage to roads by heavy motor vehicles
competing with railways and tramwa.ys, 81;
by Mr. Hogan, 83 . • (See also Highways
and Vehicles Bill.)Mount Buffalo-Statements by Mr. A. A. Billson re management of Government Chalet·
by Railway Department, 79, 259; by Mr.
Hogan, 83. (See also Ministry, The.)
Municipal Endowment-Statement by Mr.
West, 1203; by Mr. Prendergast, 1210.
Municipal Endowment Bill-Governor's message
brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 1463; Bill brought in by Sir
Alexander Peacock and read first time,
1463; second reading moved by Sir Alex.1.nder Peacock, 1712; debated, 1712; Bill
read second time, 1719; considered in Committee, 1719; third reading, 1721.
Municipal Hanq.book-Statement by Mr. Wettenhall, 2257.
Mr. J. L. (Port Melbourne)
Boarded-out Children-Allowances to Fostermothers, 264, 1799.
Botanic Gardens-Employees' Wages, 1819.
Children in State Schools-Medical Inspection, 2272.
Disease-Economic Loss from, 264.
District Medical Officers, 2271.

MURPHY,

MURPHY,

Mr. J. L.-continued.

Fair Rents Bill, 105_
Fisherman's Bend-Housing Accommodation,
1420.
Fishing Industry, 1792.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2004, 2127, 2128,
2150, 2151, 2172, 2213.
Local Government Bill (No.3), 105.
Orphanages-State Subsidies, 264, 1818.
Portland Pier-Painting and Tarring, 2256.
Printing Committee's Report, 2168.
Railway Department-Refreshment Rooms
Spencer-street, 265.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1619.
State Accident Insurance Office, 1790.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1771.
Yallourn-Briquettes and Electric Current,
2254.

a'

Neglected Children's Department-Statement
by Mr. Murphy re reduction of widows'
maintenance allowance for boarded-out
children, 265; statement by Mr. Brownbill
re new name for Department, 546; by Mr.
Prendergac;t, 55q.
(See also Children',
Welfare Department.)
Newhaven Boys' Home-Statement by Mr.
Cain re proposal of Charities Board to
close institution, 2312; by Mr. Snowball,
2313; by Dr. Argyle, 2313.
Newspapers-Question by Mr. Eggleston re
stoppage of prosecutions in connexion with
sale on Yarra bank of newspapers on Sundays, 1259.
No-confidence Motions. (See Ministry, The.)
North Carlton Lands Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Prendergast and read first time, 413;
second reading moved by Mr. Bailey, 500;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 502.
Noxious Weeds-Statement by Mr. A. A. Billson re alleged harsh administration of Act,
263; statement by Mr. West re eradication
of ragwort and more effective administration of Act, 549; question by Mr.
West, 994; statements by Mr. Pollard re
position in regard to gorse hedges and
prosecutions against land-owners, 889,
1493, 1494; by Mr. Bailey, 890; by Mr.
McDonald (Daylesford), 890, 2235; by
Mr. Downward, 1493, 1494; statement by
Mr. Frost re notices served on landowners and applications for exemption,
1027; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 1028; by
Mr. Bailey, 1029; statement by Mr. Weaver
1'e administration of Act and need for
amending legislation, 1426; statement by
Mr . Jewell re destruction of noxious weed~
in metropolitan area, 1493; by Mr. Downward, 1494; statement by Mr. Beardmore
re supplies 6f salt for destruction of St.
John's wort, 2241; statement by Mr. Wettenhall re research work and scientific
methods of dealing with noxious weeds,
2265; by Colonel Bourchier, 2269. '

to Yarrawonga
Border RaA,lways.)

Oaklands

Railway.

(See
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OLD, Mr. F. E. (Swan Hill)
Australian Farms Limited-Settlers, 2233.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1918, 2230.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1741, 1846.
Fruit Packing Sheds Registration Bill, 105.
Imperial Preference, 83.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1714.
Soldier Settlers, 82.
Training Farm for Overseas Settlers, 2233.
Tresco West Settlement, 1709.
Votes on Account, 8.
Mr. D. S. (Hampden.)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1) 588, 1035,
]050.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1566,
1568, 1577.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2223.
Election of Senator, 95.
Electoral Bill, 507.
Highways and Vehicles 13ill, 2173.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1289.
Ministry's Policy, 226.
Sorrento Foreshore-Jetty Site, 41.
Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation Limited (Government Guarantee) Bill, 1280.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 540, 619, 715, 721,
724. 729, '732, 736, 757, 761, 766, 769, 770,
774, 776, 777, 782, 788, 804, 805, 808, 814,
821, 855, 882, 884, 885, 886, 887.

OMAN,

Opposition, Leader of-Statement by Sir Alexander Peacock re his appointment, 74.
Opticians Registration Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Tunnecliffe and read first time, 482; second
reading .moved by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 1025;
debate adjourned, 1027.
Orcllards Registration Bill-Brought in by :Mr.
Wettenhall and read first time, 105.
Orders in Council-Statement by Mr. Tunnecliffe re abolition of Orders in Council for
matters of Departmental routine, 1794.
Orphanages. (See Hospitals and Oharities.)
Osborne House, Geelong-Statement by Mr.
Morley, 1552.
Oysters-(See Fishing Industry.)
Parks' and Gardens-Statement by Mr. Everard
re Government grants of £500 to St. Kilda
Foreshore Committee and £2,500 for country parks, gardens, and reserves, 1819;
subject discussed, 1820. (See also Botanic
Gardens.)
Parliament-Opening of the session, 12; close
of session, 2316.
Parliamentary Elections (Railway Employees
and Public Servants) Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Brownbill and read first time, 105.
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Railways. (See Railways Standing Com.nlittee.)
PEACOCK, Sir A. J. (Allandale)
Acting Chairman of Committees, 20.
Adjournments of the House-Municipal Elections, 130; Royal Agricultural Show, 464.
Apprenticeship, 1802.
Appropriation Bill, 2286, 2312, 2315.
Betting Tax Bill, 2298, 2300, 2303.
Boarded-out Children-Allowance for Fostermothers, 1555.
Boroondara Election CiJ:cular, 439.
Budget, 1211, 1546, 1550, 1668.
Business, Order of, 418.

(31)

PEACOCK, Sir A. J.-contintted.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
A. A. Billson, 104.
Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill, 366.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.1), 24.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.7), 1556.
Country Roads Loan Application Bill, 1709,
1939.
Crime Wave-Press Interview with the Attorney-General (Sir Arthur Robinson), 30.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1528.
Discharged Soldiers Settlement Bill, 1567.
Distinguished Visitors, 237.
.
Education DtWartmellt-Essendon ReqUIrements 1811; Bendigo Technical School,
1811; 'Training College Teachers' Salaries,
1811· Junior Teachers' J>ay, 1811, 1980;
Pig'Market Site and University High
School, 1813; Caretakers' Pay, 1814; Exhibition Building Displays by School
Children, 1817.
Electoral Bill, 107, 119.
Footscray Land Bill, 1982, 2304.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1842.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1939.
Go'vernment· Gaz~tte-Record of Executive
Council Meeting, 544.
Governor's Speech-Want of Confidence
Motion, 44.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2215, 2217.
Hospital Accommodation, 10.28.
Immigration-Influx of ForeIgners, 2284.
Income Tax Bill (No.1), 2151, 2152, 2163,
2166, 2167, 2286.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2306, 2310, 2311,
2312.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 44'7",
907, 908.
Laud Tax Bill, 2296, 2297.
Leader of Opposition-Election of, 74.
Local' Government Bill (No.1), 1241.
Local Government Bill (No.2), 1096.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Bill, 15.
MeLbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
913.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Inscribed Stock Bill, 483.
Melbourne Electric Supply Company Bill,
999.
Me;moors-Leave of Absence, 15.
Milk Suppfy Bill, 411.
.
Ministry-Adjournment for PreparatlOn of
Policy, 75.
Ministry'S Policy, 102, 168, 242, 1461, 1534.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1018, 1161, 1164, 1165,
1167.
Municipal Endowment BIn, 1463, ]71~, 1719,
1720.
No-confidence Motion, 1341.
Noxious Weeds, 1028.
Obituary-Mr W. E. Thomas, M.L.A, 37,
41
.
Orphanages-Grants, 1818.
.
Police Commission-Maximum ExpendIture,
206 339 427, 1190; Appointment of Counsel,' 334,' 364; Presentation of Report, 1195,
1210.
Police Offences Bill, 1074.
Police-Recruiting, 1195.
Political Situation, 26.
Public Accounts Committee, 950.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1463, 1605.
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Sir A. J.-continued.
Railways Standing Committee-Election of
Members, 86; Proposed Railways, 91.
Richmond Land Bill, 414
Riot Damages Bill, 1085.
Senate'Vacancy, 15; Election of Senator, 97.
Speaker, The-Election of, 13, 14.
Stamps Act Amendment Bill, 2297, 2298.
State Savings Bank Bill, 108.
State Savings Bank (Insurance) Bill, 1982,
2304.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1781.
Supplementary Estimates, 15, 24, 26.
Supply, 16.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1463, 17b9.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 88.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill, 1631,
1940.
Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill, 2168,
2305.
Votes on Account, 20, 74. 83, 124. 544, 1194,
1545.
Wages
Boards-Country
Determinations,
1630.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1463.
Ways and Means, ]6, 23, 1556. 2284, 2306.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 541, 637, 693, 719,
733, 740, 742, 767, 769, 772, 773, 793, 825,
831, 853, 882.
VVorkers Compensation Bill, 453, 515.

PEACOCK,

Penal Establishments-Statement by Mr. Keane
re discharging of short-sentence prisoners
from Pentridge, 269; statement by Mr.
Keane re transfer by train ~ of prisoners
from Pentridge to Geelong, 269; by Mr.
Prendergast, 273; starement by Mr. A. A.
Hillson (Ovens) 1'e alterations to Beechworth Gaol, 2256.
Mr. J. W. (I\ara I\ara)
Dried Fruits Bill, 2228.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1744, 1844.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 123g.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 714, 794.

PENNINGTON,

Pensions-Statement by Mr. Cotter re fortnightly payment of State pensions, 546; by
Mr. Eggleston, 552; by Mr. Prendergast,
555. (See also Supemnnuation Bill.)
Personal Explanations-By Mr. Eggleston,
588; by Mr. Lawson, 695; by Mr. Slater,
1520.
Petition-Re reconsideration of case of three
dismissed Lunacy Department employees,
2303.
Police Offences Act-Statement by Mr. Slater
1'e report of interview with Sir Arthur
Robinson containing allegations against
certain members of Labour party in COD.nexion with amending legislation, 29; by
Sir Alexander Peacock, 30.
Police Offences Bill-Brought in by Mr. Slater
and read first time, 168; second reading
moved by Mr. Slater, 1066; debate adjourned, 1074.
Police-Statements by Sir Alexander Peacock
re unforeseen expenditure arising out of
police strike, 24, 26; statement by Mr.
Prendergast re Royal Commission to investigate police trouble and efficiency of
Force, 100; statement by Mr. Lawson re
scope of Commission and postponement of

Police-continued.
appointment, 105; by Mr. Prendergast, 105;
statement by Sir Alexander Peacock t'e
postponement of notice of motion re expenditure of Commission, 206; by Mr.
Prendergast, 294; statements by Sir Alexander Peacock re counsel to represent
Chief Commissioner, 334, 364; by Mr.
Prendergast, 334, 364; motions by Mr.
Tunnecliffe fixing maximum expenditure of
Commission, 339, 427, 1190; debated, 339,
427, 1190; agreed to, 364, 427, 1193; statements by Sir Alexander Peacock re suspension of recruiting and consideration by
Parliament of Commission's report, 1195,
1210; by Dr. Argyle, 1196; by Mr. Allan,
1199; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 1208; statement
by Mr. Tunnecliffe (on motion for adjournment of House) re
" interference
by Government of the day with the
scope of the. inquiry of the Policl'l
Commission and the alteration of the
terms of conference," 1631; subject discussed, 1636; statement by Mr. Cotter f'e
employment of women as special agents to
detect sly-grog selling, 126; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 127; statement by Mr. Cotter re proposed appointment of more women police,.
126; by Mr. Tunnecliffe, 127; statement by
Mr. Hughes re methods of licensing police
in endeavour to detect trading after hours,
28; re attitude to lessee of Royal Arcade
Hotel, 943; statement by Mr. Hughes re
appointment as clerk of licensing inspec- '
tor's son, 128; statement·by Mir. Wettenhall
re condition of police station at Dimboola,
552; state;ment by Mr. Eggleston re service
of summonses and execution of warrants
by police, 553; statement by Mr. J acksoI,
re condition of Prahran StatIOn, 928; statement by Mr. Hayes re condition of stations
at Bourke-street West and West Melbourne,
935; statement by Mr. Eggleston l'e erection of new buildings for barracks on St.
Kilda-road, 994; statement by Mr. Solly re
status and pay of women police, 1808;
statement by Mr. Hughes re light tunics
for summer ,veal', 2314; re plain-clothes
constables and sub-officers' examination,
2314; statement by Mr. Hogan re constable's action in connexion with alleged
assault on driver of Yellow Taxi cab, 2315;
by Dr. Argyle, 2315. (See also Boroondara
Election Circular, Min'istry. The, and
Oysters.)
Portland-Statement by Mr. Murphy re wages
paid to painters on new pier, 2256. (See
also Railway Depa1·tment-Goods Traffic.)
I

Mr. R. T. (Dalhousie)
Adjournment of the House---iRoyal Agricultural Show, 464.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 612, 1034,
1043.
Cornsacks a.nd Branbags-Prices of, 1030.
Education Department-High&hools ·in
Country Districts, 1815; High and Technical Schools for Kyneton, 1815.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2024, 2126, 2173,
2180, 219l.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 105, 1280.
Member's Right to Take off 'his Coat in the
Chamber, 1849.

POLLARD,

LEG1SLATIVE ASSEMBLY.
POJ~LARD,

Mr. R. T.-continued.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1716.
Noxious Weeds, 889, 149-3, 1494.
Parks and Gardens-Grants, 1822.
'Wheat Marketing Bill, 704.
W'ire Netting Bill, 1838.
"Vorkers Compensation Bill, 527.

Preference to Returned Soldiers-Question by
Mr. Deany re preference to returned soldiers as regards e,mployment in all State
works, 204. (See also Mirvistr!Jj, The.)
Mr. G. l\I. (North Melbourne)
Acting Chairman of CO,mmittees, 73.
Adjournments of House-Municipal Elections, 131; Royal Agricultural Show, 464;
Cup Day, 1229.
Assembly Chamber, Ventilation of, 1851.
Audit Bill, 482, 514, 515.
Auditor-General's Report, 852.
Bank Branches-Staffing, 1553.
Billson, Mr. J. W., l\LL.A.-Leave of Ahsence,
1824.
:Budget, 892, 1550,,1552, 1649, 16fl9.
Chairman of Committees-Election of Mr.
A. A. Rillson, 104.
Close of the Session, 2316.
Compulsory V,T}leat Pool, 203.
Consolidated Hevenue Bill (No.2), 86.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.3), 87.
Consolida,ted Revenue Bill (No.4), 129.
Consolidated Revenue Bill (No.5), 557.
Consolidated Revenue Bill ( No.6), 1211.
Country Hoads-Expenditure, 84.
Courts of Petty Sessions-Weekly Sittings,
556.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 2119.
Distinguished Visitors, 237, 259, 892.
Dried Fruits Bill, 2218.
Education
Department - Horsham
H'igll
School, 555; Homes for Teachers, 555 ;
Forest Hill High School, 556; Junior
rreachers' Pay, 1805, 2284.
Election of Senator, 87, 93, 98.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 15,
243; Recommendations, 1258.
Electoral Bill, 107.
Electricity Co,mmission-Current for VIctorian Towns, 1210.
Electricity Supply Loan Application Bill,
2292.
Forestry, 127, 1210, 1296.
Forests Bill (No.1), 1064.
Forests Bill (No .. 2), 1730, 2306.
Government Offices-Extension of Titles
Office. 556; General Accommodation, 695;
Income Tax Office, 696.
Governor's Speech, 20; 'Want of Confidence
Motion, 42.
Grievances, 947.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 1831, 2184, 2217,
2218.
Hospital Accommodation, 255.
Hos.pitals and Charities Grants, 254.
Immigration-Influx of Foreigners, 2284.
Income Tax Bill (No.1), 2152, 2158, 2165,
2167.
Income Tax Bill (No.2), 2308, 2310.
Kew Asylum-Dismissed Employees, 2166,
2303.
Land Tax Bill, 2297.
4302.-2
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Mr. G. M.-continued.
Legislative Assembly Chamber-Acoustics of,
and Hansa1'd Accom;modation, 1765.
Local Government Bill ( No.1), 1238.
Local Government Bill (No.2), 1095.
Local Government Bill ( No.4), 2306.
Maryborough
Cool
Stores - Contractor's
Claim, L208.
Massellrs -Hegistration of, 555.
:l\f.edicine for Government' Institutions, 51;J.
'Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
1723.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways (Inscribed Stock) Bill, 482.
Melbourne Rlectric Supply Company Bill,
853, 994, 1000, 2286.
Members and Departmental Business, 947.
Members-Leave of Absence, 15.
Mental Home at Janefield, 273.
Ministry, The--,Change of, 73; Adjournment
for Preparation of Policy, 75, 90; Policy
of New Government, 1419.
Ministry's Policy, 99, 103, 202, .336, 1460,
1461, 1462, 1531; Effect on Railway
Revenuo, 106.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1165, 1167, 2287, 2288.
Mount Buffalo Chalet, 272.
:Municipal Endowment, 1210.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1712.
Neglected Children's Depar4ment-Change of
Name, 555; Allowances to Foster-Mothers,
1210.
No-confidence Motion, 1311, 1328.
North Carlton Lands Bill, 41iJ.
Obituary-:Mr. W. K Thomas, l\LL.A., 37.
Orphanages-State Subsidies, 272.
Penal Establishments-'-Discharge and Transfer of Prisoners from Pentridge, 273..
Pensions-Fortnightly Payments, 555.
Police Commission-Appointment of, 105;
:Jlaximllm Expenditure, 294, 340, 1193;
Appointment of Counsel, 334, 364; Alteration of Terms of Reference, 1638.
Police Strike-Reinstatement of Strikers,
85.
Political Situation, 27 .
Prices of Bread, Wheat, and Flour Commil!lsion-Reports, 106, 293, 398.
Private l\Ie~nbers' Business, 831, 1030.
Profiteering Prevention Bill, 106G.
Public Accounts Committee-Election of
Members, 90; Appointment of Seventh
Member, 950.
Public Service-Fortnightly Payments, 22.
QueensdiU' Life-Saving Crew-False Al~rms,
399.
Railway Department-Locomotives for other
States, W7, 833; Refreshment Rooms at
Spencer-street, 273; Electrification of Melbourne-Geelong Line, 555; School Children'8
Excursion Trains, 555; Ha,milton-Coleraine
Service, 555; Ballarat and Bendigo Workshops, 2281.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1609.
Railways Standing CO,mmittee-Election of
Members, 86; Proposed Hailwa.ys, 1754·,
1764.
Redistribution of Seats, 1258.
Returned Soldiers-Preference to, 204.
Riot Damages Bill, 1074, 1079.
Roads-Bundoora and vVarrandyte, 27::$;
Damage through Floods, 695.
Sessional Arrangements, 104.

INDEX.
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Mr. G. M.-continued.

Settlemerit of FQrest Country, 273.
Soldier Settlers, 85; Appointment of Royal
Commission, 1258, 1826, 2029.
Sorrento Foreshore-Jetty Site, 41.
Speak~r, The-Election of, l4.
Speaker's Mother-Death of, 2096.
Stamp Act Amendment Bill, 2299.
Standing Com,mittees-Appointment of, 123.
Standing Orders-Extensions of Time, 24~I.
State Savings Bank Bill, 104, 107, 109 110,
114.
'
Sta:te Savin~s Bank~Qredit Foncier OperatIOns, 85; Loans, 1127. '
State Savings Bank Loans, 1127.
Statute Law Revision Committee, 123.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants
1785.
'
Supplementary Estimates, 25, 86.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1711.
Treasurer's Advance, 398.
Unemployed, 696, 2315.
University Council: Vacancy on, 950.
Victorian Government Loan Bill, 87, 90.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Hill, 1940.
Votes on A,ccount, 21, 7.3, 84, 123, 127, 542,
1194.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1466.
Ways and Means, 86, 129, 557, 1211.
Wtheat Marketing Bill, 541, 693, 733, 773,
827, 888.
Wheat Pool, 85.
Yallourn Sanitary Conditions, 1030.
~rices

of. Bread, Wheat, and Flour Com,mission-Reports presented, 106, 293, 398;
motion by Mr. Tunnecliffe fixing maximum
expenditure, agreed to, 206.
(See also
Profiteering P-revenUon Bin.)
Primary Products Advances Bill-Governor's
message ,brought down and resolution .for
appropr,iation adopted, 1193; Bill brought
in by Mr. Hogan and read first time, 1193.
Printing Com,mittee-Appointed, 123; report
brought up, 2168.
'
Private Members' Bus'iness.
(See Business,
Order of.)
Profiteering Prevention Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Prendergast and read first time, 1065.
Public Accounts Committee-Appointed, 90;
statement by the Speaker re appointment
of seventh member, 949; by Mr. Prendergast, 950; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 950;
resignation of Colonel Bourchier and l\f.r.
McDonald (Polwarth) , 1556, 1709; appointment of Messrs. Morley, Walter, and Pennington, 1709.
Public Instruction-Return re State School
teachers' sick leave, presented, 15; statement :by Mr. Lawson re early erection on
Melbourne G!liol site of Emily McPhers'On
College' of Do,mestic Economy, 244; by Mr.
,Lemmon, 258; statements 'by Mr. Wetten'hall re new High School at Horsham, 551,
2257; by Mr. Slater, 1814; statement ,by
Mr. Wettenhall re additional accommodation at Horsham Elementary School and
residential quarters for teachers, 551; by
Mr. Prendergast, 555; state,ments by Mr.
Jackson re new High School at Forest R'ill,

Public Instruction-continued.
So~th Yarra, 552, 929, 1554, 1816;1 by Mr.
BaIley, 035; by Mr. Slater, 1814 ; statement by Mr. l\1,cLachlan 1'e shortaO'e of
teachers in country schools, 890; ~tate
ment by Mr. Keane re school acconimodation at Coburg and Essendon, 9,30; statement Iby Mr. Cook re delays in connexion
wi~h school buildings, 933; by Mr. Bailey,
936; statement ,by Mr. Eggleston re Government policy in connexion with high schools,
943; statement by Mr. Hughes 't'e transfer
of junior teachers from up-country schools,
942; statement hy Mr. Mackrell re visits
<>f country schoof children to All-Australian
Exhibition, 1200; by Mr. Lemmon, 1206;
state,ment by Mr. Lemmon re Bill to deal
with closing of road inconnexion with
school in Hyde-street, Footscray, 1552;
statement by Mr. Hughes re improvement
of working conditions and rates of pay of
junior t~achers, 1803; by Mr. Prendergast,
1805, 2284; ,by Mr.. Solly, 1806; by J\fr.
Lemmon, 1807; by Sir William McPherson,
1808; by Mr .. Jackson, 1809; by Mr. Clough,
1810; by SIr Alexander Peacock, 1811;
question by Mr. Hughes, 1980; statement
by Mr. Morley 1'e advances to Training
College students, 1806; ,by Sir Alexander
Peacock, 1811; statement by l\f.r. Solly re
equal rates of pay for male and female
teachers, 1806; statement by Mr. Bond "e
promotion of teachers from the 5th to 4th
elasl'!. 1809; statement by Mr. Keane re
remodelling of Moreland school, 1809; by
Sir Alexander Peacock, 1811;, statement by
Mr. Keane re construction of ,caretaker's
quarters at 'Wilson-street school, 1810;
statement by Mr. Clough re new technical
school at Bendigo, 1810; by Sir Alexander
Peacock, 1811; statement by Mr. Solly re
new building for University High School,
1812; by Mr. Lemmon, 1813; by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 1813; statement by Mr.'
Lemmon re scholarships and bursaries,
1813; statement Iby Mr. Jackson re remuneration of caretakers, 1814;' by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 1814; stateplent by Mr.
Pollard, 're conditions for erection of high
schools in country districts, 1815; re high
school and technical school at Kyneton,
1815; statement by Mr. Clough re relations
of Education and Public Works Departments ,in connexion with erection of school
buildings, 1810; 'by S'ir. Alexander Peaoock.
1810; by Mr. Hughes, 1816; statement by
Mr. Solly re more frequent exhibitions of
school work, 1817; by Sir Alexander Peacock, 1818; statement ;by Mr. l\1u.rphy re
examination of school children by district
medical officers, 2271; by Dr. Argyle, 2272.
(See also School Papers and University of
Melbourne.)
Public Service-Statement by Mr. A. A. Billson
't'e method ofcalculatin~ fortnightly payments, 21; by Mr. PrenC1ergast, 22; statement by Mr. VVest re salaries of dairy
supervisors, 550; statement .by Mr. Wetten'hall 1'e residential quarters for public servants in ,country districts, 551; statement
by Mr. Prendergast 1'e overcrowded offices,
695; amendment by Mr. Hayes that vote

.
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Public Service-continued.
Railway Department-continued.
for Chief Secretary's Department be reelectrification of Gippsland line, 937; 'itateduced by £5 "as a protest against the
ment by Mr. Hogan 1'e electrification of
failure of the Government to make procountry lines, 1203.
vision for a Superannuation B~ll for
E1nployecs,-Question by Mr. Hayes re
Public Service and Railway EmplOtvees,"
varying periods of annual leave, 461; state1765; debated, 1766;, negatived, 1789;
ment by 1\:[1'. Eggleston're centinuation of
amend~l1ent by 1\1:1'. Webber thflt vote be
benus system, 554; hy 1\1:1'. Hogan, 556;
reduced by £3 as a protest against "the
statement by Mr. Hayes re promotiens
Government's activity in regard to a Public
without regard to 'senierity, 2275 ;by Mr.
Service Board," 1790; negatived, 1790;
Hughes, 2278; by Mr. Eggleston, 2282;t
statement ,by l\fr. Tunnecliffe '1'(: position
state;ment by Mr. McAdam 'I'e appeintments
and prospects of officers in the Observatory,
to pos-itions in 'Yay and Works Branch at
Government Statist's Office, and other DeBallarat, 2277; 1'e increased pensions for
partments, 1794. (See also Dairying Inretired empleyees, 2278; statement 'by Mr.
dustry; Fairbai1-n, John, Oase of~' Ministry,
Hughes re sight tests, 2279. (See also
The; ,01'ders in Oounci~; p,ensions; and
Public Service.)
Suplwannuation Bill.)
J?reights and Fares.-Statement by Mr.
~ublic Service Salaries Board Bill-Governor's
Lawson 'I'e ameunt invelved in propesal of
'" message brought down and resolution for
Prendergast Ministry for 10 per cent. reappropriation adopted, 1127; Bill brought
duction of freights on agricultural produce,
,in by lVIr. Tunnecliffe and read first time,
105; by Mr. Prendergast, 106; by Mr.
1127.
Hogan, 131; statement by Mr. Angus re
Public 'Works Department-Statement by Mr.
reductien of freights on stock, 132. (See
Everard 'I'e in~1Ji1ity of :YIinister to receive
also jJf iriist'l'Y, The.)
.
deputations respecting roads and bridges,
Goods Tmffic.-Statement by Mr. Wetten266; by ~fr. McDonald (Poltvarth) , 272;
naIl 1'e charges for trucks of greater
by Mr. Prendergast, 273; statement by
capacity than these ordered, 80; by Mr,
Mr. A. A. Billson (Ovens) re public buildHogan, 83 i: statement by Mr. McDonald
ings in country districts, 2255. (See also
(Polwarth) re delivery of milk at Ascot
Sorrento
Ji'01'eshore and Yarrawonga
Vale statien, 271; by Mr. Hogan, 273;
Bridge.}
statement by l\fr. McDenald (Daylesto1'd)
1'e supply of 10-ten trucks, 931; by Mr.
Queenscliff Life-Saving Crew.---'Statement by
Hogan, 936; statement by 1\:[1'. Hogan re
Mr. Merley (en metion fer adjournment ef '
delay in delivery ef header for harvest,
the House) re ., the urgent need fer regula2272; by Mr. Weaver, 2277; by Mr.
tions ,relating to the firing ef rockets or
Eggleston, 2282; statement by Mr. Weaver
anything that could be mistaken by lifere freight on bags, 2277; question 'by Mr.
saving' crews as a signal of distress," 398;
Bond re rebates on traffic from W'j~nmera
'subject discussed, .399.
er Mallee to Portland, 2,279; statement by
Railway Constructien. (See Railwa,ys Stand,
~lr. Eggleston, 2283.
ing Oommittee.)
Passenger Traffic.-Statements 'by Mr.
Railway Department-Statement by Mr. A. A.
Keane re better service to Coburg, EssenBillsen 'I'e management of Government
don, and other northern suburbs, 269, 929;
Ohalet at Mount Buffalo by Railway Deby Mr. Hogan, 936; statement by Mr.
partment, 79; by Mr. Hogan, 83; question
McLachlan t'e late running ef train frem
by Mr. Lawson 're Railways COIn.missioners'
Sale, 5l3; by Mr. A. A. Billsen re
report on subject of departmental tenderprofits frem school excursions, 547; stateing fer lecemetives required ;by other
ment by Mr. Bond re daily service between
Governments, 167; statement by Mr. LawCeleraine and Hamilton, 550 ; by My.
!son, 246;J 'by Mr. Hogan, 273; state;ment
Hogan, 556; statements by Mr. Brownbill
by Mr. Lawson re opinion of Crown Law
re Ballarat-Geelong passenger service, 694,
officers en {!enstitutionality of Newport
,888; by Mr. Hegan, 695, 891;, by Mr.
V\7:orkshops tendering, 694, 695; by Mr.
McAdam, 889; statement by Mr. McDenald
Hogan, {)94; question ,by Mr. Pennington
(Daylestord) re Woodend and Daylesford
(for Mr. Lawsen), 734; statement by Mr.
service, 932; by Mr. Hogan, 937; stateLawsen, 831; by Mr. Slater, 832; hy J\fr.
_ment 'by M.r. Lind re Gippsland servi,<!e;
Prendergast,
833;
question
by Mr.
9,37; by Mr. Hogan, 947; statement by Mr.
McDonald (Daylestord) re revenue and
M{!Donald (Daylestord) re use of Tait cars
working expenses of Woodend-Daylesford
on country lines, 931; by Mr. Hogan, 937;
line, 482; question 'by 1\11'. Clough (for Mr.:.
statement by Sir Willia~ McPhersen re
Cook) re compensation of sufferers from
.sunday trains to Sydney and Adelaide,
bush fire caused by spark from locometive
2273; by 1\1:'r. Egglesten, 2282; statement
at Big Hill tunnel, 1709; statement by Mr.
by Mr. Weaver re return tickets on
TYLcAda,m re reduction of expenditure on
country lines, 2277; 'by Mr. Hughes, 2278;
.advertising ,branch, 2277; statement by Mr.
by Mr. McDenald (Daylestord) , 2279; by
Hayes re pewers of Chairman of Railways
Mr. Egglesten, 2283; statement by Mr.
Commissioners, 2274; by Mr. Eggleston,
Hughes re ear ly morning train from
2282. (See also Tourist Resorts.)
Ballarat toO Melbourne, 2279;1 stat.ement by
E~ectrifiC(ition.-Statement by Mr. BrownMr. McDonald (Daylestord) re service bebill re electrification .of Geelong and
tween Daylesford and Woedend, 2279;
'Western District line, 546, 1554; .by Mr.
statement by Mr. Clough re Mel,bourneEgglesten, 1556; statement by Mr. Lind re
Bendige express, 2279.

Railway Depa.rtltlEffit--'Continued.
;R,e{'I'~k1nl!Wt RoOm8.~Statement

:by Mr.

Railways Standing Co;mmittee-o~tinuelZ.
17~4; Keilor and ~u'l1a districts connecting
I1l.1.1way, 1764; ralhvay ccmnexion for district between DamberweHand Femtree
~uUy and. Oakleigh to Dandenong railway
lmes, 1764; Dookie to Katamatite and
Benalla 'to Y'arrawongarailways connexion,
1764 ; Heathcote .District connecting railwB:'J, 1764; MYMllong and Greendale dis't~lCt~ ,conneeti1'!g railway, 17-64; ,Corop
thstrlct connectmg railway, 1764.
Repor:ts Brought Up.-Re proposed bor'der raIlways to Oaklands, New South
W;ales (WJahgunyah-Corowa and Yarra'Wonga extensions), 167;[ re electrific'ation
of Ferntree Gully and Lilydale railways,
293; Anderson's Inlet and LoWer Tarwin
connecting railwa,y, 1229; Jung to Wallup
'railway, 1458; re new country platform
at Spencer-street, Mel1bourne and the
Adderley-street, West Melbour~e land resumption, '2218.
'
Real ProOperty (Access of Air) Bill-Received
from Legislative Council and read first
time, 905; second reading moved by Mr.
Slater. 1065; debated, 1065· Bill read
second ti;rne and passed through remaining
stages, 1066.
Redistri.bution of Seats---'Statement Illy Mr.
. Eggleston, 1258;\ by Mr. Prendergast, 1258.
Rlchmond Land Bill-Brought in ,by - Mr.
Bail~y and read first time, 205; second
readmg moved by Mr. Webber 413· deIbated, 414; Bill read. second' time' and
. passed through remaining stages, 415.
Rmbowood-:-,Statement 'by Mr. Everard re proclamatIOn as borough, 268; by Mr. Prendergast, 273.
'
Riot Da~ages Bill-Brought .in hy Mr.
Farthmg and read first time, 105; state;rtrent by Mr. Farthing, 1029; by Mr.PrendergMt, 1030; Governor's message brought
down and resolution . forap;pro"pria,iti01l
adopted, 1074 ;\second reading of Bill
m.oved .by Mr. Farthing, 1074; debated,
1079 ; negatived, 1090.
Road's--Statement by Mr. Mk1ckrell 't'e fund·s
f.or Oountry RoOads Board, 77, 11201; ,by
Mr. Prendergast, 84; statement by MF.
Ev'erarn re road facilities for settlers ,at
Bundoora and Watmndyte, 266 223-4:· by'
Mr. Prendergast, -273; stateme~t hy'Mr.
Eggleston re taxation for maintenan<le and
construction of roads, 944; statemE5llt by
Mr. McLachlam re intentions of Allan
Government, 1421 ;{hy Mr. Lind, 1422;
statement by Mr. Cotter tre road ,fn>11l St.
Kilda to BeauTI1aris, 2256; stateillJ.em, by
Mr. Bond lJ'e Country Roads Boa,rd contracts for road construction WOi'# in
win'\ter, 2256,; by Mr. McAdam, ,2e~;
state.ment Iby Mr. McAdam re intraduetion
~f day labour and provision of OOImp'iRg-out
:lia-cilities for workers, 2256; :statement by
Mr. Wettenhall re formation of MiDlistry
o.fTrans,port, '2257 .
(See -alse DOtWntrll
R~ad8 Loan App~ic(1,tion Bill ;F.~Gods;
Hl£ghways and Vehioles Bill; ,M~try,
The} Motor Orwn4bus Bill; MunicipI!Ll EndO'l.Omen.t Bill; and Unemployed, The.)

Mmphy re increa'sed accommod'ation at
Spencer-street railway station, 285; by Mr.
Prendergast, 273; state,men:t by Mr. Lind
f'e W-arragul, refreshmen:t room, 939; by
M:r. Hogan, 948.
'RoUJilng
Stock.-Staiement Iby
Mr.
McAdam't'e shortage of trucks ,for Ballarat
fil'ewood, 1554; by Mr. Eggleston, 1555.
~(See ·alsoGoods Traffio.)
Station A?oommodation;-Ques'tion by
Mr. A. A. BIllson (Ovens) re re-arranO'ettlel'1.t of tracks, prov,is'ion of platforms for
<l'Ountry trains, and plans for erection of
new station building at Spencer-street, 482;
statement ,by Mr. Jackson re need for improvements at Prahran station, 927; by
Mr .. Hogan, 936; state;rnent by Mr. Keane
re Improvements at CoburO' station 929
'~27:6; by Mr. Hogan, 936; by Mr. Eggles~
ton,2283; statement by Mr. Cook re
arrangements for delivery of food supplies
at Bend,igo station, 933; by, Mr. Hogan,
937; statement :by Mr. Eggleston re reTI1?delling of St. Kilda, 'Spencer-street, and
Flinders-street stations and utilization ot
shop frontages, 945; by Mr. HoO'an948'
Teport of Railways 'Standing Com~it'tee o~
new country platform at Spencer-street,
Melbourne, and Adderley-street, West Mel.bourne, land resumption, laid on table
2218.
'
, Suburoan Sys~em.-Statement hy Mr.
'Groves re extensIon of suburban radius to
:include Ferntree Gully and Carrum,934.
Workshops.~uestion 'by Mr. Clou&h re
proposal to remove ;moulding shop b from
Bendigo, 40; statement by Mr. Clough,
'2280; by Mr. Eggleston, 2283; return re
Way and Works Branch Workshops at
Spotswood, ordered on motion of Mr.
Rogan, 1321 ; presented, 1321; statement by
:Mr. Hogan re 'butty-gang system at Newport
WOTkshops, 2272; by Mr. Hayes, 2274; by
MI'. Eggleston,2282; statement by Mr.
Prendergast re additional work at work. shops in provincial centres, 2281.
bilway Loan AppHcation Bill---'Governor's
messa,ge brought down and resolution for
.a.ppropr,iation adopted, 1463 ; Bill .brought
in by Sir Alexander Peacock and read first
time, 1463; second reading moved by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 1605' de:bated 11609.
DB! ~e~d second ti;rne and passed through
remalmng sta;ges, 1622.
ftMlwBlYs Standing Committee--.JMotion by Mr.
PreI'ldergast that Mr. J. W. Billson, M'lr.
DeaflY, Mr. Lind,and Mr. Solly be ap'pOinted ~embers of Committee, agteed to,
·86; motIOn 'by NIt. Allan that' Committee
have the right to sit during the sittings
·of thi:l !Rouse, agreed to, 2096.
Jtlife>re11ice of Subjects to Oommittee.Proposed lines referred to Committee dur:i'ng previous Parliament, 91;: Casterton,
Chetwynd, and 'South Australian border
distl'ict connecting railway, 1751,; Dedel'ttng, T~'wa:ng~, a;nd K,iewa Valley districts
connectmg raIlway, 1164; Darriman, Sea·spray, and Strad:broke distr'icts connectinO' Sale to ~Seaspray RaHway-Statement 1bS', Mr.
McLachlan, 7'6, 890, 1200; by MI'. il'ogan,
'l'a:ilway, 1764;. G?rmandale, Callignee, and
\S3, 1203; by MI. West, l~O~t
,
CarraJung dlstrlcts connecting rail'Way,
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:sdhttH()q'le, Eriltlst A., Case ,&f--QnestiOl1 lby
Mr. Morley re recommendation ;for release,
1125; statement by Nlr. :Slater, 1520. (See
11.180 Ministr'lJ, The.)
School Papers-Policy of Prendergast Ministry.
(See Ministry, The.)
. 'Senator, Election of-<Vacancy in r£lpresenta.tion of Victoria in the Senate announced,
15; motion for joint sitting of Legislative
Council and Legislative Assembly agreed
to, 87; election of l\fr. J. F. Hannan announced, 90; report of proceedings of joint
sitting, 92.
Sessional Arrangements-Motion by Mr. Prendergast appointing days and bours of
meeting agreed to, 104; statement by Mir.
Prendergast re attendance of departmental officers at Parliament House during Thursday sittin~s, 947; motion by Mr.
Allan extending days and hours of meeting,
1524; debated, 1525; amendment by Mr.
Webber, 1525; debated, 1526; amendment
negatived, 1531; motion agreed to, 1531.
(,See also Business, Order ot.)
,S:LATER, Mr. WILLIAM (Dwndas)
Boroondara Electi.on Circula:r, 437.
Carter, Mr. D. G., Case of, 167.
Crime 'Vave-Press Interview with Attorney-General (Sir Arthur Robinson), 29.
Dried Fruits Bi)l, 1925, 2'252.
Election of Senator, 92, 97, 98.
Forests Bill ( No.2), 1843, 1845.
Horsham High School, 1814.
Industrial and Provident Societ'ies Bill, 205,
441, 448, 449, 450, 9.05, 907, 908, 1257.
No Confidence Motion, 1354.
Obituary-Mr. W. E. TllOmas, M.L.A., 39.
Pers.onal Explanation-Reply to Sir Arthur
Robinson, l\LL.C., 1520.
Police Commission-M·aximum Expenditure,
347; Alteration of Terms of Reference,
1642.
Police Offences Bill, 168, 1066.
Railway Department-Tenders for Locomotives for other States, 734, 832.
Railways
Standing Committee-Proposed
Railways, 1758.
Real Property (Access of Air) Bill, 905,
1065.
Schefl'erle, Ernest A.-Case of, 1125.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 725, 765, 768, 769,
777, 782, 800, 804, 805, 808, 811, 814, 815.
Workers 'Compensation Bill, 530.·

Mr. O. 'R. (Brighton)
Audit Bill, 515.
Amateur Sports Ground, 1826.
(Jattle Compensation Bill (No. I), 1039,
1051.
DAndenong Lands Bill, Za9.
Divorce Bill, 514.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1938, 2224, 2226, 2229.
ElectiO'1l of Senator, 95.
Elections and Qualifications Committee-Ballarat East Election, 1024; Recommendations, 1258.
.
Governor's Speech-W,ant of Confidence
Motion, 113.
Highways. and Vehicles Bill, 201,8, 2121,
2135, 2171. 2176, 2191.
income Tax Bill (No.1), 2167.

SNOWDALL,

Mr. (). R.-contm'Ued.
J:lldustrial and Provident Societies 13m., 447,
449.
Kew A!;\ylum-Dis;missed Employees, ~l04.
Local Government :Bill (No. I), 1233.
Medical (Dentists) Bill, 1'05.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
912, 1022.
Ministry's Policy, 308.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1148, 1485.
Newhaven Boys Home, 2313.
Parks and Gardens-Gr·ants, 1821.
Police Co,mmission-Maximum Expenditure,
362 ..
Riot Damages Bill, 1080.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1787.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 772, 773, 789, 801,
807, 809, 811, 823, 828.
Workers Compensation Bill, 523.

;SNOWBl\LL,

Soldier Settlement---:Statement by Mr. Old re
financial position of many soldier settlers
and finding of markets fOT their produce,
82; byl\fr. Hogan, 84; by Mr. Prendergast,
85;, question Iby Mr. Groves re papers connected with M.T. John McDonald'sapplication for farm allotment at Pakenham, 335;
statement by Mr. Prendergast re selection
of members of Royal Com.mission, 1258;
by Mr. Groves, 1258; statement by Mr.
Hughes 1'e operation of Appeal Board while
,Royal Commission is sitting, 1820; statement by Mr. Bailey re personnel of and
terms .of reference to Royal C.ommission,
1825, 2232, 2238, 2244; by Mr. Hugaes,
1825, 2029, 21233, 2243; by Mr. Allan,
1825, 2029; by ~1lr. Prendergast, 1826,
2029;i by Mr. Downward, 2235; by Mr.
Carlisle, 2244; amendment by Mr. Bailey
that vote for Lands Department be redueed
by £5 a~ protest against Government's
attitude, 2244; debated, 2245; negatived,
2254.
(See also Discharged 80ldiers
Settlement Bill and Ministry, The.)

Mr. R. H. (Carlton)
Anderson's Inlet and Lower Tarwin Valley
Conneating Railway, 1229.
Education Department-Junior Teachers'
Pay, 1806; University High School and
Pig Market Site, 1812 j Displays in Exhibition Buildings, 1817.
Highways a.nd Vehicles Bill-Reading Speech
on Motion for Second Reading, 1827; Debate on Bill, 2182, 2217.
.
Immigration, 2245.
Jung to Wallup Railway, 1458.
Kew Asylum-Report of Commission, 1796;
Accommodation, 1797.
Police Pensions Act, 1807, 1808.
'Political Situation, 29.
Railways Standing Committee-Sitting!! of.

SOLLY.

2096.

Wheat Marketing Bill, 773.
·Serrento Foresho,re-Question by Mr. Prendergast re application of Mr. A. H.
McKean for jetty site, 41.

i.;' -

I"r'

1.NDEX.

Speaker, The -,-Re-election of the Hon. John
Bowser., 13; presentation of the Speaker
to the Governor, 14; statement by Mr.
Clough, 1426; statement by Mr. Allan expressing sympathy with Speaker on death
of his mother, 2096 j by Mr. Prendergast,
2096; statement by the Speaker, 2096.
THE (Mr. John Bowser)-Rulings
and Statements of--,
Acknowledging Election as Speaker, 1:3", 14.
Australian Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,
364.
Boroondara Election Circular, 435.
Close of the Session, 231~.
. Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licence Bill, 366.,
Commission to Swear Members, 99.
,DebateDirecting Members to Cease Interjecting,
17, 53, 54, 199, 203, 218, 306, 307, 495,
645, 659, 688, 1364'; Referring to a Member as "selfish," 662; Referring to a.
Member by' his Christian Name, 690;
Referring toa Member "Selling his
Soul,"
1329;
Member
Seconding
Amendment and Desiring later to Speak
on it, 1341; Referring to a Member's
Statement as a "Deliberate Lie," 1380;
Reading Speech on Motion for Second
Reading, 1827; Member Taking off Coat
in Chamber, 1849; Statement Claimed
to be Untrue, 2113.
Elections and Qualifications Committee, 15,
99, 243, 334; Resignations Announced, 73,

SPEAKElt,

: f',

33~.

Glenelg By-election-Return of Mr. E. E.
Bond, 9&.
Governor's Speech, 16; Presentation of Ad, dress in Reply, 72.
Mildura Electricity Loan Bill, 2296.
-Motor Omnibus Bill-Council's Amendment,2287, 2288.
,Obituary-Mr. W. E. Thol1.1as, M.L.A., 40.
Presentation as Speaker to the Governor, 14.
Public Accounts Committee, 949, 1556.
Sem~te Vacancy, 15, 87, 90, 92.
Speaker's Mother-Death of, 2096.
Temporary Chairman of Committees, 15, 167·
Resignation of Mr. Downward, 2096; Ap:
pointment of Mr. Morley, 2218.
Ventilation of Assembly Chamber, 1851.
Stamp Acts Amendment Bill-Motion by Sir
.
Alexander Peacock fixing rates of duties,
agreed to, 2298; Bill brought in by Sir
Alexander Peacock and read first time,
2298; second reading' moved by Sir Alex~\.llder Peacock, 2298; debated, 2299; Bill
l.'ea.d second time and passed through remaining stages, 2299.
Standing Orders' Committee-Appointed, 123.
State Accident Insurance Office-Question by
Mr. Wettenhall re workers' compensation
premiums, 619; statement by Mr. Murphy
re making insurance wiLh State office for
workers' compensation compulsory, 1790;
by Mr. Fro!'lt. 1791; by Dr. Argyle, 1799;
statement by Mr. Frost re extension of
operations of State office to life, fire, and
other forms of insurance, 1791; statement
by Mr. Tunn~cliffe re payment of brokers'
commission on amount paid in premiums
by Tramways Board, 179'2; by Dr. Argyle,
1799.

State Coal Mine-Statement by Mr. Jacks,on
re establishment of rescue station, 2281;- by
Mr. Eggleston, 2283; statement by Mr.
Jackson re appointment of check inspector
at W onthaggi, 2282
State Electricity Commission
(Shepparton
purchase)
Bill - Governor's
message
brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 2029; Bill brought in by ,
Mr; Eggleston and read first time, 2029.
State Rivers a,nd Water Supply Commission.
(See Water Supply Department.)
.
State Savings Bank-Statement by Mr. Mackrell re more liberal treat.ment. of settlars
on country lands by Credit Foncier Branch,
78; by Mr. Prendergast, 85; return re
loans under Credit Foncier system, Housing and Reclamation Acts and State Savings Bank Department ordered on motion
of Mr. Angus, 58~; presented, 1127
State Savings Bank Bill-Message from Ad-'
. ministrator of the Government brought
down and resolution for appropriation
adopted, 104; Bill brought in by Mr. Pren-,
dergast and read first time, 104; second
reading moved by Mr. Prendergast, 107;
debated, 108; Bill read second time, 1091
considered in Committee, 109; third reading, 114.
State Savings Bank (Insurance) Bill-Brought
in by Sir Alexander Peacock and read'
first time, 1982; second reading moved by
Sir Alexander Peacock, 2304; Bill read
second time and passed through remaining
stages, 2304.
.
Sta.tute Law Revision Committee-Appoin,te~,
123.
Sugarloaf vYeir-Question by Mr. Mackrell re
increased cost and capacity, 994 ..
Superannuation
Bill-Governor's
message
-brought down and resolution fol,' appropriation adopted, 1127; Bill brought in by
Mr. Tunnecliffe and read first time, 1127;
question by 1\11'. McLachlan, 15M. (See
also Public Service.)
Supply-Votes on account, 20, 73, 123, 542,
1194, 1545; Supplementary Estimates dea.lt
with, 24, 86; estimates of expenditure .fot
1924-5 dealt with-Chief Secretary's Department, 1765; Labour Department, 1801;
Education Department, 1803; TreaStu'e~e . '.:.
Department, 1818; Lands Department, 1819,
2232, 2254; Public Works and Mines Department, 2254; Forests Department,~57;
Department of Agriculture, 2258; Ue~th'
Department, 2269; Railway Department,
2272; resolutions from .Committee of SuP.ply reported and adopted by the '/ HoUSe,
2283. (See also Estimates.)
,
, .
Surplus Revenue Bill-Governor's message
brought down and resolution for aplXopriation adopted, 1463; Bill brought in by
Sir Alexander Peacock and read first time;
1463; second reading moved by Sir.Alexaneler Peacock, 1709; debated,. 1711; Bill
read second time and passed through· .r~maining stages, 1712.
'
Thomas, Mr., M.L.A.-Motion by Sir Alexander
.
Peacock expressing regret at the death ~ of
Mr. W. E. Thomas, 37; seconded by. Mr.
Prendergast, 37; supported by Mr. Alla.n,
38; Mr. Bailey, 38; Mr. Brownbill, 38 ;
Mr. Slater, 38; Mr. Toutcher, 39; Mr.
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Mr., l\f.J.J.A.-continued.
Cotter, 40; the Speaker, 40; agreed to, 40;
adjournment of House as mark of respect,
40.
Timber. (See Forests Deparbnent.)
Titles Office-Statements by Mr. Eggleston re
utilization of space in new building, 552,
945.
Tourist Resorts-Statement by Mr. A. A. Billson, 262. (See also Mt. Ruffalo.)

THOMAS,

Mr. R. F. (StawelL and Ararat.)
Close of the Session, 2317.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1931.
Forests Bill (No.1), 1064.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1727, 1846.
Health Commission-Letter to, 1751.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2213.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1241.
Local Government Bill (No.2), 1096.
Obituary-Mr. W. E. Thomas, M.L.A., 39.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1620.
Riot Damages Bill, 1088.
State School Teachers Sick Leave, 15.
Superannuation Scheme for Public Servants,
1768.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 688, 798, 873.

TouTCHER,

Tramways- (See Melbourne and Metropolitan
1'1'amways Bill, ,Melbournetlnd Mietropolitan :J.'ramways (Inscribed Stock) Bill,
, and State Accident Insurance Office.)
Treasurer's Advance-Question by Mr. Esgleston 1'e amounts paid and made avaIlable
from Treasurer's Advance during present
financial year, 398.
Tresco West Settlement-Question by Mr.
Old re Government taking over settlement,
1709; re GovPJ'nment blocks for settlers
2233.
'
Tuberculosis-Statement by 1\11'. Frost 1'e Amherst Sanatorium, 2270; statement by Dr.
Argyle re scheme for better treatment of
tuberculosis in all stages, 2272. (See also
Miners' Phthisis.)
'l'UNNECLIFFE,
Austral~an

Mr. THOMAS (Collingwood)
Wine Licence (Baillieston) Bill,

107, .:>65.
Betting Tax Bill, 2299.
Boarded-out Children-Allowance, 1208.
Boroondara Election Circular, 428, 433.
Bread, Wheat, and Flour CommissionMaximum Expenditure, 206.
Business-Order of, 418, 419.
Children's Maintenance Bill, 619, 1624.
Children's Welfare Bill, 107, 366, 367.
Club Hotel (Hopetoun) Licensing Bill, 107,
366.'
Electoral Bill, 107, 115.
Fruit Fly-Payment of Compensation, 205.
G8:me Bill, 107, 415, 948, D19.
Gas Regulation Bill, 107, 484.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1940.
Government Motor Cars-Cost of, 1795.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2010, 2151, 2191,
2210, 2211, 2214.
Income Tax Bill (No.1), 2163, 2166, 2167.
Kew Asylum-Publication of Commission's
Report, 1795, 1905; Dismissed Employees,
2097, 2115, 2303, 2313.

Mr. Thomas-cont'inued.
Marine Board-Transfer to Commonwealth,
1794.
Ministry's Policy, 1536.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1479, 1490, 1491.
No-Confidence Motion, 1398.
Observatory-Offices of, 1794.
Opticians Registration Bill, 482, 1025.
Orders in Council, 1794.
Police Commission-Maximum Expenditure,
339, 427, 1190, 1191; Reference, 1631, 1639,
1640.
Police-Women Agents, 127; Press Photographs, 127; Recruiting, 1208.
Public Service Salaries Board Bill, 1127.
Reading Speech on Motion for Second Reading of Bill, 1827.
Selling Newspapers on Sundays, 1259.
State Accident Insurance Office-W ol'l}{ers
Compensation Premiums, 619; Payment of
Premiums, 1792.
Statist's Office-Reclassification o'f Officers,
1794.
Superannuation Bill, 1127.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1711.
Workers Compensation Bill, 205, 452, 532.

TUNNECLIFFE,

Unemployed, The-Question by Mr. Deany re
preference to returned soldiers on Sta.te
relief work, 204; question by Mr. Eggleston
1'e number registered at Government Employment Bureau and discontinuance of
sleeping accommodation in drill halls,- 696;
statement by Mr. Eggleston, 946; statement
by Mr. Prendergast 1'e road construction
work for unemployed, 2315; by Mr. Allan
2315. (See also Ministry, l.'he.)
,
UI'liversity of Melbourne-Statement by Dr.
Argyle re Chair of Obstetrics, 252.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Act-Return 1'e
fines and costs and expenses of rabbit inspectors from 1910 to 1922 ordered on
motion of Mr. Hughes, 696; presented,.
892; statement by Mr. Weaver 1'e different
grouping of shires, 2267. (See also Noxious
Weeds.)
Victorian Government Loan Bill-Governor',
message brought down and resolution for
~ppropriation adopted, 87; Bill brought
III by Mr. Prendergast and read first time,
87; second reading. moved by Mr. Prendergast, 87; debated, 88; Bill read second
time and passed through remaining stages,
90.
Victorian Loan (Public Works) Bill-Governor's message brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 1631; Bill
brought in by Sir Alexander Peacock and
read first time, 1631; second reading moved
by Sir Alexander Peacock, 1940; debated,
1941 ; Bill read second time and passed
through remaining stages, 1941.
Victorian Loan (State Forests) Bill-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 2168; Bill brought
in by Sir Alexander Peacock and read first
time, 2168; second reading moved by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 2305; Bill read second
time and passed through remaining stages
2305.
'

(40)
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Victorian Wheatgrowers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill-Governor's
message brought down and resolution for
appropriation adopted, 1260; Bill brought
in by Mr. Hogan and read first time, 1260;
second rr.ading moved by Mr. Hogan, 1277;
debated, 1280; Bill read second time and
passed through remaining stages, 1285.
Visitors, AClClommodated WIth ChaIrs on the
Floor of the House·-The Hon. J. Hickey,
M.L.C., Honorary Minister, Western Australia, 237; the Hon. F. D. Chaf'fey, M.L.A.,
Minister of Agriculture, New South Wales,
259; the Hon. W. N. Gillies, M.L.A., Minister of Agriculture, Queensland, 259; the
Hon. A. G. Ogilvie, M.L.A., AttorneyGeneral of Tasmapia, 892.
Votes on Account. (See Supply.)
Wages Boards-Statement by Mr. Alla~ re. extension to the country of deternllnatIOns
of Boards for farriers, hospital attendants,
and gas workers, 544; by Mr. McDonald
(Polwarth), 546; by Mr. West, 550; question by Mr. West re country Wages
Board for farriers, 994; further statement
by Mr. Allan re determination of Farriers
Board, 1197; by M);. West, 1202;. by Mr.
Lemmon, 1204; question by Mr. McAdam
1'e country Wages Boards, 1630; statement
by Mr. McAdam, 2284; by Mr. Brownbill,
2285.
WALLACE, Mr. A. K. (Albert Park)
Adjournment of the House-Royal Agricultural Show, 463.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 2144, 2170,
2177 2181, 2211, 2214, 2215.
Incom~ Tax Bill (No.2), 2311.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
916.
Milk Supply Bill, 380.
Wa.lpeup West Lands Bill-Brought in by Mr.
Downward and read first time, 1556; Governor's message brought down and resolution for appropriation adopted, 1648.
Mr. A. L. N. (Gippsland West)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 605, 1047.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1285, 1292, 1293, 1294.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1237.
Milk Supply Bill, 395.
No-confidence Motion, 1404.

WALTER,

Mr. E. C. (Flem'ington)
Children'S Maintenance Bill, 1623.

WARDE,

Wa.r Memorial. (See :Ministry, The.)
Water Supply Department-Statement by Mr.
Angus re extension of irrigation channels
and storages, 82; by Mr. Bailey, 84; statement by Mr. Wettenhall re Dimboola and
Horsham water supply, 426; by Mr. Bail~y,
462; statement by Mr. Angus re extenSIOn
of irrigation channels west of the Loddon
River, 1423; by Mr. Weaver, 1426; by Mr.
Allan, 1427. (Se~ also Hume lleservoir
and Sugarloaf Wetr.)
Water Supply Loans Application Bill-Brought
in by Sir Alexander Peacock and read first
time, 1463; second reading moved by Sir
Alexander Peacock, 1463; debated, 1466;
Bill read second time and passed through
remaining stages, 1472.

Ways and Means-Resolutions on which tQ
found Consolidated Revenue Bills adopted,
23, 86, 129, 557, 1211, 1556; resolution on
which to found Appropriation Bill adopted,
2284.
Mr. 1. J. ([(orong)
Agricultural Research, 2266.
Budget, 1309.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 608.
Cornsacks-Price of, 2~66.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1847.
Game Bill, 923.
Horse Breeding Bill, 1287, 1291, 12\14.
Irrigation Works, 1426.
Mildura Fruitgrowers-Compensation, 1065.
Noxious Weeds-Destruction of, 1426, 2267.
Police Commission-Maximum Expenditure,
1191.
.
Railway' Department-Transport
Delays,
2277; Freight on Bags, 2277; Return
'rickets, 2277.
Railway Loan Application Bill, 1615.
Standing Committee-Proposed
Railways
Railways, 1761.
State Savings Bank Bill, no.
Victorian Wheat-growers Corporation Limited
(Government Guarantee) Bill, 1281.
Water Supply Loans Application Bill, 1469.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 681, 750, 879.

WEAVER,

Mr. G. C. (Abbotsford)
Budget, 1669.
Children's Welfare Department-Training of
Children at Royal Park, 1798.
Dandenong Lands Bill, 2118.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1525.
Dried Fruits Bill, 1934.
Electricity Commission-Charges for Light'
and Power, 2255.
Electric Supply Loan Application Bill, 2295.
Highways and Vehicles Bill, 1982, 2124, 2130,
2175, 2176, 2179, 2197, 2198, 2212, 2213,
2214, 2215, 22]6, 2217.
Immigration-Influx of Foreigners, 2314.
Income Tax Bill, 2162, 2164.
Local Government (Melbourne and Geelong)
Bill, 129.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
427, 497, 908, 909, 910, 911, 914, 918, 1018,
1019.
Milk Supply Bill, 385, 407, 408.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 923, 1001, 1131, 1475,
1488, 1491, 1493, 1593, 1598, 1604, 1605.
Police Commission-Alteration of Terms of
Reference, 1643.
Public Service Board, 1789.
Richmond Land Bill, 413, 415.
Surplus Revenue Bill, 1711.

WEBBER,

Mr. WALTER (Gippsland South)
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.1), 606, 615,
1032, 1048, 1054.
Cattle Compensation Bill (No.2), 2305.
Children's Maintenance Bill, 1623.
Closer Settlement in Gippsland, 993.
Dairy Supervision Act-State Extension of,
549, 2269.
Electoral Bill, 458.
Forests Bill (No.2), 1732, 1750, 1848, 1850.
Herd Testing-Government Grant, 82, 1202,
1423, 2269.

WEST,

LEGISLATIVE ASSEUBLY.
WEST,

Mr. Walter-contintteil.

Highw<,t.ys and Vehicles Bill, Ul 97, 2124, 2126,
2138, 2172, 2188.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 447,
448, 449, 906, 908.
Local Government Bill (No.1), 1231.
Municipal EndowlllE'nt, 1202.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1714.
Noxious Weeds, 549, 9!)4.
Parks and Gardens--~Grants, 182-4:.
Railway Construction in Gippsland South,
82.
Railway Loan Appli(:ation Bill, 162.1.
Railways
Standing
C()mmittee-~-Pl'oposed
Railways, ]762.
Roads Policy, 1423.
Sale to Seaspray Hailway, 1202.
State Savings Bank Bill, 110, 112.
Votes on Account, 82.
Wages Boards--:-Fal'1'iers Determination, 550;
Country Board for Farriers, 994, 1202.
Water Supply Loan" Application Bill, 14l.i9.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 712, 732, 881.
Wire Ketting Bill, 1837, 1839.
l\fr. M. E. (Lowan)
Budget, 1227, 1260.
Cattle COlllpensati(Hl Bill (No.1), 607, 1032,
1052.
Cornsacks, Price of, 1980, 1981, 2264.
Days and Hours of Meeting, 1530.
Dimboola alld IJorsitam \\T atel' Supply, 426.
Dried Fruits Bill, ] 928.
Education Departmcnt--Horsham Elemental'y
School, fi51; High School, 551, 2257;
Homes for Teachers, 551.
Electoral Bill, 502.
Forests Bill (No.2), ]840.
Game Bill, 922.
Governor's Speech-vVant of Confidence
Motion, 48.
Highways awl Vehicles Bill, 1988, 2]69, 2190,
2196, 2199, 2200, 2211, 2212,
Horse Brf'8 f ling Bill, 1290.
Industrial and Provident Societies Bill, 907.
Jeparit Land Bill, 370,
I.ocal Government Bill (No.1), 1254.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Bill,
91~-!, 9]5.
Metropolitan Tramways-Motor Bus Competition, 81.
Milk Supply Bill, 382, 400, 408.
Ministry of Transport, 2257.
Ministry's Policy, 206, 1541.
Motor Omnibus Bill, 1145.
Municipal Endowment Bill, 1716.
Municipalities' Duties-Proposed Handbook,
2257.
Noxious Weeds, 2265.
Orchards Registration Bill, ]1)5.
Police-Dimboola Station, 552,
Railway Department-Parliamentary Control, 80; Charge for rrrucks, 80; Motor
Competition, 81.
Richmond Land Bill, 414.
State Accident Insurance Office-Workers
Compensation Premiums, 619
State Savings Bank Bill, 109.

WgT'fENHALL,

M. E.-continued.
Votes on ACcOlmt, 80
Wheat, Bulk HltlHlling, 2259.
Wheat Marketing Bill, 632, 722, 726, 7$1,
746, 772, 773, 775, 820, 823, 826, 869.
Workers Compensation Bill, 5J 9.

\VET'rENHALL, ~Ir.

Whe(~t~Qu~stion by Mr. Lawson re negotiatIOns WIth Federal Goverument for financing compulsory pool, 203; statement by Mr.
j logan l'e correspondence with Prime Minister, 204; question by Mr, Allan re voluntary }Jool, 1065; statement by Mr, Allison
re bulk handling system and price of COl'nsacks, 2258; by Mr. Lemmon, 2258; by
1\11'. Wettcnhall, 2259; by 1'11', Frost, 2265;
by Mr. Weaver, 2266; by Mr. Hogan, 2267;
by Colonel Bourchier, 2269; statement by
~lr. Wettenhall re hi story of bulk handling
movement and advantages of system, 2259.
(See also (!m'llslIcks, Pri.ce of; Prices of
Bread, WhecLt, and Plour (Jo1n1n'ission'
Ministry, The; and Victorian Whelltgrow:
ers' C01'poration Lim'ited
(Govenl1nent
()uamntee) Bill.)
Wheat Marketing Bill-~ Message from Adminish'ator of the Government brouaht
down
0
and re~olution for appropriation adopted,
104; ~Ill ~rought in by Mr, Hogan and
read first tune, 104; second reading moved
b~ Mr. Hogan, 532! debated, 619, 665, 696;
BIll read second bme, 715; considered in
COlllmittee, 7] 5, 734; progress reported,
823; Governor's message brought down and
I'e.solution for appropriation adopted, 8~3;
Bll1 further considered in COJllllJittee 823·
third rending moved by Mr. Hogan: 853;
debated, 853; Bill read third time 881·
amendments after third reading, 882.'
'
Whisky-Question by Mr. A. A. Billson l'e imlo
portation of brand contaiuing 30 per cent,
of Scotch malt whisky and 70 per cent. of
neutral spirit, 514. '
Wire Ketting Bill-Governol"S message brought
down and resolution for appropriation
adopted, 1524; Bill brought jn by Mr.
Downward and read first time
1524'
second reading llloved by Mr, Do~vnward:
1832; debated, 1834; Bi lL read second time,
1837; considered in COlllmittee, 1837 ;
third reading, ]851.
Woollen Industry-Statem0Jlt by Mr. Brownbill re woollen mills Itt Geeiong, 927.
Workers' Compensation. (See State Accident
Insll1'ance Office,)
Workers' Compensation Bill-Brought in by
Mr. Tunnec.liffe and read first time, 205;
second readmg moved by Mr. Tunnecliffe,
452; debated, 515; Bill read second time
and committed Pl'O fOrma, 532.
Yarram Yanam Mechanics' Institute BillBrought in by Mr, Ba,iley and read first
time, 205; second reading moved by Mr.
Bailey, 450; debated, 451; Bill read second
time and passcd through remaining stages,
451.
Yarrawonga Bridge-Statement by Mr. CaTliRle,
1421; by Mr. Allan, 1427,
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